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EMBROIDERY.

WALKING-DRESS

FOR A YOUNG

LADY.

The velvet
Made of steel-colored porlin ; trimmed with Magenta-colored velvet and buttons.
makes a
which
centre,
tlie
in
button
a
having
poplin,
the
of
is crossed at intervals by squares
very stylish trimming.
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THE EVELYN.

Made

of plain colored merino, and trimmed with very briglit s,:ik or poplin.

THE

VALENCIA^.

[FroiS the estatlishmcnt of G. Beodie, 51 Canal Street, New York.
articles of costume.]

Drawn by L. T VoiOT, from actual

This graceful and truly classic sortie de bal, or opera cloak, is made of white merino, and bordered with a gold passamentprie and tassels.
The combined effect is admirable, wliile the ricli
chaste sweep of the material produces an effect which is peculiarly statuesque and dignified. Made
in suitable material, tlie same fashion is greatly in favor for the promenade.
6

EMBROIDERY.

OPERA

HOOD.

(See description, page 93.)

NEW

STYLES

OF APRONS.

THE XENinr.

The Jenny is made of black moire antique, and trimmed with cords and tassels caught at intervals byrosette buttons.

THE ZEPHANIA.

The Zephania is suitable for silk or wash goods.
It can be made of colored cambric, scaliupea
with white, and braided with white Marseilles braid.

THE

E3SAM0ND.

The Rossmoud is so simple it needs no description.
THE

UESTJLA.

Toe Ursuli. is decidedly a dress apron, being made of very rich silk, and trimmed with two
TOWS of very heavy friu^'e. The eiidi of the liist row of fringe and the pockets are finished with
«:;rafes.

BRUSSELS

EMBROIDERY

ON NET.

♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦ ♦♦♦♦♦•♦>■.♦''
♦♦♦♦♦♦♦*♦

vv

We present to our siibscribers a new style of ornamental emtroiflery, which is especially pretty
for many purposes. It is worked on a clear Brussels net, not too fine. The diamomls, wliicli appear crossed, aie darned with a fine soft cotton. Tliese can be worked with the greatest regularity
by counting the threads of the net, and keeping them exactly tlie same size. Leaving one liole
of the net between each short length of the darning, as will be seen in our illustration, gives it a
mncli ligliter appear.ance. The alternate diamonds are lilli'd in with a sprig, embroidered in satiu
stitch, which shows to great advantage on the lii;lit net ground.
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EMBEOIDERY

F3E AN INTANT'S CLOAK.

'^'» »»■»
JESSAMINE

PATTERN

EMBROIDERY

ON TAPE-WORK.

{See descriplion, Work Department.)

THE

"ELSI2"

THE

"ALICE"

VOL. tSII. — Z

^IGRT-^HESS.-iSce

descriptiun, page OZ.]

mGB.T-DB.ESS.—(Seedesmphon,page93.)

EMBROIDERY,

EMBEOIDEKY

PATTEBNS.

^w^^w^^o^^^i^^^ca^^^x^^^^
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COBKEB

FOB A FOC£ET

HAin)KE:BCHrEI'.

ALPHABET

OF FANCY

FOK MAKKING

LETTERS.

A LADY S WAKDEOBE.
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GODEY'S

Jabp §0oli ;ra^ P^cigEpt
PHILADELPHIA,

SUNSHINE

AND

SHADE;
BT

PAX:^IE

JANUARY,

OR,

THE

ISGL

GOVERNESS.

WARNER.

[Entered, according to act of Congress, in the year 1S60, by L0C13 A. Godet, in tlie clerk's offlce of tlie District
Court of the United States, in and for the Eastern District of Pennsylvania.]

CHAPTER
THE

EVE

OF

I.

DEPABTTBE.

" AsB to-morrow you leave U3 for the ' Sunny
South ?'"
" Yes ; and I hope it may prove as sunny as
it is represented. De Bon- says that ' a more
lovely heaven does not smile on the classic
land of Italy than upon the favored inhabitants
of Georgia;' and I fervently hope that those
Tvhom Destiny throws me among will smile as
graciously upon me as heaven does upon them. "
"Well, I hope your lines will be cast in
pleasant places, and that you will not have
reason to regret your determination to adopt
the vocation of a governess. I must bid you
good-by this evening, .is a business engagement
will prevent my seeing you at the cars in the
morning ; but accept my wannest wishes for
your happiness, and in your sympathy for those
abroad do not forget those at home who have
been your willing slaves, and remember one in
particular who would gladly have remained
your slave for life. Farewell."
The door closed hurriedly. A quick step
echoed along the gravelled walk .as the young
girl whom the speaker had addressed turned
to the window, and, hastily snatching the curtain aside, strove to catch a last glimpse of that
manly form. "Farewell, farewell is a lonely
sound," was murmured in a low voice, and
then, as if to confirm the truth of the second
line of the verse, she heaved a deep sigh.
Turning to the piano, she commenced slowly to
gather up some pieces of music which were
scattered over the instrument, when the door

opened, and an elderly lady entered the apartment.
"Who

was that in here a few moments ago,

my de.ar?" said she.
"It was Mr. Howard, mother," replied the
young lady.
"Mr. Howard!" repeated the mother, iu
surprise. " He did not remain long. Will he
meet you at the cars in the morning ?"
" He said that a business engagement would
prevent him from seeing me again, and even
compelled lam to take a hasty leave this evening ;and," she continued, in a tone of sadness, "I think I feel rather glad than otherwise,
for I wish to devote every moment to yon, and
I don't care to be obliged to talk to strangers."
"You certainly do not consider Mr. Howard
a stranger, Klith?"
"Not in the sense you mean, dear mother;
but
be is not one of the family, and"^-she
hesitated.
"And what, my child ?"
Edith colored, and turned away as if to avoid
her mother's searching look ; then replied, in
a tone of impatience, .as if the subject was unpleasant toher — " Well, I do not wish any one
to accompany me to the cars but those I love
best — yourself, and George, and Grace."
There was a pause. Edith continued to arrange her pieces of music and place them
carefully in the music portfolio at her side.
Her mother crossed the room, and seated herself on a sofa near an open window. It was a
lovely September evening, and the garden17 was
silvered over with the pale moonlight.
She

godey's lady's book axt) magazine.
looked out upon the quiet scene, but not with
the same calm, happy light in her eye with
which she usually viewed it ; tears dimmed
her vision, and sadness weighed heavily in her
heart as she thought of the separation on the
morrow. The last piece of music was in its
place ; and, taking the portfolio in her hand,
Edith turned to leave the room, when her steps
were arrested by her mother's voice desiring
her to remain.
" I wish to have some conversation with you
this evening, my daughter, as this will be the
last opportunity I shall have of seeing you
alone ; to-morrow you leave your home to be
absent two long years ; before you go, will you
not make a confidante of your mother ? Tell
me why you cannot accept Charles Howard's
oflFer of marriage. Did he renew his proposals
this evening ?"
" He certainly did not, mother ; he merely
alluded to the subject, and was gone before I
could reply."
"And, had he given you an opportunity,
what would your reply have been ?"
"The same as heretofore; I can never be
Charles Howard's wife."
"It is very strange, Edith. I know of no
objection to him ; he seems in every way
worthy of you, and I am convinced that j'ou
take more than an ordinary degree of interest
in him ; then why is it that you seem so decided in your rejection of his suit?"
Tears filled Edith's eyes ; but she replied, in
a calm voice : " I will not try to conceal from
you, dear mother, that I love him ; but I have
not confidence in him. I believe that he loves
me now, but I know his fickle nature too well
to believe that it would stand the test of a two
years' absence."
" But wliy put him to that test, my child ?"
"I know that necessity does not oblige me
to leave home ; but ' there 's a Divinity shapes
our ends,' and you know I have always believed that I was cut out for a governess ; and,
aside from that, if I were engaged to Charles, I
should certainly postpone our marriage, doubting as I do the genuineness of his love. Moreover, Icannot forget poor May Webb ; and
when my heart beats fast and faster at his
approach, her pale, sad face rises up iu judgment against him, and I almost loathe myself
for loving the one who entered that widow's
dwelling to woo her brightest jewel, and when
won to cast it aside as a worthless bauble. No !
I 'd rather be poor Edith Stanford, the governess, than the neglected wife of the rich Charles
Howard."

"But that was long ago, my child, and
Charles was young, scarcely twenty. I know
he has repented that youthful folly, for he
seems so diflferent now ; he appears perfectly
upright and honorable, and so manly and consider.ate."
"It is useless to plead his cause, my dear
mother ; what you style a ' folly' I consider a
crime. It was seven years ago, but it seems to
me but yesterday that I culled tlie fairest
flowers in my garden to lay beside the sick
girl's pillow. I was but twelve years old, and
she was seventeen. Each day, as I passed from
school, I stopped at the cottage, for I loved
sweet May, but it made my heart ache to see
her fading so rapidly from earth ; and when the
autumn winds came, and I was told that they
would hasten her death, I wept bitterly ; but
when I gazed upon her face a few weeks after,
as she lay in that calm sleep which knows no
waking, I shed not a tear ; I knew that she had
been a Christian, and I felt that I was gazing
upon the face of an angel. She had told me,
in a conversation we had together .a few weeks
previous to her death, that she freely forgave
all who had in any way wronged her. I did
not know then how fearfully she had been
wronged, and not until I had known Charles
Howaril nearly two years did I learn from
Mrs. Webb that he visited her house as her
son's friend when May was sixteen. He and
May were thrown much together, and from
the first he seemed to take a deep interest iu
everything concerning his friend's little sister,
as he called her then. After a vacation of six
weeks. May's brother returned to the University
of M
to resume his studies, but Charles
continued to visit the cottage, and made May
frequent presents of books and fiowers, and in
a short time showed by every word and action
that he loved her. He was rich, and you who
plead his cause so well know how handsome
his face, how fascinating his manner — just the
person to captivate a young girl. And when
his manly form bent over her to point out a
particular passage in some favorite book, her
telltale face revealed to him too plainly what
was no longer a secret to those who had observed
them together — that she returned his love and
trusted him."
"But, my dear," interrupted Mrs. Stanford,
"he never committed himself in words."
" Committed himself in words, mother ! Do
not actions speak louder than words ? When, "
she continued, "he found that he possessed
that ' pearl of great price' — the first love of a
pure-minded girl — he became cold and distant

SUNSHINE

AND

SHADE;

in his manner, and liis visits became less frequent, andatlengthceasedaltogetlier. Oneday,
after an absence of several weeks, he called at
Mi-s. Webb's for the purpose, he said, of bidding
them good-by, previous to travelling abroad.
M.iy asked him, in as calm a tone of voice as
she could command, liow long he would be
absent. 'Not longer,' he replied, 'than two
years.' He left ; and, after travelling through
Europe the specified two years, he returned, to
find May dead. He called on Mrs. Webb, but
she received hira coldly, and he did not repeat
his visit. May's brother had finished his course
at the University, and was established in business with a friend in St. Louis.
"All that I have told you I learned from
Mrs. Webb. Seeing the growing intimacy between Mr. Howard and myself, she called upon
me one day about a year ago, and, during the
conversation, the subject of which was her
darling May, she gave me these facts, as I have
related them to you. Her motive was a disinterested one. She was not actuated by malice,
for I do not believe there is a spark of that in
lier composition. She loved me, and could not
bear to see my happiness wrecked as May's had
been.
" And now, dearest mother, I hope your
mind is relieved. You know the reason why I
will not marry Charles Howard, and I had intended to tell you had you not asked me, for I
saw that you were completely i n the dark ; but
I am sorry that you thought I allowed my prejudices to run away with my judgment. "
" I had heard something of this before, but
was quite ignorant of many of the circumst.ances
you have lelated," replied her mother. " I remember, at the time of May's death, many persons censured Charles Howard's conduct, hut I
always thought they were too severe upou
him, and doubted not that there were palliating
circumstances, which, if known, would at least
clear him in part ; and I must still think, dear
Edith, that you wrong him. As I haye said
before, I think him to be a worthy person, and
did you but possess the same confidence in him
that I have, I would at this moment give my
consent to your union, believing that he would
be to you a devoted husband ; but if you have
not the most perfect faith in the durability of
his love, and do not intend eventually to bestow your hand upon him, I charge you to cast
him from your thoughts .altogether, and, as you
have rejected his hand, do not leave home
cherishing his image in your heart."
" Never fear, mother ; the thought of Charles
Howard is always followed too closely by the

OR,

THE
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sad face of May Webb, and though I c.inuot
forget him, you may rest assured that I shall
not treat his im.ige with any more tenderness
or affection than it deserves. But it is late,
and I must go to my room and see how Grace
progresses with the packing ; so good-night,
dearest mother, and pleasant dreams."
Kdith left the room, and after loitering a moment in the hall to si)eak with her brother
George, she ran lightly up the stairs. She
found Grace seated on the. floor in her room,
beside a huge trunk, deliberating, with a grave
face, whether she should put Edith's writing
portfolio and dressing-case in the top, or at the
bottom of the trunk, which question her sister
settled immediately by saying she should wish
to use both articles on her journey, and therefore they must go in the top where she could
get easy access to them. She then commenced
to assist Grace in packing, and while the sisters
are thus engaged, we will take a look at them.
Edith is tall and graceful, and. though slight,
her figure Is well rounded and exqxiisitely proportioned. Her dark hair, of which she has a
profusion, is dressed in pl.iin bands covering
her ears, and t.akeu back is wound in heavy
plaits around her small, finely formed head.
No ornament, either of ribbon or tinsel, mars
the effect of that " crowning glory of woman."
Her eyes are large, dark, and soft, but in animated conversation they light up with a brilliancy that is perfectly bewildering. The form
of her face is oval ; her complexion dark, but
clear, and the blood mantles to her cheeks,
giving them a color but a trifle less ruddy than
that of her delicately formed lips. Her teeth
are white and regular, but by the envious are
s.iid to look "very false." The expression of
her lips baffles description. It is one of blended
firmness and sweetness, and when she smiles,
renders her perfectly irresistible. Edith is
certainly beautifnl ; but aside from the beauty
of face and form, there is a nameless charm
about her — a something in her manner and
bearing that captivates one at once. Her entire unconsciousness of her own loveliness, and
forgetfulness of self ; her affectionate attention
to those she loves, and regardful care not to
wound the feelings of any, have made her the
darling of her home, and the favorite of her
young companions.
Grace is just sixteen, and in personal appearance isexactly the opposite of lier sister.
Her light hair, blue eyes, and fair round
face give her the appearance of being much
younger than she really is. She is one of those
' innocent, winsome beings whom one oannot

20
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look upon without loving. The same peculiar
smile which we have described in Edith belongs
to Grace also, and is the only point of resemblance between the sisters.
But the last article has been placed in the
■trunk, and the packing is finished. Grace, who
always occupies her mother's room, has given
the good-night kiss, and Edith is left alone. -It
is a warm night, and throwing herself in a
large easy chair beside the low windows, she
fastens back the curtain which drapes it, and
looks out upon the night. She thinks of the
Past, and her eyes turn toward a slab of white
marble, beneath which rest the remains of
that good old man, her grandfather. It is a
little to the north, just above the spring-honse,
and is quite perceptible in the moonlight. Beside it are two otlier graves, and above all
three waves a drooping willow. How well she
remembers her grandfather's voice and manner
as he used to bid her "keep on the sunny side,
my dear ; the sunny side, for it is always damp
in the shade;" and then she thinks of the
Present, and wonders if she is keeping on the
"sunny side" by leaving home and friends to
go among strangers ; or if she will be cast in
the shade at her southern home. Rising to
prepare for her couch, she murmurs, "I will,
as Longfellow bids, go forth to meet the
shadowy Future without fear, and with a brave
heart!"

CHAPTER

II.

KETEOSPECTION.

Edith and Grace Stanford are the daughters
■of a widow ; their father died when Grace was
an infant ; he had been wealthy but extravagant and improvident, and when his affairs
were settled after his death, it was found that
but a mere pittance was left for the support of
the widow and orphans. Edith was three years
of age, and George, the only son, but nine,
when thjy were bereaved of a father's care.
Mrs. Stanford had been raised quite plainly,
but during her married life had resided in the
beautiful village of B
, in one of our most
northern States, and had been surrounded by
every luxury. She was a woman of good sense
and strong religious principles, and when she
learned that everything must be sold, and
there was no alternative but for her to return
to her father's house, she did not murmur, but
calmly agreed to the proposal, saying that she
should not feel like an interloper, as, being the
only cliild, there were no fidgety aunts or

bachelor uncles to be annoyed by her little
ones.
Mr. Allen, the father of Mrs. Stanford, was a
plain farmer, residing in the country on a small
farm about four miles from B
. His wife,
Mrs. Stanford's stepmother, had been dead a
year, and he gladly welcomed to his lonely
hearth his daughter, and gazed with pleasure
on the bright faces of his grandchildren. Five
years passed, during which time Mrs. Staiifofd
taught Edith and George at home ; at the end
of that time she was persuaded to send them
to a school in the village. They boarded at the
house of a friend during the week, returning
home every Friday evening, and remaining
until Monday morning. From that time, Edith,
although but eight years old, cherished the
idea of becoming a teacher, and when asked
often in sport by her companions when she intended to begin to teach, she would invariably
reply "as soon as ever I am eighteen." Her
mother encouraged the idea, thinking it would
stimulate her in her studies, and, knowing the
farm yielded but a small income, she thought
it but right that her children should turn their
talents to account. She did not dream, however, that Edith's hobby, to which she clung
so pertinaciously, would carry her so far from
home, and throw her, a pensioner, upon the
kindness of strangers.
At the age of thirteen Edith entered the
seminary, and in four years finished tlie course,
graduating with honor, the youngest in her
class.
The principal Iiad been made aware of her
intention to support herself by teaching, and
ofiered her a vacancy in the school, saying that,
if she preferred it at the end of the year, he
would procure her a situation as governess in
a family. She acquiesced, and entered upon
her duties, discharging them faithfully. Grace,
who was then fifteen, and a pupil in the institution, was her constant companion out of
school hours. Her grandfather had died during
her last scholastic year at the seminary, leaving the faiTU to her brother George, and a lifeannuity to her mother.
Edith was not obliged to maintain herself by
teaching, but it had been her favorite object so
long that she could not abandon it, and when
her brother would tell her long stories about
shabbily treated governesses, and ask her why
she wished to run the risk of being disagreeably
situated, instead of being content to remain at
the seminary, or of taking up with other offers
at home, she would answer him laughingly,
"Well, 1 am tired of the Yankees, and wish to
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find out if governesses are really such a maltreated class."
One afternoon, near the close of the summer
term, Edith received a message from Mr. Richards, the principal, requesting an interview
with her in the parlor. He met her at the
door, and inviting her in, desired her to be
se.ited. " I have this morning received a letter
from a gentleman in Georgia, applying to me
for a governess," said he, "and I know of no
person so well qualified to fill the situation
as yourself. The gentlem-iu states that he
has two daughters, and he wishes a person
competent to teach music, both vocal and instrumental, French, and the Knglish branches
usually taught in our schools. He offers a
reasonable salary, and will defray the travelling

however, seeming to avoid tlie one subject up-

expenses of the young lad^-. I will submit
this to your consideration, desiring you to return me an answer in the course of a week. I

remarks: "Hew lonely I shall be when I resume my studies next terra, and have to travel

will merely add that, in the event of your refusing the situation, I sh.-iU be but too happy
to retain your services in this institution."
The answer was returned that week as desired, and was an acceptance, and the evening
on which Edith is introduced to the reader is
that prior to her departure.

CHAPTER

III.

THE DEPARTURE.

The sun was shining full on Edith's pillow
the next morning, when she was awakeund
by her sister exclaiming, with forced gayety,
"Come, open your eyes, Edith, or has that sun
shining right in your face made yon blind ?"
and then giving her sister an affectionate kiss,
she added, " While you are dressing, I will run
down aud give Vagabond his seed."
Edith sprang out of bed, and kneeling down,
repeated her morning prayer, adding from the
Litany, " We beseech thee to succor, help, and
comfort all who are in danger, necessity, and
tribulation ; and to preserve all who travel by
land or water. We beseech thee to hear us,
good Lord." She then dressed herself for her
journey, and descended to the breakfast-room,
where she found her mother and George already seated at the table, aud Grace standing
before a bird-cage scolding "Vag," her pet
canary, for not Ixithing himself properly.
The breakfast passed over quite cheerfully.
Grace kept np a running conversation with her
brother, asking questions, and answering lierself when not rt-plied to, while Mrs. Stanford
and Edith conversed on general subjects; all.

permost in their minds, Edith's departure.
But now tlie carriage is at the door, and the
trunk securely strapped to the back of it.
Edith has bidden the servant good-by, and
patted old Nero's head for the last time ; and
giving a last look at her grandfather's grave,
as she seats hei'self in the carriage beside her
mother, she observes that it is not in the shade
of the old willow at all, and thinks, "That is
quite right ; no sorrow ever drooped so low
over his spirits as to make them gloomy, and
that marble, so bright and sunny, is but typical
of his life."
As they roll awar from the gate, Grace, who
occupies the front seat with her brother George,
turns to Edith, aud, with a tear in lier eye,

this road alone every Monday' morning !"
"You'll not go alone, I am sure," said
George, "unless, contrary to your usual custom, j-ou leave me at home, and drive the
horse yourself."
"Oh, you'll go, of course; but you know,
brother, that you are not Edith. ' '
"I am fully sensible of that fact," he replied, adding, with a spice of indignation in his
tone, " If I ifet-p. Edith, I don't think I shotild
leave a happy home and kind friends who are
always willing and happy to take care of her,
for the pleasure of going among strangers to
teach a few stupid ideas how to shoot."
" If you were constituted like me, George,
you
would do exactly as I do," said Edith,
calmly.
"Now, George," interrupted Grace, "you
need not say anything disagreeable to sister
Edith. I, for my part, am viewing the matter
in a, cheerful light" — here the tears streamed
down her cheeks, and a sob contradicted the
assertion; but she continued: "I will have
finished school when she returns, and we will
be at home with you and mother, and I think
it will be perfectly delightful to have her tell
us all about Southern life ; and then the letters ! You will write every week, won't you,
sister ? Your absence would be quite unendurable ifit were not for those long letters you
are to write. But I intend to make you regret
as much as possible that you ever left home,
for I am going deliberately at work to steal the
hearts of all your beaux, and I intend to make
Charles Howard my first victim. It is such a
pity," she continued, "that my hair has retained its 'pristine whiteness,' for I once heard
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him say that he could never fall in love with
a ' light-haired baby-face. ' ' '
"Oh, that does not matter," said Edith,
laughing; "you can use 'Black Pomatum,'
like that you saw in Tant's room" — meaning
the French teacher at the seminary.
"Better buy
George, looking
face, which was
in his own mind

a wig at once," suggested
affectionately on Grace's bright
now all smiles, and doubting
if ever Charles Howard could

wish to change her vision-like style of beauty.
"Yes," returned Grace, "and appear in it
at the nest soiree at the seminary. That will
be an amusing item in my first letter to you,
Edith, and very interesting, no doubt ; particularly if the bait takes — of which I entertain
some doubts, however."
The conversation was kept up until they
readied B
, Mrs. Stanford, however, taking
no part in it, for she was very sad, and was
not disposed to assume a gayety which she did
not feel. As soon as they came in sight of the
depot Grace's smiles all vanished, and it was
evident that she no longer viewed the matter,
in a cheerful light.
"Oh, Edith, dear, I wish you were going
home with us instead of in those ugly cars.
There ! I hear the whistle, and it goes straight
through my head like a knife."
"You are nervous, Gracie," said her sister
to her, aside, after they had entered the depot.
"You must not give way to your feelings, but
be cheerful, and not make mother more gloomy
by your sad spirits. And when you are at
home you must take my place and read to her,
so that she will not miss me so much. I left
the last volume of Austin's 'Goethe' on the
work-table, and you will find the mark in it
where I left olT. Read on just as if I were
there, and always have some interesting book
ou hand that j'ou can take up at any moment,
for you know that tliere is nothing dear mother
likes so much as listening to us read aloud. But,
come ! dry up your tears, and be introduced to
Mrs. Richards' brother. You know that he is
going to Florida, and is to take charge of me as
far as Augusta."
The introduction took place ; and, leaving
her sister and Mr. Acton together, Edith joined
her mother and George, who stood in conversation with Mr. Richards. Just then some of
Edith's young friends came running in with
flushed faces, exclaiming: "Oh, Edith i we
were so afraid we would he too late, but are
just in time to say good-by."
And so it proved, for at that moment a voice
sounded through the depot,

"All aboard for
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Troy !" Hasty good-byes were exchanged, and
a fervent "God bless you, my daughter !" from
Mis. Stanford, as she embraced her cliild, and
bade her "write soon." Grace wept hysterically, and clung to her sister's neck, while
Edith, though very pale, maintained her calmness, and told Grace she must be "more of
a woman." George manifested consideral'le
emotion at thus parting for the first time with
his sister, whom he dearly loved, but strove to
hide it in unnecessary anxiety about her baggage. How well Edith remembered in after
years her mother's voice and manner at tliat
last parting ! and she never forgot the strange,
uncomfortable feeling which crept over her as,
looking from the car window, she noticed that
George and Grace stood* full in the sunlight,
while her motlier, with her face veiled, was
completely in the shade.
And now our young traveller is fairly started ;
and, bidding her "God speed," we will leave
her to pursue her journey, in the expectation of
meeting her in the next chapter in difiereut
scenes, and surrounded by other faces.

CHAPTER
BEECH

IV.

BLDFF.

BEAUTiPtiLLY situated on a high bluff overlooking the Savannah River, about twelve miles
from Augusta, is a plantation known as " Beech
BlufJ", " which takes its name from ten large
beech trees standing in a parallel line in front of
the owner's residence. This property belongs
to Mr. .Tacob Ellis, and is considered one of the
finest in that section of the country.
After viewing those broad acres which every
year yield an abundant harvest ; those groves
of chestnut and magnolia skirting the smooth
green lawn which fronts the mansion and
stretches far down the bluff, the eye of the
beholder rests awhile on the spacious garden
in the rear, wliich exhibits luxuriant foliage,
shaded arbors, inviting one to linger in their
cool retreat, and serpentine walks, bordered
with those gorgeous southern flowers which, iu
the splendor of their vesture, Nature has made
to outrival even the glory of Solomon.
The breeze from the river parts the foliage,
revealing in the distance beyond the garden a
number of low, wliite-washed cabins, which
indicate the locality of the negro quarter ; and
still further on can be seen the cotton gin which
is so indispensable ou a Southern plantation,
and for which planters are so much indebted to
the mechanical genius of Eli Whitney.
Beside
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it stamls tliu cotton press, ivliicli rccoives the
soft, downy substance, and sends it forlli in
bales, ready for transportation.
"Tlio liouse of Jacob hatlx indeed goodly
possessions." So thinks Edith Stanford, as,
standing at an upper window which commands
an extensive view of the BlulT, slie listens to
Jlr. Ellis as he gives her a history of the place
from the time of his grandfather. She gazes
out and admires the arrangement of the lawn
and garden, and Mr. Ellis remarks, with a
gratified smile, tb.at iiU else he leaves to the
care of his overseer, but the pleasure-grounds
are his own particular charge.
"Papa, can't Uncle Anthony gear up, and
take us to ride this morning?" asked Martha,
the elder daughter, who, with her sister Mary,
was standing beside her father.
"Not this morning, my dear; it is too
warm, and besides I think Miss Edith would
like to rest after her long journey. You can
go down and show her the school-room and
library. I dare say that Mary is anxious to
introduce her to the books by this time; are
you not, Mary?" said he, addressing a frail,
delicate-looking girl, with large h.azel eyes and
vhort, thick brown curls. She smiled, and,
blushing, drew closer to him, but made no
reply.
At that moment a black woolly head made
its appearance above the staircase, and a voice
in the negro dialect asked for "Massa Jacob."
"Here, Josh," said his master. "What's
wanting ?"
" Uncle Sigh am in de garden, and wants to
know about dem garden chairs."
"Tell him I 'U be there directly."
The head disappeared in a trice, and Mr.
Ellis prepared to follow, first telling Edith that
he hoped she would make herself at home and
become domesticated as soon as possible. "You
will find Mary quite companionable when she
throws off her mantle of shyness and reserve
in which she usually wraps herself in the
presence of strangers," said he; "but Matty
is a sad fly-away ; too restless to be anything
but a nuisance." And, shaking his head as he
said nuisance, with a smile, he, too, disappeared, and a moment after was seen in the
garden engaged in conversation with an old
colored man.
Left alone with the two girls, Edith soon set
the ball of conversation in motion, and Martha's volubility kept it moving. Mary's shyness gradually wore off, though she did not
become in the least degree familiar, for she
was naturally of a reserved disposition.
They
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went down to the library, and thence to the
school-room, a small room adjoining, both
apartments opening out upon a piazza overlooking the garden. Edith looked around the
little room of which she was to be monarch for
two years, and then glanced at her two subjects, one of whom, judging from appearances,
she feared might prove rebellious, and offer
open resistance to lier authority if confineil
within bounds, or I'estrained of pleasure or '
liberty against lier will. It did not reijuire
much discriminating wisdom to discover this,
for "Wilful" w.as written in legible characters
on the broad brow and in the quick glance of
the restless blue eye of the elder daughter,
while " I will" spoke as plainly from the erect,
defiant position of the head as if the lips had
uttered it.
" I hope we will get along amicably, " thought
Edith. And then, addressing the girls, she
asked how they liked the idea of commencing
their studies the following Monday.
"Let me see," said Mary. "That will be
four days." And then, after a pause, she
added: "Why, I am very glad, for we ai'e
obliged to stay in the house during the warmest
part of the day, and I would just as soon study
as do nothing .at all."
" Doing nothing at .all is not your style,
Mary," said Martha, mimicking her sister's
rather drawling tone, "for you are always poring over some stupid book or other, instead of
amusing yourself in a sensible manner, as I do.
Why don't you say that you shall like it very
much? I am sure I shall" — here Mary gave
her sister such a look of astonishment tliat she
colored slightly, and, after hesitating a moment,
added — "with Miss Edith for our teacher ; you
know I never could endure Miss Hann.ah."
And then, turning to Eilitb, with a comical look
of disgust at the remembrance, she continued :
" She had the dyspepsia, and was always rushing up and down the room complaining of the
'change of diet,' and the acid in her stomach,
if she had said the acid in her temper, I 'd
have liked it better, and believed her."
"You know, sister, that you used to torment Miss Hannah by sneezing just in the
midst of your recitation," interrupted Mary.
"Yes; but how could I lielp it," replied
Martha, "when she took snuff, and would
persist in looking over my book instead of her
own, and then shake her handkerchief right in
•'She ?"never annoyed me in that way,"
my facereplied
mildly
her sister.
"0 no ; because you were a little saint ; you
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know you were ; but I am sure she looked
fierce enough at you one day for laughing when
I sneezed so loud, that it madii her jump, and
she upset the inkstand over that snirff' colored
silk."
"Yes, Miss Edith," exclaimed Mary, with
more animation tlian she had before exhibited,
" and her best dress, too, poor thing ! It was
completely ruined. I was very sorry, but indeed I could not help laughing, for Matty
looked so frightened, and Miss Hannah kept
the position she had jumped into as if she were
turned into stone ; looking over her "spectacles
first at Matty, then at me, and then at the ink
which was dripphig off the table on to her dress.
She did not often put that diess on, but that
day papa had some friends from Augusta, and
she had dressed in the morning for dinner."
" Wliich she had no business to do," interrupted Martha; "I am sure mamma offered to
replace the dress, but Miss Hannah 'scor;ie(/tlie
idea ;' tliough she did not scorn the fifty dollars
which papa gave her in addition to her salary
when she went away."
"How long since she left here ?" Edith ventured to ask.
" Six mouths," replied Martha. " She stayed
four months after mamma died, and then suddenly discovered that it was not proper (she
was always talking about propiiety) to live
here, because papa was a widower. As if any
widower in tlie known world would look at
her !"
"Hush, Matty!" said Mary; "papa would
not like to hear you talk in that way."
"It's a fact, nevertheless," said Martha,
elevating her eyebrows, and nodding her head
significantly, "and you know Miss Hannah
used to say that 'facts were stubborn things ;'
looking at me all the time as if she were staring
a stubborn fact in the face."
" Well, you are stubborn sometimes, Matty ;
and Miss Hannah told papa
"
" Kever you mind what that old dame told
papa," interrupted Martha, evidently not wishing Edith to know; "she went away because
she did not want to be my stepmotlier, and be
sneezed at. The idea of my handsome papa
going to church with her ! ha, ha ! Well," she
continued, looking se7ious, "poor papa is a
widower, and he misses deaj mamma very
much, but he '11 not put any one else in her
shoes very quick, / know." Shrugging her
shoulders, she looked at Edith as if to see what
effect her words had upon her.
Edith colored and turned towards the window.
For the first time, the tliought of there being
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any impropriety in her position in the house,
simply because the master of it was a widower,
was suggested to her mind, but she immediately
repelled it, as indignantly, probably, as Miss
Hannah had scorned the offer to replace her
dress. "Perfectly afeurd!" she said to herself; "nobody would think of such a thing but
an old maid; to be sure I have been here but little
more than twenty-four hours ; but, j udging from
what I have seen of Mr. Ellis, I think I am
justified in believing that he would never draw
any woman into any situation whatever that
would com])romise her in the least. 'He told
me yesterday morning in tlie carriage, coming
from Angusta, that lie regretted that there was
no one to receive me and dispense the hospi'
talities of his house but himself and the children ;but it never occurred to me, when he
added that his wife had been dead ten months,
tliat there was any impropriety in a young
lady taking up her residence here as governess.
My only feeling was that of compassion for the
poor motherless girls. I am sorry that Miss
Martha has received this notion into her head,
for I can plainly see that she will use it to advantage iu case of provocation. However, I
will not make myself uncomfortable iu mind
about it, for here I am, and here I must remain." With this wise conclusion, and her
composure perfectly restored, she turned with
the intention of going into the library, and just
in time, as it proved, to catch the last act of the
pantomime which had been going on at her back
while she was lost in thought. Mary, with an indignant expression of countenance, was holding
up her finger threateningly, and nodding her
head in a significant manner towards the garden,
where Mr. Ellis's voice could be heard in conversation with Uncle Sigh ; while Martha, with an
empty inkstand in her hand, was motioning as
if in the act of tlirowing something on Edith's
dress, her whole countenance lighted up with
suppressed mirtli, and her face contorted like a
person's in the act of sneezing. Edith, quite as
much amused probably as Mary had been at a
.somewhat similar scene in the same room, between Martha and Miss Hannah, moved toward
the library, saying, with an ill-conceal«d smile,
" Come, girls, let us look at the books."
They passed into the adjoining room, and
taking down a volume, Edith asked Mary what
were her favorites.
" Scott is my favorite author, and I like Mrs.
Hemans, too," she replied.
"And what books do you read?" she inquired, turning to Martha.
"Why, I think I like Robinson Crusoe as
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well as any buoU there' ; it is the only one I
ever read, any way," saiil slie, tlouiisliiug a
dust-hnish, whieh Nelly the housemaid had
carelessly left on the sofa.
"A contrast in taste, certainly!" thought
Edith. " Here is Mary, twelve years old, reading Scott and Heinans, while Miss Martha, two
years hor senior, is giving her undivided attention to Uobinson Crusoe ;" and, looking at the
.listers, she thought the contrast in their appearance quite as great. Mary was reclining
against the window-sill, the very embodiment
of girlish grace and beauty, her small white
Iiand half buried in her clustering curls, and
her large expressive eyes following her sister's
movements, while an amused smile hovered
around her lips, parting them and displ.aying a
Bet of small pearly teeth. The fairness of her
complexion was enhanced by her black dress,
cut low, exposing neck and shoulders of dazzling
whiteness. She blushed, as, looking up, she
caught Edith's eye fastened upon her, and,
changing her position, took a book from the
table and slowly turned over the leaves.
Martha was standing in the centre of the
room, lookiug thre.iteniugly at a huge fly on
the ceiling, as if she meditated an application
of the dust-brush, and Edith, as slie looked at
her, asked involuntarily, "How much do you
weigh ? "
"One hundred and forty-seven ; I was weighed
yesterday at the cotton-gin," w.as the reply in
an emphatic tone, as if the owner of so much
flesh gloried in its possession.
" You weighed one hundred and fifty once,"
said Mary.
"Yes, when Miss Hannah first came here;
but she shook three pounds off me."
" Why, sister !" exclaimed Mary in surprise,
"Miss Hannah never shook you in her life."
"Shook her handkerchief in my face, and
made me sneeze it off', which is all the same
thing," said Martha, laconically. The sisters
still wore mourning for their mother, and
Martha had on a black dress which was far too
short for a girl of her size, and put on so carelessly that her figure looked still more bulky.
Her hair, of a reddish-brown color, was twisted
up in a knot at the back of her head, and had
evidently not been combed that d.iy ; her blue
eyes were full of mischief, and her lips, always
working restlessly, were large, thougl; not badly
shaped ; her complexion was of that peculiar
fairness which usually accompanies red or auburn hair, but which freckles so easily, and
lier face and neck were covered with these unsightly blemishes. Full of life and overilowiu^
VOL. I.XII. — :)

spirits, slie iiad a keen relish foi' lun, which
often induced her to piay pranks on tlie negroesbut
;
she Was a favorite on the plantation
notwithstanding, and any one of them would
incur his master's disple.asure rather than bring
"young missus" into disgrace witli her papa,
by telling him the author of the mischief. Slie
was naturally alTectionate in disposition, and
those whom she loved were never annoyed by
her propensity to tease, when she found that
it was really disagreeable ; but she was ingenious in contrivances to torment those whom
she did not particularly fancy, to which fact
poor Miss Hannah could testify, and also Aunt
Cilia the housekeeper. Possessing great penetration, she could discover at once the most
tender spot in another's feelings, and proceed
to apply her caustic touches where they would
burn most deeply. After her mother's death,
Miss Hannah's unguarded rem.arks about living
in the house with a widower, and openly expressed fears as to what the world would say,
revealed to Martha her teacher's most vulnerable point, and aSbrded a brilliant opportunity
for the exeicise of her talent. With a great
assumption of indignation at Uncle Anthony's,
Uncle Sigh's, or some other colored uncle's
impudence, she would rush in upon Miss Hannah when that good spinster w.as in one of her
most quiet moods, and startle her with,
" Did you ever hear the like, Miss Hannah?
Uncle Sigh s.ays that you need not set your
last new black cap for papa, for it would not
catch a ci-ab, let alone a fine trout ; and I just
think I'll tell his master, for he oughtn't to be
allowed to speak his mind so freely ab(jut the
white folks."
At Miss Hannah's earnest supplication not
to mention it to her pajia, she would yield,
with apparent unwillingness, however, saying
that "the blacks had better be picking at
their cotton instead of at Miss Hannah's yellow ribbons;" generally adding, by way of
parenthesis, " P.ipa would settle them if he
knew it," and then disappear as suddenly as
she came, delighted at her success in "ruffling
the old lady."
These daily repeated provocations at length,
had, to Martha, the desired efl'ect ; Miss Hannah
could stand it no longer. In her credulity, believing that she was looked upon with suspicion
by the negroes, whose opinion she had a great
respect for, that of the house servants particularly, and more than half suspecting that Mr.
Ellis himself imputed to her a less disinterested
motive for remaining after his wife's death than
solicitude for his children's welfare, she on»
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day, ill a fit of desperation after listening to a
fresh bulletin from tlie negro quarter, burst
into the library in a great state of excitement,

Hannah announced at the dinner-table her
intended departure. A few days after, the
carriage was at the door, and she was conveyed

and, much to Mr. EUi:i's astonishment, commenced to vindicate herself, demanding at the
sions on her character."
Mr. Ellis rose, and, offering her a chair,

to Augusta, much to Martha's satisfaction, who
complimented herself on her able generalship
in getting rid of her enemy. She looked upon
teachers in general, and governesses in particular, as avowed enemies to youth, and, as

requested her to be seated. Overcome by his
kind manner, she sank into the seat and burst
into a flood of tears. Mr. Ellis paced up and
down the room at a loss to know what the

"all is fair in war," she felt that she had
fairly gotten rid of her adversary.
The surprise of botli the girls was very great
when told by their father that another lady

■unusual scene meant ; his visitor becoming
more calm, lie seated himself on the sofa,
and attentively listened to the whole story,
which was related with considerable stammer-

would soon arrive to take Miss Hannah's place.
The information was received with pleasure by

same time "an explanation of the fu\il asper-

ing and blushing on Jliss Hannah's part, whose
snspicioiis as to Mr. Ellis's opinion of her had
given place to a womanly feeling of delicacy
and considerable embarrassment on having to
tell him that she was suspected by his servants
of having designs upon him.
Mr. Ellis could with difficulty refrain from
laughing ; but, assuming the most respectful
and deferential manner, he assured her that it

Mary, and Martha received it with a better
grace than her father expected, and also his
admonitions in regard to her conduct towards
her future teacher. On Edith's arrival, Martha g.ized iu astonishment at her beauty, for
she had expected to see a person after the order
of Miss Hannah, and if Edith had come iu auy
other capacity than that of school-ma'am, Martha, who had a taste for the beautiful, though
she did not exercise it rffucli in the arrangement of her toilet, would, without doubt, have
fallen in love with her ; as it was, she felt more

was nothing more than Martha's nonsense,
which, though certainly very reprehensible, he
hoped she would overlook and forget. Calling
Martha, who looked the least bit in the world

friendly towards lier, concluding that no one so
pretty as Miss Edith could ever scold ; of which
fact she was convinced when Edith smiled se

abashed by her father's stern look, he asked
what she meant by disturbing Miss Hannah so
often.

pleasantly at the pantomime scene instead o»
resenting the implied injury to her dress, a?
Miss Hannah would have done.
(To be continued.)

" It was all meant in fun, papa. Uncle Anthony told me one day when 1 was teaziug him
that he would put you up to marry Miss Hannah, and then I 'd liave a mother that would
make me step around, and I just told Miss
Hannah
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for fun, because she was always wondering what peojjle would say to her staying

here after mamma died, and I thought I 'd just
let her know what the black people said, any
way."
Reprimanding Martha severely for her disrespect to her teacher, and for exaggerating,

Do yoa remember — I remember —
Well the day we, lingering:, parted?
'Twas the shivering bleak December ;
I was ueiirly brokeu-hoarted.
Do you still cherish— I still cherish —
Sweet memories of the vows then given ?

which she acknowledged that she did in repeating what had been said, her father sent her to
her room in tears, for she loved him devotedly,
and when she saw that he was really offended
her sorrow was deep, and prolific of a great
many resolutions to amend, which, if they had
been kept, would have effected a marvellous
change in the wild, wilful girl. Miss Hannah
soon after passed to her own room, and the
subject was not again alluded to. Mr. Ellis

Tho' earth and time-born, ne'er cun perish
Such foretastes of the bliss of heaven.

showed neither by word nor look that he remembered the occurrence, but appeared not the
least surprised when, the following week, Miss

Is your heart gladden'd— mine is gladden'd—
While yearning for that fond reunion

Are yott regretting — I regret not —
Our plighted faith in each forever?
Are you forgetting — I forget not —
That love's strong ties time cannot sever?
Are you now dreaming — I am dreaming —
Of brighter hopes that send their greeting
From coming scenes, till almost seeming
To give us many a welcome meeting?

When life in life, now absence-sadden 'd,
We 'U know forever lyve'd comwunioa?

A

\YHISPER

TO A NEWLY-MARRIED
A

IXTRODCCTORT

WHISPER

REMARKS.

Gestlb lady, my whisper to your husband is
ended. From you a moment's attention is now
claimed by a icidoived iri/e, whose bridal morning rose as bright .as yours ; whose youthful
lieart loved "with all a woman's love;" and
wlio anxiously wishes to secure for her interesting sisters that first and most important
of all a wife's pursuits — the coutidence and affection ofher husband.
You are now become a wife ; and sacred and
important are the duties you have to fulfil.
Your husl>aud h.as bestowed on you the most
fl.attering distinction : he has selected you from
the world ; and the chain he has put on can be
broken onli/ by death ! Be it your care never to
let him feel this chain, and by your kindness and
gentleness make him even forget he wears it.
A bride, wherever she appears, is ever considered .an object'of importance and a subject
for remark. "Have you seen the bride?" is
the eager and general question ; and what she
does, what she s.ays, wh.at she wears, .and how
she looks, swell the insignificant chat of every
gossip's visit. Let the notice which you thus
excite m.ake you particnharly observant of your
manner and conduct ; .and give the busy whisperer no food for a new sarcasm in the next
importation of tittle-tattle.
A bride is generally (indeed, I think always)
prond of the new character she has entered on ;
and, unless she is a woman of sense, fond of
(xJiibilii)ij the love she has inspired. Pursue a
different course ; let your m.anner to your husband be kind and good-humored ; but sacred
to the hours of retirement be those expressions
and that dispLay of endearment, which, used
in public, argue, in loud terms, a want of inie
delicacy, and are ever particularly disagreeable
to the spectator.
The first inquiry of a woman after m.arriage
should be, " IIow shall I continue the love I
have inspired ? how shall I preserve the heart
I h.ave won ?" Gentle l.ady, at the present moment your husband thinks yon the loveliest,
the gentlest of beings. Destroy not the illusion:be lovely still ; be gentle still. The long
and dreary road that lies through the wilderness of life is stretched before you ; and by a
ch.ain, the links of which no human power can
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break, you are bound to a companion with
whom, hand in hand, you must walk through
this long, long road. For the sake then of
peace, for the sake of happiness, for the sake
of self (that most powerful feeling), brighten
the way by endeavoring to make yourself amiable and pleasing to him.
The great Dr. Johnson, with his nsualstrength
of expression, laments, in the following words,
the contrasted manner which frequently occurs
before .and afier marriage : " One would think
the whole endeavor of both parties during the
time of courtship is to hinder themselves from^
being known — to disguise their natural temper
and real desires in hypocritical imit.ation, studied
compliance, and continued afiectation. From
the time that their love is avowed, neither sees
the other but in a mask ; and the cheat is often
managed on both sides with so much art, and
discovered afterwards with so mnch abruptness,
that each has reason to suspect that some
transformation has happened on the weddingnight, and th.at by a strange imposture, as in
the case of Jacob, one has beeu courted and
another married.
"However discreet your choice has been,
time and circumstances alone can sufficiently
develop your husband's character : by degrees
the discovery will be made that you have married a mortal, and that the object of your affections isnot entirely free from the infirmities
of human nature. Then it is that, by an impartial survey of your own character, 3'our disappointment may be moderated ; and your love,
so far from declining, m.ay acquire additional
tenderness, from the consciousness that there
is room for mutu.al forbearance."
ON COKKUBIAL

HAPPINESS.

After marriage, a man generally takes his
wife to his home, where every object is endeared
to him by local attachment and interesting remembrances. With pride and pleasure does
he walk out with his fair bride, to exhibit to
her the beauties of his domain .and the scenes
of his yonth. "Look," s<ays he, "at that
noble view down the river ; see that boat, how
softly it glides, and that little temple on the
hill, where on a fine evening I used to sit27 with
my excellent mother, and say my tasks by her
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siile : she was, in trutli, my Emily, au excellent
motliur ; several years have elapsed siuce I
lost her, and yet I cannot think of her but with
the strongest feelings of all'ectiou and regret."
Endeavor, gentle lady, to enter into his feelings, and to admire, and to feel pleased with
everything with which he is pleased. In those
bridal moments, youi: smiles and approbation
are delightful to him : and although alterations
and improvements may occur to you, let him
see it is for the sake of those improvements,
not for the sake of finding fault, you point out
the defect.
Study your husband's temper and character ;
and be it your pride and pleasure to conform
to his wishes. Check at once the Jirst advances
to contradiction, even of the most trivial nature.
I repeat the wofd trivial, for it is really inconceivable the power which the veriest trijies have,
e( times, over the mind, either in irritating or
pleasing. And the woman who, after a few years
are gone by, can say, " My husband and I have
never yet bad a loud or angry debate," is, in
my opinion, better entitled to a chaplet of
laurels, than the hero who has fought on the
plains of Waterloo.
" There is one simple direclion, which, if
carefully regarded, might long preserve the
tranquillity of the married life, and insure no
inconsiderable portion of connubial happiness
to the observers of it : it is, to beware of the
FIRST dispute."

An admired writer says, "Let it never be
forgotten, that, during the whole of life, beauty
must suffer no diminution from inelegance, but
every charm must contribute to ):eep the heart
whiek ',i has won. Whatever would have been
concealed as a defect from the lover, must,
with greater diligence, be concealed from the
husband. The most intimate and tender familiarity cannot surely be siipposed to exclude
decorum ; and there is naturally a delicacy in
every mind, which is disgusted at the breach
of it, though every mind is not sufficiently attentive to avoid at all times that mode of conduct which it has often itself found offensive.
That unwearied solicitude to please, which was
once the effect of choice, is now become a duty,
and should be considered as a pleasure.
* E'en in the happiest choice, where favoring Heaven
Has equal love and eaey fortune ^'iven,
Think not, the husband ^'ain'd, that all is done ;
The prize of happiness must still be won.' "
When once you enter the matrimonial state,
gentle lady, prepare for the various trials of
temper which each day will produce. Your
husband peihaps does, or s.iys, something pro-

voking ;your servants do, or say, something
provoking ; or"some valuable article is injured
by their negligence ; a handsome piece of China
or glass is broken ; a tiresome visitor comes in
at a most mal-apropos moment, and breaks in
on some matter of consequence, &c. &o. But
remember the great Solomon's words: "He
that is slow to anger is better than the mighty ;
and he that ruleth his spirit than he that taketh
a city." {Prov. xvi. 32.) By the expression
ruleth his spirit, the inspired writer's views on
the subject are evidently wide and extensive.
He alludes to those infirmities of temper and
disposition which so o'';en corrode our peace,
and make us uuamia'olf- and uncomfortable to
ourselves and those arjund us. When the
risings of discontent, peevishness, envy, anger,
resentment, or any evil passion, disturb or
threaten to take possession of ottr liearts, then
is the man that ruleth his spirit superior, in the
eyes of the eastern monarch, to the hero returning from the battle or the siege, crowned with
laitrels, and covered with glory ! I caimot dismiss this subject without remarking the very
sweet and engaging point of view in which
persons appear to me when I see them pliably
yielding their own will to the will of another.
A late writer makes the following excellent remark :"Great actions are so often performed
from little motives of vanity, self-complacency,
and the like, that I am apt to think more
highly of the person whom I observe checking
a reply to a petulant speech, or even submitting
to the judgment of another in stirring the fire,
than of one who gives away thousands !"
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Dear rRiEND, what shall I ask for thee.
Health, wealth, and all prosperity?
Or shall I wish thee — rarest gift below —
The happiness the good alone may know ?
Methinks the last best suited to thy mind,
With thy pore tastes and gentle air refined ;
With heart by honor, love, and truth encrowned —
Oh may true happiness by thee bo found !
Not the false glitter wealth calls happiness,
That has no single power to charm or bless ;
Not the vain show where beauty takes delight,
Whose fairest morning ends in darkest night.
But the true happiness the good enjoy,
That earthly cares and ills cannot alloy ;
That lifts the soul from "Nature up to Nature's God,
And gives, when chastened, strength to kiss the rod.
That this sweet peace may to thy life he given,
And shed o'er darkest hours some gleams of Heaven ;
May make the present bright, the future fair,
And give thee endless joy shall be my prayer.

MY WARD.
5Y

MARIA

I WAS only twenty-three years of ago when I
l>ecamo that imiiortant personage, a guardian
of the person and fortune of Miss Fauuio Lee,
and this was how it happened :—
George Lee and I wore classmates in college,
r.ud were not only class but room mates and
friends. We were called the inseparables,
Damon and Pythias, and numerous jokes went
round the college about our friendship ; yet it
stood the test of four years' companionship and
the ridicule of our fellow-collegians, and we
left Alma Mater firm, true friends. Ue was a
splendid fellow, a man to love and be proud to
call frien<l. We settled in the same city, he as
a physician, I as a lawyer, iind our intercourse
was always pleasant. He was an orphan, .and
the sole guardian of one little sister fifteen
years younger than himself. There was no
other relations to wean the love these two felt
one for the other away from them. Their
father, an Englishman, h.ad brouglit his wife
from the "old country," and when these two
died the children stood alone. Mr. Lee was
not wealthy, but he left a small sum, tne interest of which was enough for the children to
live upon with economy. As soon .as George
w.as fairl3- started in the practice of medicine,
he settled this sum upon his sister.
When I w.a3 but twenty-three, George two
years older, my friend became a victim to our
country's chiefest scourge, consumption. In his
last illness he implored me to accept the office
of guardi.an to his little sister. She was then
at boarding-scliool, and, George argued, would
probably remain there until I was married and
settled, or, if I desired it, until she was of age
and able to take care of herself and her property. Glad to relieve my friend of any sad
anxiety, I undertook the charge, and was
leg.-illy intrusted with full power to guard Miss
Fanny and herinoney for the next eleven years.
George died. It was a sore blow to me, yet
the certaintj- th.at his noble, self-sacrifloing
spirit was h.appy after many trials in this rough
world w,as a consolation, and, in time, other
interests and affections came to comfort me.
Seven years passed away. I was still a
bachelor, but keeping house, with Mrs. Dodd
for the presiding genius of my establishment.
Mis. Dodd was a melancholy woman, constantly
wiping tears from very pale blue eyes with the
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corner of her apron, referring with a sniffle to
Dodd defunct, or, as she termed him, "my
dear HencTy. " My days were passed in business,
my evenings in practising on the violin or reading. Ihad tried the piano, and a grand piano
in the parlor stood a silent witnessof my failure,
so I contented myself with buying a magnificent cover for it, and returned to the violin,
which Mrs. Dodd enthusiastically declared I
"played in the most beautifnllest manner."
In all these seven years my ward was at
school. Regularly every year I paid her bills
and forwarded the remainder of her income to her
teacher for Miss Fannie's wardrobe and current
expenses ; and, this duty over. I thouiht no
more about her. i Had several precious documents from the principal of the seminary, reporting the progress made bv Miss Lee in the vari
ous branches taught at that institute, and then
anothe"- 'welvemonth would roll by before the
intercourse w.as renewed. I had come, under
this state of things, to look upon my ward as a
"ery well behaved young lady, thoroughly
conversant with the " English branches, music,
and the modern languages," who would in tlie
tourse of time le.ave school, claim the capit.al
of her property, and probably marry some respeet.able man, and live in peace, leaving me
in the same enviable stiate. Fancy, then, the
effect produced upon my mind by the following
epistle, which lay upon my desk one morning
in January :—
Brookdale, Jan. 19, IS — .
Dear Guakdiax : The half yearly session of
our school closes on Saturd.ay next, and I finish
my course. 1 am, between ourselves, horribly
tired of school, and so I am coming to live with
you. That 's wh.at all young ladies do who
have guardians, ain't it ? I know your adaress,
because Miss Screwem has it, .and I will be with
you on Monday evening or Tuesday, I can't say
eXiictly which, because m}' new bonnet may
not come home Saturday, in which case I must
wait until the afternoon boat on Monday. I
am ouite well, and hope to find you in a flonrishing state ot health. I have no doubt you
are a dear, clever old soul, who will not snnb
me as they do here, and if you are real good to
me I am sure I shall love you like a house a
file. You need not answer this, because I
29
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shall leave here before your answer can reach
me. Come or send to the boat to raeet me,
won't you i

Yours, respectfully,
Fannie Lek.

I was perfectly thunderstruck. Coming to
fmy house ! A dear old soul ! I looked over at
the glass. I saw .a tall, erect figure, a face upon
which thirty summers had left a brown hue,
not entirely worn aw.ay by the winters' cold ;
a heavy black moustache, and thick, wavy black
hair; features so-so; eyes black and large.
Then I glanced round my room, my office. All
w.as neat there, for I h.ad kept bachelor's hall too
long to have it disorderly. My mind wandered
*ver the house. The two third story rooms were
vacant, and fitted up, one as a parlor, one as a
bedroom, for I often entertained my friends ftnseveral days together ; these rooms must he
aired and arranged for Miss Lee. My imagination pictured a raw school-girl thumping exerijses on my grand piano, dragging school-books
into my parlors, and practising dancing on my
yarpets, or, still worse, a young lady, Jinishcd,
filling my parlors with her admirers, keeping
me up till morning to go out in the cold and
bring her home from parties (I savagely resolved Iwould not take her to them). Then
another idea flashed across me — somebody must
be there to play propriety ; I was too young to
Jiave a lady of seventeen visiting me alone.
Mrs. Dodd was not in her element out of the
kitchen and pantry, I had no mother, no sister, hut I had an aunt. My blood seemed to
run in little cold rills all through me as I
thought of Aunt .Jane ; but I could see no other
way to accommodate Mrs. Grundy, so I took
•down my Iiat, and went to Aunt Jane's.
Tall, stiff, frigid was Aunt Jane, as usual.
'Chilling was my greeting, withering was the
glance cast at my muddy boots, but my errand
was successful. Aunt Jane had always considered me foolish in living alone, and she
agreed to make my house her home whilst my
ward was with me. Leaving her with carte
hlanche for the arrangements, I went to court.
My ward danced over my briefs, and I addressed
the presiding judge once as Miss Lee, once as
Miss Fannie. I was released at last, and went
home.
What a sight awaited me ! Taking advantage of my order to " do as she thought proper, ' '
Aunt Jane had instituted a regular house
cleaning in the middle of January. As she
liad only one day to do it in, she had taken it
:all at once. .From the garret to the cellar
'there was not a fire ; the furnace fire had gone

out, and there was no one to make it up ; everybody was too busy. There were women on
step-ladders, women under tables, women on
the stairs, women in the closets, women from
the front door to the roof. Buckets of water,
large cakes of soap, rags, briishes, towels,
brooms, bottles empty and full, books, everything in the most direful confusion. I was
standing ruefully contemplating the scene,
when 1 heard a well-known sniffle at my elbow.
"I am so sorry, Mr. Holmes," said Mrs.
Dodd, "that we couldn't do the office ; but it
was locked, and we could not find the key."
And at the same instant I felt a key slipped
into my hand.
Mentally promising Mrs. Dodd an extra V
with her mouth's wages, I said : " Oh, I 've
got the key. Aunt Jane, I expect Miss Lee at
midnight ; it is now five o'clock. May I ask
how I am to receive her in this mess?"
"Oh, it will all be done by that time. We
did not take up tlie carpets ; only covered them,
and we will soon get through."
I went to the office. Dodd ! Dodd ! incomparable Dodd ! A fire burned brightly in the
open grate, a cold collation was spread upon
one of the tables, and not a book was out of
place. I was scarcidy seated when my melancholy housekeeper entered with hot coffee and —
" You see, sir. Miss Jane said there was no
time to get your dinner, so I did the best I
could with the cold tongue and chicken, and I
did manage some oysters if you will have
them." And she left, to return with one of
her most delicious stews.
"If Miss Lee wants a maid, sir, my cousiu
has a handy girl about twenty who would be
"Have
her here to-night," I said. And,
to come."
glad
with a grateful courtesy and sniffle, Mrs. Dodd
left me.
Aunt Jane was as good as her word. When
I left the liouse to go to the boat it was in its
usual order, though a racking headache reminded me of the noise and confusion that had
prevailed until after ten o'clock.
The boat came up to the wharf the moment
aftei' I arrived there, and I went on board to
find my ward. I looked at all the young ladies,
and instinctively I expected to see the blue
eyes and fair hair of my old friend George. One
after another, all those I singled out were car- _
ried off by fathers or brothers, or had an escort ■
with them. Concluding that Miss Loe bad had
to wait for her new bonnet, I was leaving the
boat when a tall elderly gentleman near ms
said :—

MY
"Well, Miss Fannie, we must try to fiiul Mr.
Holmes's house."
I s.iid, quickly, "Miss Lee?"
" The s.ime, sir," said the gentleman. "Miss
Screwcm asked me to take charge of her. Are
you a friend of Mr. Holmes? Miss Fannie,
here is the gentleman your guardian has sent
to meet you."
Could that tiny little figure beside him he
my ward? She was nuiflled up in furs, woollens, shawls, till she was nearly as broad as she
was long, and wore a heavy brown veil. She
did manage, howe%-er, to get a tiny, neatly
gloved hand out from her wrappings, and extend to me.
,
"Mr. Jones has my check.s," she said, in one
of the clearest, sweetest voices I ever heard.
The gentleman handed me three checks, and
then I offered my arm to Miss Lee. She first
thanked her escort for the care he had taken of
her, bade him good-by, and thou turned to me.
The carriage taken and trunks secured, we left
the wharf.
" Why didn't Mr. Holmes come ?" said Miss
Fannie, as we drove through the streets ; " was
he afraid of the rheumatism this cold night 1
Oh, wasn't it cold on the water ?"
" Were you sea-sick?" I inquired.
' ' Sea-sick I No, indeed ! I never was sick,
any kind of sick in my life I Is this the house ?"
I opened the carriage door. Mrs. Dodd opened
my front door, and Miss Lee ran in. I left her
to Dodd, and turned my attention to the baggage. When I went into the parlor, she was
standing near the furnace register, talking to
Mrs. Dodd, and did not notice me. She had
thrown aside the wrappings, and stood there in
a brown merino dress, which fitted a small,
graceful figure, perfectly. Unlike her brother,
she was a decided brunette. Her hair fell in
short jetty curls on her shoulders, and her
dark, clear complexion glowed crimson at the
cheeks, with the recent exposure to the cold.
Her eyes, raised to Dodd's face, were large and
very dark.
" Oh, never mind. Miss .Line," she was saying, as I came in, " I don't care if she has gone
to bed.
But where 's Mr. Holmes ?"
"He '11 be here in a minute, I suppose !"
"Tell me, is he awful old, and will he be
cross and fussy ?"
"Old! cross! fussy !" said Dodd; "why, you
rode home with him !"
" Wliat ! is that my guardian ? That young,
liandsome man ! Mr. Holmes ! Well, I never
u-as so astonished — —"
"And delighted, I hope!"

I said, crossing
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the room to her side. She did not blush or
look confused at my address, but looked at me
a moment with her large brown eyes, and theii
burst into a liearty fit of girlish laughter.
"Do you know," she said, after she recovered her gravity, "I Ihought you were as
old as the hills? I don't know why, except
that all the girls at school who have guardians,
have old ones. Ain't it jolly ? We can have a
great deal nicer times now, as it is, can't we ?"
"I sincerely Iiope you will find your new
home pleasant," I said, and I meant it. The
large parlors s«imed to have a new radiance
cast over them by the presence of this tiny,
merry girl.
Mrs. Dodd went to find Lizzie, her cousin, to
be inaugurated in her duties as Miss Lee's
maid, and we were alone.
" I am sure it will be pleasant," said my
ward, "if you won't snub me. I am so tired
of being lectured and scolded, and it ain't of any
use either to lie always at me. I can't be quiet
and lailylike, and all that sort of thing. I think
— I think I ain't one of the r/ood kind."
I could not help smiling at this naive confession. She came a little closer to me.
"You will be kind to me, won't you? You
know I have nobody else !"
I held out both hands to her.
" Do you know," I said, gently, "how much
I loved
?"
"Yes your
!" in brother
a whisper.
" I promised him to be kind to you. I have
neglected the charge he left me, but I will
make the future atone for it."
Dodd and Lizzie came in, and bidding my
ward a cordial good-night, I saw her go up
stairs, followed by Lizzie carrying the cloaks,
shawls, and furs.
Such a life as I led for the next sis weeks!
I don't think that any uncaged monkey was
ever more filled with mischief and fun than
Miss Fannie Lee. She nearly tormented the
life out of Aunt Jane and me. She hid aunt's
spectacles in my briefs, so that they fell out in
court ; and she put the old lady's snuff-box in
my waistcoat pocket, to be produced in the
same place. She chose the moments when I
was absorbed in a knotty case to Hy to the
piano, and play the liveliest jigs, and sing, in a
clear soprano voice, the most absurd caricatures of opera music, rolling up her eyes, opening her mouth to its fullest extent, and scattering the neat comical trills and crescendos upon
the air, til' there was no alternative for me,
and the papers were laid aside, to be studied
out after Miss Fannie retired.
No sooner did
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she see me disengaged than she was at my side.
She pulled my moustache to make it grow, she
said ; she preteuded to find white hairs amongst
my black ones, and made this pretence for
jerking out a dozen at a time of the jetty ones.
She took my newspaper wlien I was most interested in it, to make me a cocked hat, and
burned the tip of my nose trying to light my
cigar.
Slie had a most splendid musical talent, and
played upon the piano with wonderful execution and expression. One of her favorite plans
for tormenting me was to propose duets. I
■would get my violin, and the little witch would
take her place at the piano with the gravity of
a deacon. She would tlirow her whole soul into
the music until she saw that I was interested
and absorbed in it, and then she would slyly
dash off the most absurd variations ou some
negro melody, or dancing tune. As soon as I
stopped, she would look up with an affectation
of grave surprise, and go on with her part of
the music until I was again interested, when
the jig or polka came in again, and so on till
I threw aside my violin, wlien she would
gravely lecture me upon the bad example I was
setting my ward, by losing my temper.
Yet I could not sincerely say that I wished
her back at school. With all her wild freaks,
she was aflectionate and kind, and I often saw
that her most daring pieces of mischief followed
Aunt Jane's severe lectures upon propriety.
They could not live in peace. It w.is like fire and
ice, and Aunt Jane's severe, cold manner would
have broken the child's heart or spirit, had not
I been tliere to shield, protect, and indulge
her.
I had never asked myself if I loved this
wayward sunbeam ; I knew she made my home
a home, not a mere dwelling-house, and I listened for her voice, as for music ; but she
seemed to me such a child in lier free, frank
joyousness, that I never thought of love.
One morning I was taken with a severe at- ■
tack of nervous headache. I had been subject
for years to such spells, and I threw myself
upon the sofa in the parlor, certain that for
hours there was nothing for me but quiet endurance. Dodd came in to darken the windows,
get me a pillow, and put the camphor bottle
near me, and then I was alone. Soon I heard
a merry laugh, and then a clear voice began to
sing a verse of a gay song. It ceased suddenly,
and Fannie said —
"Sii;k! a headache! Of course, I will be
quiet, Miss Jane.
I am so sorry I"
Light footsteps came over the stairs, the

parlor door opened and shut softly, and presently two soft cool hands fell gently upon uiy
forehead.
''Can't I do anything for you?" she whis" Nothing, thank you. Don't let me keep
pered.
you here in the dark !"
" Oh, ple.ase let me stay. I like to be where
you are, better than anywhere."
The pain was too bad for me to talk, so she
sat down and softly bathed my head with Cologne water, parting the hair with her light
fingers, and mesmerizing me with those soft
cool hands till I fell asleep, pondering over her
last words.
I awoke, free from pain, but languid, and I
heard Aunt Jane's voice in the parlor, at some
distance from my sofa.
" You will find that he really disapproves of
your conduct. It is not proper, and any young
lady wlio allows herself to take such liberties
with a gentleman, loses his respect."
Was it my ward who spoke next ? The voice
was clear and cold as Aunt Jane's I
"I think j-ou are mistaken! I see that I
was wrong to love the only person who has
been really kind to me since my brother died,
but I do not think my guardian misunderstood
me. Still, I will t.ake your advice, and go back
to school till I am of age. Now mark me, not
because you advise me, but because I cannot
live here on cold, foiTual terms with my guardian, and I icill not give him reason to despise
me, by showing that I am grateful forliis love."
The voice trembled a little, but Aunt Jane
merely
— decided wisely," and left the
"You said
have
room.
I kept perfectly quiet. I heard one choking
sob, and then light steps approaching my sofa.
A tear fell upon my forehead, and then soft,
warm lips gently pressed the spot, and Fannie
went towards the door.
In an instant I was on my feet beside her.
Never mind what I said ; I did not offend her,
and when I sat down upon the sofa again, the
tiny form nestled close in my arms. Only one
question about our future life did my promised
wife ask me —
"Aunt Jane ?"
' ' Will return home the day we are married !"
And she did ; a handsome present quite reconciling her to the match, and repaying her
for the three months she spent with me to
play propriety when I received a visit from my
"ward."

A NICE
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" OsLT a hundred dollars a year more, Fred,
and such a nice neighborhood !"
Mrs. Ballard gazed up into her husband's
face in such an earnest, animated way, her
oivu looked so pretty in tlie full light, between
the Liverpool coal and the shaded gas-burner,
that "Fred"' could not resist stooping down to
kiss lier. If he could have foreseen how much
that kiss was going to cost him ! They had
been three years married, and, living thus far
without the joys and plagues of a nursery to
divide them, they were still fond enough of
each other to make the caress a happin-ss to
both. Mr. Ballard drew the bright, sparkling
face down to his shoulder, and took the hand
that had been upraised in a pretty appealing
gesture.
" Is it anymore comfortable than this home ?"
" 0 yes, indeed ; the hall and vestibule are
finished in bl.ack walnut, and then there 's a
third room, you kmw I told you, on the first
floor, and two Hiore chambers, of course,
above."
As they already had four, and occupied bat
one, it did not seem essential to increase the
number of sleeping apartments ; but Mr. Ballard agreed to meet his wife the next afternoon
on his way up town, and go to see the new
house.
Now they were living beyond the Eighth
Avenue in Nineteenth Street, and, though the
block of four houses, of which their own was a
part, was unexceptionable, oue had to pass
certain tenement houses to reach them, and the
entire square presented an incongruous mixture
of comfort and squalor which one often sees in
respectable localities in New York city.
The desirable residence Mrs. Ballard had discovered brought her nearly two avenues nearer
the Fifth ; but it was very high up town, to be
sure — above the Thirties. Tlie situation was a
little bleak, and the front of the house narrower
by two feet than the one they now occupied ;
but when one aspires to gentility they must put
up with coldness and narrowness, as all the
world knows ; and in every other respect there
was nothing to ask. The black walnut vestibule and staircase, the handsome mantels, and
neatly finished cornices, gave the interior quite
an air ; aud, standing on the doorstep, both up

and down the street, only houses of equal merit
were to be seen ; indeed, they ro~e to the
grandeur of four stories anrl twenty-five feet
fronts as they neared the end of the square.
" I shall never be able to walk to the S wanip, "
said Mr. Ballard, who was iu the leather trade,
almost under the shadow of the Cliff Street
Temple of Knowledge.
"But the cars bring you to the corner, you
know, and the Fifth Avenue stages are only a
block and a half away; and it won't make
much difference to me, I go down town so selNot that Sir. Ballard needed to be nrged into
the exchange, for the noisy children swearing
ondom."
the sidewalk near their pleasant home annoyed him as umch as the rag man's cart with
its melancholy bell did his wife. This chiffonier
must have belonged to one of those obj ectionable
tenement houses in the rear, and he had a
fancy for stabling the two wretched dogs that
dragged under it on the curb-stone before Mrs.
Ballard's parlor windows.
However, all that was at an end ; the new
house was t.aken, and the moving accomplished
without any greater incidents than are usual to
such transitions. The new parlor carpet would
have been needed all the same in Nineteenth
Street, and the furniture being almost new was
sufficiently good for its present improved quarters. Mrs. Ballard superintended the last tack,
and s.aw the door close on the upholsterer with
great satisfaction. She took unusual pains with
her toilet that night ; put on her husband's
favorite dress, and some well-preserved crimson
immortelles in her brown hair. " And now,"
she said, as she had shown him through the
house, " we are all ready for calls, if it is at all
a sociable neighborhood."
It was unusually so for New York : several ol
the ladies remarked that when they paid their
compliments and gratified their own curiosity
as to the inmates and appointments of No. 27.
Of the five who had done so Mrs. Ballard had
elected two as favorites.
" I hope we shall see a great deal of you,"
Mrs. Rhodes remarked, iu taking leave of Jlrs.
Ballard. "Mrs. Hamilton, who w.as before
1 you, was extremely unsociable. I don't believe she ever set foot into my house more th.iD
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twice, all the time she lived here. It doesn't
look well to he ahove living pleasantly with
one's neighbors."
Now, as Mrs. Rhodes' house was four stories,
and very brown stone as to front, such a remark was gratifying ; so was the freedom of
Mrs. Sloan's manner, who said " My dear" on
her very first call, twice in a breath, and urged
its speedy leturu.
"Don't let it be a hundred years before we
see you at 32, my dear Mrs. Ballard. I am delighted with the acquisition of such neighbors ;
such an improvement on poor Mrs. Hamilton 1
Don't come any farther, my dear, pray don't!"
And Mrs. Sloan tilted gracefully on her high
boot heels, and swung round on the pavement
with the most captivating air ; a wave of tlie
hand and a parting smile intended to confirm
the favorable impression she considered herself
to have made.
" Mrs. Hamilton does not seem to Lave been
much of anybody," J{rs. Ballard said to her
husband, after giving a glowing description of
Mrs. Sloan's toilet and general appearance.
" That 's tlie second time I 've heard how unsociable she was. Do you know anything about
them?"
"Why, yes; Cameron said to liie only yesterday, 'So you've taken George Hamilton's
old house ?' George is a nice fellow, very ;
much better off than I am."
" It 's a pity he should have such a wife ! so
dull, you know, not going out any," Mrs. Ballard explained.
"They didn't have room enough here, I lielieve, for their five children," pursued Mr.
Ballard.
A very good reason, ./?re children, for poor
Mrs. Hamilton's lack of sociability ; Mrs. Ballard did not stop to think of that. She felt
greatly elated liy the favorable comparison that
had been made between them, and entertained
her old friend and neighbor, Mrs. Thane, of
Nineteenth Street, with a description of the
style and friendliness of those who had stepped
forward to console her for Mrs. Thane's loss.
That good little wife and mother went home
with the seeds of envy and jealousy sown in
her kindly heart. Slie missed Mrs. Ballard
every day of her life, for there was no one else
she could be very friendly witli when they had
resided near each other. She went up to see
her the first moment that she could take from
her nursery duties for such a jaunt, expecting
to hear in turn that Mrs. Ballard was as inconEOlable as herself.
She might have said, with

the lover of Wordsworth's Lucy, " But oh, the
difference is to me I"
Mrs. Ballard had been so occupied with her
new house and her new neighbors that she had
scarcely glanced back to Mrs. Thane's, and
when the familiar black beaver bonnet and gray
Siberian fur tippet made their appearance in
her parlors she even wondered how she could
ever have thought Mrs. Thane pretty and ladylike. She had "not a particle of style," particularly after Jlrs. Sloan's fashionable toilet and
dashing manner.
"Oh, it's a lovely neighborhood, Harry!"
Mrs. Thane said to her husband ; " the houses
are all new and elegantly finished, and there
are no less than three private carriages kept in
the square. Ours looked so mean as I came
back, the grocery store more forlorn than ever,
and the house so plain and old-fashioned. Elinor had on her best silk, and sat sewing in the
parlor, and here must I stitch away in all the
noise and confusion of the nursery, shut up
with the children from one week's end to the
Mr. Thane felt hurt, and yet his wife could
other!"
not
help it. The best balanced feminine mind
goes through such experiences, and must struggle back to cheerful serenity again, as it may.
Mrs. Ballard sat sewing again the next morning; her dress a printed mousseline delaine ; her
feet shod in gaiters that had seen some service,
and neatly darned on the side, answered very
well for the house. She wore a plain linen set,
and in fact would unhesitatingly have gone out
with Mrs. Thane, any morning, just as she was.
There was a ring at the door-bell.
"Mrs. Sloan sends her compliments, and
would Mrs. Ballard like to go down town with
her this morning ?"
Mrs. Ballard stai ted up with quite a flush of
pleasure. It was a beautiful day, and to be
out on Bro.adw.ay with so well-dressed a companion was a delightful prospect ; so an affirmative message was dispatched ; and the dozen
new pillow-cases for the servants' rooms rejilaced in her work-basket, while she made a
speedy toilet.
Her best dress, a Marie Louise blue silk, her
best hat, her new velvet cloak, new gaiters,
and, of course, her best set of muslins, were
Laid out. Mrs. Sloan must not be kept waiting, ^^,
and she hurried the things on, and left her ^f[
room, for the first time in her married life, in
' that indescribable state of confusion known as
" all sixes and sevens." The waiter, who was
also chambermaid and co-laundress, was bu>y
with her ironing.
"It was not worth while to
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disturb her," Mis. BiUlaid tliouglit, as she
gl.inced back at tlie half open drawers, wide
I'poii closets, and the various garments scattt-red about the room. Slie should be back in
time to arrange everything before Mr. liallard
came. She felt uncomfortable with the remembrance ofit, tliough, and a little nervous,
as she neared Mrs. Sloan's, and saw her seated
in full promenade dress at the window of the
reception-room ; it caused an unfortunate tug
at her new glove, which would not go on, and
an irreparable reut was the consequence.
Mrs. Sloan was in high good-huuior ; she was
going down to look for a new dress for New
Year's day; it was only November, to be sure,
but it was well to take those things in time ;
the season was so early, it reminded one of midwinter; the mud and slop from the late rain
had frozen in the street, and there was ice upon
the sidewalk, although the sky was so blue,
and the sunshine so clear.
The Sixth Avenue cars were at the corner,
but "one met all sorts of people in them,"
Mrs. Sloan said; "none of the ladies in this
neighborhood used them, the Fifth Avenue
stage was so much more genteel than even the
Broadway vehicles, that came up so high." So
the blue and gold stage received them, and
Mrs. Ballard had an opportunity of growing
familiar with the palatial residences she had
seldom seen before, and congratulating herself
as belonging in some faint degree to the same
locality. Mrs. Sloan pointed out the different
houses, and named their owners in the most
familiar way, so that the ride to Broadway was
very short, indeed.
They alighted opposite the Metropolitan Hotel ;Mrs. Sloan s.aid it w.is as well to look all
along, anil so they did most faithfully, cruising
into every shop, whose windows were at all attractive, turning over more elegant silks than
Mrs. Ballard had ever seen in all her life before,
on their way to Stewart's. And here Mrs. Sloan
sauntered about as if she had the freedom of
the establishment ; speaking to half the shopmen, and going from mantillas to mourning,
and from merinos to blankets, the length and
breadth of each department.
Mrs. Ballard had her modest list of necessary
articles to be purchased ; it was her methodical
habit to set down everything as it made itself
known, so that, when she took an afternoon for
shopping, she usually accomplished a great
deal. But she did not think it polite to move
away from Mrs. Sloan, or ask her to leave the
elegancies she was absorbed in inspecting, for
the plain glass towels and vulgar crash which
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she happened to need. All at once Mrs. Sloan
discovered that it was two o'clock, and they
must certainly have a lunch, she felt "perfectly
exhausted." So an omnibus was sii.nalled by
the gallant policeman always stationed .xt this
thronged crossing, and Mrs. Billiard w:i:i introduced to the luxuries of "Thompson's," a
aifi then in all the glory of its white ai.d gilt
panels, its crowds, and its Roman punches.
Mr. Ballard now and then imlnlged his wife
in a concert, or an evening at tlu; theatre, and
an ice-cream at some tidy saloon afterwards, as
is much the fashion with quiet cockney husbands but
;
to go at luid-day, and by herself,
into a crowded Broadway restaurant, Mrs. Ballard never dreamed of doing. The tit most limit
of her shopping lunches had been a modest
pirrchase at some cake-shop, eating a jumble
or a square of sponge-cake over the counter,
as she waited to have her parcel tieil up.
The hum and crowd, and curious stares they
met with, in their search for an unoccupied table, disconcerted her. But Mrs. Sloan "breasted
the current" gallantly, and presently rushed
up to some acquaintances with delighted recognition.
Mrs. Ballard thought "how fortunate that she
happened to be in her best," for Mrs. Sloan,
not feeling in the least ashamed of her new
friend, made an instant introduction, and she
was at once at home among them.
Mrs. Sloan entirely forgot to order anything
at fii-st, she was so occupied in talking, and
then it was nearly a quarter of an hour before
a waiter condescended to answer her signal ; so
that it was half past two when Roman punch
and calves' feet jelly for two, with a plate of
fancy cakes, were set before them.
Time w.as of no consequence ; they sippnd
their ices in the smallest possible quantities,
and trifled with their cakes ; they discussed
the different silks and evening dresses they
had examined, and Mrs. Sloan made the most
amusing comments on the people who passed
in and out. Mrs. Ballard had no idea she was
so witty and clever; thejiveak point in every
one's appearance, and manner, and toilet
seemed to strike her at once ; and, entertained
in this delightful w.ay, three had sounded from
the City Hall before they reached the pavement
again.
" It 's hardly worth while to take .in omnibus," Mrs. Sloan said, "to go so little way. I
must stop at ray dressmaker's, and see if there
is the slightest prospect of her being .able to set
to work upon my dress when I do get it."
The establishment was only at Howard Street ;
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yet the walk proved very disagreeable. The
bright noon sunshine had melted the ioe, the
pavements were a slop, and all the awnings and
cornices dripped uncomfortably. Mrs. Ballard
"dodged" great plashing drops, and held up
her dress, and flattered herself that her toilet
had received no injury, when at last they
reached JNIadame Genet's, and were left to wait
in tile showily furnished anteroom.
"Madame is always hurried," Mrs. Sloan
remarked, jiutting the tips of her gaiters up to
the fire to dry, and shading her face with a
morning paper. " I have sometimes waited
here two hours to speak to her. And her
charges are frightful. I had my last bill six
weeks before I dared to show it to Mr. Sloan.
Seventy dollars for three dresses ; but ' garniture' was the difficulty ; they always find the
trimmings, and they can charge you anything
they like on those without being able to say
one word. I thought you might like to be
introduced ; she never undertakes a customer
without introduction."
The restless, voluble little Frenchwoman gave
them audience at last. " She was charm to
know the friend of Madame Sloan ; she was
charm to wait on madame herself; but, ah, the
ladies were all so pressing, and it was the season of business. She would consider; she would
tell Madame Sloan, the next time she call in,
when she would have the happiness of undertaking for her."
There was the damj) chilliness and gloom out
of doors that always follow the brightest winter day in New York when twilight appears.
Already the gas jets in the shop windows were
lighted, and the cxirrent of the crowd set steadily
up Bi oadway. The omnibuses were all crowded
with gentlemen returning from business, and
ladies from their shopping. One and another
passed with an ominous nod of denial from the
driver, till at last they were fain to crowd into
one, where a single seat presented itself, which
seat Mrs, Sloan instantly possessed herself of,
inviting her friend to a place on her lap. Mrs.
Ballard had the mortification of hearing several
unpleasant remarks from the gentlemen with
regard to people wlio never knew when a stage
was full, and of being obliged to accept the seat
of a very young gentleman, who proceeded to
liang on by the strap in a jolting, comfortless
way that made her miserable.
Still, she said to Mrs. Sloan at parting that
she was indebted to her for a most delightful
day, and agreed to her proposal to accompany
her again when the dress was really to be decided upon — quickening her steps a little as the

thought of her husband's punctuality and the
disordered room she had left flashed into her
mind.
The hat rack was still unencumbered — what
a relief! — and she flew up stairs to set things
to rights. It was a narrow escape ; but she had
escaped, and it made her all the more talkative and demonstrative when " Fred" did make
his appearance.
Sewing was not very attractive the nest
morning. Mrs. Ballard felt tired and jaded ;
besides, she had discovered several spots on her
velvet cloak, some miserable mud stains on the
hem of her dress, and that her new gaiters
were warped out of their first freshness. It
took her all the morning to get to rights, and
then it was so late that it did not seem worth
while to get her work about, particularly as she
was liable to calls.
Mrs. Rhodes was ushered in in the most
friendly way the day following, just as the
work-basket had made its appearance. She had
started to go down town on a little shopj)ing,
only to match some things, which would not
take long, and in passing the door it had occurred to her that Mrs. Ballard might have
some errand in the same direction — "it was so
much pleasanter to have company."
Mrs. Ballard fluttered at this token of intimacy with the wife of the cashier of the " Corn
and Barley Bank." It would not do to decline,
when it might come to her eai'S that Mrs. Sloan's
invitation had been accepted ; besides, cook
had asked her for the towels only that morning.
She really must have them.
"If Mrs. Rhodes could wait ten minutes while
she changed her dress ?"
" Oh, twenty if she liked ; when one was out
for the day, a quarter of an hour more or less
was of no consequence I"
Mrs. Rhodes took up a magazine, and settled
herself comfortably in Mrs. Ballard's easychair; and her hostess, apologizing again for
leaving her, hurried up stairs.
She was tempted to put on her brown merino,
her usual walking-dress, but then velvet and
merino did not look well together, and her
cloth cloak was so shabby, and Mrs. Rhodes
wore a rich robe dress in three flounces, so
the blue silk went on again, "just for this
once," with all its accompaniments, and the
disorder of two days ago prevailed in the
apartment when she closed the door behind her.
" Only to match some trimmings !"
If it be the device of an evil spirit " to tempt
to loss through loss of time, " it was a crowning
point when trimmings were invented and trim-
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ming stores were opened. Mrs. Rhodes wished
a particular sliade of sea-greeii ; there were
yellow-greens and green-greens in almnilance,
but no sea-greens for at least nine squares ;
and then the sea-green, when it was hunted
out, was a fringe, when it ought to have been
a ribbon ; and when at last Peyser reported the
ribbon as found, there were no buttons within a
dozen shades of it, and tlie clock at the end of
tlie store stood at half past one.
Mrs. Rliodes declared herself unable to go
another step without something to eat, and, by
a remarkable and singularly happy cuincidence,
Mi's. Sloan was discovered bearing up upon
Thompson's as tliey reached the door. It made
quite a jolly party, and Mrs. Rhodes soon discovered her weakness for the good things of
this life by ordering broiled oysters and woodcock for three, finishing off with a Charlotte
russe. Her liusband had no more for his dinner at Delmonico's, and the three ladies managed to make a tolerable lunch.
Mrs. Sloan enjoyed hers remarkably, and
invited both tlie other ladies to a sociable tea
at her own house, the evening following. It
was there that Mrs. Ballard first saw the husbands of her new acquaintances.
Mr. Rhodes was a dull, heavy man, only to
be roused out of his stolidity by a reference to
the money market. Mr. Sloan, on the contrary,
was quite as agreeable as liis wife, and advanced
in Mrs. Ballard's good graces by paying lier
several apparently unstudied and frankly sincere compliments.
She felt a little uncomfortable at the tone of
bantering between the liusband and wife ; it
was so unlike anything she had ever been
accustomed to.
"Look out for yourself, Mrs. Ballard," Mrs.
Sloan called out from behind the tea-tray ; "Joe
is making a dead set at you ; he 's the greatest
flirt in towii."
Whereupon Mr. Sloan charged his wife with
jealousj', and gave her perniisbiou to make a
conquest of Mr. Ballard in return. Mrs. Ballard wondered to see her husband join in the
laugh, and take it so pleasantly. However, it
reassured her for the time, and she did not have
another of those disagreeable misgivings until
Mr. Sloan assisted her in putting on her shawl
at leaving ; she imagined that he pressed her
band. If he did, it was very light, scarcely
more than a toucli, and it might be a foolish
mistake of her own, and so it was not worth
while to tell Fred of it and annoy him. So
Mrs. Ballard went to sleep, for the first time in
her married life, feelius that there was someTOL.
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thing concealed from her husband; and this
very fact kept the remembrance of that faint
pressure, and the .admiring look which accompanied it, fresh in her mind longer than she
would have liked to confess.
To the towels and the crash, which had not
been purchased yet, sewing-silk and various
other little items were now added. It was
necessary to make an expedition to that fated
region of delays — "down town;" this time
■alone, and, being alone, there was no excuse
for finery ; but it had become a matter of habit,
and, though Iier second-best silk, a well preserved plaid, replaced the blue one, which had
been torn in the door of an omnibus on the
last trip, it allowed velvet and the best bonnet,
both of which were put on.
Making straight for the housekeeping department at Stewart's, after leaving the thread and
needle store, all the necessary purchases were
speedily accomplished ; but, on crossing the
rotunda, whom should she spy, seated comfortably at the silk counter, but Mrs. Rhodes, who
nodded and beckoned.
" How verij fortunate !— to help me to select
a silk. I have five now, you know ; but Mr.
Rhodes makes such a point of seeing his wife
and family well dressed, he says it 's as much
a part of a man's respectability as the house he
lives in. I have a black, and gi ecu, and Bayadere stripe, that 's three ; and a ]'lum, and deep
blue.
1 'm quite at a loss !"
So Mrs. Ballard could do no less than come
to the rescue, and the inevitable trij) to Thompson's was proposed as a sequence. Proposed
by Mrs. Rhodes, who made a faint show of resisting the arrangement when Mrs. Ballard
said it was her turn to order the lunch ; but
finally gave in, biMng short of funds, as she
acknowledgeil, having paid two shillings more
a yard for her dress than she had intended.
"I never take any more money with nie than
I think I am going to need, there is so much
dangerof pickpocketsnow-a-days," Mrs. Rhodes
said, as she studied the cart^ in its papier machi
cover. She spent at least ten minutes in a
careful review, but finally arrived at the conclusion that "there was nothing nicer than
broiled oysters and woodcock, after all."
Entirely unconscious of the charge for this
Selected delicacy, Mrs. Ballard gave her order
to the waiter with an ease and confidence that
surprised herself. She was still more surprised
when she came to turn over the counter, which,
witli unexampled delicacy, a well-trained waiter
ever reverses as he lays it before you. It wasWell that she had taken an extra three del-
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lar bill from the house money that morning.
How much change she received from it at the
desk, or rather how little, she did not care to
examine into.
There was a phain dish of mutton chops for
dinner at home that night, with turnips and
potatoes, a bread pudding for dessert. Mr.
Ballard always advocated a plain table. It was
a part of his general principle in life ; moderation in all expenses ; no pinching in one place
to spare in another. He had started without
capital, and it was his ambition to accumulate
one ; not for the mere pride which many men
take in a good bank account, but because
opportunities were constantly occurring for
advancement in his business dependent \ipon
his ability to control ready money. Thus far,
Mrs. Ballard had entered into the understanding very heartily, and endeavored not to overstep the income he had allowed himself, any
more th.an if it had been a salary, with no
possibility of enlarging it.
"After all, a mutton chop at home tastes
better than turtle soup at Delmonico's, " said
Mr. Ballard, applying himself cheerfully to the
delicacy he mentioned. "You don't get potatoes boiled like this at a restaurant, either —
mealy .as a miller!" And he surveyed the
pomme (le ierre on the end of his fork. "Lem
Gilbert wanted me to stop into Delmonico's as
I came wp town — his treat, of course ; but then
I should have been obliged to return it some
day, and when I have any money to spend I
like to spend it on my little wife, and enjoy it
with her."
He looked across the table with such sincere
and honest aiTection that her consciousness of
the day's adventure flamed into her face, and
nearly betrayed her. She had no appetite, and
that, with her flushed face, jiassed for a headache, and she was obliged to take her husband's
condolence and petting, feeling more deeply
guilty every moment.
" I 'm afraid you don't go out enough ; you
ought to walk every day," pursued Mr. Ballard, when he had established her on the sofa,
and carefully shaded the light ; "you ought to
walk out every day."
"But, Fred," began Mrs. Ballard, with a
confession trembling on her lips.
"Yes, yes, I know all about the sewing and
housekeeping, and that I have the most industrious and economical wife in the world ; but,
for all that, you must take time to keep well.
Now not another word." And he kissed her
movrth, quivering with the remembrance that
she was acting a falsehood for the first time in
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her life, and accepting praise where censure
was her just due.
Mr. Ballard noticed, after this, how frequent
his wife's headaches became. Their evenings,
once so cheerful, were half the time clouded by
dullness on her part, and of course that she
was not well was sufficient reason why she
should not come and perch herself on his knee,
and talk over the little incidents of the day.
She no longer brought her account-books to be
added up, and boasted playfully of her good
management in money matters. She was irritable, but that was natural enough when she
was not well. More tliau once he found her
dressing or jiutting her room to rights instead
of being at the hall door to meet him. " Lying down till the last minute," he said to himself. "Poor child ! she must be suffering more
than she admitted."
The little household, that had always run like
clockwork, began to show symptoms of disarrangement. Dinner was late ; there was very
little variety ; beefsteak three times a week as
often as not, and no more little made dishes,
which Mrs. Ballard used to be so famous for
concocting, and cold meat, which he hated,
took their place two nights in succession. Mr.
Ballard naturally remonstrated, and was told,
sharply, that it must be used up in some
way, and she had not time to waste in the
kitchen. He overheard his usually gentle wife
berating the cook for using the best linen pillow-cases on lier bed, and the cook retorting
that " the cotton ones was all giv' out, and she
wasn't going to sleep on the tick for nobody."
Surely he remembered giving his wife money
for the purchase of new bedding for the servants' room when they moved into the house,
and helping her measure off a set of pillowcases. His memory was correct ; he would
have found the whole set in her work-basket
if he luad looked there, with only the over and
over seams finished.
However, he had his own annoyances and
carelessnesses to occupy him. Several times
lately he had lost money from his pocket-book
in paying bills, and once had handed up a half
eagle to the omnibus driver instead of a nickel
penny ; he must have done so, for he remembered seeing it in a handful of change just
before he left his ofEce one night, and the next
■morning he could not find it. But it served
him right for not conquering the careless habit
of carrying coin loosely in his pocket. His
wife had often cautioned him about it, so he
concluded not to mention it to her, but be more
careful for the future.
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Her spirits did not improve ; not that there
were any deeiJed symptoms of disease, only
loss of appetite, languor, and irritability. He
came to the conclusion that she ought to have
medical advice ; he was afraid of " interniitteut." it so often lurked .ihout the made lands
in the upper part of the town. It was a nice
neighhorhood, but he uas iifraklit lais unhealthij.
He h.id come to this resolution as he walked
li iskly up Broadway one afternoon. He h.id an
ei'gaireuient to meet a gentleman on business at
the .Metropolitan. It was a successful interview,
hut it carried Iiim out of the line of the cai-s
which he nsu.iUy availed himself of, .and he
w.as obliged to take an omnibus. It was all
full save the seat by the door, and so dark as
he stumbled into it — for it was the trip before
lamplighting — that he could not distinguish
one fellow-passenger from .another ; but, after
a while, looking about him, as a cheerful m-an
will on a long, crowded ride, and thinking of
his wife again now th.at business w.as over witli,
he wiis struck by the air of a lady in the corner
farthest from him. It was too dark to distinguish faces, and of course Elinor was safe at
home this time in the afternoon looking out for
him ; but tlie lady was wonderfully like her,
and the gentlem,an friend sitting next to her
evidently admired the stranger as much as he
had admired his wife in the d.ays of their courtship. His arm was stretched out, holding on
to the end of the omnibus, so as to bring it back
of the lady without seeming absolutely impertinent— how well he remembered the old trick!
— and he was bending down to talk into her
bonnet !
He was unconsciously attracted to watch the
pair after this, and noticed that the lady was
very quiet, and the gentleman .apparently very
complimentary. They belonged in or near his
own neighborhood, too ; for, as they ascended
Murray Hill, and he had made out ThirtySeventh Street .after some study of this unaccustomed locality, the gentleman pulled the
check-string, and prepared to get out of the
stage. The lady's veil was down .as she passed
him ; but the resemblance to his wife lost
nothing on closer view, and the gentleman was
his neighbor, Mr. Sloan.
Wonder and astonishment confused him for
the moment. He allowed the stage to roll on
two or three houses from the corner without
getting fut himself, and when he turned it they
were too far ahe.ad of him to overt.ake them.
So it was Elinor after all; he saw her go up the
door-step, and Mr. Sloan pass on. What had
detained her out so late ? What had t.aken her
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out at all, when he had left her with symptoms
of an incipient headache ? As for that puppy,
Sloan, it was just like him I always im.agining
that every woman liked .and courted admiration
as much as his own wife ! However, he should
soon hear the whole story.
He could not have been three minutes behind them, and strode directly up stairs into
his own room; but there stood his wife, smoothing her hair quietly before the s'^ss, it is true,
but with not a trace of her walking-dress lying
.about, or anything unusual in her reception of
him. Could his eyes have deceived him ? But
he would not be imp.atient, or offer the insult
of a seeming distrust, to the woman he had
given his whole heart to ; she should speak of
it herself — no doubt she would presently — and
he dashed the cool, fresh water over his face,
as he prepared for dinner, as if it could cool the
fever of his mind.
Diinier came, and went ; the evening passed,
and still no mention of the afternoon's eng.agements. But Mr. Ballard had found a solution
for the silence. It wanted but two days to the
New Year, and no doubt her errajid had conceived some little surprise for himself, such as
they were in the habit of planning for each
other. He had his own in contempLation, and
had already haunted more than one furrier's>
shop, after business hours, that week. In fact,
he had a pretty set of mink fur already laid
aside, all but decided on ; one that he could not
tell from sables at five times its cost. "He
would w.ait patiently for the New Year."
But though he tried to be satisfie<l, and called
him'scif all manner of n.ame3, mentally, for his
momentary doubts, " tritles light as air" would
intrude on his recollection, and arr.ay themselves before him. Not only that evening, but
the next d.ay, in his oflice, at his desk ; and the
next, the day for the conclusion of his purchase.
He felt half tempted to decline it ; but no ! how
would he feel when Elinor came and offered
him some gift, in which she had studied his
tastes, and said, "There, I was down town selecting it,and was belated, and that odious
Mr. Sloan met me in the omnibus, and annoyed
me so with his attentions ; I could not tell you
then, for fear you would suspect what I had
been after!" How would he feel, meeting such
an emergency empty-handed ? So he made the
purchase, and concluded to take the furs home
himself, to prevent mistakes ; he was not the
only man who carried .a large package on New
Year's Eve.
Trudging along from the cars, thinking of the
radiant and astonished face with which the
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long wished for fars would he received, Mr.
Ballard quite lost siylit of the annoyances of
the last few days. Tlie wliole street looked so
cheerful, with the light streaming through
handsome curtains, so different from the poverty
and squalor that used to damp liim in Hearing
the old house, on just such nights as this.
"lam so glad that I indulged Elinor in her
choice," he said to himself, forgetful that the
houses of Sloan and Rhodes lay beyond his
own doorstep ; "there is such a comfort in a
nice neighborhood." And yet he reflected that
they had not really been any happier there ;
no, if it came to that, home itself was by no
means so pleasant.
The parlor was lighted, and Mrs. Ballard,
handsomely dressed, sat before the fire. She
. did not rise to meet him as usual, and yet she
was not ill ; she had never looked better in her
life. Her eyes were brilliant, and a superb
color lighted her cheeks ; almost too bright for
health, nr a quiet heart. Mr. Ballard came in,
holding his precious freight before him, as if to
bespeak a welcome.
"There, Ellie !" and he threw the cape over
her shoulders ; " and liere are the rest of the
fixings in this box ;" and as he stooped down
over her, "now for my pay."
"Oh, no, no!" and Mrs. Ballard threw ofT
the cape to the floor, and averted her lips with
a quick gesture. " I do not want it, I don't
deserve it;" and -then taking the two hands
that had met to turn her face upward, she held
them tightly over it, and said with a sob, "Oh,
Fred, if you only knew how wretched I am !"
Some demoniac impulse, that set his very
heart on fire, and made his brain whirl, moved
Mr. Ballard to tear his hands aw.ay, and spirrn
her from him ; but he crushed it down, " Wilt
thou love her, comfort her, honor herV rang
through his mind, and the solemn vow heavenward, recorded in his firm "I will," at the
altar. So he only repeated "Wretched, Elinor,
on New Year's Eve ?" and lifting her from the
chair, seated her in the old place of confidence,
upon his knee ; but she slii^ped to the floor,
and laid her head upon it, instead,
"Oh, Fred, I do not know where to begm,
I have deceived you ; you think I am good, and
I am not ; and I must have made others think
me worse than I am. You must not kiss me !
Do let me tell you all about it, or my heart
will break !"
It cost him more than she could ever know
to sit there so quietly, smoothing down her
hair, as in the old time, and to say in an unshaken voice, " Yes, tell me all about it."
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It was sad enough ; the step by step of little
extravagances, little concealments, and practised deceits, which led to taking the money
he had missed to replace the wardrobe ruined
in the frequent idle shopping excursions, and
wasted on delicacies which her husband so
strictly denied himself; or in the purchase of
expensive items of dress she had been drawn
into purchasing from the example of her new
acquaintances, or because they had been pronounced becoming, and Mrs, Sloan had poured
compliments and flattery into her ear until
she had grown weary of quiet domestic life,
and eager for admiration, restless without it,
and ready to accept it, however offered, " But
oh, Fred," and here the head sank lower and
lower fill it almost touched the carpet, "I
never meant to do wrong ; I never felt how
wrong it was — except deceiving you, and taking
your money ; I felt that all the time, but T did
not know how to get out of it until to-night,
.lust before you came, the bell rang, and Mr.
Sloan came in, just to wish me a hajjpy New
Year, he said, and he would not sit down and
wait till you came ; and then, when he was
going, dear Fred, he stooped down, and kissed
me full on my mouth before I knew what he
was going to do ; and it made me so angry and
miserable, I cannot tell you, and made me see
that he thought I would not resent it. I thought
right away of his disagreeable manner when I
met him in a stage two days ago, when I had
been having that dreadful diess Mrs. Sloan
persuaded me to get for to-morrow tried on at
Madame Genet's. I don't ask you to forgive
me. I know you will never kiss me again ; but
I am glad you know it all."
"All, Eliuor?"
" Yes, all ; believe me this once. I am telling
not kiss her then, he would have
youHe thedidtruth."
been more than human in his forgiveness ; but
he took her hands, and made her lift up her
face, while he told lier how greatly she had
erred ; and pointed out the first wrong stej) —
undue intimacy and confidence with idle, vain,
extravagant, and heartless women whom she
knew only as neighbors ; the little rents and
breaches in principle ; the folly that had crept
after the idleness, and t!?e vanity after the
folly. Yet Mrs. Sloan was not a bad woman in
the eyes of the world, or her husband a bad
man. Probably both had displayed tUe worst
points about them, and the frivolity of the one,
and the idle gallantry of the other, have their
counterparts in every street and every square
in town.
Nay, society owes its gayety and
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to just such as they, and one would

be scouted as ovei*saiUtly to reprove it. Yet
thfiv had marred the perfect uuiou of a true
domestic life, such as is growing more and
more rare with the iuroads of custom and extravagance, and which they could never have
attained to — a life of perfect confidence, perfect trust, of mutual concession, and liealthful
repose.
Mrs. Ballard came to know herself forixiven
and restored in time ; but it was not until tlie
new gift of an infant life brightened their home
tiiat she could believe
brances resolutely and
offering to the innocent
like the dove of peace,

the old painful rememwholly banished, as an
child who lay nestling,
in her arms.

"You did not stay long in Thirty-Seventh
Street?" Mr. Cameron said to his friend when
congratulating him on the happy occurrence.
*' I WAS surprised when I heard yoa had moved,
it was such a nice neighborhood."
'* Yes, very nice ;" and Mr. Ballard hesitated
a moment^ — perhaps Mr. Cameron thought of
taking his new wife there ; how should he convey a sort of warning? — "a very nice neighborhood, but I dou*t think it altogether a
healthy one."
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I HEAR it, and love the stentorian voice
Of the maniac king ;
Witliin my spirit its echoes are waking
Madness ihiU pleasotU while heart-strings are breaking ;
Too tame are the zephyrs— oh, give me my choice
Of the maniac king.

MANIAC

KING.

High our throne shall be ou the iceberg's crest,
The wondering tiun shall fling
Around ns the diamonds which hundreds of years
Have robbed from old ocean, and millions of spears,
Set thickly with gems, will there guard my rest
With the mauiac king.
No splendor of earth can equal the home
Of the maniac king.
You may bear from all countries to India's land,
Each crown and tiara, all earth's golden sand,
And pile with her jewels — they 're less than the dome
Of the maniac king.
And when of our stay we wearied grow.
Round our palace we '11 lliug
Icy walls and high towers our absence to guard ;
Kor fear that its beauty by time will be marred ;
O'er earth I '11 waudi^r in clouds of white snow
With the maniac king.
Te dare not approacli the northern retreat
Of the maniac king !
Not e'en woman's pure tears will move the hard fiend;
The husband she weeps, the friend much esteemed,
Like brave, noble Franklin, are slain at the feet
Of the maniac king.
Loud trumpets shall herald our coming, and then
The echoing caves will ring
With hoarse, hollow tones, as though ghosts of the dead
Were there quaking with fear and screaming from dread.
Beseeching, once more, protection with men
Against the mauiac king.
And farWith
abovethe billowy
maniac waves
king ; I '11 ride
Or waltz on their crests, when red light'nings play neat
To the sailor hoy's couch, and sprinkle his tier
With seaweed and foam from the angry tide,
'Woke by the mauiac king.
'Slid hail and wild thunder the demon-like glee
Of the maniac king
Will shriek o'er the tempest, exulting, that he
Is lord over Neptune and I queen of the sea;
Nay, mariner, ask no pity of mo
Or of the maniac king.

O'er the ashes of idols I made of earth's clay,
More precious than all of gold's brightest array ;
All, with the wail of despair, I have learned
From the maniac king.

Once in the dead past my heart was all tears,
But the maniac king
With human ficuds stole all the traces away
Of l:ive, hope, or pity. I curse the sad day.
With those who 've given my future's dark ye»rs
To the maniac king.

Listen! that wild, piercing scream is the laugh
Of the maniac king ;
Though it maketh me tremble like the aspen the while,
My spirit it fa-^cinates more than the smile
Of any of earth ; my pleasure I quatf
From the maniac king.

Dire vengeance I '11 bring with my now acquired power.
Like the asp's deadly sting ;
For the base hands that wrested my treasures I '11 find.
And lightly with cords of life's bitterness bind,
Or mercy will grant them, and shorten death's hour
By the maniac king.

I cannot tell why my qnivering heart.
That dreadeth his wing,
By his caprice was held till invisibly fell
A strong threaded cable, a magnetic spell,
O'er my will, till I cannot depart
From the maniac king.

There is naught that can save my madd'ning brain
From the maniac king
But to clasp to my heart lost idolized forms
That I loved more than life. Hark ! hear ye the storm*
That sweep from the North with tlie dirge-like straia
Of the maniac king ?

And pale, strange maidens are coming to me;
All hasteo to bring
White robes and flowers ; I am to be a qneen-bride.
And go with my rover o'er mountain and tide ;
For at the feet of his captive bowed the proud knee
Of the maniac king.

Come, maidens, your wreath haste bind on my brow,
For the maniac king
Is waiting his bride. Oh, your icy hands chill

Cold is the altar where hope and love burn'd ;
AH the dirges I sing

My pulse's rapid motion: your robes send a thrill
Of death's freezing sense to my heart.
I 'm now
Free from the maniac king !
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HOUSE.

Say, Mr. Rasher, are you going to hay a new
house, or are you not? "You don't know ?"
Well, /do ! You owned up yesterday that the
clear profits of your bu-;iness this year was orer
twenty thousand dollars, and if we're ever
going to live in a brown-stone front, now 's the
time. You don't make twenty thousand dollars every year cutting up pork, or, if you
expect to after this, it 's high time we was
taking our proper position before the world. I,
for one, intend to go out a little more than I
have. I 've got things to go with, and I intend
to go.
You 're afraid people will make liijht of us
as well as our lard oil ? Fiddlesticks, Rasher!
I wish you would quit them everlasting puns.
It 's vulgar to pun ; a very low species of wit,
indeed ; I heard Mrs. De Longue say so, the
night I was to her reception. You can't help
it ; 3'ou must mturlard your conversation with
'em ? Good Lord, Rasher ! whatever else you
do, leave your business behind you when
you come liome. I declare, the very silk
curtains in the parlor have an odor of it !
Don't Irisde up so? There it comes again;
it 's enough to drive a woman mad ! You
■can't help "cutting up ;" you 're so used to it?
Now, look a-here, husband, we 're going to
settle this matter about the house this morning,
or we 're not going to settle it. If you '11 quit
that nonsense and listen to reason, I '11 tell you
■what my ideas are ; but if you don't, I won't"
say another word. Then you guess you '11
ieep on? and if you do you won't get me to
keep still. That 's just what you want ; you 'd
he glad if I never opened my lips, though which
of us is capable of speaking with the most propriety I'11 leave other people to judge.
I picked out a house yesterday afternoon that
rsuits me ; and, as a woman is supposed to be the
best judge of such matters as the house she
lives in and has to stay in from one year's end
■to another, why, if you can pay for it, that 's
enough. It 's a brown-stone front, four story
and basement, stoops and balustrades of brownstone, massive and handsome ; style of archi■tecture modern italic, and not surpassed by
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any of similar size in the city. I remember
just what the advertisement said, which was
the reason of my going to see it. It '11 be
finished nest week. It 's twenty feet front,
and commands a beautiful view of the neighboring houses, which are all just as nice and
aristocratical as our own. It 's because I liked
the neighborhood so well that I wanted that
house in particular. "What's the price?"
Sixteen thousand dollars, and considered cheap,
considering the Avenue and the Park. Eight
thousand dollars will furnish it from garret to
cellar; library, pictures, and everything, and
we can get a man to do it all without taking
any trouble ourselves. You 've got thirty
thousand in the bank, I know, and, with your
business, you need not be afraid but that you
can^ "Save your bacon!" Odear, Mr. Rasher!
if you 're going to continue so vulgar, I don't
know as there '11 be any use in our trying to
get where we ought to be.
The girls will be home from boardin'-school
to their winter vacation in the latter part of
December, and I 'd like to get all moved, and
settled, and furnished, and fixed before they
come home, just to give 'em a pleasant surprise. There, Rasher ! I knew you had some
fatherly feeling about you, if you liad no pride.
You 're in no hurry this morning, I know. .Just
wait a minute till I get my bonnet and shawl,
and let 's go round and look at it.
Ain't it a beauty? Thera balusters are superb ! Step in and look at the parlors ; two
and an extension ; and behind the staircase
there 's a sweet little room, which I shall fix up
as a boudoir. I '11 be as much at home in it as
a pig in a flower-garden ? Humph ! You 're
extremely complimentary to your wife, my

■

dear ; but I sha'n't resent it here, before all Hj
these workmen. You can say what you please.
I suppose it was my misfortune to marry a man
in the pork-packing business whose mind is
always running — on all fours ?— tciU you quit
interrupting me, or not ?— whose mind is always
running on his business. If you 'd only drop
it at home and in company, I wouldn't care,
seeing it 's made us so much money ; but, as it
it is, I am almost driven — into a pig-pen ? — al-
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most driven to (listr.ietion. You 're uncommon
provoking tliis uiorniug, Mr. Rasher.
This is a splenilid honse to give a party in ;
and I 've maJo up my mind to give the biggest
one of the season, if we get moved and settled
in time. You hate parties ? Of course you do ;
you hate everything that I like. You 'd be
contented to sit down, and smoke your pipe, and
drink your sherry forever in the back sittingroom of that little, mean, three-story brick.
Y'on 've no ambition, and yon 've no feeling for
your wife. Oh, yon needn't be putting your
arm aronnd my waist and hugging me, with
that fellow there a painting them friskoes looking right at us. I wish you 'd remember what
I 've told you so often — that it 's dreadfully out
of taste to be showing your family feelings in
public. When we go out together you shouldn't
speak to me, no more 'n if I wasn't there ;
'stead of that, you invariably keep hanging
around me, and every once and while burst
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tle it about the livery, etc. You don't see as
there will be any necessity for us going to the
livery, if we have an establishment of our own ;
and as for arms, we 'd better keep our arms
in it inste.ad of on it? Dear, dear! husband,
I wouldn't have had Mrs. Fitz-Sinimons heard
you say that, for the world ; she 'd have luad
her whole set giggling about it the next time
we came where she was. Of course our servants must dress in livery ; at least have capes
to their co.ats and buttons on their caps. Don't
you know whether any of the Rashers, in the
old country, ever had a coat-of-arms ? You
might consult the book of heraldry, .and find
out. If there was, you must have it painted
on the carriage door, and engraved on all the
plate ; if there never was, why, we '11 just invent one, that 's all. What are you doing on
that scrap of paper. Rasher ? A coat-of-arms ?
Dear me ! I didn't know as you knew enough.
Let me see it, won't you ?

out with: "S.ay, Marier, did you hear that?"
or, "Come here, Marier, and set side of your
husband a while;" or, "Marier, I wonder if
the children are doing well to home ?" And that
night we pl.ayed forfeits to Mrs. Fitz-Simmons's,
and you was judged to kiss one of the ladies
for a punishment, what did you do but kiss me
right before the hull crowd ! Wasn't that
punishment enough ? Y'ou needn't try to turn
it off with a joke. You know it w.as a breach
of etiquette, if not actually immodest, to choose
out your own wife in all that company. You
was too bashful to choose anybody else ; and,
besides, you hadn't yet got tired of kissing your
own partner ? Pshaw ! that '.s all well enough
to home. I could see the Widow Granger
looked disappointed. Oh, now, don't color up,
dear ! Come up stairs and look at the next
story. There 1 This is the apartment I 've settled on for ourselves ; it 's eighteen by twenty,
and you always like an airy sleeping-room ;
and, what makes it pleasant for me, is that it
looks right over at Dr. Yellow Dock's house ;
and, as I shall set here a great deal, I can see
their company going in and out, and when they
take a _ride in their carriage, and how they
dress their servants, and everything. They 're
very fashionable people, and they 've made
their money, every cent of it, within five years.
Speaking of carriages. Rasher, we can't get
along any longer with our one horse and our
single chaise. We must, after we go into this
louse, have a pair of black horses, and a carriage with our arms upon it, and a place for the
footman to hold on behind. Sit down in the
window here, and take it easy ; I want to set-

"Ain't it sweet, Mrs. Rasher? My father
used to think a great deal of that motto ; and
that 's the w.ay I came to be rieh. It means,
literally (I've got it in Latin there), that
Discretion is the better part of valor."
If you can't do anything but cast ridicule on
yourself and your wife from moi-uing till night,
we might as well st.ay in our obscurity. Y'ou
aren't casting ridicule on me ; the wild boar
forms part of the coat-of-arms of some of the
noblest families of ScotUand and England ? Oh,
that alters the case! If you re.ally think,
Rasher, it would be aristocratic and just the
right thing, and if you think our friends will
see it in the same light you do, why, I like it
well enough. When will you get it engraved ?
I wish you 'd stop to B.all & Black's, and order
a set of solid silver to be made,»to be done in
time for the party, and our arms on it.
Come, let's look at the wine-cell.ir : you
must learn to talk about vour wine-cellar.
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Rasher, if you want to make an impression on
the men. Everything down here is* mighty
nice and convenient — but, la 1 that 's the servant's business. I 'm going to pretend, when
I get a new set, that I don't know a coalbin
from a wash-tub. That '11 be a pretty way to
have myself imposed upon ? Well ! you 're
able to stand a little imposition, and you don't
suppose I 'ni going to let 'em see I ever stepped
in a kitchen. My hands show it ? No, they
don't ; and I 'm going to keep 'em done up
nights in old gloves, and oil 'em every night
witli — lard oil? — stuff! with rose cream.
Let 's go ! tell me first whether you 've concluded to take the house. You s'pose I must
have my own way about it ? That 's a dear,
good Rasher, as you are. And to pay you for
consenting, without a fuss, I '11 trouble you as
little as possible about the change, moving,
and all that. I '11 give the upholsterers orders
about the furniture, and get a bookstore man
to fill the library; and when eveiy thing is ready
for us to step in and take our dinner, we '11 ride
over and take possession. I 'U get an auctioneer
to sell off our old stuff, every article of it, for
what it '11 bring. I expect, perhaps, it will
come to enough to pay for the new set of silver,
centre-piece and all, for the piano, you know,
is 'most new, and the carpets arc only six months
old.
You hope I 'II reserve your old secretary and
arm-chair, and that sofa ? 0 dear ! I suppose
I can have 'em set in the fourth story, where
you can go and look at 'em once and a while.
I don't see why you need to set such great store
by that sofa, because you and I used to set on it
together, in our little jiarlor, the first winter we
was married. It 's stiff and old-fashioned now,
and has been covered twice. I allowed it to
set in my room up stairs, seeing you thought
so much of it ; but it might as well go to the
auction-room as up into the fourth story, where
it will have to stay, if it 's kept in the new
house.
What are you thinking of, to walk right over
that curbstone without seeing it ? You was
thinking of old times ? No doubt you 'd like
to go back to the days when I did my own
work, and set and sewed for the children, evenings, but / wouldn't. It 's a great burden off
roy mind to have the girls to Madame Flummery's school ; she 's very genteel, and will
give 'em an air, which I know / couldn't,
though I'm naturally more genteel than their
father. What 's that ? we 're setting them up
above us, so as to make them ashamed of lis ?
Well, Arabella tvas a little sniffy the last time
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she came home, but when we move on to the
Avenue in the new house, she '11 have more
respect for us. Ah, here we are at the corner !
Come home early to-night. Rasher ; I want to
talk over the plans.
Ain't it splendid ? and I hav'n't had a bit of
trouble, only to give my orders. I think Mr.
Brilliant, the upholsterer, is a very tasty man.
I told him about what we could afford to expend
on the rooms, and he fixed them up liimself. '
His only exceeded the sum I set about two
thousand dollars. He asked my idea of colors for
the first floor, and I told him 1 liked crimson and
gold. I think I never seen handsomer cornices.
The mirrors, and the chandeliers, and the cornices, and the picture-frames, give an air of
gorgeousness — don'tyou think so ? I bought-the
pictures myself, all to one store, as the man
gave me a bargain, if I 'd take the lot ; and I
got Mr. Brilliant to put new frames to them,
to correspond witli the mirrors. The paintings
tliemselves didn't come to quite so much as
the frames. I 'd an idea them sort of things
was more expensive, as Mrs. De Witt told me
she'd given four hundred dollars for a little dull
thing not much bigger than my hand. She
must have been awfully imposed on, for I got
one foirr feet long for forty dollars, and far more
brilliant colors, at that !
Come in here. Rasher, and look at the library.
You see he 's put this in darker colors ; but
that 's the fashion, I believe. Them ain't
wooden books, like some of Mrs. Smyth's ;
they 're the genuine article. I paid Mr. Octavo
twelve hundred dollars for filling the shelves.
But I had more trouble with him than with
all the rest put together. I didn't like the
bindings of the books he put in first, and I had
him take 'em all back, and put in these. These
have got such pretty red covers and gilt letters.
Besides, I got mad at him about another thing.
I thought he meant a fling at your business.
Right along in the very first row there was
three or four books with no titles at all, but
just " Bacon," printed on the back. Jly ! but
wasn't I mad I I suppose they were recipes for
curing bacon, perhaps — I didn't look to see,
but I made him take 'em right out. Up a little
higher, what did I see but "Hogg's Tales"
printed on the back of another book ? 1 asked
him what he meant by it ; if he meant to insult us because we 'd made our money in the
pork business ? and he didn't know what to
say ; but he took 'em away, and finally I tc^d
him I guess he 'd better change the whole lot,
and put in them with red bindings I 'd seen at
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liis store. He w.^s very good-natured about it.
I suppose he didn't want to lose our custom.
That 's one .vlvantage of being as rich as we
are — people don't like to offend us. I don't
suppose any one will ever read the books, but
it is necessary to have them, for the samo reason that we have almost everything else ; because other people do. Pictures and books are
considered stylish ; I 've heard Mrs. Fitz Simmons talking about an author's style. What's
that ? In what respect do you resemble an author? Iara sure I can't guess, my dear. I've
never detected any resemblance, though, .as for
that matter, I know very little about .authors.
Because ynu both make a living by the pen 1
and both of you sell your tender-lines? Now,
Rasher, for mercy's sake, we 're in the new
house, and <lo, do, for my sake, quit that
miserable habit of punning ! or, if you intift
m,ake puns or die, choose some other subject
than the one you 're always harping on.
Here 's my boudoir ; I told him to put that
all in yellow, with blue facings and trimmings.
I cautioned him about the sofa and chairs; not
to get 'em too small ; for you know I 'm pretty
solid, and [ shall want to recline on 'em when
I think I 'ni likely to be surprised by company ;
.so he 's made 'em as large as the room will
allow. That p.ain.:ng up there by the door,
with that little liiji!s-la:nili table under it, is
copied from the original of Rachel's Madonna
in the Roman Vacuum, the man said who sold
it to me. He advised me to have it hung in
my boudoir in such a position that I could
gaze upon it in my reflective moments ; it 's .a
religious picture, you know. I usually gaze in
the looking-elass in my rejiectire moments?
Ain't you ashamed to trifle upon so serious a
subject, Mr. Rasher? I shouldn't wonder if
your h.abit of punning led you into the still
worse one of using profane language, if yon.
continue to cultivate such irreverence. You
don't see any connection between punning and
swearing? Well, /do; only last week, when I was
telling you about the rocks up to the ijark, you
said " blast 'em," and then went on pretending
you meant blow 'em to pieces with powder.
I 'm going to have a yellow satin dressinggown, faced with blue, and a blue cord and
t.assel, made to correspond with the sofa and
curtains ; and then I shall e.\pect to spend a
good many of my mornings here, and have a
mark hanging out of that handsome book there,
as if I 'd been reading, and I can pass away my
time hemming ruffles or handkerchiefs, and
when Mrs. Fitz Simmons or any of my friends
call, I can slip my work under this satin cushion,

RASHER.
and beg to be excused for receiving 'em in my
boudoir, but I w,as a little unwell this morning;
which will probably be the truth. Rasher, for
since I 'vo taken to drinking wine for dinner,
and having dinner so late, and then sometimes
taking birds, or oysters, or something for my
supper after that, I 've had the headache a
great deal, and I ain't near so stout as I used
to be, really, though I look so ninr-h fatter.
You think I 'II weigh as much as your prize
porker now ? Oh, Rasher, how cm you ? but it 's
bloat, it 's mostly bloat. I know I am. I must
be delicate, or why should I h.ive such headaches, and such strange sensations in ray dia^
gram? Eat too much ? My appetite never was
poorer. Last night, I ordered tlie cook to fry
me a sausage, privately, and bring it np at
nine o'clock, for my supper. • I liadn't luid any
for a long time, and I couldn't think of anything else that would relish. If my appetite
wasn't poor, why should I crave sausage ?
However, I don't mind my health so much;
for I think I can stand it this winter, and next
summer I shall expect you to take me ofl' somewhere on a tour. Where are we going to live,?
Why, all over the house, I snjipose. These
things are too fine for use? Of coui-se I don't
expect you to pull off your boots in the parlors,
nor lounge there after you 're home from business, unless there 's company. As you 're so
prejudiced against furnaces, there 's a grate in
the basement dining-room, and you can take
your paper and go down there after the silver
and China 's cleared away. If you want to go
to bed before tne company 's gone, you can go
up the back stairs and get to our room. And
where will / be ? I 'm sure you don't need me,
when you 're mostly reading the newspapers of
evenings, .anyhow ; and, as you can't bear half
the people that visit me, why, when you don't
feel like seeing company, you can have a nice
time all by yourself. You think parties, and
operas, and late hours don't agree with you ;
but I 'm sure they do with me ; and of course
you don't expect me to give 'em up on your
account. No ; but you wish the house wasn't
so big, or h.ad some little corner you couM call
home? Fie, Rasher, isn't the whole of it ours,
and of course our home ? I think you 're real
ungrateful not to be satisfied, after I 've t.akeu
so much pains to make you comfortable. Our
bedroom is just as splendid as .any room in the
house ; there 's lace on the bottom of the
pillow-cases, and lace curtains lined with the
sweetest pink silk, and a Severed China washbasin, and all kinds of fixings ; more 'n yon
can use, or I either, for that matter ; in fact. I
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don't know the names of half the things, nor
what they 're meant for ; and I 'm sure you
ought to be contented with so much, and everything so nice ; and now, my dear, while I think
of it, let me caution you not to throw your coat
on that counterpane when you take it off, and

lie '11 be a perfect jewel of a help, and if there 'a
any matters I 'm in doubt about I can ask him.
I ain't obliged to see his impertinence as long
as it 's policy to keep him, and I intend to get
used enough to keeping a man-waiter against I
let him go to know how to keep the nest one

'not to wear _vour dusty boots inside the cliamber, for the carpet 's a white ground, and will
show the least bit of dirt : and to turn down

in his proper place. For the land's sake,
Rasher, you '11 snore, all tlie lace off that pillow-case ifyou snore iu that style. Ain't you
even going to be allowed to snore in peace iu
your splendid residence ? La, yes ! as loud as
a steam-engine if you want to ; but do try and
keep awake a little while, while I'm actually
talking. The tailor 's got the liveries all ready
for Thomas and John ; and to-morrow the new
carriage is coming homei Have you seen it ?
Yes ? And is tlie coat-of-arms sufficiently conspicuous? Day after to-morrow, if the weather 's fine, will be an event in my life. I 'U
be handed into my own carriage, and have a
footman standing on that lit tie what-do-you-callit there behind, and John a driving in a coat
with six capes, and our family device upon the
door. I shall make all the calls I can think of.

the spread when you get into bed, so's your
breatli won't stain the edge of it ; and I guess
you might as well not meddle with the toilettable and glass at all, but have a little mirror
put up in the closet ; for, you see, your great
fingers would make sad work with them things
on the table ; and if you should knock that
Cupid over and break it, you 'd spoil the whole
effect. "The fact is, Mrs. Rasher, the pen's
too fine for the pig." Please don't make such
unpleasant remarks, and make me feel unhappy
the first night in the new house. I suppose it
itiakes little difference how fast things get
spoiled, as we '11 have to have new furniture
about once a year, if we wish to keep up appearancesso,
; if you want to sleep in your boots,
sleep in 'em, for all I care. Come, let 's go
down to our first dinner. I 've had the new
plate put on, and the new porcelain. I took
our coat-of-arms to the factory, and had porcelain manufactured with it on every piece. I
told Tlionias to put it all on to-night, same 's if
we had company. I want to get used to it, you
see.
Bless me, Easher ! you liked to have poked
your arm right through that lace drapery, getting into bed. Did you notice how surreptitious Thomas looked when he waited on us
to-night ? He made me feel uncomfortable.
He thinks because he 's been with the Greens
and the Parkers he can turn up his nose at
us. I wouldn't keep the fellow at all, polite
as he seems to be, if it wasn't that I want to
learn of him how to have things de Rigor, as
they say about the ceremonies with the Prince
of Wales. If I 'd have thought it would liave
done any good to have asked him, I 'd have
hurried uji my party when he was here. Do
you know, Mrs. De Witt actually went to the
ball. If we 'd a made our fortune five years
ago, we 'd a been one of the old families by
this time, and ire might have been asked.
What 's that ? Yoxi can't make a whistle out
of a pig's tail ? Well, who wants to ? I 'd be
just as good as Mrs. De Witt, if I 'd have begun
a little learlier in life. But, as I was saying, I
want to keep Tliomas until after the party ;

Ha ! but won't Mrs. De Witt be mad ! They've
been obliged to give up their carriage lately,
and to see me in mine will make her frightfully
envious ; but she '11 keep as pleasant as a
basket of chips, and never let on. The nest
day I '11 drive down to Stewart's to buy myselJ
a dress for the party. I 've often, in old times,
when I went away from there in the sixpenny
'bnsses, envied the ladies, and the clerks carrying out their parcels, and putting them on the
seats so killingly polite ! I never expected, iu
those days, to ever be there myself with two servants in capes and bands around their hats, and
a coat-of-arms on the door. What did you say ?
" Honor to whom honor is due." I may thank
the rise in pork for my rise in life ? I declare,
Rasher, if you don't quit poking pork under
my nose, you shall never have any more fried
tender-line nor roast spare-rib so long as I have ■
a table set in my house. Now don't get the l|
nightmare to-night, and tear down my pink
silk curtains about our ears. " That would —
be getting— the wrong — pig — by the ear!"
There he goes snoring off again with that hateful word hardly over his lips ! Well, well,
well ! I may as well compose myself.

Strength of Character. — A few ideas of our
own wiU save us from being too sensible to external impressions, as a light in our room makes
lightning less blinding.
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I.

Mks. Tyxdalk sat in her nursery, intently
engaged iu the embroidery of a child's dress.
It was an elaborate piece of work, such as few
mothers, with the cares of housekeeping and
four children on their hands, can find time to
wish for, much less attempt. But this was designed as a cliristening-dress for the babe iu
the cradle, upon whose rockers Mrs. Tyudale's
ready foot %Tas resting, and this very plump
and pink specimen of juvenile humanity was
the first girl that had ever been born to the
Tyndale liousehold. It was clearly an extraordinary case, demanding, in the proud mother's
opinion, extraordinary effort on her part, and
expense on that of the scarcely less fond and
ple.ised papa.
The wee Lady, wrapped in soft folds of linen
and fl.annel, dreamed v.igue baby-visions, with
her eyelids fast shut upon — we had almost said
into — her fat cheeks, and Mrs. Tyndale, as she
hummed a lallaby, and her fingers deftly threaded the mazes of her pattern, had her dreams
also. Very bright they were — drawn by hope,
and painted by love. "Her boys had never
quite filled her heart ;" she had discovered this
long before this latest advent. " They are far
more troublesome to train than girls, and so
soon as they are safely through the diseases of
infancy, and able to tiike care of themselves,
amidst the dangers that beset incautious and
•vlventurous lads, they must go out into the
world ; perhaps remove to distant States and
countries ; leaving the homeste.id desolate, and
the parents as lonely as if they had never borne
and brought up children — as they vainly hoped
and prayed — to comfort and stay their declining
years. Then, the anxieties that continually
hang upon the mother's heart, knowing, as
she does, into what scenes and temptations her
boys must be thrown ; doubting, as she cannot
help doing, whether they all have strength to
resist the allnrements to ruin !" Mrs. Tyndale
sighed, as she again turned to the sunny side
of her picture ; "the sweet companionship and
confidence she was to hold with her daughter ;
the second youth which she was to enjoy in
watching over the expanding heart and mind ;
the solace she would prove in the father's
weary hours, and the mother's despondency
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and illness." Here she was constrained by her
own imaginations to stoop over the cradle, and
pull aside one comer of the worked lawn, that
to the uninitiated would have seemed to threaten
suffocation, to convince herself of the reality of
her bliss, .is she whispered witli a smile and a
tear, " It 's mother's best blessing !"
A chatter of small boots on the stairs, and the
door flew as wide open as the hinges would
carry it.
"Mother, Allen's got my whip and won't
give it back to me !" shouted the eldest hope,
red with rage.
"And I s.iy, mother, he has torn my new
book terribly !" said Egbert, a delicate-looking
boy of eight, with whom books were the only
playthings of any value, "right through Jack
the Giant-Killer, and the Story of the Lilliputians the
;
last half, too, mother, and I had not
read it, either I It is too bad !" A gush of hot
tears finished the sentence.
" Hush 1 do be quiet, boys!" begged Mrs.
Tyndale, shaking the cradle, as the little mound
of cambric and silk began to heave. "You
will w.ake your sister ! Where is Allen ?"
" Down stairs ; won't you make him give me
my whip?" said Master Sterling, eagerly. And
without waiting for an answer, he ran to the
head of the steps : "Allen! Mother s.iys, come
up here — right away !"
" I said no such thing, Sterling !" called the
mother, still endeavoring to hush the infant.
But the uproar had wrought its effect. Sterling
waited iu the hall to laugh provokingly in his
brother's face, as he unwillingly obeyed the
summons, reported so authoritatively, and
when the two entered the nursery, Mrs. Tyndale was in the act of raising the crying babe
in her arms.
" You boys are the plague of my life !" she
said, fretfully. "I would not have had her
disturbed for all your whips and tops put together. (Sh-sh-shI) This is just tlio way
(bye-bye, th.at's mother's +)aby !) tliat you are
going on the livelong day ! It 's all your fault,
(hum-m-m !) -Allen ! I know it is. You are a
constant worry !"
Tlie baby's screams were hushed, and the
47
pre-convicted -Allen put upon his trial. He was
a sorry picture, .is he stood before his judge,
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confronted by his accusers. The elder sons
were handsomer than the average of boys of
their age, while Nature had made tliis one
plain, as if to furnish a contrast to Sterling's
bold, dark beauty, and Egbert's large hazel
eyes and golden curls. Allen had sandy straight
hair, a pug nose, small gray eyes, and a wide
mouth — now distorted by the uneasy attempt
at a smile, in homely, but apt phrase, denominated "the bad grin." His brother's address
and manner had advised him that he was in
disgrace, but he had pride enough to wish to
conceal his apprehensions of punishment in the
presence of those who, he knew, from past
lessons, would exult in his discomfiture. So
he fumbled at his buttons with lijs dirty fingers,
and kicked tlie heel of one muddy boot against
the toe of the other, all the while stealing furtive
glances at his parent's lowering brow. No ! he
certainly was not a lovely object ; but there
was something forlorn in his aspect, something
so pitiable in this unchildlike pretence of indifference, that the mother's heart should have
grown compassionate at the sight. Mrs. Tyndale was not an unkind woman, but she was
impatient — hasty in judgment and action.
"You naughty boy!" she began, angrily.
"What is this I hear of you ?"
An expansion of the "bad grin," more significant of fright than tears would have been,
was the reply.
"Can't you speak?" shaking him by tlie
arm. "What have you been doing to your
brother's property?"
" Nothing ; I haven't seen it !"
"Don't tell me a falsehood ! Where is Sterling's whip ?"
No answer.
" Do you mean to speak ?"
This time, a cuff administered npon the right
ear extorted a howl, in the midst of which, the
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" You tricked boy !" ejaculated Mrs. Tyndale,
boxing him energetically from siile to side.
"You naughty stoi'y-teller ! Go down instantly
and find it, or that is not a beginning to wliat
youBlinded
will getby !"tears, and choking with sobs, the
child groped his way down to the yard. The
whip had fallen behind the seat, when he honestly believed that he had left it upon it, and
in his bruised heart the instant suspicion arose
that Sterling had purposely concealed it there.
Egbert's complaint, too, he considered unfair
in the extreme, since he must have understood
that his brother liad snatched at the book,
rudely indeed, but more in fun than earnest.
With all the strength of his soul, the boy hated
them both as he returned to the chamber of
injustice, bearing the unlucky toy.
"Now, are you not ashamed of having told
such a vile falsehood?" demanded the motlier.
"Where do you learn so much wickedness?
Not of your brothers, for I never knew either
of them to lie and steal. If it were not that I
have your sister on my lap, I would feel it my
duty to give you the most severe whipping you
ever had. You .are growing worse and worse
every day. I expect nothing better of you than
that you will come to the gallows before you
are twenty-one. Ask your brother's pardon,
and Egbert's too, for treating them as you have
A look of sullen malignity spoke in the gray
!" every feature swelled with the stubdone and
«ljies,
born resolve not to obey the unreasonable command. A short but hot contest resulted in the
housemaid and cook being summoned to bear
the kicking, screaming boy to the garret, where
he was locked uji. His yells and thumpings
against the door, although imperfectly heard in
the remote nursery, were yet distinct enough
to keep up his mother's irritation. Tlie baby
being almost asleep again, she could not, of
course, resign her for a minute even to the
nurse ; so the latter functionary was dispatched

words " On the bench" were distinguishable.
" Hush your noise ! On what bench ?"
" In the yard."
"Go get it. Sterling!" ordered the motlier.
" Now, how dare you tear poor Egbert's book ?"
she pursued.
A sulky pout from the delinquent.
" His beautiful new book ! before he had a
chance to read it ! What do you think I ought
to do to you for suoki behavior ?"
Allen had opened his mouth in denial or explanation, when the inquisition was interrupted

to convey the prisoner's sentence to him. The
noise within ceased, as the girl struck smartly
on the door.
" Master Allen, your ma says you are to stay
in here, and have nothin' but dry bread and
water to eat, till you axes your brothers' parding ; and if you don't stop your racket, she 's
comin' up here with your pa's horsewliip, and
know the reason why, sure 's your name is

by Sterling's return. With a sort of triumphant
disappointment, he proclaimed that the whip
was not on the bench, nor could he find it anywhere in the yard.

" I don't care if she does !" vociferated the
Allen."
boy;
" and you are a cross, ugly old tiling !"
Which message being duly repeated, with

»
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emphasis, to Mrs. Tyndale, she concUuU-d that
" he was best off where he was, anil would
probably come to liis senses when he grew
hungry." So she resumed her needle and lier
castle-building.
"Where is Allen?" inquired Mr. Tyndale,
at dinner-time.
A cloud of vexation p.isscd over his wife's
sunny face.
"Oh, there has been n« end to the worry I
have had with that boy this morning ! He
stole Sterling's whip, and tore Egbert's book ;
waked up Evelyn ; told me half a dozen falsehoods ;and when I punished him, became so
outrageous that I had him shut up in the
garret, where he must remain until he is conquered."
"A troublesome child !" groaned the father.
" I do not know what is to be done with him,
if he goes on in this way. He has already
caused us more anxiety than all the rest of our
children. I am glad that you were so firm with
him. I fear sometimes that you are wearied
oat before he is subdued, or allow your feelings to overcome your reason before the proper
degree of submission is gain»»d ; he is so obstinate. Nothing is more injurious to a child
than to come off victorious in a battle with his
parent. If you raise an issue, you must carry
your point, at all hazards."
A wise saw, Mr. Tyndale ! most impressively
delivered over your roast beef! a good seed
dropped into the fertile minds of JIasters Sterling and Egbert, who digest your counsels with
the dinner so accept.able to appetites sharpened
by hard play in the open air ! Let us look in
upon the doughty prisoner, the seditions member at whom the family artillery is to-day
aimed. He has cried himself to sleep — the
buon Nature mercifully accords to children when
exhausted by emotions too powerful for their
we.ak frames ; he lies on the floor directly beneath the sky-light — the only window in the
room. It is a cool day, or the atmosphere
would be stifling. As it is, there is a close,
tomb-like feeling about the place ; a chill which
must strike painfully upon the relaxed limbs
and weary lungs. True, there is abundant
store of blankets piled in yonder corner; but
what boy six years old would have the prudence
to bethink himself of such protection during
the reaction succeeding intense excitement?
Allen's entrance into the world was made in
circumstances most nnpropitious to his future
happiness. "I am tired of boys 1" was the
half bitter exclamation with which Mrs. Tyndale received the intelligence that she had a
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third son, and her husband sympathized in her
disappointment. Sterling was his favorite, as
the fragile, beautiful Egbert was his mother's
pet and pride. Only a daughter was now needed
to set, as it were, a keystone in the family arch.
For the new-comer there was no place prepared,
no welcome ready. His lack of pereonal charms,
added to a disposition which was, or seemed to
his parents to be, particularly diflicult of control ;the alternate s])ells of shyness and .violence that taxed their patience and temper as
he grew older, all these combined to wean his
natural protectors from him far more than they
would have confessed, even to themselves.
Sterling's frank grace and openness of speech,
and Egbert's gentle, affectionate demeanor were
naturally more to be admired and loved than
the uncouth ways of "the little bear," the
name by which he passed in the family. And,
indeed, to one who had seen him sitting on his
cricket in the corner of the nursery on a winter
evening, sucking his thumbandpeeringthrough
the bristly hair overhanging his forehead at the
merry group of children at play around the
fire, this epithet would h.ave been most readily
adopteil towards the neglected boy.
"Master Allen! Master Allen!" called a
shrill voice at the opening door.
It was the maid, with a slice of bread and a
cup of water. Partially aronse(l by her clamor,
Allen raised himself to his elbow, and looked
at her with his red eyes ; a gaze she was excusable for construing into a ferocious glare,
when it was, in truth, but the bewildered stare
of a half-asleep child.
"Here's your dinner!" giggled the girl,
whose consideration for the disgraced could not
be expected to exceed that of her mistress.
" And your ma says is you 'pentant yet ?"
" What?" queried the wondering boy.
"Is you ready to ax your ]>rtttij brothers'
parding?" — with a nettling stress upon the
adjective never applied to himself but in derision.
" You go about your business !" retorted he,
savagely, sinking back to the floor.
To do Mrs. Tyndale justice, it was her intention to visit the guard-room in person when
dinner was over. She was actually on her
way thither, with the prisoner's rations in her
hand. When she passed the nursery, the baby
set up an imploring cry, and she recollected,
with keen self-reproach, that the darling must
be very hungry. The convenient nurse was
again appointed her deputy, without a misgiving that the food and message would not be
properly delivered.
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"I will go -myself, by and by," she said,
mentally, when the report of the interview was
rendered. " I am not anxious for another scene
like that of the morning. I will give liim
time."
Fortune favored procrastination she thought
compassionate, when it was purely selfish. A
succession of visitors occupied time and thoughts
until her husband came home to hurry tea tliat
he might keep an appointment for the evening.
She absolutely forgot the child until the meal
was concluded ; nor did the preoccupied father
ask a single question touching the ease which
had opened within him such a fountain of profound thought and sage sayings a few hours
before.
Most of the afternoon had worn away very
heavily to poor little Allen. He was as stout
of courage as of body, therefore the loneliness
and silence of the attic did not frighten him.
He had been there often before ; but this fact,
while it took from tlie gloomy room the terror
of str.angeness, had also made him acquainted
with its contents, worn out its amusements.
Excepting some always locked chests, he had
explored every corner, examined every article
of rubbish there lieaped away. There were
old books ; but, after he had looked at their
pictures, he needed them no longer, for our
hero was (we are aware that we ought to blush
in confessing it)" a dunce !" — we state it upon
the authoi-ity of his mother and his teacher.
Did they not bring incontestable evidence of
this shameful truth when they represented
that, although six _vears and two months old,
he could just read in words of two syllables ;
that Primers and Readers were still dog-eared,
and spelled over, and halted at by him, whereas
"dear Egbert" at the same age was studying
Grammar, Arithmetic, Geography, and Natural
Philosophy ? Was there the least hope that a
boy so stupid, so lost to ambition would ever
be President ? or a probability that he might,
some day, even be a member of Congress ?
Smile, if you will, incredulous reader, at this
early despair of attaining honors so easily procurable but
;
six years thrown away, in our
fast country, is a tremendous loss !
" No ! he never will be fit for anything higher
than a business man, a mercantile drudge!"
mourned Mrs. Tyndale. And her husband,
albeit a business man himself, and highly esteemed by his fellow-citizens for his talent and
energy, echoed instead of resenting his wife's
sigh, and pondered the discouraging decision
for some moments in silence before stating, as
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a comforting offset, that "tlie other boys had
brains enough, at any rate."
But to return to the dismal upper chamber.
The incarcerated, although put there for the
express convenience of thinking over and repenting ofhis misdeeds, soon cast such thoughts
behind him ; and, after his wrath had expended
itself in devising impracticable means of revenging himself upon the brothers he was
learning to regard as natural enemies, looked
about Iiim for some means of killing time.
After long search, this came to light in the
shape of a bit of charcoal, conveyed thither by
some happy accident. The walls were white
and smooth ; and, without a suspicion of unpleasant consequences, or that he was committing a trespass, he dragged a box to the side
of the room, mounted upon it, that he might
have a more extensive field for his labors by
beginning higlier up, and set about his work.
For a while, he sketched aimles.sly ; animals
with very stiff legs and bulky bodies, and
houses all doors and windows, approached by
men as tall as the buildings they made feint of
entering ; yet he handled the pencil less awkwardly than he <3id most other things, and
quite as well as either Sterling or Egbert would
have done. At length, a bright thought twinkled in his eyes. Selecting a new spot, a broad,
unsullied surface, he drew more slowly and
carefully. First appeared a tolerably graphic
outline of a frantic female, her skirts flying
back and her cap half off. One hand brandished
a rod of terrific dimensions, the other clutched
something which presently grew into the similitude of a kicking boy, poised in air by the
hand aforesaid. When this was comi^leled, the
artist withdrew to the centre of the apartment,
and sat down upon the floor to admire his performance. A smile of intense satisfaction, a
grin of supreme complacency lighted his heavy
face. He clapped his hands and struck his
heels together in ecstasy. "I tell yoti, he 's
a-getting it, sure and strong!" he chuckled.
And he rolled over and over in the height of his
merriment.
Poor fellow ! experience had fitted him to
judge of the accuracy of such representations.
But something was yet wanting. Althoiigh no
book-worm, as we have said, he remembered
that to every picture was generally appended a
description of the same. Writing was not easy
work ; but, with equal determination, if with
less pleasure than he had evinced in the former
part of his task, he remounted the box, and
went at it again.
Cool though it was, he was
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obliged to wipe his face with liis sleeve several
times before the inscription was finished. Thus
it stood when, with a sigh of relief, he finally
retired to his post of observation : —
"MISSES

TYND.-iLE WHIPEN OF HUR
NORTY SON ALLEN."

His delight and the glow of composition had
time to cool before the t.antaliziiig tea-bell
brought to Iiis mind the recollection of his
me.igre dinner, and the consciousness that his
present appetite w.as very clamorous.
" I wonder if tliey liave biscuits for tea !" ho
paid to himself. "I'll be bound that greedy
Sterling will eat my share and his, too ; and it
will be just like mamma to give Egbert the
piece of cake that I ought to have!'" The
reflection was too harrowing. He dashed himself down upon the floor, and cried bitterly :
" I wish I was drowned ! I wish I could kill
myself! Everybody loves Ihem, and everybody hates uie !"
This childish burst of griff was of short duration ;but his heart ached and heaved all the
same as he lay there looking up at the darkening
skylight, and wondering if the God he had
been told was so good made all beautiful people
to be loved and petted, and all ugly ones to be
despised and abused. Such was his train of
thought when the door was unlocked, and his
mother came in, bearing a light.
"Well, jMlen," she began, /ii a tone cold,
but not unkind, " I hope — what is all this ?" —
as the new edition of " Charcoal Sketches" met
her sight.
Onemoment's reflection would have convinced
her that the child was guiltless of intentional
disrespect to herself or injury to her walls, or
his oflence would not have been blazoned where
its instant discovery was sure ; a second thought
would have led her to note the talent manifested
in the rude drawing, and to sirflle at the hieroglyphics underneath ; but her wrath stayed not
for first or second thought. To the terrified boy
it was as if a whirlwind swept over him. He
neitherbreathed nor thought until he found himself sobbing in the dark, in his little bed, his
body smarting, a tempest of outraged feeling m
his soul.

CHAPTER

II.

" Fixe boys, those of yours, Mr. Tynd.ale !"
remarked a gentleman, two years after the
scene above described. "Whiit are their ages?"'
"Tlie eldest is eleven, the other nearly ten,"
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the reply,

uttered

in a gratified

tone.

" Boys, come and speak to Mr. Hamilton."
Egbert, being near the fire, by which the
gentlemen were sitting, spoke first, while Sterling advanced from the further corner of the
counting-room.
"How hot your skin is, my little fellow!"
said Mr. Hamilton, retaining the luiud of the
latter. " I should say that you have a fever,
or are much heated by exercise."
"Have you been running, or over-exerting
yourself in any vray ?" asked the father.
"No, sir; Egbert and I walked down town
"His piilse IS quick," pursued Mr. Tyndale
together."
to his friend ; "but it may be nothing. Vou
feel quite well, do you not, my son?"
"Yes, sir ; that is to say, pretty well. I have
a slight headache, and have taken a little cold.
It is not worth speaking of," rejoined the boy,
who prided himself upon his manliness of
speech and behavior ; and thought sickness a
mark of weakness he should be ashamed to
avow.
His head continued to ache, and the sore
throat he had alluded to as "a little cold"
grew worse as evening came on. He could eat
no supper, and pleaded fatigue as an excuse
for retiring early. By morning, the power of
concealment was gone, and the rapid progress
of the disease revealed its true nature ; scarlet
fever in its most alarming form. The other
children were immedi.ately excluded from tl«j
sick chamber. The little Evelyn was guarded
most carefully ; being removed to a distant part
of the house, an .apartment the mother never
visited without previous .ablutions and a thorough change of clothing. Allen's sleepingplace w.as a large closet, adjoining his parents'
room, but Egbert was in the habit of sharing
the bed of his elder brother. Ere noon of the
following d.ay, the dread malady attacked him
also ; and in two days, Allen was added to the
sick list. Sterling's case was, at the first, regarded as most dangerous, but his constitution
battled nolily with the assail.ant. The disease
ran its course with fearful rapidity, and left
the boy we.aker than an infant— just alive, and
that was all. The utmost assiduity of nursing
would be required to preserve even this feelde
spark of existence. The trembling hope of his
recovery was insufficient to cheer the hearts on
which additional burdens were laid every hour.
Egbert's illness assumed a more unfavorable
type, as Ids brother improved. To the parents,
the amendment of the latter was but a transfer
of anxiety. '
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Allen's attack Tvas mildest of all. Indeed, at
no period of his sickness was liis condition considered critical, and on tUis account, perhaps,
lie was consigned to the care of the professional
nurse, who had been hired to assist Mrs. Tyndale. She was skilful in her business, and a
liumaue woman, treating the sick boy as kindly
as if he had been of her own kindred ; but she
was a stranger, and his natural shyness had
increased with his years. Made timid and
babyish by suffering, he longed for the mother,
who had showed so little of maternal fondness
for him. His heart — for he had one, deep and
tender, although no one suspected it — yearned
to have her near him, were it but for one hour
in the twenty-four ; to lay his aching head
upon her bosom, and have her call him by hut
one of the pet names he could overhear her
lavish upon his brothers. He knew, too, that
he was very sick, and that people often die
after severe illness ; and in the dark night his
flesh crept with fear, his heart seemed turning
to ice, at the thought that he might not live,
but be carried from his bed to the grave ; never,
never again to look iipon the bright world, ur
the faces of his parents. Then came the awful
question of what was to follow death ; the natural shiver of the human soul on the confines
of eternity. But he spoke of none of these
things. Reserve had been the lesson of his
life, and there was nothing now to win him to
a different course.
"A patienter child I never saw, ma'am,"
said the nurse, as Mrs. Tyndale stepped in for
a moment ou her way to her daughter's room.
" I am glad to hear such a good account of
yon, my sou ;" and she laid her hand — hot and
tremulous, he felt it was — upon his brow. " I
hope you will be well, soon. Good-night, my
dear."
As she stooped to kiss him — an act she often
forgot to perform — a tear fell upon his face. He
did not brush it away after she had gone out.
He was too happy to feel it lying there, and to
think that she shed it through love and pity
for him. How pale and thin she looked ! yet,
in his eyes, how beautiful ! In spile of her injustice and non-appreciation of himself, he had
always cherished a sort of admiring worship
for his mother. She was in the habit of saying
that he was "not a sentimental child," and
really believed him deficient in natural affection. So well had she read the secrets of the
young spirit committed to her care !
" If I get well, and I hope I shall," he mused,
"I will try hard, oh, so much harder than I have
ever done before, to be a good boy ! Who

knows but she would love me almost as well as
she does Egbert, if I were not so wicked ? She
always says that she would ; that she scolds at
me, and punishes me, not because I am not
smart and pretty, but because I am bad. I will
Voices in the outer room directed his atten!"
he good
tion to the open door, connecting his chamber
with his mother's. The nurse had gone down
for her supper, and he was free to observe all
that passed. His father and the doctor had
just entered from the apartment occupied by
the older boys. Neither seemed to give a
thought to Allen's vicinity.
" You call call in a consulting physician, if
you desire it," said the doctor. "I wish, however, 'that I could encourage you to hope for a
different decision from any one familiar with
such cases. There is — you should know it,
my dear sir — as little doubt as to the symptoms, as hope of tlie result."
"I h.ave confidence in your judgment and
skill, doctor," answered Mr. Tyndale, in a
voice husky with emotion. "My poor wife
will feel this most keenly. God help her!"
and he bowed his head upon the tall back of a
chair near by.
There was a silence of some minutes, during
which, Allen, alarmed at he knew not what —
for the conversation he had heard conveyed a
very vague idea of danger and sorrow — lay
quaking, and ^wondering what fearful thing
was about to happen.
" You will break it to her ; Iicannot!" said
Mr. Tyndale, hoarsely, as a hand was laid upon
the lock of the entry door. So saying, he
changed his position to one in the shadowed
part of the room.
Mrs. Tyndale was dressed for her usual vigil
with her sons, and her countenance wore a
more cheerful look than it had done an hour
before. '
The doctor interpreted the cause of the
change. " Your babe is quite well, I trust, my
dear madam?" he said.
" Very well, " was the response, accompanied
by the ghost of a smile. " I am thankful that
this"You
is so."
have every reason to believe that she
will escape entirely," continued the physician.
"This consideration should, of itself, console
you in the midst of present trials, and" — pausing to prepare her for the solemn change of
theme — "for the greater sorrows that may yet
be in reserve for you."
"Doctor," ejaculated Mrs. Tyndale, turning
quickly upon him, "are my boys worse? are
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they — " She couUl uot pronouuce the fatal
word.
"Be calm, di>ar madam!
tlessing, Sterling will recover,
" Do you mean" — her voice
ed— "do you mean to intimate

By tlie Divine
I hope."
strangely strainthat Egbert will

not?"
" I will not conceal from yon, Mrs. Tyndale,
that there is no probal>iIity, scarcely a chance
that he will ever rally."
The wretched mother started forward in the
direction of her hoy's chamber, but fell fainting
in her husband's arms. In the confusion that
ensued, the gentlemen did not observe the
figure, dimly visible in the closet beyoud — the
child who sat up in bed, his lips white, eyes
fixed with terror, and hands clenclied convulsively upon the sheet. Mrs. Tyndale's swoon
was short. With returning consciousness, came
the full sense of her misery. Her first eflbrl
was to throw herself upon her knees at the
physici.an's feet, and supplicate him to save
her child.
" The Almighty alone can preserve the life
He has given," he said, mournfully and impres ively, ashe raised her.
'■ But, doctor, surely you can do something
for my darling, my best-beloved boy ! I cannot
see liim die ! he must not ! he is so beautiful !
so good ! He is my pride, doctor — the noblest
boy mother ever had, .and I will not give him
up ! I say, I icill not .'"
" My love !." Her husband drew her to his
arms, and spoke firmly : " No human help will
avail for him now. Compose yourself, for my
sake, and for the sake of the dear children you
will still have left to you."
"Left to me!" raved the frenzied woman.
" tVliy should he be the one t>aken ? Jf it were
Allen, I could hear it .'* I would not murmur at
the blow ; but not this ! not this !"
" Hush!" said the physician, with involuntary sternness, and a startled glance at the
door.
.^Uen saw him shut him in, and knew and
S.1W nothing more for days together.
It was a bright winter morning when he
awoke. He could see that the sun was sliining,
although the one window of liis room was darkened. His head w.as clear, his body free from
pain, and he remained quiet, recalling incident
and remark, until the whole of the dreadful
scene, which h.ad nearly cost him his life, came
back to him. Strangely enough, it did not
trouble him very much.
A callousness seemed
* Words actaally used by a mother ia similar circumBtances.
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to be upon his heart ; perfect indifference to
pervade his being. His prominent emotion waS
an idle curiosity to learn what had happened
during his slumber.
"Why, he is sensible !" said the nurse, as
she came to the bedside witli tlie doctor.
"Of course ho is!" he rejoined. "What
else did you expect?" But he, too, appeared
to be as surprised as pleased. " Well, my
man!" — taking the thin hand in his — "you
are getting on bravely."
"Is Egbert dead yet, doctor?" interrupted
Allen. His voice was unsteady, but only with
weakness.
"Did you ever?" exclaimed the nurse.
The doctor was perplexed. The fixed look
of the boy, and his ai^parent want of feeling
were so unusual in the circumstances, that lie
was ready to think his intellect disordered by
the malady through which he had passed.
" Egbert is better, my poor fellow," he said.
"You, must not think or t.alk about him or
anybody else just now. When you are stronger,
I will answer all your questions."
A step was heard in the otiier room.
" There is mamma !" said .■Mien, in the same
languid tone.
" Gall her in, please !"
But, at the sound of their voices, she entered,
unsummoned, and before either physician or
nurse could move to caution or prepare her for
a repetition of the unfortunate question. The
doctor indeed met her at the foot of the bed,
and infoi-med her of the favorable signs manifest in the patient, adding liis injunction of
silence and repose. Allen gazed earnestly at
the face bent above his pillow. It was very
white and sorrowful — had such a ghastly look
that it reminded him of his dead aunt's, as she
lay in the coffin, the only corpse lie had ever
seen. He felt sincere pity for her, and, to his
childish perceptions, there was no reason why
he slionld not tell her so.
"I am sorry for you, mamma!"
simply.

he said,

Her quick look of inquiry at the attendants
was answered by a negative sliake of the head.
"There, there, honey!" interposed tlie old
woman ; "you must not talk now I"
"I don't want to talk!" he said, weaiily,
turning his cheek to the pillow. "I just wanted
mamma to know that I was sorry for her, because Egbert is dead."
With a stifled cry of anguish — a recoil from
the bedside as if stabbed to the heart — a stare
of horror and amazement at Iiimself, which
Allen mistook for angry aversion, tlie mother
hurried from the room.
The nurse followed
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her to offer what aid and corafort she could
supply.
" Poor mamma !" sighed the hoy, calmly as
he had hefore spoken. "Doctor, will you tell
her, some time when she can listen, that I a»i
very sorry it was not me that died !"
The doctor was a prudent and tender-hearted
man, and in obedience to the dictates of both
these qualities, he never repeated to the sorely
smitten parent an observation that might aggravate her sufferings. But her heart, too,
■was soft just then.
It may have been that this
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Wall, now, Miss Pettengill, I s'pose you've
come over to hear about my seein' the Prince !
I 'm proper glad to see you 1 How d'ye do ?
and how 's the folks to your house ? I 'm kinder tuckered out myself with my visit down to
Bostin ; sech a jaunt's consid'able at my time
of life. But do set down in this rockin'-cheer,
and draw out your knittiii' ; while I '11 be at
leesure in a minnit. I jest want to mould out
these apple-dumplin's for dinner. Arty, he's
dreadful fond of dumplin's, and there 's a powerful sight ot apples this year.
There ! Now I '11 jest set the heel of this
sock, and tell you about my visit. You see.
Miss Pettengill, I 'd been readin' all about the
great doin's in the Statesman, and last week, a
Tuesday mornin', I was over to son 'Eijah's,
and found he was a-goin' down to Bostin Wednesday to buy up his winter goods, and to see
the Prince, too — goin' to kill two birds with
one stone, you know ; so, sez I, "Now, 'Bijah,
I 've been wantin' to go down to see niece Ruthy
Ann" — she's settled tliere, married to Jlr.
Wetherell, a rale fust-rate man, too — "and I 've
a great mind to jest start off with you, and see
the great sight for once myself." Wall, upon
that, Martha, she j'ined in, and 'Bijah said
p'r'aps I 'd better improve the chance. So I
jest made up my miud on the spot, and purty
soon started off for home to tell Arty how to
look after things while I was gone. I don't go
abroad very often, you know, Aliss Pettengill,
and sech an undertakin 's consid'able.
Wall, Arty, he was as glad as the rest to hev
me go ; so Ijest laid out my alpaca dress and
cape to wear, and packed my new black silk
and my best caps into a bandbox ; and Wodnes■ day morning, bright and early, Arty kerried

single sentence, so eloquent in its humility and
love, would have touched the blind mother
with remorse ; awakened the latent affection
for one who, up to this time, had been to her a
child in little else than name. More thickly
yet was the dust of years to gather upon the
stone that rested above that fountain — a seal
which, in most mothers' hearts, the first stroke
of baby-fingers suffices to break, never again to
bar the rush of the living waters.
(Conclusion next month.)
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us over to the Concord depot to ketch the fust
train for Bostin. P'r'aps you '11 think it 's
kinder foolish for an old woman like me to be
ruunin' arter shows and sech ; but, somehow,
from the fust of it, readin' about the millintary
and the great doin's, I was as curis as enuy
young gal. Besides, arter all, it 's something
to see a real live young man that 's goin' to be
King of England arter his mother Victory 's
done wearing the crown ; and you can tell on
it to your children and your children's children
all the rest of your life. So, sez I to Arty and
'Bijah, as we driv along to the depot, "'All
work and no play makes Jack a dull boy, ' and
a little vacancy does a body good once in a
while." And the boys agreed with me. So
we sot out ; and by noontime, when we got
down to Larrence, I was purty tired with the
long ride from Bosc'wine, and while we sot
there waitin' for the train from the eastward I
eat the cookies and cold tongue Martha had put
up for me, and 'twas half arter two afore we
got into Bostiu. I declare. Miss Pettengill, I
hadn't the faintest idee that them railroad keers
went along at sech a tearin' rate, and I asked
'Bij.ah if it wa'n't suthiu' oncommon for 'em
to travel so fast, and if we wa'n't on the express but
;
he said we was a little late, that 's
all, and orter get in on time. Thinks I to
myself, " I shouldn't wonder if we all were in
ctarniiij, instead of time, if we go on at this
rate;" but I didn't say eiinytliing, though I
sot and trembled — for 'Bijali, he thinks I 'm
narvous like. Wall, we rattled along, and
without enny accidence, only every once in
awhile, when they come near a town, the
man that stood on the platform would keep
screwiu' round the iron wheel that holds the
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cars together, aud it allers gin me a start, for
the fii-st time they done it arter we left Bo:-c'wiue I thought sulhiu' had broke, and asked
'Bijah. " But, " sez he, "they 're ouly breakin' up, mother. Don't be onaisy I" And tliat
scairt me dredfiiUy ; for thinks I, " If we are
goiu' to break up, 'Bijah aud the rest take it
pretty cool, ennyhow." But Bijah, he explained
what it meant, and so I felt easier afterwards,
tliough I couldn't seem to get wholly over the
Startled like feelin'. Jest afore we got into
Bostin, 'Bijah, he pulled my sleeve, and, pintiu'
OJit of the keer winder, on the left hand side,
sez he, "There, mother, there's Bunker Hill
Moniraent !" "La, suzl" sez I, "du tell if
that great tall stone chimbley marks the spot
where the Eevolutioners fit, and licked the red
co.its ? I hope they '11 take this young man,
the Prince, out there to see it !" But 'Bijah,
he kinder thought 'twouldn't be jest perlite to
rake up old scores when the young man come
over on a social visit ; and said he didn't tliink
they 'd do it. Ennyhow, though he couldn't
a-helped seein' the moniment, taller than three
or four meetin-us steeples, one top of another,
when he rid over the Eastern Railroad, on his
way to Portland, when he went home.
Wall, it was h.ilf arter two, I should say,
when we got into the great Bostin depot, all
under kiver ; and when 'Bijah and I got out
onto the platform, you 'd a-thouglit for sartain,
it was the Tower of Babel or Bedlam broke
loose ; sech a crowd of men standin' behind a
railin', and beckonin' to you all ter once ! It
'pears that every one on 'em wanted us to ride
in his kerridge ; but 'Bijah, he passed 'em all
by as if they 'd been so many blackbirds, and
when we got to the edge of the depot, he just
beckoned to one on 'em who 'd been the civilest, and told liim lie wanted him to kerry me
up to Clicster Park, and gin him the number
of tlie house wliere I w.as to go to. " It 's to
Mister Cyrus Wetherell's," sez I ; " mebbe you
know him ? He 's a great dealer in furnitur,
and merried my niece RuthyAnn!" But he
jest looked kinder pleased like, cos I was goin'
to ride with him, I expect ; and 'Bijah, he
helped me in, and put in my bandbox — I 'd
kept a purty sharp lookout for that, I tell ye,
J/i'ss Pettengill — and sed he 'd got to make the
most of the rest of tlie day in buyin' goods, for
tlie stores wouldn't be open next day ; and
lie would be up to Rutliy Ann's to tea; so I
was driv off. I do declare, Miss Pettengill, if I
didn't feel kinder scairy, a-sittin there all alone
in that splendid kerridge, and ridin' through
the streets, all lined with great stores and
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crowded with people ; but tlie driver, he knowed
the way ; for bymeby, arti.'r turnin' ever so
many corners, and bein' nearly run ijito by the
horse keers (they hev railroads that go by
liorses right in the middle of the roads, in Bostin), we come to Ruthy Ann's house — a great,
tall, brick one, four stories high — and the
driver got down and run up a high pair of
steps, and pulled a little silver handle to the
door bell, aud then he come back and helped
me out, and I went in. A great, tall, Irish
feller come to the door, and sez I, "Here ! you
jest take my bandbox, .and then tell MisD Wetherell her Aunt Sophrony has come from Bosc'wine!" Jest that minnit, Ruthy Ann, she
come runnin' down as spry and peart as a gal
of sixteen ; and sez she, a-shakiu' my hand,
"Why, aunt, how do you do ? Come riglit up
stairs ! I 'm veri/ glad to see you ; but you're
the last parson I should a-thought of seein' !"
" I knowed so," sez I, "but I come down with
'Bijah to see the Prince. Your old Aunt Sophrony isgettin' curis as a young gal, Ruthy !"
Wall, Ruthy, she smiled, and sed she was
proper glad I 'd come ; the city was full of
strangers ; and arter she 'd rung a bell, and
told the sarvant to bring me up a lunch ; for
they 'd jest got up from dinner, sez she,
" Aunty, if you wa'n't so tired, I should ask
you to go down to Tremont Street, .and see the
Prince on his 'rival — for he 's comin' into town
this arternoon — but mebbe you 'd prefer to
take a nap?" "Tlie Lor!" sez I, "I ain't a
bit tuckered out, Ruthy, though it's a right
good long ride down from Bosc'wine — and I
never liad the habit of napping day-times ; it
seems to me terrible shiftless like to sleep time
away, when the sun is shinin' clear in the
canopy — so I '11 jest smart up a bit, and go
out with you." Ruthy didn't say ennything
about me changin' my gown, but seein' she
h.ad on a nice black watered silk, I jest put on
mine, and then we sot out ; and, arter ridin' a
mild or two in one of them street railroad keers,
we got out into a street Ruthy called Treemont,
where she said we should hev to wait an hour
or more, before the Prince came past with the
millintary; for you see they'd been and got
up a percession to meet him at the depot, and
wait upon him down to the tavern where ho
stopped. The land sakes ! Miss Pettengill, if
ever I see sech a lot of people together in all
my born days ; and Ruthy Ann sed
the day of the celetiration neither, but
d.ay would beat anything I ever see.
Wall, bymeby, when the folks were
in tiie streets aud on the sidewalks, aud

'twa'n't
the next
thicker
crowded
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to every winder, and jammed on every step
thicker 'n liuckleberries in a puddin', and we 'd
waited till little arter five o'clock, what should
we hear but some raarshall music, and then, by
the way everybody crowded up and looked
airnest, we knew he was a-comin'. So I jest
sot my glasses true on the bridge of my nose,
and looked with the best of 'em ; and, sure
enough, a great lot of soldiers a-horseback come
prancin' along ; and then, close a-foUerin', there
was two or three kerridges, for all the world like
great double shays turned down afore and behind, and in the fust one, along with three
men, sot a young lad about as old as my Arty,
a-bowin',andsmilin', and a-touchin' his hat with
one liand while lie held a little jiminy cane,
about as big round as a stick of pepjiermint
candy, up to liis mouth with t'other. He had
on a black suit and kinder yaller kid gloves ;
and was a proper lookin' youth enough, not
handsome, but from fair to middliu', and rale
amiable lookin'.
While I was a-lookin', and the folks were
crowdin' and pushin' like a flock of sheep, a rale
tall, perlite, handsome feller in the crowd kinder
took holt of my arm, and sez, " If you'd stand
up here, madam, mebbe you 'd see better !" So
I sez, " I 'm shure I 'm much obleeged to you,
mister; but I hope I ain't puttin' you out?"
And sez he, a bowing, " 0 no, indeed ! stan'
rite up here in my place, ma'am !" and then
lie slipped away, and give me his place ou the
meetin'-us steps. So I had a good sight of the
Prince ; and, arter the percessiou had passed
by, I turned to thank the young feller agin,
but he wa'n't nowhare to be seen ; and I told
r.uthy Ann I was son-y he was so modest like ;
but just then I went to put my hand into my
pocket to get my liandkercher — it was a bran
new hemstitched one, Martha, 'Bijah's wife,
bad gin me ; and lo ! and behold that was gone,
and my puss too! "The land sakes!" sez I,
"Euthy, I've lost my puss and handkercher
as sure as you're born! If I could see that
perlite feller that helped me onto the steps,
mebbe he 'd help me sarch for it : for I can 't
liev dropped it fur ofT!" Then Ruthy spoke
up, and se)z she, "Aunty, I'm sorry for you,
but I 'm afraid your perlite feller was a rogue ;
a pickpocket ! How much money did you have.
Aunty?" "Wall,"sezl, "I only had about ten
and sis, for I was lucky enough to take oat all
my bills, and put 'em inter my bandbox, to
your liouse, and I only took enough to buy a
nice new neckerchief for Arty. I wanted to
get it at some store when we went back. But
you don't think that feller could a- been such a

deceiver ?" sez I, for I felt real kinder hurt like.
" I hav'n't the least doubt of it," sez Ruthy.
" But don't worry about it I I '11 make you a
present of another kerchief. It was fortinit
your pocket-book was'n't well filled. He probably took it when he helped you up the steps of
Park Street Church." " Wall," says I, "if I
could set my eyes on hira for about two minnits, I 'd larn him how to break the commandments rite under the very droppin's of the
sanctuary ! My son 'Bijah shall complain of
him to the perlice!" But Ruthy said it was
too late to do ennything about it ; and, as she
insisted on my goiu' with her to a great store,
where I picked out a rale handsome neckerchief, and she paid for it, I didn't say enuy
more about it ; and then we went home.
They had tea quite late ; and Ruthy's husband, Mister Wetherell, come home, and was
proper glad to see me ; and 'Bijah, he 'd finished his buyin', and he come in ; and then we
all went down into the dinin'-room. 'Twould
do your eyes good, Miss Pettengill, to see the
chany, and cut glass, and silver forks, and teapot, and water- i^ot, and creamer, that stood on
Ruthy Ann Wetherell's table ! I declare ! the
President could'n't set at a handsomer spread
table, nor live in a house filled with handsomer
furnitur' and things. I told Ruthy that her
lines was cast in pleasant places ; and she don't
seem a bit proud, nor lifted up, as some do
when they've made out well in the world.
Ruthy allers tms an amible gal, and desarves
everything in the shape of good fortin that 's
happened to her.
I see Georgyanny for the fust time at supper ;
she's Ruthy's only darter, you know, and I
hadn't looked ou her pretty face sence she used
to come up here to spend her summer vacations
on the farm, a leetle thing. But la, suz ! she 's
a young lady, now, and as purty sjioken and
well-mannered as she is handsome ; for she 's a
picter to look at. While we all sot a-eatin'
supper, Georgyanny's father, he spoke up, and
sez he, "Wall, aunt, the great question with
the ladies seems to be, ' Who will the Prince
dance with at the ball to-morrow night?' It
would be quite a proud event in my Oeorgy's
life if she should be one of the honored pardners ; don't you think so ?" " Wall, no, Mister
Wetheiell," sez I, " I can't say as, if 'twas me,
I should think so much of the hotior as I should
of the scarclti/ of the thing. If princes were as
common as other folks, 'twould'nt be ennything
to dance with 'em ; but they 're only born once
in a great while, and that 's what makes people
run arter 'em so. Though, as you say, it is
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something, and 'U do to tell on to your children ; and I hope you wiil have it to tell to

liim ; but I '11 tell you who we van call on, and
it '11 be better : the old Revolutioner that 's in

your'n, Georgyanny," sed I to her. Aud, upon
that, you never see ennybody blush up so as

the city, at the Adams House. He 's a hundred
and four years old, and as smart as ennybody ;
and it '11 be rale interestin' to hear him tell
about the Battle of Bunker Hill, for he fit iu it

the gal did. You 'd a thought I 'd a-sed somethiu' out of the way.
Arter breakfast the next momin', jRuthy Ann
took me one side, and told me that Seorgy was
jest promised to a nice young man who 'd been
liead dark with her father, and was goin' to
be pardner one of these days ; and that ."he was
a-goin' to the Prince's ball tliat night with
him; and she asked me if I did'n't want to see
her gown she was going to wear. So we went
up to Georgy's room, and there, spread out on
the lounge, was the handsomest dress I ever
laid eyes on ! The laud ! I e.in't purtend to
tell you how 'twas made, only that 'twas of
satfin and white lace, and all trimmed off with
puffs and rullles, and spotted with little gold
flowers ; aud the waist was made low iu the
neck, with short sleeves ; and there was a lace
cape all trimmed off with little gold filigree.
You see, everything of wimmen's clothes now
is trimmed off with this gold stuff; and they all
look like troopers iu full regimentals. But if
you could a-seen Georgyanny when she ^as
dressed that evenin', you 'd a-sed she looked
good enough to e it. "Wall, Georgyanny,"
sed I, arter I 'd seen her gown, " I expect, for
sartain, you '11 dance with the Prince arter this !
Y^ou orter, arter goin' to all this expense! I
should say 'twas extravagant to spend so much
money on a single gown, if 'twa'n't that sech
a thing only happens once in a life-time !" " La,
aunty !" sez she, "you 're as much of an admirer of royalty as myself, else you wouldu't
liev come 'way down from New Hampshire to
see him." "0 no, child!" I answered back,
" my Bible sez, ' Put not your trust in princes ;'
so you see I never should git in danger of
tbinkin' too much of 'em ; though, the truth
is, I do believe Queen Victory, this young
man's mother, is a rale good woman ; and I
kinder wanted to see her oldest son, and make
up my mind if he's goin' to rule the kingdom
equal to her." " I tell you what, Ruthy Ann,"
sez I, as soon as we were alone together, "I
should jest like, of all things, to go to see
this young .\lhert Ed'ard at the tavern where
he's stoppiu' anH have a little private talk
with him, and ask liim about his mother, and
tlie way she 's brought up her family to hum.
lie don't look a bit proud like, and I guess he 'd
be r.ale sociable." " It never would do in the
world, Aunty!" sez she. "He'll be so busy
all the time, that there 'U be no chance to find

aginst this very Prince's people. Mister Wetherill sez he 'd rather sli.ake the old veteran's
hand, than dine with the hull party at the Revere House." "Wall, Ruthy, your husband
has got the right sperrit," answered I, "and I
should be proper glad to see the old gentleman." But yet, all the .time. Miss Pettengill,
I 'd kinder got my mind sot on seein' the
Prince and hevin' a leetle talk with liim, if
'twas a possible thing ; though I thought I
wouldu't say enny more about it then. "Then,
arter wo 've seen the millintary parade, and the
purcession, we '11 call on the old veter.an !" sed
Ru.thy. " Mister Wetherell thinks we 'd better
not git inter the ci-owd on the Common (that's
where the parade was), for fear we shall git
crashed." "La," sez I, "I ain't a mite afeard
but I ken hold my own, and 'Bijah, he can
keep off the pickpockets. Howsnmever, I
sha'n't take ennything in my pocket to-d.iy
but an old red silk handkercher that 's seen
some sarvice ; and if any young feller takes
that, be must be dredfuUy in want of suthin'
to wipe his nose on !"
So that forenoon we started out — Mister
Wetherell and his wife, aud 'Bijah and me.
Georgyanny, she 'd gone off airly with her
young man : a proper gentleman, too, he was !
Well, arter ridin' down town in one of them
street railroads. Mister Wetherell, he sed we 'd
all better go to one of the houses on Bacon
Street that fronted the Common, where one of
his friends lived ; and Ruthy and I could set at
the winder, and see the whole, while he and
'Bijah could wait for us outside. So, arter a
good deal of pushin' and crowdin' we got into
the house, and were fortinit enough to be airly
and be dre'dful welcome. And there we had a
grand sight, and sot for four mortal hours ;
though it didn't seem so long. Fust, the percessioii come out of the State-House, where the
Governor had treated the Prince and his folks
rale nice ; aud then they marched onto the
Common, the millintary .and all, the perlice
clearin' the track and drivin' folks this way
aud t'other. The Prince he rid on the splendidest black hoss, that stepped off as grand as
if lie was king of all the Boston bosses — and he
had on a red coat and hat, and sojer fixin's —
the Prince, I mean, not the hoss. And then
the Common was crowded ; and the millintary
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had the greatest show you ever did see. I
thouglit the great muster up to Nashua beat
all, and wouldn't a-believed that any troopers
could a-gone ahead of the Governor's Horse
Guards ; but, my stars I the muster wa'ii't a
sarcumstance to this ! Such a host of trainers,
all on horseback, in red regimentals — dragooners
and Lancets they called 'em ; and then the m.v
licious companies, all a-walkin' afoot in solemn
phalanx — why, 'twas enough to make you think
the Revolution was comin' rite over agin I And
then the bands a-playin', and the cannons .v
firiu' ; la, suz, ^^lss Pettengill, if I 'd a been a
young man I 'd a got rite up and sung Yankee
Doodle in the midst of it all, though I s'pose it
would a kind of grated on the ears of this young
sprig of a king, 'ooz, you know, thai was .a
tune his ancestors couldn't seem to bear cnny
how.
Wall, bymeby, arter all the pranciu' anil
firin', and paradin'onthe Common was through,
they formed into a percession ag'in ; and the
Prince he got into a baroosh with the Governor,
and the Mare, and some of his English folks
who 'd come over with him ; and the sojers
j'ined in afore and behind, and the hands aplayiu' ; and they toted him all over the city
ag'in, up one street and down another, till I
should a-thought they 'd all got clean tuckered
out together. 'Twas dre'dful tcjuslike ! Where
they kerried him to, arter that, 1 disremember,
to hear the school children sing, I believe ; but
Euthy and our folks we come away then, to go
and see the old Revolutioner. As we come
along the streets, and I see the red and white
tlags and strips of cloth festered from one house
to another, sez I to Mister Wetherell, "I should
think all Bostin was puttin' her winter flannels
on!" and that tickled him amazin'ly; seems
as if he never 'd git done laffin' about it. I
hain't got leesure now to tell you about our
visit to the old gentleman, slnall have to let
th.at go till some other time ; but Mister Wetherell and 'Bijah, they talked with him, and we
all shook hands with him, and got his picter on
a piece of white jiajjer — pot;l!/n'ff, they called it
— to bring home with us ; you '11 find it in the
family Bible on that light stand. Miss Pettengill ! Arter that, it began to grow dark, and
we all went home. Georgyauny, she went up
stairs to dress for the ball rite arter supper ;
and, sakes alive ! Miss Pettengill, I wish you
could a-seen that gal when she come down all
dressed ! She looked jest like picters of Cinderrilly in the old story books ; and I told Ruthy
she orter to have glass slippers on. Her young
man — Mister Hunt 's his n.ame — he looked
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proper proud of her when he vrrapped her shaw!
round her when the kerridge driv up.
The next mornin', bright and airly, we had
bre.akfast — Mr. and Miss Wetherell, and 'Eijah,
and I, for Ruthy's husband is aralebiznesshand,
and alters goes to his store airly; and 'Bijah,
he 'd concluded he must go home in the fust,
train. Ruthy, she 'd hung on for me to stay
the week out and over Sunday, so I told 'Bijah
Pd walk a piece with him on his way down to the
depot. Ruthy said she 'd bet I should git lost.
"But," sez I, "I guess not I I've lamed the
way purty well onto Washington Street, and
I '11 jest keep my eye on the Old South steeple
and hev tlidt for a kind of landmark." So we
sot out. Ai'terwe'd got qiiite a piece down,
'Bijah, he sez : " Now, mother, you 'd better go
back. Walk straight up this street, and then
turn off to the right into another street." I 've
forgot it now, but he giv' me the directions. So
I bid him good-by, and telled him I should be
to hum by Tuesday, and lie must go over and
look arter Arty and the hired man, and then I
set out back alone. You see, it was about half
arter eight then, and I jest thought I 'd do
what I meant to all along — go and hev my little
visft to see the Prince. I hadn't sed ennytliing
about it to 'Bijah and the rest, but I hadn't gin
it up. I tell you. Miss Pettengill, I 'd gone all
the way to Bostin a purpose to see Queen Victory's son, and I didn't mean to come hack to
Bosc'wine without hevin' a talk with him. So
I jest inquired of the folks I met the way to the
Revere House — I 'd heard Ruthy tell the name
of the tavern where he stopped — and went
straight ahead, through thick and thin — and
there was a master crowd— and at last I got to
the door. 'Twas a powerful handsome great
stone house, much as six or seven stories high
— a good deal bigger 'n the State House over to
Concord ever begun to be.
Wall, mehbe the folks on the steps thought
I belonged there — was a boarder, or the landlord's wife, or something — for they jest made
way for me, and nobody sed a word till I got
inside the great front entry, and went up stairs.
As I was goin' .along the long gallery, a-lookin'
at the beautiful flowers they'd been and put
there to make it look like a great flower g.irden,
there stepped up a man dressed in a handsome
dark blue suit with bright buttons, and a star on
the left lappel of his coat, .and white gloves on,
and sez he: "M.adani, this is the way to the
Prince's rooms, and probably you 've mistook
it." Sez I back: "It's an accident a purpose,
mister. Beyou the/anrf/orc/?" "No, ma'am,"
answered he ; " I 'm the perlice ossifer on dut_p
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here. Would you like to see Mr. Stevens?"
"La, I thought most likely yoii was him yourself," sez I— for he was a proper handsome,
large man, with great black whiskers auil a rale
pleasant look to his eye. " Wall, yes, you may
speak to him if you're a mind ter, for I come
a puppose to ask him to show me the way to
the Prince's room." " Ilev you any message,
arrant, ma'am?" asked he. "Nothin', Mister
I'erlice, only I come to hev a little spell of talk
with him. If he hain't got np, I keu ivalt, for
I s'pose the young man is kinder gin out, up
.n-dancin' all night. Our folks that went to the
hall wa"n't up neither when I come out. P'r'aps
I'm too airly?" Upon that, the perliceman,
he lookeil kinder sorry, as if he didn't want to
disapp'iut me, and he sed, rale perlife, sez he :
"I'm railly sorry, nia'.am, but I'm afeared
it '11 be impossible for you to hev audience with
the Prince. He's now at bre.akfast, and — " "I
ken wail,'' sez I, breakin' in upon him ; " and if
you'll jest tell me which is his settin'-room,
I '11 go in and set a spell till he 's done eatin'."
"The best way would be to go into the ladies'
parlor, and send up your keard," sez he, arter
thinkin' a minnit and lookin' kinder puzzled.
" Ring the bell, and when the servant comes
give him your keard, and he '11 kerry it to
his highness. That's ipecac !" La, sm, Miss
Pettengill, that seemed queer enough to me,
and I up and told him, sez I : " l)u tell, Mister
Perlice, if they use keards down here to IJostin?
I hadn't the faintest idee on 't or I 'd gone up
into the garret, and hunted mine up, and
brought 'em along. I hain't used 'em this fifteen year or more, sence they got the factories
to spinuin' and we.ivin' so fast over to Manchester. It seems sort of slow work, keardin' by
hand now." Upon that the handsome perliceman kinder smiled wider, and sez he: "Oh,
ma'am, yon mistook me. I meant a little
piece of white pasteboard with your name writ
or printed on it. But I 'm really afeared, ma'am,
that waitin' here will do no good. Hadn't you
better step inter the ladies' parlor, ma'am?"
I don't know, Miss Pettengill, but I should a
gone, but jest then a long file of folks come
along the gallery, and rite in the middle of 'em
I see the Prince : so I jest stood my ground,
and stepped a leetle forrard to be ready to spe.ak
to him when he come by. There was a big man
with red whiskers a-walkin' alongside of him,
and a dozen or more English folks, but I didn't
mind 'era no more 'n nothin' at all ; and when
the young man was rite off against me I curchied, and sez I : "Mister Wales, I didn't want
to go back to Bosc'wiue, up in New Ilam'shire.
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without hevin' it to tell of that I 'd spoke to
Queen Victory's boy, for I 've great respeck for
the mother that 's brought up sech a family of
chil.lren so well as your 'u has. 1 hope I don't
intrude, Mr. Wales ?"
1 kinder thought the young man wa> touched
by my speakin' so about his marm ; for I hough
the big man with red whiskers sort of stared
and pussed up his lips, Albert Ed'ard, he jest
smiled, and sed he, "Oh, no intrusion, ma'am!
Won't you walk in?" So in 1 foUered him
inter his room, and it was rale splendid, iV/.*.Pettengill — jest as you nsed to read about in
the Arabian Sights — and then he bowed, and
asked me to set down, the big red-whiskered
man a-lookin' on all the time, and the others
a-stariu'. I didn't like his looking at me so,
enny too well ; and I guess the Prince knowed
it, for sez he, kinder low, " Oh, never mind
him! I never do ! He 's only the ,hle, and
let's me do purty much as I 'm a mind ter. I
told our folks to hum, that I wouldn't come on
this long visit at all if I couldn't have a good
time of it, and purty much my own way!"
" Well, you hev had a good time, I s'pose, Albert Ed'ard?" sez I. " 'Taiu't every young
man of your age as has sech a to-do made over
him. Now, if my Arty — he 's my youngest
son, and kerries on the old place to hum — (my
name 's Ward, Miss Sophrony Ward ; I forgot
to mention it!) if my sou Arty should go to
England, I shouldn't expect ennything of the
kind. And all the odds between you two is,
you happened to be bom Victory's son, and
Arty didn't. Otherways, you look a deal alike ;
the shape of your nose ami his 'n is just about
the same, only his is kinder hooked at the end.
'Bout the same age, too, I guess. Jienime see ;
Albert Ed'ard, how old be you ?" " Nineteen,
ma'am," sed he, and he sort of smiled rale
purty, and showed his teeth, and then he asked,
"May I inquire, ma'am, if it wasjoiir son, -Irtemns Ward, I had the honor of a talk with in
Canadi) when I was there ? He was a showman.
Mister Ward was." "No, I guess it must
a-been some other of the name," sed I. "My
son never was in Canady ; besides, his name
ain't 'Artemas, ' it's Artaxerxes ; his father
liked the name better'n I, though it allers
seemed kinder nateral like. It 's in the Catechism you know ;
'Xerxes the Great did die;
And so niU!.t joa and I.'
And so I s'pose that 's where husband took it
from, Arter ' Xerxes,' you see ! But, as I was
a-sayin', it couldn't a-been my son, you see,
though -irty allers sez, ' Sho, now!' when he 'a
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kinder surprised, <and he'd be jest as likely 's
not to say it to you as to eunybody. But Arty,
he 's to work on the old place ; and it 's to tell
him about it that I wanted to hev a little talk
with you, and ask about your folks to hum.
Your niarm, she 's well, I s'pose, and all the
rest?"
Albert Ed'ard, he kept lookin' more 'n more
pleaseil every time I mentioned Victory ; and
he answered, "Yes'm, they were all iu purty
good health and sperrits last time I heard from
'em. Mother 'n father, they 've gone on a visit
to Prushy, to see my sister Victory Adelaide ;
she 's settled there, p'r'aps you know." " Du
tell!"sezl. " I 'm glad to hear it. I remember readin' in the papers all about your sister's
gettin' married and settin' up housekeepin'.
Your ma '11 git her children merried olF purty
fast, I reckon. She 's begun riyht ; the oldest
fust. Let down the bars for one, and the rest '11
all foUer ! S'pose 'twon't be long afore you HI
begin to be sparkin' arter the gals?" and upon
this Albert Ed'ard kinder smiled. " Wall, your
ma 's brought up a large family ; and she must
a-had a liard time on 't, bringin' 'em all through
the measles, and hoopiu'-cougli, and sech ; and
she orter take some comfort with 'em when
they git older and settled down in homes of
their own. But I 'm makin' a dredful long
call; and, besides, I'm master 'feard that the
Juke and them other folks of your 'n don't like
my sittin' here and talkin' with you ; they keep
a-lookin' kind of hard. Did all them come
over with you?" "Yes," said Albert Ed'ard,
"they're my sweet." "Hum, I should say
some on 'em looked sour!" sez I, kinder short
and piecrusty, for if there 's ennything under
the canopy I do hate, Miss Pettengill, it is to
be stared at. Jest then, there come a tap at the
door, and in come a great black servant, black
as the ace of spades, all dressed off iu a kind of
uniform ; a rale nigger, and with wliite kid
gloves on ; and he handed some letters to the
I'rince on a little silver waiter, s.aying, " Your
Royal 'Ighness, 'ere's some Henglish letters
jest harrived by the steamship Harabia!" The
Prince, he took up the letters and looked proper
pleased. "They 're from your ma and folks, I
s'pose ?" sez I, " and I 'm rale glad you 've got
'em. That's one of your su-eet, too, I s'pose?"
and I kinder sniffled when the nigger went past
me, out the door. La, Miss Pettengill, I wish
you could a-heard Albert Ed'ard laff then 1 he
jest went at it rale hearty and boy-like, 'sif he
injoyed it; and the Juke, he couldn't help a
smilin' too.
l^'Was a-going' then, but I jest thought I 'd
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stop a miunit more, and ask the Pjince about
the ball. "So," sez I, "I s'pose you had a
proper good time last night to the ball ; and,
before I go, I should jest like to inquire if you
danced with my niece's darter Georgyanny
Wetherell. I told her mother that Georgy
looked as handsome as Cinderilly, when her
godmother come and took her to the Prince's
ball, in the chariot made out of a punkin, and
the mice for hosses ; and I 'd bet ennything
she 'd dance with the Prince, too !" "I danced
with several very handsome young ladies, " sez
Albert Ed'ard, "and should a-been glad to
a-danced with more ; but, to please the Governor and the Mare, and some other public dignytiiries, I had to dance once in a while with
the merried ones. I seem to disremember
about your grandniece, ma'am." "Oh," sez
I, "you'll be shore to remember her by the
gown she had on ! It was of rale satin, and the
skirt was all ruffled and furbelowed off with
gold fixin's, and she wore a lace juniper over
it ; her mother called it so, but I should say
'twas a petticoat." "Wall," sez the Prince,
" I dare say I did dance with the young lady,
fur there were several with junipers on ; but
I 've kinder got 'em confused. I danced seventeen times in all, ma'am, and didn't git home
till five o'clock this mornin' — that accounts for
my bein' so late to breakfast." Oh, don't say
a word," sez L " Georgyanny, she wa'n't up
when I come out ; young folks will be young
folks, and you '11 hev to do tip a lot of sleepin'
bymeby, to pay for bein' kep up so late of
nights. I stole off airly, to ketch ye before they
begun to tote ye round to-day. You must get
orfnl tired, Albert Ed'ard ?" " Oh, la, /don't
mind It," sez he, " 'young hearts, light heels.'
Enny time, I could
* Dance all night till broad daylight,
And go home with the Juke in the mornin'!
He gits kind of tuckered out, but I feel fust
rate next day."
"Wall," sez I, a-gettin up for good then, " I
must be a-goin' now, and giv you a chance ter
read your letters ! I 'm proper glad I come
down to see you, and much obleeged for your
politenance, I 'm shore ; and if you only had
time to stop, and come up to our place in
Bosc'wine — close by to Concord, the capital of
the State — I 'd try to show you that New Ham'sliire fannin' folks know how to treat people
that 's been perlite to 'em. I ain't a mite sorry
I come down to Bostin, for I 've seen the old
pensioner and the young Prince. La ! who 'd
a-thought when our merlisliy was a-fi'tin' the
British reg'lars over to Bunker Hill, eighty
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year ago anrl np'ards, that tlie posterity of old
King George ami the last eiul of the Rerolutioners should a-liad a good social set down
together, as I hear you 'n he did yisterday ?
We read in the Scriptur, liow the time shall
come when the lion and the lamb shall lay
down together ; but Mister Wetherell, Ruthy
Ann's husband, sez this is the lion, and the
unicorn, and the 'Merican eagle all bein' in the
same cage ter once. Ennyhow, I 'm proper
thankful you come over to see us, Albert Ed'ard ;
and I hope you '11 come ag'in an' stay longer,
and yer mariu "11 come too ! Here 's a rale nice
Bald'in apple I happen to hev in my pocket —
it come from the old place up ter Bosc'wine,
growed in the corner orchard, and mebbe you '11
kerry it home to yer ma'am with my respecks,
,1/iss Sophrony Ward, Bosc'wine, New Ham'shire ?" and I gin it rite inter his hand.' "I 'ra
much obleeged to you, I 'm shore, ma'am !"
sez .ilbert Ed'ard, and he made a proper perlite
bow and laid the Bald'in on the silver waiter
'long of the letters ; " and if you '11 wear this
ring, p'r'aps it 'U sarve as a remembrancer of
the Prince of Wales when he is in his own
country ag'in !" An' if you '11 believe it. Miss
Pettengill, he up and took a beautiful ring rite
off of his own finger and gin to me. I '11 git it
and show it to you ; I keep it in a little box,
on cotton wool, in my upjier drawer. There !
ain't it a rale beauty? La, you 'd orter seen
how supprised they ware to Ruthy Ann 's when
I showed it to 'em arter I got hum ! They sed
they wouldn't a-believed I 'd had a talk with
the Prince if 'twa'n't fur that evvydence ; and
it turned out, arter all, that Georgyanny hadn't
danced with Albert Ed'ard, only touched his
hand in the same set ; and her father he sed
her old .-iunt Sophrony 'd got ahead of her time,
complete.
Wall, I thanked the Prince as Tvell as I
knowed how, and made a low curchy, and told
him I was shore I wished the Bald'in apple was
a berrill on 'em inste'd of one, to kerry home to
Victory, .and then I bid liim good-by and come
away. The Juke and the rest, they all bowed
rale perlite when I was a-comin' out, for they 'd
seen what a good talk Albert Ed'ard and I 'd
had together. You never see a man so clever
as that perlice ossifer was when I passed by
him in the entry. He was rale likely lookin',
I ken tell you. Miss Pettengill, and handsome
enough to be a Juke or a Lord hisself. 'Taiu't
all the good looks that is gi'n to " Lords. Dukes,
and Earls, and folks of high renown," as the
old song used to say ; and black whiskers are
VOL. LSII. — 6
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'nuff site handsomer 'n red ones, enny day, to
my mind.
But I 'm gettin' kinder out of breath myself,
a-tellin' about my visit to see the Prince of
Wales, and you must be sorter tired settin' there
so long and harkeniu'. Miss Pettengill. If I
could stop now, I 'd tell you about the rest of my
visit to Ruthy Ann's — how she and I went out
a-shoppin' together, and then we went to Mount
Orburn, the most butiful graveyard you ever see,
with the handsomest moniments for tombstones,
and a meetin'-'us in the middle of the yard,
wiyi three or four marble figgers — "statoots,"
she called 'em — cut out to remember some great
men by ; and then, Monday, we went over to
Charleston, to the Bunker HiU Mouiment ; and
Tuesd.iy, though they all kept urgin' me to
stop longer, I had to come home, for I felt
kinder anxious about Arty and things up here
on the old place, and sez I to Ruthy : " I should
admire to ; but my fall work 's comin' on, apples to string, and presarves to make, and everything to see ter." So I started off. As I wa3
sayin', I should like to tell you all, but there
ain't time this mornin' ; but ef you'll stop ter
dinner. Miss Pettengill — do, now ! I guess them
apple dumpliu's 'II be done to a charm !— and
arter dinner I '11 set down and tell you the rest ;
though I must say. Miss Pettengill, amongst all
the great sights I see down in Bostin, the best
and greatest was my visit to see the Prince !

BURY

ME IN THE

BY

CORDELIA

MBS.

VALLEY.
H.

TCRSER.

Burt me ia the valley
BeHJde .some rippling' stream.
Where blooms the modest lily
Amidst the emerald green ;
And where the feathered songster
Will build its downy nest
Amid the fragrant rose-tree
That blooms above my breast.
Bury me in the Talley,
Where early comes the spring,
And where the toweriuif holly
Will lasting beauty fling ;
And let the distant sunset
Its gold and crim.son shed
Upon the murmuring water
That glides beside my bed.
Bury me in the valley,
Where tender breezes blow.
And let them murmur gently
My
And
Be
With
To

requiem soft and low ;
let the glistening dewdrop
pearls upon my breast,
quaintly carved though humble slab
mark my place of rest.
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NOVELTIES

FOE

T'ig. 1. — Garotte collar and neck-tie, for morniug or home dress, suited, in fact, for all plain
toilets at home and abroad, and extremely serviceable in travelling.
The collar is of plain

JANUAEY.

undersleeves ; to be worn with a short dress
sleeve, or with a Greek sleeve that is entirely
Fig. 3.

Fig. 1.

linen, the habit-shirt of cambric, the neck-tie
of plain black, blue, or crimson silk, the ends
lightly embroidered or plain, as fancy may
dictate. They are very fashionable at this moment, particularly for young ladies.

open to the cap on the forearm.

For evening-

Fig. 4.

Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. — Another style of habit-shirt, a frill
of embroidered muslin set on with an inserting
of embroidered cambric. The frill should be
nearly plain.
Figs. 3 and 4. — Real novelties in the way of

dress they should be made of thulle and Valenciennes inserting. For the day, of muslin
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and Swiss embroidery.
Fig. 4 is tlie most desirable, but both are more novel th.-m graceful.

Figs. 7 and 8. — Black velvet net for the hair,
with four heavy tassels in gold.

Fig. 5.

Fig. 5. — Cordon .and flat bows for the hair,
of black velvet and gold-colored ribbon. It is
a good and becoming headdress.
Fig. 6.

Fig. 9. — Chenille net for the hair, with a
Fig. 9.

bunch of aquatic grasses, and thin blossoms in
sold.
EMBKOrDEBY.

Fig. 6. — Dress cap, with roses and gold lace.

CARRIAGE
This shoe is made of black or any
dark-colored velvet, richly embroidered, and bound with satin ribbon.
Tlie sole is of stout wa.sh leather,
wadded and lined with satin. It is
a warm and handsome carriage
shoe.

SHOE.
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LOUNGING-CAP.

Materials. — Rich crimson cloth,
l)l:LCk velvet, Albert braid of both
colors, gold thread, gold braid,
and a tassel made in passementerie to combine all these colors.
The ground of the cap is
in cloth, the lower part only
(which is appliqu^) being in
black velvet. The centre of
the crown is in the same
material. In the engraving
those parts that are in velvet
are represented black.
The broad white lines indicate gold braid, which is
used to cover the edge of the
velvet where it joins the
eloth, as well as to form
certain scrolls. The double
lines on the cloth are in
blackAlbert and goldthread.
On the velvet they are crimson Albert and gold thread,
sewed down in the usual
mauuer.
This sort of work especially commends itself from
being so easily and rapidly
executed ; and in the opinion
of many, it is far richer and
more effective for this purpose than either
crochet or anything else. It is extremely warm

To make it up, procure some black silk and
common bed-ticking, also a little black silk
cord.
Cut out the silk lining the full size ; but that
of ticking about an inch narrower in the headpiece, so that it may not reach the edge where
the velvet and cloth give already sufficient
thickness. Gather the silk head-piece into the
round for the crown, so as to make the lining
separatelij from the cap; but work the ticking
and cloth together. Tack the lining in round
the crown, and down the joining at the side;
turn in the edges round the head, and sew
round the black silk cord, and the tassel in the
centre of the crown.

CEOCHET
SPIDEK
TOP OF CAP.

and light, and, if small pieces are added for
eajs, it forms a delightful travelling-cap.

FLOWERS.
WORT.

This flower is formed of three small petals,
.and requires two shades of violet Berlin wool :
one rather deep, the other lighter, though it
must not be too pale.
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Take tlie lightest color, not split, and make a
chain of three stitches ; fasten off. Take the
second shade, and work in the first loop of the
chain one plain stitch, in the second loop one
stitch of double crochet, and one plain stitch ;
then make a chain stitch, and begin the second
round in double crochet, putting a wire in the
edge. In this second round, you must increase
one stitch iu the first, third, and fifth long
stitches of the preceding row. This round being
completed, break off the wool, twist the ends
of the wire together, and cut off one of them.
The stamens of this little flower are very
beautiful — they are of violet color with a top of
the richest golden hue — and spring from a little
tuft of silky violet threads. It would be better
to buy them ready made, if possible ; but, if
preferred, they can be made thus : Take a bit ■
of floss-silk, of a bright golden color, make a
knot at the end of a piece of violet silk, or
wool, insert the bit of gold-colored silk in the
knot, and tie it as tightly as possible ; cut the
end of the gold silk quite short. Make another
knot about half an inch from the first, insert a
bit of gold silk, tie it like the first. Gut short
the violet and gold silk, and make another knot
at the end of the latter ; tip it with gold in the
same manner; place jour silk across the halfinch, tipped at both ends, and tie it in the
middle, so as to make three stamens of equal
length ; place them iu the middle of a little
tuft of violet silk, or wool, and fix the whole in
the mildle of the flower. Cover the stem with
green wool, split.
The Spider Wort grows on a long stem, without leaves, and generally with two or three
flowers on one stalk. The leaves are always
close to the bottom of tlie stalk ; they have the
appearance of a blade of grass, and are about a
foot long, and an inch broad, and are of a very
bright green color ; but the little bunch of flow-

tied together securely, after having placed a
little white stamen in the centre. Cut oft' all
the wires but two, which forms the stem | cover
this with a bit of green floss silk, split.
Leaves. — Make a chain of nine stitches, with
a pretty shade of green floss silk — it should be
rather dark ; then, with a lighter shade, work
a row of long stitches round it, the first and
last two stitches being iu double crochet ; a wire
must be worked in the edge, leaving a little bit
as a stem.
These little flowers have a pretty effect, and
are very quickly done. They can be mou iited
according to taste — three or four flowers and
three leaves will form a nice little spray.

BOURSE

IMPERATRICE.

Materials. — Broad gold braid, gold thread Ivo. ft, two
dozen rings nearly tliree-quarters of an inch iu diameter,
a sliPin of purse sillc of any color that may be desired,
and passementerie tassels, bars, aud cord, composed of
the same color, with gold.

ers will foi-m a pretty ornament for mats, &c.,
without leaves or buds.
FASCT FLOWERS FOB CAPS.
Take two shades of floss silk, of any color
you please ; they must both be of the same
size, neither too fine nor too coarse.
With the darkest shade make a chain of
seven stitches ; cut off the^ilk, make a loop on
your needle with the lighter shade, and work
round the chain ; the first two stitches, and the
last two, in double crochet — the remainder in
long stitches (putting three stitches in the top
loop) — some leto must be worked in the edge ;
this completes one petal. Tliree similar ones
must be made, and the four petals twisted, or

The star in the centre of this purse is the
part first done. Bend the end of the gold braid
down an inch, draw an end of the silk thronch
the doubled braid an eighth of an inch from the
fold, and wind it round the biaid for rather
more than half an inch ; fa.sten off the silk.
There will be an end of braid uncovered witL
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silk. Leave it in both thicknesses of braid, and
again fold down an inch. Treat this the same.
Do tins ten times, which will take up twenty
inches of the braid. Arrange the piece in the
form of a star, as seen in the engraving, and
sew the centre firmly, to keep all the points in
their true position.
Do another star, exactly like this, for the
opposite side. Now cover all the rings with
crochet, sew them together, as in the engraving, and work a gold rosette in the centre of

THE

CHINTZ

This basket is made of bright colored furniture cliintz. As will be seen by the i^icture, its
construction is very simple, being merely pieces
of pasteboard, cut any size the maker may
fancy, and the shape of those in the engraving.
These are covered neatly with chintz, and sewed
together. The little box to the left is for buttons ;it is made of pasteboard, cut to fit accurately into the basket, witli a cover of tin,
covered with chintz. The advantage of tin is,
that it will not curl as a pasteboard one would.
There is a little stuffed cushion, fitted into the
button box, for pins. Tlie little bag is of chintz,
and intended for a thimble. Tiie two little bags

each. Tack them down on a piece of toile cir/,
with the star in the centre, and unite them by
button-hole bars, carrying a line also round the
star, just above where the silk is wound round,
to form a wheel ; all the points of the wheel
must also be connected with the bars and rings.
Both sides, being done precisely alike, may
be united at the sides. A fiat ornament in
passementerie (termed a Macaroon) is sewed
in the centre of each star, and the trimmings,
tassels, and bars are added.

AVORK

BASKET.

to the right of the button box, are for spools of
cotton ; a needle-book comes next, having a
cover of pasteboard sewed over the flannel.
The bag to the right is made of chintz, very
full, gathered in at the bottom, and confined at
the top by a ribbon ; this is for tape, and the
many little trimmings to Ije found in a lady's
work basket. At the side opposite the needle
book, there is a bag of chintz for the scissors,
and a strip sewed down tightly, and fastened
at proper distances, for papers of needles, and
bodkins. The handle is a strip of tin covered
with chintz, fastened at the sides by bows of
ribbon.
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TOILET

This sachet is made

SACEET.

in the form of au en-

for insertion for petticoats, for a deep border for

velope, and is intended to contain a lady's
night-dress, etc., either on a short excursion,

a child's dress, or a deep border round eiderdown quilts.
First measure with an inch measure, along
the top and bottom of the cambric, spaces an
inch and a half wide ; mark these with a hard

or to '.ay on the pillow during the day, forming
an elegant ornament to the bed. It is to be
worked in square crochet from tlie engraving,
beginning with three squares, and so increasing
to the proper width. The back is plain square
crochet, with the border running round ; the
edging is worked separately, and sewn ou after
the sachet is made up. The lining should be
of a color to match the hangings of the bed,
and of a material to wash with the work.

JESSAMINE

PATTERN
EMBROIDERY
TAPE-WORK.

ON

{Sefi engraving, pnge 12.)

Mnterinle—CnUnn, So. C ; embroidery cotton Ifo. 12;
apiece of cambric mn.slin of the requisite size; and tape,
t'urce-cighths of an inch wide, of that kind, which, at
some shops, is c:iUed "twilled tape," "India tape,"
" Chine.-io tape ;" bnt it i.s of the kind that will not curl
or pet hard in the washing, and is rather cgarse-looking
than otherwise.

Tuisis useful for sofa pillows, anti-macassars,

pencil. These must exactly correspond on each
side ; now crease it across in diagonal lines, and
run a white cotton through the creases. Now
crease the cambric across the reverse way, and
also run in a cotton. {If the cambric is a long
piece, only a small portion need he done at a time.)
Now, on these lines of cotton loosely but finnly
run the tape — loosely, because these threads,
as well as those of the dividing lines, have to
be ultimately taken out ; and linnly, that the
tape might not slip. Now turn the work on tlie
side where the tape does not appear, trace off
the leaf from the engraving, gum it on to some
stiff card ; when dry, cut eut the shape, lay it
on the work at the point where the lines cross
each other, and run a hard pencil round. Make
four of these leaves in the same way ; then,
with No. 30 cotton lightly sew the No. G cotton
round, but not so as to flatten it. Make several
of tliese stars in the same way : then overcast
them very thickly with embroidery cotton.
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Make the cross-bars, one bar going quite across,
■witli two threads of embroidery cotton, then
overcast witli button-hole stitch ; the second bar
make also entirely across, but in overcasting,

LOUNGEE'S

when at the centre, catch the first bar with one
tii-m stitch, then finish. The cambric under the
bars and on the tape has now to be cut out
with sharp scissors.

CUSHION

J/Tntn-ials. — One and a half ounce bright scarlet eightthread Berlin wool, a little more than half an ounce each
of black and white ditto.
Thzs cushion or sofa pillow is made iu the
new crochet stitch. The crochet hook, we
must observe, may be made by any one with
a penknife, from a cedar-wood knitting-needle,
No. 3, by simply cutting a hook at the end.
No crochet hook that is sold will perfectly answer the purpose, as the stem must be lont/, and
of the same dimensions throughout, with a
knob at the end. Make a chain of any length
' Tf quired, and work back on it, bringing the wool
iu a loop tlirough each stitch, which you then
slip on the hook, thus taking up all the stitches.
Second row (in whit-li, having all the stitches
on the needle, you proceed to take them oS').
Biing the thread through the first stitch ; and
afterwards through two stitches together, namely, the one just made and the one beyond, until
only one is left on the needle. This forms the
first stitch of the nest row, which is similar to
the first, except that, instead of a chain-stitch,
you take up an upright bar of wool, which seems
to be, not on the top, but at the side of the work.
Work backwards and forwards until you have
done enough, observing always to fasten on

OE PILLOW.

the new color so as to do the last stitch of the
talcing off row with it.
For this cushion, with the black wool, make a
chain of sixty stitches * and do two rows. Join
on white, and do two rows ; join on scarlet, and
do ten rows, white two rows, black two rows
* : repeat four times within the stars. Make
a cushiou'or small bolster the same size, allowing alittle for stretching ; fill it with horsehair ;
cover it with black sarsenet or calico. Join up
the crochet, aud cover the cushion ; draw up
the ends.
For tue Cord. — With the scarlet wool and
a coarse bone hook, make five chain, close into
a round, and work round and round in single
crochet until sufficient is done. Leave a bit of
wool at each end to sew the cord on with.
For the Tassels. — Get a friend to hold her
h.ands apart so that a thread wound round them
will be twenty-one inches long. Wind round
this thirty strands of scarlet, twelve of black,
and the same of white wool. Tie these strands
tightly twice, leaving three-quarters of an inch
between. Then divide the space equally, and
tie in the middle. Divide each space, and tie
again in the middle, and subdivide in the same
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way, allowing a little larger space on each side
•f the two first ties, and making thirty-four
spaces altogether, two of which are larger than
the rest. Cut iu the centre of each space, and
there will be beautiful mossy balls, which only '
want a little trimming. Take a rug-needle
tlireadetl with scarlet wool, making a knot in
the end. Thread on eight of the small balls ;
allow eight inches of wool for them ; make a
knot, and cut it off. Do the same with the

remainder of the thirty-two. Sew on the cord
at each end of the cushion. Then take a bit of
scarlet wool and the rug-needle, fasten on, slip
the needle through one of the two large balls
and under the centre of two strands of wool
with balls on them, then back through the ball,
and fasten ofl', leaving a handsome tassel of
sixteen balls in lengths of four, with a large
ball connecting the whole. Do the others in
the same way.
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A NEEDLE-BOOK

Jlfaierials.
wbite cbalk
larger than
the needles

AND

— Two nails of violet-colored silk, some
beads, some crystal, also some gold, a little
seed beads, a small piece of tine flannel for
and pins, and some ribbon for tying.

First cut the exact shape iu tissue paper,
tlieu cut four pieces tlie same in card-board,
also four pieces of flannel somewhat less in size,
and four pieces of silk, two larger and two a
little smaller, for the lining.
For the Pincushion. — Cut four thicknesses of
flannel, cover two pieces of card-board, tack the
flannel on to one piece of the fonuer, and to the
second piece sew on a small piece of the silk,
about half an inch in width, but tapering towards the end represented as the heel, now sew

PINCUSHION

COMBINED.

this on the first covered piece, sew the two
pieces of card-hoard up at the back of tlie heel,
round the ankle and instep.
For the Needle-book. — Cover two pieces of
card-board and line them with some silk, then
snip the edges of the flannel and sew them to
the insteji part of the pattern. Now sew the
two portions of the design together at the part
which represents the instep. Sew on the beads,
as shown in the engraving, only observe that
underneath the flowers and leaves is a piece of
white calico to throw up the white of the beads.
A small pair of scissors may be inserted between the needle-book and cushion.
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BABY'S

SHOE

These are knitted on steel needles, in Berlin
wool of two colors. The shoe in one color, and
the sock in white, form the prettiest contrast ;
pink and white, maize and wliite, or blue and
white, are all suitable. The shoe is in plain
knitting, and ought to be worked tight and
even ; the sock is in the cable and hem-stitch
pattern, the top being completed hy two rows

AND

SOCK.

of netting, the first row being on a larger mesh
than the second, one stitch of the netting in
every stitch of the knitting. A narrow ribbon,
the color of the shoe, is intei'laced round the
ankle, which ties in the front with a bow, and
keeps it from slipping off the foot. Tlie row of
netting on the fine mesh ought to be in the
colored wool.

EMBROIDERY.
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rvcrtij)ts, i't.
HOW

TO

COOK

POULTKY.

Boiled Fowls. — White-le^'ged poultry sliouKl always
be selected for boilini,', as they are of bolter colur when
dresi^od thau any others. Truss tlieui tlrmly iiud neatly,
"With the Icf^'sdrawaioto the bodies, aud the wiugs twisted
over the backs; let tbcm bo well covered with water,
which should bo hot, but uot boiling when they are put
lu. A full-sized fowl will require about three-quarters
of an hour from the time of its beginning to simmer,
but young chickens nut more than from twenty to twentyfive minutes ; they should be very ffentlif boiled, and the
«cum should be removed with great care as it gathers on
the surface of the water. Either of the following sauces
may be sent to table with them: parsley and butter,
bechamel, E igli.sh white sauce, oyster, celery, or white
mushroom sauce. The fowls are often dished with small
tufta of dcHcati'ly boiled cauliflower
or with young vegetable Diarrow,
ftn egg, merely pared and halved
white sauce must be served with

placed round Ihem ;
scarcely larger than
after it is dressed;
both of these. The

livers and gizzards are not, at the present day, usually
served in the wings of boiled fowls. When they arc uot
60, the livers may be simmered for four or five minutes,
then pressed to a smooth paste with a wooden .spoon,
and mixed very gradually witb the sauce, which should
uot boil after they are added.
Boiled Fowls with Oysters.— Take a young fowl, fill
the inside with oysters, put it into a jar, and plunge the
jar in a kettle or saucepan of water. Boil it for one hour
and a half. There will be a quantity of gravy from the
juices of the fowl and oysters in the jar ; make it into a
white sauce, with the addition of egg, cream, or a little
flour and butter; add oysters to it, or serve up plain
with the fowl. The gravy that cornea from a fowl
dressed in this manner will be a stiff jelly the next day ;
the fowl will be very white and tender, aud of an exceedingly fine flavor, advantages not attainable in ordinary boiling, while the dish loses nothing of its delicacy
aud simplicity.
To Roast Fowls or CAPo:rs. — Fowls, capons, and
chickens are roasted and herved as turkeys, with tho
addition of egg sauce ; but they require proportionally
less time at the fire, and are seldom stulied. A full
grown fowl will require three-quarters of an hour, a
capon an hour and a quarter, aud a chicken from thirty
to forty minutes. A largo fowl may be stuflfed as a
turkey.
To Broil a Fowl.— Split the fowl down the back ;
season it very well with pepper, and put it on the gridiron with the inner part near the fire, which must be
very clear. Hold the gridiron at a con^^iderable distance
from the fire, and allow the fowl to remain until it is
nearly half done; then turn it, taking great care tliat it
does not burn. Broil it of a flne brown, and serve it up
with stewed mushrooms, or a sauce with pickled mu-hrooms. A duck may be broiled in the same way. If tho
fowl is very large, half roast it, then cut it into four
quarters, and finish it on the gridiron. It will take from
half an hour to three-quarters of an hoar to cook.
Sauce for a Fowl.— Stew the neck and gizzard, with
a small piece of lemon-peel, in about a cupful of water ;
then bruise the liver of the fowl with s..mc of the liquor ;
melt a little good butter, aud mix the liver with tho
VOL. LXII. — 7

gravy from the neck aud gizzard with it; let it boil a
minute or two, and pour it into tho sauce tureen.
To Fry Chickkms.- Cut np the chickens, aud fioason
them with salt and ('ayeune pepper ; roll them iu flour,
and fry them iu hot lard ; when tho wholo are fried,
pour off the lard, and put iu a quarter of a pound of butter, one teacupful of cream, a Uttlo flour, and sonio
scalded parsley chopped fine for the sauce.
To Stew a Fowl with Onions. — Wash it clean, dry,
and truss it as for boiling, put a littlo pepper aud salt
into it, rub it with a bit of butter, as also tho saucepan ;
put in with the fowl a pint of veal stock or water, a little pepper and salt, tuin it now and then, and when it
becomes quite tender add twelve or sixteen small onions,
and let them stew for half an hour ; a young fowl will
take one hour, and an old one three hours to stew.
Chicken Baked in Rice. — Cut a c'hicken into joints as
for a fricassee, season it well with pepper and salt, lay
it into a puddlug-dish lined with slices of ham or bacon,
add a pint of veal yravy aud an onion finely minced;
fill up the dish with boiled rice well pressed and piled
as high as the dish will hold ; cover it with a paste of
floui and water, and bake one hour in a slow oven. If
you have no veal gravy, use water instead, adding a
little more ham aud seasoning.
A Brow.v Fricassee. — Cut the chicken in small pieces
and parboil it. Take onions, parsley, butter, pepper,
and salt, put them into a pot well floured, and stew
them. Add the chicken, and stew until quite brown,
having put iu some of tho water in wliich the chicken
was boiled. Fifteen or twenty minutes will be aufflcieut
to cook it.
A White

Fricassee. — Cut in pieces two chickens, and

lay them in warm water to di-aiu out the blood; then
lay them in a clean cloth to dry, put them. in a stewpan
with milk aud water; stew them till ihey aie tender;
take them out and strain the liquor ; put tliem over the
fire again with half a pint of the liquor, half a piut ot
cream or milk, the yolks of two eggs, half a nutmeg, a
glass of white wine, and a piece of butter rolled in flour ;
stir all together in one way for fifteen or twenty minutes
till they are thoroughly cooked.
Turkey or Fowl in Jelly.— Bone the bird, and fill it
with forcemeat in which are mushrooms; lard it with
fat bacon, and tie it up ; stew it in strong gravy, till a
skewer may be passed through it easily; when cold,
take off the fat, and servo with a savory jelly round it.
PLAIN

PUDDINGS.

Oatmeal Puddino. — Pour a quart of boiling milk over
a pint of the hestfijie oatmeal ; let it soak all night ; next
day beat two eggs, and mix a little salt ; butter a, 'basin
that will just hold it ; cover it tight with a floured cl^th,
and boil it an hour aud a half. Eat it with cold butter
and salt. When cold, slice and toast it, and eat it as
oatcake buttered.
Prepared Barley Pudding.- Mix four tablespoonfuls
of barley with sufficient cold milk to form a paste, pour
on it oue quart of scalding milk, then add a small slice
of butter ayd four eggs well b<-ateu, flavor with nutmeg,
lemon-peel, bitter almonds and sugar. Be careful to
stir the barley well while pouring on it the boiling milk,
and not to put iu tho eggs till the mixture is cold. The
eggs must aLso be well mixed iu. Bake one and a half
hour in a slow oven.
Good BATXtB Pl'DDI.no.— To one pint 'jf new milk add
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four egifs, four spoonfuls of flour, and some slices of
candied peel -with the sugar on it ; serve with wine sauce,
and bake in cups, or boil.
Hastt Pudding. — Boil a pint of milk ; then, Trhilst
boiling, stir into it as much flour as will thicken it,
generally about a tablespoonful. Serve hot with cold
butter and sugar, or, if preferred, the best treacle.
Hasty Podding Baked.— Stir half a pound of flour
into a pint of cold milk, and boil it ; then take five eggs
and three-quarters of an ounce of bitter almonds blanched
and pounded, and add them to the hasty pudding when
cold. Sweeten with sugar. Bake in cups, and serve
with wine sauce.
Plain Rice Podding. — Wash and pick some Carolina
rice : throw among it some pimento finely pounded, but
not rriuch ; tie the rice in a cloth, and leave plenty of
room for it to swell. Boil in it a quantity of water for
an hour or two. When done, eat it with butter and .sugar,
or milk. Put lemon-pool, if approved. Many people
prefer it without spice, and eat it with salt and butter
alone.
Common Baked Kice Podding. — Put half a teacupful
of rice in a di.sh with a pint of skim or new milk, a little
sugar, and nutmeg or lemon-peel to be added, with, if
preferred, a small slice of butter or dripping, or a few
pieces of suet put on the top. Bake slowly, and stir it
occasionally at first to prevent the rice from burning to
the bottom. If required to turn out, the dish must be
buttered. An egg is a great improvement to this pudding ;and if it is liked in a milky condition, less rice
must be used.
Another Baked Hiee Pudding (richer). — Boil about two
tablespoonfuls of rice in water till just soft ; then pour
away the water and add a pint of new milk, a little nutmeg, lemon-peel and sugar ; then hoil again, and when
just off the boil add the yolks and whites of nearly three
eggs ; bake, and serve with sugar sifted over it.
A Ground Rice Podding. — Add to one pint of milk
four eggs well beaten and one and a half tablespoonful
of ground rice ; boil these together, stirring them. Pour
the mixture while hot over two ounces of butter, sugar
to the taste, and add the grated rind with the juice of a
middle-sized lemon. Line th'e dish with pufl" paste before putting in the mixture, and bake.
A Plain Ground Pice. Padding may be made with a
fourth part of the eggs and butter given above, or any
other proportion «f them, and without paste or lemon.
GENERAL

DIRECTIONS

FOR SOUPS

AND STOCK.

The perfection of soup is, that it should have no particular flavor ; this can only be secured by careful proportion ofthe several ingredients.
The kettles in which the. soups are made should be
well tinned, and kept particularly clean, by being washed inhot water and rubbed dry before they are put away ;
otherwise they will have a musty smell, which will
give a disagreeable taste to all things afterwards cooked
in them. If they are not kept well tinned also, the taste
as well as the color of the soup will be liable to be affected by the iron ; and if the soup-kettle be ma'de of copper, and the tinning not quite perfect, everything cooked
in it will be in a greater or less degree poisonous, as
everything which is sweet, salt, or sour, extracts verdi;Tris from copper.
Soup must never be suffered to stand in any vessel of
He, or copper, or iron, to get cold ; but always must be
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poured off, while hot, into a shallow, well-glazed earthenware pan, and be stirred about, ^.\&vy five minutes,
till it is nearly cold, otherwise the liquor will become
sour.
Lean, juicy, fresh-killed meat is best for soup; stale
meat will make it ill-flavored, and fat meat is very wasteful. An economical cook will save, as ingredients for
soup, the liquor in which meat has been boiled ; for example, leg of pork liquor may be easily made into pea
soup ; and calfs head liquor and knuckle be made tlie
base or stock of white soup. The trimmings of undressed
meat and game will be useful to enrich soups ; and the
bones of dressed or undressed meat assist to make a good
stock. Ham gives fine flavor, as well as the bone of a
dressed ham, taking care to allow for its saltness.
Soft tvater should always be used for making soup,
unless it be of green peas, in which case hard icater better preserves its color ; and it is a good genex'al rule to
apportion a quart of water to a pound of meat, that is to
say, fiesh without bone ; but rich soups may have a
smaller quantity of water.
Meat for soup should never be drowned at first in
water, but put into the kettle with a very small quantity au J a piece of butter, merely to keep the meat from
burning until the juices are extracted ; by which meaus
of stewing the gravy will be drawn from it before the
remainder of the water is added, A single pound will
thus afford better and richer soup than treble the quantity saturated with cold water.
The water in the soup-kettle, when first put on, should
not be allowed to boil for at least half an hour ; else the
water will not penetrnte, but harden the meat, and keep
in the impurities which, in slow heating, will rise as
scum. Long and slow boiling, for at least four or six
hours, is necessary to extract the strength from meat ;
but the pot should never be off the boil from the time it
commences. The fat should be taken off as it rises. If,
however, as is generally thought desirable, the soup
should be prepared the day before it is w.auted, the fat
can be removed when cold, in a cake ; and the soup attains more consistence without losing the flavor ; but it
need not be seasoned till wanted, and then slowly heated
till boiling.
When put away to cool, the soup should be poured
into a freshly scalded, and thoroughly dried earthen
pan; and, when to be kept for some days, occasionally
simmered for a few minutes over the fire, to prevent its
becoming mouldy ; in rewarming soup he careful not to
pour in the sediment.
All vegetables, bread -raspings, or barley, for plain
common soups, when merely intended to thicken and
flavor the soup, should he put in as soon as the pot is
skimmed ; but if the vegetables are to be served in the
soup, none, with the exception of onions, should be put
down to stew at the same time as the meat, and the different sorts should be put down at different times.
Onions, whether whole, or sliced and fried, at once ; putJierbs, carrots, and celeri/, three hours afterwards; and
ttirnips and others of a delicate kind, only about an hour
before the soup is ready.
Sj>iees should be put whole into soups ; allspice is one
of the best, though it is not so highly esteemed as it deserves.
SeviUe orange-juice has a finer and milder acid than
lemon-juice ; hut both should be used with caution.
Sxiyeei herbs, for soups or broths, consist of knotted
marjoram, thyme, and jj^nvZ/T/, a sprig of each tied together. Tarragon is also used in soups.
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The older and drier onions are, the stronger their
flavor; in dry seasons, also, they are very Rirong ; the
quantity should be proportioned accordingly.
COMPANY DIXXERS FOR WI>'TER.
MrLi.i»;ATAW.NV soup, frei^h cod-fish fried, boiled ham,
roast turkey with craubetry sauce, fowls slewed whole,
oyster pie ; potato snow, turnips, parsnip.s, wiuturequash. Cocoa-nut pudding, lemon pudding, mince-pie,
calfs-foot jelly.
Clear pnivy soup, stewed rock-fish, roasted ham, veniBoa pie, boiled turkey with oyster sauce, browu fricii*see ;
tweet potatoes, turnips, parsnips, beets. Orange pudding, almond pudding, raeriiigued apples, chocolate
cream.
Venison soup, fresh cod-fish boiled; Fmoked tongue,
roast goose with apple sauce, oyster pie, French stew of
rabbits; turnips, potato snow, parsnips, onion custard,
beets. Transparent pudding, orange tarts, mince-pie,
floating inland.
Aluck turtle soup, boiled rock-fish, hara pie, smoked
tongue, roast turkey with cranberry sauce, boiled fowls
with celery sauce, oyster loaves, sweetbread croquettes ;
turnips, parsnips, beets, maccaroni. Charlotte russe,
mince-pie, calfs-fjoot jelly, blanc-mange.
Rich brown soup, fresh cod-fish stewed, boiled hara,
venison roasted, red-bead ducks with currant jelly,
oyster patties, veal rissoles; turnips, parsnips, wiutersqnash, beets, cole-slaw. Mince pudding, omelet soufll6,
orange flummery, vanilla ice-cream^
Rich white soup, fresh cod-fish fried, roasted ham,
venison pie, boiled turkey with oyster sauce, partridges,
chicken rice pudding, potato snow, beets, turnips, wiuter-squash, stewed red cabbage. Plum pudding, chocolate blanc-mange, cocoa-nut cream, apple-jelly.
THE

TOILET,

MAXAGEMtST

OF THE

HAIR.

Loss of hair, according to M. Cazenave, resulting from
general disease, or from profound constitutional disturbance, will disappear in most cases with the removal of
the cause which produced it. There are cases in which
the scalp may be advantageously shaved, and the secietioQ of the hair stimulated by dry friction, tonic lotions,
as rum, for example, the patient being at the same time
submitted to a judicious and well-devised system of regimen. The shedding of the hair may be occasioned, or
at least greatly facilitated, by the very means adopted
for dressing and adorning it. The too frequent use of
bard brushes, fine-tooth combs, &c., is highly injurious.
For eflectually cleaning the hair, M. Cazenave rccommonds that afine-tooth comb should be passed at regular
intervals, every twenty-four hours, through the hair, in
order to keep it from matting and tangling ; separating
the hairs carefully and repeatedly, so as to allow the air
to pass through them for several minutes, and using a
brush that will serve the double purpo.se of cleansing
the scalp and gently stimulating the hair-bulbs.
Before going to bed, it will be desirable to part the
hair evenly, so as to avoid false folds, or what is commonly called turning against the grain, which might
even cau>-e the hairs to break.
There is a class of per^ns who carry to excess the
dressing of the hair, and who, during the ordinary operations of the toilet, drag and twist the hair, not only
until the hairs are broken and the scalp fatigued, but
the bulb its^^lf in altered.

When the hair is very long, and twisted up into a
hard knot on the top of the head, as it is frequently the
fashion to wear it, tho cuj-rent of the fluid along the tubes
must be obstructed, and the obvious remedy for this is
fioqueutly combing it and brushing it out in its full
length.
Generally speaking, when tho hair is naturally moist
and oily, it is wrong to oil it habitually, and of course
doubly so when it shows a tendency to dryness. The
haltit of immersing tho head in cold water every morning M. Cazenave considers injurious to the hair. The
same may bo said, though in a nmip modified sense, of
the habit which women have of ince-santly moistening
the bandeaux for tho purpose of making the hair appear
for a moment smooth and dark. Cold baths, especially
salt-water batlis, also exert an injurious influence upon
the condition of the hair, hence it should always be
carefully covered with an oil-skin cap while in the bath.
Too heavy and too warm coverings for tlie head should
be avoided ; females should invariably adopt a headdress of the lightest texture, and such as is permeable
by Abstain
the air. altogether from cutting, wetting, and twisting,
or binding tightly the hair. It should be slowly and
carefully disentangled, and so arranged and covered at
night as to give it the proper direction. Where the hair
is naturally dry, it is, perhaps, the only case in which,
it will be in accordance with rational treatment to employ greasy substances ; and in such instances, M.
Cazenave recommends exclusively a pomade composed
of prepared beef marrow and oil of bitter almonds ; care
should be taken to anoint the hairs, not only in their entire length, but also at the roots where the hair should
be divided to admit of the direct application of the ointment, and special care should be taken that the preparation does not become rancid. Where tlie hair is too
greasy, no such application should be used; hut the
hair may be powdered occasional!)* in the evening with
starch, and the head should be brushed carefully in the
morning to remove the powder. It will also be usel'rfl
to occasionally cleanse the scarf with a very weak alcoholic solution ; the following will answer the purpose:
sub-borate of soda, distilled water, and essence of vanilla.
All greasy hair requires the most minute attention to
cleanliness. Hair-dyes should be altogether condemned ;
M. Cazenave obsoiviug, justly, we should console ourselves for the loss of the temporary advantage to be
derived from their use, by the reflection that every
natural alteration th;it takes place iu the external appearance, brings with it a certain alteration of character,
which is not devoid of value, nor unpleasing.
MiSdELLANEOUS.
If yon are troubled to get soft water for washing, fill
a tub or barrel half full of 'wood ashes, and_fill it up with
water, so that you may have lye whenever you want it.
A gallon of strong lye, put into a great kettle of har«l
water, will make it as soft as rain water. Some people
use pearlash, or potash ; but this costs something, and is
very apt to injure the texture of the cloth.
Do' not let knives be dropped into hot dish-water. It
is a good plan to have a large tin pot to wash, them in,
jnst high enough to wash the blades, toUhotU loetting the
handles.
A CfRE FOR ScrRVT. — PlontT of open-air exercise, and
tepid bathing, fresh animal and vegetiible food, and the
free use of ripe fruits, and lemon-juice. Lemon-juice
appears to be almost a specific, few cases resisting its
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influence. About half a pint should be taken daily, pure,
or diluted with water. Cold, damp, and impure air
should be avoided.
To DvE Silk Black. — Impre^'nate the material with a
solution of acetate of iron, and theu "boil in a decoction
of madder and logwood.
The Best Meass of Clearing Coffee. — Pour into the
coffee the white and the crushed shell of an egj,'. Let it
stand ton miuute-s, and it will be found bright and clear
as water.
To MAKE Sherbet. — Take nine Seville oranges and
tb.ree lemons ; grate off the yellow from the rinds, and
put the raspings into a gallon of water, with three
pounds of double refined sugar, and boil it tu a candy
height ; then take it off the fire, and add tlie pulp of the
orauges and lemons ; keep stirring it until it is almost
cold, theu put it into a vesstrl for use.
A Remedy for SLEEPLBriSNEss. — How to get sleep is to
many persons a matter of great importance. Nervous
persons, who are troubled with wakefnlness and excitability, usually have a strong tendency of blood on the
brain, with cold extremities. Tlie pressure of the blood
on the brain keeps it in a stimulated or wakeful state,
and the pulsations in the head are often painful. Let
such rise and chafe the body and extremities with a
brush or towel, or rub smartly with iho hands, to promote circulation, and withdraw the excessive amount of
blood from the brain, and they will fall asleep in a few
moments. A cold bath, or a sponge bath and rubbing,
or a good run, or a rapid walk in the open air, or going
up or down stairs a few times just before retiring, will
aid in equalizing circulation and promoting sleep. These
rules are simple, and easy of application in castle or
cabin, mansion or cottage, and may minister to the comfort of thousands, who would freely expend money for
an anodyne to promote " Nature's sweet restorer, balmy
sleep."
To Remove the Smell of Paint prom a Room. — Place
a vessel fall of lighted charcoal in the middle of the
room, and thrnw on it two or three handfuls of juniper
berries ; shut the windows, the chimney, and the door
close. Twenty-four hours afterwards the room may be
opened, when it will be f.'und that the sickly, unwholesome smell will he entirely gone. The smoke of tlio juniper berry possesses this advantage, that should anything be left in the room, such as tapestry, &c., none of
it will be injured. Having seen this tried, I can g\)arantee its efiicacy.
Drs. Bichuesd and Sieber recommend the medicinal
use of sugar as of great value iu diarrhcea — one in a
child agoil three years, and another to a child aged four
years — in which half an ounce of powdered white sugar
given every hour, soon gave a favorahlo turn to symptoms of extreme gravity which had loug resisted all the
ordinary means of cure.
Bite of a Rattlesnake pured in Two Hours. — Tho
Petersburg Express publishes the following from a reliable correspondent : A carpenter, while engaged, a few
days ago, in pulling down an old house, and in removing Borae of the rotten timbers near tho ground, was
bitten by a rattlesnake. In a few moments his finger
was swollen to four times its natural size, and a red
streak commenced running up his hand and wrist. A
deadly languor came upon him, and his vision grew
dim, clearly indicating that the subtle poison that was
cour.sing through his veins was rapidly apjiroaching
the citadel of life. But a remedy was tried, merely by

way of expei iment, which, to the surprise of all present,
acted like a charm, the component parts of which were
onion, tobacco, and salt, of equaKparts, made into a poultice and applied to the wound, and at the same time a
cord was hound tightly about the wrist. In two hours
afterwards he had so far recovered as to be able to resume his work. I knew an old negro who cured a boy
that had been bitten by a mad dog, by the same application.
To take Milk from Cream. — Use a siphon, and draw
off the milk from beneath the surface of the cream, and
thus completely separate the two liquids by the simplest
means and with the least possible trouble.
to remove ink stains.
Drop some sjii'i'Us of salts — with great caution —
Wherever an ink-spot is seen ;
Having previously moistened that portion
"With water : and rinse it quite clean
As soon as the object 's effected,
And then you'll be able to say : —
" What a change — who 'd have ever expected
To find it dislodged in this way ?"
Rats and Mice.— The asphodel is useful in driving
away rats and mice, whicli have such an antipathy to
this plant, that if their holes be stopped up with it, they
will rather die than pass where it has been placed.
CONTRIBUTED

RECEIPTS.

Remedy for Burns, kc. — Take any quantity of red
clover heads, boil ^jcm until the strength is out, theu
strain off the liquor and boil it down to the thickness of
molasses, and when cold bottle for use,
Indian Meal PuDDiNa. — Boil two quarts of sweet
skimmed milk, then stir in eight tablespooufuls of Indian
meal ; add two teaspoonfuls of salt, two egga well
beaten, one cup of molasses or sugar (molasses is better),
one pint of cold milk, one teaspoonful of cinnmnon or
any other spice; pour into a deep dish, and hake four
hours.
Lemon Pie. — Three eggs, six tablespooufuls of sugar,
one lemon. Take the yolks of the eggs and mix with
white sugar ; beat the yolks and sugar together. Beat
the white of eggs to a froth ; grate in the lemon-peel ;
mix the whites a nd yolks of eggs together ; pour in the
juice of the lemon. Rich paste — bake as custard. Bake
quickly.
Apple Dumplings should be made of one large apple,
quartered and cored, then put together, covered with a
thin paste, and boiled till the fruit shall he done enough.
Or: The apple is best not cut, but tho core scooped
out, and the centre filled up with a piece of butter and
sugar, according to tho tartness of the apple. The paste
should not be rolled out, but a lump of the proper quantity taken, the apple placed upon it, and the paste carefully pressed round it, liriuging it to a point which is
easily closed, so as to keep in the juice and butter. They
liave a pretty eflect if boiled in nets instead of cloths.
Sugar Icino for Cake.— Beat two pounds of doublerefined sugar with two ounces of fine starch, sift the
whole through a gauze sieve: then beat the whites of
five eggs with a kciife upon a pewter dish for half an
hour; beat in your sugar a little at a time, or it will
make tho eggs fail, and injj^re the color; when all the
sugar is put in, beat it half an hour longer, and then lay
on your almond icing, spreading it even with a knife.
If put on as soon as the cake comes from the oveu, it
will harden by the time the cake is cold.

fUtflis' ^ilU,
OUR PLATES A>'D THEIR LESSON'S.
Men's doe deserts each reader may recite.
For men of men do make a poodlr show ;
Bat>\iwoman's
workstheircanfiimous
rarely acts
comemayto light,
mortal man
know;
No writer will a liflle time Wslow,
The worthy act* of women to repeat.
Though their renown and the deserts be great.
MiRKOB

FOB MaCUSTRATES.

Oh, grant me honest fame, or grant me none !— Pope.
This i<i, e^^fentially, a woman^s aspiration. Hen often
pnsh their way into "the court, the camp, the senate
and the mart," eager for distinction, and not particular
about the path, provided it lead them to eminence, glory,
wealth, and power. It is not so with women. When
ambition t^tirs the heart of a woman, as it sometimes
does, she persuades herself that utility is her object.
She may err in judgment, in writincr, or action, she may
do mischief rather than the purposed or pretended pood ;
but we believe the rarest thing in the world is a woman
aiming at renown that has not some real or imaginary
ba«is of doing good.
Our FRO.vrispiBCE is a Memorial of benevolence and
worth, of fame justly won by women, without being
sought as the aim of their endeavors. No admixture of
pecnniary, personal, or vain motives sullies the brightness of such feminine examples. The deeds and the
influence of lhe?-e heroic women have produced consequences that will benefit mankind through succeeding
generations, without doing injury to any good pursuit
or purpose of the human race. We believe they have
done more to suppress evil and encourage good in the
world, during their earnest bat unpretending course of
life, than all the conqneror.s who have won the crown
of everlasting fame from "Macedonia's madman" to the
Duke of Wellington.
Mss. ELiZABETn Fry*— the centre figure of the group
— was born in Norwich, England, ITSO. She was a
sister of the celebrated John J. Gurney. In youth,
rich, beautiful, and well cultivated, she never allowed
these Wiirldly advantages to inspire her with vanity or
love of selfish and trivial amusements. Before she was
married she had, with her father's conf^ent. established
in his house a school for eight poor children, whom she
taught.
An accidental visit, soon after her marriage, to a
prison in London, where women were the prisoners,
turned her thoni.'ht<t to the possibility of improving the
condition, morally and physically most wretched, of
these evil or nufortunate women. The reforms produced
through the pet^onal labors and judicious exertions of
Mrs. fry. so changed the state of public opinion concerning the.se poor culprits, as well as the manner of managing those penal institutions, that we can now hardly
imagine their dolefnl condition or the desperate character ofthe inmate*:, w^h^n she first visited them. Mrs.
• These portraits are ideal, not personal, intended,
with the scenes in the medallions, to embody and illustrate the works of love, pity, pnodness, and philanthropy which havft been accomplished by ladies who«c
namesml) and
remv
ranee.deed:i arc worthy lo be kept in perpetnal

Fry travelled from place to place solely to ameliorate
the condition of female convicts ; taking the light of the
blessed Gospel into the dark ceils of ignorance, crime,
and mi-^ery, of sin, sorrow, and penitence, she so moved
the hearts of those poor degreed outcasts by her tender
teachings and generous succor, that many were brought
to repentance and a lasting reformation ; some rescued
from the depths of guilt were, we may humbly trust,
forgiven by Him who has power to pardon sin and save
sinners.
Mrs. Fry ended her useful life in 1S4;>, mourned by all
England, where it was felt that a bright particular star
had disappeared.
Miss Dokothba Dix— represented by the figure on the
left, at the top of the page — is a tiative of New England.
She passed her early life in Boston, where, for several
years, she was occupied in educational and literary
pursuits. In 1834 she visited Europe for the first time,
and, while there, carefully sought information that
would aid the philanthropic plans she was devising,
which were matured some years later. On her return to
Boston she made many efi'orts to do good to prisoners,
lunatics, and in short to improve public asylums and
the institutions that provided homes for the sick and
destitute. But her favorite plan was an amelioration of
the condition of insaae persons. Since 1^1 she has
devoted herself to this idea, visiting every State, we
believe, this side the Rocky Mountains, travelling more
miles than wonld three times circle the globe, and examining all the insane asylums in our land. It would
require double the space we can spare to give even a
synopsis of her labor ; we cannot undertake to describe
the ardor and impetuosity, yet gentleness and perseverance, she has shown in behalf of her unconsciouK
clients ; she has written, talked, reasoned, visited persons of influence, argued, urged, has been daunted by
nothing — has never flagged. In short, volumes might
be filled with the story of her exertion*. There is no
doubt that she has exercised a great and enduring influence on the economy of insane asylums ; she has also
had the satisfaction of cansing the erection and endowment of quite a number of these places of comfort for
such unfortunate invalids. Her name will always be
remembered as an earnest philanthropist.
Grace Dakling — r*>presented by the figure on the left
at the bottom of the engraving — is the heroine of feelings
that appeal to the heart like the sympathies of youth.
She was never in a position to act upon an ui^Iimited
series of her fellow beings, like the other heroines of
our record; but in her short life and obscure position
she showed an astonishing ardor, an angel-like pity in
Che cau-e of suffering humanity, that ranks her with the
noble benefactors of our race.
Grace was a native of Northumberland, England,
daughter of the keeper of Longstoue Lighthouse on one
of the Farn-? Islands of that dangerous coast. A young
girl, just entered on her twenties, gentle and retiring by
nature, and alw&ys living in the solitary home her
father's office rendered necessary, was so moved 77
by compajiAion at the sight of shipwrecked men, clinging to thr
rocks and sinking sfc'p, from which the next returning
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tide must sweep tliem, that she determined to risk her
own life to save them. Her brother "was absent, her
father tried to dissuade her from the trial which he considered would be fatal to her and do no good to the
perishing people ; but she declared she would go alone
if her father refused to aid her, that live or die she
would attempt to save the sufferers. So her parents
helped to launch the boat, the father and daughter took
each an o.iv, and she thus was the ministering angel
that saved nine perishing men. Grace was a girl of
delicate constitution, and died of consumption a, few
years after her deed of heroism.
Mrs. CoRNi-Lius Du Bois— represented by the figure at
top, on the right — is a resident of New York City, where
she has been mainly instrumental in originating and
establishing one of the best charitable institutions iu
Christendom, the first of the kind known in our country,
and, we believe, there is none exactly like it in the
■world — this is tuk Nukskby axd Child's Hospital.
In lSo4 the first effort was made to save the sick, perishing "lambs" of Christ's flock, the nurslings and
Sittle children of the poor, degraded, outcast population
of New York. We have no space now to go into the
details of misery that, coming to the knowledge of Mrs.
Du Bois, moved her warm heart to attempt this great
and blessed work.* Suffice to say that she succeeded in
obtaining helpers among the best and first ladies of the
city — that the State gave $10,000 towards establishing
the institution, and the city government contributed six
valuable lots on which the hospital buildings were
erected ; that Mrs. Du Bois, assisted by Rev. Dr. Anthon,
laid the corner stone in 1857, and in 1S5S (after four
years in hired rooms), this noble institution was permanently located and established.
Rev. Dr. Anthou, iu hi-s beautiful eulogy on that occasion, said: "In rougher hands, and with sterner
spirits than those whose ' vocation by birth is the vocation of charity,' the enterprise, I hesitate not to express
the belief, could not have been brought to this most
gratifying couclusion. But it was an undertaking
which accorded with the distinctive mission of your
sex. It was adapted to the peculiar influence and endowments conferred on you from above, to subserve the
highest interests of our race ; and when entered upon,
as this work was, with tender and unwearied devotion,
generous self-sacrifice, and humble faith, how could it
fail of success?"
Another of the eloquent speakers, George T. Elliot,
M. D., observed: "Nor can the name of one — our first
directress, Mrs. Cornelius Du Bois — be omitted : alike
the foundress and the mother of this hospital; whose
devotion, sleepless energy, and unswerving love for
these little children, have triumphed over all obstacles
and are crystallized in these halls."
It is needless to praise an institution which the least
observant must see is, of all charities, the safest, most
unalloyed with evil and most productive of increasing
good to the world. To train up good citizens and good
Christians from infancy, to snatch fellow creatures from
the perdition of unholy homes, to restore bloom to the
pale cheek of sick, suffering, neglected childhood, is a
■work deserving the warmest praise. The funndiess of
-an institution like this, does she not merit honor and
love ?
Miss

Florence

Nwhtingale — represented

by the

* Our readers who have the Lady's Book of 1S57 will
■find
the story on pages 276 and 277 of the September
»» umber

figure at the bottom of the page, on the right: who has
not heard of Florence Nightingale? who does not know
her story in all its details? Without expatiating upon
her angelic charity to the wounded and the dying, for
every American woman is familiar with the picture of
the noble English heroine, and her tender sympathy as
she went from bed to bed in those horrible hospitals
where lay the wounded and suffering soldiers of the
bloody Crimean war — we would observe that these
labors of pity and patriotism were, and are, but a small
part of Miss Nightingale's claims to the love and honor
she has won throughout the world.
War is not forever, but tha-poor will alway.s be with
us ; sorrow, sickness, destitution and death are the perpetual attendants on fallen humanity. Therefore tlio
mind that has devised means to soften these ever-recurring miseries of mankind, and shown the way by
which to prevent or palliate the sorest ills of life, tho.se
sufferings that spring from ignorance or neglect on the
part of persons who minister to the sick and have the
charge of the public health — such a mind is indeed of
the highest order. This intelligence has been shown by
Florence Nightingale in her writings* and exertions to
organize a new system of hospital treatment, of which
experience has already proved the eflScacy. For the.se
beneficent services wliich she has done for her country,
nay, for all mankind, services of true wisdom, that
must go on benefiting the sick and suffering through all
future genei'ations. Miss Nightingale truly deserves what
the world tenders her — honor, esteem, love.
SECOND

PLATE— A HOME

SCENE.

We have, in our first plate, set before our readers
those bright ex;tmples of beucvoleut action that awaken
generous eiithu.'-iasm in our sex, and uplift the soul fro
the contenipliition of heroic deeds. But we are constrained to say that the^e distinguished women are the
exception, not the rule of life. In our second jiictnre is
embodied the real worth, the true sublimity of woman's
destiny and duty.
"Few can serve or save the public," but all can be
useful at home. Home is woman's true empire ; it is
there that she is to be thoughtful and energetic, pleasant
and kind, wise and hajtpy. The "state of life in which
it has pleased God to call her" is to be the sceue of her
virtues and enjoyments, her trials and triumphs. Here
she must do her greatest work, and win her crown of
glory by being the crown aud blessing of her family.
The heart that is softened and expanded by the constant
exercise of domestic affections, and consequent efforts to
make home the place of happiness, will never confine
itself to the limits of the household ; friends, neighbors,
the poor, tlie suffering will all participate iu the kindness which, ever exercised, never tires, which weeps
with those that weep and rejoices with those who rej oice.
MISSIONARY

WOMEN:

MRS. ELLEN

B. MASON.

This lady, many years ago, accompanied her husband
as missionaries, sent by the Baptist Churches of ;\merica
to the heathen of Burmah. Their field of labor was
among the Karens, a nation or tribe more industriou:^
and capable of being Cliristianized than any other people
of Indiii. Mrs. Mason has, for several years, been earnestly engaged in teaching tlio women and giiis, and has
succeeded iu founding a school to educate native teachers.
We have before us a picture, " drawn hy Mrs. Ellen B,
* " Notes on Nursing," etc.

EDITORS
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MasoD," representing ihe " Karon Fomalo Institute at
Toanghoo ; with the native board of mana^'ers in th«ir

be, at least, one first rate Sowing Machine. Those manufactured byWheeler & Wilson are first rate.

t

hunting dresses, from n photoyniph." We wish all our
rf'ftders cott!d look on this eutrriiving, then tlioy would
fcel more deeply what a great u.s well a.^ good work has

j

been accomplished.
M\'e givo the summary In Mrs.
Mason's own houi'st, earnest language: —
•'When the mission was first estahlishfd inToun^'hoo,
six years ago, not a Karen female could road a syllable.
Now many hundreds can read, and fifty young women
are fitting themselves for teachers, twelve of whom have
already branch schools upon the mouotaius.

The Piano ly the Family. — A good Piano is an inexhaustible source of domestic pleasure. It is the only instrument that can supply, in itself, an orchestra. It is
the only instrument that can perform a r«al solo. AJl
the others require an accompaniment of some sort. The
vast range of the Piano which the ton fingers permit it

1

I

" When the work was begun, the people ridiculed the
proposition of instructing girls in books. Now the
chiefs themselves select the girls, bring them down,
feed them, clothe them, ^apply their books, and find
them places for teaching.
"When this work was begun, the chiefs scoffed at the
Idea of girls becoming teachers. Now there is the
loudest call for them all over the mountains, robber
chiefs even promising their support.
"When this work was begun, the Karens had nnt a
foot of land to rest them on, when they came down fri.m
the mountains. Now they have a beautiful j^lace of
thirty acres, with a large handsome in.^titutiun, and a
pretty settlement, all their own, close to the town.
"When this work was begun, I had to support the
men while clearing the ground for the j^chool-h-tuse.
Now these same chiefs have brought iu more than 3000
rupees for the girls' school, and a youog men's school
on the same laud.
"When the wi>rk was begun, I had to measure out
our own rice, moal by weal, to persuade thf-m to remain
over Sunday. The same chiefs liave supported themselves week after week, to enjoy the privilege of coming
in at night to study the word of God.
" When this work was begun, the women presented
the strangest barrier, opposing bitterly their girls leaving the paddy field to learn books.
"Now these same women work day aud niglit to
prepare dresses for them, aud cume trooping dowu from
the mountains loaded with thatch for their cook-bouse
aud doimitories.
" It is just such a work and just such labors that are
needed for the Burmese and Shan women of Tonnghoo."
In our Decenihor number we said that Mrs. Mason had
returned home, hoping to obtain helpers and material
aid for her mission, so that she may establish for the
women and girU of Tounghoo a school, and teach them
as she has done the Karens. Two American Jadies, returned missionaries from India, who understood the
language, are willing to go hack with Mrs. Mason and
help her, if means can be provided. Who will aid this
good woik? Will not our friends, those who have
enjoyed the blessed privileges of education that American
young ladie.s so universally have access to, take an interest in this subject ? Subscriptions of one dollar are
solicited from all who approve. Subscriptions and donations sent the Editors of the Lady's Book for Mrs.
JIason's school, will be recorded with the names of the
donors.*
Sewino MAcntNKS are exempt from attachments for
debt, if not exceeding $100 in value, in the State of Masoachusetts. It should be the law in all the States; and
iu every neighborhood of twenty families, there should
* P'lhscriptions may also be sent direct to Mrs. Ellen
B. Majioo, i^J Broadway
New York.

to take in the fullest harmonics, supply the place of numerous combinatit>ns.
A good Piano, with three well trained voices, can give
a very true idea of any opera, to those who are from
any cause hindered from attending public performances.
For the intellectual part of music, the science of composition— the Piano is essential. No matter what may bo
the stringed or wind instrument iu <iuestiou, the Piano,
uniting the various chords and harmonies, which no
other instrument can do, must be used by t lie compositor.
Our American manufacturers have improved the mechanism ofPianos so greatly within the last leu or twelve
years, that it is now as rare to find a really bad piano,
as it used to be to find a really good one. The compass
of the peg-board is
skill, ingenuity, and
manufacture of these
Pianos may now be

greatly increased ; and, moreover,
competition have so facilitated the
really wonde-.ful instruments, that
obtained for one half the price they

formerly cost. We commend those of Mes.srs. Boardman
& Gray, Albany, New York, both for excellence and
moderate price.
Miss S. J. Hale's BoARDiNa

and Pat

School for

YoL'xo L.4.DIE5, lS2ti Kittenhouso Square, l*hiladelphia.
This school is de.signod to give a ihorough and liberal
English education, to furnish the br-si facilities for acquiring the French lang^uage, and the best instruction
in music and the other accomplishments. An accomplished French teacher resides in the family, and also
an excellent teacher of music, who gives her personal
attention to pupils while practising. The moral training and the health and physical development of the
scholars are carefully attended to.
Ji^r^>mc'-s: Mrs. Emma AVillard, Troy, N. Y. ; Henry
Vethake, LL.P., Wm. B. Stevens, D. P., Wm. H. Ashhurst, Esq., Louis A. Godey, Esq., Philadelphia; Charles
Uodge, D. D., Princeton, N. J. ; and others.
To OCR CoaRESPONDENTS. — The following articles are
accepted : " A Dream of the Past" — " Intellect ; the Twin
Sister of Christian Character"— " To M. D."— "The Contest"— "Our Birdie"— and " Someihing."
These articles are not needed, though some of the
number are worth insertion, if we had room : "We all
do fade," etc.—" Evening" — " Aline Hooper"—" The Old
Year" (the writer has the poetic vein, and will succeed
if she perseveres) — "Living with the Old Folks" —
"Lines" — "A good Example" — "Stanzas" (not the best
the writer can send us) — "When Sleep hovers o'er me"
— "Life is Merry,'" etc. — " The Serenade" — "Aud where
is your Sweethoait?" — "Song" — "Come home, my own
love" — "A Night with the Indians" (wc never, or very
rarely, find Indian legends worth publishing) — " Jly
Lost Pet" — " N"--vormoro" — "The History of a Lovematch"— and "Where has Peace gone?''
Wc have other articles on hand that will be reported
next month.
Will the author of " From May to November" seud ns
her direction — town^ county^ State f We wrote to her
some weeks ago, and receiving no reply, conclude the
letter was misdiiected.
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ptiiltjj gtpiu'tuunt.
BY

J NO.

STAINBACK

WILSON,

M.D.

We are no advocate for dealing out the potencies of
the Materia Medica to children ; but we must say that
the danger consists not so much in the inherent strength
or activity of any drug or remedial appliance, as in its
use under improper circumstances, and in unsuitable or
excessive doses.
All the attendant circumstances, and the proper dose
being duly regarded, active medicines may be as safe for
children a'* for older persons.
But mothers should aid the physician in his difficult
and responsible duties. They should do this not by departing from his directions, at the suggestion of every

Doctors foe. Childrex. — Every candid physician will
readily admit that the diagnosis and treatment of tlic
' diseases of children are attended with peculiar difficulties, Dia^^nosis means to decide as to the nature and
seat of disease, ^^ow it is hardly necessary to go into
any argument to show that no rational and successful
plan of treatment can be instituted for the removal of a
busy-body that may come in to see the "little darling,"
disease without a correct diagnosis.
but they should do it by observing all the symptoms
But what are the difficulties thaf present themselves
, and changes closely in his absence, aud by reporting
in investigating the diseases of children?
them faithfully at each visit The mother who hangs
In the first place, au infant cannot talk, and has no
over the couch of her sick child by day and by night,
language except that of signs ; and again, it is restless
and who watches over it as only a mother c'ji do, sees
and peevish from disease, or agitated and alarmed at the
things that noono else can ; for her natural acutene.'ss
presence of the physician. If he attempts to auscultate
of perception is rendered doubly strong by her maternal
its chest, or listen to the sounds of its breathing, the
solicitude.
signs so useful in disorders of the chest are often renThese advantages the physician is denied in his hurdered unavailable by a violent fit of crying ; if he would
ried visits, and therefore the mother should he prepared
try to gather information from the expression of counto lay the whole case before him, with all its changing
tenance, the child will not bear to be looked at ; if he
symptoms. When this is properly done, he will undershould endeavor to feel the pulse, it is inordinately exstand everything as well as if he had been present all
cited from mental emotion, should the little patient I'c
the time, and then he can do what the mother could not —
old enough to notice the strange and unusual circum- I give a right interpretation of the symptoms, and make a
stances by which it is surrounded. In view of these and
judicious aud scientific application of the necessary
other difficulties which no honest and conscientious
remedies.
physician will attempt to deny or conceal, the idea has
We may have occasion to write specifically of nursing
become quite prevalent that physicians know little or
hereafter, but we take this occasion to say that this close
nothing about the diseases of children, and that a sick
observance, and this correct reporting of symptoms as
child is as safe, or safer, in the hands of the mother or
they occur in the absence of the physician, are the most
nurse, than it would be when committed to the care of
essential and indispensable requisites of a good nurse,
the most skilful and best educated physician.
in all kinds of sickness; while they are all important
for those who nurse sick children.
Another common error is that our medicines are *'too
Water as a Remedy. — Of the hygienic nses of water
strong" for children.
And whence these errors?
The first has arisen from the natural difficulties that
and its action on the system we have already spoken.
encompass the investigation and treatment of the diseases
So various are the efi'ects of water of difi"erent temperaof children, and which must be obvious to all mothers,
tures that no single remedial agent is at all equal to it
while they cannot and should not be concealed by phyin extent of applicability ; and we venture to say, moresicians.
over, that no drug equals it in safety and efficacy. We
But when a man who professes to be skilled in his
would guard against the error that water can do no
harm ; for all remedies of sufficient power to do great
profession admits, as is sometimes done, that '*any one
good are eqxially potent for evil when unskilfully used.
can manage bahy diseases" as well as he can, he makes
But, while this is true, we feel satisfied that there is no
a concession not only not required by truth, but positively false to his science, derogatory to the just claims
drxig of p'/nal powfr that is half as safe as water in the
of Medicine on the confidence of the people, aud fatal in
hands of the people, because the principles on which
its consequences. The truth is, that however great the
the lattei acts are more easily understood and the efi"('t'ts
obstacles to the study of the disorders of children, they
are more manifest than those of drug medicines, and
can be overcome by diligence and perseverance ; and he
therefore person.<t of ordinary intelligence can learn to
who does not bring these qualities into requisition,
apply water judiciously and safely. In making these
brings unmerited reproach ou the healing art, and is
declarations some carping people may say that wo have
unworthy of the confidence of the people.
deserted the old paths, and turned "water cure;" hut
The greater the difficulties that naturally beset a subthis is not so, and never will be, for we oppose aud ever
ject, the greater the necessity for science aud skill in its
shall oppose all exclusive, one-idea systems, but we will
investigation ; and this science and skill in distinguishn<ft reject a good remedy because it has been abused by
ing and treaticg the diseases of children, can be attained
a set of run-mad cxclusives. In many cases aud in tho
hands of a skilful physician, other remedies are better
only by an educated, pains-taking physician, who makes
than water ; but in the hands of the people, in home
the study of disease a life-time business.
Some such, nay, many such are to he found in the
practice, there is nothing, we repeat, that will equal it
ranks of the medical profession ; and such as these, are
in safety and in efficacy. And if any are disposed to make
competent to manage the disorders of children safely and
a parade about tho dangers of water, they have but to
successfully.
makeacompaiLson between the efi'ects of water and those
of calomel and other strong drugs. We do not oppose
To such as these, mothers may unhesitatingly commit
their precious little ones, for the medicines of Fuch phytho use of calomel and other drugs in the hands of a skilsicians as these will be adapted to the case in hand, and
ful and prudent physician, and we have no disposition to
take a hobby-horsical ride on the much-abused h r
"Will Tiever be "too strong "

LITERARY
quack-) idden ratomel, yet wo venture to aKNcit that
luofil extnivav'iiut Hud injudicious use uf WHti'i* could
po«(iil>ly dii iu«>ro injury to tho human funilly than
tjusued from the ubuso of thi-i remedy and othcru
are couHiantly found iu tho baudis of tho pouplo.
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holiday books, and all elegantly illustrated with the
choicest engravings. The two "Galleries" and the
edition of Shakspeare's works are profusely ornamented
with steel engravings of female figures. The first
volume mentioned in our list coutains some of Byrou'o
finest short poems, and choice extracts from his lengthier
ones, and the illustrations seem to have caught and embodied, if we might thus sp^ak of a picture, tho very

literal']) IJotircs.
Books bt Mail. — Now that tho ptistai^e on printod
mattor is 80 low, we otTer uur services to procure for
our subscribers or others any »if the books that we notice.
Information touching bouks will be cheerfully given by
Snclosinjf a stamp to pay return postage.
When orderiu^' a book, please mention the name of the
pubUsher.
Trom T. 15. Pktekso.v & Brotrers. Philadelphia: —
COUSl^fHAKRY.

ByMrs. Gray, autli. It of '-The Gam-

bler's Wife," -'Little Beauty,' " Baronet's Bauglitev,*'
etc. etc. 5[rs. Gray lias been so long and so well known
as cue of the most charming novelists, that the litile we
might add in her prai.sc would be deemed only superfluous. The Messrs. Peterson otTer their edition of the
above named work iu their customary pleasing style,
which renders the volume in its appearance, even if it
had no other recommendation, an oinament tc) the
library shelf. Complete in one volume. Price, bound
in cloth. $1 SV
C AT ALOOVij of tlt£ic»*rkspu'-li9lt^fi hy yffsorft. Pdcrson.
^Bros. While menti" liug the books received from this
firm, we would call u ■ ntion to their latest catalogue,
containing a list of their pablicationx, among which
will be found the latest and best publication^, by the
m-^st popular and celebrated writers in the world. This
fitm has issued complete sets of the works of many
well known authors, sometimes iu various editions, and
by reference to this Catalogue, any one desirous of enlarging his library, will find all tho works, comprising
these sets mentioned, and the various editions described,
with prices added. As an illustration of this fact, we
mention that this Catalogue gives description oi forty fnuT different editions of the works of Walter Scott, and
ttoinU '/-nine of those of Charles Dickens. The Catalogue
will be sent gratis on the applicatio of any one desirous
of examining it.
From D. Appleton & Co., New York :—
THE GALLERY OF BYPiON BEAUTIES:
Poems.

Liml Pic-

THE POET'S GALLERY: A Series nf Portrnit Ilhistrations of British Pods. From paintings, designed expressly for this work, by the most eminent British
artists.
EMBLEMS;

by an appropriate ideal portrait. "Moral Emblems" is
the most attractive of all these works, and thonth th«
■engravings are only wood, yet they are executed in
such a finished style, that, taken apart t'lom the printing, they might deceive the casual observer. There is a
quaintness about the volume, both in its illustrations
Hiid its literary contents, that is its greatest attraction.
Every one has heard, time and time again, the adage:}
" Who cuts ofi" his nose spites his own face," "Great cry
and little wool," and others like them; bUt we doubt
whether all have seen these sayings illustrated both
pictorially and poetically, and in a manner to combine
beauty and delicacy with comicality.
From nARPi-R& BBOTnERs, New York, through Petkr80X & Crotiii:bs, Philadelphia: —
THE LAKE REGIONS OF CEXTRAL AFRICA: A
Picture of E-rptoration. By Richard F. Burton. Capt.
II. M. I. Army ; Fellow and Gold Medaliat of the Koyal
Geographical Society. This is a hiulily entertaining
narrative of personal adventure, duriui,- the years 1806,
'7, '8 and '9, in that portion of Central Africa which lies
to the northward of the Zanzibar coast, and embraces
that till recently unexplored region in which are found
those g^reat lakes
books of African
times somewhat
readers of works

with Aphorisms, Adages and

Proverbs, "/" all Agts and Xnti'ms, from Jacob Cuts and
Rnhert Farlie. With illustrations freely rendered, from
designs found in their works, by John Leigbton, F. S. A.
The whole translated and edited, with additions, by
Richard Pigot.
SHAKSPEARE'S WORKS. Edited, with a scrupulous
revision of the text, by Mary Cowden Clark.
We have received direct from tho publishers, Messrs.
Appleion & Co., New York, the above named valuable
works, the three first of which arc splendidly bound

so prominently figuring in our modern
discovery. Though the narrative is at
tedious, it is, nevertheless, one that few
of its class will fail to be interested ia.

The ethnographical, topographical, and geographical
notes are full and copious, adding greatly to our knowledge of the peoples and tribes of Central Africa, and tho
country they inhabit. Numerous well-executed engravings pleasingly tUnstrate and elucidate the text. Price
$3 A 00.COURSE

tures o/tlw. Principal Femftle Cfmractertf in Lord Byron's
From original paintings by eminent artists.

MORAL

spirit and description of the ver.--e. Tho Poets" Gallery
is filled with poems bearing the signatures of Barry
Cornwall, Walter Scott, Wordsworth, Tennyson, Montgomery, Miss Landon, Jlrs. Welby, Sirs. Browning, and
others of equal celebrity on both sides of the ocean. The
subjects of these poems are either >omo feminine namo
or some quality or sentiment, each of which is illustrated

FORCES

OF SIX LECTURES

OF MATTER,

ON THE

VARIOUS

and tluir Rd'ttinn<s to Each Othtr.

By Michael Faraday. D. C. L., F. R. S., Fullerian Professor of Chemistry, Royal Institution, Delivered before a
Juvenile Auditory at tha Royal Institution of Gteat
Britain during the Christmas Holidays of lSo9-60. Edited
by William Crookes, F. C. S. With numerous ilhistnitions. These lectures, reported verbatim, and with explanations by tho reporter, though intended for the
young, will befounJ not unworthy the attention of those
who have years of experience in the sciences. There is
a clearness about them that is almost charming to students. Price 50 cents.
From D. Appletox & Co., New York, through Peterson & Brotiikr-;. Philadelphia: —
NOTES ON THE PARARLES OF OUR LORD. Bj
Richard Chenevix French. Condensed. This book contains the substance of a larger work whose excellpnce
has been widely acknowledged, but whose eize and cost
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have kept it beyond the leaca of many. The author's
own words have been preserved as nearly as possible,
and the omissions have been of matters not absolutely
necessary or important to the work, being mainly detailed accounts of erroneous views and their refutation,
and notes in other languages which were useless to the
English reader ; howevei-, when these latter have been
found necessary, they have, in many instances translated, been interwoven with the text. Price $1 00.
CHAMBERS'S ENCYCLOPEDIA. A Dictionary of
Universal KnotoUdge/or the Peojjle. On the Uasis of the
Latest Edition of the German Conversations Lexicon.
Illustrated by wood engravings and maps. This Encyclopedia embraces among its subjects the arts and
sciences, geography, metaphysics, jurisprudence, biography, natural history, topography, theology, and
medicine. Parts 19, 20, and 21 have been received. Price
15 cents per part.
.
From
Evans,
THE
Gold.

DERsr &, Jackson, New York, through G. G.
Philadelphia: —
HOUSEHOLD OF BOUVEKIE ; or. The Elijcir of
A Romnnce. By a Southern Lady. In two volumes. A new romance by this title has just appeared,
whose destiny is, if we mistake not, to create a sensation ;and the question, " Who is its author?" will presently be heard from all sides. The title-page informs
us that it is by a Southern lady,; but this is too indefinite to stifle or satisfy curiosity. Who she is, or whether
this is, or is not, her first appearance before the public,
we do not know ; but we are ready to aver that it is no
undisciplined mind nor inexperienced pen which has
conceived and produced this romance.
Price $2 00.
From RuDD & Cari.eton, New York, through SAMnEi,
Hazard, Jr., and Peterson & Erotheus, Philadelphia:—
CURIOSITIES OF NATURAL HISTORY. Second series. By Francis T. Buckland, M. A., Student of Christ
Church, Oxford ; Assistant Surgeon Second Life Guards;
author of " Curiosities of Natural History, First series,"'
etc. This book is divided into four heads or chapters
called in order, " A Geological Auction," "The Gamekeeper's Museum," "In Memoriam," "A Hunt on the
Sea-shore." The first is a dot-cription of the private
collection of minerals, fossils, and curiosities of the author's father, the late Rev. Dr. Buckland, D. D., Dean of
Westminster, which, upon their owner's death, were
disposed of by auction. The author's style is lively and
agreeable, and his book contains much information
which will be received with avidity by those interested
in natural history and geology.
Price $1 2J.
POEMS. By Sarah Gould. The publishers have issued in a neat and attractive form this little volume of
poems, which will commend itself to the taste of the
reading public. Although possessing some faults, these
poems are not lacking in beauty and merit. Price 7o
cents.
THE MORAL HISTORY OP WOMEN. From the
French of Ernest Legouvr, of the Academie Francnise, '
Lecturer in the College of France, Author of " Edith do
Falsen/' "Les Morts Bizarres," etc. etc. Translated
from the fifth Paris edition by J.W. Palmer, M. D., author
of "The New and the Old," "Up and Down the Irriwaddi," etc. Though the greater part of the most forcible arguments and tlieories advanced in this really
powerful volume are rather applicable to ilie moral Iiistory of French women, than to that of woman in the
universal sense of Che word, It nevertheless contains

many important truths, a knowledge of which cannot
be without value to the civilized world. We may often
disagree with the author, but we will never ascribe to
him any but the best motives. Tho chapter on education,
in wiich M. Lecouv6 insists upon the fullest instruction
of women in all the branches of learning which are of
value to men, is one that can scarcely be too deeply
pondered. But, as we have intimated above, a very largo
share of the author's philosophy and sentiment is applicable only to French women, French men, and French
laws, manners, and customs.
Price §1 00.
THE PRINCE'S BALL. A Brochure. From "Vanity
Fair." By Edmund C. Stedman, author of "The Diamond Wedding," "Lyrics and Idyls," etc. With illustrations byStephens. This is a humorous and satirical
poem, taking for its subject the grand ball giveu the
Prince at New York, aud holding up to ridicule the great
ado made upon his visit to that city. People love to
laugh, and we cannot blame the wits if they embrace
every good opportunity ofi"ered them for making fun.
Price 50 cents.
From M. W. PnnD, New York, for sale at the Presbyterian Book Stoue, 1324 Chestnut Stieet, Philada. :—
FRED LAWRENCE; or. The World-College. By Margaret E. Teller. This is a story-book for youth, the aim
and tendency of which we cannot explain better than by
quoting the closing words of the book : " If we are but
disposed to profit by all our opportunities, we shall find
that, not only the truths of the material creation, but
all the events and ordcrings of our social lives, every
friendsliip, every duty, every trial and disappointment
will minister to our growth toward the perfection for
which God has destined us. The whole world is a
school, in which not only minds but hearts and souls
are to he developed ; our lives are the term of instruction, and we graduate when our earthly education is
complete, and we arc fitted for a higher state of being,
a wider sphere, and a larger activity."
From Robert Carter & Brothers, New York:—
BLIND LILLIAS; or. Fellowship with Gad. A Tale
for the Young. By a Lady. One of the best among the
excellent works which the Carters are scattering abroad
by hundreds of thousands. This interesting story should
be in the hands of cltildren, and of all who love children.
TRUST IN GOD ; or. Three Dnya in the Life of GjIlert. The Hymn** of Gellcrt are familiar to those who
enjoy tlie perfection of sacred lyrical poetry. This
little book will add to the interest of these remarkable
hymns, because it sho^v's us the author was not only a
true poet, but a true Christian.
From Charles Scribner, New York, through J. B.
LippiNCOTT & Co., Philadelphia: —
MISS GILBERT'S CAREER: An American Story. By
J. G. Holland, author of "The Bay Path," " BitterSweet," "The Titcomb Letters," "Gold Foil," etc. We
have had the pleasure of pei'using this latest work of a
sterling American writer, who has already made himself famous by the authorship of "Bitter-Sweet," that
unique and characteristic poem, the most sensible "Titcomb Letters," etc. It is an unsurpassed picture of
American life, fresh and glowing with earnest and
original thought, and striking out into a path seldom
trodden by the novelist. The aim of his book isa protest
against tho "forcing system" in the education of children, and in the early development of genius ; and with
what a masterly hand he has directed his btrukes agaiust
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this evil we leave hit) readers to Icara for themselvei^.
Price $1 2^.
From TicKSOR, Fields, & Co., Boston, tbrough Samuel
Hazard, Jr., Philadelphia: —
THE ODES OF HORACE. Translated into English
Verstt icith a Lift- and SoteA. By Theodore Martin. No
one who has uul read Horace lu the oriirinal chu fully
appreciate the difficulty of lenderiug iuio EugUsU tho
volatile streDj^th and delicacy of him \vho was undoubtedly the um:*ter of lloinau lyric poeiry. We have carefully read the translation under notice, and feel constraiucd to say that, though the traublator has failed iu
come instances to render Horace just as we nndersland
him, he has, at least, made oue of the best translations,
taken as a whole, that has ever appeared. With their
nsual taste, Messrs. Ticknor & Fields have issued this
volume in blue aud gold style, by which so many of
their poetical publications have beeu characterized.
l*rice 75 cents.
BRIEF BIOGRAPHIES. By Samuel Smiles, author of
'*Self-Help,"' and '■ Life of George Stephenson." With
steel engravings. The author of this volume, binder
dale of Loudon, July 24, 1S60, offers it to the " American
public, through the medium of the Messrs. Ticknor &
Fields, at whose request the collection has been made."'
It comprises thirty-five brief biographies of distinguished persons, both English and American. One of
theariicle'; iu the volume is from the pen of an American
friend of.the author.
Price $1 25.
TOM BKOWN AT OXFORD: A Sequel to Schnol Days
ai Ruff^/y. By Thomas Hughes, author of "School Days
at Rugby," ''Sconring of the White Horse," etc. Part
IX. has been received. This part contains about three
chapters, ending at the opening of the twenty-eighth.
Issued monthly at ten cenUi per part.
From J. E. Tiltox & Co.. Boston: —
HOME PASTIMES ; or TabUmux Vivants. By J. H.
Head. For the social circle, this volume will be found
an almost indispensable one, as affording an extensive
variety of striking subjects for living pictures, with
clear, full, and explicit directions for iheir most effective
representation.
Price $1 00.
MAY COVERLY, The Ynung Drenffmaker. This
volume is designed for the perusal of young girls, and
is intended to impress upon their* minds sound moral
teachings.
WINNIE AND WALTER ; or Story Telling at Thanksgiving.
WINNIE AND W.\LTER*S CHRISTMAS STORIES.
WINNIE AND WALTER'S EVENING TALKS with
iheir Father ah >tU old Times.
Three very pretty holiday books for young children,
containing stories which they will delight to read or
listen to, and pictures which they will admire.
From Ckosbt, Nichols, Lee, & Co., Boston: —
THE KANGAROO HUNTERS; or, AdterUures in the
Bush. By Anne Bowman, author of "Esperanza," "The
Caataways," '-The Young Exiles," etc. Children are
inclined to turn with inattention from mere geographical
and natural histories, even when they have been prepared expressly to please and instruct them; and the
most enurtaiuing hook of travels they sometimes find
tedious and unattractive. Knowledge they are too apt
to regaru ;i> a bitter pill ; and to make it palatable to
them, it must have ;i sugar coating in tho form of some
simple romance which will gain and fix their interest.
The book whosO title wo haro named above, we are

pleased to say possesses this characteristic ; being filled
with all the useful infurmation found iu duller works,
while this information is connected aud put in the form
of a story. The scene of this story is laid in Australia,
and it contains descriptions of adventures t-ufficienlly
wonderful and exciting to satisfy the most active imagination.
Price 75 cents.

(iohu's 3.nu-C!);nr.
Is presenting the first number of the sixty-second
volume, or thirty-first year of the Ladv's Book, to the
Ladies of America, we confess that our heart is oppressed
with a weight of gratitude, and our mind cruwdod with
so many reflections, that neither the ivmgue nor the pen
can adequately express what we experience. When we
look back upon the uninterrupted period of prosperity
which has uttonded all our labors we cannot but feel
intensely thankful for the boundless confidence which
has been reposed in us by those who have known ns^
from their childhood. Very many of those who made
our acquaintance at " sweet sixteen," are now prudent
housewives aud mothers, aud even grandmothers, and
who, as wo are happy to knnw, still take a deep interest,
together with their offspring of the second aud third
generation, not only in the innocent amusements, bat
particularly in the more important lessons of morality,
usefulness and taste, which it has been the aim of tho
publisher to furnish to his readers.
And now, while congratulating his readers on the
opening of a new year, which be truly hopes will prove
for them all a year of health, peace, happiness, aud
prosperity, the publisher of the Lady's Eo"k will, no
doaht, be indulged in a few reminiscences of the pat-t, or
at lea.vt of some few of the historical eveuts which have
trauf^pired since the first appearance of the Book in the
literary world. In that time there have been nine Presidents of the United States, and nine States have been
added to the Union. Many new territories have been
organized, and are now waiting to be admitted. In that
time steam has been successfully applied to the navigation of the ocean, aud railroads, to the purposes of inland travel and commerce in our country, aud in the
various nations of Europe. The mysteries of the electric
telegraph have \»yen manifested to the inhabitants of the
four contiuputs, Europe, Asia^ Africa, and America, our
own country having the honor of its first introduction.
Besides these things, we have recently seen in our midst
the representatives of a nation, the Japanese, who have
concluded a commercial treaty with the United States,
which a few years since was deemed to be an international impossibility. In that time, also, our cities
have been lighted with gas, and the population and
wealth of Philadelphia, and of many others, extended
almost beyond credibility, and their streets lined with
railroads for the accommodation of the inhabitants.
War and conquest have also been busy in adding to the
fame and the resources of the country, in the rich lands,
and gold and silver mines of California.
Bat this mu.st suffice onr readers. We have only furnished them with a few of the themes which have arisen
within the experience of the Lady's Book, worthy of
their reflection. And. thankful for the pa^t. let us hope
that the future advancement of our country, aud the'
future prosperity of our patrons, and of tho Lady's
Book, will be commensarate with their merits and
descrvlngs.
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OcR Engravings. — "Just like Mamma," is tlie opening plate for this number. We can speak of its design
and engraving. In another portion of our Book it is
commented on more fully, as is also our magnificent
title-page, "Noble Attributes of Woman," containing
BIX distinct plates and five statuettes. This -will be the
style of our engravings for this year, as it has been for
preceding years.
"Mischief, Lying in Wait."
tall his companion.

A boy waiting to snow-

"Twp of Stool."
A Tiger, printed in various color.s.
Our Fashiou-plate, still more splendid than the one in
December, containing six full length figures. So we
might term them when compared with the figures of
other magazines. No other work on the continent of
Europe, or in this country, can match these celebrated
colored fashions. We need hardly say that the expense
of them is enormous ; but as such a fashion could be
produced, Godey was bound to give it. No finer coloring can be found on the finest plates that are colored for
framing. In September last, we commenced improving
the coloring of fashions, which the pieas pronounced a
wonderful improvement. Specimens of which may be
seen in the September, October, and November numbers.
What will tliey say now to the fashions in December and
January numbers ?

Odr Literatcre. — While paying s-very attention to
the ortiamental department of our Book, we do not neglect the solid matter. While we have such writers as
Marion Harland, Metta Victoria Victor, Mrs. Janvrin,
Mr-s. Haven, Miss Frost, Mrs. E. F. EUett, and Mrs. Hale,
the literary department is well cared fur. Excellent
specimens of the abilities of some of the above will be
found in this number; and we feel certain that thuso
who commence "Sunshine
look for its continuation.

and Shade," will eagerly

Let it be distinctly understood that we have no agents
for whose acts we are responsible, and we are only accountable to those who remit directly to us. We have no agents
that solicit subscribers. Money must be sent to the publisher, L. A. Godey, Philadelphia

"There is one feature," says the Mfidiso7i Courier,
*'in Godey which other magazines have as yet left unimitated, this is the music."
The only reason is that the music is not prepared expressly for th«m. Our subscribers get original music,
and are ahead of the rest of the world. After it has ap-

and magazine.

Make vp your Ci.ubs.— Remember that the Lady's Book
is the best work for ladies published in this coiiutry. We
have more tha.a one thoiisand j>nyi\te letters testifying to
this fact, and the press throughout the country is unanimous in saying that the Lady's Book is the best magazine
of its kind iu this or any other country. The difl'erence iu
the club price of the Lady's Book and that of other magazines isonly a few cents, and for these few cents you got
nearly one-third more reading and engravings, besides
other more expensive embellishments that a low-priced
magazine cannot afi"ord to give. Clubs must be for the
L:tdy's Book alone, with one exception, and that is "Arthur's Home Magazine.'* One or more of that work can
bo introduced iu a club in place of the Lady's Book, if
desired.
Any person, with a very little trouble, can get up a club
for the Book ; we have frequently been so informed by
ladies — the work is so popular. It is but to call and get a
subscription. Clubs are always in time, as we are able to
supply numbers from the beginning of the year; yet we
like them sent in soon, to know how many we shall print.
Itemeiiiber, that a, work with 150,000 subscribers can give
five times as much as a work with only half that number,
and the embellishments can also be made of a very supeI'ioi- character.
Onr terms ai'e made plain and explicit, so that they may
be i.-asily understood. We are often asked to throw in an
extra copy. In no instance can this be done, as our terms
are so low to clubs that it cannot be afi"orded. A shopkeeper would look amazed, if a purchaser should'ask him
to throw in an extra yard because she had purchased
twelve. And yet we are asked to add an extra copy because twelve have been ordered.
It cannot be done.
Mark Thi.'?. — The Lady's Book has become a test of
g'Mitility and good souse, and is found in every family
where these predominate. — Wahasha Journal.
" The Illustrated News of the World," is the name
of a publication issued by H. A. Brown & Co., 14 Hanover Street, New York. This is a first class family
newspaper, highly embellished with wood engravings
of the principal events of the day, and containing the
latest home, foreign, and colonial intelligence; issued
weekly. It is also a drawing-room portiait gallery of
eminent personages. On leceipt of $7 SO ihe paper,
with portrait and memoir, will be forwarded to any part
of the United States, post-paid, for fifty-two wt^eks Tho
paper is well got up, and the portraits are impressions
from steel plates. We advise all who wish to subscribe
for the paper, or the portraits, or to get single copies of
the latter, to address as above.

peared in the Lady's Book, it is published for the public.
The best $3 00 and the best $2 00 monthly are offered
OtTR December axd January Fashion-Plates. — The
introduction of these doable plates entail upon us an
enormous additional expense, more than we dare mention. But if they please we are satisfied.
From an eminent lihcrary gentleman to Mrs. Hale:—
The November number has just arrived. I am glad to
fiee that the Book is kept up with so much freshness and
spirit, and that it is so flourishing.
Letter from a Kentucky editor: —
The Lady's Book is the sine qua non of all the periodicals for ladies that are published, and if you did not
'exchange with me, I would have it if tlie price was ten
dollars a year.
We can't get along without it.

one year fur $3 SO. Godey's Lady's Book and Arthur's
Home Magazine.
Arthur'n Magazine, as far as a high rank of literatare is
concerned, is decidedly the best two dollar magazine.—
3fiddletown Rainbow.
Artliiir^s Lady's Nome Magazine. — The best of the two
dollar monthlies. — Richmond Religions Hei-ald.
Arthur's Hnmfi. Magazine. — This still gives new and
additional proof of being the very best of the two dollar
magazines. — RushinUe Times.
Hume Magazine. — This is the best two dollar magazine
publ ished . — llc.nopin Tr ihttne.
Fully maintains tlie wide reputation of being tlie beat
two dollar magazine published. — Canton Ledger.
We could fiU pages with notices to the same effect.

godey's akm-chair.
OTTR MUSICAL

with beautiful lithographic title, 50 cents. We can
commend any of these pieces to our patrons, and will
purchase and mail any of them, a^ well as other pieces
named, free of postage, toany address, on receipt of price.
In order to accommodate oar friends at a distance from

COLUMN.

A BRiLLiAXT succession of Songs, Ball;\ds, Polkas, etc.,
by woil-knowu and able composers, will be given during
tlio now Tear iu our favorite periodical, our delermiuatloD being to make tliis department more than ever a
leading feature in the Book, and worth in itself the cost
of the whole publication. Distant subscribers who look
forthi.-ir entire musical supplies through this medium
will find their wants discriminatingly cured for, every
piece we present being carefully selected from a largo
maj» of original MSS. furnished us, the composition, harmony, and arrangement undergoing close examination.
We have to allow our opening Ballad, this month, to
gpeak for Itself. In our next, we shall lay before our
readers a new and beautiful song. My Heart no more in

the musical centres, we will attend to the pii chasing
and mailing, free of all postages and commissii'ii -, of any
music published. Orders aad musical comma : ications
to be addressed, J. Starr Holtoway, Philadelphl.i.
The must hriUtunt Opera vight ever witnessed on this
continent was the splendid ovation in honor of the Prince
of Wales, on the occasion of his visit to our Academy of
Music, on the night of Wednesday, October 10. Our
peerless temple of art exhibited an audience which did
credit to tho good uame of Philadelphia as the musical
metropolis of America. Full dress was the order of tho
evening. The heir apparent and suite, including tho
Duke of Newcastle, the Eail of St. Germains, Lord Lyons,
and others, occupied opposite proscenium boxes in tho
balcony, the British and American flags and arms being
tastefully arranged over the royal box. Among tho
many other distinguished visitors present, were Iiftdy
Franklin, wife of the lamented navigator, and 3Iis3
Creacroft ; Robert Chambers, the author-publisher of
Edinburgh ; the Marquis and Marchioness of Chandos;
Commodore Stewart, and others. It was truly a gala

Rapture swells, by Mr. J. H. McXungUt'in, one of our
most popular c.jntributors. Prof. Ambuhl will furnish
the piece for 3iarch.
AVic Piano InMructor. — The simplest and best arranged
instruction book for this instrument we have yet seen
is a new work, entitled The Excelsior Piano Instructor,
written by James Ballak, and published by Beck &
Lawton, of this city. The first principles of the art avo
explained with unusual clearness, adapted to the comprehension ofpersons entirely ignorant of music. The
importance of Time is very sensibly dwelt upon, and a
new plan laid down for its acquirement ; while all the
exercises are arranged upon a plan of sure and gradual
progression. Among the exercises are a number of
new airs, a Barcarole from the Sicilian Vespers, the
popular song Ever of Thee, etc., never before introduced
into an instruction book. We are satisfied that a careful

night, and the performance, Flotow's beautiful Opera of
Martha, wa.s a brilliant SHCce.ss, the royal party frequently joining in the applause. A similar scene was
never before witnessed in an American theatre, and may
never be again.
J. Stabr Hollowat.
Mr. Godet: For a long time I have wished yoa to
know how much sinishine and happiiuss enters my

attention to the lessons laid down in this book will give
any person a mastery over the instrument, and we are
glad to bring it to the notice of our readers. Price $1,
•n receipt of which sum we will mail it to any address.
Atrw Sheet JItLsic. — Our list this month comprises:—

heart as I monthly receive the Lady's Book, the most
welcome of all welcome messengers ; not for the wealth,
of the Indies would I be without it. I am a teacher,
dwelling among the "lone pines" of Mississippi, far
away from the home of my childhood and the loved associations of other days ; and as you are the cause of this
suushine and happiness, I cannot resist the impulse
which bids me take up my pen and tell you about it.
Living, as I do, so retired, and with so little society, I
sometimes fear that I may become narrow-minded, as is
frequently the case when one has such contracted privileges but
;
thanks to the treasure f>f n bo»jk, tho particular friend of w* I'tdits, we rise above such weakness,
having our hearts and minds exalted from the intercourse
which we monthly hold with its gifted companions.
Oh, Mr. Godey. could I but dip my pen into my heart,
then I could trace words that would convey to you an
adequate idea of tho grateful incense which springs up
from its hidden depths as I reflect that we have a Godey
— a dear Godey — who anticipates our every want, both
social, moral, and iutellectnul. Prosperous may ho be,
and long may he live to gladden other hearts a-s he has
gladdened and made better that of his subscriber.
S. L. D.

By 3Ir. McS'augbton, the six following Polkas, each
embellished with a handsome full-page colored lithographic title. The pieces are of double length. Price
of each .50 cents: Trotty Horse Polka ; Patty Cake Polka ;
Best Friend Polka, dedicated to Mrs. Wm. G. Bryan,
principal of an excellent and Nourishing seminary, at
Batavia, X. Y.; Love and Beauty Polka; Pet Robin
Polka ; Peek a Boo Polka. The three first named are the
latest issued.
The following from our own pen : O Lady, touch those
Chords again, a new bnllud, with easy piano accompaniment. Price 23 cents. Russell & Tolmau, Boston,
publishers.
Poor Ben the Piper. Five editions of this Ballad have
been sold in one month. Price 2o cents, or five copies
for $1. Can only be ordered of us direct.
The Grave of Old Grimes. A serio-hamoroas song.
Price 25 cents.
J. H. Hidley, Albany, N. Y., publisher.
Jtr. Hi'-U'-.y's Xno PubUcaiions. — 3Ir. Hidley's music
publishing establishment, at Albany, is one of the largest in the country. His issues are exceedingly popular,
among the latest of which are: I am Thine, song, by
Karl Merz. price ii cents ; Like the Streaks of Eastern

A TocsQ i.ADT, capable of taki^ charge of the education of children under the age of^fieen, desires to enter
a private family as teacher. She prefers a situation in
Kentucky or Tennessee. Address, until the 1st of December, Miss Euna S., Osceola, III.

Skies, by Sebastiany, price %j cents ; Kitty Moore (Minnie Moore's pretty cousin), 25 cents; Be kind to each
Other, new song to familiar words, 25 cents; Songs of
Praise the Angels sang, a beaatifnl soprano solo and
choru'^, one of a series of six sacred motets, by J. T.
Lloyd, price 40 cents ; Beautiful Star, a transcription of
the popular song. Star of the Evening, by Brinley Richards, 50 cents ; The Little Gip^^y Mazourka, by Warren,
VOL. LXil. — 3

Clcebisu with other 3lA(i.izi>E3. — We will send the

i

Lady's Book and either of the following magazines one
year, for $4 50: Harper's Jlaf/asinet The Atlantic Motihly, or yew York Knickerbocker.
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Hair

Orna:;ients. — Ladies wishing hair made

into

bracelets, piua (which rn'e very beautiful), necklaces, or
ear-rings, can be accommodated by our Fashion Editor. A
very large number of orders have recently been filled, and
the articles have given great satisfaction.

axd magazine.
J E. TILTON

& CO., 161 WasMngtou

St; cct, Boston,

publish, for Grecian and Antique •Paiutiug, tlio following
elegant pictures, which they will send, post-i);ud, to any
address, on receipt of price. New pictures constantly
being published.
Each is prepared ou suitable paper, with tints, etc. ;
and full directions to paint, to mix each color, frame,
etc., without extra charge. There are no other publishers of such pictures, nor can any other pictures be made
to so fully resemble a canvas oil painting, or remain perfect as these. The coarse and cheap pictures are not suitable, and disgust people of taste with these beautiful arts.
Size of Plate,
besides margin. Price.
On the Prairie, very fine .

.

.

19 by 27

Mary
Dow,
compauion to Barefoot
Boy
16 " 22
The Barefoot Boy, compauion to Mary
22
Dow
16
The Rector's Ward
...
19
The Marriage of John Alden, in the
" Courtship of Miles Standibh," . 14
The Virgin and Child, the celebrated
Madonna della Scala, by Correggio 16

2.5
17
22
22

Evangeline, from Longfellow .
. IG
Beatrice Ceuci, from the celebrated
22
painting by Guido
.
.
.16
16
Jean D'Atc
12
13
Age and Infancy, a beautiful Family
(J roup
16 " 22
The Happy Family, beautiful Family
17
Group
13

$2 00
60

60
1 00
1 50
1 00
1 00
1 00
2 0«

1 uO
Hiawatha's "Wooing, from Longfellow 14
The Farm Yard, by Herring, compan19
1 50
ion to Hiawatha's Wooing .
. 13
11
60
The Jew's-harp Lesson, by Brunet . 9
11
69
The Little Bird, by Brnnet .
. 9
L^s Orphelines, copy from celebrated
painting
9 " 11
1 00
They are the originators of several of the mo.nt popular
new styles of painting, and publish the valuable book,
Art Kecreatioxs. Their careful experience of several
years is given in this book, with that of Professor Day,
the pioneer teacher, who has successfully taught in Europe and the best seminai-ies in New England.
Its value to teachers will be obvious, and to those living
at a great distance, for it gives instructions how to mako
all materials used, valuable receipts, etc. Some of the
branches taught are
Pencil Drawing, Oil Painting, Crayon Drawing and

"We give the prices at which we will send these beautifal articles :—
Breastpins, from $4 to $12.
Ear-rings, from $4 50 to $10.
Bracelets, from $3 to $15.
Rings, from SI iiO to $3.
Necklaces, from $6 to $15.
Fob-chains, from $8 to $12.
The Charms of Faith, Hope, and Charity, $i 50.
Hair Studs from $.5 50 to $11 the set.
Sleeve Buttons from $6 50 to $11 the set.

Painting, Paper Flowers, Moss-work, pjipicr Mache,
Cone-work, Feather Flowers, Hair-work, Poticliiinauie,
Leather-work, Theorem Painting, Gilding and Bronzing,
Taxidermy, or the Art of Preserving Birds, Gi ecian
Painting, Antique Painting, Oriental Painting, Was
Flowers, from the crude wax to the beautiful and perfect flower, fruit, etc. ; Sign Painting, Shell-work, Faint*
ing on Ground Glass, Magic Lantern, Imitation of Pearl,
Sealing-wax Painting, Panorama Painting, Embroidery,
Coloring Photographs, Water-coloring, the Aquarium,
etc.
The work is elegantly illustrated, large 12mo.

A Virginia lady writes us as follows : —
And now let me say to you that, as we gatherfid a few
evenings since round our first Christmas tree, we remembered with gratitude the—instructions we received

V

from one of the pieces published in the Lady's Book, and
I hope the beauty of the tree reflected honor on the
teacher; and I am sure we all joined in the hope that
you would spend a Merry Christmas and a Happy NcwVear.

Prlca

$1 50. This and all our pictures and books sent, postpaid, by mail.
Postage on the Lady's Book. — Postage for fhree
months, if paid in advance at the office where it is received, four and a half cents.
The Fountain County Fair, of Indiana, has sent the
first club for agricultural premiums this season.

1
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IN THE

ORIENTAL

STYLE.

Deigned expressly /or Godey's Lady's Book by Samuel Sloak, Architect, Philaddphia.

fili.ise:h.SU
IiT the present number of our series we present a large
Vilia iu the Oriental style of architecture, differing entirely in the desij^'u and arrangement of plan from anythini,' that hn'^ preceded it, presenting a degree of novelty
that is at once pleasing and attractive. The style being
well adapted to that of a Southern climate, for which it
is intended, being now in progress of erection at Natchez,
HississippL

The plan, as represented in the diagram, is octagonal
in form, with projecting wings, with large verandas
between, compri.siug at oncn extensive suits of rooms,
which give ample accommodation, with couvenienco of
arrangement, suitable for a large family.
First in order will come the B<tse}>i€ut plan, comprising C entrance hall, from which we pass to the large

'^mt^

y4 "k" S\,

X
9ASBM£NT

PLA5.

PEINCIPAI.

6TORY.
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hall upon the pripcipal story ; A is the rotunda ; B billiard-ro mF; play-room; G hall; H school-room; K
area; E office; D smokiug-room.
Principtd story comprises, A large rotunda, with
niches at the angles for 8ta.tuary, opeu entirely to the

E. R. B.— Sent pattern of boy's clothes 20th.
Uliss M. A. P. — Sent pattern Zouave jacket 20th.
Mrs. Wm. L. B. — Sent patterns -and curl clasps 20th.
Mrs. C. P. C— Sent patterns 22d.
P. M. — Sent pattern Zouave jacket, &c. 22d.

dome, which will be finely wrought in fresco. A gallery will surround the rotunda at each story. K veranda, at entrance ; B hail, containing main stair ; F

Mrs. A, V. Du B. — Sent hoop skirt, &c. by Howard's
express 24th.
Mrs. M. L. P. — Sent hoop skirts by Howard's express
24th.

family room ; C dniwiug room ; G dining-room ; I breakfast-ro mH; family siitiug-room ; E family room ; D
reception room ; JM M dressing-rooms.

^A^

Miss M. E. McC— Sent patterns of boy's jacket 25th.
Mrs.
Mrs.
Mrs.
Mrs.
Mrs.

J.
S.
S.
B.
H.

E. L. — Sent pattern boy's clothes 2Jth.
M. E. — Sent pattern Zuuavc jacket 2.5th.
C. S. — Sent basque pattern 2.5th.
D. H. — Sent pattern Zouave jacket, &c. 25th.
H. S.— Sent cloak pattern 2.Jth.

Mrs S. L. C— Sent worsted by Ad;ims's express 25th.
Mrs. C. H. P.— Sent pattern of girl's coat 26th.
.
E. M. T.— Sent patterns 26th.
L. F.
C. A.
Mrs.
Mrs.
Miss

J.— Seut silk, cloak, &c. by Adams's express 27th.
H.— Sent silk, &c. 27th.
A. E. P.— Sent sleeve pattern 27th.
C. F. S. — Sent patcorn Zoua?ve jacket 27th.
L. M.— Seut patterns 29th.

Mrs. M. L. "W. — Sent pattern Zouave jacket, &c. 29th.
Mrs. E. C. S.— Sent patterns of boy's clothes, &c. 29th.
Miss J. P.— Sent pattern of morning-rohe 29th.
H. M. C— Seut Clotilde Cloak and winter jacket 29th.
Miss M. A. D. — Sent wire for shell-work, &c. 30th.
Mrs. C. C. C. — Sent patterns infant's clothes 30th.
J. B.— Sent bonnet, &c. by Adams's express November
1st.
SECOND

STORT.

The Secojid story coEtains six chambers, hall, and rotunda, with all the necessarydressing-rooms, wardrobes,
closets, etc. etc. etc.
There seems to be but one opinion on the part of the
press, that the Lady's Book is the most proper present to
make at this season of the year from a lm>baDd to a wife,
a father to his daughter, or a lover to his lady-love. Indeed, the Port Btjrnn Times goes further, and i^ays :
"Any man, in easy circumstances, who will refuse to
take this book for his wife, his daughter, or his sister, is
not a good husband, father, or brother. It is the only book
in the Union so thoroughly adapted to, aud designed for
the interest aud benefit of the lady reader. It is ' TJie
Book of the Nation, and the Arts Union of America.' "
Town, County, and State. — Do not forget to put all
these in every letter you write. You do not know how
much trouble it would save us.
PHILADELPHIA

AGENCY.

C. 0. S. — Sent doll and dresses by Adams's express 1st.
Mrs. J. Y. M. — Sent sleeve pattern 2d.
M. S. — Sent slipper patterns 2d.
Mrs.
Miss
Miss
Mrs.
Miss
Miss
Mrs.
Mrs.
S. E.

J. F. F. — Sent patterns boy's clothes 2d.
E. H. F.— Seut waist pattern 2d.
B. — Sent pattern of gored diess 1st.
R. B. H.— Sent Clotilde cloak pattern 2d.
E. M. — Sent mantilla pattern, kc. 2d.
B. S. — Sent hair ring 5th.
L. C. K. — Sent hair ring 5th.
E. R. P. — Sent hair ear-rings, breastpin, &c. 5th.
M.— Sent hair bracelet 5th.

M. E. L.— Sent pattern Zouave jacket 5th.
Miss F. — Sent pattern Zouave jacket 5th.
Mrs. T. C. B.— Sent pattern Prince's wrap 5th.
Miss A. M. — Sent cloak pattern 5th.
Mrs. L. S. — Sent cloak pattern 5th.
Miss E. C. R — Sent articles by Adams's express 5th.
A., P. B. — Sent children's clothes by Adams's express
5th.
Mrs. C. P.— Sent pattern 6th.
Mrs. W. E. G. — Sent sack and pants patterns for hoy
6th.
Miss A. Y. — Sent materials for dress, cloak, &.c. by

No order attended to unless the cash accompanies it.
All persons requiring answers by mail must send a
post-ofl&ce stamp ; and fur all articles that are to be sent
by mail, stamps must be sent to pay return postage.
Be particular, when writing, to mention the town,
county, and State you reside in. Nothing can be made
out of post-marks.
M. J. R.— Sent ball trimming, October lJ)th.
Mrs. J. E. H.— Sent patterns of infant's clothes 19th.
MissS. V. B.— Sent hair ring 20th.
Mrs. R. S. F. — Sent shawl by Adams's express 20th.
F. McP. — Sent cloak by Adams's express 20th.
Miss J. L.— Scut hair ring 20th.
Miss S. H. W.— Sent hair ring 20th.

Adams's express 7th.
Mrs. M. H.— Seut pattern Zouave jacket 7ih.
M. E. I. — Sent pattern Zouave jacket and riding habit
Sth.
Mrs.
Mrs.
Mrs.
Mrs.

T.
J.
A.
H.

B.— Sent pattern girl's coat Sth.
S. F.— Sent pattern ladies' drawers Sth.
S. M.— Sent boy's suit Sth.
W. M.— Sent silk Sth.

Mrs. S. M. J.— Sent patterns Sth.
Miss M. J. H.— Sent slipper pattern, chenille, needles,
&c. 9th.
Miss M. E. F. — Seut dress pattern and buttons 9th.
Mrs. G. C. — Sent pattern hoy's cap lOtli.
Mrs. L. H. A. — Sent pattern Prince's wrap 10th.

I

CEXTRE-TABLK
p. W.— Sent Zouiive jacket lOlh.
M. E C— Sent llonry the Second Cloak 10th.
Miss M. K D — Sent Barcelona cloak loth.
Miss A. C. W.— Sent net for hair 10th.
Mrs. J. T. M — Sent cape pattern 12th.
Mrs. C. P.— Sent palterus 12th.

Centre-Cable §ossip.
HAXGIXG
THE

GARDENS.

LAPT FLORAL

NUVELTT.

Babtlok is to be outdone by the nineteenth century,
if ilie plan we pive cau he carried into effect. We have
comhiued the description of wliut Mr. Passens, the eminent florist i>f Flushing, proposes to do, from an elaborate article in tl'ie Xno York Evmiing Post. Whether
ho will be able to doit— is the question. If the project
is capable of adoption, the present stylo of Himso Gardening, whicli we have so long advocated in this departluent, undergoes a cmnplete revolution. It is a most
f;isciuatiug, but, wo foar, Utopian state of things. But
let us have the plan. How one's mouth waters at this
eeason of the year, to be told that it is within the means
of any man who builds a house to rent for 8S00 a year
to have a garden on the roef, which, during the summer,
can he filled with the most luscious grapes, peaches,
plums and Lcctarines, and in the winter with exotic
plants, the beauty of whose foliage or flowers will afford
a charm fur beyond the trifling cost of their maintenance.
And this is the way to do it :—
A glass roof costs very little more than a tin one.
Let every roof, therefore, be covered with glass, and lot
the gartet flour be covered with concrete sloping from
the centre to the sides, around which a slight depression
tu the floor cau carry the moisture or drip, into the
leaders which ]>ass from the roof of every house to the
ground. With this slight expense, therefore, you have
a perfect greenhouse. Now for heating: Every g^entlemau knows that the upper rooms of his house are ^o
warm from the ascending heat of his furnace that registers are scarce needed. Let the doors be kept open and
the waste heat of the house will keep the garret at the
highest desirable temperature. Thus your green-bouse
Is heated without any extra trouble or expenditure.
If a little extra strength is given to tlie beams which
sustain the upper story, sufficient earth could be placed
there to lay out the whole space of twenty-five by fifty
foet as a garden, with winding walks, delightful carpets
of moss, with camelias &c., planted in the soil. By
this mode the illusion will be complete, and in the midst
of winter you may have a tropical landscape. Those
who have visited the house of Prince Demidoff, at Florence, will have some conception of the beauty of such
an arrangement.
But for fruit it's well as flower culture the use of pots
will he preferable. Let us see what can be done with
these. The siiii*- fie at area of nearly every city house
is more than twelve hundred square feet. Beductiug the
space required for the statuary and the walks, there will
be more than eight hundred tquare feet on which pots
can be placed. By the most approved mode of pruning
for pot cult'ire, the diameter of foliage in a fruit tree
Ehould n<'ver exceed the diameter uf the pot. You could
thus place eight hundred fruit-trees in your garden, hut
in order to give abundant room and air we will estimate
only four or five hundred.
If yua wish no fiowcrs, auJ
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fruit alone, you can have forced peaches and nectarines
at a season when you cannot buy them of the confectioner for less than nine dollars a dozen. From your
five hundred small trees a good gardener will readily
get a crop of three thousimd peaches.
But if you wish the house filled with flowers through
the winter, you cannot cultivate forced fruit. You can,
however, have flov.'ers, stone fruit and exotic grapes in
succession. If the house has been filled with flowering
plants all the winter, and you have plenty of yard room,
the plants cau be taken out and arr.iytd in groups in
the yard as soon as all danger of frost is over. The
house can tlieu be filled with peaches, plums and nectarines, in puts. These can remain there till the fruit
has attained sulRcJent size to be protectcil from insects;
when they also can be grouped in the yard, where they
will grow and ripen perfectly well. Their place in the
house can then bo supi)lied with grapes in pots, which
have been retarded by being kept in a cool dark place
in the cellar.
These will then bear abundantly during the summer,
and before the flowering plants require to be taken in
the ensuing fall, will duly respond to the tiller in Black
Hamburghs and Sluscats.
»
Two pounds to each vine, or a thousand pounds of
grapes, would be a moderate estimate for the space mentioned. Both stone fruits and grapes are easily managed,
and a man of ordinary intelligence could soon learn to
grow them, even if his life has been passed in the midst
of dry-goods or hardware.
Here, then, are new luxuries— flowers, peaches and
grapes — within the reach of every man of moderate
means.
HOLIDAY GIFTS.— FKOM JAPAN".
The first really valuable invoice of goods from Japan
was open for inspection and sale in New York a short
time ago. It comprised almost every kind of manufactured Jap.anese articles, the selections being made with
great care and tastp, by two gentlemen of .icknowledged
ability. The lacquered work — the mo.«t important—
comes from Sliaco, the city boasting the highest artistic
skill in the empire, renowned for its manuf;ictures, and
the articles were furnished by the best dealers in it.
Many of the cabinets and boxes are richly ornamented
with heavy g"ld and silver work and plating, the latter being veiy thick and rich. In some the hinges and
fastenings are of pure silver. Constructed of or inlaid
with native woods of rare beauty and finish, their various grains blending to produce one harmonious efl'ect,
of various <iescriptions, shapes, and sizes, inlaid and
decorated with enamel, gilding, mother-of-pearl, bronze,
and lacquer work, japanned and polished up to the
highest degree of oriental excellence, they are at once
magnificent and marvellous. Japanese ingenuity seems
to have been exhausted In the production of the elegj-.nt
and fantastic in their design and ornament. The polish
of these wares is retained for years; it will resist even
scalding water. Such cabinets have, we are informed,
sold for sixty to eighty dollars each in Hong Kong and
Chinese seaports.
There are innumerable choir-chow boxes, containini?
full sets of trays, plates, etc., such as are used by J::panese princes and noblemen. Many are unusually
elaborate and curious, being fashioned to resemble
houses, junks, and the like. These, with the writing,
smoking, and cigar boxes, constitute a large proportion
vt the invoice.
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The writiDg boxes contain the receipt from which the
Ink is manufactured. The smoking boxes are such as
those commonly used in Japan, but of the richer description, most of the receptacles for fire being of solid
silver. Such boxes passed round the table after dinner,
■with the accompaniment of cigars, are becoming familiar
to our merchauts in China. The drawers ordinarily
, contain different brands of cigars, a piece of charcoal
supplying means of ignition. There are, too, many
cigar-cases of rattan work of a very durable description.
The sfOiee bottles also invite attention. They commonly
contain the spirit of the country, and will make pretty
and unique parlor ornaments.
The handkerchief and glove boxes arc of the richest
old lacquer, very highly ornamented. This ware is
most prized ai.d sought after, next to the cabinet work.
The porcelain ware excels that of China, the inhabitants of tlie flowery country preferring it to their own
manufacture. Nothing like it is known elsewhere for
delicacy of material and beanty of construction. There
are punch and salad bowls, melon dishes, dinner, dessert, and cheese plates, and cups and saucers without
number, all ornamental and of the finest porcelain. Add
to the above»jewelry and snuffboxes, caskets of all sorts
and sizes, card trays, shawl ca?os, toys, pictures, puzzles,
bird-cage tools, bows and arrows, chains, trinkets,
imitation shells and fishes (all of the brightest colors),
pictures with figures in relief, and Japanese knickknacks of every conceivable and inconceivable description, and our readers may form some idea of the exhibition.
NOTES

AND

QUERIES.

1. We believe that we have never before given this
extremely useful Receii^t for Removing Grease Stains
from PnpfT,
Gently warm the greased or spotted part of the paper,
and then press upon it pieces of blotting-paper, one
after another, so as to absorb as much of the grease as
possible. Have ready f^ome fine, clear essential oil of
turpentine heated almost to a boiling state, warm the
greased leaf a little, and then, with a soft clean brush,
wet with the heated turpentine both sides of the spotted
part. By repeating this application, the grease will be
extracted. astly, with another brush, dipped in rectified spirits wine, go over the place, and the grease
will no longer appear, neither will tJi£ paper be discnlored. For valuable manuscripts, books, and engravings, it will be worth the pains and time.
2. New Egj/ptian AntiqiiiUfS. — The Bulletin de VTnstitid EQiiptien states that 51. Mariette lately found near
a mummy, discovered at Thebes, various curious articles, amongst which were these: Ten gold bracelets for
the legs, two other bracelets formed of pearls put on
gold threads, another of gold, well executpd, bearing
mythological symbols ; a gold diadem ornamented with
mosaics, and surmounted by two ephynxes, a mirror
with gold ornaments, a figure of % king standing in a
boat with two divinities pouring water on his head and
two birds flying above him, a figure of a boat in gold,
containing ten silver fitruies of sailors rowing, and one
of a person singing at the prow ; a poniard with a gold
sciibbard, the blade being the finest specimen of Egyptian
workmanship yet discovered, and containing incrusted
In It a piece of bronze on which are various ornaments
and heiroglyphs ; and a hatchrt, the bl.tde of which is
iu gold and the handle in wood ornamented with gold.
3. How the Chriatraas Wreaths .look in California. —

""We are in the midst of the holidays," writes one of
the best California correspondents, "the groceries, the
markets, the streets are green with the boughs of evergreens; redwood and cedar, pines and myrtles giye
forth their fragrance. The churches are redolent of an
odor that I never whiffed in the Atlantic States — it issues
from a shrub which looks very much like your bayberry
or candleberry. The peculiar aroma at first is that of
the bayberry, but close behind it comes a faint smell as
of cinnamon — making together a most delicious perfume.
With this -shrub the pillars of the churches, the gas-pipes
and burners, the galleries and pulpits are hung, while
roses, geraniums and fuchsias, all grown in the open air,
fill up the spaces between the branches, and give a Juny
appearance to the room."
4. New S(yl4?s of Wr^atlis and Headdresses. — We gave
the information desired by our young lady friends, at
length in our last number.

Jfasljions.
NOTICE

TO

LADY

SUBSCRIBERS.

Having had frequent applications for the purchase of
jewelry, millinery, etc., by ladies living at a distance, the
Editress oftlie Fashion Department will hereafter execute
commissions for any who may desire it, witli the charge of
a small percentage for the time and research required.
Spring and autumn bonnets, materials for dresses, jewelry,
envelops, hair-work, worsteds, children's wardrobes, mantillas, and mantelets, will be chosen witli a view to economy, as well as taste; and boxes or packages forwarded
by express to any part of the couuiry. For the last,
distinct directions must be given.
Orders, accompanied by checks for the j^oposed expenditure, tobe addressed to the care of L. A. Godey, Esq.
No order will be attended to unless the money is first
received. Neitlier tlie Editor nor PntiUshe}' will be accou7itdblefor losses thcU inay occur in remitting.
Instructions to be as minute as is possible, accompanied
by a note of the height, complexion, and general style of
the person, on which much depends in choice. Dress
goods from Levy's or Evans & Co.'s ; cloak.s,
talmas, from Brodie's, 51 Canal Street, New
nets from T. White k Co.'s; jewelry from
Caldwell's, Philadelphia.
When goods are ordered, the fashions that

mantillas, or
York ; bonWarden's or
prevail here

govern the purchase; therefore, no articles will be taken
back. When the goods are sent, the transaction must he
considered final.
DESCRIPTION

OP STEEL FASHION-PLATE
JANUARY.

RECEPTION

AND

FOR

EVEXI.VG-DRES8.

Fig. 1. — Dress of blue^?G<?* silk. There are two skirts ;
the lower one trimmed with ruches of ribbon, placed in
clusters of three, at a little distance apart ; the front of
the upper skirt has a trimming to correspond, placed tn
tablier, 'While the three puffs form with it a tunic; the
puffs are caught to their places by garlands of appleblossoms and grass ; the upper on^. that on the corsage,
and the coronal for the hair, are with the simple foliage
of the tree itself.
Fig. 2— Dress of rich mauve

reps. The skirt and

corsage quite plain ; the richness of the silk, and of the
cnpe and sleeves of point Duchess, worn with it. bring
a!l sufficient.
Tbis style of corsage presents a decided
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noTelty, aod is very elegant. Hair in full raised puffs;
coronal of purple Marirnerites, wichout foliage, fastened
by a kuot of ribbon to the left.
. Fig. 3. — Dress of violet aud white gage dwindle in
stripes; trimmings a rucho of white satin ribbon. Square
cor»iage ; sleeves with one pnff and a frill.
Fig. 4.— Simple and elegant dress of green crape, over
gret*n silk; the bouffiintes of the skirt, corsage, and
sleeves c;iught up by ruches of white crape. Cfaatalaino
of Cape Je!<!ramine blossoms, without foliH^'e ; cluster of
the same on the left of the »^kirt ; drooping wreath to
correspond, mixed with foliage.
F^g. 5.— Dress of thalle, over white silk. The double
ekirts have alternate puff^ of thulle and violet crape;
the upper skirt has a broad bonffante of violet crapo
edged by a puff orlace, and caught at regular intervals
by oak leaves in gold, the acorns being in real gold.
A cluster of the same forms the bouquet de corsage, while
a flat Norma wreath of leaves and acorns is arranged in
the hair.
JCV^SILE

EN

COSTITME.

i< Petit Amour in white thulle and rose-colored crape.
DESCRIPTION

OF WOOD

CUT LATEST FASHIONS.

{Sve engravings, pages 1, 7, 13.)
CHII-DREy'S

FASHIONS.

Fig. 1. — Boy of four. Skirt and vest of bright barred
poplin ; little jacket of plain gray poplin.
Fig. 2.— Sti-eet dress for a very young child. Warm
cloak of cashraere, embroidered in silk or braid ; white
satin hood, with a ruche aud loops of ribbon inside the
brim.
Fig. 3. — Coat dress for little girl, in dark blue merino.
The front has a plastron or flat tablier application uf the
same material, trimmed with braid alone, or braid and
fringe, according to Cancy.
Fig. 4. — Lad's blouse and trowsers, in dark kerseymere. Renfrew cap, in black cloth.
Fig. 5. — Dress of scarlet merino, plain and full. Oloth
paletot, with wide sleeves trimmed with plush ; gray
far collar. Beaver hat, with velvet bands and bows,
and a plume de coque to the left.
Fig. 6.— Boy's Raglan of dark cloth, with oval buttons. Renfrew cap in gray ; blue neck-tie.
Fig. 7. — Little girl's coat dress of plain poplin, a pearl
gray shade. The chemisettes and cuffs are of blue satin,
quilted in diamonds. Hound hat of blue aud black
barred velvet.
OP£RA

HOOD.

Still another style. This is of split zephyr, of any
brii.'ht contracting colors ; the balls are passed through
a single thread and form a chain, with a new and pretty
effect.
THE

ALICE

NIGHT-DRESS.

We give two excellent designs for the short nightdres.'ies so useful in case of illness, and by many preferred to be worn altogether in the summer season.
The Alice is of white cambric ; the sleeve set in a point
en the shoulder; the trimming a plaiting of cambric,
with a flounce of fine broderie Anglais set on without
fulness.
THE

ELSIE

Op striped dimity ; the
or to turn back from the
are also of cr»r*l*>il dimity,
red cotton ; fastened with

NIOHT-DRESS.

ruffles are all made en rerxrs,
neck, front, and wrist. They
and the scul'.Mp l-^ dune with
pearl or gold j^lnds.

CHrrcn.\T vvos new york and Philadelphia FASHIONS, FOR JANUARY.
OcR Fashion-plate naturally leads to a few more items
on the subject of evening drc-ss.
First, as to the width and shape of the skirt: "Illmade crinoline, worn under ridiculous or wretched
toilets, had inspired some ladies who have a strong dislike to anything ugly or common, with a desire to diminish the fulness of dresses aud return to the Greek or
Itomau tuuics, but the chauge was soou found to be altogether impracticable;'* is the fiat of the MoriUe^ir, to
which admirable counsellor wc are also indebted for
the following valuable suggestion as to the arrangement
of the amplitude of eveniug dress draperies, on which
their peculiar elegance so entirely depends ; —
"To secure all possible gracefulness in ball dres-^es,
the plaits at top are made wide and then doubled again,
and without cutting the stuff to a point; but three points
of gores are added at the bottom of the under skirt, one
between the widths at each side, and one behind. These
points make the lower part of the skirt spread well, and
form a train. The front of the skirt is always made
shorter to give freedom to the feet."
Again, as to the sleeve : the bell-shaped puff is quite as
much in favor as ever ; it is always becoming to freshness and youth. Where the arm needs more concealment, a puff and flounce, or two wide flounces may be
worn, falling nearly as low as the elbow.
In material, the widest liberty of choice is given. For
young ladies, thulle, white aud colored crape, gauze,
tarleton, and other diaphanous fabrics, are the most
suitable. Still, the rich silks 'in stripes of contrasting
high colors, in jnoire, and particularly watered silks, in
stripes of large and small waves, or brocaded silks with
plain grounds, and Jacquarded figures, seom to be most
sought after. They arc more costly, but more enduring ;
they range in price from $4 to $14 aud $!.'> a yard. We
have seen one of plain Magenta and pure white, in
stripes two inches wide, of oriental rich uess'and lustre ;
the same may be said of many of the brocaded silks, especially where gold, scarlet, green, and crimson are
brought out upon modes, black, mauve, or any plain decided ground.
Among the richest fabrics, however, velvet has regained ite place, e.'<pecially uncut velvet, or velours
epirtgl ; the rich shades of crimson aud fuchsia colors,
and, in fact, ail prevailing tints are to be found. Velvet
requires very little addition to its elegance. Rich lace
is its most suitable ornament. We quote two French
styles for making up velvets, which have novelty to
recommend them: —
" An ornament on the sleeves of a very pretty nacarat
velvet dress made by Mme. Bernard, one of our first rate
dressmakers, should be noted. The ornament was formed
by a broad gold band, and the body, which was high, was
fastened by gold buttons. The skirt, quite plain and
long behind, uxls deren. yards round.
" Another dress by the same maker was made of light
peach-bloom velvet, with a plain skirt, a low body,
short sleeves formed of large herd of velvet, arranged so
as to leave at intervals, hollows, in which was seen a
large puff of white satin. The body has draperies arranged contrariwi.se, reproducing the ornaments of the
sleeves, that is to say, in the intervals left by the waved
plaits of the velvet white satiu puffings were visible.
This new fashion, which it requires the pencil rather
than the pen to represent intelligibly, is most happily
effective."
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In a splendid ball given iu Paris, one of Gagelin's
Pompadour costumes, worn by a youthful bride of remarkable beauty, atti'acted much notice. This costume
consisted of a skirt of green silk looped up in two places
on each side by white and pink chicories forming ribbon.
The front of this fkirt, which was in the apron style,
was white satin decorated with white and red roses.
The body had a white and pink bertha, rounded behind,
and beginuini,' iu front from the poiut of the body. The
sleeves were white thuUe. The headdress consisted of a
white and pink chicory on one side, accompanied by roses
on the other, and two large white marabout feathers.
A charming ball cloak made of quilted satin, white
outside and piuk inside, with a milkmaid's hood, profusely trimmed witli white and pink chicories, served
to complete this toilet, so fresh and youthful.
In the wedding outfit of the bride just alluded to,
among the splendid articles of all kinds, many of which
had been obtained from Gagelin's were two French
cashmeres, such as had never been made before. Their
colors, quite novel, are as lasting as those of ludia, and
their patterns, absolutely uuique, presented a wonderful
.relief.
It will be noticed that nectlaces have now regained
their old place in popular favor for evening dress.
For all light tissues, flowers or foliage in bouquets,
wreaths, agrafes, etc., are the most suitable ornaments.
A parne of flowers is often almost as costly as one of'
gems, and includes a whole set — wreath for the hair,
bouquet de corsage, and sprays for the skirt of the dress.
A parne of these fragile but exquisite ornaments often
costs from $1.') to 8100, if ordered from the best French
houses ; but their delicacy is so exquisite as to outrival
nature. They may he set in any form most becoming to
the wearer. It is absurd to wear a coronal, when a
drooping wreath is more becoming, merely because people tell you " round wreaths are the most fashionable :"
■our steel-plate illustrates this ; and the best artistes
mount a wreath for the face that is to wear it. We may
notice among the infinite varieties of styles and blos.«oms a round headdress of convolvulus, with drooping
Ijranches all round, as well as the agrafes of the dress,
-which came from the celebrated flower manufactory of
Tilraan, 104 rue dt UidtfUen. Another headdress composed of China lose-color auriculas, divided into small
tufts, accompanied a dress of China rose-silk. One, very
light, was made of clematis and orange-bloom: it presented on the forehead a narrow but rounded cordon,
which increased in volume behind. Another was composed of periwinkles, white lilac, and waxed orangebloom. Both were master-pieces of taste. Bouquets to
, match, of an elongated form, were placed at the side of the
waist. Mme. de La. re had also supplied a delightful coro'net, formed of pale blue corn-flowers on the right, wheatears pointing upwards ou the left, and, behind, a large tuft
of wheat-ears and blue flowers. Last of all one of cherrycolor wild roses and white lilac, extremely fresh and
graceful.
When the dress is of a heavier fabric, the ornaments
:for the hair, which are now so popular, in gilt, etc.. are
very suitable ; also, headdresses combining velvet and
flowers of the same material, velvet and gilt, etc.
For a dress of cerise aud white, for instance, large
cherry-color roses with fancy foliage, daisies, lilac velvet
pausies and gold anemones. A large gold torsade in. closes it on one side, aud a buuch of white lilac Iiangs
.down on the other.
. For a cherrv-color dress covered with a white thulle

tunic, a coitfure presenting a cherry velvet torsade fastened by three gold buckles, and terminated ou one side
by a tuft 'of white frizzed feathers, on the other by a large
bow of two loops blended with another of gold coid, the
two long tas-sels of which hung down on the shoulder.
Lastly, for two toilets of court mourning, the following headdresses: —
A bandeau of black and violet velvet powdered with
gold stars and accompanied by two tufts, one very compact, of silk violets, aud the other of black aud violet
bows mixed with gold threads. A torsade of wide mallow ribbon blended with black lace, and fastened at the
side by an agrafe of wheat-ears in silver.
Plain diesses continue to be made of thick tissues such
as druggets, terry velvets, and poplins.
Ottoman veleurs is perhaps the f^orite material for
street dresses, and ofi^ers a sensible, suitable resistauce,
for once, to the mud and mire which last year fringed
the rich floating flounces of costly robe silks. The corsage is almost invariably round, with a belt ; the sleeves
are often plain, slit up to a certain heiglit, and buttoned
behind the arm with large buttons like tliose on the
front of the body. These buttons are continued down
the front of the skirt in the cassock or Empress dresses,
which are quite plain in front, and laid in wide plaits
behind and at the sides.
The dresses of our best establishments spread out and
fall in a peculiarly graceful manner, owing to a new arrangement most happily imagined. Another kind of
sleeves is narrow at top without gathers or plaits, and
wide at bottom with a turned-up cuff showing the satin
lining edged by a ruche. At the top of the arm there is
a fancy shoulder-knot with tags. These shouldei-knots
as well as the /nurrngi tps, the frogs like those worn by
hussars, oruameuts in the guipure style, badges and
medallions made with the crochet, the fichus aud berthas
of the same kind mixed with jet, are all worn more or
less on rich plaiu goods.
In our notice of Mi's. Scofield's bonnets the past month,
an error occurred in the mention of the bridal hat. The
ornaments were a barbe of rich blonde, a branch of
orange flowers and buds, with a light plume of marabout
to the right. A novelty in tlie cap, was a papiUon
(butterfly) in velvet and gold, ou the right temple.
Short, full feathers— these butterfly ornaments, long
grooved leaves in velvet the color of the bonnet — golden
ornaments, macaroons iu steel, pearl, and gilt, are
among the chief ornaments of the velvet bonnets. The
drawn brim in vdvet, is one of the chief novelties, as, for
instance, a royal purple brim, thulle cap crown, encircled by a wreath of purple chrysanthemums with golden
centres. Velvet cape covered by a frill of blonde. As
to colors, fuchsia, rose des Alpes, maiive, royal purple,
pale and very deep green, all the clarets aud maroons
with deep blue, will be among the most popular. Of
course the bonnets can be made as plain as desirable ;
one has infinite choice, aud a person with good taste,
may combine the best points of two or three in her order.
The blonde cap is optional ; brides of black lace, and
plaitings of ribbon, or plaited bands extending from the
forehead to the cheek are substituted in many, aud an
attempt will be made to do away with the r;ip altogether.
The satin linings, put on with a coloied curd or piping,
betokens
straws. this, and foreshadowsthe style of next springes
Our notice of Genin's furs must necessarily lie over
another month, owing to the crowd of information accumulating atthis season of the year. Fashiok.
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(^See description^ P'^^ik^ 191.)

Drawn by L. T. ToiOT, from actual

THE PROMENADE

DRESS.

Coat of black silk, having at the bottom a niffle of purple silk, over which falls a rich lace.
bishop sleeves and small cape are trimmed to correspond.
The Zouave suit for little boy is made of popilin, braided.
102

Tli<

THE EUPHEMIA.
This dress is of Mavguerite colored silk, trimmed with quilled ribbon.
dress is gored, and the sleeve is a loose coat sleeve, with gavmtlet cuff.

The front width of the
103
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EMBHOIDEHY.

INFANT'S CHRISTENING

ROBE.

Made of fiue French cambric, and trimmed with rosettes made of flouncing.
105

DRESS

FOR

A LITTLE

BOY.

To be made of pearl-colored poplin, braided with Magenta-colored cord.

PARTY

:c6

DRESS

FOR A LITTLE

GIRL.

Made of Solferino silk, braided witli gold, and trimmed with drop buttons.

INf ANTS

SHORT DRESS.

Made of linen cambric, with eiubroiJereJ side stripes trimmed with floiiuciug.
made of tucks and inserting.

DRESS FOR A LITTLE GIRL.

To be made of rOSe-color or tlue French ni-fiiio, embroidered

The waist is

ZMB^OIDEaT.

CINDERELLA

SLIPPER.

(.Sec desm'ption, Work Department.')
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GODEY'S
Ooll Hllil
PHILADELPHIA,

HOOPS

AND

FEBRUARY,

FARTHINGALES.

The merry dames of Elizabeth's court, in a
wild spirit of fun, adopted the fashion of hideously deforming farthingales, to ridicule the
enormous trunk-hose worn by gentlemen of
that period, determined, if not successful in
shaming away the absurdity altogether, at least
to have a preposterous contrivance of their own.
The idea was full of woman's wit. But, alas 1
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they were caught in their own snare ; precious
atones were profusely displayed on the bodices
and skirts of brocade gowns, and vanity soon
discovered that the stiff whalebone framework
ander the upper skirt formed an excellent
showcase for family jewels. The passion for
display thus gratified, the farthingale at once
became the darling of court costume, and in its
original shape continued in feminine favor till
the reign of Queen Anne, when it underwent
tlie modification lately revived for us — the hoop.
TOL. LXtl. — 10
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In vain did the Spectator lash and ridicule by
turns the "unnatural disguisemeut ;" in vain
did grossest caricatures appear, and wits exhaust their invention in lampoons and current
epigrams ; in vain even the publication of a
grave p.imphlet, entitled " The Enormous Abomination ofthe Hoop-petticoat, as the Fashion
now is ;" the mode, for once immutable, stands
on the page of folly au enduring monument to
feminine persistency.
Encouiaged by the prolonged and undisputed
sway of the farthingale, the hoop maintained
an absolute supremacy through the three succeeding reigns, though often undergoingchanges
which only served to make it more and more
ridiculous. The most ludicrous of these alterations were the triangular-shaped hoops, which,
according to the Spectator, gave a lady all the
appearance of being in a go-cart ; and the
"pocket-hoops," which looked like nothing so
much as panniers on the sides of a donkey —
we mean the quadruped. In a print, bearing
date 1780, we find this absurdity ridiculed in
the figure of a girl so attired, placed beside a
pannier-laden ass. A droll incident is related
by Bulwer about the wife of an English ambassador to Constantinople, in the time of James
I. The lady, attended by her serving-women,
all attired in enormous farthingales, waited
upon the sultana, who received them with
every show of respect and hospitality. Soon,
however, the woman's curiosity got the better
of her courtesy, and she gravely asked if it were
possible that such could be the shapa peculiar
to the women of England. The English lady, in
reply, hastened to assure her that their forms
in no wise difTered from those of the women of
other countries, and carefully demonstrated to
109
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lier highness the coustruction of their dress,
which aloue bestowed the appearance so puzzling to her. There could scarcely be a more
wholesome satire upon the absurd fashion than
is conveyed in the simple recital of this wellauthenticatnd anecdote.
A French paper gives an amusing anecdote
of a lady ivho went to a cathedral to "confess"
in a hooped petticoat ; of course it was necessary to enter the tiny confessional and prostrate
herself before the iron grating between her and
the priest. In vain did she make vigorous
efforts at the door to compress her unyielding
dress ; it stoutly refused, swelling like an air
bed in all sorts of ludicrous tumors at every
new endeavor, until, scarlet with confusion, tlie
lady turned and hastily made her escape, unshrived, with a few additional sins of impatience,
anger, and wounded vanity to enumerate ou
her return.
The monstrous appearance of the ladies'
hoops, when viewed beliind, may be seen from
the following cut, copied from one of Rigaud's

AND

MAGAZIXE.

of blue veins and cheeks ; such a stir with sticks,
combs, cascanets, dressings, purls, fall squares,
busks, bodices, scarfs, necklaces, carcanets,
rabatoes, borders, tires, fans, pallisadoes, puffs,
ruffs, cuffs, muffs, pusles, fustles, partlets, frizlets, bandlets, fillets, corslets, pendulets, amulets, annulets, bracelets, and so many lets
(stops or hindrances), that she is scarce dressed
to the girdle. And now there is such calling
for farthingales, kirtles, busk-points, shoe-ties,
and the like, that seven peddlers' shops — nay,
all Stourbridge Fair will scarcely furnish her.
A ship is sooner rigged by far than a gentlewoman made ready."
"For the abolition of hoops at court we are
indebted to the taste of George IV.," says
Planche, in his " History of British Costume."
Pity it is that they should be revived under a
female sovereign ; or, if not revived, their place
supplied by a contrivance which, if lighter,
produces the same preposterous effect. We
allude of course to Ckinolixe, against which we
are quite inclined to join in a crusade, as our
readers may probably have already gathered.
We commend to their serious attention the
following forcible remarks upon the absurdity,
not to say worse, of inflated skirts, from a daily
"We have no pretensions to erudition in the
specific —nomenclature of the various structures
paper:
of horsehair, basket-work, watch-spring, whalebone, iron bars, buckram, wire gauze, and
osier-plaiting now used by ladies for the purpose
of distending their skirts to a preternatural
degree of amplitude. It will be sutBcient, we
trust, to apply the generic term ' crinoline' to
all the preposterous fabrics which convert that

views (1740). The exceedingly small cap, at
this time fashionable, and the close upturngd
hair beneatli it, give an extraordinary meainiess
to the head, particularly when the liberality of
gown and petticoat is taken into consideration.
The lady to the left wears a black hood with an
ample fringed cape, which envelopes her shoulders, and reposes on the summit of the lioop.
The gentleman wears a small wig and bag ; the
skirts of his coat are turned back, and were
sometimes of a color different from the rest of
tlie stuff of which it was made, as were the cuffs
and lapels.
What a curious picture of the "hoop" times
do we gain fiom a play of an early period !—
"Five hours ago," says one of the characters,
" I set a dozen maids to attire a boy like a nice
gentlewoman ; but there is such doing with their
looking-glasses ; pinning, unpinning ; setting,
unsetting ; formings and oonformings ; painting

human form once called 'divine,' and idealized in the Venus de Medicis, into the similitude
now of a Chinese tombola, now of a gigantic
washing-bowl, now of a great bell covered with
variegated silk, now of the receiver of a colossal air-pump. The hideous fashion of crinoline,
then, dates its second efflorescence — for, in the
shape of hoops and panniers, it flourished with
rank luxuriance a century since— from the time
of the union of the Countess Eugenie de Montijo witli that exemplary public and private
character who in 1852 gloried in being a parvenu,
and is now hail-fellow-well-met with the Mon.
sieur mon frire of the Emperor Alexander. From
the adoption of crinoline at the Tuileries resulted certainly its establishment in the other
courts and cities of Europe. It spread like the
plague. The trade winds bore it with widewaving wings to the West Indies. The Gulf
Stream has naturalized it on the remote shores

Ill
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of the Spanish Main. The primeval female
settlers iu New York, in the days when it was
a Dutch colony, were remarkable for wearing a
round dozen of linsey woolsey petticoats ; but
the large-skirted belles of Broadway and Fifth
Avenue now put, with a single under garment,
their great-great-graudmothers to shame. Crinoline is an indispensable adjunct of the gala
costume of colored persons at 'dignity balls ;'
and if its pestiferous influence continues to extend itself, we m.iy look for the assumption of
this unsightly fashion by Zulu Kaffii-s in their
filthy Kraals, and by the tattooed tirewomen of
Queen Pomare."
The extent to which people may be led to
disfigure themselves by a blind compliance with
the fashion of the day was never more strikingly
displayed than in the custom of dotting the face
with black patches of different patterns. It
might easily be supposed that the annexed
sketch is a caricature, but such is not the case ;
it is a correct likeness of a lady in the time of
Charles the First, with her face in full dress.
Patching was much admired during the reign
of that sovereign and for several succeeding
vears.
Some authors think that the fashion

CEOCHET

came originally from Arabia. No sooner was
it brouglit to England and France than it became an absolute fureur. In the former country, old and young, the maiden of sixteen and
the gray-haired grandmamma, covered their
faces with these black spots shaped like suns,
moons, stars, hearts, crosses, and lozenges, and
some even, as in the instance before us, carried
the mode to the extravagant extent of shaping
the patches to represent a carriage and horses.

WORK.

SrMMER in the silent heaven.
Whence the lark had dropped to rest I
Summer in the flowery hollow !
Sommer oa the moontain's crest I
Sammer in the girlislr iresses!
And the fair face lightly bent
By a window where their shadows
In the breezy maples sent.

Through the glance that watched the playing
Of the shadows on her hair,
Watched the silken meshes gliding
O'er the slender fingers fair.
'* Ah !" he said, " 'tis woman's mission,
And it suits you passing well !
Binding thought, and hope, and daring.
In your strong and silken spell.

O'er her snowy robe they rippled.
O'er the braided chestnut hair,
O'er the white hands glancing fitly
Through the silken network there.
From the blue eyes bent and earnest

"Golden thread, 'tis woman's fancy *
Crooked needle, woman's wile!"
Flashed her blue eyes into archness.
Shone her red lips in a smile.
"Ifo," she said, "the crooked needle
Is the crooked natures, wrought

0"er the graceful task she wrought.
Downward drooped the heavy fingers
With her languor or her thought.
Gold aod purple was the ti.tsne
That tho«e taper fingers wove,
And the soft light for the picture.
Was it wanting ? happy love !
Lo, a figure leant beside her.
Tall and dark her beauty by !
Like a cedar of the forest.
With a rose plant blooming nigh I
And love never yet had language,
If it spoke not there by chance.
Through that cheek of dusky olive —
Through that dark a::d tender glance.

By a woman's patient guiding.
Into sunny woofs of thought !
*' Oft amid her wisest working.
Will n wound her fingers sore ;
Oft a touch, a careless motion.
And the silken spell is o'er !
"And when even fast and finished,
Is it worth the golden hours
Wasted o'er it? worth the summer.
And the sunshine, and the flowers?
"Worth the rose that bloomed and faded
While she loitered o'er it there?
Or the hopes that spread their pinions
And llien vanished iu the air?"

SUNSHINE

AND

SHADE;
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FAHNIE

OE,

THE

GOVERNESS.

WAEKER.

[Entered, according to act of Congress, in the year 1S60, by Lens A. Godet, in the clerk's office of the District
Court of the United States, in and for the Eastern District of Pennsylvania.]
(Continoed from page 26.)

CHAPTER
'THE

NIGHT

OP

V.
SOXG.

So song — like fate itself — is given
To scare the idler thoughts away ;
To raise the human to the holy ;
To wake the spirit from the clay. — Schiller.

Edith and her pupils lingered in the library
until dinner-time, looking over tlie books and
conversing ; Edith gaining a great deal of information without asking any questions, for
Martha was very communicative, and needed
no encouragement to go on, and would have
given the whole family liistory had not Edith
interrupted her, when she found that she was
trespassing on delicate ground, by asking some
trifling question about their place of worship.
"We usually go to the Baptist church,"
replied Martha, " though papa is an Episcopalianbut
; there is no Episcopal church nearer
than Augusta, and the Baptist is only six miles
from here. Let me see. Look here, Mary,"
said she, addressing her sister, " is there preaching nest Sunday ?"
"I believe so," answered Mary — "yes, I
know there is, for I heard papa tell Uncle Peter
that Mr. Ward was coming home with us, and
would preach to the blacks in the evening."
"Can you ride horseback, Miss Edith?"
asked Martha, displaying a great deal of interest ;but, without waiting for a reply, she
continued : " Because if you can't, why, you '11
have to learn right away; for there is only a

arm around papa, and hold on to his coat.
That 's the way I used to do befoie 1 had my
horse. I 've such a splendid hmsc, Miss<Edith ;
his name is Selim, and he knows me as well as
the green grass he eats. Don't he, Mary?"
"Your riding skirt is green, Matty, and I
reckon that is the reason," said Mary, with the
most innocent manner in the world, though
Edith detected a smile lurking around the cornel's of her mouth.
" If that is the reason, you better keep out
of his way," replied her sister, tartly, " for you
look exactly like a blade of grass in your green
skirt, and he might snap you up by mistake."
" Ha ! ha !" laughed out Nelly, who was setting things to rights. " You better not sed anyt'ing. Miss Mary, for Miss Matty always comes
out of an argiment upside down."
" You mean right side up, Nelly," said Mary,
laughing. " But mind your dusting, and don't
disturb papa's book there, for you know he
doesn't like his books and papers interfered
with." And, as she moved the volume carefully to one side, Edith's eye caught the title
of a poem, and she smiled as she said to her
self: "No, George, no fear of the governess
being treated shabbily by one having a taste
forThe
Schiller."
sight of the volume recalled to her mind
the little reading circle around the work-table
at home ; and, repeating from her mother's
favorite poem, " The Battle,"

foot-path to the meeting-house, and we can't
go in the carriage without going two miles out

" Brothers, God grant when this life is o'er
In the life to come that we meet once more,"

of our way. But if you can't ride in the saddle, Ireckon you can ride behind papa, for our
horses all tote double."
Edith, very much amused, asked what she

she left the library, in company with the girls,
to obey the summons to dinner.
The dining-room, a long, narrow apartment,
contained no furniture save the chairs and
table and an old-fashioned sideboard with marble top and glass reifiectors. The floor was
covered with matting, and on the walls were
hung a few pictures in heavy gilt frames. Aunt
Cilia, a middle-aged negro woman, waited upon
the table, and Josh, the black boy before alluded to, stood behind his master's chair, and,
by means of a long string, kept in motion a
covered frame or fan which was suspended to
the ceiling, and served to keep off the flies.

meant by "toting double."
"Why, carrying two, of course. Didn't you
ever see anybody ride behind like a bag of
meal coming from mill ?"
Edith confessed her ignorance of that mode
of travelling, and Martha proceeded to explain.
^"Why, if you ride behind papa, you will
have the saddle blanket to sit on, and you will
find it a very comfortable seat, if yon don't tumble off: but you won't do that if you put your
112
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Editli noticed Mr. Ellis more particularly
tlian sl;e had before done, and perceived for the
first time the striking likeness between Mary
and her father. "Then Martha must look like
her mother," thought she, and, glancing at the
young lady who, by right of seniority, occupied
the scat at the he.ad of the table, she wondered
if the mother had been as slovenly in appearance, and tliiuking, if so, the contrast must have
been as great between the parents as in the
daughters. Mr. Ellis was a tall, finedooking
man, with a head which phrenologists would
have pronounced "intellectual," large hazel
eyes like Mary's, and thick, wavy chestnut
hair, which fell back from his broad, polished
foreliead without betraying a single thread of
silver. Ilis dress was neat, even to preciseness,
and his manners were easy, conversing without cITort. He did not seem to look upon Edith
as a stranger, but asked questions about her
journey, often anticipating her replies, and
making comments as if she had just returned
to Beech Bluff after a short absence, instead of
having arrived only the day before a perfect
stranger.
After the meal was finished, Mr. Ellis asked
Edith if she had tried the piano.
"No, I have not," she replied; "we have
spent the morning in the library."
"Will you do so now, and favor us with
some music ?"
" Certainly, if you wish it."
And, rising from the table, they passed
through the family sitting-room into a large,
elegantly furnished apartment with windows
opening to the floor and commanding a view of
the lawn. Opposite the door at which they
entered was an immense fireplace with marble
mantel, above which hung the portrait of a lady
so much resembling Martha that Edith guessed
it at once to be that of her mother. The centre-table was covered with elegantly bound
books and numerous expensive trifles, betokeniug a refineil taste either in the master or
mistress of the house — perhaps both.
Mr. Ellis opened the instrument, which stood
in a recess between two doors — one leading into
the library and the other into the school-room —
and then seated himself at one of the windows.
Mary knelt on a low ottoman at his side, and
leaned on the arm of his chair, while her sister
commenced pacing slowly up and down the
room, tracing out the pattern of the rich Brussels carpet with her foot, until arrested by her
sister's rather impatient "Don't, Matty ! Please
sit down !"
Running her fingers lightly over the keys,
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Edith commenced playing selections from a
favorite opera. Martha was at her side in a
moment, her face expressing the utmost delight ; and when the music ceased eagerly
begged for "something else." Edith continued
to play piece after piece without turning roiand
to note the eS'ect upon her other listeners, for,
indeed, she had almost forgotten their presence,
so occupied was she with Martha, whose countenance varied with the expression of the music until Edith thought her positively beautiful.
At length she ceased playing, and was about
to rise from her seat, when Maiy touched her
lightly on the shoulder, and asked, in a timid
voice, if she would not sing something. "0
yes, do!" pleaded Martha, adding, in a low
voice, "papa is so foud of vocal music 1"
Pl.aying a short prelude, she commenced that
beautiful Scotch ballad, "Annie Laurie," and
as her clear, rich voice rang through the rooms,
no other sound was audible save the chirping
of birds and insects ; for, with the negro's
characteristic love of music, the house-servants
had suspended work, and were gathered in
silent groups at the open doors and windows.
Uncle Sigh h.ad thrown down his pruning-hook
at the first sound of the jiiano, and his dusky
form leaned against the library door, hat in
hand, and his gray woolly head bent forward,
as if afraid of losing a single note.
No Prima Donna could possibly have felt
more gratified at the repeat<!d encores of a large
audience, than did Edith at the efl'ect of this
simple ballad upon her hearers. Silence reigned
even after the last note had died away, and was
not broken until she rose to leave the instrument ;and then, Martha — the untamable, harum-scarum, wild, wilful Martha — threw her
arms around Edith's neck and burst into tears,
exclaiming, "I can't help ii, Miss Edith, indeed
I can't, for I am so sorry that I intemied to be
so disagreeable if you wouldn't let me have my
own way. When I feel wicked, you will sing
to me, won't you ?"
Edith was taken completely by surprise at
this unexpected reception of her song, and
scarcely knew how to act. Mr. Ellis, seeing her
embarrassment, stepped forward to relieve it.
and placing his hand on his daughter's head,
he said, smilingly, "Ah, Matty, I knew there
was some good in you ; I do not despair of your
becoming civilized yet." And then turning to
Edith, who had been pulled back upon the
piano-stool by Martha's weight, and who blushed
intensely as his eye rested upon her face, he .
continued, "Whose breast has mail to music
proof? not Matty's, certainly.
Your 'magic
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measures' seem to have entered her soixl, and
I hope they will have an abiding influence."
" It seems to me," said Edith, " like a flash
of sunshine dispelling the cloud of doubts and
fears in which I was enveloped this morning,
after listening to a portion of Miss Hannah's
experience from the young ladies ; I doubted
my own strength' and wisdom to govern rightly,
and I feared the school-room might witness
some unpleasant scenes, but Matty's confession
of her hostile intentions and her penitence encourages me to believe that we will get along
most amicably. Wliat do t/ou think, Matty?"
said she, raising Martha's flushed face to her
own, and imprinting a, kiss upon her cheek.
" Wiry, 1 think I '11 try to be very good."
"And when you are had, honey. Miss Eden
can punish you by not singing," interrupted
Uncle Sigh, who had bowed himself into the
room, and stood in the most deferential attitude
before the gronp at the piano.
" Well, Sigh, how did you like the music ?"
said his master.
"Bery fine, Massa Jacob, bery fine ;" replied
the old negro, with a succession of bows. " I
tink it am sperior to Miss Hannah's playing
wid one h.md. Howsomever, I would like k)
ask Miss Eden if she can sing any camp-meeting
liymns, case I tink her voice am pevticly oalkilated for dat perticlar style ob music."
Mr. Ellis seemed very much inclined to laugh,
though he refrained from doing so out of respect
to the old man's feelings, who obviously thought
he had paid Edith a very great compliment.
" I play and sing a great deal of sacred music," said Edith, but "never having attended a
camp-meeting, I am ignorant of the style you
speak of."
" Den you is not a Methodist ?"
"No, I am an Episcopalian."
Evidently disappointed that Edith was not of
his "pursuasion,"he thanked her — for what she
did not know — add bowed himself out of the
room ; and a moment after, Aunt Cilia's voice
was heard in no very gentle tones, chiding him
for his "indignity in standing so long 'mong de
white folks in de big room. I reckon Miss
Eden '11 sing agin fore she gwlnes home, but dat
rose-b\ish you dug up and lef in de sun won't
hold up it's head agin if it dies, dat 's sartin ;"
to which Uncle Sigh made some rejoinder, and
was answered in a still louder key, "campmeetings am all bery well in der place, but
don't you go to brung 'em in de house for to
bodder young raarster."
" Uncle Sigh and Aunt Cilia are both old
house servants," said Mr. Ellis, in answer to
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Edith's questioning look, " and therefore privileged. Aunt Cilia was my nurse when I was a
child, and though ' old marster' has been dead
these ten years, she continues to call me 'young
marster,' and will do so when I am gray, if she
lives till tlien. She forgets that I am a few
years older than when she used to protect me
from' the mischievous annoyances of the 'little
" Is she Uncle Sigh's wife ?" asked Edith.
darkies.' "
" Yes, and she thinks a heap of her old man ;
but the camp-meeting fever he gets occasionally annoys her excessively, for she is a member of the Baptist Church. But they are good,
pious old negroes, both of them."
" Why are they called ' Uncle' and 'Aunt ?' "
"It is a mark of respect to the old negroes
on the place, as much as the ' Miss' in address"I am becoming enlightened," said Edith,
ing you." "The idea of your having any relaughing.
spect for your slaves is quite a new one to
"I suppose so," said Mr. Ellis, good-naturedly; "but I hope you will have a better
opinion of Southern planters when you go
home ; I have no doubt you will acknowledge
me."
yourself a Northerner with Southern principles,
unless you have come here to 'make a note' of
the objectionable features of slavery for the
purpose of writing a hook, which I very much
doirbt, for you look too honest."
' ' Oh, if you are becoming suspicious of me, ' '
said Edith, laughing, "I had better travel
home again as soon as possible. At ail events,
I must not ask any more questions on the subject. But do I look as if I could write a book ?
one that would settle the afl'airs of the nation ?"
" Well, not particularly; I have not discovered any blue stochlngs yet, " rejoined Mr. Ellis,
jocosely ; " but," he added, more seriously, " I
have no doubt you would be as much missed if
you were to leave us now, though you have
been here so short a time, as was Mr. Stillingfleet in his absence from the Blue Stocking
Club, in the days of Dr. Johnson, How would
you like to have Miss Edith run home without
beginning school !" addressing liis daughters.
"Oh, not at all," said Mary; "she has
promised to read so many books with me, and
besides, Matty wouldn't become civilized."
Here the conversation was interrupted by. the
sound of the tea-bell. After tea, Martha, who
had been unusually quiet during the meal, proposed a walk in the garden.
"Take your flute along, papa, and play for
us, please, on the Indian mound."
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" Bring it from the library, then," said her
father ; and in a moment it was in his hand,
and the two girls were running on, leaving
their father and Edith to follow at their leisure.
" There is a remarkable echo on the mound
Martha mentioned," said Mr. Ellis, as they
pro.ceeded jlowly down the walk, "which, when
1 play my flute, has almost the effect of a duet,
the players situated at a distance from each
other. The mound is an artificial elevation,
supposed to have been thrown up by the Indians during the skirmislies in the early part
of the Revolution. Whetlier that particular
spot was selected to make the echo answer a
' savage' purpose, I am unable to say, but think
it very likely. It is a favorite resort of Martlia's,
who goes there for the purpose of exercising
her lungs, 1 judge, for I often hear her sending
forth sounds very like an Indian war-whoop,
which the distant hill faithfully returns."
"What was that?" asked Edith, starting
suddenly, as a sound, not unlike the shriek of
a locomotive, fell on her ear, twice in succession,
though more distant the second time.
" It is confirmation strong of what I 've been
telling you," answered her companion, laughing heartily. "The young lady has reached
the monnd before us."
A few more steps brought them in sight of
the spot ; Mary had thrown herself on the grass,
while Martlia, having planted herself directly
in the middle of the green knoll, was inflating lier
lungs prepar.atory to a repetition of the shriek,
when she saw her father and Edith approaching ;running down to meet them, she exclaimed
eagerly, "Did you hear the echo? wasn't it
splendid?"
Mr. Ellis played several familiar airs, and
Edith was charmed with both the music and
the echo.
" I am not surprised at Matty's fancy for tlie
spot," said she, " for it is certainly very attractive ;and such a delightful resting-place
under the shade of this S3"camore."
As they turned to leave the mound, she remarked that the flute was an agreeable accompaniment to the piano.
" Yes,'' said Mr. Ellis, " I used to accomp.-iuy
Mrs. Ellis when she played."
"Do the girls play?" asked Edith, thinking
that she ought to have asked the question iu
the afternoon.
"Not of
gave them
practise, and
Martha has
' possesses a

any consequence.
Their mother
lessons, but they never liked to
we did not urge them to it, though
a decided talent for music, and
fine voice.
Miss Hannah was not
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at all musical, and since Mrs. Ellis's death, the
piano has seldom been opened."
When they entered the house, Mr. Ellis, looking at his watch, desired Nelly to ring the bell
for pr.ayers. The house-servants and those of
the field hands who were church-members, assembled in the sitting-room with the family,
and listened attentively to the reading of the
Psalms for the evening, and during the prayer
bowed their heads reverentially.
That night Edith laid her head on her pillow
in thankfulness that her lines had been cast in
such a pleasant place. Thoughts of home filled
her mind : mother, brother, sister, and friend,
each and all claimed their share of remembrance,
and thinking of tliem she fell asleep.

CHAPTER

VI.

. CUESTXCT GHOVE.
The verf sooth of it is, that an ill habit has the forco
of an ill fate.— L'EsTRANGE.
The nest day was Saturday, and as Edith
had been informed that Uncle Anthony was
sent to the post-office every Saturd.ay evening,
she seated herself in the library directly after
breakfast, for the purpose of writing letters
home.
"0 Miss Edith, Miss Edith!" exclaimed
Mary and Martha in the same breath — iiinning
on to the piazza, and throwing open the window-shutter, "papa is going to Chestnut Grove
instead of Uncle Anthony, and he says tliat we
can go along. He is going directly after dinner,
about four o'clock."
"Are you going in the carriage?" asked
Edith.
" No ma'.am, on horseback."
" Bat you know I never rode." '
" I told papa," said Martha, "that you could
not ride horseback — I mean that you never did
ride — and he said you could take your first lesson
to-day, and I am to ride one of the carriagehorses and let you have Selim, and Wary is
going to ride behind papa."
" But I have no skirt," suggested Edith.
" Never mind that ; nobody '11 see us but Mr.
Irving and the blacks ; but you might wear
mine,, only it would be a mile too large for
your waist, and Mary's is a yard too short for
Smiling at the "mile" and "yard," Edith,
after thinking a moment, said —
" Perhaps I can alter the skirt of my travelling-dress."
"you."
Is it tucked ?" asked Martha.
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" No," said Edith ; '• but it lias a deep.liem,
aiid is turned in at the top.,''
"That '11 do first-rate," said Martha; "I'll
get it, and give it to Oak ; she HI fix it." And
running up stairs she brought the dress down ;
and, calling a girl who was sewing in the sitting-room, she handed it to her, saying — •
"There, Oak, Miss Edith wants you to fix
that dress for her to ride in."
" Yes, Oak," said Edith, " I would like you
to let down the skirt, if j'ou please."
" Der 's a right smart turned in, Miss Eden,
and I reckon the hem won't have to come out,"
said the girl, examining it.
"Very well," returned Edith ; "let it down
at the waist, then, and I guess it will do for
this afternoon and to-morrow."
"Better keep it forridin'. Miss Eden, for you
won't get auyting as purty dis side 'Gusta ;
allers 'mired dark gray misel. Young missus
and Miss Mary ort to have some black 'terial
fcir der skirts, for dey looks wery funny a ridin'
out wid black bodies and green skirts; but dey
don't know, and Massa Jacob don't neber notice
wimmen's fixin's. I reckon I '11 ax him to git
some dis evenin' ;" and nodding her head with
a "dat's so," she disappeared, leaviug Edith
alone.
The letters were finished before dinner-time,
and going up to her room, Edith found her
dress, finished and neatly pressed, lying on the
bed. The young ladies' room adjoined hers,
and she heard Mary expostulating in an earnest
tone with her sister.
"Please don't wear that log-cabin, Matty,
for you look so ugly in it. Wear the white
sun-bonnet."
"I '11 do nothing of the kind," said her sister.
" The white sun-bonnet is so small it shows all
my hair."
"Well, can't you comb your hair? You
haven't combed it since the last time we went
to church, I am sure."
" Indeed,* I combed it the day papa went to
.Augusta for Miss Edith."
" I saw Miss Edith look at your head yesterday," said Mary, "and I reckon she did not
think it looked very neat."
" I suppose then that she '11 begin at my head
to civilize me ; but what are you going to
wear ?"
"My garden-hat."
"You look just like a boy in it, with your
short curls."
" Mamma used to like it, you know, and it is
so comfortable.
But here conies Nelly ; wDu't
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you let her plait your hair, and tie on the black
ribbons ?"
" No, indeed ; plaiting breaks the hair."
" I don't thinktit breaks it half as much as
the hard knot you leave it tied in," said Mary.
"Come, Miss Matty," said Nelly, who entered just then to assist her young,ladies in
dressing, "'low me to comb up your liar, and
'stonish de fo'ks wid a smoove head."
"I'll ''stonish' you with something else,"
said her young mistress, "if you don't have
my saddle blanket and riding-skirt ready.
And tell Uncle Peter to put the martingales on
Flash, or his head will be in my mouth all the
way, and I don't like the flavor."
" What are you going to do with that album,
Matty ?" asked Mary.
"Why, my name has never been written in
it since papa gave it to me, and I saw Miss
Edith's portfolio, and she draws beautifully ;
and I 'U just ask her — "
"0 sister!" interrupted Mary; "let me
write your name in it I"
" You ! indeed I '11 not ! Miss Pdith '11 do it
with a flourish ; she '11 make au elegant pig,
or something, and write my name on the side
"Where is the post-ofiioe, Mary?" asked
Edith, putting her head iK at the door.
of" it."
On the store dooi'," answered Martha.
" On the store door?" repeated Edith, interrogatively.
" Yes, ma'am ; it 's nothing but a letter-box.
Mr. Irving keeps the store and 'tends to the
mail. But I declare, Mary, if there aren't the
horses ! and a mule ! And the dinner bell
hasn't rung ! Here, you Nellie ! run down and
ask Aunt Cilia' if she 's going to send Josh
along on the mule with the dinner."
" There 's the bell now," said Mary.
"Uncle Peter was aforehand wid de beasts,
case marster gin him half holiday to gwine
over to Dudley's plantation to see his old
'oman, and I reckon he's in a hurry," said
Nelly, as they went into the dining-room.
"Are you timid. Miss Edith?" asked Mr.
Ellis, as Edith stood on the block ready to
mount.
" I don't think I feel particularly courageous,
but I presume we are not going in a gallop, "
answered Edith, smiling.
" We will not! Matty will probably disappear as soon as she is in her saddle; but we
will ride slowly, though you would find it
much easier riding if you would let Selim strike
into a jiace, for he is a fine pacer." said Mr. '
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Ellis, as he assisted Edith into Mie saddle.
" Now seat yourself firmly, and take the bridle
in this hand — between your fingers, so ! Is
your foot in the stirrup ? No. There, all right
so far. Here, Peter, lead Selim off a few steps
to make room for Flash."
Se.ited on her horse, Edith looked around
with a great degree of interest to see the others
mount. Martha walked to the block in a manner so stately, and so out of character with her
dress, that Edith laughed in spite of herself.
The long green skiit trailed on the ground
behind, while the wearer held it up in front at
a fashionable height, revealing the hem of Iht
black dress, and displ.aying her well turned
ankle in a manner th.at would have done credit
to a city belle. Her arms and shouHers were
shaded by a cape of white dimity, reaching to
the waist, and tied at the neck with bl.ick ribbons. The log-cabin sun-bonnet, which had so
shocked her sister's pride, was of blue berage,
made with casings, into which were rnn pieces
of p.asteboard, bringing it far over the face and
most eflectually concealing the uncombed hair.
In her hand she carried a switch, stripped of
all its leaves, except a few at the end, which
bobbed about as if nodding in recognition of
the green skirt. Stepping upon the block, she
adjusted the saddle-cloth, then, seizing the
pommel of the saddle, she sprang into her
seat with astonishing agility, considering her
weight, and without farther ceremony than a
wave of her hand, and " I '11 wait for you at
the Branch," she galloped down the lawn and
was soon out of sight. Her father looked after
her a moment, then mounting his own horse
he rode to the block to take np llary, who
looked so exceedingly pretty in her little garden hat with its black ribbons, that Edith did
not wonder at her preference for it ; though,
to be sure, the short curls did give her somewhat of a boyish appeanance. Her arms and
shoulders were bare, and as she gathered up
her long skirt with one tiny, white hand, Edith
thought "What a lovely picture!" Seating
herself behind her father, she threw one arm
around him, and, peeping around at Edith, she
said, with the usual blush, "This is such a nice
broad seat."
Selim deserved all the encomiums his mistress bestowed upon him, for he was indeed a
noble animal. Edith thought he displayed a
great deal of sagacity in turning so cautiously,
as if aware that he was carrying a timid rider,
and as he followed the slow steps of Uncle
Peter down the lawn, she felt quite as safe as
if she were walking.
Holding the gate open.
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Uncle Peter touched liis cap respectfully, saying, "G1b Selim de bridle when you get to de
big road. Miss Edin, and don't 'tempt to guide
him, for you mought steer wrong, and he knows
de Mr.
way."
Ellis smiled, and B.aid to Edith, "You
ought to become an accomplished horse-woman,
with so many to teach you."
"Yes," s.aid Edith, " I ought to know something about riding; Matty gave me a lesson."
And then she laughed as she recollected that a
part of her instructions was to throw her arm
around Mr. Ellis and hold on to his coat.
"We must not allow you to contract any
bad habits in the beginning," said Mr. Ellis;
"so you will permit me to commence at once
to correct any that I notice. Firstly, you bend
forward too much ; and, secondly, your muscles
are too much on the strain ; relax them, and
hold yourself up, for, in your present position,
if Selim were to stumble, you would be thrown
over his he.ad without any warning. And that
would be an ill fate indeed. There, that is
better!" said he, approvingly, as Edith drew
back her shoulders and settled herself more
comfortably in the saddle.
"You spoke of Selim being a fine pacer,"
said Edith. "I must acknowledge my ignerance of the term as applied to horses."
" Webster will tell you that pacing signifies
lifting the feet on the same side together," returned Mr. Ellis. " If you feel inclined to give
him — I mean Selim, not Webster — a trial, just
give your bridle a sudden jerk, and he will
understand the signal."
Edith obeyed, and the horses paced along
together in a manner which she thought much
more agreeable than the tedious walk ; and as
her timidity gradually wore off she began to
enjoy the ride.
" I hear horses' feet down the road," said
Mary, "and I reckon Matty is coming back to
meet us. Yes, there she is ; I caught a glimpse
of her white cape." And, in a moment, Matty
galloped up to them, and, wheeling her horse,
exclaimed —
" How dolefully slow you ride. But how
nicely you sit, Miss Blith ! Don't you think
you could gallop with me, now ?"
Edith declined, saying she thought that
would do for another lesson.
" I 've been waiting at the Branch fully ten
minutes," said Martha, "and do you know,
papa, that it is swollen from the rain last week,
and we '11 have to ford it?"
" What are you going to do, Martha ?" asked
Edith.
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"Why, let our horses swim across,'' answered Martha. "I'll go in first, and you do
just like me ; drop your bridle, pull up your
skirt, and pick up your feet in this way." And,
suiting the action to the word, she made a perfect bunch of herself, and looked so comical
with her feet upon the horse's neck, that the
rest of the party laughed aloud.
The sound of running water notified them
that they were near the " Branch," and a turn
in the road brought them to the side of it.
"Come on!" said Martha, and her horse
plunged in and crossed the narrow stream ;
laughing, she called from theotherside, "Don't
let Selim shake you otf. Miss Edith, when he
comes out !"
" I stand shivering'on the brink and fear to
launch away," said Edith to Mr. Ellis, who
was waiting for her to arrange her skirt. He
laughed, and, taking the bridle over his arm,
said, " Are you ready ?" — and before she had
time to assent or object, the horses were bearing them over almost without perceptible motion.
"Well," said Edith, " I feel as if I had performed a wonderful feat ; something in the
'grand and lofty tumbling' style."
" "I'was y?rs<-ra<c .'" said Martha (that " firstrate" being with her the superlative degree of
excellence). "You are a heap more sensible
than Miss Hannah. Why, we never got her
't'other side of Jordan' while she was at the
Bluff."
"Martha!" said her father, sternly.
And, coloring slightly, she gave the pasteboards asudden j erk over her face, saying : " I '11
meet you at the store." Waving her switch
in a majestic manner, she brought it down on
her horse's neck, and the log-cabin and green
skirt were again in rapid motion.
The "store" was a low wooden building with
a porch in front, but withoi^t any sign over the
door or display of goods in tlie windows to indicate that it was a place of business. The broken
jianes of glass and tumble-down fence gave the
wliole place a dilapidated appearance, and
Edith thought the grove at the back of the
house looked far more inviting than the crazy
looking porch in which were sitting several
men, who all arose and disappeared in the dark
looking door when oar party approached.
" Where 's Matty ? There 's Flash with her
skirt on the saddle," said Mary.
"Gone round to see Janett, Miss Mary," said
a gentleman, stepping from the porch. Then,
saluting Mr. Ellis with a nod and " How do,
Ellis?" he gave Edith an inquisitive look;
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and, at Mr. Ellis's introduction, "Mr. Irving,
Miss Stanford," bowed quite low, and, lifting
his head with a jerk, said : " Happy to make
your 'quaintance, ma'am. Eight smart rain
last week. 'Sist you to 'light, ma'am !"' Edith
extended her hand ; and, grasping it in a
business-like manner, he almost pulled her
off the block ; then, wheeling around so suddenly as to make the horse start, he addressed
himself to Mr. Ellis: "Horses want water,
Ellis ? Y'es ? Here, you Jack, take horses to
creek" — abbreviating his words and sentences
as if life were too short to allow the use of pronouns and articles, and there was an absolute
necessity for abridging all other words.
"What '11 look at, Ellis?" said Mr. Irving,
as they stood beside the counter in the not very
cleanly looking store.
" I believe the young ladies wish some black
material for riding skirts."
" Nice alpacas ? Nothing else to show. Best
in the 'ouse, " replied Mr. Irving, elevating his
eyebrows and striking the counter at every
exclamation."
"Th.at will do, Mr. Irving," said Martha,
thrusting her pasteboards in a window near
him. " Please cut off twelve yards, and don't
forget the sewing-sUk."
"Letters for you, Ellis, top the pile. Yes,
Miss Matty, twelve yards."
Walking to a desk behind the door, Mr. Ellis
took up the letters, and, looking them over,
put three in his pocket. Edith looked at them
wistfully, but said to herself: " It is too soon ;
I '11 not receive any for a week ;" then, taking
those she had written out of her pocket, she
was about to hand them to Mr. Ellis, when
Mary stepped to the door, and lifting the lid of
a small wooden box that was nailed to it on the
inside, she said, with a look of sly humor :
"Put them in the office. Miss Edith."
The purchases were made, and stowed away
in a small cai-pet-sack which was hung on the
pommel of Martha's saddle. Edith was glad
when they wei'e once more in the fresh air, for
the smell of tobacco which proceeded from a
corner where the occupants of the porch had
stationed themselves, affected her verj' unpleasantly. Crossing the yard, they were followed
closely by Mr. Irving, who led Selim to the
block himself; and while Edith put on her
skirt he worked his fingers nervously, and the
moment it was fastened, seized her hand, and
with a jerk of his head,
mount, ma'am ?" She had
herself in the saddle, and
in the stiirup, he grasped

said, "'Sist you to
barely time to settle
before her foot was
the bridle, and lead-
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iiig the horse off a few paces, stood, holding
him hy the bit, until the others were ready to
start, when he let go with a flourish of his arm,
and started back as if he expected Selim to
go off like a rocket. As Edith bowed, in acknowledgment ofliis services, his manner and
attitude reminded her forcibly of the ring master in a traTelling circus she had visited when
a cliild.
Tea was ready and waiting when they reached
home, and they seated themselves around the
table with spirits exhilarated, and appetites
considerably sharpened by the ride. Mr. Ellis
was particularly merry and agreeable, and
Edith thought his animated countenance gave
him quite a youthful appearance, and he looked
scarcely old enough to be the father of those
two tall girls. Lifting her plate, she passed it
to him without looking down, until the girls
both exclaimed, " Look under your plate. Miss
Edith, under your plate!" She colored with
surprise and pleasure as she took up a letter,
and, looking at Mr. Ellis suspiciously, said,
" Where did this come from ? It must have
been written the day after I left home." He
laughed heartily, as if he enjoyed her surprise,
and said, " Vou must excuse me for not handing it to you before, but I knew you would
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like to be alone wlifu you read it, and I feared
your anxiety to learn the contents would prevent your enjoying the ride home."
Immediately afii-r priiyere, which were an
hour earlier on Saturday evening, Edith went
to her room. "Dear Gracy,"said she, unfnUing her letter, "I would know your graii-ful
handwriting among a score of others." And
then she read how poor Grace, sad, lonely, and
<Vit of sorts, had gone to her sister's room the
evening after her departure, and, after a fit of
Weeping, had concluded to write and tell her
that George was very gruni, mamma terribly
low-spirited, and the whole house so desolate
that it was quite unbearable. Then came a
long string of fond wishes for dear Edie's happiness, followed by as many resolutions to look
upon the bright side of life — and the letter
closed with a quotation, beginning, "Away
with melancholy," and many assurances of
sisterly affection. " Bless her dear heart, ' said
Edith, returning it to the envelop. "I hope
the nest letter will be a more cheerful one ;"
and though she felt grieved at the sadness of hor
mother and her brother's grumness, which she
knew so well how to interpret, she was happy
at having heard from the dear ones at home.
(To be coDtinaed.)

VALENTINE'S
BY

MART

Old times are changed, old manners gone.
Lav of the Last Minstrel.
Valentine's day in my grandfather's time ;
it was something worth looking forward to then ;
'
I
■
j

von should hear the old gentleman talk about
it. The ice of many a courtship was broken ;
the heart of many a maiden won through the
medium of those emblematic pictures and flattering rhymes sent on that licensed morn.
I Young men — my grandfather among the numI ber — were known never to have retired to rest
I at all, but to have spent the night previous under
I their mistresses' window, for the purpose of gaining her first glance in the morning, and thus, according tothe old superstition, have the right of
being her Valentine for the rest of the day, or,
what was perhaps still more important, her
husband for life.
Young girls, in order to
avoid the sight of a disagreeable suitor, would
I shut themselves up for the entire morning ;
others, by various clever str.atagems — peeping
through little friendly holes in the window
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curtains ; sitting with their eyes shut for hours,
until they heard the wished-for step or wellbeloved voice — endeavored to take in destiny,
and clx-at the fates ! Postmen were known
to have fainted beneath the weight of Cupids,
doves, Hymen's temples, and gold rings their
bursting bags contained. One misanthropii?
man of letters committed sni(-ide on A'alentine's
eve by throwing himself, bag and all, into a
river near my grandfather's house, leaving a
note on the bank stating his reasons for the
act : hatred to marriage, and a desire to save
his fellow-creatures from that misery, as the
wooer on the fourtftnih of February was generally
a fool by the first of April.
But Valentine's day in the nineteenth century
— the sober, intellectual, satirical, nineteenth
century — is a very different affair. "These are
the days of advance." In our onward march
of civilization we have trampled the Maypole
under our feet, dethroned its pretty queen, and
turned Cupid out of doors.

"Strong-minded
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young ladies" sneer at suoli-" senseless things,"
and youth itself will soon be as much out of
fashion as the rest.' But yet, with all these
disadvantages to battle against, Valentine's
day, although the mere ghost of its former self,
still continues to have its old "match-making"
propensities ; truth still lurks iu those annual
rhymes, and many a proposal those love lines
have contained has ended in smiles and blushes,
wedding favors, and bride-cake at Whitsuntide.
There 's my cousin Mabel and Minnie Grey,
they are living examples of this last fact.
Of course you have never seen my cousin
Mabel ; but if you had you would certainly say
she was the prettiest girl you had ever beheld.
Female critics of beauty, it is true, found fault
with her nose as being " somewhat too short,"
and her mouth as " a little too large;" but
then her eyes were so blue and soft, her eyelashes so dark and long, her hair so rich and
bright, you forgot every other fault in looking
at them ; and as to her dimples, they would
positively have made Hebe jealous, could that
young lady have seen them. Yet Mabel,
strange to say, with all her beauty, had reached
the mature age of eighteen without a lover.
Her father, a country clergyman, had jealously
kept his fair blossom to nestle by his side,
hidden from all " vulgar eyes" in the old ivied
parsonage of a retired little village ; rarely, if
ever, allowing her to take part in any of the
festivals and junketings given by their neighbors ;those pleasant, innocent "merry meetings," where rural flirtations are got up, and
the partners of a dance so often become the
partners of a life. The consequence was, that
when Mabel came to spend her Christmas with
us, she had not been a week away from her
leafy home before she danced exquisitely, flirted
scientifically, and had caused half a dozen young
men to wear turn-down collars, and seriously
contemplate suicide.
Now, as my father loves a full house, and
declares "a merry Christmas" would be an utter
impossibility without merry guest and good
cheer, with " that so plenteous," that, like the
jolly Frankelein, at this time,
"It snewed iu his hous of mete and driuke,"
you may be sure Miss Mabel had every opportunity of exercising her newly acquired accomplishments.
Teddy Green proposed for her five minutes
after the first introduction, was refused, and
has never since been heard of. Jack Sharp, the
vicar's son, enlisted as a private soldier, to the
unspeakable grief of his parents, because Mabel
had expressed a liking for an ofEeer.
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Jones, an old friend of my father's, a tedious,
proverbial bachelor of fifty, "full of wise saws
and modern instances,'' forgot himself so far as
to present Mabel with some verses of a most
amatory nature, and was observed to have had
a most suspicious liking for walking by moonlight for some time after. The number of
healthy appetites she ruined, the many sleepless nights she caused, are beyond my calculation ;yet I suppose the world has never seen a
conqueror more careless of conquests than my
cousin Mabel. I often wondered that in lighting
so many flames iu the hearts of others she never
burnt her own fingers. I began to think the
old saying, that "everybody has been iu love
once in their lives," an utter mistake, and that
Mabel bore a "charmed life," for here January's last days drew nigli, and her laugh was
as merry, her dimples as pretty, and her eyes
brighter than ever.
"Come, come, this won't do, Mabel," said
my father ; " it is positively unfair. Here have
I displayed the finest assortment of goods, with
every wish to please, and you are going to
leave me without making a choice. If you are
as fastidious over your ribbons as your lovers,
"Liberty foi* me ;
I pity the shopman."
No maa's wife I '11 be, "

sang Mabel, and we all gave her up as incorrigible.
" Can you write a good feigned hand?" said
Fred Pratt, entering the library where I was
sitting alone, indulging in what Mr. WeUer calls
" a refferee," " Not that I 'm aware of," said
I. "Because, if you can," continued Fred,
"just direct this envelop" — and he put down
a bulky looking letter on the table. "I've
been trying a new kind of penmanship the
whole morning, but I don't think it will do" —
and he showed me several hieroglyphical specimens. "If you had a Chinese or Egyptian
postman, it might," said I, examining them,
" But what do you want to feign your hand for?
1 hope, Fred," I continued, in a dignified manner, "you would not be guilty of so mean an
action as writing an anonymous letter ; remember, 'the man who can write an anonymous
letter only lacks the bad courage to grasp an
assassin's knife.' "
" It — it — it 's only a Valentine," stammered
Fred ; " to-morrow 's Valentine's Day."
"A Valextixe !"
I was never more surprised in my life.
Fred was certainly the most bashful man I
h.id ever met — Goldsmith's
hero was bad
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enough, but Fred was worse. Why, he could
no more have beh:ived as Marlow did to Miss
Ilardcastle, than he could have Hown ; and vet
here was Fred sending a Valentine ! How he
ever got his "courage up to the sticking point, "
is still a mystery to me. "And who's the
lady, Fred.'" I inquired; "I never observed
you admired any one iu particular."
'•Mabel Grant, of course," said Fred, with
oheeks in an alarmingly .ipoplectic condition.
'• Mabel fi rant!"
Here was another surprise.
'• Why, Fred, we all thought yon disliked
her; you never joined in praising her — never
danced with her^seldom spoke to her ; in fact
never caught 'the prevailing epidemic,' as I
imagined at all."
"I thought her far too beautiful and good ;
and myself too mean and unworthy ever to aspire to her at first," said Fred, in a husky tone ;
"but I love her so much now, I must tell her
all — or — or — die ;" and he smote his forehead
after the manner of men in his condition.
"Come, old fellow, don't be downhearted,"
said I, quite moved.
" I 've no other way of letting her know what
I think and suffer but in this way," continued
he, taking up the bulky letter.
"Aud a very good way too," said I, encouragingly. "What sort of verses are they?
Mind they 're strong."
' ' I composed them myself, "said Fred ; ' ' they
express exactly what I feel ;" and he took out
the Valentine.
Such a Valentine ! bunches of forget-menots — clustei-s of roses, which, on being raised
up, disclosed the altar of Love — a bleeding heart
pierced with an arrow, lying upon it — with all
the rapidity of a change in a pantomime. A
delightfally healthy-looking little Cupid stood
at the bottom of the page unrolling a scroll
ou which were inscribed iu golden letters these
lines : —
" Dottbt thoa the stars are fire ;
Doaljt that the sua doth move;
Doubt truth to be a liar ;
But aever doubt, I love."

I said I thought I had heard the lines before ;
but as Fred indigntintly denied my suspicion, I
withdrew the assertion.
" I would not feign my hand in sending such
a Valentine," said I.
" Wouldn't you ?" said Fred, interrogatively.
" No ; concealments of that sort are only required when you send uncomplimentary penny
ones.
I should let her know who sent it ; direct it in your own writing."
VOL. Lxn. — 11
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And he did, after a little pressing, with much
confusion, iu a baud that would have done
honor to a Brobdigu.igian, with a seal to match.
" I love her so much," he began again — but
I was off to look for Mabel.
I found her after a short search sitting in her
own room writing, with a sheet of paper before
her, which she hastily thrust into the table
drawer as I entered.
"To-morrow's Valentine's Day, Mabel; are
you going to send any ?" I inquired.
"Not I," said Mabel, with just the faintest
tinge of a blush in her cheek. " I would not
receive such a nonsensical thing, let alone the
sending ; I have far too great a respect for the
name of Love, than to take it in vain in unmeaning rhymes."
" Not always unmeaning," I said. " I have
known the vows fervently made in those pictorial billet-doux, as fervently kept ; it all depends upon the man, you little sceptic."
" You are certainly going to send a Valentine !" interrupted Mabel, eagerly.
Entre nous, this remark was both sudden and
unpleasant — I had sent one th.at mornirtg, written and posted under immense difficulties— my
father having the book I had copied the verses
from in his pocket, which I was forced to pick,
as I couldn't remember the last lines ; and the
post-office, when I arrived, being tenanted by
Jack Sharp inside, and guarded by old Jones
outside, both evidently on the same err.ind, I
had to remain down a by-lane a whole hour.
I never hated old Jones so much !
"You are certainly going to send a Valentine!" repeated Mabel, in triumphant glee. I
saw it was no use denying it, for "1 w.a3 blushing as red as a beet."
" Well, what if I am ?" said I, endeavoring
to be dignified ; " I alw.ays practise what I
preach ; I see no crime in it."
" No more do I," said Mabel, confidentially.
" I .am going to send one, too, only I didn't like
to tell you : I thought you might laugh ;" and
she drew forth from the drawer she had kept
jealously shut, the most splendid specimen in
the paper-cutting line I have ever beheld — you
couldn't have told it from the finest V.aleneiennes — the verses, delicately inscribed in azure
ink, looked as if they had been written by Tit.ania with dew gathered by fairy fingers from
the cup of a bluebell.
"And who's it to, Mabel?" said I, in a
friendly, careless manner — I was dying to know.
"Guess."
"I can't."
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"Try."
" It 's no use, I could never find out ; you
never showed you liked anyone in particular."
"Well, I don't think this one likes me,"
said Mabel, with a sigh. "He's so hard to
please," she continued pettishly, "or so hardhearted,don't
I
know which. I don't think he
likes women, only I liked him from the first,
and as I 'm going home next week, it's no harm
just to hint it to him ;" and she looked quite
sad for a few minutes, but on lifting up her
head, she saw something in the pier-glass opposite which seemed to console her surprisingly,
for after looking for a few seconds, she went on
again quite gayly, "Don't waste so much
thought upon the riddle, cousin ; do you give
it up ?"
"Yes— who is it?"
She came quite close and whispered — "Fred

Pratt!"
"Who?"

,
" Fred Pratt !"
I felt horribly inclined to throw my arms
about my cousin, and kiss her from pure joy —
but, as it might have alarmed her, I restrained
myself, and calmly went to post the Valentine.
The auspicious mom arrived, the sun (contrary to Fred's expectations) did nothing original but
;
rose at his usual hour in the east,
accompanied by a few common-place looking
clouds — things proceeded in their accustomed
way — perhaps a little more laughing and whispering among the girls, until the clock struck
nine, then a great change became perceptible,
tunes began to be hummed, indicative of perfect ease of mind in the hummers — books diligently read, as if the salvation of the readers
depended upon them, conversations on important subjects, carried on in the most careless
and reckless manner ; suddenly in the midst of
it all, like a clap of thunder, rat ! tat ! went the
front doorknocker. "It's the postman ! the
postman!" screamed a chorus of voices — two
young men became immediately agitated, and
left the room — Minnie Grey upset her tea, and
I broke a plate.
In came the servant (I thought she would
have been suffocated with her own importance)
bearing a large tray before her, on which were
piled letters of every description, from the imposing looking official dispatch, with iis huge
seal, that must have consumed a stick of sealing-wax, down to the delicately scented, exquisitely made "billet-doux," that should have
had a sylph for a postman, and a fairy for its
sender.
Such laughing and blushing — such

anxiety in spite of the pretty head-tossing,
saucy pouting, and assumed carelessness^such
curiosity to find out the writing — such an innocent, foolish, happy time never was seen.
But where was Mabel ?
She had never left her room ; her Valentines,
no small number, had been taken up to her.
Of course, what took place between her and
them, no mortal can ever know ; but, after a
little time, we heard her door open, and hei
half suppressed screams — for, between surprise
and joy, she had well-nigh fallen into his arms.
"Into whose arms ?"
Fred Pratt's of course. Poor fellow, he had
spent the whole night on the landing, and had
thus gained her first glance and first greeting
in the morning.
' ' I had no other way of saying how much I
loved you," said he, half laughing and half
crying, like the good-hearted simple fellow he
was; "I've been very unhappy ever since
you 've been here."
"Are you happy noto ?" said Mabel, looking
desperately pretty and coquettish, clad in her
morning dress and blushes, as she laid her
dimpled hand on his.
He only answered by kissing it passionately.
" I never thought that you loved me," said
Mabel, pouting.
" You never showed it."
"Why, I always loved you," said Fred,
" from the very first, and — "
And what more they said, we must leave to
the imagination of those of my readers who
have been in the same position themselves.
My father says — and he has had experience
in such matters — that we may make up our
minds to wedding-favors and bride-cake at
Whitsuntide.
HOPE.
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It dwelleth in the inner heart,
It liTeth In each throbbing breast,
It calmeth as our days depart,
It bringeth heavenly, peaceful rest.
'Tis this that bids ns urge our way,
'Tis this that lights the blacltest sky,
'Tis this drives doubts and fears away,
'Tis this that flts us all to die.
'Tis this that calms when world storms shake,
'Tis this supports when loved ones die,
'Tis this upholds when friends forsake,
'Tis this brings absent loved ones nigh.
Hope is the day-star when dark billows roll,
Hope is the gift our God hath given,
Hope is the anchor of the Christian soul,
Hope dwells on Earth ; it lives in Heaven.
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" It 's two cents for foot passengers."
It is very singular, but I hear those tones
still ; the small, sweet, susceptible voice, winding in and out of the delicate syllables, and I
See the little brown, thin hand which was thrust
tip at the toll-gate. I was sixteen years old at
that time, and I have doubled the years since
then ; but the little hand is before my eyes
now, and the voice, sweet as an old tune, in my
ear still. I see the old turnpike ro?id, too,
which I had come upon suddenly, twisting itself
like a rumpled brown ribbon along the hills and
Among the fair pasture fields on either side.
"You're rather small to tend toll-gate," I
said, as I slipped the money into the child's
hand.
She looked up, and smiled a smile that was
not completed on the lips, but ran up into all
the dark, suubumt features, and did for them
what sunlight does for Catawba wine, and emphasized itself in the eyes ; which were large,
and of a kind of brown or dark agate.
" 0 no ! I shall be eleven years old nest
August" — with an air which said her age ought
to prove her a person of good judgment ; one
who might be trusted in almost any important
eonjunctions or relations.
I was amused at her half childish, half mature manner, which latter would have sat rather
comically upon her if it had not been for her
extreme sincerity ; and I was about to answer
her remark with another, when a wagon drove
up with a farmer, who was evidently a neigh\>0T, for he asked in a loud tone after " Mrs.
Plummer's rheumatiz," and how the seine was
coming on ; and the little girl darted into the
house, and I kept on my way.
On what very small, hidden springs does
God turn the great events of our lives I That
very morning my grandfather Bryant had shown
me a large seal ring which had belonged to his
youngest son, my Uncle John, who died in his
early manhood, smitten by a sudden fever in
the East Indies.
" It just fits my fore-finger" — as it slid easily
over the joint.
My grandfather looked at it tenderly. " Poor
boy !" he said. " He used to wear it on his
little one." And he shook his fine old gray
head.
"You better let me keep it for you a
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little longer, Bryant ; I 'm afraid it will slip off
your
finger."
"Well,
let me have it an hour or two, grandpa." had
I
my wav, as I always did.
But a little while later, a fancy seizi'd me to
go off into the woods ; and I had rambled
farther than I expected, and came out upon the
turnpike three miles from my gramlfather's.
I was passing the summer at Loiigwood. My
father had conceived a dread that I inherited
something of ray mother's delicacy of physique,
because I had her features, and he had sent
me up into the country in the hope that fresh,
bracing air and daily exercise would counteract
any tendency to disease. But the fears were
unnecessary in my case ; if my mother had
given me her face and figure, I had my father's
stamina of constitution.
I was his idol. All the love which was not
buried in the grave of his girl-wife was poured
on the head of the child she left him. My father was a very rich man, twenty years my
mother's senior, proud, stately, reticent. I had
been nursed in luxury and indulgence of the
most debilitating kind. I was a selfish, exacting, impulsive, yet, on the whole, good-natured
boy ; I made everybody's ease or comfort subordinate to my own wishes or whims ; but it
was a habit with me, and I was unconscious of
it. I was naturally studious, and out-door life
in the woods and fields was a perfect passion
with me, and saved me from becoming efl'eminate.
My father had found my mother in the first
flush of womanhood at her country home, at
Longwood, where he was stopping for a week.
People said that her beauty won his heart, but
this was not all the truth ; he^graciousness of
soul, the gentleness and beauty of her lifn gained
for her what her face never could, with its
delicate, sweet outlines, its "gentian eyes, "and
its marvellous sweetness of expression, which
made the face of my mother seem like the face
of an angel.
" See, here, you must have dropped your ring
just after you paid me the money, for I found
it on the ground." The little girl panted out
the words, breathless with her long run, for I
was nearly half a mile from the toll-gate.
" So I must"— taking the ring. " Dear me,
123
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•what a run yon have had I How did you know
it was mine ?"
"I saw it on your finger when you paid me.
Oh-h!" This- last word, whicli suddenly shut
off the rest of her sentence, ran tlirough her
lips in a groan, and her forehead contracted
with sharp, sudden pain.
"What is the matter?" I asked, in much
concern.
"Why, you see, I stnmhled over a stone, and
I 've hurt my ankle, for it aches." And here
the tears forced themselves into the brown eyes.
They touched me, for I was very sensitive to
suifering. " Come and sit down on the stone
fence," I said, for it ran low along the side of
the road, and I helped her to it, and sat down
heside her. " You 're very, very kind to bring
me my ring ; but I 'm sorry you 've hurt you."
" I was in such a hurry, you know."
"Does your ankle hurt you?"
"0 yes, hard!"
" It 's too bad ! What can I do for you ?"
"Nothing, I guess, thank you." But she
winced with the pain as she said the words.
" If j-ou '11 let me hold you so that you can
rest your ankle here on the rail, it '11 feel
easier."
" I 'm afraid I 'm too heavy."
"No."
I lifted her up gently, for she was a light
little creature, and seated her on my knee, and
she rested her foot on the rail.
"There, now, doesn't that feel better?"
"Yes, a great deal." Then she looked in
jny face with her bright, deep, unabashed eyes.
" You are very kind to me !" she said.
Nobody had ever spoken such words to me
before. People had caressed and flattered me,
but it was almost the first time in my life that
I had ever had the luxury of doing good to
another.
" I think it is you who have been kind to
jne." And I removed her brown gingham sunbonnet, and smoothed her hair.
Then we fell to talking — and I learned that
the little girl's' name was Margaret Willoughby ; that her father and mother were dead ;
that she had neither brother nor sister, and
lived with her grandmother, who kept the
toll-gate, and knit seine for the farmers to go
fishing in the summer. They were very, very
poor folks, indeed, Margaret said, with a sweet,
earnest gravity on her little face ; still her
grandmother had managed to buy her, that
summer, a straw bonnet, trimmed with white
ribbon, and a pink lawn dress, and a pair of
Monroe shoes ; and it was her belief and con-

viction that she looked as nice as the other
little girls, wlien she and grandma went on
Sundays to the brown-stone meetiu'-house on
the green.
I drank all this in greedily. It was a new
revelation of life to me ; and the perfect freshness of the child — the entire simplicity and
earnestness with which she confided to me her
history and her heart, drew me towards her ;
and I kept on questioning her farther, and
watching the quick changes that came and
Went in her face, with her bright, quick, intelligent answers.
At last she rose up hastily, "Oh, what will
grandma s.ay 'cause I 'm gone so !" But with
her first step a sudden pain shot through her
ankle.
" Mai'garet, you can't go home alone ; I 'U
walk with you ; lean on me : " and I slipped my
arm round her waist, and half-carried, half-led
the light figure along, so that little weight came
on the sprained ankle. " Now, supposing,
Margaret," I said, as we moved slowly on,
" that you were very rich, and could have
everything you wanted to, what would you do
with your money first ?"
She twisted the strings of her gingham sunbonnet a few moments, thoughtfully, around
her fingers, and then she looked up with a
sudden light over her face.
"Oh, I know."
"Well, tell me."
" I 'd jest have some new dresses, and go to
the Academy on the hill ; and I 'd buy a whole lot of new books to read.
You see we haven't
but about a dozen at home, and I 've read 'em
over and over."
"I've got more than you could read in a
dozen years, at home ; and I '11 send you a little
How her eyes shone and danced. Then she
library."
answered in her sweet, grave way, " I thank
you ; more than I can tell, I thank you !" then,
after a little pause, " Can you spare so many,
" Oh, yes ; I can get more easily enough."
though?"
She looked up in my face with a searching
curiosity, but she did not speak.
." What are you thinking about me, Marga" That you must be rich."
" How do you know ?"
" Oh, I can tell. I al'ays knows rich folks."
ret?"
" Don't you like them ?"
" Not very often.
They 're so proud."
"Am I proud?"
The same searching look into my face ; bnt
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this time there was a doubt in her eyes. " You
look so, but you don't act so."
It was a delicate compliment, and I thanked
her for it.
We had now reached the toll-gate ; and a
little ol<l woman in a white cap and acalico shortgown, put her head out of the front door of the
little yellow, one-story house, that sat close to
the gate.

The four days which intervened before
departure were occupied with the hurry
bustle of preparation ; but I managed to
time to prepare a large box of books, of a
cellaneous kind, poems, histories, stories,

" Oh, Maggie, child, I didn't know what had
taken you ;" and she stopped short on seeing
me.

CHAPTER

" Why, grandma, I had to run a long ways
before I could get to him with the ring, and
I 've sprained my ankle, and he had to come
home with me."
" Dear me !" said the old woman, inspecting
me with her dim eyes, on this informal introduction"; I 'm sorry she 's made you so much
trouble."
" It 's of no consequence whatever, ma'am,
only I think her ankle may require immediate
care."
The old lady inrited me to walk in, and her
granddaughter' indorsed the invitation with
her eyes.
But the long summer day was leaning toward
the night, and I had a walk of three miles before me ; so I declined the invitation, but promised to accept it during the week ; and I took
leave of the old lady and the little girl, and
went up the old turnpike road, laying plans to
serve my new acquaintance, gnd musing on all
she had told me — and the voices of the coming
evening began to wake up prophetically in the
woods, but no voice whispered to my soul that
God had sent His angel to walk with me that
day!
On reaching home, I learned that a letter
had been received from my father, stating that
his business required his going abroad immediately ;and that he had concluded to have me
accompany him, as the time of his return w,as
somewhat indefinite, and I could pursue my
studies in Europe as well as in America. I
was to leave my grandfather's the next day.
I have quite often wondered that in the midst
of the interest and excitement which this news
occasioned, the little girl at the toll-gate did
not quite escape my mind. But she did not ;
I had a private interview with my grandfather,
and related to him the history of my meeting
with Margaret Willoughby, and succeeded in
awakening the old gentleman's interest in my
little proterjfc, and obtaining his promise that
he would send her for two years to the Academy
on the hill.

our
and
find
mis&c.,

which were duly sent to my grandfather's care,
for the little girl at the toll-gate.

II.

"Come, Bryant, put your book down, and
hold this skein of silk for me, please."
She said the words in her pretty, half-peremptory, half-coaxing way, as she came toward
the lounge where I was lying close by the open
window, reading, alternately, the page of that
beautiful spring day, and the page of the book
which I held in my hand.
One, somehow, seemed to harmonize and fit
into the other. The face of the late Jlay looking down on the summer, had caught the glory
and the gladness thereof. The fruit trees were
puffed and fluted with blossoms, and full of the
song of birds. The dozing winds breathed
sweet fragrances into the window ; and the sky
wore the bright, radiant, triumphant smile of
the completed spring, upon its face.
And the book which I was reading wore a
smile too upon its face : the smile of one whose
hope and whose trust were in the love of our
Father who is in heaven.
The volume was a collection of miscellaneous
stories and poems, and the unknown writer
was evidently a woman, and in her youth.
There was a glow and freshness about her
genius which could only belong to the ilmj of
life. There was a little throb of sadness, too,
running through the pages, which touched
with their soft, healing, wondrous skill, the
loves and the sorrows of human life. Much,
the writer had rejoiced ; somewhat, she had
suffered ; but the sunshine and the rains had
alike nourished the sweet, gentle, loving womanhood which warmed and sanctified the
pages. I thought all this before Annie, the
wife of my cousin Frederick Mathers, came to
my lounge, and knelt down by it, with a skein
of silk slipped round her dainty fingers. She
had a kind of passion for crocheting and embroideringand
;
for all those knick-knacks with
which women are forever busying themselves
about.
Annie was a bright, merry, good-hearted little thing ; no great depth or force to her, to bo
sure ; but she was just such a wife as Fred
needed : full of domestic tact and taste, very
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pretty, and, graceful withal. So she gratified
him sesthetically, for he was naturally fastidious.
Twelve years lay between this spring and the
last one I had passed at Longwood. They had
brought many changes to me, as they usually
do to all lives. My grandfather had laid his
gray head under the grasses, six years before ;
and a sudden fit of apoplexy had stricken my
father, just as he was on the eve of returning
to America, three years before.
One night, twelve months later, while I was
travelling through the south of England, that
great and terrible misfortune befell me, which
swept out, for a time, all my hope and desire
in life. The bridge over wliieh our cars were
passing broke down ; many of the passengers
were hurled over a precipice into the river, a
hundred feet below. I was tlirown upon a
part of the bridge which remained, and I remembered nothing more. A long, slow illness
followed. I was internally injured, my ankle
broken, and I found myself a cripple for life ; I
believed, then, a confirmed invalid. I returned
to America a year later, somewhat improved in
health, but still physically a wreck of what I
had been.
Frederick Mathers, my only cousin on my father's side, had been my most intimate companion and friend during my boyhood ; and we
had kept up an intermittent correspondence
during my residence abroad, for I had graduated at a German university. Frederick was a
young physician : he had married six years
before, and was succeeding well in his profession. But he was still poor, while I was the
only heir to my father's wealth.
I easily persuaded my cousin to go to Longwood and take up his residence in the gray
old stone house, which my grandfather had
built. We had the interior a little rejuvenated
and modernized, without seriously altering its
old-fashioned physiognomy, for I am no iconoclast. Early in the preceding March we liad
settled down here. It was the only spot on
earth which was home to me. Fred and Annie
were enchanted with their new residence, and
we daily congratulated each other on the success of our proj ect.
"Bryant," Annie began, in her light, quick
way, while the silk ran in a crimson ripple
over her rapid fingers, " I think it 's high time
you were waked up. You 've just done nothing
but settle down here over your books, ever since
we got snugly under this blessed old roof. Fred
Bays you ought to pass two-thirds of your days
under the trees, from this time to November,"

" You paustn't make it so pleasant in the
house, then, that a fellow can't muster up
courage to get out of it."
"Well, if that's all that's wanted to get
you out, I assure you nothing shall be left
undone on my part," with a comical dip of her
bright liead, and an arch laugh running out of
her blue eyes.
" And accomplish it, no doubt, because you
are a woman ; but, Annie, if yon got me outdoors, itwouldn't be far, or long ; ' ' and I glanced
at the crutch which stood at the foot of the
lounge.
A little sadness crept across the brightness of
her face; "Oh, yes, you will, Bryant;" but
the sentence was broken into by an urgent
summons from some neighbor, which at once
took Annie down stairs. I lay still, amidst the
bright sunshine and tlie dozing winds, but, for
awhile, the thoughts which came over my soul
were like those cold mists which sail in from
the northeast, and cover the face of the earth
every November.
I thought of my bright, careless, affluent
youtli ; of my proud, strong manlrood, all crushed
cut of me in an hour ; of the broken dreams,
and health, and hope ; of the slow life, and the
crippled limb that I must carry to the grave ;
and I laid my head back with a slow, weary
heartache, and almost longed to die.
And with that last thought a new light and
warmth came through the mist, and glorified it.
Whatsoever my life was, my death would be
hetter for the evil that had befallen me. Had I
not learned in that long, wasting sickness, patience and submission, love to God and to man ?
" Uncle, Uncle Bryant, see wliat I 've got for
A slender thread of sound came through the
open door, and there was the soft patter of a
child's feet in the room, and a little head with
clusters of shining curls, and pretty red lips
I"
thatyouwere always full of the motion of talk and
laughter, came up to me, and a little hand, that
was like a sea-shell, held up triumphantly before my eyes a cluster of white roses. Large,
queenly, luscious flowers they were, their
snowy blossoms full of heavy passionate fragrance, as they lay half sheltered in a covert of
green leaves.
" Oh, Harry, my pet, where did you get
these beautiful roses?"
" Miss Willoughby gave them to me," lisped
the voice of six summers.
"And who is Miss Willoughby?"
" She 's my school-teacher, you see ; and \
went home with her to-day, and when I saw
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the flowers growing all round the front window,
I spoke right out, 'Oh, how Uncle Bryant
■would like some of them 1' And Miss W'illoHghhy smiled, and said, 'Would he, dear?'
And then she gave me these, but I knew she
meant 'em for you, though she didn't i-ay so."
"What do Tou know about tliis Miss Willoughby, Annie ?" I asked of Harry's mother,
T\hen she returned to my room.
" Very little ; I 've seen her hut once. She
struck me as a quiet, ladylike person ; a little
over twenty ; and, altogether, her manner
pleased me. She teaches the district school,
and I sent Harry to her, just to get the little
rogue out of the way for a few hours. I remember, now, that Mrs. Peekham told me the
school-teacher's name was Margaret Willoughby, that she wrote poetry occasionally, and
supported her grandmother, who is an infirm
and very old woman."
" Margaret Willoughby, Margaret Willonghhy!" The name seemed to go in slow, silver
liquid echoes up and down my thoughts, as
though it came from some far country in the
past, and wound through all the years, and
called to me, soft and faintly, "Margaret Willoughby."
"That's it!" I brought my hand down suddenly, and with no little emphasis, on the table.
"What's it?" cried Annie, half springing
from her seat with the start I had given her.
" Something I 've found in my thoughts."
"Bryant, you are the oddest man alive,"
answered Annie, and a laugh ran out of her
lips as she wound Harry's silken curls around
her fingers. And I sat there opening .and shutting my eyes, and thinking of that far-off day
when I first met Margaret Willoughby.
I could see it still, the old turnpike road,
winding away like a brown, crumpled ribbon
through the green pastures, on either side, and
the little girl at the toll-gate, with her small,
tanned face and strange, bright eyes. I had
not thought of it for years ; but it all came
back now, vivid as a thing of yesterday, and I
recalled now a letter which my grandfather had
written during my first year in Germany, in
which he mentioned Margaret Willoughby,
stating that he had sent her to the Academy,
and that she w,^s a remarkably intelligent child,
and he was much interested in her. And that
little girl had blossomed into womanhood, and
taught school, and wrote poetry now ; and she
had not forgotten, I had evidence of that in the
roses that were like great snowy goblets pouring out delicious fjagrance m the tall Veuetian
glass on the table.
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I kept my own counsel, but I resolved that
not many days should go over my head before
1 looked on the face of Margaret Willoughby.

CHAPTER

III.

"Grakdma, we shall have strawberries and
cream by week after next. I 've been out
amongst the vines, and tliey 're doing finely."
The voice fluttered out of the front window
of the dainty little white cottage, as I stood at
the gate that June morning. The house looked
in the distance like a little white cup hidden
among the trees. It couldn't have contained
more than five rooms. It was picturesque
enough, though all hugged round with woodbines ;and on either side of the grass plat was
a bed of flowers with a fringe of box.
The next moment she came to the window,
where her voice had just preceded her, and
she shook out a table-cover of red and black,
in that quick, skilful way which made one feel
at once that her hands were used to all that
kind of work. She did not see me, but I had
a good view of her face. It was a strange, contradictory one, for the eyes, of a large deep
brown, had the look of a child ; the look I
remembered, full of wonder and wistfulness,
with endless smiles and variations in them ;
but there was a certain gravity about the mouth
and a sweet seriousness about all the oval features which thought, and discipline, and sorrow could alone have given them. It was not
a handsome, pretty, beautiful face, but there
was a charm about it. So I watched her as
she arranged the books on the table, wiping o8
the dust with a small cloth, and humming
snatches of old tunes or replying to some
question of her grandmother's, who must have
been in another room and probably a little
deaf.
At hist I went up to the house, and she
came to the door with a face full of surprise.
She did not recognize me.
" Miss Willoughby," I said, offering her my
hand, " I have come to thank you for the roses
you sent me by your little pupil, Harry Mathers,
the other diiy."
What a leap of surprise, recognition, pleasure, and timidity there was in her face 1 Then
she put her hands, her little soft, warm hands
in mine, and said, just as she would have said
it thirteen years before, on the old tumjiike,
" I am very glad to see you, Mr. Hamilton."
I went into the parlor and sat down. It was
the neatest, plainest, cosiest little spot imagin-
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able. There was a dark ingrain carpet, and
cane seat cliairs, green lounge, and a little table
covered with books. We sat down on the
lounge. I saw her glance at my crutch and
my crippled limb, and such a sweet sadness
came into her eyes as I have seen in children's
when their mothers' faces were sorrowful.
" I thought it most likely you had forgotten
ns, " she said.
"0 no. I remember the old turnpike road,
and the toll-gate, and the little girl with the
sprained ankle."
A smile ran uito her lips and then over her
face, but I knew a word more wouldhave brought
something into her eyes besides a smile ; so I
said, quietly : " Did you get the books I sent
?"
you
She answered my question indirectly: "If
you could have seen me the day they came, or
have known the marvellous treasures which
they opened up to me ; if I could tell you of
the new life which they nourished in my soul 1"
She stopped here abruptly, but her face finished
the sentence as even her voice could not have
done.
After this, I have no remembrance of what
we talked about, but there were few pauses in
the conversation, and I remained three hours.
Margaret Willoughby was a new revelation
to me ; for, be it retoembered, I have met with
the noblest bom and highest bred, the loveliest
and most gifted women of both hemispheres,
and I had learned what it takes so many near
a lifetime to learn — that no grace of mien, no
gift of mind or person, no outward adorning
can make a lady ; I mean that sweetness and
gentleness, that tenderness and sympathy wbich
Luther meant when he said: "The heart of a
Chi-istian woman is the sweetest thing this side of
heaven." And Margaret Willoughby was this
— a ladi/ by the will of (rod ! I knew it during
that morning that we passed together, for school
had a week's vacation.
We rambled over many subjects, and, though
I cannot recall these, I remember perfectly the
impression whiuh Margaret Willoughby's conversation left on me. What struck me at first
most prominently was a kind of childish artlessness which wound its golden thread through
her whole speech and maimer ; yet it was tempered with a sweet womanly gravity, and
dignity, and thoughtfulness, just as the expression inher eyes was by the rest of her face.
Perhaps somewhat of this was owing to her
small knowledge of the world, lor she told me
Bhe had never been thirty miles from Longwood
in her life. But she had read, studied, lived;

and so she had bloomed into her young, sweet,
fragrant womanhood like the white roses she
had plucked for me.
I saw the young school-teacher very often
after this ; for, as the summer grew, I gained
strength of body and soul, and we had frequent
rides together ; and there was a little fringe of
woods back of the small white cottage where
we used to go, and sit, and listen to the brook,
whose silver waters tangled themselves with
gurgling leap and laughter over the stones ;
and Margaret was never weary of listening with
those bright child-eyes and that womanly face
of hers to the stories I had to tell her of foreign
countries. She had read much and seen little,
and this always gives to a woman a kind of
strange, contradictory air and manner. She
had something, too, to tell me of her life ; of
its struggles and aspirations, and how, after she
liad attended the village Academy five years,
she was ofi'ered the situation of village schoolteacher, and since then her grandmother's increasing age and infirmities had rendered her
unfit for any active cares or duties. I looked
at the small, trembling figure, and wondered at
the brave, true, strong soul which it held.
" I shall leave you here to take care of yourselves with a great many doubts and misgivings,
but there 's no help for it," said Cousin Annie,
as we all gathered in the sitting-room after tea,
one evening just in the opening of September.
She had been summoned to the bedside of her
mother, who was ill — not dangerously so, but
in that state of mingled nervous excitement
and prostration which required her daughter's
care and society, and Frederick had given his
wife "leave of absence" for a month.
We all felt sad enough at the thought of
missing Annie's bright face and cheery voice
about the house, and I knew the lightness of
her tones was assumed to hide something
deeper in her voice, as she pushed an ottoman
to her husband's feet, and, throwing herself on
this, rested her cheek on his knee while Harry
perched himself on the other.
" I expect Bryant and I '11 make awkward
work, keeping old bachelor's hall," laughed
the young husband, as he smoothed the yellow
silken hair that lay in its abundant beauty on
his knee.
"Our case looks dubious, Fred. We shall
have nobody to scold us for not being punctual
at dinner, or keeping the rooms in disorder — in
short, for committing any of these numerous
delinquencies by which the sons of Adam have
managed to keep the tongues and tempers of
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the daughters of Eve in a constant state of
excitement during the last six tliousand years."
Annie lifted her head, and shook with playful threatening her white hand in my face.
"Bryant," she said," I wish you would take
one of those daughters of Eve you 've just maligned so to wife before the nest twenty-four
hours goes over your head."
" Thank yon for your benevolent wishes. If
I COulJ only IJnd her now !"
Ilere Harry slipped off his father's knee, and
pattered up to me, and put his pretty face close
to my ear. "Uncle Bryant," he said, confidentially and earnestly, " I know ot somebody
you could get to bu your wife."
. "Who is it, my pet?"
"Miss Margaret Willoughby."
How his father leaned his liead back and
laughed, while his mother clapped her hands
and shouted 1
" But Iiow do you know she '11 have me, my
boy?" — lifting the little fellow on my knee.
He nestled his head on my shoulder. "I '11
ask her to-morrow, and see."
Another peal of mirth ; Annie's sweet laughter
tangling in and out of her husband's.
"No, thank you, Harry; I prefer to 'speak
for myself on such a subject, or I fear that I
should meet with no better success than Miles
Standish did with the Puritan maiden, PrisciUa."
"And probably Uncle Bryant will select a
somewhat different 'maiden' from your schoolteacher, Harry, when he does speak for himself."
" How do you mean, Annie ?"
"Why, I mean different in position, family,
fortune, everything. Do you know, Bryant,
Mrs. Peekham was wondering this afternoon
that you could visit Miss Willoughby so often.
She says she has never had any position in
Longwood, that she 's low-bred, and her grandmother kept the toll-gate !"
" And what did you tell her, Annie ?"
"Oh, I told her that I knew nothing about
Miss WilloughViy, having never met her but
once, only she was a little protegee of yours once,
though I knew you had no serious intentions
in that quarter."
" IIoic did yon know it ?"
She turned and faced me. "Wliy, Bryant,
you haven't, have you ?"
" It has just struck me that I have."
"Well, th.at'3 cool, old fellow I" It w.as
Pred interposed here, not knowing exactly how
to take me.
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"Now, Bryant, are you in sober earnest?"
asked Annie, coming over to me.
" Yes ; I think I shall take Harry's advice,
and ask Miss Willoughby to be my wife."
" Oh, Bryant, what will Mrs. Peekham — what
will the world say ?"
"Do you think I should stop to inquire,
Annie Mathers ? Do you think when I found
a woman whose soul was crowned with those
rare and beautiful jewels above all price, which
make a loving and Christian
you think I would not gather
sooner than a crowned queen,
there, its joy, .and light, and
you think I should care what

womanhood — do
her to my heart,
and holding her
completeness, do
Jlrs. Peekham or

the world said of it ?"
"No, I wouldn't if I were ^011, Bryant I" out
spoke Annie, for her heart was full of noble and
generous impulses that responded quickly to
the right touch.
"No! a thousand times no!" answered the
deep, emphatic tones of her husband.
And then I told them a little of all Margaret
Willoughby had been to me : how, unconsciously, the knowledge and the love of her had
wakened my life into true and higher purpose ;
and how her sweet, childlike faith had called
to mine, which Lay cold and dormant in my
soul ; and how the great sorrow of my life had
taught me, at last, a new submission to the
will of God, our Father ; and how I, who once
longed to die, was now willing and rejoiced to
live for His sake. And when I concluded, my
cousins came and placed their hands in mine,
and said : " Bryant, may you be very happy
with the wife of your choosing !"
I went up toward evening to the little white
cottage set like a cup among the trees. Mtirgaret was sprinkling a moss rose-bush, in the
front yard, with a small watering-pot. She
came toward me, her brown eyes full of their
shy smiles, and the soft flush going in and out
of her face. She wore a lawn dress, with sprigs
of pink scattered over tlie white ground, .and
the sleeves were looped back from the small
white arms. We talked awhile of the sunset
clouds, of the flowers in the yard, of the farewell of the summer, and then I said to her,
" I have a book. Miss Margaret, and out of its
sweet, fresh, perfuming pages I have selected
a little sketch which, with your permission, I
shall rcid to you."
" Thank you ;" and we went into the parlor
together ; but when I drew the book from my
pocket, she glanced at it and said, with a sudden drawing in of her breath, "Oh, is that the
book?"
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■ "You have seen it, then ?"
"I — I have heard of it;" and she turned
away, and seemed very intent on smoothing
the folds of her dress.
The book was the one which 1 had read that
day that she had given Harry the roses.
It struck me that her manner was a little
singular, but I sat down and opened the book,
and she sat a little way from me, and listened
to my reading. She sat, as I said, a little apart
from me, her hands lying still in her lap, except when the little fingers fluttered restlessly
against each other, for they had a kind of habit
of motion. The sketch was a very brief one :
a little exquisite, pathetic picture of a country
home and hearts made very heavy with the
anguish of misapprehension and parting, and
glad unspeakably with the sudden joy of meeting and reconciliation.
"Isn't it a touching little thing?" I asked,
as I closed.
"I — do you like it so much ?" and her face
was radiant.

than
?"
She these
understood
me, but only sobs kept swaying back and forth the small, slender figure.
Once, and once only, I tried her. " Margaret, you do not answer me. Is it because you
cannot love a man who is crippled for life ?
whose health can never be" —
Her face sprang up from her hands. The
tears were held in check upon it.
"Oh, Mr. Hamilton, you do not think so
meanly of me as that .'" and I was answered.
Then, for the first time, I gathered her to my
heart, and kissed the red blossom of her lips,
and thanked God that she belonged to me for
life ; that she would walk by my side, true,
tender, sweet, loving till death took us apart —
my wife, in the best and holiest meaning of that
blessed word.
Two years she has been this — two years
which have taught me how priceless was the
pearl I found on the old turnpike road — the pearl
that I found, and wore on my heart^Margaret

" Yes— don't you ?"
She opened her lips — her blushes came and
went — suddenly it flashed across me —
** jl/ar(7a?-e<, yoxt wrote this hoohP*

TFilloughby !

She tried to look astonished, but she was
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not used to dissemble. She buried her face in
her hands, and broke into sobs.
" Margaret, dear Margaret, have I no right
to your secret — the right of one who would be
neither friend nor brother, but more, and better
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Figs. 104, 105, and 106 are different wharf
views.
They are easy of execution, if the pupil

will carefully observe the principles we ha/6
before laid down.
The first is a good study, lor
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Fig. 103.

an accurate perspective must be observed ; tUe
second is a good exercise on account of the nu-

I merous objects, each one of which should bo
1 well defined ; the last is quite simple.

Fig. lOS.

"AFTER
BY

MANY
ALICE

The noon train came thihiJering along, whirling dust into the dry, heated air. The porter
at the station bestirred himself — the coachmen
who had been standing in knots on the platform, discussing their horses, and telling wonderful tales of the sagacity or "grip" of their
dogs, separated hastily, and hurried to their
posts. A heavy rumble, a shriek, and two
quick, impatient snorts from the engine — the
train had arrived.
" Here we are, Lawrence !" and a bright face
looked past the brakemau. "Give us your
shawl, old boy."
The " old boy" had the face nineteen, not so
cheerful as that which had the smile of a homecoming to light it, but strongly marked, and
already darkened by a silken moustache ; his
form, though reduced to travelling uniformity
by a linen duster, was tall and lithe ; and altogether the friends were as gentlemanly as the
graduates of old Harvard usually are, and strode
along the platform with the conscious ease and
superiority of their age and position !
"Well, Dennis !" — and the cheerful face grew
still more attractive with the light of the first
recognition — "how are you all ?"
The man touched his hat respectfully, and
took the packages from the young gentleman.
"Hearty, sir; and you're welcome home,
Master Frank."
"Thank you, Dennis, glad enough to get
here. Come, Lawrence, jump in ; give 'em the
reins, Dennis, and see what 's left in the old
bays." The boyish delight was irrepressible,
for every step brought him nearer home ; every
■ object was familiar. Past gray stone walls and
long reaches of field and meadow — past orchards
already bending beneath the coming plenteous
harvest — brown farm-houses, and spruce modem cottages — there was the iron gate of Ireton
at last.
A huge Newfoundland bounded out as it
opened, and sprang up, with a noisy bark, to
the carriage-door he could not reach.
"Hi, old Bouncer!" shouted Frank, leaning
over, and snapping his fingers by way of an inducement tofolio w them, and on the noble old dog
came, making great leaps of joy, and barking
a perfect shout of welcome, that brought two
Other dogs of "lower degree" to join in the
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chorus,
and an expectant face to the wide hall
door.
"Oh,ofpapa,
hereandthey
are Iof
" and
"papa,"
the'
owner
Ireton,
father
Frank,
wheeled
himself across the room in his invalid chair,
almost as rapidly as his daughter )iad walkeil.
It was Frank's married sister — the visitor
knew it must be her, for Frank called her
Laura, as he sprang out, and gave her a great
hug ; and as he ran up the steps after it, he
called out almost over his shoulder, "You take
care of Lawrence — that's him at last."
The visitor could scarcely believe at first
glance, that he had heard aright. The Mrs.
Phillips who wrote Frank such sedate, motherly
letters, and forwarded boxes with a maternal
aflluence of good things, had been in the mind's
eye a tall, dignified, rather severe and "finished" person ; while the lady who extended
her hand so pleasantly, and said, " We are glad
to see you .after so many disappointments, Mr.
Bryant," was as simple and cordial in her
manner as a child, and carried no symptoms of
all the Latin and German she had accomplished
about her.
" Papa is an invalid just now, as perhaps you
know. Of course you do, as that was the reason we did not come to Commencement. He
has strained his foot in some way ; let me take
" This is Mr. Bryant, papa." And the young
you to him."found himself in the presence of a
gentleman
courtly man, older than he expected, but with
a face full of enthusiasm, and just now it was
all centred upon his boy, the pride of his old
a^e. His son's friend had a cordial welcome,
given with an apology for not rising, and the
hope that he would make himself one of them.
Indeed, cordiality was the peculiar grace of all
the Iretons, towards those who had any claims
whatever upon their courtesy ; and in a few
moments the restraint of the arrival and first
meeting had passed away, and Lawrence could
look about him and see for himself that Frank'3
eagerness to get home had its full excuse.
A pang of envy went through his heart, to
see the atmosphere of loving appreciation which
encircled him. Othello himself did not have
more attentive listeners than Frank, for the recital of the doings of Commencement day. Mr.
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llreton looking into his face witli siuU manifest
satisfaction and pride in his improvement and
general standing — for fiftli in the class of forty,
and at old Harvard too, was by no means to be
despised. Mrs. Phillips hovered abont him, and
waited on him, and laughed .it his clever sallies ;Bouncer, quite satisfied at being near Iiis
young master, stretched liis line length upon
ithe rug beside him ; and the servants who
came with the luncheon-tray evidently looked
jupon him as prince royal of the Ireton domain ;
but as Frank's friend Lawrence had nothing to
complain of, and, as Valedictorian, Mr. Ireton
'deferred to him with marked approbation and
liuterest.
After the hot, restless race for the champion;ship of his class, the reaction was yielded to
[with an almost indolent spirit. The home life
iftt Ireton was so quiet, so genial, kept by in'tellectu.al resources from stagnation, yet almost
Iselfishly complete in itself. Mr. Phillips was
'.absent, but his wife was accustomed to frequent
Ishort journeys on his part, and a long letter
' from him arrived every morning as punctually
i as breakfast. Mr. Ireton was always ready to
]lay down his book or his review for a talk witli
■ these fresh young minds, and his fund of aneeidote and reminiscence of those to whom Law• renoe looked up with hero worship — the friends
I and antagonists of Mr. Ireton's professional life
I — always had a strange fascination for him. It
fanned the already feverish ambition of his na' lure, and, in their long drives or strolls, LawI renoe talked of all he should achieve, and wonI dered at Frank's " slowness of heart."
'•It's all very fine, Lawrie, and I'lKbe on
I hand, you know, to hear your first speech in the
I Senate ; but all I ask is a year or so of adven'. ture — no* jolly hard work though, like the
' Northwest Passage— and then to settle down
( with — well, somebody," and he rapped his
' breast pocket significantly, "if she doesn't jilt
j me by that time, yon know."
For Frank already fancied himself deeply in
I love, and his father, being sensible, and kuow1 ing, from his own experience, that such things
I often cure themselves if not interfered with,
j had interposed no harsher mandate than two
! years' travel. Consequently, Frank came down
I Tery early in the morning, certain days of the
week, and not unfi-equently drove over himself
for the letters.
If he could have known what a fate lay sealed
within the business-like document that lie
brought for his friend on one of these excursions, lie wouW liave been tempted to pitch it
into the road, and at least defer the evil day ;
VOL. Lsn. — 12

days.'

but, happily unconscious of ali but his own ecstasy in a letter of twelve pages, written in a
very fine hand, on very pink paper, he tossed
the lawyer-like epistle to Lawrence, who had
just risen from tha breaklast-table, and plunged
into buttered mulBus and an avalanche of endearing epithets at the same time.
"We waited for you. you see. Your father
does not come down this morning. Mrs. Phillips was quite uneasy at j-our long stay, and
has gone to 'that blessed baby,'" Lawrence
said, brightly, turning his letter about with
careless scrutiny. " It 's not my guardian's
writing ; it ought to be, by the post-mark."
Frank was swallowing his nectar too intently
to hazard a guess. ''If yon only knew the
comfort your picture is tome, my best-beloved !" ,
he read. "It lies open before me now, and I
see your own sweet smile, and seem to hear
your precious words of tenderness again."
While ilie lines befoie Lawrence Bryant's eyes
wavered, and flickered, and then stood out again,
h.arslily, nnpityiugly, until the realization of
the truth came upon him with a groan that
roused Frank from the Elysian Fields, and
brought him to his feet with a hurried exclamation of fright and alarm. So soon the brightness had gone out of th.it young face, and the
mouth, round which a deadly whiteness gathered, was set firmly and defiantly.
"What is it, Lawrence? what is it, old
fellow ?" And, for the first time in tlieir intercourse, the hand he laid on his friend's shoulder
was rudely shaken ofi"; the time for .symimthy
had not yet come.
"Frank told me I should find you here. I
hope I have not disturbed you?"
"0 no. But perhaps you wish to read alone,
Mrs. Phillips." And Lawrence caught up the
broad straw hat that he had flung upon the
library table an hour befoie with a reckless
gesture. When the light step of Mrs. Phillips
aroused him, he had been leaning forward, with
his head upon his hands, in a bitter, aimless
reverie.
"Do not rise," Jlrs. Phillips said, gently, as
if to a fioward child. '• I came to see you :
Frank asked me to come and talk with you.
You have had bad news."
"My father was very unfortunate in the
guardian he chose for his son'' — and the thin
lips curled; "he left my childhood to the tender
mercies of a boys' boarding-school, and now be
is dead, and I em notified that my property is
involved with his own. Though I do not know
why 1 should trouble you with this — I thought
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— I felt as if" — and here the proud face softened and flushed, and Iiis voice faltered.
"You thought I wished to know what the
bad news was, that I might sympatliize with
you ; that was right. I aia afraid Frank is
right, too — that you are too proud to wish it."
Mrs. Pliillips sat down in the large study-chair
near him, and waited for the flash that she
expected her wdrds would call forth.
"I proud 1 Beggars have no right with
!"
pride
"You have not lost everything ?" How hard
it seemed that one for whose future career so
many kindly prophecies had been spoken should
be cut oft' on the very threshold of life from the
means of pursuing it !
Tlie quick tone of interest was very grateful
to the sore spirit. " I do believe you are sorry
for me, Mrs. Phillips, and I will tell you the
truth. I drew a large check a month ago to
pay off my last term's bills, and must have two
or three hundred dollars by me, and that is all
I can count upon."
It seemed like utter destitution to the tenderly reared woman who heard it. All around
them were evidences of wealth and abundance.
The thick Turkey carpet, the massive library
tables with their rich covering, the stands of
costly engravings, the niches iiUed with volumes
in substantial and tasteful bindings. And this
was her father's house; her own home was
scarcely less luxurious, and her husband would
have lavished all his substance on the adornment and pleasure of bis young wife, if she had
been capricious or exacting ; but she was neither thanks
;
to the judicious and liberal culture
of her home, she had higher objects of enjoyment. Still, she had never known a care ;
"Things provided came without
The sweet sense of providing."

A happy recollection flashed into her mind as
she longed for some comforting word to say to
him. "Mr. Phillips had less than that when
be began life ; I have often heard him say
."
80Lawrence

looked up eagerly ; but his brow

clouded again. " I have read of such things,
Mrs. Phillips ; there was Whittington, you
know" — and a playful light struggled with the
clouds ; " but, then, in such cases people have
always been brought up to dejtend upon themselves."
"Yes ; but they had to struggle
means with which they achieved
— capital or education ; fortunately
lose that."
"But my law studies are not

towards the
their career
you cannot
even com-

menced. Oh, Mrs. Phillips, you don't know,
you can't tell how hard it is !"
Mrs. Phillips had just come from her sweet
nursery cares. There was a baby's coral in her
hand ; she had just taken it from her infant's
clasp as she had fallen into a sweet sleep. The
chime of its silver bells had brought Whittington to his mind. It was her first child, and
this new maternal tenderness gave her sucli
added sympathy towards all, and a gentle
dignity to her youthful beauty, for she was
scarcely older if as old as the young collegian.
Poor boy ! he had no mother or sister to go to.
"I do not mean losing my property altogether," he said, as if .ashamed that she should
think he was covetous or grasping; "but I seem
to have nothing to turn to, nothing to stimulate me. Before this came I was unhappy ; I
have envied Frank his home life, his father's approbation and pride in bis success, and the love
he has from you all ; I felt myself a miserable
outcast from home. If this had happened to
Frank, be would have something to work for ;
something to spur him to achievement. Do
you see what I mean ? I am not selfish enough,
even with my isolated experience, to make my
own comfort a motive."
" But you are ambitious !"
" I thought I was ; and if I am, so much the
worse with unsatisfied dreams and longings to
scourge me. I wish I were dead, and out of it
'* Believing it is better to meet death
Than suffer desolation?"

she said, softly but reprovingly, and Lawrence
knew
all!"what she intended to call to mind.
Only the night before, they had passed the
evening there so happily ; Lawrence reading
aloud to the family circle gathered around him,
full of enthusiasm for his new-found poet, Mrs.
Browning. It was thanks to Mrs. Phillips that
he had discovered all the strength and noble
structure of her verse. There lay the book
now, with the pearl paper-folder marking the
"Drama of Exile," where they had laid it
down.
Mrs. Phillips drew the volume to her.
"We must not plucic death from the Maker's hand
As erst we pluclted the apple ; we must wait
Until He gives death as He gave us life,"

she read, in her clear, sweet voice.
Lawrence had been stripping the envelop
which had brought him the evil tidings, and
as the voice ceased, he threw the fragments
from him. " It shows I am only a child, when
I prided myself on manhood," he said, with
more of impatience than penitence, " and a
boor, to talk so to you ; but your kindness be-
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trayed me into it. I never have had a woman's
sympathy, and it is like a cordial, but it has
made me forget myself; I shall never forget
your goodness, iliougb."
"Wait" — and .Mrs. Phillips put up her hand
as he started to his feet. "There is something
beyond this that may help you ; that m.ade me
(hink of it. Won't you listen a moment ?" —
and she turned the leaves hurriedly.
*' \ child's kiss
Set OD thy sigliiog lips shall make thee
A poor man served by thee shall make
Aa old man helped by thee shall make
Thou Shalt be served thyself by every

^'lad ;
thee rich ;
thee strong ;
sense

01 service which thou renderest,"

she read, eagerly; " Have you not something
remaining when God leaves with you the power
of doing good and making others happy ? Is
not that an object in life ?"
" I believe it is what yoii live for, but it does
not come near enough to me. If I were working for love's sake — "
"Let duty's sake be your motive, and love
will bring the reward," Mrs. Phillips said,
taking heart at the tremulous quiver of the
lips — the bitter hardness was yielding. " Do
not give up a single aim of life, if it was worthy,
or, when love comes, you will have no shelter
for her!" — and a sweet smile lighted up her
earnest face. "I am sure you will be brave,
and you must not leave us — I came almost expressly to say that — until your plans are decided."
The longing to comfort this lonely heart shone
ont of the bright yet pitying look which he
met, as he stood silent for a moment. His eyes
were dim with a mist almost of tears, but he
saw the sparkle of the diamond hoop that
guarded the broad wedding-ring upon her
band.
" I shall never forget this morning," he said,
earnestly. " I shall never forget you, Mrs. Phillips, and if I live to accomplish anything it
will be your work."
The young mother went back to the cradle of
her sleeping child, and wondered if Lawrence
Bryant's mother had watched thus over his
babyliood ; and thought how hard the fate that
had left him without a single tie to life ; and
then reverie ended in a prayer, as all her reveries over this cradle insensibly did, that the
watchfulness of Heaven might shield this tender, helpless creature from all the storms and
frosts of the world.
Mr. Phillips was to come that day. It was a
pretty sight to see the little one arrayed for her
father's arrival, and the eagerness of its mother
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to display every beauty to the best advantage.
The rosy flush on its soft cheek gave a new
brightness to the blue eyes, copied from her
own ; the soft flaxen waves of liair were coaxed
into tiny curls ; the delicate lace and cambric
of the little robe looped back to display the
dimpled shoulders. Certainly, Mr. Phillips had
all that heart could ask for in his wife and
child. But there was an old love that came
between him and them, the devotion to business life. They were the episodes, business
was his real existence ; not that he was lacking
iu any tenderness, or detected this disloyalty
to his young wife ; nor did she lack auythiug-iwe cannot lose that which we have never had,
• nor mourn for that we have never known. She
felt that she was loved, that her happiness was
consulted, that she was the wife of a man to
whom many looked up, and all honored, and
for the rest her child filled all her heart.
Lawrence came home from a long, exhausting walk, that had worn off the first fever
of the spirit, leaving behind the certainty of
loss, the constant recollection of a necessity for
exertion, just as Mrs. Phillips came out upon the
piazza to watch for her husband's arrival from
the train. It was a bright summer day, just
removed from oppressive heat, and she wore a
soft mxislin dress, with ample fulness, floating
about her light figure and harmonizing with its
graceful outlines. Rippling bands of golden
hair inst touched the shell-like ear, and met in
a heavy coil behind it. Nothing could be more
simple than her dress ; for, even here, baby's
comfort was consulted — she must not he kept
at arm's length to preserve costly robes or
hurtful ornaments. She had broken a cluster
of late blooming roses, that twined about the
pillars of the porch, and fastened them in the
knot of ribbon at her throat, and as he came
near the house, under shelter of the avenue,
he watched her defending them with one hand
from the grasping little morsel, whose dimpled
hands clutched at all the blue eyes beheld.
Theie was a crashing of wheels upon the
gravelled road, as a carriage turned in at the
gate, and a happy cry of welcome to baby's
father. The guest of the family had never
seen him before, and he drew farther away not
to interrupt the meeting. Still it was not a
trespass to watch it ; the servants looked on,
baby's nurse to whom she had been consigned
for the moment, and Dennis who reined in his
horses that Mr. Phillips might alight. And
there was Frank, attracted by the noise, putting his head out of the library window. So
he stood still, and saw the kiss of welcome from
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the loving wife of the successful mei'ohant, and
the chiUl's arms guided into a caress, and the
hearty shake of the haud from Prank. How
surrounded with love he was ! how much besides wealth was made tributary to his happines !
He had a hard struggle with himself before
he could decide to join them at the dinnertable. Inclination prompted him to gather his
wardrobe together, and leave them with a note
of thanks for all their kindness to him ; but
their hospitality and real friendliness demanded
more of him. .\t the last meal he had sat
among them as an equal, the heir of a fine
property, and free to enter any circle where
affluence and good breeding reigned ; and now
he made his first self-conquest in going to
them again, feeling that his position was wholly
changed, that he received their attentions on
sufferance, and not by right ; and above all
meeting this stranger, who doubtless by this
time knew his whole story, and stood ready to
insult him by pity. But he went down nevertheless.
It was some relief to find that llr. Ireton had
not come down ; he was not ready to hear his
misfortunes alluded to, even kindly. Indeed,
his host did not yet know that any had befallen
him, for he was sufi'ering so with his limb that
Mrs. Phillips hesitated to give him mental uneasiness.
Mr. Phillips's maimer was most cordial, whatever he knew. L.awrence was met as the successful man of his class, and Frank's friend
alone, so that all the poor boy's proud intentions to keep him at a distance vanished ; and
in the evening, when Frank was called to his
father, and he had gone out to inhale what
comfort he could from the soft night air and the
fragrance of his cigai;, Mr. Phillips came out
with similar intent and joined him in his solitary promenade.
"We were all taken by surprise at Gerard's
insolvency," the merchant said, presently.
"But I had no idea, until Laura told me an
hour ago, that he had involved your atfairs. It
is not generally known. It 's a bad business,
very bad"— and he returned his cigar to his
mouth with a meditative puff.
There was no gainsaying this assertion ; indeed, Lawrence made no response whatever ;
the old pride sealed his lips at this open allusion to his
afi'airs from one lie had just seen for
the first
time.
"I am going back to town to-morrow," Mr.
Phillips said, with the same liusiness-like directness, "and it occurred to me, when Laura
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was speaking about you, that I might possibly
forward some of your plans."
"I have no plans," Lawrence said, with a
coldness that made him ashamed of himself the
moment after.
" I dare say — I dare say ; it 's too soon. But
if Gerard has managed to sink all your income,
you can't go on with your law studies at once ;
though, as I told Laura, there is not tlie least
need at your age to abandon the thing altogether. Not in this country, where a clever
man can't help getting on. Frank says you
can go through fire and water to accomplish
your intentions ; a pity so much real talent
should be wasted on a profession."
"It is not likely to be thrown away very
soon," said Lawrence, with a harsh laugh.
" I don't wonder you feel it, not at all ; but
never fear that a practical experience of life
will ruin your chance at the bar. What could
you do, do you suppose 1 Now, I 'm not curious, not at all ; don't think me so."
"Do, I'm sure I cannot tell!" — and the lament of the unjust steward passed through
his mind. " Dig I cannot, and to beg I am
ashamed."
" Well, to come to the point, for Laura
charged me not to stay too long in the night
air"— and Mr. Phillips fastened one button of
his thin summer coat, by way of precaution"it's the most singular thing; we were just
looking about us for a reliable enterprising man
to take charge of some Western lands that have
just become available in market. We took
them for a bad debt, you understand, and they
are likely to turn out well. How would that
was ?"
more tlian a plank that had drifted to
suitIt you
this shipwrecked life ; a good, steady raft, that
would float him securely ; and if he could forget
the luxury and abundance of the ship, and
have patience with its tardy progress, why
might he not reach the shore in safety ? But
he knew nothing whatever of business details ;
in this he was behind the lowest clerk iu the
employ of Phillips & Company. A new revelation to one who had gloried in his intellectuaL
grasp, iu the treasures of knowledge he had
accumulated, and looked down contemptuously
on all who had not reached his stand-point.
Accustomed to see everything in a straightforward business liglit, Mr. Phillips attributed
the hesitation on the part of the young man to
a consideration of the profits likely to accrue.
" We had thought best to give an interest iu
the affair instead of a salary, and should intend
the percentage to be liberal, but with youi
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talents you miglit not think it worth while.
However, don't decide at once — there is no
occasion to, for we can communicate hy letter. Some one is calling — it is Frank calling
yon."
And never did an interruption come more
opportunely; a tumult of thought that bewildered liim had been roused by the friendly
proposal of one who took his integrity if not
his ability on trust, the man he had been ready
to shun a few hours before. Priding himself ou
his independence, and rashly self-reliant from
the education of circumstances, he, for the first
time, longed for advice and couusel. The pride
that would have scorned both, and that prompted
him at first to resent any inquiry into, or discussion of his affairs, had been for the time
cast out, and he followed B'rank with a feeling
of relief, when he found Mr. Ireton had sent for
him.
"Your interest and confidence in me are so
entirely unlooked fcr that I do not know how
to thank you," he said, as they turned towards
the house.
"Not at all, not at all.'' And Mr. Phillips
went back to his wife quite satisfied, for he
liad done a friendly thing at her suggestion,
and, as men sometimes will, he unconsciously
took all the credit of it to himself.
Mr. Ireton forgot his injury for the moment,
and essayed to rise from his chair, as the haggard face of Lawrence met him.
"My dear boy," he said, with the familiap
address used habitually towards his own son,
"why in the world did yon not come and tell
me about this affair immediately ? Who is
your legal adviser ? whom do you propose to consult ?" and for once Lawrence yielded entirely
to apparent good feeling, and found himself
pouring out all the ditfioulties, and disappointments, and — thanks to Sir. Phillips — the possibilities of his position, receiving a father's
thoughtful counsel in return.
In another week, the long-talked-of visit to
Ireton h.ad been paid, and Lawrence leaned
back in the carriage as Frank returned to the
house for a forgotten commission. He could
but think of the great change that had passed
over him there ; one more look — Mr. Iretou had
wheeled himself to the library window for a
parting nod — Mrs. Phillips followed Frank down
the steps, and extended her hand to him again.
" Come to us at any time, as if you were coming
home," she said ; and Ireton was left behind.
" After many day s !" Who could have the
eonrage, if prophetic gift of vision were offered
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to them, to look on the changes in any life or
fortune which we find "after many days ?"
Lawrence Bryant thought something like
this, as, five years after his entrance into life,
he turned, for the first time, towards the place
that was so associated with it. For himself,
there was nothing to regret ; his present position was above all that he could have looked
forward to — he had grown up with the fortunes
of the West ; and with an income from landed
property in one of its busiest towns equalling
that which he had lost, he had made a brilliant
opening in his professional career. This had
not been done by magic, or a single stroke of
good fortune ; tireless activity, proud integrity,
and patient labor had united in his life ; and,
better still, remembering the quick sympathies
that had reached him in his great trouble, he
had endeavored to repay the debt by ministering with word and deed to the sorrowful and the
unfortunate. His feverish ambition h.id been
chastened and re-directed, and there remained
but one thing to be claimed of fortune — a
home.
"Come to us at any time, as if you were
coming home." The echo of those words
haunted him continually of late, and at last he
had come. The bustling depot stood glaring in
the sunshine as on his first arrival ; the houses
looked familiar — he could even remember the
very trees that they had climbed or sketched
by the roadside that first liappy week. There
was the iron gate at last, and Bouncer, poor
old dog, stretched in the supineuess of old age
before it. No more glad leaping and shouting
for him — only a whine as the roll of carriagewheels came faintly to his dull ears — and he
raised his head, peering about with almost
sightless eyes ; then his head sank again between his paws with a low growl, for it was a
stranger, and not the one he watched for.
There was no trace of neglect in the beautiful
grounds, they were well kept up, but a painful
quietness brooded over the old place. At this
hour — for it was almost sunset now — the family
had usually gathered on the shady piazza, but
there was no sign of life, except a child's
with its blue ribbons, as it had fallen to
floor; and the hospitable entrance-door
closed, showing how rarely a guest was
ceived.

hat
the
was
re-

The waiting man who had been Mr. Ireton's
own attendant opened it. He did not recoguize
the gentleman who asked to see his mistress ;
nor was it strange, for the years that had
brought gray hairs to Harris had sh.aded the
boyish face he would have looked for in Mr.
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a silken, curling beard and bronzed
face with the sun of the prairies ;
iigure had given place to breadth
and there was a tone of command
ringing voice. Even Mrs. Phillips

did not at first recognize her brother's friend,
as she came forward with an inquiring look,
and bowed distantly. Distantly to him ! when
his heart almost suffocated him with its rapid
pulsations, and, after he had said "Mrs. Phillips !" the tremulous voice could not trust itself
further.
He missed the kind, benignant face that had
looked \\p with a parting "God bless you!"
from the empty invalid chair. He longed for
tiie hearty, brotherly kindness of Frank's welcome ;and the friend who had been the first to
uphold him in his great trouble, who had
been as the angel of his life in daily recollection, met him as a stranger !— Not when the
voice made her look up full into the dark eyes
that mirrored all this conflict of feeling, for her
own drooped with instant recollection of all
that had befallen them since then, and the
desolation of the house to which he had come.
" 0 Lawrence I Mr. Bryant ! is it you ? It is
nest to seeing Frank himself I" she said,
quickly. "You were very kind to come to
me.
Papa would have been so glad !"
And, as they talked afterwards, " with sighs
between," Lawrence realized fully how utterly
lonely her once bright life had become ; nothing left of all its fulness save her child. The
close widow's cap told a part of the story, and
the vacant chair the rest ; and, while all these
changes had come upon his home, Frank was
still in a foreign land, changed to a selfish,
purposeless wanderer by the fickleness that was
not worth the cost.
When the lights came, and the tea equipage
with them, Lawrence looked eagerly to see
how she had borne all this ; he dreaded a visible signet of sorrow in the face he had last seen
so radiant with health and happiness.' There
was less roundness, the lines had become finer,
and the fair hair was completely hidden ; but
she had not grown old ; time, that had done
so much for him, seemed to stand still with
her.
It was late when Harris came to say that his
old room was prepared for him, and they had
talked without stirring from their places all
that evening. There was so much to be related
and listened to ; for, though letters had passed
now and then, and more frequently of late, during Mr. Ireton's illness, the half had not been
told. It was two years since Mrs. Phillips had
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returned to her old home with a fatherless
child, and now that protection was taken away
from her. It was very, very sad, and his own
lonely boyhood and youth rose up before him ;
for, though he was in the familiar chamber once
more, and had realized the dream of years in
returning to Iieton again, he could not sleep ; his
heart was full of restless questionings and wild
yearnings.
Could it mock him ?
How softly and gratefully the fresh morning
air came in at the open window after his feverish night ! The calmness of nature seemed to
promise peace, even to his craving soul, and
he went out of his chamber door to find a shy
little one standing before him with her hands
full of gay flowers she had snapped close to the
stem, and was coming to offer to her mamma's
friend and Uncle Frank's friend. She shrank
from the touch of the silken beard on her baby
cheek, but she liked being taken up in his
strong arms, and carried swiftly down the stairs,
and thus to her mother in'the bi-eakfast-room.
Mrs. Phillips looked almost as girlish as ever
in her plain white morning-dress with its knot
of black ribbon, and her fair hair uncovered.
It must have been for the first time, for the
child clapped her hands, and said, "You are
so nice, mamma, without that ugly old cap !"
and Lawrence thought the same, if he did not
say it.
"I have had the library opened this morning," Mrs. Phillips said, as they rose from the
•table ; " I thought it would seem more like tb'e
old time, and I will join you there presently ;
or perhaps you would like to walk."
No ; the library suited his mood best, though
he did not open a volume, but sat there and
dreamed until her light step roused him, as it
had done on that memorable morning. Sh-e
had a work-basket in her hand and her keys^all so natural and homelike. Lawrence ad-,
justed the outer blinds to shield her from the
glare, and tried not to feel impatient when little pattering feet came seeking "mamma;"
but looked for some wonderful bribe, and found
it in his gold pencil-case. Then he leaned
back in his chair again, and watched the white
hands busied with the needle, and the head
bent a little above the work, and the child
playing at her feet. So they talked on again,
but not so earnestly as the evening before ;
snatches of talk with long intervals of silence
between, until the child wearied of her play,
and fell asleep on a rug upon the floor. He
stooped down to lift her up, and lay her upon
the sofa, looking earnestly at the delicate features and small curved mouth ; and then kissed
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the red lips as he saiil to himself, " Yes, she is
only like her mother."
"Poor little Blanche!"' Mrs. Phillips said,
tenderly. " Her chihlhood will never be as
tright as mine. The loneliness was all to
come." Yes, they had indeed changed places
since she had stayed and comforted liis desolateness. How much he owed her he could
never make her comprehend ; but it swept over
liim with startling vividness. He did not return to his seat again, but jiushed away the
basket from the lounge, craving to be near
her.
"I sat here once in this very place, Mrs.
Phillips, more lonely than words could express,
aud you came to me. Oh, I have never forgot en it ; and when I heard that your child
■was left without a protector, I said to myself,
she should never want one while I lived. I
came here to say it to you.''
"Yes, that is all I came to say," he went on
more hurriedly, "but I find I cannot stop there
— I cannot go away agaiu, and le.ave you as unprotected as that child ; not if you will let me
shield you." She did not speak or look up,
but a scarlet flush stole over neck and brow.
" All these years you have been set in my
heart as a Madonna before her worshipper —
something afar ofif — but your living presence
has shown me my error. / love you — I have
loved you since — I cannot tell when !" and he
drew away her hands from their work almost
fiercely, and looked eagerly into her face, holding them both between his own.
The glitter of a wedding-ring did not warn
him away now ; no, nor anger, nor pain, in the
face where he sought to read her answer. The
arched lips quivered — the hands trembled in
his own — " If it were not wrong ! oh, if it were
not wrong 1" that was all she said; "and then,
"I have been so lonely !" and a long, quivering
sigh as he drew the fair head close — close to
the strong heart throbbing with the wild hope
and love of that confession.
"Oh, L.aura, you told me years ago to come
to you as to my home, and I have come. Will
you not have faith in me ?"
"They all trusted and loved you so, Lawrence. You seemed last night like all that was
left to me of them. I clung to the thought of
your sympathy when papa was taken ; and I
put away my weeds because you had come."
He showered kisses upon the rippling waves
of hair. " And I owe everything to you ; oh,
Laura, you do not know what love is — love
that has never had an object to waste its intensity upon. You have shared a heart with

the world aud the hurry of life; but yon have
never had a rival here, my comforter, my angel,
lives had found fulness for
my And
own thus
wife both
!"
famine, " after many days. "
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FiBhCKLY blow the winter winds,
With a cheerless, dismal sonnd,
And to his hoisterous innsic dance
The snow-flakes o'er the frozen ground,
And all is darlc and drear.
Dark clouds are o'er my heaven spread,
Tresh storms are bursting on my head,
But one ray of light and joy is shed
My lonely path to cheer.
It is the thought through all these scenes.
However cheerless, strange, or new.
For me one smile of kindness beams.
One faithful heart is true —
One soul's deep love is mine !
Shining with pure, unwavering light
Through sunny day or stormy night.
Filling my soul with strange delight
And thought of God divine.
I thank thee. Father of high heaven.
That sorrow has been mine,
Else these thoughts had not been given.
In vain this humble light would shine
On life's uneven way;
For it alone are sorrow's showers,
"With oHH ray to light the darkened hours —
To glad my heart, fill it with flowers.
And teach rae how to pray.
I've sought the love and praise of all
In other days — and with regret
Sighed for a power to chain all hearts
That none one moment could forget.
Whatever sky above me;
But now, while journeying here below.
Though fierce the winds may blow,
I only wish, in joy or woe,
One faithful heai-t to love me.

PARNASSUS.
ET
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PAR.VASStTs! thou dost lift thy head sublime.
As when the JIuses haunted thee of yore,
And Castaly her crystal stream doth pour
Adown tjiy sides, and will till the end of time,
Fed by the everlasting snows, which find
A home on thee.
Thy fount's delightful lymph
Afforded draughts inspiriiig to each nymph,
Of the so tuneful nine ; and Komer blind.
To whose great genius wondering nations bow.
Drew inspiration from thy coiiling spring.
And bards who would pretend high strains to sing,
Mnst qnaff thy waters full as deeply now.
But fled f,*rever from sweet Castaly,
Are all the nine, and echo murmurs where are they f
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usually so cheerful. Come, now, let 's talk
about my party, or my fate, as Mrs. Fitz-Simmons calls it. I 'd like to make out the list of
invitations this evening, so 's to get the cards
engraved. They ought to be out a week beforehand. 'm
I going to have them very large, and
very square, and several of 'em to each person ;
one small square one, colored, with " Admit the
Bearer" on it, and one — what's that? No, it
won't be ridiculous, either ! Didn't his Royal
Highness — what if it was at a public building,
instead of a private house ? I know it ain't
necessary, but it 's stylish, and that 's enough.
Once for all. Rasher, let me settle all these little

CHAPTER
THE

II.

PAKTY.

I WISH yoH wonUn't call it a honse-warming,
my dear; when people lived in two -story
houses, and did their own work, they called
such things "house-warmings," and it sounds
so old-fashioned. I know you've a ponchong
for everything old-fashioned : it seems to be a
weakness of yours ; I expect every day to see
you come down with your grandfather's longtailed blue on — though as for that, you '11
scarcely have a chance now, for when we left
the other house I sent it to the dogs. You
wouldn't have taken fifty dollars of any man's
money for that coat ? What was it worth, I 'd
like to know, but just to clutter the closet, and
get moths in it ? Still, if you feel so bad about
it, I 'm sorry I sent it off. It went through the
Revolutionary War, and you was proud of it ?
Oh ! if I 'd have thought about that, I 'd have
kept it, for it 's quite fashionable to have relics
of the Revolution. What was your grandfather, my love ? A general ? "A blacksmith."
0 get out! "And as brave as the bravest
general; who followed the army to shoe the
horses, and put shoes on General Washington's
own horse many a time, and was wounded
twice in battle." La ! that 's all nice enough,
but I 'm not going to brag about it before folks.
"It's a different style oi foryerij that's the
aristocratic thing now-a-days ; a man may forge
a check, but not a chain, if he wants to keep
in good society. Only blow your own bellows
loud enough, and you '11 be all right with the
world." Why, Rasher, I didn't know as you
had so much morphine in your nature ; you 're
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points of etiquette ; you 're very good in your
way, but somehow you 've no faculty for comprehending al the little niceties ; in other words
— there 's no making a silk purse out of a sow's
ear ? There it comes again ! those eternal allusions ! However, you think the purse is a
pretty full one, if it isn't of silk ? That 's so I
Nobody could be more generous or better
hearted than you are, my love ; and if you 'd
only get over some of your queer ideas, and
quit punning — especially allusions to your business— I should be one of the happiest women
in the world. You can't guess how uncomfortable you make me whfti we 're in company ; I
feel every minute as if I was sitting by a powder magazine that was going to explode ; I 'm
so afraid of them terrible little escapades of
yours. You thought it was me who did all the
blowing up ? Well, I do it in the strict seclusion of the family circle, if I do ; and if you 'd
confine yourself to the same, I shouldn't mind
what you said. Not even if you said your
darling Marier wasn't the woman she used to
be ? No, not even then ; I 've no ambition to
be the woman I was, when one silk dress a
year, and two bonnets satisfied me.
But let 's get back to the invitation. I shall
have no dilEculty in making out my list.
You 've no idea of the people that have left
their cards since we changed our residence ;
dozens and dozens of all the brown-stones up
and down the street, and they 're all just the sort
of folks I want at my fate. Mrs. Fitz-Simmons
knows the most of 'em, and has probably been
the means of their calling. As the girls are
going to be at home, we must have plenty of
young people to dance ; Cerintha never looks
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better tliau when she 's dancing. • You don't
like to see lier whirled around in the arms of
them dancing bears ? It 's not just the way we
nsed to do, to he sure ; hut this is an age of
progression, and what the world tliinks is right
IS right.
I haven't written a word to the girls yet ahout
the new house or the party ; 1 intend it to be
all a surprise. I 've ordered their dresses, and
they 're being made up now. A maize-colored
nioire-antique for Cerintha, with lace flounces ;
and a white puffed ihull for Velicia. You sliould
have thought white would have been prettiest
for both of 'em, seeing they 're only schoolgirls yet? I 'II warrant you ! A book-muslin,
tucked, with pink and blue ribbons, cost, including making up, ten dollars apiece ! But
girls don't dress in that manner now-a-days.
A moire-antique ain't a bit too rich for Cerintha's style, and the color suits witli her hair.
She ought to Iiave a set of pearls, but I won't
ask for them till she 's out of school, since the
house and all had to be paid for this year.
Who are you writing down there ? Your old
friends, the Griggses ? If you intend to invite
the Griggses, then I '11 give up the party at
once. There I there ! there ! Now don't get
mad, and tear the paper in two ; if you want
to keep on friendly terms with them, I shall
have no objections to making a nice little teaparty especially for them, and ask the Fishers at
the same time. I don't want to have it said
that I 've forgotten my friends, and I can have
them here often, in a quiet way, but not to my
fate. It would spoil every speck of pleasure I
might take. Mrs. Griggs used to be a good
neighbor when we were first married. Many 's
the afternoon we 've set, and sewed, and talked
together ; but she always was ruther a common
woman, and her husband had bad luck, and
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body knows tliat if the Bible wasn't entirely
figur.ative, we conkln't get along at all.
Wliat are you leaning back on the sofa and
sighing in tluat melancholy way for? I 'm not
going to offend your old cronies. If you want
to ask Griggs to a cigar and a glass of sherry
in the dining-room, wlien you 're alone of evenings, shall
I
not object ; and I expect to have
to ask his wife here three or four times a year.
And the same with the Bakers and the Fishers.
You think I ought to send Polly (Jriggs a new
dress to wear to the party, if she hasn't got
any, instead of slighting her on that account ?
Well, if you ain't the oddest man! Who ever
heard of such a thing ? I 'm sure it would
never have come into anybody's head but
yours. If you feel like dressing up your neighbors in silks and satins you'd better begin at
once. But do remember that charity begius
at home. Here 's Cerintha in want of that set
of pearls, and I haven't treated myself to that
camel's-hair shawl yet, and you 're talking
about my giving Mrs. Griggs a silk dress fit to
wear to my party ! You remember when she
used to lend me her white crape shawl when I
would go to a calling ? il/r. Rasher, will you
take your heels down off that satin-damask
rose-colored sofa, and try and sit wp like a gentleman ? You're tired? Indeed, and what's
tired you? I think a man worth as much
money as you might afford to hire other people
to do his work. As long as you 're in business
you '11 have to atteml to it, and you 're not rich
enough to quit off yet, 'specially .^t the rate the
money is flying ? There it comes — reproaches
a-ready ! I don't believe a woman ever gave a
party in the world that her husband didn't reproach her for it— except the weddiug-parfy,
which tliey 're always glad enough to attend.
You didn't intend any reproach at all — you 're
perfectly willing I shall be happy my own way ?

she '11 have nothing to wear, if she 's asked, but
her old black silk, and she '11 feel bound to
come, for fear we 'd be hurt if she shouldn't.
La, how blind some people are! If she had

Come, let's go into the library. If you're
tired, you can lounge there as much as you
ple.ase. Oh, I forgot to tell you the silver came

any delicacy, she 'd feel that — because you 've
made money in the pork business, and Griggs
has failed in the hardware line, there ought to
be no farther intimacy between the fat and the
frying-pan? What a trying man yon are.
Rasher ! It 's in your Hue to be trying ? Go on
with your list, go on. "Mr. and Mrs. B.
Baker." There, you needn't try to help me
about the invitations ; I 'd rather make them
out myself. One would think you were obeying the injunctions of the Scriptures literally,
to ask in the beggars of the street, when every-

home to-day, and it 's splendid. Mrs. FitzSimmons was here when it came, and went
down with me to look at it. She saiil all those
little pigs running about on the teapot and
everything were sweet and very appropriate. I
thought perhaps she had reference to your
business, so I told her they weren't pigs at all;
that the wild boar occupied a conspicuous place
in the old country heraldry, and had been the
crest of your family ever since the Conquest.
She asked me what Conquest, and I told her I
didn't know.
She said it must have been the
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Porcine War, and I told her quite likely. She

he pretended it was something else. If you

asked me the meaning of " Salve Lardum," for
Mrs. Fitz-Simmons don't understand Latin as
well as she does French, and I told lier it signified that " Discretion was the better part of
valor;" which she thought was a very pretty
motto, and very suitable to anybody in the
mercantile line. Iler husband 's a lawyer, but
he don't make a quarter the money you do, so
we 've very good reasons for being friends —
she likes my money, and I like her influence ;
and if she says impertinent tilings, once and a
while, I have my little revenges.

ivill play practical jokes, play 'em on somebody
besides me. Oh, you needn't go to hugging
me like a bear ; that 's a certain sign yoa feel

But if I don't get about my list, I '11 never
get all the names down. Mrs. Fitz-Simmons
says, if I want to make myself popular, and
have my parties successful, I must have perfect suppers and plenty of wine. The music
must be good, but the wine must be better —
that the young men who give life and spirit to
such occasions only ask plenty to eat and drink,
and music to dance by, and girls to dance with,
to be satisfied — if they are treated well in these
respects, they '11 praise me and come again.
Very modest of 'em? Don't talk about modesty,
Rasher, if you don't want to be ridiculous.
Mrs. Clarence Cornell says it 's immodest to talk
about a thing's being immodest, for, if we were
all as pure as we ought to be, everything would
be pure to us, which is the reason the very most
respectable ladies can dress and behave as they
do, which seems to me to be very good reasoning, indeed, and I hope you won't be going and
making a fool and a bad man of yourself, and
proving yourself to be full of evil thoughts, by
being prudish about matters that all fashionable
people know are proper. You 're suited, if the
women are ? What 's that tacked up against
those books, like a notice of a sheriff's sale
against a wall ? Read it and see ?
Wanted. A Governess, for two full-grown
people, who, having suddenly become wealthy
enough to purchase a library, want somebody
to splain it to them. She must understand the
liistory of Grease, French, Hog-Latin and Politenes, and be capable of giving the butler orders when the lady of the house is up a stump.
Celei'y satisfactory.
Now, Rasher, that's your Iiandwriting, and
your spelling too : how long has it been up
there ? That friend of Mrs. Cerulean's was
here to-day, that literary gentleman, that she
thinks such a lion. What 's that ? see-lion, you
guess, by the way she shows him up as if he
were at Bamum's ? Oh, hush ; he was here
this very afternoon, looking at the books, and
I know now what he was laughing at, though

guilty.
Well, Cerintha, the party 's over. The butler 's putting away the things, and there 's a
plateful of grease on the dining-room carpet, I
saw this morning, when I went in to take a
cup of tea to clear off my headache. I had
your and Felicia's breakfast sent to your bed,
for I knew you wouldn't want to get up till
noon. It 's twelve now, and I couldn't wait any
longer to come in and talk over the affair. Did
you enjoy yourselves, girls, as well as you expected ? I think it was a splendid affair. If it
hadn't been for that accident, which really
made your father angry, and if it hadn't been
for two or three things he would say, and his
atrocious puns, I should think the party was a
great success. Mrs. Fitz-Simmons congratulated
me before she went away. She said she hadn't
been to a party this season that cost so much
— the supper was exquisite — and who furnished
the liquors ? You know I didn't let your father
see my dress until I was all ready for the evening, and then I let him in my chamber to get
his opinion. He said I looked as nice as if I 'd
been corn-fed. What did you say ? You think
it wasn't exactly in good taste for the hostess
to be dressed so much — Mcu/enta velvet and
white plumes ? Why didn't you say so before,
then, and I would have altered my style ? You
danced better than any girl in the rooms, and
Felicia looked the prettiest. And I don't think
you need to be ashamed of your mother last
night, girls. Everybody was complimenting
me, and my girls, and my furniture, and my
house. Mr. Easalby asked me where I got so
fine a collection of pictures, and whether I
bought them by the square yard or by the
piece. I was glad to tell him what a bargain I
got in them, and he congratulated me on it in
the pleasantest manner. Your father was in
the best of humors, full of his jokes and talk,
but, for my part, I 'd rather he 'd a been more
silent and retiring, for, though he made a good
deal of laughing, he made so manyyaii.r/Jo.s, he
kept me in a constant state of reprehension.
When Mrs. Girand lost off that elegant necklace
she wore, he told her "she was casting her
pearls before swine," which wasn't very flattering to those nice young men who surrounded
her. Which reminds me again of the accident.
The butler tells me those young gentlemen who
cut the ropes, had first gone up stairs to the
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private liquor room, and drank too much brandyand-water, and they felt so funny and full of
mischief, they didn't know wh.it to do with
themselves ; and happening to pass the dumbwaiter, one of 'em said it would bo a deuced
good thing to cut the ropes, and the rest
laughed, and thought it would, and two of 'em
did it, and down went the waiter with all them
fancy bottles and eut-gl.i.'is on it, .ind thiit
splendid great punch-bowl and a lot of my finest
porcelain.
When we heard the cr.ish, I turned quite
pale, for I thousjht some of the floors liad broke
down, or something awful ; but when your pa
saw the mischief and found out how it was
done, he was real angry about it, which isn't
very common for him. I begged and implored
him to say nothing, and he finally got goodnatured again ; but I heard him telling Senator
Brown, ,at the supper-t.ible, he thought it was
"cutting it rather too fat," and if the young
ni''a thought they could treat him in that manner, they 'd got the wrong pig by the ear ; they
-liould never be asked to his house again. But
I must coax him out of that, for those very
■ 'ung gentlemen belong to the cream of our
•t, and they only happened to t,ake a little too
much. Of course, if they 'd h.ive been in their
senses they wouldn't have done it. You hope
he won't offend young Spangler ? I noticed he
danced with you twice, last night, my dear ; so
I went straight to Mrs. Fitz-Simmons and asked
her, confidentially, all about him. He lives
rather high, and belongs to one of the real old
families ; but they 're not very wealthy, and she
dou't know where he gets all the money he
spends. He 's after a rich wife ; and I presume
he '11 propose on the first opportunity. I don't
think your father would like to see his money
going to pay that young gentleman's debts and
extravagancies. Still, he 's got style, and style
is — . You don't intend to marry him, but you
want the (clat of his attentions ? Oh, very
well ! I see you can t.ike care of yourself, my
love. Felicia, here, is such an innocent little
thing, she 's after her father's own heart. I
shouldn't wonder yet if she married some clerk
or music-teacher, because she imagined herself in love with him ; when, if she 'd only —
■'husband her resources, she 'd be all right!"
Goodness, gracious me. Rasher, what brought
you home this time a day, and up into this
chamber. " She ean find plenty of scoundrels
ready to husband her resources, and when
they 'v© got them, won't care whether they
husband your pretty Felicia or not." You 're
such a croaker, vou '11 maki; your d.Tugliters
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believe the world 's full of designing men after
their fortunes. 'What 's that, Felicia, darling ?
If you get as good a man as your papa, you '11
be satisfied ? And well you may ! He 's always been a good provider, and an indulgent
husband. I 've only three faults to find with
your fatlier : the first is, his being in the pork
business — the next his habit of pLiying practical jokes — and the last, his dreadful, utter
want of style. He has no air. He isn't hurt
at my saying it, for he knows it himself. Put
on the best broadcloth of the latest make, Janvin's gloves, and Genin's h.at, it don't make a
bit of difi'erence, he 's still the same plain, fussy,
short little man, a-biting the fingers of his
gloves, and looking as if he wasn't to home in
his own house nor his own clothes. He has no
air. It 's the trial of my life, but I can't help
it. What did you say. Rasher? You're like
the Englishman's scalded pig? Clear out of
this chamber ! I won't perruit my daughters
to hear such foul allusions ; I— . It wasn't a
fowl allusion, it was a piggish one? Go along
down stairs befoi'e I take the broomstick to you.
I 've forgotten theuse of the broomstick? Come,
come. Rasher, the chambeimaid may be listening at the door. I wish you wouldn't refer to
the past so frequently. You may stay if you '11
behave yourself, for I want to ask you about
the party. But first tell me what brought you
home ? The stage ? Nonsense ! what did you
come home for ? For the rest of the day ? But
what was your object in coming so early ? You
didn't object ? I '11 quit asking you questions,
if I 'm to be bothered in this manner. You 've
come home to see your little girls ? Oh, well,
that 's natural enough, I suppose, seeing you
had so little chance of talking to them yesterday. But they 're not little girls any longer,
you see. Cerintlia 's shot up like a bean-stalk.
As for Felicia, she '11 alw.ays be little, like you ;
but she 's got her full growth.
Everybody complimented our table last night.
Rasher. The new f ilver ii<ade a gorgeous appearance ;everybody looked at it, and got
everybody else to look, and noticed our coatof-arms, and told each other the motto. I
heard young Flummery whispering to Mr?.
Clarence Cornell that he couldn't have believed
his own ears, if he hadn't have seen with his
own eyes. There were so many smiles and
whispers at first, I was afraid something was
wrong. I asked James if anything had gone
wrong, and he said there had not ; he 'd never
waited on a nicer table. Flummery made
himself very polite to me after I noticed him
laughing with Mrs. Cornell.
He helped me to
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salad, and put cream in my coffee when I told
him I took it. As he held the cream-jug in
his hand, he looked again at our coat-of-arms.
" Sahe Lardum," said he, very gravely. "I
was not aware of the Rasher device till this
evening, though I 've heeu quite a student of
heraldry. What is your receipt for curing
liacon, Mrs. Easlier?" "Curing bacon, Mr.
Flummery!" I exclaimed, beginning to be
offended, as I always am at such allusions.
"Yes, madam," he replied, "I supposed that
curing it was the surest manner of saving it ;
though, doubtless, your ancestry saved theirs
by taking to their heels at the proper moment."
" It is an article," said I, "that I never have in
my house ; I do not remember now that I ever
tasted any. I have no receipts for curing it."
"Mrs. Rasher, " said he, suddenly, "you have
had no sugar yet." And he turned to the
waiter to get me some. Just then, I noticed
you poking that Senator Brown in the ribs, and
laughing outrageously. I knew you was telling him of some of your practical jokes ; your
very countenance showed it, and I involuntarily tried to look at my back to see if you hadn't
labelled me with some motto or something, in
your usual good taste. Now, husband, I want
to know what you and the Senator were having

my first party. To be sure I 'm sorry for that
prank of the young gentlemen, breaking up
the crockery so, which was rather wild of them ;
but youthful indiscretion must not be judged
too severely, especially when committed by the
members of our first families. You wish they
had spared your punch-bowl ? You and Griggs
would have had fine times over that punchbowl this winter, wouldn't you ? I'm sorry it
was broken, I 'm sure, for it would have been
a comfort to me at the opera and other places,
where you don't choose to go along — " and
where I don't choose to have you" — to think
you were comfortable at home. But, as I was ,
saying, I 've only one lasting regret, which is
that I didn't succeed in getting the Liverpools
here. I 'd set my heart on having them, which
I knew would be the means of fixing my position in society. What 's that ? If there 's any
danger ofmy slipping out, I'd better be fastened
in with a bottle of liquid glue ? What a tormenting man you are. Rasher ! You 've no
more sympathy with my peculiar feelings than i
■ — don't hug me, don't ! I ain't your sparerib 1 get out I call me your duck or your goose,
if you want to, but don't dub me your spare
rib any more.
I can't stand it.
Mrs. Fitz-Simmons says that our cards of in.

so much fun about. If you 've been playing
any trick on me, I want to know it.; if I ever

vitation were very unique. I told you I under- '.
stood such matters, and that they would be

find it out, you '11 repent it. I declare, if you
ain't laughing again at the very remembrance
of it ! I '11 ask the Senator myself the next
time I see him. I 'U tell you another thing
that young Flummery said to me, though I 'm
sure I don't know what it means. I don't
comprehend half he says, but he 's excruciatingly polite, and has the reputation of being

just the thing. Did I hdve "Complimentary"
printed on all of 'em, or were the reserved seats
one dollar extra ? Don't be inquisitive, my
love. Come into our room and let the girls
dress. Hurry yourselves, my darlings, for
there will be floods of company here within an

witty. Mrs. Fitz-Simmons says she couldn't
think of having even a small social reunion
without him, though I must confess, privately,
I don't fancy him so much as she does. Says
he, "Mrs. Rasher," says he, "have you read
the late popular work, ' Darwin on the Origin of
the Species?' " And says I, "No, Mr. Flummery; I've been so busy lately getting fixed in
the new house, and all ; but I expect it 's in the
library, for I told the man to have all the popular things." And says he, " I was just tliinking it might be possible your family were
descended remotely from their own coat-ofarms." And I said, "Of course we were!"
with a good deal of emphasis, and asked him
if it was a book of heraldry, and he smiled, and
said it was ; the most reliable book of heraldry
extant.
I've only one lastmg regret with regard to

hour. Semi-toilet, you know
and see how you look before
You Ive been around this
bills ? well, I must say, if

; but I '11 run in
I go down.
early settling up
you live to be a

thousand, you '11 never learn liow to do things
genteelly. As long as people know you are
rich, and can pay when you get ready, they 're
in no hurry to be paid. It 's only poor people,
or those in doubtful circumstances, who have
to pay on the spot. If it wasn't convenient for
you to pay, of course voir 'd have to ; but seeing
you can just as well pay any time, people feel
hurt to have you settling up so soon. - It ain't ,
the style. These folks would rather you 'd be
in debt to 'em than not. But you 'd rather not
be ? That was very commendable when you
did a small business, and wanted to be certain
about making both ends meet, but it wouldn't
hurt you a bit now if you nerer paid your debts.
Let me see the bills ; $50 for cards, engraving,
&c. ; 5200 for flowers ; $250 for music ; |300 for
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wines : $80') for supper, attendance of waiters,
loan of silver, &c. (that man's bills are always
enormom, but I couldn't be sure of a success
witliout him) ; $l,(j('0 tot;il. "Add tlie milliner's bills" (mautua-makor's, 1 suppose you
mean), "and $150 for breakage ; $iiO for ruining
carpet ; and a hundred or two for sundries, and
you'll hare nearly two tliousand dollars." Well
expended, Mr. Kaslier. I 'd have given a thousand dollars alone if the Liverpools had come.
How ? Perhaps, if I 'd privately offeied them
that sum, they might have accepted, as they're
said to be getting as poor as they are proud ?
The bills are very moderate indeed, considering
the brilliancy of the affair. Five years from now,
if you should live aud prosper, you won't think
anything of giving ten thousand for a grand
party once a year. The Fillsburys do it. What
are you ciphering there, on that piece of paper ?
How many pills, twenty-five in a bos, at twenty-five cents a box, must have been inflicted
njiou trusting humanity, at a profit of seventyfive per cent, on the whole, in order to have
enabled the rillsbuiys to give that ten thousand dollar affair ? Pshaw! what a horribly
coarse-minded person yon are, to be thinking
of such things. You might just as well inquire—How many barrels of mess ? Rasher,
you "re hitting that cologne-bottle with your
elbow ! There it goes down upon my Brussels
carpet ; thank goodnes.s, it wasn't the ink-stand.
You shouldn't think I'd have a "Brussels"
carpet on my floor ? Did I ever hear about Paddy's pigs? No, nor I don't want to. "A gentleman met Paddy with a drove of pigs, and,
says he, ' so you 're driving your pigs to Bath,
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are you?' and Paddy says, 'whist! whist! if
ye jdaze, sir, and don't be afther sjj.aking so
loud, for sure tliey think they .'re going to Dublin, sir, or they wouldn't stir a step!'" A\u\
that's just as much like you, Rasher, as two
pins. If I want to drive you one way, I have
to pretend I 'm driving you auotlier. 1 'm constantly endeavoring — To pull the wool over
your eyes ? Yes, to pull the wool over your
eyes, if you will have it so — but it 's always for
your own good, always 1 If you 'd a had your
own way, yon 'd stayed in that three-story
brick, and worn your old white hat forever.
I 've persuaded you into a house, and a butler,
and a carriage, and gloves, and a decent hat,
and a party, and — A coat-of-arms ? Y'es, and a
coat-of-arms, which you never would have had
the ambition to look up, and discover who
your ancestors were, if it hadn't been for me.
What 's that ? I 'm a great woman ? Y'on 've
told me so several thousand times in the course
of our connubial relations, aud you haven't
said afar from the truth. I intend to be a great
woman ; and if you had one bit or grain of
spunk you 'd be a great man, in some way —
politically, or officially, or some way. Y'ou
meant 1 was a great woman in a corporeal sense ?
And what kind of a sense is that ? Come down
to tlia< warehouse scales to-morrow, and get
weighed ? There it is again ; sometimes I wish
to goodness you 'd live in your warehouse, and
never come out of it ; you 'd be more to home
there than in my elegant — Mi/ elegant ?— yes,
tny elegant — there 's the bell. Company for the
next four hours ; but you needn't mind about
coming down, unless you wish to, my dear.
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(Concladed from page 54.]

CHAPTER

III.

Two school-girls sat in their room, on the
l»st night of the term, deeply engaged in laying plans for the ensuing vacation. The taller,
and by a fww montlis the elder, of the twain
iwas Evelyn Tyndale, now grown into a handsome, intelligent-looking girl of eiehteeu. Her
cnmpanion — by name, Minna Moore — was a
plump blonde, with rosy cheeks and a profusion of ringlets ; lips always willing 1o form
themselves into a ravishing smile ; a white
bjow, rarely, if ever, visited by a frown, and lantui-hing blno eyes. This last feature was her
VOL. I.SII.-13

most potent weapon in Cupid's warfare, since
they took the enemy by surprise. They alone
kept her face from being positively what the
French call rianle — a species of beauty that captivates many hearts, and seldom breaks one. But
Minna Moore's eyes promised a depth of feeling,
an unfathomable mine of tenderness, while sh<;
was, in fact, the most impassive coquette that
ever knotted up a lover's heart-strings and theu
flung by the plaything for another more attractive ;and this without a pang of compunction
for, or even consciousness of the mischief she
had done. Evelyn, spoiled and somewhat self-
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ish though, she was, had far more genuine
feeling, and rras more to be relied upon. Yet
the girls were chosen mates, and on the morrow
Minna was to accompany her friend home for a
visit of a montli.
"As to heaus," Evelyn was saying, "I do
not think we shall suffer. Besides Henry Carroll, and Tom Delisle, and other transient
visitors, there is my brother Sterling, who lives
Bext door to us ; his wife loves company as
dearly as I do, and, when she cannot go with
me, most obligingly releases him from homeduty, and insists that he shall escort me ; and
for concerts, exhibitions, etc., there is Allen, if
we can do no better."
" He is very young, is he not ?" asked Minna.
" Hum-m-m I not exactly a boy, although he
does not seem like a man to us. Six and
eighteen — can it he possible that he is twentyfour years old ? How ridiculous 1"
" Why ridiculous ? Why do you laugh ? Is
he so very juvenile in appearance ?"
"My dear girl" — still laughing — "I never
think of Allen's being 7)11; senior ; the idea has
all the force of novelty ; yet facts are stubborn
tilings, and he certainly preceded me into the
world by half a dozen years."
" What is his jirofession ?"
" He is a clerk in my father's store, f Sterling is a lawyer. The brother whom we lost
was the genius of the family ; mother weeps
whenever his name is mentioned ; she has told
me that but for the comfort she found in me,
then a babe but two years old, she must have
died of a broken heart when he was taken."
"She bad still two other children left," said
Minna, wonderingly.
" True ; but Sterling lay at the point of
death. The night after Egbert died they
watched his elder brotlier from sunset to sunrise, expecting every breath to be his last.
They say that poor, dear mamma has never
been the same since that awful time."
"And Allen?" said Minna, pertinaciously.
She was determined to know why she liad
never heard more of a grown brother whom
she had liithei-to supposed, from Evelyn's casual
mention, to be a youth, a mere lad.
Evelyn colored and bit her lip in vexation or
embarrassment. "Oh, the boys were so differejit ! and Egbert was the favorite. Although
he had not completed his tenth year at the
time of his death, he was studying Latin and
the higher English branches, and stood first in
all of his classes. He was, moreover, gifted
with remarkable beauty, while Allen was always uninteresting from his infancy."

" He is not handsome, then !"
"Kot in the least. I do not know that he
would be really homely, if he took more pains
to please, to render himself attractive ; but, as
I have heard mamma quote a hundred times,
'There is a black sheep in every flock,' arid
our small circle cannot boast of being the exception to the rule. You will love Sterling the
moment you see him ; his address is as fine as
hisMinna
person."
shook her head wilfully. " I am not
sure that I shall not prefer the younger brother;
my tastes are singular sometimes."
" It will indeed be an odd whim that leads
you to fancy Allen. He is very shy, very reserved, and does not care at all for ladies'
society. He is useful to perform escort duty
when there is no one else at hand who can serve
that purpose ; but, dear me ! a man of strawwould do as well, if one could work the puppet
with wires."
"You are complimentary!" laughed the
other. "Charity, if nothing else, would impel
me to undertake the civilization of this Orson.
See if we do not become excellent friends. I
have a presentiment."
Allen Tyndale had no prescient visitings of
good or evil as he plodded homewards to tea on
the evening of his sister's arrival. Asa babe, he
had loved her very dedrly ; but, his bruin-like
gambols for her entertainment being generally
productive of scoldings from his mother and
outcries from the child — frightened or hurt by
his rough handling — he had learned to keep at
a distance, and abate his caresses. lie tried
hard to win her to some return of the affection
he felt for the pretty little sister who queened
it over the whole liousehold, as child and girl ;
but she, accustomed to universal homage,
scorned the votive offerings of one so humble
and unlovely. He was ever to her "only
Allen." That word "only !" When used iu
such a connection, what mournful tales can it
not tell of misappreciation, and slight, and.
injustice I
Thus the boy struggled up to man's estate,
unknown by those most nearly allied to him
by blood ; unnoticed by the community at
large. When he reached a suitable age, his
father withdrew him from school, and offered
him a clerkship in his store. It was accepted
without a word of comment or gratitude, and
no hint of a preference for that or any othet
profession as a means of support. " He does
his work faithfully," was his father's invariable
reply to the mother's inquiries as to his suitableness for the situation ; "but I cannot make
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the lad out ; he has always been a living mystery to me."
If hi$ perform.ince of basiness daties was mechanical, he was yet more of an automaton at
home. After Sterling's m.-irri-ige, he was useful, now and then, in the capacity described by
Evelyn, and when called upon never refused to
»ct the undesirable rile of the imaginary strawman — a proof that he bore no malice for past
neglects, and was not selfishly partial to his own
pursuits. -Allen's pursuits ! the idea would have
been as novel and amusing to Evelyn as was
that of his seniority to herself.
Ignorant that his sister had set this particular
evening as the probable time of her return, Allen admitted himself by his pass-key to his
father's residence. The footmau was toiling up
the staircase with a huge trunk on his shoulder, taken from a pile of luggage in the hall. It
was characteristic of the young man, that, instead of questioning the servant, he glanced at
the trunks to ascertain the owner's name. The
tipper one was his sister's, and his momentary
curiosity satisfied, he w.as turning away, when
the diflferent lettering of another caught his eye
— "Minna Moore." The thought of meeting a
itranger, particularly a young lady, diverted
him from his design of proceeding to the family
sitting-room, and sent him off to his own chamber. When the tea-bell rang, he ventured
forth, and went down softly by the back stairs
—a bovish habit he had never abandoned, and
one much complained of by his mother, as "a
sample of Allen's skulLlng ways."
His pace was quickened on the second floor
by the opening of the front chamber door, and
a gush of musical laughter issuing therefrom.
He stopped on the lowest step, screened by the
turn of the wall, from the view of those above,
and listened to the footsteps and rustling robes
that passed through the upper hall. Then a
fresh, young voice he recognized at once as a
fitting accompaniment to the laugh that yet
thrilled him with its delicious peal, said some
Words, the meaning of which he did not catch,
eagerly as he drank in every note, and Evelyn
replied as they entered the parlor. He was
free to pursue his flight. His primary intention
li.ad been to quit the house and snp at a restaurant, so intense was the anticipated agony of
sheepishness into which he knew he would be
plunged by the introduction that threatened
him. Now, an accession of hardihood, or a
change of desire, directed him towards the
dining-room. He was possessed by an unaccountable wish to see the owner of that laugh.
'i et he hardly raised his eyes at her entrance ;
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and, after his awkward bow, as she was presented, appe.ared to be completely extinguished,
if one could by any stretch of imaginatimi have
conceived that he had ever shone with inherent
or borrowed light. Taciturn as usual, he seemed
absorbed in the business of the hour and pl.nce,
his plate receiving all of his regards. Wlien he
made hia ment.il catalogue of Minna's charms,
it would have puzzled the closest observer to
discover, yet scarcely a motion of hers was unremarked ;not a syllable lost ; and her mirror
had not reflected her bright face more pi'rfectly,
as she took her last satisfied peep at it wlien
dressed for supj^er, th.tn did the heart of the
"Uashful brother,'' for whom Evelyn m.idfe an
apology that was contemptuous in its ccirelessness.
He lingered without the parlor-door when
the meal was concluded, trying to summou
resolution for the desper.ite feat of entrance. If
he could only glide into a dark corner unseen
and unspoken to. But the fuU blaze of the
chandeliers streaming down upon the carpet,
sending its mocking light to his feet through
the door, which was ajar, told him of the cruel
brilliancy that pervaded every part of the room.
As he still hung back, there was a ring at the
door. More visitors ! The nest moment he
was half way up to his own dormitory. This
was in the third story — a spacious and comfortable apartment, for which Mrs. Tyudale had
no other use, or his quartei-s might not have
been so eligible. It was the family habit to regard Allen as a person of low tastes, the fear
most frequently expressed concerning him being, lest he should, by and by, fall into vicious
company, "as is so apt to be the case with
young men destitute of intellectual resources,"
the mother lamented. Tliis is a sentiment, by
the way, that oftentimes offends our ears, from
the lips of those whose knowledge of the world
and of human nature should be suflicient to
teach them the fallacy of the notion. It is not
your " m.in of very ordinary intellect" who
roars out the bacchan.ilian song in the streets,
when honest people are abed; not the "heavy
plodder" who rattles the dice and shuffles the
cards; not the "stupid nobody" who earliest
fills the drunkard's grave and the felon's cell.
Let the annals of the pen, the press, and the
rostrum tell whether commanding talents or
immortal genius is incompatible with proclivity
to vice; a security against slavery to crime.
Tliat Allen Tj-ndale had not fallen from the
risht path of honesty and sobriety was assuredly not in consequence of his parents' guardianship, or the ennobling influence of home-loves.
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In this, liis sanctum, there were nowhere visible tokens of the unworthy tastes of wliich he
was accused. The library was small, and not
very choice, as to literary merit ; hut it was
free from works of exceptionable morality.
There was a flute with a music portfolio ; and
another of drawings lay on the desk, the box
of pencils beside it. The furniture was plain,
and neither new nor well kept ; but its abuse
was the result of the housemaid's neglect, and
not his fault. Against the walls hung several
fine engravings, neatly framed ; and these were
the sale articles of mere ornament there. Happy
was it for the desolate-hearted boy that his
tastes were few and simple ; that his reserve
liad led him to avoid, rather than to court the
society of his kind !
He sat down to ^is desk, and drew out an
unfinished drawing. He was but a copyist of
the creations of others. He had never conceived, much less executed, a good original
picture, but he loved to sketch, and practice
had made him a tolerable draughtsman. He
liad patience, too, and his copies were minute
and faithful. His present model was a female
head — a crayon portrait he had picked up at a
sale. The lineaments were strongly marked,
full of character, but wanting in beauty. The
workmanship was admirable, however, and on
this account Allen had bought it and commenced its study. To-night, he eyed it with
distaste. How grimly uninviting it looked !
how angular its outlines ! how hard and cold
its eyes ! how severe and even vixenish appeared the mouth 1 "Pshaw!" he said, after
a few strokes, "I cannot draw. I wish I had
never seen the fright !" Pushing it away from
him, and out of sight, he continued to mark
idly upon a sheet of paper that liad covered
the drawing. He was writing now. His own
signature was repeated in a variety of styles
and chirography ; then the name of the city
.and State ; finally, with a negligent air, he
traced the address he had read on the trunk
below — "Minna Moore." He said it aloud, as
he wrote it. "A pretty name!" he added,
with an affectation of nonchalance; "and a
pretty girl ! If I had Iter likeness to copy, I
don't believe I would get tired of it before it
was done." From this, he began to speculate
about the probable doings of the party down
stairs ; who was the visitor who had frightened
him away. " Perh.aps it is Henry Carroll. He
was an old beau of Evelyn's — or Tom Delisle.
I wonder if he will not fall in love with Miss
Moore ! He is a handsome fellow."
He was not conscious of sighing, but he did

it, nevertheless. He
and went out into the
of fashionable polkas
lively waltz, followed

heard the distant piano,
passage to listen. A set
was well played ; then a
by a prelude to a popular

song. Was it Evelyn ? If so, she had greatly"
improved in taste and execution, for she did
love music enough to. become a proficient. More
likely that Minna Moore's white fingers were
sweeping the keys. Very cautiously he sought
the lower story. The conservatory door was
open, and all was dark within. Yet more
stealthily he went in, and ensconced himself in
a position which commanded a view of the parlors, trusting to the friendly obscurity to con- •
ceal him from the eyes of the merry paity of
young people. Henry Carroll and Tom Delisle
were both there, and Allen's surmise was further correct as to the songstress. The witching
melody, to which the very shrubs and flowers
about hira seemed to hearken and vibrate, was
poured from the coral lips of Minna Moore. Her
back was towards the conservatory, but her
face was visible in a large oval mirror, suspended above the piano — a whim of Evelyn's,
which was excessively annoying to more timid
performers.
Now, it so happened, that, by the merest accident (?) in the world, Minna's blue eyes were
cast upwards to this glass at the instant that Allen's figure stole across the dim background.
They were keen of sight, those liquid orbs. He
was seen, recognized, and his motive penetrated,
before the deluded youth found a covert. Song
after song followed, and still the niin-or assured
her, by her chance peeps at it, that the new
denizen of the conservatory, whom she had so
liroraptly classified, was there yet. Nor did he •
move when she at last arose, and bowing a
graceful acknowledgment to the compliments •
of her auditors, seated herself where her nn-'
seen admirer might feast his eyes, and once in'
a while hear a strain of silvery langhter.
Opportunity for escape was afi'orded and improved
by him, when the two gentlemen said, "good" Quite an adventure, I declare I" murmured
the beauty, as she rolled up her hair for the
night."
night. " I am not without hopes of making
something of him yet, unpromising specimen
though
he seems."
His shyness
was almost a m.itch for her arts,
and but that pique kept her firm to her purpose, she would have given upi the pursuit, as
altogether unworthy of her mana'uvres. Fortune, at last, granted her the opening for which
she was watching. The girls were engaged cut
to an evening party, and Minna, having com-
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pleted her toilet, ran down to the parlor to get
a full-length picture of herself in the tall mirrors that reached from floor to ceiling. She
Started, in unfeigned surprise, when she saw
there Allen, flute in hand, looking over the
music-rack. He was cognizant of their engagement, and not doubting but that they had
alrea<\y gone to fulfil it, he was now searching
(or the notes of a song he had, while in his
leafy retreat, heard Miss Moore sing the preTions night. The recollection of the manner
in which this pleasure had been obtained conspired with his customary diffidence to overwhelm him. He had no power to move or
articulate, but, with face on fire, and lips that
moved without sound, stood, a culprit, detected
in the very act.
"Am I an intruder?" asked the cIe«trToice
ke knew so well.
Her manner was a bewitching mixture of
frankness and girlish modesty — a wish to please
and fear of appearing forward.
I "0 no, madam! Ihadnoright — I just wished
to — that song you sang last night." There,
he had let it all out ! And with a crushing
■ sense of this upon him he relapsed into confusion worse confounded.
"What was it?" The pink-tipped fingers
were busy with the loose music. " Maybe I
can help you find it. Let me see ! What did
I sing last evening that was worth remembering?"
" Don't trouble yonrself ; it 's of no consequence, "was the Toots-ish reply of the abashed
swain.
" Not to you, perhaps ; but I am bent upon
showing my gratitude to you for the compliment you have paid to my poor vocal eflbrts.
1 dare say I am Yankee enough to guess what
the song was. See if I am not !" holding up a
sheet.
"That is it ! How did you know ?" he asked
in surprise. Already several shades of bashfulness were banished by her easy and cordial
bearing. That gleeful laugh ! Did Minna Moore
Icnow how passing sweet it was ? Was its joyous chime always as involuntary as she would
have it seem ? Its contagion was made evident
by a smile from Allen. He even dared to meet,
for a second, the arch glance of those beautiful
eyes. After all, this talking with a pretty woman was not such a formidable matter. In
deed, he found it rather pleasant than otherwise.
" Did not I tell yon that I was a Yankee ?
Seriously" — and she spoke as if she meant it—
" I could not have mistaken the object of your
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search, since it was the only piece I sang which
could have gratified the taste of a mu^il.■ul amaThe bit of flattery was not the loss palatable
toteur."
Allen, because such morceaux were seldom
dealt out to him.
" Evelyn
yet," was
accompany
She had
herself at
fuse.

will not be down for fifteen minutes
the nest attack. "Will you not
nie while I play your favorite ?"
taken the song from him, and seated
the instrument before he could re-

"Oh, not now !" he stammered. " I am very
sorry — I cannot play — at sight, I mean ; I am
a jioor perfoi-mer at any time. Y'ou must excuse me." you will learn it, will you not? I
"Then
h.ive a brother who plays a little, a very little
on the flute, not nearly so well as you do, and
we often practise together. It will be so much
like home — be such a gratification to me if you
will now and then imitate him in this respect.
What a beauty of a flute 1 Please let me hava
it for a moment. Ah, I thought so ! Edwin —
my brother — has one of the same make. He
says no judicious flutist will ever use any
She drew her fingers caressingly over
other." wood, played as carelessly with
polished
silver keys as if she never dreamed how
was consecrating it in his eyes, henceforth
forever.

the
the
she
and

"The tone is exquisite, and you finger well!"
she said, on a sudden, flashing a bright smi!e
npathim. " How astonished you look I Y'ou
are longing to ask how I know that. Shall I
confess that I set my window open last Saturday night, and was rewarded by ^ome chance,
far-off strains from the retreat where you so
selfishly think to confine all your music f I
beard you play this." Piano and voice glided
into the air that had drawn him into the conservatory on that first memorable night. "Not
another note without au accompaniment !" she
said, with a charming imperiousness, and bre.iking off in the middle of a stanza to touch the
flute.
Allen obeyed, whether against his will, or
with its consent, he could not determine. Inspired with courage by her praises, or the music, he phayed a good second, much sweeter
and more correct than his enchantress had
expected. Her enthusiastic encomiums were
ringing in his ears and heart as he bade her
"Good-night," just in time to escape his sister, who descended the front stairs as he went
up the back.
He had promised, too, that he
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would again "remind her of home," by hringing his flute into the parlor when tliere was no
" vexatious evening company," an engagement
he remembered with a sensation of mingled
terror and delight.
"Behold the beginning !" said the exultant
fairy, dashing into the " Huntsman's Chorus,"
to cover the retreat of her late companion, as
his sister sailed in.

soul. And all for what ? At first that the idle
moments of an incorrigible flirt might be whiled
away in a pastime so congenial to her fancy;
afterwards to tempt and secure game really
worth the trouble of setting the net.
The hour of her departure came ; a cause of
regret to Mr. and Mrs. Tyndale ; of as much
sorrow to Evelyn as she could feel at the going
of any one while Henry Carroll remained near

" You are a complete band in yourself, llinna !" she exclaimed. " I was sure I heard two
or more instruments."
" Only a triumphal march to herald the approach of the Queen of Love and Beauty I"
was the response — a sentiment warmly seconded
by Evelyn's sworn knight, Henry Carroll, who
entered at the same instant, with Tom Delisle,
to escort the young ladies to the festal hall.
Jlinna was too skilful a general not to follow
up the advantage she had won, but too wary
to alarm the intended captive by over-brisk measures. Evelyn, quick-sightedasshe was, didnot
for a long time suspect her brother's eusnarement. She could not help remarking that he
was so much more at ease with Minna than with
herself or any one else ; that he mingled more
freely and frequently in the family circle, and

her ; to the dupe of the coquette's wiles a season of blacker darkness than he had ever endured before in the gray, still life she had of
late changed into a sunny, happy day. Within
her trunk were stowed away handsome presents
from her entertainers and the friends she had
made during her visit ; there was one — the
most valuable of all — from Allen ; but this, for
reasons best known to herself, she omitted to
mention to his sister.
Mr. Tyndale attended his fair guest to the?
depot in person. Her escort was to meet her J
there ; and, expecting to see him, he was sur-»
prised yet not sorry to recognize Allen in the
person who opened ihe carriage door when they ,
stopped.
"Ah, Allen ! I am glad you happened to be
here. Just get a through ticket, and have those
trunks checked, will you ? There are four and
a hat-box. I will see Miss Moore into the cars.
Minna could have laughed outright at the
expression of consternation, the blank disap-

was altogether " wonderfully like other people"— a chsuge dating from the week after her
return home. Minna's manner, too, could not
escape notice ; she behaved towards him with
a gentleness and affability remarkable even in
this eminently popular damsel.
"Minna's good-nature is really absurd at
times," said Evelyn to her mother. " It must
have been a sad bore to sit and talk to Allen
for an hour, as she did last night, and Tom
Delisle trying to attract her attention the whole
time I She tolerates Allen out of politeness to
us, I supi^ose, and, if she were not so obliging
and soft-hearted, she would content herself
with that. He is unused to so much notice,
and is not at all likely to appreciate it. She
puts herself quite out of the way to give him
a pleasant word or look."
There was no exaggeration in this description
of Minna's conduct. It fell short, indeed, of
expressing the various means of fascination
brought to bear upon the unsophisticated victim. Unweariedly she adapted her themes and
eonversation to his limited capacity, and never
were commonplaces endowed with more interest. She divined his tastes, and catered to
them; his prejudices and dislikes, and humored
them ; foreseeing, as the inevitable sequel to
her painstaking, the development of a passion
mightier than any other that had entered his

pointment depicted in the son's countenance as
he received this cool order ; but she struggled
with her risibles, and, giving a slight pressure,
that might or might not have been accidental,
to the hand that helped her to the ground, she
demurely followed the old gentleman, who,
ignorant of the blighted hopes, the frustrated
purpose accruing from his selfish arrangement,
hurried his fair charge under shelter from a,
heavy shower just beginning to fall. Allen
pressed towards the "office," hoping still to
gain a brief interview with the lady of his love
by promptly securing' the ticket and checks.
But each man there had his own reason for
eagerness in the same object, and he had to
struggle desperately for the coveted articles.
" .Just saved your distance !" said his father, '
rather sharply, as, wet with rain and perspiration, and out of breath, the young man made,
his way through the crowded aisle to where sat
Minna, chatting gayly with her travelling companion and her late host. " I began to think
that I had better have gone myself."
Minna spoke one little sentence in an undertone when she took her ticket. No ordinary
phrase of thanks or regret would have called
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np that flush into his cheek, and fired the
l«a<leii eye. " / wish he liad !" was her aside
to the father's remark, and these four words
were some balm to his bleeding spirit ; sustained him from downright despair when she
was actually speeding away from him, and he
Stood on the wet platform gazing after the
Bmoke-enveloped train, the rain soaking his
garments, and, hanging above his heart, the
prospect of loneliness insupportable, desolation
■unspeakable in the weeks and months that
must elapse before he saw her again.

\
CHAPTER

IV.

It was the height of the bathing season at
Long Branch. The wliite flag was up, signalling the hour when ladies and gentlemen might
together enter the surf ; be partners in a wild
frolic with the waves, tenfold more exhilarating
as well as innocent than the gayeties of the
nightly "hop." The porticoed hotels skirting
the beach sent forth each its streams of seawardbound travellers, and the sands soon presented
a lively spectacle. Costum»s the most fantastic and varied were top common to call forth
more than a passing smile or observation. One
dash of spray, one fall of the curling waters
ever hastening towanls the shore, and all were
alike, noticeable only for superior daring or an
excess of cowardice.
"There is the lady whose very pretty face
amote you with such admiration yesterday,"
said a gentleman on shore to his friend. " Not
even the disfiguring bathing-dress can alter the
fact of her beauty. She has spirit, too ; see
how fearlessly she ventures out !"
" I would not object to exchanging pl.aces
with her attendant," answered his companion.
" He is not an ill-looking fellow, either. I imagine he is more than passably handsome in his
dry land habiliments."
"You know him, do yon not?" interrogated
the other. " It is Tom Delisle, our old schoolmate."
'■ Is it possible ? And is that his sister ?"
"I cannot say. If so, she has a most devoted brother. I devoutly hope that she is not
his wife. In that case, the honeymoon is not
over. Aha!"
The ejaculation was elicited by the breaking
of a heavy wave over the outermost line of
bathers, and the shock it gave tliem. Delisle
saw it coming, and bracing himself by a firmer
foothold, threw his arm alimit the waist of the
lady whose hand he had been holding.
She
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would in all likelihood have fallen but for
this support. Her hat was tossed on shore by
the breaker, and her long hair rolled down upon
her shoulders. The exclamation of the spectator, above quoted, was repeated, in a tone of
astonishment, by a solitary individual within
hearing.
"There is your most adoring cavalier, Allen
Tyndale," said Delisle, on their way to the
shore.
" Ah, indeed ! Where ?" asked Minna.
"Just beyond those two gentlemen with
white hats. He has been watching us for ten
minutes or more."
And watching he was now, with a bitter
gnawing at his heart, thiit was only allayed,
not removed, by the smiling, familiar welcome
wafted to him by the toss of her little hand, so
snowy beneath the dark blue tunic, as she
emerged like Aphrodite from the foamy billows. The hope of seeing her was all that had
brought him to this place. He had become
possessed of information respecting her whereabouts by chancing to overhear a remark of
Evelyn's to her now accepted lover, young
Carroll.
" Minna will spend a fortnight at Long Branch
in August. If it were not for my important
preparations for — for October," .smiling and
blushing as she brought out the words, " I
would
there."
For join
six her
months
Allen had dreamed and
pLanued how he would take advant,age of his
summer's vacation from business to pay a visit
to his idol at her own home. This seaside excursion promised better things than a formal
presentation of himself at the door of the yet
unknown pater fnmilins. Leaving his family
under the impression that he was going upon
an indefinite Northern trip, he took the most
speedy conveyance for the popular resort that,
just now, was all the world to him. An examination of the registers informed him at which
hotel her party was staying, and not perceiving
that Tom Delisle's name was upon the same
page, he engaged a room for himself. Then,
in the perversity of his diffidence, dreading the
interview he yet longed for, as the dearest boon
Fortune could bestow, he dared not send up his
card, but strolled restlessly down to the beach,
and there found her when he was least prepared for the meeting.
When Minna, in dry attire, came forth from
her b.athing-house, he was nowhere to be seen.
" How long has Mr. Tyndale been here f"
she inquired of Tom Delisle.
" I do not know.
He probably arrived this
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morning. I had not seen him before his appearance on the heach just now."
" Will you find out where he puts up?"
"If you desire it, certainly," he rejoined,
rather stiffly.
"You know," added Minna, in pretended
confusion, " it is natural that I should want to
hear from Evelyn."
" Of course ; the most natural thing imaginable. The letter which I brought from her is
already two and a half days old, and your
anxiety for later tidings must be extreme."
This touch of sarcasm was more welcome to
the hearer than the utmost display of alacrity
in the execution of her will would hare been.
It proved exactly what she wished to ascertain : viz., that the speaker was sufficiently in
love to render him the most unreasonable of
men ; a point from which the next step is a
leap into the quagmire of declaration. It seemed
preposterous that a handsome, intelligent fellow of fair fortune, and a favorite in society,
should be jealous of a nobody like Allen Tyndale ; yet Delisle was unaffectedly uncomfortable. There was no accounting for women's
fancies. They had set all laws of cause and effect in love affairs at defiance, since the days
when Titania became enamored of Bottom. The
experience of the previous winter had showed
that, for some reason, Allen's attentions were
not disagreeable. Tom entertained sundry annoying memories of times when those pretty
shoulders had been wilfully turned from himself, as his shy rival approached. Her embarrassment inspeaking of him, her awkward attempt to frame an excuse for her desire to meet
him, were omens that boded no good to his own
suit. Let her feelings be what they might,
Allen's coming would assuredly interfere with
his enjoyment of her company.
Minna's head was down, and her face screened
from observation by the broad brim of her
straw " ilat," and they walked back to the hotel in silence. She did not look up as they
paused at her door. The sorrowful droop of
the black lace curtain surrounding that hat
appealed to his generosity.
"May I come up for you at dinner-time ?" he
asked, in a relenting tone.
"If you please."
The sad, gentle accents cut him to the heart.
" You are displeased with me ! Forgive my
rudeness 1 I was unjust, ungeutlemanly, cruel !
And to you, the most—' '
Had this been a suitable place for a proposal,
he would hjive been allowed to proceed. As it
was, she checked him, by holding out her soft,

ungloved fingers in token of amity. He still
hesitated, after she had withdrawn them modestly from his prolonged pressure ; but although his heart and eyes were full of pleadings for one forgiving glance, one glimpse of
her countenance, she went into her room, and
shut the door after her without raising her
head. Once there, she waited until his reluctant footsteps died away in the distance, before
she threw the friendly hat to the floor, and
danced around it in such exuberance of triumph, that one might have supposed her crazy.
"Wait until to-morrow, and we sh.iU see
whether Ella Price will say, as she did last
night, when I told her of my last winter's work
with Allen the Irresistible, 'Le jeu ne vaut
pasAllen
la ch.andelle
stood in 1'
the" hall as she passed through
to dinner. She bowed smilingly, but his face
was gloomy, and he did not advance one step
to meet her. Why should he — how could he,
when she leaned on Tom Delisle's arms f Nor
did he seek her when the two hours of agonizing
tediousness spent at table were over. They
were at opposite ends of the same board. He
might have feasted his eyes upon her fresh,
joyous beanty, if he had had the heart to look.
He retired to his chamber, and pacing its narrow limits, he brooded darkly upon his disappointment, until the sea-breeze, stealing in
through the window, in some measxire cooled
his fever, and tempted him to inhale it in more
abundant draughts.
The bank above the sands was thronged
with gay promenaders, and, shrinking in his
sick-heartedness from their merriment, he
went down the steep flight of steps to the
beach. The water was very rough, and the
great waves smote angrily upon the shore,
spreading wide sheets of foam far beyond the
point where they broke. Absorbed in thought,
Allen took no notice of their treacherous adv.ances until his wet feet admonished him of the
propriety of keeping nearer the solid ground.
He was picking his way carefully along the foot
of the perpendicular bank when a scream made
him look behind him. A lady, with a nurserymaid and child, had been overtaken by the
water while collecting the bright pebbles left
by the retreat of a former wave. There was
no danger, but all appeared terrified by the
sudden wetting. A child or a woman in distress could never be overlooked by our hero,
shy though he was ; he ran back, and caught
up the little girl, whom the nurse had dropped
or upset in her endeavor to save herself.
"You are not hurt ; only a little wet and A
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good deal frightened," ho said, soothiugly,
shaking tlie sand from her clotlies.
" I am a thousand times obliged to yon. You
are very kind," said a sweet voice. And the
ladjr pnslied back her hat, flooding him, as it
were, with the licjuid light that poured from
her blue eyes.
It was now Allen's turn to let go the struggling innocent. He actually staggered backwards under the overwhelming surprise.
"T.ake Bessie to the house," continued
Minna to the maid; "she will t.ake cold, if
her feet remain wet.
Mr. Tynd.ale !"
The calm politeness of manner dep.arted with
the nurse. The ripe lips were trembling, the
eyes swimming in tears or what looked like
them, and her tone 1 A heart of granite must
have melted under the grief and loving reproach she contrived to throw into that single
exclamation — " Mr. Tynd.-ile !"
Still he could not speak. There was a lump
in his throat ; a wild throbbing at his heart
that deprived him of utterance ; made respiration almost agony.
" Won't you sli.-ike hands with me ?" pursued the winning accents. "Or have you
indeed forgotten old times and old friends ?"
" Forgotten 1"
It was all the pale lips could say, as he
clasped the tiny hand in his own, and, figuratively speaking, again laid his forehead in the
dust before her, that she might plant her foot
upon his neck.
They walked and talked together until the
BUpper-gong summoned the scattered parties to
the hotel.
After tea she was still his for a
s.aunter along the portico until it was time to
i attend the " hop" at a neighboring house. She
' named the place ; not carelessly, but as if cerI tain that he would not fail to meet her there,
although she was " obliged, by a prior engagej went, to go thither with some one else."
He
fully intended to obey the delicious hint ; but,
I reflecting that her toilet required some time to
! perfect, and that his, as he meant to be only a
I looker-on, need undergo no change, he rep.aired
I to the seaside, which had already a strange
fascination for him, there to ruminate upon
this sudden and wonderful happiness.
j

The moon was in the zenith, and her path
across the waste of waters was like the passage
of myriads of silver-winged fairies. Not one
drop of spr.ay there but had its ray, flashing,
quivering, sparkling.
0 for a word or a combin.atiou of words that may even faintly express the restless radiance, the changing from
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brightness to glory in that gorgeous highway
of the Queen of Heaven I
Allen gazed, and wondered, and thought
until he was tired with walking in the deep
s.and ; and, retiring to the shade of the b.aDk,
cast himself down in a boat drawn up between
two bathing-houses, and l.ay listening to the
booming surge, and dreaming. Occasionallj" a
figure, or perhaps a group, passed between
him and the illuminated tract of ocean. No
one appeared to see him ; but it did not occur
to hira that he was really concealed from casual observation. Therefore, when two ladies
stopped &t> near to him that the stiff breeze
rustled their dresses almost in his face, and
bore every sylhable of their conversation to his
ear, raised as their voices were to overcome
the noise of the surf, he did not move. Had
he been sure that he must play the eavesdropper in remaining where he was, it is questionable whether he could have found the nerve
to arise and discover himself.
" What a consummate tactician you are !"
said one of the fair strangers. " Do you really
mean to say that the rencontre which seemed
purely accidental to us lookers-on from the
higher grounds was a bold, studied step to
recall your recreant admirer f And poor Mrs.
Courtney was 'so concerned,' and 'so grateful,'
and 'so charmed' with your good-nature in
going with Bessie when she cried to ' pick up
pretty stones I' I don't suppose you pinched
her to bring about the lamentations you quieted
so amiably, did you ?"
"Not exactly" — Allen's heart halted in its
rapid beatings at the voice, and the low,
musical laugh that accompanied it; "but I
deserve the credit of having instigated the selfwilled infant to the desire expressed by directing her attention to the riches cast up by the
waves, that proved themselves such able abettors in my womanly mana?uvre."
"I hoped you gained enough by said manccuvre to recompense you for the loss of your new
" I was fortunate even there. The boots are
uninjured,
gaiters." except that the tips msiy be a trifle
less glossy. The walk in the warm sand that
succeeded my wetting dried my feet comfortably
by supper-time. Even if they had been ruined,
I should not have been inconsolalile, well as
they fit ; should have considered it but a small
mishap, one of the minor misfortunes of war."
" How much longer do you intend to drive
two in hand ?" interrupted the other. " Take
care ! it is a dangerous game !"
"I grant it — to the inexperienced," w.^s the
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confident rejoinder. " I remember, moreover,
your insinuation against my adorable Allen, as
expressed in the French proverb. Hearken, 0
unbeliever 1 Jly politic show of interest in the
arrival of the interesting youth this forenoon
was a bullet in the heart of the real game.
Whilst I was making sure of the decoy here
upon the sands this afternoon— partly because
he might yet be useful to me, partly because
my heart softened at the thought of liis miserable state, and I was not loth to leave him ' with a
sweet taste' of me 'in his mouth,' as the children say ; while I was doing this, a certain young
gentleman was galloping restlessly through
country lanes and woods to while away the
tedium of the afternoon ■which I had named as
the period I desired for deliberation upon the
subject of a letter slipped into my hand at
dinner. Now, since this cogitation occupied
less time than he expected, was I to mope in
my room, like Marianna in the 'moated Grange,'
through all the glorious sunset ? This would
have been especially nonsensical after I had
seen my melancholy second-best strolling towards the beach. To cut short my story, at
ten o'clock I am to meet the writer of this
document in the pavilion on the bank back of
us, and give him his answer. I was in a very
good-humor towards the whole world, as you
may suppose, so, as I could spare an hour after
supper to the aforesaid No. 2, who the fates
have decreed shall be No. 0 by to-morrow, it
was but kind in me to bestow this parting
blessing."
" How did you get rid of him finally 1"
" Poor fellow ! He is now diligently staring
into the windows of the 'National,' expecting
to recognize me in every girl that floats by in
the waltz. It hurt my conscience to fib outright to him, but it was necessary to get rid of
him. He is called the ' black sheep' of the
family, and he is very like a sheep-burr in his
pertinacity, where he once fastens himself.
What a noisy heathen old Neptune is I Let us
go on. I do not care to crack my voice before
the interesting interview at 'ten o'clock this
moonlight night.' "
And warbling the song she had quoted, she
walked away.

CHAPTER

V.

NoKE of Allen Tyndale's kindred have looked
upon his face since that summer night, four
years ago. A brief line to his father, dated
from New York the day after he left the sea-

shore, is all the direct intelligence they have
ever had from him. It stated his intention of
immediate departure from the country, without
assigning his reasons for doing so, or his destination. A month later, an acquaintance just
returned from a Southern tour informed Mr.
Tyudale that he had met his son in New Orleans, in company with several Filibusters of
Walker's army ; had spoken to him, and received a sullen recognition, which, however,
did not surprise him, as the young man was
evidently intoxicated ! Every means of inquiry
was resorted to by the alarmed parent, but no
further information was ever gained.
The mother knows not if the son she nurtured upon her bosom is still a fugitive and a
wanderer upon the earth ; or, if he moulders in
a nameless grave ; or, more distressing yet, if
he 's in a malefactor's cell, awaiting the day of
doom. On her the stroke has done its work.
Remorse, late and ineffectual, sets before her
his shadowed childhood ; his embittered youth ;
his neglected manhood ; and asks, "Was there
no balm in a mother's love — no pity in a mother's heart, that could more than compensate
to him for Nature's deficiencies and the world's
slight?" This voice it is whose accusations
have robbed spirit and body of rest ; made her
old while yet in her prime — a change that
causes friends to wonder, and acqliaintances to
conjecture what mysterious grief thus weighs
her down, which arouses the husband's fears
for her health and reason, and the daughter's
indignation at the extravagant expenditure oft
sentiment upon an object so unworthy. *
"It may seem unsisterly in me not to sympathize with mamma's anxiety," she says to
her friend and neighbor, the still pretty and
blooming Mrs. Delisle, "but what else could
she — what could any of us expect ? You knovr
yourself, Minna, that Allen was always* our
'black sheep!' "

READ

ALOUD.

Readino aloud is one of those exercises which
combine mental and muscular effort, and hence
has a double advantage.
To read aloud well, a person should not only
understand the subject, but should hear his
own voice, and feel within him that every syllable was distinctly enunciated, while there is
an instinct presiding which modulates the voice
to the number and distance of the hearers.
Every puMic speaker ought to lie able to tell
whetlier.he is distinctly heard by the farthest
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anJitor ill tlie room ; if he is not, it is from a
want of proper judgment and observation.
Reading aloud helps to develop the lungs
Just as singing does, if properly performed.
The effect is to induce the drawing of a long
breath every once in a while, oftener and deeper
than of reading without enunciating. These
deep inhalations never fail to develop the capacity ofthe lungs in direct proportion to their
practice.
Common consumption begins uniformly with
Imperfect, insufficient breathing ; it is the characteristic ofthe disease th-tt the breath becomes shorter and shorter through weary
months, down to the close of life, and whatever
counteracts that short breathing, whatever
promotes deeper inspirations is curative to that
eztent, inevitably and under all circumstances.
Let any person make the experiment by reading this page aloud, and in less than three
minutes the instinct of a long breath will show
Itself. This reading aloud develops a weak
voice and makes it sonorous. It has great efficiency, also, in making the tones clear and
distinct, freeing them from that annoying
hoarseness which the unaccustomed reader exhibits before he has gone over half a page,
when he lias to stop and clear away, to the
confusion of himself as much as that of the
subject.
This loud reading, when properly done, has a
great agency in inducing vocal power, on the
same principle that muscles are strengthened
by exercise ; those of voice-making organs being no exception to the general rule. Hence,
in many cases, absolute silence diminishes the
vocal power, just as the protracted non-use of
the arm of the Hindoo devotee at length paralyzes it forever. The general plan, in appropriate cases, is to read aloud in a couver3ation,il
tone, thrice a day, for a minute, or two, or
three at a time, increasing a minute every other
day, until half an hour is thus spent at a time,
thrice a day. which is to be continued until the
desired obi>'ct is .iccomplished. Managed thus,
there is safety and efficiency as a uniform result.
As a means, then, of he.ilth, of averting consumption, of being social and entertaining in
any compnny, as a means of showing the quality
of the mini, let reading aloud be considered an
accomplisluiient far more indispensable than
that of smattering French, or lisping Italian,
or dancing cotillions, gallopades, polkas, and
quadrilles.— //(iW'« Journal o/ Health.
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PAIXTIXG.
LESSONS

IN MOSS PAINTING.
Br c. E.

Ix this kind of painting, moss is the first article to be procured. It can be found in forests
or swamps, and there is also a few varieties to
be found in the open fields. The moss that
grows in pine woods or rocky places is much
the best, as it keeps its color better in drying.
Four varieties are necessary ; more can be used
to advantage. That of the darkest color will
be found growing on the bodies of trees, ia
small tufts. After procuring your moss, place
it with the top down on paper near the fire, and
dry quickly without sroixhuirj. After it is dry
shake off .all impurities, such as dead leaves,
grass, sand, and rotten wood. Moss that grows
in swamps must be thoroughly washed, as the
roots are always dirty, and hard to clean after
they become dry. As soon as it is dry put it
away in a dark place until time to use it.
Procure a sheet of bookbinder's pasteboard,
or get a thin board made perfectly smooth, or,
what is better still, a canvas prepared the same
as for an oil-painting. If pasteboard or board
is used, it should be coati-d with thin paste,
and paper muslin laid smoothly upon it, the
glazed side up ; it will be firm when dry, if the
paste is good ; but there must be no wrinkles,
as that spoils the beauty of the picture. After
it is dry take a crayon or pencil and sketch a
landscape ; if not used to drawing, procure a
picture to copy from. Any one can sketch a
landscape sufficiently well if they have one to
look at. A picture with old ruins, distant
mountains, one or two large trees, with river
or lake partly visible is a good subject ; or an
old, ruined saw-mill, with trees, mountains,
and the mill-pond in sight. There is a picture
sold at the print-shops called the "Ruined Abbey," which looks beautiful when copied. One
thing I wish to observe here — the larger the
picture is made, the better it looks. Never attempt to get too much on a picture of moderate
size, as it invariably looks cramped and clamsjr.

— If we work upon marble, it will perish ; If
we work on brass, time will efface it ; if we
rear temples, they will crumble into dust ; if
we work upon immortal minds — if we imbue
them with high principles, with just fear of
God and of their fellow-men, we engrave on
these tablets something which no time can efface, but which will brighten to all etemit/.
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DIRGE.
Ufon old Time's empurpled flood
How deep are shadows cast !
Here written are in fire and blood
Tlie records of the past.
I gaze upon a lone, bleak shore,
And hear the lion's fearful roar
Where towers and temples reared of yore
Their spires into the sky ;
And see all desolate the wold,
Once smoothly paved with purest gold,
■Where heroes dwelt, and gods of old
Smiled on them from on high.
Cities of yore that proudly stood.
Lay level with the grouud,
And o'er them awful solitude
Eeigns mournfully profouud.
O'er old Judea's hills and plains—
The golden land of yore —
ITo more the great Jehovah, reigns,
As in the past, no more.
And where they reared the cross on high,
The bloody cross of Calvary
That bore Messiah up to die,
Gave back to God the Bonis now a fearful hold, and strong
Of Moslem rule and Moslem wrong.
And supei-stition's mighty throng
Bow down to gods of stone.
There is no end to woes of earth,
No end to human strife;
All gayness here is madness — mirtli
Is mockery of life.
Though free in heart, and brave and stoat.
And strong to raise a battle shout,
Kone hut have entered with a doubt
The dark, mysterious tomb ;
And as the ages onward flow,
Still shall Ihe souls of mortals go.
With doubt of joy and fears of wo.
Into eternal gloom.
Thus doubts and fears encompass all
That breathe this mortal breath ;
Thus doubting, fearing, trembling, fall
Before the reaper Death.
Mem'ry is all with sorrows fraught;
0 past ! how sad thou art !
And mournful is man's present lot.
The erring feet must smart,
Tet in the future looms no light
To guide our footsteps on aright,
But all is fearful, black as night—
As wintry night with rain!
And musing of the coming years,
With eyes bedimmed with many tears,
I, burdened with these doubts and fears,
Oft deem that life is vain.
But still there seems to be a goal
Beyond the present day,
To energize the weary soul
Upon life's thorny way.
The past is one eternal tomb,
A dwelling of the dead ;
Wide o'er the present endless gloom,
Bioad wings and dark have spread.

Still ages on in darkness glide,
Still life and death stand side by side.
And will, till vast oblivion's tide,
Dark rolling fearfully,
Shall separate them far and wide.
And leave between an awful void ;
Han hath no choice, but laust abida
In boundless misery,
Must bow before affliction's rod,
Must sink despair beneath,
Until the universal God
Keclaims the soul from death.
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Gather the white shroud over it ;
Cover it deep with clay ;
Dust of the pure and beautiful.
Hide in the dust away ;
Silent and cold and motionless,
Freezing the soul with woeMake for the dead a sepulchre
Under the drifted snow.
Veil the closed eyelids reverently;
Eyes that have been thy heaven.
Holy with trust and tenderness,
Love to their light had given.
Seal the pale lips all silently ;
Lips that have clung to thine,
Dewy with love's sweet ecstasy,
Rich with its glowing wiue.
Gather the white shroud over it,
Mourn for the glory fled—
Faith, thou art lost forever!
Love, thou art cold aud dead!
Silent and cold and motionless.
Freezing the soul with woeOver the icy sepulchre
Gathers the drifting snow.

MY
BY
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I STAND midway on my journey,
And behold where the rising sun
In a flood of crimsoning radiance
Told of a life begun.
And I look far away to the westw3n3.
An untravelled and lengthening pU'.ti
See the tops of the mountains of evening.
Where that sun will set again.
Around me the glare of the noonday,
Tet back glancing well do I know
That my footsteps have passed the laeridlan.
By the shadows beginning to grow.
Yet, if with brave heart I press forward,
Nor murmur and faint by the way,
I need fear not when deepening shadows
Come with the closing day.
For when the last gleaming of sunset
Shall fade in the softening west,
A kind guide is coming to bear me
Away

to the land of rest.
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NOVELTIES

NOVELTIES

FOR FEBRUARY.

FOR

Fig. 1.

FEBRUARY
Fig. 2.

Figs. 1 and 2. — Night-cips for s. briilal wardrobe ;the most tasteful, aud at the same time
bt-coming ami serviceable styles that we have
given in years.
Fig. 1 is particularly comfortable ; it is cut
in one piece, and the crown receives the full
twist or br.i.iil of hair. The frill is put ou in a
new way, ami, together with the baud aud bow,
is of the same material as the cap, fine linen
lawn. The frill is scalloped in needle-work ;
the band and strings have a narrow rolled hem.
Fig. 2 is of the same material, the crown coming
into the cape, and the band looped instead of
tied ; the strings are bread, aud all the trimming has a needle-work finish.
VOL. LXIl. — 14

Fig. 3. — Dress cap of white over black blonde ;
trimming, blonde, full blown rose, buds, and
foliage, with a large bow of black velvet ribbon
at the opposite side.
Fig. 4. — Fichu of black and white lace for
evening dress ; it is trimmed between the rows
of lace by narrow black velvet, and a rosette of
the same, with long loops, fastens it at the
waist.
Figs. 5 aud 6. — UuJersleeves for morning
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Fig. 3.

Fig. 4.

Fig. 5.

Fig. 6.

/ / /^

.

/,

the next of a military scarlet, the next two shades
lighter, and the next two shades lighter again; one
bunch of No. 6 steel heads ; one-quarter yard of Pene*
lope canvas, that which measures twelve double threads
to the inch ; four wool needles ; and one reel of No. 38
cotton.

wear, of tarleton, Frencli muslin, or crape ;
they set close to the wrist with frills of the same
material.
THE CINDERELLA

SLIPPER.

(See engravings, pnge 108.) ■
Material. — Two skeins, each of four shades, of scarlet
wool, the darkest to be the color of a dark clove pink,

This pretty slipper is adapted for a child
four years old, but may be made either larger
or smaller. Its glittering appearance, which
sparkles with every movement of the foot, has
an exquisite effect. As a morning slipper for
young ladies, H cannot fail to please ; for fancy
fairs it would also prove a very salable article.

First pencil from the engraving the outline
of the slipper in thin writing or other paper ;

■WORK

DEPARTMENT.
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then cut it exactly iu the pencil marks ; pin or
tack it on the canvas ; then, with needle and
black cotton, tack an outline on the canvas,
outside the paper all round, but observe to have
only 16 stitches across the instep ; fasten the
cotton off securely, and ruu a black thread
through the centre between the Itj stitches.
Now, with the darkest wool, cross-stitch over
this outline of cotton. Then commence to
work the slipper thus : Begin first stripe close
to the line of instep, but two stitches of the
canvas from the centre thread of black, and
having the heel of the sUpi>er at the right hand;

with the lightest shade on the 2i row of canvas from the centre work 8 cross-stitches ; then
Blip the needle under four threads of canvas,
and work 8 more stitches on same row ; then
slip 4 ; 8 more stitches ; slip 4 ; work any that
may be left in same row. Take the 3 nest
shades, and work exactly the same. Thus
there will be two rows of wool stitches on each
the dividing line of black thread.
'2(1 stripe. — Miss 2 rows of canvas ; with lightest shade work 2 stitches ; miss 4 ; work 8 ;
miss 4; work 8; miss 4; work the remainder with
the remaining three shades exactly the same.
3d stripe. — Miss 2 rows of the canvas ; work
8 ; miss 4 : work S ; miss 4 ; work 8 ; miss the

THE

EAILWAY

TO BE WOKKED

remainder, and finish the stripe towards the
heel in similar manner.
It will be scarcely necessary to give any further directions fur this pattern, which latter
must be worked entirely over the slipper before
proceeding to work the bars across, which are
worked exactly iu the same way ; but, instead
of slipping the needle under the canvas, the
needle will be slipped under the 4 worked
rows ; but observe that all the stitches are
crossed iu the same direction. The intersection
of these bars will cause 4 stitches of canvas to
be left between each bar (see enrjrurinr/), and
these 4 stitches are filled up with steel beads,
thus : Take No. 30 cotton, doubled, and fine
needle ; fasten the cotton into back of slipper ;
thread two beads ; cross these over the stitch
of canvas the same way as the wool stitches
are crossed ; then 2 more over next stitch, and
the same over the other 2 stitches of canvas.
Thus there are 8 beads in each 4 stitches of
canvas ; but, as the beads would wear off round
the sole, and round the edge of the slipper
where the binding comes, fill these squares in
with steel colored twist, or silk used double.
Tlie slipper should be trimmed with a rosette
of scarlet or cerise color satin ribbon, of a tint
not to obscure the brightness of the wooh

STOCKINa.

IJt COTTON TUBEAD OB WOKSTED.

Cast on the needles as many
WJieti on the leg.
stitches as would be required
for an ordinary stocking for a
child. Knit it once around,
then rib it until an inch long,
then bind off. Take up the
stitches and commence knitting
straight around plain stocking
stitch until you have a finger
and a half done ; then knit once
around, dropping every other
stitch off the needle ; then
stretch out the stocking, and
the stitches will run down until
it reaches the ribbed piece, and
no farther, forming a beautiful
open worked stocking. Having
kept the remaining stitches on
the needles,* finish off the toe
by knitting straight around, narrowing every
time on each needle.
It will shape itself on the

When first knit.

tVhm
doTte and strttchecL

JMiS

leg, and will be sufEciently long, as it only requires two fingers iu length for a lady's stocking.
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BAG TO BE BEAIDED ON YELYET OE CASHMEEE.

Gold braid on velvet, or cerise on black
cashmere, are both pretty.
To those who are unacquainted with the
method of transferring the designs to velvet,
or any dark material, it would be as well to
say that the pattern should be drawn on thick
paper, then Carefully pricked.
Then the pat-

tern should be laid over the material to be
worked, and some powdered starch or whitening rubbed over it ; on removing the pattern,
the design will be traced in white spots, which
are then to be followed out with a camel's-haip
pencil and white lead.

INSERTION.

•WORK

DEPABTMEXT.
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front, with cerise, make 2 L stitches, with 1 ch
between each L ; in one loop of the knitting 3
ch ; 2 more L as before in an equal space to the
3 ch : this is aloiuj the front only. 2tl row, 9 L
with 1 ch between each « the 1 ch ; 1 ch do between next 2 L ; 1 ch 9 L with 1 eh between
each u next ; 1 ch repeat. Tliis last row is
worked with the knitting at the back within
the row of L stitches. Run cerise rililwn in the
alternate holes of the white rows, and the same
in the alternate L stitches of the border.

A NORWEGIAN MORNING
OR BONNET
CAP, IN SUETLAND WOOL.
MaUriaU —lhi\{ an ouqco each of cerlso and xrhlte
Ehetlind \rool ; two Ueel kallUog piaa. So. 12; crochet
hook, Ko. 2.

THE KNITTED

WINTER

SPENSER.

Materials. — Seven skeins of dark fleecy four-thread;
one skein each of gray fleecy, four shades ; Xo. S pins ;
Ko. 1 Penolopo crochet hook.

Cast on 340 stitches. K (or knit) two plain
rows * ; now knit one stitch ; take two together; knit 115 stitches; take two togetlier,
and take two together again ; now K the remainder, taking two together before the last
stitch. Tlie next row back is plain ; now repeat
from * till there are 18 ribs of knitting in which
there are 3(J rows alternately decreased and
plain. Take the white wool— knit three rows
in the same way, whicli is one rib and one row,
decreasing as before : K one stitch ; take two
together ; wind the wool twice over the pins ;
take two together, wind twice over the ])in
again till there are 41 holes ; then take two together twice ; make 41 holes again ; take two
together ; K 1 ; now knit three rows plain,
again decreasing as before.
Now, with cerise wool, knit sis ribs or twelve
rows, decreasing as before. Then with white
the same as the first white stripe. Then continue with white and cerise alternately till there
are four white and four cerise stripes irrespective of the first deep border. Now, with cerise,
knit 16 rows, decreasing as before. This finishes with one stitch. For the border along the

Stitch Brioche, thread forward, slip 1, hut 2
together, the same lachcards and forwards.
Cast on 141 stitches, knit 2 plain rows.
Knit 40 rows.
Knit 4 ribs besides the outside half rib. Increase, dothis bij picking up two of the back stitches
with the rlijht hand needle, placiny them on the left,
wool forwai-d, slip 1, knit 1, knit 39 ribs, increase
as before, knit 4 ribs.
Knit 10 rows.
Knit 5 ribs, increase, knit 39 ribs, increase,
knit 5 ribs.
Knit 10 rows.
Knit 6 ribs, increase, knit 39 ribs, increase,
knit G ribs.
Knit
rows.*increase, knit 7 ribs, cast off 2
Knit 10
7 ribs,
ribs, knit 21 ribs, cast off 2 ribs, knit 7 ribs,
increase, knit 7 ribs.
Pass off the fronts on to a thread, knit 44

4*
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rows for the back, increase a rib on each side
nearest the shoulder.
Knit 10 rows.

Knit 30 rows.
Increase a rib the side nearest the shoulder.
Knit 10 rows.

Decrease by casting off 1 rib 8 times — that
is, 1 rib at the beginning of each row ; tliere
will be 8 ribs, and 7 ribs on the top of the neck.
Knit a plain row, cast off.
Take up the front, knit 7 ribs, increase, kait
7 ribs.
Knit 10 rows.

Cast off three ribs, then decrease every row
equally till to a point.
FoK THE Sleeves. — Cast on 81 stitches, knit
22 rows.

Knit 8 ribs, increase, knit 7 ribs.

CHEMISE

Increase a rib, knit 60 rows, decrease a rib,
knit 22 rows, cast off.
Work 4 rows of long stitches in crochet all
round with the four shades of gray fleecy.

PATTEENS.
.j^y

WORK

INDIAN

T68

DEPAETMENT.

CANOE

FOB CiLBHTIKO ON TOE ABH, WITH

Jf'UerUih. — Ooe ball of crochet cord, gray or drab ; one
knot of colored satLa cord ; satin ribbon, and a coarea
crochet hook.
Make a chain loosely, nine inches long, and
work on it one row of sc. Then hold on the
cord, and work over it, 4 stitches, 2 ch, miss 2,
1 stitch over cord ; 2 ch, miss 2, repeat to the
end. At the finish of the row, cut off the crochet
cord, but not the satin, which bend back along
the nest row, and work in the same way ; only
the last of the four stitches must come on the
second chain stitch after tlie four of the previous
round. Tlie third row the same. At the fourth
you again bend back the satin cord, and do tlie
same stitches, making the fourth crochet stitch
come over the third of last row. In the fifth
row, the satin cord is, as in the third, ready to
work over ; do the same as the fourth. After
these five, cut off the cord nearly close. Do
one row of sc without the satin cord. Then the
open row, thus ; 1 long tc stitch, 1 diamond
open hem : repeat to the end. Then a row of
sc. Now resume the satin cord ; repeat the
five rows with it, and the three without, until
five cord stripes are done. Do one row of sc,
and then a row round; tliat is, on the foundatiou chain as well, to close the two sides for the
top of the basket.

WORK-BASKET.
A LITTLE PIECE OF WOBK

OB KKITTISO.

With a needle and crochet cord join up and
fasten the threads at the two ends.
Run a narrow ribbon through the open rows
under the diamonds, and over the straight bars.
Make the handle exactly like one stripe, with
the satin cord ; with a simple scallop edge on
each side, thus : * 1 so, 3 ch, miss 2. * repeat
to the end.
2d row. — * 1 sc on each ch, 1 sc over so, inserting the hook in the row beneath it. * repeat to the end.
The handle should be about eleven inches
long, and sewed inside the basket, which may
be lined with silk, or not, according to the taste
of the worker. The ends of the basket are
drawn, so as to be rounded. Quill some ribbon,
and set it on round the top, with a bow of broader
ribbon at each end.
The diamond open-hem is worked thus : begin with the thread three times round the work,
as for long treble crochet : do half the stitch,
having drawn it twice through. Pass the thread
twice more round, miss two, and work an ordinary long tc stitch, only draw the hook through
at the third movement ; 2 ch, put the thread
once over the hook, and do a dc stitch where
the two bars join. A perfect cross or X is thus
made.
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KNITTED

CUFF

STITCH WITH

IN BRIOCHE.

CROCHET

EDGE.

MnteriaU. — Six skeins of colored four-tliread Berlin
Tvool ; one skein of black Shetland wool ; No. lo pins ;
No. 2 Penelope crochet hook.

that can be used for comforters, cuffs, and
chest -protectors, also for babies' cot -covers,
being very light, soft, and elastic, and not
liable to get hard in the washing, and, of course,
being double, the warmth is very great.
For a Ladi/'s Cuff. — Cast on in scarlet wool
56 stitches, and for a gentleman's 60 {the number ofstitches must alu-ai/s he even). Knit 4 plain
rows, then join on the white, and * ; knit 1 ;
bring the wool in front (hut not over the pin).
Slip 1, pass the wool back. Repeat from *.
Each row is precisely the same.
Observe that the last stitch of each row is
always slipped, and also that the bach loop in
each row is the one which is always slipped.

A CRAPED

C.\ST on 57 stitches, knit two plain rows, knit
70 rows, knit two plain rows, cast off. Sew ujj
the cuff.

NECK-TIE.

Materials. — Cotton, No. 60; a pair of bone knitting
pins. No. 12; two lumps of sugar dissolved in half a
pint of hot water, and let remain till cold ; two chenille
tassels.

On the side that was cast off make 5 chain,
flo into 2d loop, 5 chain, dc into every second
loop.
With Shetland dc under the 5 chain, 5 chain,
dc under next five, 2 chain, tu-lst the wool tu-ice
over the hook, 7 long u;if/crnext 5, 2 chain, repeat.
Do under the 2 chain, 5 chain, dc under the 2
chain, 6 chain, dc under the 5 chain, 5 chain,
repent.
Five chain, dc under the 5 chain, repeat.

WINTER

CUFFS

IN DOUBLE

KNITTING.

MateriaU. — White four-thread Berlin wool, and four
skeins of scarlet ; two bone or wooden pins of such a
size that a string put tightly round shall measure half
an inch.

DorBLE knitting is one of the best stitches

This is one of the prettiest articles for a necktie that can be made ; having, when finished,

■WORK
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all the app«arauoe of soft white crape, and may
be adopted eitlierin mouruiiigorout, by adding
eitlier black, colored, or white tassels.
Cast on the pin 4(J0 stitches, and knit in plain
garter-stitch till it is five nails wide ; then cast
off, but not too tight ; then sew a strip of calico
on to each side, but only so that it can be easily
nntacked.
If the work is at all soiled, wash it

KNITTING

Perhaps there are few kinds of work which
require a basket expressly arranged for their
own reception so much as knitting, on account
of the almost fatal injury which it sustains
when needles are drawn out and loops are
dropped. The central opening is in bright blue
Berlin wool, as well as the small part within
the loop at each end. The ground within the
diamonds is in maize-color. Both of these are
much improved by being worked in floss silk.
The ground on the exterior of the design is
shaded crimsons, dark, medium, and light. It
requires three pieces of this form to make the
b.isket ; the two sides must be worked alike,
but the third, which is the bottom of the basket,
only requires to be worked in the stripes of the
shaded ground. All three must be stitched on
card-board of the same shape and size, neatly
lined with silk or Germ.an velvet, and sewn together on the outside, the stitches being concealed bya row of beads. After this the handle
must be attached, which may be of double wire,
twisted round with a little cotton-wool, and
then with ribbon and beads. All this being
done, a silk cord must be taken, the end fast-

with white curd soap and water ; then rinse it
perfectly, and squeeze it in a cloth very dry ;
after that dip it in the sugar and water, squeeze
it slightly, and lay it out on a doubled sheet to
dry ; afterwards take off the calico, sew it up,
and add the tassels. The washing and rinsing
in sugar and water will always give it the appearance ofbeing new.

BASKET.

ened down close to the handle, and the cord
wound round and round, each twist touching,
but not over-wrapping the last, until about an
inch and a half of the end of the basket is enclosed, this being an important point for the
safety of the needles.
A NEW

STYLE OF BIB.

Made of Marseilles, with rows of machine
stitching on it. It buttons round the neck, and
is fastened round the waist with a band.
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NIGHT-DEESS

WITH

PLAITED

HALF OF FRONT

The yoke is not cut off, but plaited
on the whole piece, and cut into shape
afterwards, the plaits being confined
by a narrow band stitched on both
edges.

INSEETIOK

FOR

A

CHILD'S

DRESS.

YOKE.

WORK
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DEPARTMENT.
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BECEIPTS.

By a turetn n/ soup Is generally meant three quarts.
H'mp-lltrb Pvicdt^r, or VtgftnhU-. JitlMi, is an excellent
article to keep ou hand ; it may always be used when

^Ictcipts,. ;^'c.
OESERAL
Altbocoh

DIRECTIONS

FOR

SOUPS

AND

STOCK.

celtery may gencraWy be obtaiued for soop

|hroU(fhoul tiie y*'ar, tt may W u.-t«l*ul to kuow that dried
telery-secd U au excellout subsiiiute. It U so §trou^'ly
flavored ttiat a dnichra of wliolo seed will euiicli half a
fallon of soup a,-* much as will two heads of celery.
ifusfirooms are much used, and wheu they canuot be
obtained fresh, mushroom catsup will auswor the purpo!*e ; but it should be used very spariugly, as nothing
\ U more difficult to remove thau tho over-davoriug of
catsup.
A piece of batt»»r, In proportion to the liquid, mixed
Viih (lour, and added to the s>mp when boiUni;, will
enrich aud thicken it. Arrowroot, or the farina or dour
of potato, is far better for the thickening of &oups than
vrheaten Sour.
The finer flavoring articles, as catsup, spices, wines,
tjntcc, etc., should not be added till the soup is nearly
done.
A good proportion of wine is, a gill to three pints of
8onp ; this is as much as can be used without the vinous
flavor predominating, which is never the case in woUm.i'le soaps. "Wine should be added late in the making,
as it evaporates very quickly in boiling.
Be cautious of '•r^r-S''nsoninff j<oups with pepper, salt,
epices, or herbs, for it is a fault that can seldom be
remedied; any provision over-saltedls spoiled. A tea8p'>ouful of sugar is a good addition in flavoring soups.
Vnrmicdlt is added to soups in the proportion of a
quarter of a pound for a tureen of soupforeitrht persons;
It ■should be broken, then blanched In cold water, and
b better if ftewed in broth before it is put into the soup.
If soups are too weak, do not cover them in boiling,
that the watery particles may evaporate ; but if strong,
cover the soup-kettle clone. If they want flavor, most
|of the prepared sances will give it to meat soups, and
lanchovy with walnut catsup and soy will add to those
'of fish, bnt must bo used sparinirly.
, If coloring be wanted, a pieco of bread toasted as
(brown as possible, but not^)lackoiied, and put into soup
it>> simmer for a short time before its going to be served,
will generally be found suflScient. Burnt onions will
.materially assii-t in giving a fine brown
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color to soap,

land also improve the flavor, or bui'ut sugar, tho usual
ibrowuiug, may be used.
To clarify soup, put into it, when flr!;t set on, the
jWbites of one or two eggs beaten to a stiff froth ; skim
'the pot constantly and the liquor will be clear when
'strained. Soak the napkin in cold water before yoa
.8irain hot soup through it, as the cold will harden the
fiit, aud only allow the clear soup to pass through. Clari'fyirig destroys somewhat of the savor of the soup, which
ought, therefore, to be more highly seasoned.
It is very usual lo put forcemeat ballR, of various sorts,
|inio many different sonps, for the purpose of improving
Uieir flavor and appearance.
[ There is sometimes great prejudice against tho use of
particular sorts of seasoning and spices.
Garlic is
imongst these, and many a dish is deprived of its finest
flavor for want of a moderate use of it.
; Tomatoes would also be found a great improvement in
[Difiny kinds of soup.
If onions are too strong, boil a
liurnlp with them, and it will render them mild.
In stirring soap, do it always with a wooden Epoon.
TOL. LXII. — 15

fresh herbs cannot be had. Make it iu tho I'ullowiug
manner: Take ttried purslty, icinttr savory, swiU marjoram, temon-ihi/me^ of each ttco ounces ; lemun-pe':!, cut
very thin and dried, and ttiDid basil, one ou7i<'e ea.c\i. Dry
these ingiedients in a warm (not hot) oven, or by the
fire, till you can pound them fine in a mortar, and puss
the powder through a hair-sieve. Tut this powder iu a
clean, dry bottle, and keep it closely corked, , Tho fragrance will be retained many mouths. It is an economical and delicious flavoring.
Stock. — The basis of all well-made soups is composed
of what English cooks call *' .Stock," or broth made from
all sorts of meat, bones, and the remains of poultry or^
game; all of which may be put together and stewed
down in the "Stock-pot," tho contents of which are by
the French termed ConsoinmL
This is chiefly used for the preparation of hroion or
gravy soups ; that intended for k'/'iY^ soups being rather
differently compounded, though made in nearly the
same manner.
Broicii Stock. — Put ten pounds of shin of beef, six
pounds of knuckle of veal, aud some sheep's trotters, or
a cow-heel, in a closely covered stewpati, to draw out
the gravy very gently, and allow it nearly to dry in
until it becomes biown. Then pour in snflicient boiling
water to entirely cover the meat, aud let it buil up,
skimming it frequently; seasoning it with whole peppers and salt, roots, herbs, and vegetables of any kind.
That being done, lot it boil gently five or six hours,
pour the broth from off the meat, and let it stand during
the night to cool. Tlie following morning take off tho
scum aud fat, aud put it away iu a stone jar for further
use.
Or: Put into a stewpan a piece of beef, a piece of veal,
an old fowl, some slices of ham or bacon, and all tho
trimmings of meat that can be obtained ; add to these
materials, where such things arc abundant, partridge,
grouse, or other game which may not bo sufficiently
tender for the spit. Put a little water to it, just enough,
to cover half tho meat, and stew very gently over a slow
fire or steam apparatus. When the top piece is done
through, cover the meat with boiling water or broth ;
season with spices and vegetables ; stew all together for
eight or ten hours in an uncovered stewpan ; skim off
the fat, and strain the liquor through a fine sieve, or
woollen tamis, known by cooks as a " tammy."
Brown stock may be made from an ox-cheek or an oxtail, brisket flank, or shin of beef; which will, either
together or separately, make a strong jelly, if stewed
down with a piece of ham or lean bacon, in the proportion of one-half pound to every seven pounds of meat ;
but the shin of beef alone will afford a stronger and
better flavor.
This stock may also be reduced to a glm^ by boiling
the skimmed liquor as fast as possible in a newly-tinned
stewpan until it becomes of the desired consistence and
of a good brown color; taking care at the same time to
prevent it from burning.
Wltiff Slock. — Take scrag or knnckle of veal, ox-heel,
or calfs-head. together with an old fowl and the trimmings of any white poultry or game whieh can be had,
and lean ham in the proportion of one pound to every
fourteen pounds of meat. Cut it all into pieces (add
three or fourlartre unroasted onions and heads of celery,
with a few blades of mace; but neither carrots, pepper,
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nor spice of any kind but mace) ; pat into the stock-pot
with just water enough to cover it. Let it boil, and udd
three onioas and a few blades of mace j let it boil for
five hours, and it is then fit for use.
MISCELLANEOUS

COOKING.

A^'D

MAGAZINE.

To four pounds of meat add two sage leaves, one ounce
of pepper, oue ounce
meg. Melt the lard
Stir it as you would
mixed. When cool

and a half ol' salt,
and pour it on the
a pudding, till all
enough to handle,

and a litile
flour whilst
the flour is
work it till

nuthit.
well
it is

quite pliable, then raise it into pies. This quantity will
make four nice sized pies.

Calf's Head. — Choose one as fleshy and as fat as yon
can. Let the butcher clean the hair well off, but do not
have it j^kinned. When it is chopped or sawn down
the middle, scoop out the eyes, and cast them away.
Take out the tongue and the brains, and remove that
portion of the jaw containing the teeth. Place the whole
in water, and soak aud clean them well. Put tlje head
into the boiler or stewpan, also the tongue, and cover
them well with water. Put the brains into a linen cloth
with a little chopped sage. Boil the whole for two

BiKGHTRiNO DcMPLiNGS.— Half E pound of flou^, half a
pound of beef suet, half a pound of raisins and currants
mixed, a quarter of a pound of treacle or sugar, a teaspoonful of carbonate of soda, a little salt, and as much.
lUCf
milk as will make it into a very soft dough. Boil three
hours in a buttered shape.

hours, skimming carefully. As soon as it'boils and has
been skimmed put in a couple of carrots, two or three
onions, a bunch of parsley, thyme, and bay leaves, and
a quarter of a pound of fresh butter. Salt and pepper to
taste. Take out the brains and chop them finely, and
place them in a dish, with the tongue laid in the middle.
Serve up the head with parsley and butter. Here, again,
the liquor may be saved for soup.
Should you have occasion yourself to take the hair

pound of butter, one pound of loaf-sugar, powdered ; six|

ofi", the process is not diflicult. Soak the head for ten
minutes in warm water, then powder it well with rosin,
and have plenty of boiling water ready ; dip in the head,
holding it by the ear, and scrape the hair off with the
back of a knife carefully, so as not to scratch the cheek.
Then wash the whole.
Mock Turtle Soup. — Get a calfs head with the skin
on, and a couple of pounds of pickled^pork, fat, aud
without bones. Have the head cleft in twain, soak, and
wash it clean ; soak and wash the pork also. Lukewarm
water is best. Lay both in a soup kettle, with a couple
of peeled onions, a bundle of sweet herbs, two heads of
celery, some pepper, pounded mace, aud salt. Fill the
kettle with water, and boil gently till the meat is quito
tender. Then take out the head and the pork, separate
the meat from the bones, and put the bones back again
into the soup to stew for some hours longer, then pour
the contents into a large pan. When cold take off the
fat, strain the soup, and thicken it with flour first
browned in a frying-pan with a little butter. Add the
juice of a lemon, and a wineglassful of some dinner
sauce. Cut the meat of half the head, and the pork also,
into pieces an inch square, and warm it up in the soup
with egg-balls, and forcemeat balls also (the latter of
good pork sausage-meat). A tablespoonful of moist
sugar, well stirred in, will be an improvement.
Teal Fritters. — Cold veal and veal suet chopped
fine, equal quantities ; the same of grated bread ; a little
shred thyme and parsley, salt, nutmeg, and pepper.
Mix all together with an egg. Fry brown. Serve up
with melted butter.
Piu's Feet Jellt. — Boil the feet, ears, and hocks in a
liide water until the bones will come out. Add a small
quantity of salt, pepper, mace, and cloves whilst boiling.
When the bones and gristle are all taken out, put it into
a mould and press it.
To Pickle a Ham. — Two ounces of saltpetre, half a
pound of sugar, one pound of salt. To be rubbed every
day.
Let it lie a month.
Raised Pohk Pies. — One quartern nf flour, one pint of
water, lo three-quarters of a pound of lar J for tlie cruct.

CAKES,
Lemon

Preserve

PUDDINGS,

ETC.

for Cheesecakes.— Quarter of

eggs, leaving out two whites ; the rind of two lemons, "
aud the juice of three. Put all into a brass pan, aud let
them simmer till they thicken like hooey, at the same v
time keep straining them. Put into small jars, and keepM
in a cool place.
T
Ratafia Pudding. — Put a pint of good milk into a
saucepan with the yellow rind of a lemon pared thin, a
little cinnamon, and about two ounces of sugar. Place
this by the side of the fiie to simmer very gently for
about a quarter of an hour. In the meantime, put intol
a basin the crumb of two small rolls, sliced thin, some*
pieces of Savoy cake, or four sponge cakes, a quarter ot
a pound of ratafias, and a quarter of a pound of almond,
cakes, and pour the boiling milk over, taking out the
peel and spice. Cover close with a plate until nearly
cold aud the cakes are well soaked ; then break five eggs
into a basin, whisk them up well, and beat them well
in with the mixture, adding a glass of brandy, a glass of
sherry, and some grated nutmeg. Butter a quart mould
well all over on the inside, and garnish it with stoned
raisins, dried cherries, slices of orange, lemon, or citronpeel, and fill it with the mixture in the basin. Tie a
piece of buttered paper over the top, and put the mould
into a saucepan of boiling water, to reach about halfway up the sides of the mould. Boil about an hour
and a quarter.
Gingerbread Loaf. — One pound of flour, one pound of
treacle, a quarter of a pound of butter, one Qgg, one
ounce of ginger, some candied peel, a few caiaway
seeds ground, and a teaspoonful of soda. Bake in a slow
oven. Blix the flour in gradually ; the butter and treacle to be milk-warm ; put the soda in last. Let it stand
half an hour to rise.
Potato Pudding. — Take half a pound of bread crumbs,
half a pound of potatoes, boiled ; half a pound of suet,
chopped fine; two eggs, well beaten.
Mix with milk, .
and boil four hours.
To Make Queen's Cakes.— Take a pound of sugar and
beat aud sift it, a pound of well-dried flour, a pound of
butter, eight eggs, and half a pound of currauts, washed
and picked ; grate a nutmeg and the same quantity of
mace and cinnamon ; work your batter to a cream, and
put in your sugar ; beat the whites of your eggs nearly
half an hour, and mix them with your sugar and butter; then beat the yolks nearly half an hour, and put
them to your butter. Beat the whole well together,
aud when it is ready for the oven, put in your flour,
spice*, and currauts. Sift a little sugar over them, and
bake them in tin.^ not more than thirty minutes.
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HAIR.

Aboct oocp a fortniglit, boil for half an honr or more,
a large hiiudful uf bran in a quart of soft water. Strain
it Itito a basin, and lot it cool (ill it is merely tepid or
jDilk-warm. Rub into it a little white soap ; then dip in
the corner of a soft linen towel, and wash your head
with it thoroughly, dividing or parting aside the hair
all over, so as to reach the roots. Xext take the yolk of
fta egiT (slij;htly beaten in a saucerl, and with yuur
flnpers rub it well into the roots of the hair. Let it rest
a few minutes, and then wash it off entirely with a
cloth dipped in pure water; and rinse your hair well,
till all the yolk of egg has disappeared from it. Afterwards, wipe and rub it dry with a towel, and comb the
hair up from your head, parting it with your fingers.
In winter it is best to do all this near the fire.
Have ready some soft pomatum, made of fresh beefmarrow, boiled with a little almond oil or olive oil,
Btirring it all the time till it is well amaltramated, and
as thick as an ointment. When you take it from the fire
(and not before) stir into it a little mild perfume; such,
as rose-water, orange-fiower water, extract of roses, oil
of carnations, or essence of violets. Put it into gallicups
that have lids, and keep it for use ; always well-covered.
Take a very small quantity of this pomatum, and rub it
among your hair on the skin of your head, after it has
l»eea washed as above.
At any time you may make your hair carl more easily
by rubbiaij into it some beaten yolk of egg (washed off,
afterwards, with clear water), and then putting on a
little pomatum before you pin up your curls. It is well
always to go through this process when you resume
curls after having worn your hair plain.
All hair should be combed every morning with a finetoothed comb, to remove the dust which insensibly gets
into it during the preceding day, and to keep the skiu
of the head always clean.
To prevent your bonnet being injured by anyoiliness
about your hair, baste a piece of white or yellow oiled
eilk inside of that part of the bonnet where the crown
unites with the brim, carrying the silk some distance up
into the crown, and some distance down into the brim
or front.
Clean your head-brushes by washing them thoroughly
with a bit of soft sponge tied on the end of a stick, and
dipped into a warm solution of pearlash, prepared by
dissolving a large tablespoonful of pearlash in a pint of
boiling water. When the bristles have thus been made
quite clean, rinse the brushes in hot water, letting them
remain in it till it becomes cool or cold. Afterwards
drain the brushes, wipe them with a clean cloth, and
eet them upright before the fire to dry.
The most convenient way of cleaning combs is with a
Btrong silk thread, made fast to the handle of a bureau
drawer— in front of which seat yourself, with a towel
Epread over your lap to catch whatever imparities may
fell from the comb. Holding the comb in your left hand,
and the thread in your right, pass the thread hard betweeu each of the comb-teeth. Afterwards wash the
Comb in soapsuds, rinse it in cold water, and dry it
With a clean cluth.
XURSIXG

THE

SICK.

In Cnses of Illness almost as much depends upon the
nur-ie as upon the m'-dical treatment; ind<-ed, unless
there is some one calculated to carry out the instructions

of the medical man, it is hopeless to expect much benefit
from them. Smiie people are nurses by nature, aud
require no teacliiug, while others scarcely ever attain
even the proper mode of smoothing a pillow or arranging the bed-clothes. Cheerfulness and alacrity without
boisterousness are the esseutials to success, especially
if uuited to that womanly sympathy with suffering
which tends so much to soften the hours of pain or
sickness. Even the dress should be attended to, for
invalids are very captious and inclined to find fault
wherever there is an opening for criticism. The colors
should be light and pleasing Co the eye, avoiding on tha
one hand those which are sombre and mournful, aud on
the other those which are decidedly gaudy, otficiousness in nursing is disliked by most invalids ; but in
this respect there is great difliculty in hitting the happy
medium, some people preferriug to bo left alone, atidv
only wanting the aid of a nurse when tliey find the
necessity for it, while others, who are, however, but a
small minority, are best pleased when they are constantly being asked if they want anything.
Punciiialitij in carrying out the medical directions is
a gi-eat virtue in the nurse, and should be carefully
instilled into her by these who engage her. The meals
and medicines are always ordered to be given at stated
times ; and in the severer forms of disease it is always
a good plan to write down the precise time for each,
so that the nurse has a table to apply to in ca^e of forgetting her instrnctions. In typhus fever, in which the
convalescence is accompanied by great prostration of
strength, and in which as much food as the stomach
will bear must be given, this point should be carefully
carried out.
In Changing Bed or Bochj Linm, the nurse should take
great care to see that they are well aired, and. indeed,
■almost scorched at the fire. Some tact is often required
to effect the change without fatiguing the p:itieut. In
very bad cases the body linen may be taken ott and put
on again withuut raising the body from the bt?d, by
slipping the night-gown over the head, and taking the
arms out, then rolling the whole body towards the
other side of the bed, the foul linen is left behind, and
may be removed. In putting it on, the night-gown, is
gathered up into a fold in front, and laid upun the part
of the bed which the patient has just left, then rolling
her back again, the back lies in the proper way upon the
back of the gown, aud the front may be lifted over the
head, after which it is easy to put the arms in the sleeves,
and to pull all smoothly down. In order to change the
under sheet a somewhat similar plan is adopted. After
folding it iu half, it is laid upon the side of the bed unoccupied by the patient, the upper half is then fnlded
over and over again close to the side, upon wliich the
patient is turned or rolled ; and in doing this th*' assistant nurse or housemaid draws the folded part of the sheet
smnothly to the other side, and thus the patient is restored
to her original position. Constant changing of the linen
is desirable in all diseases, but especially in fever, in
which, indeed, a daily chant'e is often necessary.
In Ginng the F'lod ordered for the invalid, everything
ought to be scrupulously clean, and arranged with some
pretensions to elegance. The sickly j-tomach is easily
offended, and a dirty cloth or a disagreeable-looking fork
or spoon would easily destroy the appetite.
Evry Guild XiTSfi is fertile in expedients to relieve pain
or wea-iiiesB. but she takes care that as far as possibly
they are sncc<>ssfiil. If a b»'d-cliair is wanti-d, and is
not at hand, a common light chair, turned upvuU-dcwn
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and placed behind the back, answers very nearly as well.
If the patient is weak, a cord may be fastened to the
posts of a four-post bedstead, or to a couple of hooks
in the ceiling if these are not used, and by the aid of this
as a fixed point the putient is enabled to raise herself
whenever she likes with much less difficulty than she
would experience with the unstable support of the
nurse. If it is desired to lift a heavy patient from one
Bide of the bed to another, ihe nurse must get on the bed
and stand above her, and will thus have a good purchase.
Sometimes the four corners of the sheet being held by
four stout persons standing on chairs the helpless patient
is lifted from the bed while it is shaken and m^de comfjrtable. At others, one side is shaken up while the
patient is lying on the other, and afterwards that side in
its turn is put stiaight. Indeed the clever nurse has no
end to the expedients to which she may have recourse in
this department, remembering always not to exceed her
province by tampering with the medical treatment.
The Proper TentUntion of the Sick-Room is a point of
the greatest importance, varying in degree with the
nature of the disease and the lime of year. Sometimes the window should be left open day and night;
but this is not often safe, and is only applicable to sultry
■weather. A draught of cold air oa the person of the
patient should always be avoided.
The Amount of Light to be admitted may safely be left
to the wishes of the patient in most cases.
The Degree of Artificial WarnUh

maintained by a fire

Is also greatly under the control of the patient's feelings,
though these are not always the best guide. The medical man, however, will give instructions on this point.
In all cases an even temperature should be kept up.
No Superfittous Furniture should be allowed in the
eick-room, and especially in cases of fever, where curtains and carpets are likely to hold the infection, and
should therefore at once be removed.
After Infectious Diseases, the bedding is generally eent
to be purified, which is accomplished by the aid of lime.
A weak solution of chloride of lime may bo sprinkled
over sheets and body-linen before washing, but all foul
linen, etc. had better be burnt. In very bad cases the
walls of the room should be washed down with a solu-

power to remove them from it. It ie a mistaken nocioo
that exercise of all kinds aod under all circumstances ia
beneficial. Unless it is adapted to the condition of t'.ie
muscles, it will prove the agent of death— not the giver
of health.
Biting the Nails. — This is a habit that should be immediately corrected in children, as, if persisted in for
any length of time, it permanently deforms the nails.
Dipping the finger ends in some bitter tincture will generally prevent children from ptitting them to the mouth ;
but if this fails, as it sometimes will, each finger end
ought to be encased in a stall until the propensity is
eradicated.
Fluid Ink. — Ink may be rendered flnid by pntting
into the inkstand a small quantity, ahuut the size of a
piu's head, of prepared ox-galls, which may be purchased at any artist's color-shop.
Rice-Flocr Cement. — An excellent cement may be
made from rice-fiour, which is at present used for that
purpose in China and Japan. It is only necessary to
mix the rice-flour intimately with cold water, and gently
simmer it over a fire, when it really forms a delicaio
and durable cement, not only answering all the purposes
of common paste, but admirably adapted for joining together paper, cards, &c., in forming the various beautiful and tasteful ornaments which afford much eiaployraent and amusement to the ladies. When made of the
consistence of plaster clay, models, busts, has relievos,
&c., may be formed of it, and the articles, when dry, are
susceptible of high polish, and very durable.
Tincture for the Teeth. — Take of Florentine iris
root eight ounces, bruised cloves one ounce, ambergris
one scruple. Bruise the root, and put the whole ingredients into a glass bottle, with a quart of rectified spirits
of wine. Cork close, and agitate it once a day for a fortnight, keeping it in a warm place. About a teaspoonful
is sufficient at a time ; in this a soft tuoth-brush should
be dipped, and then worked into a lather on the teeth
and gums. It cleanses the teeth, strengthens the gums,
and sweetens the breath. Apply the tincture in th©
morning, and before retiring to rest.

MISCELLANEOUS.

To Curb Hams. — One gallon of old beer, two pounds
of sugar, one pound of bay-salt, one pound of cornmun
salt, and one ounce of salt prunella. The above is sufficient for twenty pounds of meat.

Washing. — A little pipe-clay dissolved in the water
employed in washing linen, cleans the dirtiest linen

Hair Wash. — A young lady friend of mine, says a
writer in the London Field, was recommended by a

thoroughly, with about one-half the labor, and saving
full one-half of soap. The clothes will be improved in
^olor equally as if they were bleached.

coifleur to use sage-water. She was obliged to discontinue its daily use, as it made her hair too thick. Pour
boiling water on the sage leaves, and let them remain
some time in the oven or near a stove ; then strain and
apply to the root of the hair daily. If auy pomade is
needed, an equal mixture of cocoa and olive oils, with a

tion of chloride of lime, and then repapered or painted.

To Clean Silk. — Dresses cleaned by the following
method have not the appearance of being cleaned: —
Quarter of a pound of honey ; quarter of a pound of soft
so;ip ; two wineglasses of gin; three gills of boiling
water. Mix and let stand uolil blood-warm. Spread the
silk on a clean table, with a cloth under it— there must
be no fathers. Dip a nail-brush into the mixture and
rub the silk well, especially where there are stains, or
the most dirt or spots, and with a sponge wet the whole
breadth generally, and rub gently. Then rinse the silk
in cold soft wate:- ; hang it up to drain ; and iron it damp.
The quantity stated is for a plain dress.
Exercise.— Exercise should not be continued after the
effort has become at all painful. Our muscles, like the
rest of our bodies, are made susceptible of pain for the
beneficent purpose that we may know that they are in
Anger, and may thus be excited to do everything in our

little perfume, is very efficacious.
To Wash China Crape Scarfs.— If the fabric be good,
these articles of dress can be washed as frequently as
iv-^y be required, and no diminution of their beauty will
be discoverable, even when the various shades of green
have been employed among other colors in the patterns.
In cleaning them, make a strong lather of boiling water;
suffer it to cool ; when cold, or nearly so, wash the scarf
quickly and thoroughly; dip it immediately in cold
hard water in which a little salt has boon thrown (to
preserve the colors) ; rinse, squeeze, and hang it out to
dry in the open air; pin it at its extreme edge to the
line, so that it may not in any p;irt be folded together;
the more rapidly it dries the cletvrer it will be.
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H{0rs' Eiibh.
GOXVERSATION

AND

KEADINO.

"We lately received a letter from one of onr warm
ft-ieads requesting us to recommend a " Course of Keadlog that would tend to improve the powers of Conversation."
This reqnest was made on behalf of a yonng lady who
had been carefully educated, was not deficieot in ability
or in knowledge, but in the power of expression; she
conld not sustain her part ia bociety for want of words
to express her ideas and feelings. Such was the sum of
the letter; nor is this the first application of the kind
that has been made us. Many such cases have been
'broug'ht to our knowledge, and most pressing entreaties
nr^vd that we would suggest some way of improving
the powers of conversation, and acquiring the art of
talking well.

We have only time or space for a very brief reply to
these repeated requests, but will endeavor to meet the
questions as directly as wo can for the benefit of all our
readers.
Eloquence i"?, undoubtedly, the gift of nature, or rather
Cf nature's God ; we have seen this proved in every class
of life. Those who have not this talent of eloquence
Innate need not, however, despair of acquiring enough
readiness of mind and speech to perform their parts
creditably in society and pleasantly to themselves and
their friends.
That often quoted saying of Bacon— " Reading makes
a full man, writing an exact man, and talking a ready
man" — has its foundation in truth ; yet no matter how
full aoV man's or woman's mind may be, it does not
follow that he or she will talk well. The art of conversation must be acquired by practice, readiness comes by
this practice; but to make the conversatioa interesting,
exarimss, that is, care and attention to both matter and
manner, is essential. This exactness can/_>nly be gained
in perfectness by the habit of arranging thoughts (our
own or others) in writing; thus studying the charms
and graces of expression and making it our own bv the
habit of composition. We do not mean authorship,
writing books or articles for magazines, although such
efforts, when time and duties permit, are improving as
intellectual exercises, even when only intended for private perasal. We mean letter-writing, making records
of plea^nt conversations, copying uut the best specimens of poetry and prose from the writings of eminent
authors ; all these methods aid a young person to conTerse well, by giving the right knowledge of using
words.

easy — these would form the art of conversation ; governed by moral principle and purity of heart, this art of
conversation would be the hiifhest exponent of social
happiness and human enjoyment. If enlivened by
mother wit and originality uf idea, so much the better,
certainly ; but the " charity that never faileth" is indispensable.
The average of mankind may not. perhaps, be gifted
to ever reach the standard we have set up: but the
average^ in our own land certainly, may acquire varied
knowledge and the power of imparting it agreeably, and
this we call good conversation, if not the best.
There may be— like the yonng lady on whose behalf
we were desired to write— young persons uncomfortably
timid and shy. These must strive to overcumo their social defects by the resolution not to yield to the spell.
Modesty is a great charm in a young girl ; its excess is
far belter than its opposite. We would prefer even repulsive and awkward shyness to boldness and boisteron.sness. Still the reverse of wrong is not always right,
and an unsocial and obstinate reserve or silence is not
indicative of amiability or real modesty. Sil-^uce is
sometimes the result of stupidity or of vanity, and those
who will not talk should be sure to show that they feel
an interest in the conversation of others.
It is the duty of every person who goes into society to
contribute, with an effort, if that is necessary, to the innocent enjoyment of the company. The young person
who is quite a novice, and unaccustomed to the encounter
of tongues, may find it of use to read stories in which
dialogue prevails, being careful to choose those written
by good authors, and such as have themselves enjoyed
the advantages of good company. We will mention as
perfectly fulfilling these conditions and as being unexceptiouable in every way, the stories of Miss Edgeworth
and Miss Austen.
Another method of improving the powers of conversation is to commit dialogues to memory, and repeat them
frequently, because the forms of conversation and the
proper dress of thought would be thus made familiar as
the common modesof household speech. When we consider how many hours every day, and for how many
years ladies must repeat passage after passage before
they can "discourse eloquent music" on the piano, it
ought not to be expected that, without any regular
practice or method, they should, spontaneously, dis*
course well in speech on the far more comprehensive
passages that daily life and the world's history offer for
discussion.

This ia not all, however. Tou may learn to talk
glibly and fluently, you may have & good choice of
Words, and may be familiar with the niceties of grammar, what is all this if you have no^atter to discuss ?

We will sum up our counsel by urging Lord Bacon'a
advice: "Read regularly and carefully; write frequently and polish what you write ; practise assiduously how to entertain your friends, viva voce, with tho

"Words are (often) the aching void of thought." Here
reading must come in. Reading nourishes the intellect,
gives spar to thought, embellishes the taste, enriches
the reasoning faculties, and kindles the imagination
while striving for its highest power— its creative energy.
Thought, reason, taste, imagination, with the power
of expiession and the habit that renders expression

fruits of your studies."
MISSIONARY
THE

SCHOOL

AT

WOSfEN.
TOCNGHOO.

Ik our la»t number we gave a brief notice of Mrs.
Ellen B. Mason, and the school she has established ia
Burmah for the instruction of the Karen women and
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girls. We stated that Mrs. Mason had returned to the
United States some month since, with the purpose of obtaining means to establish a school for the Tounghoo
girls and young women. Tounghoo is in the interior of
Barmah ; a lovely place, "with ranges of mountains six
and seven thousand feet high, and a delightful climate.
Mrs. Mason says there are one hxmdred and twenty-five
thousand heathen women, without a single teacher ; yet
they are willing to receive instruction. We have before
us the circular she has issued, and we hope our friends
will prove lier friends and assistants. We will give the
most important points.*
W0HA:!'S

union

missionary
HliATHEN

SOCIETT
LANDS.

of

AMERICA

FOB

" In view of the deplorable state of heathen women in
Burmah, India, China, and Africa, and in view of the
many hindrances which prevent single ladies from engaging in direct personal eflbrt for their salvation, those
who feel interested in the subject have resolved to organize a woman's society, in which the ladies of all
denominations may work together efficiently for their
perishing sisters.
The one object of this society shall be the Evangelization of heathen women, To effect this object, the society
will undertake to send out and support ladies from
America as Bible readers and teachers, to raise up and
BUPERINTEND NATIVE FEMALE
LABORERS FOR THEIR OWN
COUNTRYWOMEN, and the preference shall always be given
to the widows and daughters of missionaries.
This society shall have the following permanent officers: namely, Vice-Presidents aud Managers. And any
ladies' society may become connected with this by sending a copy of its doings to the Secretary, when the Birectress. Secretary, and Treasurer of such society shall
become Vice-Presidents of this society, aud every twenty-

*******

dollar Collector shall become a Manager."
" Any gentleman may become a
ciety, aud be entitled to quarterly
ment of $100. Any gentleman who
ship, or support a Bible reader, by

brother of the soreports, by the payshall found a Tutorthe payment of $400

annually, shall be a Life Director of this society."
Mrs. Mason has appended to the circular extracts from
letters of approval from about fifty eminent men, comprising clergymen of all denominations of missionary
Christians, presidents and professors of colleges, and
men of business who take a deep interest in the spread
of Christianity. Concerning the need of this mission, in
which Christian women are to be the teachers and evangelizers of heathen women, Mrs. Mason says, in her
warm, womanly
dent zeal :—

way, mingling deep humility with ar-

" We propose that we women walk very hnmbly ; not
in antagonism to the gentlemen's societies, but doing
our utmost to become agents for them, of whom they
will not be ashamed.
We propose that no subscriber be received into this
society who lessens in any measure her annual payments to the present existing bodies.
What we ask on the part of our sisters is some sacrifice,
that they make an extra effort, and come to the relief of
their perishing sisters.
In Tounghoo and the Red Karen land it is estimated
that there are one hundred and tioenty-five thousand
heathen women. In the A. B. F. M. Union there are
more than twelve hundred female life-members.
What
* Those who would like the circular shall have it sent
by writing to u.s and remitting postage.

are these female members of the Union doing for these
one hundred and twenty-five thousand heathen women?
Have they, for their conversion or education, oi for
raising up yative. Instructors, a single Scheol ?
Have they a single Teacher?
Have they a single Bible Reader?
Let them answer.
,
We are reproached for pleading in behalf of woman.
Bat we will have no unkindness towaids any brothers
or sisters who withhold their sympathies, or who scorn
our work of little things. We only say, it seems to us
that the responsibility of enlightening these one hundred
and twenty-five thousand heathen women rests almost
wholly
upon the
Christian
wome7i
America.'"
Mrs. Mason
wants,
to insure
the ofsuccess
of her plan,
one hundred Collectors, ladies, who will pledge to collect and pay twenty dollars a year for five years. Then
she hopes and expects her school will become, like the
Karen school, self-supporting.
The circular says:—
*' Fifty Collectors are already secured, and without
taking a single dollar from the gentlemen's societies,
It is proposed to send out two ladies this fall — one a
Baptist, for the Burmese women of Tounghoo, and one
not a Baptist, for the Hindus. The one for Tounghoo is
now ready to embark. Mrs. Mason paid her own passage home, and her passage back to Barmah is raised by
ladies
Now inweEngland."
want onr friends to aid in this good work.
We want to find, among the thousands on thousands of
our readers, at least twenty ladies who will pledge themselves as Collectors to pay over, beiweeu this time and
the first of Jioveraber next, the sum oUwtnty dollars each,
for the Tounghoo mission, thus becoming Managers in
this interesting society. If the money is collected and
sent to Mrs. S. J. Hale, care of L. A. Godey, with the
names of the contributing, we will puy it over and give
the record in the Lady's Book.
As a premium to each Collector, we will send one
copy of the Lndy's B.>,.ik,/re« for one yhar, commencing
wlien the twenty dollars is paid in to ua. Who will
begin?
A TRIBUTE
TO THE MEMORY

OF HENRY

VETHAKE

TOTTEIT.

Dust to dust, and earth to earth !
Birtli is death, and death is birthj
Man at birth begins to die —
Death is immortality !
Life I it is a transient state,
Even at its longest date !
But how few, with lasting strengtl^
Linger to its greatest length !
Standing
One who
One who
One who

here we mourn,
quickly pivs.sed
saw no waning
perished in his

to-day>
away;
time —
prime!

In his prime— Alas, too soon! —
Ere his day had reached its noon!
Full of promise,
Perished
with hisearnest,
goal in trueview I
So the eagle, as he springs
Heavenward on untiring wings.

sky
Stricken,
fallsthe
to starry
bleed and
die 1,
Ere be gains

'
;{

dart
fatal purt
But. for*him,
Vainly
sought the
a vital
;
Dying here, he rose to be
Deathless through eternity!
Deathless in a world of bliss ;
Safe from all the ills of this ;
Let ns follow where he trod,
'Twas the way to heaven aud God!

^

. ,i
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editors' tablb.
Earth to earth, and dast to dust 1
Miii>:le with the earth wc must;
But in-y-'n'! Dt-ath's f,'loomy gale.
Lie!) Bu everlastiDg state I

Is its quiet nationality." This last observation Is tnie,
and the writings of Dr. Holmes deserve, for this true
patriotivm, the highest honor.

These clay tcnemeDts ofonrs
But ri'Htraiu uur uobler powers ;
Only are our spirits free,

SEWiNG-MAcniSE3. Wfiicfi is the Best f— The Fno
York Dispatch thus sums up tho matter, and we are *>f

Through Death's Francij;
awful mystery
i»E Haes ! Jasvier,

the same opinion, that " tho Wheeler & Wilson machines
make the lock stitch, the only tttitch that cannot he ravttled, and that presents the same appearance on both sides
of the seam ; a fact of itself sufficient to account for its
having the highest premiums awarded to it at all the
State fairs held for the past few years. No other than
the lock stitch has given such universal satisfaction,

Books Worth

READi.xa.— We caa commend

the pubH-

cationH v( Kobert Carter &. Uiutber, 530 Broadway, ^'ew
Xork, to all our readers who want books fur chtldreu und
youth that need no excision nor caution from parental
care. We know of no better selections for Sunday
readiaj; and family libraries than might be made from
their pubU^hing house, and the prices are reasonable.
In our Literary Notices of this mouth will be found
notices of some of these interesting books.
Sheldon & Co., Heir York, publish excellent books for
Itome reading, and for the young.
Derby & Jackson, Xew York, have been successful In
publishing the best American novels that have appeared
daring 15G0. These are " >*emesis," by Marion Harland,
"Beulah," by Miss Evaos, and "Butledge/' author not
yet known.
D. Appleton & Co., Xew York, are issuing a work
'Which should be bought by all families that can afford
thoexpense — *' Chambers's Eucyclopardia. ADictionary
of Universal Knowledge for the People.**
BsmsH Periodical LiTEKAirRE. — We have this rich
mine of intellectual culture and varied knowledge so
easily at command that its great worth is not appreciated.
The republication in Xew York of the four large quarterlies— TheLoTidrtJif Tfie Edinfjurgh, Tlie ycrrth British,
and Tfie Westminster ; also that old and celebrated
magazine £/acA-(Ooorf'**— places the best wisdom of Europe aad intelligence of tho movements of the world in
our power for less money than a lady pays for her Spring
bouuet, which she often throws aside as useless at the
•nd of the short season.
We

have before noticed these works, and remarked

that the Lady's Book, with the best of these British periodicals, and a good weekly paper would make a library
of useful and improving reading that would educate the
children and interest and instruct the most intelligeat
family in our land.
In the London QwirterJy there have appeared two important papers that we wish every woman in America
eonid have the opportunity of reading. The first "The
Missing Link," etc.; the other, " Deaconnesses." We
mean to give our readers, soon as we have room, a synopsis ofthese remarkable papers.
la the Xorth British for Xovember, we find the following just tribute paid to our good friend, Dr. Holmes, as
the " Autocrat of the Breakfast Table," of which the reTiewer remarks : " A very delightful book, a handy book
for the breakfast table. A book to possess twocopies of;
one to be read, marked, thumbed, and dog-eared ; and
one to stand up in it^ pride of place with the rest on the
abelves, all ranged in shining rows as dear old friends,
»nd not merely nodding acquaintances," etc. Of the
mnthor it is truly said. " He is a poet as well as a humorist. Indeed, although his book i« written in prose,
it is fall of poetry, with the ' beaded bubbles' of faumor
dancing up through the hypocrone," eic. " Dr. Holmes
Is national.
One of the most hopeful signs of this book
* All theso are republished by Leonard Scott & Co.,
7»Paltou Street, Xew York ; $10 fjr the whole.

and our advice is, if you want a sewing-machine that
will do your own family sewing in a veiy superior
manner, or if you wish to earn a livelihood by sewing
for others, do not get any other than a Wheeler & Wilson machine, and you will then feel certain that yoa
have one that will give you tho fullest satisfaction."
We give this in reply to a letter from " our friend ;" she
will find these machines at i»0.> Bi oadway, New York ;
also at 62S Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.
Mi38 S. J. Hale's Boardisg and Day School for
You.vu Ladies, lS2ti Kittouhouse Square, Philadelphia.
This school is designed to give a thorough and liberal
English education, to furnish the best facilities for acquiring the French language, and the best instruction
in music and the other accomplishments. An accomplished French teacher resides in the family, and also
an excellent teacher of music, who gives her personal
attention to pupils while practising.. The moral Iraiuing and the health and physical development of the
scholars are carefully attended to.
Biferf^ces: Mrs. Emma Willard, Troy, N. Y. ; Henry
Vethake, LL.D., Wm. B. Stevens, D. D., Wm. H. Ashhurst, Esq., Louis A. Godey, Esq., Philadelphia; Charles
Hodge, D. D., Princeton, >'. J. ; and others.
To Oca Correspondents. — The following articles are
accepted: *' A Day in a Pastor's Life" — "Our Darling"
—"Once upon a time" — " A Mother's Trial" — "Love'*
— ">'ot all a Waif " — "Dying" — "Coming and Going"
— "Indian Summer in America" — "Kitty" — "Winter"
—"We were straying in a valley" — "Spriug" — " Summer"—"The Just Recompense" — " Leaves from Eveline
Lewis's Journal" (we would like the address of the
writer)—" Pictures" — "The Memories of Thomas Hood"
—and "Eventful Evenings."
The following articles are declined: "Song" — "A
Fragment" — " Home " — " Sunrise " — " Acrostics and
other Poems" (we have no room, and these poems are
better suited to the parties for whom written. The author can have them returned by sending stamps)—
"To Sarah" — "Remembrance" — "To Mrs. A. K. H.''—
"Verses to Miss H. A." — "Life" — "The Spirit of Intellect" (some beautiful thoughts and fine passages in the
poem, but the piece is too long. The writer will do best
In shorter poems)—" Affluence" — " A Dirge" — " Contemplation' — "What shall be done for the Union?"—
"Earth, Air, and Water" — "Happiness" — "There ia
hope for me" — " An Ode" (loo long, and rather commonplace)— "Elegance" — "The True Way of Living"—
"Why do we Roam?" — "The best Time to Marry "-^ '
*' I wish it were spring" — and " My Love."
We have other articles on hand that will receive at>
tention next month.
Will "Saverell" send us her address 7
The author of "How

I was Cheated, and what cftjoa
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of it," may have her MS. returned by sending thirty
cents worth of stamps.
The author of " A Day in a Pastor's Life" is requested
to send us her address.

caltlj gcpurtment.
5T
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STAINBACK

WILBON,
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Teething of Children. — Teething is a healthy, natural process, and not a disease. Still the condition of the
system at the period of teething is such as to constitute
a predisposition to disease ; and this predisposition is
but too often developed into actual, open disease, by improper feeding, excessive drugging, uncleanliness, inBufficient clothing, aud impure air. On all these points
we have perhap.s sufficiently enlarged.
The process of teething is generally completed between,
the sixth and thirtieth month from birth. The si/Jtiptonis
are redness, swelling and tenderness of the gums, with a
free secretion of saliva or spittle, and a disposition on
the part of the child to gnaw or bite any hard body that
may fall into its hands. With these symptoms there
are frequently more or less restlessness and fretfulness,
and sometimes there may even be feverishness ; and especially ifthe little one is allowed to indulge in meat,
butter, pastries, and crude, indigestible food, which
would be improper in all cases, and which is almost
Bure to result in disease in the irritable and inflammatory condition of the system which exists at the period
of teething.
One of the most common

accompaniments

of teething

is looseness of the bowels. The discharges may be frequent and watery, differing but little, except in consistence and frequency, from natural, healthy evacuations.
But perhaps oftener than otherwise, in the present mode
of baby management, they are not only loose and watery, but greenish and curdled, indicating a considerable
degree of irritation of the mucous membrane lining the
intestinal canal. Now the discharges from the bowels
during the process of teething should be regarded as an
effort of mature to relieve irritation — as a safely vent for
the expulsion of morbid matters. Hence, within certain
limits, these discharges are salutary, and therefore they
should never be checked suddenly.
On the other hand, the equally grave error should be
guarded against of letting a child run down to skin and
bones, and perhaps into the grave, under the idea that
"it is only a bowel complaint from teething," and that
no harm can come of it.
■ Here then is Scylla oq one hand, and Charybdis on the
other. If the bowels are checked suddenly with astringents and opiates, the child will in all pTObability be
thrown into a wa.sting fever, and die of infiaramatioD of
the brain, stomach, bowels, or lungs. If the exhausting
drain is permitted to go on unchecked, the little sufferer
will waste away and die from debility. And the difficulty in these cases is increased from the fact that the
■wasting is so gradual from day to day, that the child
may be reduced beyond the point of recovery before the
alarm is taken.
What shall be done then ? Shall we resort to opiates
and astringents to check the bowel complaints of teething? We answer, unhesitatingly, no. Such remedies
may be safe in the hands of a very prudent and j udicious
physician, but for mothers and nurses never.
The fact

is, the danger from debility and exhaustion is much less
than that from the fever, convulsions, aiid inflammation
that are likely to arise from injudicious attempts to
check the discharges. Indeed a child will hardly ever
die of the diarrhoea of teething, under the following
treatment, which is equally safe and cflUcient,' while it
is so simple and plain that even a wayfaring ?crmir/n,
though a fool in things medical, "need not err therein.'*
Teething is accomplished in many instances without the
slightest inconvenience ; and we feel no hesitation iu
saying that this would almost always be the case, with
due attention to the directions which we will now give.
The feverishness of the system should be allayed by
warm or tepid bathing, regulating the temperature of
the bath according to the degree of heat; that is, the
hotter the skin, the cooler the water, &c. Bathing has
a most happy effect in soothing the nervous and vascular excitement ; and the best of all is, it is a safe remedy,
being free from the danger of congestion of the brain,
and those disorders of the stomach and derangements of
the general system so likely to ensue from the use of
opiates and soothing syrups, powders, mixtures, &c. To
quiet the restlessness, aud to allay the feverishness attendant on teething, the wet sheet pack commends itself
strongly to the consideration of mothers both for efficacy
and for convenience. If the excitement is not very great,
the sheet need not be cold, but may be dipped in warm
or hot water. The warm bath, or sheet pack is especially valuable when used at bedtime. In quieting
restlessness, and in inducing refreshing sleep, either of
the above remedies is superior, safety aud efficiency botli
considered, to any drug, animal, vegetable, or mineral.
In addition to general bathing, teething children
should have the mouth washed frequently with cold
water; and they should be allowed to drink freely of
pure water, gum- water, or slippery-elm mucilage. If the
child is not weaned, it should be res-tricted to the mo- '
ther's breast ; if weaned, the diet should consist of cow's
milk, hot-wfiter tea, rice-water, toast-water, parched
rice, rice boiled in milk, arrowroot, tapioca, crackers or
biscuit crust grated in milk, &c. &c. Under this simple
treatment, combined with exercise in the open air, and
a strict avoidance of all stimulants in the way of food,
drink, or medicine, ninety-nine cases in every hundred
of teething will terminate favorably, and all thedangers
of this critical period will be safely passed.
Should any direct means be necessary to allay the^
irritation of the bowels, use a small syringe filled witli
pure cold water after each evacuation. If the discharges'
are acid (which will be indicated by their greenish,
appearance), then give a teaspoonful of a solution of
carbonate of soda, or a few grains of chalk or magnesia,
repeating the dose of either, at intervals of two or three
hours, until the stools become less frequent and more
natural iu appearance.
If the gums are hot and swollen, they should be freely
lanced, cutting down until the tooth is plainly felt
grating on the edge of the instrument. This is a simple
and safe operation ; it can be performed by any one, and
often gives the greatest relief. Indeed, sometimes all
remedies will fail to have the desired effect until the irritation caused by the pressure of the tooth on the gum is
removed in the manner indicated. Various washes are
used by people with the view of softening the guma,
and some seem to think that there is great virtue in the
brains of rahbitft /
It is hardly necessary to say that ench things can have
no specific power to accomplish the end designed, and
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Ibftt tvch absurd snperstitiuDs should be atterlj dl»cinied bj all lutclliK^Qt people. Yet rubbing the gams
witb eome i^ubstaaco tUat Is uot so bard im to IrritHtc, and
not di!>gu$tiDk'Iy flUhy Id Its uature, is harmless, and
pleasant to thei child, and tbeivfure it may be allowed
AD lodia-rabber toy, or somethiog of the kind.
COLCMBCS, Go.

KiitxM]) llotircs.
Books bt Mail. — Now that the postage on printed
matter is so low, we offer our services to procure for
our subi-cribers or others auy of the books that we notice.
luformatioQ tuuchiag- books will be cheerfullj given by
Inclosing a litaiup to pay return postage.
When ordering a book, please mention (he name of the
pnblltiher.
From T. B. Petersox k BR0TffER3, Philadelphia: —
HARRY COVEUDALES COCRTSHIP AND MARRIAGE. By Frank E. Smedley, Esq., author of " Frank
Farleigh," "Lewis Arundel," "Lorrimer Litllegood,"
etc. etc. Embellished with illustrative engravings.
There is a world of rich humor in the writings of this
author, npr is there lackiog a vein of deep and earnest
•entiment lyiag beneath ; and these Iwo «tnaUties render
bis works most cntertaiuiug, and worthy to be classed
am'->ng the best romancps of our times.
Price $^1 2.5.
THE THREE COrsi.XS. By James A. Maitland,
author of "The Watchman." *'The Diary of an Old
Doctor," "Sartaroe," "The Lawyer's Story," etc. This
Blight with tolerable propriety be termed a story of the
va, for the scenes seem distributed equally on land and
chipboard. The st.try opens in New York, but it is not
long before the reader finds himself transported to the
Pacific Ocean. The Ule is of exciting, and, at times,
almost tragic interest.
Price *1 2.5.
HOLLICK S ANATOMY' AND PHYSIOLOGY. Illnstraled by a Perfect Dis.sectod Plate of the Human Organization, and by other separate Plates of the Human
Skeleton, Arteries, Veins, the Heart, Lnngs, Trachea,
etc. By Frederick Hollick, M. D., the celebrated lecturer.
This will bo found a most useful work. The dissected
plate which is given in the book is very valuable, coaTeying as it does, far better than auy description can do,
an idea of the exact relative positions of the organs of
the human body.
Price ?l 2.5.
THE NOBLEilANS DAUtJHTER. By the Hon. Mrs.
Konon, author of " Woman's Reward," "Kate Bouverie," "Sorrows of Rosalie," ••rudyiug One, and Other
Poems," etc. etc. This is a short yet pfeasing tale of
liigh life, who«e opening i^cene is laid in France, in the
•ime of Lonis Fifteenth.
Price 2.5 c^nts.
THEGREATESr PLAGUE OF LIFE; or, Tlie Adventurr^ *if f\ hiubj in Sfardffn Good S^rrattt. By a Lady
who has been almost " Worried to Death." Where is
the housekeeper who will need to hear more than the
Uile of this book to become intere»^ted at onco in a tale
which may prove to be but the repetition of her own

NOTICES.
/iromih4 Writinffs 0/ Dnniel Webster; The Dfctarntiono/
IiuUjfentirnce ; 3*/*« Cun^tittUiun of the United Stntt^^
and Washington' V FinewrU Adtiress. With Copions
Indexes. For the Higher Clasaed of Educational Insiitatious, and for Home Reading.
From Habpeb & Bkotiihks, Now York, through Pbt£B«
80.V i BRorHEBS, Pluladeljihiii; —
TRAVELS IN THE REGIvJN OF THE UPPER AND
LOWER AMOOR, ««(/ the It^^s^f^an Ac-jKisitionii on the
Confines f]f India and China. With Adventures among
the Mountain Kirghis, and the Manjour-i, Slanyargs,
Tonngous, Touzemts, Goldi, aud Gelyaks, the Hunting
and Pastoral Tribes. By Thomas Witiam Atkinson,
F. G. S., F. R. G. S., author of "Oriental and Western
Siberia." With a map aud numerous illnstrations. We
have been in some doubt as to huw this volume should
be characterized. It may bo called a book of travel, a
volume of history, or an ethnographical, geographical,
topographical, and statistical account of southern Asiatic Russia. With equal justi.-e it might be called a
species of "Siberian Nights' Entertainment," so replete
Is it with thrilling narration* that appear almost fabulous. But, whatever the reader may conclude it to be,
he will not, certainly, deny that it is one of the most
captivating books of its class, and, as a narrative of
travel, lively and gossiping, not often equaled. The
illustrations are numerous, and of much more thau
ordinary artistic excellence.
Price $2 oO.
LIFE AND CORRESPONDENCE OF JOHN A. QUITMAN, M'ljor-irentrnl U. S. A., and Governor of the
State of Mississippi. By J. F. H. Claiborne. In two
Toluihes. This memoir of one who became, "by his
own exertions, eminent at the bar, on the bench, in the
army, and in the councils of his country," and yet
"maintained'through life his personal virtue and political integrity," will be found not unworthy of the noble
character of its subject. With no pretension to literary
elegance, it is plain, fiaok, and downright, and, therefore, however much the reader may sometimes differ
from the conclusions of its author, he will at least render to them the respect due to their candor and sincerity.
Aside from its political bearings, of which we do not
presume to judge, this biography must, or should, prove
a warm incentive to the young men of our country, no
matter what may be their original station in life, to
endeavor after high position by means of honest and
nnremitting industry.
Price $3 00.
EVAN HARRINGTON ; or. He Wotdd be a GeniJ^man,
By George Meredith. This Is by far the most lively,
varied, and attractive novel on our list. It is a picture
of English life among the gentry, thongh the hero is
born of low degree, the son of a tailor, and a tailor
himself. Though perpettially haunted by the "shop,"*
he persists in being a gentleman, if only a gentleman
tailor, aud a gentleman he finally remains. Th^ characters introduced in the couri^e of the story are well
chosen and remarkably well sustained ; aod the narrative constantly changes from one incident to another,

adventures which befell her in her long •continued
Price 50 cents.

without auy pause of dull moralizing or sentimentalizing. Whomever it deals in morals or philosophy, it is
brief and to the point, making the spice of the whole
book, of which spice there Is enough and not too mnch.
Price SI 00.
THE FOUR GEORGES. Sketches of Manners, M>yraU^
Court and Totem Life.. By W. M. Thackaray, author of

From G. G. Evans. Philadelphia:—
THE UNION
TEST
BOOK:
Containing Selectitnu

" Vanity Fair," "The Virginians," "Pendeouis." "Lovell the Widower," etc. etc. With illustrations. Our
readers have, perhaps, heard enough with regard to

IriaN?

The lady who

has been almost "worried to

death" will, we are certain, find abundant sympathizers
In her narration of the comical adventures and mis"search."
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these lectures on the ** Four Georges," Kings of England,
to render it unnecessary for us to enter into explanatory
details. There is a piquancy, a commiugling of private
Uith public history about them that cannot fail to attract the interest of the most indifferent reader of biographies. This "we are free to say without sanctioning
all the conclusions, philosophic or otherwise, of the
distinguished satirist who is the author of these spicy
and original sketches.
Price 75 cents.
OUK YEAR: AChikVs Book, in Prose and Verse. By
the author of "John Halifax, Gentleman."' Illustrated
by Clarence Dobell. In this delightful little book. Miss
Blulock has given evidence that she knows as well how
to administer to the tastes of children, as to those of
older people. The volume— a most attractive one in appearance— contains prose sketches of each month in the
year, each accompanied by an appropriate poem, and illustrated byan engraving.
Price 75 cents.
"MY NOVEL;" or, Varieties in English Life. By
Pisistratus Coxton. Library edition, in two volumes.
This work by Bulwer, the second in tho series of the
Caxton Novels, has just been issued by these prominent
New York publishers, in a plain yet neat style, suitable
to meet the wants of those of moderate means, who wish
to supply themselves with the best class of light literature. Price 82 00.
WHEAT AND TARES. This story comes to ns unclaimed by any author, and depends entirely upon its
own merits for success or failure. It is a simple and
pleasing picture of English life, with an undercurrent
of religion running through it, as its title would imply.
ODD PEOPLE. Being a Pnjmlnr Description of Singular Races of Man. By Capt. Mayne Reid, author of
*'The Desert Home,-" "The Bush Boys," etc. With illustrations. The author gives to his ypung readers,
and, in truth, to older ones also, entertainiug descriptions of and facts concerning various peoples which inhabit this earth, our knowledge of which has been heretofore very limited. The Bushmen, tho Amazonian
Indians, Esquimaux, Laplanders, Patagoniau Giants,
Tuegian Dwarfs, as well as others of equal curious interest, receive attention in their turn.
Price 75 cents.

From D. Appleton k Co., New York, through Peterson & Brothers. Philadelphia: —
HOPES AND FEARS; or, Scenes from the Life of a
Spinster. By the author of the "Heir of Kedclyffe,"
*' Heartsease,'" etc. In two volumes. This novel, from
the pen of one of the best, if not the most popular of
modern writers of fiction, is eminently worthy the reputation ofits author. Replete with noble sentiments, attractive but not sensational incidents, and pointing an
exalted moral, it is so far out of the customary order of
TTorks of its class, as to be allowed the claim of meritorious originality. The character of the heroine is a
charming one, and is charmingly depicted.
Price $1 50.
EDUCATION: IntdUetual, Mural, and Phyfiical. By
Herbert Spencer, author of "Social Statistics," "The
Principles of Psychology,'* and "Essays: Scientific,
Political, and Speculative." There is certainly no science of deeper importance than that of education. This
is universally admitted. But, as to how and to what
extent that science is to be best developed, there are various and conflicting opinions. The education of the
intellect only, is urged by some: others lay greatest
stress upon moral education; while with many, the
highest impoitance is attached to the tiaiuiug of the
physical naan.
Taking the broad ground that each of
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these systems is excellent in its way, the author of thfl
volume before us eloquently and forcibly advocates a
union of the three as being the most certain of resulting
in the well-being of the human race. We earnestly
commend his reasonings, aryumeuts, and analogies to
the consideration not only of the partisans of each special system, but to the friends of education in geneial.
Price $1 00.
CONSIDERATIONS ON SOME OF THE ELEMENTS
AND CONDITIONS OF SOCIAL WELFARE AND HUMAN PROGRESS. Being Academic and Occasional
Discoitrstis and otlier Pieces. By C. S. Henry, D. D. The
ten different articles in this volume, which hear more or
less on the questions of intellectual and
contain many arguments ably stated
though not of a character likely to be
are, however, eminently deserving of
prejudiced attention. Price $1 00.

social progress,
and sus^tained,
popular. They
honest and un-

THE HOUSEKEEPER'S ENCYCLOPEDIA of Usffvl
Information for the Housekeeper, in all branchts of Cooking and Domestic Economy. Containing the First Scientific and Reliable Rules for putting up all kinds of
Hermetically-Sealed Fruits, with or without Sugar, in
Tin Cans or common Bottles ; also, Rules for Preservia(f
Fruits in American and French Styles ; with Tried Receipts for making Domestic Wines, Cat.sups, Syrups,
Cordials, etc. ; and" practical Directions for the Cultivation of Vegetables, Fruits and Flowers, Destruction uf
Insects, etc. etc. By Mrs. E F. Haskell. This is not
only one of the best and most thoroughly practical
cook-books which it has been our fortune to examine,
but it takes in a wider range of subjects than is C(tmmou in works of the kind: treating of the dairy, the
flower and vegetable gardens, the sick-room, with simple
remedies for accidents, and for the diseases incident to
children, a large number of miscellaneous receipts, and
much information and advice in regard to marketing,
cooking, and housekeeping generally, which will prove
invaluable to the young housekeeper if heeded. Pricfl
$1 FIRST
25.

GREEK

BOOK;

Comprising an Oviline of the

Forms and Inflections of the Langttage, a Compute Analytical Syntax, and an Introductory Greek Header.
With Notes and Vocabularies. By Albert Harkness,
Ph. D., Professor of Greek in Brown University, author of
"Arnold's First Latin Book," "A Second Latin Book."
etc. From the brief examination which we have given
this work, we judge it to be a most excellent one of its
kind. The exercises are brief, yet full and perfect, and
the mode of instruction simple and judicious.
PRIMARY HISTORY OF THE UNITED STATES:
mode Eas-y and Inte^'esi^ng for Begimiei-s. By G. P.
Quakcnbos, A. M., Principal of " The Collegiate School,"
New York ; author of " Illustrated School History of the
United States," "A Natural Philosophy," "First Lessons
in Composition," " Advanced Court^o of Composition and
Rhetoric,"' etc. We are glad that this want, so long
sustained, of a school history of our country suited to
the comprehension of and capable of interesting the very
youthful has at last been supplied. Many histories designed for children's libraries have been written and
published, but the need of such works f.-r the schoolroom seems to have been overlooked. Thus the study
which might be rendered the most attrictive has been
too often considered the dullest and most wearisome,
for the lack of proper text-books,
THE LITTLE NIGHTCAP LETTERS. THE BIG
NIGHTCAP LETTERS ; iting tfie Fifth Book of Vie Series.

LITERART
.THE FAIRY

NIGHTCAPS.

By the Author of " Nlght-

icaps" "Bttby >'ighlrnps," "Aunt Fauuy's Storios," etc.
I We have r«ceived tliesy throe coucluiliDg nuuiheis of iho
aeries of the six Xl^rhtcup Books, which " Aunt Fnuuy"
,offors to her numerous juvenile friends. Thet^e are most
icharmlu},' children's books, and we hope parents will not
overlook them during the comiuif holidays.
Price 60
oems.
. WHERE THERE'S A WILL THERE'S A WAY. By
! Alice B. H:iveu yCousin Alice). Among the most pleus..tfigraud profitable writers for both old and yuuug, wo
'place Mrs. Haven in the front rank. She is phiiu and
iMUsible in her style, and her writings have a high and
, sound raoial tone, which, instead of causing the slightiMt approach to dulness, is, perhaps, lUeir greatest
Icharm. This tale, like the many others she has written,
tla a truthful picture of common life, and will bo liked
<all the belter for the absence of anything wonderful or
:extraordlnary iu it. The book has an elegantly illumi' Dated title-page, and is interspersed throughout with
Ungravings.
Price 7.'» cents.
j XEW FAIRY STORIES FOR MY GRANDCHIL'DREN'. By George Keil. Translated from the German,
■by S. W. Lander. This little volume contains five tales
ftrauslated from the German, the source fiom whence we
^obtaiu oar choicest treasures of fairy and legendary lore.
\Each tale is illustrated by a fine eugraviug. Price oO cents.
From Dick & Fitzqerald, New York, through Petebjao.v i BRornEB.*, Philadelphia: —
( THE SOXGS Op IRELAND; Containing Songs of the
,JfftCtions; Conrivuti, Comic, Mural, Sentimental, Sutii'i''Oal, Patriotic, Historical, Militart/, Political, and Mis^edtaneous Songs. Edited and annotated by Samuel
.Lover, author of "Handy Andy," *' Rory O'More,"
I "Legends aad Stories of Ireland," etc. Profusely illustrated with engravings, designed by Phiz and Harrisou
Weir, and engraved by Dalziel. These are selections
from Moore, Sheridan, Goldsmith. Gerald Griffin, Charles
Malone, Dean Swift, Hon. Mrs, Norton, Miss Edgeworth,
and other celebrated Irish poels. The mention of these
laames is a sufficient guarantee for the excellencies of
jthe hook, while, considering it in its character as a volnme of Irish poetry, it will commend itself especially
to those who hold "old Erin" in remembrance, or reJKarJ her with feelings of respect. Price §1 2-3.
■ ETIQUETTE AND THE USAGES OF SOCIETY: Conrtatningthe most Approv&i Ruhs/or Correct Dfqtortment
\in Fojihionahle Life, together with Hints to Gmilemen and
';Ladies on Irrtgttlar aiid Vulgar Habits. Also, the Etijquette of Love and Courtship, Marriage Etiquette, etc.
I By Henry P. Willis. A neat little book containing rules
jof etiquette and advice concerning behavior, given with
Iclearness and explicitness. Its title is a sufficient exjplanation of its contents. Price 2.5 cents.
I HIDE AND SEEK: .< A-are?. By Wilkie Collins, anIhor of "The Womao in White." "The Dead Secret,"
["After Dark,"* etc. Without possessing the absorbing
'Utere'^t of "The Woman in White," or the varied
deots of some of his former tales, this new novelinciby
Wilkie Collins brings no disgrace to the reputation of
Its author. If we were to find any faali with it, we
should say that the plot is not sufficiently veiled to the
•eader, and he is enabled to foresee the denouement too
soon. P.ice oO cents.
From Dkkbt & Jacksox, New York, through Peteb«oif i Brovhir^. rhihi.l.Mphia:—
WHIlfcJ AND ODDITIES.
With Otu Hundred and
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TiceXm Illustrations, and yational Tales. By Thomas
Hood. There is no necessity of our reminding our
readers of the infinite humor of Hood. In the present
volume they will find some of the rarest specimens of
that humor, both in the text and iu the illustrations.
The '• national tales," which form nearly one-half the
book, are sufficiently enienaiuiug, but scarcely surpass
tho average merit of the magazine stories of the day.
Pi ice $1 2.5.
WILL HE FIND HER ? A Rmnance of New York and
New Orleans. By W^iuter Summerton. This is one of
those exciting fictions replete with incidents of the most
intense aud stirring character, which are very properly
called sensation nAvels. We have no liking for such,
ourselves; but, perhap.*!, many of our readers may derive entertainment from the one under notice, which is
certainly a superior specimen of its class.
Price $1 25.
METHODISM SUCCESSFUL, And the Internal Causes
of Us Success. By Rev. B. F. Tefft, D. D., LL. D., Lata
President of Genesee College, author of " Hungary aud
Kossuth," "Webster and his Masterpieces," etc. With,
a Letter of Introduction by Bishop Janes. This is a volume which religions people of every shade of belief
may not find it unprofitable to read, and which caunot
but prove of the deepest interest to the particular denomination of whose principles, distinguished representatives, and religious operations it more especially
treats. Price 61 25.
From RcDD & Carleton, New York, through Samuel
Hazard, Jr., aud J. B. LippiycoTT & Co., PhiladelTHE PETTY AN>'OY'aNCES OF MARRIED LIFK
From phia:—
the French of Honors de Batzac. Translated by
0. \V. Wight and F. B. Goodrich. Though we do not
feel fully prepared to admit the vraisemblance of the
pictures of married life in this volume of the excellent
American translation of the works of the inimitable
Balzac, we cannot but acknowledge their characteristic
vigor and piquancy of satire, albeit it must be further
conceded that the force of said satire depends a great
deal upon those peculiarities of French wedded life
which are neither American nor universal.
Price SI 00.
A TRIBUTE TO KAXE, and other Poems. By Georgo
W. Cliapman. A volume of poems which, though they
display no extraordinary genius, nevertheless do great
credit to the taste and sentiment of their author.
LAVI^'IA : A NoiH. By G. Kuffini, authur of " Doetor
Antonio," "Dear Experience," "Lorenzo Benoni," etc.
Three volumes in one. This is pronounced an extraordinary production. It comes from tho pen of an Italian
whose former works created no little sensation in this
country. The scene of this novel changes between
Eome. Paris, and London, and the hero and heroine are
an Italian and an Englishwoman. The author possesses a remarkable command of the English language,
both in its rhetorical and familiar use.
Price $1 2.5.
THE GREAT PREPARATION ; or, RedrmiAvni Draweth Nigh. By the Rev. John Cumming, D. D.. F, R. S. E.,
Minister of the Scottish National Church, Crown Court,
Covent Garden ; author of "The Great Tribulation," etc
First Series. The lovers of ingenious speculation on tbo
Scriptural prophecies will find much ia tb-is new volume, by the celebrated Dr. Cumming, to interest aad
employ their minds. Tho Reverend Doctor, wltKotit
claiming to be a prophet, distinctly informs ns that Wd
may expect the downfall of the Pope, aud tlie great Sabbath of the world, about the year 1SG7.
Price $1 00.
WA-WA-WANDA.
JL Legend of Old Orange.
Local
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ia its associations, this poetical legend, which has forita
original in metre and style the Hiawatha of Lou^'fellow,
will probably find more appi'eciative readers iu the locality it celebrates than in the world at large. It con/taine many descriptive passages exceedingly quaint, yet
not unpleasant, in their pastoral simplicity, aud not a
few gems of poecical sentiment. But its resemblance to
Hiawatha will provoke comparisons very little in it3
faVor.
From Ckosby, Nichols, Lee, & Co., Boston, through
T. B. Peterson & Bkothers, Philadelphia: —
GERMAN POPULAR TALES AND HOUSEnOLD STORIES ;Collected by the Brothers Grini^n. Newly translated. With illustrations by Edward H. Wechnert.
First and Second Series. What a rich treasury of delight do these t wo volumes of little stories present to the
young people ! Nearly two hundred tales of fuiry wonder, and of rustic legends, fall of humor, pathos, cumicality, touching tragedy, childish whimsicality, and deep
moral truth — all written in a naively simple style
which an intelligent four-year-old canno.t fail to comprehend, aud yet which the wiseacre of sixty will not find
unacceptable to his maturer intellect. Price $2 50.
LIFE AND RELIGION OF THE HINDOOS. _^^Hn a
Sketch of my Life and Experience. By Jognth Chunder
Gaugooly (baptized Philip). Here we have most reliable
iuformation concerning the Hindoos, their manners,
customs, and religion, written, not by one who has resided for a few years in the English settlements iu India,
and who, necessarily, can have but an imperfect knowledge of the subject of which he treats, but by one eminently qualified to speak with correctness and certainty :
a native, who has been educated and converted to Christianity. The book is written iu very good English, and
the eubject-niatter cannot prove otherwise than interesting. Price $1 00.
From J. E. Tiltox & Co., Boston, through Wm. S. St
Alfred Makties, Philadelphia: —
QUIET THOUGHTS FOR QUIET HOURS. By the
author of "Life's Morning," "Life's Evening," "Sunday Hours," etc. The reflective mind will find choice
mental food within the pages of this little book, which
contains simple, almost child-like sketches, each intended to illustrate some moral truth. The book is not intended for those who can only be satisfied with masterly
aud artistic literary productions ; but those who can be
satisfied with truth in simple, homely garb, will take
delight in its pages.
THE CHAPEL OP ST. MART. By the author of
"The Rectory of Moreland." The Chapel of St. Mary is
a novel which we have no hesitation in commending to
our readers. The style is elegant, and the story a quiet
yet pleasing one.
Price $1 00.
THE KING OF THE MOUNTAINS. From the French
of Edmond Abuut, author of "The Roman Question,"
'"Germaine," etc. By Mary L. Booth. With an introduction byEpes Sargent. This story is the most pleasing
■we have yet seen from the pen of M. About. It is in
some sort a satire on modern Greece, which, if its condition be at all like it is herein represented, certainly is
a deserving object of satire. The narrative is suEBciently
interesting, but the chief merit of the book is in its quiet
humor and keeu though not splenetic wit. Price $1 00.
From TrcKNOR & Fields, Boston, through S. Hazard,
Jr., Philiiaolphia:—
FAITHFUL FOR EVER.
By Coventry Patmore, au-

thor of "The Angel in the House." The rich promise
which the author of this volume gave iii his earlier
works is not so abundantly fulfilled aa we could have
wished. Nevertheless, he has given us a sweetly simple poem, not remarkable, certainly, but, at the same
time, of something more than common excellence. Price
$1 TOM
00.

BROWN

AT OXFORD

: A Sequel to School Days

at Rugby. By Thomas Hughes, author of " School Days
at Rugby," "Scouring of the White Horse," etc. Tho
first volume of this work has just been issued, and has
been received by us. Nos. 11 and 12 of the monthly
parts have also cume to hand. Price 7j cents per bound
volume, and 12 cents per njonthly part.
LEGENDS OF THE MADONNA, as Represented in the
Fine Arts. By Mrs. Jameson. A new and enlarged
edition, in blue and gold, of one of the authoress' most
elaborate works, explanatory of Christian _art, as exhibited by the Madouuas of the great masters. The present
volume, which forms one of a uniform series of Mrs.
Jameson's works now in course of publication by ,
Messrs. Ticknor & Fields, is illustrated by an exquisite
portrait of the authoress, from a phutograph taken but
a short time before her death.
Price 7o cents.
From Sheldon & Co., New York, through Peck k Bliss,
J. B. LiFPUvcoTT & Co., and E. H. Botlee & Co., Philadelphia:—
THE LIFE
AND LETTERS OF MRS. EMILY C. JUDSON. By A. C. Kendrick, Professor of Greek Literature
in the University of Rochester. We gave a somewhat
extended notice of this book in a previous number of
our magazine, tkereTore we deem it unnecessary to do
more than call attention to it no^v.
THE FLORENCE STORIES. By Jacob Abbott. Visit
to the Orkneij Lshrnds.
THE OAKLAND STORIES, aaihorne. By George B.
Taylor, of Virginia.
These are each the third edition of two series of children's stories, and will prove most acceptable to the little
ones. Those especially who have already obtained the
preceding numbers of the series will not overlook these.
From Chase, Nichols & Hill, Boston, through T. B.
Peterson & Brothers, Philadelphia: —
HOYLE'S GAJfES; Containing the Rules for Playing •
Fashionable Games. Carefully revised from the last
London Edition, with American Additions. The adver- "
tisement to this edition says : "The present edition of
Hoyle's Games contains ail that the English copy does,
together with upwards of thirty-five games, mostly
American,
that have never before been published.'*
Price
75 cents.
We

have also received from the same publishers, a

smaller edition of "Hoyle's Games," which, if not exactly like the one above mentioned in its contents, is at
least very similar.
Price 3S cents.
From W. A. Townsend & Co., New York, through J.
B. LippiNCOTT k Co., Philadelphia: —
FAMOUS BOYS, and how they became Great Men.
Dedicated to Youths and Young Men aa a Stimulus to
Earnest Living.
Price 7o cents.
THE WHITE ELEPHANT ; or, the Hunters of Ava and
the King of the Golden Foot. By William Dalton, author
of "The War Tiger," "The Wolf Boy of China," etc.
With illustrations by Harrison Weir.
Price 75 cents.
THE WAR TIGER; o>-, Adventures and Wonderfvl
Fortunes of the Young (^li'fand his Lad Chow ; A Tale

LITERARY
"■f the Conqncst of China.

By William Dalton, ftathor

'<( "Tbe White Elephaat," etc. With lllastratioas by
'l. S. MelvlUe.
Prico 7o cents.
We have ErroujH'd together thc?e three hnndsoinely
tonud aod illnstriited volumes, as thi^y are all from the
ame publtsht>r, and the two last by the same author,
ad are at«o all iateoded for youthful readers, though
hey are not, t^triclly speaking, children's books. The
lr»t gives brief biographies of Daniel Webster, Elisha
vent Kane, Henry Havelock, Robert Foltou, and many
*lhers who have become distin^^niahed men by a careful
altivatlon of their talents. The two latter describe
flMjtcctively adveatares in Ava and China, which,
ibough the author acknowlod^'es them to bo fictitious,
•• V. r claiuiafor them a careful adherence in his deu to the manners and customs of the countries
■I to. There may be a dejj'roe of improbability in
•he incidents related ; but this, perhaps, to the youthful
'«ader at lea-^t, will seem no drawback to their merits,
Thile the narratives are sufficiently strong to awake the
iitnd of the dullest reader.

i

I Prom F. A. Bradt, New York, through T. B. PeterJon & Beotueks, Philadelphia: —
; THE RAMBLES OF FUDGE FtJJIBLE; or The Love
tcraj)es of a Li/dime. By the author of the " Arkansas
'>octor," *' Rattleliead Travels," etc. Price .W cents.
! LIONEL JOCELYX: A St'^iud to Love me; Leave me
By Pierce Egan, Esq., author of "The Castle and
,e Cottage,"' "Snake in the Grass," "Flower of the
• lock," etc. Price, paper cover, .'»0 cents.
: ELLEXMATXARD; or. The Death WaU of the HawkiAatr€*. A Story of Real Life and True Love. Price,
«aper cover, 50 cents.

""
I
From James Eobebt, New York, for sale at LrTHERAS
•cBLirATiox Office, 42 North Ninth Street, and by Da.
. C. Hakt, Drui:gist, 24 South Second Street:—
SKETCHES
OY TRAVEL in Snuth America, Mexico,
nrf C'lli/ornia.
By L. M. Shaeffer.
The contents of
his neat and pleasant little volume of rt-miuiscences of
life amijui; the miners of California originally appeared
'0 tlip columns of a religious paper.
The period of time
■■•■d in the sketches extends from 1S49 to 1S52, a
in which the ever singular characteristics of
:»ni Tiiia existence were at the height of their singu•arity. This fact alone should give value to the work,
jrhich is written in a simple attractive style.
I From Thomson Brothebs, New York, through W. S. &
JL Martie.v, Philadelphia: —
j PACL BLAKE; or, The Story o/ a Boy' 9 Perils in the
\'Hnn<U of Corsica and Monte Cristo. By Alfred Elwes,
[ttthor of "Ocean and her Rulers," etc. With illustrajloDs by H. Aneiay. This is one of those stories which,
•loeigned for the reading of young persons — we do not
[neau children— will, by its unflagging interest, copious'*ess of Incident, and thrilling adventure, inevitably
nchain the attention of almost every class of readers.
CONSTANCE
AND EDITH ; or. Incidents 0/ Home
\.lfe. By a Clergyman's Wife. Wiih illnstralions.
An
tlractive story, ir.iended foryonth. the perusal of which
rill convey to their minds and hearts wholesome moral
rsths.
Prom Fi-fipoARDo Srorr, New York :—
BIOORAPIIHAL.
HISTORICAL, AND INCIDENTAL
KBTCH OF Os^iAN E. DODGE.
This is No. 10 of
VOL. LXII.— 16
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Scott's Dime Library. It comprises a brief biography of
the well-known musician and humorist, and a number
of sketches of his most notable and funniest doings. To
those who know how to enjoy a hearty laugh, we especially commend this buok, assuring tbem it will afford
them many a one before they reach the last page. Price
10 cents.
From F. W. Hcrtt & Co., Columbus, Ohio: —
THE OHIO EUL'CATIONAL MONTHLY. {Successor
to tile Ohio Journal of Education.) A Journal of School
and Home EduaitUm. Othcial organ of the Ohio State
Teachers* Association. We have received the numbers
for October and November, being Nos. 1 and 2 of the new
series, of this publication. The November number contains a steel engraving of Rev. P. B. Wilbur, late Pieaident of the Wesleyan Female College, Cincinnati. A
sketch of Mr. Wilbur's educational career, by Rev. D.
W. Clark, editor of the Ladies' Repository, accompanies
the likeness. Both numberscontain interesting articles
from well-known friends of education.
From RoRERT Carter & Brothers, New York :—
THE PILUUIM'S PKOGRESS. By John Bunyan.
With explanatory Notes, by Thomas Scott, D. D. Illustrated by Charles Bonnet. It is unnecessary to say anything of a book so well known as this, except that it is
beautifully printed in a volume just of the right size,
and that the illustrations are excellent, each character
being deliut-Mted to the life. We are sure that if thero
are any libraries still unsupplied Tvith this important
work, their want could not be better met than by this
edition.
Prico .'jO cents.
THE KINGS HIGHWAY; or. Illustrations of the
C'rmtuandmttits. By the Rev. Richard Newton, D. D ,
author of "Rills from the Fountain of Life," "Best
Things," etc. This work consists of Addresses or Familiar Sermons to the Young on the Commandments,
illustrating each in a manner at once simple and forcible.
The book is one that will be read with interest even by
those who shrink from considering serious things, and
from its earnestness and warmth is calculated to do great
THE LAST WEEK IN THE LIFE OF DAVIS JOHNgood. SON, Jr. By J. D. Wells, Pastor of the South Third
Street Presbyterian Church, WilUamsburgh, L. I. A
very interesting account of the last daysof a young maa
who was suddenly called, in the midst of health and
thoughtlessness, to prepare for death. His conflict and
bis final conquest are related in a very striking and im^
pressive manner.
TUPPY ; or, The ArdfMography of a DonJtet/. With
illustrations. This story of the life and adventures of a
donkey is told in a lively and interesting style, and will
be very amusing to the children, for whom it is written.
DAYS OF OLD. Three stories from Old English History. For the yonng. By the author of " Ruth and her
Friends." These are stories of the early periods la
English history, going back to the time when the Druids
held sway. They are beautifully written, and will be
improving, not only from the excellence of the style and
the purity of the moral, but from the informatioa they
give of the life and manners of that time.
DAYS AT MCIRHEAD ; or, The Lessons of LUtU (Hive* 9
Midsummer Holidays. This is one of the prettiest and
best little books for the young we have seen for some
time. Very lively and interesting, at the same lime inculcating good morals, particularly unselfishness of lift
and temper.
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^flhjj's S'^i"-^!l'^^i^«
OiTR Engravings. — "A High Walk in Life" is one of
our -'brag" plates. No publisher can equal ua in this,
or, in fuct, in any other department.
This February Fashion, is it not even better than those
that have preceded it ? We think it is, anyhow. These
double fashion-plates are a bitter pill for our imitators;
they cannot accomplish that even in an indiffeieut way.
They may imitate the old style of fashions that we have
abandoned, and no doubt they will, but they can't attempt this. We have further surprises for them yet.
There is no authorized medium for the fashions but
Godey. Any one who notices can see that other magazines only follow ours from month to month. We receive, besides our foreign fashions, from A. T. Stewart &
Co., Brodie, and Lord & Taylor of New York, aod T. W.
Evans & Co. of Philadelphia, and of articles for mourning from Besson & Co. of this city. Other magazines
only copy after we have published.
*'No Longer Baby." How expressive! or, in other
words, the young one's " nose is out of joint," a matter
to be realized in any family where there is more than
one child.
OcR Nei:dle3. — Owing to the immense demand for the
needles, we may have been dilatory in supplyiug ; but
we now have an ample supply on hand, and can send at
once to all who may order.
Read This.— We insert nothing in our Book that does
not belong to it, and are not responsible for aoy circulars, catalogues, or advertisements that may be inserted
liy dealers to whom we send the Book. We are getting
tired of these complaints. If people would only look for
themselves, and see by whom these documents are published, they would not charge us with their insertion.
Read the article on first page of the cover of the Book.
Owing, we suppose, to our beautiful fashions, it is almost impossible to keep pace with the demand for our
Book. The cry is "send as soon as you can." We presume persons compare and see for themselves the difference between our fashions and those of other magazines.
We can unhesitatingly say that nothing published in
Finance or England comes up to our fashion-plates, and
we challenge a comparison.
Our Literature.— The newspaper press says of ns
that, "although Godey devotes a portion of the Book to
fashion matters, the literature of the Lady's Book stands
very favorable compared to that of magazines devoted
exclusively to literary matter, and, in fact, surpasses
most of them."
The 3TiddIdon Register says: *'By clubbing, Godey
can be had almost as cheap as the cheapest magazines,
while each number contains more than twice as much
reading matter, and more than twice as many engravings as any other magazine."
Postage on the Lady's Book. — Postage for three
months, if paid in advance%t the office where it is received, four and a half cents.

Registering Letters.— When this matter was flrsi
proposed, some of oar subscribers may remember that
we protested against it energetically, again and again,
as only a plan by which thieves might, without any
trouble, ascertain which letters had money in them.
The present Postmaster-General, in his report, says, of
registered letters: "They bear a mark which indicates
to all through whose hands they pass their valuable
character, and this indication serves rather to inviU
depredation than to prevent it." Why then will persons register letters? We do not pretend to look after
a loss when persons write us that they have registered
their letters — knowing full well that the money can
never be recovered.
SOME

HINTS.

In remitting, try to procure a draft, and don't. fail to
indorse it.
Address L. A. Godey, Philadelphia, Pa. That is sufficient.
If a lady is the writer, always prefix Mrs. or Miss to
her signature, that we may know how to address a
reply.
Town, County, and State, always in your letter.
If you miss a number of any magazine, always write
to the publishers of the magazine. If Arthur''s, address
T. S. Arthur & Co., Philadelphia; if Harper's, address
Messrs. Harper & Brothers, New York.
When a number of the Lady's Book is not received,
write at once for it ; don't wait until the end of the
When inclosing money, do not trust to the sealing
matter on an envelope, but use a wafer in addition.
year.
Mrs. Hale is not the Fashion Editress. Address " Fashion Editress, care L. A. Godey, Philadelphia."
When you send money for any other publication, we
pay it over to the publisher, and there our responsibility
ceases.
Wo can always supply hack numbers.
Subscriptions may commence with any number of the

The Fashion Editor desires us to say that she receives
year.
orders from those who are subsci'ibers and those who '
are not; in fact, she never stops to inquire whether they
are or are not subscribers to the Lady's Book.
The Philadelphia City Item. — Mr. Fitzgerald's handsome weekly is among the most valuable and interesting
of our exchanges. It is a literary, business, fine art,
and dramatic paper of fourteen years' standing, and is at
this moment more popular and prosperous than ever.
As a poetical paper it has no superior in the country,
and. as a general literary medium, occupies a distinguished rank. It is essentially the theatrical, musical,
and fine art paper of the United States. Among its poetic contributors we observe writers not unknown to
fame — Miss Bridges, Miss Donnelly, and Dorgan, and
Stockton. Mrs. Jacobus of Alabama (one of the "Women of the South" distinguished in literature) commences her story of "The Ashtons" next week.
Club of $25.

Michigan, Dec. 4, 1860.

It is with pleasure I send another club for the Lady's
Book. I could not do without it, and others think with
me that it is a monthly blessing in a home. Each mouth
better and better.
H.
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OCR MUSICAL COLl'M-V.
Prqf. EdtOiird AtiibuJU. — ThUgvolIemaD, well koown
. to our mui^ical frieuds as ooe of ihe best uf uur corre6poDdeQl7<, ha.4 W«D appointed to the musical profesj^orbbip ia Mount Allisun Ladies' Academy, Sackville, New
BruDbwick, a douri^hiut; institution, which has done its
,papiU mauift-st justice iu thisappointmcuc. We predict
Ibat the alaudanl of musical education in the Academy
.will be maierially adrancv-d heucefoitti, as the Professor
[it not merely the i^mccful aud ploasiug composer which
be lit known to be by the Godi'y p;itroQ:$, but a brilliant
^rformer, and thorough musician and instructor as
,well.
, O^furn B. Po'lge. — Wo are glad to learn that this
pleasant humorUt and successful concerlizet- is again at
h\* <>ld TocatioD, and is delighting large audiences in the
^ith his droll performances in music and MomosHo is assisted in his enteriainments by Mr. James
J. <;iark, one of the best balladists in the country, a
f^enlleraan of thorough caltnre and excellent style, and
Well known, moreover, as a composer of numerous
popular ballads. During Jaouary and February they
will appear in the different towns in Michigan, and we
'idrise the readers of Godey whose localities they may
'ri-:: not to lose
for Dodge
.'., is worth
:upo-er of
;mber.

the opportunity of seeing and hearing
alone, as a man of infinite jest and mergoing miles to hoar.
Mr. Dodge was
the famous Masonic Song in oar Decem-

The Cblebr.\ted Bi'TriiKR.-*' pRocEesio.s.— Who >9
there amongst us can remember that? Some of onr old
folks perhaps. Yes, and thfv refer to it as one of the
events they do remember, and as being more splendid
than anything of a more recent date, ll was called
•'White's Great Cattle Show ;" we remember seeing aa
old print of it, but it has been reproduced. Aaron Clement of this city, residence Xo. 5 Pennsylvania Kailroiid
Building, 5 Willing's Alley, has brought it out anew,
but still preserving all the quaintnc-'^s of the original—
the old-fashioned dresses ; Chestnut Street as it was, etc.
But it looks bright and new, and is a picture that all
should have to remind them of bygone times and bygone scenes.
The Va. Western lievieto says: "Godey's Lady Book
is the worthy favorite of all intelligeut and fashionable
ladies. The vade mecum of the ilUe, a necessity in
every family.'*
Hair Ornaments. — Ladies wishing hair made into
bracelets, pins {which are very beautiful), necklaces, or
ear-rings, can be accommodated by our Fashion Editor. A
very large number of orders have recently been filled, and
the articles have given great sati^ifaction.

A/c Sft^ 3tuMc. — Onr bulletin of new music for the
,3ioulh comprises the following, any of which we shall
•M glad to furward to any address, free of postage, on
receipt of piice in stamps. Orders to be sent to our own
iddress, Philadelphia:—
J By Jlr. Everest, one of onr best contributors: From
Early Morn ; In all the Wurld ; The Home of my Sweet
Idelaide; Thou Little Star; Dear Mountain Home, and
5 it is Pleasant, a beautiful barcarole from Weber's
)beron. The first, second, and fifth of these are espe;ially worthy of notice, but our readers will be pleased
rith auy of them.
Each 25 cents.
I From Messrs. Firth & Pond, ^'ew York. Three capital
fcongs by Signer G. Stigelli, of the Italian Opera, as follows The
:
Dream of Hume ; I know a pair of Hazel Eyes ;
i»nd Were I a Soldier. This last is a splendid piece of
Jiasic, martial-like and spirited, and admirably suited
0 a clear, ringing voice. Price of each 35 cents. Also
ifwo beautiful melodies. Under the Willow she 's Sleeping,
itnd Cora Dean, both by Stephen C. Foster, the popular
composer of Gentle Annie, etc. Each 2.'> cents. A new
tuition of the ever popular Dixie's Land, now warbled
ttverywhere. the same firm also issues at 2J cents ; and
brilliant new Quickstep, Skyrockets, by Grafulla, com)>oser of Captain Shepbard, at the same price. At 50
l«nls, Messrs. Firth & Pond publish brilliant variations
*in Dixie's Land, by Charles Grobe, whose name alone
:;« sufficient guarantee of the merits of the piece. We
:vil: cheerfully purchase and forward any of ihe!se pieces.
i ■ Mtutic Declined. — We are compelled to decline the folt^owiagMSS. sent for insertion in the Book; Home Polka;
> Leave me N'ow ; I do not Forget ; Katie Bell, and Prince
•( Wales Waltz,
J. Stakb Hollowat.
We

ask the attention of every houseke*»per to two

»ooks they cannot well do without. *'Mrs. Hale's
lonsekeeper's Book.'* price ftl.2.^; a-id "Mrs. Hale's
booking Book,*' price ^\.0*\ With them, they can get
io&if ; without them, they cannot.

We give the prices at which we will send these t>eaatlfill articles :—
Breastpins, from ?4 to $1 2.
Ear-rincs. from $1 50 to §10.
Bracelets, from *3 to $1.5.
Rings, from $1 60 to $3.
Necklaces, from $6 to ♦IS.
Fub-cbains, from 96 to $12.
The Charms of Faith, Hupe, and Charity, $4 50.
Hair Studs from $5 50 to $11 the set.
Sleeve Buttons from $6 50 to $11 the set.

A Torso i.ADT, capable of taking charge of the ednca«
tion of children under the age of fifteen, desires to enter
a private family as teacher. She prefers a situation in
Kentucky or Tennessee. Address, until the 1st of December, 3Iiss Euna S., Osceola, III.
The Old Fra.vklis Almanac for 1S61.— Winch, .^20
Chestnut Street, has it for sale, and it is a most useful
publication, containing a little of everything that is useful to the business man or the housekeeper. Price i^
cents.
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VILLA IN THE GOTHIC STYLE.
esffpresaly for Godey's Lady's Book hy Samuel Sloan, Architect, Philaddphia.

California, A'ou 1S60.
The ladies of this place, like all the women of this
xvide-awake republic, find the Lady's Book a necessity
iu their daily lives ; a companion not the less charming
for being useful ; a parent, aid, and comfort to the inexperienced young housekeeper; a safe adviser to both
matron and maid when comes up the great question,
*' What shall we wear?" And not only does it administer to the outward adorning ; how many times for me
has it soothed the disquiet of a vexed and weary spirit
by its well-told trials of other lives! Ah, Mr. Godey,
if the ladies could vote, they would make you the next
President — dear, glorious old Union-saver that you are!
L.
Club of $52 60.
■Washington

Territort.

It always gives me great pleasure to get up this club,
for I feel that the Lady's Book is a necessity and a
luxury that a lady cannot do without. Therefore, the
ladies of this place return their most sincere thanks for
the great enjoyment that they have received from the
Lady's Book. They also recommend it to every mother
and wife as a treasure, and only wonder how they great
can do without it.
B.
Club of $22.

Maine, Dec. 1, 1S60.
Tou must surely think that we appreciate your surpassingly beautiful and most excellent magazine. It is
truly a gem that no lady of taste and refinement would
willingly dispense with. May you live a thousand
years to publish the Lady's Book, never growing old,
and may the same unprecedented success and prosperity
ever attend you !
H.
"The Illustrated News of the World." — We mentioned, on page S4 of our January number, that this publication was issued from New York. We make the correction. The proper address is Messrs. H. A. Brown &
Co., 14 Hanover Street, Boston, Mass.

School Teaching.— With regard to the practice of
giving scholars lessons to be studied at home, an indignant writer says :—
*'The whole system of merely hearing lessons recited
in public schools is a cunning fraud of teachers, falsely
BO called. Those teachers teach nothing ; they sit majestically enthroned in their school chairs, to decide
daily whether the parents have done their — that is, the
teachers' — work at home, and to punish or reward the
scholar for the parents' ability or ignorance.
*' When we pay taxes for public schools, or enormous
fees for private ones, we want tutors, not magistrates,
for our money ; we want the meo and women employed
in schools to do something more than sit up in state and
ask questions; we want them to teach our children
something they did not know, and not send them home
to be taught, that they, the teachers, may diurnally go
through the farce of hearing them recite what parents
have taught them and they know already."
The same remarks will also apply to private schools.
We have long been disgusted with this system, that
makes parents the teachers, and the so-called teachers
the hearers of lessons. Let all lessons be learned in
school, under the eye of the teacher. St. Mark's Episcopal Academy — Rev. J. Andrew Harris — is free from this
objection.
We copy the following from his circular;—
" As much time as possible will he allowed boys to
prepare their lessons during school hours, under the
direction of a teacher; an arrangement which will relieve parents from the trouble of taking the teacher's
place at home."

EMBROIDERY PATTERN FOR A PIANO STOOL.
(See plnte of Tiger in January nmnber.) •
To be worked in cloth or velvet, with chenille or woot
or else on canvas, and the ground filled up with some
dark color which will throw out the figures well. The
Footstool in this number is to be worked the same way.

godey's arm-chaib.
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Migsnfo XrMBKRS.— -Those ^ho do not receive a Jannary
nnmber must write for it at once, and so with every othef
number of the year ; if they do not, we do nut feel obliged
to supply them. A club will be sent for 1861, we will say,
and we are then informed that certain numbers in 1860
never came to hand. This may be so, and then again it
may not ; they may hare lost the numbers by lending
them, and then call npon us to supply the deficiency.
Now let it be distinctly understood that we will only supply mi.s^ing numbers when they are written for at the
time. When you receive a February number, and the
J.iuuary number has not been received, then write.

j A Last from Ohio Trrites us; "We are fast becomiog
.:oDviiiced that the best is always the cheapest— JQst as
jyoa Bay.

So they subscribe for your magazine."

I The Best Jewel to Wear.— Jewels are an ornament
'.0 women, but a blemish to men; they bespeak either
jffominacy or a love of display. The hand of man is
aooored in working, for labor is his mission : and the
land that wears its richeson its flntrer has rarely worked
bOBesdy to win them. The best jewel a man can wear
a his honor: let that be bri^'ht and shining, well set ia
^radeace, aud all others must darken before it.

6*
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A LIST OF ARTICLES

WE

CAN

SUPPLY.

Godet's Bijou Needle-Case, containing 100 very superior
Diamond Drilled Eyed Needles. Price 25 cents, and one
three cent stamp to pay postage, except to California, Oregon, or the British Provinces ; for either of these places a
ten cent stamp must he sent.
Godey's Pattern-Book of Embroideries.
Price 25 cents.
Fres^h Fruits all the year round, at Summer Prices, and
how you may get them.
Price 12 cents.
Every Lady her own Shoemaker. With diagrams. Price
60 cents.
Thirty of the most approved Keceipts for Summer Beverages. Price 12 cents.
Gallery of Splendid Engravings, from Pictures by the
first Masters. Price 50 cents each ; four numbers now
ready.
The Book of the Toilet. Price 25 cents.
How to Make a Dress.
Price 25 cents.
The Nurseiy Basket ; or, a Help to those who Wish to
Help Themselves.
With engravings.
Price 50 cents.
Mrs. Hale's new Cook-Book.
ings. Price $1 00.

With numerous engrav-

Mrs. Hale's 4545 Receipts for the Million.
Price $1 25.
Godey's Curl Clasps. Twelve in a box. Nos. 1, 2, and
3. Price 75 cents, which covers the postage, except to
California, Oregon, or the British Provinces. The price to
cover postage to either of these places ia, on No. 1, $1 20 ;
on No. 2, $1 30 ; on No. 3, $1 50.
Godey's Hair Crimpers. Each box contains twelve, of
various sizes. Price 75 cents a box, which covers the
postage, except to California, Oregon, or the British Provinces. The price to cover postage to either of these places
is $1 20.
Godey's Copying Paper, for copying Patterns of Embroidery, etc. Each package contains several colors. Price
25 cents. A ten cent stamp will be required to prepay
postage on this to California, Oregon, or the British Provinces.
Patent Needle Threaders. A valuable article. Price
25 cents.
Indestructible Pleasure Books for Children, with colored plates, printed on muslin, and cannot be torn.
Price 25 cents each.
Mrs. Stephens's Crochet Book.
Price 75 cents.
The Song Bird Fancier. Every lady who keeps birds
should have this useful book.
Price 25 cents.
The Ladies' Manual of Fancy Work, by Mrs Pullen.
Price $1 25.
A Word for the Women. — The delicate female hand,
the most beautiful and pliant instrument in the world,
once thoroughly educated, the whole world of design is
opened to her, and the field of her labor is boundless.
There is scarcely an article of home manufacture in
■which we have advanced much beyond the rude old
Saxon style. Every article of household use, as far as
design is concerned, has to be reformed, and will be, as
our tastes advance. Why, then, should not the trained
female artist hasten to share the work with her brother
artist ?
Not Fair. — A person, to save the expense, "Will snbecribe to a low-priced magazine, and then say to one of
our subscribers, "Lend me your magazine, and I will
lend you mine." This is not exactly a fair exchange,
but we know it is done. We caution all our subscribers

J. E. TILTON & CO., 161 Washington Street, Boston,
publish, for Grecian and Antique Painting, the following
elegant pictures, which they will send, post-paid, to any
address, on receipt of price. New pictures constantly
being published.
Each is prepared on suitable paper, with tints, etc. ;
and full directions to paint, to mix each color, frame,
etc., without extra charge. There are no other publish*
ers of such pictures, nor can any other pictures be made
to so fully resemble a canvas oil painting, or remain perfect as these. The coarse and cheap pictures are not suitable, and disgust people of taste with these beautiful arts.
Size of Plate,
besides margin. Price,
On the Prairie, very fine .
.
.
Mary Dow, companion to Barefoot
Boy
.
.
.
.
.
.
The Barefoot Boy, companion to Mary
Dow
The Rector's Ward
.
.
.
,
The Marriage of John Alden, in the
"Courtship of Miles Standish,"
.
The Virgin and Child, the celebrated
Madonna della Scala, by Correggio
Evangeline, from Longfellow .
.
Beatrice Cenci, from the celebrated

19 by 27

$3 00

16 " 22

60

16 " 22
19 " 25

60
1 00

U

" 17

150

16
16

" 22
" 22

1 00
1 00

painting by Guido .
.
. 16 " 22
1 00
Jean D.'Arc
12 " 16
1 00
Age and Infancy, a beautiful Family
Group
16 " 22
2 00
The Happy Family, beautiful Family
Group
13 " 17
1 25
Hiawatha's Wooing, from Longfellow 14 "18
1 50
The Farm Yard, by Herring, companion to Hiawatha's Wooing
.
. 13 " 19
1 50
The Jew's-harp Lesson, by Brunei.
9 " 11
60
The Little Bird, by Brunet
.
.
9 " 11
60
Les Orphelines, copy from celebrated
painting
9 " 11
1 00
They are the originators of several of the most popular
new styles of painting, and publish the valuable book,
Art Recreatioss. Their careful experience of several
years is given in this book, with that of Professor Day,
the pioneer teacher, who has successfully taught in Europe and the best seminaries in New England.
Its value to teachers will be obvious, and to those livinif
at a great distance, for it gives instructions how to make
all materials used, valuable receipts, etc. Some of the
branches taught are
Pencil Drawing, Oil Painting, Crayon Drawing and
Painting, Paper Flowers, Moss-work, Papier Mache,
Cone-work, Feather Flowers, Hair-work, Potichimanie,
Leather-work, Theorem Painting, Gilding and Bronzing,
Taxidermy, or the Art of Preserving Birds, Greciaa
Painting, Antique Painting, Oriental Painting, Wax
Flowers, from the crude wax to the beautiful and perfect flower, fruit, etc. ; Sign Painting, Shell-work, Painting on Ground Glass, Magic Lantern, Imitation of Pearl,
Sealing-wax Painting, Panorama Painting, Embroidery,
Coloring Photographs, Water-coloring, the Aquarium,
etc.
The work is elegantly illustrated, large 12mo. Pricei.
$1 50. Tliis and all our pictures and books sent, postpaid, by mail.

against such exchanges. Poverty is no sin, and if a

Peterson's Philadelphia Codnterfeit Detector.—
A most useful adjunct to every man in business. Corrected by the celebrated Dresel. It is an invalnabid
work, and one that should be in the store of every one.

person cannot afford to take the Lady's Book, then lake
a lower-priced magazine, even if it is not so good.

Anybody remitting us $3 shall receive the Lady's Book
and the Detector one year.

GODET
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S arm-chair.
Fig.

BASSINETTE.
FOR

OCR

TOl'.va

READERS.

Fig. 1.

^B ^8
a rather broad piece of lace, and cut it to the pattern,
Fig. 7. Catch it up in the middle with a bow
Fig. 8.
madeas Fig. S ; tack down the side, and catch
this up at each end with similar bows, but
with much longer ends, and also another bow .
at the foot.
For the beddingof the bassinette, commence by cutting
Fig. 9.

Fig. 10.

To make the framework of this, take a piece of cardboard, and cut out the botcom, Fig. 2; take another atrip
^.
^
of cardhnard, cut it out the
shape of Tig. 3, and cut
half through the dotted
line on the front of the
card, split with a penknife
the outside pieces, turn
round the long strip, and
fix them under the bottom
of Fig. 2; the sides of the bassinette may he joined together with a piece of thin paper over each end.
out of strong calico the feather bed,
Fig. 9; double over at the dotted line
and backstitch it together all round,
except the top ; turn it on the right
side and stuff it with feathers or wad-

Fig 3.

The two rockers must be cut out to the pattern, Fig. 4,
the upper portion of the card split dowa to the dotted
Fig. 5.

line, and fixed to the bottom.
The three ribs for the top must be cut out to the shape
of Fig. 5, bent over, and the ends fastened with a little
gum.
The framework being now complete, take a piece of
light blue or pink glazed lining, cut this to the shape of
the inside, and cover the ribs with the saaie ; put over
this lace, then a frill of lining round the outsides, and
also cover these with a frill of lace not farther than the
ribs, and put a piece of quilled ribbon round the edge.
Then cut out the shape of Fig. 6 for the top, first cutting

ding, and, when quite full, turn in the lop a little,
sew it o^'er neatly. For the pillow, take a piece of
same material, and cut it out to the shape of Fig.
diKible it over at the dotted line, stitch it together,
fill it in the same manner as already explained. For

and
the
10;
aud
the

pillow-case, take a much finer piece of calico and cut it
the same shape as Fig. 10, only a very little larger, to
allow it to slip over the pillow ; cut through the dotted
line in this, run and fell round the curve, and hem
where you have cut through the dotted line ; turn it oa
the right side, and sew three small buttock on, also button-holes, and finish it off by putting some lawn frills
all round the pillow-case to make Fig. 11. For the
sheets, cut out of fine calico the shape of Fig. 12, leaving
Fig. 12.

Fig. 13.

rig. 6.

out the same figure in glazed calico, putting it under the
lace; tack the straight edge ronnd the first rib, not
gathering it at all, and do the same with the other two
ribs, gathering it a little as you proceed. The ribs must
be cov<3red with quilled ribbon.
For the curtains take

one square at the corners, and without frills for the
bottom one, and hem it ; for the upper sheet round it at
the top, as in Fig. 12, and hem this also ; frill a piece of
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lawn on to the upper part which is to turn over. The
blankets must be made a little less than the sheets, and
in the Eame manner as already described in the bed.
The counterpane can be made of a small pattern marcella, and the shape of Fig. 13 ; sew round it a piece of
work, which will finish the bassinette.
This, like the bed, may be made any size, taking care
to keep each part in proportion, as well as the bedding, etc.
Town, Coitnty, and State. — Do not forget to pat all
these in every letter you write. You do not know how
lauch trouble it would save us.
PHILADELPHIA

AGENCY.

No order attended to unless the cash accompanies it.
All persons requiring answers by mail must send a
post-offlce stamp ; and for all articles that are to be sent
by mail, stamps must be sent to pay return postage.
Be particular, when writing, to mention the town,
county, and State you reside in. Nothing can be made
out of post-marks.
Miss M. E. J. — Sent pattern Zouave jacket, November
13th.
Mrs. M. B. K. — Seat basque pattern 13th.
Mrs. N. E. M.— Sent pattern Uih.
C. S. — Sent pattern winter jacket l-Ith,
F. N. W.— Sent cloak patterns 14th.
Miss T. L. — Sent hair rings ir»th.
Miss H. C. T.— Sent hair ring loth.
Mrs. C. McM.— Sent hair necklace 15tli.
E. W. H.— Sent hair necklace Ifith.
E. E. McC. — Sent hair fob-chain and bracelets IGth.
Mrs. K.— Sent pattern Prince's wrap
Mrs. M. J. A.— Sent pattern Zouave
Mrs. B. A. W.— Seut pattern Zouave
L. H. R.— Senrpatterns IJth.
L. B.— Sent pattern Saragossa cloak
F. A. L.— Sent cloak pattern 15th.

15th.
jacket 15tb.
jacket, &c. 15th.
15th.

Mrs. P. E. S.— Seut patterns child's clothes 16th.
Mrs. M. T. N. — Sent pattern Zouave jacket, &c. 16th.
Mrs. G. S.— Sent zephyr, &c. 16th.
N. E. W.— Sent hair nets, silk braid, &c. 16th.
A. C. S. — Sent black cloth cloak by Adams's express
17th.
M. P. — Sent fur cape by Adams's express 17th.
Mrs. J. H. R.— Sent mantles, &c. by Adams's express
17th.
Miss M. P.— Sent materials for paper flowers 17th,
G. S. F.— Sent pattern Clolilde cloak 17th.
Mrs. P. N. M.— Sent embroidered collar 17th.
B. K. & Co.— Sent cloak pattern 17th.
Mrs. R. N.— Sent infant's embroidered flannel skirt
17th.
Miss S. 'W.— Sent pattern and trimmings for Saragossa
cloak I7th.
Mrs. J. W. D.— Sent pattern Zouave jacket, &c. 19th.
Miss B. B.— Sent article inth.
M. N. J. — Sent pattern of dressand Zouave jacket 20th.
J. F. R. — Sent cloak pattern 20th.
Mrs. H. P. P.— Sent pattern Oberon cloak 21st.
A. K. — Sent hair necklace and charms 21st.
Mrs. F. A. E.— Sent India-rubber gloves, &c. 21st.
Miss McH — Sent articles 21st.
Mrs. M. W. G.— Sent pearl card-case, &c. 21st.
M. G. — Sent dress patterns 22d.
J. K. J.— Sent pattern opera hood 22d.
iiiss S. D.— Sent pattern Clotilde cloak, &c. 22d.

Miss J. M. — Sent hair ring 23d.
C. A. F. — Sent pattern shawl mantle, &c. 23d.
B. R. M.— Sent patterns infiint's waidn.'be 2.'id.
Miss A. E. Y. — Sent package by Adams's express 24tb.
Mrs. S. M. McC— Sent patterns of collar aud cuffs 26th.
Miss M. J. H. — Sent pattern sortie du bul 26th.
Mrs. L. Z. R.— Sent pattern Clotilde cloak 26th.
Mrs. C. P. — Sent embroidery cotton 27th.
Mrs. S. J. J. — Sent purse silk, beads, clasp, &c. 27th.
Mrs. A. K. S.— Sent hair nets 27th.
Mrs. J. S. — Sent patterns 2Sth.
Mrs. J. J. L. — Sent pattern Zouave jacket 2Stli,
Mrs. G. C. E.— Sent sleeve pattern 2Sth.
Mrs. H. A. T. — Sent pattern Zouave jacket 2Sth.
Miss C. McC— Seut pattern Zouave jacket 2Sth.
Miss M. F. C— Sent pattern Clotilde cloak 28th.
Mrs. P. A. B.— Sent cloak pattern 2Sth.
Mrs. L. R. — Sent pattern Saragossa cloak 2Sth.
Mrs. S. H. P. — Sent patterns infant's waidrobe 2Sth.
Mrs. E. H. H. — Sent zephyr worsted 3Uth.
Mrs. E. M.— Sent hair ring, &c. 30th.
Mrs. P. B. M.— Sent wire for artificial flowers 30th.
Mrs. U. T.— Sent hair ring 30th.
L. S. C — Sent hair stud and sleeve buttons 30th,
K. C— Sent two hair rings 3Uth.
Mrs. L. S. — Sent hair acorn 30th.
L. H. M. — Sent pattern Henry the Second cloak, &c.
SOth.
Mrs. J. McC— Sent pattern Castilian cloak 30th.
Miss A, P — Sent pattern Henry the Second cloak 30th.
Mrs. S. W. C— Sent cloak pattern SOth.
Wm. W.— Sent apron pattern and books SOth.
F. N.— Sent pattern Clotilde cloak SOth.
Mrs. C. H. T. — Sent pattern Zouave jacket, &c. SOth.
Mrs. S. A. H. — Sent camel's-hiiir pencils SOth.
Mrs. W, R. P. — Sent apron pattern December 1st.
Mrs. J. W. — Sent pattern winter jacket 1st.
Mrs. J. C H. — Sent cloak pattern 1st.
Mrs. J. D. — Sent pattern Zouave jacket 4th,
G. S. F.— Sent pattern 4th.
Mrs. M. V. J. — Sent pattern little girl's clothes 4th.
Miss L. J. B. — Sent hair bracelet 4th.
A. M. F. — Sent hair fob chain by Adams's express 5th.
J. H. V. — Sent pattern Oberon cloak yih.
C D. C.— Sent patterns, &c. 5th.
Mrs. D. G. R.— Sent patterns Castilian cloak 6th.
Mrs. J. L. R. — Sent paletot by Harnden*s express 5th.
Mrs. J. K.— Sent cloak patterns 5th.
Mrs. A. V. Du B. — Sent bundle by Harnden's express
6th.
Mrs. T. S. H.— Sent pattern little girl's clothes 6th.
Mrs. A. M. G.— Seut patterns Gth.
Mrs. J. F. J. L. — Sent pattern Tagus cloak 6th,
C C— Sent cloak pattern 6th.
Miss M. A. P.— Sent pattern Castilian cloak 6th.
Miss B. B. C— Sent apron pattern 7tK
R. E. S.— Sent pattern standing collar lOth.
Mrs. J. H. R.— Sent kid gloves 10th.
Miss J. A. S. — Sent sleeve pattern 10th.
E. B. H. — Sent pattern Prince's wrap 10th.
Mrs. J. V. W. — Sent materials for infant's bib 11th.
Miss D. — Sent worsted slippers 11th.
Mrs. G. S.— Sent zephyr 11th.
S. J. K.— Sent Shetland wool 11th.
Miss J. — Sent Saxony yarn 11th.
A. M. K. — Sent materials for jacket by Adams's express
nth.
M. E. M.— Sent cloak by Adams's express 12th.
Mrs. M. P.— Sent waist pattern, &c. 12th,

CEXTBE-TABLE
Mrs.
Ui«s
Mrs.
S C

E. A. F—
L. J. B.—
S. G. R.—
B.— Sent

Sent
Sent
Seut
hair

hair
hair
hair
ring

fob chain, pin, &c. 12th.
bracelet \2th.
ear-rings 12th.
12Lh.

Mis. 0. T.— Sent input's wardrobe by Adams's express
14th.
Mrs. A. v. D'— Sent box by Ilarnden's express 14th.
Mrs. B F. H.— Sent pattern infant's dres-s 14th.
J. H. M.— Sent pattern Clatilde cloak Hlh.
N. E D. — Seut pattern Clotilde cloak by Kinsley's express lAth.
mm R. H. S.—Sent hair ring Uth.
L. E E— Sent hair ring and breastpin 15th.
Mrs. G. E. B.— Sent hair ring l.'.th.
L. B. — Sent blue net for hair loth.

Cjjcmistr]) for tlje IJoung.
LESSON XYU.— (Concluded.)
376. The result of this combustion is nothing but
irater, as can be demonstrated by setting fire to the
mixture in a dry, closed vessel, by means of an electric
spark. If, instead of filling the bladder with mixed
gases, pure hydrogen be employed, and if this gas as it
escapes through the tobacco-pipe stem he inflamed, the
flame being allowed to burn under a dry bell-glass,
water may be seen to deposit as dew. When thus produced, water is absolutely pure, but as occurring in
nature it is always contaminated by foreign substances,
,fiom which it must be purified by distillation. On the
large scale this operation is performed by stills, but the
chemist more frequently has recourse to retorts, flasks,
etc. For extemporaneous distillations, where the condensatioa of all the vapor is ao object, the subjoined

apparatus answers very well. It consists of two flasks
joined together in the manner indicated, one flask serving
as the htaftr or evaporator, the other as the condenser.
The latter may he put into a basin, and its upper surface
covered with a slip of blotting-paper, on which Is
allowed to fall continnoos drops of cold water from a
funnel, into the neck of which has been thrust a notched
cork. The supports necessary to keep the parts of this
apparatus in place are not indicated, because they may
be just what the operator pleases, so long as the end is
served. When, however, complete refrigeration is necessary, the annexed method is preferable.
The apparatus consists of an external tin plate tube
about two Inches in diameter and fifteen long, to which

a cork is securely fastened at each end, water-tight by
means of white lead. Through both these corks is
thrust a glass tube (a), and next two pieces of small
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glass tube are soldered on as represented, one of the
pieces being terminated by a little funnel. The operation of this instrument is as follows: Culd water being
poured into the funucl, continuously enters within the
metal tube, and comes in contact with the heated glass
oue; the water becomes heated, too, and therefore
lighter ; hence it rises to the syphon, and runs out. The
distilling apparatus may be joined at («) by means of a
short length of vulcanized India-rubber tubing, or by
means of a slip of unvulcanized sheet India-rubber
slightly moistened with turpentine, healed, and woaiid
tightly round uuder extension.
377. Before taking leave of oxygen it will be well to
indicate the euurmous amount of this elomeut existing
in nature, and the important functions to which it is
subservient. When prepared separate from other bodies,
oxygen exists ia the gaseous form, as we have seen.
When combined, however, it may be solid, li'iuid, or
gaseous. Thus nearly oue-half by weight of the common substance flint is oxygen; eight-ninths by weight
of water, and one-fifth by measure of the aim<jspheric
air, la short, no less than two-thirds of the whole
components of the globe, and it!> denizens, animal and
vegetable, are made up of oxygen! And calculations
have been made to prove that the amount of oxygen
consumed daily in the operation of breathing, combustion, and fermentation, is no less than the enofmous
sum of seven niiUioiis one hundred and foriy-two thousand eigJd hundred arul fifty -^even tons I
37S. Viewing the great tendency of oxygen to efi'ect
combinatious, especially with metals, we cannot wonder
that the latter are so frequently discovered in natural
combination with it, constituting ores termed native
oxides. A slight consideration, moreover, of the chemical qualities of gold and platinum will explain the
reason why they are never found in combination with
oxygen, but occur in an evident or metallized state.
Hereafter it will be found, when we come to treat of
furnace operations, that the process of smelling, or
getting metals out of their ores, involves the abstraction
of the oxygen with which these metals are so generally
combined : not that oxygen is the only non-metallic
element which enters into the constitution of or-'s, inasmuch as sulphur, chlorine, phosphorus, and some others
take this part ; b ut oxygen nevertheless is the most usual,
and therefore most important.

Ctntrj-Cabic 6o$sip.
CHILDREN'S

PLAYTHINGS.

Mast a young mother, looking upon the waste and
destruction consequent upon the holidays, is ready to
vow, that when her precious ten-months-old baby arrives at toys, it shall never abuse them after this fashion.
But she finds to her mortification that her para).'on of a
"puppet" mashes her dolls' heads, breaks up the animals to get at the squeak, lames the tin driver and hia
cart, and tears her favorite pictures out of the " Ph^asure
Book," for the sake of convenience in kissing Mother
Hubbard's dog, just the same as other children do. Care
does not come by nature, and order and econiuny must
be taught to the owners of the lavish Christmas treasures, as well as to their elders aud betters. Thus toys
become helps to education, as well as opiates and bribes
to cross babies. They may be instructed not to break
them as easily as they are taught to keep their hands
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from their mother's cherished China and Bohemian ornamentsand,
;
above all, they may be taught fwiv to phty
with them. ; many a child wantonly destroys a toy hecause he is tired of just looking at it, and handling it,
and does not see what else it is good for.
As soon as a child is old enough to play, they attach
themselves the most to those that have "the most play
in them." Blocks, for instance, for they can be placed
in so many forms ; a cai't that can be trundled about and
holds things ; dolls that can be dressed and undressed ;
the delight of a little girl's heart, a tea-set ; and, above
all, the baby house, and the miniature store or shop, in
which they can mimic the regular doings of those around
them.
Paper dolls and paper furniture were a great blessing
to the rising generation, and, when they are not abused,
exercise ingenuity, patience, and perseverance. The
last novelty iu the way of cardboard toys, and, to our
thinking, the best, is the "Little Builder'" and "Little
, Engineer," published by the Appletous-. The first is a
complete village — church, mill, cottages, bridge, etc. all
readily cut from their printed and colored flat surface,
bent into shape, and secured by paper rivets, which have
a corresponding slit to receive them in the walls, roofs,
and towers. Nothing could be more ingenious, unless
it is the "Little Engineer,"' in which a complete train
of cars, with all their belongings, lie snugly folded.
The children can make them up for themselves, and there
is no end to their combinations afterwards ; while at
the same time, unless they practise patience and exactness, they ruin everything ; and here is a valuable lesson
as well as quiet amusement for stormy days.
After all, a book lasts the longest, and the cultivation
of a taste for reading should be every mother's care, by
reading aloud before they can read for themselves, and
inciting them to be able to do this. Children love Bible
stories naturally — attention and imagination are called
forth ; but on a weekday, do not be afraid of " Jack the
Giant-Killer, " "Cinderella," or "The Wonderful Lamp.'*
They are the toys of intellect through which a higher
object is gained, if the teacher is only skilful. •
A TRUE FRIEND.
EvEET woman who has seen the able apology put
forth by Dr. Holmes, for those indescribable ills which
our sex are peculiarly heirs ta, owes him a vote of
thanks. If we believed in testimonials of silver tea
things, we should propose that one be presented to the
Professor, by the ladies of the Centre-Table, forthwith.
We have ever tried to show our readers that a woman's
true wisdom, with regard to her physical condition,
is to avoid all that can overtax it, unless poverty forces
one into the necessity of so doing. Thus we advocate
the sewing machine, and every household invention
that lightens a woman's work. It is wretched economy
to save the wages of a servant, and spend the whole
amount in a single doctor's bill ; to train up fretful ungovernable children, because the mother's health has
been shattered in their infancy, through a mistaken idea
of duty to them. A stout-armed nurse, carefully overlooked, can attend to many physical wants of a child ;
but who can take a mother's place, when the mind hungers for knowledge, and the soul cries out for guidance 7
And now comes a wise and learned man to the rescue,
with pitying, friendly words.
"An overworked woman is always a sad sight — sadder a great deal than an overworked man, because she
is 80 much more fertile in capacities of suffering than a

man. She has so many varieties of headache — sometimes
as if Jael were driving the nail that killed Sisera into
her temples ; sometimes letting her work with half her
brain, while the other half throbs as if it would go to
pieces ; sometimes tightening round the brows as if her
cap-band were Luke's iron crown; and then her neuralgias, and her backaches, and her fits o^depression, in
which she thinks she is nothing, and less than nothinu ;
and those paroxysms which men speak slightingly of
as hysterical — convulsions, that is all, only not commonly fatal ones; so many trials which belong to her
fine and mobile structure, that she is always entitled to
pity when she is placed in conditions which develop
her nervous tendencies."
Kead it to your husband when he tells you that
" Tompkins' wife gets along with one girl ; or, his mother brought up nine children without a sewing machine;" his mission is to gather wealtli, but yours is to
keep body.
that which is your best capital, a healthy mind
and
NOTES AND QUERIES.
- 1. *^ Tliehest work on Good Behm-for." — Miss Leslie's
" Behavior Book" though some look at it as descei:ding
too much to trifles, is full of valuable suggestions. There
is also a good volume on the subject published by Fowler & Wells. But with the best advice, many are nut
improved, because a true spirit of coiirte^i/ is wanting.
It has been well said, "No woman can be a lady who
would wound or mortify another. No matter how
beautiful, how refined, how cultivated she may be, she
is in reality coarse, and the innate vulgarity of her na- ■
ture manifests itself here. Uniformly kind, courteous,
and polite treatment of all persons is one mark of a true

woman, and of a true man also."
2. Garden of Acclimation. — This institution is placed
in Paris, and differs from an ordinary zoological garden
in this: the object is not to form a museum of rare animals, but to acclimate to France useful animals indigenous to other countries. It is under the protection and
established through the exertions of Baron Rothschild.
Great pains have been bestowed upon the China silkworm, the alpaca, the lama, the camel, the various
beasts of burden of uncivilized countries, and, in fine, ou
the raising and domesticating of all animals of foreign
climes susceptible of adaptation to the uses of eiviliza- A
tion. Extensive experiments will also be made in the • fl
crossing not only of breeds, but of races. This new and
interesting garden occupies a space of thirty acres, and
is handsomely laid out in walks and drives, the animals,
birds, and insects occupying each the kind of growth,
location, and temperature to which they were accustomed in their native land. The affair is a joint stock .
company, encouraged by government.
The admission *
is 20 sous on weekdays, and 8 sous on Sundays.
3. Ffench Diavionds. — They are nothing more nor
less than paste, in the manufacture of which the French
excel. The basis of the imitations is a fine, pure, and
white glass composition, called Strass, after its inventor,
Strass, of Strasburgh, who attained the object of sundry experiments by achieving perfect imitations of the
" real" gems in the three particulars of hardness, specific gravity and refraction of light. Strass, the basis of
the pastes, is a compound of silex, potash, borax, redlead, and sometimes arsenic. For imitating the colored
gems, various coloring ingredients are employed. Numerous establishments in Germany and France are now
engaged in the manufacture of the Strass and colored
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partes, each of which possesses secrets, acquired by experleoce, for pruUuctug these articles in Vm grtaiegt perftction.

guYuns.
NOTICE
Havixo

TO

LADY

SUBSCRIBERS.

had frequent applications far the purchase of

Jewelry, milUuery, etc., by ladies livini,' at a distance, the
E'iUrefrS n/ Oie Fashi'tn DfpurtmKnt will hereafter execute
CODimissious for any who may desire it, with the charge of
a small perceut:i^'6 for the time and re.search required.
Spring and autumn bounets, materials for dresses, jewelry,
envelops, hair-work, worsteds, children's wardrobes, mantillas, and mantelets, will be chosen with a view to economy, as well as lasie ; and boxes or packages forwarded
by express to any part of the country. For the last,
distinct directions must be given.
Orders, accompanieti hy checks for the jtrftposed erpendQure, to be addressed to the care of L. A. Godey^ Esq.
Ko order tcili be attended to nnless the mimey is frst
received. Neither the EdUor nor FufAisher will be accouyitablefor losses that may occur in remitting.
Instructions to be as minute as is possible, accompanied
by a note of the heiirht, complexion, and general style of
the person, on which much depends in choice. Dress
(foods from Levy's or Evans & Co.'s ; cloaks, mantillas, or
talmas. fr"m Brodie's, 51 Canal Street, Pfew York ; bonn^i-i from T. White & Co.'s; jewelry from Warden's or
CaUwell's, Philadelphia.
When goods are ordered, the fashions that prevail here
govern the purchase; therefore, no articles will be taken
back. When the goods are sent, the transaction must be
frinsidered final.
DESCKIPTIOX

OF STEEL FASHIOX-PLATE
FEBRUARY.

FOR

Fig. 1.— Dinner-dress, also suited to a small evening
party. Dress of slate-colored pmdt de snie, the skirt
single, and ornamented by a rich Greek pattern of appHqu-^ in black velvet, edged by a narrow gold cord and
extremely narrow ruche of black silk ribbon; three
puffs of black satin to correspond cover the hem of the
skirt. The waist is in broad fan-shaped plaits, moderately low. The scarf ceinture, or girdle, a marked
feature of the winter dress, has an applicaiion of velvet,
and is edtred with the ribbon ruche. The sleeves are
quite new, and in excellent tasto. The velvet torsade
which crosses the hair is relieved by lappets of the
same and blossoms of the yellow jessamine, which relieve its sombre style.
Pearl necklace.
Fig. 2. — Evening-dress for a very young lady. Robe
of embroidered muslin, with double skirt ; the lower one
has five narrow flounces ; the upper has a rich pattern
of embroidery to correspond with the flounces. TKo
waist and sleeves are of muslin, drawn in longitudinal
puff?^. with insrt tiags of embroidery. Corsage cut square
ou the shoulders. Ciche peiffne and sash of the same
ribbon— a rich taffeta plaid, with a Greek fringe woven
in one. Nothing could be more simple or charming for
a youug lady just coming out.
Pig. 3.— Dinner-dress of taffeta rose des Alps, made
qnite plain ; its chief point being the new sleeve, which
U tasteful as well as qnite new. It is a modification of
the Frauds First ; the fulness being quite at the back of
the arm, and caught into puffs by bands of ribbed velvet

ribbon, several shades darker than the dress, edged with
narrow guipure lace. Ueaddress compoticd of loops of
ribbon (black aud gold), with two full blown roses to
the right, the lower one set iu blaik bloudo.
Fig. 4. — Dress of delicate brocaded silk, a single rose
on a gray grouud. Gai ibaldi coat, fitting rather closely
to the figure, trimmed with folds of reps silk ; buttons
of the same. Bonnet of rose des Alps, in velvet ; the
curtain having an edge of blonde. A half wreath of
grapes, to correspond with tho shade of velvet, alternating with lufts of leaves, falls to tho right. A single
cluster of grapes crosses the forehead aud forms the garniture of the blonde cap, with leaves from the wreath.
bending under the brim.
Fig. 5.— Bridal morning-dress, elaborate and tasteful ;
material a rich corded silk, maize shot with black. The
waist fits neatly to the figure, with bretclles of satiu
ribbon plissc or fluted ; the front of the skirt turns back
in a gradual slope, the trimming being continued from
the bretelles. The corsage is closed, and the skirt ornamented by bows of gold-colored satin ribbon. The
sleeves are a graceful flowing shape, and a small, round
pelerine is trimmed to correspond. Hair dressed low,
with a black and gold net. Small, upright ruff of embroidered muslin ; loose sleeves of the same. Underskirt of plain cambric, with ruffles finished by needleworked points
Cldld's dress. — Renfrew jacket aud full skirt of ribbed
cloth, a new shade of tan color; the jacket has pretty
pattes of braid, and is trimmed by bias folds of silk, a
contrasting shade.
Black velvet cap.
THE

ZOUAVE.

{See engraving, page 100.)
We vary our report for this month, and give an Indoor
costume instead of the pardessus to which we have
hitherto confined our illustration. The season for the
latter has so far advanced that ao further novelties are
desirable. Instead, therefore, of them, we present this
graceful undress for home wear.
We need only explain that the ornamental design is
wrought in gold braid upon a black cloth ground. This
embromery is much improved by a bright green silk
cord, or braid, accompanying the gold, as the harmonizing effect of this color relieves the garrish crudity of the
metal. The sleeves are also cross-laced with cording to
match, completed by tassels.
Velvets, instead of cloth, make extremely beautiful
and becoming articles of this description, and any favorite color may be employed.
CHITCHAT

UPON NEW YORK AXD PHILADELPHIA FASHIONS, FOR FEBRUARY.

Bt reference to our ample fashion-plate, which has
unusual fidelity to existing modes as well aa unusual
grace to recommend it, the new Francis the First sleeve,
a prominent novelty, will be perfectly understood. Tho
puff at the back is a pointed gore, coming into the sleeve
proper just above the elbow, being set in with a slight
fulness. The rich velvet and lace bands make it a desirable sleeve, for a handsome material, where a tight
one is to be avoided, and something fresher than the
pagoda is desired.
The original Francis First is still worn more or less,
the last improvement being a band with ends or lappets
fastened by a button at the bottom, that is, the under
part of the sleeve. Tight sleeves are chiefly made up
for walking-dresses, in heavy materials, and then are
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lightened by puffs and jockeys at the top, and often a
deep-pointed cuff at the wrist. In flowinij or pagoda
sleeves there is great variety, being priucipally found
in the arrangement of the trimming. The back seam or
back part of the sleeve is frequently trimmed richly, or
the fi€tt, by which is meant the front, if it were a coat
sleeve for instance. lu bishop sleeves there is generally
a loose cufl", allowing a small uudersleeve or frill of lace,
pointed and prettily trimmed. Elderly ladies find a
tight cuff, pointed on top, a very comfortable fashion.
The fulness at the top may be plaited and confined by
buttons, or simply gathered. "We have before us a
bishop sleeve, with a very deep close-pointed cuff
reaching half-way to the elbow, with a corresponding
jockey or cap above the puff. Another good sleeve is a
pagoda shape, quite short on the forearm. Tli^Jlat has
a trimming of two ruches, placed parallel with each other
so as to inclose a plain bias of silk the width of a ribbon. The dress itself is of violet silk, the ruches are of
two shades of violet ribbon, box-plaited in the middle ;
and at intervals, in the strip thus inclosed, are rosettes
of violet-colored silk and black lace. The corsage and
skirt have trimmings to correspond, the plain spaces
being considerably wider, allowing treble rows of rosettes placed in diamonds. In some of the gored dresses
— we mean where each separate breadth of a plain skirt
is gored — one edge of each breadth is trimmed and made
to lap over the next. It is a pretty style for some materials. Skirts gored in this way insure a good slope, aud
are generally becoming ; but few people like to waste the
material, and prevent all future repairs hy turnings
upside-down, where economy is a consideration, as we
are glad to suppose it is with most of our readers.
We have just opened a pretty design, for a dress of
plain silk; the skirt full, the breadths gored without
overlapping, and trimmed at the bottom by five narrow
flounces, Jiutcd, not plaited or gathei'ed on, the upper
part only being attached to the dress with a small
heading. Between each flounce there is a space of about
half an inch ; the dress is of black silk, the flounces and
headings being bound with white silk. The corsage is
plain, and ornamented by a row of buttons, quite large,
black with white centres. The sleeves are demi-%^ide at
the lower part, and finished hy turned-up cuffs or revers. These are cut with large scallops, and bordered
by a narrow fluted frill of black silk edged with white.
A similar frill extends up the back seam to the shoulder.
The ceinture, or broad sash, is of black ribbon edged
with white, the bow quite on one side.
One deep flounce or plissc oiih-e same silicas the dress
is also worn. If a pliftsc, it should be about ten inches
wide, and the same distance from the bottom of the
dress. If a flounce, it is about fourteen inches deep,
headed by one row of wide black velvet ribbon, and
several widths of narrow. A wide velvet is placed
above the hem of the flounce, which is an inch deep,
and corresponding rows of smaller ones.
Another skirt— the dress being violet silk — has three
narrow flounces or ruffles around the bottom of the skirt,
headed by a bouillojinS of the same. The corsage is low,
and made high for ordinary wear by a small round
pelerine, coming just on the shoulder, buttoned up in
front, trimmed with a pufi" {houillonni) and two frills.
The sleeves are demi-wide, puff at the top; at the bottom the same trimming that is on the pelerine. Black
Telvet waist ribbon, bow, and long ends.
Shirts having plastrons or a plain piece set on the
ftont, variously ornamented, or side trimmings of lace,
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ruches, or passementerie, are frequently seen ; aUo plaiq
skirts, with patees of passementerie, mixed with jet or
tassels, and most elegant of all, flat bows of guipure
lace, are perhaps the favorite style of the larger part oj
the community the present season. The trimming on
corsage, sleeve, and skirt should always correspond.
The rich armure (striped) silks, and those watered in
stripes, certainly need very little decoration beyond a
white silk facing to the sleeve, with the satin ruche,
either white or the predominating color of the dress,
placed inside. Fancy buttons are in great demand,
lozenge-shaped aud oval as well as round ; and the flat
ornaments of passementerie were never surpassed in
variety and richness. The fancy for black, corded or
turned up with white, which the French artistes give us
in consideration of Eugenie's becoming court mourning,
first for her sister, the Duchess of Alba, and then for the
Empi-ess of Eussia, is a marked feature of the season in
cloaks, bonnets, and, as we have seen, in dresses. We
may come to like it, but the contrast is too startling for
immediate use!
The Garibaldi wraps manufactured by Brodie are an
improvement upon the design we give, inasmuch as the
sleeves are more flowing and buttons are plentiful. It is
the favorite garment of the season. The pardes-rus
Circfissiyii is new. It is made of the same fancy tints
in ribbed cloth, dark brown being the best shade. It
laps completely from left to right, from the top to the
bottom, in an oblique direction, fastened hy a row of
buttons. The sleeves are extremely full; have three
flat plaits on the shoulder, each plait having four lo. zenge-shaped buttons. All the edges of this garment are
trimmed by a border of a new rough woolly or furry
texture called Astracan de laine.
Bonnets of quilting remain in great favor. There is a
novelty which we can scarcely give by description. For
instance, a bonnet of dark green velvet, lined with a
paler green satin ; on each side the lining turns over tha
edge of the brim in a point, making a revers of the satia
on the velvet, which is edged with very fine gold cord.
The cape of velvet has the satin lining forming a pointed
revers in the same way. These revers, both on the brim
and curtain, are fastened by small gold buttons.
Among the best bonnets of the season, one, composed
of black velvet,* is trimmed with ruches and puffs of
blonde, a bouquet of damask roses without leaves, and
a long black ostrich feather, passing along the right side^
is disposed much in the same way as on the round hats.
A bonnet of black quilted silk has been trimmed with
fuchsia-color velvet, white blonde, and black lace, and
an agrafe of jet. We may mention another bonnet,
composed of velvet of the beautiful tint of the Parma
violet. This bonnet is trimmed with passementerie,
tassels and ruches of blonde. There is no trimming on
the curtain. Several bonnets intended for negligi costume are composed of a combination of silk aud velvet.
When feathers are employed in trimming bonnets destined for plain costume, they should he small and in
tufts. For bonnets worn in a superior style of outdoor
dress, one long feather often forms part of the trimming ;
frequently it is fixed on the top of the bonnet, and then
passes down the side and across the top of the curtain.
Some of the prettiest morning caps we have recently
seen are of a round form ; they are composed of insertion
and guipure, and are trimmed with a frill of guipure
and bows of ribbon. Morning caps are sometimes lined
with silks of different colors, as lilac, blue, etc.
FASHioir.
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[From Ihe e^UblisUmont of G. Beodie, 51 Canal Street, New York
articles of co&tame.]

Drawu by L. T. VoioT, from actual
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We commence in this issue to present the styles which await the favor of our friends. There
9 in this mode an elegance and a simplicity that will render it a great favorite. The material is
Jlack silk, witli a passementerie of great beauty.
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IBBBZaBBBBBBBBBBBBBZBBZIiaBBBBBnBZBZBBZBBaaaZBaBBBaBZBaZaaBaaBBBaaaaBB
ZBBBZBB
zBZBBaaaBBBaBBaBBzzBBaazaaaaBaazBi
ZBaB_Z::SZBaBaBBBBSaBaBBBZZZZ-BBBaBBaBZB'
:zzz:zaBazzazBBBBBaBBazzaBaBaaaz_aaaaBBBBBazBzza
:===BnB=r=ZBBaaBBaaBziazazKaaaaBzaBBBBBBBBBrz~z:
:BBaaBzzzzaaBBBaaBBBZBaazBaaaBaBBBaaaBaBBBBBZZZ

"■■■■■■■^■■BaaBBMMIBiainnBBnBBnBHBBCiBHBBBCL^BBBaaBaBBBBBBBBaBBBBBBZaBaBBBV

ziaaaaBB;

:ZZrZZZBBBaBBBaBBBBBZBBZB»BBBBZZ~BBBBBBBBBBBBBB
izzzzzzaBBHBBaaaaaaaraaHBBZBBiaBzaaBaaaaiBBBBBa
:aBBaa.'-=zzaaaaBaBaaaBr:]aaB=zazaaazBaaaBaaBaBZ=

ZBBIZilZBB
ZBBBZ ZBzaBaaaaaBBBZBZBBZBBaaBzaBaBBBBBZBz:
mmm
■>_
:zaaa~
^zzaHZZzaaaz zzBraaBBBBBaaaBBBBZzaBBBzaaaBBBB-flz:
rBBBZZZBZZBBSCBBBBZ
:aaBZBBaeiuaBBBaa9a zzBzaaaaBBBzzzzBBBar'rzzzBBBaaBBazazzzBBaBZBaBZ
_
:ZBaZZB9BBBBBBaBaBaBBBZZaaBBB>ZBBBZaBaaBBBZaBBaBaa=ZBaBBBBBBBBBaaBaBZ
:ZBZZZZBZZZZaaBZZBBZaBZraBBaBBBZZaBIBBBaBBBBBaBBBBZZBBZaBZZBBaZZZZaZ=
:BBZzzBBzrBrrBazzaBZzzzzBBaBaBBBZzaBaBBBBZ_BBBBaaB-:
bb-tbb — a- aa:aBZZiazzzBBBBazzBBzzzz~BBaBBBBaazzzaaBBBaBzaBBaBa~
:ZBZBaBIZBBBflBaBZZBBaCZBaBBBBaaBaBBZZZZBBBBZBBBBBBBZZaBBZZBBaBaaBZZBaBZ
iBazBZBZBBaMBaaaaaBBBaaBBBBBBBBaaBaBZ
■zzBaBBBaaaaBaaaaaaaaBaaaaaaza-a:
ZBBBBaBaBBBBBBaBBBBBaaaBBBZariZZl
:BBZZ~BZBZaBBBBaaaBBaBBBflBB3BBaZZZZZB
ZZBZZZBZZZBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBZBBBrzr
■BiCBflBBaBBeBBaBBBaBBBBBBBZ
IZBBZinBZBBHaBZBaaflBaBaBBBBBBBZBaaBflZ
laaaZZBaZBBaSCZZBBBBBBaBBBBBBBZBBZBBBa.-ZZiBaBBBaBBBBBaBBBBBBZBBBI
ZZ'BBBBBBaBaBBBBBBBZZZBBI —
iBaaaBaBBBBBBBBzazazB:
:BailB:ZBBZ:BZBZBZBBBBBBBBBflBBBB:B=BBBBBZ
^aZZZZZZZBBaBBBBBBaBBBBZBBaBBBBZBZ^aaaBBBBBBBBazZZ:
'B
^ZBZaZBZBBBBBaBaBBaBBaBaBBZBaBBBBBZBaaBBBBaBBaBBZB-aZBZ
iBBBaBBBaazBBZzzBBBBBBBBBBBaBBBZzz
aBBBBZBBzaaaBBBBaaBBBBBrz: aaz
IIBBaBBaBlZBaBZBBBBBBBaBBaBBBBBZaaBZBBBaBZ-BaBBBBaBBaBBaBBBZaaaZ

.BBaBBBa-BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBZBBBBBCaaBBBBBaBaBBBBBBBBBBaaBBBBBZaBBaBBB
.ZBBBBBBBZBBBBBBBBBBZZaaaaBaBBZaaaBZBBaBZZZBBaBBBBBBZZBaBBBaaaBBZBBaBaaB
'BBBBBBBaZZBBaBBBBBZBBZZZaZBBBZBBZBBBBBaBBBZBBBZBZZZBBZBBBBBBBaZZaBBBBBa
"Z_Z_ZZZZZIBBBBBBZZZZZZZZZZBBBBZBZBBBBBBBBBZlBBZZZZZZZZZZBBBBBBZZrBBBBBB
laHaiaBZ-BEBBBBBZBBBBZZZZZBBaBBZZZBBBBB.aaZBBBZZZZZBaBBZBBBBBBBZZBBBaaB
:aHaaaazrBaBBaa-:.3-=:aa=ZBaBaaaaBzz:z=aazBa'zaaaBa
rBHBflBB-ZZBBraaa'TBZZZBBZZaBBBB
— z ZZZZZZZBBBBBZZaB:
zzzzrzBBBBBBZZBa:
zzzzaaaaBZZzaazzBBBBazBBi
na
■•■taaaBBaBBBZBBBBBBazzaar'
BBZBBBBBBBBBiBBHZBBBBBBBZBBi:
_aBaz_aBBBBaaaBaaaBaaaBaBaz
ZBaaZZBaaBaBaBBBBaBBBBBBBBZ
BBBBar ^ZBBBBBZZZBBZZ_BBaaaZZ
aaaaaBaaaBaaBBBaaazz
zzaazaazzzzzzaazaazzz
BZZZZZBBZZl-BBZZZZZaZ -■BZBBBBBBBBB

!■■■■■■

_— ■■

BH

■■

BBBBBa

BBBBBBBZz_Baaazz~zziaBBZzzz:aBBB=z=aaaaaBB

:ZBBBaBBBBBBaBBBBBBBBBa|BBBBBBaBBBBBaBBBBB~
EaZrBBZZBBZZB>-ZaB;ZBB='BBZZBB-ZBB-"BB"fB3
ifateriaU. — Nos. 12, 16, or 20 crochet cotton.

This neat pattern of D'Oyley is to be worked in ordinary square crochet, and forms a neat ar
appropriate ornamt-nt for the table, besides, at the same time, performing a very acceptable duty as
protector of cheese from the myriad of flies which oftentimes swarm upon the festive board.
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Whes you see the tea-kettle steaming away
■apon the fire, we dare say you liave never
(thought much ahout it, except that you liave
rejoiced to hear Black Sukey sing so loudly,
and warning yon that tea is ready. But you
(will lie astonished to hear that the tea-kettle
■ean show you the first principle of the steamiengine. What is it that puffs out of the spout,
and round the cover ? Steam, yon will answer,
and perhaps laugh at the question, because
"every one knows that." Well, you are
right; it is what is usually called steam: but
Iwe must tell you that it is not really steam, it is
Tapor.
It was steam till it entered the air, and
.then it became vapor, or water divided into a

'yery great number of sm.all particles or drops.
IYou can prove this by holding a cloth in it, for
lit will wet the cloth; or if you hold a cold
plate in it, you will soon see that it becomes
covered with drops of water. This is the first
thing that you have to learn about steam.
Water heated till it boils is turned into steam ;
when the steam comes in contact with the cold
air it becomes vapor ; but if it is exposed to
Bomething still colder, it becomes water again.
You must remember this, or you will not underst.and what we are now going to tell you.
Water, then, must boil in order to be converted into steam ; till then it sends out a
Very little vapor, but not enough to diminish
.the quantity of water to any perceptible degree ;but as soon as ever the heat is so great
that a thermometer held in it rises to 21 20 it
is said to boil, and from that moment it begins
to pass off into steam ; and if the kettle is kept
on the fire, alt the water will pass off in this
manner, or "boil away," as it is usually cilled.
But
we must now tell you, that when water is
VOL. LXII. — 18
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in the form of steam it expands, as it is tenmed ;
that is, it takes up a great deal more room
than it did before. We could tell you exactly
how much it exp,and3, if we thought you could
understand ; but as we wish to make this lecture as easy as possible, we will not puzzle you
with this at present. Now, you will see why
the lid of the kettle appears to want to come
off when the water is boiling, and keeps rising
and shaking whilst the steam puffs out round
it. It is because the kettle cannot hold all the
steam that is created within it ; the steam,
therefore, escapes as fast as it can, and lifts the
lid to get out into the air. Now, can you guess
what would happen if we were to stop up the
spout and fasten down the lid, still keeping the
kettle on the fire ? We will tell you. The steam
inside would go on increasing, and press harder
and harder against the sides and top of the
kettle till they burst. This will give you some
idea of the great power of steam, when it is
confined in a close vessel, and cannot escape.
In this way even the thickest iron vessels could
be blown to pieces ; and one of those clever
men, who first thought of making use of this
great power of steam, used to fill pieces of cannon with water, and then stopping up the end
and the touch-hole, burst them by putting them
on the fire. This would be very foolish now,
and you need not try any experiments of the
kind, as it would be very dangerous ; but the
man I have told you of wished to see how much
power could be obtained by steam, th.at he
might contrive to turn it into some use ; and,
therefore, /u's experiments were so far from
being foolish that he deserves our gratitude for
going into all this danger for the good of others.
The name of this individual to whom we are
205
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so much indebted was Papin, and we will now
see liow this great power of steam, which he
discovered, is made use of. In the diagram.
Fig. 1, is represented a boiler of simple construction, made of plates of iron or copper,
riveted very strongly together. It is a large
vessel fixed in brickwork, with a furnace un-

magazine.

tightly, it will very soon be pushed up in the
tube, and allow the steam more room. But
supposing we were suddenly to put out the
fire when the cork was nearly pushed to the
top of the tube, and pour cold water upon the
apparatus, the steam would be cooled, and it
would become water again, and require no more
room than it did at first ; and thus it woiilcl
cease to press against the cork. Now I dare
say you would suppose that the cork would
remain where it had been pushed to, but it
would not ; it would immediately sink down to
the bottom of the tube, exactly where it haj
been placed in the first instance.
We will explain to you.
Fig. 3 represents
our apparatus as it was at first, before the
Kg. 3.

derneathand,
;
first of all, we will suppose it to
have a cover fitting tightly into the hole at the
top. We have put letters on the different parts,
that you may understand us better. A B is
the boiler, C is the brickwork, D the fireplace.
E the ash-pit below. Now, if we take off the
cover, we can pour w.ater into this boiler at the
top, and half fill it. The lines at B show you
how the water would appear if you could see
into the boiler ; then, by means of the fire, we
can convert this water into steam, so as to fill
the space above, marked A ; and if we put on
the cover, the steam will soon increase, and
press with great force on the inside of the
boiler. We will now remove the cover, and
put a tube in its place, with a cork pushed into
it nearly to the bottom, but not very tightly
fitted to it. This we must fix into the top of
the boiler, so that the steam cannot escape
round it ; thus A is the top of the boiler full of
Steam, B is the tube, and c the cork. Fig. 2.

The steam, you see, cannot escape, unless it
can, by pressing against the cork, push it out
of the tube ; butj as we have not made it fit too

(The horizontal lines in the Figures show the water, and
the dots the air.)
water was converted into steam by the heat ol
the fire. You see that there is a space between
the surface of the water and the bottom of the
cork ; this space is filled with air, and there is
room enough for the air and nothing else. To
make it easier, we will not puzzle you with
telling you of the expansion this air undergoes,
when it is heated, but you may suppose it ta
remain exactly the same in quantity and size,
throughout our experiment. When steam rises
from the boiler, it makes room for itself as well
as the air, by raising the cork to the top of the
cylinder ; but having now again got rid of the
steam, while the cork is in that position, you
will at once see by referring to Fig. 4, that
there is a space between the air and the cork
quite unoccupied, and, therefore, the air out.
side the cylinder wiU press upon the cork,
which is unsupported, and force it back to tha
same position which it occupied at first. You
will be able to understand this, by referring to
the diagrams. We have assumed here that tha
air always occupies the same space, because it
made this part of our lecture easier.
We will
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Pig. 4.

mow tell yon a fact atout the air in the top of
.;he boiler. If we heat the air it will expand,
or increase in bulk, though the quantity remains the same ; and if we afterwards cool it,
it will return to the exact size it was at first.
'We can show you how the same thing can expand or contract without its quantity being increased, bya common sponge. When it is dry,
it is very much smaller than when wet. When
you put a new one in water for the first time,
you see it expand or prow larger, but if you
dry it, it becomes as small as it was at first ;
:jnst so it is with the air, only this is heated
land cooled, instead of being wetted and dried.
, But there is another thing about air which
!we must remind you of, which is this : if a
vessel is filled with it iu its common state, as
may be done at any time by merely opening
Ithe vessel to admit it, it will remain just as it
lis, so long as the heat is the same ; but if we
lean by any means take away some of it, the
I vessel will not be partly full only, but quite
Ifall, as it was before. This is what we wish
1 you to understand, as it is very curious. Look
at the diagrams (Figs. 5 and 6). The first
Fig. 5.

Fig. 6.

1

I represents a box or vessel filled with air ; the
'I particles of air are represented by the globes
'I drawn in it. There are, you see, a great many
iof
these little globes or globules, and they are
all small, and together fill the vessel. Now
look at Fig. 6 ; it represents the same box after
II we have taken aw.ay some of the air. There
are now fewer of these globules, because we
liave removed some of them, yet the box is

EXPLAINED.

Btill quite full. The air left has expanded, and
its particles grown larger and thinner. Thus
you see that heat expands water by coiirerting
it into steam, and it expands air by increasing
the sire of its particles ; and you also see that
if some of the air in a vessel is removed, the
remainder will immediately expand to fill up
the space. When, therefore, the cork is at the
top of the tube, as iu Fig. 4, there is not really
a vacant place between the air and water, as
we at first supposed, because the air in the top
of the boiler will expand to fill it (for you will
observe that it is just the same as if we had
filled the boiler and tube with air, and then
taken away that which was between B .and C).
Now some of you say that if thtSre is air in
the whole space below the cork, it will iwt return to the bottom of the tube, as we said at
first ; but it will, for the air above it is thicker
and heavier than that which is now below it,
and, therefore, presses upon it with greater
force ; but it will not push it down lower than
it was at first, because when it has arrived
there the air above and below it will be exactly
equal in thfckness, or density, as it is called,
and so the cork, being pressed upwards and
downwards with equal force, will now remain
at rest, and the apparatus will be in all respects
in the same state as it was when we began.
And now we have done with what we are
afraid some of our young friends have thought
" a dry beginning ;" but there is an old saying
and a true one, that "you must walk before
you can run ;" and if we had left oiat all this
introductory part you could not have understood the rest. Hoping you have attended
closely to what we have been telling you, we
will go on now to show you how tlie principles
you have learned are applied ; in fact, we are
going to show you how the first steam engine
was made. Here is a picture of it in its simplest form, and it was used to pump water.
The name of its inventor was Thomas Newcomen, either an ironmonger or a blacksmith,
who lived at Dartmouth, in Devonshire.
A is a tube bored very smooth on the inside,
and fitted into the top of the boiler (B), as in
our last experiment. We will, however, now
begin to call it by another name ; it is termed
the cylinder of the engine. Its lower end is
made smaller, and has a stopcock inserted in
it. You do not, perhaps, know exactly how a
Etopooek is made, although you often see them
used in water or beer barrels. The diagram
represents one taken apart, and put together.
You see that it consists of two parts. A is a
plug of wood or metal with a hole cut through
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it ; this fits into a tulie (B) ; and, though made
to fit it very closely, can be turned round by
its cross handle. When, therefore, it is turned
so that its hole is in the same direction as the
hollow tube, anything may be passed through
it, as steam, water, or air ; but when the plug
is turned so that the hole is against the side of
the tube, the tube will be stopped, and nothing
can pass tlirough it. One of these stopcocks,
then, is placed at the bottom of the cylinder,
so that by turning it we can allow the steam to
pass through it from the boiler into the cylinder,
or prevent it from doing so. In this cylinder is
placed what is called a piston, which is, iu fact,
very like the cork we placed in the tube in our
first apparatus, and it will move up and down
in the tube just as the cork did. It is not,
however, really a cork, hut a round piece of
metal, made to fit the cylinder by having tow
wound round its edge, exactly like the piston
that you have seen in a syringe or common
squirt. To this is attached a metal rod (E)
called the piston-rod. F is a beam turning
upon a fixed centre, like the beam of a pair of
scales. The ends, you will perceive, have an
arched piece attached, to the highest point of
which a chain is attached, made like the chain
in the inside of a watch . To one of these chains
the piston-rod is attached, and to the other the
pump-rod.
Thus you perceive that if we can contrive to
work one end of the beam up and down, the
other will also move, but in the contrary direction. We will, therefore, show you how the
end to which the piston-rod is attached is alternately moved in this way, by which movement
the pump (G) is worked, and the water pumped
OHt of the well (H). The boiler is half fiUed
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with water, as before, and the cock (S) is closed
till the steam raised by the fire (C) presses
with some force against the top and sides of the
boiler. The tap (S) is then turned, and the
piston, which was at the bottom of the cylinder,
is raised by the steam below it. This will not
push lip the end of the beam to which the piston-rod isattached, the latter being only united
to it by the chain ; but the other end of the
beam being weighted so as to be the heaviest,
will now preponderate, and the pump-rod will
be lowered. The piston being now near the
top of the cylinder, the steam cock is shut and
the cold water cock (T) opened ; the cold water
from the cistern (L) will now spirt into the
cylinder, and turn the steam into water again,
or, as it is termed, condense it ; and this water
will pass ofi'by the pipe (K) into the well (H),
or elsewhere. The cock (T) is then stopped,
and, there being now no steam or air below the
piston, it will descend with great force, being
pressed down by the air above it. This alternate opening and shutting of the cocks (S and
T) will, therefore, be all that is needed to keep
the engine at work. The greatest force being
required in the downward stroke of the piston
(because the power is needed to raise the pumprod and bucket), and this being effected by the
pressure of the atmosphere acting on the piston
whilst there is a vacuum below it, this kind is
called an atmospheric enffine. That the quantity
of water and steam in the boiler may be known
at pleasure, there are two short pipes (M and N)
inserted iu it, the end of one just dipping into the
water, the other a little above it ; thus, if steam
issues from both, on turning the taps, there is
too little water, and if water flows from both,
there is too much ; but if steam issues from tha
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iipper one and water from the lower, the water
3 at the proper level.
Now we have got onr engine to work, so far
ts pumping water is concerned ; hut we hear
ron remark that this is a very clumsy and unsightly machine, working slowly and unevenly,
ind not at all like the pretty engines you have
jeen, looking so clean and bright, -in a jacket of
;reen paint, with bright steel glittering here
und there. But look at this egg. How unlike
the beautiful green and gold klngfislier sporting
in the stream I Yet the principle of the future
hird is there, and by slow degrees the bird will
Spring from it ; but it will be long ere the brightest feathers deck its form. So with our engine ;
it is but the bird newly hatched ; it has neither
arrived at its full strength or symmetry, and
requires yet a great many improvements. First,
it requires to be very closely watched, for it
cannot make a single stroke nntil the cock- hoy
,has done his office of admitting steam and cold
•water .ilternately. The first improvement was
.to make the engine do this work for itself. A
\y was the inventor of this new movement — •
,n idle boy, named Humphrey Potter; for,
wishing to go and play, he tied the levers of
Hhe cocks to the beam and to each other, and
'.thus made the beam, in its alternate motion,
'open and shnt them. This was afterwards
improved in various ways ; but the greatest
improvement was the removal of the stopcocks
and levers, and the introduction of slide valves.
Before this was introduced, however, the engine was very much altered ; the cold water
■was no longer admitted to the cylinder, but the
condensation was carried on in a separate vessel, by which the cylinder was kept hot. This
'was a great point gained, for when the steam in
rthe old engine was first admitted to drive np
ithe piston, part of it was condensed by the cold
cylinder, and this condensation continued till
ithecylinder was heated to the temperature of
the steam, and then only the piston began to
.ascend. This was the invention of James Watt,
.to whom all the other improvements we shall
.mention are also due. You have observed that
las yet the power of the up and down stroke in
jthe atmospheric engine is very different ; and,
although this was of little consequence in pumping water, it would be a serious drawback in
the application of steam-power to driving maobinery. Watt, therefore, proposed to use the
force of steam both in the up and down stroke,
and in turn condensed the steam from each end of
the cylinder. For this purpose he fitted a cover
to the cylinder through which the piston moved,
air and steam tight. The mechanism by which
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the steam was alternately admitted above and
below the piston was at first rather complicated,
but it is now very simple, and we will therefore
explain it to you.
C is the cylinder with its
Fig. 9.

cover (A), through which the piston-rod works,
steam tight ; the openings for the steam are
at the side, and are marked o ; these are connected witli a cylinder or tube (b) closed in the
same manner as the large cylinder ; in this
another tube (r/) works up and down, steam
tight at the parts d' d', but leaving a space
round it between these points. The rod (e) is
worked up and down by the engine, and by it
the tube is m.ade to occupy one of the three
positions of which it is capable. If you look
at the diagram, you will easily understand this,
although we have only drawn it in tlie position
it occupies when the piston is at the bottom of
the cylinder. Steam being admitted from the
boiler by the pipe (S), will flow round the
inner tube, and enter the cylin.Ier in the direction of the arrows, and thus raise the piston ;
at the same time the air or steam above the
piston will pass down this inner tube (d) into
the condenser, by means of the pipe (T) leading
to it. Now, suppose the piston arrived at the
top of the cylinder, the tube is drawn up till
the steam-tight parts are respectively above
the parts o o (yon can draw it in this new position for yourselves) ; then you will see that the
steam can enter at the top of the cylinder, and
force the piston down again, whilst the steam
below is free to pass to the condenser by T, as
before. When the tube is in the third position,
the steam-tight parts will cover both the open-
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ings 0 o, and, the steam being thus prevented
from entering the cylinder, the engine will be
at rest. We must now tell you what the condenser is. It is merely a vessel of cold water,
into which the waste steam is admitted, but
this water would soon become hot, and condense
no longer ; there is, therefore, a pump attached
to it, and worked by the engine, which draws
off the water by degrees, whilst cold water is
continually admitted to supply its place. There
is, however, a plan by which this warm water
is prevented from being wasted, and It is this :
the pump which draws it off has a pipe attached
to it, leading to the boiler, and just in proportion as the water in the latter is evaporated, a
fresh supply of this heated water from the
condenser is thrown into it, and thus the water
in the boiler is not cooled, as it would be if the
injected water were cold. The various other
additions made to the steam engine from time
to time are too numerous to be specified in this
brief lecture. Their objects have chiefly been
to economize fuel, equalize the working of the
engine, and to secure greater power combined
with greater safety. One or two of the contrivances, however, we must describe, as they
are of great importance, and the engine would
be very incomplete without them. The safetyvalve we will explain first. An opening being
made in the top of the boiler, a plug or valve
is fitted to it ; this plug is loaded with any
weight we please ; if, therefore, the pressure
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of the steam below the plug is so great as to
overcome the pressure of these weights, the
valve will be raised, and the steam will be able
to escape ; thus all risk of bursting the boiler
is avoided.
There is but one thing to be mentioned, and
that is the way in which motion is communicated to the fly-wheel, and thence to machinery.
We can explain this without a diagram. You
have, we dare say, often watched a knifegrinder, and perhaps examined his grinding
apparatus. You observe that he puts his foot
upon a treadle, from which a strap passes to a
crooked part of the axis of tlie fly-wheel ; this
part is called a crank. Now there is just such
a crank upon the axis of the fly-wheel of a
steam engine. If, then, you imagine a rod or
strap to proceed from one end of the beam to
this crauk, you will at once see that it will
revolve as the beam goes up and down ; in fact,
the beam and rod only supply the place of the
knife-grinder's treadle and strap. This flywheel is of great use ; it is, as it were, a reservoir of work, for it soon attains a steady, equal
motion ; and if it should happen that at certain
times there is less work to be done, the extra
power of the engine is accumulated in, and
taken up by, the fly-wheel ; and the momentum
it acquires also prevents the engine from stopping suddenly, and it is thus calculated to give
a uniform motion to the machinery connected
with it.

A WOMAN
BY

MART

" Yon will accompany me home ?" said a
young man to his companion, as he threw himself wearily upon a sofa.
"No !"
The answer was in a low tone, but it was
firm and decided, and the speaker showed in
the troubled lines of his face, how much the
pronunciation of the little word had cost him.
"No?"
Harry Grey, the first speaker, repeating the
answer in a tone of profound astonishment, sat
up again, and looked doubtingly at his friend.
"No? Nonsense I I will not take that for
answer.
You must come home with me."
"Do not urge me. I cannot tell you how
much it pains me to refuse your invitation, but
I cannot — I ought not to go with you."
"Why not ? My mother and Kate write the
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most urgent invitations both in their own name
and my father's, and I have set my heart upon
having you at Danton this summer. You will
come?" and Harry, in the urgency of his entreaty, took both the hands of his companion
in his own, and looked up into his face : "Yon
will come ? Do I not owe my life to you ? In
that fearful steamboat accident, when stunned
and wounded I was sinking a helpless, bleeding
form, did not your arm rescue me, and once
ashore, have you not nursed nie, tended me,
fed and clothed me until this day? and now,
when my parents and sister long to see and
bless my preserver, you coldly deny their
"My friend," and Dr. Hill looked lovingly
down upon the handsome face raised to his, "1
prayer."
did
my duty — no more. I saw you lived, though.
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voniided, and I drew you ashore, for I was
jthere to save all I could. Wheu I Uad once
saved you, was it not natviral to bring you here
to my house, and, finding you h.\d lost all iu
the burning boat, to lend you from my own
wardrobe what you required? Your kind heart
jiazagger.ates my service."
" I owe you my life."
"Well, well, so let it be. I thank God for
^permitting me to so expiate
"
He stopped, and with a shudder, gently put
the young mau from him.
" You will go with me ?"
"Harry, do not urge me.
I— I cannot tell
' you why I refuse, but if I did, you would take
I away your hands from mine, and look upon me
,'with abhorrence.
You would say with me,
,, 'Never shall this man come into my peaceful
I home.'
I cannot — I cannot go where there
If are tender, loving women, and noble men I I
, have loved you as I never thought to love any
.1 one again, and your affection is very grateful to
, my heart, but were I to tell you all, to make
j'you shrink from me with hatred
"
j " Never 1 I hate you? I, who have seen
• how good, how noble you are ? Do not tell me
. your secret, but come home with me. Sorrow
you may have known, sin— I am sure you do
; Bot mean that your own sin would make me
hate you ?"
" No, not that ! My hand and heart are free
from any heavy crime as your own.
We are
I all sinful, but I— oh, why will you urge me
I thus?"
. "Because I will have my petition granted.
I Tou shall never tell me this secret which I have
I seen is wearing out your life, but I implore
you to come home with me. My mother, whose
invalid condition keeps her confined almost en\ tirely at home, writes with her trembling hand
the letter urging you to come."
The doctor paced the room as his friend
spoke, struggling with strong emotion. Suddenly he stopped.
"Do you know," he said, almost fiercely,
"how you i^re tempting me? Do you know
that for ten years I have crossed no threshold
save where crime, poverty, and disease called
for relief, and I could make my knowledge and
purse useful ? That for ten years no man's hand
save your own, has clasped mine ; no man's
voice called me friend ? Do you know how I
hunger and thirst for one hour spent in a home ?
That the prospect you hold out is like bread to
a starving man ? Do you know that I was
hunted from my native town like a wild beast,
and should I return there to-morrow, I should
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be mobbed and hooted ? This is all true I Now
do you ask me to go home with you ?"
"Look in my face," said Harry. "So, full
in my eyes I now, by the love between us answer me ! Were you responsible for this crime
which drove you away from home. Is the sin
on ^our head ?"
"No; but
"
" Stay, I ask no more I I only repeat again,
more warmly, more urgently than b^^fore, my
petition.
You will go home with me ?"
" Yes, I will go. But remember, if you ever
repent my coming, you have been warned."
And as he spoke the doctor left the room.
Tlie next day found them on their journey
from S
, a small town iu Indiana, to Dauton,
Harry Grey's home.
Egbert Hill, the physician who had saved
Harry's life, was a man between thirty .and
forty years of age, and the most romantic
school-girl would never have called him handsome. Tall and powerfully built, his face was
one which showed strength of will, iron resolution, and high intellect in the broad forehead
and large black eyes, while the mouth in its
delicate outline and sensitive motions showed
as plainly the tender loving heart in this strong
frame. Every emotion was shown in that flexible mouth. The brow might frown, the eyes
flash, the large features be set with feigned
anger, but the quivering mouth and trembling
lip betrayed the gentle pity with which every
tale of sorrow, however clouded with crime, fell
on that noble heart. Over all, the white forehead and large eyes, there dwelt ever the cloud
of a heavy sorrow, a deep sadness that even
Harry's voice was powerless to remove. No
smile ever came on that beautiful mouth, no
light joyousness ever came to the strong, h.ard
features. And as his face portrayed it, so was
the doctor's heart.
Speeding on before the travellers, let me show
the reader the home to which they were bending their way, and the family waiting to receive
them.
It was a large, handsome house, yet the trees
about it grew so thick and high that it was
hidden away from every point but one, where
a long avenue of elms led up to tlie front door,
and on the broad piazza, seen through this
vista, the family were assembled, awaiting the
travellers.
Mr. Grey, a short, fat, comfortable-looking,
elderly gentleman, sat by his wife, whose small,
slight figure was enveloped in a shawl on that
warm June afternoon, and whose pale, delicate
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face told of some severe bodily suffering, while
her soft dark eyes and cheerful expression
spoke as plainly of the mental peace and patience. Last of the group, Kate, the only
daughter, stood leaning against one of the tall
pillars, looking down the avenue.
Of medium stature, Kate Grey's figure was
just full enough in its outlines to escape the
charge of thinness, but the graceful shoulders,
the slender throat and white arms, gave promise of a splendid development when years
should have added maturity to her charms.
She was very young, only eighteen, and from
her earliest childhood had never known one
sorrow. There was a bright joyousness in lier
large blue eyes, in the pretty smiling mouth,
and the quick, graceful movements of her slender figure. It rang out in the sweet, silvery
tones of her voice, and sent back its echoes in
her merry, rippling laugh. Her exquisite features were like her mother's, but no impress
of pain marred their pure outlines. Life had
been to her one long sunny day, and none of
the depths of her character had been called
forth by the searching hand of tribulation.

feeling, he started at her innocent, childlike
beauty of face and expression.
" Let me too thank you," she said, holding
out her hands, " for restoring my brother, and
speak my gratitude to you, who have made
this a home of thanksgiving instead of mourning. God will bless you for the deed, Dr.
To her surprise the doctor only bowed gravely
in answer to her words, and seemed not to see
her outstretched hands. Piqued, she turned
Hilh"
again to her brother, who had a thousand questions to ask of the changes which had occurred
in his absence of nearly a year.
Evening fell while the group sat on the porch,
and the summons to tea first broke upon their
converse. The bright lights in the dining-room
showed Harry that the habitual gloom on his
friend's face was deepened instead of dispelled,
as he had hoped it would be by his intercourse
with the family. The conversation between
Mr. Grey and his guest was on the current
topics of the day, politics, European news, the
new literature, and the state of crops, and
Harry was surprised to find that his recluse
friend's information was up to the latest dates.
The drawing-rooms were in subdued light
when they entered them after tea, and Mr.

" They are coming ! I hear wheels, and see,
there is the carriage at the end of the avenue.
How fast Harry drives ! Here they are !"
Truly enough, there they were. Harry sprang
out first, and tossing the reins to the lad who
jumped down from the seat behind the open
carriage, turned to assist his friend. The doctor
stood beside him in an instant, and then the
young man went to receive his parents' welcome. It was a hushed moment, for he was
like the dead come to life again, and after a
long, fervent embrace, the mother turned to the
doctor. She took his large, strong hands with
her thin, wasted ones, and looked up into his
face. He was looking down upon her ; the
large black eyes were soft and tender at that
instant as her own, and his lip quivered with
emotion. Tliere was a long, silent gaze, and
then Mrs. Grey drew him down gently, till he
dropped on one knee, and his face was level
with her own. She put her lips to his forehead
and kissed him with a loving pressure, but no
word could she speak. The doctor received the
embrace without any of the reluctance he had
shown to entering into her home. His own
noble heart read truly the deep, speechless
gratitude that kiss betokened.
When he rose, the father poured forth his
warm words of thanks and welcome. Then

the mother's eyes were fixed on the tall figure
dimly visible in the shadowy light.
On the silence, broken only by the low murmur of Hiirry's voice, there came low, trembling notes of music. At first, soft, hardly
sounding, but swelling gradually into a sweet
melody, not sad, but so full of sweetness and
power that the heart of the hearer almost ached
in listening. Harry ceased talking, and the
music rose higher as Kate became interested,
lost in the ravishing sounds her own fingers
drew from the grand piano. The half light and
the silence lent a quieting influence to the

Kate's turn came. Until that moment the
doctor had not seen her. Now, as she came to
him, her lovelv face lit with a glow of tender

girl's light, gay heart, and after a sweet symphony, she began to sing in a clear, rich voice,
that beautiful song —

Grey's practical suggestion that to leave them
so would keep out the mosquitos, prevented
Harry from raising the wicks of the astral
lamps. They fell into couples — Harry and his
mother, Mr. Grey and the doctor ; and Kate was
alone. She went for a few moments out on the
porch, and then, seeing all engrossed in conversation, she went softly in again.
Mr. Grey had fallen asleep, and the doctor
sat silent, his head leaning against the wall.
Harry was telling his mother of the doctor's
untiring devotion to him in his illness, after
the accident which threw them together, and
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** Be ktod to the loved ones at homo. *'

The last line liad scarcely left her lips, when
she was startled by a deep, heavy sigh, almost
ft sob, at her side. She turned to see Dr. Hill.
"Pardon me," he said, quietly, "if I have
startled you. Your music drew me here with
as irresistible power as a maguet attracts a
needle."
■ " You are foud of music ?"
" Peissionately 1 Years ago I cultivated the
little talent I h.ad for it ; but for ten years I
have neither heard music nor tried to bring it
, out from my piano."
" How could you give it up?"
" I gave it up at a time wlien all pleasure
went from my life, and 1 became the sad —
Well, well, we will talk of other things. What
right have I to cloud so bright a heart as yours
with my sorrowful thoughts ?"
There was something in the rich tones of
Doctor Hill's voice which moved Kate strangely.
" Shall I play for you again ?" she asked.
" Will you f I cannot tell you how gladly I
will listen 1"
Two hours passed away, and the piano gave
, forth sweet sounds under those white taper
j fingers, while still, motionless as some tall
, statue, the doctor listened.
Tlien Kjite rose ;
1 and, after waiting for the doctor to speak, and
finding he did not, she went to the sofa where
her mother lay.
For a few moments there was total silence in
the room, and then again music filled it ; not
sweet, cheerful melodies, such as Kate had
j brought forth from the keys ; there was a
Strong, heavy chord, followed by a succession
of other chords which pealed forth strongly, as
t if some gust of passion prompted the player ;
I then came wailing passages, stirring the heart
f with an aching sadness.
The doctor seemed
r| pouring out some hidden agony in this wou'j drous music.
It was an impromptu Miserere,
I to listen to which it was almost maddening,
i such power had the strong wails over the heart.
( Two soft, white hands fell upon the doctor's.
•I "0 stop!" said Kate.
And her voice be1 trayed that she was weeping.
" I feel, as you
play, as if some heavy grief were hanging over
me."

" Heaven forbid !" said the doctor, earnestly.
" I will play no more. It is the first time for
ten years that my fingers have touched the
keys, and I forgot that I might wound those
Will you forgive me, my child?"
around me.
"Nay, you take me too seriously," said
Kate, whose tears were already dried. " Come
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to mother. She was hopmg you would join
ourIt group."
were too long a tale to tell thus minutely
the course of events in the month Dr. Hill
spent at Danton. As in his own home, he
sought out there the poor and sick. Hardly a
day passed that Kate did not hear of some
generous gift, some weary night-watch in a
poor hovel, some long walk to assuage suffering,
performed by their guest. She marked the
tender, gentle, pitying respect he showed her
invalid mother ; noted the high intellect his
conversation betrayed, and she learned to listen
for his voice and step ; to feel with keen delight the grasp of his hand, and miss him languishingly in his frequent absences. Had she
tried to define her own feelings, slie would have
failed to give them their right name. She only
felt that he was noble, good, far, far above her,
and that her brother's friend was always in her
thoughts.
It was just one month after the doctor's
arrival at Danton, when Kate, sitting in the
shadow of the window curtain in the parlor,
heard him come in with her brother. It was
twilight, anil the gentlemen did not perceive
that the parlor was occupied. Harry spoke first.
" But why ? Why must you leave us ?"
Leave them I Kate felt a cold, sickening
chill pass over her, and then for the first time
the girl knew herself how she loved, almost
worshipped, this man,
"I will tell you. I never thought to tell my
story to a living being, but I wUl tell you." The
doctor's voice was stem in its evident struggle
against violent emotion. " Harry, I love your
sister I For the first time in my life I have felt
how a strong man lores. Do you smile at the
idea of a sorrow, crime-stricken man loving
that bright woman ?— nay, child, for she is a
child in her pure, fresh youth and gentleness."
"But, Egbert, my friend, why do you not
tell her you love her ?"
"II I ! Bind that life to mine I Cloud her
sunny spirit by making her my wife I Never !
Stop I do not interrupt me I I will tell you
why I must tear this love from my heart ;
leave this happy home to return to my lonely
life at S
. I will begin at the first year of
my "When
life :— I was only four years old, I was sent
from my own home, in the South, to Philadelphia, to my aunt's care. I did
many years why my mother thus
only child, but I found it out
twenty-one years I never went
educated, passed through college,

not know for
banished her
at last. For
home. I was
studied medi-
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ciiie, graduated, and began to practise in Philadelphia, but I was not recalled to tlie South.
Every summer my mother paid my aunt a short
visit, and sometimes my father accompanied
her ; but, although she evidently loved me
fondly, she resolutely resisted my entreaties to
be allowed to return home. Ten years ago, in
my twenty-fifth year, the summons came at
last. My mother was very ill ; dying, the
letter said, and she sent for her child to say
farewell. I had been home but a few days
when I knew why my mother had banished
me for so long a time ; my father was a gambler, and — oh, this is hard for a son to say — a
drunkard, as well. Still, in his worst moods —
and they were neither few nor seldom — he was
always kind to my frail, suffering mother.
One evening" — the doctor shook from head to
foot, like a man. in an ague fit, as he continued
— "one evening I went witli my father to the
gambling house he haunted ; I went because
my mother hoped I would restrain his insane
passion for play, and I shared the hope. I
cannot dwell on the events that followed. One
of the men present charged my father with
false play ; high words led to blows, and — and
there was murder done. He, my father, killed
his opponent ; struck him with a knife. We
were both arrested, my father and I. I was
acquitted, for there were witnesses to prove I
struck no blow ; but my father was condemned,
and executed for murder. My mother died
whilst we were in prison. I stayed with my
father until the last, and then I was driven from
the town. But one man there believed in my
entire innocence, and that was my father's
lawyer. To him alone I wrote after I left the
town, telling him my assumed n.ame ; and
when my aunt died, leaving me a handsome
fortune, he arranged my legacy so that I received it. You should have listened to me
when I refused to come here. But, Harry, do
not titterly hate me."
Before Harry had time to speak, a figure
glided between him and the doctor, and Kate
spoke.
" Egbert !" Two soft hands drew the doctor's
head down on Kate's bosom, and she pressed
her lips to his forehead.
" Kate, do you know — "
" Yes, I have heard all !"
" And you caress me — a murderer's son !"
" Hush ! Let it be my task to console you
for your sorrow ; to atone for men's injustice;
to love you ! Egbert, to love you as you love
!"
meHarry
stole away.
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It was hard to overcome Mr. Gray's opposition
when he knew who it was that wooed his
bright child ; but Kate's love conquered all.
The heavy cloud passed from the doctor's
face, and there shone forth clearly the noble
heart that so earnestly wrought good works to
atone for a father's sin. Kate's life had its
sorrows, as all lives have in maturity ; but to
her husbanil, she turned ever, in her own troubles and in his, proving year after year how
nobly, how truly a woman loves.
THERE
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Bt the pebbly shore, on the sterile rock.
Where the waves give no repose,
The velvet moss on its tender Block
In its delicate softness grows ;
To cheer the wanderer in pensive mood
That sees no beauty around,
That lets his lonely thoughts intrude,
And deems not a friend can he found.
The mistletoe thrives in a lonely place
"When winter his claims has laid,
And grasps the branch with a warm embrace,
Tliough withered and leafless made ;
It tells us a tale to cheer the heart,
"And brighten our gloomiest lot:
That winter and age can beauty impart,
And there 's life where we thought it not.
The ivy clings to the mouldering wall
That its friendly foim receives,
And covers the ruin from us all
With its garb of verdant leaves ;
Thus should we hide from the envious eye
The faults in our nature found ;
And our neighbor's follies that open lift
Through the mantle of love around.
The lofty pine and the cedar, too.
As evergreens appear ;
Fadeless and fresh they continue through
The mutations of the year;
And so in the changes that mark our way,
Through wealth and adversity,
Though sunshine or storm make out our day,
We should cheerful and changeless be.
Yes! as on the bleak and sterile rock
The delicate velvet-moss springs ;
As the mistletoe thrives on the withered oak,
On the ruin the ivy clings ;
As in the keen blasts of winter's breath,
'Mid the storms of hail and snow,
The pine and the cedar know no death,
But luxuriantly grow.
So. Heaven be praised ! in our human lot,
Whatever our trials may be,
There still is some green and fertile spot,
Something grateful to feel and see;
Which in coldest hours its tendrils entwines —
The vigor of life to impart —
Round the broken arches and crumbling shrines
Of the desolate fanes of the heart.
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[Entered, accordiog to act of Conirrcss, in the year 1S60. by Louis A. Godet, in the clerk's office of the District
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CHAPTER
SABBATH

IN THE
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The heaven, the air, the eanh, and boundless 6ea
Hake but one temple for the Deity. — Waller.
Nine o'clock the following morning found
|Mr. Ellis and his family starting on their Sabibath day's journey. It was an extremely
'warm September day, but the breeze from the
Iriver whose shining waters were visible through
the trees, and the shaded path which tliey
travelled, prevented them from feeling the heat
very sensibly. They went at a moderate pace,
ibefitting the holiness of the day, but, as the
(horses could not go abreast, tliere was no op.portunity for conversation. The path was a
jcronked one, and every turn brought to tlieir
view others travelling the same narrow road ;
laud as Edith watched them "on their winding
way," she thought, if they were spending the
time in serious meditation, their minds must
be well prepared to enter upon the worship of
God in spirit and in trvith.
The air was filled with the song of birds, and
their notes had never seemed to her so prolonged or so melodious, and as she listened to
the sweet music, it conveyed to her mind the

endowed with sight and hearing could disbelieve in " God the Father Almighty."
The meeting-house was "set on a hill" In
the woods, and was a rude building, with a
door at each end, but without windows ; there
was an open space in front, and a few steps on,
a, temporary shelter had been erected for the
accommodation of unusually large congregations in hot weather. As they approached it,
Edith thought the whole place had more the
appearance of a gypsy-camp than a place of
worship. Horses were standing under the trees,
and on the branches above them were hung
diflfejent colored saddle-blankets and ridiu;;skirts, and ou the grass lolled negro men and
women, dressed in gay holiday attire, and little
black children, with their heads tied up in yellow bandannas, scampered about almost under
the horses' feet.

«

Parties were approaching from every direc-'
tion, and at each fresh arrival, servants recognizing their master's family, jumped from the
grass and stationed themselves at the horses'
heads, while gentlemen stepped from the group
assembled at the door, and assisted the ladies
to dismount.

meaning of "linked sweetness long drawn out."
iShe was one eminently calculated to enjoy such
laights and sounds as greeted her eye and ear ;
ifor everything in Nature had a charm for her.

Uncle Sigh, Uncle Peter, and Josh took hold
of the bridles when the horses halted, and Nel-

■From the tiny, half-hidden spring flower, to the
jmajestic plants and towering trees ; the timid,
(feeble sparrow flying low to the earth, and the
|bold eai;le skimming the blue ether ; the rocks,
lover which dash the roaring cataracts, and the

from the group before the meeting-house
wheeled suddenly and started towards our

jStnooth pebble, washed by the rippling stream ;
«ach read to her its own peculiar lesson, and
this quiet Sabbath morninc, as she rode slowly
through those gr.ind old woods, drinking in the
music of birds and perfume of flowers, her
heart went up to the God of Nature, and she
worshipped him in that temple not made with
hands, with a mora appreciative sense of his
might, m,aje3ty, and power than ever she had
xperienced while kneeling in the little chapel
It home ; and she wondered that any person

lie and Oak stood ready to take the ridingskirts. A gentleman standing a little apart

party, and before he reached them Edith recognized Mr. Irving. "What a nuisance!" she
involuntarily exclaimed. Mr. Ellis caught the
expression, and speaking quickly to Uncle
Sigh, said, "Take Miss Mary off so that I cau
dismount ;" but before th.at could be accompUshed, Mr. Irving had hold of Edith's band.
and was dragging her from the saddle in tlie
most awkward manner. There was no block
to step on, and as she attempted to spring to
the ground, her foot caught in her skirt, and
she fell forward, and was claSj)ed in Mr. Irving's long, thin arms; before she could recover her balance, he released her suddenly,
21.T
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and started back, and she fell headlong to the
ground. Her feet were so entangled in her
skirt that it was with difficulty she arose, even
with Mr. Ellis's assistance, and then he was
obliged to support her while Nellie pulled her
skirt from under her feet. She could have
cried with vexation, and the hot blood mounted
to her face as she saw the author of the mischief walk rapidly towards the meeting-house,
as if he expected chastisement if he lingered.
She did not wonder at his abrupt departure,
when, glancing at Mr. Ellis's face, she saw the
angry flush on his brow, and the indignant
flash of his eye as it followed the retreating
figure of the discomfited merchant. It was no
longer the calm, deliberate gentleman, with gentle, winning manners, who stood before her, but
the impulsive passionate man ; and as he almost
hissed out "Dolt! blockhead I idiot 1" she
thought he displayed rather more anger than
the occasion warranted, since Mr. Irving's intentions had been kind ; her own resentment
subsided, and she said in a pleasant tone —
"It was mostly my own fault, Mr. Ellis ; you
know I am not accustomed to such long skirts."
"Nor such long arms either, I imagine!"
he replied, hi§ eyes still flashing. Her face
became scarlet, and noticing it, he added,
quickly, "But I have not inquired if you are
hurt?"
" I believe I have sustained no injury," said
she, brushing some dirt from her sleeve. The
words were scarcely out of her mouth before
she uttered an exclamation, as if attacked by
sudden pain.
"What's
Mary.

the matter. Miss Edith?" said

"A pain in my ankle," said she, limping, as
she attempted to walk ; "I must have turned
it ; but it 's nothing of consequence, I guess ;"
and dropping her veil, she signified that she
was ready to proceed to the church.
"You are sure it is not sprained ?" said Mr.
Ellis, with extreme solicitude.
"0 no ; the pain has gone already," she returned, smiling ; and they walked on, but the
compression of her lips, every time she stepped
with the right foot, told that she was suffering,
though she would not acknowledge that it was
anything but " slight, very slight pain."
The room was filled, and services had commenced when they entered. Edith and the
two girls sat down near the door, and Mr.
Ellis crossed the room, and seated himself
opposite to th^m. Benches were arranged in
rows on either side of the room ; the gentlemen
occupying one side, and the ladies the other.

The pulpit wag occupied by three ministers,
who prayed and exhorted alternately, and
joined in the hymns with so much energy that
Edith concluded their lungs must suffer. A
backet of water stood on a low table beside the
pulpit, and one of the preachers, a young man,
not very prepossessing in appearance, helped
himself frequently, dropping the dipper (which
was made of a gourd shell ; had a long handle,
and a rim of silver) back into the bucket, with
the utmost indifl'erence as to whether it splashed
the water on the dresses of the ladies sitting
near, or not. Some of the female voices were
very sweet, but others produced horrible discord, which jarred terribly on Edith's cultivated
ear. All feelings of devotion had been driven
from her mind by the morning's adventure,
and she tried in vain to fasten her thoughts on '
holy subjects ; but the pain in her ankle increased, and she was obliged, before the meeting closed, to loosen her gaiter, on account of
the swelling. She looked around the congregation but
;
so many eyes were fastened on her '
that she turned her own towards the pulpit,
where she kept them until the benediction was '
pronounced. The time seemed very long, and
she thought the prayers, exhortations, and
hymns never would come to a close. She
missed the beautiful service of the Episcopal
Church, but I doubt if she would have enjoyed
it in that warm, crowded room, and with the
throbbing pain in her foot and ankle.
At the close of the meeting she requested
the girls to remain in their seats a few moments,
for she thought she should certainly fall if slie
attempted to go out with the crowd ; but she
almost regretted having done so, for so many
of their friends stopped to speak with them,
and to inquire if their teacher was hurt when
she fell from her horse. Mr. Ellis joined them
as soon as possible, and, introducing "Mr.
Ward," one of the preachers who had occupied
the desk, he immediately inquired if she still
felt the pain.
" Yes, I feel it most acutely at present," she '
replied, " and I fear it is more serious than I at
first apprehended."
" Will you allow me to look at it ? I am the
surgeon on my plantation," he said, with a
grave smile.
She lifted her foot without hesitation, and
placed it on the bench before her. He examined it,and said, with a troubled look : " It is,
Your boot must come
indeed, an ugly sprain.
off, and a handkerchief must be bound tightly
Taking a penknife from
around your foot."
his pocket, he slit the gaiter down on the out-
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idde, and drew it off as gentlr as possible ; and,
. jU Edith did not shrink or groan, her pale
lud white compressed lips betrared how
,uucli she suffered.- Mr. Ellis bound his own
jiandkerchief tightly around the swoUeu mem- )er, while Martha called Oak, and desired her
0 t'riug a glass of water, and Mary stood
ig on, with the most distressed face imag-

of his graver brethren ; and, when stepping
from the pulpit, he has stood beside them

" Do yon think yon can sit on your horse ?"
^id Mr. Ellis, taking the tumbler from Oak,
itnd handing it to Edith.

even as it was promised.'" Mr. Ellis was
slowly walking up and down before Edith, waiting for the horses to be brought to the door,
and, while bespoke, his usually grave face wore
an almost sad expression, as if other thoughts
had been suggested to his mind; and it was
even so, as Edith afterwards learned.
" De gig am ready, massa," said Uncle Peter,
stepping into the meeting-house, with his hat
off. " Miser Irving took your boss, and gwined
home ; but Miser War kep de saddle-blanket

, ''Yes, I think so," she answered, though
^er voice faltered.
At this moment Mr. Ward entered in haste.
,' Ellis," s.iid he, " Irving, fortunately, has his
here, and offers it to you, and wUl ride your
home. Better take it, for Miss Stanford
never reach home on horseback with that
lien foot ; my word for it, she '11 faint, as
)rare as you 're bom."
" I accept it, thankfully," answered Mr. Ellis,
oud disappearing from his brow, which
- ithered there at the mention of Irving's
. " But, Mr. Ward, you will have to take
.^.....■;e of my daughters."
/ "Oh, I'll do that with pleasure," returned
" Ward; "we'll take the bridle path, and
you at the bridge."
j •• jcarcely, 1 think," said Mr. EUis, smiling,
■'as I 'm not going that way."
" Not by the road, certainly," said Mr. Ward,
n surprise ; " why, it is three o'clock, man,
•he sun is powerful hot; she'll faint, as
as you 're bom !" This last clause was
-red in much the same tone in which he
I
: Uundered from the pulpit, ' ' You 'U die, as
l^re as you 're bom !"
' >" >t at aU disconcerted by the smiles on the
■ around him, the bustling preacher caught
i saddle-bags, saying to Mr. EUis. as he
1 him : "No use arguing with you, Ellis,
a always were a stubborn b(\y ; but, my
I for it, she'll faint—"
The last of the
nee was lost, as the preacher and saddle- lisappeared out of the door.
He seems to be an original genius," said
(Kdith, looking after him, and laughing in spite
of her suffering.
1 "He is, indeed," said Mr. Ellis. "But,
Juotwithstanding his almost jovial disposition,
jand abrupt, unpolished manners, he is the
most effective, if not the most earnest preacher
on this circuit. I have seen persons drop on
their knees, overcome, during one of his exhortations, who have listened with the most
^=toical indifference to the more studied sermons
VOL. Lxn. — 19

repeating the Saviour's promises of pardon and
love, I have been reminded of Paul in his
tempestuous journey to Rome, who, 'when all
hope that they should be saved was taken
away,' stood forth in the midst of his trembling companions, and said : ' I exhort you to
be of good cheer ; for I believe God it shall be

for to make a pillar for Miss Eden's foot."
" I am obliged to Mr. Ward for his thoughtfulness," said Edith, with a grateful smile.
" The blanket, with my riding-skirt, will support my foot nicely."
" Drive the gig to the door, Peter," said his
master, " and tell Sigh to have Selim ready for
Miss Martha. Oak will ride Miss Edith's horse,
unless yon wish to ride in the saddle, Mary"
— turning to his daughter, who stood beside
Edith.
"I would rather ride behind Matty," she
answered, with a doubtful glance towards her
sister.
" Indeed, Mary, it is entirely too warm ! I 'd
as soon be a peddler at once, and carry a pack
on my
Flash,
Seeing
Edith

back ! If you can't be sensible, and ride
you 'U have to ride behind Mr. Ward."
Mary's look of distress, she turned to
with a merry twinkle in her eye, and

added, sotto voce, "She'll faint, as sure as
you're
" I '11 bom
ride !"
Flash, I reckon," said Mary to her
father, seeing no alternative.
"Very well," he answered ; "but mind and
keep him in the path. Don't drop your bridle," said he, with a meaning smile, as he
went out to the gig, which at that moment
appeared before the door.
" Are yon afraid to ride by yourself?" asked
Edith of Mary.
"0 no !" she answered, laughing, as if she
thought it quite ridiculous to be afraid.
" It 's just laziness. Miss Edith, and nothing
else," said Martha. "Papa told her not to
drop her bridle, because the last time she rode
Flash she dropped it, and let him go into the
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woods, and when we looked aronnd she was
away off behind some trees."
"I was not lazy," Mary said, in a gentle
voice, but coloring; "1 only forgot where I
was. I was trying to repeat some of the ' Lady
of the Lake, ' and shut my eyes ; and before I
knew it Flash was out of the path."
" Yes, and a nice ' Lady of the Lake' you 'd
have been if he had gone to the Branch," said
Martha.
" Now, Miss Edith, we must lift you into the
gig," said Mr. Ellis, coming in. "You are
getting a little better color. Is your ankle
easier?"
'■Yes, in this position," she replied, with a
distressed look, as if she dreaded to have it
moved.
"I am sorry to disturb it; but trust me 1
I '11 lift you as gently as possible. You do not
look very heavy" — glancing at her slight figure,
and smiling. " I think I can convey you to the
gig without much difficulty." And, taking her
in his strong arms, he carried her out with as
much ease as if she had been a child. The
color fled from her face, leaving it almost
marble-white, and when he placed her on the
seat of the gig, such a look of suffering was
depicted there that Mary exclaimed, with the
tears runninf; down her cheeks, "Oh, papa!
isn't it dreadful !" Many persons came forward with offers of assistance and expressions
of sympathy, while others stood apart, watching the proceedings with interest. Poor Edith !
she was not conscious of anything but the
throbbing, excruciating pain in her foot and
ankle, and only heard Mr. Ellis give some
directions to Uncle Sigh about the young ladies' horses, and had a vague sort of feeling
that he was adjusting the articles under her
foot, and raising it by placing something underneath ;then the top of the gig was pulled over,
and Mr. Ellis seated himself beside her, and
they slowly rolled away. No words were exchanged until the jolting, unsteady motion had
ceased, and they were moving rapidly over a
smooth road.
" How does your foot feel now ?" asked Mr.
Ellis.
"Somewhat easier, though still very painful," replied Edith. And then, with a faint
smile, she added: "My attention is divided
between my foot and head ; the one seems
striving to outpain the other."
" Perhaps, If you were to take off your bonnet, your head would be somewhat relieved of
the pain ; you have had it on since morning,"
said Mr. Ellis, kindly.

Edith untied the strings, and removed thel
heavy straw bonnet ; and, with womanly
thoughtfulness, her companion loosened tha
veil, and, throwing it over her head, said it
would be a protection from the dust.
"What time is it?" asked Edith.
Looking at his watch, Mr. Ellis replied that
it was four o'clock. "We shall reach home
about five," said he. And then, pointing to
wards the west with his whip, he said: "The
Bluff lies in that direction. We seem to lie
leaving it, but in order to reach home by this
road we are obliged to go three miles in this
direction ; then the road forks, and brings us
on to the one leading to the Bluff."
"Mr. Ward mentioned a road by the bridge
Is that a shorter route than this ?" asked Edith,,
striving to keep up the conversation.
"Yes, and much more shady," replied Mr.
Ellis, "which was probably the reason that Mr.
Ward was so surprised at my not taking it ;
but it is hardly fit to travel in a covered vehicle, as in many places the branches hang low,
and interrupt the way ; and it is very rougli,
which is another objection, as the jolting woull
have been intolerable to you."
" I suppose the girls will arrive home befoi*
us," said Edith, after a pause.
"Yes; half an hour or so," returned Mr
Ellis.
" I regret this accident so much on their aicount ; it is so unfortunate, for I suppose I'll
not be able to enter the school-room for a
week," she said, in a despondent tone. And
then, as if a happy thought had relieved luT
mind of a load of anxiety, she added, with a
brighter look: "But that need not prevent
their studying, for I can attend to them in my
room ; they can bring their books there."
" As many books from the library as yoa
please to order," said Mr. Ellis, with a pleasant
smile, "but none from the school-room. YoU;
are to be my pupil for a fortnight or thereabouts,
and learn resignation ; I fear you are lacking
in that cardinal virtue."
"A fortnight !" exclaimed Edith, in dismay.
" This will certainly not confine me to my room
a fortnight."
"Not necessarily to your room ; you can lie
carried to any part of the house you choosf ;
but I fear you will not be able to use your foot
for some time, as the delay that has occurred in
applying the proper remedies will undoubtedly
aggravate the swelling and inflammation. 'But
I exhort you to be of good cheer,' " said Mr.
Ellis, turning to her with a c^uiet smile, as he
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Repeated the words of Scripture wkicli he had
jiffore quotivl when speiking to Mr. Waid.
This led Kdilli's thouglits into anotiier chanlel, and she asl<od if Mr. Ward intended to
ireach to the black people in the evening,
leceiving an answer in the affirmative, she
eniarked : " He is certainly a very energetic
ireather, and, I.indge, one calculated to make
n impression on the negro mind."
"Yes," answered Mr. Ellis, "ho has made
'everal converts among my people, and is
!.lways welcomed, even by the most lawless of
.hem, and listened to with profound attention.
/ entertain a particular regard for him myself;
lot only on account of liis merits as a preacher,
ind unblemished character as a m.an, but" —
|iere he hesitated a moment, and then continued
—"he was instrumental in the conversion of
■ ny wife a short time previous to her death,
iind administered to her the s.acrament the first
ind only time she ever partook of it. It was
(.he Sunday before she died," he resumed, after
i moment's pause, "and just a month after
.ler baptism by the same liand. I, being a
jnember of the Episcopal Church, could not
iiccompany her to the communion-table, as the
jBaptists are close-commuuionists. We both
■egretted it exceedingly, and, returning home,
ihe made the remark that she should have

■njoyed the sacrament more fully could we
lave received it together. At that moment
aer horse stumbled, and, being a careless rider,
he slipped from the paddle, and fell to the
jround, her foot remaining in the stirrup, and
her head striking against a stone. Mr. Ward,
who was returning with us, assisted me in
raising her, and brought water from a brook
Kear at hand, with which we bathed lier head,
nd, after binding up the wound, which was
the only external injury she received, save a
'slight bruise on )ier shoulder, she was able to
jsit on lier horse, and proceed home. Two days
[after, she was taken suddenly violently ill, and
Idied in a few hours."
i] This had all been said in a manner very quiet
land deliberate, but there was an inexpressible
Lisadness in his tone, and on his face there was
Ithat look of melancholy which in his gay mo,ments Edith had noticed suddenly settle over it,
Ichasing away the brightness which a moment
jbefore had lent an additional charm to his
strikingly handsome countenance.
Edith made no remark, for, though interesting to lier, she did not wish to continue a subject evidently painful to her companion. After
a moment's silence, however, he continued, as
if thinking aloud: "A singular coincidence!
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Ten months ago to-day she mot
dent." A pause ; and then, as
separated by an interval of ten
associated together in his mind,
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with the acciif the events
months were
he looked at

Edith, .and said : "But yours is slight comparatively."
"Nothing at all!" she rejoined, quickly,
with a perceptible shudder, as the thought
passed through her mind that it might have
been fatal.
He noticed the shudiler ; and, divining the
cause, lie changed the subject by asking, " Did
you enjoy the ride to church. Miss Edith?"
" Very much," slie replied ; "it was such a
lovely morning!" Then, glancing at her foot
propped up before her, she said, with a sigh :
' ' My life is like an April day — clouds and sun"Yes, it is so with every one," said her
shine!"
companion; "and it is well that we have the
contrast of shade occasionally, for the sun
would lose half its genial warmth, and its benign influence would not be appreciated, if we
were to bask in its light continually."
' ' True, but I would not like a similar shadow, "
nodding towards her foot, "to fall across my
path frequently."
"It would not be very agreeable, certainly,"
returned Mr. Ellis.
There was silence for some time. At length
Mr. Ellis pointed toward what seemed to Edith
a grove, and said, "Do you see the house yonder, through the trees ? We will be there presently;" and touching the horse with his whip,
they rode on a little faster.
Uncle Anthony and Sigh met the gig at the
gate and followed it up the lawn. Martha,
Mary, and Mr. Ward stood on the piazza, and
at the sound of wheels Aunt Cilia and the other
house-servants came running out, all with
anxious faces ; but on the old housekeeper's
countenance there was a dismal, funereal expression, asif she were watching the approach
of a funeral cortege.
"Leave me t.ake her out, Massa !" she said,
as soon as Mr. Ellis threw the reins to Uncle
Peter. " Poor chile ! Better be took right iip
stars and put to bed. What for you do dat any
way?" she exclaimed, turning to Edith with a
look of mingled sorrow and vexation.
" I '11 carry Miss Edith up stairs. Is her room
ready?
Stand one side. Cilia."
" Yes, Mass, and a big dish ob lye to souse
her foot in. De bery bes' ting in de worl' for
sprain. Tried once when you 's away from
hum, Massa, when my ole man sprain him
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ankle, and was laid up for four weeks wid de
'tlamation."
"I judge that Miss Stanford would be laid
up fullj that length of time under similar treatment," said Mr. Ward, with perfect gravity;
"but I think your master will use cold wafer
applications."
' ' Cole water, Miser War ! Gib de chile cole,
sure as yon lib."
" No, Cilia, it will not give her cold. Bring
up a dish of cold water and some linen," said
Mr. Ellis, lifting Edith from the gig.
He carried her up to her room, and placed
her in an easy-chair beside the bed, and Martha,
lifting the sprained foot gently, placed it on a
pillow in another chair. The handkerchief was
unbound, and after Aunt Cilia had made an
awkward attempt to draw off the stocking, it
had to be cut off, as the boot had been, exposing the naturally small, white foot, now inflamed and swollen out of all proportion. Mr.
Ellis proceeded to examine it ; then, without
any remark, bathed it freely with cold water,
and bandaged it up again in linen dipped in
the water.
" How is your head ?" he asked, kindly.
"Better, I thank you," returned Edith.
"Aunt Cilia will stay with you to-night, for
the cold water must be applied frequently. You
must be kept very quiet, and live on low diet
for a few days."
"Will she have to take any medicine ?"
asked Martha, making a wry face, as if she
tasted something nauseous.
"A dose of cooling medicine would benefit
you," said her father, turning to Edith.
"I will take it then," she answered. And
saying that he would prepare some and send it
np, Mr. Ellis left the apartment.
As soon as the door fairly closed on her master, Aunt Cilia, who had been very quiet, burst
forth, " Bress your heart, honey, but dis am
unfortiuite. And it minds me so ob missus
when young massa and Miser War brought her
home de day she broke her head. And den de
day she died too. I tinks ob it all ; ob de little
dead baby dat was buried wid her, and ob her
poor, pale face, and I reckon as how young
inassa members it too, for he looks so grave like.
He was ginning to look like hisself, and now
it '11 all be brung so forcible fore him dat I 'm
afeard he 'U be down at de heel agin. Well,"
she ejaculated, piously, " de Lor gins and de
Lor takes away agin. Bress de Lor's name, I
hope he '11 take away young massa's gravity
and disflamation fore morning."

' ' Is all that redness inflammation. Aunt
Cilia ?" asked Mary.
"Yes, honey, it am sure, and if cold water
don't 'lay it, I 'm afeard mortification 'U come
in, den de foot '11 have to come off to de ankle
— p'r'ops to de knee — and shouldn't be sprised,
honey, if young massa had to chop off de whole
leg clean up. Heard tell of such tings, honey."
"Oh, Aunt Cilia!" exclaimed Mary, with a
look of compassion towards Edith.
"What's that you're saying, Aunt Cilia?
Miss Edith's leg 'U have to come off, will it 1
Now that 's keeping her quiet, as papa directed,
isn't it f" said Martha, entering with the medicine.
" I only
honey, that
know. De
and he may

'lowed it will have to come off,
's all, if mortification sot in, yon
Lor gins and de Lor takes away,
take de leg, you know. Neber be

sartin ob noting in dis worl', honey."
" I am certain of one thing — Papa will not
allow you to stay with Miss Edith if I tell him
how you talk. I think I '11 tell him, any way ;"
and she made a movement towards the door.
" Oh, now, honey, don't go for to bodder
young massa. Goodness gracious I I only 'lowed
it, you know." And the old negro seemed
thoroughly alarmed.
"Well, papa don't allow it: but if you
won't frighten Miss Edith again, I won't go."
"I was not frightened, Matty," said Edith,
smiling ; and Martha closed the door which she
had opened, with apparent unwillingness, however, and going up to Edith, whispered in her
ear that she did not intend to tell her papa,
but only wished to frighten Aunt Cilia into
holding her tongue.
" I am to give yon this medicine as soon as
ever you are in bed," she said, with a consequential air. "Horrid, isn't it ? But you know
you promised papa that you 'd take it ;" evidently anticipating as miich opposition from
Edith as she generally offered herself when required to take medicine.
" Now, honey, de bed am ready. I'll lif her
in, Miss Mary, and you jist hold up de chur and
slide her foot off."
" Oh, Martha, dear, not so high 1" exclaimed
Edith, as Martha, pushing her sister aside,
caught hold of the chair, and it went up suddenly, considerably above the level of the bed.
At length she was established in bed, and she
laid her head on her pillow with a feeling of
relief and thankfulness that she would not have
to be lifted to another place before morning.
" I spec as how you '11 be glad ob some tea,
honey, for you had no dinner.
Now what '11
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dis ole heart, Lor ; I tink it hab peace, and I is

vouhab?" said Aunt Cilia. " Hot egg-bread,
jind corn-pone, and chicking, and
"
" Nothing but some toast and a cnp of tea.
You know Mr. Kills said I must have low diet,"
interrupted Edith.
I " Bress him
Inassa does, dat
lat you 'd been
'iou.^ied in lye,
(waller instead
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willing to rise and go hence ; bless de Lor's
name and Miser War's teachins ;" and a tear
dropped from her eye, and rolled down the
dark cheek of the old negro, as she proceeded
to light the small astral lamjj.

heart, he knows bes', young
's sartin ; but I 'm obde 'pinion
a heap better if your foot been
and a hot supper gin you to
ob dat medicine. What you

iJting dar ?" turning to Nelly, who entered with
,11 server.
" Sliss Eden's supper," answered the black
jjirl.
i " Humph 1 Toas' an' tea! Dat 's young
jnassa's orderin', I knows. Isn't it, now ?" and
Aunt Cilia peered into Nelly's face, obviously
sspecting her to say "no."
"To be sure it am. Who knows in dis house
;irh.at to gib sick folks, 'side Massa Jacob?"
, " / does ; and I was jist gwine to order tea
iin' toas' dis bery minute," replied Aunt Cilia,
with a triumphant look.
After tea, Martha and Mary asked Edith if
ihe wished them to sit with her.
" Perhaps you are sleepy?" said Mary.
! " Not sleepy, dear, but very tired, " answered
tedith.

Kissing Edith, and bidding her good-night,
the two girls went into their own room, and she
was left alone with Aunt Cilia, her sprained
ankle, and her thoughts. And so closed tUo
day — her first Sunday at Beech Bluff.
(To be continued.)
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In a gorgeous festive room.
Fragrant with the rich perfume,
Brilliant lamps are all aL,'!ow ;
Waves of music ehb and flow ;
Softly falls the measured beat
Of the merry dancer's feet ;
Pictures hang upon the walls
Of
ancient
In those
whose courtly
beauties,
day byha.'ls,
day,
Artists wrought their lives away ;
And in roltes like purest snow
Lovely forms glide to and fro.
But, apart, there standeth one
AVho would all this gladness shun ;
On her ear the laugh of glee
Falls like bitter mockery.

! "We will stay here while Aunt Cilia goes
lown to the quarter to preaching," said Martha. "They have blown the horn, and papa
and Mr. Ward went down before we came up
stairs," she added, turning to Aunt Cilia.
" Neber yon mind, honey," replied the old
woman, not wishing to resign her charge into
Other hands. " I done heard all Miser War's
sermonts ; he'll preach to-night from de tes'
'Sarvants, obey your marsers ;' haint took dat
on dis long time ; I knows all he 's gwine to
say on dat subjec', honey; stored in my mind
long ago ; but I reckon I '11 go down and see
what dat Nell 's a-doing in de dining-room."
"Will one of you read me a chapter in the
Bible ?" asked Edith as soon as the door closed.
"Mary will, she reads best," answered Martha. And taking a small Bible from the table,
ishe handed it to her sister, who seated herself
tby the window, for it was not yet dark, and
jopening the book at random, she commenced in
Ja clear, sweet voice, "Let not your heart be
troubled ; ye believe in Ood, believe also in
"If."
Aunt Cilia returned before the chapter
finished, and stood in the doorway listenwith her head bent, and her eyes fixed on
floor. When Mary closed the book, she
sunt the door, and repeated the last part of the
twenty-seventh verse, then said, " No fear in
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Mingled with the music's tone,
She can hear a childish moan ;
Never song were half so sweet
As the patter of the feet
That one autumn morn grew still
In the shadows deep and chill.
And adown Death's solemn river
Floated out of sight forever !
Gems may glitter on her brow.
Lordly heads in homage bow,
And the artist's dreams of grace,
"Wrought in beauty's form and face.
Pass before her eyes ; and yet
Can a mother e'er forget
That dear face which used to rest
Close against her throbbing breast?
"Where the picture that would be
Half so dear to memory
As the sunny clustering curls.
And the baby teeth of pearls?
Sorrowing mother, murmur not
At the anguish of thy lot !
Far across the silent sea.
Childish hands are beck'ning theo ;
She hath risen from its tide.
And she standeth glorified !
Thou shall one day hear the words,
Sweet as song of summer birds.
Feel the baby fingers press
On thy cheek their mule caress;
See again the loving eyes
On the shores of Faradiso I
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Characters.

Fannie (contemptuously) . Strata! What do I
care for strata ? If your geology will discover

Mr. Credulous, an elderly gentleman.
Fannie Lawtox, Mr. Credulous's tcard.
Frank Horton, Fannie's lover.
Prof. Ammonite, ^
/^i
^
,,
A„. -LI
f
iyliaracters assumed bu
ACIB l-ADLADDIN,
>
„
. Ilurton.
,.
*
Frattk
Dk. Trusty, }
Mattie. Fannie^s maid.

a gold mine in the garden —
Mr. Credulous. There 's no saying it will not
(putting the stone in his pocket). And then
(lovingly) won't its little Fannie have everything her heart can desire 1
Fannie (shortly) . No !

strataScene 1. — A parlor handsomelij furnished.
Enter Fannie and Mattie.
Fannie. Oli, Mattie, what
Mr. Credulous wants me to
Mattie. The old horror ?
Fannie. Forbids him the

will become of me ?
marry him.
Aud Mr. Frank ?
house. 0 Mattie !

Mattie I just think of being Mrs. Credulous !
Why, my guardian has a new hobby every
hour.
Mattie. Mineralogy, bugology, butterflyology
— every ology under the sun. But poor Mr.
Frank !
Fannie. Who studied only Fannieology. My
guardian informed me this morning that he
wished to improve my mind by a course of scientific study.
Mattie. Poor thing !
Fannie. And I am to commence by a course
of geology. Prof. Ammonite, a gentleman from
England, has sent a letter to Sir. Credulous,
and is to call here to-day.
Mattie. Don't your guardian know him ?
Fannie. Never saw him. Prof. Ammonite

FROST.

is

Mr. Credulous. No ? What can my love
want that a gold mine will not buy ?
Fannie. My liberty ! Can I stir hand or foot ;
see a friend ; even converse with my maid,
without being subjected to a hateful system
Mr. Credulous. Stop, my dear. To be sure,
I won't let Ml'. Frank Horton visit my lady—
of— bird, because
Fannie.
Because you are an old tyrant.
Enter Mattie.
Mattie. Prof. Ammonite is here, sir.
Mr. Credulous. Ah I I must go to him.
Fannie, my love, be ready to take your first
lesson.
Ions.
)
Fannie.
I won't see him. (Exit Mr. CreditMattie. Don't say you won't see him, miss ;
only don't screech when

you find out it 's

2Ir. Credulous (behind the scenes). This way,
sir. (Enter Mr, Credulous and Frank Horton.
Mr.—
Frank wears an old-fashioned suit of brown cloth,

looking for pupils in this country, and I am to
be the first victim on the altar of science.

a heavy black beard, large spectacles, and a broadbrimmed hat.) Fannie, my love — (Fannie turns
her back on Mr. Credulous and Prof. Ammonite.)

Mattie (joiifuUi/). I 've Iiit it ! (/« a hn; mysterious voice.) Miss Fannie, I am — (Enter Mr.
Credulous.) Mum! another time. Only, Miss

My dear, let me introduce you to Prof. Ammonite, from London.
Fannie (courtesies without turning). Good-morn-

Fannie, don't you be astonished at anything.
{Exit Mattie.)
Mr. Credulous. Well, Fannie, my dear, are
you ready for your first lesson in geology ? I
expect Prof. Ammonite every moment.
Fannie (sighing). I thought I had finished
my studies when I left school.
Mr. Credulous (taking a stone from his pocket).
Such a glorious
search necessary
beautiful piece of
of various strata
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study I Such interesting re! See here, my love, what a
rock 1 have ; three specimens
in one piece.

ing, sir. Good-morning, my dear young lady.
Frank.
Fannie (turning suddenly). Ah !
Mattie (aside to Fannie). Don't scream, or
you will spoil all.
Mr. Credulous. What is the matter, Fannie f
Fannie. I pricked my finger with a pin. See
how swollen it is.
(As Mr. Credulous looks at her finger, Frank
kisses Fannie'' s other hand behind Mr. C.^s back.
Mr. Credulous. I don't see the place, my
dear.

.

n$
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i Fannie. Well, never mind. It is better now.
Mr. Credulous. Then you will take a lesson
n geology ?
Fannie. Certainly, anything to oblige my
(ear guardian.
Frank: May I tronble yon, sir, for pencil and
Mper f
ilr. Credulous. JIattie —
Fannie (AasdVy). I want Mattie to go to my
zoom for a pocket handkerchief.
Mattie. Yes, Miss. {Exit Mattie.)
, Mr. Credulous (pettishly). She could have
orought the pencil and paper at the same time.
1 Fannie. Oh, if you are not willing to take
ihat small amount of tronble for me, I decline
rtudying.
Mr. Credulous (hastili/). Oh, I 'U go ! I '11 go I
tFxit Mr. Credulous.)
Frank. My dear Fannie !
Fannie. Dear Frank ! 'What a capital idea !
Frank. Mattie's notion. Now, instead of
listening to the lecture on geology, do you
ittend to my remarks in parentheses, and — •
ind — your guardian is coming. {Enter Mr.
\Credulous.) The first thing to learn is the
ibrmation of the different strata of which the
iarth is composed.
Mr. Credulous. Capital! {Hands Frank pencil
hnd paper. )
Frank {breaking the point of pencil). This
jencil has no point. May I trouble you for a
jpenknife ?
Mr. Credulous. No point ! I have just sharp)ned it.
Frank {shoiciny it). You see yourself, sir.
Fannie. Do go for a knife, Mr. Credulous. I
Hon't want to w.^it all day for a lesson. {Exit
'Ifr. Credulous.)
Frank. We will meet now every day, and
'iratch for a favorable chance to elope. Ah,
Vannie, young wits will overre.ich .in old head.
'[Enter Mr. Ci edulous.) And, having found out
low many strata there are, we will next conirider of what each strata is composed. {Aside.)
^annie, strata is about the only geological term
,[ know. {Mr, Credulous gives Frank the penVcni/e, and then sits down to icalch the lesson.
FVunt and Fannie sit side by side at the table with
' I theet of paper before them.) I will first sketch
Jie plan of a mountain which, split by some
^at convulsion of nature, leaves exposed the
Ufferent layers of strata of placiods, ganiods
Jlet me hold your other h.ind under the table),
' ind other oids of which Cthat 's a darling) it is
lomposed.
Do you understand ?
Fannie. Perfectly. Oh, geology is delightful I
i£r. Credulous. I knew you would like it !

Frank. Do not interrupt me, if you please,
sir. You see, my dear young lady {very dear),
according to Humboldt and Agassiz (what a
dear little soft hand you 've got 1), these strata
— I believe I mentioned strata before ?
sir.)
Fannie. Yes. (Don't squeeze my hand so,
Frank. You understand that when the anim-alculae of the .iqueous and sedimentary fossils
(how that old idiot listens !) —
Mr. Credulous. Eh, I didn't catch that last
sentence.
Frank. I beg you will not interrupt me, sir.
I say, my dear young lady, that the contorted
equalized strata of igneous laminative horizontal perpendiculars make (I '11 be at the foot of
the garden walk this afternoon) a lateral escarpment ofgeological deposits, the quaternary
metamorphic tertiaries meet the serpentine
mineralogical crystallines, and — and (give me
a word).
Fannie. Explode.
Frank. And explode.
Do you understand ?
Fannie {turning her head aside to conceal a
smile). Perfectly !
Mr. Credulous. It 's more than I do.
Frank {to Mr. Credulous). May I trouble yon
for another piece of paper ?
Mr. Credulous. Write on the other side of
that piece.
Frank {pompously). I generally allow my
pupils to frame my sketches, and write only on
one side.
Mr. Credulous {rising reluctantly). You might
have said you wanted two pieces when I went
before. {Exit Mr. Credulous. Fannie and Frank
rise and come fonvard. )
Frank. Did you read what I wrote on the
Fannie. No ; I did not think of that.
paper ?
Enter JIn. CREntiLocs, unperceived.
lie goes
to the table, and reads the paper.
Frank. Never mind ; I will fold it, and give
it to you before I go. 'What a genius Mattie is I
She told Prof. Ammonite, the real Professor,
that your gu.irdian was out of town for a week,
and we have all that time to arrange our plans.
{Puts his arm round Fannie.)
Mr. Credulous (Juriousli/). 'What's all this?
An appointment ! I 'm an old fool ! {Fannie
and Frank start away from each other, and stand
still.) Signed Frank. {To Frank.) Out of
my house, sir. Perhaps I am more penetrating
than you imagine.
hand.)
Fannie. Good-by, Frank. {Holds out her
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Franh. Farewell, love.
hand.')
Mr. Credulous.

{Kisses Fannie' s

Will you go ?

Frank (goinrj). I am gone. Au revoir, Fannie—
Mr. Credtdous. Stay, a moment I The next
time you want to lecture on geology, I will give
you a certificate that the strata most fully
developed in your composition is impudence.
(^Exit Frank.")

[ Curtain falls.

GEM.
Scene 2, same as Scene 1.
Enter Fannie.
Fannie. Two weeks to-day since I took my
geology lesson, and I have not seen dear Frank
since. My guardian will not allow me to stir
from the house unless he accompanies me.
What a nuisance it is for an old man to fall in
love with a young girl I Is he in love with me,
or is it the money he has taken care of for me
that tempts him ? Poor, dear Frank ! Where
can he be .'

E7iter Mr. CKEDULors.
Mr. Credulous. How is my lady -bird to-day ?
do.Fannie. Pining for liberty, as all caged birds
Mr. Credidous. I have promised you liberty
when you listen to my suit, and become my
wife.
Fannie. Liberty when you have riveted the
chains that will hold me for life ! Thank you !
On those terms I decline my liberty.
Mr. Credulous. My angelic, fascinating —
Fannie. Flattery, sir, from a man of your
age, is disgusting.
Mr. Credulous. Now, Fan, don't let 's quarrel.
You quarrel with me every time we meet.
Fannie. I should think that very fact woulil
make you glad to get rid of me.

A wife who

quarrels every day will not make a very fascinating companion.
Mr. Credulous. Ah, my dear, I am the best
judge of what I prefer for a wife. I had rather
quarrel with i/ou than caress anybody else.
Enter Mattie.
Maitie. There 's an Oriental peddler — that 's

ACTING

;what he says lie is, aiul I suppose he
Iwants to see Mr. Credulous.
Mr. Credulous. Now. my ilear, if
give me one kiss, yoa may Like your
his p.ick.
Mottle {to Fiinn!e). Say yes ; he must
Fannie. How do I know if his pack
anything worth that price ?

CHARADE

knows —
you will
choice of
come in.
contains

M'lltie. 0 my, miss I he 's got Ingy shawls,
and Chiney scarfs, and such loves of musUns!
Mr. Credulous. Show him np, Mattie. (Exit
Miittie.) Nothing like finery for clearing up a.
woman's brow, turning frowns to smiles.
{Enter Miitlie, followed by Frank. The latter
leears a full Oriental dress : red trousers, slippers,
>blue jacket, white turban, and carries a tray of
wares. His face is stained broint, and he wears a
heavy blnr.k moustache and imperial.)
Frank {bowing). Most illustrious and glorious
of the present generation, permit the linmhlest
of your servants to lay at your hride"s feet the
offerings collected in years of travel.
{Frank kneels on one knee before Fannie, resting
Me tray upon his other l-nee. Fannie looks in his
face, starts, and then bends doicn to the tray.)
Fannie {cheerfully). Oh, what an exquisite
tfan!
.1/r. Credulous {aside). Just see how she
lalters at the very sight of the finery !
Fiinnie {aside to Frank). How long it is since
you were here !
Frank {joyfully). Have
dearest ?

you

missed

me,

Fannie. Hush ! he is watching us.
1 Frank. Fairest of ladies, let Agib Fadladdin,
(Who is not worthy to raise his eyes to your
(radiant beauty, display tlxe gem of his humble
collection, which will appear dim when com1-pared with those lustrous orbs.
Fannie. Oh, what a dear, delightful man !
; {Frank rises, places his tray on the table, and
liakes a small jewel box from his pocket; he opens
\this, and shows it to Fannie.)
Fannie. Splendid ! charming !
' Mr. Credulous. Allow me to see it.
,the box.)

( Takes

I Frank {aside to Fannie). Look under the pile
of fans for a note.
I Fannie {going to table). Mr. Credulous, I
[want a new fan, one of these scarfs, a shawl, a
dozen pineapple handkerchiefs, this box of
perfnme {finds the note, and hides it in the bosom
<f her dress), and that jewel in your hand.
Mr. Credulous. Is that all? What is the
price of this jewel ?

Frank. Sir, that ring is the setting of a gem

— STRATAGEM.
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not to be purchased for less than five hundred
thousand dollars —
Mr. Credulous. Wliat ?
Frank. Worthy to sparkle on this fair hand.
{Takes the box from Mr. Credulous, andjilacesthe
ring on Fannie's finger.)
Fannie. Beautiful 1 Oh, I can never take it
off I
Mr, Credulous. But the price I Impossible !
I am sorry to deny you —
Fannie (sobbing). After promising me my
choice of the lot.
Mr. Credulous. Wliy, that is double the
amount of your fortune !
Fannie. You may take the ring. Of course,
if I want it, that is sufficient reason for declining
to buy it.
Mr. Credulous. But, my dear, do be reasonable!
Fannie. I am reasonable. Take it. ( Gii-es
the ring to Mr. Credulous, and then joins Frank
at the table.)
Mr. Credulous {coming forward and examining
the ring). I wonder what it can be, to have such
a price set upon it ?
Mattie {coming to Mr. Credulous). Please, sir,
let me see the gem that is worth so much.
Frank. Look over the tray, darling, and select a souvenir.
Fannie. Help me to choose.
Mr. Credulous {still turning his bark to Frank
and Fannie). It looks to me like a piece'of
agate ; agate is not so rare a gem.
Frank. Let me clasp this bracelet on your
arm.
Fannie.)( Clasps the bracelet, and then embraces
Fannie {laying her head on Frank^s breast).
When shall I see you again ?
Frank. Read my note, my angel, and yon
will see that I have completed e^ery arrangement for our elopement. My dear little —
(fiTi.sscs her.)
Mr.
Credulous
{ttirning suddenly).
I don't
believe this gem
Hey-dey !
{Frank and
Fannie bend again over the tray.) What 's all
this ? Come here, miss ! So ! so ! another
masquerade ! Leave the house, sir !
Frank. Return my ring, sir. I designed it
for this lady; she will not refuse to accept it.
Fannie. Never {extends her hand).
Mr. Credulous. She sha'n't accept it !
Frank {putting the ring on Fannie's finger).
Gage d'amour.
Souviens toi de — .
Mr. Credulous. Hold your tongue, sir ! Mattie, show that impostor to the door, and, harkye,
you baggage, if he ever comes inside of it
again, that instant you leave.
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Mattie. Game 's up I Come, Mr. Frank 1
Frank (to Fannie). Cheer up, we will meet
again soon 1 (Exit Frank and Mattie.)

Mr. Credulous. Die I Good gracious ! don't
talk so.

Fannie. Don't speak to me, sir. (Kisses the
ring.)
Dear, dear, Frank !
Mr. Credulous. Before my very face I Give
me that ring !

head to a broken heart I Can Dr. Fusty "minister to a mind diseased ?"
Mr. Credulous. I dare say he can. Let me
send for him.

Fannie. I '11 part with life sooner. As a
pledge of his love, it becomes indeed a priceless
gem !
[ Curtain falls.

Fannie. Leave me ; I am fatigued I Oh, my
head !

STRATAGEM.
Scene 3, same as Scexes 1 and 2.
Enter Mattie.
Mattie. "What idiots love does make of people !
Two of the prettiest plnns ever invented spoiled
because Mr. Frank and Miss Fannie must go to
love making the minute they meet. This is
the last time I shall attempt to bring them together. Iconsider myself mistress of stratagem, but if they will betray themselves constantly, what can /do ?
Enter Fannie.
Fannie. Is all ready, Mattie ?
Mattie. Yes, Miss 1 Mr. Frank is in a fever
of impatience to see you. Now, Miss Fannie,
you are ready for him this time ; you won't
spoil all by letting him make love, will you ?
Fannie. No, no I Hark, here comes Mr.
Credulous. (Sits down in a large chair, and
leans her head on her hand as if in great pain.)

Fannie (sentimentally). What

is an aching

Mr. Credulous. Do see Dr. Fusty.
Fannie. Well, well, go for him.
Mr. Credulous. He will cure you.
Credidous. )

(Exit Mr,

Fannie. How charmingly that blessed old
idiot walks into the trap ! It was such a good
idea of Frank's to write to him ; that disarmed
suspicion at once.
Mattie. I told him to st'fly in his office all the
morning, and as it is so near, he will soon he
here.
Fannie. I hope he won't make me laugh.
Mattie, give me a footstool. So. Now give
me a bottle of eau de Cologne ; draw the curtains. Mattie, you are sure that there is everything Ishall need in that valise.
Mattie. Yes, ma'am. And the carriage ia
waiting at the back gate.
Fannie. Oh, Mattie, how my heart does beat.
Are my bonnet and cloak in the carriage ?
Mattie. Yes, Miss.
Hark, here they come I
(Fannie resumes her languishing attitude, her
eyes half closed, and her hands crossed on her lap.
Mattie bathes her forehead icith eau de Cologne.)
Enter Mr. Credulous and Frank.

Frank teears

Enter Mk. Credulous.

a wig of long ivhite hair, a white beard, and an

Mattie (smoothing Fannie'' s hair). That poor,
dear head !

old gentleman^s dress. He carries an umbrella
and a large book.

Mr. Credulous. Is your head still so bad, my
dear?

Mr. Credidous. Fannie, my dear, here is the
doctor.

Fannie. Do lower your voice. Oh, my head!
(Groans.)
Mr. Credulous. I have this morning received

Mattie. Don't speak to her now, sir, she 's
just had an orful time.
Frank (sitting down beside Fannie). Ahem !

a letter from a Dr. Fusty, who cures all diseases by mesmerism. Would you like to see
him, my dear ?
Fannie. No, it is of no use ! I am resigned
to suffering.
Mr. Credulous. But, my dear, mesmerism is
now the greatest agent to relieve and prevent
suffering.
I have told you so for several days.
Fannie (aside). Hobbies are useful animals
sometimes to those who do not ride them.

Nervous I Allow me. (Feels Fannie's pulse.)
All nerves, my dear sir. Your daughter, did

Mr. Credulous. I wish you would let me send
for Dr. Fusty.
Fannie. Oh, pray do not teaze me ! let me
die in peace !

you say ?
Mr. Credulous (pettishly). My ward, sir!
Frank (laying aside his book and umbrella).
My dear young lady, in order to be favorably
affected by the process I propose to use in your
case, you must fix your eyes upon mine, and
resign yourself wholly to my will. Are you
willing to do this ?
Fannie (smiling. ) Perfectly !
Mattie (aside to Fannie). Don't laugh!

Oh,

please
don't
!
Fannie
(moaning).
Oh, my head ! such pain.

ACTING
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Frank (passing his hands over her hair). Does
that relieve it ?
Fannie (inVA a deep sirjh). Wouderfiil 1 the
pain leaves me.
Frank-. Look into my eyes. {Fannie raises
fher eyes to his. As he speahs to Mr. Credulous
jthe makes the aeiions he names.) You see, sir,
'already there is a
;in the place of the
when I came in.
As I thus pass my
by the force of my

peaceful, smiling expression
look of pain your ward wore
The head begins to droop !
hand over her hair, I throw,
will, a strong spell over the

jyonng lady's mind. See, her head falls back,
her eyelids slowly droop, her hands fall power'less in her lap, and now — she sleeps !
ilr. Credulous. Astounding ! She assures me
that she has not slept for ten nights.
Frank. I can show you still more wonderful
results. Your ward is now completely under
tny control ; without me at this instant she
eonld not live.
Fannie (in a tender, dreamij tone). Do not
leave me !
Prank. You hear, sir.

Now, to prove this,
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observe, if I remove my hand from her hair,
she will become convulsed (takes away his hands.)
Fannie (tremhliiicj and pantinr/). Ah! save
me ! I faint ! I die !
Frank (inkinrj her hand). I am hero. See how
quiet she is I (Fannie lets her hand fall on the
bark of the chair, as if in profound slumber.)
Mr. Credulous. I can scarcely believe my
eyes. Do you think she is perfectly free from
pain?
(To Fannie.)
Fannie, my dear.
Frank. She cannot hear you ; she can hear
no voice but mine.
Miss Fannie !
Fannie (in a dreamt/ tone). I hear you.
Frank. A re you in pain ?
Fannie. No, I am in a dream of delight I
Frank (to Mr. Credulous.) Yet, so potent is
my power that by one motion of my hand I
can again bring the pain. See (makes a motion),
Fannie (moaninr/). Oh, my head ! Oh, my
head 1
Frank (smoothinci her hair). I cannot bear to
see her suffer!
(Fannie aijain seems to sleep.)
Frank. Although she would not hear a can-
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non fired at her ears, nor
burned down arouud her,
obeys my slightest word,
hand from hers, she will

heed it if the house
you will see that she
and when I take my
follow me wherever

I may go. (To Fannie.') Open your eyes.
(Fannie obeys every order.) Stand up ! walk !
sit down ! close your eyes !
Mr. Credulous. Marvellous !
Frank (dropping Fannie' s hand). Now she is
not en rapport, as we say, with me. Take her
hand yourself, and she will answer then any
question you may ask her.
'
Mr. Credulous (taking Fannie' s hand) . Fannie,
are you better ?
Fannie. Well now, quite well !
Mr. Credulous. Do you love me, Fannie ?
Fannie. With the tender regard a ward owes
her guardian.
Mr. Credulous (dropping her hand). Bother!
Frank. Your movement was too sudden ; see
how her hand feels for yours.
Fannie (stretching out her hand). It is so dark!
I am lonely !
Frank (taking her hand). I am here.

Frank. Observe sir, now, as I withdraw my
hand, how your ward will follow it. ( To Fannie.) Open your eyes. (Frank, extending his
hand toioards Fannie, steps slowly backward round
the room, she following him, till he gains the door —
then exit, Fannie still folloimng.)
Mr. Credulous (after a moment's pause). Why
don't they come hack ?
Mattie. They *11 be here in a minute. Oh,
sir, won't it be nice to have Miss Fannie free
from headache ?
Mr. Credulous. I must go find them.
(Exit.)
Mattie. Too soon ! Can they have reached
the gate? (Runs to the window.) Ah, there
they are ! They have reached the carriage.
They are in. Hurra ! That stratagem succeeded. There goes old Credulous without his
hat, running after the carriage. He is too late !
Ah, he is coming back ! It is time for me to
vanish, to get Mr. Frank's new house ready for
Miss Fannie ! Stay 1 one word (to audience)
before I go. Do not blame me too hardly for
cheating my master, but remember that —
" All 's fair in love and war."

Fannie. Ah, now it is light '

[ Curtain falls.

THE

OLD

The withered leaves fell thick and fast upon
the wildwood path that led me to my childhood's home — the old stepping-stones, the
shady trees and crystal spring were there. I
find my favorite wildwood path unchanged ;
the water trickled down among the stones as it
was wont to do of yore. On, on I pass over
the old bridge and up the hill through the gate,
each step bringing up vivid memories of the
past. Nature is as beautiful as in my childish
days, but I, alas, am changed ! Years have
gone by and left their traces on my brow ; and
now, with feeble steps and slow, onward I go
to gaze upon the spot that gave me birth. No
familiar faces greet me, no kind hands are
stretched to welcome me. 0 for some quiet
spot in which to weep the bitter, burning tears
that well up from the fountain of an aching
heart ! What visions crowd upon me here !
Each step I take is treading on the past. Faint
shadows of loved forms glide these halls, their
memory coming to me like a pleasant dream.
Here, in the old kitchen, by the fireside, our
joyous group were wont to gatlier at eventide.
What pleasing memories linger here ! The
hours of toil and weariness have fled, and only

HOME.
clieerful looks and loving words are thought of
now. Here, in the parlor, day after day, the
Holy Word was read, and the song of thanksgiving and the voice of prayer were heard.
There is our father's place, and here our mother's chair was wont to stand. Here, in years
gone by, holy vows were spoken ; and here,
O, yes, I well remember where the sainted dead
were laid, and mourners gathered round to
weep and take the last sad look. And now I
come, a pilgrim and alone, and find each cherished spot desecrated by strangers' tread ; and
I must wander forth and tread my childhood's
haunts again, and breathe the pure fresh air,
and drink in strength to bear the changes time
has wrought. The old seat beneath the shady
tree is gone ; the garden spot looks wild and
desolate ; -wild grass is tangled through the
bushes, and where my flowers were wont to
bloom rank onions grow. The barn is full of
sweet-scented hay and clover. I open the little
gate and wander on over the wide fields, and
gaze upon the far-off blue hills that bound my
home ; there, where the shadows used to fall,
they linger still, and the deep blue of the
mountains mingles with the cloudy sky. Those

THE

CITIES

OF

KEFCGK.
Where the marmariog f^treamlet floweih.
And the wild wind geatij bloweih
Through the braoches of the treas ;
There, ia daj6 of roatb and gladness.
Without fear of grief or sadness,
I have listened to the breeze —

old wood-crowned hills, how I have loved them,
when thej bounded in uiy world of hope and
love; and how 1 love them still, and ever
shall till memory fail. But where are tliey, the
loving and beloved, that were around me then ?
Some, like me, are wanderers — some amid the
wiMwood, some on the briny deep, and in a
prairie land far, far away ; and some of the
t>eloved ones sleep the sleep that knows no
waking. Alone I sit in the old seat iu the little
meeting-house, and wander through the tall
weeds that grow among the tombs — all, all is
desolate. Alone, and with the dead ! But
even here I may not weep in peace ; strange

Listened while it swept around me.
With a breath that ever boand me,
Still rejoicing to be glad ;
Glad the fatare ever beameth.
With a light ihai brightly gleametb,
How can youth and hope b« sad ?
Hope, bright hope, thou hast departed.
Here I wander broken-hearted,
Sad and dreary and alone :
There is not one voice in gladness
Cometh now to break the sadness.
With the music of its tone.

eyes must watch my bitter grief: sadly T wander on, in vain I seek one little grave to

Hope, with all I loved and cherished.
From thy dear old haunts has peri:^hed,
And I may not linger here —
May not slay to dream of changes
Which the true, fond heart estranges
From the friends it once held dear.

pluck a blossom there. But yet I sorrow not
as those who have no hope. In the better
laud, in my unchanging home, I shall find my
lost again. Farewell, my long-loved home, I
ftm bidding thee a last adieu.
Tes, mr heart is almost breaking.

Why, then, shou'^ I linger longer?
Even though thy ties were stronger,
I mast sorely break the gpelL
One last look, and then I leave thee ;
Tea. although it deeply grieve me,
I must say a last farewelL

While a last sad leave I 'm takiog,
How mv heart with aoi;ai!^h swells!
While the birds are sweeilj siogiDg,
Jiad the echoes wildlr hogiog
Throogh tbj woods and sunoj dells.
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I.

ETKsnto stole over the inheritance of Reuben.
The parting sun had marked his retiring course
by a train of glorious light bordered by gorgeous clouds, which, gradually diminishing in
splendor, faded at length into the deep azure
of a summer evening sky ; while the brilliant
stars sparkled in its serene depths, as if emulous
to replace the departed glory. The balmy
breeze, redolent of a thousand perfnmes stolen
from the flowers and fruits of that lovely region,
imparted fresh vigor and energy to the languid
frame enfeebled by the sultry heats of the
day.
In Heshbon, "that ancient city of Heshbon,"
and bordering upon a portion of its wall, was
situiled a spacious and beautiful garden ; delightful in its arrangement of refreshing shade
»nd pleasant bowers. A fountain poured forth its
abundant waters to play awhile in the air and
return to its reservoir, again to rise in spreading
jets, and again to return to its source. Two figures
near its marsin were sprinkled by its spray, and
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fanned by the fragrant breeze ; a stately young
man supported the form of a weeping girl ; the
scene and the hour seemed sacred to peace and
happiness, but these two suffering liearts felt
not its peace, thought not of its beauty: sorrow
deep and engrossing had excluded all other
emotions. They were betrothed lovers, and the
coming week was to have witnessed their bridal, and rejoicing friends were even now preparing to grace with their presence the holy
ceremony. Why, tlieu, these bitter tears ? this
agonizing grief? Why does the almost fainting
form of the beautiful Zillah shrink from the
enfolding arms of her lover, as he seeks to sustain it ? Alas '. bis hands have shed the blood
of a brother of his tribe ! He has slain a man,
and the Avenger of blood is npon his path. He
must fly, mnst relinquish hopes so precious,
and all the other blessings his God has so bountifully spread around him, and seek safety in a
"City of Refuge," so mercifully appointed by
Jehovah to receive the unfortunate man-slayeT".
"Shrink not from me thus, my beloved!" ba
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cried in tones of the deepest anguish; "if guilty
iu deed, I surely was not so in intention ; light
of my soul, believe and trust thy Reuben ;
speak, and say that thou hatest him not !"
"Tell me," sobbed the wretched girl, "tell
me truly, how was it that the son of the righteous Ebenezer could descend to become a criminal and a murderer ?"
He started. "A murderer I Yes, the death
of another is upon my soul ; and thou art just,
Zillah, and dost wound me righteously."
■ " Reuben, I meant it not ; forgive me. Ah !
what can I say that will not add to thy distress f Yet I would fain know the worst."
" Thou Shalt know all. When Zillah consented to wed her Reuben, Abner, the son of
Simeon, was displeased, for he likewise .nought
her for his wife, and his wrath burned fiercely
against her chosen husband. Happy in the
possession of her love, Reuben could well pity
his disappointment, while he scorned his threats
of vengeance. But, Zilli^h, when he assailed
thy fair fame, when he dared to heap obloquy
upon the name of thy father, I resented the
cowardly insult, and he smote me ! Yea, in the
extremity of his wrath, he dared to smite me,
and with my sword I pierced his craven breast.
Could I have done otherwise?"
"Oh, I know not I Thou wert sorely tried ;
but is there no hope — may he not yet live V
"There is no hope for him, Zillah; and I
have fled hither to see thee once again, ere we
part forever."
"Forever ! didst thou say ? And for my sake
thou art thus afflicted and desolate ; and I have
been so unkind, so forgetful, that thy happiness
as well as my own is destroyed. Oh, best beloved !what can we do in our distress ? The
brothers of Abner — will they avenge him ? will
they have no pity ?"
"They are even now seeking me, and wherefore should I strive to escape their rage f Zillah loves me no longer."
"Say not so, my Reuben," and her face
sought shelter on his breast. " But hasten to
Bezer in the wilderness, where thou wilt be safe
from their fury ; let me not see thee slain, my
betrothed ; then would life be without value to
me."
" Already are the gates watched by the kindred of Abner ; only by the wall can I hope to
escape from the city — and how can that be
scaled?"
Zillah clasped her hands with renewed hope,
as she exclaimed, "The Lord be praised for
that thought I By yon lofty palm thou canst
reach the top of the wall ; thou wilt be saved.
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my beloved, and we may yet be happy.
But i
how canst thou descend upon the other side?"
"A rope secured to the tree will aid my d.-scent, and since thoti still lovest me, Zillah,
my life shall be precious in my own eyes."
The undiminished affection of his betrothed
inspired the heart-stricken youth with fresh
energy, and through her exertions he succeeded
iu effecting his escape to the suburb, without
the wall of the city ; and, as quickly as possible, passing through the most unfrequented
streets, issued into the open country, in tlie
quarter most remote from the road which led
to Bezer ; rightly believing that his enemies
would watch the gate nearest to that place with
the greatest vigilance. A circuitous route and
a cross-road brought him to the highway leading to this place of refuge, which, in accordance
with the humane law of the country, was always kept in perfect repair, and provided with
every facility for assisting the unfortunate
man-slayer to reach a place of safety, into
which, having entered, he was relieved from
farther pursuit.
The bright moonlight, while it rendered his
way plainer, made it also more unsafe, as the
heat of the day had delayed many wayfarers,
who were now striving to accomplish their
journey during the balmy coolness of the night ;
and Reuben was compelled to guard against
the recognition of many to whom he was well
known, who might have borne the tidings of
his flight to the family of the hapless Abner.
The bold free step exchanged for a limping gait,
and the body bent almost to deformity, presented no resemblance to his own litlie and
graceful form ; and it was not until the shadows
of the setting moon were succeeded by the
darkness of night, that, freed from the apprehension of immediate danger, our fugitive
quickened his pace, and resumed his upriglit
attitude. Several hours of unceasing travel at
length produced a degree of fatigue which
warned him to seek for a place of rest and security during the approaching day. But whither
to direct his steps ? Where seek for those who
would furnish him food and shelter without
betraying him ?
He was aware that with the morning dawn
the friends of his victim would scour the country in pursuit of him ; he knew, also, that with
his own fleet steed under him, he could have
deiied their efforts to overt<ake him ; but his
sudden flight had deprived him of that a<lvantage, and where could he d.are apply for another?
Worn with fatigue, and sad at heart, he seated
himself upon a rock at some distance from the
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i'oailside, and soon became so wbolly absorbed
111 refltfCtioii, that he was uncoiistious of the
lear approach of a young lad, whose light footsteps searcely sounded on the smooth sau<l,
jutil he stopped suddenly beside liiiit, and was
razing earnestly in his face. Keuben started
,ip on beliolding liim, but spake not, and the
iioy said, In a voice expressive of deep sympathy—
1 "Thou art very weary, stranger; is it not
HoV
"Thou speakest truly, my good lad," Reulen replied, with a faint smile; "canst thou
ibring me where I may find food and rest?"
"My father's house is near, but be is in the
^eld. My mother loves the stranger ; wilt thou
igo to her?"
" Gladly, my kind friend ; for I am sorely in
|aeed;" and they turned to commence their
■walk, when the lad exclaimed —
"Look ! look I how yon daring riders dash
fdowu the hill ; I would be sorry to place my
ineck in such jeopardy. They ride like madmen'! '
Oue look served to assure Reuben that the
iforemost horseman was Hazael, the brother of
■'ihe fallen Abner. "Come," be cried hastily,
^to the boy, " run with all thy speed, and I will
overtake thee, tired as I am, before thou reacblest thy father's house."
"We will try it," was the reply', and the
race began.
I The love of life was strong in the heart of
the young man, and this extremity imparted
'Strength to his limbs, and Heetness to his footIsteps. The two entered the house together,
jand as the youth advanced to present his com*panion to his mother, he was surprised to hear
'(him e.\claim, as he apijroached her, "I implore
ithine aid! Hide me, if thou canst, from those
Iwho seek my life ; ask what thou wilt for thy
(reward, for I am rich ! But save me now ! the

jpursuer is at thy door !"
Suppressing the surprise and curiosity which
filled her mind, the woman g.azed at him an
instant in silence, then bowed her bead in
I token of assent, and, with ready kindness motioning him to follow her, led the way to a door
epening upon the corridor that surrounded the
dinner court; then bidding her sou fasten the
door, she conducted the weary strauger, thrown
thus unexpectedly upon her hospitality, to the
brink of a well, which occupied one comet of
the court. Pointing to several steps which
were arranged within its circumference, on
which she was accustomed to place such food
as reijuired protection from heat, she desired
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him to descend and seat himself upon oue of
them. He obeyed mechanically, and, aided by
her assiduous son, she fitted the cover to the
aperture, and spreading a dean cloth over it,
emptied a bag of grain upon the whole, as if for
the purpose of drying it preparatory to grinding. When these arrangements were completed, she said, in a gentle voice, "Have confidence in me, son of Ebenezer, and pray to
the God of thy fathers to rescue thee from this
great peril. Now, my son, let us about our
tasks ; and remember that, in sheltering strangers, we follow the example of our father
Abraham ; and bethink thee also that, as he
was honored by entertaining angels, so may
we, perhaps, be favored by the presence of a
good man. Let nothing tempt thee to betray
his trust in thee." Then unfastening the door,
she proceeded quietly to the performance of
various household duties, while the lad, taking
a suitable vessel, went out to procure water
for the family use.

CHAPTER

II.

It was indeed the brother of -Abner whem
Reuben recognized ; who, fearing lest his enemy, as he considered liim, should efl'ect liis
escape from the city by some method unknown
to himself, had left others to guard the many
gates of Heshbon, while he, followed by his
servant, rode through the various highways by
which it was possible the unfortunate fugitive
might avoid him, and thus it happened that he
appeared so early near the place where the
exhausted young man had thrown himself for
an hour of rest. On reaching the brow of the
hill, and observing two persons conversing near
its foot, his anxiety to make inquiries induced
him to rush headlong down the descent, regardless of all danger. But what was his
surprise when they suddenly darted forward at
their ntmost speed, as if striving to avoid biui !
Could he doubt that he h.id found the enemy
he sought ? With a shout of exultation, he
plunged forward as if desirous to annihilate the
considerable space that intervened between
them. A bend in the road behind a rising
ground shut them from his sight, still be sprang
onward ; another turn behind a grove of trees
filled with underwood, but he saw them not ;
yet another, and a neat and comfortable dwelling-house met bis eye, and beyond it one taU
figure still pressing forward as if life depended
upon the effort. "The Lord h.ith delivered
him .into my bands !" he exclaimed, as he
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dashed after the flying figure. " Now, Ahuer,
shall thy blood be avenged!" Suddenly the
figure halts, then turns into a field, and stops
before the mouth of a bubbling spring, and
Hazael, maddened by disappointment and rage,
is ready to destroy the object of his anger.
It is the youthful Joel whom he has thus
fiercely pursued.
"Who art thou, boy?" he cried, in an infuriated tone, " and why didst thou run from me
with such speed ?"
"Who am I ?" repeated the lad, as if astonished at the question. "I am the son of my
father, if it concerns thee to know, and I ran
to please myself; for why should I fly from
thee f And who art thou that asketk such unseemly questions 1"
"I could slay thee where thou art, son of
Belial !" cried the enraged Hazael. "Tell me,
without delay, where is the man I saw with
thee but now."
' ' Thou hast no right to ask, and I answer thee
not." Then, coolly placing the vessel, now
filled with water, on the ground, he folded his
arms, and gazed steadfastly on the face of his
interrogator.
" I shall find a way to unloose thy tongue, or
silence it forever." And, drawing his sword,
he was rushing upon the undaunted stripling,
when he was withheld by the hand of the servant, who whispered : "The brave lad fears not
thy threats ; perchance words of kindness may
win him to answer thee."
"Speak them thyself, then," was the reply.
"My good lad," said the man, addressing
Joel, "my master is in pursuit of a murderer,
of a man who has killed his brother, and he
believes that he saw him in thy company not
far from hence. If it is so, I trust thou wilt
not screen from punishment one whom the Lord
hath pronounced accursed."
"Of a certainty I would not."
" Then where is he ?"
" Speakest thou of the tall man who left me
but a little time ago ?"
"Even so."
"Thou wouldst not call him a murderer,
surely. ' '
" Dost thou know him, lad ?"
"Do I know my father, peaceful and righteous as he is beloved !"
" Thy father ! Where dwelleth he 1"
" In yonder house. If thou wouldst see him,
he is abroad in the field."
"The man we saw left thee before thou
passedst the house. He must have entered it."
"My father chooses the nearest way to the

fields when he goes to his labor, and this is not
it. I came here for water, and my mother will
think I linger long; so farewell." And he
lifted his vessel to his shoulder, and turned on
his way homeward.
"Not so fast, my young man!" exclaimed
Hazael. " Thy words do not satisfy me. I will
see thy mother and search thine house."
"That will depend upon her wish. But
hasten and follow me, for I have tarried too
long
The already."
thoughts which occupied the mind of the
mother of Joel were many and exciting, but
she felt assured that, whatever might be the
guilt of him whom she had secreted, one thing
was indisputable — he had besought her aid,
and thrown himself upon her hospitality with
undoubting faith in her honor, and she was
therefore bound by every holy consideration to
shelter him from evil. "And then," she said,
mentally, ' ' I cannot believe he has done anything
very wicked. Do I not know Reuben, the son of
the noble Ebenezer, a prince of his tribe ? and
is he not my kinsman ? Of a certainty I have
a right to protect him. His enemy I know not.
But Joel comes, and brings two strangers ; I
must finish my precautions." She then returned to the court, and removed the small mill
used for grinding nearer to the well, filled it with
grain, and, kneeling beside it, began turning
the handle, while she chanted such portions of
the Psalms of King David as she thought would
convey most consolation and support to the
heart of her imprisoned hearer. "Lord, how
are they increased that ti-ouble me I Many are
they that rise up against me, but the Lord is
my Deliverer." " I called upon Him with my
voice, and He heard me out of His holy hill.
I will not be afraid what man can do unto me,
for Thou art" — here she was interrupted by the
entrance of Joel and his companions, who now
approached her.
"Thou hast tarried long, my son ; I fear thy
father must wait for his morning meal. What
has detained thee thus long from thy du" These strangers — I know not their names —
ties ?"
are searching
for a murderer, and have mistaken me for him," Joel smilingly replied.
Sherah arose, and, saluting them courteon.sly,
said : " I marvel for whom thou couldst mistake
this stripling ; though of a goodly height, his
years are but few in number."
"The lad speaks unwisely," replied Hazael.
" I seek one whom I saw with him this morning ; a man of lofty stature, who parted witU
him near this house."
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; " Diilst thou not accompany tlijr father to the
|fl«kl tliU morniug, uiy son t"
" Of a truth, my mother ; and, as thou
knonrest, he is of uiicommou stature. But the
man is not satistied. "
" What wouldst thou have f" she asked,
tarniug to llnzael.
"I would see thy husband, of whom tliou
speakest ; and, with thy permission, would examine thy house."
"The early morning suiteth not best with
thy purpose ; yet thou hast my leave. Joel,
lead this stranger through the apartments, and
then hasten to call thy father from the field."
With haughty step and frowning brow, HaUkl followed the receding form of the boy, while
Sherah, as if to reassure her prisoner so entirely
dependent upon her faithfulness, resumed her
gacred song. " Put thy trust in the Lord, comunit thy way unto Him, and Ue will bring it to
'pass." And she continued singing snatches of
Tarious songs composed by the pious Psalmist
of Israel until the return of the other party.
"I trust thou art satisfied," she said to
Bazael, as he re-entered the court.
"I am not satisfied. The sou of Ebenezer is
mot in thy dwelling, but he may be hidden in
Bome secret place. I would see thy husband."
" Be it so. My son, accompany this man to
lUe presence of thy father."
" Let my servant go with him ; I would st.ay
irith thee."
" And wherefore ? I like not thy presence
llone. I will call one of my maidens."
" Fear me not ; thou art beautiful, but I
■ronld not harm thee.
I seek only revenge on
rB slayer of my brother."
why shouldst thou burden thy heart
fe"
ithAnd
the fell passion ? He must be tried by the
w of Moses, and if found guilty will surely be
Ipnnished, for thou knowest that the wilful
mnrderer finds no mercy in that law."
"I cannot wait for that slow justice ; I must
[!lay him before he reaches the City of Refuge.
I thirst to shed his blood with mj' own right
band, to pierce his heart with my own blade as
lie pierced the heart of my brother."
And he
Kised his glittering weapon with an air of
vage menace.
Slierah started back in indignation. " Thou
trt thyself a murderer at heart!" she cried.
'See that thy fearful thirst be not quenched in
hine own blood. Is it the noble Reuben whom
hon pursues! with such bitter hate ?"
"Bvenso."
" And why slew he thy brother V
"It needeth not that I should tell thee, wo-
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man ; let it suffice thee that his life shall answer for the deed."
The handmaiden now entered the court, and
Sherah, addressing her, said : " We go into the
house ; finish thou the grinding, and prepare
the loaf for breakfast." Then, motioning to
Hazael to follow her, she led the way into the
apartment tliey had before occupied, and almost
immediately were joined by Joel and his father,
accompanied by the servant.
" Thou art not summoned to thy morning
meal, my husband," said the now smiling wife,
"but to certify to this man that thou art not
Reuben, the son of Ebenezer, of Heshbon."
Before he could reply, Hazael, advancing to
the m.m, addressed him; "I would ask thee,
Eldad — for 1 know thee, who thou art, and deceit dwelleth not with thee, as with the woman
— I would ask thee whether thou weutest forth
with thy son at early morning-tide ?"
"Of a surety I did so."
"And thou wert with him at the foot of
?" so ; thou speakest truly. We
hill even
" It was
yonder
had been seeking astraye.d lamb, and, restoring
it to its bleating mother, I bade him return to
the house, and went myself to the field to my
" Hast thou seen that son of Belial, Reuben,
labors."
of Heshbon, this day ?"
"Thyquestion is liarshly pnt, Hazael ; nevertheles , will
I
answer thee kindly. Many days
have gone since I saw the j)rincely Reuben,
and methinks he is too busy with his marriage
preparations to spend much time abroad ; and
the beautiful Zillah would claim all his leisure
"She is lovely as the morning cloud !" cried
Sherah.
hours."
"Ay! "muttered Hazael, gnashing his teeth,
" slie may weep until her beauty fades like the
cloud when the sun withdraws its light, for
Reuben shall return to her no more. 1 have
vowed his death, and God so deal with me as I
will keep my vow !"
"Hearken to me, son of Ocran !" replied
Eldad, sternly, " tliou hast intruded into the
privacy of my dwelling, thou hast qxiestioned
and displeased my wife, thou hast threatened
my son with death, and thou hast summoned
me from my labor, ami all to assure thyself that
he for whose life thou thirsteth is not hidden
within my house ; thou hast not found him,
and if thou still seekcst him, np and away ;
for he is swift of foot and has many friends,
and may escape thee while thou art lingering

here."
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Placed near the table at their morning meal,
in the house of Eldad, were himself and Joel,
and the weary wayfarer who had experienced
such signal and timely kindness from Sherah ;
rest, and food, and present safety had effected
a very favorable change in his personal appearance, but the deep dejection of his countenance
remained unaltered. Wlien breakfast was completed, he arose to depart, sayingtohisgenerous
hostess, " The blessing of the God of Israel be
upon thee and upon thy house 1 As thou hast
had compassion on tlie stranger and the fugitive, so may He have mercy upon thee and
thine, in thine hour of greatest need." He
then turned to address Eldad, but was prevented by him.
"Hear me, I pray thee, my brother ! for art
thou not of the same tribe, and kinsman to my
wife ? This is the day of preparation for the
holy Sabbath ; and beset, as thou knowest
thy way is, by great perils, thou canst not
reach Bezer at all ; time would fail thee to attain a more distant place of refuge, and the
sacred day would overtake thee, a wanderer on
thy way. Tarry with us, and share the blessings of the hallowed hours under my roof.
When a fitting time offers, I will lead thee to a
place of security. ' '
"Yea, stay," added Sherah, "and thou shalt
learn that, in sheltering thee in thine hour of
danger, I was but repaying a debt of kindness
which my father owed to thine. Tarry then
with us, for thou art most welcome."
"And if thou shouldst now depart," said
,Toel, archly, "I should not have power to clear
myself to thee from the suspicion of falsehood
which thou mightest entert.-iin ; then, for the
sake of mine integrity, thou wilt consent to remain with us."
"Thy reasons are unanswerable," replied
Reuben, his sad face lighting up with a smile,
'■more particularly thine, friend Joel, and I
accept the offered hospitality with gratitude,
believing thou art sincere in offering it. And
now for thine explanation."
"First let me say," answered the playful
boy, " that it was well for me that the madman
Hazael did not ask me whether I had seen any
other man than my father this morning ; if he
liad, mine integrity would have been sorely
straitened ; but, happily, he forgot that question in his anger, and I was able to speak the
exact truth."
"But he forgot not to ask thy father," observed Sherah.

"Very true, my mother ; and as he had not
seen any other man this morning, his true answer was all that was needed."
" And where didst thou meet our princely
guest, my son?" inquired Eldad.
"After thou hadst left me for the field, my
father, I obeyed thy command to hasten homeward ;but, thinking I heard a noise in the
thicket, I returned to the foot of the hill to discover the cause — and tliere, pale and weary, I
saw him resting by the roadside. Was I wrong
in offering him the comforts of thine house ?■
" Nay ; my blessing be on thee, my boy I
The Lord loveth the stranger, and thou didst
thy duty in protecting him. But why spakest
thou not of this thiug as we came from tte
" The eyes of the servant were upon me, and
Ifield?"
could not tell thee. But is it not better that
thou knewest it not ? Thou hadst nought to
conceal, and thy truth confirmed my words."
"Be ever thus, my son," cried the gratified
parent ; " be wise and prudent, but harmless as
the young lamb ; mayest thou also be as innocent. But thou, my Slierah, hadst thou no
fears that my surprise would betray thee, when
I should behold thy well so covered ?"
A charming smile beamed on the face of the
wife as she answered, " I was careful that thou
shouldst not behold it, and therefore met thee
in the house."
" What led thee to think of such a place of
concealment ?"
"I remembered the story of Jonathan and
Ahimaaz, and was well pleased to find so good
and secure a hiding-place ; although I had great
fears that my prisoner would grow distrustful
from being confined so long."
"Thou wert very kind," said Reuben, "and
thy pleasant songs refreshed my spirit, while
they gave me full assurance of thy truth and
piety ; and I praise the Lord God of Israel that
although I have sinned grievously. He has remembered mercy, and dealt so graciously with
The day wore away in safety for Reuben, and
pleasantly to his generous friends, to whom he
related the circumstances of his unfortunate
rencontre with his rival ; liis subsequent parting
withme."
his mistress ; his deep regret that a hasty
blow should have been followed by consequences
so dreadful ; and his determination, on arriving
at a place of security, to surrender himself into
the hands of those appointed to judge his case,
and await their decision. "If it be against me,"
lie said, "I must die ; but I will not willingly
fall by the hands of an infuriated avenger."
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"Thou art fiflU, my brotlier; neviTlliplRBS,
jthou hast wrouglit a great evil by biiin;iiig the
sin of blooil-guiltiiiess upou the land. Be it
(Ihy care, by peiiiteiue and prayer, so to appropriate the evening sacrifice offered by our High
Priest, that Jehovali may pardon thee, and
make thine innocence clear in the siglit of man
from all intentional wickednesrf."
An hour before the setting sun had poured
>bis departing beams upon the land of Israel,
I the family of Eldad had completed their pre'parations for the approach of the day so sacred
,in the sight of the Jews, so holy, aiul so blessed
j to the heart of the true Christian. The Sabbath
(began .is the sun sank behind the horizon, and,
i previous to that moment, all the business of
(the week was to be either completed or laid
i aside. Eldad and his son repaired to the synaj gogue ; but Sherah, assisted by her maidens,
(Covered the table with a cloth of snowy whitei ness, and placed upon it a vessel of wine, and
I a couple of lo.aves of newly baked bread, over
J which was spread a clean napkin;
the two
, loaves, baked on Friday, being used in memory
j of the manna, which, on that day, fell in double
j quantities for the children of Israel.
On the
centre of the table stood a candlestick with
1 leven blanches, emblematical of the seven days
/ of the week ; and Sherah, on lighting the candles, uttered this prayer ; " Blessed art thnu,
Lord God of the Universe, who hast sanctified
na with Tliy commandment, and commanded
ns to light the liglits of the Sabbath."
On the return of her husband and son, Sherah welcomed them with an affectionate embr-ace, and the latter, after returning her caress,
besought the blessing of both his parents.

"Thy mother's blessing rest upon thee, my
I; son," the fond mother replied.
Then Eldad,
||' laying his hand upon the bowed head of the
,i youth, rai-ed his eyes to Heaven, and prayed.
^ "The blessing of thy father also be upon thy
.1 head, and may the God of thy fatliers do nnto
thee as he did unto Ephraim and Manasseh."
I After withdrawing his hand, he bade his son
I bring water, which he poured upou the hands
, of his guest, and performing the same alilution
I himself, he addressed his family, " Lift up your
j bauds in holiness to the Lord;" after wliich
J they placed tliemselves at the supper-table.
.| While Eld.ad was pouring out a cup of wine,
be repeated from Genesis, ".^nd on the seventli
day God ended His work which lie had made ;
and He rested on the seventh day from all His
work which He had m.ade.
And God blessed
the seventli day, and sanctified it : becanse that
in it He had rested from all His work wliich
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God created and made." Then blessing the
wine and tasting it, he distributed it to his
family ; the bread was consecrated and distributed in tlie same manner; and thanks, after
supper, completed the duties of the ceremonial
law for the evening.
Beautiful and affecting was this constant remembrance of their Heavenly Father, in the
eyes of Reuben ; and, sorrow-stricken as he was,
he e.vperienced heartfelt gratification in witnessing the lovely harmony and warmth of affection produced by it in the members of this
small but happy family ; and the perfect trustfulness with which each one relied upon, and
ritsponded to, the pure faith and unchanging
love of the others, and he felt assured that
although humble in rank, their lot was far preferable to that of thousands in the more elevated stations in life, who drank not at the
fountain of true happiness — obedience to the
will of the Almighty.
The holy Sabbath was observed with consistent devotion — every member of the family
uniting in such duties of the synagogue as were
appropriate to them. Even Reuben, secure in
the sacredness of the d.ay, ventured forth, and
returned unharmed, although not unseen. Hazael, still suspicions, had appointed one to keep
watch on the habitation of Eldad, who now became aware of his retreat; but other eyes were
equally vigilant, and Joel informed his father
that a stranger had followed their footsteps as
they returned from the second service.
At the conclusion of the evening meal, the
son lighted a lamp having two wicks, which he
held in his hand, while the father, taking a
cup of wine in his right hand, and a box of
spices in his left, uttered a short pr.ayer ; then
changing the contents of his hands, he concluded the ceremonial by another prayer. The
family inhaled the fragrance of the spices and
drank the wine, thus intimating tli.at the holy
Sabbath was separated from all other days, and
ended ; this cup of wine being called Habdallah,
or the cup of separation.
(Conclusiuu next mouth.)

The ideas, as well as children of our youth,
often die before us ; and our minds represent
to us those tombs to which we are approaching,
where, though the brass and marble remain,
yet the inscriptions are effaced by time, and the
imagery moulders away. Pictures drawn in
our minds are laid in fading colors, and, unless
sometimes refreshed, ranish and disappear.
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the very best of everything, at the same stores
where a few years ago I used to slip in so
modestly to buy a plain silk or merino, aud be
asked whether I wanted a cheap article, and
my answers hardly heard, whether I did or not.
But there 's dinner, and let 's go down. Why
am I like the soup? I don't see any resemblance. Because we 're both deer to you, and
both turtle, and you always like to see us both
at the dinner-table ? Dear me I Well, sit down.
I do admire them clerks so — some of them ;

CHAPTER

III.

SHOPPISG.

0 LtTD, Rasher, Fitz-Simmons and I have had
snoh a day I Has Thomas announced dinner
yet ? I 'm tired to death, and so hungry I can
hardly wait to get rid of my wraps. Here, Rosine,
take my furs and bonnet, and tlien descend
and commaiid Tliomas to ascertain if the dinner
is ready to be served. (I always love to use
good language when I 'm speaking to Rosine,
she's such a stylish person for a maid.) If
tViere 's anything c.alcuhated to make a woman
tired and hungry, it's going shopping. FitzSimmons and I have been shopping from morning till night, as you might say. She was glad
of my carriage to get in and out of before
Stewart's, and Tiffany's, and Ball & Black's,
and Arnold & Constable's, etc., with Patrick in
liis new livery, and our coat-of-arms on the
panels, and everything; and I was glad of her
good taste and experience. La I she 's as familiar with camel's hair shawls as she is with
lier own name, and knows diamonds from paste
about as well as the jewellers themselves ; and
as for lace, she knows every style and quality,
which is all very useful to me, who don't know
anything about them. The clerks all know her,
and they 're killingly polite to her and whoever
she brings with her, for they know that, if she
cannot buy much herself, she always brings
rich friends along. It 's so queer I can't get
used to it, though it 's very pleasant and agreeable to have them running out to the carriage
to take our orders, and carry our parcels, and
making footmen of themselves, you might s.ay,
to open our carriage door for us, and showing us
236

they're perfect! so gentlemanly, and so well
dressed I they bow so elegantly, and have their
hair always cut in the very latest fashion.
What's that? Pity I hadn't married one of
'em? Pshaw, Rasher! you know I think
enough of you ; though, I must say, it 's the
one trial of my life that you ain't more gentlemanly. But, if you are a plain little man,
you 're a good provider. I don't expect them
drygoods clerks sleep with rose-colored silk
curtains around their beds when they're at
home, but you 'd think they did, to see 'em
waiting upon customers. I don't know what
we should do without them. Some of those
disagreeable reformers, who try to make us
think everything is wrong, and rich people
have no business to spend all their money on
themselves, and poor women can't find enough
to do if they 're disposed to work, pretend to
believe we ought to employ lady clerks ; but I,
for one, abominate 'em, and I guess the merchants know they wouldn't sell so many expensive things if it wasn't for the fascinating
manner in which those young men recommend
them. Tbey 're my heau ideal precisely, aud
I 'm willing yoii should hear me say it. If there
were only women in the stores, we would only
go shopping when we had something to buy;
but, as it is — Do we go when we don't want to
buy ? What a question, my dear I I didn't
think you were so simple. Why, how much
do you suppose I have spent to-day? Not
twenty dollars, and I 've looked at thousands
of thousands of dollars' worth of lovely things.
How would we spend our time, when we 're
bored to death for something to do, if it wasn't
for going a shopping? I know lots of ladies
who vow they should go insane if it wasn't for
this amusement. They don't care aliout reading, unless there 's a first-rate new novel out,
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»n.i there 's nothing to do from breakfast to
Idiniier three days of the week, allowing one

day for receiving calls and two for making 'em,
as it 's not very often we have a matinee to help
us. I never used to have any difficulty about
f passing away the time ? Will you help me to
;, another slice of the roast turkey?
Thomas,
bring some ice-water.
(I </o wish you 'd be
careful what you say before the servants, espe>cially Thomas.
That fellow 's the torment of
imy house, yet I can't get along without him.
iWhat do you suppose I heard him telling Mrs.
, Clarence Cornell's butler, who was over to see
'him last night f I happened to he at the dumbwaiter, and heard him, down in the dining-room,
.as plain as day.
Ue said, if it wasn't for the
extra wages, he wouldn't stay with us a month ;
ijthat we was very good people, and didn't look
lany too close after the leavin's, but we was
./•art^enues ; he'd never lived with parvenuei
before ! What do you see in that to laugh at ?
I The fellow's deserving of a better place ? I do
believe you laugh just as heartily when the
joke 's against as when it 's for yon.) You can
ibring on the pudding, Thomas.
(He said, also,
^ that he 'd a dozen bottles of champagne laid
ap for the party.
I inferred it was to come off
,the first night we should be out late.)
Did I buy me a shawl to-day ? Didn't I jnst
Bay that I hadn't spent twenty dollars?
I
wouldn't wear a camel's hair that cost less than
aeven hundred.
No, I didn't take any, for it's
getting rather late in the season for them ; buk
I looked at two or three hundred in the course
of the day.
I did intend to take a velvet
cloak, but Fitz-Simmoiis persuaded me to wait
until next week ; " because, " as she whispered
J to me just as I was going to order it sent
ibome, "we can have the pleasure of deciding
inext time; there's always such a charming
excitement about purchasing a velvet cloak I"
Poor dear ! she hasn't had that excitement for
the last two years.
What little money I did
spend was for her. She coveted a lace-set so
much, and I knew she needed it badly, and so
^ I made her a present of it. She '11 be in a good
.| humor with me for the next month ; and, to
i tell the truth, I like her best when she 's most
.' pleased ; she has a cool kind of way of saying
j things to you and about you when she isn't.
1 Why is such friendship like pork ? 'i'ou can
answer that best yourself, my love. Because it
has a marketable value ? To be sure it has ; she
and I understood that thoroughly.
As she says
herself, "she is my letter of introduction; I
couldn't any more get alonj without her than
a stranger in a foreign land could without his

BAStlER.
passports." That w.ts such a fanny idea abont
the foreign land ; she thought I didn't understand it fully, but I did. There 's a mighty
distance, I can tell you, between B
Street
and a three-story brick and the Avenne and .i
four-story brown stone ; it 's as far as from here
to Paris, though, to be sure, a person can travel
it in fifteen minutes by stage. And, for your
part, you don't feel any more to home in it
th.in you would in Paris ; if you conUl get back
to the old place, you 'd be happy as a pig in
clover? It 's astonishing what a difference in
tastes there is ! Now, Fitz-Simmons, she —
Blast Mrs. Fitz-Simmons ? How can you be so
wicked as to use such language, Rasher ? Tfon'd
like to blow her up, you mean ! I '11 warrant
yon ! 'Vou can't even let me have a female
friend in peace. You hurt my feelings, sir,
speaking in that manner of a woman who —
"Ought to be barrelled up." 0 horror, Mr.
Rasher ! barrel up my dearest friend ! Nothing
could Iiave put such a savage, such a ferocious
iilea into your head except the business you
follow. It all comes of your dealing in mess
pork, I know it does. You only meant that,
as she was always getting other persons into a
pickle, she ought to be pickle<I herself? Excuse yourself for your unnatural ferocity in
that way, if you ple.tse. Very well, I 'U let it
pass ; hut if she ever disappears mysteriously
I shall know where she h;ts gone to. I don't
know but I shall begin to be afraid of you
myself. I 've always heard that butchers were
cruel and hard-hearted, and, though you are
not a bntcher exactly, yon and they have dealings together, and you may catch it of 'em.
Another cnp of coiTee ! How long will it t.ike
yon to learn that it 's not genteel to take
more 'n one cup after dinner, and that you
shouldn't take cream in it ? I 'U let you havo
it, seeing we are alone ; bat I 'd advise you to
begin to practise, so as not to forget at my next
dinner party.
Fitz-Simmons is so sorry I didn't get my carriage earlier in the season, as she and I conld
have had a splendid time showing it oflT in the
Central Park. She 's nearly crazy to get to
drive out there with a new carriage, and new
liveries, and coat-of-arms, and alt. We 're
going out to-morrow, if it's fine. There'll be
dozens and dozens of our friends there, and she
says it '11 be glorious to show 'em we can go as
well as they. You know you won't be back
from your wareliouse in time to go ; and she 's
promised to accompany me every time. You
htul thought of trying to get home to-morrow
to drive out with me, as you 'd like to see the
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improvements ? Couldn't you put it off till
some otlier day, nay dear? I'd just as soon
you 'd go along as not — almost ; but Fitz hadn't,
I know. There ! you needn't look mad ! I
don' t wonder she don't take to you particularly,
when you talk of treating her as if she were a
— a — don't flirt your chair back in that manner,
if you please. I declare, if you ain't tilting
it against the wall, and putting your feet on the
rungs! I've always scolded you about that,
ever since the first nice set of chairs we got,
after we 'd been eight months to housekeeping
— six mahogany cues, with black haircloth
cushions. I took more comfort with those
chairs than I do with all the lot we 've got in
our parlors now, because they were the Jirst
nice ones I 'd ever had. It used to worry me
so when you 'd tip back in 'em and put your
feet on the rungs when you was telling your
stories of evenings ; and I 'd say, " Remember,
my dear ! " and you 'd laugh, and say, "A man
that had worked hard all day ought to take
some comfort in the evening with a nice home
and a nice wife in it ;" but you 'd take your feet
down, for all. I believe you was better tempered then than you are now. You guess it 's
I that was better tempered ? There 's Thomas
back again, and let 's go in the library, where
we can have some peace talking, without a
low fellow eavesdropping every word. My ! I
guess I 've eaten too much dinner, by the lump
I feel in my stomach ; but shopping always
makes me dreadfully hungry ; it 's about as
hard work as I care to do. I picked out a set
of pearls to-day for Cerintha, for a Christmas
present when she 's home from school ; and a
diamond brooch and earrings for myself. Mrs.
Fitz-Simmons advised me to take them. She
said it was getting to be such liard times that
every such thing was cheaper than usual, and
it was a splendid time to buy. You guess
you '11 have to put a stop to all such extras for
the present ? Wliy so ? It 's hard times for
you as well as other folks ? Nonsense, Rasher !

can be pumped whenever wanted, and the restl
of the time to be kept out of the way as much
as possible ? Oh ! you 're referring to the ride,
are you ? There 's plenty of women ride around
without their husbands at their side every
instant ; women that have got stylish husbands,
too, of whom they might be proud. The reason why I suspected Fitz wouldn't care about
your company to-morrow is that she has invited a friend of hers to go along, a very fine
young man that you could have no objection
to. There 's room in the carriage for four ?
Perhaps there is, if you insist upon going along.
We '11 try and make room for you, if you want
to go. You don't want to go ? Then what have
you been making all this fuss about ? Men are
so unreasonable I I think they were made tO|
provoke and torment the female ses. We 'd
get along better if every one of them was banished to some world of their own I Only I don't
know who 'd settle the bills, and keep out
house- breakers, and bring us our coal and
kindling-wood, and keep the boys in hammers
and hobby-horses ; though, to be sure, the
children then would all be little girls, and
wouldn't want anything but dolls, which we
could make for them. What 's that ? I 'va
forgotten those delightful clerks ! How could I
get along without them? It 's very true it would
be rather melancholy work, shopping and giving parties, and all that ; but we wouldn't have
to be botliered with husbands, which would
he a privilege worth making some sacrifices
for, and — la I there 's the Schottish and the
Lancers ; we 'd have to dispense with those
sweet dances, which would be a great disappointment to the girls, just as they are ready
to come out. I 'd be willing there should be a
few men in the world, if they were all what
they ought to be. Why am I worse than my
own wish ? Dear me ! I can't guess, and I don't
want to. But why am I, my love ? Because
that was a rash wish, but I am a Rasher! Oh,

times ; and as long as there 's people to eat
pork will sell. You see I know something

I 'm not going to be coaxed into a good humor
by a vulgar conundrum. You think yourself
so very witty, just let me return the compliment.
What would the women do if the men were all
banished to another sphere ? Try to go after

about business, if I am a woman. I 'm going
for the things to-morrow, and you may expect
they '11 be sent home to-morrow night. The
bill will come with them, and you 'U have it to
pay. You 'd advise me not to order them ?
Seems to me that you 're taking on uncommon
airs to-night. You 're not taking on airs, but
you do not choose to be regarded as a convenient household machine out of which money

them ? No, that 's not it. What is it, then f
Well, I don't know myself; but I thought I 'd
pay you back in your own coin, you 're always
so dreadfully funny.
What are you leaning your head down on
that piano cover for? It aches, and you were
wishing Felicia was at home to play for you?
She 's a splendid perfessor they say, better
than Cerintha.
I 'm glad she 's got something

you 're not going to frighten me into being economical. Folks have got to eat, if it is hard
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- t her off, and help her make a good match,
-iie 's not near so pretty as her sister — she 's
,py, like you.
Good gracious, Rasher, how
-lartled me ! What did you thump your
iown in that style for ? If you 'd only remember that ladies have nerves, you d be more
agreeable.
You were thinking of your chil;— wondering if they would have to come
„ lie, learn such tr.ish, and live such lives as
3we are living ? As if there could be any better
w»y of living I Why, we live nearly as well
i«» the Cornells, and my girls will be envied by
~'the most of their acquaintances.
Thinking of
their moral and spiritual lives ! If you mean,
as the father of a f.iniily, to insinuate there's
tinything immoral about this house, speak out
ily, and you '11 hurt my feelings less ;
■, as for spiritual, you get beyond my com'prehension there.
I 'm a consistent member of
a highly respectable church ; I had my chil'dren baptized in their infancy; and I presnme
ULe girls will Iw confirmed in their mother's
ichurch; of their own accord, after they 've had
i a seasou or two of giyety, which it is very natuIntl they should desire.
Now, sir, I want you
•'to explain yourself, and if you 've any charges
^to make, make 'em.
This is the first lime 1 've
;B«en tears on your cheeks since we buried little

Neither can I, so far as the music is concerned,
but I can see a good deal through my operaglass that 's interesting to me ; and it 's an excellent place to wear handsome things. When
Fitz is in my box, as she usually is, we have
snch pleasant chats with the yonng men, between acts ; and there is no better place to
display jewels and mantles and dress bonnets ;
besides, it uxtnU do not to be there. 1 don't
understand the music, but I pretend to, and
when young Grimace says "divine!" "superb!" Isay, "it is indeed perfectly refulgent !" or cast up my eyes, sigh, and say
nothing, which is mach more effective. When
Fitz-Simmons leans forward and holds her
breath, I do the same. I dare s.iy, none of our
set knows but what I am enraptureii, when
I 'm dying with impatience to have I'attie done
with her screaming, so that I can finish the
sweet conversation I was having with our
friends before she began. But la 1 I hear the
carriage coming to the door, and I 've got my
dress to change yet. Good-night, my dear,
take care of yourself; I suppose Mrs. Brown
will treat yon to some ginger-nuts and bottled
cider. Y'ou '11 be home and asleep before I get
back. If you 're tired, you 'd better take the
stage down as far as B
Street. Good-night.

jTimothy, and if you've any good canse for
ii'em, let me know.
You did not intend anyjthing so serious .as I inferred, but you do not
Ilike the frivolity, the want of re.il happiness,
Ithe attempt to show olf — . There! there 1 you

i|needn't go any farther.
If that 'sail you've
r. got on your miml, you may keep it there.
It 's
'infringing on the privileges of our sex for a man

Ito be giving curtain lectures ; and if you ain't
■ curtain-lecturing exactly, you 're meddling with
:)lhe affairs of the house, which if you don't
nqnit, you'll see me down to the warehouse
■ some day, carrying on your business for you.
.'My girls are girls for any mother to be proud
I of— graceful, stylish, educated — up to the ropes
jin good society, and capable of setting an ex' ample to you and me both ; and what you find
J to cry about on their account is a mystery to
me. And now, I 'm going to the opera toI night ; if you want to go along, you may.
I You guess you '11 step over to Brown's and
' spend the evening ? I think it 's a very good
'idea; you hav'n't been there for some time
'now. Give my love to Mrs. Brown, and if she
asks why I hav'n't been there for so long, tell
her I've been extremely busy — "shopping
and riding with more fashionable friends" — but
am going to come soon and take tea with her.
You can't see what

there

is in the opera?
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I enjoy my ride this afternoon ? Oh,

immensely I It's so fortunate you weren't
along, Rasher, for I hadn't much more 'n driven
around for Fitz and her friend, before we saw
Grim-ice sauntering along the avenue, as if he
didn't know what to do with himself, and so
we picked him up and took him along, and he
was so delighted with the chance, it would have
been a pity not to have given it to him. He
isn't able to keep even a single horse to ride
out on, thongh he hires one from Disbon occasionally, and it was a real treat to him to show
himself off in soch an elegant establishment as
ours. Of course, as you own an establishment,
you can go wherever yon please, and it wouldn't
have been such a treat to yon. You don't see as
you can ? Well, who prevents ? I'm sure you
can have the carriage whenever I 'm not n.sing
it. Don't you ride down to your place of
business in it every once and awhile ? It was
such an Injun-summer kind of day, everybo*!/
was taking advantage of it ; I don't suppose
we shall have another such a day this season.
The next time I go to the Central Park I pre-
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sume I shall go upon skates — after I get there,
I mean. Yovi 'd advise me not to try skates at
my time of life ? And why not, I'd like to know !
You are afraid of the consequences of a fall to
a woman weighing nearly two hundred ? Pshaw !
I don't weigh an ounce over an hundred and
seventy-five, and if I go upon parlor-skates
there 'U be no danger of my falling. Fitz can
cut figures on the ice, she 's so expert. What
kind of a figure do you think I 'd cut ?— the
figure of a pig on the ice ? This isn't the first
time, Rasher, you 've compared your wife to
those vile animals in whom you' deal. A man
with one particle of refined feeling in his breast
would never be guilty of so indelicate an allusion. It 's well I 'm as large as I am, and able
to take my own part, for a man who can snij
such things wouldn't hesitate to whip his wife,
if he was big enough. But you ain't, my love,
and you know it. You 're under my thumb
pretty well, and if you don't behave yourself
I '11 allow you less privileges than you have
now. You sha'n't come into the room at all
when I 've company, and you '11 have to go up
a story higher to sleep ; it 's ridiculous to think
of you sleeping under a silk counterpane.
What 's that ? I 've got a sty coming on my
eye I I haven't either — I never had one in my
life. My eyes are red, riding in the wind today. The next thing in order you '11 be accusing me of having four feet, and being a biped
and done with it.
I don't know when I 've enjoyed myself so
well as I did to-day. My hat was as handsome
as any I saw, and my cloak was splendid. I
went out this morning and got the velvet I was
speaking of. Our carriage is very well calculated to show off our dress. Next year I mean
to have one made so that people can see to the
best advantage all I have on, down to my
gaiters, with a fender round it to keep ofl' the
mud ; it will be so pleasant to ride around, like
a queen on a throne, without mussing up your
skirts any, and very beneficial to the health.
My health is not so good as it might be ; I have
a pain in my stomach after eating turtle-soup,
or ducks with dressing ; probably, next summer, Ishall have to ride a great deal for my
health. I intend to take our establishment to
Newport. And, oh, dear me, Rasher, don't
you think you '11 be able to afford a set of goldmounted harness by that time ? I saw a set
to-day — it was splendid I and I felt so provoked
at our plain silver mountings. I think it 's
almost the height of bliss to recline in a luxuriant carriage, with your best things on, and
drive slowly around and around the Drive,

nodding to your friends as you pass 'em, anc
scrutinizing them at your ease. I never ex
pected to arrive at such an earthly I'aradise
when I married you. Rasher. You 've worked
hard enough to bring it about, and think 1
ought to show a little gratitude, instead ol
trying to crush you out of existence, as it were!
I have never tried to crush you out of existence,
my dear. If you 'd do as I 've asked you to so
often, I should bring you forward all I could.
All I want is for you to wear kid gloves, and
not put your hands in your pockets, nor talk
about your business, nor slap folks on th«
shoulder when you 're talking to 'em, and not
talk so much in company, and leave off theiu
horrid flowered vests, and learn a few Frenci^
phrases, and keep quiet, and dress in black.
Now, what are you smiling about? You were
thinking, if you should do all that, I 'd be
guilty of bigamy? How so? Because you
wouldn't be the man I married any more ?
You aren't putting your hat on to go anywhere, are you ? Going to your club I Rasher!
have you joined a club ? Didn't you always
promise me you would never do it as long as
you had a wife and children ? You might a»
well have none ? It 's very bad and unreason-,
able for you to fling out in that way because I
occasionally go out evenings, when you stay to
home of your own choice. It will be very
uncomfortable coming back from parties and
places, and finding you not back from your
club yet, and having to be disturbed by your
coming in after I've retired; and that's the
way it will be if you belong to one of those
horrid things. You '11 get to card-playing and
telling your never-ending stories till after midnight. Ipity the club that you '11 belong to ;
obliged to listen to your stale jokes and tedious
anecdotes, and perhaps having you play practical jokes at their expense ; and it '11 cost
enough to get me them diamonds. There I I
guess that's them now ; and if you don't take
them and pay for them, I shall be so mortified
I shall never want to go to that store again.
" A consummation most devoutly to be wished ?' '
There they are, sure enough ! just look at tliem,
my love— beauties 1 It would be disgraceful to
send 'em back, and the messenger 's waiting
for your check. You guess you '11 give him a
check? Oh, my dear, don't keep me in suth
suspense ; say yes or no. There, that 's a good
little man ! I knew you would ! Come, hang
up your hat again, and sit here in my boudoir.
I don't expect any company to-night, and
we '11 have a real old-fashioned chat together.
See this lovely Egyptian vase that I brought
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'lome yesterday. It looks to yoii like an ugly
arth*:"!! jug? That 's because you don't appreiate it. Our tastes require cultivation, Mr.
Critic Aster says, and it 's true. Now, I didu't
3e to like Sultana Sauce with my roast beef^
nd I do since I *ve cultivated a taste for it.
1y the way, what was you quoting to Critic
ister the other night, with, such a grand flourah, that made Mrs. Cornell and others laugh
|o? He was saying something to you about
"ihe divine misr^ion of the writer and poet, or
*ome such highfalutin* I didn't entirely underitand, and you — *' Told him I considered that
ithe pen was mightier than the sword :' and,
rhile he was bowing and smiling his atknowedgment of the compliment, I added, ' Tlie
'jig-pen, I mean, of course, sir, to which I owe
Ul of my prosperity.'" He 'U never come
'lere again, Mr, Rasher, after such an avowal
^vS that, and I was jast priding myself upon
iftviiig induced him to come to my house;

'le 's quite the fashion, and I was tickled to
[leath to get him, and you've went and gone
l^ind ruined everything, a^ usual. It's up-hill
f'jnsiness getting into the best society when
me of the team is pulling back with all his
■night.

LOLA
BT

LEIGH.

EDWARD

EgTA:ca.

Lola Leioh lived on the river.
Close upon the river edtre;
There ihe cottage of her father
Stood behind an orange hedge.
Her eye was bright with joroas lustre.
And Hhe 9ang from morn till night ;
Kerer did I pass that cottage
But I heard her with delight.
Kever did she have a lover ;
Never did she seem to care
Whether there was one to woo her,
And her bappineifs to share.
Bat when once I stole beneath
The orange trees that grew close by,
I saw her stop a moment singing,
Look up to God, and sweetlj sigh!
Ah, that sigh was not of sorrow.
No regret did it bespeak ;
Hot a tear-drop drew a line
Of care adown her lovely cheekBut her voice again so sweetly
Rang out clearly in the air,
And I ever shall remember
What the words of her song were :
"Lovely, lovely orange
Ofl I 've sat beneath
And have eaien of thy
Precious fruit which
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tree,
thy shade,
bearingsGod hath made;

Uy delight haA always been
To wander here among thy boughs ;
Thuu ba!4t heard tny prayers to Heaven,
Thua hast witnei^i^od all my vows.
*' Lovely, lovely orange tree,
Thou bast been my sole delight ;
Is'ot a day siuce God did make me,
Have I passed without tfay t>ight:
Now, my lovely orange tree,
I will never, never leave the6
Till ray father with the angels
Up in Heaven shall receive met"
Such a song sang Lola Leigh
As I beneath the orange laid.
And I never will forget it —
Sang so sweet the lovely maid.
But when next I wandered thither,
Lola's voice I did nut bear ;
Gud had called her up to heaven— «
But the orange trees were there!
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Yov call her lost, and say that nevermore
Her gentle presence can b.? ronnd us here ;
You thiuk that one shut in by heaven's bright door
Wuuld never wish to leave that harbor dear ;
But while I wept la!<t night, my dripping eyes
Glanced upward through the gloom uf leaden bars,
And then I saw that on the soft, pale skies,
AnoUter star shone ^mid the host of stars.
And still I missed her — missed her happy voice.
Her quiet voice that I had loved so well ;
I said. " How can my lonely heart rejoice
When she has gone so far away to dwell *"
And then, while anguish paled my faithless brow.
And doubt crept in to anchor in my breast,
A blessed zephyr, like her voice so low,
Breathed music'ly from out the fragrant West
A little comfort came — I 'd fell her breath.
Not cold and icy, as when Jast she ki?sed
Me, with her lips prest close by tyrant Death.
And her blue eyes cartained with heavy mist.
But yet I called God stern tn his fixed law,
And thought he was too cold to merit love \
I aaid, " His mercy hides itself in awe" —
And blamed the King enthroned o'er realms above.
Then, wandering in my garden's linden walkn,
Down by the fountain hu-^hed in thirsty hill.
Remembering all the tender twil ght talks
I 'd had with her now lying dead and chill—
I found upon a vine a single ru.se
I M never seen on that green bush before.
Its petals white as the while cheeks of those
Who've folded up their hands to toil no more.
0 star! and breath of wind' and balmy flower!
Sweet comforters ! she loved ye — so may I ;
And whea the memories of my great grief lower,
I '11 look from earth up to the starry sky —
To see her spirit shining sweetly down.
To catch her breath in breezes on my brow,
And see, in roses, erablem'i of the crown
Which remits upon her saintly forehead now.

TWELFTH-NIGHT.
BY

FRANZ

Genteelly descended and connected, wealtliy,
talented, and accomplisbed, of genial disposition, just returned from a five years' residence
iu Paris, a bachelor of thirty-five, of course
Frank Allen was extensively " cultivated" hy
his friends and acquaintances generally. He
was eccentric, whimsical very — well, that only
made hira more attractive ; gave proof of an
original genius. Your common geniuses may
indeed alTect oddity, but it is never labyrinthine. On^glance gives you the clue, and they
can never again surprise .vou, for you know all
the crooks and turns, all the ins and outs of
their affectation ; indeed, by this you know that
it is an affectation. Oddity is always native ;
it can never be naturalized. But, as we were
saying, or rather intended to say, Frank Allen's
oddity was innate. His popularity had been
vastly increased of late by tlie applause which
liad accrued to him as the profit of a course of
lectures on "France and her Emperor." As
this was a private affair, tlie audience being
composed of tlie select circle of friends to whom
he chose to present tickets, of course it was
also a very genteel affair. Eacli one present,
being pleased to be tluis distinguished from the
common outside multitude, was in the best of
humor, and inclined to do full lionor to the
intellectual entertainment provided for them,
which, to do it justice, was really worthy of
great commendation, though it might fairl.y be
a question if they would have discerned its
merits so readily had the.v been of the excluded
crowd, and allowed to read a report of it at
their own quiet firesides; of course "delivery
is a great deal !" (We hope, reader, you will
infer ice were there 1)
Mrs. St. Simon gave her usual Twelfth-night
party on the evening succeeding the last of the
lectures. These parties were always nice easy
affairs, very select and very social. All of the
lower rooms were thrown open to the guests,
who, collected together in circles as their tastes
inclined, could find seats enough to enjoy a
pleasant time comfortably. Frank Allen gracefully bestowed himself in an arm-chair which
occupied the centre of the library, the group
around him being composed of his most ardent
admirers, the literati and literaculi of the assembly, and perhaps we should add, as a separate
class, some very pretty and very marriageable
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young ladies, whose intellectual proclivitie
were rapidly developing under the anxiou!
chaperouship of their worthy mammas. \V(
would not be understood as saying that all tin
intellect gathered under Mrs. St. Simon's ron
was inclosed within the four walls of the libra
ry, or that all within that inclosure were con
stitutionally inclined to brain fever, for to eithe
assertion many exceptions might be made ; wi
only intended the penultimate remark as i
general one.
This explained, we may proceed to say tha
allusion was naturally made to the hcture
the preceding evening, and finding it, appa
rently, a very interesting subject to the com
pany, Frank Allen was led to speak, somewha
at length, of beautiful France, ending with tin
remark : " But now I have come home to live
and am looking round for a wife ; so, youiij
ladies, if you deem me an exemplary yourij
man, worth patronizing, 1 commend myself ti
your good graces !" And he finished with
gi'aceful bow to the ladies addressed, some o'
whom blushed, others smiled frankly, two o;
three were very busy with their bouquets, anc
one or two looked decidedly cross !
"Well," said the father of three daughters
"you must indeed be hard to please, if tin
spring finds you ' fancy free. ' "
" The lady I shall choose," said Allen, will
an air half-serious, half-gay, "must answei
three several tests ; and in this age, such la
dies must be very rare;" and he rose to ex
amine a painting. A half hour later, a haiit
was laid upon his shoulder, rather roughly, in
asniuch as it served to turn him almost half
way round, and blunt Captain Summers exclaimed—
"Frank, lad, what on earth induced you t(
declare you were looking for a wife ? Don't you
know you have drawn down upon yoniself tbe
fire of all the designing mammas and daughters,
and frightened away all the modest, worthj
girls, with tlie fear that they may be thought
designing
" Don't ?"fear for me," replied Allen, gayly ;
" I had a design in what I said. Only please
don't dislocate my arm, for I have not yet got
a wife to make it pleasant to be disabled."
" Had a design in it, hey ?" and the old gentleman stroked his beard in evident perplexity.
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' "Oil, Mr. All.ii. I want to know if it is tme,
ticU a funny tiling as I heard you said," ex.
aimed I'aniiy Ellison, breaking in upon tlie
alojjue.
" Wliat did you hear I said ?"
" Why that you were looking for a wife who
ost pa-is tliree tests, and that all the girls iu
,ie library had better try for you. Pity I hadn't
"jen there !" and the little lady pouted.
I "All right except the advice, Miss Ellison,"
,iid Allen, laughing. " I simply intended to
liniraend myself to the attention of young lalies in general, if they thought me a desirable
;^icle of household furniture."
"Ah, indeed," said the lady, with the most
ifOToking sauciness in the toss of her pretty
«ad; "anil what day do you appoint to decide
jour selection, and olfer your services to the
Ortunate one ?"
I "Uh, I dou'tknow; say this day six months,"
'lid Allen, carelessly.
i"Now, don't you imagine," resumed the
iidy, " that you are the only one watching and
testing.' Don't think you have said anything
Iriginal to-niglit. You gentlemen stU'ly us,
;Ut don't forget, in your self-conceit, that we
||80 study you, and are not more easily pleased
lan you are. Why, I myself have some tests
j'hich a gentleman must pass who would win
ly promise to ' love, honor, and obey.' "
"And pray what may they be ?" asked Al)n, quickly.
" Why, the first is, that he must first have
een refused by at least twenty-five other laies."
Allen looked at her in surprise.
" Yes," she continued, " I should learn from
jhat that he did not lack courage or persevelance ; but, above all, I should have some hope
e would have lost some of his self-conceit, and
3ally be quite endurable, for you must allow
Jhat, as a class, men are fearfully self-con-

kted."
I " You want a meek man whom you can keep
nder a little wholesome restraint, I suppose?"
1 "No," said Fanny, with a quick gleam in
er eye, and a very decided tone ; "my husand — if ever I can have one— must be able to
ommand me ; not because I fear him, but beause I love an.l respect him ; and, indeed,
Ilia is my second test."
"And your third ?" asked Allen, amused.
" Beg your pardon, sir, but I shall expect a
etom of confidence ; I have told you two tests
'hen you asked me, and now, of course, expect
) hear two of your tests ;" and again the lady
allied an arch, provoking, little smile.
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Allen bit his lips in vexation. He had
walked right into the trap the artful little lady
had prepared for him, and how was he to escape f
" But if I divulge my secret, I put the ladies
upon their guard," pleaded Allen.
" Uh, but I promise not to tell any one."
"Suppose I should wish to try my 'tests'
upon you ; 'forewarned, forearmed, 'you know,"
said Allen, with a forced laugh.
"Me ! 0 dear, that's no use. I warn you
I am entirely out of the question. "
"Are you engaged?" asked Allen, quickly.
" Saucy I" pouted the lady.
"I beg pardon," said Allen, with a quick
flush, for he had spoken upon the impulse of
the moment.
The lady bowed, but waited, toying with her
fan.
"Confess now that you have been commissioned to extort from me this secret."
" Confess now that you have been most unjustly suspicious," said the lady.
"Is it so?"
"The last, not the first."
" Why, then, do you ask ?"
" From my own curiosity to watch the game,
and to teach you not to ask questions of others
which you are unwilling to liave returned upon
Again Allen bit his lip, though the lady's
yourself."
bright
eyes were bent upon his face.
"Ask something else, and release me from
the obligation to tell you this."
"I will," said Fanny, with a bewitching
smile. "You shall have your choice between
telling me this, and informing me of the fact
within twenty-four hours after you have offered
your services to your captivator, to which bit
of information you will please add the lady's
name ;" and the lady gave her fan the "merry
flutter" described by Addison.
" Miss Ellison, there is a call for you at the
piano," said a gentleman, approaching, and offering his arm.
"The fiist or the last ?" said she to Allen, as
she accepted it.
" The last, if it must be," was his reply, as
she retreated.
"Very well, indeed," said Frank Allen to
himself, tossing his things right and left, as
every man thinks he has a right to do in his
own room; "only that teasing little witch,
Fanny Ellison — what in the world induced her
to play me such a neat little trick ? Well, she
was merciful enough to let me off at List, for
she is too ladylike to hold me to such a promise
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as that." And, fire minutes after this, Frank
Allen came as near snoring as a gentleman ever
comes. He did not tell his dreams the next
morning, so of course we cannot give them.
"Wonder what they can be, Carrie?" said
Mrs. Locke to her daughter.
"What what can be, mamma?" asked Carrie, though knowing very well that mamma's
thouglits and her own were running in very
nearly the same direction.
" Why, those three tests of Mr. Allen's ?"
"It's very evident what one of them must
be," answered Carrie; "he said such ladies
must be rare in thesn days, or something like
it. Now the age is notorious for extravagance,
so of course the lady must be economical."
In consequence of this belief, perliaps, it was
that Carrie was resolute in her opinion that the
dress mamma pronounced very suitable for
Mrs. St. Simon's Twelfth-night party would be
equally suitable for the next party to which
she received a card of invitation, and that to
support the justness of this conclusion against
mamma's vigorous protestations, she sought
the aid of Mr. Allen's eloquence — that gentleman's call happening to interrupt the dispute.
Mamma was forced to hearCarrie'swiseeconomy
higlily commended, but she was not forced to
hear that gentleman's exclamation as he closed
the street-door — " Saved Locke one good bill,
at least ; but. Miss Carrie, you have missed
your reckoning this time !" A very commonplace little story, this last, the reader will say.
Alas ! dear reader, that it is so commonplace.
Frank Allen's next call was at Kittie Littleton's; but wlien ushered into the drawingroom, he found Fanny Ellison was there to keep
him company in waiting for Miss Kittie's appearance. Itwas — well, not vert/ long before
Kittie came, looking so sweet and rosy that it
did one good to look at her. She had evidently
been busy at work, for carelessly thrown around
her neck was a skein of basting cotton. Noticing it, Fanny hoped she was not interrupting
her.
" 0 dear, no," Kittie said ; " she was only
trying to cut herself a morning-dress. She
never had tried before, and if Fanny had any
bright ideas in her head on the subject, wouldn't
she be good enough to impart them?"
Fanny declared she never had thought of cutting lier own dresses, and had no idea on the
subject.
" And what is your idea in turning dressmaker, Miss Littleton ?" asked Allen.
" My idea ? Why, I happened to take up a

paper the other day that had a distressing!
long article upon 'Ladies' Extravagance.'
course it wasn't true, but I began to thin
whether I h.ad been very extravagant, ar
where I could retrench. One must have ju.
about so many gloves and kerchiefs, and i
many yards of lace and ribbon, in a year, yo
know ; and I could not think of a single cent
could save, till I thought of this dress ; so 1 1>
gan to cut it this morning."
"And liow are you succeeding?" askt
Fanny.
"Oh, indifferently well," said Kittie;
have only run up the breadths yet. Why don
you"Oh,
try, Annie
Fanny Heywood
?"
can suit me better tha
I can suit myself, and she needs the work, at
I would rather have the time 'to improve ii
mind.'
That 's the phrase, is it not ?"
" Well, " said Kittie, laugh inggood-naturedl
"you improve your mind, and I will improi
in dressmaking. If you should ever be poor,
suppose you could teach, or write a book for
living ; but not having brains enough for eithe
I will learn to cut dresses ri la mode ; that is,
I don't get discouraged."
" And give your customers equal parts of dr
goods and French ?" asked Allen.
"Yes," said Kittie, "if I find that fills tl
money-drawer."
" And you, Miss Ellison — are you going
teach young ladies to talk French, or write
"Not the first, certainly," said Fanny; ''
like French well enough to read or study. In
book?"
I do not like this mongrel, part French and pa
English, and often bad grammar at that !"
"Is that the reason you never uge Fren(
phrases ?" asked Kittie.
"Yes, as I said, I want one language or tl
other. An American among Americans, wh
should I speak French — especially as it mu
be with an accent that would shock a Frenol
" Why, to prove you have had a fashional)
education,
and would have made a pretty gc
man ?"
monkey, if you Viad happened to be one, ce
tainly," said Kitty, laughing.
" You read French ?" asked Allen.
"0 yes, I like to read it, except in stori(
part English and part French. But I suppos
these ideas do not please yon, Mr. Allen, aft(
your long residence in beautiful France."
" Now why could you not have said '1
belle France ?' " asked Kittie.
"Young ladies, you know, always claim th
right to say what they please," said AUsi
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xith a graceful bow to each of the ladies, indiuiting that this was a sufficient answer to both
)f their questions.
! " But, " he added, rising to go, "I have been
Tailing for a chance to offer my services to Miss
■IW'iion on her shopping expedition, for I see
ihe has her shopping-bag upon her arm."
; "And I have been waiting," said Fanny,
.inghing, but not rising, ''to have a little
■)nvate talk with Kittie before I go."
j So Allen dbparted alone.
Lena AtUliug w.as Fanny Ellison's most intijiate friend ; and so it happened, very naturally,
Then, on a certain Thursd.iy morning, all of
•Ue signs predicted a drenching rain within an
■lonr or two, that Fanny should send a very
irgeut invitation to her to come to "pass the
torm" with her. Lena came. The storm did
lot pass over till Fridiiy, and it had been
irranged th.at the visit shoald not terminate
(ill baturd.iy. Various interruptions had preented any very lengthy confidential chats beween them during the day, and Lena's con.titutional sleepiness, during the sleepy hours,
■lad before proved to Fanny that it was altoffthertoo hard work to talk and keep her friend
^wake at the same time. But now a long
finter evening was before them, and, as they
'irew arouud the glowing grate in Fanny's
oom, tliey promised themselves a nice, cozy
hat, free from interruption. It was opened by
.ena's exclaiming —
" What do you think of Fr.ink Allen, Fanny ?"
" Well, I have not made up my mind yet.
jome things about him I like much, bnt. coniidentially, Lena, I do suspect he has some
■athsr despicable qualities."
; "What, for instance?"
1 "The first thing I think of is
"
.' A knock at the door, and Biddy announces,

'Please, ma'am, Mr. Allen is in the drawingjoom, and wishes to see Miss Athling and Miss
liUison."
J To paint the disappointment of the friends
jfould not require the pencil of Salvator Rosa,
.ut it would require more words than we have
'•3 spare ; so we shall only record Lena's exlamation, " How did he know I was here?" as,
a no very happy mood, they went to receive
heir visitor.
"How did yon know I was here?" asked
lena, as she took possession of a.fauleuil.
"Calling at your father's, I was told yon
'ere here ; and, as I intended to call here tolonrow evening, I thought I would condense
, "o pleasures into one. I hope I have not disorbed your plans for the evening ?"
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"But, indeed you have," said Lena; "we
had just sat down for a little quiet scaiyial. I
h.id just .asked Fanny what she thought of Mr.
Allen, and she had just reiiched the intensely
iuteresthig part which must have followed ' I
think,' when you were announced. You ought
to be intensely agree.able, this evening, to pay
for the nice bit of dissection you have caused
me "Dear
to lose."
me, how unfortunate I" said Allen.
"Priiy, can you tell me whether the opinion
w-is going to be favorable, or otherwise ?"
"I don't know anything about it," said
Lena ; "but I doubt not she was going to say,
at the very least, that you were a great calumniator of the world of femiuines."
" How so f"
" Why, you know you said, the other evening, that ladies, qu-ilified to be Mrs. Allen,
must be very rare."
" Have a little mercy, Lena," said Fanny,
langhing ; "six months from Twelfth-night he
makes his selection. Perhaps we may have a
half hour's amusement in studying the peculiarities ofthis rare woman."
"Six months ?" asked Allen, in surprise.
"Yes," answered Fanny, "you gave that
' ' I forgot it, but I will try to meet the appointment and,
;
by the way, I have met a lady
time."
who has passed one of the tests. Somebody
says this public .announcement of my wants and
intentions will frisfliten from meall butscheming
ladies.
What do you think ?"
" I think it was undoubtedly a gentleman
who said it," replied Fanny : " and it is only
another instance of manly self-conceit. Y'ou all
think yon are great bargains, anxiously sought
for by all marriageable ladies ; whereas, the
truth is, mascnline schemers matrimonial are
as ten to one of the like class of our sex. If
ever I feel like pardoning a certain coquette
who has cruelly wroneed a friend of mine, it is
when I think how much good she has done by
lessening somewhat the pride of some of her
too confident admirers. The innocent must
sometimes suffer in the punishment of the
"My dear Miss Ellison, spare your eloquence,
Iguilty."
entreat you," interrupted Allen, laughing.
" How I do pity the poor fellow who is doomed
to pass your tests !"
Of course Fanny made a suitable reply, but
we have put on record all of the conversation
which it pleases us to make public. We hasten
now to report the decision. It was generally
understood among Frank Allen's acquaintances
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that six months from Twelfth-night the decision
was to be made. At first, this caused him some
uneasiness ; hut, gradually becoming better
satisfied with "the course of human events" in
his own case, he had, upon being sorely pressed,
declared, a week before the appointed day, that
he was now ready to fulfil the pi omise so carelessly given, so far.as it depended upon him.
Expectation was upon the tiptoe. None could
guess who the lady could be ; for, if a particular
attention was accorded to one, it was sure to
be speedily equalled by some attention to another. Expectation, however, demanded that
he should select from among eight of his acquaintances, ofwhom we have mentioned only
four; though candor compels ua to allow that
our own favoritism, not Mr. Allen's, has drawn
the distinction. Among Mr. Allen's gentlemen
friends, quite a number of bets were taken
upon the chances of these ladies — those who
missed their guess being pledged to unite in
giving the bride a handsome silver service.
Mrs. St. Simons issued cards, for the evening
succeeding the eventful day, to all the guests
of her Twelfth-night party, with " malice prepense" many said, thinking that the secret
might then be discovered.
On the appointed day Mr. Allen called on
each of the eight ladies, but the public were
unable to decide if to any of them he breathed
the important subject. We will tell the reader,
liowever, that his last call was upon Fanny Ellison ;and, not to obtrude ourselves too .soon,
will begin reporting the following, probably in
reply to something we have lost : — "You will remember, Mr. Allen, that I also
liad my tests ; let me see if you can pass them.
The first was, you were to have been refused
by twenty-five other ladies."
" Surely you are not serious ?"
" Indeed, then, I am." And Fanny did not
look at all as if she were fibbing. It required
some time to convince him that she was really
in earnest, anil then lie was forced to confess
that no lady had ever refused him.
" Suffer me to undeceive you," said Fanny,
opening an escritoire, and taking therefrom a
package of letters. Allen started in surprise,
but the lady, unheeding, opened a note and
read : " Mr. Allen invited me to attend the concert this evening, but I was obliged to refuse
him, being previously engaged." Folding the
note again, she remarked: "I have proof of
twenty-five similar refusals. You have passed
that test, but, had you been critical in your examination of my remark, you would not thus
have understood it ; but the thoughts of you

men are always upon matrimony, and you
judge others by yourselves."
Mr. Allen smiled. Evidently Fanny would
take her own time to answer his question, and
her own way also.
"My second test, " continued Fanny, "is the
power to command my obedience ; and the
third, proof that you can keep a secret. Neither
has been proved ; but," here the lady blushed,
"you may tell your friends you have not been
refused, and I will consider myself bound to fulfil
any expectation such a statement may cause,
on these conditions : Within six months you
are to pass my second test, and, during that
time, no one is to suspect, through word or act
of yours, our present relations ; and yoiir three
tests must not be disclosed."
To this Allen agreed, adding : "I now fulfil
the promise to inform you within twentv-four
hours after my decision should be declared. I
am conditionally engaged to Miss Fanny ElliI presume, reader, there was some more nonsense uttered ; but as they alone are responsible
for it, let it pass. Allen faithfully kept his
son."
promise ; and the next year Mrs. St. Simon
omitted her usual Twelfth-night party to attend
the reception of Mrs. Fiank Allen ; then, and
not till then, did Mr. Allen make known his
three tests or requirements : "A common sense
and true dignity, which would not be embarrassed by the knowledge that he sought a wife ;
a sympathy with his great dislike of French
phrases in English conversation ; and, not
least, the good sense to appreciate his good
qualities sufiicieutly to accept his preference."

Beaptifcl Thixos. — Beautiful things are sng
gestive of a purer and higher life, anil fill us
with a mingled love and fear. They have
graciousness that wins us, and an excellena
to wliich we involuntarily do reverence. If yoo
are poor, yet pure and modestly aspiring, keej
a vase of flowers on your table, and they wil
help to maintain yonr dignity, and secure foi
you consideration and delicacy of behavior.
Industry. — If industry is no more than habit
it is at least an excellent one. " If you asl
me which is the real hereditary sin of hum.ai
nature, do you imagine I shall answer, pride
or luxury, or ambition, or egotism ? No ;
shall say indolence. Who conquers indoleno
will conquer all the rest." Indeed, all goo<
principles must stagnate without mental as
tivity.

LESSONS

IN MOSS PAINTING.

After the picture 13 sketched, and all the
ootliues plainly drawn, procnre a small quantity of light blue paint ; it can be procured at
any paint-shop already prepared for use. With
, a fine brush put the paint where the sky is to
be ; put it on smoothly, then set it away where
no dust can settle on it, and let it remain until
;it is dry. The upper part of the sky should be
tdarker in color than the lower.
If clouds are
'|made, procure tubes of flake white, Naples
iyellow, Termilion, and ivory black.
Light
fleecy clouds are made by working in Naples
yellow tipped with white.
Dark clouds are
made by mixing a small quantity of black and
1 white, and, after making them the right shape,
Hip the edges with Naples yellow.
To make a
jsnnset scene, put blue upon the upper part of
Uhe sky, and Chinese vermilion, Naples yellow and white, mixed, upon the lower part ;
then with a brush blend the lower and upper
, paint together until you can scarcely tell where
the blue leaves off and the red commences.
A
sunset scene is more difficult, and requires
more patience, but is beautiful when nicely
done.
There are also two other ways of making the
sky. One is to procure a sheet of marble-

hoard and glue it to book-board, and then
make the sky with colored crayons, after sketching the picture as before directed. Or, paste
Bristol board or thick drawing paper upon the
book-board and paint with water-colors. Those
that understand painting in water-colors, or
with crayons, will perhaps find this the easiest
manner of making the sky, and it looks nearly
as well as when done with oil paints.
Water. — The water should be made to look
as though it reflected what was above it. For
large rivers, oceans, or lakes, paint with the
same colors that are used for the sky. For a
pond, or stagnant pool of water, the colors
should be made darker with ivory black, except
where small patches of sunshine are represented, when a little Naples yellow may be
added. Such small bodies of water should be
shaded around the edges with dark green,
made of yellow ochre and black. Ripples and
waves are made by small streaks of white.
The under color should be dry before any of
the shadows are added.
Nature should be studied in this matter, and
almost every one has noticed that wliere water
is shaded by trees and bushes, it looks 247
almost
black, and where the shadow is from a building
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or boat, it partakes in a great measure tlie
same color of the object which makes the
shadow.
The sky and water are the most difficult
parts of a moss picture ; when these are satisfactorily painted, the rest will be easily accomplished.
Mountains. — Procure a quantity of fine sand
of several different shades. Takeout all small
stones, bits of wood, or other impurities ; this
can be done by sifting it through a wire-sieve,
taking care to keep the different colors separate.
Bluish gray sand is best for the mountains,
dark reddish brown for rocks, and a lighter color,
more of yellow tint, for roads. Take a small
brush and put a thin coat of glue (Spalding's
prepared) on the surface where you wish
mountains, roads, rooks, and small places that
are intended for the beach of the ocean, etc.
Be careful, in putting on the glue, to keep the
outlines true. Take the sand and cover thickly
the i:ilaces that are covered with glue. Be
careful and select the lightest colored sand for
the most distant mountains, using darker colors
on the foreground. Put tlie picture aside until
the glue has sufficient time to dry, when the
loose particles of sand can be shaken off. Mountains look well with the tops made of a lighter
colored sand than that used for the base ; but
care must be taken in mixing it, so that there
shall be no distinct dividing line between the
light and dark sand. Some would, perhaps,
prefer to paint the mountains. If painted, they
should be a very bright, grayish purple.
Castles, etc. — All buildings, such as castles,
ruins, windmills, bridges, huts, and houses
should be made of bark.
To procure the bark, go into the forest and
find a birch-tree ; one tliat has been dead a short
time is best. Take a knife and peel off as large
pieces as possible. Birch bark is the best, but
elm bark will do, if it can be procured of the
right thickness. The birch bark should be of
a rich, dark reddish brown on the inside. After
procuring your bark and scraping off all moss,
rotten wood, and other imperfections, cut it
with the scissors to the shape 3'ou have planned
for your castle. Each different or separate part
of the castle should be formed of separate
pieces of bark. Much taste can be displayed
in arranging the different shades of the bark,
fitting tlie light and dark together in such a
manner that a part of the building looks as
though it stood in the sunshine, while the rest
lay in the shadow.
After the bark is cut and prepared, place it
between two smooth boards, and put weights

upon it until perfectly flat and smooth. Then
put glue upon the outside (light colored side),
place the different pieces where they belong,
and put a weight upon them until they are
dry. After the bark is nicely glued, paint the
windows and doors with ivory black.
If a person can use paints well, the castle
may be shaded with burnt umber and raw
sienna. These directions are for bridges and
buildings of all kinds.
Bodies of Teees. — Take a piece of old rope
(new rope will not do, being too light colored)
and thoroughly untwist it ; saturate it well
with glue, press out all the superfluous moisture, and then place it upon the bodies of the
trees already marked. The strands can be divided at the top to form limbs. If the rope is
carefully untwisted, it will be easy to place it in
the right position. Care should be taken that
the bodies of trees are not drawn too straight,
as that gives a stiff, awkward look to the whole
Another method is to procure branches of
picture.
hemlock, strip off the leaves, and glue them on
for the bodies ; or take elm bark and form the
body of the tree with the fibres, nicely glued.
The picture must now remain undisturbed until
the glue is dry.

HOPES.
BY

E.
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All day hath my soul been filling
With musical echoes of thouf(hC;
I would they had liugered forever.
Such beautiful fancies they wrought.
All day, for the shadowy future,
I 've braided brit,'ht garlands of hope ;
All day I've been gathering roses,
To brighten life's snow-covered slope.
I gathered the bright buds that faded
In sorrow's weird shadows away,
And woke iheni to life by the magic
That breather from Hope's beautiful ray;
I gathered the tears that were trembling
lu Memory's mystical cup,
Ami twined them in Hope's blessed sunlight,
Whose ladiauce swallowed them up.
I 've woven a mantle of gladness,
And hidden my heart in its fold,
Tet still I go mournfully backward
To paths I have trodden of old.
I knelt at the shrine of the buried,
And saw their sweet faces again ;
My burden of sorrow was lightened,
Hope bore away half of its pain.
Oh, life hath such beautiful treasures,
Such jewels of light and of love ;
And hearts that have grown faint and weary
May hope for their resting above.

ESTHER

THORNE.
Dr5

Esther Thorn'E knew little of the gayety and
freedom of cliiMliood. She was the only daughter of a family of five children, but, instead of
being on that account more petted than she
otherwise would have been, it only seemed to
make her more the slave of hf r bustling mother, and noisy, tyrannical brothers. Had there
been two girls, their united wills would have
made a stand to resist the encroachments made
on their rijihts by their selfish and unthinking
relatives; but poor Esther toiled and suffered
alone. Her father was a stern man, who seldom noticed his children except to command
them; and, although Esther loved him tenderly,
yet her fear of him caused her almost to shrink
from his presence. Her mother was a busy
housewife, entirely occupied with providing for
the temporal wants of her family. This world
satisfied her, and after she had accomplished
what she called a good day's work, she knew
no unsatisfied want, such as a mind unfed
brings to its possessor. The only talent she
valued wasthe talent for labor; andshemourned
unceasingly over Esther's strong taste for reading, as she was convinced it would only render
her worthless if persevered in. What could
such a woman know of the quiet yet intellectual
Esther, whose love for reading seemed ever uneatisfied 1 Mrs. Thome, although she had great
pride in her boisterous sons, and a certain maternal feeling for Esther, yet never seemed to
think she needed rest or play, and was constantly hurrying her from one task to another
from morning till night.
With an active, eager, and naturally firm
mind, forcediutosuch uncongenial ways, serious
evils followed to Esther's disposition. So strong
had been the hand of parental authority over
her, that her native traits of character had
never shown themselves. She had a will strong
even to stubbornness ; it had never yet been
roused to activity, but it caused her by degrees
to neglect her tasks, if not closely watched, and
Steal away to indulge herself in her favorite
occupation. The chidings of her mother, too,
at her persistence in what she called Esther's
idle ways, came at last to be sullenly taken as
a matter of course.
As Esther had few books of her own, she
borrowed, and read indiscriminately everything
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that conld be found in her circle of acqnaint.mce;
and among these there were, unfortniiatHly,
many romances of the old style, and as Esther
was too young to see the absurdity of m.any of
these tales of devotion, she drank them all in
as truth. She began by admiring the lieroines,
but ended by making herself one, and by the
aid of fancy placing herself in their positions.
Her natural reserve and lack of intimate
friends of her own age strengthened this tendency so much, that she soon acrinired the
habit of living in a world of her own that she
created in her own thoughts. Jn this world no
one ever chided her, and there was no labor ;
all was made up of just snch love and kindness
as herheartyearnedfor. Gradually herthonghts
took one form. She was some day to meet,
and that in no ordinary manner, the hero of her
dreams, who was to know her as she fancied
she knew herself, and who would at once remove her from her uncongenial home to one of
his own, where, in the sunshine of his affections, her chilled heart would expand, and life
henceforth would be one long day of happiness.
Then she was to have leisure to cnltivate her
taste for study, and when the temptations to
wrong-doing were lemoved, she was to be so
This! hero, Esther ever thought of as one far
good
exceeding in beauty and excellence any person
she had ever seen ; and she never once thought
of the improbability of such a person, if he even
existed, fancying snch a shy, homely person as
herself. It made such an agreeable variety in
her toilsome way of life to build these aircastles while doing the daily work she so much
detested, that Esther never stopped to question
whether it were a profitable kind of employment
or not.
Thus passed year after year of Esther's life
until she reached the age of iifteen, when a
change took place in her circumstances. Her
mother suddenly died, and a sister of Mr.
Thome came to preside over his household ;
who, being a woman of intelligence, at onco
understood enough of Esther's mind to syrapatliiztt with her, and it was through her influence
that Mr. Thorne was induced to send her aw.ay
to scliool. Here her zeal and perseverance were
such, that she soon stood among the best pu2A9
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pils, and she found herself quite unexpectedly
the object of both admiration and envy ; and if
some egotism mingled with the natural pride
she felt at her progress, what wonder was it?
But the neglects of her early years, tliat Esther had so keenly felt, had left too deep au
impression on her sensitive nature to be easily
erased ; and Esther, though very much liked,
Still had no intimate friend, and remained plain
and unattractive. Knowing herself to be gifted
in mind, she gradually came to despise the
little arts of dress that would have rendered
her plainness less conspicuous. Her lack of
knowledge of the world also caused her to think
herself better than those who had fewer gifts of
mind. Her habit of living in dreamland had
become fixed. She was satisfied that no common husband could make her happy ; and as
years passed on after her return home, and she
saw one after another of her young acquaintances marry and seem happy and contented,
Esther smiled with contempt at their commonplace ideas of life.
But at last Esther loved, and, as many another
woman has done before, she invested the object
of her choice with all the qualities wliich her
ideal lover possessed. What she wished to see
in him, with the self-deception of inexperienced
love, she saw. To uninterested observers, John
Fielding was merely a sensible, good man, but
by DO means brilliant, and who despised romance or rather sentiment with all his heart.
He was quite elated at his success in winning
the fastidious Miss Thome, and if he diifered
from her frankly expressed thoughts of what
married life should be, he did not think it
necessary to tell lier so ; and so Esther married,
firmly believing that she could now rest in the
love her strong heart desired.
But, alas for Esther, she had fixed her hopes
on au unstable fouudatjon. Her complete isolation in her early years from those of her own
age had not taught her how nearly alike are
the feelings of every woman's heart. She
thought herself alone in her longing for a more
perfect union of sentiment than is usually
found in married life, nor did she know how
many a woman must see the gilded visions of
girlhood fade away, and stern reality fill up the
picture. Her observation of the world, after she
reached the years of womanhood, had failed to
correct her falsely conceived ideas of life, and
consequently, after a few months, when Esther
began to find tliat her husband was merely an
ordinary mortal, and prized her as much for
her housekeeping qualities as for her gifts
of miud, that he loved his own will better

than he did hers, and did not anticipate what
would give her pleasure, as he did in the days
of his wooing, her heart sunk back in dark disappointment, and she almost forgot the worth
of his real manly qualities, and ceased to prize,
as she should, his genuine afl'ection, because
his actions did not shadow it forth as her exacting disposition required. When she found
that she had not known him wholly from the
first, she charged him with the deception she
had practised on herself.
Had Mr. Fielding died after Esther had
learned to love him, and before her ideas had
been rudely swept away, she would have
mourned for him faithfully all her life , but
she could not see him as he really was, and
adapt herself to the change. To those who do
not know how much a woman's life is of the
affections this story will have no meaning, for
outwardly Esther had everything to make her
happy — a home of comfort and taste, and a
husband who supplied her wants cheerfully, as
far as he knew them, but who had not the gift
to understand a woman as morbidly sensitive
as Esther.
If he had known all the circumstances which
had conspired to form and strengthen her habits of thought, he might have reasoned her
into a healthier tone of mind ; but he looked
at things at an entirely difl'erent stand-point
from Esther's. His business cares engrossed
his mind, and, happy himself, he could not see
why Esther was not so too ; he did not trouble
himself about the matter at all, but went his
way indifierent to what he called Esther's fancies, while she returned to her old habits of
reserve, thinking herself the most miserable of
women.
Although she had now plenty of books and
leisure to pursue her favorite studies, she was
too sick at heart to take pleasure in them. If
Esther's trouble was fanciful, it was at least
founded upon the natural feeling of every woman's heart to be loved and cherished.
Thus passed away several years, spent by
Esther in sullenly struggling with her discontent, and not even could the children tliat came
to her chase away the dark cloud from her
mind.
But all truly noble minds have a self-righting
power which will sooner or later develope ; and
Esther was too good and true to remain ever a
prey to evil thoughts. She began to see at last
that the world was better as it was than it
would be if every person could live for his or
her own selfish happiness. She began to have a
solid respect for her husband, that he could
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make himself au honoralile name among men,
instead of being satisfied with living on tlie
smiles of the woman he loved, as she had once
wished. She began to feol that she had a work
to do herself, and, if lier early neglect and
' its consequences had unfitted lier to fill her
■ station properly, tliat alio must now make herI self competent for it. By degrees the hibor
'• required of her in superintending her houseI hold, which she had from the first performed
, because she despised slackness, assumed a
( dignity in her eyes.
I As Esther felt a new spirit animate her, she
resolved valiantlv to throw off tlie morbid state
1 of mind which had so long po^^sessed her ; to
i strangle any heartaches she might feel for lack
of being .ippreciated ; and to find in doing her
I duty lier highest pleasure. Tlie struggle it
' had cost lier to reach this point had been 0
I how severe ! but when she had reached it she
• felt that she had gained a victory.
Esther had just begun to find what great aids
self-knowledge and self-reliance are to tranI quillity when another change came, but not to
her.
Her husband, who had always been a
; prosperous business man, met with several
j heavy losses, some of them being particularly
aggravating, being the result of misplaced confidence in professed friends.
No man, however firm he may be, no matter
how much he m.ay profess to the contrary, is
above the want of sympathy at times, and how'
natural and manlike it was in Mr. Fielding
to turn to Esther for comfort in his troubles,
confident of her being ready to give it, as if he
had not turned a deaf ear to her whenever he
had chosen !
And Esther, true wife that she was, did not
( fail him, but soothed him to the best of her
ability ; and, as he had the utmost confidence
i in her discretion, it was a gre.at relief to his
f feelings to rehearse to her his sources of irritation. But there was one thing about Esther,
that he now began to perceive for the first time,
j that quite disconcerted him.
Although she
studied his wishes in every respect as usual,
i and sympathized with him whenever he opened
his heart to her, yet she seemed to take his
confidence and friendliness .is coolly as if it were
no longer necessary to her enjoyment.
Now
that it was gone, he missed and yearned for
the old passionate warmth with which she
nsed to greet him. The thought of her becoming indifferent to him he had once deemed
impossible ; but now, as he watched her day
bj day and saw that her calm manut^r was real,
I not assumed out of resentment, his heart felt
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many a pang keener than it had ever known
before. Ill truth, Kstlier had lavished her affection on him with such prodigality that the
fountain of her'heart was dry, and though her
mind was active as ever, feeling seemed dead.
If ever it should revive again depended on
whether her husband should take the right
means or not.
Happily for them both, Mr. Fielding was a
man of warm heart as well as good sense, whose
knowledge of woman was an undeveloped sense,
as yet. His inisunderstanding of Esther had
not been so much .a wilful disregard of her
feelings as an ignorance of the workings of a
sensitive heart. Kow that he was tried, he
found himself as weak as he had once thought
her. But he did not stop to mourn over what
he feared to be the loss of her love ; earnestly
yet tenderly he strove to win it back. He no
longer thought it a stain on his manhood to
m.aiiifest his feelings by little kindly acts, and
he found to his astonishment that women prize
these small attentions more than they do important benefits. 'With all his care and tenderness, ittook him a long time to win Esther from
her indifference, but when he did he prized her
love as his most precious treasure.
It was a true and generous alfection that
grew out of the wreck of their former selfish
regard for each other. Gradually they grew to
be more alike in their tastes ; Mr. Fielding lost
some of his worldliness, and came to take
pleasure in Esther's intellectual pursuits, and
Esther learned, not only to love more wisely,
but to set a proper value on the homely virtue
of industry.
Now, in the enjoyment of the first substantial happiness she has ever known, Kstlier looks
back on the past with a thoughtful eye, and
strives so to nnderst.and and educate her own
daughters that they may avoid her mistakes.
NOT
BY

ALL
W.

8.

A WAIF.
OAFFSET.

Herfi all life's dreams are only queucln'cl in sadness,
And hearts so formed for bliss are still uublest.
TnE ca\m, sweet, and beautiful f.ace of a little
innocent ciiild always seems to us like the vision
of an angel. F.aces wreathed in rosy smiles, eyes
beaming with the halcyon rays of youth, and
hearts beating with the buoyancy of juvenescent expectation are truly a picture to dwell
upon with emotions of heartfelt felicity. The
d.iy-god rises in regal splendor, auspicious of
hope and happiness, and joy aiiii hojie buoy
up the heart of truth and innocence.
There is
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also an Eden brightness in every eye that goes
to the heart ; a sweetness
Now here and now there, giving warmth as it flies
From the lips to the cheelcs, and the bheelfs to the ejesl
How beautiful is the infant smile of innocence 1 How beautiful is the Eden-tiuted bud,
seated upon the knee of her who bore it, and
who loves it with all the tenderness of a mother's best affection ! How beautiful is the
cherub in the cradle ! How beautiful is tlie
guileless sports of innocence, like a lamb in
the Saviour's bosom 1 Beautiful is an infant,
any and everywhere. Beautiful in life ; ay,
beautiful in death I Innocence is beauty, and
O that the loveliness of Eden-tinted buds might
never come in contact with the nettles of this
earth ! O that the unconscious bliss of innocence might never be roused by the lyre of sin
and defilement ! Sweet is the sleep of innocence, and 0 that the windows of the soul
might never ope to the reality of incarnate
things, or the heart ever weep for the beauty
of lost innocence I Alas, then, for the slaughter
of the innocents!
Being apprised of the important charge that
you have, parents, in the person of your offspring, do you cherish them in accordance with
their excelsior worth ! Ah, we fear not.
Many a sweet lip is kissed as it says " goodby," and many a love tear moistens the mother's eye as she bestows a heartfelt "God
bless you!" upon her precious blossom, and
sends it upon its mission to school. But does
it ever occur to the mother's mind that she is
at the same time sending her blossom into the
poisonous atmosphere of death ? 0 let us not
thus slaughter the innocents who surround us,
and for whose welfare parents are irrevocably
responsible ! Let us not prison them too closely in the school-room, nor, while providing for
their mental culture, neglect their physical
wants. Let them breathe the free atmosphere
of heaven — the pure ether of life — and suffer
them to romp and skip untrammelled among
the beauties of nature, those beauties which,
transient as they are, would seem to be their
existing counterparts. Let us not slaughter
the innocents in the school-room nor under the
roofs of their own youthful homes. Death
will come soon enough — alas I too soon in his
advent into the bosom of many a happy home.
I know not of anything more delightful to
witness than the full and joyous expression of
conscious happiness ; that pure, unclouded ray
of light which seems to emanate from the soul,
and which beams glowingly and tenderly in
faith ; like the rainbow on the cloud, it seems

to seal the promise of future happiness. Bnt,
alas I the "garland will fade, and so will the
'Tis well that "coming events [do not always]
smile."
cast their shadows before ;" and 'tis well that
mankind are not permitted to lift the veil of
destiny and prognosticate the future — to know
the day when the fiat of death may go forth,
and the thunderbolts of misfortune fall from the
hands of the destroying angel upon the fair
brow of blooming innocence. To part with
them under any circumstances is full of bitterness ;but 'tis well that an Almighty Father
has shielded the fate of bereavement from the
foresight of mortals. When the day of trial
does come, and the bud of promise is torn from
the parent stem, meet your fate with a religious
submission, for know that
" To bear is to conquer our fate."
Life is uncertain — death is sure — immortality
is the reward. Parting must certainly come ;
and will not be less painful in its consummation,
whether the severing come in the next hour,
or whether it be delayed until years shall have
measured out their lengthened existence. True
is it that
" Man was made to mourn,"
and women also ; and, oh I while we beseech
you not to slaughter the innocents, do not rebel
should an AH- Wise and All-Merciful Fatlier
summon them into his presence for some good
reason. Mothers of angels I give not way to
despair. Love's bright, fair, most brilliant
gems, though veiled from your eyes by the
"valley of the shadow of death," are yet safe
beyond the reach of blight and mildew. They
are perennial flowers in a garden of everlasting
innocence.
Let not the great citadel of the soul be
shrouded with despondency, but let the spirit
of Christianity console the dispensation of Providence in all bereavements.
"Behind the cloud the starlight lurks ;
Through showers the sunbeams fall ;
For God, who loveth all His works,
Has left His hope with all."
And while we have the pledges of love — the
innocent heirs of a felicitous immortality in our
midst — let us do our duty by them to the best
of our ability ; and, above all, let us not become accessory in the "slaughter of the inno-

cents."
Nothing is ever well done in a small household if the master and mistress are ignorant of
the mode in which it should be done.

NOVELTIKS

NOVELTIES

Fig. 1. — Christening robe, en tahlier (apron
fashion) ; tlie front breadtli is trimmed across
,*ritli alternate groups of fine tucks, and a
ijiailled or tinted cambric ruffle, with a needleTorked scallop. The tunic has a trimming of
he same, and forms revers each side of the
Taist. Sleeves to correspond. Many prefer
nserting to alternate with the tucks, as it is
888 trouble in ironing.
Fig. 2. — Embroidered cambric dress for a
hild approaching short clothes ; the sleeves
•te in a puff; the round joke is covered by an
imbroidered bertha.
VOL. LXII.— 22
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Fig. 3. — Dress of Chambray cambric, any
pretty solid color. The skirt lias two groups
of plain bands, set on with a colored cord, the
same color but a darker shade, and these b,ands
have needle-worked scallops of the same.
Straight waist, in flat plaits.
Fig. 4. — Poplin dress, with a peasant chemisette of cambric ; the dress trimmed with i.',
ribbon ruche.
Fig. 5. — A very service.ible apron pattern, in
fine bird's-eye, with worked cambiic ruffles, or
simple edging.
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Fig. G. — Shirt for Zouave jacket ; square
neck, trimmed with Huted ruffle. The bosom
|ig formed of plaits and small ruffles fluted.
Fig. 7. — Bertha made of thin muslin, and

trimmed with puffs, with rows of black velvet
between them. The lower part of the bertha
is cut in waves, edged with a worked ruffle,
and on each wave is a black velvet rosette.
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Fig. S.

Fig. 8.— Gauntlet cnflf for top of
glove ; made of black silk, wltli
velvet inserted, and braided with
gold braid.

Fig. 9.

Fig. 9. — Neck-tie of green silk ;
the part going under the collar is
cut to tit the neck ; the ends arH
embroidered with gold braid, and
trimmed with black lace.

Fig, 10.

Fig. 10. — Tie of cherry silk, cut
the same as Fig. 9 ; ends embroidered with gold braid, and spotted
with gold beads.
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Fig. 11.

Fi". 11.— Neck-tie of velvet, with embroidered cnd3.

THE
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IMPEEIAL

BASQUINE

This garment, for winter, is made of stout
cloth or velvet ; for summer, tliin cloth or silk.
When made of cloth it has a pretty binding or
narrow velvet turned over the edge ; when
silk, it is trimmed with guipure and has velvet
buttons.
The skirt of the side-piece of the back laps
over on the skirt of the back, so as to form a
plait like that seen in men's coats. At regular
intervals, large buttons like the trimming fasten
the two skirts together. The sides remain
open, but require a trimming similar to that of
tht- back.
in front, the sk!rt laps over on the side-piece

FOR

A

LADY.

and offers the same repetition of trimming ai
the skirt of the back.
No. ]. Back.
Half a yard in length
width to be added to the pattern.
No. 2. Side-piece of back. Add 10 inches ii
length and 12 in breadth.
No. 3. Front. Add 17 inches in length, 21
inches in width. It is fastened by large but
tons.
No. 4. Side-piece of front.
Add 8 inches
length, and 26 inches in width.
No. 5. Under side of sleeve.
No. 6. Upper side of sleeve. It is to b(
trimmed like the skirt.

WORK
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WUAT-NOT.— BRAIDED

MaleriaU. — A piece of fine preen cloth, stamped accordmg to the cnpi-aving, for the back and front of the
What-not; one piece of gold-colored Knssia silk braid,
one piece of crimson purse silk, fonr yards cord (gold
and green), and four tassels to match.
There are two novelties in this pretty wliatnot : one is the shape, which is extremely elegant ;the other is the mode of braiding, which
is ilone, not by taking the stitches through the
soutache, but across it at regular distances,
with silk of a contrasting color. It is thus possible to harmonize three colors in the same
article ; and, indeed, the work quite lo.^es the
appearances of ordinary braiding. The ends of
the br.aid must be drawn through to the wrong
tide of the cloth as usual.

IN

A

NEW

STYLE.

It is afterwards to be made up, over stout
card-board, and lined with ciimson or goldcolored silk. There is a plain piece at each
end, the Kick and front being about two inches
apart. The lining should be set on in plaits
here and there. The bottom has a layer of
wadding under the silk, and the edges are finished with silk cord. One pair of tassels hang;
from the cord by which it is suspended ; the ■
other two are placed at the corners in front.
The colors selected should be such as will
suit the room. Brown cloth with gold-colored
braid will always look well, whether crossed
with green, crimson, scarlet, or blue.
This style of braiding may be employed for
any other puipose with excellent effect.
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Materials. — Cotton, No. 12, oteel mesh. No. 12.
Begin with one stitch, and increase every
row till you have forty-six stitches. Net one
row without any increase, and then reverse it,
and decrease it by taking two together at the
end of the row. Before darning the pattern,
let the .square be washed and stiffened.
For the Border: With a flat mesh the following size :

net three into every one ; then, with a smaller
round mesh, net two rows all round. They
should he darned with knitting cotton, No. 20,
and care taken to fill the holes well in, as they
wash much better.

BRIDAL

PINCUSHION.

(See engraving, page 199.)

The materials of which the bridal pincushion
is formed must be either white satin or white
watered silk, and two sorts of small beads.
Commence by cutting a strip of card- board two
inches wide and fifteen inches long ; form this
into a ring, and cover it with the satin well
stretched. Then take some of the fine wire
used for making artificial flowers, and some
small beads, and thread a sufiicient length to
form a loop or leaf. Fasten this down at its
stalk end with a few stitches, and thread a
second loop of the diSerent beads as much
smaller as will allow of its being placed within
the first, so as to form a double loop. Continus
this in the way shown in the engraving, until
a sufficient length is done for one-quarter of the
circle, which must have had a mark placed on

WORK

;aoh of its quarters before commencing the
lead-work.
Il.iving completed the four diisions of the wreath, make the four flowers,
nd attach tliem in their resju-ctive places.
A
ow of larger beads may or m.\v not be carried
hrough the centre of this leaf-work, acconliiig
0 taste ; but if the stitches which fasten down
he wire should happen to show, it will be an
dvantage to insert them.
This being done, a
lonnd cushion of white calico or linen must be
aade to fit the interior of the circle, and raised
p in the inside, ami a round of card-board
«?wn in for the bottom.
All this being done,
iiother round of card-board must be taken for
he stand, sufficiently large for the pincushion
0 be placed in the centre, and leave two inches
ilear, all round, on which a similar row of
leaves and flowers is to be worked; after which
It is to be lined and have short loops of beads
arried all round its edge, as a border, one over. .-rapping the other.
The cushion must then
Ikj placed in the exact middle of tlie mat, and
trongly tied down by means of a mattress.eedle brought through from underneath, looped
through a bead-flower previously prepared, re'umed down again through the cushion,
and
;he two ends finally tied together.
The beads
mployed
may be white, both opaque
and
jransparent, pearl, gold, silver, or steel ; and
fith any combination of these a most elegant
rticle may bo produced, well worthy of its
lame of the " Bridal Pincushion."

BRAIDED

SLIPPER.

(See engraving, page 200.)

XatrrinlK— Velvet or clolh, with gold, silver, or Rus,i*Filk braid.
; This design,

though simple, will be found

hry efi'ective.
The slipper may be marked
Jither in the French style (the fionts and
sides
eparate), or joined at the heel.
It would be extremely pretty worked in chainnitch, with shaded silk, and with an outline of
^otd thread.

SPECTACLE

CASE.

1 This little article is to be worked on fine silk
.^nvas with floss silks in tent-stitch. This will
revent the necessity of filling in the ground,
nd it also leaves the design more distinct wheii
is worked. The centre cross is in three colors,
le little sUr in the middle is four white stitches
■ith one gray in the centre. Round
it there
"s eight stitches in rich dark crimson
; the
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four straight lines in the middle of the cross
are in lighter crimson ; round these four lines
the cross is enlarged by two rows of bright blue
stitches, in two shades. The six little stars
around are in two shades of crimson. The remainder ofthe scroll pattern round the cross is
in grays, sh.aded with black, the lightest parts
being worked in white. The little pattern
which is carried round the edge is in alternate
blue and scarlet, with the rows nearest the edge
in black. This will be found, when worked,
a pretty effective arrangement of colors. When
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the two sides are completed, they
must be lined with crimson silk,
and joined together afterwards.
The stitches are to be hid with a
row of small beads, either white,
steel, or gold. The case is closed
at the bottom and left open at the
top.

LUTE PINCUSHION.

LUTE PINCUSHION.
This little article is made in the
following simple way : Cut two
pieces of card-board to the shape
given, cover them with colored
velvet or satin, lay a small spot
of black velvet on the one intended
for the front, and fasten it down
with a few stitches in silk. Then
take some fine gold thread, and
make the long stitches to represent the strings of the lute ; sew
the two pieces together, attach a
bow to the end, stitch a row of
pins all round, and the little article will be completed.

KNITTED

ARTIFICIAL
ERS.

WHITE

GARDEN

FLOW-

LILT.

Six petals, six stamens, one
pistil, are required to form each
flower; two knitting-needles. No.
19, and a skein of superfine white
Shetland wool.
Cast on four stitches.
Ist row. — Slip one, purl two,
knit one.
2d. — Make one, purl one, knit
two, purl one.
Zd. — Make one, knit one, purl
two, knit two.
ith. — Make one, purl two, knit
two.

two, purl

bth. — Make one, knit two, purl two, knit
two, purl one.
6M. — Make one, knit one, purl two, knit
two, purl two, knit one.
7(A. — Make one, purl one, knit two, and purl
two alternately to the end of the row.
ith. — Make one, knit two, purl two alternately
to the end of row.
9M. — Make one, purl two, knit two to end of
row ; knit last stitch plain.

10th. — Make one, purl two, knit two to ej
of row ; purl the last stitch.
ll(/i. — Make one, knit one, knit and purl tw
alternately to the end of row.
You will now have fourteen inches, makii
seven ribs ; continue these seven ribs unl
you have knitted a length of three inches fro
the beginning of the work. Break ofi' the woe
leaving a bit long enough to thread a rug need
with ; with this needle take up seven stitchej
which you must fasten off; then the otlit
seven, and fasten in the same way, which ooD

WORK

DEPARTMENT.

lletes one petal. Take a piece of fine wire sufloiently long to leave a small bit at the end for
stalk, and sew it neatly round the edge of
le petal with white wood, which will make it
1 form.
Pistil. — Cut a length of wire of about eight
lOhes, fold a bit of green B(;rlin wool in six,
ad split in two .inother bit of the same wool,
lace this lengthwise with the other wool, and
ilace the wire across the wool, fold the wire
'own, and twist it as tightly as possible, thus
adosing the wool ; turn down the shortest end
f the split wool, and twist the longest round
'; and the wire, so as to cover them evenly ;
isten the wool with a slip-knot at the end of
he stem. Cut off a part of the green wool at
itie top, so as to leave merely a neat little tuft
if wool at the end of the wire.
Stamens are made in the same way as the
nstil, merely using yellow Berlin wool instead
f green, and covering the stem with white inItead of green. Place one stamen with every
■etal, twisting the wires of both together. The
listil is to be placed in the centre of the flowers
irhen made up. Sew the petals together, leav'Qg them open about an inch at the top, as
leatly as possible, and draw them close at the
wttom, twisting the stems together.
; Buds. — Several buds are required ; the large
mes are of a very pale shade of green, the
mailer ones of rather deeper color. They look
lest in double knitting, and should be done in
lifferent sizes from twelve to twenty stitches.
Cnit about an inch of these different widths,
md open them like a little bag. Take a piece
of coarse wire, double some common wool about
ihe thickness of your finger, put it across the
vire, which must be folded down and twisted
irery tight ; put this wool into the little bag,
ind gather the stitches of the bud at the top,
Mtching the wire with your needle to fasten it.

NAME

FOR
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This will form the shape of the bud ; fasten the
stitches also at the bottom, and cover the stem
with green wool split in two.
Leaves. — Different shades and sizes are required. Begin them all at the top, casting on
four stitches ; they look best in double knitting,
without putting the wool twice round the
needle ; increase one stitch every second or
third row, till you have eight stitches for the
smallest, and sixteen for the largest size. Continue to knit without increase, till the leaf is
the required length. The longest should be
about a finger length, the smaller in proportion.
The longest must be placed at the bottom of
the stem when making up.
To finish a leaf, pull your needle out, and
thread a rug needle with the wool, and pass it
through the stitches so as to form a little bag,
into which you must insert a bit of double wire ;
catch this at the top or sides to fix it, and it
will keep the leaf in shape. Draw the wool
tight on while the stitches are threaded, and
twist the wool at bottom round the little
stem.
The next operation consists in mounting the
branch. Begin at the top with the smallest
bud, round the stem of which some green wire
must be twisted. Fix it at the top of a piece
of bonnet wire, the length required for the long
stem ; continue to twist the wool round, and
thus fasten the second bud, and the rest in the
same way, at very small intervals. The flowers are fastened in a similar manner, according
to taste, adding the leaves as needed.
Six buds, three flowers, and eight or teu
leaves, form a beautiful branch.
Although the petals of the lily can be made
up with the wool as it is, they look much better
if, after being knitted, they are washed with a
little blue in the water, and quickly dried, before the wire is put round them.

MARKING.
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PLAIN

MORNING

CHILD S GAITER, TO BE MADE
OF CLOTH OB VELVET,

child's LECGIXf! FOR CLCTO
VELVET.

CHILUS

Nt
M

M
O

FOR

AN

INFANT.

OP EEILLIANT.

OR

MADE

I— 1

SLIP

TO BE MADE

OF VELVET

GARIBALDI.

CLOTH, BOUND AND TKIMMED
COLOEED SILK.

WITH

A EKIGHT

RECEIPTS.

^vtttiiits, ^'t.
80UPS.
A cojiMOX camp-kettle will bo found an excellent
fitensil for makla^ soup^ as the lid is hi^avy. and will
n the ¥team.
An earthen pipkin or jar. if of a lont;
irrow make, widr-ning a little in the centre, is,
I's, one of the best vessels for soups, and univer(ally UHi'd by fTei^'n cooks, who insist "that it renders
he gravy more clear and limpid, and extracts more
^Tor from the mrat than when made in tin or copper."
White Sorp — Take a good knuckle of veal or two or
hree ^bnrt shanks ; boil it in four quarts of water about
'our hi»«r8, with some whole white pepper, a little rnace,
aH, two onions, and a small piece of lean ham ; strain
K, and when cold take oB'all the fat aud t-edlment ; beat
ipsix yolks of egi,'s, and mix them with a pint of cream ;
,hen p'^ur the boiling soup upoa it. Boil the cream
i«fore putting it in the soup.
I Tkal Sorp — Skin four pounds of a knuckle of veal ;
^reak it and cut It small ; put it into a stewpan with
vo gallons of water ; when it boils skim it, and lot it
immer till reduced to two quarts ; strain and season
t with white pepper, salt, a little mace, a dessertspoonil of lemon-juice, and thicken it with a large tableipooufut of flour, kneaded with an ounce of butter.
I CcRRT Socp. — Season two quarts of strong veal broth
Vith two onions, a bunch of parsley, salt, and pepper ;
jmin it, and have ready a chicken, cut in joints and
Wkioi'd; put it in the broth with a table»poonful of
arry powder; boil the chickens till quite tender. A
|itle befoie serving add the juice of a lemon and a teaipful of boiling cream. Serve boiled rice to eat with
soup. Always boil cream before putting it in soup
gnivy.
I HAaicoT Socp. — Cat some mutton cutlets from the neck ;
Km aud fry them of a light brown; stew in brown
|r»vy soup till tender. Have ready some carrots, turlips celery, and onions ; fry them in butter for some
!me, and clear the soup from the fat; fhen add the
legetables. color it, and thicken it with butter and flour;
'•ason. and add to it a little port wine and catsup. If
tegra%-y be ready, the soup will rccjuire no more time
'• preparu than may be necessary to render the chops
lid vegetables tender, and is an excellent family dish.
wished to be made more highly flavored, put in a
Xtle curry powder.
)8orp FOR AX Invalid— Cut in small pieces one poun*
t beef or mutton, or part of both, boil it gently in two
iiart^ of water ; take ofl" the scum, and when reduced
, a pint strain it. Season with a little salt, and take &
lacupful at a time.
',
Chicked Socp.— Cut up a large fowl, and boil it well
[ milk and water, thicken with cream, butter, and flonr.
id vegetable* of different kinds cut in small pieces,
ch as potatoes, turnips, the heart of cabbage, one or
I'O onions, celery, etc., with thyme, parsley. Cayenne
black pepper, and mace. Boil all together, and just
fjK you dish it add wine, or a little lemon-juice, and
|lt to your taste.
IBIW OF Beep Socp— Put on the shin at 7 o'clock in
le morning to boil, at 9 o'clock add the vegetables;
|te s large head of cabbage cut fine, iwelve carrots cut
all, five or six turnips, two or three potatoes, two
Ions roasted in hot ashes, and, if tomatoei are in seaVOL. LXII.— 23
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■on, add two or three. Put In thyme, parsley, black
pepper, salt, allspice, and a little maco.
When you serve take out the meat first, an.l, with a
skimnifr, take from the bottom the thick part of tho
vegetables ; mash them to a pulp, and pour on them tlio
more liquid part. Serve the meat spparatcly in a dlsU.
This soup is excellout the second day. If kept quito
sweet.
Some people add mushrooms, parsnips, etc,
Pepper-Pot. — Stew gently in four quarts uf water till
reduced to three, three pounds of beef, half a pound of
lean ham, a bunch of dried thyme, two onions, two large
potatoes pared and sliced ; then sti ain it through a colander, and add a large fowl, cut into joints aud skinned,
half a pound of pickled pork, sliced, the meat of one
lobster, minced, and some small suft dumplings the siza
of a walnut. When the fowl is well boiled, udd half a
peck of spinach that has been boiled and rubbed through,
a colander ; season with s;iU and Cayenne. It is very
good without the lean ham and fowl.
Portable Sorp. — Put on, in four gallons of water,
ten pounds of a shin of beef, free from fat aud skin, six
pounds of a knuckle of veal, and two fowls; break the
bones, and cut the meat into small pieces ; season with
one ounce of whole black pepper, quarter of an ounce of
Jamaica pepper, and the same of mace ; cover the pot
very closely, and let it simmer for twelve or fourteen
hours, and then strain it. The followiug day take off
the fat. and clear the jelly from any sediment adhering
to it; boil it gently upon a stove without covering the
saucepan, and stir it frequently till it thickens to a
strong glue. Pour it into broad tin pans, and put it
in a cool oven. When it will take the impression of a
knife, score it in equal squares, and hang it in a south
window, or near a stove. When dry, break it at the
scores. Wrap it in paper, and put it closely up in boxes.
There should always be a large supply of this soup, as
with it and catsup no one will ever be at a loss for dressed
dishes and soups.
Macaro.ni Sopps,— Take a quart of gravy soup, break
two ounces of Naples macaroni into pieces of little more
than an inch loni:. putting them, by degrees, into a
small portion of the boiling soup, to prevent them from
sticking together, and let them boil until quite tender,
but not soft or pulpy ; from fifteen to twenty minutes if
quite fresh, but nearly half an hour if at all stale. Vermicelli is used in the same manner. They will improve
the consistence of the soup if the quantity above stated
be added ; but it is useless, and does not look well, to
see, as at some tables, only a few strings of it floating
in the tureen.
Gree.'* Pfias Soup may be made with or without meat.
For the former, boil thiee pints of pea-*, with mint, in
spring water; rub them through a sieve, put to them
three quarts of brown gravy soup, and boil together;
then add about half a pint of whole boiled peas ; season,
and if not green enough add spinach juice. Or, if the
gravy be not made, boil with the first peas a ham bone,
or veal, or beef bones, and trimmings to make the stock.
To make this soup without meat, put the pfas, with
some butter, two onions, seasoning, and a pint of water,
into a stewpan. Stew till the peas can he passed through
a sieve, which being done, add to the liquor and pulp
more water, half a pint of young peas, a few fi:ie lettuce-leaves, and some mint, shred finely; stew all together till sofl. Thicken with butter and flour, if requisite.
In either of the above cases the pea shells, if very
young, may be boiled and pulped with tho first parcel
of peas.
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COOKING.

Boiled Leo of Lamb — should look as white as possible. Choose a ewe leg, as there is more fat on it; saw
off the kanckle, trim off the flap and the thick skin on
the back of it, soak it in warm water for three hours,
then boil it gently (time according to size) ; pour a little
white sauce over it. The loin may be fried in steaks
and served round, garnished with dried or fried parsley ;
spinach or sea-kale to be eaten with it. Or it may be
served with parsley and butter, or with oyster-sauce.
Quarters of Lamb

Roasted.

Ibre Quarter. — Cut off

the scrag one j oint from the shoulder ; saw off the cliineboue, and also the bone of the breast, and joint it thoroughly crack
;
the ribs in the middle ; cut off the thick
skin which covers the lower part of the breast, and
break the bone of the shoulder to allow of the knuckle
twisting round, and secuie it in its place with a skewer
fixjra beneath the breast right up the knuckle. Put two
large skewers at the thin end ; pass the spit between the
skewers and the ribs through the thick part at the
shoulder ; paper it, having a double thickness over the
thin end. When the quarter is roasted whole, the
shoulder should be raised either at table or when dished.
The hind quarter is sometimes roasted, and served
with mint-sauce. It may also be larded, covered with
oiled paper, and when more than half done the paper to
he withdrawn, the meat hasted with oil or yolk of egg,
aud slightly covered with crumbs of bread ; then put
closer to the fire to give it a fine brown. When served,
it is sprinkled with the juice of a lemon.
The quarter of eight to ten pounds weight will take
two and a quarter to two and a half hours in dressing,
as it ought to be always well done. The fore quarter
will require from three-quarters to one hour less.
Fii.LBT OF Veal Roasted. — Take a leg of veal, cut off
the knuckle sufficiently above the joint to make a handsome fillet. Take out the bone, fill up the space with
stuffing, and also put a good layer under the fat. Truss
it of a good shape by drawing the fat round, and tie It
up with a tape. Paper it, put it a good distance from
the fire, as the meat is very solid, and must be so thoroughly done as not to leave the least appearance of red
gravy; serve it with melted butter poured over, and
gravy round. Ham or bacon should be served with it,
and fresh cucumbers if ia season.
Fillet of Veal Boiled.— Choose a small delicate fillet
for this purpose ; prepare as for roasting, or stuff it with
an oyster forcemeat ; after having washed ittlioroughly,
cover it with milk aud water in equal quantities, aud
let it boil very gently three and a half or four hours,
keeping it carefully skimmed. Send it to table with a
rich white sauce, or, if stuffed with oysters, a tureen of
oyster-sauce; garnish with stewed celery and slices of
bacon.
A boiled tongue should he served with it.
Sweetbreads. — For every mode of dressing, sweetbreads shonld be prepared by blanching, or rather parboiling them. They should be larded and braised ; and,
being of themselves rather insipid, they will be improved
by a relishing sauce, and by a large quantity of herbs in
the braise. Slices of lemon put upon the sweetbreads
while braising will heighten the flavor and keep them
■white, which is very desirable when sent to table with
white sauce. Stuffed with oysters, they make a very
good vol au vent.
Calves' Feet Stewed. — When properly cleaned, rub
the feet over with pepper, a very little salt, aud mace;

cut them into moderately-sized pieces, and put them iuta
a stewpan, with a little shallot and a beefsteak, also ciii
into pieces. Cover all with cold water, and let then
simmer together for three hours. When quite teoder,
take them off the fire ; strain the gravy through a sievo,
The next day, when cold, take off all the fat ; boil a
small quantity of saffron in cream, aud a little Cayenn
pepper ; mix it with the gravy, and warm the whole
without boiling; one foot and one pound of steak will
make a dish.
Scallops of Cold Veal. — Mince the meat extremely
small, and set it over the fire with a scrape of nutmeg,
a little pepper and salt, aud a little cream, for a few
minutes; then put it into the scallop-shells, and cover
them with crumbs of bread, over which put some bits
of butter, and brown them before the fire.
Either veal or chicken looks and eats well prepared in
this way, and lightly covered with crumbs of bread:
fried ; or these may be put on in little heaps.
Spauerib of Pork should be basted with a very littlei
butter and a little flour, and then sprinkled with driejd;
sage crumbled.

Serve apple-sauce in a boat.
INVALID

DIET.

Incooetng Food, &c., for the Invalid great art Is required, because the palate is morbidly acute, or dieiaclined to strong flavors of any kind. Thus it often happens, that seasoning which is relished in a state
health is loathed uader disease ; and the cook who iB'
not awaie of this fact will be almost sure to displeasej
her employers. Hence it is that the nurse who understands the kind of cookery which is fitted for the sick
will generally succeed better than the most finished
cook, because she knows by experience that all riclil
flavors are sure to turn the stomachs of her charge;
Chicken is for this reason so genei ally liked by the sick,
because its flavor is mild, while the dark and high-flavored meat of game or ducks would be turned out of the
room as soon as submitted to the nose, without even
having the honor of a taste. Fat should be most carefully avoided ia all animal-broths, such as mutton-broth
or beef-tea; onions, garlic, and other herbs, except,
perhaps, parsley, are also objectionable in the sick-room;
and even the faintest flavor of the first in bread sanci
will seldom be tolerated. Pepper may he used to eom^
extent when not forbidden, and also salt, but beyoocf
these seasonings it is seldom safe to venture far. Cloved
and cinnamon, as well as nutmeg, are liked by some
and disliked by others, as also are the flavors of caraway^
and allspice. Lemon-peel gives a clean flavor, as does
oraage-peel, aud may generally be used for the purpose
of giving a slight taste to sweets, or puddings ; but evei)
of these a smaller quantity than usual will suffice. WitK
regard to adding wine in making jellies, it must always
be ascertained whether it is forbidden, for in many cases
jelly without wine would be advantageous, while tin
addition would be altogether wrong. The followinj
list of receipts comprises those which are peculiarly applicable to the invalid: —
Beef-Tea. — Take one pound of lean beef, pick nil th^
fat off; cut it into small pieces the size of the end of thf
thumb, aud score it still further to let out the gravy
put it in an enamelled saucepan with a quart of water
two clcvos, eight to twelve peppercorns, and half a tea'
spoonful of salt.* Simmer for three or four hours, anq
skim it as long as either scum or fat rises, or else i
curdles.
In, cases of extreme debility, one pound and i
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'if of beef may be used. Before serving, absorb every
fibnle of fat with Bilver paper.
Another Mode (very griitcful in convalescence, when
Wt6 is no tendency to diarrUcca). Put iuto a pre^erviug
r alternate larora of beef, cut into t>uiaU pieces, and

with the yolk of an egg ; pour upon it a pint of boiling
water ; then boil all togothor fur a few minutes.

eed taruips ; when the jur is DU<'d, pluce it in a waterUtor slow oven, and let it remain for two or three
ara; then drain otf all the tea. using a little pressure
usist the operation, and let it mtand till cold, when
y fot may be taken off, or if wanted directly, it may
Rnmoved while hot with silver papor.

Iif the arrangement of the hair the greatest regard
ought to bo paid to the style of the features as well as
to the general appearance of the wearer. It is thus
only that we can hopo to avoid such errors of taste as
we frequently see citmraitted by those who, regadless
of the fitness of a particular mode of arrangement, to
which they may have taken a fancy, to their own style

U

lOUP FOR Invalids. — Take six pounds of shin of beef,
k pounds of any white meat, se;isonr>d, and an onion,
'Uked ; put it in a stone jar, and tie down with blad\t\ let it boil twelve hours in a lar^e saucepan of
Wter, then strain it off. A tea or tabk-spoonful is
,OUgh for an invalid, if taken several times during the
.J. {It is well to know, that what remains after the
|ixp has been strained makes excellent common stock
1th additional water.)
IStboso Meat Jkllt por Weak Persons. — Take about
I/O pounds of lean beef, cut in pieces, with a hock of
jim about the same weight, and a knuckle of veal of
ight or ten pounds, a small quantity of salt and mace,
Kithoutany other spice; cover it with water and stew
Ton hours. Strain, and when cold take off the fat ;

wr it with whites of eggs, and pass it through a jellyLg. The produce of jeily from the above proportions
toald be about five quarts ; to be t^keu warm or cold,
lltost suits the patient.
Tbakkttlb Broth. — Cut some small squares of crumb
'bread into a broth basin, and some finely-chopped
kreley, with enough of salt to flavor it ; pour over it
ime boiling water, softening the whole with a spoon.1 or two of cream or milk. Some invalids like the
iTOr of mint, and peas when in season ; and if this can
) allowed by the medical man, tiie water u.«ed must
»Te a few young peas, or pea-pods, and a leaf of mint
. jlled in it, before pouring it over the bread ; without
lis addition, it is often much liked by invalids, asbeinij
t free from grease, and so clean-tasting. A little clear
ravy from under the dripping-pan may sometimes bo
!ded with advantage. Pepper may be used or omitted,
xording to the palate or the nature of the illness.

,

Gravy-Bread for Invalids.— -Cut deeply into a joint
Jf beef, or leg of mutton, while roasting ; fill the opening
j'Uh a thick slice of crumb of bread, and leave it there
:>rhalf an hour, or till completely saturated with tho
jravy ; then sprinkle upon it a little salt, with or withnt pepper, as is recommended, and serve hot.
Toast Sandwiches por Invalids.— Toast carefully a
thin slice of bread ; cut off the crust ; spread two
I of thin bread and butter, also cutting away the
rest, seasoning each with a very little niade-nmstard
ad a sprinkle of salt ; lay the toast in tho middle, servlig it as a sandwich.
Jbllt or Blancmasoe

for Invalids.— Take the boneg

fa knuckle of veal, well scrape all the meat from them,
adstew them four or five hours in two quarts of water ;
fter it is cold, skim it clear from all fat and sedimeut ;
i«lt it, and flavor with homemade wine, and a little
peel.
If for blancmange, the stock must be still
iiOTO reduced, to bear the addition of some milk, flavored
itb laurel leaf and lemon-peel ; the addition of a little
iu or brandy will, of course, improve it.
floOTBiNo NorRTSHMENT

IN CoNsrMPTiox. — Beat np a

' Weapoonful of oatmeal and a tablespoonful of honey,

THE

TOILET.

ARRANOBMEXT
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VUlVK.

of countenauce, adopt it at once without due consideration. The mode which they admire may perhaps have
been adapted by tho dictates of the nicest taste to the
features of the wearer, while to their own it is completely uusuited ; but, pleased with its effect in those in
whom they admire it, and yet ignorant of the source of
the charm, they blindly adopt it, and, instead of of rendering th'-m-selves more attractive, they become merely
ridiculous.
When the features are large, or strongly marked, the
hair should be arranged in masses, in large curls, or
well-defined bows, so as to harmonize with the general
cast of the countenance. If, on the contrary, the features
are small and delicate, the greatest care should be taken
not to render too striking the contrast between them and
the magnitude of the headdress. Small and delicately
formed curls or ringlets, braids, or light and airy bows
are the most pleasing varieties fur this style.
The features of the greater number of young ladies,
however, cannot bo classed under either of these extremes. When such is the case, the fancy of the ladiTidual is, of course, allowed greater latitude, but ought
to be no less subject to the dictates of taste.
There are what may be called four distinct styles of
arrangement, under one or other of which the various
modes of dressing the hair may be classed : in bows, in
braids, in twists, or iu curls. To the latter class may be
also referred ringlets, since they are only a modification
to suit the features of particular individuals.
Bows will be found particularly suitable where the
face is round, as they teud to lengthen the countenance,
and make its peculiarities less apparent. The longei
they can be made without extravagance, the more
pleasing will be the eS'ect. If, on the contrary, the
countenance is narrow and lengthened, low, swelling
bows should be adopted.
In arranging bows care should be taken to avoid an
earact uniformity on each side. Such an arrangement
gives an air of stiffness, from which it is at all times
well to be free.
To braids the above observations are, in general,
equally applicable.
Cui;l8, no less than bows, require to be carefully
adapted in size to the features. If the face is long and
di-llcient in breadth, the great mass should be made to
cluster near the temples, and fall gracefully over the
cheek, taking carp, however, not to conceal the latter,
and thus vender the leutrth still more apparent. From
the ease with which curls are adapted to every style I'f
feature— and there are few indeed to which they are not
becoming and from the facility which they afford to
display a beauty or conceal a defect, this has always
been a favorite style of arrangement.
Ringlets, as has already been remarked, are merely a
modification of curls. Thoy require, however, to be more
cautiously adopted, as, though extremely fascinating
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■when suited to the style of the wearer, they give an air
of ridicuie to one to which they are unsulteii.
MISCELLANEOUS.
Paste for Sharpening

Razors. — Oxide of tin levi-

gated, vulgarly termed prepared putty, one ounce, saturated solution of oxalic acid, a sufficient quantity to form
a paste. This composition is to be rubbed over the top
of the strap, and, when dry, a little water may be added.
The oxalic acid having a great attachment for iron, a
little friction with this powder gives a fine edge to the
razor.
Modern Etiquette requires that a guest should always
pay the first compliments to tlie lady of the house. For. merly it was the custom for the rai.stress of the mansion
to occupy some place at the furihest point from the entrance of the apartment, and this obliged the visitor
either to violate the law of politeness by speaking to
many mutual friends on tbe way towards her, or else to
pass them with apparent coldness; and to reconcile
these differences it is now the fashion for tbe lady to occupy some place near the door, when the visitor may be
at once received, aud relieved from the difficulty which
has given rise to the arrangement.
How TO Keep Them. — A few days more, and furs will
be superfluous. ■ Then comes the process of so putting
them away that moths shall not invade them. The
same thing is necessary to protect woollens, the moth
being no respecter of anything in the line. The best
way to insure immunity from destruction is to pack all
in a trunk or box lined with brown Holland, first
sprinkling them liberally with black pepper. This is
better even than camphor, for dealers in furs are often
victimized by entomological pests, though their goods
be saturated by this powerful odor. Before packing
away furs they should be well beaten, to dislodge any
larvse that, despite the most scrupulous care, may be
deposited in them. The superiority of pepper to camphor
as a preservative to furs consists in the fact that, while
larvse will incubate among camphor, theie is something
in the aroma of pepper which destroys them in embryo.
To Clean Whitewash Brushes. — Wash off, with cold
water, the lime fi om the bristles of the brush, and scrub
well with a hard scrubbing-brush the part where the
bristles are fixed into the wood. This should be done
at once, as soon as the whitewashing for that day is finished. Itis far better than to let them soak all night.
Paste for Cleaning Knives. — Make a mixture, one
part emery, and three parts crocus martis, in very fine
powder. Mix them to a thick paste, with a little lard
or sweet oil. Have your knife-board covered with a
thick buff'-leather. Spread this paste on your leather to
about the thickness of a quarter-dollar. Rub your
knives in it, and it will make them much sharper and
brighter, and will wear them out less than the common
method of cleaning with brickdust on a bare board.

To Color Alum Crystals.— In making these cry stala;
the coloring should be added to the solution of alum in.
proportion to the shade which it is desired to produce.
Coke, with a piece of lead attached to it, in order to
make it sink in the solution, is the best substance for a
nucleus ; or, if a smooth surface be used, it will be necessary to wind it round with cotton or worsted, otherwise no crystals will adhere to it. Yelluu\ muriate of
iron; blue, solution of indigo in sulphuric acid; pnle
blue, equal parts of alum and blue vitriol ; cfimson,
fusion of madder and cochineal ; black, japan ink thickened with gum ; green, equal parts of alum and blua
vitriol, with a few drops of muriate of iron ; 7)1 ilk-white,^
a crystal of alum held over a glass containing amraouia,
the vapor of which precipitates the alumina on the surface.
To Preserve Fruits or Flowers the whole Yeasi
without Spoiling. — Mix 1 lb. of nitre with 2 lbs. of bole,
ammoniac and 3 lbs of clean common ■■-and ; then, in dry
weather, take fiuit of any sorts which is not fully ripe,
allowing the stalks to remain, and put them one by oae
into an open glass until it is quite full ; cover the glass
with'oiled cloth closely tied down. Put the glass three
or four inches down in the earth, in a dry cellar, and
surround it un all sides to the depth of three or foai
inches with the above mixture. The fruit will thus bt
preserved quite fiesh all the year round.
CONTRIBUTED

RECEIPTS.

I HAVE seen a great many valuable receipts in yom
Book, and thinking you would not object to eating 1
nice Doughnut, send the following receipt, which
considered very good :—
Two cups of sugar, three eggs, one cup of sweet cream,
two teaspoonfuls cream of tartar, one of soda, one of s;ilt
one nutmeg. Mix the sugar with the flour, and tht
cream with the egg.
Roll out hard and fiy.
Rice Merinque. — Boil half a cup of rice in a quarto
milk for thiee hours, that it may be quite thick ; sweetei
to your taste, and let it cool ; separate the whites am
yolka of four eggs; beat the yolks with the rice ;
milk, and put them into a pudding dish ; then beat tb«
whices very lightly and add fine sugar to thicken lik
icing, and pour over the other. Let it bake a liyh,
brown.
To be eaten with cream.
Merinque Pudding. — One pint of stale bread crumby
one quuit of milk, the yolks of four eggs beaten lighilja small cup of white sugar, the grated rind of a smal
lemon, and a piece of butter tbe size of an egg. Mix al
well together and bake it. When cool, spread it v.el
with acid preserves or jelly. Beat the whites of tli;
eggs stiff with five tablespoonfuls of sifted sugar, an^
the juice of a lemon. Spread it over the top, and put i
into the oven to brown quickly. Tobeeaten with cream

together two heaped tablespoonfuls of powdered fullers'
earth, one large tablespoonful of potash or pearlash, and
one large tablespoonful of soft soap. Add sufficient
boiling water to make it into a thick paste. Spread it
hot on the oil spot with a broad flat stick ; let it remain

Rich Sweet.meat Gingerbread Nuts.— Put a pounj
of good treacle into a basin, and pour over it a quarto
of a pound of clarified butter, or fresh butter melted 6
as not to oil, and one pound of coarse brown sugar. Sti
the whole well. While mixing, add an ounce each 1
candied orange-peel and candied angelica, and a quaite
of an ounce of candied lemon-peel, cut into very miimt
pieces, but not bruised or pounded, with half an ounc
of pounded coriander seeds, and half an ounce of carawa;

an hour or two. Then brush it off, and renew the application. When the grease has disappeared, scrub the
place with soap and water.
Tliis mixture is equally good for boards, stone, or
marble.

seeds. Having mixed them thoroughly together, breft'
in an egg, and work the whole up with as much floTir n
may be necessary to form a fine paste, which is to b!
made into nuts of any size. Put on the bare tin plati
and set in a rather brisk oven.

To Extract

Oil from the Floor or Hearth.— Mix

fbUors' ^wUt.
i

ART

IN AMERICA.

yw& fioe arts are to a natioa what blossoms are to a
o— at ouce aa ornament aud a promise. The fruit
[ich follows them is to be looked for in great thoughts
It noble deeds, such aa have made the republics of
(jece, i^aly, and Batavia illusirious. There are few
^ clieeriag siijus of the progress of our people thaa
• rapid growth and diffusion of the love of art among
\m. The tendency of art is to refine aud ennoble; to
' the mind above the materialism of common worklife, aud to urge it to hi>.'her aims than those which
mere love of wealth or of ease could Inspire. If tbe
*e of art ia not in itself to be ranked with the very
Ihest of motives, it is at least among the most hopeful
ins of character. Foreigners are apt to call us a mere
>ney-loving and money-making people ; but we fancy
,t the most prejudiced critic among them would be
aewhat staggered in his opinion on learning that an
ttUutton like the Cosmopolitan Art Association had,
^he first six years of its existence (as we gather from
1 last number of its valuable At-t Journal), obtained
aggregate of more than one hnndrfd and f/ty thouJul Buhscribers. Here are ha4f a million of dollars
this single source devoted wholly to the fine arts,
(I to literature as subsidiary to them. Add to this
J vast amount expended every year by private purigers, and the almost incredible sums which are
lected by exhibitions of single works or
le in all our principal cities aud towns,
in to see that the taste for art in America
ational trail, which those who speculate
jar country must take into account,
.mong the most recent evidences of this
ntion the fine building which has lately

of art collecand we shall
is becoming
on the future
taste we may
been erected

New York, known as the *' Institute of Fine Arts,"
,ta the collections which it contains. If we are not
atly mistaken, we may discern in these the gei m of
ntnre American >'ation:il Gallery of Art, destined, in
i.e. to rival the most celebrated collections of Europe,
b edifice itself, an elegant structure qf white marble,
Vering above the other buildings on Broadway, atfets the eye by its architectural bfauty, which renders
striking ornament of that busy, commercial thorougb). It symbolizes, perhaps well enough, the position
Icb art itself holds in this country— just conspicuous
1 important enough to attract notice, and to begin to
npy some of the ground which has heretofore been
■ 'Oted entirely to the claims of hard money-making
Siness. What is especially ni'tewoithy is that this
i\j and substantial structure is not the work of a
Okerons or wealthy association, but is due entirely to
enlightened liberality and taste of a single patron of
I , H. W. Derby, Esq , the sole proprietor as well of
bnilding as of one of the collections which it holdswell-known Dnsseldorf Gallery.
iutering the building and ascending the spacions
irway, we find ourselves in presence of this fine
lection, occnpying a long and spacious hall, lighted
above, and kept constantly at an equable and
aaant temperature. A large rnmber — sometimes
te a throng — of well-dressed people will usually be

2o*

there, promenading slowly or lounging at ease on the
seats, and conversing in hushed tones while they examine the treasures of art on the walls before them.
Such collections, of course, attract only tbe more relined
of the sight-seeing class, and the influence of the place
is at once visible in the quiet and well-bred demeanur of
the visitors. It is satisfactory to know that their number is quite snfiicient to afford an ad**quale return fijrthe
large amount invested in the building and its contents.
About the Dusseldorf Gallery we ueod only say that
the remarkable school of painters who, during tte present century, have promised to make Dusseldorf aud
Munich the rivals of Florence and Venice in the roll of
art glories are represented here by some of their most
characteristic and attractive works. That these painters are, as a school, at the head of modern art, however
high single names in France, England, and America may
be allowed to stand, will not be duubted by any one
who has visited the collectiun. It comprises pictures of
every class and tone, tbe devotional, the historical, the
domestic, the humorous — landscape, portraiture, still
life, allegory : and all in the best style of the several
artists. The first sight of this splendid gallery is an
era in the life of every lover of painting.
Two other galleries, adjoining this, are occupied by
a no less striking aud remarkable collection of a different
class — the " Jarves Collection" of Old Masters. Mr.
Jarves. a gentleman of Boston, whose name will be
familiar to our readers as that of the author of several
esteemed works of travel and on art, has been fortunate
enough, during a residence of eight years in Florence,
to bring together a collection which, in its peculiar
character as illustrating the rise and progress of Italian
art, is believed to be unique. Certainly nothing approaching to it in value has ever before been seen on
this side of the Atlantic. Of its claims on our admiration
we may judge from tbe fact that a correspondent writing
from Florence concerning it, two years ago, remarked
that even in that city, the principal treasury of art,
there were only three great public galleries superior in
interest to that of Mr. Jarves. The student may here
trace the whole progress of Italian painting, from its
first germs in the childish simplicity and rudeness of
Latin and Byzantine art in the twelfth century, down to
the transcendent glories of the world-renowned masters,
Raphael, Michael Angelo, and even Leonardo da Vinci
himself, of whose wonderful genius Mr. Jarves has beea
fortunate enough to secure a specimen which would
alone suffice to make his collection famous.
As a guide to the art student, and as a further evidence
of the increasing taste for art in our country, we would
refer to Mr. Jarves's lately published work, to which he
has given the modest title of "Art Studies."* Mr. Jarves's former publication, *' Art Hints," a philosophical
and suggestive work, was noticed some years ago in our
pages. In his new volume he has given the fruit of his
matured study and experience in a most agreeable and
» " Art Studies: The Old Masters of Italy : Painting."
By James Jackson Jarve**, author of "Art Hints," " Pari'sinn Si_'ht=," etc. etc. Copperplate illustration*. N^vr
Yurk: Derby & Jackson, 4Ub Broadway.
1801. Pp. o(H,
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paintings in Mr. Jarves's collection at the Institute, any
one may qualify himself to appreciate and enjoy the
treasures of art contained in the galleries and public
edifices of Italy, which, without such assistance and
preparation, will be to the traveller little better than a
book in a foreign tongue. To many readers this work
of Mr. Jarves will be like a revelation of a new world
of intellectual and imaginative beauty.
It is only ju.st to the publishers to say that the external appearance of the book is as attractive as its contents. It is a superb volume, elegantly printed and
hound, and illustrated with fifteen copper-plate engravings, comprising representations of forty-three di-stinct
pictures or portions of pictures by old masters, all taken

or rather a new mode of manifestation. The period of
contemplative, passive, adoring faith is past. Religiua
now manifests itself in its piuctical form. It searchi;J
out and relieves the poor, clothes the naked, feeds liu
hungry, visits the widow aud fatherless in afflictiunji
brings cheer to the convict iu his cell, nurses the pest-,
stricken patient in the hospital and the wounded soldii
on his pallet, redeems the outcast, carries the gospel to
the heathen, and braves evei y form of suffering aiii
danger while obeying in active, practical effort the grea(
coiamandment to "love ono another."
Who does not see that to the artists who shall sympathize with this phase of Christian life a vast field ul
religious art will be opened? An inexhaustible store oj
subjects of every variety, sweet, touching, sublime,
awful, will offer themselves, aud at the same time wil|
not forbid, but will rather invite, the use of all tlie iq<
sources which modern ait has gained by its carefiL
study of nature.
In this new form of Christian art, we may add, woraaij
will take a new place, different from that which she li;vi
held in the art of bygone times. The sensual painter

from the original paintings in Mr. Jarves's collection,
and drawn and engraved expressly for this work by
Vincenzo Stanghi, a pupil of Raphael Morghen. It is
evident that no paius have been spared either by the
author or the publishers to make the work valuable and
complete, and we may venture to predict that it will be
hereafter the standard authority on the subject of Italian
art.

of Greece made her the plaything of man's fancy ; tliJ
a.-^cetic painters of Italy made her a divinity. Hereafter
we believe, she will appear as the central and attractii
figure in those great paintings in which the future M;isj
ters will delineate the deeds of charity, of pious heroif^mi
and patient self sacrifice in which Woman has ever fouii*
her highest missiou, and in which art is hereafter U
fiud its noblest development.

instructive form, combininga history of Italian painting
from the earliest times, witli biograpliies of the pvincipal
artists, description of their works, and careful analysis
of their respective styles. The whole work is imbued
with deep feeling, and informed with the result uf profound and conscientious thought. A nioreinteres..ing or
useful book could not be put into the hands of a student
of art. With its aid, combined with a study of the

In reviewing this book of Mr. Jarves and his Collection, we are led to inquire what is to be the future of
art, especially in our own country. The difference between medieval and modern art is great and striking.
The pictures of the old masters were, with few exceptions, ofa religious character. The painter regarded
himself as a preacher to the eye. His works, intended
mo.stly for religious edifices, were almost all of a purely
devotional type, and were restricted within a narrow
range of mystical or "pietistic" subject*. The Saviour,
the Virgin, the apostles and martyrs, and the hierarchy
of angels, reappear in almost every painting of the Middle Ages. The same incidents, the same cooveutional
figures, differing only in details and in the peculiarities
impressed upon them by the artist's genius, everywhere
recur. A solemn, devout spirit— the spirit of simple
faith and adoraiioa — pervades them all.
Such a phase of art was needed to lift the minds of the
people, in that unlearned age, out of the slough of material debasement in which paganism had left them. In
our day the necessity has passed away, and this type of
art has disappeared almost entirely. A few imitators
have sought to revive it, and successfully enough, as
far as mere artistic talent ca n go, but the i aspiring spirit
is felt to be wanting in their works. Modern art has
taken almost exclusively what is called a nnturalistic
dii-ection. The study and reproduction of nature is its
especial characteristic. It delights in landscape, in sea
pictures, in still life, in domestic scenes, and reaches its
highest pitch in great battle-pieces or historic paintings.
It is multifarious in its objects, overflowing with artistic
power, but in everything merely material. The spiritual
element seems almost to have died out of art.
Is this to be the end? We cannot think it. We remark that republics in former ages have been essentially
and peculiarly religious communities, aud we believe
our own country is not to be an exception in this respect. But the religion of our day has assumed — as
■Well in Catholic as In Protestant countries— a new form,

MISSIONARY (OR MINISTERING) WOMEN
ENGLAND
AND AMERICA.

OP

*' The woman is appointed for the p't ysical civilizatinf
of communities. She is to guide the house, whetliej
small or great." So says a popular writer who has h:n
much experience in the great work of charity, which
now advancing to promote the true civiliiationot doiuj
good to all and injury to none.
The women of Enghind are before us in the field, fo'
the reasiiu that this ministry of good works is theW
most needed. Where onc-Jj/th of nil icho die — as now ii
London — die in Vie prisons, poorhouses, or hosyiUda
we know that theie ignorance, vice, and poveity mns)
be the lot of hundreds of thousands.* But thecharitaMi
work of home has not hindered these benevolent ladie*
from helping the miserable heathen women

of ludia

We have before us the report of the "Society for Prol
moting Female Education in the East," of which societj
the Marchioness of Cholmoudeloy is president, and fin
it has been in operation since 18^4, and that in the firs
twenty-three years it raised $2,11,295 in cash, aud sea
abroad work for sale to the amount of $102,o.>.j, makiuj
a total of $.>34,4S0 contributed for teaching and helping
heathen women. Tliis society has bestowed help <
schools belonging to all the great Protestant missions ii
India, and has sent foi th ninety-one European teachers
"The Society's female teachers, European and native
are engaged in conducting or assisting in boarding auc
vernacular day schools, aud Bible and sewing clas^^ei
for native women, whom they also visit in their owi
dwellings as access may be obtained. In addition I
these, upwards of one hundred and forty girls' school
in various parts of the East are in connection with thi
society, and receive such aid from time to time as call
be afforded them."
* Read the "Missing Link," and learn what degrada
tiun aud woe women buffei' iu Loudon.
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; Mrs. Ellen B. -Vrwfm, who baa already osiablished a

TABLE.

Ihe abode of peace and joy, of righteousness and lovo.

guerrootypeR, so to speak, on the pagen of his works, till
tlu-y Htuud out in actual life a.H no historian has mudo
them appear. The novelist, by grasping the sketches
of many authentic compilers, and auimiiting the whole
by the light of his own wonderful genius, has, apparently, mado those and other historical personages live
and move before the reader, Then Iho purity of thought,
the high tone of patriotism, the excellent style, where
bombast and slung (those posts of the sensation school
of novel writers) are never found, make these works of
fiction fitted for the fiimily reading where books should
be a help in educating the young as well as cheerful

n testimooy of the benefits which the English Ludios'
Sjctety has conferred on India, an eminent British le.idvul in the E;ist, a member of the Chnrch Missionary

friends and wise guides for older readers. We'aro,
therefore, very glad to inform our friends, who wish to
buy books worth keeping as well as readiug,,*nd add

O''nimitteo, writes: *^ Every year" e experience sir engVicnJi
\iij rniivictinn nf Vie importance of female education in
'.\f8 litn'i. So I.OXfl AS MOTHERS AXD SISTHRS ARE LEKT IX
•IIKIR WRKTi'HfD inXOBAXrR, Ol"R MISSIOX WORK IS. COM-

the best works of imagination to their libi-aries, that a

jiiu<st tincccHHrul Aiiioricao Mission School for the Kurcu
^firln, aM wo btive Hhou'D in our lu.st two ntimbers, is now
it'arly ready lo teuvu our laud uu her rpturo voyujfetohor
I >uo in But inab, where ubo hopes hoou to upon another
■choot which will bo an honor to tho Christian womeu
■f America, and a blosMiug. an inestimable blessing to
he hoathoa women of that dark Land. I» not this the
.uo work of woroun, thin tcBohin^', helping, civilizing
(tor own s«'X ? It is a work that men cauuul do, if tht-y
Vonld ; it must bo done or the world will never be made

^'ARAXrVELY SPEAKIXU, LIKE WRITING IX THE SAND."'
WOMEN'S

UNION SOCIETT OF AMEKICA
HEATHEX WOMEX.

FOR

Ix our last number we appealed to our friends of the
'^ady's Book to help Mrs. Mason in her Bible mission to
(ho women of Tounghoo. The following names and
1 matiins are the beginning ; next mouth we hope a
'arge list will be sent u»: —
j Mrs.
I **
' "
■j "
( "
' Miss
■'
'
*
'
'
500KS

L. A. Godey.
Philadelphia,
Sarah J. Hule,
"
Rathbun,
"
Wm. M Muzzey,
"
J. E. P. Stevens,
"
S. C. Kingsley,
"
S. J. Hale,
"
Emily Muzzey, Keene, N. H.,
Lawson,
Mary L, Lawson,
Julia Holmes, Brooklyn, N. T.,
FOK

FAMILY

READIXG.
TURE.

CHEAP

$.").
3.
1.
1.
101.
1.
1.
1.
1.
1.
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complete set of "The Waverley Novels"* are now to bo
obtained as cheap Wernturp : all the novels of Scott, in
five large octavo volnmoft, with a porti-ait and engraved
title-page for each volume, neatly bound, may be purchased for the very low price of Five Dollars.
Life ix the Old Woklk; or. Two Years ix Sw^TZERLAXD AXD Italy. By Frederika Bremer. Translated by
Mary Howitt- is another work, newz.T\A very interesting,
that we commend for home reatiing. The sketch of the
Waldeoses is a marvellous tale (see Vol. I., page 405 to
44S), 80 well told that we feci the truth of Christian heroism to be not only " stranger than fiction,'" but as far
above the heroic of worldly ambition as heaven is above
earth. This work is in two large duodecimo volumes
(irood print) of near 1000 pages. Price $2 50. Published
by T. B. Peterson & Co., Philadelphia.
PLACES

OF EDUCATION

FOR

YOUNG

LADIES.

Ontario Female Seminari/, Canandaigua, N. Y. We
have the Thirty-fifth Annual Report (IStiO) before us.
This institution differs in some respects from the usnnl
arrangements. There are three principals (or associated
instructors), and an assistant principal; also four profesi^ors. gentlemen, and six teacher-*, ladies. The pupils
numbered last year about 170. The Trustees say of this

Good literatnro instrncta the young, embellishes the
natti.e mind, and is a great solace and resource for Iho
uvalid and the aged.
Even the most busy among our
jiciive population, pressed by the cares of daily life, and
on'-ciontlously devoted to securing the comforts of the

school ; —
'* its history, from the beginning to the present hour,
gives it a prominent place among the female seminaries

'jiousohold, as good people should do, may yet find brief
■nom'^nts in tlieir hurried day for the pleasure and improvement tobo gained from books.
1 11. )W important that these books should be of the kind
fhat elevate thought, strengthen honest puipose, givo
lourishmcnt to the mind, and leave on the heart the
mpression that truth, integrity, and honor are essential
o happiness!
If litis can be done, then would not the
.^privilege of cheap literaiurf, which is in our country so
ibandant, prove an invalunble blessing?
The Wavkrley Xovels arc among the few works of
letloQ which best fulfil all these conditions. Sir Walter

have graduated here, and more than 3000 have been in-

fcott'8 works have now stood the test of time. They
iftTC lost none of their interest forthesecond generation
J)f readers. The humor, pathos, close observance of htinao nature, and fine picturesque fancy of the author
iiB unsurpassed, and make these novels always new
iod charming. Then the hif^torical characters are a
nioe of information for the student of history. In the
lelineation of Elizabeth, James I., and Louis XL, Sir
Salter Scott has stamped these sovereigns, like Da-

of our land, especially for domestic and religious influences, which are imperatively demanded in the education of woman. It is understood that some 300 pupils
structed in the higher English and classical studies."
BroiimsviUe College fnr Tmtng Ladies, Brownsville,
Mississippi. This institution was founded last year:
Rev. B. H. Capers, D. D., President and Professor of
Languages and Belles Lettres. The Faculty comprises
four gentlemen and one lady.
Dr. Capers has had much experience in teaching, and
thi«, as we judge from his excellent inaugural address,
has made him wise to discern the right way. lie says :—
"The secret of scholastic training for the sex does not
consist in a variety of supeificial pursuits, and the multiplication oftext-books, but in a careful and per.severing
attention to the most important accomplishments and
studies calculated to improve the manners, enlarge the
facnlties, and purify the affections.
There should not be
• T. B. Peterson & Brothers, 306 Chestnut Street. Philadelphia. Messrs. Peterson have published fnrty'fxur
different editions of Walter Scott's works, and have sets
bound in ttc^ntif-two ht'iles : thercfiTe purcliasers may
ttuit themselves, however means or tastes may differ.
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less study imposed upon pupils, but fewer books, and a
more intimate acquaintance with their cootents."
High PoiTit FenwU School, High Point, North Carolina. S. Lander, A. M., Principal, assisted by three ladies. The prominent arrangement in this institution is
that of Loan Pupils.
" A limited number of worthy poor young ladies will
be admitted as pupils on the following terms : They pay
all their expenses but Tuition, every season in advance ;
and at the end of the session give their individual notes,
without security, for their tuition in whatever branches
they may have pursued."
Oakland Female Institute, Norristown, Penna. Principal, Rev. J. Grier Kalston; Vice-Principal, Mrs. Mary
A. Ralston, assisted by eight ladies and four gentlemen
in the various departments. There is also a "General
Business Superintendent," John K. Ralston, Esq., which
should prove beneficial to such establishments. Number of scholars for 1S(30, 122. The examining committee
give an excellent report of this school.
Female Collegiate InstUiUe of the University of ike Pacijie, Santa Clara, California. The Board of Instruction
consists of Rev. George S. Philips, A. M., Piineipal,
Professor of Mental and Moral Pliilosophy, Mrs. Elizabeth Philips, Governess and Teacher of Botany and Domestic Economy, with four ladies and five gentlemen
(two of whom are clergymen) assistants. The pupils for
ISaO numbered 66. The course of study arranged for
this new institution is liberal, and we are told that "the
one Rdle of the Institute will be the Rttte of RigfU.^*
Miss S. J. Hale's Boardinq and Day School for
TouNO Ladies, 1S26 Rittenhouse Square, Philadelphia.
Thi.s school is designed to give a thorough and liberal
English education, to furnish ths best facilities for acq.niring the French language, and the best instruction
in music and the other accomplishments. An accomplished French teacher resides in the family, and also
an excellent teacher of music, who ^ives her personal
attention to pupils while practising. The moral training and the health and physical development of the
scholars are carefully attended to.
References: Mrs. Emma Willard, Troy, N. T. ; Henry
Vethake, LL.D., Wm. B. Stevens, D. D., Wm. H. Ashiurst, Esq., Louis A. Godey, Esq., Philadelphia; Charles
Hodge, D. D., Princeton, N. J. ; and others.
To OnR Correspondents. — The following articles are
accepted: "The Picture on the Wail" — "Winter" —
" Lament" — "Perseverance" — " Come not again" —
"Time"— "Nellie's Grave"— "The Village Bell"— "All
the way apart" — "Hura" — "Why don't he come" —
*'Scene5 from the Kaleidoscope of Life" — "Peace, be
still" — " Impromptu" — " A Leaf from my Friend's Diary"— " What am I then?" (the other contribution not
wanted) — "Reveries of a Maiden" — and "The Voice of
the Seal"
The following articles are not needed at present : " To
my Love" — "Song" — "Mary Malone" (this story has
ranch interest, and is worth publishing, if we had room)

asked by our correspondents. Our *' Lessons" are given
in the Editors' Table ; read it through the year round,
and your case will be met.) " Margaret Reed" — "Autumn"— " Friendshiji's Tribute" and other poems (no
room) — " Transient Thoughts"—" Ida Clifford"—" Children"— "The Indian's Revenge," etc. — "Bonny Black
Eyes" — "Charade and Enigma" (very good, but we do
not want them; a poem from the writer would be welcome)— "Encampments" — "Two Stories" — "Peace or
War" — and "A Great Mistake."
We have a number of MSS. on hand that will be reported next month. Our correspondents must have
patience: it is not an easy task to examine all the articles sent us. Remember that a stamp must be sent If a
reply is wanted ; or send an envelope, directed aiid
stamped, and an auswer will be certain.

Dmlilj 5^5'^^'^'^^^^^^'
3Y
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COSVTTLSIONS

STAINBACK

OP CHILDREN

WILSON,

M.D.

TeETHINO. — CoUVuIsiOng

are better known among the people as "fits." In the
present mode of dosing with opiates and astringents,
and of excessive stuffings with meats, grease, and pastries, convulsions are quite a fi-equent complication of
teething. And of all the disorders of infancy, tliese are,
perhaps, the most formidable in appearance, and the
most heart-rending to a motlier. The symptom.f of convulsions are so manifest as to require but little descriptiou. Every mother who has seen her darling writhing
under a fit, with body stiff and immovable ; with twitching muscles, clenched hands, glaring eyes, labored
breathing, livid face, and distorted features, has the
horrid picture indelibly engraved on her memory, and
she can recognize the approach of the dreaded disorder
on the occurrence of the slightest premonitions, such as
starting in sleep, rolling of the eyeballs, aud jerking of
the muscles of the fingers and mouth.
The causes of convulsions in children are numerous
and various; but at present we confine ourself to the
convulsions resulting from the irritation of teething.
But cutting teeth alone would rarely if ever cause the
disorder. As before intimated, it is generally brought
on by suddenly checking the diarrhrea of teething by the
use of opiates and astringents, and by adding to the existing excitement of the system by giving children gross,
stimulating food. For the proper diet for teething children, and for some remarks on the dangers of drugging
with opiates and astringents, we refer to a previous article. Besides the remedies already indicated, as appropriate in all cases of teething, the special domestic ireo('ine.nt of the convulsions of teething should consist in the
use of the warm bath and cold affusions to the head.

poem is not perSummer," also a
"Lost" — "limeliave it returned
it years without

As soon as a child has the slightest symptom of an approaching fit,the whole body should be immersed in milkwarm water, and at the same time cold water should be
freely poured upon the head, while the latter is turned
over the edge of the bathing vessel. The little patient
should remain in the bath until the system is thoroughly
relaxed, which will be manifested by some paleness
about the face, perspiration, a languid expression of the
eyes, and a disposition to sleep. These effects having
been seen, the patient should be taken out of the bath,

an opportunity to publish) — " Muskitos" — "Honor" —
"The Goal of Life." (We have no time to reply to the
questions concerning style, composition, etc., so often

quickly dried, and placed in bed, or in the nurse's arms ;
and a thin cloth wet in cold water should be laid on the
head and changed every two or thvee minutes.
It is

•^"Love" (some fine thoughts, but the
fectly finished) — "Air" — " Spring and
prose article from the same author —
garde" (well written ; the writer may
by sending stamps, as we might keep
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bost ia these coses to put no clothing on the child except
a gowa or wrapper, so thiil it may be readily undn-ssed
ftad placed aguia la the biiih ; aud tht!^ sliuuld be done
on the occurrence of the slightest symptoms of iiDother
attack of spa.'^ms. The water bhould always bo kept
ready on hand, so that there may be no delay in preparing the bath.
This simple treatment with a properly regulated diet,
will be !<utBcient in most cases of the convulsions of
teething. Sh.>nld other remedies be required, they should
be administered under the advice of a physician. Culling the gums, and other special remedies before prescribed, should not be neglected.
Prescriptiox for thb Chrosic DiARRncF.A OF TeethI»(rt. — While we are opposed to the use of active drugs
in d'")mestic practice, and while drugs of any kind will
rarely bo necessary in the diarrhoea of teething, if the
directions before given are strictly followed, yet we can
confidently recommend the following recipe in chronic
and ob.siinate cases. According to our experience it is a
most etflcient compound, and it may be safely used in
domestic practice: Take calomel, two grains; Dover's
powder, two grains; powdered ginger, twenty grains ;
prepared chalk, thirty grains. Mix well, and divide
Into twelve powders. Give one every two, three, or
four hours, regulating the frequency of the dose according to the condition of the bowels, and continuing the medicine nntil the discharges become natural and healthy.
This preparation does not check the bowels suddenly,
but gradually changes the secretions to a healthy condition. The proportion of opium to each powder is quite
homoeopathic, being only ow-'sLrtieth of a grain, while
there is only one-sLrUi of a grain of the other active
Ingredient — calomel.
We hiive tested the above pre^icription in many cases,
and we rarely find it necessary to resort to anything
•Lse, with due attention to diet, clothing, and bathing.
Associations for the Difpi'sios of Sa.vitart KnowLBDOB. — We notice with much pleasure that "there has
been recently formed in London a 'Ladies' National
Association for the Diffusion of Sanitary Knowledge,'
many of the members of which are among the most
dtstingnished and noble lades of England." We also
Icarn from the same source (Lady's Book for November)
that "the principal object of the Association is the preservation ofthe lives and health of women and children,
by diffusing a knowledge of the laws of health in regard
to air, food, and clothing ," and we are told, moreover,
that the Association " have distributed not less than forty
ihtntsnnd cupies of tracts giving plain instructions upon
these subjects."
To say that we are pleased at this movement fails,
greatly fails, to express our feelings ; we are more than
pleased, we are delighted. Next to religion (and y^ry
intimately associated with it, as we shall show at some
future time), the most important conceru of life is health.
The bles.'^iugs of health are to he attained by the diffusion
of sound hygienic knowledge among the people, rtiirf in
ihig \cny only: and this knowledge is to be dispensed
mainly through the instrumentality of woman, by the
iuduence of her example, and by the circulation of books
and tracts on physiology and hygiene in her social intercoarse. But. to do the work efficiently, her efforts must
not be isoLited, casual, occasional, and dependent on
more convenience and cnnventionality ; they must be
organized, united, certain, constant, vigorous, untiring,
"in season and out of season."
We trust, then, that the good example of the ladies
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of England will be Imitated by the women of America,
and that " Ladies' Associations for the Diffasion of
Sanitary Kuow ledge" will spring up all over tliiH
country, eo much blessed in many rebpects, but so
grievously cursed with disease and death from ignorance oi the laws of health. With a climate as congeBial as any perhaps on earth, in a country where
the necessaries of life are produced in abundance, with
institutions eminently adapted to physical as well as
intellectual development, with a constant influx of
new and foreign material intermingling and intermai*ryiug with onr population, refreshing the streams of
life, and tending to prevent those hereditary diseases
which spring from marriages of consanguinity, yet,
with all these advantages, the American people — the
women, we mean— are the most weakly, sickly peopto
of the civilized world. The causes of this are to be
found mainly in our absurd fashions of dress, in the
excessive consumption of gross food, in the neglect of
physical educiition in early life, in the extravagant omo
of drugs, in that fi>verish anxiety in the parsuit of
wealth and honor which causes a neglect of necessary
relaxation, and, in short, by general "fast living,"
which is only another expression for the violation o»
every law of our physical and mental constiiution.
CoLDMBirs, Ga.

Sitenrru Boti^cs.
Books by 5Iaii.. — Now that the postage on printed
matter is so low, we oStr our services to procure for
our subscribers or others any of the books that we notice.
Information touching liook.s will he cheerfully given by
inclosing a stamp to pay return postage.
When ordering a book, please mention the name of tho
publisher.
From T. B. Peterson & Brothers, Philadelphia: —
LIFE IN THE OLD WOKLD ; ur. Two Years in SwitzerUind and Itahj. By Frederika Bremer, author of
"The Father and Daughter," "Tho Neighbors," "Homes
in the New World," etc. etc. Translated by Mary Hewitt. In two volumes. Though passing through a frequently travelled and almost as frequently described
region of country. Miss Bremer, with her own charming
simplicity, has imparted a freshness to her descriptions,
and enlivened them by incidents and reflections. The account of her journeyings is given in epistolary form,
and the occurrences of each day are related with diarylike precision. Price $2 50.
THE PICKWICK PAPERS. 4 By Charles Dickens
("Boz"). Household Edition. In two volumes. Tlio
Messrs. Peterson seem never wearied of i^^sning in new
forms the works of this popular author. This fact alouo
is evidence of the success they meet with for each successive edition. The volumes before ns are printed and
bound in their best and neatest manner, with finely illustrated title-pages. Price $2 oO.
From J. B, Lippincott k Co., Philadelphia:—
PLANTS OF THE HOLY LAND, vUh their Fruifs and
Flowers. Beautifully Illustrated by Original Drawings,
Colored from Nature. By Rev. Henry S. Osbirn, author
of "Palestine. Past and Present." A peculiar interr-st
will attach itself to this book among the religions community, as the plauts therein described are those meo-
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tioned in the Scriptures, while the author has given
them, besides the names they now bear, those by which
they are there kuown. Many of these plants are repreeented by delicate colored plates, and the botanist and
florist will find that the book contains much valuable
general information. It is handsomely bound in green
and gold, and will make an appropriate addition to the
eeutre-table.
Price $3 50.
From^ Charles Desilver, Philadelphia: —
CHINA AND JAPAN: Being a Narrative of the Cruise
((f Vie U. S. Steam Frigate Powhatan^ in the Years 1SJ7,
V)8, '59, and '60. Including an Account of the Japanese
Embassy to the United States. Illustrated with Life
Portraits of the Ambassadors and their Principal Officials. By Lieut. James D. Johnston, U. S. N., late
executive officer of the Powhatan. Any book that furnishes information concerning these countries at the
present time, when the public mind is being excited in
regard to them, will be most heartily welcomed by all.
Ko one has yet forgotten Ihe furore which the Japanese
Embassy caused in this countiy not a year ago, and in
this book we find a detailed account of their visit. The
volume possesses not merely narrative and descriptive
interest, but the knowledge which may be gathered from,
it concerning commerce and international politics cannot
be too highly valued.
Price $1 50.
SOYEE'S STANDARD COOKERY FOR THE PEOPLE;
Embracing an Entirely Ntw Sydeyi of Plain Cookery
and Domestic Ecmunny. By Alexis Soyer, author of the
'* Modern Housewife," etc. Price 3S cents
STANDARD HANDBOOK OF HOUSEHOLD ECONOMY FOE THE PEOPLE; Cotn.prining Pkiin Directions
for tlie Management of a Family, Servants, Lying-in
Room, Nursery, Sick-Room, Flower - Garden, KitchenGarden, and HonsfJiold Pets ; and also for the Prt^aratimi and Administration of Remedies for Disease. By
M. Guillaume St. Je:iu.
Price 3S cents.
NEW STANDARD LETTER-WRITER FOR THE PEOPLE; Containing Copious and Accurate Directions for
Conducting Epistolary Correspondence; with Numerous
Specimens of Letters, adapted to every Age and Situation
in Life, and to numerous Business Pursuits; many of
which are printed in the Characters ordinarily used in
Writing ; and an Appendix comprising Forms for Wills,
Petitions, Bills, Receipts, Bills of Exchange, Drafts,
Promissory Notes, etc. etc. By J. W. O'Neill. Price
3S cents.
These thi-ee books are calculated, both by their contents and their inexpensive bindint;, which allows thf^m
to be offered at a price within the reach of all, to be
received with popular favor.

which he makes his young friends: "I have written
with a desire to improve as well as to please you. You
will, therefore, have to work a little, as well as play;
but if you read until you have completed the book, you
will not only know more of the pleasures and trials,
the joys and disappointments, which attend upon a
journey through that country of which the Bible speaks,
but you will know more of the cities aud ruins, and
understand better what you have read and have been
taught in the Scriptures."
THE PHYSICAL AND MORAL ASPECTS OF GEOLOGY ;Containing the Leading Facts and Principles of
the Science, and a Di-scussion of the Great Moral Questions
growing out of Modern Geological Discoveries. By
Wra. J. Barber, A. M., M. D., Principal of M. F. Institute, Senatobia, Mississippi. This book will be gratefully received by a large class of people who, being
unable in their own minds to reconcile the teachings of
geology with those of the Bible, have been forced to
reject that science as a false one, dangerous to the
inteiests of Christiauiiy. This book treats of the subject
in all its bearings iu a most able and learned manner,
aud proves conclusively that the Scriptures are not
inimical to it.
DRIFT WOOD on the Sea of Life. By Willie Ware.
A heterogeneous collection of short articles, prose and
poetical, many of which have already appeared in
papers and magazines of the day. They all possess
tolerable, and some more than ordinary, merit. It is
just the book with which to while away a listless hour.
From Wm. S. & Alfred Martien, Philadelphia: —
WORKING AND WAITING : nr, Patience in WellDning. By Mrs. Carey Brock, authoress of "Children
at Home," etc. A very pleasant and instructive story
for the young, especially for boys, showing the advantages of "patient continuance in well-doing. " The moral
is enforced so agreeably, the story is so lively and full
of interest, that we can cheerfully recommend it as one
of the books that will fulfil the double purpose of instructing and amusing.
CHARLES NORWOOD: or. Erring and Repenting.
By Catharine M. Trowbridge, authoress of "Dick
his friend Fidus," etc. The evils of disobedience aud
fulness which this story is meant to illustrate, are
delineated and exposed. Independently of its
moral influence thebookisexcedingly interesting.
From FiPnER & Brother, Philadelphia; —
HOME
AND SCHOOL
PRIMER
Edited
trated by A. Whitehill.

and

and
wilwell
high

illus-

With five hundred wood-cuts.

From Harper & Brothers. New York, through PetbbFrom Smith, English, & Co., 23 North Sixth Street,
Philadelphia: —
CHRISTIAN SONGS, Translations, and other Poemt,
By the Rev. James Gilborne Lyons, LL.D. A portion othese poems are already familiar to the public, aud have
received its unbounded approval. The miscellaneous

60N & Brothers. Philadelphia: —
COINS. MEDALS, AND SEALS, Ancient and Modern.
Illustrated and Described. With a Sketch of the His-

poems and translations which a re added to the "Christian.

etc. Edited by W. C. Prime, author of -'Boat Life in

Songs'" will stand equally well the test of criticism.

Egypt aud Nubia," "Tent Life in the Holy Land," etc.
A fine, elegantly printed book, which, we are told, is
inteiidi^d to give, in a cheap form, information which
new collectors could not otherwise obtain, except at

From James Challen & Son, Philadelphia; —
THE LITTLE PILGRIMS IN THE HOLY LAND.

By

Rev. Henry S. Oshorn, author of "Palestine, Past and
Present," and "Fruits and Flowers of the Holy Land."
We can do no better, in speaking of this book, than to
quote the author's own

words in a prefatory address

tory of Coins and Coinage, Instructions for Young Collectors, Tables of Comparative Rarity, Price Lists of
English and American Coins, Medals, and Tokens, etc.

very great expense.
Price $2 50.
STUDIES FROM LIFE. By the author of "John Hallfax, Gentleman," "A Life for a Life," "The Head of the
Family," etc. Here we have a collection of sketches, dis-
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sertntious, essuyft, etc. on variouH Bubjocts wriltou in the
clear, forcible style, and peivadod by the henlthful tone
that chtiractcrizott the prudiiciious i>l' their well-kuuwa
BUtlior. The book in filled with »en»>e, seutinieut, and
humur, varied by an ucca^iunal touch of satire. Price
75 cents.
THE nilLDREXS PICTURE FABLE-BOOK, Containitiff nil' Uitndred nwl sixti/ Fnhlta. With sixty illustrations hy Harrison Weir. The tulcs of this book are
abort. itDtl each convoys a sound moral. l\.» illutitrations
are more than usually fine and spirited. The youngest
child in;iy find amusement in it, nhile many an older
I person will glance through its pages with pleasure.
I Price $1 no.
THE rillLDREX'S PICTURE-BOOK OF BIRDS. Illustrated with sixty-one engravings by W. Harvey.
This book will prove a source of never-cuding entertainment to the children, awakening,' in them a desire to
pursue the study of ornithology and natural history
generally. The engravings give representations of hundreds of different birds.
Price ^1 00.
STORIES OF RAINBOW AND LUCKY. Up the niver.
By Jacob Abbott. The concluding volume of the series
of Rainbow and Lucky Stories, concerning which we
need only say it will prove as entertaining as its predecessors. Price .W cents.
THE ODYSSEY OF HOMER, With the Htjmnit, Epigrnm/t, and Buttle of the Frogs and Mice. Literally
Translated, with explanatory Notes, by Theodore Alois
Buckley, B. A., of Christ Church. This " translation of
the Odyssey has been executed on the same plan as that
of the Iliad, to which it forms the companion volume.
The hymns and minor poems are now for the first time
literaliy translated, completing all that has been attributed to Homer " Price 75 cents.
HERODOTUS. Reccnsuit Josephus Williams Blakesley, S T. B. Coll. ss. Trin. Apud Cantabr. quoudam
Socius. In two volumes. Those volumes belong to the
library of Greek and Latin Texts which is being issued
by the house of the Messrs. Harper.
Price 90 cents.
From RrPD & Cari.kton, New York, throngh Samuel
Hazard. Jr.. Philadelphia:—

FROM HAY-TIME TO HOPPING

By the author of

*'Our Farm of Four Acres." This is essentially
de><criptive of English rural life, and the style
narrative possesses that freshness and simplicity
priate to its subject. The book is redolent, we
almost say. of the perfume of new-mown
richly-laden hop-vines.
Price $1 00.

a book
of the
appromight

hay, and

From TirK50R & Fields, Boston, through S. Hazard,
Jr.. Philadelphia :—
REMINISCENCES OF SCOTTISH LIFE AND CHARACTER. By E. B. Ramsay, M. A., LL. D., F. R. S. E ,
Dean of Edinburgh. A book filled with entertaining
dcscriptious and amusing anecdote.", illustrative of the
peculiar traits of the Scottish people. There are few
persons who do not feel an interest in the land of Scott
and Hums, which has clustered around it so many associations, both historical and traditional.
Price *1 00.
Poems. By Rose Terry. This volume is composed
of poems, which, for their simplicity, grace, and beauty,
will win hosts of earnest admirers. We consider it far
above the average of books of its class.
Price T5 cents.
THE HEROES OF EUROPE: .4 Biographical OnUi-ne
t^f Enropmn History, /ram A. D 7t)0 to A. D. 1700. By
H«iiry G. Hewlett.
The biographien in this volume are

NOTICES.
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written in most excellent style, and, though brief, convey vividly to the reader the more striking and important events in the lives of those whom xhcj commnmorato. In addition to its merits as a book of biographies,
the work will be found to comprehend a succinct hi?"
tory of Europe, from the lime of Charles Martel to th«
days of the Great Condo.
BONNIE SCOTLAND. Tales of hfr History, NerncJi,
and Pfx'ts. By Graco Greenwood. With illuslnitions.
The first thing the reader finds upon opening' this book
is the story of Tam O'Shanter rendered in pro.se, while
there immediately follows a short sketch of the life of
Robert Burns. Sir William Wallace, Rob Roy, Mary
Queen of Scots, and other persons of equal interest in
the romance of history find their places hero. Price
75 cents.
BRUIN:

Th£ Grand

Bear Hunt.

By Captain Mayne

Reid, author of "The Boy Hunters," "The Young Voyageurs," "Odd People." etc. We have already noticed
approvingly several books by this author, and ii seema
hardly necessary for ns to repeat the praise which we
must bestow unreservedly on all his productions. There
is not a boy possessed of boyish tastes and instincts but
would declare that this story "exactly suited" him.
Price 75 cents.
THE SEVEN LITTLE SISTERS who Live on the Routid
Sail th/U Floats in the Air. With illustrations. A charming little book, describing, in allegorical form, and in a
manner easily understood by the youngest child, the
various races of men.
Price 63 cents.
HYMNS OF THE AGES. Second Series. Being Selections from Wither, Crashaw, Southwell, Habington,
and other Sources. A beautiful collection of religious
poems, selected mostly from standard English authors,
which will certainly find a welcome from all who appreciate true poetry and ennobling sentiment. It is a
book suited to all circumstances and places, and to persons of every religious belief.
Price $1 00.
THE CONDUCT OF LIFE. By R. W. Emerson. This
elegantly printed volume contains nine of Emerson's
finest ai:d most finished essays, viz: I. Fate ; II. Power ;
III. Wealth; IV. Culture; V. Behavior; VI. Worship;
VII. Considerations by the Way ; VIII. Beauty ; IX. Illusions. Price $1 00.
From RiTSSELL & Jo5E8, Charleston, S. C, through J.
B. LiPPiA'coTT St Co., Philadelphia: —
AREYTOS ; or, Songs and Ballads of the South. With
other Poems. By W. Gilmore Sims, Esq., author of
"The Yemassee," "The Partisan," "The Forayers,'*
etc. The lyre of Mr. Sims is one whose tones must
always command approval. Classical without coldness,
the poetic utterances in this present volume are such
as will add to their author's already high reputation.
From J. E. Tilton it Co., Boston:—
THE PRINTER BOY ; or. How B^n FravkUn mndf hi»
M'irk. An Example f'..r Youth. By William M. Thayer,
author of "The Bobbin Boy," "Tales from the Bible,"
etc. One of those pleasant stories for youth, which,
while it amuses, seeks also to inspire its readers with a
desire to emulate the hero In his efforts to become good
and great. Price 75 cents.
From T. 0. P. BrR!fHAM, Boston, tbrongh J. B. LtpPiNCOTT & Co., Philadelphia: —
WHAT WE EAT: An Account of the most common
AduUeratiuns of Foijd and £h-ink.

With simple Tests
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minuteness, which will render it, when completed, one
of the most valuable publications of its kind. Publibhed
semi-monthly at 15 cents per part.

by which Many of Them may be Detected. By Thomas
H. Hoskins, M. D. A book, the perusal of which will
startle many a reader, when he learns what villainous
compoundtj he consumes in the shape of food and drink ;
and which, while it reveals the frauds, points out, in
many cases, the means of detecting and providing against
them.
CORRESPONDENCE OF FRAT7LEIN GUNDERODE

From Robert Carter k Brothers, New York, through
Marties & Brother, Philadelphia: —
WIN AND WEAR. A very interesting and touching
story of a boy determined from the first start in life to
receive nothing unless he had first won it by his own
labor. It is a book calculated to do much good to the

AND BETTINE VON ARNIM. "To those who have
eyes to see and hearts to understand the deep leadings
of the two characters, these pages present a trea-sury of
Bweeiest satisfactious,of lively suggestions ; to the obtuse,
the vulgar, and the frivolous they will seem sliter folly,
the cob web tissues of a misled fancy, the bubbles on waters

young.
PRIDE

yet uiidrained." This is said of this correspondence ia
the translator's preface, and we are willing to admit
that it may be true in a degree ; yet, in our own opinion,
these letters, which may have proved exceedingly interesting tothe writers, will hardly be found so by the
world at large. A book written in the form of epistles
is, as a general thiag, the dullest of all books. There
are many beauties, both of fancy and .sentiment, within
its pages, but to our mind the book partakes to such a
degree of the heaviness and tediousness of style which
is the characteristic of a certain class of Ge.-man literature, that we fear roost American readers will find it a
wearisome task to search for them. Others, however,
upoB reading it, may differ from us in opinion.

HIS PRISONERS.

By A. L. O. E., au-

From M. W. Dodd, New York, through C. S Lfther,
1.334 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia. :—
GLEN ARYAN ; or, Nolidaijs ot Vie Cottage. We regret
that we have received this and so many other entertaining children's books at too late a date to recommend
them in time for the holiday sales. But such a book
will not come amiss to the young people at any time of
the year.
From

the London

publisher, through A. Brown

Co., Bohtun: —
THIRTEEN PORTRAITS

From Marie Louise Hankins & Co., New Tork:^
WOMEN OF NEW YORK. Written and lUui^trated

AND

MEMOIRS

tt

from tk?.

Drnwing- Room Purtrait Gnlltryif Eminent Peri<nnngr8.
We have received Parts 1, 2, and 3 of this most invaluable work. Each part contains thirteen fine large steel
engravings of individuals who are leading charartersin
the politics, religion, and literature of England. Among

by Marie Louise Haukins, editress of the "Pictorial
Family Newspaper," and authoress of " Human Life,"
"The Bankrupt's Wife," "The Needle Woman," etc.
etc. Marie Louise Hankins, the editress of a popular
literary paper in New York city, has just issued a book
from her own publication office, wrilten and iUitstrnted

the number are the portraits of the AIt■hbi^hop of Canterbury, the Earl of Carlisle, K. G., Rev. Jolin Gumming, D. D., Cardinal Wiseman, Lord Brougham, the
Piince Consort, Lord Palmerston, Lord John Ru»ell,
Charles Dickens, and Miss Amy Sedgwiik. These parts
can be obtained for fm.^ English money, each ; or, ia
advance, with The Jllustrnttd Kews of the. Worhi, a fine,

by heiself, which is, as she herself says, either remarkable or odd in every feature. We cannot claim any
remarkable degree of literary merit for it, yet this could
hardly be expected when we are told that in six weeks
from the day she began to wiite it an edition of ten
thousand copies were printed and bound complete, and
during this short time she had her paper to conduct and
many other things to attend to. Nevertheless the
sketches are well drawn, and hold up to view the follies, vices, and vanities of various classes of women in
New York, and the hook will find a multitude of readers.
Price $1.

large, neatly printed, and ably conducted paper, for thirteen weeks from the date of subscription, for 7*. lid.,
English currency.

■~

>

From James Mcnrok & Co., Boston.
THE REAL AND THE BEAU-IDEAL. By the author
of "Visiting my Relations." A little work, written m
a thoughtful and somewhat discursive style. The main

From Casrell, Potter, & Galpin, New York:— .
CASSELL'S ILLl'STRATED FAMILY BIBLE. We
have received seven additional Parts of this work, beginning with Part 16. We again call the attention of our
readers to it, and recommend them to supply themselves

purpose of which is to show how much more it conduces to our happiness to receive things as they are and
" make the best of them," in our daily household experience, than to reject all that does nut reach our expectations, and weary ourselves with desires for an unattainable earthly perfection, in our surroundings.
A HAND-BOOK OF EXERCISES AND READINGLESSONS FOR BEGINNERS IN LATIN ; Prnynanivcly

with the parts as fast as issued. Price L'i cents per part.
CASSELL'S ILLUSTRATED HISTORY OF ENGLAND.
The Text, to the Reign of Edward the First, by J. F.
Smith, and from that Period by William Howitt. Six
more parts, including Part 11 of this history, have been
sent us. They embrace the period from the time of the
Crusades up to the Wars of the Roses. Part 11 completes the flr>-t volume of the history. Published semimonthly at l/i cents per part.
CASSELL'S POPULAR NATURAL HISTORT. From
Part 1.5 to Part 21, inclusive. The natural historian will
find this work a treasure indeed. The illustrations are
most profuse, and the descriptions enter into the greatest

AND

thoress of"Idols in the Heart," etc. It is enough to say
of this beautiful little story that it is well wortli the peu
of the graceful and accomplished writer, whose name is
on its title-page. Not only the young, but those of any
age might read it with profit and interest.

Illustruted by Grammatical References. By James Morris Whiton, Rector of the Hopkins Grammar School in
New Haven. This will be a very useful work to those
whose aim it is to acquire a thorough and accu'ate
knowledge of Latin. We commend it to the notice of
teachers and students.
READINGS FOR YOUNG MEN, MERCHANTS. AND
MEN
j

OF BUSINESS. Reprinted from the London Edition. A book full of valuable counsels and suggestions

to business men, brought forward in a striking and at-
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tmctive form.
It will make a useful part of the library
If evory merchnot.
A HISTORY OF THE CEMETERT OF MOU>'T AUTRX. By Jacub Bigelow, President of the Corporatiou.
*hls volume will possess a peculiar iiitereiit to those
■ h..,.-, relatives aud friends repo&e iu thai beautiful aud
lU'd spot, or to etraugers who wish to know
. . ; ug of a place so celebrated.
I THE LIFE OF JOSEPH GARIBALDI, the Liberator qf
fxdy. Complete up to the withdrawal of Garibaldi to
(Is island home, alter the .feapolitaa Campaign, 1S60.
^ty O. J. Victor. Our thanks are due Mr. Victor for a
iopy of this work, which we have received from him.
iTie attention which the events of the past year or two
lave attracted towards Italy is centred in a peculiar
•iCgree iu General Garibaldi, as the prime mover in the
"evolution in that country. Whatever relates to this
aan will be read by all, whether their sympathies be
>rith or against him.
Price $1 00.

(

A RCLE THAT DOES SOT WOHK BOTH WaV9.— If a pcrBon sends us money and it does not come to hand, wo
are politely asked to lose it. If a subscriber does not
receive a number we are asked to supply It. Here is
what we will not do: at the end of the year, we are informed by a subscriber that certain numbers are missing, and that we have not sent them. This is very easy
to say, but in many instances this Is the case: numbers
are lent, and not returned ; and when the numbers are
gathered up at the end of the year for binding, these
numbers are missing. The publisher is then informed
that he did not send them. Now let it be distinctly understood that we send no missing numbers that are not
asked forat the time : for instance, if the August number
comes to hand and July did not, then is the time to ask
for it. We are not going to be accountable for numbers
lost by lending.

We publish the following as an evidence of the popularity of the Lady's Book.

Advertisements we do not

want:
L. A.— GoDET, Esq. : Dear Sm— Tonr Book must be a
medium of advertising far superior to mauy other journals. A friend of mine advertised in several of the best
1 GoDET FOR March, 1S61.— "Suffer little children to
4>me unto me." Another splendid plate, remarkable
ryr the beauty of the subject and the fineness of the exication. "Christ Blessing little Children" is protably
die most expensive pLite we have ever published, and
*ieeds no description from us. It is a subject that comaends itself to everybody.
; Spring! Spring! A spring fashion-plate, in-door and

papers of the day, and received not a single answer.
You inserted a notice in your Book twice, and she received twtlrx applications in answer; the first coming
in three days after the first one was out. The fact speaks
for itself, and all who want success should seek your
columns.
Tours respectfully, A Scbscribee.
"Godey" aitd *' Harper. "—How often must we state
that these two magazines are only sent when *4 50 is

jnt-door dresses, spring bonnets, and a large plate of
pring dresses. Our subscribers cannot say of ns that
re do not remember when the seasons roll round. Six

received? Harper's Magazine is not in any other club
of ours.

.gures in this colored fashion-plate against those of two
a the others. Why, the engraving aud colors of those
JOT extra figures would almost be capital enough for a
mailer magazine.

OcTi California friends had better stick to the steamers
in sending their remittances. We have lost several sums
sent to us from California by the overland mail.

The extensioD-plate of spring fashions, we Want it unlerstood, is entirely a separate plate, and does not in(erf^re with our usual variety. We give the same twelve
.'6 plates in front of the Book in addition to this.
ve not robbed Peter to pay Paul.
i><- illustrate in this number "Lessons in Moss Painttng," and very pretty the picture thus made must look.
we shall soou commence " Pebble Work." For noveliea of every kind you must see Godey. Our " Novelties
jor March" is very full this month. This number
kbounds with engravings. See the illastratious of Miss

SOMETHIXG

ABOUT

Ot^

NeEDLES.

Iowa.

L. A. Godey: Dear Sir— My wife is sick in bed. aud
of coarse all rips, tears, and buttons to be sewed have to
be done by myself; to-night I was trying to sew np
some rents in my out-door gloves, and I broke all the
needles given me ; at last a young lady gave me one of
your needles— it was nothing to sew with it compared
to the rest. Now, sir, I want you to send me a case of

'hose who have had some consideration for us in these
limes of heavy discount. Many have remitted us cur-

your needles ■ two papers that will carry linen sewingthread, and two papers, assorted sizes, all to be of sharps:
then I can mend my own gloves, aud if they turn oot as
good as the one I have used to-night, Godey will hear
from me when they are gone ; inclosed please find nine
red stamps.
Tours truly,
J. R-

'•en; funds ; others have bought drafts and paid the preniam, which is but trifling when divided among many ;
ithers, we are sorry to say. have allowed the whole of
lie discount to fall upon ns, thereby totally destroying
.11 profit on the clubs they have sent. They would buy
(nJts, charging ns with the whole of the premium they
•aid ; and others would send money that we had to sell
lere at from twelve to fifteen per cent, discount. We
i»Te now hundreds of dollars on hand that we are hold-

Good News for the PrBLic. — Boardman & Gray*s celebrated Piano manufactory in Albany, N. Y., that whs ^
burnt out several months since, is now in full operation. >
They have made many improvements in their mechanical
department — new scales and patterns. Like everything
American, a fire purifies and suggests new ideas. They
still continue to furnish the Young America Piano for $150,
and School Piano for $125.

'rost's Charade of ** Stratagem."
S DiscotTKT AXD Pebmium.— We

V hoping, as Micawber

return onr thanks to

did, that "something will

arn np" to lessen the discoont. We would ask, is this
xaotly fair?
VOL. Lsir. — 24

I-VDi-iSA.- What is the matter in this State, that so
many remittances by mail are lost ?
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MUSICAL

COLUMN.

Optra and Concert. — Despite the political and financial
troubles which, up to this writing, have disarranged all
the usual plans of social and public enjoy menc, our
metropolis has not been without its accustomed musical
recreation. At our peerless Academy the associated
artists of the Opera, Colson, Briguoli, Susini, and Ferri,
have won golden opinions, if not dollars, and have been
successful in every way but the one of putting money
into their 'treasury. Yet even this is a happy result to
them in view of the enormous losses which they and
every other Opera company have made in New York and
elsewhere the past season. In our sister city the whole
Ullman combination has been broken up, and the manager rained. Philadelphia can always make a better
showing than this. The Germania Orchestra rehearsals,
which are quite a Saturday afternoon institution, are
conducted with vigor, as are also the soirees of M.
Bonewitz, at which Mme. Johannsen assists. At the
Foyer of the Academy Messrs. Wolfsohn and Thomas's
classical reunions have been very successful.
Riclmrdson's New Method. — " The New Modern School
for the Piano Forte," by Nathan Richardson, published
by Russell k Tolman, Boston, is the very best piano instructor now before the public, and has received testimonials from hundreds of our best artists and professors,
including Thalberg, Alf. Jaell, Dreyschock, Otto Dresel,
and others, men who do not lend their names to every
book before the public. The work is commended to
teachers and pupils, young and old, and especially to
those who have acquired a faulty habit of playing. It
is progressive in its character ; it leads the learner step
by step from the simplest to the most elaborate pieces;
and both teacher and pupil may feel every confidence
that no instruction book has ever been, offered to the
public which contains so many qnalifications for their
approval. Size quarto, pp. 200. Price $2 50. "We will
mail it, post free, to any address on receipt of price.
New Sheet Mitsic. — The new publications of Mr. J. H.
Hidley, Albany, comprise, How Sad the Moments are,
ballad, by Bassford, 25 cents ; The Summer Brook, by
Laurence, 25 cents; He Sleeps beneath the Heather,
3Ijntignani, 25 cents; Inspirer and Hearer of Prayer,
hymn, by Morgan, 25 cents ; The Grave of Old Grimes,
HoUoway, 26 cents ; Fandango. Spanish dance, by Karl
Merz, 3.^ cents ; La Fleur Favorite, quadrille, by Fradel,
35 cents ; Bergeronette Galop, by Fradel, 25 cents ; Pulka
Sentimentale, by Liebich, 2-5 cents : and Schrieber's Band
Drum Polka, a capital composition, 25 cents.
The new pieces from Messrs. Russell & Tolman's
establishment, Boston, include Lost Lizzie, by Edward
Clark, 25 cents ; List thee, dearest, and Uriella. by H.
P. Danks. each 25 cents: O who would look sad, and
The Yankee Girl, by Partridge, each 25 cents; Mary
Wayne, ballad, Jodie's Prayer, and Don't shut out the
Moonbeams, Mother, by Hess, each 25 cents ; Teach nie
thy Ways, a beautiful sacred quartette, suitable for
church choirs or parlor singing, with organ and piano
a'-ci^mpaniment, 30 cents ; Little Charlie went a Fishing,
with pictorial title, 30 cents; Zouave, mazourka brilliante, by Kinasley, 25 cents; Golden Galop, Fernald,
25 cents; and Silver Star Polka, by Clarke, 25 cents.
We can forward any of the above pieces on receipt of
price in stamps. To all who order $2 00 worth of music
we can send gratis a copy of the new and popular ballad, Poor Ben the Piper.
J. Stare Holloway.

A LIST OF ARTICLES

WE

CAN

SUPPLY.

Godet's Bijou Needle-Case, containing 100 very superior
Diamond Drilled Eyed Needles. Price 25 cents, and ona
three cent stamp to pay postage, escept to California, Oregon, or the British Provinces ; for either of these places a
ten cent stamp must be sent.
Godey's Pattern-Book of Embroideries.
Price 25 cents.
Fresh Fruits all the year round, at Summer Prices, and
how you may get them.
Price 12 cents.
Eveiy Lady her own Shoemaker. With diagrams. Price
50 cents.
Thirty of the most approved Receipts for Summer Beverages. Price 12 cents.
Gallery of Splendid Engravings, from Pictures by tha
first Masters. Price 50 cents each ; four numbers n«w
ready.
The Book of the Toilet. Price 25 cents.
How to Make a Dress. Price 25 cents.
The Nursery Basket ; or, a Help to those who Wish to
Help Themselves.
With engravings.
Price 50 cents.
Mrs. Hale's new Cook-Book.
ings. Price $1 00.

With numerous engrav-

Mrs. Hale's 4545 Receipts for the Million. Price $1 2r)
Godey's Curl Clasps. Twelve in a box. Nos. 1, 2, iiL 1
3. Price 75 cents, which covers the postage, except i ,
California, Oregon, or the British Provinces. The price :g
cover postage to either of these places is, on No. 1, ^1 2i.';
on No. 2, $1 30 : on No. 3, $1 50.
Go'dey's Hair Crimpers.
Each box contains twelve, -f
various sizes.
Price 75 cents a box, which covers tl e
postage, except to California, Oregon, or the British Pro
inces. The price to cover postage to either of these plac>.-3
is $1 20.
Godey's Copying Paper, for copying Patterns of Embr.Mdery, etc. Each package contains several colors. Priie
25 cents. A ten cent stamp will be required to prepay
postage on this to California, Oregon, or the British Prov
inces.
Patent Needle Threaders. A valuable article. Price
25 cents.
Indestructible Pleasure Books for Children, with colored plates, printed on muslin, and cannot be torn.
Price 2.5 cents each.
Mrs. Stephens's Crochet Book.
Price 75 cents.
The Song Bird Fancier. Every lady who keeps birds
should have this useful book.
Price 25 cents.
The Ladies' Manual of Fancy Work, by Mrs Pulleu.
Price $1 25.
OtTR Doc^r.E-EsTKNSTON Fasfiox-Plates. — It wonld
take a book larger than any one of our monthly numbere
to contain the favorable notices from the press, and the
many letters we receive concerning them. They seem to
have taken the public by surprise, and not only the public but our contemporaries. They never even dreamed
that such a thing could be done; and while they were
thinking over the matter Godey did it, and a great success
it has been. Nothing in England, France, or America h;«
ever approached these fashions, and the Lady's Book now
bears the supremacy in these plates. Compare our five,
six, and seven figure-fashions with the two t- ) o^ ^^^^
magazines.
Let it be distinctly understood that we have no agents
for whose acts we are responsible, and we are only accountable to those who remit directly to us. We have no agents
that solicit subscribers. Money must be sent to the publisher, L. A. Godey, Philadelphia.
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GARDEN.

, Wb again grroi the readers of the Lady's Book upon
He approach of Kpriug, and, whilst thanking' them for
^elr generous putroaage, would remind tbem that now
,1 the time to make their preparation for the garden —
le taste for gardening and the love for flowers have be,ome 80 unlverital, and are withal such an evidence of
afliicment and cultivated taste, that no lady would
rillingly be deprived of the pleasure of surrounding
;ersflf with them, where they can be placed within the
^eacli of her means or opportunity to
,|ffords us ranch pleasure to know that
t«en appreciated ; during the past year
ieen lightened by the receipt of very
unsolicited letters of commendation,

obtain them. It
our efforts* have
our labors have
many kind and

and we take the

"tberiy of presenting extracts from a few of them, which
'/ill convince the most sceptical that there is no diffl'olty (when properly packed) of conveying plants by
jxpress to great distances with safety.
j
Greenville, S. C, March 9, 1S60.
i The box of plants arrived safely, and, although seven
lays OD the road, tbey looked fresh and beautiful.
■j
Jackson, Tenn., ^Faa 16, 1860.
i The roses you sent me are splendid ; a great many
i-ersons have been to see thf'm ; by next fall t hope to
;et up quite a large list to send on for flowers and seeds
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Also tho following six New Striped Petitnias, single
flowers, vigorous habit, and brilliant colors: Forj/et-menot. Standard, Gem, Cnio7t, Cunqueror, Noveli}/.
Among the Double PETtTNiAs tho following three are
the best for size and beauty: Mad. Miellez, pure white;
Win. Rollinson, rose, shaded with light blue ; VtrsfiafeUii, bluish lilac. Price, 25 cents each, or $2 00 for the
nine varieties.
FccHsiAS, with doxOAe corollas, are also among the recent introductions. We ofi'er tlie following three splendid varieties: Sir Colin Campbell, Chtiranthijlora plena,
Augusta Qevasrt. Among the single ones, Catharine
Hayes, ia CVmoZmt, and iri7/.?/iiVei;,aj5 are pre-eminent.
The set of six are oflVred fur *2 00.
Lantanas are beautiful shrubby plants, with verbenalike flowers, bloom constantly, and are well adapted for
bedding out, as they stand the heat and drought of summer remarkably well ; the following six varieties are
recommended: Alha grandiflora, white yellow centre ;
Comptess de Morny, yellow, shaded with rose; Gj'and
Sultan, orange scarlet ; Lutp.a suparha, large pale yellow ;
Flava Lilacina, buff shaded with lilac ; Crocea superba,
bright orange.
25 cents each, or the set for $1 00.
Penstemons are also worthy the attention of amateurs;
they are hardy in the Southern Slates ; the flowers are bellshaped ; colors scarlet, purple, blue, &c. We
new varieties for $1 50.

ofi'er six

•<
Holly Springs, Miss., April S, 1S60.
j I, several days since, received the package you sent,
|nd wa.« highly gratified to learu that you had filled
'he order entirely to my satisfaction.
!
La Granue, Mo., March 21, I860.
' Tlie box of plants, &c. which you sent me per expi-ess
■rrived last night, and opened in splendid order. The
.uchsias and heliotropes especially were beautiful ; the
Tii-'ht, fresh green of their foliage was not damaged by
. spot, and every leaf appeared perfect.
Fort Kearney, N. T., May 2, 1860.
I have to-day received the box of plants you sent me,
nd am glad i'> be able to inform you that most of them
re in very flue order.
I consider the experiment buce8^ful.
^ We have letters of similar import from nearly every
"Itate in the Union.
By referring to the March number, 1860, of the Lady's
ijook, page 280, tinder the head of "The Flower Garden,"
irill be found select lists of Roses, Geraniums^ FucJisin,
^^erhenas, kc. We are still prepared to furnish the
^ame assortment, with the substitution of many newer
nd finer varieties.
Among the novelties for 1S61, we
■ffer the following: —
New Seedliso Verbenas, as a great improvement on
ill other varieties, for their brilliancy of color, large
lie of truss, prominent centres and eyes, remarkably
Hgorous growth, and free-bloomi ng qualities, fully mainiained during the excessive heat and drought of last
iammer.
No. 1. Louisa, lilac shaded with crimson, large
Krhite eye ; 2. Mrs. Haderman, rosy scarlet, large white
ye; .3. Mrs. Mnyrant, deep chiret, fine white eye; 4.
■iraribaldi, salmon red, large white eye ; 5. Mrs. H. InYtTSoll, dark indigo blue, white eye; 6. Maure, purplish
ilac, lemon eye ; 7. Sol/erino, rosy carmine, lemon eye ;
VivUi, brilliant scarlet, clear white eye ; 9. Souvenir,
?«). C. Thorburn, deep glossy puce, with a distinct square
Thite centre; 10. Richard fWers, clear purple, white
•ye; 11. Col. M^'.^'ichert, dark red, with a bl.-ick ring
•round a light centre ; 12. Magenta, dark violet crimson,
Thlte eye ; 13. President, rosy crimson, large purple
«ntre. Price, 50 cents each, or the collection of thirteen
or$3 00; two collections for $j 00.

PLANTS

IN

COLLECTIONS.

As an inducement for purchasers, we offer the following choice assortment of SKvetUy-Jive plants (invariably
our oicn selection), including packing, for $lii DO: —
12 Roses, ever-blooming varieties, distinct and beaatifuL
12 Verbenas, choice ; bid not the new seedlings.
6 Geraniums, assorted colors, for bedding out.
3 Heliotropium, free-blooming varieties.
6 Phlox, hardy perennial varieties.
6 Petunias, double and single varieties.
6 Fuchsias, the best single varieties.
12 Bedding Plants, assorted varieties.
6 Dahlias, fine double varieties.
6 Bulbuus Roots, including Tuberose, Gladiolus, &c.
FLOWER

SEEDS

BY MAIL.

A flower-garden is still imperfect without a judicious
selection of plants raised from seed. Indeed, such varieties as Phlox Drummondii, with its brilliant hues
the splendid varieties of German Asters, fragrant Stocks
Mignonette, Pijiks, Sweet Afyssttm, with many others,
are indispensable in making up a bouquet during the
summer months; and those out of the reach of express lines can still gratify their taste for flowers, by the
cultivation from seed of many truly beautiful plants at
a very small expense. The following assortments,
made up of the most desirable and free-blooming varieties, will be forwarded post-paid. (Except to California, Oregon, or the British Provinces).
Correspondents will please observe to write their .•signatures distinctly, and give the full post-office address;
letters are frequently received without address, and in
some instances even withoiU a signature ; also state the
number of the assortment desired.
Annuals are plants which arrive at perfection and
die off the first year; biennials, such as last two seasons;
perennials, such as exist from year to year. Many of
the biennial and perennial varieties will bloom the first
year if sown early.
Xo. 1. Twejdy choice annuals, free bloomers, for $1 00.
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2^0. 2. Tw&nty choice biennial and perennial varieties,
for $1 00.
No. 3. Twelve new and rare varieties, for $1 00.
No. 4. Twenty varieties green-house plants, for $2 00.
No. .5. One hundred varieties, including many rare
sorts, $0 00.
The above assortments are invariably our oum selection;
when selected from catalogue, a liberal allowance will
be made where a quantity is ordered. Catalogues will
be forwarded by inclosing a postai,'e stamp.
Aiidress
HEJ*RY A. DEEER,
Seedsman mid Flm-ist,
327 Cliestnut Street, Philada.
Penxa.
L. A. GoDET, Esq. : Dear Sir — A stranger to you personally, yet an old time-admirer of your taste in all
literary matters, dating from the sunny days of childhood, when Godey was my mother's special favorite, I
cannot forbear inclosing to you tho notice I have given
in odr paper of this week (a copy of which has been
forwarded to your ofBce), and to wish you continued
prosperity, a merry Christmas, and a glad New Year.
R.
Lady's Book. — As we dreamily looked on the cheerful
glow which radiated in sparkles of fire from out the
coals of anthracite, last evening, the strauge query was
inwardly propounded, if genial, faultless Godey should
ever be arraigned before auy tribunal (which the bright
eyes and loving hearts of his thousands of fair admirers
forefend!) and was to demand his trial by his peers in
literature, he would be acquitted, because the world
could not fill the jury panel with his equals. Always
in advance of every other competitor in catering to the
refined and appreciative taste of his readers, the ambition of his life seems concentrated in the successful effort of making each number of its magazine superior to
its predecessors in both reading matter and illustrations;
as the January number for 1S61 most triumphantly
proves ; as it is superior to any one ever issued by its
honored publishers. We do not notice particular articles, for the reason that aU are meritorious and interestinand
g;
then, too, one year's subscription is only $3.
We ask attention to tho advertisement of Messrs. T. B.
Peterson & Brothers on the cover of this number ; Fredrika Bremer's new
Master." French,
without a Master.
price only $1 25.

work, and " Five Languages without a
German, Spanish, Latin, and Italian
This is a most invaluable work, and the
With this book and careful study, any

one may master these languages. Miss Bremer's work is
$2 .50, 2 vols. They will send either book, postage free,
on receipt of the price.

AND

JIAGAZIXE,

Dodge. — We do not mean to dodge the question, but
the inimitable Ossian E. Dodge, late of Cleveland, Ohio,
has started on a concertizing tour, and we commend him
to our brethren of the press wherever he goes. Dodge
is a genius ; he can entertain a company alone, a whole
evening, with his stories and songs. Read the following from the Cleveland Review : —
"This gentleman, who is perhaps as extensively
known as any man in America, is about resuming his
labors in the concert field. Mr. Dodge has done business
in this city during the past five years of over one hundred thousand dollars, and as he wins the applause of
the musical
as singer,
the busipro-j
found
esteem public
of all with
whom sohehas
has he'won
transacted
ness.
*'He enters the concert field next Monday, there to-*
remain probably a year, and possibly two or three years,
making this city his headquarters, and giving concerts
in this and adjoining States. So popular is his name in
the concert field, and so sure is he of drawing full
houses, that we understand he has been offered a regular |
salary (secured) of ten thousand dollars a year for two
years; but the offer has been refused, Mr. Dodge prefer
ring to be his own master and to control his own move
ments.
"We unite with the business men of Cleveland in
wishing the most unbounded success to Ossian E.
Hair Dye in Four Different Coioks. —
Dodge."
feet article of this kind, manufactured by
Berger, of Paris, is now for sale in this city
in Chestnut Street above Fourth. It will

The most per
the celebrated
by Fouladoux,
color the hair

black, brown, light brown, or of a very light almost flaxen
color. There is no deception in this, for we have seen the
article tried, and pronounce it, without any exception, tho
very best hair dye we have ever seen. Those who oi'der
will please specify what kind they want — as one case only
contains one particular dye. In addition to the above, Mr,
Fouladoux manufactures wigs and fronts, and furnishes
every article in the hair line.
A New

York

publisher, in his advertisement, says

"This is the first time that Gilbert, foremost of Engli.sli
book illustrators, has contributed original drawings to an
American publication. " This is quite a mistake ; the celubraled John Gilbert, of London, has contributed several
original designs for the Lady's Book, and we have in out
possession the original drawings. This is modest on tha
part of the New York publisher. Here is another inscancq,
we received from a New York house : an annual purporting to be origipal in every respect ; but we happen to havai
in our possession, a book published by Tilt, of London, io
1&34, which is the original of this "original" work — the:
same plates and the same reading.

Patterns for Ixpants' Dresses, or. Infants' Wardrobes.— Our fashion editor has supplied a great many
wardrobes for infants lately, and in every case has given
great satisfaction. She has facilities for furnishing these
articles better and cheaper than any other person. The

We publish, the inclosed, not vouching for it. We obr
ject, as a general thing, to publishing medical receipts,
but are willing to aid in giving any relief in this terribla

vast influence that her connection with the Lady's Book
gives her induces importers and others to submit to her
their earliest fasliions. To those who cannot afford the

disease
Cdre :—
for Lockjaw. — We have noticed lately, says the
Lancaster Gazette, accounts of a number of deaths by this

articles, made-up paper patterns can be sent, which will
be fac-similea of the originals. We cannot publish the
prices, as the postage varies according to tho size of the
articles ordered, and that we have to pay in advance.
For particulars, address Fashion Editor (not Mrs. Hale),
care nf L. A. Godey, Philadelphia. All other patterns furnished an usuaL

disease, which induces us to republish a positive preventive and remedy for this disease. It is the simple
application of beefs gall to the wound. Besides its antispasmodic properties, the gall draws from the wound
any particles of wood, glass, iron, or other substances
that may cause irritation, when other applications have
failed.
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comnK'nce and practice upon.

DEPARTMENT.

If our youn^ pupils havo

any difficulty in cutting' out by tbe eye, without dniwinp. they can procure a sheet of tiucing paper ; by placing
this upon the object and going over the outline with
asoft bhtck-Iead pencil, then reversing the
tracing and placing the pencil lines upon
the paper you wish to cut out, and going
over the back of the samo lines with a

DOLLS.

To the youDg begiuner this is a very easy pattern to
Fig. 1.

eharp-poiuted pencil, the outline of the
pattern will bo clearly marked oat. But
it is much better to attempt and cut out
the subject without drawing at all, a«
practising both the eye and ibe hand at
the same time.
Take a piece of thin writing paper, and
fold it four or five times ; doable the ?ame
again and cut out the half (Fig. 2). When
opened out thev will make Fig. 3; and,
by cutting out two sets of f 'ur or five
each, and fixing the hands t.igether witti
a little gum. they can be made to form the
circle as in Fig. 1.

Fig. 2.

Fig- 3.

his letter nf announcement was mailed. If a registered
letter addressed to us is lost, we take no further trouble
in the matter.

Eegistfred Letters a^d Secrecy is Mailing.— The
editor of the Cosmopolitan Art Jimrnal is rather more
severe than we are upon these two subjects. Hear
him : —
'■ How TO Remit.— Single Bubscribers can remit us by
letter, in current funds, or in stamps. Inclose the money

Madame

•ecorely, and nfrver register Uu letter nor cuivise any postalfice official tfiat there is money in it. Our losses through
the mail are very serious, and are greatly enhanced by the
mir^take subscribers make in letting any one know the
letter which fins money in it. Registering letters is
simply a trick of the law-makers to advise thieving officials which letters to take. Where several subscriptions are remitted, it is best to procure a d raft, if possible.
If this is not convenient, send a good, hank/thle hill for
the amount, making up the odd change in stamps."
We have two instances to relate that are somewhat
piquant. A gentleman sent us two remittances from
Arkansas, neither rogi'^tcred ; both came to hand. The
third he registered ; that never was received. A gentleman in Michigan advised that by same mail he sent a registered letter containing ;^15. The letter making the announcement was received, the other did not come to
hand notil some twenty days after. The only wonder
in this ca^e is that it was received. It bore the postmark of the office where he mailed eoveateen days after

24*

Clement's French akd EsfiLisH Protestast

Familt School for Totrso Ladies, Beverly. >'ew Jersey ;
fourteen miles from Philadelphia; accessible several times
daily by cars and steamboats. The Eighth Session will
commence February 5th, 1S61. The number of pupils is
limited, and the instrnction is thorough in every department. The recitations and study-hours are confined to the
day, the evenings being devoted to recreation, readiug,
sewing, music, etc. The pupils enjoy great facilities for
the acquisition of the French language; they hear it spoken
confitinfly, and are required to converse in it themselves.
Teachers wishing to perfect themselves in French and
Drawing are received for any length of time, and on moderate terms. Terms, %2.50 per annum.
Rt^fereTices : Rt. Rev. W. H Odenheim^r ; Rt. Rev.
Alonzo Potter ; John Price Wetherill, Esq., Philadelphia;
Major Robt. Anderson, V. S. A. ; C. A. Stevens. Esq., Hoboken, N. J. ; Mrs. Alice B. Haven, Mamaroneck, N. Y.

Eerosexe Oil. is said to be explosive. A word of can*
tion to our subscribers who use it.
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COTTAGE

IN THE BEACKETTED

STYLE.

Designed expressly /or Godey's Lady's Book by Samuei Sloas, Architect, PhUaddphia.

PEESPECTIVE

riEW.

~^^K.j^
PIKST

FLOOR.

First floor. — A parlor. 15 tiy 22 feet ; B dining-room, 15
by 21 feet ; C kitchen, lo by lo feet ; D library, 15 by 10
feet; EE porches. The hall, containing the stairway,
is 7 feet -wide.
The se-cond story contains four chambers and one
dressing-room, with all the necessary closets, etc.
The cost of erecting this building near Philadelphia,
of brick, will be $3,800.
L. A. Godet: Dear Sir— I have been taking your excellent magazine four years, and have been both profited
and entertained ; I find it far superior to anything of
Ihe kind in circulation, and I wonder how any lady

SF.COND STORT.

can do without it. It should have a pince in every
family. I don't think I could do without it at all. I
always have a feast on the fifteenth of each month (a
feast of splendid reading matter and rich eugravings).
Feeling a lively interest in the circulation of the same,
I have succeeded in ^etiin^ u'p & c\\ib without any trotthle
or inconvenience nt nil. I just mentioned it to some of
my friends as I chanced to meet them, and they paid
me the amount. I shall at all times exert the little influence Ipossess in behalf of your work. So, hoping
you may never ^rrow older, and wishing you a prosperous year and a good season, I remain a devoted friend
of the aaly Lady's Book in America. Mrs. J. M.

GODEY
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,
SHORT HAIR FOR LADIES.
M know, Mr. Godoy, to an absolute certaintv, from
th nason and experience, that short hair would be a
?ot comfort aud convenionce, and a real ftlenitmg to
>man-kind everywhere.
Any intelligent lady or genuKiti must admit that it is a irreat tax U4>ou «s to have
niach hair lo be done up and arranged every diiy. and
tni'iimes oftener, for a common lifetime— amounting to
iny thon^and times — ^jo>t to suit a foolish fashion, and
caa>e our mothers and grandmothers did before us.
'?n have not submitted and will not submit to this
convenience, yet women have to. Long hair, to the
pk and afflicted women everywhere over the world, is
fflolutely a burden, aud to all others it is a great aud

Hair Obnambsts. — Ladies wishing hair made into
bracelets, pins (which arc very beautiful), necklaces, or
ear-rings, can be accommodated by onr Fashion F.ditnr. A
vory large number of orders have recently been filled, and
the articles have given great satisiiictiou.

<le>-s inconvenience.
And where is the ' glory' of all
its I'lir length,' so much talked about, when done up in
kn<ii on ihe back of the head ? It is nonsense to talk
its hngfh as its chief element of J>eauty when that
jiality is forever concealed from human gaze, as it is in
e done-up style, which makes it to all intents and
irposes even shorter than the men's. Where, then, is its
,»uty ? Are these knots of hair on the back of our heads
very handsome? — this round, knotted, imprisoned
as^ which k'ives us a conception ofanylhingel^e except
l.e length of a lady's hair?
Must we sacriflcethe health
*th*> hair, its freedom, it-^ flowing nature, the comfort of
le wearer, the natural shape of the head, and all things
>, for the sakeof the?<Hy?/i of the hair, which, after all,
edo not get to see in the done-up style ; not even as much
I in the flowing short style.
Let me briefly show in
antrast the poiut* of difference between short hair and
'one-up hair. When the hair is cut to a convenient
^-ngth in the neck we have the freedom of the hair, its
lealth. the comfort of the wearer, its downward flowing
ature, which poets so much admire, and which is the
atnral condition of the hair, and we have the natural
lape of the head, always beautiful ; the undergrowth
f hair behind, at the junction of the head and neck, is
U Concealed ; besides, the hair, when cut evenly around
|i the neck, forms a most beautiful silken border, and
lie color of the hair io contrast with the whiteness
f the neck forms one *>f the most brilliant, beautiful,
tnd aneelic contmsts in the world.
Then we have a
: -how of the length of the hair. Now. contrast all
■ints of beauty with the entire lack of the same
, , ... ;^. -up hair, and then let any one decide which style
Bthe most beautiful.
And how grandly flowing hair
I )r women corresponds with, and how symbolical of her
•wn gentle, flowing nature!
>'ow, Mr. Godey, I submit
toe points I have made in favor of the convenience, comprt, and beauty of short hair for woman — which are
^ot a few things that can be said in its favor — whether
;he ble>sings that wonld flow from it would not justify
lonsiderable eflort on our part to change public senti■Qcnt in its favor?
I have every reason to believe, from
;hose whom I have talked with, that there are thousands
n our land who would adopt short hair at once were
Ihey not over-awed by adverse public opinion.
But
jhey think, like thousands of others, that they might
Urnost 'as well be out of the world as out of the fashion.'
I
dr. Godey, I know you have the interest and welfare of
vomaa-kind at heart, and now will you aid me a little
Tith your advice, counsel, and instructions in my efforts
(0 change public sentiment in favor of the benefits, comorls, and blessings that short hair wonld give to woman-kind everywhere? Please answer soon, if it snite
I'our convenience and pleasure, and inj^truct me how I
best deal with this subject to insure success."

We give the prices at which we will send tbe«e beautiful articles :—
Breastpins?, from $4 t.> $12.
Ear-rings, from 84 50 to $10.
Bracelets, from $.3 to *\o.
Rings, from $1 50 to $3.
Necklaces, from $6 to $15.
Fob-chains, from $6 lo $12.
The Charms of Faith, Hope, and Charity, $1 50.
Hair Studs from $.5 50 to 811 the set.
Sleeve Buttons from $6 50 to $11 the set.
The better and fairer portion of human kind will be
gratified to know that a preparation has been discovered
which renders crinoline incombustible. Experiments
were tried at a scientific meeting in Edinburgh which
satisfactorily demonstrated the fact that a crinoline dress,
after being steeped in a solution of sulphuret of ammonia, refused to ignite, the only efi'ect of fire being to char
it. Ammonia is a very cheap commodity, and ladies of
all ranks and degrees can render themselves iucombustible at very trifling expense. But, though crinoline
thus prepared may not itself burn, we fear it will still
possess the property of kindling as many flames as ever.
PHILADELPHIA

AGENCY.

No order attended to unless the cash accompanies it.
All persons requiring answers by mail must send a
post-office stamp : and for all articles that are to be sent
by mail, stamps must be sent to pay return postage.
Be particular, when writing, to mention the town,
county, and State you reside in. Nothing can be made
out of post-marks.
Mrs. W. H. L.— Sent knitted mariposa, &c. December
17th.
3Irs. G. C. W.— Sent pattern Zouave jacket, &c. 17th.
L. A. G.— Sent headdress by Kinsley's express 17th.
Mrs. P.— Sent shirts, &c. by Kinsley's express 18th.
Miss D.— Sent slippers ISth.
Mrs. M. J. S.— Sent patterns 19th.
Mrs. J. W. D.— Sent black braid, &c. 19th.
Mrs. O. A. W.— Sent pattern, &c. 19th.
T. R. F.— Sent pattern Pnuce's wrap, 19th.
Mrs. H.— Sent patterns 19th.
Mrs. 8.— Sent lead comb 21st.
Mrs. M. C. L.— Sent India-rubber gloves 21st.
Miss E. R.— Sent pattern sortie da ba) 21st.
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W.
J.
L.
J.
A.

B. p.— Seut patterns 21st.
C. — Sent hair riuy 22d.
J. McD.— Sent hair ring 22(i.
B. F.— Sent tape and tatting 22d.
B, M.— Seat fringe 22d.

Dr. J. L. M. B.— Sent girl's clpak by Adams's express
24th.
Miss E. H. F.— Sent knit shawl by Harnden's express
26th.
A Subscriber at Louisville will find the receipt in Mrs.
Hale's Coot Book, price f 1.
W. L. P.— Sent patterns 27th.
Miss A. V. R.— Sent lead comb 27th.
Miss L. J. B.— Sent pattern and net for hair 28th.
M. C. C— Sent headdress 28tli.
Miss D. — Sent smoking cap 29th.
S. K. — Sent hair rings by Kinsley's express 29th.
Mrs. E. G. McC. — Sent hair ring January 2d.
Miss H. P. P.— Sent pattern Castilian cloak 2d.
Mrs. G. W. C. — Sent pattern Castilian cloak 2d.
Mrs. M. H.— Sent patterns .3d.
Mrs. M. H. C— Sent India-rubber gloves 3d.
Mrs. M. J. P.— Sent patterns 5th.
Mrs. G. P. C. — Sent hair bracelet and necklace 7th.
J. S. S.— Sent hair ring 7th.
D. E. S.— Sent infant's wardrobe by Wells, Fargo, &
Co.'s express Sth.
Mrs. A. V. Du B. — Sent worsted shawl by Harnden's
express Sth.
C. E. P.— Sent embroidery silk Sth.
Mrs. J. D T.— Sent pattern girl's cloak Sth.
Miss M. H. P. — Sent pattern Zouave jacket 10th.
L. E.— .Sent sleeve pattern 10th.
Miss G. — Sent pattern Clotilde cloak 10th.
Mrs. S. C. K.— Sent satin 12th.
A. C. M. — Sent infant's wardrobe by Adams's express
12th.
Mrs. J. A. K. — Sent sacqne robe pattern 14th.
Z. E. A.— Sent infant's shawl, &c. 14th.
Miss M. J. B.— Sent braid 16th.
Mrs. V. A. M. — Sent pattern infant's clothes 16th.
A. S.— Sent patterns 16th.
Mrs. B. C. — Se-iit hair breastpin 17th.
N. E. "W. — Sent drawing paper, &c. ISth.
Mrs. M, M. L. — Sent pattern infant's cloak 18th.
Mrs. E. H. A.— Sent trimming ISth.
Mrs. A. G. J. — Sent working cotton, &c. ISth.
Mrs. W. A. H. — Sent infant's wardrobe by Harnden's
express 19th.
Mrs. S. E. B.— Sent net for hair 22a.
Mrs. L. J. — Sent bracelet and breastpin 22d.

Clicnustrr! for tjic §fluiig.
LESSON

XVIII.

Sulphur and Phnsphorits.
MATERTALS

AXD

TESTS

REQUrRED.

379. Sulphur; Florence flask and spirit-lamp; copper
filings, clippings, or turnings; large iron wire; fragments of lead; test-tubes and a tobacco-pipe; liquor
potassae ; solution of oxide of lead in liquor potassae ;
charcoal powder; Epsom salt; Glauber's salt: oil of
vitriol ; nitrate of baryta ; materials for generating chlorine, etc.
.3S0. Theelement sulphur, or brimstone, is so familiarto
ns that any description of itp common

or physical quali-

ties would be unnecessary. It occurs largely as a mine: i
constituent, especially in volcanic countries, but it is alJ
an element in perhaps all animals, and many plant^ '
All the botanical natural order Orucifene, for instam.'j
to which belong cress, cabbage, and mustard, contain
notable amount of sulphur ; and the proverbially di

gusting odor of cabbage-water depends on the evolutio '.
of hydrosulphuric acid, that gaseous substance whic
chemists employ as a test for calcigeuous metals.
381. Put some fragments of roll brimstone, or soit
powdered sulphur, into a Florence flask, and apply tl;
heat of a spirit-lamp flame until the sulphur fusc^
Pour a little o( this fused sulphur into cold water. C'>
tinue to apply heat to the remaining sulphur until tb
fused result turns dark iu color, and remaik that wh^S
this point has been attained, although the material h^
been considerably hotter than before, it becomes sulif
and the Florence flask may be inverted without permi
ting any sulphur to run out. Still contiuuing to ajqil
heat, the dark and solid mass will liquefy again, and.j
the result be 7iow thrown into cold water, a very stran^
phenomenon will be noticed. The sulphur, when cij<
instead of returning at once to its former yellow, In
condition, will have assumed the appearance of Iiul.
rubber, and may be pulled out into long strings,
this state sulphur may be advantageously employed .
taking casts of medals ; which casts, when rubbed ov«
with bronze powder, assume a very pleasing appearannj
This experiment sufiiciently indicates that sulphur
insoluble in water, a circumstance which we shall her
after take advantage of in the analysis of gunpowder.
382. Boil a little powdered sulphur with liquor potass
in a test-tube, and observe the solution which resuid
Neutralize the solution with an acid— say the acetic
and remark that the sulphur is deposited, and may I
collected on a filter.
383. Set fire to a little brimstone— say the end of
brimstone match, and recognize the odor evolved ;
the oAov of sulphurous acid. Wherever sulphur is burn S
in the atmospheric air or in oxygen, as we have aire,
burned it (360), this compound sulphurous acid result
Hold a red rose moistened with water over some hiirnic
sulphur, and remark the bleaching which takes pluo
This bleaching quality renders sulphurous acid of gr*'
use in many of the arts. Straw bonnets, for instantare bleached by means of sulphurous acid. Suipl
unites with oxygen in seven proportions, constitutii
seven acids, but the following are the chief:—
Hyposulphurous

acid, forming salts termed hyposa

Sulpluirnus acid, forming salts termed sulphites.
phites.
Hyposulphuric acid, forming salts termed hypos;]
Sulphuric acid (oil of vitriol), forming salts ternit
phates.
sulphates.
3S4. Mix some fragments of copper wire or copp
filings with about an equal weight of sulphur : put tl
mixture into a test-tube, and, applying the heat of
spirit-lamp flame, remark the combination which
suits. Direct union of the metal ensues, and the resul
ing compound is termed su\phurd or sulphide of coppe
38.5. Heat a small bar or large wire of iron to whit
ness, and immediately bring it into contact with sulphu
union of the two bodies will result, and sulphuret
iron will be formed. This is the compound whic
has been employed for the purpose of generating hydrj
sulphuric acid, by the addition of sulphuric acid aB
water (125).

CENTRE-TABLE
* SS6. Uix Bome fragmeats of lead with sulphur, pat
ithe mixture into a test-tube or the bowl of a tobucco*
pipt?, auJ apply heat ; If to the tube, a spirit-lamp flame
"Vill be offlcieul ; if to the tobacco-pipe, use the heat of
,a fire. Again, in this instance, direct combluatioa will
result, and bulphuret or snlpfiide of lead will be formed.
' Do not confound the expressions sulphide and aalphiiei
the difforence between them will be understood by
' reference to paragraph 353.

Ctiitrt-^able 6ti?sip.
HOME HAPPT.
Dear me, how this room smells of smoke! Poh!
Bow can you endure it, Sarah 7''
"Oh, it's only a souvenir of 'Tom's crowd;' you
know he brings home his friends, instead of lount^ang
Around bar-rooms with them."
"But it will ruin these curtains.'' And Aunt Charity
looked as if she thought her sister-in-law's wits slightly
astray in permitting such destruction.
" It will cost le^s to get another set than it would to
meud Tom's morals, if they were ruined instead of the
curtains.'*
" Tou don't mean to say that all those young men who
were here last night come and go over your velvet stair
carpel !"
" As oft<^Q as they choose ; they are all gputlcmen, and,
I suppose, use the door-mat. I don't know what you
Would say to having had one or two sleep here with
Tom while we were m the country last year, and taking
a fancy to lunch on short-cake and broiled ham at one
o'clock at night, going down, to the kitchen, and cooking
for themselves.'*
Aunt Charity subsided for the present, dumb with tho
audacity of the measure alluded to. Tfot having children of her own, she could not enter into Mrs. Smith's
satisfaction at having so affectionate, so true-hearted and
hone^^t a son, who, unscrupulous as his aunt might coneider him, was never ashamed or afraid to speak of his
companions or his midnight doings.
" Wood ! What are they carrying off kindlings for?*'
eaid the worthy spinster, an boar or two later, observing
th*^ movements of two of the younger branches of the
y. "They are carrying kindlings into the stable,
; ; a very dangerous proceeding."
'• It is not used as a stable now ; you know we have
given up our carriage since the city railroads were introduced, and Mr. Smith has given the boys the loft for a
play-room. They have a stove there now, and Willy
takes the responsibility of the flre."
"If they were my boys, I should be after them pretty
pften, and see what they were about."
"But wo always know; they always report their
proceedings at tea. They have a carpenter's bench and
tools."
"Cut their hands off someday; lame them for life,"
Interrnpted Aunt Charity.
" But just now their passion la for chemical experiments. They are studying chemistry at school, and
half a dozen little chaps come here regularly and work
With them. Sometimes we don't get a glimpse of them
In play hours for a week, and it saves my time and
temper, to say nothing of always knowing where they
are."
Their conservative relative listened in horror, and
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gazed at tho stable roof as If she expected to wituoh» an
immediate explosiou.
This is no fancy picture, but a trae example of the
wise indulgence which has trained the picasiintest family of boys we have ever seen into intelligent, affectionate, pure-minded, home-loving sons and brothers.
And, following this, we indorse most heartily another
word of good advice for fathers in this instance:—
My friends, do you want to make home delightful to
the young folks? Thou dou't come creeping from your
business with all the day's cares and trials hanging like
forty millstones about your ut-ck. Leave them in their
proper place. Come smiling to your fireside, as if you
expected to enjoy yourself, and wanted the rest of the
folks to do the same thing. If a pleasant circumstance
has come under your observation, keep it for discussion
at your fireside ; if a smile-waking thought has occurred
to you, divide it with the home circle. Dou't shrug up
your shoulders and draw down your mouth if a few
young people "hai>pen in'' to see your juveniles. Don't
complain abovit the noise they make. Ton were young
yourself once, and if you go to work to help them have
a good time, our word for it, the noise will soon cease
to annoy you. The world has a very rigidiziug influence on its disciples, and if you don't take the evenings
to unbend in, yo\i will become an absolute automaton.
Forget, once in awhile, that life is not all sunshine;
forget your cares, and they will diminish in proportion.
There never was a day so dark but that a happy home
evening could gild its shadows. Make your fireside
something for all to look forward to, aud think about ;
make it a resting-place, and you may depend upon it
life will he a pleasant affair to you.
MTSICAL ITEMS OF GE^'ERAL I^^TEREST.
Thb best parlor music for amateurs at the present is
known as "the future school," which indicates that the
taste which cultivates and enjoys it has gone beyond
the popular range. For those who have not yet known
much of it we promise more than one delightful evening
in the perusal of Miss Brewster's " Compensation," and
a shadowing of good things to come when we announce
a new volume from her pen ; "Compensation"' being the
most artistic book, not only of the season, but, in its
peculiar range, unsurpassed by any American publication. CJtapin is the hero of all musical young ladies,
and we have known of a musical evening being arranged
in Charleston, S. C, at the house of an eminent pianist,
in which the music mentioned in "Compensation" made
up the programme.
Richard Wagner, the head of the school of the "future music," who U best known by his opera of PaimluniseTy has completed a new opera called Tristan und
Isolde, and the score is now published. For the performance ofthis opera are required two soprano voices,
four tenors, two baritones, and one bass. The. choruses
are/or rnah voices only ; a point in the execution.
The new opera by Balfe is founded on the story of the
Bravo of Venice, which gives fine scope for sceuic and
musical effect.
Among other musical works now going through the
pref^sin Germany, we may mention Rubenstein's grand
oratorio, Parwiise Lost, and Joachim's new violin concerto, and a serenade for full orchestra, by Johannes
Brahm.
The Jtfeasiah has recently been given in England.
Madame Catherine Hayes, who sang the soprano parts,
gave "Rejoice greatly" with all the brilliancy and
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joyous expression wliicli that beautiful air demands.
Madame Laura Baxter imparted deep feeling to her
execution of the pathetic air, *' He was despised and
rejected;" and her fine contralto voice was heard to
great advantage in "0 Thon that tellest." The bass
music was assigned to Mr. Weiss, who, it is needless to
say, gave it in admirable style. The chorus, " Tor unto
us," and the ''Hallelujah" went off very efi'ectively.
Meyerbeer's Parden de Plocrmel lias lately been given
in Paris, and the canzonetta which he wrote when in
London, for Madame Nantier-Didiee, has been introduced
in the second act.
NOTES

AND

QUERIES.

1. The Original of Da Vinci's "Last Supper.'" —
Every one is familiar with this celebrated picture, from
casts and engravings. A description of the original as
it appears at the present time may have general interest.
It is greatly injured by time, and is gradually fading
away. As a fresco, it has less hope of preservation than
if it had beeu on canvas.
*' The whole impression of this visit was subdued and
mowrnful. It was much such as one would have in the
room with the mortal remains of some noble and distinguished man soon to be seen on earth no more. That a
great religious picture of the greatest painter and one of
the greatest men who ever lived should perish from the
earth seems a solemn and mournful thought. One sees
the exquisite finish of Leonardo in those small paintings
of his which are scattered through different galleries;
but here was the picture which united a sublime breadth
and largeness of design to the nicest delicacy of execution; which united the grace*; of color and drawing to
the highest expression of noble and religious sentiment,
and it is fading from the earth, and soon to be seen no
more! No representation in existence ia the least gives
an idea of its higher attributes of expi*ession. From
engravings we may have an idea of the fineness of the
general design, the perspective, the general arrangement
of light and shade, the noble variety of heads, each so
■well individualized ; but that central figure, on which
we are told Leonardo pondered so lonu, and which he
touched with so reverent a hand, because his conceptions were so intense with religious awe. that will never
"be seen when the little that remains of this noble fresco
is faded.'*
2. To Preserve tJie Eggs of Birds.— Nothing farther is
necessary than clearing out the contents from a small
hole made near one end ; the mouth being applied to a still
smaller hole near the opposite end, a very weak solution
of corrosive sublimate (a rank poison) in spirits of wine
may then be suckM up into the egg, by putting its end
into it, shaken about inside, and then blown out again ;
this, though not indispensable, is a preservation against
insects. The object of making the holes not quite at
the extremities of the egg is that they may be turned
downwards out of sight as the egg lies in the cabinet.
They should, of course, bo made iu one line.
Or: The first consideration should be to get them
cleaned of their contents ; this may be effected with the
eggs of the larger birds by making a hide at one side
large enough to admit a quill, and shaking out the
contents; they should then be well washed with a
solution of camphor (not too strong, or it will make
them vt^ry brittle by destroying the tenacity of the pellicle which lines the inside), and when dry fasten with
gum, either singly or in pairs, to a piece of card-board.
This method not only gives great facility for handling

them and writing the name under each, but, by concealing the hole made for the purpose of cleaning them,
allows them to retain the appearance they had when
first taken from the nests. As the colors of many of
them are very perishable, it will he necessary, in order
to preserve them, to give them a light coating of varnish,
and the best for this purpose is isinglass dissolved in
3. Destruction of Red Ants. — A simple remedy. Some
one, writing to a popular country paper, gives the following simple directions: —
gin.
" A neighbor of mine, in whose word I can place
utmost confidence, says: 'Take spirits of camphor,
sop it on the shelf, making a perfect ring, and place
ants inside of the ring, and none of them can get

the
and
the
out

alive ; it is sure death.' He has tried it. Those out
of the ring will leave in the first train,^^

i\u\hM,
NOTICE

TO

LADY

SUBSCRIBERS,

Having had frequent applications for the purchase of
jewelry, millinery, etc., by ladies living at a distance, t?ie
Editress (f the Fashion Dcpartme^it will hereafter execute
commissions for any who may desire it, with the charge of
a small percentage for the time and research required.
Spring and autumn bonnets, materials for dresses, jewelry,
envelops, hair-work, worsteds, children's wardrobes, mantillas, and mantelets, will be chosen with a view to economy, as well as taste ; and boxes or packages forwarded
by express to any part of the country. For the last,
distinct directions must he given.
Orders, accompanied hy checks for the proposed arpendUure, to be addressed to tlie care of L. A. Godf-y, Esq.
No order toill be attended to unless the money is first
received. NeWier tlie Editor nor Piddisher will be accnurUable for losses that may occur in remitting.
Instructions to be as minute as is possible, accompanied
by a note of the height, complexion, and general style of
the person, on which much d^yends in choice. Dress
goods from Levy's or Evans & Co.'s ; cloaks, mantillas, or
talmas, from Brodie's, 51 Canal Street, New York ; bonnets from T. White & Co.'s; jewelry from Warden's or
Caldwell's, Philadelphia.
' When goods are ordered, the fashions that prevail here
govern the purchase; therefore, no articles will be taken
back. When the goods are sent, the transaction must be
considered final,
DESCRIPTION

OF STEEL FASHION-PLATE
MARCH.

FOB

Fig. I. — Dinner-dress of pearl-colored ponlt de soie,
trimmed with lilac silk and quillings of narrow ribbon.
Tho over-skirt is gored, of one piece with the body,
slashed at the side, and caught together by bands of lilac
silk, and finished with three tassels. The underskirt is
full and not gored. The cap is trimmed with ribbon and
flowers to match the dress.
Fig. 2. — Child's dress of Solferino silk, flounced up to
the waist ; low neck and short sleeves. Garibaldi coat
of light silk, finished with pinked rufiles. Hat of white
straw, trimmed with black velvet and a long white
ostrich plume.
Fig. 3. — Black moirS walking-dress, with deep puffing
on the skirt. The body is composed of velvet and moirf;

FASHIONS.
jhe lower part, both back and front, boiug of velvet,
rjnimpd with pafflugs. Sleevoa flowing, and trimmed
Tith ituiiri puffiogei. Straw bonnet, bound with gold
-olor, and trimuu-d with a gold-colored net, with cord
md tas»eU ; ntrings and cape of Solferino ribbon.
Fi'j. 4. — Rich promenade dress of green silk, with
)Uck velvet titripes made perl'«>ctly plain. Bonnet of
jrhite bilk, covered with black lace, with a bunch of
!>lack flowers, having gold coiitreH at the side, a black
ud white ruche inside ; gold color strings.
Fi'j. a. — Dtvaa of tan-colored bilk, trimmed with
iouuces of the Hume, aud bands of Marguerite silk edged
'iridi black lace, having at iutervaU paUes of black
(imp ; body trimmed en brttdU ; sleeves puffed, aud
.juite small at the wrist. Ceinture or girdle of wide tancolored ribbon, with lace iu.serted at the ends, and
Tinimed wUh fringe. The headdress is a net of Mar•^uerite chonilie, with two largo tassels at the side.
Fi(/. 6. — Evening-dress of white muslin, puffed half
jwajr lip the skirt, and a short tunic of rows of puffs and
tin^^ortiug edged with lace. Plain corsage, pointed beIhiud and before, and laced up the back. The bertha is
Iforuied of folds of illusion in the S<i'if/n£ style, and
;triiiimed with a fall of poini apj)iif/ite lace. The under^sloi've is of muslin puffed, and quite short ; over this is
>;a deuii augel sleeve of illusion, edged with lace. Coif*
(fare of green velvety with gold pendants.
DESCRIPTION

OF SPRIJfG FASHIONS.

{See large engrnring in front.)
Fig. 1. — A Magenta-colored silk, with tunic skirt,
trimmed with one flounce. The skirt does not meet in
front, in order to show the front breadths of the lower
•kirt, which are trimmed, en tnMier^ with three flounces
each five inches in width, and headed with a quillinff of
black velvet, having a gold braid sewed in the centre of
It. The waif«t is trimmed with a bertha of one flounce,
and the belt is black and gold, with a heavy gold clasp.
Bonnet of pansy-colored silk, trimmed with mauve satin
bnttons and gold cord.
Fig. 2. — Dress of Marguerite silk, made perfectly plain.
Muiitle of rich thread lace, trimmed at the botttim with
ped fringe, and finished at the neck with a very
rrhi hood
Bonnet of straw, trimmed with light
^ green velvet, lace, and Narcissus, with black hearts.
[(The inside trimming is a thick roll of green velvet, a
if small bunch of flowers on the right side, and short lace

'l tabs.
'I Fig. 3 — A brown spring silk, with six flounces bound
11 with bniwn velvet. Mantle of same material as the

1 1 dress, trimmt^d with a wide pnffing, flounces, bows, and
|> Tetvet. Bonnet of pink silk, drawn and trimmed with
y raching^ of illusion.
L Fig. 4.— Dress of rich mauve silk, with black velvet
\ stripes. Circassian pardessus of black reps silk, trimmed
;| with wide black velvet, having on each edge a thick
] cording of white silk. Bonnet of white velvet, lined
I with Solferino silk, and trimmed
B«jue tint.
SPRING

with flowers of the

BONNETS.

[See engravings, png^.s 196, lf>7.)
Fig. \. — A Neapolitan braid, gray and white, trimmed
with Solferino and gray ribbon drawn into rosettes on
one side, with straw centres, which give them much
the appearance of poppies ; a long loop of ribbon and
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two straw tassels complete the trimming of the left side,
and on the other side the ribbon Is drawn down perfectly
plain. The cape and front of the bonnet are finished
with a pufliug of Solferino crape. The inside trimming
consists of a bUud aud tabs of illusion.
Fig. 2. — An English chip bonnet, with pansy-colored
velvet cape. On the right side of the bonnet are two
bows of pansy ribbon worked with gold stars, and on
the other a large bunch of scarlet flowers. The inside
trimming is of ribbon and flowers.
Fig. 3.— Fine split straw, with dark crown, trimmed
with a sapphire blue ribbon, and a white ribbon. On
the right side of the bonnet is a large w^aler-lily, with
buds and leaves. The inside trimming is a roll of sapphire blue velvet, black tabs, and a small lily on one
side.
Fig. 4. — A Tuscan braid, trimmed on one side witb
white ribbon bound with black velvet, and black lace
rosettes with jet centres ; and on the left side are handsome jet tassels fixed by medallions of white gimp. The
inside trimming is a puffing of white illusion, aud large
black rosettes, with jet pendants. This is a beautiful
style of bonnet for light mourning.
CHITCHAT

rPON NEW YORK AND PHILADELPHIA FASHIONS, FOR MARCH.

The season is unusually late in opening, owing to the
financial embarrassments of midwinter, the time when
most of our large importing houses are usually beginning to receive their goods. Large orders for expensive
novelties were countermanded, others were delayed,
and we are now seeing the effect of these things.
There is one department of dress goods in which, it is
sadly true, there is always a certain demand. Death
does not delay his work for any commercial crisis ; and
perhaps the earliest orders that reached Philadelphia
were intended for the 3f<isio7i de Deuil of Besson & Son,
9S1 Chestnut Street. This well-known house keeps
steadily on its way ; and since their removal to the elegantly neat place of business now occupied by them, its
excellent light, so necessary in the selection of black
goods, proves that theirs are always reliable. A "good
black*' is always the first thing to be considered in the
choice of mourning. If it be rusty or gray, no matter
how costly the material, the effect is shabby. For deep
black, the material most in vogue for summer wear, will
be bar>:ge grenadine, a less costly article than the real
grenadine ; for though of much the same tissue, it is of
mixed wool and silk, while the other is all silk. It will
range from .10 cents to $1 a yard in price. Real grenadine, always in vogue, may be had, according to quality,
from 75 cents to $1 oO. A very serviceable article, that
will be in general wear the pre.^ent season for house
dresses, in plain black, is the old favorite Balzerine,
which is afforded as low as IS cents a yard. There are
also Tomatan's and crape bnrigts from 31 to 62Ji cents.
There is a disposition towards making up English crape
over black silk — the dress and mantle alike — for best
wear. It is truly elegant, but expensive, though certainly
the most suitable material together with grenadine, for
evening wear.
We have now come to second mourning goods, in
which there are both novelty and variety ; and though
they are "only calicos,'' we must admire, in passing;,
the neat and varied designs of Hoyle's prints, in purple,
mauve, and gray, upon a black or white ground.
Barige Anglain is still expected to be the popular
fabric for street dress in the summer heats, both in and
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out of mourning — large importations have been made.
At Bessou's we find some entirely new designs in black
aud purple, gray and white, white and lilac, etc., distinguished bythe dotted, striped, and chinen grounds,
aud a set Sgureprinttd upon the material; as, for inetance, a mauve pansy without leaves, on a black ground.
In foulards, this point of eet figures is still more noticeable as,
;
for instance, a purple pansy, or a white
Marguerite on a black ground.
Where there ai'e two colors combined the figure is
called Caimnaieny; when it is woven to stand out like
embroidery, it is known as brochte or Jacquard.
In travelling dress goods, T^hich are also serviceable
for general spriug wear, as well as the foulards, there is
the Syria poplin, the India glucce, gray Valencias at
62J^ cents, and black aud white Cruvellis at 37) ^ cents,
a large variety. These will be worn much the same by
people in or out of mourning.
In first mourning, black crape collars and cuffs on
grenadine or crape sleeves will still continue to be worn.
The English tiishion of adding a gold thread to the applique, pattern in crape, may find favor in New York,
and at the South, but scarcely in neat, plain Philadelphia, whore mourning usually is moitrning, aud not a
mass of crape bows, bugles, and tinsel. There is the
usual variety of white tarletou collars and cuffs in folds
and piping ; but the novelty of the season is a laced aj)pliqaky the figure being traced in a satin stitch with embroidery silk, which gives it a pretty efl'ect. The lappel
style is still in favor, though many preler the round collar, with a small point behind, coming straight across
in front to meet the brooch, extremely narrow and very
neat.
In the foulards for ordinary wear, the same styles are
shown in colors upon a mode, or dark, plain ground,
Pansies, clusters of berries, fruit, as the cherry, the
plum, are among the newest designs; following the
Jacquard figures on the silks, and rep goods of the past
winter. These same designs will also be reproduced
upon the barege AngUaSy the Valencias, and other thin
wool, or silk aud wool tissues. So of the light spring
silks — but of these next month.
The shape of bonuets is much less of a poke than last
year ; flatter on top, and moi'e open at the ears. A drawn
lining for straws of crape, silk, or satin, witb the edge
projecting a little to form a tiny rufi" of the material,
when seen from the outside. The tendency is to discard
blonde ruches altogether for bands, rolls, and plaitings
of ribbon, plain blonde, and flowers. There is a great
variety of braids, mixtures of gray and brown orm prevailing, and some delicately-fine Dunstables and split
French straws ; chip is also seen with rice straw. Leghorns are the only straw bonnets seen on the street, as
yet.
Puff'od sleeves, whether in a straight graduation from
the shoulder to the wrist, or two above the elbow terminating in a tight sleeve below, will be worn for the
plainer materials, early silks, etc. ; the black velvet
point, or bodice-girdle as it might be described, is suitable for the same materials. It is a very favorite style,
nearly superseding the broad scarf-girdles.
Madame Demorest, at 473 Broadway, has a dressmaking department in the charge of an unusually obliging
and competent lady; a great convenience to her numerous customers in patterns and crinoline. Wedding
or travelling outfits, mourning orders, etc. receive
prompt attention. We have seen a travelling outfit
undertaken in a two days' notice, and thoroughly well

executed, arranged from the ever fresh and artistiFstyles of the Mimileur^ La Mude, and other reliable Parisian authorities.
Cotton Balmoral petticoats, in the same neat, light
colors that have distiuguished those in wool, silk aud
wool, etc. the past winter, will be found a most serviceable article for spriug wear, or for travelling through
the season. They are much lighter, and of course cooler
than those our readers are generally familiar witb.
They are also suitable as an underskirt for equestrians.
We close with some sensible suggestions as to costume,
from a contemporary we should be glad to credit, with
the good sense of the advice to ladies who ride, very ,
suitable for this season of the year. In our next wei
shall have fuller descriptions of bonnets by Mrs. Scofield 1
and others, Brodie's Spriug wraps, etc. etc. As to riding j
dress
"To — begin at the top, the present style of ronndbrimmed 1
straw or beaver Spanish hats (not wide brimmed flats), '
so fashionable for young ladies' travelling headgear, is
an admirable riding-hat. It would be best to leave off
the lace and head-frill usually worn, as this might dash
about the eyes and obstruct the sight in case of a flurry.
Plumes could be added with charming effect. Dress the
hair low back, and if gathered in a net, according to the
present style, so much the better. It is always annoying to have their hair get loose and go flying about
while on a lively ride, unless it is dressed on purpose
to float at will. The underclothes have much to do with
the grace of a riding costume. Hoops and all other devices for making the dress stand out, must be positively
dispensed with ; and all starchy goods, either for underskirts or outside habit. It does not alarm us nor shock
US to see the flutter of a white petticoat or an embroidered skirt, but when such things make a show on the
field, it is a sure sign that the lady is not di-essed right.
"A sleeved chemise of light flannel stuff, a single short
petticoat of the same, trousers to match the outside
habit, rather full aud gathered at the ankle inauelastic
band, and buttoned about the side at the waist, is a bill
of under-costume that sits well and tells no tales, while
the horse is showing his best paces. Gaiters or morocco
boois with heels, and long stockings, of course, will
complete the footgear.
'* The habit may be of soft cloth, merino, or velvet, according to the taste and convenience of the wearer, but
never of any stiff or starchy material that will flap about
and float up to expose the under garments. Besides, all
grace is marred by the action of a habit that will balloon about, and fill and flap like a foresail. Let the
habit come well up and plain about the throat, the
sleeves close at the wrist, the skirt no more than half a
yard longer than a walking-dress, and if for riding
Hpon a low horse, one-third of a yard extra is long
enough.
" It is neither safe nor elegant to see an over long skirt
flapping about the horse's legs, or dragging up dirt or
mud. The jacket may be made separate from the skirt
if desired, but where the habit is made whole there is
less danger of its getting out of fix, aud when once buttoned up in front, the lady may feel safe that she is
dressed, and not likely to bo surprised by having her
garments parting company just at a time when she
needs her hands to take care of her horse. A few bars
and buttons upon the bosom of the jacket, and a narrow
linen collar are about all that are desirable in the way
of further ornament. Add to the above a pair of gauntlets." FiSHioy.
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THE ANDALUSIAN.
[From the •sUblisbment of G. Bbodie, 61 Canal Street, New Turk.
articles of costume.]

Dmwa

bj L. T. VoiOT, from actual

We take pleasure in offering this beautiful style to our lady friends for a spring garment.
Ifhere are certain peculiarities to which we call attention.
1 For those who prefer the pelisse of a marked style, the border is not of the same color as that of
jlho body of the garment, but is of white pui-ple, etc. ; the black lace which edges it lies over this
|lighter color, thus showing its pattern, etc., much more strongly than if falling over a black
ground. A line of this lighter-colored silk is left also uncovered, as a headiiig or relief to the lace.
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HEADDEESSES.
(See description, Fashion Department.)
Kg. 1.

EMBROIDERED
OVERLAPPING
COLLAR
AND CUFF.
{See description^ Work Department,')
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PATTERN

FOR A NIGHT-DRESS.

(^See descrififion,

Work Department.)

{Front view.)
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TEAPOT IlfKSTAin).
(See description, Work Department.)

BUTTERFLY

PEN-WIPER.

(See description, Work Department.)
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INFANT'S EMBROIDERED

SHOE,

MaUri^. — White French merino or cashmere ; and either white sillc, or purple, ^een, and brown silk.
We give the two parts of which the entire shoe is composed, and the design may be either
worked entirely in white silk or in the appropriate colors. If the latter, the veinings of the leaves
must be in a darker shade of green than the leaf itself. The upper petals of the flowers are worked
in French knots ; the scrolls in point de chainette; the calyx of the buds in pale green ; the buds
in purple silk.
To make-up these shoes, quilt some finest of twill-muslin, with flannels for the lining ; binding
this lining and the outer part together with a piping-cord, covered with white silk. The soles of
these very small shoes are usually also made of merino, quilted ; but they may, if preferred, be
cork-soles, bound with white ribbon.
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ALPHABET
FOR

OF FANCY

MAEKING

LETTERS.

PILLOW-CASES,

ETC.
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BT XAKT W. JiXTRIX, ACTHOB OK "THE FOSEIGX CorXT," " ACST BABKIXi's VKEAH, " "TATILEES OF TATTLETOTr:«,"
"PEACE," ETC. ETC.
CHAPTER

I.

" I BELIEVE I will walk up to the hotel, Anna."
And the gentleman tossed a brace of valises
and a shawl npon the three great travellingtrunks the driver had strapped behind the yellow stage-coach, and addressed the little delicate lady lie had assisted to the inside.
" No, Charles, I want you to get in and arrange my enshions."
The voice wiis very thin and quemlons, and
the pretty face of the speaker wore a listless,
languid air; for Mrs. Chailes Lushington was,
or fancied herself, an invalid. Moreover, Mrs.
Charles Lushington was tionhled with "her
spine" and "her nerves :" and her physician
had advised the healthy, inland retreat of Centre Harbor — cool, bracing, mountain air, agreeable company, and moderate exercise. "Don't
take your servant along with you. Learn to
depend upon ijoiirflf!" he had advised (for
Dr. Plaintalk was an old and privileged practitioner) and
:
so the little invalid lady had set
about learning that hardest task, self-reliance,
and actually meant to lace her own gaiters, pick
tip her own handkerchiefs, and braid her own
abundant hair. But then, Doctor Plaintalk
hadn't forbidden her taking along her cushions
with her ; and, if the Abigail was left behind,
( the downy silk pillows that had accompanied
her last year to Nahant were not, and hence
the querulous request, " Charles, I want you to
get in and arrange my cushions !"
"But Bella or Mollie here, Mey will do that,"
good-naturedly ventured Charles Lushington ;
but there was a little knotting of the invalid's
brows — "Oh, ho ! husband can do better than
VOL. LXII. — 26

anybody, cm

he ? Well, then, look out for

your crinoline, girls !" and he sprang into the
coach beside his wife, while the two "girls"
on the opposite se.at, Bella Lnshington and
Mary Risley, united their efforts with his f.T
the comfortable adjustment of pillows and
travelling shawls about the little lady. Finally,
after a satisfactory arrangement of everything,
the steps were put up, the door swung to, the
driver mounted to his box, and the wheels of
the stage-conch revolved rapidly through the
soft, turfy soil, a luxury to the riders fresh
from the rattling pavements of the dusty city.
The little croups of people who had come
down to the landing to witness the arrivals br
the steamer Dover began to disperse ; passengers and their baggage were transferred to the
coaches in waiting, which now wound away,
filled with ladies and children generally, while
the gentlemen preferred to walk up the turfbordered, pleasant road leading up to the Seuter House, nestled down amid its cool greenery ;
and again the steamer, which had rounded
up to the wharf-landing with short, hurried
breathings of her engines, swung about, and
with monitory shrieks of her whistle, and great
gusts of smoke from her bl.ick pipes, stood
backward over the noble lake, whose waters
laughed and glittered brightly in the July sun,
a dimpled mirror set in its heavy frame of evergreens and purple mountain shadows — "The
Smile of the rJreat Spirit," Winnipiseogee.
" I hope this air from the hills won't prove
too br.acing ?" and Mrs. Charles Lushington
shivered slightly and drew farther into her
comer of the carriage.
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"Too bracing? No, indeed! it's gloiious !
life-inspiring!" and Mr. L. gulped a great
breath of tlie breeze redolent of freslmess and
clover blooms. "What would we give down
in State Street or in Chester Square for pure
oxygen like Mi's? Why, Anna, we shall have
your cheeks crimson as the wild roses here at
the roadside in a month. And, for myself, this
looks like old Beikshire country — that magnificent belt of hills yonder. I feel at home among
the hills again." You would have known, by
his kindling, earnest eyes, if not by the deep
tones of his manly voice, that Charles Lushiugton felt at home anywhere near the great,
throbbing heart of Nature. "But, Bella, Mollie, what are you thinking of, girls ? A penny
for your thoughts. Cousin Mollie ?"
"Oh, I am wondering how we shall enjoy
ourselves here at Centre Harbor," exclaimed
the smallest, tlie rosiest, and the merry, piquantlooking girl of some eighteen summers or thereabouts, who sat opposite, and whose dancing
blue eyes had been bent on the view without
the coach-windows ; " I have heard Susie Ashleigh tell so much of her vacation here last
summer, that I am prepared for any amount of
enjoyment. They will join us here very soon
— the Ashleighs. Had a letter from Susie,
written at Concord, yesterday, just as I had finisheil packing."
" Which will materially increase your enjoyment, Isuppose — particularly If Edward happens to accompany tliem — hey, Mollie ?" replied Mr. Lushington, mischievously.
" Oh, nonsense. Cousin Charles ; as if I cared
particularly for Ned Ashleigh!" Why did
little Mollie Risley blush then, I wonder? "Oh,
what a delightful little village this is !" and
Mollie changed the subject, talking volubly.
"How neat the white houses look! and the
Seuter House — that 's it, I suppose ? How cool
it will be, with all those trees about it, and
that long piazza ! And that must be Red Hill
over there!" pointing to the bold, rugged height
beyond tlie verge of the town. "Susie says
they make up parties frequently to ride up
there on ponies."
" Tliat horrid hill ! How tedious I I should
die, I am sure!" shuddered the invalid lady
from her cushions.
"0 no, we'll have you going up Red Hill
yet, Ann.a," langhed Charles. "You forget
what a good rider you were once, before our
marriage."
" But 1 could not even sit a horse now. I 'm
sure I 'm not to blame for my poor back and
these nervous sensations.
You talk as though

I were an Amazon, or ought to be. You 're always contradicting me, Charles!" There was
considerable asperity in Mrs. Charles Lushiugton's tones for an invalid.
"Do I, my dear? Unintentionally, then,"
replied the young husband, over whose forehead passed a slight contraction as of mental
pain. "But, Bell.a, sister," addressing the
slender, elegant girl, whose beautiful gray eyes
had not been withdrawn from the landscape
which came in glimpses with the turnings of
the coach — the blue, flashing lake winding its
bright lengths through the southern view, the
littie hamlet of Centre Harbor nestling in its
circular amphitheatre among the hill country,
and the dark lines of forest skirting the bases
of the hills and stretching their cool depths
into the distance — " how do you think you shall
like this ? better than Newport or Nahant,
"Infinitely better, I think, brother," was
Miss ?"
Lusbington's quiet reply, without withhey
drawing her gaze from the landscape.
" Is that true ? Then, mayhap this sister of
mine will meet her ' fate' here, as Mollie suggested last night!" laughed Charles. "Or is
it, Bella, as Mollie added, by way of qualifying
her remark, I suppose, that you 've set your
ideal so high no mortal man can attain it ?"
" Dears, as I live ! those black creatures I
see through the fence of that inclosure ! The
same Sue Ashleigh told us about ! They used
to ofl'er them candies, and make them stand on
their hind legs and ' speak' for them, as your
great Bruno will, Charles !"
This was not Miss Isabel Lusbington's reply
to her brother's query by any manner of means
—I question if she scarce heard it, with her
gaze on distant Red Hill rising out of its serried
rampart of dark firs and pines at its foot ; but it
was Mollie Risley's ejaculation, glancing over
at the little circular inclosure on the side of
the road opposite the Seuter House at which
the coach now drew up — the inclosure between
whose fence palisades was seen a glimpse of two
great specimens of the race bruin gravely dragging to and fro the length of their chains, attached to the trunk of the tree. " Oh, I must
run right over thei-e and see them ! real New
Hampshire bears ! " and Mollie gathered up the
skirts of her travelling-dress and jumped to the
piazza.
"Stop a moment, madcap!" laughed Mr.
Lushington ; "time enough after rest and dinner to have a talk with the bears, and the 'elephant,' too — for of course there 's one here, as
at every place of resort.
Come, all of you ; sit
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down in the cool parlor here while I engage onr
rooius."
But Mollie was away, bent upon taking "the
largest license," like all emancipated citv girls
do, across the road to the precincts where the
two animals were keeping up their restless
inarch ; and, after a very edifying conversation,
sustained principally on the part of the interlocutor, and a generous disposal of candies, was
back again at the Senter House by the time
Mr. Lushington had engaged rooms for his
party, and the porter was carrying their luggage above stairs.
" I like this," said Isabel Lnshiugton qniefly,
and walking the length of the long, middle
parlor of the Seuter House, qnite regardless of
the g,aze through the piazza windows from the
boarders who had been drawn out, as was their
custom, to scan the arrivals by every trip of
the steamers — " 1 like this, Anna ; so cool, so
sequestered, and homelike ; and the view from
these windows facing the lake ! That water —
BO beautiful now through the flickering screen
of these trees — what must it be by moonlight .'"
"You shall have a chance to judge this
evening. Bella," said Mr. Lushinglon, entering
the parlor. " But come, now, our rooms are
lejidy. Lean on me, Anna ; only up one flight.
And here comes Mollie, fresh from Bearville !"
— as the merry-faced girl made her appearance.
" Come ; we all need the half hour's rest before dinner."
There was the cnstomary scrutiny of the
liotel books after the disappearance of the new
arrivals above stairs, and a lingering over the
names —
"Mr. and Mrs. Charles Lushington, Boston,
Mass."
" Miss liUshington, and Miss Rislev, Boston,
Mass."
And the usual comments by the gentlemen
lounging through the great airy hall where the
office was kept, awaiting the sound of the dinner gong.
"Pretty girl; lively, too; that one who
came in last," said one. "Stylish looking!
Pi i yon notice those new travelling capes ?"
This, you may be sure, was a lady's remark.
"One of the ladies is an invalid, I judge ; her
husband took a pillow from the coach." " But
'pon my word that was an elegant girl ; the
tall one, who went into the parlor." This last
commendatory notice of our friend Bella was
nttered in a thick, throaty voice, that proclaimed its owner fond of good meats and old
wine ; that voice the property of the slightly
obese, very rubicund-visaged, Mr. Alphonse De
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Lara, who, with his elder sister and dowager
mother, were from the West.
Now it so chanced that at dinner in the cool
dining-room the seats of the new arrivals were
apportioned nearly opposite those of the Western gentleman and his party, which arrangement greatly facilitated the opportunity for
admiring g.azes from the gentleman himself, as
well as afforded a new target for the colloquial
abilities of Miss Mollie.
" Charles, there must be your ' elephant ;'
the gentleman opposite, a little way down the
table," she mischievously whispered. "Those
ladies address him as 'Phon;' that Begum
does, with the elegant silk and the diamonds ;
and the young lady in the grenadine (splendid
dress !) calls him ' Phonny.' Queer pet name
for an elephant, Charles !"
Mr. Lushington smiled and coughed.
" Slightly struck with the chanus of the new
arrivals, I think ; he casts frequent glances this
way," he replied, in the same undertone.
" 0 no ! not me, but Bella .' See, now. Openmouthed admiration!" And Mollie bent her
laughing face over the bill of fare. " A slice of
roast beef, and tomato sauce, if you please."
This was to Charles, who awaited her orders
to the attentive waiter: "Charley, I always
thought the elephant was a graminivorous animal :but this seems to add the carnivorous and
the omnivorous also," continued Mollie, presently, with a side glance at the unconscious
object of her remarks, who, despite his evident
admiration of the elegant stranger over opposite
(who was too well-bred to seem tonotice his rudeness), managed to quite monopolize the services
of one waiter at his elbow in bringing roasts,
boiled mutton, salad, macaroni, and other "concomitants." "Astonishing! I 've no faith in
your ability to keep a mnnagerie, Charley."
Bella Lushington smiled a little as Mnllie's
whispered conversation reached her, for her
cousin was lietween her brother and herself,
while Mrs. L. was on her husband's right.
" Now I like the bears better," went on the
gay girl, in an ordinary conversational tone,
and quite as much at ease as at her own table.
" They 're real clever, I assure you. Cousin
Charles! I had qnite a chat with them over
there. Didn't stand on ceremony ; introduced
myself. Said 'they'd like to shake hands
with me ;' actually would have put their paws
through their cage, only the restrictions of
bear etiquette wouldn't allow. ' Would return
my early call, only just at present they are
living in rather a retired way.' Left your
compliments, Miss Bella Lushiugton, in the
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shape of a paper of candy. Told them you 'd
call tlie first opportunity, Cousin Bella" — looking direct at the gentleman opposite, who, in
turn, was regarding Miss Lushingtou. " There,
Charley, did you see him look up when I spoke
Bella's name ?" she whispered. "Did it purposely. Smitten; no doubt of it I The romance
is begun already. Bella is certainly destined
to meet her fate here at Centre Harbor. But
revnw7ts a moutoiis, as my French teacher would
say. Our friend has returned to his. Actually
that 's the third mutton he 's ordered. How I
pity that waiter, Charley 1"

CHAPTER

II.

MoLLiE RiSLEY was in raptures the next day.
The Ashleighs — Mr. and Mrs. Ashleigh and
Susie — arrived early, by the first trip of the
little Lady of the Lake. They had come by the
way of the Weiss, touching at Mereditli village,
and Susie was full of the lovely sail across the
lake and among the green islands, with that
cloudless, blue July sky above them.
" Oh, I 'm so delighted !" she said, busy at
unpacking, while MoUie sat in her room ; " delighted atbeing here at dear old Centre Harbor
again I Positively, Red Hill looked like the
face of an old friend welcoming me. I watched
his honest bald head from the deck of the boat.
And the bears^I wanted to go straight over
and hug them ! There 's a lot of candy I laid
in for 'em" — tossing out several papers from
her trunk to the carpet. " But, oh, JloUie, you
ought to have spent a week in Concord during
the session I It 's a nice, quiet old town,
■with wide, shady streets and old houses, and
the State House looks as square and ' set'
as the Granite State people. Not very quiet
during Legislature, though. Such crowds of
strangers — men, mostly ! Why, ladies were
nowhere, nobodies then I We had been stopping at the ' Eagle,' but papa said we should
enjoy ourselves better out of the crowd, and
we went to board with a nice family just on the
edge of the town. Such rides as we had ! to
Boscawen, to Hopkinton, and all the old country towns about. And, oh, MoUie, over to Canterbury, tovisit the Shakers, that queer, strange
people ! You ought to go throiigh their families, and see them in their meeting-houses
during Sunday worship, looking like so many
automatons. Such faces ! vacant, expressionless for the most part, though I noticed some
young eirls with the loveliest complexions, and
eyes like blue violets.
We dined there ; had

the nicest dinner, and pure blackberry wine. ;
They make cunning little things — boxes ; here 's
one I bought, cut from an orange-peel. Curious,
isn't it ? There, I believe my dresses are all
out. What shall I wear to dinner ? This jaconet ?"— laying it out on the bed. " Who is
there here ? Nobody we know yet, I suppose ?
There '11 be some in August ; the Bakers and
Stephenses are coming from Boston, you know.
I shouldn't wonder if Ned got up by Saturday ;
father wrote he 'd better be here. He 's obliged
to leave us next week. I hope Ned '11 come,
don't
you?"
MoUie
only blushed. The tongue so usually
voluble always maintained strictest silence
whenever Mr. Edward Ashleigh's name was
spoken.
"Oh, here's my riding-dress I" went on Susie.
" We must have some excursions up Red Hill.
Where 's Bella ? Not home from her walk yet ?
Oh, here she is!" — as the door opened, and
Miss Lushington appeared with the fruit of her
stroll up the country road — a bouquet of green
leaves and wild flowers ; and hasty and hearty
greetings followed.
"Oh, I have some news. Sue!" exclaimed
MoUie, presently. " Bella 's made a conquest ;
the first day, too ! Actually, a gentleman was
so overpowered and stricken as to lose his
appetite — ask Bella. 'Mr. Alphonse De Lara.'
Impressive name, isn't it ? A Western man.
We all got acquainted last evening in the parlor. Had a dance. The gentleman has a very
slight and graceful form. There 's Mamma De
Lara, too ; wears magnificent dresses and jewelry. And Miss Celeste, thin, sallow, and with
the blackest eyes I But 'Plionny, ' though —
now I like liim; and if 'tweren't out of regard
to Bella's dignity would cut her out. He 's
real clever, ' Phonny' is, what Mrs. Partington
calls 'obese,' not particularly disagreeable, very
expressive eyes, a trifle light, that 's all ; and
don't weigh more than one hundred and ninety.
But you and I don't want to rival Bella, Sue.
Say, Bella, did Phonny help you gather these
flowers this morning ?"
"Magpie!" said Miss Lushington, going on
in her little task of weaving a wreath from the
green oak leaves. "When is your brother
coming, Susie ? Soon, I hope, or this idler here
will tease the rest of us to death."
MoUie hastily retreated from the contest.
" Vanquisher !" laughed Susie. " Oh, Ned '11
be up here soon. Papa 's got to get back to
business, he says. A month is an age for him ;
three weeks at Concord, and one here."
" Charles is beginning to talk about business,
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already," said Bella. "Why, when he
a boy lie used to delight in getting away
the country or at the sea-side in summer;
the business habit is second nature. I

suppose, though, if 1 were a man, I should experience the same sort of uneasiness .at ' lounging,' .as men c.iU it. But it must be lime to
dress for dinner. 1 am going into Anna's room
to help her braid her li.iir."
"Anna is looking nicely, " s.aid Susie Ashleigh.
"She is better, I think," rejilied Bella, as
she went out.
"As well as you or I, Sue; that is, if she
only tlwuyht so!'' said MoUie, a little impulsively. "I declare, I 've no patience, and I
wonder Bella and Charles don't get worn out.
It's 'Charles, lift me up,' and 'Charles, fix
this pillow,' and 'Anna, I never can braid my
hair I' 0 dear, I've too little charity, I suppose, Sue ; but I can't help feeling so."
" I 've often thought — and mother says so,
too — that a little more reliance on herself and
her own strength would be better for Mrs.
Lushingtoii. But then she doesn't think so, I
suppose.
Bella knows it, of course, too."
" Of course she does. Sue. But then she has
such a lofty way with her, and only says, ' It's
Anna's weakness — we must pity her I' As for
Charley, he 's so good and tender-hearted, that
1 believe, if Anna said he must carry her to the
Equator, he 'd do it. But 1 know he 'd be happier and enjoy life better if 'twer'n't for Anna's
'nerves' and 'cushions.' I'm goius to flatter
Anna up — tell her she 's looking rosy, and is
strong enough to ride up Red Hill before we
leave Centre Harbor ; see if 1 don't ! If Bella
ever gets married, Anna '11 hdve to come out of
her whims. As it is, she 's just like a spoiled
child, and relies entirely on her; and Bella is
Eomuchof herself that she never seems to mind
it. Anna's doctor advised her not to bring her
maid up here with her, but to wait upon herself; and you see how she does it — Bella's iu
there helping her dress for dinner now."
" Yes, if Bella should marry, it would be different. Who iS this admirer of hers ?" asked
Susie.
"Oh, he '11 do to plague her about — onli/ that !
I know Bella too well. Rich, I 've no doubt ;
but if he had the wealth of the Great Mogul,
and only cared for dogs and horses, and his
dinners, Bella's eyes would be as high above
him as Red Hill is above Centre Harbor.
Cliarley says she had two such offers last sumniBr at Nahant. and she refused tliem. Pon't
blame her — I hate a golden c:iir myself!" and

2fi*
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Mollie's laugh rang out merrily. " ' Phouny' is
too lumpish and dumpish — those two words
describe him exactly. Sue. I have named him
' the elephant.' But I must run and get ready
for dinner."
"Capital news, girls 1" said Mr. Lnshington,
coming into the dining-hall from the post-ofSce,
where the Southern mail bad been brought up
by the noon arrival of the Dover, " a letter from
Ned .4shleigh to bis family, saying he'll be up
here the last of the week ; is getting lonesome
at Boston without some of them there, hey,
Mollie ? Also, a letter for myself, forwarded by
my partner, from an old college friend I hav'n't
seen these seven years — Hart Gilbert. He 's
been cruising all over the world — Hart always
had a taste for roving — and has just got iu by
one of the government vessels. He 'd sought
me out in Boston — we were the firmest fi lends
of yore — and, finding I 'd gone into the country, writes that, 'having no particular home to
go to — Hart 's an orphan, I believe, few relatives— he '11 hunt me out up in New Hampshire, spend a week or so here, and then go on
to the White Mountains.' I like that; it seems
like the old college d.ays again. A thorough
gentleman, Anna; I know you '11 like Hart, and
Bella,
"No too."
word for me?" exclaimed Mollie, ruefully.
"Certainly not. Miss Acquisitiveness. It was
the contents of the Jirst letter that related to
you, not the last. I don't intend my friend
Hartley Gilbert atarget forMiss Mollie Risley's
jests, ridicule, or shafts of coquetry."
"Oh, mercy me !" and Mollie put up both of
her bands deprecatingly ; " The Most Worshijiful Mister Hartley Gilbert, fresh from — where 'd
you say he'd been roving, Mr. Lushington?"
" Latest, in South America, he writes me."
"The" Most Worshipful Mister Hartley Oilhert, fresh from Patagonia! And /not .allowed
a chance arrow at the rare 'arrival !'
though — I declare, I will, Charley ! So
you ! If I can make friends of two black
I shall dare approach into the presence

I will,
I warn
beats,
of this

new importation. Suppose he's disagreeable
and homely, though ! In that case, I sluall
turn him over to Bella!"
A little laugh circled among the listeners to
the gay girl's lively sallies.
"Thanks; I'll endeavor to prove grateful
for small favors," rejoined Bella, quietly.
None laughed more loudly this time than
Mr. Alpbonse de Lara. But there was an undercur ent ofuneasiness beneath it. I diubt
if even Mr. De Lara with his jewelled repeater^
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hii superfine broadcloth, his dogs and horses,
w;is so ol)tuse that he had no reason to regard
tlie coming of this lauded friend of the elegant
Miss Lushiugton's brother without a secret
feeling of uneasiness.
"Is Mr. Gilbert disagreeable and homely,
though. Cousin Charles?"
"On the contrary, very gentlemanly and remarkably handsome, MoUie. At least, he was
such seven years ago in college, and these iatervening years of travel must have improved
him," replied Charles, gravely.
" I retire in despair. I feel overpowered —
actually OTerwhelmed. A ' travelled man !' I
might talk at him, but not uilh him I I resign
him to Bella. What day does the distinguished
arrive, Charley ?"
" Don't specify. ' Some day this week — the
last of the week,' he writes."
" What a pity he can't be here to ascend Red
Hill with us day after to-morrow ! 1 might fascinate hira ; I 'm going to ride that little dappled pony, and everybody acknowledges my
fine equestrienne abilities — don't they, Bella ?"

CHAPTER

III.

"Isabel Lushixgtox, June 25th, I8G0."
That was the name, written in clear, elegant
characters on a fly-leaf of a volume of Tennyson's "Idyls of the King," which was taken
from the pier-table in the middle parlor of the
Seuter House, and upon wliich a pair of dark
hazel eyes rested approvingly, noting the exquisite, graceful curve of the letters — a chirography, wliich, if there be any truth in afiirming (as many do) that one's character may be
judged by their handwriting, denoted that the
writer of that name on the fly-leaf must also
be elegant, graceful, and symmetrical in mental
and moral beauty.
" Here 's the party from Red Hill !" broke in
a man's voice from the piazza, and the gentleman laid down the book which had been taken
up carelessly to while away the loneliness of
the first weary hour among strangers, and from
the window intently began a scrutiny of the
merry cavalcadeof ladies and gentlemen — some
riding the ponies, and others in the lar^e wagon
drawn by four noble horses — all dismounting
at the piazza.
" That 's Charley ! I should know his ringing laugh. He looks older, though !" soliloquized the gentleman. "Ladies with him I
his wife, I suppose, that tall, elegant one, with
■the bi-ow.u liat.

.Charley always had an eye

for beauty. Will wait till they 've gone up
stairs, then send up to his room. But no ; here
he comes I Charley .'' ' and a hand was stretched
from the open window.
"Hart Gilbert P' and for once Bella and Mollie were deserted, and Lushington made but
two or three steps to the hall, where he was met
by his friend, and the twain re-entered the parlor with hands clasped in token of the friendship seven long years had not severed. A long
talk followed, broken only by the blast of the
dinner gong. The gentlemen started up ; again
Gilbert laid down the book which unconsciously
he had taken up from the table by the window
where they had seated themselves. "I noticed
a name in it — ' Isabel Lushington.' Your icife,
I suppose, Charley ?"
"No, that 's Bella's, my sister. My wife is
up stairs. Something of an invalid, 1 am sorry
to say. You never knew her — Anna Underwood,
a Springfield lady. Don't remember Bella, I
suppose? a mere child when you and I were in
college."
"Yes, I do, though; a slender, quiet little
thing — pretty, too — I used to play with that
summer I spent vacation at your home. Fifteen or sixteen now, I suppose. She was pretty,
I remember."
"Nineteen, Hart; Bella was always slender
— small of her age. You shall judge for yourself ifshe has outgrown her beauty.'' (Charles
Lushington was proud of his sister.) "Here
come the ladies. I will let you take them into
dinner while I run up stairs a moment and
brush the dust off. Anna, Mrs. Lushington, my
friend, Mr. Gilbert, who arrived this forenoon
while we yiere absent. My sister, and cousin,
Miss Risley, Hart. There, girls, take good care
of him I I '11 be down presently !" And while
Charles darted off, the party entered the diningroom.
" And so you like Centre Harbor better than
the seaside, Miss Lushington ?"
" I do, certainly ; it is so different here. True,
one misses the bustle of a seaside sojourn, the
excitement of the ' hops' in the great saloon,
the surf-bathing, the roar of the tumbling
breakers, and the calm and rest of the long,
sandy beaches ; but I think I am more than repaid by this quiet communion with Nature —
the daily view of this lovely sheet of water,
the nearness of this hill country which seems
the portal to the mountains beyond, and the
exceeding beauty of the purple lights and
shadows. I cannot conceive of a more beatitiful sight than the Ossipee range presented as
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we came up over the lake, enshrouded in its
blue and purple mist ; and the other day we
were out sailing on this northeastern shore — a
clear, bright morning — and beheld the summit
of Mount Washington gleaming in faint, pearly
light ou the horizon. It was a beautiful and
poetic conceit of the Indians who christened
this lake, 'The Smile of the Great Spirit.' See,
it seems to laugh aud smile upon us now in the
moonlight 1"
"Then pet your bonnet and shawl, and let
us walk down thither."
The speakers were Hartley Gilbert and Isabel
Lushington, sitting ou the piazza of the Seuter
House in the moonlight evening, and a little
apart from the various groups tempted there by
thebeauty of the night : while through the open
windows, from the lighted parlor, came the
sound of merry voices, aud the music of the
piano.
Though Mr. Gilbert had already prolonged
the contemplated one week of his st;iy to three,
and made now no mention of his departure, it
was scarcely evident that Miss Lushington had
anght to do with it. On the contrary, he had
laughed and jested with the lively Mollie, re.ad
by the hour to the invalid wife of his friend,
went fronting up on Sijuam Lake with Charley,
and never interfered with Mr. De Lara whenever that gentleman took Isabel out for a row
on the lake or a ride into the country ; but, for
all that, in the two or three quiet talks he had
had with the lady, the gaze which followed
every movement of her slender, elegant form,
and the face, whose calm, stately beauty he
was sometimes detected "studying," there
might have been a faint glimpse of soraelhing
reserved beneath Hartley Gilbert's apparent
nnimpressibility. This evening's conversation
between the two "happened so," MpUie Rlsley said. "She took upon Acrsc//" the trouble
of arranging it. She and Sue Ashleigh had
challenged Mr. De Lara and Ned to a game
of euchre; by a slight manrcuvre she had
coaxed Miss De Lara into taking her hand ;
then comfortably installed Mrs. Ashleigh and a
gray-headed old gentleman in a corner at a
game of chess ;" Charley had sufficient employment in adjusting Anna's pillows and footcushion in another corner ; and then Mollie
seated herself on the music-stool and played
snatches of old tunes, quite regardless of Mr.

De Lara's reiterated invitation to "oblige him
by taking his hand," protesting his ignorance
' of the game, and nestling uneasily as fragments
I of Gilbert's and Bella's conversation floated
I through the wiudows.
" No ; for her part, she
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knew better," she said, afterward, " than to let
De Lara get free, and go lounging out on the
phazza to break up tlml conversation ! It wasn't
ojien stately Bella got her tongue unloosed,
and when she did she oui;ht to be allowed the
opportunity." And so "she just let Jlr. De
Lara remain, and talk of 'bowers,' and 'passing ;' though she 'd no doubt but he would
have preferred 'passing' out on the piazza."
And so Bella reappeared from her room with
her shawl and Mariposii, and the twain crossed
the road before the Seuter House, and, entering
the garden, walked slowly down the terraced
gravel walk leading to the moonlit lake.
"They will hardly miss us," said Gilbert, as
they paused and seated themselves in the rude
arbor near the water. " And, to my mind, out
of doors on such a night as this is far preferable
to a lighted parlor. Three weeks, is it, since I
came to Centre Harbor? and I ought to be
moving northward, for I am a true rover. Miss
Lushington. I wish your party were going ou
to the mountains."
" I should like it very much , but Charles is
beginning to talk of return now, aud we should
hardly like to go without him ; Anna's health
would not admit of it."
"I regret that Mrs. Lushington is such an
invalid," said Gilbert. "It was news to me
that Charles had committed matrimony during
my sojournings, and thus left his old friend aud
chum behind. While I have beem ro.iming
the world — the 'rolling stone' of the proveib —
your brother has been building himself a home.
Do you know to what I liken a man's home,
Miss Lushington?"
" My imagination would hardly render the
interpretation," replied Isabel.
"Well, then, it is the anchor to the drifting
ship, the harbor of rest to the wave-butfuted
vessel. I suppose every man ought to have a
home. Charles must be very happy in his.
He has one of those deep, earnest natures so
fitted for domestic happiness."
Bella's red lips were firmly compressed for a
moment, for she thought, almost with bitterness, of the shoals of selfishness^Anna's selfishness and inanity — upon which the barque
of her brother's domestic felicity was daily
grating.
"I suppose, to you, Miss Lushington, situated iu a happy home, this may sound somewhat strangely, to hear me talk thus; but,
though I have long been a wanderer, 1 have
looked forward, as all wanderers do, to gain the
port at last where the ship shall lie with idle
sails, and rove the seas no more.
If I had
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known a home, I think I should have been less
roving ; but the memory of that sanctuary of
my boyhood is dim as a half forgotten dream.
I am an orplian ; I scarce remember my parents.
I would give all this world holds to know how
it seems to own a mother's love and care !"
There were tears in Bella's calm gray eyes.
She did not speak then ; but presently, when
calmer, she said : " It is almost Uke death to
lose one's mother. We know something of
this, Charles and I ; it is now five years since
ours was taken. My home with Charles is
pleasant, happy, but it is not like that under
the home roof."
"Then we can sympathize with each other,
Miss Isabel !" The words were few, but their
tone was everything. At that moment the
hearts of those two were very near each other ;
near as two human hearts could be that beat
with the same throbbing sympathies and itfipnlses. Had Bella looked upon him then, his
fine, muscular figure, his well-set head, features
full of character, firm lips, now mobile with
suppressed feeling, she would have confessed
that, both physically and intellectually, here
was quite realized her ideal of a strong, noble,
earnest man, fitted to be her guide and rest.
Certainly, as his eyes rested appreciatiugly on
the beautiful picture in the moonlight ; her
elegant slender figure in its drooping attitude
ef thought, the white hands folded over her
l.ap, the bands of dark hair parted smoothly
from her low brow, the downcast eyes, the
sweep of the jetty fringes over the oval cheeks,
and the curve of the small, sensitive mouth,
certainly Hartley Gilbert did confess, inly —
"calm, quiet, lovely, thinking more than she
speaks, yet eloquent with feeling when she
talks, my ideal of a lovable woman!" And,
mayhap, if silence had continued longer, he
■would have grown emboldened to lift one of
those little white hands, and utter something
about congeniality and homes no longer divided ;
but just then by chance (or was it mischance ?)
Bella found the silence irksome, and, lifting
her eyes upon the lake, made some remark
concerning the beauty of the silvery sheet, and
Uie deep shadows the distant hills flung down
into its depths.
" Yes, this is a magnificent sheet of water,
a beautiful inland sea, whose peer cannot be
found anywhere on the travelled globe. Our
tourists make a great mistake who go abroad to
find beauties when they neglect their own and
native ones. Europe holds no water that can
compare with this. Chillon, Lucerne, Como,
Loch Leven dwarf into insignificance of size be-
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side it, and certainly are no more beautiful.
Such splendid views as are obtained here ! that
of the opening of the scene at Alton Bay struck
me as being particularly fine. 1 wonder Church
or some of our great American landscape painters don't paint this. Vou have seen his pictures. Miss Isabel ?"
"Yes, his 'Niagara;' and last winter, in
Boston, his ' Heart of the Andes.' I was a daily
frequenter of the Athenaeum while the latter
was there on exhibition. Yon have seen that,
Mr. Gilbert, and the original of the painting,
I presume, many times, in South America ?"
" Never the painting, but the hoary heads of
the noble range have often greeted my vision
when looking up from the tropic wildernesses
below. 'The Heart of the Andes' — there is, in
reality, no heart to the mighty chain stretching
from the Cai-ibbean to the dreary Horn ; but I
suppose the artist's conception is a combination
of various points of rare grandeur and beauty.
Tell me something of the painting. Miss Isa" Oh, I cannot give you my impressions, or
any idea of them ! At first sight I was disappointed in the size of the painting ; I had exbel." pected something larger, grander, more impressive. But that soon passed ; the painting grew
upon me. I could not take it all into the mind
at once ; I studied it. The blue depths of the
tropic sky grew deeper ; the piles and piles of
distant mountains loomed up more grandly,
their snowy caps buried in the clouds, and at
their bases knelt the blue and purple hills,
undulating masses of misty shape. At once I
was taken into the heart of the scene. I heard
the music of that flashing waterfall, foamy cold
from the snows of Chimborazo. I felt the hush
of that deep tropical forest ; I breathed the air
dank with the luxuries of vegetation ; I reclined
on rich hanks of velvet moss, and long, trailing
parasite vines waved against my face ; I touched
the cool, graceful brake leaves bending over the
water's edge ; I heard the throatings of gorgeous
flame-winged birds, poising on flowers blooming
on pensile stems ; and I knelt with the pilgrims
beside the lonely wayside cross. I coxild have
gazed there for hours. The transition was
painful, from that southern sky, and mountains, forest, and sparkling waterfall, back to
the snow on Beacon Street again. But all this
rhapsodizing must be very amusing to you, Mr.
" It is!"not a rhapsody, but the natural critiGilbert
cism of an enthusiastic lover of the beautiful
and sublime in nature," he replied. "Your
descriptions are perfect word paintings.
You
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liavo an artist soul. You should paint, Miss
Isabel."
" If I were an artist, I should sketch animate
nature, portniits^^' said Isabel.
" And I should like to be a sitter," rejoined
Gilbert, laughing. " I should prolong my sittings most immoderately ; unless, indeed, a
certain friend of the fair artist's up at the house
yonder should interpose the act of ejectment."
He studied Bella's face in the moonlight.
"A certain friend ? I do not understand you,
Mr. Gilbert !" Bella's words were cold as the
snows of the Andes' peaks whereof she had
been discoursing. That was an unlucky remark of yours. Hartley Gilbert !
" What, not the gentleman whom we left at
his unwilling (I doubt not) game in the parlor ?the devoted cm-atier servente of Miss Lushiugton ? Ladies* memories are treacherous. I
should like to see a portrait of Mr. De Lara designed by your fingers. I dare say you could
recall his features."
"I can give you one with my tongue, or,
rather, I borrow it from Cousin MoUie, acknowledging the sense of its fitness. She has placed
liim in a niche of her mental picture gallery as
the golden calf." It was not like Bella Lushingtonto repeat anything of tliis kind ; ridicule
was not her forte ; but, somehow, Mr. Gilbert's
words nettled and stung her.
" Miss Lushingtou is sarcastic on her admirers. Itwere hardly safe to enter the lists,
were one disposed to, lest one should find himself set up for some similar caricature. "
That was another unlucky speech, Mr. Gilbert. Sarcasm and a running fire of repartee
do not suit either you or iliss Lushington.
Sincerity is the only metal which will pass
current between you now. With lively MoUie
Risley, itwouldbe different; but Bellais another
personage — a little stately, very dignified, and
rarely conversational as she has been with you
to-night. And now, by that unfortunate allusion to Mr. De Lara as a lover, you have shut
the door of her confidence, which was opening
to you, and made her chilling and stately again.
" What does he want ?" she asked herself. " Is
it a ruse to ascertain if I am heart-free ? I will
show him how little I care for him, or for anybody!" and so, from a desire to show how careless she was of his regard, she overslept the
bounds, and grew very distant and cold. " Mr.
Gilbert need have no fear of my fitting any
character to him .'"
The tone more than the words made Hartley
feel uncouifurtalile ; coot, measured, and sarOaatic, as though he had seldom entered her
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thoughts. It were something to know she
thought of him, even to ridicule him ; better
that than to occupy no place in her heart. As
for Bella, she could have cried with vexation.
His jesting words at first had jarred on her;
gone, in a few moments, all their confidence.
Reader, you m.ay have known how some suck
chance happening, foolish in itself, but miglity
in its results, has sundered two nearly-met
hearts widely as the antipodes. As I said,
Bella could have cried with vexation and
wounded feeling ; but she did not — she only
arose and drew her shawl about her as if she
would have returned to the house.
" You are shivering, Miss Lushington. The
air strikes chill from the lake. Pardon me ; I
should have known better than to keep you
sitting here so long."
Without another word the twain retraced
their steps to the Seuter House. If Gilbert
would have spoken as they gained the piazza,
there was no opportunity ; for the game at
euchre was long since finished, and the players
promenading there — Mr. De Lara ready to engage the attention of Miss Lushington on her
return. But Bella manifested no disposition to
converse bej'ond monosyllables ; and shortly
went tip to her room. And Gilbert remarked
casually to Charles Lushingtou, as they were
about separating for the night, that, in a few
more days, "by Friday, at farthest" — it was
then Tuesday — "he must be moving on his
journey to the northward."
" I declare 1 I believe they quarrelled last
night, for Bella was cross as a bear, and more
on her dignity than ever, after we went up
stairs ! Catch me ever managing interviews
and conversations between any two silly creatures again, Charley ! There 's no gratitude iu
anybody ! And here 's Gilbert going ofl'Friday,
when he knew we 'd set that day for a grand
excursion up Red Hill. He sha'n't do it,
Charley Lushington I I '11 tease him myself to
stay, and he can't resist me!"
CHAPTER

IV.

Friday came, and with it the excnrsion to
Red Hill. Through much persuasion from Mollis Risley and others of the party, excepting
Bella, who still kept up her cold hauteur, Mr.
Gilbert had been induced to postpone his departure until the following Monday, and joiu
the excursionists. Little, laughing MoUie ! I
dare affirm that thouLrhts of her never troubled
Hartley beyond their daily pleasant interv ie ws ;
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but the pale, calm face of Isabel Luslilngton
would, singularly, follow him everywhere. " I
will leave Mouday," he soliloquized, after renderiag an affirmative answer to MoUie's request.
"This will never do! It's a dainty dream,
but a chateau d'Espagne which hardly stands
during the uprearing. Ah, well I Hart Gilbert,
you 're not thejirst who has seen his day-dreams
fade under his eyes. You must leave Centre Harl)or, andresignthe field to Mr. Alphonse De Lara.
And yet, can it be possible that this elegant
girl can lower her proud gaze to look on Aim'?
Can it be that, with all her grace, her ricu nature, her womanly beauty, she has a heart of
ice ? But that 's nothing to you. Hart Gilbert,
since it is evident bhe shuns you and treats you
cavalierly as the merest acquaintance ! You
must go away from here. This excursion over,
you must leave Centre Harbor, and try and forget her 1"
The party had set out for Red Hill. It was a
calm, warm day in early August. The sky was
veiled with a gauze of light, fleecy clouds, tempering the otherwise hot beams of the sun ; the
cool dews yet sparkled on the brake and sweet
fern leaves as they wound along the green bordered country road ; and from the thick forests
of fir and hemlock came the jubilant song of
birds. There was a freshness in the morning
atmosphere which exhilarated the riders, and
the laugh and light badinage passed freely from
Kp to lip. Mr. Lushington's request, combined
with MoUie's teasings. had persuaded Anna
into joining the party in the long wagon, though
she protested "she could never ascend the Hill,
but would remain at the base and await their
return." Even a faint smile was brought to the
invalid's lips, and she forgot for a season her
nervousness and querulousness in the general
enjoyment. The gentlemen, mostly, rode the
horses on which tliey were to make the ascent ;
and one or two lads were mounted on the ponies
ffir the ladies' use. A stupid man, once aroused,
is said to prove the most jealous ; but, on this
occasion, Mr. De Lara could not have desired a
more perfect state of frigidity than existed between Miss Lushington and his formerlydreaded
rival ; therefore he was quite at his ease, and
taxed his colloquial abilities to the utmost for
the entertainment of the fair lady in question.
As for Mollie, she divided her jests and attention Vietween Mr. Gilbert and Ned Ashleigh.
As the road wound upward from the base of
the Hill, the beautiful panorama below began
gradually to unfold itself; and, presently, as
the party came to a halt and the ladies alighted
from the wagon and mounted their ponies, and

the cavalcade again began the steeper ascent
to the summit, the view became mouiesitarily
more beautiful. Gaining the summit, they
dismounted, and paused to rest and enjoy the
magnificent scene which was spread below.
Southward lay the noble lake studded with its
manifold islands — a silver shield flecked with
emerald gems ; on its winding banks, nestling
amid forests of green like birds' nests in the
wood, sat Wolfborough, Meredith, Laconia, and
Lake Village, and nearer, its white bouses
looking no larger than dove-cotes, lay the hamlet they had just left, Centre Harbor. On the
Winnipiseogee, puffing its way up to the landing with faint threads of smoke cleaving the
blue summer sky, they saw the little Lady of
the Lake, scarcely larger to their vision than a
cockle shell on the waves. To the southeastward lay the silvery Ossipee Lake among its
purple range of mountaius ; and nearer, close
below, like a little oval mirror set in a heavy
frame of dark evergreens, flashed bright, beautiful Squam. Farther in the southern distance
rose the Gunstock range, and the rugged liills
of Tuftenborough like the impregnable walls of
a gigantic fortress.
"A goodly scene — the noble Winnipiseogee
winding its bright length southward, and to
the north the sentinel mountains. I like this.
Yon scene of beauty is the gentle prelude to a
grand oratorio ; this lake region serves as the
vestibule to the mountain palaces beyond."
Hartley Gilbert said this with kindling eye and
deep-toned voice, for he was not looking upon
the scene alone. " You feel the inspiration of
the view. Miss Lushington?"
Unconsciously Bella had moved aside from
the party and paused near the spot where he
was standing. And, unconsciously she forgot
her stateliness, and smiled, and answered, "It
is a scene to become a part of one's life henceforth, Mr. Gilbert."
"Are not the mountains, waves, and skies a part
Of me, and of my soul, as I of them?"
quoted Gilbert.
" Excuse me. Miss Lushing,
ton, hut
'I live not in myself, but I become
Portion of lliat around me ; and to me
High mountains are a feeling, but the hum
Of human cities torture.'
Pardon my rhapsodizing from a poet whos*
love of Nature I can fully appreciate," he continned: "it is a habit I have acquired — that of
thus talking to myself.
But I shall not soon
forget this day's scene, its influences, nor with
whom
I shared it. I shall long remember
this visit to Centre Harbor, and the pleasant
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aoquaiiitnnces — I hope I may say j'rieiiJs, Miss
Lusliiiiglou — I niaili! lieie."
Bella dill not reply ; she had no words. Yet
often silence is more expressive than language.
I doiibt not but that Mr. Gilbert found hers so,
for it gave liiui an opportunity to stuily the
expression of her downcast, pensive countenance, from which its late expression of hauteur
had vanished. But just then, by a coiilretrm/is,
lively Mollle Risley approached, saying, gayly :
" Why, Mr. Gilbert, I 'm astonislied I Monopolizing Bella, to the great chagrin of poor Mr.
De Lara. See how lonely and disconsolate lie
looks, standing there with only the congenial
coramnniou of that Canadian pony he rode up!
Actually, I believe lie 's pouring forth Iiis grief
Into his ear, d la Sanclio I'auza embracing his
donkey !"
"A little sorrow would not materially injure
tlie gentleman's jjlii/sii/iii', if he so took it to
heart as to pine over it," said Gilbert, smiling,
and looking to where the plethoric gentleman
stood leaning quite Ihouglitfully against his
pouy.
"Ah, some people have a way of settling
these things rather summarily ; pistols and
Bowie knives, you know!" retorted MoUie,
arcldy, shaking her finger at the twain. " I
give you fair waruingof the consequences. But
Ned and Sue are calling me to go hunt up
geological specimens. Ned says he shouldn't
wonder if we could find crystal quartz down
among those rocks yonder."
" Well, what say you. Miss Lushington ?"
exclaimed Gilbert, as MoUie boumled away.
"Shall I restore you to your disconsolate admirer, whose grief Miss Risley has so pathetically described ?"
" MoUie possesses a very vivid imagination,
not only seeing 'sermons in stones, and books
in running brooks,' but lovers in every chance
gentleman acquaintance." Bella's reply was
given in her usual imperturbable tone ; hut
Uartley Gilbert was secretly pleased to think
he detected an uneasy, vexed air in her manner. It annoyed her to be teased concerning
Mr. De Lara, then ?
An hour later beheld the party descending
Red Hill. Slowly and with care the ponies trod
their way down the slippery paths over the
loose stones, Mollie laughing and boasting of
the sure-footedness of her little dappled pony,
really a beautiful and intelligent creature.
Bella rode a small sorrel horse, who, during
the ascent, had shown a disposition to stumble,
and, when about remounting for the descent,
Gilbert had urged her to exchange with him
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for thu safer animal he rode. But when did
not young ladies manifest a spirit of perversity ?
Bella Lfishington was no exception to the rule ;
and so she persisted that her lioise was perfectly sure-footed, laugheil at Gilbert's fears as
he assisted her to the saddle, and even dashed
forward at a little more rapid pace than the sober
step a prudent pony would warrant.
" Let me, at least, guide your horse by the
bridle rein," said Mr. Gilbert. But "No,"
again. " It would frighten the animal. Safer
alone," Bella urged. And, as she was really a
fearless rider, and sat her horse with great ease,
he resigned the rein to her hand, only adding,
"Keep a tight rein iu the steepest places."
"Oh, I never was thrown iu my life," said
Bella. "1 am not in the least afraid." And
away, at that unsafe trot, down the slippery,
stony path went the brave rider.
But alas for boasting I The inoverb, "Pride
always goeth before a fall," met with a literal
interpretation. Scarce twenty rods had Miss
Lushington advanced down the declivity of Red
Hill when her horse's
the loose stones ; and,
to recover himself, he
cipitating his rider over

fore feet slipped among
after ineffectual efforts
stumbled and fell, prehis head into the rocky,

rugged path.
" Bella ! dear Bella I Good Heavens, is she
The ejaculation was not her brother's, neikilled?"
ther Mr. De Lara's, though the former had
sprung from his horse before the unwieldy De
Lara could swing himself from his stirrups ;
but it was Mr. Hartley Gilbert's, wlio was at
her side with one bound, even before the stumbled animal had recovered his footing and stood
quietly grazing the short grass by the. edge ef
the path. And the ejaculation was not uttered
loudly, but in a deep, concentrated voice, which
only reached the ear of the girl he lifted from
the rocky pathway and seated on a granite
boulder close by. "Good Heavens !" he added.
" Your head not a foot from this rock ! And if
you had strucl: it!" I do not know whicli
shuddered most then, Gilbert or Bella, as he
bent over her, essaying with trembling fingers
to untie the strings of the brown straw hat,
which had been thrust over her face. " Oh, if
you had only let me hold the bridle rein !"
"I know it; you knew better than I. I
should have allowed yon to guide me. I am
not hurt ; only this bruise on my hand ; believe
me, Mr. Gilbert." There was no stateliness,
no coldness in Isabel Lushington's words then,
and it was wonderful, the crimson flush that
broke over her face, and the light that sparkled
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in h"r eyes ere she grew pale again, and the
dark fringes swept her oval cheeks.
" Thank God ! Only let me guide your steps
in the future, dear Bella, and I am content!"
It was no wonder Gilbert's fingers trembled so,
untying the hat strings.
" Why, Bella, sister," laughed Charles Lushington, though his voice was husky and tears
stood in his eyes, "who'd have thought of
your performing a vaulting feat after that
fashion ?"
" Oh, dear Bella, are you hurt ?" And "How
fortunate!" And "What a providential escape!" These and other exclamations burst
simultaneously from every lip. " 'Tis a vicious
beast, and ought to be shot, Miss Lushington!" exclaimed Mr. De Lara, coming up rapidly as his plethoric habit would allow. "Yes,
he ought to bes/io(. Miss Lushington !" (MoUie
said afterwards "she didn't know wlilch Mr.
De Lara meant this time, the poni/ or Hartley
Gilbert;" for certainly any but amiable looks
were bestowed on tlie latter, who still retained
liis seat by Bella on the granite boulder, fanning
her with the brim of her straw liat.)
A quarter of an hour after, the cavalcade
again wound their way carefully down Red
Hill, each rider noting the fort* feet of their
pony among the loose bouMers. Even Mollie
was silent ; but (as she averred to Sue Ashleigh
afterwards) "she was busy looking at Mr. De
Lara, whose eyes looked like two great green
gooseberries, swollen with envy and jealousy,
watching Hartley Gilbert, who had lifted Bella
to his own horse, and walked beside her down
the hill, with his hand guiding the bridle
rein."
"Bella, yon did not give me my ansimr on
Red Hill," whispered Gilbert, as he lifted her
from the wagon to the piazza of the Seuter
House. But I suppose he read it in the rapid
and blushing glance she gave him ere her
drooping eyelashes swept her burning cheeks.
At the dinner-table Miss Lushington's fall
and miraculous preservation from injury were
the theme of general comment ; yet all agreed
she had never looked more cheerful or happy.
"You don't say so, Hart! The man of all
the world I should b« proud to call brother!"
exclaimed Charles Lushington, that afternoon,
as the twain walked together up the cool, green
read abore the Seuter House. " 'My consent !'
Why, my dear fellow, how could yon doubt
it ?" And he shook Gilbert's hand warmly.
" Bella, the shy puss ! she never breathed me
a word of it. When did it happen ?"
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" Oh, we 've known it scarce six liours ourselves. First found it out on Red Hill, this
forenoon, " replied Gilbert, with a smile.
"Oh ho, ihaX fall was it! Thought you
were a mighty long time untying Bella's hat
strings. But you may have her. God ble.=3
her ! God bless you both ! Hart, Bella 's been
a good sister, and she '11 make a good wife !"
There were the usual comments when the
engagement became known ; for, strange to
relate. Hartley Gilbert decided not to go on to
the White Mountains without Bella's promise
to accompany him. Mollie Risley "had foreseen it all along," she said. The Ashleighs
were delighted. Even Mrs. Charles Lushington, who at first said, in querulous tones, " She
didn't see what Bella need go marry for I She
should miss her so ! Just as likely as not,
she never 'd have any health afterward !" even
the nervous invalid at last "didn't know but
'twas all right ; Bella perhaps would be h.ippier." There was but one of the party at the
Seuter House — and he Mr. Alphonse De Lara —
who did not quite manifest pleasure at the
information ; but this gentleman (I am compelled to record, as a correct and faithful historian), from his first meditations of pistols and
Bowie knives, and his characteristic exclamation
of " He ought to be shot," finally returned to
swallowing the bitter pill of disappointment
with the good roasts, savory mutton chops,
salad, and macaroni of mine host of the Seuter
House.
But Bella cared very little for objections or
approval now ; it was all one to her. She
seemed a changed being ; lier lofty dignity
tempered to a sweet, womanly submission.
" Hart Gilbert had cast a spell over her; actually tamed her !" Mollie Risley said. " It was
better sport to watch them now than the pet
hears. They lived on sweets all the time. For
her part, she intended to come into New Hampshire again next summer, and see if she
couldn't meet her 'fate ;' if she couldn't have
her share in some nice romance here at Centre
Harbor 1"
Deitds are greater than words. Deeds have
such a life, mute fmt undeniable, and grow as
living trees and fruit-trees do ; they people the
vacuity of time, and make it green and worthy.
Why should the oak prove logically that it
ought to grow, and will grow ? Plant it, try it ;
what gifts of diligent judicious assimilation
and secretion it has, of progress and resistance,
of force to grow, will then declare themselves.

DOMESTIC

MANAGEMENT.

No laws cnii be laid down, no CHiieral rule for

chase one real trouble, or give one particle of

guidance can be given for domestic management, inasmuch as particular households require particular service ; the same as in sickness, tne medicine which cures one will be
totally inactive on another patient. To take

sound advice ? Summoned suddenly into life's
warfare without defence, without the armor of
faith, and without mor.al courage, what wonder
is it so many battles are lost, so much ruin

advice from those who are termed " good managers," isan .act of feebleness, .as too frequently
It le.ads to gossip and tattle, which must, in the
end, break .asunder the strongest cords of mutual love in husband and wife. In fact, neither
from parents nor friends should advice be sought.
In the fearfulness to do wrong — in the strong
reverence of a husband's love — in the solicitude to do right — in the full and perfect faith
that God's strength will be given at all times, if
asked for — a young wife will have the fullest
assurance of her future. However imperfect,
nncertain, or limited her means — however peealiar her husli.and's temper — however unikilled or untried the machinery of help with
which she is daily to work out her sum of happiness— her own duties must never be neglected. The nicely-cooked and varied meal ;
the cleanliness and quickness of its serving ;
the presiding cheerfulness, yet quiet and undemonstrativethe
:
sweetness and cleanliness
of a home, of which every part must be visited
daily : the methodical arrangement of the household work : the courteous receiving of visitors ;
aud the storing the mind with matter for couTersation, will make the longest day pass swiftly, bringing round the happy hour of the husband's return home, where ho finds
*'Somelh!Dpthan beauty dearer —
Trnlh, goodues*. honor, harm'Hiy, and love;
Where meekeaed seuee, and amiable t'race,
And lively sweetness dwell enraptured."
It is in the first ye.ar of married life that a
woman's real education begins. Girlhood's
teaching may have laid the foundations of intellectual taste and mental resource — happy if
it is so ; here is a well-spring of enjoyment
which neither trouble, nor sickness, nor sorrow, can ever obliterate : which nothing but
crime can subvert, or turn into a curse ; or,
anhappily, an education may have been imparted which has only given grace and accomplishments, aud left the spark of divine nature
untouched. Here, here, will be the trial : can
dancing, music, or dress, soothe one real pain,
Vol. lxu. — 27

strewed over the plains and hills of the marriage territory ? Such education is like building
the superstructure of a house on some inflated
substance, instead of on a solid foundation ; it
is like heaping precious jewels and ivory caskets
upon a mound of dry bones ; they may cover
unsightliness till a need arises, and then all is
hollow, no single stone can be taken therefrom
for any useful purpose.
Then, now in the first years of married life,
while love is still blind, or mindful only to pass
over a deficiency ; *'now,
Only while
weak the husband is
Against the charm of beauty's powerfnl glance,"
strain every nerve, use constant prayer for
strength and power to become really a helpmeet, really a companion, really a helper-on,
really a guardian angel in human guise to husband and children, showing the path to God's
rest in heaven.
Milton, in his "Paradise Lost," h.as given
such a perfect picture of woman in her earthly
aud angelic nature, that one cannot but feel
that, however unhappy and wretched he was
in his first marriage, from uncongeniality of
temper and unsympathizing influences, yet, in
his second marriage, of alas ! too brief a duration, his portrait of Eve was no illusory one,
but drawn from the life ; but it w,as Eve before
the f.all. As to her personal charms, he says,
on Adam's first seeing her —
"Grace was in all her steps, HeaTen in her eye.
In every gesture, dignity and love.
When I approach
Her loveliness, so absolute she seems,
And in herself complete so well to know
Her own, that what t^he wills to do or say
Seems wisest, virtuousest, discreetest, best.
Authority and reason
As one intended first,
Occavtionally ; and, to
Greatness of mind and
Build in her loveliest,

on her wait,
not after made
consummate all.
nobleness their seat
and create an awe

Abont her, as a guard angelic placed."
This tribute is paid to her loveliness, and no
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niggard of praise is lie to her mental and moral
worth : —
"Neither ber outside form'd so fair, nor aught
So much delights me, as those graceful acts,
Those thousaud decencies that daily flow
From all her words and actions mixed with love,
And sweet compliance, which declare unfeigned
Wnion of mind, or in us both one soul."
This is Adam's description to the angel, of
his bride in the first bloom of wedded love ; and
the following describes so well the housewifely,
graceful retirement of Eve, upon observing
Adam's studious thought in conversing with
Raphael : —
"With lowliness majestic from her seat
Rose and went forth, among her fruits and flowers,
To visit how they prospered, bud and bloom,
Her nursery ; they at her coming sprung.
And, touch'd by her fair tendance, gladlier grew ;
Yet went she not, as not with such discourse
Delighted, or not capable her ear
Of what was high ; such pleasure she reserved,
Adam relating, she sole auditress ;
Her husband the relator she preferred,
Before the angel
.
.
.
."
Somewhat different this from the fussiness of
modern housewives, or at least of very many.
Fussiness is almost worse than the lei alone
system ; to a quiet, tender-nerved man, it is
almost death ; to a fussy, irritable man, who
likes to fuss over everything himself, a wife
who is always in a bustle is like giving an additional impetus to an express train in full motion ; there can be but one result, confusion
and destruction.
A powerful attraction to a home is the cultivation of a spirit of neatness and elegance
tliroughout all its arrangements. The eye
scarcely ever wearies of a beautiful prospect
or a pleasing picture. The aspect of a home
should resemble the latter ; it should tell its
own tale ; its atmosphere should breathe of
comfort, and its quiet, simple ornamentation
delight the eye. Tliere is a brightness about a
well-kept home which neither wealth nor magnificence can impart, unaccompanied by taste.
To keep best rooms, or best of anything, to be
used only for visitors' accommodation, is not
the wisest policy for a wife to adopt ; on the
contrary, company rooms contrast too greatly
with daily living rooms, and suggest unpleasant
comparisons. Neatness and elegance should go
hand in hand ; one cannot exist witliout the
otlier ; but it must be neatness far removed from
formality, and elegance independent of costliness or profusion. Every article should appear
as if intended for use, and every right article

in its right place ; the very chairs and tables
should be suggestive of comfort, not arranged
with stiff precision, but in such a way that the
attractive portions of a room shall be visible to
their occupants. Sofa and chair tidies should
be tacked on, otherwise they look like dirty rags
crumpled into the corners. Sofa pillows should
be frequently shaken, so as not to give the
impression of their having done duty as a bed.
The chimney or other ornamental glass must
look bright, never with dull mist or smoke
obscuring its surface ; all comers of the room
be kept scrupulously clean ; the hearthrug
shaken and daily brushed ; the fireplace bright
and flashing hither and thither its sparkling
scintillations, as though it were animated by a
spirit of welcome and cheeriness.
All sitting-room stoves or grates should have
as much bright steel as is possible about them,
but all of a plain kind ; knobs and ornamental
work are difficult to clean, while the plain-polished surface is easier to keep bright than anything else ; and, avoiding black lead and labor,
if the steel is rubbed every day with washleather on which very fine brick-dust has been
rubbed, nothing more is required ; but this
must not for a day be omitted. Flowers — Nature's jewels — should in the summer be scattered as liberally as means and circumstaucea
will permit ; but these require an artistic arrangement to satisfy the eye, and as they lend
a charm to the veriest hovel, so in a refiued
home their beauty and fragrance are enhanced
by a graceful grouping. Some persons gather
a handful of flowers, and arrange them as if for
a bouquet — that is, all the heads are brought
to one level and the stems cut to an exact

length, then tied round and stuck in some unsuitable shaped vase. Nature certainly never
suggested this. Take any plant in flower, and
observe how gracefully the buds and the bloom
spring from the leaves : such sprays, placed in
a flower vase which spreads at the top, will fall
into a natural position. Then shorter fullblown flowers may be placed to hide the stems
of the former, and at once is formed a group of
floral treasures worthy of permanent endurance
in a painting. Many such pictures should be
sprinkled about. Wicker baskets having saucers filled with water, alabaster vases containing
wide-mouthed bottles of water, a small bowl
filled with water, and all other available receptacles can be brought into requisition for the ]
radiant gems of all seasons. Pansies, scarlet ]
geraniums, and mignonette, placed in China
breakfast-saucers, filled with water, and literally
stuck with short-stemmed flowers, as pins in a
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eushion, will bloom and gliidden the eye, without requiring more than a weekly change.
Home should gladden the eye, cheer the
heart, and satisfy the miud ; therefore, all that
can add to its decoration, enhance its comfort,
or bring serenity to the thoughts should be
I Isvir^hed with no niggard hand.
The expendi1 tnre of thought, time, and trouble may be
I great at first, but recompense will surely come
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. " Is mademoiselle weary ?"
I look up as if just awakened from a dream,
to find the eyes of the artist losing their look
of half-reproof, and lighting up with one of
pleasure, as they pass from my almost bare
canvas to the bewildering picture that rests on
the easel of my neighbor. With the delight of
a true connoisseur he gazes on the beauty so
rapidly growing, and lavishes praises on the
hand whose pencil can make a "living picture,"' and passes on to other pupils. I turn
to my easel with a sigh, and auother voice
asks, " Are you tired, Allie ?" and I look up
again, but meet no answering glance, for the
eyes of him who sits beside nie have not turned
from their work, and every touch of his pencil
adds new beauty to what is already so beautiful.
" No, no, Cousin Walter, I am not tired, but
I do not believe I will ever touch a brush again.
Oh, would that I could paint like that!" and I
droop my he.id despondingly, and the tears
Kill come to my eyes ; but — " Courage, courage,
ma eitusine, love can do anything. You love
beauty, and you cannot help making it. It is
in your heart, and will come out. Remember
'Fairy Dell,' aud do not despair," are the
words that come in a cheery tone to my ear,
and with the lagging blood now rushing through
my veins, I turn to my neglected canvas.
Oh, how much I had lived during the hours
I had passed in that studio, receiving instruction from one of the many eminent artists our
city afforded 1 From my childhood, a visit to
a picture-gallery was the greatest treat any one
csuld offer me, and as I advanced in years, the
absorbing love for painting was the foundation
of an affection for my Cousin Walter th.it grew
to be stronger than that I bore my doting father.
When I was sixteen that father passed away
from earth, leaving me, his only child, to the
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in that greatest of all blessings to a young wife
— the husband's undivided and soulfclt love ;
such love as Milton describes that of Adam for
Eve, when it rested with him to choose eternal
life without or death with her; —
"Yet loijH of thee
Would never from my heart: no, no! I feel
The link of Nature draw me ; flosli of tleiih,
Bone of my bone thou art, and from thy state
Mine never shall be parted, bliss or woe."

PICTUEES.
QAELAND.

care of a half-brother, the father of Walter, and
from that time we had never been separated
twenty-four hours. I loved my Uncle Emmings because he was my father's brother aud
Walter's father, and my Aunt Emmings because
she was Walter's mother ; but Walter — at his
very feet I laid my heart. My father's sudden
death stunned me, aud it was with the unexpressed belief that employment of some engrossing nature was necessary to my heallk,
that Walter had proposed my taking painting
lessons. It was something I had never attempted, for, as I had often gazed spell-bound
on the work of some master-hand, the conviction that I could never attain such perfection
would force itself upon my mind, aud I knew I
would be satisfied with nothing short of it. I
said so to Walter, and told him I should be
miserable if I attempted it and failed ; but he
only said "try," and so an easel was placed
beside his, in the studio of Monsieur D'Albert,
and I commenced to live. It was fascination.
Sometimes I would work for hours with scarce
a thought of what was passuig around me,
revelling in the work of my own creation.
Again, if my eye chanced to fall on some conception more beautiful than my own, my pencil
would fall to the floor, and my heart droop
with despair until Walter's encouraging words
would give me new life. "Fairy Dell" was my
last piece, and had taken a premium, aud it
was now hanging in the gallery with the crowu
of roses depending from its crimson cord. I
know not how long I had worked when Walter
suddenly spoke — " See, Allie ! they 're inspecting your picture. Did you ever see any creature so lovely? She looks as if she might be
an inh.-ibitant of
I looked and
delicate woman
cannot describe,

Fairy Dell itself."
saw two ladies — one a pf'e,
in widow's weeds, the other I
but she was the realization of
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my dream of a houri. I looked upon her, aud
why was it that iny heart felt as if a knife had
entered its very depths ? The unveiled to-come
will make it known. Monsieur D'Albert was
talking with them, and after a few moments
they slowly approached, looking at the other
pictures which, like mine, had taken prizes.
Finally M. D'Albert's voice came distinctly to
our ears — " I regret very much, madame, to refuse mademoiselle, but it would be impossible
to paint a picture in that time with the other
engagements already on my hands."
The elder lady's face and voice expressed
disappointment as she said, "Well, then, Eva,
we must try some one else, for you have no
time to lose."
Walter had sat silently gazing on the face of
the young girl, aud now, as they approached
the door, he started up, and the next moment
stood before them.
"Are the services of an artist needed ?" he
asked, abruptly.
,
M. D'Albert's face brightened as he replied,
"Yes, Monsieur Emmings. Do you know any
one whom you can recommend ?" And then
to the lady, " If Monsieur Emmings recommends a painter, you need not fear to employ
him."
Walter bowed as his name was pronounced,
and the lady in black responded to it ; the young
girl quietly seated herself upon a divan.
"I know of no one except myself," said
Walter, "but would offer my own services."
Monsieur D'Albert looked round, and in his
surprise forgot himself, and spoke out in plain
English, "I did not know you painted for
money, Mr. Emmings!"
" Neither do I, " said Walter, haughtily turning from him ; then, with a low bow to the lady,
"but if you will trust my skill, I shall be very
happy to oblige you, madame."
The lady extended her hand — " I have heard
your name before, Mr. Emmings ; your father
was one of my husband's friends before we left
your city" — her voice faltered as she involuntarily glanced at her saWe dress — "and I
hesitate only because I fear to inconvenience
you."
Walter protested that it would be only a
pleasure, aud in half an hour the arrangement
was complete.
Mrs. Herbert was a widow, and but recently
returned to her native city. Eva was the oldest
of three children, and was going in a few weeks
t0 visit some relations in a distant State, to be
absent during the winter. They were gone,
and Walter came back to his seat, took up Ms

pencil, aud for the next hour my eye followed
every movement of his hand. His very being
seemed overflowing with beauty. I looked,
and almost forgot that life is not all beauty
aud happiness. At last a long, deep sigh, aud
he pushes back his chair, looks at his watch,
and says, "Come, Allie, let us go home; are
you not hungry ?" and he takes his hat just as
M. D'Albert comes up, aud words fail to express his admiration ; but Walter turns on his
heel, and I hear him say, "There is nothing
else beautiful since I have seen her."
I dreamed once that I was wandering through
an almost impenetrable forest in the darkness
of a tempestuous night, wheu a kind hand led
me up the marble steps, and through the wide
door of a palace into the light and warmth of a
gorgeous room, where all was beauty and magnificence. Adelicate perfume as of the breath
of spring flowers, and low, soft, birdlike notes
of music filled the air. The light of many lamps
was softened to moonlight radiance, aud I sank
amid the cushions of the chair to which the
same kind hand led me, with a dreamy feeling
of perfect content. I possessed one priceless
jewel that I had preserved through danger and
storm, and I reached forth my hand to give
this to the one that had guided me, when suddenly the moonlight radiance brightened, and
from each shaded lamp shot up lurid tongues
of flame, that rose higher and higher, until the
massive roof was one liviug flame of fire. The
hand had vanished ; my jewel — ah, where was
it ? With a shriek of terror aud an elfoi't to
rise, I awoke, just as the door burst open and
strong arms bore me from my chamber, where
the flames were in very truth careering wildly
over and around me.
Why do I think of this dream this morning
as I walk home silently by Walter's side ?
Alas 1 alas ! did not his hand lead me from the
gloom and darkness of sorrow, and make my
life beautiful and happy ? Had I not yielded
my lieart, the one priceless jewel that I possessed, to his keeping ? And now the gorgeous
castle iu which I was sinking to repose had
crumbled to ashes, and my heart had been left
in the flames, but, thanks to our Father, it was
not to perish there. I had awakened to the
reality that with my whole heart I loved my
Cousin Walter ; and, while I knew that he
loved me, I knew that it was only as he would
love a dear cousin or sister. That night there
was a long and terrible struggle, but the spirit
sought strength from above, and it rose purified
from the fiery trial ; and, before the new day
was boru, the green-eyed monster fled, and the
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gentle sleep-angel waved his white wings over
my bed.
I often wondered why Walter never spoke to
me of P^v.a Herbert. Weeks passed, and I had
not been to M. D'Albert's studio. Walter
would take his hat, and " I have another engagement to-day, AUie, and cannot go with
yon," would be his simple remark, as he would
leave the breakfast -room. I would not go
alone, and avoided society as much as possible,
but was gaining strength daily ; and I knew
that the victory was mine, when one day Walter approached and stood beside me as we
were alone in the parlor. He placed his hand
on my head, as he said, in a voice low and
trembling with deep emotion, "Will you not
wish me joy, little sister?" There was no
need to ask him for what, and the words came
from heart as well as lips as I replied, "I do,
dear Walter, with my whole heart !"
He stooped and pressed a Iciss upon my
brow, and then he told me of his love for Eva
Herbert ; said that her bewildering beauty had
r* first fascinated him, but that the beauties of
1 iiid and heart had won his love. That day
iier picture was finished, and the next week
she would leave for the visit to her friends, but
not to spend the winter, as had been anticipated.
0 no, he could not live without her that long,
and she had promised that when the snow of
winter beg.an to melt she would give Iierself to
his guidance for the balance of her life journey.
She went. Walter again went with me to
'the stxidio, and we painted side by side as we
did in the days before he saw Eva Herbert.
Weeks passed, and at last came the one that
would bring her home. Walter grew too impatient to paint, and he wandered about the
gallery seeking to while away the tardy moments. The day came, and, ah, how joyously
he said "Good-by, little sister," as he looked
back, going down the steps, and saw my face
at the window ! I still sat there when he came
in ; and, sinking down beside me, he laid his
head in my lap, while great sobs came from
his bosom. Oh, it was a terrible sight ! the
strong m.an deprived of his strength. I bent
my face down to his. " What is it, dear Walter? Has Ev — " He sprang np suddenly.
" Come, Allie, come with me, sister, and see
my broken lily. You know how I love her ;
come and tell her that no misfortune, however
bitter, can ever drive her from my heart." I
went with hira, without asking wh,at this great
misfortune was that could so unman a proud
nature. Walter led the vra.y to a small sittingroom tastefully furnished, evidently the one
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they had occupied while he was painting her
portrait, for the picture, in all its fresh loveliness, still stood ou the easel unframed. Mrs.
Herbert, whose white face was convulsed with
agony, sat on a sofa supporting the slight form
of her daughter in her arms. Walter almost
dragged me across the room, and, throwing
himself on his knees, he caught Eva's small
hand and placed it in mine. "Tell her. Ah,
Allie, my soul-sister, you know what I want ;
tellI was
her."bewildered. In his great grief, Walter
had forgotten that I knew uotUiug, and now I
turned to Mrs. Herbert. "What is it, dear
lady ? Hy cousin is distracted with grief, and
has told me nothing. "
The words cahie from the white lips of the
mother like ice-drops : " She is blind!"
That was all I knew then ; but weeks after,
when the mother could speak calmly of it, she
told me that it was hereditary, and that one or
two of her family had, like Eva, been stricken
blind suddenly ; without warning of premonitory symptoms, the light had gone out, and
their lives wrapped in deep darkness. Now I
thought only of Walter, and oh, there was no
selfishness in my heart then, as I put my
arms about his neck! "Poor Walter! poor
brother 1" And he bent his head to my shoulder, while tears that were an honor to his
manhood g.ave some relief to his tortured heart.
Then again came the pleading cry, "Tell her,
tell her, my sister, what I want !"
Ah ! I knew now what he wanted ; and
(thank God, no demon stood beside me then),
with all the earnestness in my heart, I besought
her to give him the privilege of guiding her
darkened footsteps through life. She mournfully shook her head, but said nothing. I
urged that it was his right, and asked her, if
he had been thus stricken, if she would have
deserted him, and her answer was to stretch
forth her hand towards him. At last, her mother spoke : " Yes, Eva, my darling, it is right,
and it must be so." She lifted her head suddenly from her mother's bosom, and for a moment alook of pain rested on her face, btit it
passed aw,ay, and a smile of heavenly joy came
in its place, as she held out her arms. " Oh,
Walter, my soul blesses you !" And he gathered her to his bosom with low murmured
words of passionate love.
Not -many days after, a minister performed a
solemn ceremony, and the blind girl became a
bride. Then we went to Europe — !ce, for Walter
had said I must go, and I would not refuse ;
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went to consult the best oculists, to find if there
was any foundation for the hope that was fluttering in our hearts. The man of science wore
an impassive face as he made the examination ;
but wlien it was over, and he turned to where
Walter sat, no words were needed to drive
that fluttering hope from our liearts forever.

more beautiful." And his eye rested on the

There was no word spolien, but Eva's ear
caught the sigli that burst from her husband's
lieart as he bent his head down upon tlie hand
clasped in his. She passed the other caressingly over his hair, and said, tremulously:
" Poor Walter ! I knew it would be thus, and
now your bright manhood will be burdened
with a blind wife !" A shadow darkened her
fair brow as the last words were spoken with a
sudden sharpness ; but Walter rose up, wound
liis arm around her, and drew her head upon
his bosom. "No, no, not that, dear one. I
only grieve tliat you are to be shut out from
this world, that is beautiful notwithstanding
its many sorrows ; but I would grieve more
were I not permitted to guide you through the
darkness."
" Then I am content," she whispered. And
the shadow passed away, and a sweet smile
wreathed her lips.
And so we went back to our home, and the
days of another twelvemonth came and went,
and then Eva pressed but one kiss on the angel
brow of her baby girl when a bright- winged
messenger came to guide her through the dark
valley to the eternal city beyond. And she

is the guardian spirit of our child !"
I moved quietly to a window seat, and sat
thinking of that day, in another studio, when
I had first looked on the beauty of Eva Herbert.
"Allie." Walter is again standing by my
side ; and, as I look up, I feel the blood mounting to my brow, for there is that in his glance
that I never saw there before when his eye

went unmurmuringly, saying: "My Father
knoweth best, and I will know her when she
comes to me, be it in baby form, in lovely
maidenhood, or with wrinkled brow."
Again I painted, but not in M. D'Albert's
studio ; I Iiad one of my own. For weeks past,
one picture had engrossed my whole attention,
and no eye but my own had yet looked upon
it. It was the little two-year-old Eva and her
guardian angel. Far away in the cleft of rosehued clouds the dark eyes of the child rested
wonderiugly on a crown to which the white
finger of the angel pointed, and the angel's
face was that of the beautiful blind mother ere
the light had been quenched in tlie clear blue
eyes. It was my chef d'ocuvre, and how could
it be otherwise when my heart was in every
touch the pencil made ? The picture was finished, and I stood looking at it and — yes, and
admiring it, when a hand touched my shoulder,
and I looked round and found Walter standing
at my side.
" Said I not truly, dear Allie ? Has not my
prophecy been fulfi'llei} ? There can be nothing

picture.
" But it is only a copy, Cousin Walter."
"The figures are copies, I admit ; but they
are perfect copies, and the design is your own,
and in it lies the chief beauty. 0 how gladly
would I cherish the tliought that my angel Eva

rested on my face. " AHie, what would you
think of one who would ask you to give a fair
crystal goblet, filled with pure, sweet wine, in
exchange for one seared and unsightly, and
with only bitter dregs at the bottom f"
I looked wonderiugly in his face. "What
do you mean, Walter?"
He bends down his head until his lips touch
my brow, and then he answers me: " This is
what I mean : before I ever saw Eva I loved
you ; but it was as a dear cousin, to whose
happiness I found I could contribute. To her
was given the best of my life, and now I ofl'er
you a heart from which the freshness has departed, and ask in return one that is wreathed
with vernal flowers and overflowing with beauGushing tears, tears of joy, are filling my
eyes, for I know full well that his heart can
never grow old, as I answer: "Your simile is
not good, dear Walter, for you are better for
ty."loved her."
having
Again his head is bent down, and this time
the kiss is upon my lips. " And will you, too,
bless my life with your love ?"
And I answer him, honestly: "Before you
ever saw Eva I loved you, I thought I had
driven that love from my heart, but I find it
has only been slumbering there, and will ie
easily
awakened."
So, dear
reader, the priceless gem has been
recovered from the ruins where it has so long
been hidden, and now rests securely in a structure whose fair proportions will be ever growing
more beautiful until it stands perfect beside
the tree of life.

Knowledge may slumber in
it never dies ; it is like the
ivied tower, that sleeps while
awakes with the warm breath

the memory, but
dormouse in the
winter lasts, but
of sjiring.
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CHAPTER

IV.

When all was completed that pertained to
Uhe ceremonial law of the Sabbath, Eldad ad1 dressed liis attentive guest —
"Son of Ebenezer, let me not seem ungra^eious in thy siglit, if I bid thee depart ; yet not
1 alone, I will go with thee, and we will set our
faces towards the river Jordan, for thine enemy
^is even now at the gate."
" How knowest thou tliis, my friend?"
"The eyes of my son are open when his
ifether's friends are in danger, and they have
seen his secret path."
" How then can we escape his watchful ven?"
Jgeance
The tiger mast be snared. Joel will clothe
iliimself in thine outer garment, if it please thee,
•and haste with all speed along the road that
jleadeth to Ramoth in Gilead ; the man may
jthink thou art flying thither, and peradvenlure, may follow him. If so, we can depart
anseen by him, and when we have crossed the
river, our course can be decided upon, as shall
best suit thy safety."
" Thou art wise in counsel, Eldad, and I
yield myself to thy guidance ;" so saying, Reuben, divesting himself of his costly garment,
iexoUanged it for the coarser one of his youthful
friend, who gladly assumed his ; and imitating,
as far as possible, the lofty bearing of the son
^f Ebenezer, .loel departed upon his mission.
rUe ruse was skilfully executed, and succeeded,
■nd the two travellers, taking a kind leave of
Sherah, set forward on their journey, and arriTed at the river they sought, unmolested.
But an unexpected difEculty awaited them
(here : the stream, swollen by the " latter
rains," had become so broad, deep, and rapid,
chat the fords were impassable, and no one
lOnld be found willing to risk his life in an
tttompt to cross the turbulent waters.
"We mnst change onr course to the northsaat, my brother," said Eldad ; " it will lead ns
■o 'the hill-couutry of Gad ; and perchance we
a»y find entrance into Ramoth."
"But should Hazael be there?" suggested
he weary Reuben.
''Then thou must press onward to Golan, in

Manasseh ; he will not seek thee there ; he will
return to Bezer to find thee."
"Thou hast acted a brother's part, Eldad,'
and very pleasant is thy company to me, but I
would not that thou shonldst forsake thy family
longer for my sake ; return to thy home, I pray
thee, and trouble tliyself no more with my
" Not so, Reuben ; thou art wayworn and
sad,
fate."and canst not venture to ask for food ;
thou wouldst perish in thy helplessness. And.
Sherah would reproach me for my selfishness,"
he added, smiling.
And so they travelled on, until morning light
showed them a charming grove, whose closely
woven boughs and luxuriant foliage offered
them both rest and security ; and there, seating
themselves on the trunk of a fallen tree, they
looked forth upon the lovely scenery aroxmd
them. Fertile meadows, whose verdant treasure
bent before the morning breeze ; fields, yellow
with grain, almost ripened for the harvest ;
hill-sides alive with skipping flocks ; and herds
scampering in wild glee, or gravely chewing the
cud as they reposed their huge limbs within
the grateful shade of the sycamore or mulberry
— all presented a scene of simple and beautiful
n:iture, too attractive to remain unnoticed.
"Truly, the Lord is good to Israel!" exclaimed Eldad, as he gazed in admiration on
the fair landsc.ipe. " How certainly h.is the
blessing of Moses, the man of God's love, descended upon us ! ' Let Reuben live — and not
die, and let not his men he few,' were his
words of prophecy ; and lo I our inheritance
filled with great cities, and our cities crowded
with inhabitants. And Gad, likewise, 'dwelleth
as a lion among us ;' and ' the thousands of
Manasseh' throng the cities of his possession.
Seest thou yon lofty mountain in the distance,
I see it distinctly."
my" brother?"
"That is Mount Gilead, and beyond it lies
Ramoth, thy place of refuge. But thou art
flint and hungry, and we will see what my
provident Sherah hath made ready for our
need." Then, opening a small sack which each
had alternately borne, he took from it a small
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cup, some cakes of bread, and a quantity of
prepared meat. A short search discovered a
fine spring of cool water, and, after supjilicating
a blessing on the food, botli travellers partook
of it freely, and were refreshed.
"How skilfully, and with what matchless
beauty the various shades of verdure are intermingled among the stately trees of Mount Gilead !" exclaimed Reuben, now for the first time
alive to the lovely view. " Behold the tall
cedar mingling its dark branches with the
bright green of the sycamore, and again contrasting its lofty spire with the rounded top of
the mulberry ; and clusters of lofty palms nearer
to us, how they spread their huge leaves, as if
anxioirs to be first in offering their refreshing
shade to the way-worn !"
"Yea, our fathers were wise in choosing this
goodly land for our inheritance ; it is, in truth,
fruitful in pasture for flocks and herds ; even
our own lovely plains do not excel the hillcountry of Gad in beauty, and wonderfully did
Jehovah display his power in deUvering it into
the hands of his chosen people while he dispossessed its former owners, the Amorites."
" The Amoiites were a very great and powerful nation," remarked Reuben. " Thinkest
thou it was right thus to dispossess them ?"
" Of a surety. Was it not a punishment for
their own inhospitable folly ? Had Sihon, their
king, complied with the request of Moses, and
suflered him to lead his people through the
land, he would have been unmolested, and
even benefited, for the children of Israel would
have repaid them for all kindness ; but he
refused this reasonable request, and the Lord
delivered him and his country into the hands
of the children of Reuben, and Gad, and Manasseh."
" Was it not strange that the tribe of Manasseh should have divided itself, only one-half
of it, as tliou knowest, dwelling on this side of
Jordan ?"
"The land could not support the whole of
the three tribes, and the other half of Manasseh
found its possession on the other side of the
river. The Prince of Reuben took the regal
city of Heshbon, where thy noble father dwelleth ; and Gad, when he had slain Og, the giant
King of Bashan, lived in that monarch's palace.
Machir, the brave son of Manasseh, conquered
the remainder of the Amorites, and made Gilead
his habitation."
" In verity, Eldad, I have sometimes thought
that it savored of cruelty to destroy tlie inhabitants with such total extirpation."
" I wonder not at thy thoughts ; yet, when

thou rememberest that the Lord had delayed
their punishment forty years ' after tlieir iniquities were full,' and still they repented cot,
thou wilt perceive that our fathers were but
instruments in His hands to punish a wicked
and idol-serving nation ; and also that, when
at any time our people had pity and spared
them, they became 'thorns in their sides,' or
snares in their path, to lead them to sin."
"Thou sayest truly, Eldad. May Jehovah
give us strength to resist their enticements, for
many are yet among us ; and may we never
forfeit this glorious inheritance by our own
"Amen!" responded Eldad, and both trafolly I" vellers sank into silence and deep meditation.
We trace not their route farther ; snifice it
that they found repose and safety from the
fervors of the noontide heat in the sheltering
glades of the forest, and as day declined resumed their journey. Late at night they arrived at the abode of an acquaintance of Eldad,
who received them courteously, and freely
ministered to their necessities ; nevertheless,
tlie latter thought it best to conceal from him
tlie name of his companion, and merely presented him as one who, in common with liimself,
needed his hospitality.
"Why travellest thou on foot, Eldad, then
and thy companion ?" inquired the host ; " tlioii
hast mules in abundance, and art rich in worldly
" It suiteth my present business better to
walk than to mount a stubborn mule, friend
Nathan.
goods." I go to Ramoth, which, as thou art
aware, lieth but on the other side of the moun" To Ramoth ? Thou wilt find that place iu
great commotion, or rather a part of it. Knowtain."
est thou Reuben, the son of Ebenezer, of Hesh" Yea ; he is my kinsman. What wouldst
?" of him ?"
thou bonsay
" Tiiy kinsman, Eldad! Ay, thou art of
Reuben, as I remember, and can, peradventure,
tell me whether the tidings be true that h.i3
fallen upon our ears ?"
" Say on, speak thy tidings. Yet stay ; coma
aside with me," he added, in a low voice; "I
would not that a stranger should hear aught
against the house of my kinsman."
Nathan led the way into another apartment,
and then informed his guest that for a day ol
two past, armed horsemen had beset every
avenue leading into Ramoth, for the purpose of
seizing the young man, who, it was reported,
had slain Abner, the son of Simeon, in a quar-
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rel ; tliat Hazael raved like one possessed with
a devil, and had takeu a solemn oatli that his
euemy, as he termed him, should never reach
a City of Refuge alive.
Eldad smiled, as iu scorn, while he replied :
" Thou sayest it is now some days since the
death of Abner. Thiukest thou that the manslayer has not ere this found safety at Bezer, a.
place so near to Heshbou ? The wilderness
could well conceal him from his pursuers while
fleeiug thither."
" At bezer ! Then will Hazael go mad with
disappointment. Thiukest thou that he has
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hast said to Nathan, and truly, that I am footsore and weary ; I will, therefore, abide here
to-night, and when thou art on the way to
Ramoth will seek the northern side of tho
wilderness that clothes the mountain like a
garment, and there conceal myself until thou
comest to meet me or perchance I gain aduiiltanoe to the city without thee."
"It is well. I will but learn where the
madman Hiizael is, and straightway join thee
on the northern side of Gilead, for I desire not

to meet that evil man."
On the following morning, after the departure
of bis friend, Reuben continued for some time
yet reached the city ?"
alone, and long and fervent were his prayers to
" How can I say ? Peradveuture accidents
may have detained him ; but if, as thou sayest,
the Great Jehovah for pardon and direction.
" Deliver me from blood-guiltiness, 0 Lord God
"hn could not enter Ramoth, of a certainty he
must llee either to Bezer or Golan, for the river
of my fathers ! and be Thou my Refuge from
is a flood, and he cannot strive against the
the malice of mine enemies!" Such was the
burden of his petition, the utterance of a heart
'swellings of Jordan.' "
bowed down with sorrow. Then, on taking
" Verily, Eldad, thou speakest wisely ; and
if Reuben were not of thy kindred, I would
leave of the wife of N.ithan, and assuring her
show to Hazael where to seek him."
that he felt quite able to resume his journey
"How canst thou show to him what thou
to Ramoth, he expressed his grateful thanks
for her kindness, and departed ; pursuing tho
knowest not thyself?"
highroad that led to that city while he could
"It matters not. I will send him to Bezer;
better that he should know the truth than
be observed from the house, and leaving it wheu
wander up and down the highways like a dea turn in the road enabled him to escape observation and seek the calm glades and shadowy
moniac, as he now wandereth."
woods of Mount Gilead.
" And when goest thou to Ramoth, on thine
For several hours our lonely wanderer purerrand, Nathan ?' '
sued his devious w.iy ; now winding around,
" With the morning's dawn. We will rest
until then, for thou and thy friend seem
now forcing his path through the thick underwood, and now loitering in the green openings
weary. ' '
of the forest, until he arrived on the northern
" He is far more weary than I, and, I fear me,
side of the mountain, the side on which his
will not keep pace with us in our early walk.
Why should he not await our return hither ?
friend had appointed to meet him ; and there,
finding a spring which poured its pure and
What thiukest thou ?"
abundant waters into the channel of a small
"That it would be well. I must make no
rivulet, he threw himself on the mossy turf
tarrying there, and perchance may bring Hazael
beside and was soon absorbed in deep and sad
with me when I return, for he is the son of my
retrospection.
father's sister, and my house is on the way to
A slight but peculiar sound arrested his
Bezer."
"I knew not that he was of thy kindred, ' attention ; he gazed attentively around to discover the cause, but, seeing nothing unusual,
Nathan, as Reuben is of mine ; yet let not strife
come between us. Thou hast received me
he relapsed into a reverie, and was again
aroused by what was now a heavy groan. To
kindly, and ministered to my wants as a brother, and I thank thee. A time may come
hear the cry of distress and to fly to its relief
were simultaneous with Reuben, and he at once
when I can return thy hospitality."
hastened to the spot from whence the sounds
"So be it." And the customary salutation
sealed the compact.
proceeded ; but a sight met his view which
Yet was Eldad in great perplexity, for he
almost compelled him to retreat from its vicidistrusted the faithfulness of Nathan, and feared
nity. Stretched upon the grass, apparently in
his penetration ; but he could only repeat to
the last agonies of death, lay a man clothed iu
Reuben the conversation between the host and
coarse garments, emaciated to a skeleton, and
covered with the foul and loathsome ulcers of
himself, and leave the result to his own decision.
Reuben's decision was quickly made.

" Thou

leprosy.

The command of the law — to shun all
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contact witli an uucleau object — was instinctively imperative in tlie mind of the Hebrew
youtli, but the distress of the wretclied object
before him drove all other considerations from
his thoughts, and the feeble but agonized cry
for water was irresistible. The small vessel he
had brought with him was instantly thrust into
the fountain, and, regardless of everything save
the sufferings of a fellow-creature, he raised
the disfigured head from the earth, and bathed
the parched lips with the cooling drops until
life was sufficiently vigorous to enable the poor
being to swallow, and then a copious draught
restored him to animation. Gratitude beamed
in his eyes as he strove to utter his thanks.
" Blessed be thou of the Lord God, and blessed
be Jehovah, who hath put it into thine heart to
minister to my distress, in spite of the defilement of my disease. Who art thou who hast
thus proved thyself pitying and courageous ?"
" I am Reuben, the sou of Ebenezer, of Heshbon."
"Ah, I remember thee now. Knowest thou
me?"
"Alas ! have I ever known thee ?"
"Thou mayst well ask the question; yet,
loathsome as I now must be in thine eyes, I am
Benoni, of Manasseh, and the sister of thy Zillah was once my betrothed wife."
"God of my fathers, TIiou art wonderful in
Thy ways !" exclaimed the astonished Reuben.
"And thou art Benoni, sou of the mighty Abdon,
alone in this wilderness — to die !"
"Even so. Thus willeth the Lord of Hosts,
whose ways are indeed past finding out. 'Lover
and friend hath He put far from me, and He
hath made me an abomination unto them.'
Thou knowest why I am here ?"
" I know that the law of Moses condemns the
unhappy leper to live apart in his uncleanness ;
but it commands no such entire solitude, no
such utter destitution."
" And what better can await the miserable
being tlius excluded from all the sweet sympathies of home and kindred ? Forbidden to seek
communion with the loved ones for whom his
desolate heart is yearning, he can find no refuge
from the tortures of disappointed hope, and
must fly to utter solitude to conceal his agony.
Reuben, thou knowest that my station was
among the great ones of my tribe ; thou knowest tliat wealth, with all its blessings, was an
Inmate of my dwelling ; thou knowest that,
wretched and repulsive as I now am, I was
once of a goodly presence." He ceased speaking, from exhaustion, and Reuben replied : —
" Well do I know all this, and that not one
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of the nobles of Manasseh could excel Benoni
in any graceful accomplishment befitting a son
of The
Israel."
unhappy man uttered a deep sigh, and
continued : " Knowing these things, thou wilt
not wonder that Basmath, the daiigliter of
Machir, listened with a willing ear to the voice
of my passion, and that our kindred sanctified
our betrothal by their approval. Benoni, the
only and beloved son of his father, in whom
his brightest hopes were centred, was made
the idol of his father's house ; and, in the midst
of this prosperity, while every heart responded
to the music of happiness, the fearful punishment came, and the idol was overthrown. On
discovering the first symptoms of leprosy', I
flew to the priest for advice ; I submitted to
every requirement of the law concerning it ; I
offered sin-offerings, and fasted, and prayed, and
besought the Lord to have mercy upon me : but
Ho heard me not ; his ears wei'e deaf to my
cries, 0 Reuben ! and I was pronounced incurI fate is truly bitter, son of Abdon,"
"Thyable. fled—"
replied the sympathizing listener. " But why
sought©st thou the inheritance of another tribe ?
Thine own would have supplied the comforts
thou requirest with more certainty."
"Yea, thou say est truly ; but I was estranged
from my kiusmeu, separated from the beloved
of my soul, and driven from the society of my
fellow-men, excepting such as were loathsome
as myself, and I sought a place where no eye
could mark my wretchedness ; no tongue recall
the memory of the lost Benoni. In this wilderness Ihave since dwelt, watching the dreadful
progress of my disease, not daring by my own
hand to die, yet longing for the time when it
shall please the Most High to end my punishment, and release me from my fearful burden.
This morning I wandered towards Ramoth, and
heard strange tidings concei'ning Hazael, of
Heshbon."
" Ha ! sawest thou the man?"
" Nay, I saw him not ; and on my retui'n my
overtasked strength failed me before I could
reach my tent, or even the spring of water
which bubbles near it, and I fell fainting on the
turf. How long I was senseless I know not;
thou must have heard my reviving groan, and
thine unshrinking kindness blessed me with
the refreshing draught for which I had so long
languished. May the Lord God bless thee for
" Thy gratitude far exceeds the service, my
"Think
not so, Reuben.
Benoni."
poor
it!"

It is sweet to taste
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ODoe more the tender sympathies of my kind ;
and thy pity falls like a heulinj; balm upon my
torn heart : but I may not trespass too far upon
thy eliarity — another draught from the same
tool spring, and thou must go thy way onward ;
tliy clean may not dwell with the unclean."
"Truly, the law is very plain, my friend;
but I am already defiled, aud can therefore aid
thee without increasing the evil. AVln-n evening Cometh, I can bathe in yonder brook .and
be clean ; suffer me then to stay with you,
while it is iu my power to serve you."
Sweet tears — the tears of gratitude, over^ved the eyes of the hapless Beuoni ; and his
nM.-olate heart was soothed by the gentle sympathy and tender care of his new-found friend.
When ho w.as sufficiently recovered to be able
to walk, Reuben accompanied him to the tent
iu which he had taken up his abode, aud soon
had the satisfaction of seeing him sink into a
profound slumber, as he rested upon his bed of
leaves.

CHAPTER

V.

MiiJbAT had passed, and evening was drawing near, ere our wanderer heard the signal
which was to announce the approach of Eldad ;
then, as a cordial greeting passed between
them, Reuben said —
"Thou comest not with the smiling face of a
successful messenger, my brother ; what hath
chanced to displease thee ?"
'• Xaught to displease, yet much to annoy me
for thy sake," was the reply.
•• Sawest thou mine enemy at Ramoth ?"
'• Nay, I saw him not ; neither know I where
he is to be found. Nathan, our host, was seekiag him when I left the city." He paused, and
tlieu added, " I think Hazael hath left Ramoth.
The judges and elders who sat at the gate,
know naught of him since morning-tide. Art
thou willing to venture thy safety by taking
the road to the city ? All seems quiet and safe,
and the law forbids any man to lie iu wait for
thee."
•'Yea, Eld.ad, I will go; the fear of death
hath passed away : my life is in the keeping of
Jehovah ; and if He will that I perish, let me
perish."
"God forbid that I should urge thee into
peril, my friend ; rather let us remain here,
until we learn with more assurance the movements of Hazael."
"Say no more, Eldad, I pray thee : I have
already tarried too long, and kept thee from
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thy family and home. May the Lord bless thee
for thy Self-denying kindness, and repay thee
fourfold. Aud now, if thou art not too weary,

let us press ouward."
After proceeding for some distance along the
southern declivity of Mount Gilead, they des- 'i
2
cended into the highway, which extended its Z
long aud unobstructed line up to the wnle ever-opened gates of Ramoth. All was tranquil
— a few travellers were passing to and fro, each
"on his own purposes intent," and no one
seeming to notice particularly our silent wayfarers. Already they were near the gate, within
which was safety for Reuben, when the ears of
the watchful Eldad were assailed by sounds
that filled him with alarm.
"Hearest thou that tumult, Reuben? and
lo I" he continued, as he gazed anxiously
through the wide portals, "thine enemy cometh
upon thee like a whirlwind of the desert — bend
thy tall figure to the blast, aud turn aside :
perchance he will not see thee as he rushes
" Nay, nay, Eldad, the lion hath already
crouched too long ; let him face the whirlwind,
and bravely meet the fate that befalleth him ;"
andpast."
he strode desperately forward, followed by
several persons who were hastening to ascertain the cause of such an uproar iu the street
of the city.
Two horsemen, the one armed with a spear
in his hand, and a sword by his side ; the
other, apparently an attendant, and likewise
armed, were careering through the street at such
speed as to endanger the lives of all who were
so unfortunate as to encounter them ; while
the ear was shocked by the curses and threats
which issued from the lips of the foremost
rider. It is Hazael — he rushes through the
arch of the gate, and, as the terrified people fly
from before him on every side, his eye falls
upon the stately form of Reuben, as, calm and
unflinching, he still presses forward to the portal.
Surprise seemed at first to paralyze the frame
of Hazael — for an instant he stops, then raising
his spear, darts it with all his strength at his
victim ; but a strong and rapid hand had
snatched Reuben from the deadly peril, and
the fatal weapon passes on to transfix another
to the earth. It quivers in the heart of lienoni,
the leper. The tender care of Reuben had
awakened sentiments of affection in his breast,
which had induced him to follow the footsteps
of his preserver, aud he had thus repaid his
debt of gratitude, aud found the death he had
so long and earnestly desired. Before either
Reuben or Hazael had recovered from the con-
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steruatiou oGcasioued by this unexpected catastrophe, the former fouud himself safe witliiu
the sheltering walls of Ramoth Gilead.
ReDBEN to ZiLLAH.

Beloved, that thou hast not, ere this, received a written testimony to the faithfulness
of thy betrothed husband, is not that he loves
thee less, but that his love is too great to afliict thee with uncertain tidings ; but now that
aU uncertainty is removed, the judges having
examined his case in all its circumstances, and
pronounced him free from the stain of murder,
and guilty of manslaughter ; his heart is wearied
with longings for the society of Zillali, and he
writes to plead for great favors from her afl'ection.
Thou kuowest, light of my life, that in obedience to the command of our great lawgiver,
the manslayer who has fled to a City of Refuge,
although cleared from the guilt of a greater and
inexpiable sin, must still abide in that city
until the death of the presiding High Priest ;
and thus be separated from his kindred and
friends, and an exile from his home, for a time
to which he can affix no limits, because he cannot foresee the event which will release him
from his punishment ; therefore, only the death
of our good and venerable Zadok can restore
me to the inheritance of my fathers ; and I
must fain believe that my Zillah will not compel me to wish that so sad an event may be
hastened, in order to complete ray liappiness.
Shall I say to my beloved that I have provided my house, and "hired me men-servants
and women-servants," and only await the performance of promises she has made to me, to
be as blessed, as, thus situated, I can hope to
be? Do I ask too great a sacrifice ? Can Zillah
relinquish her kindred and her father's house
for the home other husband in the inheritance
of Gad ?
I send this missive by the hands of those who
will do thy bidding, and escort thee in all honor
to Ramoth ; at its gate thy happy Reuben will
await thee.
And now that the first desire of my soul hath
been expressed to thee, I will relate to thee
somewhat of the events that followed my entrance into this place.
Thou hast heard of the great danger I encountered from the spear of the unhappy Hazael ; and if the kind and watchful Eldad had
not forced me aside from its course, I must have
been slain instead of the afflicted Benoni. How
strongly were the words of our holy Psalmist
illustrated by the fate of Hazael : " ills viokut
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dealings have returned upon his own head I"
Before he had time to recover from his consternation at the issue of his rashness, and disappointment atmy escape, he was in the hands
of the authorities, and borne away to answer
for his oflfenoe.
Zillah, although the venom of the serpent
was in his heart, I cannot but pity him for the
pangs his conscience will inflict upon him —
bodily evils cannot compare with them in intensity, so fatal are the consequences of unrestrained passions. How hajipy the exchange
of worlds for the poor leper whom his weapon
released from such indescribable suU'ering I The
hand of the Most Merciful directed the spear,
and, I believe, only to repay him with eternal
happiness for all the misery he experienced on
earth.
In the street of Ramoth, I saw amidst the
crowd the man Nathan speaking to Eldad, and
I heard him say —
"This, then, is Reuben, the slayer of my
kinsman ; and thou didst lead him to my
"Even
house
?" so, Nathan; but, as I told thee this
morning, I knew not that Abner was of thy
family. Thou gavest him food and shelter for
the night, and I thank thee for them. Thou
kuowest whether more is due thee f"
" What meanest thou ?"
' ' Spakest thou with Hazael to-day, Nathan ?"
" Nay ; I spake only with his man-servant."
"To whom thou saidst that Reuben was at
How could
thy" house
?" I know that ?"
"Thou deceivest me not, Nathan; I feared
thy treachery, and suspected thy business at
Ramoth ; yet I thought, ' peradventure I wrong
him, he may be faithful ;' behold the consequences ofthy treachery — revenge has been defeated, and Hazael has become a transgressor."
The wrath of Nathan was great, but it availed
him not.
To the brotherly love of Eldad, under the
Lord, I owe my life, my present comfort, everything ;and shall we not together strive to repay
his untiring friendship, my cherished one ?
Another incident has occurred here since my
arrival, which has filled my heart with pity for
the criminal, and thankfulness for my own
happier lot. Yesterday, while passing down a
street, I observed a crowd assembled, and was
attracted by cui'iosity to join it. On inquiring
the cause of the assemblage, I learned that a
murderer who had fled hither for refuge, had
been ai'rested by tlie elders of the city where
he had dwelt, in order that they might deliver
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Lim into the linii<ls (if tlie Avenger. It appeared
that the hoily of a man had been found Iving
dead in a field of Gad, near Jabesli-Gilead ; and
Mie elders of that city, anxious to clear it fiom
\he crime of blood-fiuiltiness wliicli might be
imputed toil, from the circumstance of its being
the place nearest to tlie body, obtained a young
heifer which tliey led to a valley near at hand,
and there cnt off its head as a sacrifice of expiation. Then washing their hands over the
body, they said, "Our hands liave not shed
this blood, neither have our eyes seen it : be
merciful, 0 Lord I unto Thy people Israel whom
Thou hast redeemed, and lay not innocent blood
to their charge."
Strict search was then made for the guilty
person, and at last it was discovered that he
was from Mahanaim ; had long been at enmity
with the Gileadite, and had slain him to gratify
his revengeful spirit. Like myself, he fled here
to escape ; but there was no safety for the wilful
murderer, and he was given up to his enemy.
Blessed be Jehovah, that my fate was not like
his.
Deem it not strange that I repeat tliis tale of
woe to thee, O Zillah ! my soul, filled with
gratitude for my own escape, cannot withhold
its emotions from tiiee ; and thou, beloved of
my heart, wilt share them ; thou and thy Reuben will together lift up their songs of thankfulness and pr.aise to the Lord God of our
fathers for the preservation vouchsafed him ;
and thou wilt hasten thy journey, that we may
the sooner unite in these proofs of our gratitude.
TuixE ow.v Recbes.
Joy and rejoicing gladdened the dwelling of
Reuben; for Zillah, loving and trusting, had
granted his petition, and had come to throw
light and beauty across his path, so long darkened by the shadows of grief and remorse.
Magnificent preparations fortlie nuptials awaited
her arrival : within the stately hall in which
the holy ceremony was to be perfonned, was
erected a splendid canopy of crimson velvet,
rich with tasteful ornaments of goldand precious
Btones, and under this the lovely bride, closely
Teiled, was placed by her two attend.ants. A
married pair always performed this duty ; and
Eldad and Sherah were chosen by Zillah, as
most deserving the honor attached to its fulfilment. Opposite the bride, and under the caBopy, stood the happy bridegroom, his fine face
radiant with happiness, although he strove in
vain to obtain a glimpse of the veiled features
of his beloved.
The Rabbi commenced the ceremony by takTOL. LXII. — 2S

OF

REFUGE.
ing a glass of wine in his hand and pronouncing
a devout benediclion : "Blessed art Thou, 0
Loid our Goil, King of the Universe ! who hast
sanctified us with Thy commandments, and
hast forbidden us the commission of sin, and
hast permitted us marriage by means of the
canopy and wedlock. Blessed art Thou, <>
Lord, who sanctitiest Israel." The couple then
tasted the wine; after which, Reuben encirclil
her finger with the fateful ring ; saying, as h^i
did so, " Behold ! thou art wedded to me witli
this ring, according to the law of Moses and Israel." The marriage contract was then read
aloud, and the Uabbi took a second glass of
wine, and after repeating seven difl'erent benedictions over it, presented it to the bride and
bridegroom to drink: the empty glass was then
laid upon the floor, and Reuben stamped it in
pieces, as emblematical of the frailty of human
life. Then were heard the voices of congratulations from the numerous friends of the wedded
pair, and when these had ceased, the light
figure of the youthful Joel might be seen,
threading the mazes of the crowd to solicit
alms for the benefit of the poor, tli.at the hearts
of the sick and destitute might participate iu
the rejoicings of the hajipy couple.
For seven days the sounds of gladness ami
mirth echoed through the halls of the princely
Reuben ; the feast and the song were there ;
music floated round, filling the air with melody,
and the cheeks of the dark-eyed daughters of
Gad blooiiied with the excitement of many
pleasures. Zillah, beautiful in her happy love,
gave loose to her innocent joyousness. " Come
thou with me, ray Reuben !'' she cried, placing
her little hand upon his arm ; " I would fain
wander in the garden at this sweet hour of
twilight. Ilearest thou the bird of song, our
own loved nightingale ? How loudly he pours
forth his song, as if to summon us to his lonely
" I love!" the nightingale's song, my Zillah,
presence
and
the twilight hour is very pleasant; but
when thou art near me I see only thee."
" Thy words are dear to my heart as the fragrance of the rose to the little bird that rests
within the flower, yet I fear me thou art but a
flatterer, dearest."
"Wherefore dost thou doubt me, love?"
" I sometimes fear thou art not cpiite happy,
Reuben."
"And why should such thoughts enter thy
mind ? Beholdest thou aught iu me to justify
"Thou
them
?" smilest with thy friends, my Reuben,
and thine eye beameth with affection for thy
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Zillah ; and yet tlie watchfulness of love can
at times discern sadness in thy glance and
sorrow in thy voice. Let thy wife share thy
affliction, my husKand. Shouldst thou mourn
and I not weep with thee ?"
" It is from no new cause, my love ; thou
knowest but too well its unhappy source !"
"The death of Abner?" asked Zillah, in
tones of deep sympathy."
" Even that," he replied, sighing.
"Yet the judges and elders of Ramoth pronounced thee excusable, inasmuch as thou
hadst great provocation ; they have acquitted
thee of all intentional crime. And hast thou
not offered abundantly all that the law requires
in expiation ?"
"True, most true, beloved; but, although
the sin may be expiated by the blood of tlie
sacrifices, and my soul cleansed from the foul
stain, what shall wash away the remembrance
of it from my mind ? What shall release me
from the awful certainty that I have deprived
a brother of the life which I cannot restore to
him ? that I have forced him unprepared into
the dread presence of the Lord God of Israel,
who hath said that, ' although abundant in
goodness and truth, He will by no means clear
the guilty.' "
"Thou art unhappy, then, 0 Reuben, and
thy Zillah—"
"Must suffer no painful suspicion to wound
her pence," he replied. " I am truly happy, " he
added, tenderly, "in my home, in my station
among the princes of the tribes, in my family,
and, above all, in the priceless treasure of my
wife ; and if this single drop of bitterness put
there by my own hand remain in my cup,
shall I not drink it ? sliall I not pray that it
may purify and ennoble my heart, and render
me more anxious to merit the great blessings
the Eternal hath heaped upon me ! Shall I
not strive by a life of forbearance and righteousness to atone for the evil I have done ? And
wilt thou not strengthen and assist this holy
purpose, my Zillah ?"
Tears filled the eyes of the gentle bride, and
fell upon the hand of the liusband as, in the
fervor of speechless reverence and love, she
pressed it to her lips, and held it to her throbbing heart.

HAPPY

WOMEN.

A HAPPY woman ! Is not she the very sparkle
and sunshine of life ? A woman who is happy
because she can't help it, whose smiles even
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the coldest sprinkling of misfortune cann <
dampen. Men make a terrible mistake when
tliey marry for beauty, for talent, or for style ;
the sweetest wives are those who possess the
magic secret of being contented under any circumstances. Rich or poor, high or low, it makes
no difference ; the bright little fountain of life
bubbles up just as musically in their hearts.
Do they live in a log-cabin, the fire-light that
leaps up on its humlile heartli becomes brighter
than the gilded chandeliers in an Aladdin
palace ! Do they eat brown bread or drink
cold water from the well, it affords them more
solid satisfaction than the millionaire's ;)a(e de
feis gras and iced champagne. Nothing ever
goes wrong with them ; no trouble is so serious
for them, no calamity so dark and deep, that
the sunlight of their smiles will not "make the
best of it." Was ever the stream of life so
dark and unpropitious that the sunshine of a
happy face falling across its turbid tide would
not awaken an answering gleam ? Why, these
joyous tempered people don't know half the
good they do. No matter how cross and crabbed
you felt, Mr. Grumbler- — no matter if your
brain is packed full of meditations on "afllicting
dispensations," and your stomach with medicines, pills, and tonics, just set one of these
cheery little women talking to you, and we are
not afraid to venture anything that she can cure
you. The long-drawn lines about the mouth
will relax, the cloud of settled gloom will vanish
nobody knows when, and the first you know
you will be laughing. Why ? That is another
thing ; we can no more tell you why, than we
can tell you why you smile involuntarily to
listen to tlie first bluebird of the season among
the maple blossoms, or to meet a lot of yelloweyed dandelions in the crack of a city pavingstone.
We only know that it is so.
0 these happy women 1 how often their slender shoulders bear the weight of burdens thai
would smite men to the ground I How we look
forward through the weary day to their fireside
smiles ! How often their cheerful eyes see
couleur de rose where we only behold charged
clouds ! No one knows, no one ever will know
until tlie day of judgment, how much we owe to
these helpful, hopeful, uncomplaining women.

Appearances seldom ought to determine our
judgment. When the honor, probity, or reputation of some one is the matter in question, it
ought not to be pronounced without a thorough
investigation of the subject ; and in that case,
suspicions are never certainties.

THOUGHTS

SUGGESTED

BY "MEMOIES
BT

OF THOMAS

HOOD."

DOROTBBA.

"We live in deeds, not words." Tliis maybe true of the majority of mankind, especially
true in an age of politeness, when art is more
powerful than nature, when words are dropped
carefully as stepping-stones to personal popularity, or favor, or power ; still, there are those
whose words gush from their hearts, throbbing
and sighing with their secret joys and griefs.
These are they who move the world ; their
deeds become facts with us ; we possess them
in completion, we may proclaim their glory,
we may participate in their effects, but not in
their accomplishment. Words sink into the
heart like raindrops, moistening and soothing,
or like seeds which germinate into a larger
growth. They are suggestions, inspirations.
Who has not some talisman, word, or plirase
on which hang clusters of good deeds ? some
witchery of speech which slants like a laughing
«unbeam through the dust of life ? Luminous
words spring from a luminous heart, a heart
which finds sunshine in dark places, which has
"silver linings" for every cloud, a heart which
has never learned to stifle its sweet influences,
which in its own sorest need has a gem of consolation for its neighbors.
That Hood was blessed with such a disposition (as every reader of his works was convinced), the record of his private, inner life has
confirmed. We turn from what he has done
to what he was, and find the man nobler than
his work. His life was as harmonious as his
verses ; the chord which in other lives sends
forth jarring, fretful sounds, in him breathed
only sadder strains of music. We come to him
in sorrow, to have fragrant oil poured into the
worn grooves of life : we come to hira in weariness, for a heart-easing laugh, and though the
sun still rises on our busy, plodding life, the
bubbles of laughter blown from our brain, at
his will, make all labor seem airy. What a
gleaming wit was his ! not scathing like Swift's,
or piercing like Sidney Smith's, but a genial,
rippling humor which enshrined every object
in crystal. Always racked but never soured by
pain, he was one of the choice spirits purified
by fire, and brought into closest sympathy with
all earth's suffering ones. In all his mirth, we
catch an undertone of sadness, swelling at times
into the most passionate pathos, as in his

" Song of the Shirt." Few have ever come
near that need which prays,
" But for one short honr !
A respite, however hrief!
No blessed leisure for love or hope,
But only time for grief!"
How many hearts stifled for utterance found
themselves pictured there ? realized in their
hopelessness a sympathy which had never before come to them save in dreams ?
So lifelike is the agony that we shrink from
it as from Rubens' suffering M.igdalen ; we
cannot persuade ourselves that the one is a
mere poem, as we cannot that the other is a
picture ; both seem like a vital presence.
What an exquisite charity runs through his
life, which only his own words can express, as
he had given to all dear ones, and all suffering
ones. " Half" his "powers to eke their living
out." Perhaps in the home relations of father
and husband there were never more tenderness,
love, and fidelity. What a rebuke to the prevailing gibes on marriage and domestic love is
found in that beautiful union through which
he and his wife seemed to mould each other
out of all the dross of this world into harmony
and perfectness. We turn fiom them, feeling
that there are dearer treasures than gold, and
that household gods are not childish phantoms.
Literature, fame, honor were his ; yet he suffered no rivals on her throne, and her lifelong
devotion was well repaid by those touching
words which bring the quick tear to every
reader. " 1 was never anything, dearest, till I
knew you, and I have been a better, happier,
and more prosperous man ever since. Whatever befalls me, the wife of my bosom will have
this acknowledgment of her tenderness, worth,
excellence, all that is wifely or womanly from
Such words! Are they not worth volumes
on the whole duty of husbands and wives f
my pen."
They bear the very fragrance of Paradise.
Truly he was one who thought of
"What

we daily see

Ahont our hearths — aogels that <tre to be.
Or mnif be if they will ; and we prepare
Their souls, and ours, to meet in happy air
A child, a fripnd. a iri/f, whose s.tft heart sings
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We find in him that rare union of a fancy
which caricatures even the misfortunes of life,
with a provident care and lofty honor in the
details of every-day business, and a Christianity
not prone to words, but all-pervading and vital,
a ray of the divine love, which he dispensed
freely as God doth his sunlight.
In all his suffering he was so far removed from pity, so selfsustained, tlmt we have no tears for him, hut
rather join with him in weeping for others ; but
when he dies, then we murmur —
" He had kept
The whiteness of his soul, aud thus men o'er him wept."

0 fondling arms and warm caress!
0 bright head nestling on my breast.
In earnest converse low and sweet!
Wfuit '5 le/t of these?
Her vacant chair—
Her garments treasured through these years,
Her toys oft sprinkled with my tears ;
Her empty pillow, aud her books
So often conned with patient looks,
And a soft tress of golden hair:
And here, more tear-stained than the rest,
The little shoes she used to wear,
Laid off— for aye — with tender care.
As when some pilgrim leaves on shore
His shoon to ford some dark stream o'er.
To seek a clime more pure and blest.
These, with the picture hanging there,
Aud visions by my deep love stirred,
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There hangs a picture on my wall,
The picture of a face long dead.
That erst on me its brig-htness shed —
A fair young face witli thoughtful brow.
And ueck and arms like Alpine snow
When rosy sunsets on it fall.
And I sat alone at eventide—
"When twilight gathers o'er the scene,
And thinner giows the veil bftween
■ Our yearnings and the quiet dead^
Until I hear soft footfalls tread
In measured cadence near my side.
And by the shadowy fitful light,
I see a flash of dimpled bauds.
And hair that falls in golden strands
Around fair temples veined with blue^
And eyes like violets wet with dew
Beam softly tender on my sight ;
Then, when all thrilled with glad surprise
I watch the vision dawning there,
She issues from the silent air,
The MOile upon hei- brow and lips
Undimmed by all that cold eclipse
That veiled the glory of her eyes.
Fain would I have my birdie stay !
But when, with rapture half supprest,
I seek to hue her to my breast,
By foudly whispering o'er and o'er
The pet names that on earth she bore.
The angel vision fades away.
Then sad o'er memory's toar-washed strand
My thoughts five weary y<>ars retrace
To scenes that death can ne'er efface —
My darling's every look and tone,
Her sweet curess when day w^^ done,
The soft clasp of her little hand.
Her questions quaint, the nld-fashioned words
When of the Letter land we'd t;ilk.
Its hills of light where anirels walk —
Her glee, when through the window pane
The sunshine, like a g-dden rain.
Came with tlie song of snmmor birds !
0 busy, pattering little feet !
That ever echnnd nn my ear
Like music tripping through the air!

Are all that 's left me of my biid ;
All of her earthly part, I mean,
For well I know that, though unseen
By me, she lives in realms mote fair,
Where God's eternal sunshine glows,
Stirring deep mu'-ic in each soul,
Which forth ecstatic anthems roll.
Her shining feet those pastures tread
Where the dear Jesd's lambs are fed,
And where His little ones repose.
There, oft beside the golden sea
That laves serene that morning shore —
Her forehead bright with heavenly lore-»
Her form to fair proportions grown —
She, with her angel-raiment on,
Lingers and fondly waits for me.
Birdie, I come! my weary feet,
By God's calm angel gently led,
Nearer death's silent river tread ;
While Tar away o'er the misiy tide
I sef morn ttash from the other side.
Where thou waitest with welcome sweet.
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Deep in the shade a little brook
Goes rippling on its way;
A fair-haired child in a mossy nook
Is close by its side at play ;
A little fleet of acorn cupa
She launches on the tide,
And claps her hand iu childish glee.
As swiftly on they glide.
A little way. and mossy stones
The babbling brook divide;
Those tiny barks unconscious sail
Without a baud to guide.
They strike the rocks— rebound— and then,
All trembling from the shock.
Some slowly glide adown the stream.
Some sink beside the rock !
Just so our plans are.mimic barks
Upon life's stormy sea,
And all who 'scape the treacherous rocks
Are help'd, 0 God, by Thee.

AUNT

SOPHIE'S
BY

LDCY

"Dkah me, I am so tired!" gasped Gertie
Stewart, as slie tliiew herself upon tlie sofa
ill her mother's back parlor, without removing
hat or sliawl.
" But wliere have you left your Aunt Sophie T" asked lier inotlier.
" Oil, she has gone up to her room. I do
believe she is made of cast-iron. It is five
blessed hours since she has had a chance to sit
down, except in the omnibus, and just now she
absolutely ran up that long lliglit of stairs,
congratulating herself that there was time for a
bath before dinner. 0 dear I It is enough to
fatigue one to think of it." And Gertie lay
wearily upon the cushions, with closed eyes,
nntil her father's entrance partially aroused
her.
"What is the trouble?" said Mr. Stewart,
anxiously, as his daughter languidly raised her
eyelids, and met his questioning glance.
"Nothing, only Gertie is over weary," said
ler mother. " But there goes the dinner-bell."
"Oh, please, mother, do have my dinner
brought to me, for I am half famished, and I
am sure I cannot sit up to eat."
" I guess you cm try, if you are not too
tired to be hungry," replied her father. " But
how is this ?" he continued, as Mrs. Laselle
appeared, looking fresh and rosy. "I thought
Sophie was going with you."
"And what makes you think I have not
been all over the city f" said Mrs. Laselle.
" You will find that I have collected an immense number of questions to ask you concerning things we have seen."
"But here is Gertie wearied to death, she
says, and you as fresh as in the morning. Are
you so much the stronger?"
"Hardly so," said Aunt Sophie, smiling.
" I think Gertie will find that she is a long way
from death by weariness, while I acknowledge
that 1 am considerably tired."
"Well," said Gertie, as she slowly untied
her bonnet, " 1 believe that Aunt Sophie moves
through this world with less friction than other
people. I am sure she has led nie such a chase
this foienoou as 1 never had before, and all the
while no one could have suspected from her
appearance that she was in any way hurri-d."
" 1 was in no haste," replied Mrs. Laselle:
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"if I had been, we should probably have accomplished much less ; but I am sorry, if I led
you to overtax your strength, which I suppose^l
equal to my own. May 1 partly atone for my
mistake by assisting you to the dining-room,
for that bell says Betty is impatient I"
Gertie's strength came suddenly, as, repulsing Aunt Sophie's prolTered arm, she threw off
her shawl, and bounded away to her place at
table.
"So much for wearied to death," said Mr.
Stewart, laughing. "I hope your vigor will
not vanish as suddenly."
" I shall take care that it does not," was the
reply, as the trio joined Gertie.
" But this fowl is done to a turn, and our
cook always makes remarkably nice dressing,"
urged Mr. Stewart, as Aunt Sophie declined
receiving anything from his side of the table.
"The appetizing smell would convince me of
the fact without your words ; but I have already tested Betty's skill in preparing moulded
rice, and, thanks to my long walk, my stomach
pleads for a hearty meal of it just now." As
Aunt Sophie noticed Gertie's heavily laden
plate, she ventured to remind her that her
digestive powers shared her weariness, but her
hint was not taken.
The conversation during the meal was very
entertaining. Mrs. Laselle was animated by a
desire to fix the pleasant sights she had seen
in her memory, by conversing of them, and
Mr. and Mrs. Stewart were flattered by her
interest in their city, and ready, with lively
little anecdotes of different localities, to give
her all the pleasant associations she could have
wished. As Gertie passed her plate for a second
piece of the rich mince-pie, her father's attention was attracted to the fact that she was eating much more than usual.
"Truly," said he, "your walk did quicken
your appetite. Mother used to say that when
we were not too tired to eat our food would
rest us. I think you will feel pretty brisk, this
afternoon."
Aunt Sophie's face expressed her doubts,
but she would not comment upon a mischief she
could not hinder.
"Come, auntie," said Gertie, "do have a
piece of pie with me ; it is delicious.
Please
329
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try it, for a whole dinner of rice is not % be
tliouglit of at our table."
" I beg to be excused. The rice, however,
has not been my whole dinner ; it has been
richly spiced by lively repartees, and sauced
by pleasant anecdotes. I am sure I shall find
it satisfactory."
" I believe you are the one who should have
requested your dinner sent to you," said Mrs.
Stewart. " These viands must have been tempting to you, if you are really afraid to eat them.
Next time you shall have your rice alone."
" Oh, please, don't threaten me with banishment from the family table ; I should certainly
get the dyspepsia thus."
"Well, I don't know anybody who would
diet more cheerfully for its cure than you,
auntie."
"I should not need to grumble, if I might
have the satisfaction of snuffing your delicacies
in the air, and of seeing you enjoy them ; but,
I fear me, I should make sad work of eating
my appointed food alone. I remember reading
the account, in the biography of good Amos
Lawrence, of his sitting in his chamber with
tlie meagre bit of the plainest food, which had
been weighed out to hira to provoke rather than
to satisfy his appetite. I did not pity him so
much for the small quantity or the poor quality
of his food as for tlie abuse of his social nature
lie might well have avoided. It was indeed a
sad pity that one with his genial, kindly nature
should have lost all the pleasures of the table
because disease had impaired his relish for the
least of them."
"What!" said Mr. Stewart. "You would
not say that the pleasures of appetite are the
least we enjoy at table ?"
"I think I am not principally indebted to
my palate, as a general thing, and it is certainly common, if not fair, to judge other people
by one's self."
" Why, I thought you enjoyed good eating
as well as most of people. In phrenological
language, your bump of Alimentiveness is
large. ' '
"It certainly is, I am happy to say. I do
enjoy eating goodies just as well as Gertie ; but
my appreciation of them heightens my enjoyment in seeing my friends partake of them,
while I have not lived all these years without
linking multitudes of pleasant associations with
nearly every dish. Tlius I find, and I think
you will upon consideration, that seeing others
gratified and rememl>eringold associations form
much the larger portion of our delight, if we
leavj out of our deliberation tlie occasional
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intellectual feasts we may find in our table
" You may be right ; I never thought of the
subject
talk." in this light before."
" Yet you have never been surprised when
your wife has taken great pains to provide for
you a favorite dish, to see that her pleasure has
fully equalled your own, though she might not
taste it herself; nor have you thought of her
doubting your word, when you have brought
to her some luscious fruit, with an assurance
that you should enjoy seeing her eat it better
than eating it youiself. Do not remembrances
of such instances convince you that the palate
may become a fruilful source of such enjoyment as the most dyspeptic invalid may share ?
As for the pleasures of association, I would not
wonder if you have owed half the enjoyment you
have found from that nicely-done turkey, to
fancies of the thanksgiving dinners of childhood. Ipresume you were not aware of it, for
our reasons do not take cognizance of half our
feelings ; but I am sure this has been the case
with me, as I have really owed pleasure to the
fowl, though 1 have not tasted it. My thoughts
fly over the many times when I have partaken
of roast fowl as food merely, to rest upon those
family gatherings, at grandpa's table, which
were anticipated with such eagerness, and enjoyed with such zest. Everything upon the
table suggests bright recollections to me ; and
it would take a long time to trace all which
enter into the feeling of pleasure 1 experience.
The position of the bread-plate gladdens my
fancy with pictures of my own family-table,
and the loved circle about it ; the giblet sauce
reminds me of a dear friend, who is very fond
of it ; the cranberries are associated with some
delicious ones which showed a neighbor's
kindly feeling during my last illness. Most of
all, this wholesome rice has spoken to me of a
sweet young girl who first showed me how
beautifully and gracefully one may diet. Cheerful self-denial may be praiseworthy, but it becomes really beautiful when it endeavors to
conceal itself, by assuming the mantle of consideration for the happiness of others."
After dinner. Aunt Sophie withdrew to her
room to finish a letter. Just as she was folding
it, a hasty rap at the door was instantly followed by her sister's entrance. One glance at
the face, upon which were written anxiety and
perturbation, led Mrs. Laselleto inquire if Gertie
were ill.
" 0 yes, she is terribly sick, and there is no
one to go for the doctor or her father. O dear !
I never did let both the maids go out at once
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but that sometliing happened. What can I do?
Do you suppose you could fiud Dr. Porter's office?"
" Perhaps so."
" Well, just follow this street to the second,
which turns to the right, then — "
"But," interrupted .Vunt Sophie, "must
poor Gertie suffer without assistance till I can
hunt up Dr. Porter?"
" 0 no, send the first physician you can find.
0 dear I do hear her groan. Perhaps she is
dying — she thinks she is."
"No, she is not dying," said Mrs. Laselle,
with a confidence which did much towards
calming her excited companion, "and you and
1 must relieve her. Do you prepare some kind
of an emetic instantly, while I go to her aud
see if anything else can be done."
,Iust after the operation of the emetic which
-Aunt Sophie had administered, a note of invit uion was handed in.
"It is too bad," whispered Mrs. Stewart;
"Gertie will be very much disappointed. We
are all invited to .Mrs. Howe to-morrow evening,
to meet the celebrated author and traveller
Gertie admires so enthusiastically. Mrs. Howe
has been expecting him for some time, and has
promised Gertie an opportunity to hear him
converse. He has just arrived, and now the
poor child will lose the long-anticipated treat."
" But why need she ?"
"Why? You don't think she will be able
to go out again this week, do you ?"
" I certainly shall be disappointed if she does
not go to-morrow evening. You had better tell
her now of the invitation, and see if that does
not make her realize that she is something more
than a little easier."
" Y'ou may tell her if you think best, but it
Beems to me it would be finite as well to say
nothing of it till the time shall be p.ast ; that is,
unless she should be a great deal better."
"Trust to my judgment this once, " said Aunt
Sophie, as she took the note from her sister's
hand, and stepped into Gertie's room.
"Well, little one, how are you now?" she
said, cheerfully, as she smoothed the disordered
hair.
"I am somewhat easier," was the languid
reply. " Has any one gone for the doctor yet ?''
" Why, you dou't want to see the doctor, do
yon ?"
"I suppose I shall have to take his medicine
to get well, shall I not .'"
"No, not this time, for I have something
liere which will do you more good than any
potion he could prepare for you ; can you guess
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what it is ?" Aunt Sophie saw, by the light in
Gertie's eye, that her interest was awakened, so
she bade her read the note. When Mis. Stewart came in, a few moments later, she was surprised to find them engaged in an animated
conversation.
Gertie was magically bettor ; ready, indeed,
at her aunt's suggestion, to don her double
dress and go into the parlor, where she again
reclined upon the sofa, when her father came
in. She sprang up hastily, exclaiming —
"Oh, papa, Mr. T
• is at Mrs. Howe's, and
we are to go there to-morrow evening. Are you
not delighted?"
" Not sufficiently so to go into ecstasies about
it," said Mr. Stewart, in an indifferent tone.
" Why, father 1 how can you be so careless
about seeing him ? I thought you admired his
writings ever so much."
"And so I do, and should be quite as much
delighted as you can be, if 1 were to be assured
that 1 might meet him familiarly, and often,
for any long period ; but I have seen too many
distinguished men made silent by uncongenial
companions to anticipate much from one evening's companionship. It is escessivnly annoying to look for diamonds and find only
charcoal ; and hardly less so to watch for the
scintillations of genius, and see nothing but the
froth of stupidity."
"But, father, Mr.T
cannever be stupid !"
" Perhaps not, but it will amount to nearly
the same thing to us, if he happen to have a
headache, be over-weary, or if he finds no one
to whom he cares to make himself agreeable.
Will it not, Sophie ?"
" I know, " replied Mrs. Laselle, "that sensitive souls are very apt to hide themselves in
their clay caskets in mixed comp.iny : but if
Mrs. Howe have no guests save ourselves tomorrow evening, we shall have a rare treat. At
all events, Gertie is sure of the pleasures of
anticipation ; let ns not deprive her of those."
" But, if she expects so much, will she not
be more likely to be disappointed ?"
" Hardly so, I think. If Mr. T
be sufficiently interested to be interesting, his conversation will borrow a brilliancy from the flashes
of his eye and the tones of his voice which
shall make it so far exceed anything she has
ever read from his pen that her anticipations
will be more than realized ; if, on the contrary,
he shall prove dull and abstracted, these anticipations will be none the less real sources of
pleasure to-day. There is a deal of hajipiness
to be found in building air-castles, and no
harm done, if they do tumble about ojie's ears,
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provided the rubbish is not heavy with selfishness."
Just then Mrs. Stewart entered with a teatray and napkins, thinking to have Gertie take
)ier tea alone. Mr. Stewart was much surprised, having heard nothing of Gertie's illness.
His wife gave a graphic representation of her
daughter's severe but transient suffering, and
concluded by saying — " I am sure that I had
no idea of her getting up quicker than she did
after eating of that lobster last spring."
" Well, if she really is up after two hours,
instead of two weeks of suffering, I should advise her to follow her physician's prescriptions
for the present," replied Mr. Stewart. " How
is it, Sophie ? Shall she eat here or go to the
table, and enjoy the fixings you told us about
this noon ?"
"Just as she chooses about that," replied
Mrs. Laselle ; "but I would advise her to allow
her stomach to rest mostly to-night. Indend,
she had better retire soon after tea, for, after
the exercise she h.as taken and the pain she
has borne, her system greatly needs quiet, that
it may recover its tone. And you know, Gertie," she continued, addressing her niece, "that
you have a powerful motive for trying to get
your full strength ; you will want all your wits
about you to appreciate Mr. T
."
After they had partaken of the cheerful meal,
and Gertie was quietly sleeping, Mrs. Laselle
and her sister talked over the excitement of
the afternoon. Mrs. Stewart had been accustomed to depend wholly upon a physician
whenever the health of any of her family had
been impaired. When Aunt Sophie realized
lierlack of physiological knowledge, she was not
.surprised to hear that Dr. Porter was in very
frequent attendance upon some member of the
family ; she urged upon her sister the necessity of taking an interest in so important a
subject, since the happiness and comfort of her
family so greatly depended upon her care for
their health. She referred lier to various
sources for the information she needed, and
assured her that she would be far better able
to successfully second the efforts of the physician when severe diseases should come, if she
should acquaint herself with the laws and
functions of the different physical organs sufficiently to avoid abusing them and to correct
symptoms of slight disarrangement.
Then the conversation turned upon the influence ofthe mind upon the body. Here, too,
Mrs. Laselle showed her sister an ample field
for thoughtful care falling peculiarly within the
province of woman.
As that physician is ever

most skilful who is able to look with an intelligent eye upon all the mental and moral influences which affect the state of his patient, so
is that nurse his most able coajutor who knows
how to humor or restrain each idiosyncrasy of
the invalid, so as to surround him with a
cheerful, invigorating mental atmosphere. Mrs.
Stewart had been surprised that Aunt Sophie
had ventured to apply a mental stimulant to one
so very ill as Gertie apparently was in the
afternoon ; but she was ready to acknowledge
that the result had been most favorable. Thus
she was very willing to believe that it was quite
as essential that a nurse should know how and
when to apply a mental stimulant as a blister or
plaster. She eagerly asked how Aunt Sophie
had learned all these things.
"Mostly by observation," replied Mrs. La^
selle, "because I remember best that which I
see or feel myself; but my reading furnishes
its quota of valuable information, which I am
ready to use when there is an opportunity."
"Ah, but your observation has been more
extensive than mine ; I very rarely see anything
worth remembering."
" Perhaps you do not look in the right direction. One's own feelings are, after all, the
best teachers, since it is only by realizing those
that we learn sympathy with the emotions of
other people, and you would scarcely allow that
mine are more easily aroused or more intense
than yours. Let me tell you of the trifling
incident which gave me the lesson I applied to
Gertie's ease this afternoon, and you will see
that we need not look beyond the little events
of life to gain much instruction. One d<ay,
during my eleventh summer, as mother was
preparing to go out, I begged permission logo,
as I h.ad frequently done, to tend a neighbor's
baby. Leave was readily granted, for Mrs.
Joy had assured mother that I really assisted
her, and I skipped away to see little Lulu clap
her pretty dimpled hands at me. Mrs. Joy was
very glad to see me, for baby had been fretty
all the morning, and she had company to entertain.
" 'Johnnie has made a swing in the bam;
perhaps you would like to sit in that and hold
sissy,' she said, kindly, as she noticed my
timid glance at her visitors. She went out and
helped me into the swing, and placed the baby
in my arms. I enjoyed the gentle swinging
very much, and so did Lulu. I had been there
some half an hour, talking and singing to the
little one, when Johnnie came in.
" ' Oh, Sophie, I will swing you grand high !'
he exclaimed, as he came up behind and gave
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me a push. Before I li.id time to speak we
were up ; but tlie rope broke, and down we
came. I was t|ui(;k uiiouj,'h to clasp my arma
about the little one, so as to wholly save her
from harm : but she was frightened, and
gcreanied. Mrs. Joy came running out, caught
her child from rae, without listening to my assurance that she was not hurt, and, with a reproachful glance at me, and very many tender
expressions to her 'dear, precious little baby,
that ma had left to be abused so,' she left mo
to carry my bruised self home as best I could.
I felt v#ry bitterly towards her then, for I knew
I had done the best I could, and I thought I
was dreadfully hurt in protecting Lulu. I had
not tried to save myself at all, and, falling as I
had done, our united weight upon the hard
plank floor, had bruised my side and shoulder,
and jarred me all over. I Lay sobbing for a few
moments ; I thought I could not get up, but
Johnnie's kind voice roused me. He wanted
to help me, and I thus found that I could help
myself. I limped home, but mother was still
away, and Peggy was too busy to mind much
about me. She emptied the camphor-bottle
over my shoulders and b.ick, completely saturating my clothes ; then saying I was dreadfully hurt, but I could only lie still till mother
should come, she helped me on to the bed, and
left me to think and suffer alone. Oh, how I
longed for mother! I was afraid that I should
not live till she should come home. As Hay there
on my back, I could not, or at least I did not,
breathe naturally. I w-as sure I was dying. I
thought of all the corpses I had ever seen, and
it seemed so terrible that I must be buried up
in the cold ground for the rain to fall on. Then
I sobbed as I thought how baiily mother would
feel, and how much father and the other children would miss me. But I need not dwell on
those thoughts ; they were terribly real to me
then, though I found a bit of satisfaction in
knowing that Mrs. Joy would be sorry, when
she should see me dead, that she had looked
cross at me, when I did not deserve it.
" I had said my prayers till I was a little
calmer, but no better or more hopeful, when
my little friend Katie Roby came in. Her mother had given her permission to go after thimble-berries that afternoon, if I might go with
her. She said she knew a place where there
Were lots of them. The moment my fancy was
fled with pictures of the pleasant berries strung
upon long grasses, there was no room for the
tniiughts of death whichhad occupied it. When,
after K.'itie had told nie the road we were to go,
aad the flowers we should find by the way, I next
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thonght of my own feelings. I was somewhat
astonished to find that I could not only breathe
quite well, but could move myself easily. I
had concluded that 1 should be well enough to
go after the berries when mother came home.
" After examining my bruises, she said that
father would carry us to the place Katie designated, and we could walk home leisurely. We
had a very pleasant afternoon, and, though we
found no berries, those my imagination pictured
have been of far more advantage to me than
any which ever grew. Never since have I
needed any outward stimulus to rouse me to
throw off pain or its effects ; for, when I suffer
so acutely that I am disposed to think my life
in immediate danger, that very association
leads memory to whisper, ' Sophie, would you
like to go after thimble-berries?' and the train
of thought thus induced never encourages any
merely nervous pains or imaginary weakness,
Gertie has h<td a similar lesson this afternoon.
Her emotions, while she thought herself dying,
did not increase her pain, for its cause was really
there, and no mental influence could have removed it. When she was relieved, that note was
just the thing we needed to hasten her return to
her natural cheerfulness. Her good sense will,
I think, prevent a recurrence of so ill-judged an
abuse of her stomach as to-day's ; and I hope
yon will encour.age her to gain such a knowledge
of the physical needs of our nature as every
true woman strives to attain. When the mothers of our land shall intelligently realize their
responsibility in this matter, we shall no longer
see so many of our finest natures crippled ia
their efforts to do good, by the want of that
physical power which is as a right hand to the
The visit of our friends at Mrs. Howe's fully
equalled
soul." Gertie's bright anticipations. Indeed,
it was an evening to be long and joyfully remembered by.all those to whom she delightedly
listened. Each mind seemed to waken and
electrify the others, till each was astonished at
the mental power which, for the time, blessed
him.

IMPROMPTU.
{On icitn&tsinff a ftenuti/ul yfumg lady catching afire-jiy^
tcfii'h, ichfn shg again opened her hand^ wag found
dead.)
The envioU8 lafect gazed in haste,
Tit pruvo 111)' bright eyes yet less bright;
But, griovett to Hud its fire surpassed,
It cluued itE> wings in endless night.
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Her length of sicliness, with what else —
Importeth thee to know this bears.
Shakspeare.
Eaklt the next morning Mary peeped into
Edith's room, and, seeing lier awake, entered,
in her night-gown, with her little stockingless
feet thrust into slippers wliich, to use Martlia's
figurative style of speech, were a mile too large
for her.
" Good-morning, Miss Edith. How long hare
you been awake ?' '
" Not long, dear," replied Edith. " But you
must not stand there, for you will take cold ;
tlie mornings are very chilly."
"I'll go hack directly, and get into bed
again, for none of the white folks are up. I
just thought I 'd peep in and see if you looked
comfortable, " replied Mary, beginning to shiver.
" Come into my bed, Mary," said Edith.
" 0 no. Miss Edith I I might hurt your foot."
"No fear of that, my dear, if you are careful. Come." And the slight, trembling form
was nestled close beside her.
" M.atty is sound asleep ; and won't she be
surprised when she wakes up and finds me
gone, for she always gets up first ?" said Mary,
in a confidential whisper. And then, after a
moment of deliberation, she put her lips to
Edith's, and said : " I love you very much.
Miss Edith ; and I am so sorry that your foot
got hurt, and I hope it will get well right soon."
Edith kissed the blushing cheek of the timid
girl, who was shrinking away as though frightened at her own boldness. " I am very glad,
dear Mary, that you love me, for you remind
me of my sister Gracy, and I like you to put
your arms around my neck as she used to do."
" Do you ? Do I ? I mean, do you like my
arms around your neck ? Miss Hannah used to
say that it was too familiar. And do I look
like Gracy?"
'•Yes. No," said Edith, smiling at Mary's
eagerness and look of delight. " I mean, I love
you very much, and it pleases me, when I am
so far from ray friends, to have you remind nie
of my sister by your aflfectionate ways. And
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no, you do not look like Gracy, for she has light
hair and blue eyes, and these curls of yours,
dear, are a chestnut-brown. But Martha is
awake" — as the sound of yawning proceeded
from the next room.
" Ves, I am awake, almost," s.aid Martha,
coming into the room, still gaping, and with
her eyes half shut.
"What are you doing
there, puss ? Now, out of it, quick I You 'U t
hurt Miss Edith's foot, and then papa '11 scold."
"Indeed, Matty, papa never scolds; I'm
sure you '11 make Mi?s Edith think he is a real
bear. And I don't hurt her foot at all, do I,
Miss Edith ?"
"You haven't touched it yet," said Edith.
And Mary gave her sister a triumphant look.
"Has the inflammation all gone?" asked
Martha.
"I think not, Matty; my foot and ankle
were very painful all night."
" Didn't you sleep the whole night ?" asked
Martha, rubbing open her eyes with one doubled up hand, while the other rested on her fat
side.
" No, dear. Aunt Cilia bathed my foot several times, and I expect I was a little nervous, for
I did not get asleep till near morning."
"And then puss woke you up, didn't she?"
— elevating her eyebrows at Mary.
" I had been awake some time when she
came in," said Edith. And then, noticing
Matty's bare feet, she exclaimed : " Go and
dress yourself, Matty ; I cannot allow you to
stand in the cold with only your night-gown
"Here comes Aunt Cilia with some cold
water to bathe your foot again ; I '11 just wait
and see how it looks."
" Put a shawl on, right straight, Miss Matty,
on."
or you sha'n't see de foot at all," said Aunt
Cilia, peremptorily. And, setting down the
basin, she brought a shawl herself, and threw
it over her young mistress's shoulders.
"0 my, how it's swollen!" And, "Put
your feet together, Miss Edith, and let us see
the difference," exclaimed the girls, as Aunt
Cilia removed the bandages.
"Now, ain't dat a purty foot, honey?" said
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Aunt Cilia, with an admiring glance tovrards
the right one, as Editti put it outside of the
coverlet. " Not much bigger dan your own,
houey, and I allers thought dem de tiniest,
whitest little uns in de world. Put youm
Iiere, Miss Mary; right down dar, side of dat
,nn."
"Look at mine," said Martha, sitting down
[in the easy-chair, and putting her own up on
^the bedside.
' "Dera's pincushings, honey." And they
all laughed at the contrast between these two

Jshort, fat, pink feet of Martha's, and those of
Edith and .Mary, so slender and almost marble
white.
; " De born image of your mamma's chile !
iPoor missus ! she allers had such bodder a-git'tin' shoes ; neber could git none to fit ; and
den, 'long side de nat'ral bodder, she had de
rhenmatiz, " said Aunt Cilia, replacing the
ibaudages, and heaving a sigh at the recollection
of her departed mistress's troubles. "Now,
honeys, run and dress yoursels, I hear Ned

,lin yer room; and I'll red up dis room a bit,
fur I 'sppct young massa 'U come in, right arter
jMiser War gwines aw."iy, to 'xaniine de lame
foot. Take off dat ar' cap, Miss Eden, fur you
Idon't look so like sick folks when you have
yer bar combed up and de cap under de piller. Nelly '11 fix your har arter de young Uidies
am dressed ; she 's a hand at dat bizness."
" If you will give me my combs and brushes,
and that little glass, I will dress it myself,"
jsaid £<iith.
I " Notting ob de kind. Miss Eden I 'Tain't
|in reason dat yer should go for to sile yer hands,
I'when dat Nell hain't got notting to do but to
•wait on folks."

[j " But I have always been accustomed to wait
^ion myself. Aunt Cilia, and I prefer to dress
imy own hair," insisted Edith.
! "Massa told me to tend to yer wants while
jyer stayed with us, but dese ole fingers hab
[lost der cunning dat dey used to hab when I
J tended to de wants ob missus' head ; and, 'side
jdehjir-dressing, I 'U doeberyt'ingelse." Opening the door, she asked Martha to " send Nelly

Ito fix Miss Edith's head, when she was done
.with her;" and Kdith thought it best not to
. raise any more objections at present, resolving,
however, to dispense with both Aunt Cilia's
and Nelly's services as soon as her foot would
Iallow her to walk about her room and wait on
jherself.
\ "Neber saw such har, Miss Eden, " said Nelly,
[as she drew out the comb, and let the long
" I ain't 'cus. black mass fall over the pillow.
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tomed to trim such heads, and don't know as I
can git dis loop up tasty, but I '11 try." And
she twisted and wound it around the comb,
trying in vain to make it look "tasty," until
Edith told her, if it was smooth, that would
bo suflicient. At length, her toilet was completed, and, bidding Nelly throw open the
blinds, Edith rested her head on the scarlet
cushion with which Aunt Cilia had propped her
up, and which, it cannot be denied, was exceedingly becoming to her oriental stjle of beanty.
Immediately after breakfast Martha and Mary
entered Edith's room, with their hands behind
them and their fiices wreathed iu smiles.
" Which do you like best, Miss Edith ?" they
both exclaimed, stopping before they reached
the bed.
"That is rather a delicate question," said
Edith, smiling.
"We mean, whose hands do you like best?
We have something in our hands, and you
must choose, and whichever you say, that you
shall have first," said Mary, laughing and
shaking herself, and thereby revealing some
flowers in her own hand.
" I think I '11 t.ike Mary's hand."
" Medicine !" " Flowers !" they laughed out,
holding up a bouquet of lovely flowers, yet wet
with the dew, and a bottle of medicine.
" Mr. Ward picked them himself, and told
me to give them to you," said Mary, handing
Edith the bouquet; "he said it would be a
relief to your eyes to look at something besides
the objects in your room."
"And papa sent the arnica: thought it
would be a relief to your foot, I reckon," said
Martha, placing the bottle on the table.
" I am much obliged for both," said Edith,
examining the flowers, of which she was passionately fond. "These are lovely. I am afraid
Mr. Ward robbed some of Uncle Sigh's plants."
"Oh, no, indeed! Uncle Sigh always gives
him a bunch every time he comes here, and
was going to pick some, when Mr. Ward told
him that he would pick them himself."
"Your papa must have a medicine chest,
Matty ; he seems to have everything just when
it is wanted.
Has he not one ?"
" Yes, Miss Edith, but he had no arnica, and
sent over to Mr. Dudley's plantation for it last
At that moment, a step sonnded in the hall,
evening."
and Mr. Ellis stood in the doorway.
" Come in, papa !" said Mary ; then, laughing, she pointed at Edith and said, " See, ske
likes the flowers best!"
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" I am not surprised at tliat, " said her father,
giving a glance at the flowers, and then looking at the beautiful face bending over them.
'■Good morning, Miss Edith ; how did you rest
last night ?' '
"Very well," replied Edith, somewhat confused.
" She never slept one bit until near morning,
for she told me so," said Martha, abruptly.
"Was your foot so painful?" asked Mr.
Ellis.
" It was very painful during the greater part
of the night, but became easier towards morning."
"I think the side of the foot is sprained as
well as the ankle," said he, removing the bandages. "I was fearful, when I removed your
gaiter, that the ligaments were torn, but tliey
are only badly strained. Ah, yes, the inflammation has subsided somewhat, and by applying this arnica it will be kept down. The
bruises will appear in a day or two, and you
liiust not let Aunt Cilia alarm you by mistaking
tlie blackness for mortification," said he, bathing the foot and ankle freely with the arnica.
" I think / should know the difierence," returned Edith, with a smile. "Aunt Cilia is a
very kind, attentive nurse ; but — "
"A very loquacious one," interrupted Mr.
Ellis.
" Not so much so as to annoy me," answered
rdith. " I think I rather like to hear her talk,
for it keeps my mind diverted."
" Now, what do you wish me to send you
from the library?" said Mr. Ellis, rising from
liis chair.
" Miss Edith, won't you let me read to you ?"
asked Mary, with an eager face, before Edith
had time to answer her father's question.
"Certainly, my dear, if you would like to
do so."
" What book shall I bring ?"
" Any that pleases you ; select one of your
own favorites," replied Edith.
"Matty," said Mr. Ellis, "do you wish to go
into the garden with me?"
"Yes, sir, I'll go; but I wouldn't disturb
Miss Edith if I stayed here," said Matty, divining her f.ither's reason for asking her.
"No, Matty, you do not disturb me in the
least; on the contrary, I like to have you
here," Edith hastened to say, fearing that
Matty's feelings had been wounded by the implication that Mary was the most judicious one
to leave in the room.
"I'll go with papa to the garden awhile,
and then I '11 come and sit with you, after Mary

has done reading ali>ud, " answered Martha,
with a gratilied smile.
"You did not ask me to call again," said
Mr. Ellis, as he was about to leave the apartment. He spoke in a playful tone, and as he
looked back at Edith, his countenance wore
that indescribable expression which occasionally illuminated his handsome face, dispelling
its gravity, and lending to it such a peculiar
charm.
" It was not necessary," she replied, slightly
coloring ; "a physician is never invited to call
upon his pa.tient ; he is expected to do so."
"Then you may expect a professional visit
from me this afternoon — after dinner;" aad
bowing, he left the room with the two girls.
In a few moments, Mary returned with a
handsomely bound volume of Waverley in her
hand.
" I have brotight 'Kenilworth,' Miss Edith;
have you ever read it ?"
" Yes, long ago ; but I would like to hear it
read, my dear," replied Edith.
" I began it two or three weeks ago, and read
a few chapters, but I will begin at the very
beginning, so that we can enjoy it together,"
said Mary, opening the book.
" How far did you read, dear?"
" Let me see!" said Mary, knitting her brows
as she turned over the leaves.
" I read to where Amy's father sent for her,
and she would not go with Tressilian, and he
and Varney almost got into a quarrel. I don't
think I am going to like that Varney, somehow or other ; I expect he will be the villain in
the story. You know. Miss Edith, every story
has to have a villain ; and then Leicester sent
Amy a necklace ; that is as far as I read."
"Commence the fifth chapter, Mary. I remember all that is contained in the preceding
" Wasn't it funny that the reading of ' Curachapters."
nor
Hair should have made Scott write this
book?
*The dews of summer night did fall ;
The mooQ, sweet regent of the sky,
Silvered the walls of Camnor Hall
And many an oak that grew thereby.'
I read about that in the introduction. Now I
will begin. Miss Edith." And, sitting back
comfortably in the easy-chair, Mary commenced
and read for some time, pausing occasionally
to make some remark on the character of Varney, whom she obviously considered capable of
the most atrocious crimes ; to laugh at the
surprise and delight of the countess and her
maid Janet, when first introduced into the
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spleniiid aparlineiits prepared without their
knowledge in the mansion wliicli was iiotliing
more nor Ib'Ss than Amy's prison-house ; and to
look ahead a little to see if Leicester was soon
coming to his lonely countess, hoping all the
while that he would not turn out bad, after all.
When Martha returned, so absorbed was
Mary in the book that she did not look up, but
continued reading without uoticing her sister's
entrance. Edith smiled ami motioned to Martha
to be seated, and, sitting down by the window,
after a few restless moments her attention became fixed, and she listened with .as much interest as Mary read.
The re.ading was not interrupted until Aunt
Cilia came into the room for the purpose of
bathing the foot ; then Mary drew a long
breath, and closing the book asked what o'clock
it was. "Oh, Aunt Cilia, it can't be so late !"
she exclaimed, doubtingly, when told that the
clock had struck twelve.
"Yes, indeed, honey, it am, sartin ; de horn
done blowed fur de sarrants' dinner."
"I've been reading three hours; but isn't
the book interesting. Miss Edith ? Don't you
like it, Matty?"
"Yes, almost as well as Robinson Crusoe.
I want to know what became of Amy, and if
the earl took her to court. I 'd have taken
lier there, just out of spite, to let that red-headed
old queen see how handsome she was ! But
wasn't Leicester mean to leave her in that big
house alone with Tony Foster and Janet ?" said
Mary, looking very indignant, her voice considerably raised under the influence of lier feelings, and forgetting for the moment that her
own hair verged on the " last rays of the Mayday sun." as well as Queen Eliz.abeth's.
"But, Matty," said Mary, who seemed disposed to take the part of the Earl of Leicester,
he having evidently made a favorable impression on her mind, " I am sure the earl wanted
to have her with him all the time, but you
know that he had married her without the
queen's permission, and she had such a horrid
temper that as like as not she would have imprisoned .^niy, and had all her teeth pulled out
to spoil her beauty."
Martha still seemed suspicions of the noble
earl, notwitlistanding her sister's animated if
not able speech in his defence, and Mary appealed to Edith to confirm what she had said.
" Just tell us why he left her in Cumnor
Hall while he was playing bean to Queen
Elizabeth ! that 's what we want to know, Miss
Bdifb," s.aid Martha.
"I will explain as well as I am able, my
Tou ixii. — 29
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dear," said Edith. " In the first place, he had,
as Mary ol)served, married Amy Uobsart secretly, without her father's knowledge or the
queen's permission, and it was necessary, therefore, to keep her in retirement until a favorable
opportunity offered for revealing his marriage ;
and while his visits were fieijuint, she wai
reconciled to the seclusion, and patienlly waited
till he should present her to the world as his
countess. But Leicester was a great favorite
of the queen, who, it was thought, wished lo
make him her lul^band, and he knew that she
would be very angry when she discovered that
he had deceived her, and the favors which she
had heaped upon him he expected would he
withdrawn. Being a very ambitious man, this
dread of the queen's displeasure and fear of
the consequences caused him to dela^- the announcement ofhis marriage, until, finally, he
was obliged to confess it in order to save — but
I am telling the whole story," slie said, laughing. "Do you understand now why the eail
left his countess in the manor-house while he
was"Yes,
at court
Miss?'' Edith, I do," answered Martha,
not one whit the less indignant ; "lie liked his
pl.ace beside the queen better than he loved his
wife ; so he was mean, after all."
"Pity if he was mean, " said Mary, the woi <l
mean expressing everything unworthy, "for h«
was so handsome, and Amy loved him so
much;" and she opened the book, and prepared to resume the reading.
"No, Mary," said Edith, checking her, "you
have read quite enough for to-day. You have
been sitting still quite long enough; you had
better run down stall's uovr, and take some
exercise before dinner."
" It 's too warm. Miss Edith," said Mary, not
wishing to relinquish the book.
"Perhaps Miss Edith will allow you to read
after dinner," said Martha, looking rather
doubtful, however.
"Positively no more to-day, my dear," said
Edith, decidedly, and the two girls went out of
the room saying th,it they would go into the
garden and find their father, and ask him what
be thought of Keiiilworth. The words "Tressitian," "Varney," "Amy," "Mean," "Leicester," &c. reached Edith's ear as they ran
down stairs, and she smiled at the interest
Martha evinced in the story, and at her acknowledgment th.at it pleased her almost as
well as Robinson Crusoe.
Mr. Ellis's professional visit after dinner was
rather longer than the nature of the case demanded. Ue was talking about his daughters,
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a subject, of course, of peculiar interest to him,
and in discussing their past, present, and future, he lingered rather longer than Aunt Cilia
seemed to think altogether proper ; but the
hints she — taking advantage of the pauses —
thre^v out, such as "I does wonder whar de
young missuses is ?" and " Reckon Miss Eden
wants to gwine to sleep, don't you, honey?"
did not have the desired effect, for Mr. Ellis
seemed to be totally oblivious of the fact that
the well-meaning housekeeper was probably
neglecting her work to remain in the room
" while de young marsa was dar, so as nobody
shouldn't scandalize."
He laughed as he spoke of the discussion betweeubis daughters, at the dinner-table, relative
to the merits and demerits of the Earl of Leicester,
and said, in answer to a question from Edith,
" I do not object to their reading Scott's works,
though, as a general thing, I do not approve of
their reading works of fiction at so early an age,
when their minds should be given almost wholly
to their studies. But when read occasionally,
and under the eye of a judicious person, I think
that works like the Waverley Novels are beneficial, not only as a recreation to the mind, but
on account of the beauty and easy flow of language which distinguish all of Scott's writings,
and which I have an idea that young persons
insensibly glide into the use of by becoming
familiar with it in reading. I am pleased to
have them read aloud," he continued, "and
should have encouraged them in doing so myself, but their mother had an unconquerable
aversion to hearing a person read aloud, and
even the reading of the lessons in the Episcopal
service made her nervous. Mary used sometimes to read to me in the library, but her mother usually occupied the sitting-room, and I
found that it annoyed her so much that we at
last gave it up, and since her death I have
sadly neglected them, allowing Mary to go off
by herself and read, while Martha has passed
her time since Miss Hannah went away in
riding horseback, and amusing herself on the
Indian mound, which she called an island,
bringing children from the quarter to inhabit
it, and getting furious at Uncle Sigh when he
lias ventured to interfere with her 'savages.'
She never seemed to have any taste for books,
and I am rather surprised at the interest which
Kenilworth seems to have awakened ; if encouraged, itmay engender a taste for history,
as most of Scott's characters are historical."
Aunt ( ilia was standing beside the bed, preparing fresh linen for Edith's foot; and when
Mr. Ellis mentioned the singular dislike of his
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wife to hearing a person read, she ejaculated,
as if offering an excuse for her departed mistres , *'So narvous, so terribly narvous !"
The days glided quietly and uneventfully by.
Mr. Ellis's visits became more frequent as Edith
was able to sit up, and however dull she might
feel, the dulness rapidly vanished when his
pleasant face appeared at her door, and he smiled
at her blushing welcome. The readings continued to take place every morning, and when
they had followed poor Amy Eobsart through her
sad fortunes they commenced the "Queens of
England," which proved quite as interesting to
the girls as the fascinating pages of Kenilworth.
Selim was not brought out quite so often to
gallop on the liills with his young mistress ;
the Indian mound was less frequented, and the
little "savages" at the quarter asked in vain
for "Miss Crusoe," as they called Matty when
playing on their island. She had become
more subdued in her manners, though she
had not lost any of her independent ways,
and the lofty expression of her countenance
was not abated one jot ; but her voice had become more gentle, and her speech more refined,
and there was a very perceptible change for the
better in the style of her toilet. Her hair was
carefully plaited and bound with ribbons ; the
old calico sacques had been discarded, and the
capes of her dresses had taken their place, and
her shoestrings no longer tripped her up, but
were neatly tied around her ankles. Mr. Ellis
remarked the change with pleasure, and one
day, when Martha entered Edith's room looking
particularly neat, he said, as he drew her towards him, "Matty, I know of nothing that
has given me so much real pleasure of late, as
the improvement in your personal appearance ;
and now, my child, if you value the compliment at all, just share it with Miss Edith, for I
am sure it is she who has been teaching you
that ' cleanliness is next to godliness.' "
It was two weeks after the accident that the
declining sun thi-ew its last rays across a letter
which Edith held in her hand as she sat at her
window looking out with thoughtful eyes upon
the lawn. The letter was from her mother,
and this was tlie third time it had been read
and pondered over.
After giving in detail all the little incidents
of home-life, every one of which Edith read and
re-read, smiled or sighed over in a manner
which contradicted the opening statement of
the letter, that nothing of interest had occurred
at the farm since she left home. Mrs. Stanford
added a few items of "town news."
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gtar bad appeared suddenly on the horixon of
B
society a few days after Editlfs departure,

been love, or I would not feel this litter indifference at the transfer of his affections. Not

daizling every one with its splendor, and making all those bodies wbicli had been considered
as luminaries appear dim and insignificant,

even a feeling of wounded pride is aroused. 1
did not love him : I was merely fascinated while
iu his presence, like the bird under the eye of
the charmer, whose influence is gone as soon
as his eye is withdrawn. 1 am thankful that,

and, shooting meteor-like into that part of the
firmament where the greatest number of satellites revolved, it had drawn them into its own
orbit, thereby creating the greatest consternation and dismay among all other stars both
great and small.
In other words, a niece of Mrs. Richards, retoming home to New York, after a tour through
the Canadas. had stopped at the lovely village
of B
, and, pleased with the quiet beauty of
the place, she had prevailed on her friends to
leave her with her aunt, promising to return,
nnder the escort of her uncle, to her city-home
in October. A few evenings after her arrival,
she attended a soiree with her aunt, when her
loveliness and uneijnalled musical performance
bad made her the bright particular star of the
evening. Invitations followed in rapid succession, for it was understood that her stay was
limited ; and, at the time Mrs. Stanford wrote,
nightly soirees were being given for this young
Stranger, whose brilliant beauty was the theme
of every tongue.

while under the spell, I gave him no encouragement. Hut" — and the thought dyed her cheek
and brow — "perhaps I am condemning him for
what I myself am guilty of; though it is a
lady's privilege to change her mind when by so
doing she breaks no promise or vow, and I certainly never wilfully encouraged him to believe
that 1 entertained for him any wanner sentiment than that of friendship. /, at least, have
not withdrawn my alTections to place them ou
another object." And the lovely lip curled
with an expression as nearly approaching that
of scorn as it could assume. Ah, Edith ! was
not that blush called forth by a feeling of
wounded pride ? Or is it the indignant blood
that flushes your face as you think of the green
grave in the churchyard so often watered by
the widow's tears ? Neither. What, then .' I
see ! A noble form that, pacing so slowly up
the lawn I and how carelessly the eyes are
raised to your window ! and with what easy

Howard's nature ; and, since you are so skeptical on that point, you will not be much sur-

grace the noble head is bent ! He has disappeared, but the bright color is still on your face
and the soft light in your eye. Did those
blushes never give encouragement to another?
Was that brightness in your eye never mistaken

prised to learn that he is Miss .Acton's constant
attendant and — I have been told — her avowed

for the love-light ? Acquitted of u-ilfulhj giving
encouragement to any, but guilty ! By all

admirer."
Had Mrs. Stanford been present, Edith, no
doubt, would have felt strongly tempted to use

that 's fickle in
Edith Stanford,
Charles Howard
as you are now

"You once told me," wrote Mrs. Stanford,
" that you did not believe that the principle of
constancii in attachments ever existed iu Charles

the old lady's triumphant expression, "I told
yon so!" or, "I knew it;" She was »o( surprised
at Charles Howard's worshipping at another
shrine in less than a fortnight after his separation
from the divinity whom he had professed to
adore, and before whom, but a short time previous, he had knelt and pleaded so earnestly to
be allowed to hope that she wonld look with
favor upon his suit ; but she did marvel that it
awakened no other feeling in her breast save
that of contempt for so fickle a nature, and she
doubted if she knew her own heart when she told
her mother that she loved him ; and she wondered if she had mistaken for love a feeling of
gratified vanity at the acknowledged preference
of a person so talented, handsome, and wealthy.
"Then why did my heart throb more quickly
and my cheek burn at his approach '' she
asked herself.
" It certainly could not have

man's nature, I pronounce you,
guilty of inspiring the heart of
with hope and confidence, even
doing that of Mr. Ellis ; yes, I

repeat, Mr. Ellis, for remember that a fortnight
or three weeks of daily companionship with a
person of congenial disposition is more prolific
of feelings akin to love than a year of occasional,
ceremonious visiting.
Repulse the thought as you may, that his
attentions are something more than mere acts
of civility, or courtesy to his daughters' governessblush
;
when you consider that one brief
year of mourning for his departed wife has not
yet expired ; that the commencement of his
acquaintance with you is dated but three weeks
back : and strive to forget the conclusions that
you have been forced to draw from his increasing devotion, manifested by constant attention ;
and blush again at the humiliating thought
that those conclusions are unmaiilenly, premature. But the thought will steal back upon
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you, and the conclusions will be drawn, frightening you into a reserve and stiff dignity of
manner foreign to the almost childlike simplicity of your character. But with what rapidity will that reserve vanish when, months
hence, you watch together beside the sick-bed
of the bright spirit of the household ! and how
you will reproach yourself for what will then
?eem to you to have been unnecessary coldness
when you stand with him beside the yawning
grave, and witness his anguish as his child is
buried from his sight ! And, still farther on,
when you hear the sad news that the angel of
death has spread his wings over your own
home, and you are prostrated under a great
grief, how you will then bless him for all those
nameless acts of kindness — yea, for that love
the incipient light of which is dawning on you
now, alarming your maiden modesty, and
prompting the resolution to avoid all unnecessary contact with him !
"Nobody but young massa. Miss Eden,"
said Aunt Cilia, as Edith started suddenly at
the sound of footsteps on the stairs.
She was quietly folding up the letter when
Mr. Ellis entered the room ; and, with a very
grave face, she said, without looking up, however, "I am glad to see you, Mr. Ellis, for I
wish to ask you a question."
" How can you see me when your eyes are
in another direction?" said he, smiling, and
standing directly before her.
Her forefathers would not have felt much
flattered at the epithets she was mentally bestowing on tlieir blood coursing through lier
veins, and which seemed to have a decided
tendency to her face, as if she were placed here
for the purpose of blushing for their misdeeds.
" Is it a question of life or death ?" he asked,
seating himself in the ch.air which Aunt Cilia
placed for him. " I judge it must be, from the
serious expression of your face."
" It is a very important one, at least to me,"
she replied, shaking her head, and smiling.
" If so, it will require mature deliberation
before I can venture to answer It ; a week, at
least, will be necessary."
"I think you will be able to answer it at
once," she answered, more than half suspecting
that he kne<v it already.
"Very well. Now for this important question." And he bent forward with an affectation
of fixed attention.
"Can I commence my school work to-morrow?" she asked, abruptly.
" If you desire to do so, certainly."
She looked up in astonishment at his ready
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acquiescence, for she had expected opposition
from the fact that she had not yet been down
stairs, and, moreover, he had told her that she
must not use her foot for a week, as it was not
in a proper state to walk.
After a moment's pause, he asked, " Have
you walked to-day ?"
" I walked into the next room and through
the hall," she replied.
"Why is it so important that you should
commence school to-morrow?" he asked.
"I came here for the purpose of teaching,
and I do not wish to be idle longer than is
absolutely necessary," she replied.
"In other words," said he, rising from his
chair, and standing with his hand resting upon
the back of it, " you have been tliinking of the
two years in durance vile, and conclude that
the sooner you commence your work the sooner
it will be finished. Perhaps you fear that the
time spent in idleness, as you are pleased to
term it (you forget the readings, which have
been so profitable to my daughters), will delay
your return to your friends ; permit me. Miss
Edith, to assure you that I am not a liard master, requiring the uttermost farthing, but your
two years in my employ commenced the da^
you left your home. If I have displayed over
solicitude for your health, you must excuse it ;
but a sprain like that" — pointing towards her
foot — "if not well cared for in the recovery,
might injure the general health, and it would be
unfortunate, certainly, if you were to experience
any ill effects from the premature use of your
foot; for illness is not very desirable at any
time or place, least of all where there is no
better nursing than Beech Bluff affords."
He stood before her in expectation of some
reply ; but she was so surprised to find her
words so misconstrued, and so unprepared for
the sudden cliange in his manner, that she
could not at first speak.
After waiting a moment, he continued: "I
judged that you were going to ask permission
to walk in the garden, as you expressed a wish
to that effect yesterday ; and, knowing that the
gravel and inequalities of the walk would be
an obstacle to your doing so, I was prepared to
utter a refusal — taking the liberty of a physician," said he, with the shadow of a smile on
his flushed face.
" I am sorry, Mr. Ellis, that you have so misinterpreted my meaning," she at length said;
and her voice, which was at first unsteady, became firmer, as she thought that he had done
her an injustice in the motives he had attributed to her Hi<h to ccmnience school. " I am
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question is decided 1" he asked, with a return
of his pleasant way, and the old, sweet smile.
"Perhaps so," she replied; and, with the
accustomed "Well, good-night," he left tl.e
room, and no sooner had his footsteps died
away than, leaning forward, and resting her
head on the vacant chair before her, she burst
into tears ; and, forgetful of the presence of the

here as your daughters' governess, and it is
very natural that I should wish to enter upon
my duties as soon as possible, particularly as I
discover that the girls are impatient to begin
their studies ; and since you have prohibited
their bringing their books to my room, I feel
that I ought to make au effort to attend to them
iu the school-room."
" It would require an effort, then ?" said Mr.
Ellis, with a significant smile.
Without noticing the interruption, She continued, "My general health is perfect, and since
I can use my foot sufficiently to go about my
room, I think I might make the attempt to go
down stairs with Aunt Cilia's assistance, and
without apprehending any ill effirts to result
from it either. If I were not satisfied that I
could accomplish the journey without difficulty,
I would not be so imprudent as to undertake it,
for I should be very loth to be brought back to
my room to draw more largely upon the attention and sympathy of my kind nurses, of whose
unwearied kimluess I am fully sensible, and
only regret that I cannot express how much I
appreciate it. I hope, Mr. liUis, that you will
not think that I look back upon the last two
weeks as lost time, for I assure you that I value
them for the close companionship that has existed between myself and the girls, and which
h.as given me an insight into their characters
that will enable me to adapt myself to their
different dispositions, and thus discharge my
duty more faithfully."
All embarrassment and timidity had disappeared from her manner, and she looked into
his face with her full, dark eyes, and spoke
earnestly, as if she wished to convince him that
she was not so parsimonious of her time as he
had supposed. Gazing into her upturned face
for a moment, his stiff, formal manner relaxed
gradually into its usual quiet dignity, and he
said, in a very mild voice— though his face
flushed, and the veins in his forehead became
fuller as he spoke — "You must forgive me.
Miss Edith : I was hasty, and my words were
unkind, ungentlemanly, and I sincerely regret
them. The school-room will be ready for you
in the morning, since your strong sense of duty
will not allow you another week for the better
recovery of your foot, and your pupils will
without doubt be glad to welcome you."
There was not the least bit of irony in his
tone, but he sp<ike as if wishing to excuse himself for allowing her to undertake what he was
convinced she was not able to perform — going
np and down the long flight of stairs.

old housekeeper, she exclaimed, " It was ungentlemanly and unkind to tell me in almost
plain words that I h.id more solicitude about
my salary than my health, that I thought I was
losing time and money ; and then to think me
ungrateful for all the kindness they have bestowed upon me : " and the tears and sobs came
thick and fast.
"Now, Miss Eden," said the kind voice of
Aunt Cilia, "you'm hery foolish, for young
massa didn't mean a ting, just noting at all ;
it only hurt his pride when he tot dat you
wanted to take up school and get it ober as soon
as you could, and git hum agin, jis as if dar
wa'n't nobody here fit to shoshate wid, and 'sif
you didn't like us. Now, honey, donH take
on so, for massa 's sorry, I knows by de big
veins in his forehead, and he won't do it agin.
You must git used to dese ways, Miss Eden."
After waiting a moment, she discover^ tlie
letter in Edith's hand, and exclaimed, " It 's
dat letter. Miss Eden, I knows ; not massa's
words, arter all. Y'ou'm homesick, honey.
Dat 's what ale de chile, arter all, and dis bery
to-morrow you must go out to ride, and git
cheered up ; I 'U speak to — Miss Mattie about
it," said she, checking herself as she was about
to Aunt
say "young
massa."
Cilia was
not far from the truth in
thinking that Edith was homesick, for the feeling which had possession of her at that moment
bordered more closely on homesickness than
she was willing to acknowledge even to herself,
and when Aunt Cilia mentioned the letter, a
fresh burst of tears was her only response. Her
thoughts made a pilgrimage to the dear old
farm-house, and she fancied the inmates spending a quiet, pleasant evening together, while
she, so far distant, was weeping in her chamber,
with none to comfort her save the old negro
servant ; then her thoughts flew back again,
and she no longer accused Mr. Ellis of unjustly
thinking her ungrateful, but she chided herself for being so, as she remembered how the
trio'in her present home had by their united efforts made the two weeks of confinement to her
room pass so pleasantly and rapidly away. She
thought of their loving kindnesses, of the affectiou that was lavished upon her by the girls,

"Will you rest better now that this important
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and a smile mingled with the tears as she remembered how often the bright expression,
wliich slie liked so much, had been called to
Jlr. Ellis's face by her own happy, contagious
laugh ; of his invariable look of surprise — and,
she had sometimes fancied, of regret — when
warned of the lateness of the hour by the
ringing of the bell for prayers, and the entrance
of Aunt Cilia with the astral lamp, which always occurred simultaneously ; of his pleasant
"good-night, Miss Edith," as he left her room,
accompanied by the two girls. Then her
thoughts travelled home again, and brought all
her friends to Beech Bluff, and they were having
an exciting time over sprained ankles, cold
water, and arnica, when she was aroused by
the voice of Aunt Cilia, exclaiming —
"Wake up, Miss Eden, it 'snighon to'leven!"
and she was surprised, when fully aroused, to
find her tears all dried, and herself more inclined to smile than to weep. " Dat 's right,
honey ; I 'm glad to see yer own cheerful face
agin. Now undress yerself, and get to bed, fur
it's late, sartiu," said Aunt Cilia, exercising
the authority of a nurse.
"Then I 've really been asleep ?" said Edith,
interrogatively.
"Ob course you hab. You didn't snore, but
I knowed by yer reg'lar breathing dat yer was
sleepin' ; and when yer didn't lif yer head to
speak to the young missuses when dey kissed
you, fore dey went into der own room, den I
know'd it more so."
While she was preparing for her couch, Edith
arranged in her mind the hours for study and
music lessons. " I must begin my work in
earnest," said she to herself; "my time belongs to my pupils now, and I must make it as
profitable to them as possible. To-morrow I
commence my governess life ; no longer the idle
recipient of favors, but an instructor, a laborer
in a vineyard, placed here to train the vines in
a manner that will be acceptable to my master ;"
the long hair is hastily bound up in the becoming
little cap, and she turns from the reflection in
the glass, and continues her meditations : "I
must not allow my thoughts to dwell on any
subject in such a manner as will cause me to
neglect my duties or forget my pupils' interests.
Since they are without a mother to counsel
them, they must be my companions out of
school hours, and I must watch over them, reproving whatever would be displeasing tb a
mother's eye, and encouraging in them everything good and noble." Some pins were stuck
into the cushion, and more resolutions were
adopted.

'• Thej must be disciplined to habits
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of punctuality and neatness, which, if acquired
at home, will spare them many a mortification
and unhappy moment at their finishing school.
IIow often I have pitied students at the seminary
when sent from the school-room or dinner-table
in disgrace for untidiness in dress, or tardiness
in attendance, habits which had, without doubt,
passed unobserved and unreproved at home,
but which Mr. Richards never tolerated in his
school. Mary seems to have a strong, natural
sense df propriety about her dress and deportment, and Martha is fast acquiring it." A
pause. "Aunt Cilia, will you draw off this
stocking ? How quickly his blood was up when
he thought I doubted his generosity, and expected he would require me to remain two
weeks over the stipulated two years ! What a
construction to put on my simple words ! Who
ever heard of a governess petitioning her employer to allow her to commence her work?
And the result — a scene! I wonder if this
would come under the head of shahbi/ treatment?
Put up the curtain, if you please, Aunt Cilia;"
and, as the moonlight streams into the room,
and the kind attendant closes the door, we will
let the curtain fall, and leave Edith to her
dreams.
(To be continued.)
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Coming and going, day by day,
Like tides upon the ocean ;
Surging and flowing, far away.
And evermore in motion ;
And more and more
Upon the shore
The billows beat with sullen roar.
Coming and going, and men are
The bubbles on the current ;
Dancing and glowing like a star
Above the swelling torrent;
And evermore
From otf the shore
Come echoes of that sullen roar.
Coming and going ; week on week
Goes by and leaves its story;
Writing and knowing few will seek
Its meed of grief or glory.
The echoes sleep
Within a deep
Whose Lethean barrier few can leap.
Coming and going ; let ns then
Need what its passing teaches ;
Saying and showing unto men
The one brief truth it preaches.
How short the span
Of life to man
To frame a blessing or a ban I
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Let it here be remarked that
recreation can be fully enjoyed
only by the man who has some
earnest occupation.
The end of
the work is to enjoy leisure ; but
to enjoy leisure you must have
gone
through
work.
Playtime
must come after schooltime, otherwise it loses its savor.
Play, after
all, is a relative thing ; it is not a
thing which has an absolute existence. There is no such thing
as play, except to the worker.
It
comes out by contrast.
Put white
upon white, and you can hardly
gee it ; put white upon black, and
how plain it is. Light your lamp
hi the sunshine, and it is nothing ;
you must have darkness round it
to make its presence felt. And
besides this, a great part of the
enjoyment of recreation consists in
the feeling that we have earned it
by previous hard work.
One goes
out for the afternoon walk with a
light heart when one has done a
good task since breakfast.
It is
one thing for a dawdling idler to
set off on an excursion, just because he is sick of everything
around him ; and quite another
thing when a hard-wrought man,
who is of some use in life, sets
off, as gay as a lark, with the
pleasant feeling that he has brought
gome worthy work to an end on
the self-same tour.
And then a
busy man finds a relish in simple
n'»reations ; while a man who has
nothing to do finds all things wearisome, and thinks that life is
"used up;" it takes somethine
quite out of tlie way to tickle that
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indurated palate ; you might
as well think to prick the hide
of a hippopotamus with a ueedle as to excite the interest of

Fig. 109.

that blasi being by any amusement which is not highly spiced
with the cayenne of vice. And
that certainly has a powerful
effect. It was a glass of water
the wicked old Frenchwoman
was drinking when she said,
"Oh, that this were a sin, to
give it a relish I"

A NURSERY

THOUGHT.

Do you ever think how mnch
work a little child does in a
day ? How, from sunrise to
sunset, the little feet patter
round to us so aimlessly ?
Climbing up here, kneeling
down there, running to another
place, but never still. Twisting and turning, and rolling
and reaching, and doubling, as
if testing every bone and muscle for tlieir future uses. It is very curious
to watch it. One who does so may well understand the deep breathing of the rosy little
sleeper, as, with one arm tossed over its curly

Fig. 110.

head, it prepares for the next day's gymnastics. Tireless through the day, till that time
comes, as the maternal love wliich so patiently
accommodates itself, hour after hour, to its
thousand wants and caprices, real or fancied.
A busy creature is a little child. To be looked
upon with awe as well as with delight, as its
clear eyes look trustingly into faces that to
God and man have essayed to wear a mask.
As it sits down in its little chair to ponder
precociously over the white lie you thought
it "funny" to tell it ; as, rising and leaning
on your knee, it says, thoughtfully, in a tone
which should provoke a tear, not a smile,
" I don't bflieve it." A lovely and yet a
fearful thing is that little child.

EnrcATiox, when properly conducted, is
the greatest earthly corrective of selfishness.
When it has failed of a beneficial effect, every
man must commence a course of discipline
for himself. Self-knowledge must precede reformation. Itwill showusthat there is agreat
moral fault in the constitution of uur uatuie.

As a motive to correct this, we must consider how
incompatible it is with our situation in the universe, and with our duties to God and man.
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shall try it again, by moonlight or any other
light. I don't like anything frozen hut icecream.
0 dear ! It 's dreadful to be
to stir without pain, and the
pecting me, and Mrs. Cornell's
to-night. I can hardly realize

laid up. unable
dressmaker exparty coming off
there is another

such an unfortnn.ate person in the world. Who's
that Patrick is speaking up so to in the hall ?
Do go and see.
Who was it f " He was turning away a poor
woman whose child got dreadfully burned yesterday while she was out washing, and whose
husband is down with the fever, and no money
CHAPTER
BEVERAL

V.

ACCIDENTS.

Tor 'vE got to stay at home to-dav, Rasher,
ami help me pass awaytlie time. I sha'u't be
able to stir off this sofa to-day, and perhaps not
to-morrow, and here it is right in tlie midst
of the holidays ; it 's only four days to New
Year's. If I shouldn't be able to receive calls
on New Year's, I should be awfully put out.
0 dear ! I wish I h-adn't gone skating ! You
told me there were weighty reasons for my
not going a-skating? Well, supposing you
did ? Everybody goes, and what everybody
does, we must do, if we want to keep our footing. What 's that ? If I'd kept my footing,
■ it would all liave been well enough ? 0 dear !
1 wonder if you 're going to ridicule and make
fun of me all day ? If you are, I might as well
let you go. I shouldn't care about your staying, if I was in a condition to receive calls of
condolence gracefully ; but one doesn't like to
\>e condoled with for slipping down on the ice.
I was so glad young Flummery was in another
part of the pond ; he 'd have been sure to have
made one of his sharp remarks. Spangler is
so good-natured ; he didn't even laugh, but
helped me into my carriage, and he and Fitz
came home with me, and, after seeing me safe
into the house, they begged the carriage to go
h."ick again and finish the d.ay's sport. So I
lent it to them, of course, and they kept it out
tintil eight in the evening, and Patrick had to
drive the horses round, and round, and round
the Park, to keep them from freezing, he told
me, Mrs, Cerulean says it's "frozen poetry"
to skate by moonlight ; but I don't think I

or food in the house." Did you give her anything ? A dollar ! Humph I You always would
m.ike a fool of yourself in that way, husband,
believing every idle story that 's told you by
these miserable, lazy creatures. If her child
is burned so badly, why isn't it sent to the
hospital ?— ugh ! there was such a twinge went
through me then, when I tried to stir — it '11 be
better off there, of course. There 's one thing
curious about this Irish help that works in good
families — it 's harder on beggars than we are.
No need to tell Patrick to turn 'em off without
bothering me. What 's that ? He shoved this
woman out brutally? Well, she needn't have
forced herself in, then. I suppose, if she 'd
been a housebreaker, Rasher, you 'd have
given her half a dozen silver spoons, and told
her how to melt 'em up. It 's a we.ikness of
yours, being charitable is, but I s'pnse you
can't help it, no more than you can your other
weaknesses. If you 've got a dollar to give to
every beggar that asks, you must have a purse
full, which makes me free to ask you for something 'm
I
very much in need of — in fact, I
can't go to opera again till I have it. I want a
set of furs dreadfully ; all our set are getting
'em. You thought I had a new and expensive
set this very winter ? So I did, for street wear,
of course — a set of sable ; but what I want now
is a white set, for evening. They 're so sweet
for full dress ! My Minjenta velvet, with diamonds, and a white cape just slipping off my
shoulders, will be very becoming at the Academy. Wluat are you fingering that statute so
for ? You '11 discolor it. I do wish you 'd he
quiet ! What are you walking to and fro like
a caged animal for ?

Can't you spend a single
345
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morning in the bosom of your family without

look at ; it will help pass away the time, and

getting as uneasy as a fish out of water ? You '11
throw me in a fever, if you ain't more considerate.
Thinking ? Is that any reason why you
should look as blue as indigo ? You ought to
try and be cheerful, to have a good effect on
me ; people should always be cheerful when
they're tending the sick. If there really is
anything upon your mind, do try and get it off,
for my sake. Come and set down side of me,

take up my mind. Can't think of it ? Rasher,
you 're a brute ! a perfect brute, or you could
never refuse so trifling a request to a sick wife.
Ring the bell, then, for Rosine, and ask her to
bring down my diamonds, and my new watch
and chatelaine, and that bracelet you give me
Christmas ; it '11 be a comfort to me to liave
'em in my lap, and turn 'em over once and
awhile. I 'm so used to being about, it 's hard
for me to give up a single day. If Mrs. Cerulean

and tell me what you 're thinking of. I didn't
know as you ever thuuk. I can listen to you

was here, she would say, "Oh, my dear Mrs.
Rasher, what a nice chance to spend a quiet

today, for I've nothing better to do. You
were wishing I would be a little more prudent ?
Good gracious, husband I do you mean to insinuate that I 've been imprudent — your own
Marier ? About money, you mean ? You are
afraid you made the purchase of this house,
and so on, in a bad time ? Business, especially
pork-p.icking, is almost at a stand-still ? Then
why don't you go into some other business ?
It 's the wish of my heart that you would. I
hate pork-packing, and if it — "isn't as fat a
job as it used to be" — there, there I you '11 die
with a pun in your mouth — has come to a stop,
/, for one, am glad of it. Quit it and invest in
s<"me other stock — I don't mean live stock, but
something they have in W-all Street — bulls and
bears, or something, I never just understood

day in reading! I quite envy you I" but I
shouldn't believe her if she did say so. I don't
believe anybody ever was really very fond of

what, only I know it 's highly respectable. I
should feel a great deal more respect for you.
Rasher, if you were a banker or a broker. If
3'ou should "break." would you be a broker?
Well, really, I can't say. You 'd better answer that question yourself. But, seriously, if
your business is so poor, why don't you sell
out and invest in something better, instead of
asking your wife to deny herself the necessities
of life ? How are you to sell out a business
that isn't worth anything? Oh, really, I don't
pretend to know how you are to do it ; that is
your look-out. You 've always been a good,
sensible business man, despite of your other
failings ; you 've made money, and been liberal
with it in your family ; and now if you 're going
to fail, or flat out, or get stingy, the little respect Ihave for you will be lost, that 's all I 've
got to say. It won't be your fault; 'twill be
your failing? Well, I'd rather have a knave
than a fool. 0 dear ! my limb ! my limb !
I don't care so much for the pain as I do for
the inconvenience. I '11 have a chance to put
my boudoir to some use to-day, lying here,
with nothing to do but look at the things in it.
I wish you'd go down town, my dear, and buy
me those furs, and bring 'em home for me to

reading ; I don't see how they can be, it 's horribly stupid — all but the stories, and I don't set
so much store by them as I did when I was
younger.
Why don't Rosine come with them diamonds f
I wish you 'd ring the bell again, my dear,
and when she comes in, please ask her what
she was so long coming for? If I ask her,
she '11 look at me so impertinently she '11 make
me nervous. 1 hear her and Thomas giggling
in the hall now — they 're the torment of my life,
them two are, just smart enough and sharp
enough to be impudent in such a way we can't
notice it. Why don't I give 'em warning?
What would I do if I did? I couldn't give
dinner parties without Thomas, and it's a proof
of our gentility to have him. Everybody knows
he 's been in the best families. As for Rosine,
she 's got such good taste, and knows what 's
proper and becoming, and fixes me up so beautifully for every occasion, I can't dispense with
her. Mrs. Cornell is dying to get her ; but I
don't intend she shall go to her, to make fun
of me to her new mistress. It would be more
gratifying to Mrs. Cornell than it would be to
me. Hush, there she is, now 1 I desire you
to bring me something to amuse me, Rosine ;
you may fetch me my jewelry, just for me to
look at, and — come back, Rosine ! hand nie that
vinegarette, and tell Thomas to tell the cook
to be sure and have onions for dinner, for I
want some awfully, and as tliere '11 be no company, Isuppose I can eat 'em ; and I guess
you may say corn-beef and cabbage with appledumplings and noodle-soup, as there 's to be
nobody here. And order Patrick to admit no
one whatever, except Mrs. Fitz-Simmons, or,
maybe, Mr. Spangler, if he calls. He 's such a
good-natured, nice young man, he won't be
ridiculing me to my face like Flummery. Be
sure and tell Patrick — nobody else.
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Do sit doim. Rasher, vaj dear ; yoar walking
■boat makes lue nervous. You can't stay at
liome a day- without acting as if rou did not
know what to do with yourself. You couldn't
even get through Sunday, if it wasn't for church
twice, and you generally get to sleep there. If
I didn't keep nudging and nudging yon, you 'd
actually get to snoring. Y'ou show yon 're a
bnsine-^s man by your very fidgeting. It ain't
at all like the young men who are in the habit
of calling here ; they drop in so softly, and sit
on the sofa or in an easy-chair for half a day,
if I 'm to home and can let 'em stay, and never
move about or fi.lget a bit. You 'd scarcely
know they had hands, they use 'em so little,
and they're so white and small; they seem
made for nothing but to hold the l>oaquets
they bring me, and flirt about their lawn handkerchiefs once and awhile. I admire them
young men immensely, and if Cerintha and Felicia get married to any of 'em, I shall be proud
of 'em. All they seem to want is to get the soft
comer of the sofa, and say pretty things to the
ladies who call on me, and witty things abont
them when they're gone, and have something
nice for lunch, with a glass of champagne, and
Fitz-Simmons to laugh with them ; and have
the rooms warm, and everything comfortable,
and me in a good humor. They praise my
servants, and my chicken salad, and my macaroons and wine, and my dress, and seem to like
everything, which is very kind of them ; then
they're naturally so critical. Oh, now, ain't
you ashamed to turn up your nose in that
style ! If I didn't know you as well as I do, I
should think you were envious of these younogentlemen. There 's one thing yoa do envv
'em? What? The fact that they don't have
to pay the bills ? Always thinking about bills
and money, and such vulgar things. I don't
suppose they ever think about what things cost ;
they're so Innocent and so genteel. J/e that 's
innocent ? Everybody makes a fool of me,
even my hired help ? No, they don't, neither;
there 's one person don't, and that 's yon.
Rasher ! You never did make a fool of me, and
you never will, except when I married you^ and
it would be haril to tell then which was the biggest fool. Cgh ! ugh ! I wish I hadn't gone
a-sbatiug.
Here 's Rosine with my jewelry. If the dressmaker Sends home my dress, bring it in here
before you take it up stairs. Too bad, I can't
wear it out to-night ! Yes, it is, Rosine. It is
to be one of. the handsomest parties of the
season. Be sure and tell the cook abont the
onions.

RASHER.
What are yon slipping out so softly for,

Rasher ? Thought you 'd go down town awhile,
now I had my phiythines to amuse me ? No,
no, I want some one to talk to. I feel just like
talking. If Fitz should come, I '11 let yoa go.
Don't care about staying to be scolded ? If I
were in your place I wouldn't steal off, because
I 'm lame, and can't follow you. You misrht
pnt up with a little crossness, when you know
how my limb hurts me. "In sickness and iu
health," were the very words you breathed at
the marriage altar, and now yon want to slip
out, and go off and enjoy yourself as well as
usual, and me a-suffering in the house, unable
to stir off this sofa. It 's just like a man. The
male ses is the very acme of selfishness, as a
general thing, and the episode of women.
There, there, you needn't go to putting yonr
arm around my neck, you'll get my headdress
out of place. How do you like this robe de
chambre f I'm glad I had it made ready for an
emergency. Rosine says it 's very becoming ;
and if I should feel easier by afternoon, I think
I '11 see a few of my intimate friends. Better
have a bed pnt up in the front parlor ? Y^ou
never will be fashionable. Rasher, if you live
in the best society till the day
make a whis — " Hush ! hush
make me nervous and bring
have to have the doctor called,
illusions to the shop.

you die. "Can't
I if you want to
on a fever, and
just begin those

And now, Rasher, we 're alone together, and,
in a confidential moo<l, I wish you to tell me,
sacredly and solemnly, whether yon ve played
any trick on me about our coat-of-arms ? I "ve
looked and looked in the end of the dictionary,
all through the Latin phrases, and other foreign
tongues, and I can't find " Salve Lardnm," nor
the meaning of it. But I 've noticed, time and
again, people smiling in their sleeves when
they examined it, and Flummery is always
complimenting me about it. But he 's queer,
and says what he don't mean. Husband 1 you
needn't deny it ; I know by the look of your
eye it 's one of your outrageous practical jokes,
and I 'U get Fitz-Simmons to ask Spangler what
it really is. The very thought of it is enough to
spoil my appetite, and I was going to have a
good old-fashioned dinner, such as we both like.
This is one of Mrs. Y'ellow Dock's reception
days., I wish I 'd stayed in my chamber and
had my lounge wheeled to the window, and I
could have seen all the carriages and the dresses
of the ladies. It 's tiresome looking at diamonds when yon can't wear them. She 's
called twice, and I owe her one now. They 're
an older family than we, by over three years,
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Ijut she didn't seem to feel it much. Draw
your chair up side of me, and let 's have a talk
about old times. I was real happy, husband,
the first years of our wedded life, when you
used to come home of evenings and tell how
well you was a-doing, and how trade was looking up, aud I might have a silk dress twice a
year, when you got a little richer. But I never
thought of diamonds then. There ! I 'm sure I
lieard somebody at the key-hole then. Them
i-ervants will drive me distracted, if I dou't —
turn 'era away ? That 's what the men always
say — turn 'em away, and get a new set, as if
that would better matters, when they 're all
alike. It 's we who spoil them ? And how do
we spoil them, when we indulge 'em in everything, and they live as well as we do ? But,
of course, if anything goes wrong, the wives
are to blame. Don't, dear, meddle with the
tassels of my gown ; you '11 friz up the silk.
There 's Patrick letting somebody in; it 's FitzSimmons, I hear her voice, and Spaugler 's
with her. You can slip out now, if you want
to, my love. I don't care about 3'our staying,
now that I 've other company. It 'U be three
hours to dinner.
By-by.
Rasher I Rasher ! wake up. Rasher ! I 'm
sure there 's burglars in the house. I 've been
laying awake with the pain in my leg, and I 've
lieard curious sounds this long while. Tliey 've
Veen in the parlors, aud dining-room, and all
over. I think they 're in the dining room now.
There! didn't you hear that? Oh. don't get
up, don't '. they might come in and kill me
while you was out. I 'd rather they 'd take
every piece of silver they can lay hands on
than to stay here alone a minute. Open the
window, and call the watch. Supposing they
do "make ofif with their booty at the first
alarm ?" I don't want to be murdered. 0 dear,
are you really going ? Well, then, I '11 just
get np and turn the key till you get back. It
Imrts me so to walk, and I 'm all in a tremble
with fright. Knock, if you get back safe, my
love, and tell me it 's you, and I '11 let you in.
Is that you, my dear ? Wait a moment, till
I get the lock turned. I 'ra so scared I haven't
much strength. Did you see the burglars ?
Come in, come in ! Did they run away when
they saw you? Have they taken — wasn't
burglars ? I certainly heard mysterious noises
— the servants are having a party ? La ! did
you ever ! They 've took advantage of my
being lame and your going to bed early, I
s'pose. Come down and take a peep at 'em ?
I wish I could.
Wait till I slip on this wrap-
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per. Now lend me your arm. There, I guess
I can limp along.
(^Peepinfj throuijh the glass door of tftr dininqroom and whispering.') If that don't beat all!
There must be as many as thirty of 'em ; and
Rosine has got on ray new dress and every
particle of ray jewelry ! She looks real genteel
in them, too. Do see how she has drawn that
belt to make it tighter ! The cook 's dressed
up in my black moire-antique and Maltese lace
set. They're just serving the refreshments —
cold turkey, sandwiches (they must have boiled
a ham to-day), biscuits, cotfee, canned strawberries, my best biandied peaches, sugar, cream,
&c. ; and, oh. Rasher, have you counted the
wine-bottles ?— fifteen already, as sure as you
are alive ! Aren't they killingly polite, though ?
The cook 's taking me off, to a turn ! and Kosine
is playing Mrs. Cornell. They say stolen sweets
are the nicest, ami I do think these folks are
having a good time generally. 0 horror ! I
hope Rosine won't spill any of that cream on
my new silk !
Look at Thomas ! he takes you off to a dot,
my dear, only lie 's taller aud better looking.
That is just the bobbing little kind of a bow
which renders you so insignificant, my dear :
and his arm behind his back. 0 my ! I shall
smother with trying not to laugh, with hearing
him blowing his nose — just as you blow yours
when you 're a little embarrassed, my love,
exactly ; and that grabbing way of grasping
his handkerchief! I knew Rosine was a saucy
minx, but I didn't think Thomas had so much
of the actor in him. He 's been impudent
enough, goodness knows, but I didn't believe
he was so sly. Sixteen bottles of wine ! ten of
'em our best champagne, and the rest our topaz
sherry.
What shall we do? Those refreshments alone
will cost us thirty or forty dollars, and their
impertinence besides. I 'm as mad as fire I
Living on the fat of the land, and doing nothing but making fun of us. They 'd get up a
regular shindig, if it wasn't for making too
much noise. Wouldn't they scatter, if they
knew who was up aud looking at 'em ! I guess
we 'd better go back to bed, husbajid, and let
'em have It out. They 've done all the harm
they can ; I suppose they '11 set things to right
and be very demure to-morrow. What are you
going to do. Rasher? Thrash Thomas ? Oh,
don't, don't ! he 's twice as strong as you, and
the rest of them great fellows will attack you.
You'll have the police in, and a row. 0 dear!
I never saw you so determined. Do wait till I
get up stairs, at least.
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Well, my dear, what did yon say to 'em ?
Ordered 'eiu all out of tlie house, except cook
and Rosiiie ? You haven't dismissed Thomas,
liave you ? Kicked him into the street, and

gave the girls warning ? 0 dear ! dear ! I 'm
I BO sorry it ever happened.
I know they deI served it, richly, hut I was relying upon Thomas
' for New Year's. I can't get along without him.
I Guess I'll have to? That's just as incon, giderate as you are — and only three days to
' New Year's, and no time to look up another
waiter, such as can take all the responsibility,
, (13 Thomas
could.
There are plenty of my
I friends who will be glad to snatch him up, if he
' uiu caught stealing the wine ; and he '11 go away
: angry, and make us ridiculous.
Our dearest
I friends wouldn't be a bit too polite to quiz him.
' That 's the way the world goes in society. What
I do I try so hard to get into it for? Why, be' cause, I suppose. If we 've got the means, why
! shouldn't we f Rosine will go right off and hire
to Mrs. Cornell, and tell her I didn't know the
: names of my toilet things, and was going to wear
I my calling-bonnet to church, and that I wear
, Canton-llannel night-dresses. All of which will
( be very disgraceful ? Of course it will, in our
• set. It wouldn't hurt me half so much to have
I a downright flirtation with Mr. Spangler, or
you to forge your name to the amount of half
a million, as it would for me to wear white
gloves when I ought to have worn lil.ac ones,
or for you to have done what you did at dinner
to the Petei-ses, when you toasted the pork
jbusiness in a glass of their old Madeira, which
'their grandfather himself brought away from
Ithe island in one of his own merchant vessels,
forty years ago. But you never can be a gentleiiiian, I 'm afraid, Rasher; and now that you've
|Bent off Thomas, there 'II be nobody to keep
itliings right, and give 'em an air. I sha'n't
jsleep a wink to-night for thinking of New
Year's and all my troubles.
Did you get my
IIjewelry from Rosine, and see to the silver ? it 's
i|snch a care to be mistress of an establishment
jllike this. We must have a housekeeper and a
ijSteward, or I shall never get along.
You
'.'wouldn't be surprised if I should be washing
1 |my own dishes before the end of a year ? You 're
(isaying that for the pleasure of making me
ynerrous and breaking my rest, when I've
enough else to break it. It 's nothing to yon,
who are always asleep the minute your head
tenches the pillow, how long other people lie
awake thinking about all kind of unpleasant
things. Why is my leg like Victor Emmanuel ?
Who 's he, I 'd like to know, and how can I
guess when I 've no idea ? Because it is a-king ?
VOL. Lxi:.— 30
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Pshaw, how silly you are ! You took <ireat
ptihis in making that pun ? Which renjinds you
to ask why my leg is like the window ? Oh,
get out ! You don't want to ? AVoll, lie still,
then. Because it is pane-full ? Well, that 's
true enough, anyhow : and I wish you 'd
get up and hand me that hops-and-vinegar.
Now, Ra.sher, what are you tittering about ?
You were wondering if I were not able to go to
any more hops, if the hops would come to me ?
Do bold your tongue, and give my limb a good
rubbing. That would be a rub-her of whist?
I do believe that kicking Thomas out of doors
has had an enlivening effect upon you. You
do feel relieved to be rid of the puppy ? Master
of your own house once more, and intend to
rem.ain so? It's remarkable to see you show
so much spirit. Rasher ; and I think none the
less of you for it ; though, as to Thomas— did
you actually kick him out of doors ? It boots
not to remember ?
Tliem hops have a powerful soothing effect.
I feel quite drowsy, and believe I can go to
sleep if everything is quiet about the house.
If you shoulil step out into my basin of hops in
the morning, would the sou rise in the east ?
I wish 1 'd married a man that — never made
light of Ceres matters ? There, go on, interrupting me in the most intolerable manner j a
man that never — punished his wife ?— that
never — Why am I like a shoemaker ? I was
not aware that 1 resembled — Because I always
have the last ? Very well, let me have it then.
He 's snoring now, sure. La, if he ain't waking
up again ! What did you say, husband ? Why
is our certificate of marriage like the Evening
Bulletin ? Well, why is it ? Because it 's a
noose-paper ? Now, my love, I '11 serve you as
you served Thomas if you don't quit them exasperating conundrums, and let nie get some
rest. I 'm sprained, and can't kick? Oh, you
vulgar monster! you unrefined creature! you 're
a hear. Rasher, and you know it, or you never
could make such a comparison. What ? You
see mischief a-Bruin, since I 've got to calling
you a bear ? Which reminds you to ask why
you and those hops are alike ? Hops, again I
Both a-brewin' ? You had th.at over once before. Iwouldn't repeat myself if I were you.
Why are you like my new watch, when you
make the same pun twice ? Because yon 're a repeater? Well, I wish you 'dbe like it in another
respect — I wish, for mercy's sake, you 'd run
down. Now, husKand, for goodness gracious'
sake, what are you about ? Going to send for
a nurse to come to care of my first and only ?
Get back into bed ! I only hope that the cook
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will leave without getting yon any breakfast —
it would serve you right. I guess, when you
get up in the morning, and find no waiter in

AND
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And so he left, and now it 's all right

Good-night, Marier 1"

the dining-room, no cook in the kitchen, and
not even a fire in the
realize what you 've
stay to get breakfast,
ful what you eat, and

furnace or range, you '11
done. If the cook does
I 'd advise you to be carenotice if your coffee has

any strange taste, for she 's a high-tempered
thing, and she may put some of that vermin
destroyer you brought home lately, into your
food. You don't believe cook is so old-fashioned
as to have pies-on for breakfast ?
There, he 's really asleep at last ! I wish I
could drop ofif as easily. But I must torment
myself with wondering if my jewelry is all safe,
and what I shall do for a new set of servants.
I suppose Rosine will expect me to make her a
present of that new silk, now that I 've detected her getting tlie first wear of it. I shall
tell Mrs. Cornell of that trick, which will prevent her taking her, I hope ; for she 's so excruciatingly nice about her clothes, she won't
relish the idea of her waiting-maid wearing the
best j)f 'em, every time she 's out ; and perhaps
the odor of an Irish pipe hanging about the
waist of it, when she goes to put it on.
I hope Thomas won't tell about my asking
hiqi how to seat my company at dinner, and
how to dish out the Dai-iolus with liahifias and
the Bavarian Cream,
What was I saying about Thomas ? Nothing,
to you. I thought you was fast asleep. 0
dear ! I suppose all the world is coming away
from
time
there
lame

Mrs. Cornell's grand party about this
; and here I am, instead of having been
in my new dress, laid up in bed with a
limb, and the servants acting like distraction, and everything at sixes and sevens. I

hope the new year won't begin as unpropitious
as it threatens. If Rasher should really fail !
It makes me sick to think of it ! It will be a
great deal harder to go back to our old way of
living than as if we had never left it, and the
poor girls! MeiV prospects will be ruined. Rasher
can't feel about it as I do, or he wouldn't be so
ready to laugh and joke. I declare, if he isn't
laughing in his sleep ! Rasher ! Rasher ! what
are you dreaming about? "Dreamed I was
kicking Thomas down the steps, and when he
got up groaning I told him he needn't grunt,
for it was all sham-pain ; that, because he was
too full of cups, he needn't think he could set
in and sauce, sir 1 To clear out, and never let
me see his face again ; and if he made any
complaint of a-salt, I 'd have him put in a cell-

A
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MEMORY.
B. CROWBLb.

I HAVE watched the daylight fadiug,
'Mong the purple clouds which lie
Like broad billows ou the bosom
Of those upper deeps, the sky.
Listlessly I 've watched the shadows
And the sunshine softly play
On earth's bosom, 'til my spirit
Wearied of this haunted day.
Haunted ! yes,
Which these
Tempering the
All too much

by thoughts and fancies,
mist-crowned days e'er bring,
heart-lyre's music
for glorioas spring —

Tempering each glad pulsation
Of the crimson tide which Hows
Joyously to feel that winter
Seeks at last a long repose.
For 'twas when the mists were wreathing
One of spring's first opeaiug days.
Tears ago, that two linked spirits
Parted in the gathering haze —
Parted, and while one passed softly
O'er the Jordan's surging tide,
And with glad fi-et pressed the shining
Banks which lie the other side ;
One stood here and saw in fancy.
Through the way by us untrod,
A loved form through pearl-gates enter
The bright city of our God.
Stood and gazed so longingly,
So wistfully through blinding tears.
Then turned back to this world again
And thought of coming years.
Thought how the bright but changing world
As lightly would pass on ;
Nor heed that one heart's worshipped star
In darkness had gone down.
And now, e'er with such days as these,
A way-off vision comes to me
Of joyless hours, in who^e sad light
A low grass-covered grave I see.

SONG.
Now the purple day is dying.
Soft the zephyrs sweetly sighing.
While the last red rays are straying,
Now with bird and blossom playing,
Oh, tell me why this makes me sad,
When all around is cheerful, glad?
Looking out I try to hearken,
While the folds about me darken.
For a voice that never grieved me.
For a face I may not see,
This is why it makes me sad.
When all around is cheerful, glad

KOVELTIES

I

NOVELTIES

I'lgs. 1 and 2. — Caps suitable for breakfast
and home wear.
The bow in Fig. 1 consists of

I

FOR

FOR
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APKIL.

APRIL.
Fig. 3.

Fig. 1.

ends ; to the left, a full blown rose, with trailing foliage.
Fig.*.

»

loops of Solferino velvet ribbon. Fig. 2 has a
coronal of embroidered cambric, with loops of
gold-colored satin riblion.
Fig. 2.

Pigs. 5 and 6. — Plain linen collars and sleeves
in this style will continue to be worn during
Fig. 5.

Fig. 6.

Fig. 3. — Delicate wreath in white velvet
leaves, with plumy, feathery pendants. It is
intended to surround the hair, and fall on the
neck. This is a graceful style of mounting for
any kind of leaves — a floral ornament now
greatly used.
Fig. 4. — Quiet and ladylike headdress, suited
for a dinner or small evening party. Black
velvet, jet slides, a fall of bl.ick lace ; to the
right, a bow of black velvet ribbon with flowing

the spring for walking-dress, and in summer
for travelling.
The variation consists in the
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Fig. 7.

feather stitch edge, as in Fig. 6 ; or the cord, as
in Fig. 5.
Fig. 7. — Lace c.ipe, of an excellent shape,
suitable for evening wear.
The thnlle founda-

SAVING

This purse is for money in reserve, to be kept
in some safe place. Cut a strip of card-board
as wide as the top of the pnrse, leave the lid to
wrap over, and a diamond point at each end of
the bottom. Lay a strip of silk over each end,
simply giving them the required folds to form

tion is slightly puffed between the transverse
rows of lace, which may be of Valenciennes, or
any neat point ; a double fall of broader lace
edges the fichu.

PURSE.

the shape. Then lay a piece of fancy ribbon
over the central part, if possible, making the
fastening fall in the middle of the pattern, and
a loop. Plac-e a
adding a pretty button with
small silk tassel on each side, at the ends of
the silk and strings.

TVOKK

PATTERNS

FROM

DEPARTMENT.

MADAME

The following patterns are from the celebrated establishment of Madame Demorest, No.
il'A Broadway, New York : —
Minnie Apron. — High neck and long sleeves,
adapted for a child fiom five to seven years —

pretty in pink or olue chambre, trimmed with
j white braid. Requires two and a half to three
I yards of material, and pearl or thread buttons.
I Aguilla Apron (hack view). — Waist is plain,
I with a single box plait in front, ornamented

with buttons ; skirt cut circular, and has a
polka joined in at the waist ; long sleeves,

DEMOREST'S
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ESTABLISHMENT.

gathered at the wrist with a plain cuff; high
neck and buttons at the back ; will admit o
considerable trimming.
Lulu Apron (Jronl and hack view). — Low neck,
with a polka cut in connection with the waist.

which has a pretty effect over the circular skirt ;
shoulders finished with a bow of ribbons. Requires two yards of silk.
Ariadne Sleeve. — A small bishop sleeve, with
pointed cap and three waves thrown back from

the front ; waist lightly gathered into a loose
pendent band.
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Brelelle. — The " Paysanne" bretelle, made of
velvet, edged with narrow guipure lace, and
strapped with ribbon, being made in black

vpfvet, and separate from the dress, may be
worn with any color.
Cristella Sleeve. — Flowing sleeve, with points

AND
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Elgin Sack. — Boy's sack, with jacket front
and plain back, especially designed for home
wear, and may be trimmed in any style that

fancy may dictate. For a child ot six years,
it requires about four yards of single- width material.

INFANT'S

tnmed back from the front, and finished with
tassels and braid gimp.

FANCY

BIB.

To be made of piquf, embroidered with floss
thread, and fastened at the back with buttons.

BELT.

To be made of black or any fancy-colored silk, black velvet and gold braid, with a handsome
f;old buckle.

PATTERN

WOBK

DEPARTMENT.

FOR

A

This wrapper pattern possesses pecnli,\r adv.iulajjes in its simplicity and
adaptation to any figure — the back aud
front being exactly alike, and the only
alteration necessary being in the size of
the neck. It can be made of any material, perfectly plain, or very richly
trimmed. It does not require the aid of
the dressmaker, as any lady can make
and trim a dress for herself. Cashmere
trimmed with velvet, lawn with ruffles,
or white material with flouncing, look
equally well. Plain chintz, with puffs
of the same. The connecting spam is on
the slioulder. The waist should have a
string run in the Lem to make it fit
smoothly.
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EMBROIDERED

OVERLAPPING
AND CUFFS.

COLLARS

(See engravings, pages 294, 295.)

Is this neat and beautifully designed collar
we present our readers with a novelty which
we think will meet with general favor. It can
be made of linen cambric, muslin, or any other
kind of fabric to suit the taste of those who
work it. The square figures in the design, near
the points of the collar and cuffs, are to be
worked in a button-hole, which, when they are
overlapped, can be fastened with a stud at the
neck or sleeve-buttons at the wrists. The
points of the cuff up to the sleeve button-hole
can be lined with silk of any color to suit the
taste or dress of the wearer.

PATTERN

FOR NIGHT-DRESS.

neck-piece) on to the gathers and shoulderpieces, the letters C to C showing exactly how
far the gathers extend. Line both the shoulder
and neck-pieces on the wrong side by felling
down some longcloth cut out in the same shape,
and finish off the hem down the front with insertion and embroidery, put on with a cording.
This Night-dress may be made much handsomer by letting in extra rows of insertion
down the front, on each side of the opening,
and by putting a band of insertion on the
sleeves, instead of one made of longcloth. A
double row of work up the front — that is to
say, placed on each side of the insertion —
would be an improvement ; but these little
matters must, of course, be left to the taste and
judgment of the worker.
TEAPOT

INKSTAND,

(See engraving, page 296.)

(See engraving, page 297.)

This Night-dress, as will be seen by the illustration, iseasily made, and is a pattern that
wears very well — the neck and shoulder-pieces
all being made of double material. Four and
a half yards of longcloth, fourteen inches of
insertion, two and a half yards of embroidery,
with a single row down the front, and three
and a quarter yards with a double row, will be
required to make one garment. Divide the
longcloth into three pieces, all of the same size,
and tear one width in half ; the two and a half
widths are for the body, and the half width for
the sleeves, collar, neck-piece, shoulder-pieces,
etc. ; so, by carefully cutting out, there should
be no more calico required, and not a piece
should be wasted.
After having sewn the seams and hemmed
the bottom, measure the half of the front, and
tear it down twelve inches ; this is for the
opening. Hem this opening on each side, and
gather the top of the Night-dress, both back
and front ; cord the shoulder-pieces, and put
these on to a portion of the top of the Nightdress, the remainder belonging to the neckpiece. The garment is now ready for the
sleeves. These are gathered three inches from
the bottom, and a band felled over large enough
for the hand to slip through. The bottom of
the sleeve is finished off with embroidery, and
the top gathered in to the armhole ; a narrow
binder, one inch wide, is then felled down on
the wrong side. Our illustration clearly shows
where the binder should go, and the shape of
the armhole.
After making and trimming the collar, fasten
it on to the neck-piece, and stitch this (the

Take a common glass inkstand, cover it with
black velvet, attach a wire handle and spout,
covered also with black velvet ; cut a circular
top in card-board large enough to project beyond the opening of the inkstand ; fasten this
on to the top of a cork, about three-quarters of
an inch thick, by means of an ornamental pin,
the head of which forms the lid of the teapot.
Cover the whole with beadwork, according to
our design, and fasten it down upon the mat.
TURBAN

BAG.

Take a paper pill boi, cut ft down one-third,
lay over its bottom a small piece of cotton-wool,
cover this with a small piece of satin, or gold-
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spotted crape. Make a small bag to fit the
louiid, sevr it rouud the rim, put ou the folds
of the turban, add a silk tassel to the top of the
orowu, and fill the bag with sweetmeats.
BUTTERFLY

oodemeath the body of the butterfly, securing
them all together.

PEX-WIPER.

(See enffravinff, page 297.)

o

This pretty little article may be made very
glittering and shining by means of bright-colored velvets or satins and beads. The double
edges must be formed by laying different colored pieces of material over each other, and
leaving the edge projecting. The two upper
wings are cut out in one piece, and the two under
wings together in the s.inie manner. The divisions are separated by a row of small gold beads
or gold thread. The round spots are black
Velvet. The p:ittems on the wings are worked
in sewing-silk with slight stitches. The body
is formed of black velvet filled with a little
cotton-wool, and wound round with a few rows
of the gold thread. The eyes are two red
beads, and the antennae two little lengths of
the gold thread. The leaves of cloth for the

G

O

o

H

t3

pen-wiper are cut out to fit, and are placed

TAPER-STAXD.
The taper-stand given in onr engraving makes a beautiful and appropriate present to give a gentleman.
The materials are: Transparent
glass be.ads — white ; green chenille,
three shades ; oak brown chenille ;
green silk ; gold beads ; and wire
covered with silk, the darkest shade
of green.
The border is made of rosettes of
beads, and an explanation of one
will suffice for all.
Take the wire and string npon it
one gold bead, then seven of the
transparent be.ids, then cross the
wire to form a petal ; put on seven
more transparent beads, then one
gold one, and again cross the wire
for the second petal. Make three
more petals like the first two, and
then join all by passing the wire
through the centre of them to form the stalk.
Make forty-four of these rosettes or flowers, and
join them Viy twisting the stalks, as you see in
the engravinij. Make the stalk> turn down, and
twist them to form a strong wire at the lower

edge of the border of rosettes.
Cover this
neatly with green silk, cut bi.13.
The body of the stand is made of similar
petals of wire covered with chenille of alternate
green and brown, the brown solid, and the
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green of the second shade. Unite to the border, by bars of the lightest green chenille over
wire, and form the base by twisting the darkest green chenille and the brown together.

THE

Cover a round card neatly with green silk, and|
stitch the base finely to it. This makes tke
bottom of the stand.

VICTOR

COAT,

I

TOILET MAT.
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To be worked with white and pink crochet cotton.
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LAMP

MAT

IN

CROCHET.

The centre is of white, the star in black ;
then alternate rows of deep crimson and orange.
The border is formed by making balls of worsted

DESIGN IN BEELIN

of three shades of green, and sewing them on
in regular order, the lightest being outside.

WOOL-WORK

FOR MATS, SLIPPERS, ETC.
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Simple patterns in Berlin wool-work, producing lively and pleasing effects, are amongst
those supplies for the work-table which every

lady finds most useful for various purposes,
enabling her with perfect ease to make many
pretty articles, which, if great arrangement

WORK
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were iifcessary, would never be undertaken.
The Utile design wliich we have now given is
one of tlie.»e, Wing jwrfeotly easy of execution,
and especially pretty when completed. Wools of
three different colors are all that are required,
worked in the following manner : The lines
which form the sides of the diamonds are in a
brilliant green, inclining to a blue ; when they
appear to cross, the small square becomes a
Very dark green, approaching to a black, the

BORDER

TOL. LXB. — 31

IN

BRODERIE

AXGLAISE

ground or under diamonds being white. Another pretty arr.ingement of colors is to take .1
ruby for the sides of the diamomls, a black for
the crossings, ami a white for the ground ; or a
blue may be sub>tituted for the ruby with
equally good effect. This little design will be
found well suited for cushions, mats, slippers,
and many other articles, and it may be worked
on either fine or coarse canvas, according to the
article for which it may be required.
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BECEIPTS.

^xctciyts, ^t.
SOCPS.
Yebhicelli Sorp.— Put into b stewpan one and a balf
ponad of lean veal, a s^inall slice of lean ham, a buarh
of tweet herbs, a bead of celerj, an onion, some vbole
white pepper, a blade of mace, and a quarter of a puaiid
of baiter ; set the pan over a clear fire, taking care the
articles do not burn ; then thicken two qaarte of white
gravy, and pour it into the pan, adding a few mu^hroum
Irimmingd : when it boiU, set it aitide, remove the e>cum
and fat. and strain the «oup npon some vermicelli which
h&it been soaked a few miuntes in cold water, and stewed
In strong broth. This »onp is sometimes served with a
few blanched chervil leaves in it.
Old Peas S»>rp.— Put one and a half pound of split
peas on in four quarts of water, with roast beef or mutton bones, and a ham bone, two heads of celery, and fnur
Onions ; let them boil till the peas are sufflciently ^oU to
pulp through a sieve, strain it. pot it into the pot with
pepper and nalt, and boil it nearly one hour. Two or
three haodfuls of spinach, well washed and cut a little,
added when the soup is strained, is a great improvement ;
and in the summex y-tnng green peas In the place of
epinach ; a teaspoonfal of celery seed or essence of celery, if celery is not to be had.
Veoftable Socp. — To a quarter of a pound of fre<sh
batter, boiling hot, add onions chopped very fine. When
they are quite soft, throw in spinach, celery, carrots, kidney beans, etc., also chopped fine, with green peas and
any other vegetables that you can collect. Stir them well
In the onions aud butter till they begin to dry. Have
nady a teakette of boiling water, and pour about a pint
M a time over your v^etables, till you have as much as
joa want. Serve up with bread or toaj<t in the bottom
of the dish.

Pepper aud salt to your ta<tte.

OcHBA Sorp. — Boil a leg of veal with
ochras, an hour ; then add six tomatoes,
one green pepper, a bunch of thyme
let it boil till dinner-time. Season It

about four dozen
six small onions,
and parsley, and
with salt aud red

pepper to your ta«le, and, if agreeable, add a piece of
•alt pork which has been previously boiled. The soup
should boil seven or eight bonrs.
OcMBO Sorp— Cot np a chicken or any fowl as if to
fry, and break the bones ; lay it in a pot with just enough
butter to brown it a little ; when browned, poor as much
water to it as will make soup for four or five [lersuns ;
add a thin slice of lean bacon, an onion cut fine, and
some parsley. Stew it gently five or six boars; about
tweuty minutes before it is to be served, make a thickening by mixing a heaping table^poonful of sas.safra.t
leaves, pounded fine, in some of the soup, and adding it
to the rest of the sotip ; a little rice is an improvement.
If the chickens are small, two will be required, but one
large pallet is sufficient.
OcRRA GcMBO. — Heat a large tablespoonfal of hogs'
lard or butler ; stir into it, while hot, half a tablespoonfal of flour; add a small banch of parsley, a large
onion, with plenty of ochra. all chopped ap very fine.
I^t it fry till it is quite brown; then add a commonrized fowl cut up in small pieces, aud let all fry together
until quite cooked. Then ponr in aboat three quarts of
hot water, and b<>il till reduced to one-half.
Rice Socp. — Take white stock, season it, and either
whole rice boiled till very tender or the fluur of rice
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may be used ; half a pound will be sufficient for two
quarts of broth.
Plaix Okiojt Sorp.— Simmer tnrnips and carrots for
two hours in weak mutton broth ; strain it, aud add six
onions, sliced and fried ; aimmer three hoars, skim, and
aerve.
RicB OxTOS Socp. — Put into a stewpan twelve onions,
one turnip, and a head of celery, sliced, a quarter of a .
pound of butler, and a quart of while gravy ; stew till
tender; add another quart of gravy, pulp the vegetables, and boil with the soup, strained, for balf an hoar,
stirring it constantly ; and, just before serving, stir in
half a pint of boiling cream, and about eighteen button
onions, nicely peeled, and boiled soft in milk and water.
Season with salt. Spanish onions only are sometimes
used ; and the soup may be thickened, if requisite, with
rice flour worked with butter.
Carsot Sorp. — Take six or eight fnll-grown carrots,
of the red sort, scrape them clean, and ra^p only the
ottter riTu/, or soft red part, and, if you have a single
ripe tomato, add it, sliced, to the raspings, bat use no
other vegetable except onions. While this is duing, the
broth of any kind of fresh meat which has been got
ready should be heated and seasoned with a couple of
onions fried in butter, but without pepper, or any other
kind of seasoning, except a small quantity of mace and
a little salt. When all is ready, put the ra-p'.ags into
two quarts of the skimmed broth, cover the stewpan
close, and let it simmer by the side of the fire for two or
three hours, by which time the ra.spings will have become soft enough to be pulped through a fine sieve;
after which the soup should be boiled until It is as
smo'jth as jelly, for any curdy appearance will spoil iU
Thus all the roots, and most of such vegetables as can
be easily made into purves and combined with any sort
of broth, will, in this manner, make excellent soup of
different denominations, though all founded upon the
same meat-stock. The gravy of beef is always preferred
for savory soups, and that of veal or fowls for the more
delicate white soaps; to which from half a pint to one
pint of cream, or, if that cannot be
tity of milk and the yolks of two
added for every two quarts of soup
ever, that the latter will not impart

bad, the same quanraw eggs, should be
; remembering, howthe richness of cream.

Te-Msox borp. — Take four pounds of fre.shly-killed
venison, cut off from the bones, and one pound of ham
in small slices. Add an onion, minced, and black pepper to your taste. Put only as much water as will cover
it, and stew it gently for an hour, keeping the pot closely
covered. Skim it wll, and pour in a quart of boiling
water. Add a head of celery, cut small, and three blades
of mace. Boil it gently two hours and a half; then put
In a quarter of a pound of butter, cut small and rolled
in flour, and half a pint of port or Madeira. Let it boll
a quarter of an hoiir longer, and send it to the table with
the meat in it.
Cbiceex MrLLAoATAWST.— Cat ap a young chicken.
as for a curry ; fry iwo sliced onions with butter until
of a light brown color, when add a tablo>p<>unful of
curry, and half as much flour ; mix these with Ihe oniou.s,
and add one quart or three pints of rich gravy, previously made, eilher from veal, beef, mutton, or poultry.
Boil it, skim off the butter, add a pinch of salt, and put
into it the chicken cut as above. Simmer the whole
until the fowl be tender, when the soup will be ready to
serve in a tureen with a dish of boiled rice. A young
rabbit may be substituted for the chicken.
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Ribs of Beep Roasted.— Cut out the chine-bones from
the thick end of the ribs, and also the strong' sinew or
leather; fasten the "bark," or outside
skewers ; spit it through the thick part
the ribs. When one or two ribs are
small family, it is a good plan to have

fat, with a few
and the point of
purchased by a
the bones taken

out, and the meat rolled round in the shape of a fillet ■
a considerable saving is effected by this plan, as, when
not so prepared, the thin part at the extremity of the
bone is frequently wasted. The bone cut out when the
meat is raw will assist in making soup, and is much
preferable to a cold beef-bone. They are sometimes cut
off short, and salted or stewed, but rolling is the better
plan : and in this manner a single rib can be skewered
into a handsome fillet ; the fat and lean being marbled,
and the appearance of the whole improved.
Sirloin of Beef Roasted.— Break the upper part of
the chine-bones, cut them out, and cut through the
strong gristle on the top, and skewer it in its place,
which will prevent its drawing up or looking unsightly.
Run the spit just under the bark at the thin end, and
bring it out between the joints. By spitting it thus you
avoid showing where the spit has gone through. Cover
the fat with a sheet of buttered paper, and roast gently
for three or four hours, according to the size of the joint.
The uuder part is sometimes stuffed with forcemeat, in
the following manner: Carefully lift up the fat from
the inside of the sirloin with a sharp knife ; take out all
the meat close to the bone, and mince it small ; take
half a pound of suet, and chop it fine ; mix with it some
grated bread-crumbs, a little lemon-peel, thyme, and
shallot minced very fine; mix all together with a glass
of port wine ; put it back again into the same place, and
cover it with the skin and fat; skewer it down neatly
with small wooden skewers, and cover it with paper.
The meat should be spitted before you take out the inside ;and when done do not take off the paper until the
joint is put into the dish: then serve it up garnished
with scraped horseradish.
The method of taking the meat from the bone, and
rolling it so as to have the forcemeat in the middle, is
easier, but adds its flavor to the whole joint ; while this
way keeps the upper and the under part separate.
Leg of Mcttun Boiled.— To prepare a leg of mutton
for boiling, trim it as for roasting ; soak it for a couple
of hours in cold water ; then put only water enough to
cover it, and let it boil gently for three hours, or according toits weight. Some cooks boil it in a cloth ; but
if the water be afterwards wanted for soup, that should
not be done ; some salt and an onion put into the water
is far better. When nearly ready, take it from the fire,
and. keeping the pot well covered, let it remain in the
water for ten or fifteen minutes.
The English taste being in favor of meat in which the
gravy has been retained, this joint is esteemed to be in
perfection when a little underdone. It is sent to table
with caper-sauce and mashed turnips.
To Stuff a Leo op Mutton.— Take a leg of mutton,
cut off all the fat, take the bone carefully out and preserve the gkin whole ; take out the meat and mince it
fine; mince with it about one pound of fat bacon and
some parsley ; season the whole well with pepper and
salt, and a small quantity of shallot or chives chopped
fine ; then put the meat into the skin and sew it up on
the under side : put it into astewpan with a little gravy
made from the bones, two or three slices of veal, some
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sliced carrots and onions, a bunch of parsley, and a few
slices of fat bacon ; let it stew for three or four hours,
and drain the liquor through a fine sieve; when reduced to a glaze, glaze the mutton with it and serve in
stewed beans.
Lamb-Chops.— Take a loin of lamb, cut chops from it
half an inch thick, retaining the kidney in its place ; dip
them into egg and bread-crumbs, fry and serve with
fried parsley.
When chops are made from a breast of lamb, the red
bone at the edge of the breast should be cut off. and the
breast parboiled in water or broth, with a sliced carrot
and two or three onions, before it is divided into cutlets,
which is done by cutting between every second or third
bone, aud preparing them, in every respect, as the last.
Shoulder of Veal.— Cut off the knuckle for a stew or
gravy. Roast the other part with a stuffing, which
should be inserted both under the flap of the under side,
and also just below where the knuckle has been cut off;
you may lard it
Serve with melied butter.
The blade-bone, with a good deal of meat left on, eati
extremely well, when grilled, with musihroom or oyster i
sauce, or mushroom ketchup in butter.
CAKES,

ETC.

Sponge Cake. — A quarter of a pound of lump sugar,
three-quarters of a pound of flour, well dressed, the rind
of a lemon, grated, seven eggs, leaving two of the whites
out ; do not beat up the eggs ; boil the sugar in a quarter
of a pint of water, and pour it boiling hot on to the eggs,
whisking them very quickly while the sugar is poured
gently on them ; continue to whisk it for twenty minutes ;
stir iu the flour, but do not whisk it after ; put it into
moulds, well buttered, and bake it in a quick oven. Be
careful to have the oven ready, or the cakes will be
heavy.
Rhubakb Tart. — Cut some rhubarb into pieces an
inch long, place it in a saucepan without a cover, adding
chopped lemon-peel and sufficient sugar to sweeten— in
water ; let simmer till reduced to a pulp ; stand aside till
cool. Line aflat dish with paste, put in the rhubarb,
and, before putting it into the oven, add a piece of butter
the size of a walnut, and a good sprinkling of nutmeg.
Serve with custard-cream.
To Make the Cream. — Beat up two eggs with a tablespoonful of cold milk, have ready half a pint of milk
boiling hot, to be poured grsidually on the eggs, stirring
all the time, pour backwards and forwards in the saucepan. If not sufficiently thickened, place on the fire for a
moment, but be careful it does not boil, or it will curdle
and be spoiled.
Abeowroot Drops, or Biscuits. — Half a pound of
butter beatea up to a cream, seven eggs well whisked.
Adding seven ounces of flour, six ounces of arrowroot,
and half a pound of loaf sugar. Mix all well together,
and drop on a clean tin, size of a shilling; bake in a
slow oven.
Block Biscuits. — Half a pound of butter beaten up to
a cream, half a pound of ground rice, three-quarters of a
pound of flour, half a pound of loaf sugar, four eggs, and
a little sal volatile.
Whipt SYLLABfBs,— Stir gently one pint of scalded
cream the same way until it becomes smooth and thick,
but not to let it curdle, then add, while stirring, four
ounces of loaf sugar rolled and sifted, the gtated rind of
one lemon, aud the juice of two, two glasses of sherry
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vine, and, flrmlly, the whites of three egg» heatcn to a
high froth with a sinatl pine whisk. Fill your glHKses,
aod, having left ttoine KVlIabub In your bowl to mine the

three weeks; then stop it with a bung, and In two
months' lime it may be bottled.
Currant Wine. — Take sixteen ponnds of currants,
three gallons of water; brejik the currants with yonr
hand"* in the water, strain it off; put to it fourteen
pounds of sugar, strain it into a vessel, add a pint of
brandy, and a pint of raspberries, stop it down, and let
it stand three mouths.

r«K]uUltc /roth for the tops of your filled (fliuiKe^, bi-giii
ftnd whifik it well, tftkini; off every bubble, as it lises,
Vith a tea-'^poou, pliiciiiK it oa the ^'la.ss, aod
to rai»iO a pyramid of bubbles oa euch^ill
complete the lij:ht appearance. Syllabubs
always made the day before they are to bo

coutinuiug
enough to
should be
oateu, and

Elder Wise.— Pour a gallon of boiling water over
every gallon of berries, let it stand twelve hours ; then
draw it off, and boll it up with three pounds and a half
of sugar ; when boiling, beat up some whites of eggs,
and clarify it ; skim it clear, theu add half an ounce of
pounded ginger to every gallon of the wine; boil it a
little longer, before you jnit it in the tub; when cool,
put in a toast rubbed in yeast ; let it ferment a day or
two, after which put it into a barrel previously rinsed
with brandy. All wines should be lukewarm when the
yeast is added to it.

form a very pretty addition to the supper-lable.
To Makb Kock Cake^.— Beat well two eggs, and then
add one pound of crushed lump sugar, and let it staod
for an hour ; then add nine ounces of dour, and a few
drops of tbti ebseuce of almonds.
Bake in a slow oven.
HOMEMADE

WINES.

Now, that the difllculty and expense of making is trifling compared with what the latter used to be. all
housewivej* may add wines to their household stores as
easily as they may preserves. In wine c<»untries, the
grape, under the influence of climate, contains within
itself the chemical properties to produce fermentation,
while, in other countries, artificial aid is compelled to
be used to accomplish it. The four requisites for fermentation are sugar, vegetable extract, malic acid, and

GiNOER Wine. — To every gallon of water add three
pounds of sugar and one pound of ginger, the paring of
one lemon, half a pound of raisins, stoned ; boil all half
an hour, let it stand until it is lukewarm, then put it
into the cask with the juice of a lemon ; add one spoonful of yeast to every gallon, stir it every day for tea
days, then add half a pint of brandy to every two gallons, half an ounce of isinglass to every six gallons;
stop it close down, and in about eight weeks it will be
fit to bottle.

water ; and upon the propel* regulation of theBe constituents the success depends.
The ferraentfttion requires great attention, and should
neither be suftered to continue too long, nor be checked
U>o early. Its commencement, which will be about a
day after the articles have been mixed, will attract atteuliou, by the noise ii makes. For a sweet wine, the
Cask should not b« closed until the sound of fermentation has almost ceased. If a dry wine, have ready a
barrel which has been subjected to the fumes of sulphur,
and draw off your wine into it. Rack off the wine,
clearing it with isinglass, and bottle in about ten weeks
after it.

THE
ARRAKQEMENT

TOILET.
OF

THB

BAtR.

Ladies who are pfti/e, either in stature or in feature,
should avoid anything approaching to exuberance la
their headdress.
Flowers form decidedly the most becoming articles for
ornamenting the hair, but the greatest care is necessary
in suiting them to the complexion of the wearer and the
style of the headdress. They must, on the one hand, be
neither numerous nor large enough to appear to encumber the head ; nor, on the other hand, so few in quantity
and insignificant as entirely to lose their individuality

Apple Wine. — Add to a barrel of cider the herb scarlea, the qninlessence of wine, a little nitre, and a pound
of syrup of honey.
Let it work in the cask till clear
and well-settled, then draw it off, and it will be little
inferior to Rhenish, either in cle-arness, color, or fiavor.
Balm Wlvk. — Boil twenty pounds of lump sugar in
I four gallons and a half of water gently for an hour, and
put it into a tub to cool ; bruise two pounds of the tops of
; green balm, and put them into a barrel with a little new
j yeast, and whf^n the syrup is nearly cold, pour it on the
J balm ; stir it well together, and let it stand four-andj twenty
hours, stirring frequently; bring it up, and
when it has stood for six weeks, bottle it, put a lump of
.1 sugar into each bottle, and cork tight.
Barlet Wine.— Boil half a pound of French barley in
three waters; save about a pint of the last water, and
mix it with a quart of white wine, half a pint of borage
water, as much clary water, a little red rose water, the
Juice of five or six lemons, three-quarters of a pound of
sugar, the rind of a lemon ; strain, and bottle it up.
Chbrrt Wine. — To make five pints of this wine, take
fifteen pounds of cherries, and two of currants; bruise
thera together, mix with them two-thirds of the kernels,
^nd put the whole of the cherries, currants, and kernels
Into a barrel, with a quarter of a pound of sugar to every
pint of juice. The barrel must be quite full ; cover the
barrel with vine leaves, and sand above them, and let it
stand until it has done working, which will be in about
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of character among the tresses by which tht-y aie surrounded. The hair, arranged according to the dictates
of taste, is, without dispute, the most attractive of all
headdresses, and it should be borne in mind that the
addition of all ornament ought to be for the purpose of
heightening its effect, not of overshadowing or concealing it.
When worn in wreaths, flowers ought not to be
placed so low as to fall down upon and conceal the forehead. An air of stiffness is the certain accompaniment
of an ill-arranged wreath, however suitable the materials of which it is composed. It ought not, therefore,
to cross the head in a stiaight line, or be exactly uniform
on both sides; but, on the contrary, traverse the head
in a slightly slanting direction, with here and there a
bud or a blossom peeping through amongst a cluster of
ringlets, or nestling amid a group of curls. There are
few styles of beauty to which a judiciously assorted
wreath of flowers will not lend a charm.
Wreaths ought not to be worn unle-s when the hairis
arranged in what may be called the ornate style ; ornate,
we mean, in opposition to simple.
We cannot conclude our observations on this branch
of our subject better than in the words of a writer who
remarks, generally;

" Whatever

be the reigning mode^
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and however beautiful a fine head of hair may be generally esteemed, those who are short in stature or small
in features should never indulge in a profuse display of
tbeii- tresses, if they would, in the one case, avoid the
appearance of dwarfishness and of an unnaturally large
head; and, in the other, of making the face seem less
than it actually is, and thus causing what is merely
pdUe to appear insignificant. If the hair be closely
dressed by others, those who have round or broad faces
should nevertheless continue to wear drooping clusters
of curls ; and, although it be customary to part the hair
in the centre, the division should be made on one side
if it grow low on the forehead and beautifully high on
the temples ; but, if the hair be too distant from the
eyebrows, it should he parted only in the middle, where
it is generally lower than at the sides, whatever temptation fashion may offer to the contrary. We might multiply instances ad libitum, but the foregoing cases will,
we doubt not, satisfactorily elucidate our proposition.
It is our object to press on our readers the propriety of
complying with the ordinances of fashion when their
observance is not forbidden by individual peculiarities,
and the necessity of fearlessly setting them at defiance,
or offering only a partial obedience, when a compliance
with them would be positively detrimental to personal
grace."
MISCELLANEOUS.
To Keep Preserves.— Apply the white of an egg, with
a brush, to a single thickness of white tissue paper;
with which cover the jars, lapping over an inch or two.
It will require no tying, becoming, when dry, inconceivably tight and strong, and impervious to the air.
To Prevent Children's Clothes Taking Fire.— So
many lamentable accidents, with loss of life, occurring
from fire, we remind our readers that, for the preservation of children from that calamity, their clothes, after
washing, should be rinsed in water, in which a small
quantity of saltpetre (nitie) has been dissolved. This
improves the appearance, and renders linen and cotton
garments proof against blaze. The same plan should be
adopted with window and bed curtains.
Pedestrians, whose feet are apt to blister during long
journeys, should rub the feet, at night, with spirits
mixed with tallow, dropped from a candle into the palm
of the hand ; on the following morning no blister will
exist, for the spirit possesses healing power, and the
tallow keeps the skin soft and pliant.
Milk as Food. — It is common to regard milk as little
else than mere drink. But this is an error. Milk is really
an article of solid food, being coagulated soon after
reaching the stomach. New milk contains thirteen per
cent, of digestible solids, and skimmed milk ten per
cent. ; that is, the former fully one-half, and the latter
above a third, of the nutriment contained iu the lean
part of beef and mutton.
Foul Air in Wells and Cesspools.— A method of purifying wells. &c., from the foul air which so ofien accumulates in them when long closed, and has not unfrequently been destructive of life. The plan is, simply to
throw into the well a quantity of unslaked lime, which,
as soon as it comes in contact with the water, throws

oil ; after it has stood a minute or two, rub off the superficial oil, and hang the paper in the air; when sufficiently dry, move the paper slowly over the flame of a
candle or lamp, until it is perfectly black ; lay the plant
or leaf thereon, place a piece of clean paper over, and
rub it equally with the finger, about half a minute ; take
up the plant and place it on the paper or scrap-hook,
where it is desired to have the impression ; cover it with
a piece of blotting paper, and, on repeating the rubbing,
the representation of the plant will appear, about equal
to the finest engraving.
To Make Tough Beep Tender.— To those who have
worn down their teeth in masticating poor old tough
cow beef, we will say that carbonate of soda will be
found a remedy for the evil. Cut the steaks, the day hefore using, into slices about two inches thick, rub over
thom a small quantity of soda, wash off next morning,
cut it into suitable thickness, and cook to notion. The
same process will answer for fowls, legs of mutton, &c.
Try it, all who love delicious, tender dishes of meat.
To Destroy Vermin in Houses. — Take up your carpets, down your curtains. In a pailful of water (cold),
mix well one pound of chloride of lime (having first diluted itinto a thin paste in a bowl of water, for facility
of mixture), with a mop wet and saturate well the floor,
skirtings, and any other wood-work that will not suffer
injury, then shut the doors and windows close. If there
should be a suspicion of other tenants in the bedstead,
take that down too. In three or four hours all will have
disappeared or perished : but to assure perfect immunity
from the plague, it might be well to repeat the lustratioa
a second time, t. e. the day or two after.
Stains of Wine. Fruit, &c. — Rub the part on each
side with yellow soap. Then lay on a mixture of starch
in cold water, very thick ; rub it well in, and expose the
linen to the sun and air till the stain comes out. If not
removed in three or four days, rub that off, and renew
the process. When dry, it may be sprinkled with a
little water.
Ringworm. — This is called a disease, although it does
not seem to affect the general health of a person infected
with it. Children appear to be its subjects, and it is so
infectious that it has been known to run through a
whole school. It appears in circular patches of little
pustules, and destroys the bulbs of the hair when it
forms on the head. The proper treatment for it consists
in keeping it clean by frequent washing in soap and
water. It is more liable to attack weakly than strong
children, and although disagreeable in appearance it is
not dangerous. An ointment composed of vegetable tar
mixed with a little sulphate of zinc, ground to powder,
will soon remove it. Mercurial ointment is sometimes
used ; but it should seldom, if ever be employed When
ringworm appears on the face, an ointment of honey
mixed with a little flour of sulphur is said to be an excellent remedy. Black ink is sometimes employed as a
lotion in this disease with good effect ; but a solution of
sulphate of iron, or copperas, as it is generally called,
will do equally well.
To Protect Grain prom Rats. — An individual of much
practical experience, informs ns that green elder deposited in and about the mows of hay and grain will
prove an effectual preventive against the depredations of

up a column of vapor, driving before it all the deleterious
gases, and rendering it perfectly safe for the workmen
to descend immediately.

mice and rats. We have long known that the leave'* of
the common mullen will drive rats from their haunts.

TnTAKPTHE Impression OF Plants.— Take half a sheet
of flue wove paper, and cover the surface with sweet

There is something in the odor of this plant that is disgusting to the rats ; they cannot abide it.
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"What i« Wautv but an air divine
Thr.m^h which the mind's all K'^ntle graces shineT
These, like the sun. ifadiate all In-tween ;
The body charms because the soul is bceu."
All women desire to be baodKoroe. This loDcing for
the perfectnes8 of Edeo beauiy U the seal of its diviue
origta, which »iii has lodeed marred, but never been
able to efface in the heart of womaa. We would not
have it olherwl-ie. Women should wish for comeliness ;
they all ought to be handsome ; that is, under the ordinary conditions of life in our country, where the sex are
not subjected to hard and roni;h labor, girls should be
lovely, and women also, unless broken by peculiar
storms of sorrow or lint;ering sickness.
All women may be hand^tome, generally speaking, if
they will only take the care and pains necessary. It is
not perfection of features that constitutes the charm,
nor a radiant complexion — these aie gifts, good gifts of
Heaven, if used for good ; bat still, if the individuals
thus distinguished are not sedulous to acquire gracefulness, practise neatness, and dress with propriety, they
will not appear charming.

"Love

darting eyei* and

tresses like the mora" give a charming image ; but the
tresses uncombed cease to be poetical, and tlie eyes
claim little attention when the gait is awkward and the
manners rude. There must be inward loveliness, made
ap of amiability and intelligence, radiating over the
outward form to insure lasting b-^anty. Then those who
neglect the laws of health, who are too indolent to take
exercise or engage heartily in some kind of usefulness,
can never have enough pure life (the blxod is the life)
to become beautiful ; and those who are too greedy to be
discreet in food, and are always munching cakes and
confectionery, must renounce the idea of b^ing pretty.
Rich pastry and strong coffee are not health-giving
articles of diet, and one must be well to be handsome,
but the poisonous compounds from the conrectioners
are (at worse; it is the excess in eating these things
that causes so many cUmdy complexions, heavy eyes,
and dull countenances in this our active world.
Aud now for the way to cure all these ills. We will
give the experience of a young lady who made herself
handsome. She shall tell her own story at our Table in
her own way. We feel sure one such example will be
of more advantage than many essays in tencbing the
true Art of Beauty: —
REVERIES

OF

A

MAIDEN

OP

SErE.VTEES.

Annt Eustace says I can change these stooping shoulders f.ir an erect form, make this sallow skiu clear and
bright, this flat chest full and round, and cause these
dull eyes to sparkle with light and life. She says that
my heavy, ungraceful mntion-^ can become buoyant and
«la'«tic, and my weak, thin voice strong and sweet.
If she had told me I could scale the walls of Paradise
some time within the next twenty-four hours, and take
possession, it would not have surprised me more. All
Xhe^e changes are to be brought about gradually by the
■»e of mtfrni eosTneticSt and the study of moral aud phy•ical hygiene.

I could endure anything, do everything possible, if it
would make me beautiful ; I have so longed for beauty !
A pilgrimage round the world barefoot, with nc)tliiiii,'
but bread and water for food, and the earth my bod. I
would submit to, if I could thus attain it. But Aunt
Eustace says I shall be happier, too. for seeking beauty
in the right way, and shall not have to make any sacrifice at all to obtain it ; I shall be pursuing my highest
good and best improvement, for these lie along the same
It will, I am sure, afford pleasant employment

to my

thoughts to follow the rules she laid down for me, bepath.
sides the improvement. At any rate, I have nothing to
lose in trying this experiment. I 'm perfectly raisenvble
one-half my time now. because it doesn't seem to me that
I have anything in particular to do in the world. It is
only when some excitement carries me out of myself,
as it were, that I lose this t^ense of weariness.
I would like to have the power to be happy within
myself. Some people have this art; it mast be very
valuable. Now, when / retire upon my own capital. I
find nothing but emptiness, and the excitement of society
does not really satisfy me ; it only d^mUnif the s^^-te of
mtiral hunger, as I might call it, for the time. Do other
girls feel this, I wonder?
How gl:id I am that Aunt Eustace came to see us! I
hope I shall profit by her counsel. There seems to be a
healthy moral atmosphere about her that gives me
strength and hope. I think my good angel must have
sent her here in consideration of my needs. If she is
going to confer beauty on me, or put me in the way to
gain it, she will indeed prove a messenger of good. I
feel sure I should be more amiable if I were more beautiful. Iknow I cannot act harmoniously when I look so
inharmonious. I believe I was intended to be beautiful,
and I feel as if I could never be myeel/ until I am so.
Aunt Eustace says that I do possess the germs of beanty,
and it may be developed. O what happiness, could I
realize this! How earnestly I would set to work to
prune and weed my nature, and plant the seeds of good
resolves and earnest deeds! A great deal of weeding
and lopping off would have to be done ; I am quite sure
of that.
I have lived in a sort of dreamy, blind manner, as
though I believed this waa a world of chance, and if
there was any gnod for me anywhere, it would come of
itself, without my making any endeavors to obtain it.
I wished for happiness, beauty, and intelligence, but I
wanted to have them without the trouble of any effort of
mine.
Now I see that I must be
tain aiy real good as my
be happier for trying than
is so dull and wearisome I

up and doing, if I would obown. I see, too, that I shall
if I remained sluggish. Life
I wonder if others find it so !

I believe they do, by the weary, dissatisfied faces I meet ;
and yet I do not believe it need to be so. I am sure
there is material enough for happiness in the world, if
we only knew where to find it and how to use it.
Now, I ft-el my faculties begin to brighten already,
just at the dist^int prospect of becoming beautiful, and
3G7
good, and happy.
I feel happier, too, more peaceful and
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contented ; I declare. I look better (I have just taken a
peep in the mirror) ; merely thiuking on the right way
lia« made rac more animated and more amiable. That
querulous expression which clouded my face is partly
melted away In the sunlight of serenity which has begun to dawn in my soul.

*******

I need a good many aids to help me on my course.
0 dear! When I tliink of what I have to correct in
myself, and what to gain, I feel almost discouraged.
Still, Aunt Eustace says I need not to attempt any flying
leaps, like a kangaroo ; it is only one step at n time.
I must take a kind of inventory of myself before I
begin. It will run something in thiswise: A bundle
of bad habits and a large amount of ignorance of self
and duties, bound together by indolence, in a weak,
cmoked, meagre frame, covered by a sallow skin, and
embellished with a pair of large lack-lustre eyes.
Well, now, to recapitulate after the instructions of
Aunt Eustace, who is my moral doctor.
Item First To change this sallow skin to the pure
freshness of health T must eat wholesome food at reasonable times and in reasonable quantities ; I must study
a little into the mystery of nourishing the body in order
to do it properly.
Serond. Tliat I may have pure blood, and, consequently, a clear complexion, I must breathe a suflScient
quantity of pure air ; this is indispensable, and I must
make myself familiar with the way in which air purifies
the blood.
I cannot take in a proper quantity of air unless I
suffer my lungs to expand fully ; to eflect this I must
remove all outward compression that prevents perfect
ease, avoid all crooked positions of body, and sluggish
habits ; and I must not breathe the air of heated rooms
when I can avoid it, for there is not oxygen euough in
it. nor in air that has been once breiUhed ; such air
has lost its life-giving properties, and has no more
exhilarating power than wine that has stood in an open
glass for a week.
I must not indulge in envy or ill temper, for these are
moral jaundice, injurious to the blood and the complexion. Ihope I should want to avoid these evil
passions for higher motives, but now I am thinking of
complexion.
I must take sufficient exercise, for hy means of it the
waste matter that would otherwise accumulate in the
system is thrown off at the pores of the skin. I must
also observe cleanliness strictly, that the pores be not
obstructed.
And I must remember, too. that the mind and body
mutually influence each other, and that
" Even from the body's purity the mind
Keceives a secret, sympathetic aid."
As they are so mysteriously connected, one cannot be
perfectly healthy unless the other is so ; knowing tliis
will stimulate me to regulate my passions and emotions,
and keep a watch over my thoughts so that no unwholesome ones enter and defile the inner temple of my soul.
1 must also try to cultivate my mental powers, so that I
can judge between right and wrong, the good and the
■ evil.
All this would add to my happiness, I know, even if
I did not I'loka, whit better
I can see that a great many
good results would follow from the observance of the
simplest of these rules ; it is well with us when we are
- right.
,1'or instance, by holding myself erect and breathing

sufficient quantities of pure air I shall be more elastic
and graceful in my movements ; and if my lunge are
fully expanded and .sirung, my voice will be cleaier and
sweeter, and my che>t moie full and rounded. Are not
graceful movements, and a musical voice, and a beautiful bust rare atiractious? The improvement in my
complexion may be taken into the account also ; and tha
greater sprigliiUness of body and mind, 1 feel sure, will
animate the expression of my eyes and thus increase my
beauty. Certainly, if my mind and body were properly
active, my features would be more expressive of pleasant feelings and thoughts; intelligence beautifies the
face, and peaceful emotion would be sure to give gentleness to my voice.
Oh, there is no calculating the advantages that will
flow from one right habit! and, besides, it makes the
attainment of all other right habits easier; I learned
this long ago, but I never realized it as I do now, since
I became in earnest about improving. I don't believe
that people in general understand the philosophy of
these things, or they would not submit to be ugly, and
deformed, and miserable, when they might more easi.y
be good, and happy, and beautiful.
I have my temper also to subdue, so that it shall rise
so far and no farther than is right; now it is rather a
turbulent member of society. I remember well th;
lecture of Aunt Eustace on this point : the substance hii-j
become incorporated into my reflections. I will— yes, I
WILL govern my temper !
(Conclusion next month.)
WOMAN'S UNION MISSION BANDS, ETC.*
We are receiving good news of the progress of Mrs.
Mason and her friends in this noble work of teaching
and Christianizing heathen women. The idea seems to
awaken a new chord in the hearts of our American ladies. We have now the following programme of the
society, which we give in full, thus obviating the necessity pfsending out circulars. We request our friends
to read this paper carefully and then considei' what they
can do, each one according to her means and opportunities, to aid in this good mission. It has the recommendation ofmany leading clergymen among each denomination, and "honorable women,
working earnestly in the cause.
TO

THE

FRIENDS

OF

WOMAN'S
ELEVATION
LANDS.

not a few," are

IN

HEATHEN

Says a missionary long in India: "The greatest barrier to the spread of Christianity in India is Womnn."
So in Burmah, the greatest hindiance to the conversion
of the men is the Womm. India, with its thousands of
grated Zenanas, sends out a thrilling ciy for light for its
suffering Widows; while 12.j,000 women in Tounghoo
and the Red Karen Land are streiching out their liands
to the Christian women of America for help. And says
a gentleman thoroughly ac<iuaintpd with missionary
work: ''For these pour heathen ever to be reached,
WOMENvutst come tu tJi^tr rt^scue."
In view of these earnest calls, a few ladies have resolved to try and help instruct them, so far as they may
be able, xcorking ivith idl *'Viingelica! denmninntions
It is therefore proposed that friends interested give or
collect the sura of twenty dollars annually for five
yeai%. for the purpose of sending out and supporting
the Widows and Daughters of Missionaries, and other
single ladies, to raise up yative Female BUAe Reodei s and
Tendiersfnr thfir oicn Countrywoman. These ladies to
go out hy invitation of responsible persons, and to missions of their own denominations.
One hundred collectors are desired, but at present it
* If a-iy reader of the Lady's Book would like to have
the large circular, i' cludii g all the recommendations,
etc., let her scud au envelope stamped to Mrs. Uale.

editors' table.
1b propowd to wnd only two ladios. One of these Is desiri'd for ihe Touu(:lioo wuinea and ono fur the Hindu
WitloWR. tlic fl^^t to be connected with Mis. Muson in
Touuj.'hoi.t, the Uttt-r to he cuniieclt-d either with m\»slouarieH of the Scotch Fre« Church or with Epi»copaliuiis, in Calcutta.
To avoid the multiplicity of societies. It Is proposed to
form little Union Misniou Band^ in asaociatiouH already
exi^ti^^'.
Therefore,
Any .H'ttTTt'tl AfS'tcia/vm giving Three Collectorships
Bball be entitled to a correspondence with a Sifter Association in Tounjfhoo or India, with Quaiterly Reports.
Any Cummittf^
of entitled
Hynteuvitic
^\\'\ii^ Three
Collectors
s^hall be
to aVv<iinti»n
Foreign District,
with
Quarterly Keports,
Any Magiialf^n .S'TiW.t/ giving Three Colleetors shall
be
eu'tllled or
to &India,
N'ativewith
Visittir
among Kfthe
lost women of
Touni^hoo
Quarteily
ports.
Any Sundty S'-h"ol giving Three CollectorshipB shall
be
t<i'aQuarterly
Mission School
of its own in Touughoo
or entitled
India, with
Keports.
A'y BihU >ir Tmct Hocitty giving Three Collectorships
BhatI be entitled to a Native Bible Reader or Tract Distributor, with Quarterly Reports.
Any Lihnirti C'linmiUf. giving sixty dollars' worth of
books annually, and any S-'winy Circle giving a sixty
dolhtr box of work, stationery, apparatus, bedding, or
cli'tliing annually, shall be entitled to Quarterly Corlespoudeuce with the ladies or schools to which they are
sent.
Smaller band« may be formed of two or three; or
friends can send their contributions direct to the Secretary or Treasurer of the Society
One object of these Bands is to help native chiefs to
establish, carry on. and support schooU for them-elves,
both male and female, thereby seekiug tlieir evangelization and civili7.atioa. To this end it has been found necessary, in some instances, to form little colonies of
Highlanders on the plains, and teach them agriculture.
Therefore, any agricultural implements will he tiiankfully received, for the Karens of Tounghro, in particular,
whose only implements are a long knife and spade.
Thesmallest contributionsia money, apparatus, books,
Rtationery, fancy-work for fairs or auctions, bedding,
clothing for ladies or childien, remnants of cloths for
native jackets and pantaloons, handkerchiefs for natives,
and anything that can be used in schools, or that will
be salable in India, will be thankfully receivt-d aud
1 faithfully forwarded, according to the request of the
donors.

#

#

*

♦•

»

*

#

The first Woman's Union Mission Band was formed in
Boston. Nov. Itith, IStiO; but the lirst invitation to the
ladies of New York to form such small bauds was made
Dec. 6tli, and to the ladies of Brooklyn. Dec 14th, when
this circular was read and approved, and two bauds immediately formed in that city. No Gt-ierrtl Soriety was
organized, however, uutit Jan 9tli, ISiJl, when the ladies of New York and Brooklyn met at Mrs. Le Roy's,
132 Fifth Avenue, and organized the
woman's

UNIOX

MISSrONAET
BEATHEX

60CIETT
LANDS.

OF

AMERICA

FOH

PreJtid^U, Mes. Thomas C. Dobimus.
Secretary, Mi.ss Sarah D- Dork.mi's.
Treasurer, RicHAan L. Wytkokf.
Sub-TreaeureTf Maa. R. L. Wypkofp
Box 479, New York City.
All communications and parcels for this Society should
be addressed to the Secretary, Miss SAitAH D. DnREMi's,
(Doremus k Nixon,) 21 Park Place, New York City,
or to the Treasurer.
OcR SrBscarpTioNs for Woman's Mission.— Since last
month we have received some money for Mrs. Mason's
school at Touughoo, and many good promises. One
young lady has sent us her pledged word as Manager to pay $20 in July; and, if nothing hinders, to
pay the same amount yearly for five years.
Other lai dies have promised donations as soon as the present demands for the wants of the poor are lessened.
We shall
i be glad to register all these names in our Book.
At
present we have
Mrs. F. M. Taylor, Philadelphia, $2.
, Uiss J.
, Delaware, $10.
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Swiss Hi'sbands.— MUs Bremer, in her new work
about the "Old World," maken the following pithy remarks:—
" The Swiss man, it appears to me, does not often regard his wifo according to the requirement of the beautiful Swedish term Miika, or, eiiual ; aud, not uufiequenily, one otherwise good and distinguished man
deserves the satire which the little son of one of my acquaintance on one occasion unconsciously exprehsed,
when he said to his little sister, ' Now thou shalC be my
wife ; go and stand In the corner!'
Shf. But why must I be thy wife?
Hf-. That I may have somebody to scold.'*
New Books. — Among the English works announced Is
"The Home-Life of English Ladies in the Seventeenth
Century," by the author of " Magdalen Stafford."
The "Athen»um" has the following notice of one of
Little, Brown & Co.'s Boston publications: —
"We have collections of English ballads and collections of Scotch ballads of every kind and merit ; but a
well-edited work, comprising the ancient traditionary
ballads of both countries, was unknown until the appearance ofthe American collection, by Mr. F. J. Child,
a Professor of Harvard College, and the editor of the
Boston edition of the British Poets. A new edition of
Mr. Child's 'English and Scotch Ballads,' revised by
the editor, is about to be placed at a moderate price, by
Messrs. Sampson Low & Son of London, within the
reach of the Biitish reading public."
Mies S. J. Hale's BoARDisa and Day School fob
YoCKG Ladies, lS2ti Rittenbouse Square, Philadelphia.
This school is designed to give a thorough and liberal
English education, to furnish the best facilities for acquiring the French language, and the best instruction
in music and the other accomplishments. An accomplished French teacher resides in the family, and also
an excellent teacher of music, who gives her personal
attention to pupils while practising. The moral training and the liealth and physical development of the
scholars are carefully attended to.
R^/'^rt^ncfg : Mrs, Emma Willard, Troy, N. T. ; Henry
Yethake, LL.D., Wm. B. Stevens, D. D., Wm. H. Ashhurst, Esq., Louis A. Godey, Esq., Philadelphia; Charles
Hodge, D. D., Princeton, N. J. ; aud others.
To OrR CoRRESpOKDENTs.— The following articles are
accepted ; " Laws and Ordinances" — " The Heart of the
Andes" — "Night and Morning" — "To an Absent Wife"
— "Lord Ronald" — " Doubt no More" — "How it Came
About" — "To a Monthly Rose" (we have not room for
both poems)— and "Starlight."
We have not room for the following articles : "My
Second Home"— "Love" — "To Mi-s Viola •»»*»" —
"Woman's Love" — " Oh, then do they Remember me?"
— " For whom we should Mourn" (and the other poem ;
we have no room) — " Going Home" (the writer must try
till she succeeds) — " Annotations" — " Julie and I"—" A
Keepsake" (quite pretty, and worthy a place if we had
room) — " He Loves me in his Heart" — "Song" — " Lines
to my Mother"- "Genevieve" (the writer is correct
when she says that the " piece is not strictly poetry") —
"Mabel Gray"— " Midnight"— " The Mountain Storm"
— " Augusta"- "Chestnut Burrs"— " I Mourn your Absence" (^the poem is worth publishing if we had room)—
and "Woman's Rights."
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Ulcerated Sore Mouth of Children.— This affection
differs from common thrush or thrash in the formation of
ulcers on the gums, inside of the cheeks, etc. The ulcers
appear perliaps oftener than otherwise on the gums, and
the ulceration sometimes progresses to such an extent
as to destroy the gums, leaving the teeth more or less
exposed.
The sitmptoms are— heat of the mouth, an increased
fi iw of saliva or spittle, an offensive breath, swelling of
the upper lip, with eulaigement and tenderuess of the
glands beneath the jaws. The gums are swollen, red or
violet-colored, readily bleeding to the touch, and covered
Witli a layer of grayish pulpy matter. Ulcerated sore
mouth occurs for the most part in weakly children who
liare been badly nourished and exposed to damp and
cold.
The treatment of this disorder should consist in washing the mouth frequently with cold water, and occasionally with a solution of the chlorate of potash. The
mouth should be gently cleansed Ave or six times a day
with cold water, and the potash solution should be
applied once or twice a day. The latter should also be
given internally, as it seems to have specific powers in
chauging the morbid condition of the general system
upon which the ulcerati'^n of the mouth depends. The
dose of chlorate of potash is five grains dissolved in a
little sweetened water.
While these remedies are being used, the general health
of the little sufferer should not be neglected. It should
be warmly clad, nourished with milk, and wholesome,
digestible food, aud kept as much as possible in a pure,
dry atmosphere. Whenever the weather and other
circumstances will admit of it, the patient should have
the benefit of the outdoor air and sunshine.
Gangkenol'3 or Mortified Soke Mouth. — This is a
very formidable disease, and its treatment should never
be attempted in domestic practice. We only introduce
it for the purpose of giving the symptoms, bo that it
may be recognized, and the timely aid ot a pliysician
may be sought. It generally occurs in children between
two and five years, who have been prostrated by some
wasting disease, or by some kind of bad management.
This kind of sore mouth is often attributed to mercury,
and if this remedy has been used, the blame is almost
sure to be laid on it. But it should be known that sore
mouth frequently occurs where no mercury has been
used, and it cannot be said that the disease under consideration has ever been positively traced, in a single
instance, to the action of mercury. The disease commences most commonly, perhaps, in one cheek ; the
pain may not he very great, but the breath is highly
offen.sive, and the running at the mouth profuse. The
affected part soon becomes hard, red, shining, and tense ;
aud if the mouth is examined, a deep, unhealthy excavated or dug-out ulcer will be fouud, corresponding in
situation with the external hai'dness. The ulceration
spreads rapidly over the wliule inside of the mouth,
involviug the gums, inside of the cheeks, aud even the
jaw bones themselves.
After what has been said, it is needless to add anything as to the trfttimt^ of this frightful disorder. We
will say. however, for the encouragement of mothers,
that a skilful physician can generally arrest it in its early

stages.
Therefore, no time should he lost in obtaining
the best med cal advice.
Fruits for Children.— The fruit kingdom affords ai>
almost endless supply of delicious and wholesome food.
But as articles of this class are generally taken, they
may more properly be considered as dangerous luxu:
ries than as healthful food — as a curse rather than a
blessing. Dr. Paris says : " Weie we to fo m our opinion
of their value (fruits) from their abuse, we should cerr
tainly be rather disposed to class them under the head
of poisons than of aliments." The great error in the
use of fruits consists in making them a dossert ; iu
crowding the st'jmach with them when it is already
full ; and in eating them, at all times, between meals,
when there is no natural demand or desire for them.
Fruits, when taken along with our food, as/ood, and iu
modeiatiou, are highly conducive to health ; and, as the
writer just quoted appropriately remarks, they "appear
to be providentially sent at a season when the body requires that cooling and antiseptic aliment which they
are so well calculated to
These general remarks
plied to children. How
fruit time, to be stuffing

afford."
have peculiar force when apcommon is it for childreu. in
with fruits of all kinds from

morniug until night ! Aud sometimes the work of destruction (destruction to the fruit, and still more destructive to the child) does not even stop at night, but
the little fellows are allowed to nibble away on their
apples, peaches, nuts, etc., after retiring to bed. But
still worse — the fruits thus eaten at such improper times
and in such excessive quantities, are often gieen or only
half-ripe, or over-ripe, and in a stale of incipient decay.
No wonder, then, that the maledictions of mothe.s and
physicians have been vented upon the fruit kingdom!
No wonder that choleias, colics, convulsions d-i'e, worms,
wind, and watery gripes, and all the long train of infant
maladies have been charged upon the products of the orr
chard. And with such notions as these, it is not at all
strange that many are ready to forego someof the best gifts
of God to man, and to exterminate their orchards as an
unmitigated evil. But tliis is all wrong. Fruits eaten
at the right time, in a proper condition, and in reasonable quantities, so far from being a cause of disease, are
highly conducive to the health of the whule humaij
family, children and all ; and they should be cultivated
and enjoyed with thankfulness, and not cursed, destroyed, and unjustly charged with evils for which
the fruits are in nowise responsible.
What then is the right time? To this, we answer that
fruits should form a part of the regular meal, and that,
as a general rule, it is best to include them in the first
coarse, instead of reserving them as a second course, or
dessert.
As to the condition of the fruits we have this to eay:
they should be fully ripe, hut not over-ripe and partly
rotten. Moreover, they should be peeled and cored, if
necessary. The seeds and peelings of almost all kinds
of fruit are very indigestible, and therefore fruits taken
— as children usually take them — skin, seed, pulp, and
all, are literally a,/ruit/fd source of disease.
As to the quantity of fruit eaten, we will only remark
that the plan suggested by us is the very best to prevent
these excesses, in which children are so prone to indulge.
But then it may be said, " This is all well enough, but
it is impossible to control cbildien, and they wt/l eat
from morning until night, if they can have accoss tn the
orchard."

This is true; hut to avoid tliia difiicnUy,

LITERARY
t'lUdroii should never be allowed logo into the ott'hard.
Some «ue should be seiii lo select the fruit for each m«'al,
aud the children should not tuiich it until it iK pluct'd
upou the table. Oue word as to proparinj^' fruits for the
table: if they are fully ripe, it will be isufficietit to peel
them, and to remove the cure or seed, if nece.siciry. But
If fruits not fully ripe are used, they nhould be stewed
or baked before bringing them to the tiible. Some L^reen
fruits, Much as applen, are wholcsouie when well cuuked ;
aud dried fruits, such as apples, peaches, pears, pruues,
Cic, are cooling, laxative, and highly conducive to
health when well stewed. And, by the wuy, baking or
Btewing is the be6t laude of coukiug moi»t frui(8.
COLITMDtr.S G<u

%iitxu]i llotircs.
Books bt Mail. — Now that the postage on printed
matter is so low, we offer our services to procure for
our subscribers or others any of the books that we notice.
luformatiou touching books will be cheerfully given by
inclosing a st;inip to pay return postage.
When ordering a book, please mention the name of the
publisher.
From T. B. Pktersos .5c Brothkrs, rhiladelphia:—
A MES-iAHK FUOM THE SK.\ ; ««// THE TNCOMMEUriAL TRAVELLER. By Clia le« Dickens, author
of "Pickwick Papers,'^ "David Cnppc. field." "Tale of
Two Citie.-*,'* Christmas Slorie.s" etc. Of this volume
we have only read "A Message from the Sea." a story
which involves several other stories, evidently not from
the pen of Dickens, and having no pii- ticular connection
with the main one, around which the interests of the
reader will gather. A Yankee se:i-captain. somewhat
broadly drawn, as is usual with uur trans-Ailanlic
friends, fi:.'ures prominently, pleasingly, and benevolently in the narrative.
Price 60 cents.

NOTICES.
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O'Malley," "Gerald Fitzgerald." "Maurice Tierney,'*
etc etc This i« one of the liveliest and most interesting
of Lever's later novels, which, by the way, have, m
some instances, been rather dry, dull, and jirosy, with
scarcely a glimmer of that rattling spirit, spark lini,' wit,
vivacious humor, and thrilling ntpidity of incident
vhich rendered his earlier productions so deservedly
popular. "One of Them," however, as wo have intimated, is not unlike Lever's former s<-ir, ihoni;h still in
a different vein, and will be found attractive reading.
Price .lO cents.
THE CHILDREX'S PICTURE-BOOK OF QUADRUPED.S, tmd otfuff Mnmmntin. Ilhistmted with sixty-one
engravings by \V. Harvey. This is a cnnipanion to
"TheChildren's Picture- llnok of Birds," which wo hava
noticed, aud equally with it entitled to praise. Prlco
7o ceutii.
From D. Appletox k Co.. Xew York, through .Samcel
Hazard, Jr., Philadelphia:—
THE ILLUSTRATED HOK.<E DOCTOR: nr.hig an Aocnrnte iind D'tniled Arcannt "/ thH VtirUniH Di^i^-nses to
irhicli the Equine Hnce are snhjf^vt*-A ; tnf/ethtr nnth the
VUfM Mode f>f Trtatuifut, and all the re'jnisitr Pr^scripti'ijiM, itrithn in plain }-'ii(/h'.\h. By Edward Mayhew,
M. R. C. V. S., author of "The Horse's Month." "Dogs:
their Management ;" editor of " Blair's Veterinary Art,"
etc. Illustralod with more than 400 pictorial representations. This is one of the fullest and completest works
of its class. We would particularly recommend it to
the attention of such of our friends, agricultural or otherwi-e, as may take a pride in horses. To them it will bo
invaluable, not only as presenting means of relief to the
known ailments of the animals in their possession, but
also as acquainting them with facts they might not
otherwise become cognizant of. which, once understood,
ought to excite their humane sympathies in behalf of
the dumb companions of their pleasures and labors.
Price $2 50.

Tnri'i'Utft <•/ Hdmnl Ufr, Xntp^ a/ TruTfl, Pn^h-y, lliniA
/'» Tfchfrs find Pttpil-t, and. Mutrt^UrnttonJt Skrtdieit. Il-

From RrDD & Cari-etox, New York, through Pkter80S i Brothers, and Lippi.vcott & Co., Philadelphia: —
THE GREAT PREPARATION ; or, RetUmi>thm Draw
(thyif/h By the Rev. Ji.hn Cumming. D. D., F. R. S. E.,
Minister of the Scottish National Chuich, Crown Court,

lustrated. ByAlexander Clark, cditorof" Clark's School
Visitor." A book entitled to a p ace nnd a name annmg
American novels, which, though perhaps noteijual tn the
best, will yet not suffer materially by a comparison with
our literature of a strictly national type. The promin nt

Covent Garden, author of " The Great Tribulation," etc.
Second series. The previous works of Dr. Cumming
have met with such success in this country, and his
name has become so familiar among our Christian population, that we need only announce the appearance of

story of the volume, "The Log School-IIou^e," mu>t
command unqualified approval for the construction and

this, the second volume on the subject of "The Great
Preparation," to secure it readers.
Price $1 00.
PRAYER FOR RULERS; or, IhUyj „/ Christian Patriotft. A Discourse, preached in the Madison Sfjoare
Presbyterian Church. New York, on the Day of the National Fast. January 4, 1861. By Rev. William Adums,
D. D.
Price 2.* cents.

From Leart, Getz, & Co.. Philadelphia:—
THE OLD LiX; SC110()L-II0C>E. Furniturfd irith

I development of its plot, and the beiiuiiful and poetical
I sentiments so often expressed throughout it. Of its
literary merits, however, we cannot speak quite so uureservediy. To our mind there is a certain crudeness
and want of finish in its style which is more felt than
perceived by the render, that betrays haste or caelessness on the part of the writer, rather than want of skill.
The miscellaneous articles of which tlie b^ilance of the
book is composed, are of the excellence of superior newspaper articles, imparting pleasnn^, or conveying gtu'd
lessons to the mind, yet leaving no impression of extraordinary merit in them.
From RARPKR& Brothers, Sew York, through Petek«o» k Bkotheks, Philadelphia:—
OSE OF THEM.

By Charles Lever, author of "Charles

From Robert Carter & Brothers, New York, through
Martie.v & Brother. Philadelphia: —
ANNALS OF THE RESCUED. By the author of
"Haste to the Rescue.'' With a Preface by the Rev.
Charles E. L. Wightman. A remarkable feature lu th«
Wn-atvrt of Benevolence, as we may style the many
English work-*, on the condition of the poor and miserable classes of Great Britiiin, now crowding fr -m the
press, is, that the greater pnrti-in are written by w«imen.
Among

these interesting books, the one before us de*
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serves a high rank. It records the efforts of the wife of
Mr. Wightman (pastor of a parish in Shrewnbury, Eugliiud) to rescue from drunkeuness and deslraction the
m-n and women

of the congregation. She went forth at

her husband's earnest request, aud worked always with
his warm approval and encouragement. That he found
her a help indeed he might well record, as he has done
in the preface. All women should read this book, and
leiirn what good a woman has done.
Pp. 263.
GRAPES OF ESHCOL; or, Gltanings frmn the Land
"f Promise. Ey John B. Macdaff, T>. D., author of
"Morning and ^'ight Watches," "Memoiiesof Bethany,"
etc. This book will be a real treasure to those who love
tlie gospel. The meditations are short, and can be read
by those who have little time at command ; the themes
a e well chosen, and the style is excellent.
HELP HEAVENWARD; or, W.>rfU of Strength and
Ihart-cheer to Zum's TraveUt^rs. By Ociavius Winslow,
D. D. In this series of short sermons, or rather expo-^itions of particular texts of Scripture, without the forniality of a discourse prepared for the pulpit, the aathor
lias shown eminent fitness to be the adviser of his
readers. Few, we think, will lay aside this book from
weariness, even when they may not love the truths and
duties it so earnestly yet tenderly urges ou men. It is a
work well suited to the cabinet library of the reader who
■wishes to reach heaven.
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valuable Tables of interest and importance to the trav*
eller.
Price 2o cents.
From Crosbt, Nichols, Lee, & Co., Boston: —
MARION

GRAHAM;

or, ^'Higher th^xn Happiness."

By Meta Lander, author of "Light on the Dark River,"'
*'The Broken Bud," etc. This is one of the class of sentimental novels — the term used in its best sense — the
reading of which is calculated to arouse aspirations of a
pure and noble nature in the heart. The style in which
it is written partakes of that delicacy and grace which
characterize the writings of a refined, talented, and
noble womaiL
Price $1 25.
From A. Morris, Richmond, Va., through S. Hazabd^
Jr., Philadelphia: —
FLOWERS OF HOPE

AND

MEMORY:

A Collecfvm

of Poemg. By Cornelia J. M. Jordan. Our thanks are
due the talented authoress for a copy of this work.
Without according it extraordinary literary or poetic
merit, we assure our readers that it is a volume that
will awake the synipathie-; and touch the heart of every
one who has loved a friend or lo^t a little one. It is
emphatically a book for the home circle, inspired with
deep religious sentiment a'd blossoming with the flowers
of home feelings aud affections.

ENGLAND'S YEOMEN : from Life in the Nineteenth
Century. By Maria Louisa Charlesworth. author of
"Ministering Children," "The Ministry of Life," etc.
Tliose who have read the books of this author need not
be told that this one is very interesting ; we think it
surpasses any she has sent forth. It is the history of an
English faimer and of the family to which he belonged.
"We learn the manner of agricultural life in that old and
crowded land, the condition and cha;acter of the mass,
where hired laborers are never expected to rise above
their station of servants; and we learn, too, how noble
is the effort of a Chri-tian family to sustain their faith
when they have not only no help from the rector of their
church, but actually, hindianccs. The unfaithful pastor
a ;d the faithful member of the Establish meat are graphically pictured, and three important lessons are taught,
namely, the worth of the Liturgy, the benefit of regular
attendance at church, aud the importauce of the family
Bible. We hope iht? buok will be widely circulated. It
is excellent and very entertaining.
From

M. Dooladt, New York, through Peterson &

Brothebs. Philadplphia :—
THE SHADOW IN THE HOUSE: A Novel. By John
Saunders. This is a book likely to attract considerable
attention in literary circles. It is decidedly dramatic in
its character, and overflows with the poetry of description and sentiment. As a novel it is i>f the narratory
order, and rather scanty in incident.
Price $1 00.
From Joseph Harris, Rochester, New York : —
THE RURAL ANNUAL AND HORTICULTURAL

DI-

RECTORY, fur tfie I'enr 1S61 : Containing Treatises on
Matters of Interest to the Farmer, the Fruit-grower, and
the Horticulturist. Illustrated with eighty engravings.
Price 25 cents.
From DiNSMORE & Co., New York: —
DINSMORE'S RAILROAD AND STEAM NAVIGATION GUIDE, for the United States, Canada, etc., January, 1S61 : Containing a new Railroad Map, and many

§obt])'s ^riu-Cljiiir.
GoDET FOE April, 1S61. — "The Pet Donkey."
A pet
plate, and one of unequalled fineness and beauty. Examine it critically; see the lights and .shades; examine
the faces, even in their minuteness how beautiful. It is
a masterpiece of engraving.
Our Fashion-plate. Some doubt was expressed when
we commenced these fashions whether we would continue them. Among others, our contemporaries said they
were too expensive, except for an occasional plate; but
as we do not use any lures to get subscribers, by giving
in a January number what we would not give in any
other number of the year, "a custom more honored in
the breach than in the observance," we still contiuue these
beautiful fashions, and that they will continue to grow
more beautiful, let this and future numbers prove. As
we have stated before, but as it is a fact that we wish to
impres;s upon our subscribers, we again state, that in no
country in Europe, or in this country, are there any such
fashions published, and we challenge a contradiction.
We have continued and will continue them, notwithstanding the immense additional expense, knowing that
the American people will sustain us. The best will always be sought after.
The extension-plate of spring fashions !n this number
is entirely extra, and does not interfere with the usual
variety in our Book. This plate, and the one in the
March number is a spring offering to our subscribers.

Our April Fashions. — We are indebted to Mr. Letson,
of the celebrated house of Messrs. A. T. Stewart k Co., of
New York, for the patterns of Figs. 2 and 3 in ihe extension-plate ofspring fashions ; also for other patterns,
to Stewart & Co., Messrs. Lord & Taylor, and the Brodie,
all of New York, and Messrs. T. W. Evans & Co. of
Philadelphia. All of these firms take an interest in tho
Lady's Book.
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godey's ABM-chair.
iMPOJiTos.— That deaf and dumb woman turned np
a4;aiQ. Every year we have lo adverti;^ this woman.
Wo have done U for tlireo succe.«sive years. Here she id
a^'ata, and. before pubhithiug the letter, we will state
tliat itheiH not deaf and dumb— even this ih an imposture.
And we will also add that, in every case of this kind,
persons are induced lo subsciibe ou account of the low
price at which the Book is offered. lu this case it will
b) seen that two dollars is the amount, when our price
is three. This alone onghi to open the eyes of people,
for what is to pay our agent when he or »he offers a
work at less thau the subscription price? Wo aj,'ain
repeat that we have no agents soliciting subscriptions.
House op REPKEsE.vTATivEd.
II A an i.< HI' BO, Jon. 23, IS61.
L. A. OoBET, Esq. : Dkar Sie— Some time last fall I subscribed for your ma^'azine. The subscription was solicited by a young lady represeuting herself to be deaf
and dumb. I paid her $2 00. A number of others in
Reading subscribed for various magaziues. I have not
received the January or February number. Will you
oblige roe by writing to me at your earlicat convenience
ou the subject f
B.
AiroTHEa Impoj;tor. — Some fellow is travelling in the
West announcing himself as a member uf one of the
J largest distributing periodical agencies in the country.
His card reads: *' Wholesale agents fur * Godey's Lady's
J Book,' 'The Atlantic Monthly,' and all standard pe) riodicals. Office, .327 Br*»adway, New York." The rei apectable firm that he pretends to n'preseut has no oflSce
. on BroadwHV, and they have no travelling agents. He
\ ought to be arrested.
This is Trce. — We are head and shoulders above the
circulation of any magazine, and have never otfeied a
bribe in the shape of a premiuui. The Bingiuxmyton
Democrtd understuud* that when it says; —
1 "The immen e iuc.ease in the circulutiou of Godey—
having doubled itaelf in the last three years — is a couI vincing proof of the superiority of the work, if the work
I Itself was not sulhcieut evideuce.
And wheu it Is co'iIfiidered that not a b.ibu in the bhape of a premium baa
ever been offered, it shows that ijudcy's Lady"s Book
8:au<Is first in the heuits uf Americj.u ladies, who subscribe for the sake of the Book aud not the premium.
IThe literature of the Lady's Book is by the first writers
ill America, and has always been remarkable for its high
literary and moral character. Clergymen recommend
the Hook, and it can be re;id aloud in the family circle.
1 The matter is tar superior to that of any otker m^aziue,
ibaving a healthy aud instructive tone.'*
As superior to every other magazine ever published
fVfts pronounced our January number; yet our notices
now say that succeeding numbers are eveu superior to
that. We are sure that «)ur March number was, aud we
invite public opinion as regards this number.
PiKB Co. Jftftf.
Hati5o had occasion during the holidays to use more
Cftkes, etc. than heretofore (aud living in the country,
1 not the assistance of confectioners), we found your
most excellent receipts of more value than three times
the subscription of the Book. Although I am only a
liUle girl, the Lady's Book is one of my special Lnxnriea.
I will send you another club in a few days.
Respectfully yours,
M. E. V.
VOL. LXII. — Zl

Ol'R MUSICAL

COLUMN.

Muticnl Miitterg in Oie C't/y.— The activity in opera and
concert an nouuced in our last has by uom<'uns continued,
and the evident close of what is geuerally termed the
musical season will be in striking contrast with the IcUU,
of its opening. The seasou is uot yet at an end, however, and it i> the earnest desire in musical ciicies that
one more parsing gleam of opera may bo granted to
longing eyes ere the Academy shall bo locked up or
handed ov«r to the carpenter-- for the summer.
The Classical Soiives of Karl Wolfsuhu, at the Foyer
of the Academy, have been well atlciidt-d ; aud, at the
Musical Fund Hall, the delightful lU-hearsals of the
Germauia Orchestra (now, and for some time, a prominent Philadelphia institution} have made Saturday afterno ns atime of sweet sounds and of duttc:ing among
the ladies. Indeed, so f;ir multiplied have been the^e
elegant reunions that we are begiDuing to have grave
fears of our while cravat. Will it last the season through,
we wonder? And so we aie consoled eveu for the loss
of little Patli, and clumsy Brignoli, and obese Amodio.
Baumhfifh's Operatic StUctitms. — This is a collection
of about one hundred favorite airs, selected fom nearly
fifty operas, and arranged in an easy manner for the
piano-forte, with the fingers marked for beginners. It
is published in the oblong form, at the low price of 7J
cents, containing an amount of music which, if purchased
in slieet form, would cost t«n times the sum. Russell &
Tolman, Boston, are the publishers, but we can supply
it to any address. The melodies, of course, are withoot
the words.
yeic Shed 3fu#ic.— From Firth, Pond, & Co., New York,
wbose issues are among the most popular of the day,
we have to notice since our last the publication of the
following; "Tis but a Little Faded Flower, ballad, by
Thomas, sung by Madame Bishop, 3j cents; Viiginia
Belle, by Foj*ier, composer of Geutle Annie, 2't cents;
As Pants the Hart, a beautiful psalm for four voices, with
sopiano solo, 30 cents; Bittle-It Polka, double length,
by Mason, 50 cents; and three beautiful ballads by R.
Storrs Willis, Twilight, Xauuerl, and My Baby's Shoe,
the last, a uiother's song, affecting enough to diaw tears
from every eye, price of each ballad 2.5 cents.
The following are published by Russell & Tolman,
Boston: Shooting Star, galop brilliante, by Klelblock,
30 cents ; Udollo Polka, by Hess, 30 cents ; Warblings at
Eve, Song without Words, by Brinley Richards, 30 cents ;
The Long, Weary Day, transcribed by Mills, 3o cents;
Good Xews from Home, a beautiful transcription by
Wm. Vincent Wallace of this favorite melody, 50 cents ;
Twelve Songs without Words, by Otto Dresel, a delightful collection of melodies for the advanced performer,
$1 00; and Teach me Thy Ways, sacred quartette with
soprano solo, a splendid composition for church choirs
or parlor singing, 30 cents. We also again refer to the
list of music, mostly songs and ballads, from the same
publishers, as noticed in our musical column last nitmth.
We can furnish our friends with auy of the above, as
well as p eces named in the January, February, and
March numbers, on receipt of price. We also repeat
the offer of a copy of the new and popular song. Poor
Ben the Piper, to all who order music to the extent of
two dollars from any of our lists. Address J. Starr
HoUoway, Philadelphia. J. Stabe Holloway.
The postage on the Lady's Book, if paid three months
In advance at the office where it is received, is /our arid
a half cerds for thre^ monthly numbers.
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RAILROAD.

To onr friends who are contemplating a summer journey we can recommend no pleasanter one than a trip
over this well-conducted line. The cars are protected
from dust and cinders, and are provided with every
coiivenieuce ; and tlie night cars which are attached to
tli^ trains have been tried sufficiently long to make
their merits known. Notwithstanding the difficulties
aud dangers in crossing the AUeghanies, it is a road
remarkably free from accident, while its time equals that
of any other.
After leaving Philadelphia, the direction of the road
is through abeautiful aud highly cultivated region until
it reaches the Susquehanna, when the face uf the country
assumes a bolder aud more picturesque appearance. The
landscape of the Juniata, whose course is followed for
so many miles by the Pennsylvauia Central, is in the
highest degree romantic ; and so many delightful sum»ier haunts might be found among its valleys that we
wonder pleasure-seekers have not before this established
themselves there during the warm season.
But the greatest enjoyment and greatest wonder is
yet to come. Let every one avoid losing this part of the
road by passing over it in the night. We refer to the
crossing of the AUeghanies. Here one may behold the
triumph of modern engineering. The train ascends, nut
by imperceptible gradations, but boldly and rapidly, in
a zigzag course, by a series of steep grades. The result of
this is that the road in advance may often be viewed from
the car windows, appearing like a branch road, juining
the main nearly at right angles, until the astonished
traveller finds himself, by a sudden sweep of the traiu,
passing over this very track. The mountain on whose
side the ascent is made rises out of sight on the one
h.ind ; while on the other, close beside the track, the
valley sinks hundreds of feet below. Farther off towers
lununtain over mountain for miles away, forming a
landscape unsurpassed in this part of the world for
grandeur and sublimity.
The ascent accomplished, the train is suddenly immerged in the darkness of the great tunnel, which is
nearly a mile in length, and passes through the mountain at an elevation of 2,200 feet above the sea.
A person having once travelled this road has but one
thing to regret— that the day is not long enough for him
to enjoy all its beauties on one trip.
Having reached Pittsburg, if the traveller be northerly
bound, he will proceed on his way by the Cleveland and
Pittsburg Railroad, the cars of which he will fiud commidious and comfortable; while the road itself, after
following for a short distance the course of the Ohio
River, and affording an occasional view of a steamer
ploughing her way up or down that beautiful stieam,
strikes through a fertile and undulating couutt y, pausing for a moment at pretty villages and thriviug towns,
until at last it reaches Cleveland.
If the destination be westward, the Pittsburg, Columbus, and Cincinnati Railroad possesses advantages over
other routes. Its speed is faster, and the scenery through
which it passes is more varied, and it gives also to the
traveller an opportunity of visiting Columbus, a quiet
little city, whose chief object of iniere-^t is the State
Capitol, which, next to the Capitol at Washington, is
the finest building of its kind in the United States.
Both these last mentioned roads are well conducted,
and furnished with every convenience for passengers ;
aad the increasing bnsinegg which they receive proves
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that they are becoming more and more appreciated by
the travelling public.
Extract from a letter: —
I cannot close, Mr. Godey, without telling you how
thankful I feel to you for your efforts in behalf of the
ladies. I have been a subscriber to yonr Lady's Bool-:
only one year, but I think will continue to be one aa
long as I live. I am a young wife, and I feel that you
are helping me discharge my duty as a wife, and mistress of a family, more than any one else conld. I had
as leave think of doing without one meal every day, as
my Lady's Book.

Yours truly,

Mrs. L. S., Arkansas.

As the purpose of the Lady's Book is to give valuable
information that may be preserved, we deem it our duty
to insert the following : —
"A person apparently dead by drowning, is not always beyond reach of resuscitation. Presence of mind
and intelligent direction will, in many times, recall the
faculties supposed to be forever lost. Let the rescued
body be rubbed dry and enveloped in hot blankets, as a
first step, and, if possible, place it near a quick fire. External friction is next indicated, and let it be continued
until the skin is a-glow. Hot water at the feet, and bottles of hot water under each armpit, added to the rubbing with flannel, will expedite a return of the circulation ;while, if in any way possible, a little spiiits
should be poured down the throat of the patient. While
this is being done, let the head be raised by a pillow of
moderate height, and irritate the nose by pungent salts,
or snuff to excite action and sensation ; and lastly, endeavor to imitate respiration by closing one nostril,
blowing into the other with a bellows, and pressing
upon the chest as in the natural process of breathing
It must be borne in mind, however, that the back of the
neck must be pressed to expel the air thus forced into it,
after the manner of natural breathing.
*' By the very competent medical practitioner whogives
OS this information, we are informed that restoration
has been effected by this means by constant perseverance,
after eight hours' suspension — a matter which should
be impressed upon the memory of every one, as life may
be restored long after— to all appearances— it has been
manifestly extinct."
A Nice Point. — Some ladies have objected because we
address them as *' esquires." Now, let us argue this
point. A lady writes us a letter, and, assuming a name,
she signs it "J. Smith." Now, would it not be presumed that said J. Smith was a masculine biped? That
is one point. Now, suppose she signed it "Jane Smith."
How are we to know whether Jane has been hooped?
that is, with the hoop matrimonial — the ring. And
again, suppose a lady signs a letter ''Frank E. Smith."
Would you not — no, not that— but would you not affirm
that said Frank was a decided pan aloonic character?
Most undoubtedly. This is tlie way the ladies bother
us. We are willing to Mrs. or Miss them — but we should
be sorry to do the latter, for they are always welcome
to us; but, ladies, dear ladies, why do you not, when you
sign your names, put the prefix (Miss) Jane Smith, or
Miss Frank E. Smith, or Mrs. John Smith, or whatever
your names may be?

Please try and remember this.

Caftiok. — When sending money, use a wafer in sealing your letter, in addition to the sealing matter that is
on the envelope. The want of this precaution has cosi
ns au immense amount of money.

GODKY
V VBa«k

S ARM-CHAIB.

att«Dtioa to the advertisement of the IHinola

Ceotral Railroad, on the fourth pa^e of our cover. Here
U a rhauct' offered to all to obtain farmK od reaiiooable
lermi). We fuuud the following in an exchange paper :—
' *' A Vkbifikd Eatimatb.— In the jear ISJl, Mr. Kubert
Bantoul. of MaM»achu)»ett8, at the time Solicitor of the
lUiDoiM Central Railroad Company, put forth a pamphlet, iu which be boldly asserted that if our prairies could
be fipeedily opened by the construction of railroads, the
Incroave of population in Illinois would be one hundred
land ten per cent, in the next ten years. Probably the
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Camdex and Ambot Railboad Company. — Nothing
speaks mure loudly in favor of the careful management
of this company than the unexampled prosperity which
has attended all its business transactions, and all it^ efforts to subMerve the public Interests. For a number of
years past we have kuown a number of the directors and
managers of the company, as well as a number of the
principal employees, and we do nut think that a more
prudent and public spirited sot of men than the former,
or a more obliging and accommodating body of agents

'statement of 3Ir. Rantoul had a greater influence on the
Blinds of capitalists than those of any other writer at
that time, and the result of the late census is a remark^able illuKtratiou of the accuracy and ability with which

than the latter, can be found on any railroad in the country. In saying this much, we repeat nothing mure than
the admissions made by the public sentiment, and by
individuals of every class, who have been in the habit
of using that railroad for business or pleasure. As an

'.'Ur. Rantoul studied the progress of emigration westward, and verifies his prediction that the great volume

evidence of the prosperity of the road, their last dividend was six per cent, for six months, and a bonus of

'of this emigration would settle on the prairie soil of
'Illinois, because of the wonderful ease with which it
[could be converted into cultivated farms. The amount

twenty-five per cent, payable in stock.

expended oo railroads in this State since IS.W is nearly
one hundred millions of dollars. In the same period
*lhe population has increased one hundred and two per
'cent.— from S.^1,470 in 18.'»0 to 1,7.39,4!>6 in 1S60. On the
line of the Illinois Central Railroad the percentage of
Increase has been very much greater, being one hundred
'and forty-two per cent. There are forty-nine counties
touched by this road, which show a population of
;614.S<>1 in 1S60 against 335,jS9 in 18.W, a gain of 479,293.
•In the fifty-three counties not touched by the Illinois
TCenlral Railroad the increase is only seventy-six per
cent. These counties in 1S'»0 contained a population of
S15,S75.
In 1S60 the same counties have 924,60-3."
Speakixo op Oca Nbbdles, here la one among the
toaoy favorable notices we receive of our needles, and
we select the following for reasons that the letter itself
will show. Let it be remembered that Brooklyn is opposite New York, and three minutes and two cents take
you from one city to the other.
Brooklyn, N. T., Feb. 2. 1S61.
L. A. GoDET: Sib — Please send a package of your cele)brated needles.
I cannot tind any in the city that will
equal them.
Also, a package of copying paper.
Mbs. H.

To THOSB WHO PrBCITAeE THE LaDT's BooK OF DEALERS,
I AKD TO THO^B WHO RECEIVE THEIB SUPPLIES PROM ThBM.

j —We wish all such to understand that if they find any
advertisement in the Book, placed loosely in there, that
ttiey are not from us. We are induced to give this noI Uce, which will also be found on the top of the first
page of our Book, because advertisement** are placed in
the Book obnoxious to us and to others, and we object
i mo&t strenuously to their being put there ; but we can^ not control them, as we sell our Book in large quauti■jties to those who sell to others, and who, themselves
being publishers of books, put these advertisements la
( the Lady's Book for the purpose of distributing them.
Crry Railroads.— What a revolution city railroads
have made! Everybody rides in them. Very few now
keep carriages; there is no necessity of them. We
frequently ride up in the cars with a lady who is worth
In her own right «12.000,(K>0. It is not necessary for the
preservation of her dignity that she should keep a
eacriage, and few do now, except those who feel that
aecessity.

Female Manners. — Scarcely anything is so offensive
In the manners of a lady, who moves in good society,
as that of ostentation. By this is meant that kind of
manner which savors too much of self-appreciation and
display — indicating a disposition to make herself over
conspicuous — and which, in short, is the acting out of a
spirit of self-confidence and conceit. This appears badly
enough when exhibited by one of the opposite sex, but,
when seen in a young lady, it is quite intolerable. Liability to embarrassment from every slight change of circam!>tances, and an awkward bashfulness. are not, of
course, at all desinble ; but between these and an ostentatious manner, there is a happy medium, consisting of
a due combination of confidence and modeisty, which
renders a lady pleasing to all with whom she associates.
If, however, either of these extremes must be followed,
it will be found that diffidence will be more readily pardoned than ostentation. And yet, while ostentatiousness
of manner is to be avoided, it is necessary to guard aguiiist
any appearance of studied reserve. Persons are not unfrequently met with whose manners leave upon the
minds of those with whom they come in contact, the
painful impression of being regarded with distruat or
suspicion. Wherever this trait appears, it is almot^t
certain to excite feelings of anger or prejudice. Most
persons will bear anything with more patience than to
be told, either directly or indirectly, that they are unworthy of confidence. A significant smile, or nod, or
look, with a third person, which is not intended to be
understood by the individual with whom conversation
is being carried on is a marked violation of propriety,
and has often caused a deeply wounded sensibility, and
sometimes the loss of friendship. While a lady should
studiously avoid everything of this kind, her mannern
should be characterized by a happy frankness, such as
will, in whatevercircumstances she may be placed, leave
no doubt of her sincerity.
Shadow Bdfp. — Shadow Buff is played in the following manner: If the window happen to have a white
curtain, it may be fastened at the bottom, so as to make
a smooth still surface; in the absence of a white curtain, a tablecloth may be fastened upon the wall The
one chosen to act the part of the Blind Man sits before
the curtain with his back to the light and to his companions. When all is arranged, they pass by on the
opposite side of the room, so as to ca-^t their shadow on
the white surface. They may put on turbans or schawls,
or walk lame, or in any other manner disguise themeelves ; and he must teU who they are, if he can.
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A Hint to Distressed Uncles. — Our good friend
Avunculus was intrusted with the care of a child for a
cjuple of hours. He rode a cock-horse to Banbury
Cross ; he ran up the hill with Jack and Jill ; he expatiated merrily on the ai^ricultural distress of Little Bopcep, who had lost all her sheep ; and ate bread and
Ir.itter an iufluity of times with Master Tom Tucker; he
played at coach and ho'ses ; ho crowed, and grunted,
uad b;ayed with a fidelity wortl y of Herr Von Joel,
aud laid bare all his wealth of nurfsery lore. His young
charge was in ecstasies ; it laughed, and clapped its
hands, and opened its eyes and ears eagerly fur more.
The success was undoubted ; but, alas! what waj»fun
to the young child was fatigue to the elderly uncle ; his
Btrength and memory had alike come to an end, and
there was still a big hour left for dandling and romping.
Should he pause, but for five minutes, he knew only too
well the fatality that would infallibly ensue. The child
would certainly cry! probably howl! perhaps kick!
and then what was he to do? Not a woman within
reach, and he unused to the rebellious ways of children !
The crisis was alarming. At last, in his despair — for he
had been doing a "ba-a-lamb!" with very indifferent
eclat — he hit upon the following bright expedient:
" Now, Master Jackey," he exclaimed, glowingly,
" we'll have a fine game ! Let us play at by-by." So
saying, he closed his eyes, and so did the child. Ten
minutes afterwards, Avunculus opened half an eyelid to
reconnoitre ; the trick had answered almost beyond his
hopes ; the child was fast asleep ! He removed the
young picture of innocence to the sofa as tenderly as
any mother ; and " Uncle" continued his newspaper with
the greatest comfort until " Mamma" came home to release him from his difficulties. N. B. Remember! the
best game lo play with a playful child — when there is a
great disparity of years betweeu the two playfellows — is
"By-by."
We consider this a very great compliment from a
religious paper, and one bearing the high character of
the Richmond Christian Intelligencer. We thank the
editor: —
"We have received the January number of Godey's
Lady's Book, and have to say, without exaggeration,
that it is bpyond comparison, the first periodical of its
kind in this country, if not in the world. The reading
matter is carefully prepared for the 'home circle,' and,
without fear of poisoning their minds, parents may
tafely place the Bonk in the hands of the young folks.
The sting of the serpent lurks nnt amid the flowers, as
in the purely sensation productions of the day."
To THOSE WHO WISH TO Brat Down.— It 18 as well for
all to understand that we never allow ourselves to be
" beat down" in our price
to. Some persons try the
dollars for two copies of
prices are published, and

; what we publish we adhere
experiment, offering us three
the book. Once for all, our
those we abide by.

"The Best is always the Cheapest."— Our motto for
this year has been fully realized, as our various letteis
will show. The public has become assured of the fact
that for a few cents moie they get quadruple the matter
they get in any other magazine, and tenfold more beautiful.
Photographic
rage.

portrait visiting cards are now all the

The Water-Cure World, of Brattleboro, pays the ftillowing compliment to onr'very able editor of the Health
Department, Dr. John S. Wilson, of Columbus, Ga. We
find hundreds of them in our exchanges: —
"Godey"8 Lady's Book for February is promptly on
hand, as usual. Its fashion-plate, doulile size, is tlte
attraction with its numerous readers. 'A High Walk
in Life,' on steel, is very pleasing, and a great many of
wood engravings adorn the number. 'Hoops and Farthingales' proves that the crinoline fever of modern
days is but a revival of an ancient fasliion. We are
very glad to perceive that, whil6 caring for i)xe> fashions^
Godey has some thought of health, and presents each
month a sensible article upon the subject, from Dr. J. S.
Wilson, of Columbus, Ga. We wish such a department
could be found in every magazine in the country."
We can furnish Dr. Wilson's book for $1 25.
The wedding-dress of the Princess of Polignac, who
married the rich banker's son. M. Mires, in Paris, is described by Lt F'lllf't. It was of moire, quite plain in the
skirt, but with a long train, high body, buttoned in front
with fine pearls ; an English lace collar, fastened at the
throat by a diamond brooch ; the bouquet of orangeblossom, fastened at the waist ; the coiflure with a diadem of white lilac and roses; the hair fastened behind
under a rich comb of diamonds ; an immense veil of
English lace thrown over the head and falling nearly to
the bottom of the dress, completed this distingtie toilet.
The second bridesmaid had on a dress of white silk,
trimmed round tlie skirt with three rows of pinked silk
ruching, the third row carried up to the waist. The
bouquet of orange-flowers placed in the bow of the sash,
which was also trimmed with ruches. A diadem wreath
of white roses and lilies of the valley, over which was
thrown the large, square veil of plain ihulle, simply
hemmed. The third bridesmaid, who was young and
beautiful, wore a dress at once simple and elegant. It
was composed of white tarlatine, very fine and thin,
covered with pink flounces of the same. A high, full
body, with a ruche round the throat. A wide scarf of
white silk, with fringed ends round the waist, fastened
in a bow at the side, in which was placed the orangeflower bouquet. A diadem wreath of wliite moss rosebuds in the hair, over which a laige veil, also of tarlatine, reaching nearly to the feet.
Don't Lend yoor Lady's Book. — Don't lend your
Lady's Book ; let those who wish it subscribe. DonH
let any one bribe you by saying. Lend me your magazine, and I will lend you mine You have everything
in the Book, without exchanging with a neighbor.
Patterns fob Infants' Dresses, or Infants' Wardrobes.— Our fashion editor has supplied a great many
wardrobes for infants lately, and in every case has given
great satisfaction. She has facilities for furnishing these
articles better and cheaper than any other person. The
vast influence that her connection with the Lady's Book
gives her induces importers and others to submit to her
their earliest fashions. To those who cannot afford the
articles, made-up paper patterns can be sent, which will
be fac-similes of the originals. We cannot publish the
prices, as the postage vaiies according to the size of the
articles ordered, and that we have to pay in advance.
For particulars, address Pa-;hion Editor (not Mrs. Hale),
care of L. A. Godey, Philadelphia. All other patterns furnished as usual.
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paper, the Btiffer the better Ifyou make your hoase on a
large scale; but for the purpose of illustration it will
be necessary to keep every part in proportion t« the

DEPARTMENT.

H0C8B.

HATiifQ procured a clean sheet of writing or drawing

whole.

Cut out with your scissors the form of Fij,', 2,
double the size of dia^'rain. The windows
may be cut out with a penknife, aud uUo
the three black lines in the door, doubling
the dotted line to open it. Fig. 2 foims
the front, back, and sides of the house;
bending the paper at the dotted tines on
the inside for the support of the house ;
take a little gum or pusteaud join together
by the slip at the end ; cut out a piece uf
paper half as large again, in proportion
to the back, front, and sides of your house,
for a stand, and fix with gum the end
pieces to the foundation.
The Roof (Fig. 3). Cut out a piece of
paper the outside form, also double the
size of the pattern, and with a peuknife
cut through the black lines, and bend over
the doited one at each end. Having previously cut out the hole for the chimney,
gum or paste the eudb on to the inside oi

Fig. 2.

DOnQLl
The Railings (Fig. 5). Cut out two slips of paper tho
length you may require to go round your cottage, and
the same distance apart as in the pattern, and then cat

y the front and back of the top, and bending over the dotted
line in the centre, your roof will form into the proper
shape.
Tht Chimnej/ (Fig. 4). Cat out the outside form of the
figure, aud also double the size of
Fig. 4.
pattern; bend over at the dotted
lines for the square, gum or paste
the remaining end, paste onto the
int>iile of the square, and when
dry put it through the hole in the
roof, and tnrn over the ends, and
fix them to the inside of the top.
Now place the roof on the front,
back, and sides, which you have
alre&dy constructed, and you will have a very pretty
little toy-house. But to make ihe whole more complete,
if you wish to take a little* more time about it, you can
"3
easily form a railincr and little gate around your cot-2*
tage, which you will find will be well worth the extra
trouble, as it will nake your house more finished and
perfect.

1

1
1

U

>
11
>

II

>
11
>

I

out a number of smaller ones, of the shape and size of
Fig. 6 : take care to keep them all of one size, and then
with a little gum or paste fix on near the end of Fig. ."j,
and at equal distances (Fig. 1). When you have fin-
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Ulied, you can fix them to the ground and the rail by
HDiall pieces of paper and gum on the inside.
T:if- G-ite (Fig, S,.. This is made in the same manner as
the rails, and may be dune the same size as the figure.

~Z^

HOW
BY

IT CAME

ELEANOR

C.

ABOUT.
DONNELLY.

She sat in the shade of the portico.
Busy with some sweet task ;
The Spanish eyes and the forehead low,
Hid by the aiiy masque
Of the dusky hair that had rippled down

Fig. 8.

As he sprang o'er the tiowor-bed —
In sooth, she had purposed to frame a frown.
But she framed a smile instead !

\77-^

When completed, it may be fixed by gumming two very
small pieces of paper to act as hinges ; and your house
and its inclosure will be complete.
Prince Knso (says a CDrrespondent of the Times at
Pekiu) iLppears to be about thirty-one or thirty-two
years old ; he is rather short, and would be handsome
in the lace if the ninuth and chin did not spoil the other
features, as they do ail high-born Tartars, by making
them look sheepish. On visiting the Earl of Elgin the
other day he was dressed iu a puce-colored satin robe,
with the Imperial diagon coiled iu a circle, about a foot
in diameter, and embroidered in gold, on his breast,
shoulders, and back. He wore a common Chinese cap,
without any ornament. He remained over two hours,
and during the conversation after lunch said, "that
until our visit this year they did not know that India
was merely a province of the British empire ; they formerly believed Great Britain to be a very small island,
the population of which was so large that more than
half were obliged to live iu ships."
Hair Dye in Four Difffrknt Colors. —
fect article of this kind, manufactured by
Berger, of Paris, is now for sale in this city
iu Chestnut Street above Fourth. It will

Very pretty, and worthy our Arm-Chair :—

The most perthe celebrated
by Fouladoux,
color the hair

bhick, brown, light brown, or of a very light almost flaxen
color. There is no deception in this, for we have seen the
article tried, and pronounce it, withnut any exception, the
very best hair dye we have ever seen. Those who order
will please speciTy what kind they want — as one case only
contains one particular dye. In addition to the above, Mr,
Fouladoux manufactures wigs and fronts, and furnishes
every article in the hair line.
A Gektleman, in advertising for a wife, eays: "It
Would be well if the lady were possessed of competency
BulTicieiit to secure her against excessive grief in case of

He look her hand in that certain way,
Mo. e eloquent than words,
No sound fell into the silent day,
Save the chirp of the orchard birds ;
Her work lay close by her side unscann'd,
The book on her knee unread —
In sooth, she had purposed to loose her hand,
But he caught the other instead !
And when with the wealth of the rosy June,
The bees to their hives had got,
He leaned, through the lull of the sleepy noon,
And whispered a — you know what!
She swayed from his earnest eyes, aud low
She buried her blushing head —
In sooth, she Inid purposed to say " No ! no I"
But she murmured "Yes!" instead!
Literary Creation. — Men are becoming more deeply
imbued with a spirit of a common humanity, and know
and participate in each other's intellectual condition.
There is a remarkable proof ol this in the perpetually
repeated instances of concurrent mental action between
unconnected individuals. Nut only does almost every
new mechanical contrivance originate with hall a dozen
difi'erent inventors at the same moment, but the same
thing is true of literary cieation. If you conceive a
striking thought, a beautiful image, an apposite illustration, which you know to be original with yourself,
and delay for a twelvemonth to vindicate your priority
of claim by putting it on record, you will find a dozen
scattered authors simultaneously uttering the same
thing. There are in the human mind unfathomable
depths, out of which gush unbidden the well-springs of
poesy and of thought; there are mines unilluminated
even by the lamp of consciousness, where the intellect
toils in silent, sleepless seclusion, and sends up, by invisible machinery, the ore of hidden veins to be smelted
and refined in the light of open day. The press, which

accident occurring to her companion."

has done so much to reveal man to man, theieby to promote the reciprocal action of each upon his fellow, has

A Letter on its Travels. — A correspondent mentions
an instance of what he considers gross ignorance, but
which was most likely simply carelessness on the part
cf the London post-office officials. In May last, he posted
a letter in London for Hungary ; he addressed it — name
of the town, via France, Hungary, but forgot to add

established new sympathies between even these mysterious abyssoH of our wonderful and fearful being, and
thus contributed to bring about a oneness of character
which unmistakably manifests itself iu oneness of
thought and oneness of speech.

" Austria." The letter never arrived. At the post-office
in London they seem to have taken it for granted that
"Flungary"' is somewhere in India, and that "via
France" m-ans it should go by way of Marseilles, and
PS to Calcutta it went; then to Lncknow, Kurrachee,
Bombay, Madras, Gal'e, and finally to Hong-Kong.
Here, at last, a highly-educated post-office phenomenon
wrote on it, "Try Hungary, part of Austria, Europe,*'
and sent it back. So at last, after eight months' travelI.ng, it-ar.-ii^ed:at its -destination.

Some ladies were conversing one day in our presence
upon the " receipts" published in the Lady's Book ; one
of them observed, and we will say truly, "Well, the
'Receipts' of the Lady's Book have given Mr. Godey's
family many a good dinner." If we must explain, w«
must.
She meant the receipts of money.
Thb best $3 00 and the best $2 00 monthly are offered
one year for $3 50. Godey's Lady's Book and Arthur'^
Home Magazine.
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VILLA

IN THE

BRACKETTED

STYLE.

Designed expressly /<tr Qodty's Lady's Book by Samuel Sloaw, ArchtUd, Philadelphia.

FIRST

FLOOR.
SECOin)

J^rri Jt/ior. — A the drawin£r-room, l.*! by 24 feet ; B the
sitting-room, 16 by lO feet ; C the dining-room. I'l by 23
feet; D the entianco-hall. 11 by 11 feet, which narrows
til 7 feet on the rear and contains the main stairway ; E
the kitchen, 14 by IS feet ; F the back kitchen, 12 by 12
feet ; G G the porches.
The /tecond xtnry contains five chambers of larc^e diin'»n'iif>n<t ; and the attic will have Fnfiicient height to
IbAke three cumfortable and w<:ll hgUted rooms.

STOBT.

The cost for erecting this design of brick or stone, near
Philadelphia, finished in a plain, Bubstantlal manner,
would be $6,500.

Extract of a letter from an Indiana editor : —
The Book is worth fifty dollars a year to me and my
family.
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Hair Obnaments. — Ladies wishing hair made into
bracelets, pins (which are very beautiful), necklaces, or
ear-rings, can he accomnlodated hy our Fashion Editor. A
very large number of orders have recently been filled, and
the articles have given great satisfaction.

Mrs. J. y. W. — Sent infant's shoes and pattern 2Sth.
M. E. B.— Sent hair ring 30th.
Miss M. E. B — Sent embroidery pattern 30th.
S. E. C— Sent crochet hook, cotton, &c. 30th.
Mrs. L. R. L.— Sent glass beads 30th.
A. Bluenose. — Received $5.
Miss F. S. B.— Sent hair ring February 2d.
E. L. — Sent pattern Zouave jacket 2d.
Mrs. K. G.— Sent envelopes and ruffle trimming 2d.
Mrs. E, L P. — Sent patterns for infant's wardrobe 2d,
Mrs. C. W. W. — Sent pattern Zouave jacket 4th.

We give the prices at which we will send these beautifttl articles: —
Breastpins, from $1 to $12.
Ear-rings, from $i 50 to $10.
Bracelets, from *.'J to $15.
Eings, from $1 50 to $3.
Necklaces, from $6 to $15.
Fob-chains, from $6 to $12.
The Charms of Faith, Hope, and Charity, $4 50.
Hair Studs from $o 50 to $11 the set.
Sleeve Buttons from $6 50 to $11 the set.
Hair is at ooce the most delicate and lasting of our materials, and survives us like love. It is so light, so gentle,
60 escaping from the idea of death, that, with a lock uf hair
belonging to a child or friend, we may almost look up to
heaven aod compare notes with the angelic nature — may
almost say : " I have a piece of thee here, not unworthy of
thy being now."
A CoNPTANTiNOPLB letter says: "The Russian General
Sebastianoff arrived a few days ago in Pera from Mount
AtUos, where he has been employed for nearly two
years, with a staff of no fewer than thirty assistants,
taking photographic copies of the biblical and other
ancient MSS. to be found in the various convents of the
mountain. He is said to hare secured 16.000 negatives,
amongst which are copies of an Old and New Testament
of the niuth century, and one of the Psalms of the
6everith. From thp positives of the copies thus made
lithographs will be taken in St. Petersburg, at the expense of the government, for presentation to the chief
national libraries of Europe."
PHILADELPHIA

AGENCY.

No order attended to unless the cash accompanies it.
All persons requiring answers by mail must send a
post-office stamp ; and for all articles that are to be sent
by mail, stamps must he sent to pay return postage.
Be particular, when writing, to mention the town,
county, and State you reside in. Nothing can be made
out of post-marks.
Mrs. M. L, De L. — Sent comb, ear-rings, &c. January
22a.
Miss L. M. R —Sent orn6 ball 22d.
J. H. S.— Sent hair-work 22d.
M^ 8. C. D. A.— Sent pattern child's dress 22d.
Mrs. C. T. R.— Sent pattern Prince's wrap 28th.

M. C. L. — Sent pattero Prince's wrap 4th.
Mi-8. F. L, H.~Sent pattern body and sleeve 4th.
Mrs. H. K. B.— Sent patterns 6th.
Mrs. A. V. J.— Sent white floss 6th.
Mrs. D. J. H.— Sent Shetland wool, Ac. 5th.
Miss M. E M. E.— Sent hair hfart, 6th.
W. J. M.— Sent puff combs 6th.
Mrs. M. L. F. — Sent muslin, cassimere, Ac, by Harnden's express 6th.
Miss V. A. C — Sent pictures for potichomanie Sth.
Mrs. R. H. L. B — Sent pattern Zouave jacket, &c. Sth.
M. E, A. ^Sent white embroidery silk and patterns Sth.
Miss S. M. \V. — Sent pattern Zouave jacket and apron

nth.
Miss A. H. — Sent hair breastpin 11th.
Mrs. B. C. F— Sent patterns of boy's clothes 13th.
Mrs. J. M.— Sent patterns infant's wardrobe 13th.
Mrs. M. L. R. — Sent hair ring and curl clasps 13th.

Cj)tmisti'2 for lj)e §oung.
LESSON

XV III.— (Continued.)

387. There does not exist a metal which may not be
combined with sulphur by means direct or indirect ; and,
considering that sulphur is very extensively distributed,
it will not be wondered at that so many metals occur in
nature as sulphurets. The most usual method of forming a sulphuret consists, as we have seen, in bringing
together sulphur and a metal under the influence of heat,
but various other methods are known to chemists.
Thus, when hydrosulphuric acid is passed through
metallic solutions the precipitate which results is a sulphuret ;and again, when a sulphate, or combination of
sulphuric acid, is heated, in contact with charcoal, in
close vessels, the result is again a sulphuret. The
reason of this latter effect will be obvious when it is
remembered that a sulphate only differs from a sulphuret
in this — that it contains oxygen, which the latter does
not ; hence, if we heat it with a body greedy of oxygen
(such as charcoal), a sulphuret should theoretically result. Practice confirms theory in this respect.
3S8. Put a little sulphuret of iron just developed into
a test-tube ; add hydrochloric acid, and apply heat ; the
result will be the evolution of hydrosulphuric acid—
easily recognizable by its disgusting smell, or by its
quality of blackening a slip of paper dipped in a solution
of acetate of lead. Most sulphurets, when treated thus
with hydrochloric acid, evolve hydrosulphuric acid gas,
and any substance which yields hydrosulphuric acid
when thus treated may be considered as a sulphuret.
Sulphuret of iron also yields hydrosulphuric acid when
mixed with sulphuric acid and water, as we have seen
(120), and by this means, indeed, is hydrosulphuric acid
usually generated in practice.
3b9. Sulphur, we meutiuned, is very widely distributed
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through the animal and vegetable kingdom, being oeet^rthvy to the existence of nil animals. Most persons
jniiy have remarked the blackeulug of a silver spoon
Tvhich has been employed in scooping out an egg. This
blackening depends on the combination of silver with

inches in diameter ; orange-scarlet in color, with a large
black 8pot at the base of each petal.
Phl'-xes. Those, with the Dicentras and Delphiniums,
are among the finest perennials growing. The varietiea
are nuiiierous, and, without exception, good.

bulpliut', silver belug one of the metaU the snlphuret of
which (130, 223) is black. For the purpose of showing
thtselTect with precision, boil an egg hard, and thrust
to it a silver spoon ; let the spoon remain there for ten
minutes or a quarter of an hour; then remove it, and
observe the blackening. A far more delicate test of
eulphur, however, consists of a solution of oxide of lead
la liquor potassae, whicli we will proceed to make.
390. Take a solution of acetate of leud. and add to it

Pottntiiln. Strawbeny-like leaves; red and yellow
flowers. Those with blood-red flowers are among the
best.

liquor ammonia: until all the oxide has bt^en thrown
down ; collect the oxide, wash it well, and add liquor
potass«. After boiling for an instant in a Florence flask,
filter, and keep the solution in a well-stoppered bottle.
It is a combination of oxide of lead with potash, and a
tno»t delicate test for minute portions of sulphur.
9fH. luto a test-tube put a .small piece of white flannel,
no matter how old or how much washed ; add a little of
the lest solution, and buil The flaouel will immediately
blacken, owing to the furmation of black snlphuret of
lead ; the sulphur being contributed by the flannel ii.selt
In like manner may feathers be also demonstrated to
contain sulphur.
392. Take a little Glauber's salt, which is a combination of sulphuric acid with soda, and therefore called
sulphate of soda, or a little sulphate of lime, and mix
either of these intimately with an eqnal bulk of charcoal.
Put the mixture into an iron spoon ; and, placing the
Bpoon over a fire, dry the mixture well; when dry,
ram the mixture into a tobacco-pipe until the latter is
tW'f-thirds filled. Now fit over the surface a disk of
paper, and over the paper some slightly mdistened powdered clay, so as to exclude the air. Exp.'se the whole to
red, or, still better, white heat, remove the tobacco-pipe,
allow it gradually to cool, and when cold scoop out the
clay until you arrive at the boundary defined by the
paper (now carbonized) disk ; next scoop out the contents,
put them into a test-tube, add hydrochloric acid, and
recognire by the smell, and by a slip of paper dipped in
acetate of lead (:?SS, 3S;>) or potash lead solution, the
hydrosulphuric acid which escapes. Hence the sulphate
must have become changed by heating with charcoal to
ft snlphuret (3SS), otherwise hydrosulphuric acid would
not have been evolved.

Ceittrt-CaMc §05sip.
LIST OF GARDEN

FLOWERS.

There are many people who have not time for annoals,
and cannot afford regular bedding plants every spring to
brighten their borders with at little expenditure of time
and trouble. For such we have selected from "The
Country Gentleman" a list of hardy perennials, that will
be found to remain from year to year with very little
care and attention.
ifj/o*o/i>— Forget-me-not. A
little flower, almost as hardy
spreading rapidly in clusters;
eyes.
PrimroBe. Most of them have
able.
Oriental Poppy.

well-known, delicate
as grass, growing and
light blue with white

Primula— VrimrosG. Dwarf plants, flowering early
In the spring. P. auricula is a beautiful i)laat, but
diDicult of cultivation with us on account of the great
extremes of temperature. P. polyanthus is much more
hardy, and will flourish well in a somewhat shaded,
sheltered locntiou, in good, moist soil. The flowers are
of various colors, in trusses on stems six to eight iuches
high.
Pi/rdhrnm — Feverfew. The double variety is very
handsome, having small white, daisy-like flowers, It
generally needs a little protection of litter in winter.
Hdnrmrulvs— Buttercup. The double varieties are
very pretty. R. aconitifoUus luteo pleno, with yellow
flowers, aiid R. aeon, alba pi., with white flowers, are
the best.
We shall finish thid list next month, in time for planting.

PARLOR

PETS.

From an elaborate and clever article upon "doglife," in a recent publication, we group some interesting
Hems about those which have been more particulaily
considered "lady's dogs." It will be seen that the
poodle ranks very low in the list.
"Of pet spaniels, the King Charles, beloved beauty,
unquestionably stands pre-eminent. As everybody
knows, he takes his name from the royal patron who
introduced him. with other French fashions, into England. He is supposed to have originated in Japan, as a
breed exists there similar, though larger. Captain McClooney, of the Periy Expedition, brought one to the
United States, which slightly resembled tlie King Charles
and Bleuheim stock, but lacked their beauty and symmetry of form. A perfect King Charles possesses seven
distinguishing points of canine beauty : round head,
short nose, long, curly ears, large, full eyes, black and
tan color, without speck of white, perfect symmetry of
form, and of weight not exceeding ten pounds. Such an
animal, purchased by Mr. Butler for forty-four guineas,
in England, is now in his possession. Not long ago, one
was sold at public auction, in the old country, for the
sum of five hundred aud twenty-flve guineas, or $2,t)00!
Innumerable dogs, of impure breed and inferior points,
are sold as King Charles spaniels in New York, their
prices rising from $2J to $200. The genuine are, in
rarity, second only to the Italian greyhound.
"The Blenheim spaniel is so named from a village in
Oxfotdshire, England, where the breed has been kept
select. Of the same origin as the King Charles, he is
similar in appearance, but generally more delicate and
slender. He also varies in color, being orange and
white; black, and tan, and white, etc. As usual, the e
are few pure bred ones extant, such always comniandiuij'
high prices, though less than those paid for ihe King
Charles spaniel. In New York Blenheims of average

yellow flowers. Desir-

appearance sell for from $20 to $2.'>.
'■ The Italian greyhound, very similar to the English,
but much smaller, and too delicate to bo of any service

A very showy flower, five or six

in tlie field, but the most graceful of parlor pels, sometimes, when full-grown, not exceeding six or eight
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pounds in weight ; and, valued in accordance
diminutiveness, ranges from $40 and upward.
more salahle than the English greyhounds,
breed being, as nsnal, extremely scarce and
Fine specimens have been sold at $150.

with his
They are
the pure
valuable.

"Of poodles, the dealers of this metropolis supply a
great variety — principally to its German and Freuch
population. Theao dogs vary exceedingly in size and
appearance, from the effects of breeding, climate, and
usage; their weight varying from two to sixty pounds.
Apart from their capacity for amusing gymnastic perfgrmances, they have little value, selling at fiom $2 to
$6 or $S.
*' The pug-dog, like the King Charles of Japanese origin, and, a century ago, a fashionable companion of old
maids of the Tabitha Bramble order, is so rare that his
price, like himself, has become a thing of the past. In
appearance he was not unlike a bull-dog ; in disposition
the very opposite. With this obsolete pet we may conclude our notices of them."
NOTES

AND

QUERIES.

1. What they Grow in Japan. — "Among the staples
brought over to California are rape-seed oil, peas, pears,
tobacco, isinglass, rice, and sweet potatoes. The rapeseed oil is of superior quality. The invoice arrived just
as the recommendation had come from Washington for
its exclusive use in the light-houses on this coast. The
leaf tobacco, the judges tell me, is much of it equal to
the best from Havana. The leaf is small and very
thin, the veins delicate and flexible. The pears were
plump, rusty-coated, heavy, and shaped like an apple ;
their taste insipid and flashy, but for preserves or for
stewing scarcely inferior to quinces. The rice is nearer
the size of barley than of ours, but seems more to abound
in mucilage. The Chinese will snap up the whole invoice for their own use. The sweet potatoes were inwardly of a yellowish white ; on being roasted or stewed
tbey present almost the luscious sweetness of the Carolinas, which, by the way, are the width of a continent
ahead of the mammoths that we raise In California.
The chestnuts came over packed
fresh as if just gathered. They
the horse-chestnut, and sweet as
being very tolerable eating, even
Seaweed was a finer article than

in dirt, as sound and
are almost the size of
our Eastern chestnut,
while uncooked. The
the Irish moss of the

drug stores, and without any rau.stiness of flavor. The
Isinglass seems like a pure mucilage, without any flshy
taste. The peas I have had no opportunity to lay along
jny palate, and can say nothing of them. Great hopes
are entertained that Japan will yet furnish us a cheap
and constant supply of some of the articles above enumerated, of a better quality than can be produced at
home. At the best, it is thought that our ranches may
be made to grow some articles for which these cargoes
furnish the seed, with profit and improvement upon our
present supply.
2. Gcod Receipts /or Bread and Bi»cuit. — The following directions are copied from the Transactions of the
Chenango County Agricultural Society for 1859. They
are the statements of the ladies who received premiums
for the best bread exhibited :—
Mrs. John Shfittuck's Statement for Making Brown
Bread. — One quart rye meal, two quarts Indian meal,
two tahlespoonfuls of molasses; mix thoroughly with
sweet milk. Let it stand one hour, then bake in a slow
oven.
Mrs.

Eugene

Hart's Staiemertt for Making

Wlieat

Bread.— One spoonful of hop yeast, two potatoes, boiled,
one pint of water, and make a sponge, and when light
or sufficiently raised, mix hard and let it rise, and when
it is light again, I mould it over, and bake when

light.

Mrs. 0. L. (Jrowell's StatemeTit for Making Wfieat
Bread — Grate one-half dozen potatoes; jam, and add
one quart of water, one cup of hop yeast at night, and
in the morning, when light, add three teaspoonfuls of
sugar, and flour to form a dough. Let rise; when light,
put it in tins ; let rise again, and bake one-half hour.
For biscuit, take some of the bread dough in the morning, as much as would make a loaf of bread, add one
cup of butter, mix well, let rise, then make into biscuit,
let rise, then bake. Tea rusks, one-half pint new milk,
one cup of hop yeast; set the sponge at ni^lit ; add
flour to the above to make a batter ; in the morning add
one-half pint of milk, one cup of sugar, one of butter,
one egg, one nutmeg, flour to make it sufficiently stiff;
let rise, then roll it out and cut it out ; let rise, thi-n bake.
Mrfi. E. U. Prentice's Stafement of Making Molasses
Cup Cake. — Two cups of molasses, two cups of butter,
three eggs, one-third cup cold water, one tablespoouful
soda, and bake.
3. A Word to Hrmsekeeping Gentlemen.'— k bachelor
housekeeper has no more to say at home than one of his
own hens. He may every now and then assume a semblance of power ; but the Amazons in his employ, whatever may be the master's seeming advantage before
strangers, always close the campaign in reality victorious. The married men, too, as in affection and interest
bound, generally give up the one-half of the authority
to their wives, well knowing that if they don't they
may lose the whole. One thing is obvious, that the
seldomer the husbands interfere to correct the female
department of the kitchen the better. They are apt to
do so without any cause existing in the individual case
of complaint ; and, if there be an appeal made to the
mistress, and the master found decidedly iu the wrong,
then, bet ween the two, he feels very small. Besides, when
a master interferes, he is apt to say too much ; whereas
the mistress has not only more experience iu such matters, but more prudence, too.

Jiirsj)ions.
NOTICE

TO

LADY

SUBSCRIBERS.

Having had frequent applications for the purchase <h
jewelry, millinery, etc., by ladies living at a distance, the
Editress of the Fashion Departineni will hereafter execute
commissions for any who may desire it, with the charge of
a small percentage for the time and research required.
Spring and autumn bunnets, materials for dresses, jewelry,
envelops, hair-work, worsteds, children's wardrobes, mantillas, aniJ mantelets, will be chosen with a view to economy, as well as taste ; and boxes or packages forwarded
by express to any part of the country. For the last,
distinct directions must be given.
OrderSy accompanied by checks for the proposed eirpen^
dUtire, to tte addressed to the care of L. A. Godey, Esq.
JVb order will be attended to unless the money is first
received. Neither the Editor nor Piiblisher will be account'
able for losses that may ocmir in remitting.
Instructions to be as minute as is possible, accompanied
by a note of the height, complexion, and general style of
the person, on which much depends in choice. Dress
goods from Levy's or Evans & Co.'s ; cloaks, mantillas, or
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talmas (^^^ Brotlle's, 51 Canal Street, Kew Tork ; bODD»'i» from T. Wbiie & Co.'s; jewelry from Warden's or
CaldwellV, IMiilaUelpbia.
Wlit'u l^ouds ure urdered, the fashioDs that prevail here
govern the purchase; thfr^fnre, no articles will be taken
back. When the goods are iteut, the transaction must he
eoasidered fiaaL
DESCRIPTION

OF STEEL FASHION-PLATE
APRIL.

FOR

F^g. 1, — Child's walkinii-dress of blue cashm**rfl, with
small round pelerine. The dre.ss is braided with very
narrow black velvet, and has lung end^ of the cashmere,
braided, fu.ntened to a belt falling at the back.

front breadth is white, with rich bordering crossing It;
bo.iy plain; gold-colored silk cord and tassel. Linen
collar and sleeves, finished with a narrow ruftle.
These twodf^lgns for robes are from the establishment
of A. T. Stewart, Broadway, New York, who has a large
assortment of very beautiful morning robes.
Fig. 4. — Green silk dress, buttoned over hko a coat;
lapels to turn over, edged with a ruche ; straight waist,
with sash ; sleeves full, with gauntlet cuff.
Boy' a drejts of W^ht cloth ; jacket, vest, and pants being
of the same material, and the first two bound with black
velvet.
GirVg dresK.—K straw hat with plume ; black silk
coat trimmed with black velvet.

Fig. 2. — Infant's robe, elegantly embroidered en tahlier ; trimmed with blue rosettes; wide sash of blue
ribbon, and cap trimmed to match.
Fig. 3. — Nurwes' dre.'-s of brown de laine, with narrow
frill at the n£ck.
/Vgf. 4. — Dress of lavender-colored silk, with nine graduated flounces bound with lavender silk, relieved with
black velvet stripes ; sa.sh bound with the same; body
plain, trimmed with folds of the material, crossing from
right to Left in front; angel sleeves, trimmed with a
puffing of the silk, and caught together with narrow
bands. Straw-colored gloves, with two buttons, and
worked with lavender-col-T. Bonnet of rice straw,
trimmed with fuchsia-coluied ribbon and Marguerites of
the same color.
Fig. a. — A wine-colored silk, with three flounces bound
with black velvet and a puffing at the bottom of the
skirt; then three flounces graduated In their width,
and a puffing put on in festoons, each festoon being
caught up with a targe ribbon bow and ends; body
trimmed (rn6<»r^/w', with two ruffles and a puffing ; sleeves
loose, and trimmed to match the skirt. Ribbon sa.'ih,
with bow and ends. Gloves worked with wine-color,
to match the dress.
Frill of lace round the neck.
Fig. 6 — Green silk dress, having the front breadth
gored, and nine very small ruffles at the bottom of the
f-kirt ; a row of buttons down the front of the dress;
body plain ; sleeves with caps, and trimmed at the bottom with box plaits and ruching. Point lace collar and
sleeves. Leghorn bonnet, trimmed with bunches of cherries; the bonnet ribbon has also cherries worked on it.
Gloves worked with green.
DESCRIPTION

OF SPRING

FASHIONS.

(See large extension plate in front.)
Fig. \. — A gored dress of wine-colored silk, buttoned
np in front, with a lapel on the right side of the body
formed of velvet, edged with a quilled ribbon ; this
trimming extends down the skirt on the left side until
within about a quarter of a yard of the bottom, when it
turns sharply to the rijrht and meets the velvet trimming
which is placed abont two inches from the bottom of the
skirt; the sleeves are full coat sleeves, with cap drawn
into a loose gauntlet cuff; small applique lace collar
and sleeves to match.
Fig- 2 is a cashmere robe de chambre of a light oakcolor, with a very deop border of rich flowers on a darker
oak ground. A small cape is on the body, which is full,
and fastened at the throat and waist, but a little open in
the middle to show a worked chemisette; sleeves and
collar of embroidered muslin.
Fig. 3. — Morning robe ofMarie Louise bine ; the border
Is very rich, being of silk and wool ; a portion of the

SPRING

BONNETS.

(5fie engravings, page 292 )
Fig. 1 represents
richly trimmed on
grasses, and loops
ruche and bouquet

a Paillasson straw of very thick plait,
the outside with roses, corn flowers,
of straw. The inside trimming is a
of flowers on one side, and over the

top and on the otht-r side is simply a roll of green ribbon, to suit the strings and cape of bonnet.
Fig. 2. — A bonnet of rice straw, trimmed with white
ribbon and black velvet, with wheat-ears on one side.
The inside trimming is field flowers and blonde luce.
HEADDRESSES.
{See engravings, page 293.)
Fig. 1. — Coiffure of pieces of black velvet, trimmed
with either black or white lacf*, and formed into a wreatti,
cauk'ht in front and at the back by pendants of black and
gold bogles.
Fig. 2. — Net formed of narrow black velvet, fa.«tened
with jet bead.*), and trimmed with loops of black ribbon
worked with jet beads ; a velvet bow with jet buckle
finishes this wreath of loops in the centre.
CHITCHAT

UPON NEW TORK AND PHILADELPHIA FASHIONS, FOR APRIL.

At this season, when every one is wearing straw bonnets and everybody buying them, the expense of Leghorns and the so-called Tuscans, our English or French,
straws, is often a matter of wonder and questioning. We
are sure our readeis will be interested in an account of
their manufacture, before we
shapes and styles. Leghorns
readers know, in the shape of
from it are cut and pressed into

go on to chat of their
come, as, perhaps our
a flat, round mat, and
any prevailing shape.

"It is chiefly in the neighborhood of Florence, Pisa,
the district of Sienna, and in the upper part of the Valley of the Arno, that the best mats are made for straw
hats. In these countries, whole families, old and young,
may be seen occupied at this kind of work ; and it is certain that this branch of industry brings in a very large
sum annually to the country. The cost of the raw material isinconsiderable ; but the value of the work is so
great that the women of the Valley of the Arno commit
their domestic affairs to people from the mountains, that
they may be able to devote all their time to the lucrative
manufacture of straw plait. The following is tbe information which the author of this notice has obtained
relative to this kind of industry. The straw used in
working these mats is grown in districts mountainous
and sterile. It is produced from a kind of wheat, of
which the grain is very small. This straw, though
slender, has much consistency, and the npper part of
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the stalk being perfectly hollow, is easily dried. It is
pulled ont of the earth before the grain begins to form.
After being freed from the soil which adheres to the root,
it is formed into small sheaves to be winnowed ; the
part above the last joint of the stem is then plucked off,
which is from four to six inches long, the ear remaining
attached to it. This beiug done, it is bleached alternately
by the dew and the sunshine. Rain is very injurious to
it, and destroys much of its whiteaess. When a sudden
Bhower comes on, every one is in motion gathering up
the straw. The lower parts of the straw are treated in
the same manner, and employed in formiug mats of an
inferior quality. The upper parts, torn off just to the
knot, are sorted according to their degree of fineness.
This sampling is made with much care, and usually affords straw of three different prices. A quantity of
Ktraw worth three-quarters of a paoH (4^(?.), after having
undergone this process, is sold for ten paoli (As. 7d.).
The tress is formed of seven or nine straws, which are
begun at the lower end, and are consumed, in plaiticg,
to within an inch and a half of the upper extremity, including the ear. All the ends of the straws that have
been consumed are left out, so that the ears shall be on
the other side of the tress. As fast as it is worked it is
rolled on a cylinder of wood. When it is finished, the
projecting ends and ears are cut off; it is then passed
with force between the hand and a piece of wood, cut
with a sharp edge to press and polish it. The tresses
thus prepared, are used so that a complete hat shall be
formed of one piece. They are sewed together with raw
silk. The diameter of the hat is in general the same,
the only difference consists in the degree of fineness, and,
consequently, the number of turns which the tress has
juado in completing the hat. These hats have from
twenty to eighty such turns, the number regulating the
price, which varies from 20 paoli (9s. 2d ) to 100 piastres
(upwards of £20). Those of the first quality have no
fixed price. A hat which sells for 100 piastres affords a
profit of 40 to the merchant ; the straw and silk costing
20 piastres, and the labor 40 piastres. The workers gain
about three or five paoli (1*. 4d. or 2-9. 3(/.) per day.
Several mercantile houses at Florence and Leghorn buy
these hats on the spots where they are worked. There
i.s one of these houses which annually expoits them to
the value of 400,000 florins (£3,500). French speculators
Lave tried to cultivate this sort of straw, but they have
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and other game birds' feathers; the graceful Coque
plume is also much worn. We see a number of the
turban-shaped hats for children, handsomely trimmed
with plumes.
For walking dresses, plain silks or small stripes are
much in vogue ; the skirts are much trimmed up the
front with fan-shaped ornaments of silk edged with lace,
pnttin of velvet and lace, etc. etc. ; bouillnnnes and
ruches are much in favor; also, small fiounces at the
bottom of the skirt ; many are sewed on in waves. We
notice a very r'Chtrchi dress of wine-colcred silk with
five small flounces at the buliom of the skirt, then a row
of bows placed d volnntC, then five mure small flounces;
the body is plain, with a point; sleeves loose, and
trimmed with flounces and bows to match the skirt.
Pierrot buttons and bows up the seams of every
breadth, and three rows on the body, and ve\\et paltis
are the principal styles for the Rediugote or I/Jm/'erdtrice dress which still continues to be worn, and which
our readers know is the gored dress, body and skirt In
one piece, and, for a slight figure this style is exceedingly becoming. The sleeves are round and cut with an
elbow, slit up slanting and trimmed with a row of buttons from the elbow to the baud. Corsages ■/ pUistron
are very becoming to some figures — the plastron is generally of velvet, or else of silk of some color to contrast
well with the dress, richly worked with jet bead*.
Many of the skirts have pockets on the outside shaped
and trimmed like the plastron ou the body. Green, wine,
and violet are the favorite colors for spring silks. Most
of the bodies are made round so as to display the elegant
gilt belts, buckles, clasps, and the pointed velvet waistbands now so much in vogue, more so than the ceintnre
or sash, which, however, is always pretty. Favorite
patterns for Chamb^ry printed muslins, barege Anglais^
foulards, etc. etc., are bunches of flowers or fruits, and
small figures scattered over them. The foulards are
generally of a dark ground, and as they are of a texture
not easily rumpled, we particularly recommend them
to our lady friends.
We have seen some black silk dresses with houillonnis
of apple green or violet silk, edged with a ruche of black
guipure, inserted between every breadth of the skirt,
which had a charming effect. Some dresses are made

not been able to obtain so fine a quality as that of Tus-

with the skirt perfectly plain in front, the plaits commencing about two inihes on either side of the centre.
Shawls of the same material as the dresses, whether

cany."
Many of the Leghorns this season are simply and gracefully trimmed with a plume of feathers on one side, and
in the inside is a roll of velvet, with a small feather or
bouquet of flowers. Tabs are not so much worn this

of har-ge^ grenadine, or muslin are to be much
The Zouave jacket, with Greek vest, or full
ered muslin shirt falling about two inches over
still continues a favorite both for ladies and
and is made of both thick and thin materials.

spring ; they are replaced by the roll orl-andeau of velvet,
and the full inside lining described in the last chat, but
this style is not generally so becoming as the soft lace
tabs. Clusters of cherries make a pretty trimming, as
shown in Fig. 6 of our fashion-plate.

Steel-colored silk jupes or underskirts quilted and
trimmed with black velvet, are among the novelties for
street wear this spring.

For travelling bonnets we notice at Mrs. Scofield's
many ofplain-colored silks trimmed with silk, forming
a great contrast. The shapes are not so drooping over the
face as they have been during the past winter, but stand
high from the head, and are of medium size. English
pplit straws and thin lace straws will be much worn,
the fronts being bound with a wide ribbon, violet, apple
green, havanne, and lilac being the favorite colors.
Hats, now so universally worn by ladies at watering
places, and alsu much rik^d for travelling, are of great
variety this season; they are trimmel with pheasants'

worn.
embroidthe skirt
children,

Brodie's travelling and street wraps are of great variety in style; the loose sack and Ixmrnoxt^ with fancy
hoods, however, we think the favorites. They are generally made of bright striped materials, such as Magenta
and white, Solferino and gray, chin'e., with several different colorod, bright stripes, etc., but we have seen
some very pretty plain goods, in different shades ofgray,
gray and chiJi e, gray and blue, or green. The novelty of
the season, however, is the bright tartan-striped materials ;these brilliant stripes, sobered down by gray or
chinCe, have a charming effect, and make a very stylish
cloak. Of dress mantles and bonnets we will speak in
our next month's chat.
Fabhiok.
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From a design furniihed b^/ A. D. Let?ox, Esq., of the houfe of A. T. Stewaht
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Canal Stroot, New York
[From the esUblishment of G. Beodie. 61 anidee
of costume.]

Drawn liy L. T. VoioT, from acloml

Tuis beantifnl novelty is con?tracted of two colors of silk— a light hue, and black taffeta;
purple is much esteemed for the lighter tint. This is ornamented with exquisite designs of passementerie. The character of the garment requires no elucidation beyond the engraving.
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BTTTTERFLY PEN-WIPER.

Thb body of the butterfly is of velvet Btufled with cotton, and entirely covered with gold beai
The eyes are red, and the horns stiff gold cord, with a bead on the ends. The wings can be mad'
of cloth or velvet, the latter, however, is much the richest, and two or more colors should be used
they are to be embroidered with silk, fancy beads, and buples. Pieces of cloth or flannel are en
the same size of the wings and sewed underneath to wipe the pens on. The size of the engraviu
is the proper size for the pen-wiper.
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BUTTERFLY

SLIPPER.

To be braided on velvet or cloth, with gold and fancy colored braids.
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EOBE.

Wbiti piqv/, made surplice, with cape rounded in the back and pointed in front, trimmed
with flo
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( Concluded from April number.')
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PHILADELPHIA,

INSTRUCTIONS

MAY, 18G1.

IN PERSIAN PAINTING
ON \VOOD.

PATTFUy

OF ORNAMENTAL

PEnsiAX painting is so purely iiiecliaiiical
that even those altogether unacquainted with
drawing and coloring will find no difficulty in
it. It differs from painting generally in this
important particular, that no attempt is made
to copy from nature ; it is rather a mosaic
work of colors, consisting of quaint scrolls and
arabesciups, flowers of extraordinaryTiues and
forms, birds of marvellous plumage, and devices which have only their oddity to recomVOL. LXii. — 34

AND

PAINTING

FtRE-.^rr.rF.N.

mend them. It also differs from other kinds of
painting by not requiring those delicate touches
and that softening and blending of color and
sliade which is considered the beauty of flower
or landscape drawing generally; its otitlines
are all abrupt, its colors contrast and not blen^l
with one another, and' brilliancy rather than
delicacy is the effect aimed at.
Water colors are the best for it, and of these
vermilion, redlead, Frencli blue, emerald 397
green,
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chrome No. 2, lampblack, and permanent white
are those chietly used, thougli all the opaque
colors may be employed ; the carmine powder,
rubbed down in varnish, must be substituted
for the cake carmine. Gold and silver-leaf,
Japanners' gold size, Japan powder, gum-arabic,
spirits of turpentine, and some camel-hair pencils of various sizes constitute the other requisites.
Screens, card-cases and boxes, netting boxes,
tliecoversofblotting-books, cigar-cases, baskets,
etc., are the articles most ordinarily painted,
and these may be obtained at all fancy repositories. They are made of a hard and fine-grained
white wood, and turned ; for if the surface
were not smooth and even, no pleasing effect
could be produced. But it is not absolutely
necessary that the wood should be white, provided it be hard and close-gi'ained, for the
whole surface can always be covered with a
body »olor or grounding, as in this card-case,

•"'li.VAMrNTAI,

CABD-iA-i:

where a rich mosaic pattern of bright colors
outlined with gold is thrown up on a black
ground, or might have been thrown upon a
white or a silver ground.
The screen, of which a cut is given at the
commencement of this article, has no other
grounding than the pure white wood. The
rich feathery arabesque border which surroimds
it is painted brightly in carmine, vermilion,
green, blue, and chrome, picked out with gold ;
and the bird in the centre has a brilliant and
variegated plumage, heightened by gold. We
will now proceed to give the needful directioHS : —
Size the article which is to be painted with size
made thus : boil down half an ounce of isinglass
in a pint of clear water, strain it, and, with a

clean full brush, lay a coating of it over every
portion of the wood, and then suffer it to dry ;
repeat this a second and a third time. The
size must be in a perfectly fluid state when
used. With a fine-pointed lead pencil, H H H,
sketch the pattern on to the wood, or transfer
it to the wood by means of tracing paper, and
then proceed to paint.
Have ready some thin gnm-water, and use
that for moistening the brush and colors, only
using clear water to cleanse the brush when it
becomes clogged or when about to take another
color. Do not rub the paint down on to the
palette, but hold the cake in the left hand, and
work from it, as thus a thicker body of color is
obtained; and, as we have before said, we do
not need lights and shadows, but a full, bright
surface of color. Study to contrast and vary
the hues in the most effective way, and to give
to each separate one a smooth, equal surface,
neither patohy or daubed. Having put in the
pattern thus, add the grounding, working frota
the cake and with the gum-water, which should
neither be too thin, not yet too mucilaginous.
■ When the whole surface, or as much of the
surface as it is intended should be painted, is
done and dry, put a little of the Japan powder
in a soft piece of clear muslin, tie it up, and,
with this powder bag, lightly dust the painted
surface all over. Then pour some of the gold
size into a saucer, and, dipping a fine camelhair pencil in it, trace the outlines of the pattern neatly and evenly, and throw in any veining or omamentation which fancy may suggest ;
and when the size has ceased to be wet, and only
remains adhesive, lay a sheet of gold-leaf over
as much of the p.attern as it will cover. This
is best done by either pressing the article down
on to the gold-leaf, or raising this latter on its
p.aper, and turning it over and pressing it down
on to the article we wish to gild. In either
case care and delicacy of h.indling are requisite.
Whenthegold hashad time to dry thoroughly,
take a full soft brush and sweep off all the
powder and superfluous portions of gold-leaf,
and wipe the article with a soft silk handkerchief. Should any parts not have taken the
gold, they must be sized over again, and then
regilt. The gilding should now be smoothed
with an .igate burnisher (that is, a piece of
agate polished and shaped like a crook) ; this
must be passed over every outline and vein, but
only moved in one direction, not too heavily.
The work is now ready for varnishing or polishing. It may be varnished with copal-varnisU
or white-hard-varnish, and when dry rubbed
with flannel ; but the polishing had belter be
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done by persons whose trade it is ; all fancy
rtiiositories, where the articles in wood are
purchased, can get it done.
There is anotlier style of painting on wf>nd
which is exceedingly pretty, and which is
almost identical with ordinary water-colored
drawing. It is adapted for flowers, frnit, birds,
butteillies, landscapes, etc.; all the ordinary
water-colors in cakes are used. The wood is
sized as we have already directed, the design
sketched on or transferred to it, some gnm-water
made, and tin'n the drawing worked up exactly
as it would be if we were painting on card-board,
excepting that the tints are rather heightened.
This style of wood-painting is seldom grounded,
as the wood itself forms a delicate finish to
it. It should always be polished.
Very pretty Chinese desians in Indian-ink,
lampblack, and goM, on mezzotinto sketches in
sepia and gold, may be made on the white
wood by following the above directions.
This cut is for the Persian painting ; the
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pattern is large enough for any ordinary purjiose of bordering ; it is painted in vermilion,
bhn?, and green, and outlined and veined with
gold.
We have said that the grounding may be of
silver ; whenever it is intended that it should
be so, the p.atteru is sketched, and then all the
portions of the ground smoothly
varnished

DEIFTIXG

TAIXTIXG,

Sees now and then a plauk or a spar
Borne on the wave from some distance far.
And knowi^th not what wreck there may he,
That foundered and Rank in the stormy sea.
SomBtimes the fragment beareth the narao
Of the fated ves-el from which it came,
More oft it passeth and (,'iveth no sii,'n.
As it drilteth along through the sparkling brUo.
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with copal or glass varnish, and silver leaf laid
over this when it h.is ceased to be moist. The
paltorn must be filled in afier the groundwork
is thoroughly .silvered and dry ; the outlines
must not be gold, but black or carmine.
The

PATTnit.V

Ll^AF.

reining and traceries shonld be all silver. The
Japan powder will not be needed. A soft brusli,
moistened in spirits of wine, but not too wet,
and passed lightly over every jwrtion of the

rATTKRX

WREATH.

silver, prevents it from turning. All brushes
which have come in contact with the gold size
or varnish must be washed in spirits of turpentine at once, or they spoil.
We feel convinced that our readers will have
no cause to consider that time as wasted which
they spend in following out the above instructions.

FRAGMEXTS.
BtJTTER

Tub mftrinor sailincr over thp doop,
When husliM are the wiuds and ibe waters sleop,
A» droainily t,'a7.in]i( over tho side
Of the ship that moves iq her queenly pride,

ETC.

FIELD.

And to us as we sail on life's ocoan deep.
When liush'd are tho winds and (he waters sleep,
For the pause and tho lull come floating along,
Strange sweet fragments of mournful song.
And we pause and listen, and never know,
Though onr tears are stirr'd by their liauntin^ flow,
Of the heart that was wrecked on some sunken rock,
Or foundered and sunk in the tempest's shock.
Thouifh sometimes the fragment heareth a name,
And the heart's sad story is known to fame ;
But more eutomb'd in the past there he.
That ilcep unknown 'neath that dark, deep sea.
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APPLE-BLOSSOM.

In tlie midst of a large growth of woodland,
wliere the branches of the trees were so thickly
interwoven as almost to exclude the rays of the
sun, was situated a little white house, with hut
a slight clearing in front, surrounded by a fence
of lattice-work, while the vines clambered over
the door, and served as curtains for the small
windows. All day long the smoke ascended
lazily from the one chimney and curled around
the tops of the trees, taking all sorts of fantastic
shapes, while the merry tinkle of the cow-bells
afar in the distance mingled with the busy
hum of the bees, and the murmuring of the
spring close at hand. Mr. and Mrs. Hartwell,
with their two children, Marion and May, were
the occupants of this cottage, if I might except
a huge gray cat who sat all day long curled up
in a remote corner, and who seemed to be an
especial favorite of the household.
Mr. and Mrs. Hartwell were poor in this
world's goods. They had left their native
Kastern home and pushed onward to the Western country in the faint hope of bettering their
lot. This being their chief desire, they settled
in this quiet spot, which, being situated several
miles from a town or village, left them by themselves. To some similarly situated, this would
have been a trying ordeal ; but they were
plain, uneducated people, having no desire to
see or know more of tlie world, devotedly attached to each other, finding pleasure enough
to satisfy tliem in attending to the wants of
their little ones.
Marion and May Hartwell were twins. They
were eight years of age, alike in form, features,
and disposition. They were beautiful children,
with sylph-like forms, eyes of midnight darkness, and dark, curling hair flying over their
bright faces. Nature had done more for them
than art could have done, had rounded their
forms, and sent the bright glow of health to
their cheeks. The sun had poured its rays on
their dimpled cheeks a little too roughly perhaps to suit the fastidious taste of a votary of
fashion ; but to those who loved nature, they
were bright pictures of health and happiness.
It was a pleasant day. Full of life, as free to
wander through the woods, to climb trees, and
enjoy themselves to their hearts' content, the
little fairies ran hither and thither, and at last
ensconced themselves in a tree, and gazed with
400

children's curiosity at a large travelling carriage which had turned from the road, and,
having taken the path through the woodland,
was slowly approaching the spot where the
children were concealed from view.
The only occupant of this carriage, with the
exception of a young lad who acted in the capacity of driver, was a young and beautiful
lady. Nineteen summers had scarce passed
over her head, yet the traces of sorrow lingered
on her fair cheek, and the black draperies encircling her light form said, as plainly as words
could have done, that she had lost a near and
dear friend. She was lost in a deep reverie.
She did not look up as the carriage was passing
the tree, until a lo»v and musical voice aroused
her — "Look, sister, look!" and raising her
eyes in the direction of the sound, she perceived two pair of "elfin eyes" peering at her
through the thick branches, and immediately a
peal of joyous laughter floated on the air.
The young driver paused a moment, and
the lady with a pleasant smile which for ,au
instant dispelled the shade of sorrow from her
brow, spoke caressingly to them. "Little
children, would you like a ride with me ?"
Marion glanced at May, and May at Marion,
and, reading their answer in the other's eager
face, they scrambled down the tree, and stood,
bashfully, before the lady. A low murmur of
surprise escaped the lady. " How beautiful !"
"Little ones, do you want a ride in this nice
carriage?
Come, jump in."
They were delighted with the beautiful lady,
and, as they rode along, they told her of their
parents, and their pleasant home. A new
thought seemed to have taken possession of the
lady. She passed her hand caressingly over
the bright head of May, who sat on her lap.
'■ What is your name, little one ?" she asked.
"May Hartwell," answered the child.
"Would you like to live with me, and call
me mamma, and have a nice carriage to ride
in, and plenty of pretty playthings like this V
and, as she spoke, she unwound the gold chain
around Iier neck, and clasped it around the
little brown neck of May.
"0 yes," exclaimed the child, delighted
with the glittering bauble ; and she clapped her
hands gleefully.
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"And Icavemammaaud sister?" said Marion,
reproaclifnlly.
"No;" and tlie child's countenance fell, and
she was silent.
"John," said the lady, " Marion will direct
you; I wish to take these children home."
FoUowin;; the many winding paths leading
through the woodland, they soon came in sight
of the hou-ie. A woman was in the yard engaged in some domestic occupation, but, perceiving the carriage, opened the gate with a low
courtesy.
"Mother,
mother, we've had such a nice
I ride !" exclaimed both the children at once.
" Laws-a-me, children, where did yon come
from ? You must excuse them, niarm, if they
I are rude," slio added, apologetically; "chil';dreu will be children, tlie world over.
Won't
j jou come in and rest yourself, marm ?"
' The lady entered the house, holding the
; children by either hand, and sat down in the
chair which the good dame had dusted for her.
j "These children are yours, are they not ?"
; she asked, inquiringly — for it seemed hardly
; possible, so great was the contrast,
i " Yes, marm ; and they 're ?«"(/h((7«/ children
' if they are my own Hesh and blood ; and though
I they don't look much like me now, they're
both the very picture of what I was when 1 was
young."
"Mad.im, " commenced the lady, slowly, as
if to give her time to think, "you love these
children, and would sacrifice anything for them,
even part with one of them, if you thought, by
so dding, that they would be lmi)pier in the
end."
" I don't understand you, marm ; but I love
tliem dearly. "
" Would you part with one of them ? I have
taken a fancy to this one," she said, laying her
liand on the head of May, who stood by her
side. "I am rich, a widow, and cliildless. Give
lier to me, and I will love and care for lier as
though she were my own child, and, moreover,
Iplaee you above want."
" I cannot," answered Mrs. Hartwell, bursting
iinto tears ; " they are all I have to love."
" Bat consider, Mrs. Hartwell, the advantages of the change. Placed above want, you
will never regret your decision."
Mrs. Hartwell felt the force of her reasoning.
She wished time to think calmly. She invited
the lady to stay and partake of their Immble
meal, after which, she should be acquainted
(with their flnal decision.
The only way in which the lady, whose name
was Mrs. Aubine, could distinguish one from
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the other, was by the gold chain wliich she had
placed around the neck of May, and which the
child still retained.
On Mr. llartwell's arrival his wife broached
the subject to him ; but he declared excitedly
that he would not "listen to sudi a thing;"
indeed, lie was very angry ; but the lady's soft
tones soon lulled those feelings to rest, and ho
felt the force of lier reasoning, when she portrayed in glowing colors the prospects of the
child as slie was now situated, and as the
daughter of Mrs. Aubine. Then he would be
placed above daily labor, and the remaining
child would be far happier in the future. They
listened and reasoned together, and at last determined to make the sacrifice. Perhaps they
would never see her again — they must sever
eferi/ tie binding them to her. But when once
having fairly made up our minds to do anything, half the bitterness ends.
"Mrs. Aubine, take her," said Mrs. Hartwell, placing little May in her arms ; "love her
as we have, and you will do your duty."
Sobs choked her utterance — she could say no
more.
"Rest assured, Mrs. Hartwell, that I will
love her. These are not mere idle words I
speak to you ; they come from the heart. Y'ou
shall be provided for — in the niean time, here is
something to commence with," and she jjlaced
a purse of gold in her hands.
"Good-by, May, darling." And the parents
encircled her in their anns and kissed her
tenderly. The child was frightened, and clung
to them closely.
" May, dear," said the soft voice of Mrs. Aubine, "we must go, now. You shall ride in
the carriage as long as you wish." And the
child confidingly clasped her li.and, and with
the other took the gold chain from her neck
and threw it to Marion ; then, bursting into
tears, she was lifted into the carriage, which
rolled rajiidly away.
She did not know that she h.ad left the home
of her childhood forever, and that that was the
last time she would ever behold all those de.ar
faces again. But Mrs. Aubine clasped her to
lier heart, and tenderly kissed away her tears,
telling her of the beautiful home to which she
W.1S going and the many things in store for her
in the future. The child was comforted ; soon
her merry laugh floated on the air. Thus
easily are we all weaned from our sorrows by
the promise of a few glittering toys as perishable as ourselves.
Just as the glorious sun had taken its place
in the heavens Mrs. Aubine arrived at her
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l>eautiful mansion in the city of C
, of tlie
State of Illinois. Little May was sleeping quietly ;she was carried into the house and placed
on her own couch. She lay thus, this little
woodland child, the rich drapery falling around
lier, one little hand resting in the midst of the
clustering ringlets which fell in lieavy masses
on the snowy pillow. Mrs. Aubine bent over
lier, and imprinted a kiss on her fair cheek.
The action startled the sleeper ; she opened her
eyes, and, gazing into her face, said, " Where
am I?"
"At home, darling." She experienced a
thrill of joy in knowing that henceforth she
had something to live for, something to love.
She determined to devote her life to the little
one who had so unexpectedly been committed
to her care.
Mrs. Aubine was the daughter of wealthy
parents, who died before she was old enoutili
to prize the affection lavished on lier. Her
guardian was a young man just entering the
world, and who cared more for its vanities than
for the child committed to his care. She was
phaced at school, and in her seventeenth year
returned to her guardian in all tlie fresh bloom
of girlhood. He was unmarried, still fascinating in hi.s manners, of rare conversational
powers ; what wonder that she consented to be
his wife ? They were married. Two years of
liappiness passed, and he w.as called away.
Again she was alone in the world, with not one
near or dear friend to soothe her in affliction's
hour.
What wonder that she loved May ?
May was placed at school. It was very hard
for Mrs. Aubine to part with her, but she must
of necessity be fitted for the sphere she would
inevitably occupy as her daughter. A woman
cannot be an ornament to society unless fitted
by education for that sphere.
Time passed; eight years rolled away. Mrs.
Aubine could not longer brook her absence ;
and, on completing lier sixteenth year, she was
recalled to the home of her wliom she had

"Mamma, how beautiful you are!" said
May, in her joyous tones. "So young and
beautiful ! I have seen your beautiful face in
my dreams every night for the past two j-ears.
You cannot tell how glad I am to be with you
once more !"
"May, darling, we shall not be separated
again— unless some fair cavalier claims your
love," she added, smiUngly.
"Mamma, I never sliull love any but you !"
And she drew her queenly figure up to its full
height, and scorn at the very thought flashed
from her dark eyes and curled for the moment
her beautiful lips.
"May !" said Mrs. Aubine, reproachfully.
May smiled, but said nothing.
Mrs. Aubine and her beautiful daugliter were
often subjects of the remarks of the many whom
they met in the gay circles in which they moved.
Mrs. Aubine was very beautiful, her dark hazel
eyes beamed with intelligence, and her rosy
lips just parted to reveal the pearly teeth.
Those only who were her most intimate friends
knew that May was but the child of adoption ;
and to them it was a strange sight, that young
mother united to her daughter iu the bond of
love.
It was the eve of May's seventeenth birthday ; all was bright and beautiful; the stars
shone brightly, and strains of sweet music were
wafted to her ear. Sad thoughts came stealing
o'er her memory, vague remembrances of a
sweet sister came to mind, while the shadow of
a distant cottage appeared in view. What was
this picture ? She knew it was a picture so7iiewhere in her own life, yet it was shadowy and
indistinct. That Mrs. Aubine was not her mother she knew full well, yet how came she
with her? Was she a relative f That her own
parents were dead she knew full well, for Mrs.
Aubine had often told her that they died shortly
after her adoption. Overcome with the tumult
of emotions to which these thoughts gave rise,
she bowed her head and wept.
" WJiat, weeping, May ! and on this, your
birthuight!" said the soft voice of Mrs. Aubine. "What is it ? Tell me." And she drew
the weeping head to her breast, and tenderly
kissed her forehead.

learned to call mother. May was very impatient herself to be with her once more, for two
years had passed since they had seen each
other ; and she returned to her laden with
lienors, followed by the good wishes of schoolmates and friends. They met ; they were
clasped in each other's arms. Never had the
name "mother" sounded so sweetly to her ear
as when uttered in May's joyous tones. They
sat down, Mrs. Aubine with her arms around

my mother?
Tell me ! 0 tell me!"
" Have I not performed a parent's duty to
3'ou ? Who, then, has a greater claim on your

May, and May's eyes looking searchingly into
her face. She had left home a child, she had
returned a woman.

afiections ?"
" No one. But I know you are not my mother; that were impossible— you, only twenty-

" I know you are not my mother. Who was
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seven years of age, to )iare a daughter as old
as myself; it camuit be.'*
" Tlien I am better fitted to be mother, sister,
and friend at the same time. Therefore dry
ynur tcai-s, May ; it ill befits the daughter of
Wis. Aubine to dim the brightness of her eyes,
when they should sparkle more than ever on
this occasion."
"Mother, dear mother, how I love yovi !
M.iy your path throuyh life be .ill beautiful !
The child of your a<luptioii would be the last
cue to sadden yoar spirits or cause a sh.ade of
sorrow to rest on your brow. But will you tell
me of the mother with whom I passed uiy
infancy ? Promise me this, for I can never love
any one as I love you."
" 1 promise, May. Let us banish all unpleasant thoughts for the present, and wreathe our
lips with smiles that come from the heart."
Music, soft, entrancing music stole softly on
the evening air ; meiry voices were heard, and
the sound of joyous laughter floated through
the casement. A gay and brilliant throng
were assembled to do honor to one of earth's
fair daughters. Mrs. Aubine and May were
st.anding under the dazzling light of the chandelier. Itwas difficult to determine which was
tlie most beautiful, as they conversed gayly
with those around them.
Thus thought a young man, a stranger, who
was approaching in company with a friend who
was to introduce him to the fair hostess. There
was a look of quiet surprise in his dark blue
eye as he was presented to "Mrs. Aubine and
daughter." Could that young and beautiful
lady be the mother of that fair girl ? The
music still floated on the air at intervals, many
footsteps kept time to the heartfelt strains.
The young stranger, Harry Alton, conversed
payly with Mrs. Aubine, but ever and anon his
gaze wandered to the graceful figure of May,
who w.as whirling in the gay waltz. The Lady
lierself noted that glance, and she smiled her
owu poft smile as she perceived the blush that
mantled the cheek of May as she caught his
glance of admiration.
" Really, mamma," whispered May, as she
passed by, "he's quite an original piece of
impertinence."
Harry Alton was the son of a rich Southern
planter, and had resided from childhood on a
fine plantation in (ieorgia. Mingling often in
the society of the surrounding country, he met
daily numbers of beautiful women, who were
celebrated, notonly for their ;i<;rson(i/charras, but
those chai-ms which rendered them objects of
bighcr devotion aud more assiduous flattery ;
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namely, broad lands. Lying iu the shade of
some graceful acacia- tree, whose blanches
waved to and fro iu the still breeze, while the
perfume of tropical plants was wafied to hiiu
on zephyrs' wings, and the bright-plumed birds
sang sweetly, pleasant voices were wafted to
his ear. He longed for some one to love ; his
heart was untouched ; ho thought of the pleasant hours he spent in their society as a traveller through sunny regions would think of a fur
distant home situated among rocky mountains
— he liked their society for a while, but would
not be content to remain with them always.
Travelling through the "Western land,"
where there is so wide a field opened for pleasure and observation, he met with a friend who
persuaded him to remain for a short period iu
the pleasant
city of C him ,toofl'ering
an inducement tointroduce
the fair asladies
in
its vicinity. With this pleasure iu view, what
wonder that he consented to remain. The name
of woman acts as a charm over a refined gentleman, for education exalts his mind, aud,
consequently, his respect for woman increases,
and there is always hlended in his tones, when
addressing her, much of respect ami admiration.
When he met May he was fascinated : for she
seemed the very embodiment of grace and loveliness. He determined to win her, if possible.
But to accomplish this, he must storm the citadel of her heart in a manner entirely difl'ereiil
from the usual mode. He had seen enough of
the world to know that he must advance very
cautiously, and not, if possible, to allow her to
perceive the state of his feelings, and to accomplish this, he must make some one else
the object of his particular attentions. The
plan once laid, he determined to act accordingly.
His visits to the house of Mrs. Aubine became
the subject for many remarks. Addressing his
conversation to Mrs. Aubine, scarce noticing
May's presence, treating her with cold politeness, what wonder that the world was at fault
in attributing his attentions to Mi-s. Aubine as
something beside mere commonplace civilities.
Had Harry Alton jiaid such assiduous attention to any youni/ lady, with his penetration he
would have thought that with his engaging
mannei-s and large fortune that the lady might
pnssilil/i have fallen in love with him ; but iu
this instance, even had the idea entered his
head, it would have seemed so improbable,
that he would have banished the suspicion as
unworthy of himself, for was she not the mother of May ? And yet, he often thought that
she looked eery youthful : yet that was easily
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accounted for. Had not Amerioau ladies a
strange propensity to look youthl'ul long after
the fresh bloom of womanhood had passed ?
Yet slie must have drank of the waters of perpetual youth, that no shadow of a wrinkle had
as yet crossed her face.
May was astonished and even Imrt at liis demeanor. Thinking the fault lay with herself,
.she endeavored to be more sociable — for she
knew liow much her mother esteemed him as
an acquaintance — but all in vain ; he relapsed
not one whit from his accustomed coldness, or
softened the tone of studied politeness in which
he usually addressed her. This unbending of
the proud dignity which characterized her every
movement, he considered as an omen of his sure
success ; and, having now become an almost
daily visitor, he discovered more to love and
admire in her. May, unconsciously to lierself,
was beginning to feel a deep interest in him;
for although he devoted himself entirely to her
mother, yet it w.as a consolation to know that
he was near her, and to hear the deep tones of
his mellow voice.
It was evening. It had been a warm day,
but the air had sprung up damp and cold ; but
May heeded it not, as she stood at the window
watching for the return of Mrs. Aubine, who
was spending the evening witli a friend. A
manly form approached, but liis heavy footfall
became silent on the soft carpet.
" May, Miss Aubine ?''
She started suddenly. "Ah, is it you, Mr.
Alton ? I am glad you have come. I was so
lonely watching for manmia. "
There was so much cordiality in )ier tones
that his coldness vanished at once.
" May, if I may be permitted to call you so,
may I be your friend ?"
"Yes, certainly, Mr. Alton," she replied,
quickly.
" May, look up, and tell me what you see."
Slie looked tip — she caught the glance of
those dark eyes, the look of intense passion
imprinted on every feature — and slie read as
plainly as though 'twere written, the word
"love" in every lineament of his fine face. S)ie
dropped her eyes, but her face was covered
with blushes. He seemed to have received his
answer, for he put both arms around her, and
whispered, "Did you read aright. May?"
She answered "Yes," quietly; it was so
strange and sudden, it would have seemed a
dream, had not his. strong arm encircled lier.
" But I thought you loved mamma," she said,
after a pause, "you never noticed me in the
least."

" I have ever loved you, May ;" and she was
satisfied.
Mrs. Aubine had retired to rest, but pleasing
thoughts dispelled all thoughts of sleep — her
thoughts were of the past, the present, and the
future. A gentle tap at the door aroused her,
and May asked softly, "May I come in, mamma?" Slie looked like some bright spirit .as
she paused for an instant in the- centre of the
apartment. Her heavy hlack hair was loosed,
and fell in wavy ripples adown her pure white
robe, while the bright color dyed her cheek in
a crimson tide. Mrs. Aubine opened her arms,
and May pillowed her head on her breast and
murmured, "I am so happy."
" What has caused this sudden gush of happiness ? Tell me, May."
"Mamma, he loves me."
"Who, May — who loves you?" she asked,
quickly.
" Harry Alton," was the whispered answer.
" May 1 May I it cannot be!" exclaimed Mrs.
Aubine, starting quickly, while her color left
her face, and her eyes glared wildly, "you must
not trifle, May."
" It is true," answered May, a vague fear
taking possession of her ; " I myself knew it not
until this eve."
A low moan escaped her. She pushed May
suddenly away, and clasped her hands to"M.arama, mamma, what have I done? Oh!
gether.
speak, and say that you forgive me."
But Mrs. Aubine did not speak, but remained
with clasped hands and eyes fixed and glassy.
Maywrung her hands. "What have I done?"
she moanefi in anguish. She opened the door,
and was about to call assistance.
"May," and the voice that pronounced that
name was unnatural in its coldness, " come
She approached, and was about to throw lipr
arms around her neck, but her mother pusheil
here."
her silently away and said, "Not now, I canbear it."
" not
What
have I done ?" moaned May.
"Nothing," was answered in that same unnatural tone that grated so harshly on May 'sear;
" this is but a sudden attack — it will soon pass
away. Leave me now, May." May left her
silently and tearfully.
When alone, Mrs. Aubine sprang from lier
couch, while the veins in her forehead and
temples stood out like cords in the agony of tlie
moment, and she paced the room with her
hands pressed tightly over her heart, as if io
still its beating.
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"Great Heavtuj ! ami has it come to this?"
she murmured.
"I caunot bear it. I shall
I liate her, oh, how bitterly ! the child I have
loved and nourished iu my bosom — for is she
not /i« choice?" Then herconscience reproached
her. She remembered May's look of agony,
and she murmured, with streaming eyes, "O
Ood, forgive nie."
I For several days after this there was evidently
I • constraint in her manner, which caused May's
he.irt to flutter wildly, and the rising sobs
, choked her utterance ; but she managed to
I stifle all outward appearance of emotion, and
: appear the same as usual. Gradually this con1 str.\int wore away, and soon she regained her
1 own playful manner, although there was still a
I tr.ice of sadness mingled with her giiyety.
Iu the mean time, Mr. Alton still continued a
daily visitor at their house, and looked forward
eagerly to the time when, with a lovely wife,
he should return to his f;iir Southern home, no
longer to lead a life of loneliness, or to harbor
pleasant thoughts not realized in the round of
daily life. Impossible, though, as it seemed to
him, the void iu his heart was at last filled
with the image of a beautiful woman, whose
life had been all sunshine, and whose path
through life in coming years it would be his
duty to strew with the roses of love. What
wonder that he wished the bridal to be consum ated as speedily as possible.
Mrs. Aubine considered it her duty to acquaint Mr. Alton with the parentage of M.iy;
therefore, one day when the three were alone
iu the library, she commenced the simple recital.
May listened with sparkling eyes and glowing
cheeks. " Theu I have a twin sister. Is she
iyet living?"
' Yes, May" — and Mrs. Aubine drew her
/tenderly to her — "she is living, but your pairents, as I have often told you, have long since
igone to the spirit-world, and / am now your
'mother, am I not. May?"
"Yes, O yes!"
Mr. Alton was very much surprised to leam
that she was but the child of adoption, for not
once had a suspicion crossed his mind th.it
[they were otherwise than they seemed to be —
mother and daughter.
Will you take me to her?" asked May,
iquiringly.
Certainly, if you wish. Mr. Alton will

juiq

iiccompauy us, I presume ; it is but a
■ide. The place is but little ch.anged, and
ister lives with her aunt in the same
lOuse where I first saw your parents, and
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whence I toolc you, a little child of eight years
of age. She is wealthy, for the property I settled on your father, by untiring industry on his
part, has accumulated to a large sum."
" How I long to see her, to clasp her in my
arms, and c.iU her by the sweet name of sister I' '
Mrs. Aubine looked troubled. "May, you
and your sister were twins ; so closely did you
resemble each other that it were almost an
impossibility to distinguish one flora the other.
Years have intervened since then, .'ind had you
still remained as you were when I first saw you,
there would still have been the same re.semblance, the same congeniality of thought and
feeling. Bnt you were separated ; you from
your earliest remembrance have been brought
in close communion with those who were educated and refined, while education fitted yo« for
that social sphere. Y'ou were possessed of ecjual
talents ; yet, while hers have lain dormant,
yours have been called info action. There is
now a vast difference between yon, which you
cannot fail to perceive. Having always lived
secluded, not mingling with the refined and
intelligent, not h.iving been fitted by education
to find pleasure in that which is instructive,
her manners or conversation caunot p.irtake of
that which would please the fastidious taste of
a refined and educated person."
"Yet I can overlook all this," replied May,
eagerly, "although I must confess I did not
think of that, if .she has a loving heart, for is
she not my sister?" she added, softly.
Mr. Alton smiled at her enthusiasm. " We
must see this country sister of yours. May, and
if she does not reach the standard of refinement,
and promises to be an apt scholar, we will take
good care that she has suitable instruction to
fit her for our circle."
"That is just the idea, "replied May, qnickly ;
"we will go to-morrow, can we not, mother?"
"Certainly, if you wish it, my dear."
Nine years had wrought liut few changes in
the quiet spot where Mr. and Mrs. Uartwell had
resided so many years, and the carriage took
the same path where, years before, .Mrs. Aubine
had first cauglit sight of May's laughing face.
She neared the home of her childhood. Her
heart beat wildly as she saw in reality the picture that had so often arisen in her memory.
A young girl sat iu the doorway, quietly reading. She started as the carriage stopped at the
gate, and the glow of momentary embarrassment mantled her cheek ; then she came forw.ird
quickly with a smile, half bashful. She was
the living image of May herself.
One glance at the face of that young girl, and
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May sprang eagerly forward and clasped her in
lier arms. " Don't you know me, Marion ? I
am your own sister." And she wept tears of
joy, while Mrs. Aubine looked on silently.
When her emotion had somewhat subsided.
May introduced Mrs. Aubine and Mr. Alton.
"This is she whom I call mamma," said May,
sweetly.
" And, Marion, let me be a mother lo yjou,"
said Mrs. Aubine, gently.
They were touched at her look of resignation
and the mourning garments she wore. Tliey
soon learned tlie cause of this ; her aunt, tlie
sole remaining relative, was dead. Mrs. Aubine
w.is sensibly attracted towards Marion. Everytliing slie said or did was not altogether graceful, but there was nothing vulgar about her ;
she was just wliat she appeared to be — a simple-hearted maiden, withalovingheart; nothing
more, nothing less. She told May that her
raotlier, in her dying moments, had told her of
a twin sister who had been adopted in childhood
by a rich lady whose name was Mrs. Aubine ;
.Tnd she had committed with her last breath a
chain into her keeping, at the same time exacting from her a solemn promise that she
would not seek to discover lier whereabouts,
but live on In the hope that she would at last
come to her. " And I knew you would come,
May," she sobbed in conclusion, "for, night
and day, I have prayed our Heavenly Father to
restore you to me."
Mr. Alton arose and took lier liand in his.
"Marion, I am the betrothed of your sister,
and shall wisli to claim a brother's privilege."
He took a hand of Mrs. Aubine and May, put
them with Marion's, and, clasping them together, said, solemnly : " Let ns be united
together in love. Say, Marion, shall it be so?
Will you go with us to the home of her whom
May has learned to call mother, until I take
your sister to her Southern home, then you
may accompany UB, if you wish ?"
Mrs. Aubine warmly urged her to comply
with his request, and she could not refuse ;
while Mr. Alton kissed her brow with all a
brother's tenderness, and promised that they
would love and cherish her.
When the carriage left that lovely though
solitary retreat, a fourtli party had been added
to tlieii' happy circle, and Marion was supremely
linppy in the love manifested for her.
lu the new home to which she had been thus
tinexpectedly taken Marion was happy, yet
everytliing was new and strange. She was
never weary of admiring the beautiful carpets,
the rare pieces of statuary, the fine paintings,
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and even the innumerable books ant} costly '•
knick-knacks that were scattered about in wild
profusion. She paused before the mirror wliich
reflected her whole figure, and thought sadly of
the vast difference existing between May and
herself. She listened to May's playing and singing with delight ; and, having expressed a desire
to be instructed, a competent teacher was imniediately employed.
Mr. Alton marked out for
her a course of reading, while May undertook to
instrvict her in those delicate though essential
rules of etiquette.
Marion listened with wonder to their conversation ; and, idolizing as
she did her beautiful and accomplished sister,
she became an apt scholar, and, unconsciously,
her conversation assumed a different tone and
her demeanor changed rapidly.
After a time,
she appeared in society, and every one was
captivated with her sweet air of simplicity and
her marked attention to their conversation, yet
they could not change her from the simple
maiden to the fine lady of fashion.
Beautiful
and graceful, she was flattered and caressed,
yet tlie influence of Mrs. Aubine exerted over
her a powerful charm, and served to make her
retain her original character.
May was married. Her adopted mother and
darling sister were all unselfish in their wish to
have her longer remain single. Mrs. Aubine
had become so attached to Marion that May
could not urge her, as she had intended, to
accompany her to her new home ; yet she often
sighed in secret at tlie thought of the separation.
Their wedding was strictly private ; no fashionable friends were admitted to note all with
curious eyes ; she was married in the midst of
the home circle, and, in the presence of God,
promised to love and honor him to whom she
gave her hand.
At the moment of parting Harry Alton imprinted akiss on the brow of Mrs. Aubine, and
said, tenderly, " May I also call you by the endearing name of mother?" A deathly pallor
overspread her face. He thought it was at the
prospect of parting with one whom she loved so
fondly. It caused far different sensations to
agitate the breast of May — she thought of bii
agitation on the evening she told her of her
love, and her manner at the present moment.
Her heart throbbed wildly. Had .she causid
lier all this suffering? Had she come hetwi-iMi
her and happiness? But Mrs. Aubine recovered herself quickly, and said, solemnly,
" God bless and preserve you in happiness."
" Mother and Marion, do not forget me," said
May, sobbing, as she kissed them good-by.
Then she put her hand in her husband's, and
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Bftiii, sadly, "I am ready." She was lifted
into the c.irriage, and for a long time remained
silent, but his gay manner soou dispelled tho
sadness that clouded her spirits.
" And is this our home ?" exclaimed May, as,
having arrived at the end of their journey,
^Harry pointed out to her a beautiful villa rising
,in the midst of what was almost a growth of
(trees. The lovely magnolias scattered their
(fragrance around, while the acacia-trees drooped
jtbeir branches as if in welcome. In the backIground, a broad savannah stretched far away
lin the distance, while the white cotton-fields
iwere in strange contrast with the dark faces of
the busy gatherers.
( 'Tis no wonder th.it May clasped her hands
jand said, softly, "How beautiful !" for they
(rode up the entrance beneath the shadow of the
^encircling branches, while the bright sun flashed
ith rough the openings iu the trees, as if to bid
jdefiance to the attempt to exclude its rays from
(this quiet spot.
"All, there is Uncle Charlie!" as a genlleiman came down the steps hastily and advanced
;to meet them.

" How are you, Harry?" said Uncle Ch.irlie,
(Shaking him heartily by the hand.
"This is
|the new bride, hey!" and he glanced at her
sharply; then, as if satisfied with the scrutiny,
imprinted a cordial kiss on her blushing cheek,
, and then assisted her to alight.
I Harry looked on smilingly, then threw a
dime at the head of the boy who stood ready
J to care for the horses.
They passed up the steps into the cool, airy
Ihall, then into the drawing-room. Careful
I liaiids had arranged the heavy draperies, and
,jeverything in the house told the same tale of
ilieatness. Overcome with fatigue and exciteijnient, May sank exhausted on the luxurious
!sofa,
while Harry bathed her flushed face. She
thanked him sweetly, but it did not relieve her,
and he sent for Aunt Polly, the presiding genius
•'. of the household, to show her to her own ap.art-

i\luent.

il It w.is a fairy-like retre.-it that May was
j nshered into by the assiduous Aunt Polly, who
r|kindly informed her th.at that was "de private
I 'partment dat Massa Harry had all fixed for
lier."
As May gaied around the beautiful chamber
prepared for her reception, the thonsht came
into her mind, "Why am I thus blessed?"
When she had Uiid aside her dusty garments,
j Aunt Polly again ushered her into the drawingroom. She sat down to the beautiful piano
which she li.td not before perceived, her fingel-s
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pressed the keys lightly, and there arose a gush
of melody, then her voice mingled with tho
strains, and she sai;g —
'■Tbe dearest spol on earth to mo
Is home, sweet homo.
The fairyland 1 We longed to see
Was home, sweet home.
Here how charmed the sense of fcolinir;
Here's where hearts are so endeariut,' ;
All the world is not so cheering,
As home, sweet home."
There were two voices that mingled with hers
in the last two lines.
"All the world to me is not so cheering as
home, now that I have some one to make me
ha]ipy here," said Harry.
Uncle Charlie's eyes glistened, and he said,
aside, "You htire won a trexsure, Harry."
Uncle Charlie was but a few years the senior

of Harry. He was his father's youngest brother, and had resided with Harry since his
father's death. He had been a kind friend to
Harry, and Harry, in return, was much attaeheil
to him. Why he remained single was merely
a ni.itter of surmise with his friends. They did
not know that the fair giil whom he hoped to
c.iU wife had been stricken down by the hand
of disease. He was lively, benevolent, finelooking, and, withal, wealthy. Everywhere, hii
was a favorite.
Time p.issed. May w,\s very happy in Iter
Southern home, and looked forward anxiously
to the time when she would see her mother and
sister once more. At last her wish was gratified ; she received a letter stating that they
would be with her soon, and while expectation
was as its height they arrived.
Uncle Charlie claimed the privilege of imprinting kiss
a
on Marion's blushing cheek, declaring enthusiastically that she was a "woodlaud violet," and iu the same breath that Mrs.
Aubine was "charming."
May and Harry looked on smilingly.
Mrs. Aubine was even more tender to May
than usual, and said to her when alone, " I
love Marion very dearly, M.iy, but she cannot
fill the void in- my heart that your absence
Marion w."is very much improved in appearance ; gradually, refinement had overspread
herleft."
like a veil, and scarce a trace of the former
Marion could be discovered. Mrs. Aubine had
moulded her after her own fashion, had taught
her to be herself at all times.
Uncle Charlie began to p.ty assiduons attention to Mrs. Aubine, and Marion, who noticed
this particularly, declared that there was no
one to gallant her. Cut this was soou contra-.
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dicteti, when

a fiue young man, a cousin of

Harry's by the by, happening to make him a
visit, was captivated by her bright eyes, and
concluded that he was in no haste to depart.
Overruled by the united persuasions of May,
Harr^', and, lastly, of Uncle Charlie himself,
who, somehow or other, had acquired a great
influence over her of late, Mrs. Auhine consented to remain with them. While Edward
Alton, Harry's cousin, liaving been seen to look
witli admiring eyes at a neighboring plantation,
and having been seen in close conversation
with Marion, it was conjectured rightly that
he would remain also.
Mrs. Aubine had performed her duty. In the
happiness of her adopted child she received her
reward. She was young, beautiful, and wealthy,
and loved by all, with many admirers, yet she
had devoted her life to thechildofiier adoption.
It is true she had loved Harry Alton, but this
settled into friendship, therefore contradicting
tlie old saying, that "friendship often ends in
love, but love in friendship never." This affection revived, and centred itself on Uncle Charlie.
In their beautiful Southern homes let us
hope they may live wisely and well, scattering
the seeds of that beautiful plant happiness with
a lavish hand, loved and respected by all. Surrounded by those they love, let us again hope
they may live wisely and well, and that their
davs may glide as smoothly on as waves of
summer sea.

So she died —
So our light went out, and it was night,
So our hearts, through love, were crucified ;
So our darling perished from onr siglit,
So our star of hope and promise set.
God of Heaven, help ua to forget !
Oh, oar holy love!
Angel love.
It was hard to give her up,
E"en to dwell in golden courts above ;
But the fearful cup
Cor.ld not pass away,
God had spoken, it was vain to pray.
So we held her in our arms tliat night —
That long, wretched night,
When Death rained his kisses in with ours,
When he snowed his lilies cold and white
'Mid the fever roses on her cheek,
And our grief broke forth in tempest show'rs.
Though we essayed wearily to speak
Words of hope, when there was hope no more:
When we felt that all indeed was o'er,
Then life wrapped around us like a shroud.
And the sky dropped downward from above.
Closing
All the
For our
Our

'round us like a fearful cloud ;
world was one wide sepulchre,
hearts were buried in with her.
lost love.

So there is no beauty on the earth
Since she died,
And we sit beside our rayless hearth
Dreaming, dreaming of the sanctified ;
Thrilling with the memory of a tone,
Thinking of the tender light that shone
In the sunny heaven of her eyes ;
Kissing, in our fancy, lip and brow,
Wondering if she sees and loves us uow.
From her far-off home in Pai'udise,
Iq the starry garden of the skies.
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Wk have lost a love,
We have laid a treasure up in heaveu,
We have given
Onr hearts' nestling dove
To the angels up above,
To the blessed augels up in heaven.
We have lost a luve,
We have lost a prayer,
We have lost our sweetest, only prayer,
In the blue immensity above;
And our hearts are speechless with despair,
For we cannot find a prayer to pray,
Since the angels bore away
Our lost love,
Desolation reigueth everywhere:
Thei-e 's a dreary acund upon the air,
Like the wail of mourners at a tomb.
And the earth flowers have a sickly bloom.
And the sweet, green hills that use to wear
Vails of sunshine on their foreheads fair.
Stand up bleakly now in frowning gloom ;
There 's a cloud between us and the sun,
There's a pall upon the summer skies
Since we left our dearest one
Dreaming at the gates of Paradise.

We have lost a love —
Lost on earth, but found again in heaven,
Like a star that blossoms but in even ;
Our sweet love.
Singing with the angels up above,
Singing with God's angels up in heaven !
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A nENTLKK spirit mounts the year's high throne,
And waves -a gracious sceptre o'er the land.
Bird songs almost to heavenly sweetness grown,
Welcome the joyous treasures of her hand.
The warm south winds full-fed on morning sweets.
With busy fingers dally with her locks,
And lo, a shiuiug host of blossoms greets
The yearning heart in fields and garden walks!
An emerald wreath her youthful forehead crowns;
Her cheeks reflect the ruddy glow of health ;
Till waking nature loses all her frowns,
And to the world displays her growing wealth !
Thus comes the tuning voices long since mute.
Brimful of glee she weaves Earth's bridal charmn;
Gives blooming promises of autumn fruit,
And full-robed waits the summer's circling arms!
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It had long Won decided in tlie family, that
to maintain a position in the world, one mu:<t
have a horse of one's own. So frequent liad
been tlie discussions of the subject, that ordering out the family hack liad become tho El
Dorado of our childish dreams. How to possess
ourselves of the animal was a problem of difficult solution. Little Will thought it might be
accomplished by penny deposits in his tin
savings bank, and at once devoted himself to
a rigid self-denial of candies and toys ; as none
of our schemes were on a much more gigantic
scale, we were little disposed to laugh at Will.
Our desire for the horse increased with the difficulty ofprocuring him ; even our eldest, who
seldom gave reins to her fancy, became so engrossed, that her nightly show of shadows on
the w.ill, for the benefit of the children, consisted wholly of horses. Hitherto there had
been no appointed consultation, though we
generally fell to talking of the matter when together, but in an abstract manner, as one talks
of the prospect of aerial navigation ; at length
father brought the crisis one dull, drizzly evening, by crying out to mother, as he threw off
his overcoat, after a long walk, to attend a
vexatious patient — "Mother, let's decide about
the horse to-night." With the word, the horse
seemed lost to us ; the possibility of buying him,
always so small, shrank to nothing; speculation
had kept him in prospect, but decision— our
little hearts went down with a pang, and Tom,
who had many times clambered upon his back
in fancy, felt doomed to everlasting pedestrianism.
Now that the subject was fairly in hand, dear
mother brought forth the usual remonstrances
in her nsual meek voice, to which father opposed the ever-ready and indisputable plea,
that a rising professional man ought to risk as
much as a business man. When mother remembered .ill the finery she owed to this argument, the last year's velvet cloak and furs, the
day before yest<?rday's fantastical what-not for
the bare comer of onr miniature parlor, to all
which, her love of the beautiful had so easily
reconciled her, she desisted. Thereupon, we
racked our brains to prove the necessity of the
purchase. The usual "benefit to health," .and
consequent saving in doctor's bill was denied
ns, for father was the physician who kept sickVOL. LXII. — 35
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nesa from his own doors. Save that Tom suffered largely from chilblains, no one of us had
needed so much as a plaster since running the
infantile gauntlet of measles and whoopingcough. As to exercise, we already pursued
that to a fault ; either of us girls couM walk
ten miles at a stretch, and though I measured
but five feet from the tip of my toes to the top
of my head, and my arms were not o'er-stout,
I could row a boat up stream with adverse
winds. We were reduced to father's real comfort, the great pleasure of the whole family,
and the effect upon the multitude ; the first
decided mother, while we girls, with natural
vanity, were influenced by the latter. When
the decision was announced, Margaret threw an
alarming caricature of a hoi-se upon the wall,
while Tom cheered lustily, for which he was
reprimanded by father, who, for once, let excitement overcome his good-humor.
Well, the horse was to be had, but how, was
still unanswered, and with renewed energies
we consulted how we might curtail necessaries
for this one luxury, how we might be uncomfortable and economical in-doors, that we might
be comfortable and extravagant out of doors.
First it was proposed to dispense with the little
maid of all work, general overseer of pots and
kettles, and scrubbing-brushes, she, to whom
soapsuds seemed an essential ; she, who was
always ready to take up baby where he was
put down, .always in trim for the front door;
the very enumeration of her capabilities dismayed us, Margaret especially, whose one little
weakness was her hand, hands fair and white,
but persisting in spreading at the joints at the
least cont.act with hard labor. Margaret could
not conceive of a lady with bony hands. It was
in vain that I laughed at her. I could not understand it,for, as she said, were not my hands
like mother's, brown and plump ; in winter
hopelessly brown, but plump and white in
summer as any heart could desire, and whese
joints no amount of hard labor could reach ? So
the little maid could not be spared, but we
comforted ourselves with the thought that the
little she cost us wouldn't have kept the horse
in oats; to be sure, as mother said, "It was
shameful to have a young thing working so for
a pittance;" but then, everybody did it, and we
were no worse than our neighljors.
Tom, who
409
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was just then in a mania for missionary heroines,
suggested tliat as economy seemed impossible,
we sliould get up an independent fund, hy
selling bones and rags, after tlie manner of the
latest of his models, which brouglit down a
mild lecture from sister Margaret, during which,
father declared for an indefinite course of selfdenial and economy, to be practised on every
possible occasion, without any fixed, premeditated plan, to which we all pledged ourselves,
and in accordance with which Tom and I, in
hasty zeal, deposited a dollar (the fruit of three
months' hoarding for a magic-lantern) for the
future victualling of the horse, tliat was to be,
and turned our faces bedward, our little breasts
swelling with the spirit of self-sacrifice.
Despite a little hoard of worldly maxims with
which father usually prefaced liis transactions,
he was one of the most unworldly of men, and
his intended purchase was no sooner rumored
than every unserviceable nag in town was fitted
Tip for his inspection. He was the more easily
imposed upon, as at the country races he had
attended, lie had frequently noticed that the
winning horses were the shabbiest. Dear mother herself was a better judge of horseflesh,
for, in the days of her maidenhood, she liad
been the finest rider in all the country round.
We children had the exact pattern of the horse
we anticipated in the print of an English barnyard, sent to me by a little, ardent lover, in
token of his sympathy in our present desires.
Wheu we represented to father that only sack a
horse was worth purchasing, he shook his head
in a manner which showed plainly that our
model was not an animal after his own heart.
It was less than a week after the consultation,
that father went out with an important business
look in his face, after duly impressing upon us
the truth that appearances are not sure guides
to worth, and that, especially in tlie matter of
horses, a sorry-looking beast might be capable
of great speed, great endurance, and of being
made quite attractive enough to the eye, for
such a sober family as ourselves. That the
horse was coming liome there was no doubt,
and in accordance with father's remarks, we
moderated our anticipations till we believed
ourselves ready for anything that went on four
legs, and was larger than a dog.
But our most vivid imagination fell short of
the dilapidated animal that made his appearance
with father. Tom named him Barebones at
once, and M.argaret, who w.as a trifle literary,
declared he had as m.any "points" as Rozinante. Ever since the horse had been mentionedj I had been secretly planning for a side-
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saddle and riding-habit, wherewith I was to
ride through town in queenly style, to the
excessive envy of my most dangerous rival
for the attentions of a certain captivating youth,
who made much palpitation among the virgin
hearts of Staunton. At this downfall to my
cherished hopes I could scarce restrain the
tears. But Tom, who was on the nil desperando
order, declared that, despite the fistula on his
neck, and that he was continually yerking his
head in harness, and had an ugly way of going
on three legs and holding up the fourth as if in
reserve for a catastrophe, a good supply of oats
might make him a very decent creature. As
he was led away to the stable, to profit by Tom 's
hiut of the oats, we could not help noting the
remarkable metamorphosis of which he was
capable. Seen from in front, as he yerked his
head in the air, he was quite like an ostrich ;
but from the side, on account of an immense
projection of the hip-bones, he seemed the caricature of a camel. Altogether, we were quite
ready to believe, as father, in his discomfiture,
ventured to remark, that he must have been
kept on barrel hoops and shavings. Once in
the stable, it was further developed that he
was incapable of managing his food until it had
been nearly pulverized, which, without a look
at his teeth, at once decided the question of
age. Still, with characteristic hopefulness, we
bore up against these symptoms till the animal
was fairly in harness ; there, neither moral or
physical force could tempt him to budge when
he was predisposed for a rest ; blows seemed
rather to infuse an acceptable warmth through
his chilly veins, for, we fancied, comfortable
satisfaction settled over his features at each
stroke of the whip. Like the boy with the
elephant, our one question was what to do with
him ? Use him we could not, for, even were he
disposed to ti-avel, what one of us would endure
the mortification of riding behind him ? The
stable seemed like a tomb. How many little
vanities, how many anticipated triumphs were
buried there ! Every day mother sighed over
the dollars — the " sinking fund," as Tom called
it — swept from our scanty store ; every day
passers-by seemed casting derisive grins at tbe
stable ; every day we wished the horse might
die, and every day he clung to life with renewed
tenacity. He w.as literally a skeleton at the
door, for, though he "lived upon nothing but
victuals and drink, " his bones refused to be
covered.
At length, there chanced into the house a
Yankee peddler, a lithe, wiry, keen-eyed man,
to whom father, as a desperate extremity, of-
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' fered the horse in exchange for some culinary
utensils.
The stranger at once closed with the
, bargain, which so elated father that he confided
to him the whole story of the swindle.
As he
concluded, the stranger, emholdtued by the
■ nuasnal familiarity, gave him a patronizing
; slap on the shonlder, with a twinkle of his gray
' eye which said more emphatically than words,
" You 're a green un."
If a pestilence had passed from ns, we could
not have been more relieved than by the removal of the horse. Just after his departure,
we found father chipping away at a smooth
Btone, with a sort of humorous, self-deprecating
Bmile, and, peering over his shoulder, saw the
following : —
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Think of a child led to the scaffold ; think of
Cupid in a Dutch coffin ; or watch a butterfly,
after its four wings have been torn off, creeping
like a worm, and yon will feel what I mean.
But wherefore ? The first has been already
given ; the child, like the beast, only knows
purest, though shortest sorrow ; one which has
no past and no future ; one such as the sick
man receives from without, the dreamer from
himself into his asthenic brain ; finally, one
with the consciousness not of guilt, but of innocence. Certainly, all the sorrows of children
are but shortest nights, as their joys are but
hottest days ; and, indeed, both so much so,
that in the latter, often clouded and starless
time of life, the matured man only longingly
remembers his old childhood's pleasures, while
he seems altogether to have forgotten his

In Memobt of Bareboxe^.
Who departed this stable Xov. 16, 1847.
" The feol is htoirn hi/ his folly."
This was the peace-offering he presented
mother, and she, dear woman, did what any
loving wife could under the circumstances — laid
her band caressingly on his shoulders, and, with
lier best smile, said, "You're a dear man!"
Whether this purchase had anything to do
with Tom's subsequent bias towards races, or
with Margaret's expending the first tithe of a
fortune which fell to her in after days for a span
of fine horses, I leave my readers to judge ; for
myself, I resolved from that moment never to
marry a man who could not choose a horse
against "odds."

CHILDREXS

JOYS AND

SORROWS.

We can endure a melancholy man, but not a
melancholy child ; the former, in whatever
slough he may sink, can raise his eyes either
I to the kingdom of reason or of hope ; bnt the
i little child is entirely absorbed and weighed
) down by one black poison-drop of the present.

childhood's grief. This weak remembrance is
strangely contrasted with the opposing one in
dreams and fevers in this respect, that in the
two last it is always the cruel sorrows of childhood which return ; the dream this mock-sun
of childhood — and the fever, its distorting glass
— both draw forth from dark comers the fears
of defenceless childhood, which press and cut
with iron fangs into the prostrate soul. The
fair scenes of dreams mostly play on an afterstage, whereas the frightful ones choose for
theirs the cradle and the nursery. Moreover,
in fever, the ice-hands of the fear of ghosts, the
striking one of the teachers and parents, and
every claw with which fate has pressed the
young heart, stretch themselves out to catch
the wandering man. Parents, consider then
that every childhood's Rupert — the name given
in Germany to the fictitious being employed to
frighten children into obedience — even though
it has lain c'nained for tens of years, yet breaks
loose and gains mastery over the man so soon
as it finds him on a sick bed. The first fright
is more dangerous the sooner it happens ; as
the man grows older, he is less and less easily
frightened ; the little cradle or bed canopy of
the child is more easily quite darkened than
the starry heaven of the man.

OcBAS. — Almighty, yet gentle power 1 Thou
mshest in anger against the earth, and devonrest it, and thy vast Briareus arms encircle its
whole circumference. Yet, dost thou silence
the foaming stream, and subdue it into gentle
waves, gently dost thou play round thy smiling
children, the little islands, and dost lick the
careless hand that toys with tliy surface from
the passing skiff.

MY

FOETE.

Being Extracts from a Young Ladi/'s Journal.
BY

8.

AKSIE

Julj IZth, IS—.
This is my birthday, my eigbteenth birthday,
and this is the sixtli journal I have commenced,
for I buy a bran-new volume every year. I
looked over the old books this morning, and I
am very much dissatisfied with the result. I
am eighteen ! Well, what else am I ? Nothing. Iam not pretty. Sister Jessie, our
eldest, is a beauty. Such black eyes, such
Jieavy brown curls, such a lovely complexion,
and such a stately, graceful figure are not met
with every day. The rest of the girls, Hattie,
Louisa, Mary, and Jennie, have each some special
accomplishment or talent, all except me. Every
one of them, even Jennie, who is younger than
I am, can talk of a forte. Hattie plays most
splendidly on the piano ; that 's her forte. I
can't ; I should go raving distracted with nervousness, ifI spent seven hours a day, as she
does, running up and down, scrambling over
the key-board like a kitten after a ball, or banging chords till every diop on the chandelier
quivers. No ! I can play dancing music, at
which Hattie turns up her nose, but music, as an
art, is certainly not ray forte!
Lou, bless her blue eyes ! does the most
wonderful pieces of fancy-work. Such shawls
as she knits ! such mats as she embroiders !
such slippers, smoking-caps, table-covers, and
pincushions as she works ! Why can't I ? Lou
ain't half as big as lam, though she is older, and
her tiny little white hands are lost in mine ; but
she manages needles in a manner wonderful to
behold. To see her wield a knitting-needle as
big as the kitchen poker is a sight worth seeing.
How she can have the patience to spend whole
weeks over one shawl or one table-cover is a
mystery to me.
Heigh-ho! Whut is my forte? George, that 's
onr grown-up brother, takes my head between
liis hands, and kisses me on the lips, and
says my specialty is to be the dearest sister in
the world ; but that don't comfort me much.
Mary paints. To be sure, you can't tell her
cows from her horses unless you look for their
liorns ; and I offended her mortally by taking
her head portraying " Eevenge" for her idea of
'■ Hunger." I didn't mean any harm ; but the
man had his mouth and eyes so wide open, and
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he was so thin and peaked looking that I was
certain lie was starving.
His nose was all to ,
one side, and one eye was bigger than the.
other ; but still Mary says art is her forte, and
I suppose she knows.
Even Jennie, who is crazy on the subject of
languages, talks of her forte being a talent for
acquiring foreign tongues.
It is horrible not to have any specialty in a
family where everybody has one. They all
treat me in the most off-hand manner. Ma
says : " Here, Fan, just mend these stockings,
won't you? Hattie is practising." Or, "Fan,
you ruu down the street for me, won't you ?
Mary is at work on her Judas. You haven't
anything to do in particular." George biings
me all his gloves to mend and his shopping
commissions to attend to, on the supposition
that I haven't anything to do. I am errand
girl, seamstress, and able to make myself
"generally useful in a family," as they say
when they give a girl a character; but I wish,
1 do wish 1 knew what was my special forte.
July 2(}ih.
I have found it ! Eureka ! I know my forte !
alty.
It is a very humble one, but still it is a speciThis is how it came about : Last week, Hattie
and Mary went into the country to spend the
summer ; Jessie and Jennie went with Aunt
Margaret to Saratoga. Nobody was left at home
but father, ma, George, Lou, and I. Yesterday
Susan, that 's our cook, had an attack of a
disease she calls muleralgia in her head, and
left at an hour's notice, and Jane, the chambermaid, said she couldn't do all the work of this
large family, and she left in the afternoon.
This led to the discovery of my forte. I am
domestic ; that 's it, domestic ! Pa says that
my mutton-chops to-day were not to be beat
(he said beat, so I don't care if beaten is better
grammar), and George says that he never
thonght fried potatoes could be brought to such
perfection.
Don't we have fun ! This morning I was up
before the sun. Ma took the up stairs department, Lou undertook the parlors, and 1 was
left to reigii over the pots and kettles.
I got

MY

rORTE.

breakfast, dinner, aiul tea, and I only went to
ma twice about the meat, once about the cabbage, tliree times about the pudding, aud four
times about the gravy.
yti/y 2\st.
Ma and Lou went away yesterday. As there
were only three of us left, I persuaded her not
to get any new girls till she came back, and
elio is to be gone three weeks. Three whole
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Why can't a woman swear I I am sure I should
not have slammed the door so hard in the face
of the last boy with sand, when I opened it for
the nine humlred and ninety-ninth time, if I
could have said some real bad word iu the
entry when I went down. I am afraid I did
say "Confound that belli" once. We are all
weak I I was just going up stairs to perform the

Weeks ! Somehow it ain't so jolly without ma
and Lou to laugh over the work with me.
Pa and George went off early this morning ;
I am horribly afraid they bre.Tkfasted down
town. It was too bad I I had sliced my potatoes to fry, and had cut the muttou-chops all
re.tdy to broil ; the coffee was made, the bread
cut, aud I had my potatoes on, when the bell
rang. It was the milk-man ! I haven't the
least idea how much milk ma takes, but he
Baid four quarts ; so I took it. It looks a dreadfully big lot for three people, to put in their
coffee. When I came in, my potatoes were all
burnt black.
George was standing at the top of tho stairs,
whistling "Come, Come Away," so I knew he
was in a hnrry, and pa cried, "Fan, any breakfast to day?" I tried to laugh it off. I made
pa carry np the coffee-pot, and George the plate
of bre.id, while I took the chops.
" Kan, what ails the coffee ?" This was the
first salute ; I had forgotten to clear it.
" I am afraid these chops arc burnt." That
was the second.
At last they went off. Then " came the tug
of war."
How can people make a bed alone ? I 're
made them often ; ma or Lou stands on one
I side and takes hold with me, and we get along
beautifully. But to-day I I tried my best ;
' but as fast as I got one side nice I was sure to
I pull all the clothes off fixing the other side.
[ They looked awfully — like great snow-banks
I covered with quilts. I can't help it. IIow can
I I get on both sides of the bed at once ?
Then there were the pitchers to fill, and the
rooms to sweep and dnst, and the parlors to put
I in order, and tlie dining-room to sweep, and all
the breakfast things to elear away, and 1 am
sure, positive, the bell rang a thousand times
to-day. There were boys with sand, boys with
fruit, boys with brooms, boys with potatoes,
boys with every vegetable, animal, and mineral
production. There were women with berries,
women to beg, women who wanted sewing,
women of every description. Every time I was
safely landed iu the third story, that bell rang.

35*

operation that Susan calls "cleaning" herself:
I was not lovely to look upon at that moment
— my hair, naturally of a mud color, was covered with an old silk handkerchief, my sleeves
were rolled np, the skirt of my dress was
pinned up, for I had performed Uerculean feats
with the broom and dust-pan. On the stairs I
stopped. My fire I until that moment I had
forgotten it. I went into the kitchen ; heartrending sight for an amateur cook — my fire
was out I Down I went on my knees, poker iu
hand, and began to poke. Didn't I poke ! Nothing short of iron could have stood my vigorous
handling. The dust flew in all directions. My
nose itched ; I scratched it with my smutty
fingers; then, then, of all times, the bell rang.
Down went the poker. " Confound the bell I"
I cried, aud darted into the entry. I opened
the door.
Horror of horrors !
" Is Miss Mason at home ?" That 's definite
when there are six of us.
I knew well enough who he was, though. He
w.is Jessie's friend, Mr. Lorraine. There ho
stood, in a full suit of white linen (how I wanted
to touch it with my smutty fingers) looking
down upon me with his most benign expression.
"Miss Jessie is at Saratoga," I replied.
"Ah ! I am sorry to miss seeing her. Will
you give her my card ? Are any of the young
Lidies at home ?"
Whew ! didn't I w.int to box his ears. Think
of the impudence of the puppy, pretending he
did not know me.
"All the young ladies are out of town," I
said, "excepting Miss Frances, and she is particularly engaged."
" Miss Fannie I Ah, yes, the musical one — "
"No, sir."
"The artist?"
"No, sir."
" Not the lovely blonde ?"
"No, sir, that is Louisa."
"Oh, the little girl I"
"No, sir" — my blood was np by this time —
"your humble servant ;" and 1 dropped him a
courtesy.
He burst into a clear, ringing laugh.
' ' Fardou me, ' ' he said ; "1 wat rude, I fear.

1
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but I thought yon were in disguise for a joke.
Will you allow me to walk iu ?"
What could I do ?
"Certainly," I replied.
We went into the parlor. I was determined
not to let him stay, so I explained that our
girls had left us, and that the ladies were all
away.
He began to give me the funniest description
of his trouble when his mother left him once,
and the girl deserted liim the next day. I forgot my dress, my bare arms, dusty hair, old
silk headdress, and dirty face, and laughed with
him.
Didn't we chat? He had just finished reading
Miss Proctor's lovely, darling book of poems,
and we agreed in our enthusiasm over it. He
quoted some of my pet passages, till I almost
died with the mixture of pleasure and pain
they gave me. Then the flowers on the table
attracted him. There was the subject for another chat, and we discussed exotics, home
flowers, and wild flowers with as much interest
and animation as if it were not after twelve
o'clock, and the dinner still in the market basket on the table iu the kitcheu. I foigot my
forte, I did, indeed. I forgot my hungry brother and father who would come in at two
o'clock, and I chatted away like — like nothing
but an excited, interested woman. My morning's exercise had sent the blood to my cheeks,
and it danced through my veins with unwonted
rapidity. Eooks, flowers, music, the weatlier,
all came up for conversation, and the time
flew.
One ! The striking of the clock first recalled
me to my duties. I looked at my disordered
dress, and then at my elegant companion, and,
for the first time, the blood crimsoned my brow
with embarrassment. I had been annoyed,
piqued, interested ; now I was embarrassed. He
perceived this, and with graceful, gentlemanly
ease, took his leave, asking permission to call
again soon to spend an evening.
I don't think I shall say "Confound the bell!"
when he does come.
I bowed him out, and then flew to the kitchen.
The empty grate of the range yawned at me,
and I fancied was laughing at my distress. I
opened the market basket. A piece of beef for
roasting, green peas, asparagus, potatoes, and
young beets met my dismayed vision.
Beef to roast, peas to shell — all to be ready
at two o'clock, and at one I stood alone in the
kitchen, without a ray of fire !
How was I to make that fire ?
I lit paper enough to fill a bushel basket, and

turned the coal on it. That wouldn't hum.
Then I tried the coal first and the paper on top.
That was no better. Then I put the coal in the
paper, rolling up a few pieces in little pieces of
paper — oh, dear, that wouldn't burn either 1 I
was getting desperate I
Chips 1 What good angel suggested chips
I don't know, but I flew down to the cellar, and
collected a basketful. I threw them in, added
more paper, put on more coal, and then lit the
whole. Didn't it burn ? Fast and furious
roared the blaze, and I turned to the sink,
washed my hands, and went to work on the
peas. I shelled like mad. An ominous silence
made me turn. The last spark of my promising
fire was just dying out.
" Dinner ready, Fan ?"
George's voice, George's
George's six feet of manhood
"Oh, George !" and there
a great choking sob finished

step, and next,
in my kitchen.
I broke down, aud
the sentence.

" Why, pet, what 's the matter ?"
I haven't arrived at the dignity of any special
talent yet, and the family call me pet, little
woman, blossom, old lady, or any other soubriquet that comes handiest.
George looked at the fire, then at the basket,
and took all in that one glance.
" Don't cry, Fan, 1 '11 make the fire."
"But the dinner?"
"Travel down cellar with that. Give us
some coffee, and scrambled eggs, and bread and
butter.
What 's in those two big pitchers ?"
My milk ! I had forgotten to put it on the
ice, and there it stood. Wasn't it sour, that
hot, hot day ?
I took the market basket and the peas shelled
and uushelled down to the safe. George, the
darling, was as good as his word. When 1 returned, he had taken off his coat, and was at
work at my fire.
I shall know how to make it if it goes out
again.
Didn't I w;itch him ?
I got out the coffee-mill, and ground with a ,
will.
"Dinner ready. Fan?"
Enter father with a basket of raspberries.
My fire wasburning splendidly, and promising
George a kiss after I had washed my face, I
drove them both up stairs.
My coffee was delicious, my eggs perfect, the
butter was fresh, ditto the bread, but where —
where was the milk to come from. Again
George volunteered, aud went with a butterkettle to buy a quart. Five quarts in one day
for a family of three ! Economy nowhere !
We diued at three o'clock, and didn't I eat ?

MY
I I was almost starred, and we all laughed together over the mishaps of the morning.
Oil, how tired 1 was when I had cleared away
tlie dinner dishes and started up to my room
for the long postponed dressing.
Tea was easily got, and the dishes washed
up. Wo have had uompany all the evening,
and 1 hear the clock striking eleven as I write
this line. Heigh-ho! I am very stiff, very tired,
my hands are blistered with sweeping, and I
• begin to have serious misgivings about my domestic talents.

I
I
I
I
j

July 22rf.
Well, yesterday was had enough, but to-day
— " Angels and ministers of grace defend us !"
Where shall I begin f At the beginning ? The
beginning of the day is generally after one is
up in the morning, but my day began before
th.it. I was roused by the most tremendous
rapping at the gate. I listened. Then I sprang
out of bed and threw open my wiudow.

j
" Who 's there ?"
I
"Catherine.
I 've come to wash."
* Sure enough I I now remembered that ma
! had postponed the washing nutil to-day, because was
I
to put the clothes t«soak yesterday
afternoon, and I had, as Susau used to say,
"clane forgot it."
"Wait a minute ; I'll comedown to youl"
I cried to Catherine.
I hurried on my clothes, and started to go
down. On the stairs an ominous sound fell ujiou
my ears. One, two, three, four, five, six, seven!
Scveu o'clock ! Onr breakfast hour was seven,
and I was jnst up. Fortunately, pa and George
gave no signs of being awake as I passed their
doors.
I admitted Catherine, who always comes to
help in the washing, and to-day was to do it
all, and then I started to bring the soiled linen
from all parts of the house. I piled a large
quantity in a large basket, and away I went.
Down one flight safely, down another, and I
stood at the head of the List flight— the long
flight into the hall. A tiny tear in the carpet
caught my foot ; I canght at the banisters ;
jnissed them, and down I rolled. First I was
on top, then the basket. Shirts, skirts, stockings marked our rapid passage. Bump I went,
scratch came the basket, I screamed. I'a's
door opened, then George's. It seemed a week
before 1 landed at the foot of the stairs. Where >
Right in the basket. I am a big girl, but iu I
went, head first, buried in the clothes.
" Where 's Fan ?" asked George.
" What 's the matter f" said pa.

FOKTE,
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" Arrah, where is Miss Fannie?" said Catherine, running out of the kitchen. " Save us,
if she ain't in the basket I Here 's her blessed
boots a-slickin' out !" And I was hauled out
of the basket by the blessed boots.
I couldn't be sentimental ; I felt sore and
bruised. Fa was pale when he came down, at
the thought of what might have been. But my
gravity was too severely tasked ; I laughed till
I was tired, and then 1 cried, then I looked at
the ruins, the clothes scattered over the stairs,
and I laughed again.
Catherine gravely collected the white frag- <
ments, and marched off into the kitchen.
Thanks to George's care, a fine fire burned
there. But Catherine's brew was bl.ick as
thunder ; no boiler on, no tubs up from the
cellar, no w.iter hot, "no nothing ready," as
she informed me.
Breakfast was late, of course. That cleared
away, I made another attack on the beds.
Oh, if they could be made with only one side !
George's, being single, ain't so b.id ; but mine,
which 1 share with Lou, and pa's are awful !
I hurried all the work, for I determined to
give them a good dinner to-day. , A good dinner
washing-day. Deluded Fannie. The beef was
not so bad, but the difficulties under which I
labored with regard to vegetables were fearful.
I am sure Napoleon's battles were nothing compared to my ro'fs (1 know that's not a ladylike
word) with Catherine. The skirmishings between the boiler and my army of pots wero
studies for a general. First Catherine conquered, and the boiler stood, bold and majestic
in front ; then, while she was hanging out the
clothes, along came a young l.idy, and with an
effort painful to behold, pushed the boiler back
to bring the smaller fry (no, the smaller boil)
forward. My water bubbled, my peas grew
tender, my asparagus ditto, the potatoes softened. Whew ! in came Catherine, away went
my pots, right .mdleft ; one pull other vigorous
arms drew my big enemy forward. Splash ! iu
went the clothes. Dash ! out went Catherine,
and I had to commence again.
Yet, spite of all this, my dinner was a success. Ihad prepared every dish according to
Mrs. Hale's directions, and my little family
warmly applauded my efforts.
After dinner I descended to the kitchen.
Such a scene I Here a pile of clothes ready to
sprinkle ; there a pile of grea.sy pans and pots ;
to the right, a tub of rinsing water ; to the left,
a bucket of pea-pods and potato parings ; on
one table a bowl of starch ; on the other, the
dinner dishes.
I stood dismayed.
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Catherine's face reminded me that she had
had no dinner. Hastening to supply this omisBion, I stumbled over the tub of rinsing water,

fill Susan's place and Jane's, and I am scribbling
here to pass away the evening.
Can anybody tell me what is my fortel
The next extract is a year later.

and in I went. I didn't say "Hang the clothes!"
hut I wanted to. Wasn't it bad enough to
nearly break my neck Wnr- them in the morning, without being half-drowned in the tub in
the afternoon. I went slowly up stairs to change
my wet clothes. The climax was to come. I
was on my way down again, dry and tidy, when
the unusual exertion, the heat, and the sudden chill produced a sort of vertigo, and I fell
in the entry. Pa had not gone out, and lie
came at the noise of my fall.
He has forbidden me to go into the kitchen
again, engaged Catherine to stay until we can
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The door might have opened and closed again,
liut no sound met my ear ; a stranger stood by
ray side, but no footfall broke the intense silence in which I love to sit, and sitting muse.
Who was he ? Where came he from ? What
would he ? Whither was he tending ? Shall I
ask him to be seated ? Shall I bid him speak ?
Such were the thoughts that flashed across
my mind in the brief interval between my discovery of his presence and the motion I made
towards a seat with my unemployed hand.
But my visitor would not be seated, and I arose
and coiifionted liim.
His brow was massively intellectual, and
ridges denoting deep thought were plainly discernible upon its surface ; his eyes were of a
deep raven, and his cheeks pale ; his lips were
thin and compressed ; his chin finely moulded,
and the phi/s!que of lips and eliin denoted fiimness of resolve and resoluteness of action ; his
black hair fell in massy clusters almost to his
shoulders ; his arms were of a medium length,
and his hands small and delicate ; his stature
was nobly high, his bearing proud, his demeanor open. Yet he spoke not.
I was getting impatient. I am naturally of
a nervous temperament, and the intrusion was
no way in harmony with my seclusive ideas at
this moment.
Moving restlessly in my chair, pen resting
listlessly in my hand, the sheet before me but
half written over, and his eyes fixed firmly
npou me, I knew not what to do. But, at last,

July I3th.
Another new journal, that I must sign Faunie
Lorraine. My husband said to me yesterday,
"Fannie, I fell in love with yon on the day
you opened the door for me. The young lady
who was not ashamed to be seen engaged in
domestic pursuits, and who could converse with
graceful ease in such a costume, without any
awkward attempt to hide her disarray, was the
wife
for me."
I have
not yet found my forte !

OF A MOMENT.
E.

PAI

recollecting that desperate measures required
correspondingly desperate resolves, I fixed my
gaze upon the intruder and said : " I am not
accustomed to intrusions, especially of this
Pausing to watch the effect of my words, I
saw
my visitor acknowledge the remark by a
kind."
slight inclination of his head, but did not respond. sank
I
deeper and deeper in the unexpected quandary 1 found myself in. Shall I
order him from my presence ? No, this would
not be gentlemanly. Shall I call the servants ?
No, this would be cowardly. Shall I command
him to declare his mission? No, this would be
too abrupt. ' Shall I resume my pen ? I remembered that the article I was engaged on
was to be ready at a certain hour, and the
minute hand was rapidly travelling toward the
end of my article probation ; but my conduct
would be uncivil, to say the least. So I again
addressed myself to the task.
"As I said before, I am not accustomed to
intrusions, and am at a loss to account for the
way in which you managed to gain admittance
to my sancttnn sanctorum. I hope, however, as
yon are here, you will make yourself conversStill no answer!
I viewed the extraordinary apparition from
able."
head to foot. " He is not the Wandering Jew,"
I thought. Can he be the — that for which I
have searched so often and labored so long ? Is
he the impersonificatiou of silence ? Is his
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speechlessness a silent admission of his mission F la it an antomaton I am addressing,
placed here by souih mischievous friend while
1U.V thoughts Were fixed on other than the appnrtenances about me ? Was the inclination
I noticed merely a phantasm of my own, or was
it the resnlt of obedience to some spring touched
by a skilful worker, through the medium of a
wire?
In good truth, I knew not what to think, or
do I Speech seemeil lost on him, so I attempted
to rise and calm myself by walking ; when,
Btrange to say, I could not stir; I seemed fixed
to the spot — my pen was as if glued to my fingers and my hand to the paper orer which it
■was running so rapidly ere the vision presented
itself, and I could not move the arm from its
I>osition.
"Speak," I gasped, as the spell deepened
upon me, depriving me of my faculties one by
one, and fearing that speech also would be
taken and I be left utterly at the mercy of my
visitor, as the bird is at the mercy of the cat
whose glittering organs of sight charm, charm,
charm, until the victim is in its grasp, and
fearing a similar fate.
" Speak— speak" — speak !"
I might as well address the man in the moon,
or my fellow at the antipodes. In my endeavors to reach the heights of converse, I
imagined the feelings of Sisyphus, ever rolling,
Tolling, rolling the stone he may never fix on
the mount's summit. The tortures of mind I
underwent, recalled all the horrors presented
to Prometheus, chained to the rock. The suspense of the scene exceeded that of Xerxes', in
that brief interval between the onslaught and
the flight of his legions. I chafed more, perhaps, than did Napoleon on the island of Saint
Helena.

The " horrors on horrors head accu-

mulating" spoken of by the poet, were as
nothing to my condition.
I can just remember my eyes becoming fixed
on the vision ; my head leaning backward, my
tongue lolling out of my mouth, when— I awoke,
and the mystery was a mystery no more. I
had fallen into a doze as an intimate friend
entered my room, and though he had stood
before me but a moment, the moment had
lengthened out into hours to my distorted
fancy. I recollected that in dreams, yforseven
were compressed into an hour. Taking adraught
of cold water, I was soon restored to all my
faculties. ' But the memory of that terrible
vision can never be effaced. The appalling
tones in which I bade him " speak, speak,
ipeak," still linger in my ears.
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WnE.Y morniDg ilcals aloD? the sky,
Where Qiglit's fair jewels sweetly lie,
And scoots the brMw aud tiats the blue
And gems the budding dowers with dew
The pIoQgh-bi>y from his hnmble bed,
As Rtotit of heart and clear of head,
.\nd free from every shade of care.
As Diiture's chiidreu always are,
G'te* forth to feast his houest eyes
With rapture on the ea:th and skies;
And as the feathered sonpsters roll
Their accents rich around hissout,
His heart expands with nature's joy
Aud bliss untainted with alloy ;
lie sees the purple skies unfold
Their gorgeous hues of blue and gold,
IIo hears the streamlet's silvery sound.
In accents sweet the hills around,
Ho sees the lovely flowers e^cpaud,
Fair emblems of the better land ;
And with a heart as free from guilo
An morning's heaven-awakened smile,
Envies not those who wile away
On silken couch the dawning day.
Hot hears, uor heeds ambition's call,
Nor recks if thrones and empires fall.
But, cheerfully resigned to fate
Leaves glory to the vulgar great.
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FAREWELL.
BBACn.

Mt native land, farewell to thee forever:
Thy distaut hills are fading from my view ;
*Mid thy gieen paths 1 never mure bhall wander.
Or gaze aga.n upon thy rivers blue.
Dear nativo land, with all thy fond endearments,
1 leave thee, to return, ab, never more !
But oft will fancy love to backward wander.
And linger o'er the sunny scenes of yore.
Farewell, my home! I ne'er again shall enter
.\t close of day thy vine-encircled door.
Nor sit beside tliy cheerful hearth in winter.
While through the bills the night wiuds wildly roar.
Adieu, my friends '. yoar kind, familiar faces.
Wilt ne'er from memory's tablet fade away ;
But gleam, like stars, to lighten up the darkness
That gathers round me wheresoe'er 1 stray.
Shall I be missed when the rieb grapes ye gather.
And shout the merry, merry harvest home?
And will ye sigh that 1 am gone forever
From the loved spot where once 1 osed to roam?
Each wave that rolls but makes tbe distance greater,
'Twixt thee and mo, home of my early years.
And brinijs me nearer to that unknown coautry
Fraught with wild fancy'sdoubts, and hopes, and fean^
J(ow tbe last hill-top fadeth in the distance.
And evening shadows wrap the misty shore:
My lonely heart grows sad. and sick, and weary —
Farewell, my native land, for evermore!

"A GREAT
BY MAaY

W. JANVKIN,

ATITHOE

OF " MRB. WARD'S

BARGAIN."
VISIT TO THE PRINCE,"

" When will your carpet sale be, sir ?"
' " At half past ten precisely, this forenoon,
ma'am."
"And you say this is nearly new?" asked
the little lady in a plain travelling-dress, waterproof cape, and neat " rough and ready" straw
liat with blue trimmings — a far more quiet,
genteel figure than her companion, attired in
a heavy black watered poplin and gay chenille
ghawl, cr the crowds of expensively dressed
ladies she had met on the pace before entering
the large auction and commission rooms of
Hammerton & Co. on Tremont Street, where,
weekly under the auctioneer's baton, were sold
the discarded household gods of families who
had either sent such hither in order to refurnish more elegantly, or broken np to board,
or mayhaps, whom a too lavish style of expenditure had reduced to this alternative to raise
means to meet debts incurred.
" Have been worn less than a year, ma'am,
and in the elegant mansion of one of Dur wealthiest men, Mr. Moneybags, of Beacon Street. He
i.s now refurnishing with pattern carpets woven
for him in France," was the reply of the obsequious salesman.
" If I thought this would prove good ? it ought
to, only been used a few montlis, " said the little
lady, hesitating, and again taking hold of the
comer of the rich, and apparently scarce soiled
Brussels carpet, hanging in the centre of the
large salesroom into which were crowded all
kinds of housekeeping gear "too numerous to
mention," as the advertisements set forth —
parlor furniture, chairs, tete-d-tStes, lounges,
chamber sets, mattresses, sideboards, baby
wagons, book-cases, etc. etc.— Each and all in
different stages of preservation. "What do
you think, Mrs. Bruce?" turning to her companion witli the dress trailing the dusty floor
and the heavy shawl, "you know best about
buying carpets at auction- rooms."
"Oh, this looks nice, and I'm sure it must
lie ricli if the Moneybarjs had it, Mrs. Mor-ison !
Ileal Brussels, of course ; such people never
have cheap things. It couldn 't have been less
than two dollars when new !" whispered the
tall, showily dressed woman whose attire bespoke a style widely differing from the neat
little figure looking over the carpet. "And
only down so little time! Why, it can't be
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soiled scarcely ! Will look the same as a new
one on your parlor ; nobody '11 know but you
had it right from the web. I 'm glad I urged
you to come in here ; I 'most always see a bargain at these rooms. Why, I know a lady,
Mrs. Hinckley, who got a suite of parlor carpets
at auction for a mere song ; and you never
could have told them from Mrs. Richie's, our
next door nt^ighbor's new ones, that she paid
four times as much for ! If I were you, I 'd
come in and bid on it ; you '11 stand a chance
to get a great bargain, I think, and if it goes
up too high, you needn't bid, you know I"
"How many yards are there, sir?"
"Forty-five, ma'am," answered the salesman.
" And your parlor only takes thirty, you say,
Mrs. Morrison !" again said Mrs. Bruce. "You
will get out enough for your stairs and upper
hall all alike ; how nice I"
"Mr. Moneybags is having each flight carpeted alike ; that's the style now," interpolated
the voluble vender.
" Well, I think I '11 come in at the sale," said
little Mrs. Morrison, turning away, and threading her way among the scattered articles of
furniture to the door. "Mrs. Bruce," she continued, as they again stepped on the pavement,
"it's now about nine, and we shall have an
hour and a half before the sale, if I should conclude to attend. But, really, I don 't know
what to do about buying an auction carpet !
Edward gave me forty dollars, and will expect
a good one for that, and I 'd almost made up
my mind to get a nice three-ply we looked at
yesterday. It was a dollar and a quarter, and
is almost like Cousin Ellen's, who was married
in the spring before we were. I do like a threeply better than a common tapestry, after all ;
they are so much neater, and then they can be
"But this is a Brussels, you know; and is
turned."
almost the same as new, Mrs. Morrison, and if
you can get it at a bargain!" urged Mrs. Bruce,
who belonged to that class of shoppers who
invariably purchase whatever they are getting
at " a great sacrifice."
" I know it, but if it shouldn't tnrn ont well ;
though there don't seem much risk, it has been
worn so little ! But yet Edward says that cheap
things don't always come cheapest in the end."

A

GREAT

"Well, I don't know about that doctrine,"
replied Mrs. Bruce. " Somehow, I always manage to get great bargains, and have more to
ghow for my money than a good many of my
acquaintances. Now this moire antique (looking down to the so christened watered poplin),
nobody 'd know, a few yards off, but 'twas silk
back ; it looks as well across a room as Mrs.
Richie's, and hers cost her forty dollars, while
nine didn't the half of that, and I got three
more common dresses for the same money!"
(Mrs. Bruce quite forgot that not one of the
multiplicity of cheap dresses which tilled her
wardrobe — each "a great barg.ain," and the
Bum total of whose cost far exceeded the fewer,
but really nice ones of the lady quoted — would
not be presentable another season, but must
be thrown aside for new, while Mrs. Richie's
would bear the test of at least two or three
years' wear I) " But oh, here's Puff" ems I he
advertises kid gloves for fifty cents a pair, a
good article. I '11 get two or three pairs if they
are good bargains !" and she led the w.ay into a
much advertised store on Tremont Row.
Three pairs of gloves of various shades being
selected, also a half dozen cheap handkerchiefs,
bought "because they looked like real grass
cloth linen, and were such bargains!" And,
with their little packages safely bestowed in
their shopping-bags, the two ladies now bent
their steps toward Hanover Street.
"You said you wanted domestics," said Mrs.
Bruce. " Let 's go down to Blowliard's ; you
can get everything at almost your own price
there. And don't be afraid to beat them down
— I always do ; they'll fall." And, wliile little
Mrs. Morrison, in the neat travelling-dress and
"water-proof," is following the trailing moire
antiqne and the g.ay chenille shawl into the
bazaar of "great barg.ain3," we will furnish a
few words explanatory of her antecedents to
the reader.
The little lady was no other than the wife of
a year of the "Edward" referred to, who, a
valued clerk in a thriving hardware store on
Milk Street, had dared to marry on a salary of
eight hundred a year, and transfer his Carrie
from her pleasant, comfortable, but by no means
elegant home in a quiet country town to a nice
though far from a " first-class" boarding-house
in the city. But Carrie Morrison had been
educated with thrifty notions, and knew how
to adapt herself to her husband's salary, and
"live within their means." Thus, avoiding
that Scylla and Charybdis upon which so many
young married couples setting nnt in city life
are wrecked — viz., asuite of elegantly furnished
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rooms far beyond their income — and by licr
own handiwork fxshioning all her own wardrobe
and doing her husband's plain sewing, Carrie
bade fair to be a frugal treasure of a wife, and
Edward m.anaged to lay up two hundred dollars
of his first year's salary. But, the second year,
an increase of two hundred on his salary warranted Mr. Morrison in taking a neat little
house in the suburbs, for both had begun to
weary of boarding-house life, and to long for a
cosy little home of their own. And so the
house had been taken and was already furnished, with the exception of the parlor, which
had been left latest, and in the selection of
whose carpet Carrie's next door neighbor, Mrs.
Bruce, a ple.asant, chatty body, who, upon the
coming of the young str.inger into the neighborhood, had "run in" with offers of assistance,
was to assist her with her maturer advice. So
that morning, after the earliest of breakfasts,
the two ladies had taken the first omnibus into
town, the embryo housekeeper gladly assenting
to the chapernnage of her kind neighbor, to
whom the streets of the city were as familiar a.s
the passages of her own house, and the various attractions of the stores and the "great
bargains" as the contents of her own wardrobe
and bureau drawers at home.
" Here's Blowliard's," said Mrs. Bruce, entering alarge store, whose door was decorated
with brilliant streamers of parti-colored drygoods, and emblazoned with the showiest of
signs, while the windows were crowded with
"attractions." "Now, after you do your shopping"— pausing at the linen counter — "I'm
going to look at some of those silks he advertises so cheap, and, if I can come across abargain,
I don't know but I shall get something for fall
wear ; I don't mean to get au expensive dress,
In abont half an hour, after a deal of valuathough."
ble assistance from her companion in the way
of "beating down," Mrs. Morrison's purchases
were complete, and then the two ladies turned
to the silk counter.
' ' Please show us some of those new silks yon
advertise," said Mrs. Bruce to Mr. Blowhard,
who presided in prn/rria per$on(je over this branch
of his establishment, and who greeted Mrs.
Bruce with great suavity, as an old custoni-r.
"What is it you offer for ten dollars a dress
pattern, Mr. Blowhard?"
" Well, l.idies, I am sorry to say that I just
sold the last pattern this morning. Wish you
had come in earlier. A very pretty silk it was,
too. Just gone, not ten minutes ago" (when
was not the article advertised as " cheap"
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"just gone" when inquired for in a store of the
Blowhard rjenusf). "Am truly sorry, Mrs.
Bruce ; I know you would liave taken one of
'era" (Mr. Blowhard did not think proper to
Et.ate that the silk "only ten dollars a dress
p.attern" was the thinnest, "slaziest" description of an old style article). "But I think I
can show you something this morning that will
suit you better; a little higher in price, but
far richer quality." And he turned with wonderful agility to the shelves. "There, ladies"
— disposing the folds of a silk over his hands
with a rapidity of movement reminding one of
the agile pantomimic performances of the Ravels— " there 's a beauty 1 the loveliest thing
in Boston for the price. Only a dollar and a
half a yard, and they'd ask you two dollars,
at least, at Hovey's or Chandler's for it."
" It seems to be a pretty shade," said little
Mrg. Morrison, lifting closer the fabric, for,
spite of the strong morning light out of doors,
the store of Messrs. Blowhard & Co. was always
kept judiciously darkened.
"Elegant I the real Marie Louise, French
blue," responded the voluble salesman. " Let
me cut you off a pattern this morning, madam.
In admirable keeping with your style 1 becoming to your complexion."
This little flattery was not without its effect.
Carrie was fair, and blue was "her color;"
Edward had always said it l)ecarae her. She
bestowed a more earnest attention upon the
silk.
"I would get it, if I were you," whispered
Mrs. Bruce ; " but don't pay more than a dollar and a quarter for it. It is just the thing for
yon.
I can't wear blue ; am too dark."
But Carrie hesitated, for a thought had struck
lier. The contents of her porte-monnaie must
remain intact until the carpet was purchased.
" It !'.s pretty, but I cannot afford it this morning," she said, letting the silk fall.
" Now, madam, if you like the silk, the price
shall not part us," said Mr. Blowhard, determined to "trade." "As Mrs. Bruce's friend
(we always make a distinction in favor uf our
regular customers)" — with a suave bow to the
getter of great bargains — " I will offer you the
silk cheaper than I would to any other lady
this morning. I will let it go for a dollar and
a quarter a yard ; and if you can find another
house in town that '11 sell you a rich silk as
cheap as that, why, you may have it for nothing."
Mrs. Morrison looked embarrassed. She
could not purchase that morning, and had

entered the store without the faintest thought
of a silk dress.
" He '11 come down to a dollar and ninepenco
yet," whispered Mrs. Bruce, in the interim of
Mr. Blowhard's slight diversion to answer a
lady who had priced a silk a little lower down
the counter.
" I should like it, but I really don't feel that
I can purchase it to-day, Mrs. Bruce," answered
Mrs. Morrison. " Some other time, perhaps,
when I come prepared. Edward would like it,
I know ; though, come to think of it, it is something the shade of ray wedding silk, though
that 's a down stripe, and this is a run round."
"Oh, it's ever so many shades darkf r 'n
that! if you mean the one you had on Sunday,"
said Mrs. Bruce.
"Well, madam, shall I cut off the silk?"
asked Mr. Blowhard, blandly, returning to the
charge, and taking up the fabric.
Little Mrs. Morrison resolutely gathered up
her shopping bag, and prepaied to turn away.
The silk was tempting, but the carpet was preeminent in her mind's eye.
"You ought to say a dollar and ninepenee,
Mr. Blowhard," ventured Mrs. Bruce. "I'd
take it myself, at that price, if it was any other
color but blue ; that I can't wear."
"O yes! I venture to say 'twouldn't be
unbecoming," flatteringly responded Mr. Blowhiird. " .4 dollar and ninepenee ! Why, dear
ladies, if you '11 show me the silk like this that
can be bought in this city or in New York for
what 1 've offered it — but then" — after a pause,
in which Mrs. Morrison had taken a step or two
from the counter — " I '11 tell you what 1 will do,
madara ; as Mrs. Bruce's friend, I '11 make you
an offer; I '11 cut you off fourteen yards of this
silk for sixteen dollars, and that 'a almost the
same as giving it away." And he held the
goods across the yardstick.
"It's a great bargain!" whispered Mi-s.
Bruce.
Little Mrs. Morrison wavered for a moment ;
then again the carpet rose before her. She
her veil and took an additional step
dropped
from
the counter.
" Will you give me fifteen dollars for a pattern?" asked Mr. Blowhard, in a sharp voice,
grown desperate, for the Yankee propensity to
"drive a bargain" was fully aroused in that
gentleman's natnre.
" The best bareain I ever saw ! I wish it was
a green .'" whispered Mrs. Bruce.
" I cannot purchase now, for I am not prepared," said Mrs. Morrison, rpsolutely. " Bnt
I may come in again, " she added, looking back
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for a moment upon the glistening fabric which
was disposed in tempting folds over the counter.
"You will probably lose a great bargain,
madam!" said Mr. Blowhard, with a little asperit}-, tossing down the silk upon the counter
as the ladies walked down the store.
" I suppose it was cheap, Mrs. Bruce — and
I know it W.1S what 1 want," said .Mrs. Morrison,
as they walked along the pavfuieut, for the
economical little lady had not indulged in a
new silk since the pretty "appearing" out one
that graced her Iroiissenu. " But I might as well
not think of it now ; for, now we are spending
so much in going to housekeeping I should be
ashamed to ask Edward for it yet awhile.
There are so many other things I should get
before that."
"'Cheap?' I gness it was!'' emphatically
responded her companion. "Why, if anything, it is handsomer than one Mrs. Richie
paid two dollars for — not quite so heavy, of
course, but would look as well on the street.
You THUS* tease yonr husband into getting it for
you — so che.ap I— I tell you what, Mrs. Morrii son, I tease Bruce into anything! He says I 'm
such a barg.iiner that, whenever he gives me
enough to buy one dress with, I generally come
home with three. I always cheapen and beat
'em down. I know Blowhard too well to give
him anywhere near his first price, and you saw
how he fell on the silk this morning. I knew
he would !' '
Mrs. Bruce did not comprehend that Mr.
Blowhard knew her, too, and, like other shopmen of his kind, alw.ays adapted his style of
treatment to his customer ; and whenever Mrs.
Bruce, and those of her ilk, whose cheapening
proclivities had been tested at his establishment, appeared, he invariably named an exorbitant first price in order to fall to somewhere in
the neighborhood (and usually above) the true
value of the article, and yet allow the shopper
to depart with the impression that she had "got
a great bargain."
" Yes, you must tease that nice little husband
of yours into getting that lovely silk for you!"
reiterated Mrs. Bruce, trailing her "moire antique" toward the head of Hanover Street.
"Oh, I never have to tease Edward!" said
honest little Mrs. Morrison. " If I wanted it,
he 'd tell me to go right and get it, but I felt
as though, if it was a bargain. I could hardly
afford it to-day. But now about the carpet!
Wouldn't yon go down to the New England
carpet warehouse ? it was there I saw the three
ply" — and she pansed on the sidewalk to retroTOL. ixii. — 36
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grade her steps — "or would you go up to the
auction rooms again f It is about time for the
sale — quarterpast ten," pulling her little watch
that had been Edward's gift from her belt.
" It wouldn't do any harm to go and see that
Brussels sold, even if you don't buy, and then
we shall have time to go down to the warehouse afterward. You -needn't bid unless you
want to, you know — but I sliould like to see it
go off — somebody may get it a bargain!" replied Mrs. Bruce ; and so the two ladies again
crossed into Tremont Row, and shortly stood
in the rooms of Uammerton & Co., where already the auctioneer's glib tongue was busy, and
a crowd of buyers were congregated. Threading their way down a lane of furniture, they
arrived at that portion of the hall where the
carpets were about being sold. These were soon
put np ; but the bids were low, and one or two
well-worn ones went off at a mere nominal
price. But the auctioneer was soon directed
by the proprietor, who had caught a glimpse
of the two ladies, to put up the Brussels ; which
was started at forty cents by a gentleman near
the stand. One or two bids from the crowd
followed, until it rested with the gentleman at
sixty cents.
"Gentlemen — ladies, too — will yon allow
this elegant Brussels carpet to go at this price ?
Cost two dollars a yard, and going for sixty
cents ! eleg.ant ! been in use only a few months
in the choicely kept mansion of one of our first
families !" cried the auctioneer.
" Oh, I ivish I wanted it, I 'd say sixty-five !"
excitedly whispered Mrs. Bruce, "he's going
to get a splendid bargain 1"
" Sixty-five cents !"
"'Sixty-five?' did I hear sixty-five ? Thank
you, madam!" — nodding in the crowd — "sevent—y I you said 'seventy, ' sir?" — again nodding toward the gentleman — "give me seventyfii-e, ma'.am !— 'eighty, ' sir? ah, I 'm glad to see
you're waking up to the merits of this beautiful carpet !— 'eighty-three,' ma'am ?— ' eightyfive,' sir? — give me eighty-eir;ht, ma'am!"
nodding toward the little lady whose cheeks
were flushed crimson at her novel and unexpected debat on the stage of public life as an
auction bidder.
But now Mrs. Morrison pansed. She was
fearful of going too far, and Icudced appealingly
toward Mrs. Bruce. "Say eighty-eight!"
prompted that lady nnder her breath, her own
cheeks brilliant with the excitement of the animated bidding. " If you get it for that, it 's a
great bargain — and you '11 save almost enongh
on your carpets for the silk!"
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That sufBced : "Eighty-eight!"'' cried a feminine voice, whicli, because of intense excitement, was pitclied on a much higher key tliau
its possessor naturally indulged in — but then, I
venture to affirm, the auctioneer and all parties
present excused her in consideration of the
"great bargain" she had striven so hard to
secure I
"Will you give me ninety •? shall I have
ninety, sir?" continued the man of the hammer, appealing again to the gentleman bidder.
" Ah, too gallant to bid further against the
lady?" as he considerately stepped back and
disappeared in the crowd (not, however, before
might have been seen on his lips, had a disciple of Lavater been there to study their expression, a very peculiar, shrewd smile, indicative
of much satisfaction) ; "then the carpet is
going, going, gone — forty-five yards at eightyeight cents" — lowering his hammer — "gone,
to the lady — what name, ma'am ? gone, to the
lady — Mrs. 'Morrison'!"
After the sale of the remaining carpets, cliina,
glass, and plated ware were put up ; and Mrs.
Morrison bid off a cake-basket, "such a bargain!" Mrs. Bruce assured her, "and solid silver, of course, or the Moneybags never would
have had it !"■ — followed by one or two minor
purchases, for the spirit of bidding was strong
upon her ; then, paying for her articles, receiving the bills of sale, and giving directions for
their delivery that afternoon, she again stood
on the sidewalk, flushed and excited with her
achievements.
" Forty-five yards at
see, that's thirty-nine
she said, relaxing her
had knitted in her

eighty-eight cents^et 's
dollars and sixty cents,"
pretty brows which she
eiforts at computation.

" Well, Edward thought I would have to give
about forty for a three-ply, and the stair carpet and matting would have brought it up to
fifty ; and now I 've got enough for all, and
saved ten dollars clear gain. The cake basket
I meant to have got at Jones, Shreve, & Brown's,
but I 've got it cheaper here — and solid silver,
too ! Did he say solid silver, Mrs. Bruce ?
Somebody did !" for, just then it occurred to
the little lady, that she could not quite remember who had volunteered that information — the
auctioneer, or her companion.
"I believe so; of course it is silver; such
families as the Moneybags never use anything
but silver. But, at any rate, even if it 's only
treble plated, it won't have cost you so much
as one up Washington Street, and this looked
nice as new ; it 's a beauty. But th.it carpet 1
I do think, Mrs. Morrison, you are the luckiest

woman to get such bargains ! I wanted to bid
on it myself, for I never can keep my tongue
still at auctions when I see things going off so
cheap. I mean to attend these sales, and
watch the carpets, and tease Bruce to let me
sell off our chamber ones and buy new ; for
these are just the same as new, you know.
Now you 'U go down to Blowhard's, and have
that silk, of course."
" Let me see," was the reply, as Mrs. Morrison paused before a store window, ostensibly
to look at the fabrics displayed therein, but in
reality to peep into her porte-monnaie and take
an inventory of its remaining contents. " Ten
dollars saved, for I was going to get my stair
carpet and matting this morning ; and six,
which I meant to pay for one of those new
mantles at Hovey's. Well, I guess I will make
my old furs do this winter, and give up the
mantle for the silk ; it is such a bargain. But
perhaps it 's gone before this time, Mrs. Bruce."
" No, I guess not ; that 's the way Blowhard
always talks. Tell him you 've concluded to
take it for fifteen dollars, and you '11 get it fast
enough." And here Mrs. Bruce unwittingly
gave evidence to the fact that " great bargains"
do not always "go off" in haste.
And so, in a short time, the two ladies again
turned their steps from Blowhard & Co.'s great
bazaar with the blue silk in exchange for fifteen
dollars ; and a solitary gold dollar shrunk from
the vicinage of a few dimes in Mrs. Morrison's
porte-monnaie ; said gold dollar to be shortly
exchanged for a "lovely imitation collar, that
looked as well as Mrs. Richie's real Honiton,
and nobody could tell the difference across the
room" (so said Mrs. Bruce) ; and said dimes
just sufiicient to buy a cup of tea at Vinton's,
and then an omnibus ticket to take the weary
shoppers home.
Mr. Morrison did not return till late that
evening in consequence of business detention ;
and, as Carrie was very tired with her day's
trip, she did not broach the subject of her purchases until the next morning's breakfast was
nearly finished. Then, as Edward was swallowing his last cup of coffee, she said : " Such
bargains as I got yesterday, Ned ! I saved ten
dollars on my carpets ; got an elegant Brussels
for eighty-eight cents a yard, and enough for
the stairs and upper hall, all alike."
" What benevolent trader sold yoii a real
Brussels carpet for that price, I should like to
know, Carrie ?" asked Mr. Morrison, replacing
his spoon in his cup. "You must have got
cheated."
" Oh, of course it wasn't at first cost.

I got
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it at Hammerton's auction sale. Mrs. Bruce
was with me, ami she said it was tlie best bargain she ever knew. I got the whole forty-five
yards for less than what the three-ply would
have cost ; and, after all, th.at like Cousin
Ellen's lot)ks cheap beside a Brussels ; so it 'a
the same as getting the stair carpet fornothing.
It hasn't been down quite a year in the liouse
of Mr. Moneybags, on Beacon Street. Couie
and see it, Ned." And she led the way up to
the empty parlor, where tlie large roll had been
deposited.
" That don't make it any the better, Carrie,
because old Moneybags had it," quietly remarked Mr. Morrison, as he followed her up
staii'S. "I thought you had decided on that
three-ply we liked so well. I don't like secondhand carpets, or furniture, or anything of the
sort."
"And so f had; but you'll say this is a
great deal riclier, and is just the same as new.
Mrs. Bruce said it looked as if it had just been
made."
"I hope so," said Edward, drily, as he proceeded to open the roll and spread it out on the
bare floor.
"It's so wide there will be at least two
breadths to come off, and they '11 do for the
stairs and hall. There, Edward, spread it
across the floor."
"Yes, it looks well, certainly, though I do
think a new though a commoner carpet is preferable to a f.ided richer one, for, Carrie, tliis is
faded somewhat, as you 'U see by contrasting
those middle breadths with the edges here.
But let 's open the blinds and have a strong
light on it. Ah, what's that? A wide stain!
and right in the centre of it, too ! Why, Carrie, you couldn't have seen that, and the great
grease spot spreading into two breadths ! It 's
my belief that this came off some dining-room
where careless servants had upset a gravy-boat
or broke a wine-bottle, and that 's why Mr.
Moneybags sent it off to the auction-rooms."
" Why, Edward, so it is, all stained and
greasy !" exclaimed Carrie, withcrimson cheeks.
And she stood wnfuUy eyeing the spot, which,
like the sanguinary one on Macbeth's liand,
would not "out," but showed startlingly clear
in the strong morning light. " It 's shameful I
Nohodii could have seen it there .' Mrs. Bruce
and I both examined it. There was a gentleman
who bid on it up to eighty-five cents, and I wish
it had Vieen struck off to him, I do !" And tears
of real vexation stood in Carrie's eyes.
"A bi/-bidder, of course, Carrie I I should
have thought you might have known," said

bargain;
Edward, a little impatiently. " But there,
don't feel so badly about it. I forgot that it
was your ' first appearance' in one of those dark
auction-rooms, where, of course, you would be
likely to overlook spots large as this and many
an imperfection besides. These two breadths
can be taken out and will do to spread down on
one of the small back chambers ; and I '11 send
home a new stair carpet, and a man to-day to
fit them all down. Don't worry, but make the
best of a bad bargain" — for Mr. Morrison sincerely pitied his mortified young wife.
" It don't look half so briglit, either, as it did
there yesterday," ruefully continued Carrie.
" I declare, it 's real faded I And I thought I
was getting such a bargain, and now it 's nothing but a second-hand carpet, and we 've got
to get a new one for the stairs, after all. It 'a
too bad ! I never shall want to look at the
hateful thing again ! It '11 look more faded,
too, when I put up those beautiful moreen curtains I've been making, and in contrast with
the lounge and the Cashmere covered chair !
Oh, Edward, what could I have been thinking
of?" And the tears gathered volume and
started on a little journey down her cheeks.
"There, don't feel so badly, Carrie, dear,"
said the young husband, who could not look
unmoved upon his little wife's disappointment,
though he inwardly hoped it might be a lesson
for her future remembrance. " It will look
much better than we think for, I dare say,
when it is down ; and your heavy curtains will
shade it and make it look darker. Indeed, on
the whole, I think it will make a pretty carpet,
though I cant think it will prove so cheap in
the end as a good three-ply. But don't worry,
love ; when I get admitted into the firm, I will
make you a present of a new parlor carpet, and
this shall be sent back to Hammerton's. where
it came from. Perhaps your friend, the gentleman who run it up so, will be there to secure
it then," he added, with a smile of mischief.
" More likely to run it down," replied Carrie,
a laugh breaking up through her tears, as she
stood eyeing the luckless carpet.
" But come, show me what else yon bought,
for I must be going down town," said Mr. Morrison. "Any other great bargains, eh ?" And
he followed his wife down stairs into the
plnasant apartment where the breakfast-table
stood.
With trembling fingers, Carrie unfastened
the wrappings from the silver (?) cake-basket.
If she had found that turned to dullest pewter,
I doubt if .she could have felt much surprise
after her carpet experience.
But that did not
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turn out quite so liadly, though there was a
slight siuking of her heart at Ned's words : —
"Ah, well, that is pretty, Carrie. You gave
how much for it ? Ten dollars ?— no, twelve ?"
— noticing the falling of her face at his first
estimate.
"Just twelve, Edward." Mrs. Morrison did
not here express the opinion of Mrs. Bruce, that
it was " a great bargain."
"Well, that isn't very bad, Carrie. It's
probably extra plated, and it 's quite massive."
l\Ir. Morrison did not tell his wife that the basket was out of style, and that he could buy a
much prettier and more graceful pattern for the
same money on Washington Street. " What
next, Carrie ? Did you get the scarf?"
"No, Ed ward ; I decided to make my furs
answer, and got me a very pretty blue silk
instead, " replied Carrie, quite modestly, for all
desire for going into raptures over lier dress was
quite taken away when she produced the package from her work-table and unfolded it, for
that, too, in the strong morning light, looked
several shades lighter than it had yesterday in
the judiciously darkened store of Blowhard &
Co. " How do you like it, Edward ? Blue is
your favorite color, you know," she added.
"Why, Carrie, it's just like your wedding
silk, isn't it ?"
"No, Edward; that was a down stripe, and
this is a run-round," replied Carrie, though
the explanation caused a swelling in her throat,
for she could but see that the two were so similar that no one would know she had a new silk
" across the room." " It 's very different, " she
added, more decidedly.
" Is it ? I never should have known it, if
you hadn't told me," said Edward, honestly.
"But what is it, my dear? Cri/ing?" — for
Carrie had fairly broken down, and great tears
dropped on the paper as she refolded the dress.
" And because I said it was just like your wedding-dres ?Why, I wouldn't blame you if you
bought evenj silk dress you '11 have in all your
future life just like that — I wish you would, one
after another, as fast as you want a new one,
for it was the prettiest and most becoming
thing /ever saw you wear, Carrie, dear" — and
the husband of a year bent down and kissed
his young wife adding — " It '11 always keep our
wedding-day before us. Now, dry your eyes
and kiss me, dear, for I 've got to go into town.'*
Without enlarcing further, suffice it to record that the auction carpet was that day fitted,
and looked well, though it fell far short of Mrs.
Morrison's anticipations of what the "elegant
Brussels which had graced a Beacon Street
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mansion" should have been ; that the blue silk I
was looked upon with additional disappoint- |
ment when Mrs. Morrison discovered by a
perusal of the Lady's Book, which Edward
brought home that evening, that "bayadere
stripes were to be succeeded by brocade figures ; "
and that her grass cloth linen handkerchief
resolved into commonest cotton after passing
through the ordeal of "the wash;" while the
imitation Honiton collar, even though it might
pass with the uninitiated, looked shockingly
cheap and paltry when she took it forth for the
wearing.
From that day, Mrs. Morrison set her face
against "cheap" purchases, always quoting her
experience when she bought soiled auction carpets and a silk which was almost the second
edition of one she had worn but a year, and had
still in a state of excellent preservation.
"Who would have thought it?" said Mrs.
Bruce, one day when she had " run in," and
the two ladies sat conversing. "Everything
we bought that day went wrong. My purchases
proved poor enough — those handkerchiefs, I
gave them to Bridget, and every pair of those
kid gloves I got at PufT'eras burst at the first
wearing. And I thought I had got such a great
bargain !' '
To YoPNG Men. — How, after the duties of the
day are over, do you employ your evenings ?
This is a question of importance. If you have
no regular employment, no fixed pursuits to
engross your attention and operate as a stimulus to the mind when unemployed, you must,
of necessity, have many leisure and unoccupied
hours — intervals when time will hang heavily
on your hands, and suggest the necessity of some
means to relieve it of its weight. The very
time which is dissipated in idleness would, if
devoted to study, enable many a young man to
obtain eminence and distinction in some useful
art.
True Politeness. — He who has a heart glowing with kindness and good will towards his
fellow-men, and who is guided in the exercise
of those feelings by good common sense, is the
truly polite man. Politeness does not consist
iu wearing a white silk glove, and gracefully
lifting your hat as you meet an acquaintance ;
it does not consist in artificial smiles and flattering speech, but in silence and honest desires
to promote the happiness of those around you ;
in the readiness to sacrifice your own ease and
comfort to add to the enjoyment of others.
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It is an intersting sight, when nations, exchanging the sword for the pen, abandon a
warlike career to devote themselves to letters.
They enter upon unknown and untrodden fields,
rendering themselves illustrious by new .and
bloodless conquests ; advancing step by step,
in the freshness of youth toward maturity, and
adding to the treasures of the world a glorious
literature. This ple.ising picture is presented
in the hi.story of the Arabians. But the interest awakened by the fact of such progress, is
enhanced by the peculiar character of their
earliest literary efforts. While other nations
have made their first attempts in the regions
of epic or dramatic poetry, the Ar.ibians first
put forth their inte!lectu.al powers in the humbler department of fictitious prose. The genius
displayed in the constrnction of the Arabian
Tales, the endless variety of scenes and characters which they present, and the numberless
beauties with which tUey are adorned, have
rendered them immortal.
In perusing the pages of Arabian fiction the
mind is impressed by their wonderful display
of imaginative power. A new world is placed
before us. Things with which we are familiar,
the custom.ary events of our daily life and
circumstances of ordinary occurrence, are all
forgotten. Strange scenes occur, and unknown
characters live, in new and unthought-of lands.
We are transported to countries where everything is under the control of enchantment ; we
live in cities whose splendor and magnificence
would dazzle and overpower even an Oriental
eye. Magicians stand before us, clothed in their
mystic robes, working their potent spells, and
exercising their wondrous power. At their
comm.and, hosts of obedient spirits arise, ready
to do their bidding. The air is thronged with
fairies and with demons, with good and with
malignant spirits. Superior to them all, of vague
and uncertain origin, possessed of undefined yet
dreadful power, comes forth the sublime and
shailowy Genie. The conception is thoroughly
Arabian, and springs from the imagination of
the child of the desert. Those clouds which
often .arise in the sterile and sandy solitude,
and whirled into such fantastic shapes, sweep
along with overwhelming power, seem to have
suggested to him the thought. Like the sand
cloud the Genie comes forth, we know not
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whence, and now subdued beneath the enchanter's rod, now rising superior to all human
control, fulfils his fearful mission. At one time
groaning in caverns, he vainly struggles to
escape, at another, bursting his bonds, he stands
erect, vast, powerful, and terrible to helpless
mort.als. In some of these shadowy forms dwells
a love of beauty and splendor, and they bend
their mighty energies to the erection of superb
edifices, or the promotion of human pleasures.
Others possessed by a spirit of malign.ancy,
hinder and defeat the plans of mortals ; and
persecute and injure even their benefactors and
deliverers.
The imaginative power displayed in the construction of such char.acters appears no less
strikingly in the adventures through which
the heroes of Arabian fiction are made to pass.
The perils and tri.als which they endure are
not those of the chivalrous romances of northern lands. The daring adventurer is arrested
and imprisoned by cruel magicians or malignent Genii as he passes through many lands
engaged in the peaceful occupations of the
merchant or the traveller ; he is exposed to
the greatest dangers ; he makes the most narrow escapes ; he is engulfed in the whirlpools
made by sunken islands; he is carried away
in the tremendous talons of mighty rocs and
eagles ; he is buried alive ; he falls into the
hands of cannibals ; he becomes a prey to the
furious beasts of Eastern forests and deserts.
De.ath continually hovers over him, but he
escapes, and, fortified and improved by suffering, finally attains the summit of his earthly
hopes.
But it is not always with marvellous scenes
that these stories are filled ; oftentimes they
tell us of the daily events of Oriental life ; they
reveal to us joys and sorrows similar to our
own ; they give us pictures of domestic h.appiness ; they portray the workings of the universal passions of love, hatred, and revenge ;
we dwell among the poor and witness their
struggles for existence ; we mingle with the
good and bad, and sympathize with them as
men ; we stray along the banks of the Tigris to
gaze at the ships of the merchant ; we enter the
working quarters of the artisan to see him at his
cheerful daily toil ; we stop at the bazaar, to
425 richtraffic with the tradesman, and admire the
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ness of ]ii3 w.ires ; we see by our side the disguised Calipli Haiouu al Kasuhid, aud follow
him as lie miugles with his subjects to learn
their virtues aud their vices ; we may accompany him to the splendors of the palace of the
Commander of the Faithful, or pass the day
in the humbler though sumptuous abode of
Sinbad the Sailor.
The most pleasing feature in these delightful
stories is the general purity of thought and
loftiness of spirit which they evince. Courtesy
and gentleness, bravery and he.roisra are held
up to our admiration, while the baser qualities
are drawn forth aud exhibited to our hatred
and our scorn. Gentle, beauteous, and chaste
are the ladies whom the narrator would have
us admire ; constant and chivalrous are those
lovers who are found worthy to possess them.
And here it is that we may behold the first
dawning of those lofty and elevated sentiments,
that reverential love and almost worship of
woman, which were the boast and glory of the
subsequent age. Here, too, are presented in the
lowly Arab, the qualities of honesty and true
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worth. Virtue is rewarded aud vice is punished falsehood
;
and iniquity grow dark beside
the splendor of truth and uprightness ; and in
their high moral tone, the Arabian Tales take
the precedence of the fiction of almost all other
lands.
Years do not weaken our peculiar love for
these wondrous fictions ; they are the delight
of the young and the old ; pleasant are they to
all who love the creations of fancy. In the
days of our childhood, we have stolen away
from noisy sport to listen to the charming tales
of Scheherazade. And in later years we leave
the bustle of life and lay aside its weary burden
of busy care, to dwell for a while in the magical
palace of Aladdin, or to sit beneath the curtains
of the fairy tent of Paribanon. Translated into
every modem language of Europe, these fictions
exist in a new dress, as captivating as when
arrayed in their native garb. They still supply
thoughts to the imaginative writer, and furnish
those gorgeous and glowing colors with which
the essayist and poet adorn and beautify their
pictures.
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[Entered, according to act of Congress, in the year 1861, by Louis A. Godet, in the clerk's office of the District
Court of the United States, in and for the Eastern District of Pennsylvania.]
(Continued from page 342.)
CHAPTER
CHANOE

OF

IX.
SCEXE.

"There was pride in the head she carried so high.
Pride in her lip, and pride in her eye,
And a world of pride in the very sigh
That her stately bobom was fretting."
Two months and a half have elapsed since
Edith commenced the daily routine of school
work, and on the morning before Christmas we
find her and her two pnpils dressed for a short
journey : they are going to Augusta to spend
the holidays, and as they stand before the sitting-room grate, drawing on their gloves, Martha and Mary bewail the inopportune illness of
the ovei-seer, which prevents their father from
accompanying them in this their annual visit
to their aunt.
Since the interview recorded in the last
chapter between Edith and Mr. Ellis, they have
seldom met save at meals and family worship,
for Mr. Ellis's time has been wholly occupied
with plantation affairs, the whole charge of
which has devolved upon him ; but he promises

to follow them as soon as possible, and, as he
places his daughters in the carriage, he smilingly bids them not to allow Cousin Fred to run
off with Miss Edith ; and then, piessing a small
gloved hand a moment in his own, he bids them
all good-by, and stands watching the carriage
as it rolls down the avenue. Something very
like a sigh escapes him as he enters the house,
and the words, "pride, Morgan, unavoidable,
Frederick," etc., are muttered as he slowly
paces up and down the library with folded arms
and anxious face.
It was one o'clock when the carriage stopped
before an elegant mansion, the door of which
was thrown open by a stout, pompous-looking
colored man, who ushered our young friends
into a small reception-room, and then, opening
the door of an adjoining apartment, he called
out, "Mister Jacob's family hab arrived;"
and a large, majestic-looking lady arose from
her seat before the fire, and, advancing a few
steps, said, " Come into the parlor, my dears."
She embraced her nieces, and then, turning to
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Edith, BAid, with a liaughty iuclination nf her
head, "The governess, I presume. Matty, my
dear, the ii.uiie, it you please."
"Miss I'ldith, Aunt Martlia."
"Miss Kilitli, 1 hope you will make yourself
oomforlnlilo, and feel at home with your charges
here.
Mary, when will your father arrive f"
"I don't know, Aunt Maitha; next week,
perhaps."
" Ah, I am
ill ; I was in
cheered your
remains a day

extremely sorry that Snyder is
hopes that this visit would have
father somewhat ; but if he only
or two, we cannot effect much in

that short time." While she spoke, she was
scanning Edith closely, with a cold, proud look,
but witli a somewhat astonished expression of
countenance, produced by "the governess's"
beauty and youthful, lady-like appearance.
Reseating herself, she said, " You will find
your cousin up stairs, girls. You had better
go np and dress f(i«» dinner ; to your old room,
Martha, and — Christopher" (calling to the porter in the hall), " show Miss Edith — this lady — •
to the green-room."
"Oh, Aunt Martha, please let Miss Edith
have the room next to ours," said Matty and
Mary, in the same breath.
" No, my dears ; the room next to the one
yon always occupy is reserved for Emily Owen."
" When is she coming," asked Matty, with a
look which was indicative of anything but
pleasure at the prospect of such an acquisition
to their Christmas circle.
"We
aanl.

expect her to-morrow," replied her

"Well, Aunt Martha, please let Miss Edith
sleep iu that room to-night," said Matty, in a
coaxing tone.
" I have had the green-room prepared for
your governess, and" — with another haughty
bow to Edith — "I presume she will have no
objections to taking immediate possession of
it."
"Certainly not," said Edith. And, without
more words, they followed the stout waiter out
of the room.
" I '11 come over as soon as ever I get
dressed," said Matty, running after Edith; and
then she disappeared with her sister through
sn arched doorway, and as Edith walked in
anotlier direction, she heard their voices and
feet as they ran up stairs.
The green-room was a small apartment, having one window draped with green chintz, under
which was a green Venetian blind, which rendered the room quite dark. Drawing back the
cnrtaius, Edith let ia the sunlight, which
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danced on the green wall, and revealed an ingrain carpet and chairs of the same verdant
hue.
"What was this room ever intended for?"
asked Edith of herself, as she slowly untied
her bonnet strings, and looked up at the dark
ceiling. " Weak eyes, probably," licrself answered; and, apparently satisfied with this solution, she walked to the window and looked out.
"Nothing to be seen but two or three cabins
and some brick walls beyond ; not an evergreen
in sight without doors," she said, again addressing herself. "The girls' room is probably in
front ; this is certainly in the rear, and those
were back stairs that I came up. I see plainly
that governesses are, as George would say, below
par in this quarter — obviously below the state
of equality in Mrs. Morgan's estimation." She
looked around the room again, and walked to
the small Franklin stove which stood in the
fireplace, looking as cold and uninviting as did
the mistress of the house herself. "Well, I
must keep down my pride for two weeks, and
submit to their being proud with me" — and she
poked the dying embers vigorously. " This is
a cool reception in every sense of the word. I
wonder if there is any coal or wood up here."
Not finding any, she pulled the green bell-cord,
and a pert-looking mulatto girl obeyed the
summons.
"Will you bring up some wood? my fire is
almost
out."answering, the girl wheeled around,
Without
and almost ran against Martha, who was coming through the narrow entry.
" Dat you. Miss Matty ?"
"Yes, Tink.
How do you do?"
"Right smart. Miss Matty. Jis gwine down
stairs arter some wood for de gobness's fire."
"Look here, Tink" — catching hold of the
negro girl's arm as she was about to shuffle
down stairs — "the lady in the green-room is
Miss Edith, and if you say governess again, I '11
forbid Nelly speaking to you while she is here."
"Miss Edom, is it? I didn't know atbre ; I
heard missus call her gobness, and I tot dat it
was some gobner's lady."
"Now, Tink, you know that's a fib. Bnt
go about your business, and be smart with the
" Isn't this horrid. Miss Edith ? Green,
wood." greenest I" — pointing to the curtains,
greener,
wall, and carpet. "I'm glad that horrid green
bedstead is gone !"
" Why was this room furnished thus, Matty?"
"Just Aunt Martha's fancy, I reckon," said
Martha, taking the poker and writing in the
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ashes. " How do you like Aunt Martha f" she
asked, without looking up.
"I am not able to judge yet, dear," replied
Edith.
" Well" — suddenly throwing down the poker
— " I like her less than I ever did. Mary and
I were always pleased to come here, because
Christmas times Uncle Morgan always has so
much fun going on. But we were never fond
of Aunt Martha ; she is so stiff; and I positively
dislike her now."
"No, Matty, you do not dislike your aunt;
you are only a little offended because our rooms
are not adjoining," said Edith, quietly.
"Yes, I know that I am offended at that;
but ' I do hate a proud man, as I hate the engendering oftoads.' I read that in Shakspeare
one day when papa left the book open on the
table, and I tliought of it to-day when" — she
hesitated, and her manner became eml^arrassed.
" When what ?" asked Edith, understanding
what was in Matty's mind, but wishmg to bring
her to the point at once.
Martha looked up, and her face flushed ; then
she stooped and picked up the poker, and said,
as she made a plunge at the ashes, "Why,
when she spoke to you, Miss Edith."
" Matty," said Edith, sitting down and drawing Martha to her side, " I am glad, dear, that
you have spoken frankly, and I will take this
opportunity to tell you that I hope you will not
allow your aunt's manner towards me to influence your conduct towards her in the least, for
it would give me great pain to witness any disrespect or resentment on your part, and besides
it would render my position here only the more
awkward." Edith knew that this was the best
argument that she could use, and she was glad
to see that it had the desired effect.
"Well, Miss Edith, I won't do or say anything to make you feel disagreeable ; but I
would like Aunt Martha and Nora to know that
I haven't any of Aunt Martha's scornful pride,
if I do look like her. I know," she added,
understanding Edith's significant smile, " I
know. Miss Edith, that I look proud, but I never
feel as Aunt Martha and Leonora act, except
to them ; I have a proud contempt for such
people as they are, and indeed, Miss Edith, I
must say it, it gives me pleasure to annoy
them sometimes."
Edith looked very grave, and shook her head.
" I understand now, " continued Matty, "why
papa did not wish us to come to Augusta this
Christmas, and why he wrote to Uncle Morgan
inviting him to bring his family to the Bluff;
but Aunt Martha would not consent to any such

arrangement, because Nora was promised a
party on New Year's Eve ; she will be eighteen
then, and she is just precisely like her mother.
Cousin Fred — he is twenty-two — is like Uncle
Morgan ; they are my style ! So full of fun !—
just the nicest people in the world. I reckon
we'll have a nice time, after all." And she
looked up with a smile.
"Yes, dear, I dare say the two weeks will
pass pleasantly enough. You must not give
yourself any uneasiness on my account, for I
shall not allow your aunt's coldness to make
me unhappy, I assure you. But where 's
"Getting dressed. Nelly was not ready to
Mary?"
plait
my hair, and so I ran over here. We are
not going down stairs until you are ready."
"I will not be long dressing," said Edith.
And she went to the table, which was covered
with green chintz, and, taking her combs and
brushes from a travelling basket, she commenced to comb and arrange her hair. Tink
came in with the wood, and soon had a cheerful fire built in the stove, and, taking the
pitcher, shuffled out of the room and returned
in about half an hour with water. Mary came
in just as Edith's toilet was completed, and
kissed her as affectionately as though they had
been separated for a day ; and as they passed
through the narrow, dimly-lighted entry into
the more spacious hall leading to the front
rooms, she said, as she skipped along before
Edith :—
"The front part of the house is so much
pleasanter than the back. This is always our
room" — throwing open the door of the room
assigned to herself and Matty. " I wish there
Were two beds in here ; then you could be with
"Yes, Miss Eden," said Nelly, who was
plaiting Matty's hair, "it was right mean of
Miss Morgan to put you in dat hole ob a closet ;
no nigger would sleep dar, I know. Dar, Miss
us."it 's did. Now put on your dress, hoMatty,
"How do I look in this gown. Miss Edith?
It feels very queer, so high up in the neck."
ney."
" You look very well, Matty ; much better
than in low bodies, and that white frill is very
becoming, and looks neat." And indeed she
looked much better than Edith had ever seen
her look before. The snugly-fitting habit gave
more symmetry to her figure, and the fine
white cambric frills around the throat and short
sleeves of the dress gave it a youthful appearance.
"Miss Nora hab done gwine down, Miss
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Mary," said Nelly, as Mary was about to rap at
hur cousin's <loi>r.
"They are all in the parlor, I dare say, and
Cousin Leonora will look at us, and bile her
lips, and toss her head ; I always dislike to go
into the room when they are all together,"
said Mary.
" /don't, then, for I can give as many tosses
as Cousin Nora," returned Martha, stepping
proudly across the hall, adjusting her jet bracelets, and glancing over Iier shoulder at the
skirt of her dress, which quite touched the
floor.
As Mary had predicted, the family were assembled in the parlor, and as their visitors
walked up the long room to the fireplace,
around which they were seated, an elderly gentleman arose, and extending both hands said,
as he shook the girls' hands, and kissed them
on the cheek in a demonstrative manner,
" Glad to see you ! Bless me. Low you 've
grown, both of you ! And you. Blush-rose,
why you 're as pink as ever, my little beauty !
And my buxom queen here is a woman grown,
I declare ! Stand olf, Matty, and let me look
at you! looks eighteen, by George ! But where
are all your freckles ?"
" Gone to sour milk, uncle."
"Sour milk! Hal ha! So, somebody has
struck a vein of vanity? All right, Matty!
don't blush, my dear, but bow to every pan of
bonny-clabber you come a'-ross, for it 's done
a heap for your good looks." Tlien, advancing
a step forward, he extended his hand to Edith
and said, iu a more quiet manner, " And this
is?"
"Miss Edith Stanford, Uncle Morgan."
" Ah, Miss Stanford, I am pleased to see
you." And he shook her hand warmly, and,
turning to his daughter, soid, " My daughter.
Miss Stanford, my son — and — I believe you
have already met with Mrs. Morgan."
His frank, open countenance and cordial
manner had the effect of placing Edith quite at
her ease, and she returned the lofty bow of
Miss Nora with graceful self-possession, and
smiled in recognition of Mrs. Morgan, who
bowed, and murmured "Miss Edith," as if the
fact of their having met an hour before had
quite escaped her mind.
" My son," otherwise Mr. Frederick Morgan,
was leaning against the mantle, twirling the
ends of his heavy black moustache slowly between his fingers, and gazing thoughtfully into
the fire. When his cousins entered the room
he turned and looked at his sister with a quick,
inquiring glance, then, perceiving that she had
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no intention of going forward to receive them,
he made a movement to do so himself, when
his father suddenly started up and met them
as I have described. Fred gave them a welcome equally as cordial if not quite as boisterous as his father's, and, wheu introduced to
Edith, be bowed with a degree of deference and
slight dilEdence in his manner, which did not
partake of his mother's hauteur or his father's
familiarity, but which indicated that he recognized her as their equal ; and, when she was
seated on the sofa iu conversation with hia
father, he scauned her face as closely as his
mother had done, but there was nothing rude
or impolite in his gaze, but a degree of respectful admiration, which could not have offended
the most fastidious.
JIary sat dowu beside Edith, and Martha
stood before lier cousins and entered into an
animated conversation with them, while Mr.
Morgan asked questions about the Bluff, and
talked with Edith as unreservedly as though
she were an old acquaintance. Mrs. Morgan
held a small screen before her face, and, turning her head, examined her nieces with a critical eye, and then looked at her daughter with
an expression of intense satisfaction. Leonora
was a tall, dark looking girl, who, without
having any claims to the term beauli/iil, was
striking, stylish looking, and had that air of
high breeding which, as an outward show,
usually distinguishes the members of a family
of long established position and wealth, and
which never fails to be recognized by the educated and refined, and is generally a passport in
good society, even when not backed by wealth.
She was elaborately dressed, and with ber dark
hair and flashing eyes looked very brilliant
beside her fair-faced, simply-dressed cousin ;
but Leonora was eighteen, and Matty scarcely
fifteen, and Edith, who had noticed Mrs. Morgan's expression of countenance and divined
that she was drawing comparisons unfavorable
to Matty, thought, as she looked at the two,
that three years would effect a wonderful
change in Matty, judging from the rapid development of her mind within the past two
months, as well as tlie improvement in her
personal appearance and increasing refinement
of manner. Wonderful, indeed 1 " Man proposes and Ood disposes."
"Martha," said Jlr. Morgan, turning from
the sofa and addressing his wife, "do you not
think that Mary grows like her father ?"
" Grows like him ! why, she is his perfect
image, "Tesponded Mrs. Morgan, and she looked
at Mary with a very pleasant smile.
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" A very lovely image, certainly," thought
Edith, and she smoothed the brown hair caressingly. "But such au oue will never create a
sensation in society ; she is one of those ' gems
of purest ray serene,' whose brightest lustre is
shed around the domestic hearth, warming the
hearts of all who come within its influence.
This little one is fonned for love, not admiration"— and she pressed the little hand affectionately, which was laid so confidingly in her
own.
The parlor doors were thrown open suddenly, and "Dinner !" was announced by Christopher in a loud tone.
" Will Cliristopher never lose his hotel manners ?" said Mrs. Morgan, as she arose and
preceded the others to the dining-room. "I
don't know but we '11 have to put him below,
awhile, until he is subdued a trifle, for, I declare, Icannot tolerate him."
" Who are you speaking of, mother ? Kit ?"
asked Fred.
" Yes ! I advise your father never to get
another servant from a hotel to put him in the
house, for he gives it the appearance of a boarding-house."
"Come, Fred, exert yourself for once, and
escort your sister and cousin into the diningroom," said Mr. Morgan, ofiering Edith his arm
and taking Mary by the hand. " I '11 tell you
what it is, Matty, you '11 have to stir Fred up
while he is here, for he is abominably lazy."
"Yes, Matty," said Fred, moving from liis
place and putting out his elbow, "you must
Stir us all up, for we are insuflerably dull."
Matty and Leonora darted past Fred, who
said that Nora knew the way, and he would
only take Matty, and, laughing at his look of
astonishment, ran out through a side door.
"That's decidedly cool," said he, looking
after them. "Mary, you take my arm, for I
have it settled for some one, and it 's a pity to
go alone after taking that trouble." And he
walked up to Mary, and, pulling her hand
through his arm, walked quickly through the
hall, saying that he felt considerably stirred up
already.
During dinner, Mrs. Morgan and her daughter
made the New Ye.ar'3 party the subject of conversation between themselves. Fred and Matty
sat opposite to each other, and carried on a war
of words, which ended in a charge of almond
shells and raisins levelled across the table.
Edith s.at beside Mr. Morgan, and was not addressed byany one save him and Martha, who
made an occasional appeal to her to defend her
against Fred's impudence.

"Just think, Miss Edith, he says that I weigh
as much as Christopher. You oughtn't to allow me to be so insulted."
"I think you can defend yourself pretty
well, Matty," said Mr. Morgan. "Ask him
what his own weight is."
"Witches' weight, I reckon," said Martha;
and the laugh was turned against the young
gentleman, who, like all thin people, was ambitious ofbeing stout.
" Have you learned to play any, yet," asked
Nora of Matty, when she and her mother had
determined upon the arrangements for New
Year's Eve.
"Yes, very well, indeed," returned Martha,
glancing at Edith.
Fred opened bis eyes and looked at his opposite with an expression that said, "Is it possi"Indeed I rfo play reaZ well, Cousin Fred,"
she said, tossing her head. " Papa thinks that
I ble!"
have learned ex-tra-or-din-a-ri-ly well," nodding her head at every syllable of the long
adverb.
"Who is your music teacher f" Fred asked,
forgetting, probably, that tlie governess taught
music as well as other branches.
"My music teacher! Why, Cousin Fred,
Miss Edith, of course ; and that 's the reason
why I play so well, considering the little tuition
I 've had." Then, after a pause, .she added :
" Papa thinks Miss Edith is the best player and
sweetest singer he ever heard."
"0 Matty!" Edith could not help exclaiming, for she more than half suspected that
Matty's zeal in her cause had led her to exaggerate the truth.
" Indeed, it 's true. Miss Edith, for I heard
papa tell Mr. Ward so last Sunday morning ;
the very best amateur performer that he ever
heard." And she looked at her aunt and cousins with a face that said, " What do you think
of Neither
that?" of the ladies spoke, but looked curiously out of the window, though nothing of
interest was to be seen in that direction. Mr.
Morgan said —
" Ah, indeed ! I hope Miss Edith will give
us an opportunity to judge after dinner ; we
are all passionate lovers of music here ; Fred,
there, is at the head of all the musical soirees
in the city ; and Nora is no had performer herself. Iam very fond of music, and so is Mrs.
Morgan, but neither of us professes to be a
"Mr. Ellis overrates my abilities," replied
Edith, though she did not forget that, as the
judge."
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best performer at B
Seminary, she had carried off tlie prize from a score of competitors.
Tlie ladies retired as soon as tlie clotli was
removed, but tlie gentlemen lingered over their
wine, and did nut join them in the parlor until
the chandelier was lighted. Mrs. Morgan had
fallen asleep, and her stately head w.is nodding
to the polished andirons when her husband and
son entered the room. Martha and Nora were
in the reception-room, and Kdith and Mary
were seated at the centre-table reading.
" Now, Mary, let us hear what you have
learned ! Play your best piece, and then we '11
have Matty at the instrument," said Mr. Morgan, throwing himself on the sofa.
Mary hesitated, and looked at Edith. "Go,
my dear,"_ .said Edith, and she sat down at the
piano, which lier cousin Fred opened, and after
striking the keys in an undecided m.anner at
first, she felt more assured as Edith arose and
stood beside her, and played througli the simple piece without making any blunders.
" Capital I Why, Mary, you play like a professor!" said her uncle, patting her cheek.
" Now we must have Matty at it." And calling
his daughter, who came into the room followed
by Martha, he said : "Come, girls, now is your
turn I Mary has been entertaining us, and
you must let us hear what you can do. Sit
down, Matty, and then Nora will play some of
her fiinlttsias.^*
Without any hesit.ition or embarrassment,
Matty seated herself at the piano, and after
playing a short prelude, commenced singing a
popular song. At the second verse, her uncle
joined in, and sang it through with considerable
fervor. Martha's voice was sweet and full, and
she sang with more expression than many
persons after years of study. Mrs. Ellis had
taught her daughters all the rudiments of
music, and Edith had found them farther advanced than she was led to expect from what
their father had said. She put them at once
to the learning of easy pieces, and ten weeks of
daily practice under her const.int supervision
had effected much. Contrary to Mr. Ellis's or
Edith's expectation, Martha's application quite
equalled her talent, and thus her progress had
been facilitatedMary applied herself equally as well, and
indeed often practised an extra hour after the
expiration of the time assigned to her ; hut she
might give the greater part of her time to the
study of music, and become perfect mistress of
the science, but the arl she would never acquire
in any great decree, or, by any amount of practice, become anything but a mediocre per-
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former for
; she lacked both the ease and taste
that Martha possessed, and her touch was
merely mechanical, like the act of the street
performer's hand in turning his hurdy-gurdy.
Mr. Morgan was quite enthusiastic in his applause of Matty's singing, and Fred patted her
head in a patronizing manner and called her
a " Nightingale," "Fat Swan," etc.
"Now, Nora," said Mr. Morgan. And the
young lady sat down on the stool, spread out
her dress and arranged her music before her,
and with the air of a public singer commenced
a cavatina in Italian, which seemed to be interminable, notwithst.indiug that heu voice was
good and she sang with considerable taste ; but
the accompaniment was executed without any
mercy on the piano-strings, and whatever merit
there was in her singing was more than counterbalanced bythe defects in her playing.
After the song was finished she pounded out
some polkas and waltzes, which were perfectly
stunning. Tea w.as announced, and she arose
from her seat and looked as if she espectcil
Edith to applaud her performance, but seemed
satisfied with the look of surprise that was ou
Edith's face, and which she mistook for astonishment at her skill. Looking on her with
rather more complacency, she said, " You will
play after tea, will you not. Miss Edith ?" — not
doubting, however, that she would decline after
such a brilliant performance as her own.
" Yes," said Matty, " Miss Edith and Cousin
Fred will both play." And she caught hold of
her teacher's hand and looked up into her face,
her eyes sparkling in anticipation of Nora's
discomfiture.
" Did you speak to me, Matty ?" asked Fred,
starting up and looking around as if slightly
bewildered.
"You 've been asleep, Cousin Fred, I declare I
A pretty
compliment to your sister's pUiying!"
said
Matty.
" Ton my word, I haven't been asleep ; but
I was in Europe just then, and you called me
home.
What did you wish ?"
" 1 wish you to play, after tea, on th.at instrument. Do you underst.and ?"
"Oh! certainly, certainly. Anything more?"
"Yes. Come to tea." And, taking his arm,
they went into the tea-room, which adjoined
the parlor.
Christopher brought in some papers, and as
soon as the tea things were removed Mr. Morgan and Fred were absorbed in the news. Mrs.
Morgan became interested in a book of fashions,
and Nora and her cousins returned to the parlor.
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" Come, Miss Edith, won't you please play
now ?" said Martha, turning as she reached the
door.
" Permit me to lead you to the piano. Miss
Stanford," said Mr. Morgan, laying down his
paper and starting from his seat.
Mrs. Morgan looked up with a cold smile,
and, taking her book, followed them into the
next room. Fred alone remained in the tearoom.
" Perhaps you can play some of my pieces,"
said Nora. And she drew a large book from
the stand, and laid it on the piano.
Edith was looking over some loose music,
and, selecting a piece, said, " Do you play this.
Miss Nora?"
" Let me see. 0 no ! That 's one of Signor
Cavelli's pieces ; nobody can play that creditably but him."
It chanced to be Edith's chef d'aurre in performance ;and, placing the music before her,
she commenced, to Nora's undisguised astonishment, what nobody could play but Signor
Cavelli.
" Thank yon. Miss Stanford, " said Fred, who
had entered the parlor very quietly, and was
standing directly behind her. " Such music is
a treat, after Nora's banging."
"You didn't go to Europe, then!" said Matty,
mischievously.
"I only go to get rid of 'such notes as I
never indorse ;' when Nora begins to play, I 'm
off."
Mrs. Morgan had been called into the tearoom, and Nora had followed her mother without vouchsafing a word of thanks to Edith.
Indeed the significant looks that passed between the mother and daughter indicated, not
only that they felt no pleasure in the discovery
that a governess excelled the daughter of the
wealthy Georgian, but that they considered
her superior attainments a personal insult to
themselves.
"You positively must sing for us," said
Fred, as Edith was about to rise from her seat.
" Forme, Miss Edith," said Mr. Morgan. And
she complied, though unwillingly, for, with
woman's instinct, she had discovered that her
music did not give pleasure to the ladies ; and,
not belonging to that class of females who, in
their desire to please the gentlemen, are regardless of the opinion of their own sex, she
felt rather mortified at Leonora's abrupt departure from the room, inste.id of being elated
at the involuntary acknowledgment of the excel ence ofher playing. She did not sing with
her usual ability, for she felt the influence of

the cold looks of Mrs. Morgan and her daughter,
who could not, with any degree of politeness,
remain in the tea-room when they were called
by Mr. Morgan to come into the parlor and hear
the song. The consciousness that she was
doing her very worst did not add to her comfort, and when she had finished slie left the
instrument with a flushed face and embarrassed
manner. Mr. Morgan complimented her singing in unqualified terms, and Fred pleaded for
another, "just one more song." But she refused in a decided manner, and took a seat at
the centre-table. With a look of disappointment, and a slightly indignant glance at Nora,
Fred sat down at the piano, and played in a
style so different from that of his sister that
Edith was amazed that he did not cqrrect her,
instead of silently sanctioning her hammering
out her music.
She did not know that Frederick Morgan and
his sister were seldom together, and so utterly
indifferent to each other at all times that they
never interfered with each other's pursuits, and
Leonora's peculiar style of playing had never
met with either praise or censure from her brother. Frederick was the senior by four years,
and when quite young had been separated from
his sister by being sent to school in a distant
State, where he was visited by his parents semiannually. He was naturally warm-hearted and
aSectionate in disposition, and when he returned
home, at the end of three years, his heart was
overflowing with love for his sister ; but he
found her grown to be a proud, selfish girl, who
looked upon her brother as an interloper, and
returned his afiectionate embraces with coldness, and eyed him with suspicion. She made I
it a point to dispute with him on every occasion |
of his receiving more than ordinary attention
from his parents, and every favor he asked of
them she considered an infringement on her
own rights. Thus, by her unsisterly behavior,
she turned her brother's affection to disgust,
and when he returned to school it was with no
pleasing recollections of his sister, but rather
with a feeling of relief at their separation. He
could have loved a sister — one worthy the endearing name — with all that love, so pure and
holy, which usually exists in this relation ; he
had often felt the need of a sister's sympathy,
but had never turned to her, and the few letters
that had passed between them wliile he was at
college were cold, brief, and invited no confidence on either side ; and when he returned
from college, and found Leonora as arrogant,
overbearing, and selfish as when he left home,
he kept aloof from her as much as possible. It
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iras only on rare occasions that they spent the
evening in each other's society, for Frederick
bad found other friendships, and passed his
eveiiiugs away from home, with more congenial
companions.
Would that every sister's mind could be
impres<e<i with the idea tliatsAe is her brother's
keeper ! that on her unwearied kindness and
affectionate vigilance depends, in a great measure, his exemption from those vices so common
among young men, so degrading in their tendency, and which, " when once they invade,
bring with them such a frightful train of followers !"
Fred was still playing, Edith and Mary were
looking over some engravings, and the othirs
were in the tea-room unfolding some packages
which Christopher had brought in, when the
door-bell rang, and Nora entered hastily, saying,
"That's Cavelli." In a moment, she was
shaking hands with a dark-looking Italian; and
Mrs. Morgan entered, and expressed much
pleasure at seeing the visitor.
" My cousins. Miss Ellis, and Miss Mary Ellis,
Signor Cavelli," said Nora.
He bowed to the young girls, and then his
eye rested on Edith ; but, with a shrug of her
shoulders and quick elevation of her eyebrows,
Leonora turned away, and, wheeling a large
chair before the fireplace, sat down and motioned to the gentleman to be seated near her.
Frederick looked at his sister, .and his eyes
flashed and lip curled with au expression of
intense scorn, and, turning to Edith, said,
" Signor Cavelli, .Miss Stanford."
Eiiith's face had become crimson at the intentional slight offered her by Leonora, and
when Fred introduced the Italian, she looked
up, bowed, and dropped hereye.s instantly, and
continued to look at the pictures before her.
Mr. Morgan came in in a few moments, and
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ing until after a while, she gave Leonora a look
full of reluike, and quietly resumed the conversation which h.ad been interrupted.
Fred, who had been silting on the sofa, drew
a chair to the tahle and sat down beside Mary.
Taking advantageofapause in the conversation,
he said : *' Cavelli, lam thinking seriously of
a trip to Europe. Wouldn't you like to hear
me
company f" And he eyed the Italian
keenly.
" How soon?" asked Cavelli, without looking
up.
"Next month," answered Fred.
"No, I believe not. I shall not return to
Italy before spring," he answered, glancing,
with a smile, at Leonora. She returned the
smile, and looked into the fire.
Fred looked at a picture intently for a few
moments, then, with a very grave face, said,
" I think I 'II put Unile Ellis into the notion
of going ; the trip would do him a world of
"Indeed!" exclaimed Matty. "And, pray,
what would we do?"
"Stay at home," said he, looking into her
good.'
face
with a saucy smile.
" Humph ! I reckon papa wouldn't leai-e us,
and I know lie wouldn't take us from our
studies, when we are learning so fast."
" i'ray, what are you learning ?"
" £'rf7ything I"
"Everything?"
"Yes; I me,an everything that is taught in
schools."
" Geometry, trigonometry, sour milk, and
long dresses," said he, with a provoking smile.
" And what is taught in colleges, I 'd like to
know ? Geometry, trigonometry, smoke cigars,
and look at the ladies."
" And dye his moustache !— that 's reduced
to
a science, now," said Mr. Morgan, laughing
he.artily.

the convei-sation, which Leonora was monopolizing, became general ; but Mrs. Morgan and
her daughter studiously avoided addressin*'
any remarks to Edith, and when a topic was
introduced upon which there seemed to be a
diversity of opinion, and Fred appealed to Edith
to support him in his views, his sister abruptly
changed the subject, and .asked Cavelli if he
would not play. This was a piece of rudeness
that Mrs. Morgan could not countenance ; for,
though her pride would not allow her to receive
a governess m her family as a visitor, to be

" 1 re,i:i a good deal," she answered.
"What? Haven't you finished the 'Life
and Adventures of Robinson Crusoe' — that remarkable man — yet?" he asked.
"Yes, indeed, some time aco ; and I would
like to read some of De Foe's other works, but
papa hasn't any," she replied, not ashamed to
acknowledge that she liked the book.

treated as her daniihler's equ.al, yet she would
not encourage any acts of vn/ijar rudeness on

" What have you been reading instead ?" her
cousin asked.

the daughter's part that would forfeit her the
title of hady ; and when Cavelli declined playTOL. LXII. — 37

" Some of Scott's works and the 'Queens of

"And what do you do out of school hours,
Matty ?" asked Fred, after the laugh had subsided.

England.'"
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" All iu three months, and atteuded to jour
studies besides ? You 've accomplished considerable."
"We have read two of Scott's and one volume of the Queens."
" That 's doing pretty well. But who do you
mean by loe?"
" Miss Edith, and Mary, and myself, and
sometimes papa."
"And so you've formed an association for
literaiy improvement. What do you call it f
'Beech Bluff Lyceum?' "
" We don't call it anything, but we think it
very pleasant, don't we, Mary ?"
"Yes, and very profitable," Mary ventured
to say.
" Meio, little puss!" said Fred, mimicking
her tone, and putting bis arm around her.
Then, turning to Edith, he said, addressing
her : " What kind of a collection of books has
Uncle Ellis, Miss Stanford?"
"A very fine collection," returned Edith.
" Cousiu Fred, why don't you call papa ' Uncle Jacob ?' " asked Matty.
" He taught me to call him Uncle Ellis when
I was a child, and I have always continued to
do so," returned Fred.
"That was one of Ellis's whims," said Mr.
Morgan, stopping in his walk up and down the
room. " He told me once that he never could
forgive the injury that was done him by his
parents when they named him Jacob. It is-tlie
nicliname of Jake that is particularly offensive
to him, I believe."
"It is not a very euphonious appellation,
certainly," said Fred.
"Who would ever tliiuk of calling papa
Jahel" exclaimed Matty.
They all laughed, for such a slanci name was
decidedly incompatible with the character and
noble person of Mr, Ellis.
"What's in a name?" said Mr. Morgan,
continuing his walk.
"A great deal!" said Fred, speaking very
emphatically. "A rose by any other name
would not smell as sweet— at least to me. A
name is expressive of some character, and
when misapplied the incongruity strikes us at
once. Call a rose, turnip," and flourisliing his
arm across the table, he said, "Miss Matty,
will you not accept and wear this turnip for ray
sake? Now, doesn't that sound ridiculous?"
turning to Ms father.
"Of course!" replied his father; "because
the name is associated in our minds with the
Ti'getable, and the mention of the one suggests
the idea of the other.
On the other hand, it

would be quite as absurd to invite Miss Matty
to dine on roses."
"Very poetical," said Fred, laughing immoderately; but decidedly absurd, for, judging from her appearance. Miss Watty would
prefer to dine on something more substantial."
Mr. Morgan was standing behind Mary's
chair twining her thick curls around his finger ;
looking over into her face, he said —
"Well, beauty, what names do you like
Looking first at her uncle, then at Edith,
she
said, very innocently —
best?"
' ' Edith and Ellis. ' '
" Corresponding initials ! Do you mean the
two names together?" exclaimed Fred.
"Yes — no — any way," said Mary, comprehending from Edith's blushes and Matty's distressed look that she had made a blunder.
Fred's smile gave place to a look of vexation
when he discovered Edith's embarrassment,
and, rising from his seat, he said, "Come,
Cavelli, give us some music!" And the unpleasant occurrence was soon forgotten in hstening to Signer Cayelli's delightful playing.
After singing a duet with Leonora, Signor
Cavelli took his leave, and a few moments
after, Mrs. Morgan gave the signal for retiring.
"Let us go to your room for a few moments.
Miss Edith I" said Matty, when they were in
the hall.
"No, my dear, it is later than you usually
sit up, and you must both go to bed and to
sleep as soon as possible," and, kissing them,
she proceeded to her own room. Closing the
do0r, she dropped the curtains, and sat down
in the small rocking-chair and took another
survey of the apartment. By the light of the
astral lamp which was burning on the table,
the walls, ceiling, and furniture looked positively black, and she felt as if surrounded by
the gloom of a subterranean vault. " I wonder
if the fortnight will be as long, accordingly, as
this day has been !" she thought, looking into
the fire. " A fortnight! it seems interminable,
but I must submit," she said, aloud, and then,
after a pause, during which she gazed steadily
into the fire, she drew a long breath, leaned
her head on the back of tlie chair, and said,
" Longing already forthe congenial atmosphere
of Beech-bluff !" Another pause. " One more
Christmas-eve, and the next I '11 spend at home !
DeoIn volante!"
the mean time Mrs. Morgan and Fred had
remained in the parlor, and as soon as the door
was closed upon the others, Fred threw himself
on the sofa beside his mother, exclaiming,
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'.' Mother, I am really surprised at your receiving Cavelli here ou such intimate terms !"
" His mother was my most intimate friend,"
rejoined Mrs. Morgan.
" I know, and was killed by his father's neglect. Iam inclined to think that he possesses
all his father's vices and none of his mother's
Tirtnes, for I hear a great deal that is to his
disadvantage."
" But, my son, you invited Uim to accompany
you to Europe I"
" I know that I did, and for this very reason ;
he told me, several weeks ago, that he intended
to return to Italy in the spring, and I wished
to ascertain if he had really any intention of
doing so. He had not, as I suspected, and,
furthermore, he has no idea of sailing in the
spring as he told me this evening."
"His father has written requesting him to
meet him at Rome in May."
"His father ! his father is .a worthless, broken
down Italian count, who supports himself by
the dice, and if they are to meet in Rome, it
is for no good purpose, I 'm confident. Old
Cavelli came to Hiis country at his son's age ;
taught music awhile, and by deceptive arts and
flattery inveigled one of his pupils — a young
girl — into a private marriage with himself, took
her to a foreign country, where, after a few
unhappy years, she died, neglected, and in
poverty."
"But that was not the son's fault," said
Mrs. Morgan, shaking her head gravely.
" Certainly not ; but it was the husband's,
the father of this young man, who, regardless
of the solemn injunction of his dying wife, and
forgetful of his own and his cliild's interests,
withheld his son, when a bachelor uncle offered to adept him ; and even when this uncle
went to Italy for the express purpose of bringing the child to America, the deep-rooted
liatred which old Cavelli felt for his wile's relations, caused by their efforts to effect a separation between his wife and himself, and by their
steady refusal to acknowledge him, made liini
spurn with insult the offer to adopt his child.
But, though rancor then made him so relentlessly obstinate, he became mollified by want
aud disease, and after j'ears of unbroken silence
ou his part, he sends his son over, at the age of
twenty-one, to claim the once offered but rejected support ; and here he remains, an idle,
worthless fellow, possessing no value of character to recommend him, and no talents save what
lies in his finger ends, and — " Fred hesitated.
" And what ? I will hear you out, Fred,
though your language is rather stronger than I
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altogether approve," said Mrs. Morgan, with
the most serene expression of coxintenance, as
if her son's strong language did not alter her
opinion of the subject of their conversation.
Fred arose, and stood directly in front of his
mother, and continued, with emphasis : " And,
if I mistake not, he is doing credit to his father's
tuition by playing the same game, in one point
of which his father proved a winner."
"Fred, what do you mean?" Her serenity
was all gone, and, for a moment, her maternal
fears were aroused.
" I mean, mother, that if I am any judge of
lovers' signs and looks, those that pass between
young Cavelli aud Leonora are indicative of
something more tlian ordinary friendship."
"You mast be beside yourself, Frederick!"
She spoke quickly, but in a low tone, aud her
voice and manner betrayed indignation as well
as alarm. " What I Leonora marry a poor,
penniless Italian ? She, the haughty daughter
of one of the proudest, wealthiest families in
Georgia! No, no, my son I" — an incredulous
smile spread over her face as she laid her hand
on her son's arm — " Your sister's pride will
never bend to aitt/ thing ; even loce will be subordinated toit. I receive Cavelli kindly, out
of regard to the love that once existed between
his mother and myself, and Nora welcomes
him cordially out of respect for me ; nothing
more, Fred, depend upon it."
" Mother, I am compelled to think that there
is something more, and, though I have never
interfered with Leonora's affairs, I must do so
now, and prevent, if possible, a step that would
mar the happiness of her whole life. Father
does not approve of Cavelli, and treats him
with as much coldness as his courtesy will allow
him to treat any one in his own house ; but he
continues to come here, nevertheless, and — I
have been a close observer — when he suspects
that he is losing ground with yon, he adroitly
introduces his mother's name into the convers.ition, and draws upon 3'our sympathies, which
you think are all for the mother, but of which,
in reality, you are making the sou the immediate object ; and Leonora — "
" She would never, never marry Cavelli !"
exclaimed Mra. Morgan, in a louder, more decided tone.
"Your friend was from a family as high in
social position and as proud as ours. She was
undoubtedly as haughty as Leonora ; but she
left home, friends, eren/ thing for a poor music
master, and learned from sad experience how
one false step can make the mist-ry of a lifelime, aud your daughter may do the same."
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" No, Fred, I cannot believe this ; I know
your sister better than you do, and I am convinced that slie would never tlirow herself away
on any one," said Mrs. Morgan, rising and
approaching the centre-table. "Your solicitude is very natural, very brotherly, but I think
your personal dislike to Cavelli has influenced
you, and led you to draw conclusions from
actions, which in another you would regard as
perfectly innocent. As long as he deports himself in a gentlemanly manner in my house, he
is welcome to visit here. It is the least I can
do for poor Ellen's boy."
"And by so doing you peril your daughter.
My belief as to Cavelli's designs is founded on
the ground of satisfactory evidence, and that
Leonora encourages him, is just as evident.
I hope you will reflect upon this matter, and
take measures at once to ward oflT danger."
" Well, Fred, I will not treat your suspicions,
or convictions, whichever you please to term
them, with indifference; but I will, to gratify
you, be more circumspect in future ; and if I
discover any alarming symptoms of love, I will
take Nora away until Cavelli has left the country. So good-night."
"One word more, if you please, mother,"
exclaimed Fred.
"What
watch.

now? It is late," looking at her

"One word respecting the young lady who
is visiting here — Miss Edith, "he added, in reply
to his mother's severe look of inquiry.
" What of her, pray ?" — and Mrs. Morgan
seated herself on a chair near the door.

AND

MAGAZINE.

Fred did not change countenance, but commenced todrum on the piano with his fingers,
and without making any direct reply to his
mother's observation, he said: "We boast of
our fa.mi\y pride ; it strikes me that there is an
inconsistency in receiving Cavelli, a man of no
worth, an idle fellow living on his uncle's
eharity, with every mark of respect, and at the
same time refusing to treat Miss Stanford — a
perfect lady — with any degree of attention
more than ordinary civility requires, simply
because she is striving to maintain herself by
her own efforts."
" We will drop this subject for the present,
Frederick," said Mrs. Morgan, once more rising
to leave the room. " Yon know my views, and
xiuderstand my feelings respecting governesses ;
I hope you will respect them, and not become
too devoted to Miss Edith. I question whether
she will feel the need of attention from your
sister and myself, while you and your father
bestow so much upon her. Good-night."
Frederick sprang to the door and opened it,
and his mother passed into the hall ; he stood
a moment looking thoughtfully at the polished
doorknob which he was turning with his hand,
and then at the entrance of the servant to put
out the lights ; he closed the door, and went
to his own room repeating, in a half singing
tone " —

Learn for the sake of jonr sonl's repose
That wealth 's a bubljle that comes aod poes I
And that all proud flesh wherever it grows,
la subject to irritation !"
(To be continued.)

"This much, mother. She is entitled to
more courtesy than has been accorded to her
to-day."
" What more can she expect ? Has she not
been treated by me with perfect civility ?"
" CiriHtfi, and nothing more, but something
less by Leonora."
"You probably forgot that Miss Stanford is
your cousin's goi-erness, n^yt a, distinguished simnger."
" I do not forget, mother, that she is a stranger in our city, and a visitor at our house, and
should, therefore, be treated with the utmost
courtesy ; by her beauty, her polish of manners,
and, judging from her proficiency in music,
by her accomplishments also, she is fitted to
grace any parlor that / ever entered, and to
adorn any circle that I have ever met in these
rooms."
" I think it would be expedient for me to be
circumspect with you, as well as with Leonora,"
said Mrs. Morgan, iu a tone slightly sarcastic.

THE

VILLAGE

BELL.

Old villag:e bell ! old village bell I
To sorrow sacred, sadly sweet;
Oh, what a tale your tongue could tell !
If but the half it could repeat,
How hearts grew sad, or how they beat
As you told of ill or well.
For many a year, your solemn tone
Hath called the fold of Christ to prayers.
And often you have seemed to raoan,
AVhen hearts were ashes, eyes were tears;
When calling me beside a bier — •
A mother's bier — I heard you groan.
Old village bell ! old village bell !
Thou evermore shalt sacred be ;
I '11 muse — whene'er thy sad tones swell —
On what has been, and what will be —
You 've tolled for many, yon '11 toll for rae^
Sweet village bell ! sweet village bell.

A DAY

IN A PASTOR'S
BY T.

P.

LIFE.

W.

our Saviour has left .as a leg.aoy to his children,
to be alw.ays with them ; that the chain of love
that links us to our fellow travellers m.ay, by
.ictive benevolence, be kept bright and i;luwiug.
There was a wife and four little ohiUlreu by

" At evening time it shall be light.'
Ay autuuin of uncommon luikluess and
beauty bad given place to one of those cold,
dreary days, wlieu the ice king gathers around
bim snow, sleet, and bail, and sends tliem forth
on a wintry wind as precursors of bis coming
reign. The grates bad still their summer fixings ;and the pastor, suffering from recent illness, sat, with flushed cheek and hurried
breath, shivering over the kitchen fire. There
were quick footsteps hurrying to and fro, for
warm hearts and willing hands were busily
engaged in making the study comfortable for
"dear Uncle Ellis." The tall, manly-lookiug
nephew, and black-eyed, rosy-cheeked niece
who were helping auntie, were cousins, who

that sick bed. The pastor's soothing words,
his pr.ayers and gifts, were like new life to the
sufferer. Was be enabled to offer the prayer
of faith that .saves the sick f We know not,
but from that hour Mr. U. slowly recovered,
and is now healthy, energetic, and prosperous.
Again the lounge was dr.awn near the fire,
the room darkened, and Uncle Ellis left to iake
a nap before dinner.
The warmth and quiet were luxurious. A
dreamy feeling stole ovei the invalid, which
would soon have given pUace to sleep, when
there was a second summons to a sick bed.

li.id come to brighten the pastor's home by a
brief visit. Karl had just returned from a successful business experiment at the We.st, and
Wiis full of life and spirits. Ella, our pet and
darling, was a very sunbeam, always loving
and hopeful.

It was promptly answered, and .a feeble invalid, who had for many long years been a sufftrer, blessed God for her pastor's words of
cheer and comfort.

"The study is ready, uncle."
How pleasant it looked with its cheerful fire,
softened light, and the lounge with piFTows .and
C-heret ceteras for a temporary bed ! And bow
cmfortable the pastor felt, as be bay tucked up
after the most approved fashion !

" I can't stay for my dinner, the carriage is
waiting at the door to take me to the wedding."
" Bring some cake, uncle ; and do, please,
for once tell us about the bride's dress."
Our clerical friend luad good taste, and a
keen appreciation of the beautiful, but, respecting tlie minutia of a Lady's wardrobe, be
was as ignorant as Uncle C, who described a
briilal dress as made of "linen full of little

" I hope yon have no engagements for today," said the anxious wife.
"Engagements!" said Karl and Ella in a
breath ; " .as if Uncle Ellis could go out such a
day as this, when he 's sick enough to send for
the doctor, and have all sorts of nice things
made for him in the bargain."
" I have a wedding and funeral to attend,
but a carriage will be sent for me, and I can
go very comfortably."
Ring, ring — and the door-bell gave forth
IV.ose quick, sharp sounds that tell of haste
and urgency.

Uncle Ellis brought home plenty of cake, a
holes."
good fee for auntie, and an exquisitely beautiful bouquet for Ella. " The parlors were filled
with clioice flowers, the table set in the most
approved style of modern eleg.ance, the company select, brilliant, and sparkling."
"But the bride's dress, uncle; j-nti know
you promised to try and remember wliat it

"Please, sir, Mr. H. is very sick, and wants
to see you real bad."
There was an appealing glance from the wife
and looks of determined opposition from Karl
and Ella, but the pastor rose very quietly,
with trembling bands put on rubbers, cloak,
and cap, and went forth in that driving storm
to visit tlie sick.

There was a puzzled look, and tlien you
should have heard the merry laugh as Uncle
was."said, "I am not quite sure, Ella, but I
Ellis
think the bride was dressed in black silk I"
Ko time for comments, for anotlier carriage
is waiting to fake the pastor to the funeril of
4:>7
Mr. D. The deceased was one of tlie e::rly

Mr. II. was one oi tbose poor persons whom
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pioneers at the West, who had lived to see
almost incredible changes in the home of his
adoption. He had amassed a handsome fortune. Children and grandchildren were prosperous through his energy and forecast, and his
last days were made singularly happy by his
grateful descendants.
A very long line of carriages followed his remains to the cemetery, and they were filled
by those who truly respected their departed
friend.
"How verji tired you look, dear uncle; I
hope you can rest during the remainder of the
day."
Another ring of the hell, faint, scarcely perceptible, as if touched by a timid hand.
One glance at the new comer, and our sympathies were speedily excited. Poverty and
sorrow were there.
" Please, sir, our little baby died yesterday.
We are strangers here, and didn't know who to
. go to, but if you will be so kind as to say a
prayer over our little Mary — " Sobs and tears
finished the sentence.
There was no hesitation now. Ella ran for
the rubbers and cloak, to have them thoroughly
warmed. "Uncle," said Karl, "you wrap
yourself up as closely as possible, and I will
drive you to the funeral in the buggy."
"Karl," said Ella, taking her bouquet from
its vase, "baby won't have a beautiful white
wreath on her coffin as our darling little cousin
had ; take these flowers and put them iu baby's
Land."
A few poor neighbors liad assembled in the
house of mourning. There were no pall-bearers, no carriages. A cofEn of rude njaterials
inclosed the precious treasure so lately the
pride and joy of these children of poverty.
As if to look at the little one, Karl approached
the coffiu, and quietly placed the flowers iu
baby's hand.
Soothing words were uttered by the pastor,
a heartfelt prayer offered, and then the mourners went to take a last look of their darling. A
quick, bright flush of joy illumined the mother's face as the flowers met her eye. She looked
eagerly around as if to pour forth her gratitude
for such unexpected kindness. And tnen, as
eagerly, she watched to see if her little baby
might take the flowers with her to her lonely
liome. Yes, the coffin is closed, the flowers are
there, and the mother's heart is comforted.
The coffin was placed in the pastor's buggy.
The parents and the poor neighbors formed
the procession that followed baby's remains.

Doubtless there were unseen attendants, for
angels love the little ones whom our Saviour
has blest, and who will ere long become jewels
iu his crown of glory.
Once more in the simply furnished parlor,
which seemed rich and luxurious by contrast.
Another very decided pull at the door-bell.
"No mistaking that ring," said Karl; "a
hotel servant, undoubtedly."
A smart colored waiter was ushered into the
parlor, and with a great flourish made known
his errand.
" A couple at the Pavilion, Doctor, that want
to get married, sir, and / told them that nobody
could do up that business equal to the Rev.
Dr. Ellis. Carriage at the door, sir."
The couple at the Pavilion were linked, and
presently the carriage brought Uncle Ellis back
to the cozy parlor, looking very merry.
" Now tell us, please, all about it, " said Ella ;
"was the bride pretty?"
" Yes, a pretty brunette, with bright, sparkling eyes, something like yours, for instance,
Karl laughed.
"And the bridegroom," said Ella, quickly,
Ella."
"was like Karl, six feet, well proportioned,
with a majestic air — never mind for the rest,
but how did he look, truly ?"
" He truly did look like one of nature's noblemen, fresh from the quarry, uncut and unpolished. The couple stood up directly after I
entered the room. As I was about to commence
the service, a glance from the bride at the
hands of her liege lord, showed that he had
forgotten his gloves. He quickly drew from
his pocket a pair of lona, narrow blcich AV</s, and
commenced putting them on. Such work as
he made, blowing in the fingers, stretching,
and pulling, until he bent almost down to the
floor, with a red face but very determined air.
The bride gave me a quizzical glance, and then,
with many blushes, tried to look demure, but
her eyes laughed and sparkled as if she were
ready to shout with laughter. At length the
black kids were on, after a fashion, the bridegroom straightened himself up with a 'Now
I 'm ready, sir, go ahead ;' and so they were
married."
We had a merry tea drinking. "Now for
some music. Open the piano, Ella, and let
Karl get his flute in tune." With Uncle Ellis
resting on the sofa, and auntie in the rockingchair looking quietly happy, the cousins played
and sang many favorite airs.

LITTLE
Another ring at the door-bell. " Shall I test
the gas-burners, sir?"
" Yes, if you please."
And then, like children, we followed the man
all over the house to see the gas lighted for the
first time. All the lights burnt brilliantly.
Now for the kitchen. Auntie had been advised
by several wealthy ladies not to have gas in the
kitchen, "scrvantii wasted so." The gas was
lighted, and Biddy shouted —
" Isn't it perfectly splendid, and right over
my ironing-table, too?"
" Do you know how to turn down the light,
Biddy, when you leave the room, so as to
economize the gas ?"
"Oh, yes 'm," and she gave a quick turn of
the screw and left us in total darkness.
When the gas was again lighted, Biddy's
look of mingled drollery and dismay was irresistibly ludicrous.
As we passed through the study to the parlor,
Ella exclaimed : " Oh, auntie, the moon is
shining brilliantly ; it is all light — light within
and without."
Then, like a ray from heaven, there flashed
through the heart of the wife this cheering
assurance, " At evening time it shall be light."
Wh.at matters it if the dearly loved husbnnd's
life is one of self-denying effort, if he is often
called to comfort others when keenly suffering
himself? Life's day is short, and "at evening
time it shall be light." Light in its closing
hours, light in the dark valley, light to illumine
the grave where Jesus has slept ; and beyond
the grave, the home of the faithfnl "hath no
need of the sun, neither of the moon to shine
on it. for the glory of Ood doth lighten it, and
the Lamb is the light thereof."

THE

LITTLE HANDS.

"The Little Hand!" bless it, how confidingly
it is placed within our own. It trusts in its
helplessness and weakness for guidance. Every
nerve rests tr.anquilly, as its tiny fingers are
encircled by a firm but loving grasp. Watch
the footsteps of the little one as he ranges the
lawn, and with his tiny hand gathers the purple violets, and in childish glee strews them
around ; his blue eyes look roguishly, as he
runs laughingly on, saying, "Catch me if you
can." The tiny hand of childhood as it entwines its little fingers among your curls, or
clasps them at your knee, lisping ont an infant's prayer, speaks

peace

to the troubled
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heart, as if an angel's voice had whispered it
from heaven.
Beautiful childhood, would that it could be
always shielded from harshness, from corroding
care, and corrupt influences.
Look at little hands stretched ont for help
from a harsh father or from a drunken mother.
There they are, five little ones ; the eldest not
more than six. The little girl, with her large
dark eyes and curling hair, as she stands out
in front of a band of little ones, singing, and
keeping time with her little hands, appe.ars
happy now, for there is none to molest or make
her afraid. She is taken away from the dark
fate that awaited her in her infant's home ; and
the beantiful boy that she points out as her
brother. The hand of the unnatnral, drunken
mother had pliiced a rope around his neck to
strangle him, bnt was discovered and anusted
in her dark design iji time to save him from a
cruel death. There; he is, not four years old,
with a doll in hisJiltle hand, and he looks up,
his face radiant with smiles, as he replies to our
simple qnestion, " If he was fond of dolls?" He
has large dark eyes, and a noble head. We
could predict a splendid career for him in the
future, if rightly guided.
Little hands are all aronnd us seeking for
guidance, relying upon the protecting influence
of those older than themselves. Would that
we kept ourselves pure, so that we might perform our duties faithfully and well. That nature must be hardened, indeed, that can see a,
tear-drop fall from the eyes of childhood, or the
little luand stretched ont in vain.
Who cannot recall to mind little hands that
they have caressed and tenderly cared for, and
that have now passed on to the " spirit land."
They were laid to rest in their narrow house,
their little hands crossed, and filled with white
rosebuds, the last of summer's offering. Though
now all unseen to our mortal gaze, still their
angel hands are invisible ministers of love,
drawing us to them in their beantiful home.
Cherish then the "little hand," and guide
and guard it while you may, for it belongs to
an angel in your household, and you know not
how soon their wings will unfold, and soar far
away into the world of love and light, leaving
you in your anguish to mourn and lament over
their brief st.ay.
Blessed memories of the little hands that
have clnng to you in their simple, childlike
faith and trust. Oh, m.ay these memories never
be laden with harshness or unkindness, "For
of such as these is the kingdom of heaven."

ME.
Br
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DOMESTIC.

Darn your stockings, Mr. Rasber ? If that
don't cap the climax 1 It would be pretty work
to occupy my mornings in my bouiloir ; or no,
I 'd better keep 'em for parlor " fancy work"
of evenings, when I 've only a few calls, and
Flummery is drumming at the piano or making
himself agreeable to Fitz. I expect he 'd want
to take lessons in the fashionable and elegant
art of darning old socks, he 's so critical and
fastidious. He always holds my silk for me,
when be 's here of mornings and I 've got any
to wind, and I presume he 'd be delighted to
hold a skein of blue yarn. If you 're really
notable, Rasher, to buy yourself new stockings
when the old ones get holes in 'em, perhaps I '11
provide myself with a darning-needle, and stay
to home and mend 'em for you. You frequently
advise me to be more economical, and here 's a
fair chance to begin. I do believe a man, be
he high or low, rich or poor, is never satisfied
with his wife, except when she is darning liis
socks or making a pudding. If any one should
ask me my idea of the male sex, I should describe itas a rapacious pudding-bag with a pair
of worn-out socks on the end of it ; while the
female sex would be represented as everlastingly busy trying to fill the bag with ceaseless
pudding, and darning the socks at intervals.
Growing poetical? Husband, there's that in
the treatment of the masculine race that's
calculated to make us indignant, if there 's a
gpark of resentment in our breasts.
"They were such nice lambs'-wool, and you
thought, as I 'd nothing else to do, they were
440
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worth" — Nothing else to do 1 nothing to do !
Hurried, and worried, and flurried to death,
with six Servants setting me distracted, and
company, and going out constantly! NotJimg
to do but set down and darn socks I Here I
am, just home from the matinee, and hungry
for my dinner, expecting half a dozen friends
in this evening that I asked when I was at the
Academy, and engaged for all day to-morrow
going calling, and out to the ball in the evening,
and I 've nothiti(j to do!
Yon thought it would seem so old-fashioned
and pleasant to see me with my work-basket,
passing a quiet evening, you talking and reading the paper, and me darning the heels and
toes of your socks ? Once for all, my dear, I
don't consider anything pleasant that's oldfashioned, and as for my having been in the
habit, in former days, of economizing, I wish
you wouldn't refer to it ; it makes me nervous.
You 're as sentimental as Cerintha, this minute,
and I 'm sure a person, to look at you, wouldn't
think there was a particle of sentiment in yon,
which I heartily wish there wasn't, as it 's
always making you ridiculous. I 've got so
many other balls to keep a rolling I can't condescend to a ball of yarn ? Now add something about "spinning street-yarn," and then
you '11 have run through the usual lists of a
man's witticisms.
What 's that sticking out of your vest pocket?
Dear me ! I 'm delighted I Why didn't you
tell me when you first came in f
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La ! and another one for me.

Mrs. Cornell wanted to po awfnlly last month,
l)Ut she couMu't find a ;rentleman who had an

MR.

AND

MKS.

invitation to spare. You may thank me, hnsb.inil, for tlifse tickets. If I hadn't proved
myself a palteron of the fine arts, by getting
all these pictures wlien the lionse was fnrnislied,
we shouldn't have been asked. I shouldn't
care much for going, since there 's no supper
nor dancing, and nothing hut to look at pictures
which I don't care a snap about, if it wasn't a
compliment to our taste, and nice to have been
there.
You guess it was you wlio procured the
tickets, this time? Indeed! And how? You've
been ordering twoor three pieces to be painted by
some of our first artists ? You were introduced
tosomeof tliem,an(l they were such good fellows
Tou couldn't help it. Well, I expect it's all
right. For my part, I admire the frames more
than I do the paintings ; but other people of
our set seem to have got up a mania about such
things, and we must follow the le.ad.
I 've a mind to give an Artists' Reception
myself, after theirs is over. Flummery says
that it 's the duty of wealthy people without
genius to encourage authors and artists ; to
scatter, as he said, golden showers npon the
dusty pathway trod by the aspiring foot of
genius. He said that even money earned by the
wholesale pork business might be hallowed and
exalted by being liberally given out for a charming picture or a glowing book. Of course I saw
through it all, but it 's true as preaching, nevertheles . IfI 've an ambition for anything, it 's
for being considered a patteron of the fine arts.
My own particular taste runs to worsted work,
and those cunning little dogs and things in
Berlin wool, and next to that I admire monochromatics, but we must do as our set does.
Speaking of one thing reminds me of another.
I wonder where that Signer Fingerani is that
nsed to give the girls music lessons before they
went away to boarding-school. Am I thinking
of taking lessons myself, at this late day? I
am not, Mr. Rasher ; though why you should
consider me too old to learn, if I was a mind
to, I don't see ; I am only forty-two, come
April. The fact is, I had hard work to coax
Rosine to stay, after that time you gave her
warning ; I had to raise her wages, and make
her a present of one of my best second-best silk
dresses, and now she 's taken a fancy that she 's
a natural talent for music. She thinks she 'd
like teaching music better than waiting on
ladies, or at least it would help her to pass
away her spare time pleasantly, if she knew
how to play the piano, and I 've thought some
of gratifying her, for the sake of keeping her.
Kow, Rasher, that 's just the way you always
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do when you 're out of patience about nothing,
as you always are — Hying about the room like
a mad hen, making yourself ridiculous. 1 'm
sure you needn't interfere with my management of my own servants — above all, my own
lady'smaid. There! there! there! you needn't
speak ; if you do, you '11 be sure to stutter ;
control your temper, my dearest, for when a
man stutters he 's sure to get the worst of it.
You see you can't talk half as fast as I, nor
half as well, and you might better not begin.
Pig-lieaded ? Look out, my love, and don't
provoke me, or you '11 get your eai-s boxed
soundly. He pig-headed ! me, indeed ! And
who liut a person with a natural liking for pigs
would be engaged in the pork business ? If /
had a married as 1 7nir/!it have married, and as
I 've often since regretted I didn't, 1 might
have liad my choice of a doctor or a lawyer,
and been more congenially united than 1 have
been, instead of being tormented all my days
with the smell of bacon, and feeling myself
bound by chains of steel to the destiny of a pork
merchant. But it 's too late to mourn over
early indiscretion. I miyht have been — Mfml's
that, Kaslier? Yon haven't forgotten the tailor
you cut out ? Served him the same ti ick he
served your clothes? There 's the bell for dinner. Put on your cravat, my dear, and hurry.
Preferred pig togoose, after all? Come, come, tho
soup '11 be cold, and it 's your favorite kind. You
flatter yourself yon saved me from cabbage, if
not from pork ? Oh, quit your nonsense ! Shear
nonsense ? Well, if you want cold sonp, /
don't, and I 'm going. What 's that he 's hollering through the keyhole about my first
suit-her? " He 'd have been n Jillinff com-pnaion." Quit your silliness, for I 'm down staire,
and I can't hear yon. " Did he press hissiiilf"
Oh, get out I Here you come, down three stairs
at a time; and now you've got rid of half a
dozen miserable puns, I s'pose you '11 be goodnatared, and want to hug me, right in the dining-room. Why were your puns so miserable?
Because they generally are, I gness. Because
they were only sew-sew ? Do please be quiet
before we get in where the waiter is ; and, dear,
do try and remember not to put your knife in
your mouth.
I tell you what it is, if we do have an artist's
and autlior's reception, as I 'm bound to, I
mean to have the girls to home. It will be a
fine opportunity for them to display their accomplishments, and take a step upward in the
social ladder, as Fitz calls it. Y'on say times
are a little easier ; and 1 'm going to do what I
j like. 1 believe you 've been trying to frighten
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me about your business, when there wasn't the
least necessity for it, just for the sake of seeing
me going without the comforts of life. I liaven't
got them white furs yet, and it's coming time
to get a camel's-hair shawl for the spring. La,
Raslier ! I never thought of your ordering pictures painted. Did you choose your own subjects ?Tell me what you ordered, for I want to
speak of it, this evening, to Flummery and Mrs.
Cornell. " You saw some excellent portraits of
hogs, by Oestel, and ordered two companionpieces, to hang in my boudoir!" — "also a
sweet little landscape, that reminded you of
the old homestead, where you was brought
up — which you took, only you ordered a group
of pigs, iu place of the cattle, in the field."
Now, my dear, if there 's money to be wasted
on pictures, I prefer picking 'em out myself,
and shall insist upon doing so. As for having
your pigs in the house, I sha'n't do it, no matter
how Well they're painted. " Connisurs pronounce 'em wonderful." Well, the more they
are like hogs, the less 1 'U like 'em. If you 'd
had 'em so they could have passed for sheep, I
wouldn't have minded, but as it is, if they
hang anywhere, they '11 hang in the smokingI^om. What? "smoked bacon" — yes, make
smoked bacon of 'em, for all I care.

CHAPTER
IN HES

VII.

ELEMENT.

I 'm always in my element, Mr. Flummery,
when I 'm surrounded by congenial spirits, as
on this occasion. You and my dear friend
Fitz Simmons have been extremely kind in
inducing all these celebrated artists, and so
many talented people to honor me with their
company this evening. I hope the supper will
give satisfaction and pay them for their trouble
incoming, if nothing else does. But, of course,
I don't expect that people of such gifts care
for such things as suppers and liquors ; I have
spared no expense to feast their minds as well
as bodies. You observe I have added twelve
new pictures to my collection, which I bought
on purpose to add brilliancy to this soiree.
Aren't they splendid ? the coziest and most
superb I could find, that would go in a private
house ; and, to whisper the truth to you, I
got them surprisingly low. Purchased all at
one place, and they made a reduction in consequence of the size of the order. Those four
magnificent companion-pieces, " Cole's Voyage
of Life," the real originals, I got for three hundred dollars, and the frames are worth sixty

apiece. Seems to me the company is in unusual good spirits — don't yon think so, Mr.
Flummery ? I knew you 'd agree with me.
The artists are such a pleasant, sociable kind
of people; they ain't as particular about their
dress, some of 'em, as they might be, but it
gives 'em an air. It makes me quite happy to
see how delighted they are with the pictures.
Don't you think the girls are looking well ?
0 dear, you flatter them, Mr. Flummery. It' s
strange you seem to admire Felicia most. She
is a good girl, amiable and sensible — but she
hasn't the genius of Cerintha. Cerintha's real
sentimental, if I am her mother that says it.
She writes the sweetest compositions, and sees
an exiled prince in every Italian organ-grinder.
Am not I afraid she '11 run away with some ragged hero, some day ? 0 no ! not she ! she 's
prudent as well as practical. She '11 never
marry less 'n half a million. If anybody makes
a love match, it '11 be Felicia, quiet as she looks.
By-the-by, who 's that she 's so much interested
in, now ? that dark-eyed, handsome young man
that 's talking to her about that little drawing
on the table. A very promising young artist ?
Rich ? I thought not by the looks of his coat.
It's decidedly rusty, and six months out of date.
Will be a lion some day ? I shall allow Felicia
to cultivate him, then ; but I must warn her
against any tender interest. He 's handsome
enough to turn a young lady's head, that isn't
hardly through with school yet. How admiringly he looks at her ; and she 's actually blushing. Ithought Madame Finishche taught her
young ladies not to blush, it 's so childish ! I
must correct Felicia for that fault, to-morrow.
Don't ? and why not. Mi-. Flummery ? But if
you say so, it 's all right ; you 've the credit of
knowing everything. Do you know, Cerintha
writes poetry ; and as you are a poet, you ought
to be kindred spirits. I wish you 'd celebrate
my soiree in some verses, won't you, now, that 's
a dear, good man ? Fitz ! Fitz, darling ! com
here ! I 'm trying to persuade our friend, Mr.
Flummery, to immortalize this evening in some
of the poetry which he prints in the mngazines.
They say you 're so sarcastic, Mr. Flummery,
and say such sharp things, even in your poetry,
but I know you won't make fun of us. It would
be so nice.
Do you think they are enjoying themselves,
Fitz ? They seem in excellent spirits ; and
1 'm sure I 've taken trouble enough to please
'em. Why didn't I consult you before I purchased so many pictures ? Well, I was down
to Stewart's, and coming back, I saw a shop
full of handsome ones, and the idea struck
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mu it nould impress my new guests favorably
to liuil lots of pictares, and I stepped in aud

are really getting to have very gootl society
about you. I saw a good many of our wealthi-

bought what jou .«ee. Vou 've told me that
tize wasn't the main point in buying paintings.
I guess I know that I But everybody knows

est people present. We didn't use to think
much of your class ; but we 're getting over our
prejudices. There 's .Mr. Moneybags, talking to
that young fellow with the seedy look, as if
they were equals. We appreciate talent, Mr,
Easelby ; it is one of our privileges. Dear me I

"Cole's Voyage of Life" is a fine thing, and
all the rest are choice copies of the old masters,
whoever they are.
Everything seems to me to be going off
eplendidly ; even Rasher 's behaving himself
remarkably. He hasn't said a vulgar thing this
evening, in my hearing. There he goes, off to
the smoking-room, with half-a-dozen gentlemen, to show 'em hi.« pigs. He paid a hundred
dollars for a little thing no bigger than my two
hands.
(Sotio race.) I wish Felicia vrould leave that
fellow for awhile. Ho 's quite too agreeable ;
and she 's looking so pretty, now, with her
eyes full of smiles and her cheeks glowing, he '11
fall in love with her. Artists are all very well
to patronize, but when it comes to son-in-laws,
it's another thing. Bless me, Mr. Flummery,
I did not know you were so near 1 Law ? "That
young gentleman, talking to my daughter,
owns niilUons of acres of the loveliest and richest lands of the earth, owns diamonds and pearls,
and the uncounted gold of a thousand sunsets."
Pshaw I does he Teally, or are you speaking in
a metaphysical sense? You know they don't
take tke gold of the sunset at Stewart's or Tiffany's— aud I prefer that kind that has the
stamp of the mint on it, that 's always current.
"Like old mother Bumsby's wine I" R.isher,
remember ; make no puns but good ones tonight. What 's that, Mr. Flummery ? a bad
pun is often better than a good one, if it 's only
bad enough? Well, that's queer! don't forget you 've got to write me some verses, Jlr.
Flummery. I '11 have a little game supper and
iuvite Fitz, and some others, when it 's ready
to be ready.
Do you promise ?
I hope yon 're enjoying yourself, Mr. Easelby.
But you alw.iy3 do admire my pictures. I feel
proud to be surrounded by so distinguished a
g.alhering, aud you .ire one of the brightest stars
in my axletree of guests. How do you like this
one ? The vendor assured me that it was an old
Italian copy of the original Raffel. I didn't know
they bad raffles in old times to sell off paintings.
That 's what we ladies do now, when we get a
lot of pincushions aud fancy articles left over
from our fairs. It 's a very good plan. I 've
no doubt the old masters got rid of a good many
in that way, for I often hear it mentioned. I
was very much charmed with your reception,
the other eveuiug, Mr. Easelby.
You artists

where 's the man gone f 1 do believe he 's going
off before supper, and I haveu't said anything
in the world to offend him. I 've treated the
whole set as well as if they could return the
compliment ; the costliest music, game for supper, our best wines, and all them pictures on
purpose to consult their ta.stes ; and of course,
they '11 never treat us to music and supper.
But I '11 have it to talk about. I 've got the
start of Mrs. Cornell for once, and I can see she
is dying of envy. I 've got the author of
"Poems of the Century ;" and that man that 's
celebrated for writing something, I don't know
what, but he goes to the Liverpools constantly ;
and Professor Donderland, who 's been kind
enough to ruin the piano with playing, aud
everybody that anybody wants to have, and
I call it a perfect success.
There 's Felicia and that young artist getting
together again, after I 've warned her not to
pay too much attention to our guest.
I asked Flummery what made the crowd so
cheerful, and he says it 's the new pictures ; so
they 're successes, of course. He says it would
be a good idea for us to have a gallery to display them to better advantage — wants to know
if there isn't room in the garret to construct
one.
Rasher ! Larkins says supper is ready ; go
and get Mrs. Moneybags, and I '11 take Mr. Lake
Brown's arm. "La! La! La !" what are yon
all laughing at ? Mr. R;isher ? he 's so funny I
What has he said now ? " He wants to know why
we are all like a parcel of pigs :" "because we
all want to be first at the trough !" {Sottovoce.)
Horror! I shall siuk through the floor I that
•wretched man is enough to distract a woman.
It 's dreadful ! his vulgarity always shows itself
at the most conspicuous moment. If I didn't
have hold of Mr. Brown's arm, I should sink
right through, and likely as not light in the
bowl of chicken salad.
What did you say, Mr. Flummery? " Why
is Mr. Rasher like a tame bear?" I 'm sure I
don't know unless it 's because he 's so horrid
rough. " Because he has given us a great /ai«
pas." He I He! you're so witty, Mr. Flummery, Idon't exactly know what you mean,
but I 'm sure it 's funny, if you said it.
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Allow me to help you to some of the celery,
Mr. Brown ; I 'm sure you must be fond of it,
I saw such beautiful greens in that picture of
yours at Dodworth's. {Sotto I'oce — Tiiere 's
Easher at his puns again. He '11 make me
miserable all through supper. " Don't he sherry
of the wine ; there 's plenty of it.") I should
think a person who could draw cows as natural
as you would always be drawing them. ( " Declaret 's No. 1.") I 'm so fond of cows in landscapes ! I think every landscape ought to have
cows in it. (" Why is this bottle like my amiable
wife? Give it up ? Because it 's my-deary!")
Especially those dreary deserts that Mr. Gamboge is so fond of painting ; a cow or two would
give life to them. ("Why is there no such
tiling as a headache in the morning after taking
a little too much the night before ? Give it up f
Because it's all sham-pain." " But that 's as
old as the hills." "All the better for being
old.") I've thought a good deal, Mr. Brown,
of sending my Cerintha to take lessons of some
artist ; I 'm certain she has a talent for it ;
dear girl ! she has a talent for most everytiiing.
You ought to see her specimens that she's
brought home from school ; and she 's embroidered a whole scene in worsted work — Rachel
and Joseph at the Well. It 's sweet, especially
the well, which is done to perfection — the curb,
and the bucket and pole, just as they had them
in old times. (" Why are gardeners stingy to
their help ? Because they order their salary
cut down." Salary, good gracious I) Don't
you think it would be advisable to have my
daughter take lessons of some of our first artists? Ishould like to have an artist in the
family ; it would be something to be proud —
(Good gracious I There it comes at last !
"Why am I like the basement of my own
wai'ehonse ? Because we 're both pork-sellers. "
If I don't pay Rasher for that after the company 's gone, then I don't know what revenge
is— the brute !) 0 yes I The Masquerade Ball
was the most delightful part of the opera. I
went on the stage myself — charming! (Larkins, tell tlie band to strike up a perfect crash.
I 'm bound to choke Rasher off, if I have to
drownd the whole company in the noise.)
0 no. Mynheer Donderland, my daughters
wouldn't think of playing and singing afte"you ;
that would be asking too much of them. But
dear me, Mr. Rhymer, I 've got a secret to tell
you. Cerintha admires you immensely since
she 's found out you 're tlie author of " Poems
of the Century." But that isn't the secret,
which is, that Cerintha is something of a poet,
too — that is, I hope she is, though I 'm not a

competent judge of verses. I found some lines
lying in a copy of your poems this morning. I
knew her handwriting, and I secured them,
without her knowledge. Would you like to
look at them ? She 's in the conservatory now,
and won't shriek out and snatch 'em away, as
she 'd be sure to do if she were here. They
seem to me to be very nice. Here, Mr. Flummery, you read 'em, low, so she won't find out
what 's going on. You and Mr. Rhymer are
judges.
[Flummery reads and comments: — ]
** ' I would that I were dead !
'Tis hard to bear with life when hope is o'er,
And I can Icnow it's vernal bloom no more!
Within my breast it nevermore shall spring,
Nor o'er my soul it *s golden radiance fling I
I would that 1 were dead I

"Youth, beauty, fortune, new dresses, flirtations, plenty to eat and drink — how 's this,
Rasher? Been treating Miss Cerintha with any
superhuman cruelty ? Just hear how she runs
*My sorrow has no name, and if it had,
on I—would not speak it (good) ; 'tis too wildly sad
For human utterance. Icy ptiefs are felt
Which never into softer words can melt —
(" Excellent for purposes of ice cream in warm
weather.)
I would that I wero dead 1
'Life has no pleasure for my lonely heart!
Within my eyes the burning tear-drops start !
My Boul is dark (borrowed! , Dor music^ flowers, nor
mirth
Can ever light again this midnight earth !
I would that I were^wed I

"That's it exactly. I would that I were
wed. That sounds more reasonable in a goodlooking young lady. But as to the ' midnight
earth !' just look at Miss Cerintha now. Looks
like a hopeless case, doesn't she, laughing with
Mr. Dorsay and brilliant with flirtation, fairly
beaming with it? Didn't read it right, Mrs.
Rasher? 'Tisn't ' 1 would that I were wed?'
Well, let 's read the last verse —
"Tw sad in youth to feel fhn henrt grow oldt
In summer's heat to feel the winter's cold!
This is my fate ! So be it ! I will bear
With my wild sorrow ! I will wed Despair!

("Oh, don't! She meant Dorsay. A slight
mistake, but all right now.)
I would that I were wed !*
"It's my solemn conviction, Mrs. Rasher,
that this poetry was indited after Miss Cerintha
had eaten too hearty a dinner, when she hadn't
a care, or a trouble, or a want in the world,
and was as happy as a young lady can be with
a slightly overloaded stomach.
People who
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are miserable never express themselves so
sublimely ; then, again, miserable people ara
often very funny. I suppose, if 1 should tread
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wonder you all laugh, gentlemen, but I do believe my husband s drunk.

on one of your corns, Rasher, you M say some-

There ! they 're gone at last, and I 'm glad of
it I Rasher ! I '11 never forgive you for the fool

thing very amusing about it, wouldn't you?
You warn me not to try it? Well, Mrs. Rasher,

you've made of yourself. Dear me I it's tiresome
work, anyhow, trying to be literary. I felt as

this is very good poetry, very good, indeed ! I
Hsed to write in the same line when I was

uneasy as a fish ont of water. The only comfort I're had to-night was when I was resting
on the'sofa beside Mrs. Moneybags, talking over
our new dresses — there I

about her age ; but if I should serve up your
soiree now on a golden salver of rhyme, I 'd do
it in a lighter style."
Come liere, my darling. Mr, Flummery has
been reading your verses to the company.
There, I knew you 'd shriek ! Be calm, my
love ; it was I who gave them to him. He
thinks them sweet, but a little loo pensive.
Ves, I know, sweetest, you're naturally melancholy, while Felicia 's just like her pa — fat and
merry. What 's that, husband ? She eats full
as much pudding and pie as Felicia? Pshaw !
she had always a delicate appetite. When she
was a cliild only — my goodness ! if Rasher
(My wife has lately grown ambitious,
I tell you she 's a smasher!
She resolved to give a learned .soiree,
Than which nothing could ba Rasher!)

Making a fool of himself, as usual. I wish I
could get near him I

as fire! No!

(She bought a lot of worthless daubs.
Got bitten by the biters.
And after everything was wrong,
She then called in the writers.)

/

If I could only get near enough to twitch his
coat-tail ! I do believe he 's takpn too much
wine. Everybody in the house has stopped to
listen to him, of course.
(She 's cut a fashionable splurge —
Also each poor relation —
She thinks she's brimming o'er with sense,
But / know it 's sense-ation !)
Don't, Fitz, hold on to my dress so!
going to him.

For therfl,
I whiled
And gazf-d
Or filled

in my earliest childhood,
away long summer hours.
on its treasures with rapture.
my young bands with the flowers.

And passers-by, young and old, lingered
The beautiful garden to view.

Xoxl "woke from their winter's repose.
From then till the cold winds of autumn.
So ruthless, chilled summer away
That spot was my fairyland gorgeous,
And each charming fiower was a Fay !
The lilac boughs trembled with sweetness,
Those mornings so dewy and bright ;
The woodbine flowers bloomed on the lattice,
And humming-birds sought them at night;
The snowballs grew high in the corner,
And lilies so stalely and tall,
Kear dafl'odils, tulips, and roses;
And robin's song floated o'er all.
Oh, many the flowers in that garden !
Their names are all dear now to mo.
Sweet-Williams I love, for they grew there,
A charm has the s:zj iU^ur-df-Hs;
For memories linger around them,

I'm

(To-morrow yon will joke and laugh.
As you paint, and write, and quarry,
At Mr^. Ra.'*her*5 latest splurge.
Her grand literary, musical, artlstical,
And Hail-Colurobia soiree.)
VOL. LXII. — 38

My grandmother's old-fashioned garden!
Ah ! never again .shall I see
A spot of such exquisite beauty
And wondrous enchantment to me!

And hyacinths, fragrant and lovely,

they 're giggling and poking each other slyly
in the ribs ; some are crying, *' Go it, Rasher !"

Well, if that don't beat th« Dutch !

GARDEN.

CELESTE.

The crocus first whispered of beauty
Safe hidden beneath the spring snows;

(She went and bought a bran-new house,
And furnished it so quaint, sirs '.
She got the curtains and carpets fii-st,
And then called in the painter!) !}

'em all as mad

BT

The trees in the orchard — long branches
Keached o'er the mossy stone wall,
That 'mid the soft border of grasses
Their first golden apples might fall.
Those prim garden hods, to my vision,
Seemed crowned with each loveliest hue,

himself ain't making poetry !

He'll make

GRANDMOTHER'S

Each one to my h^art hath a tone —
0 violets, sweetest and dearest,
I loved you, and called yon my own !
1 oat in the Tine-covered arbor
When clusters of purple peeped through,
>'ear by ruahed the musical river.
And verdure-clad hills rose to view.
Ah ' then, in my grandmother's garden,
I knew naught of sorrow or tears.
And life was as sweet as the roses

I don't

That bloomed in those earlier yean.
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NOVELTIES
Fig. 1. — Bertha cape or fichu, for wearing in
the evening, or with a low-necked dress in
summer.
The foundation is Brussels net ; the
FiR. 1.

^^^^-■^of narrow velvet
loops and lozenge trimming
ribbon ; plain fall, of any neat point.
Fig. 2. — Collar and habit shirt, suitaljle for
mourning ; the folds may be of cleai- muslin or
tarlelon ; the needle-worked edge of black, as

FOR

MAY.

Fig. 4. — Tlie tongue-shaped cuff or lappet en
refers (turned back), is much worn by those
who prefer a close sleeve ; the star-shaped orFig. 4.

naments, if in monming, should be of crape ;
in black velvet, otherwise.
KiK. s.

Fig. 2.

is also the knot of ribbon, which forms a pretty
variation to the lappet shape of the collar.
Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. — Undersleeve of clear muslin, with a
deep frill, en revers at the wrist, fastened by an
elastic band, with a medium velvet ribbon.

Figs. 5 and 6. — Caps for morning wear. Tlie
round cowl shape of Fig. 5 is perhaps the most
desirable.
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MAY.

Fig. 7.

Fig. 8.

Fig. 9.

Fig. 7.— Wbite chip liat, with a very light
white feather on one side : cape trimmed with
violet velvet and white blonde strings of white
riblion ; full ruche of white blonde, with a
bouquet on the right side.
Fig. 8. — Coiffure for a young lady.
Fig. 9. — Zouave chemiiette.

NAME

FOR

MARKIXG.
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DESIGN

FOR

Our page compels us to reduce the size of
tlie patteru ; but, by a little attention, sections
may easily be cut of any dimensions desired.
Take a piece of clean stout white paper, and
fold it in all the parallel sloping lines seen in
our engraving. These may be at any distance
from each other ; only regular and equal. It
will be seen that a line drawn exactly between
every pair of parallels will take in the points.
Draw these lines with a pencil, to distinguish
tliem from those caused by the folding, and the
proper forms can be readily obtained. Cut
th'^m out, and from them others in card-board,
if for a large piece of work, and you have all
your sections ready, without the possibility of
a misfit. The two eight-poinied figures are
difierently arranged. A may be filled up in
eight pieces, ^^hile B should be composed of
nine — a star of eight points to the centre, and

PATCHWOEK.

eight diamonds round it. Or, if on a sufficiently large scale, the inner star may be of
eight pieces. Two very distinct shades of the
same color will look better for A than many
different tints. B may have a dark centre and
bright points, or vice versa. The intermediate
figure, C, should be of such neutral tints or
dark shades as may throw up the brilliant hues
of which the star should be composed.
We have said that this design may be applied to another purpose. Worked on canvas,
iu wools, the outlines done in black, it would
be both rich looking and easily worked. Elderly people and children can often do a piece
where they can count threads, where a painted
pattern would puzzle them. No. 14 or 16 canvas, and eight-thread wool should be used.
Orange, claret, blue (if good), and brilliant
greens look well in such a pattern.

., WORK

DEPARTMENT.

TOILET

Take wliite crochet cotton, Xo. 8, tie a sm.iU
riu(j, and in it work 18 Ion- crochet stitclit-s.
'2d row. — Two long stitches between every
stitch.
3rf. — Three long stitches in every bunch of
two stitches.
4<A.— Three long stitches between the first
and second stitch of every bnnch.
5<A.— Four long stitches between the first and
second stitch of every bunch, and so on increasing one stitch every row, until you have
the mat the size you desire. Tlie one in the
engraving is increased to ten stitches in every
bunch.
The last two rows are done in colors.

KNITTED ARTIFICI.\L FLOWERS.
POCBSIA.

Ip knitted in good size China silk, it does
well to ornament caps or bonnets.
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MAT.

Calyx. — Four calyx are required for each flower ; cast on eiglit stitches with crimson ejilit
wool.
Isl row. — Knit plain.
M.— Purl.
3rf.— Knit plain.
4(A.— Purl.
5M, — .Make one, knit two ; repeat to tlie end
of row.
ith
Purl.
7M. — Knit plain.
8M.— Purl.
9M.— Knit plain.
10(/i.— Purl.
IIM.— Knit plain.
12(A.— Purl.
I3th. — Make one, knit three ; repeat to the
end of the row.
14M.— Purl.
lo(A. — Make one, knit four ; repeat.
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ItJM.— Purl.
nth. — Make one, knit five to the end of row.
ISM. — Knit six stitclies, turn back and purl
tlie same (leaving the rest of the stitches on
the needle). Continue knitting and purling
the six stitches until you have six small rows ;
then decrease one stitch, knit four; next row,
decrease one, purl three, knit a row plain ; then
decrease one, purl two ; lastly slip one, knit
two together, turn the slipped stitch over, fasten the wool by putting it through the last
. stitch. This completes one division of the calyx.
Break off the wool, leaving about a yard on
tlie work, in order to carry down the wool to
the stitches, which are still on the needle.
Then with the same wool, knit six more stitclies,
wliicli must be done especially as the first,
forming the second division, and with the same
wool knit the third and fourth, which finishes
the calyx.
Sew a bit of fine wire (with the same split
wool) round the end of each division, and the
ends of the wire must be sown two by two on
the inside of the flower before it is sown vip.
The corolla is small in the Fuchsia, and less
apparent than the calyx. The color of the
wool must be either purple or dark puce.
Cast on eight stitches.
1st row. — Knit plain.
2rf.— Purl.
3</. — Make one, knit two ; repeat throughout the row.
4(A.— Purl.
5tk. — Knit plain.
«A.— Purl.
'Ih. — Make one, knit three ; throughout the
row.

m.—T?ar\.
9M. — Knit plain.

lOM.— Purl.
llth. — Knit four stitches, turn back, decrease
one, purl two, and finish by slipping one, knitting two together, turning the slipped stitch
over, and putting the wool through the loop ;
bring the wool down the edge in the same way
as for the calyx, and knit the second, third,
and fourth divisions like the first. Sew a bit of
wire round the edge, following the sinuosities
of the work, and sew the two edges togetlier.
The pistil and stamen can be made lik3 the
lily, but very much finer and smaller ; but a
simpler and easier method is, to stiffen some
pale green, or white sewing cotton, with gum,
and cut eight pieces of it of about five or six
inches long, for the stamen, and one bit rather
longer for the pistil ; tie them together, and
dip the longest in gum, and then in some green
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powder, or wool cut as fine as powder, and the
rest, first in gum, and then immediately in
yellow powder, or wool cut as fine, which will
answer quite as well for the purpose. Mount
your flower, by placing the stamens and pistil
inside the corolla, and that to within the calyx,
sufliciently low to show the corolla slightly ;
sew the open side of the calyx, and twist all
the stalks together, covering the little stem
with green wool.
Buds. — Cast on four stitches, knit one row
plain, purl one row.
3d roto. — Make one stitch, knit one throughout the row.
4M.— Purl.
5(/i. — Knit plain.
6M.— Purl.
7(/i. — Make one, knit two throughout the
row.
8M.— Purl.
{'th.— Knit plain.
lOM.— Purl.
Then gather all the stitches with a rug needle, make a little ball of red wool, put a bit of
wire across it, fold over, and twist the wire
quite tight, cover tbe little ball with the piece
just knitted, sew the opening neatly, and gather up the stitches at the stem, which must be
covered with crimson wool.
Leaf. — Cast on three stitches, knit, and purl
ftlteniate rows, increasing one stitch at the
beginning of each row until the leaf is of the
breadth desired (about seven stitches for the
smallest, and fourteen or sixteen stitches for
the largest) ; then knit and purl four rows
without increase, and begin to decrease in
every row, until you have but three stitches
left, which knit as one, and fasten off. Sew a
fine wire round the leaves, leaving a small bit ai
the end as a stalk, and also a fine wire doubled,
at the back of tlie leaf, in the centre, which
will keep it in shape.
Several shades and sires of leaves are required,
as also several huds and flowers, to form s
handsome branch.

SMALL

RETICULE OR PURSE, IN APPLICATION.
yfnteriats. — A piece of cinnatnnn browo cloth, oa
which the design is laid in black veWet and blue cloth.
Red braid, gold braid, and jrold thread, passementerie
tassel and slides, and cord to match.
This article consists of four pieces, on all of
which the design is repeated ; they are sewed
together down the sides, and meet in a point.
The black velvet is represented as black in the

WORK

engrAving ; the lighter pattern is in Wne cloth.
Both are edged throughout with gold braid,
laid on so as to corneal the part where the apP/1711C' and ground join. The braided patterns
on the Velvet and the blue clotli are done in
red braid, ed^ed with gold thread.
To make it, have four pieces of washleather,
cut the same shape as the sides of the bag, and
join tliem up-, join up the bag also, put the
lining in, and fasten it lightly down the seams.
Turn in the edges at the top; sew them together, finish with a cord and small rings,
covered with crochet, through which the strings
are run.
Any other combination of colors may be used,
care being taken that they harmonize sufficiently well.
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DEPARTMENT.

PE.\-WIPER.

Take a black china baby about three inches
high, dress it with three black cloth skirts, the
third one the longest, and cut with the scissors
into scallops, and with a thread drawn into
flutes. Over these skirts is a bright scarlet
Velvet skirt ornamented with braid aud beads,

over that a short white silk skirt tied at the
waist with a cord and tassel. A ribbon sash
passes from the left slioulder to the right side
of the waist. On the head is a turban gayly
ornamented with feathers and flowers. The
under cloth skirts are to be used for the penwiper.

ECONOMICAL

PLANT PROTECTORS.

The first and best method is to get a common
garden frame, made of whatever size you think
proper, either witli one, two, or three lights ;
but, instead of having them glazed, as is the
usual custom, have some cheap calico stretched
upon the frame, quite tight, and afterwards
made waterproof by means of a composition,
directions for the making of which will be given
furtlier on ; and for the plan see I'i;;. 1.
The next consists of six stakes, bf ing driven
into the ground in a circle, at equal distances
from each other, and two hoops, whose size and
diametrical proportions mnst depend entirely
upon the extent of the plant or tree yon desire
to surround ; one to be nailed within an inch
of the top of the supports, the other about half
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Fig. 2.

Fig. 1.

way down, and afterwards covered with waterproof calico, as Fig. 2.
The third and last, though by no means the
least important, is not a new idea, but equally
useful in its way for square beds of plants. It
consists of a sufficient number of arches, which
may be formed with hoops from an old tub,
which have opened, pointed at each end, and
thrust into the ground at the extreme edges
of the bed, at about eighteen inches apart all
the way down. Then place a straight stick or
lath on the top, and one on each side, about
twelve inches from the ground ; tie each arch
securely to these sticks, and you will have a
frame strong enough to hold the waterproof
calico, taking care, however, that in both cases
the material used as a covering reaches the
ground, where it will have to be secured, as,
without it is, the plants would be as well and
better off without any covering at all ; for you
could but lose them, and you would be sure to
do that if you neglected the above caution, and
have the mortification of knowing you had
taken the trouble to make a frame, which, for
the want of a little forethought, failed to pro-

NAME

FOR

Fig. 3.

duce the effect desired, namely, the protection
of your favorites.
To give them air and light you must contrive
to have some portion of the coverings movable,
for which purpose the top is preferable. Open
these doors or windows, as I may term them,
whenever the weather will permit, but close
them at night, or, in fact, as often as you think
there is any danger of their taking harm.
Here is a receipt for waterproof dressing
which I have frequently used, and found efficacious :Get some thin cheap calico, and after
having stretched in on your frames (or, if required, ina piece, on the ground) quite tight,
then cover it, by means of a brush, with a composition made of two pints of pale old linseed
oil, one ounce of sugar of lead, and four ounces
of white resin. The sugar of lead is to be
ground with a little of the oil, after which add
the remainder and tlie resin, and mix these
ingredients well together while warm.
In conclusion, permit me to hope these instructions will not only meet the requirements
of many, but verify the old saying, " A penny
saved is a penny earned."

MARKING.
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WOEK

NEW

DEPARTMENT.

STYLE OF DEAWERS, VERY COMFORTABLE,
EASILY MADE.

EMBROIDEllY.

AXD
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CROCHET
TO BE WORKED

TIDY.

IN SQUARE

Count the nnmlier of squares in the extreme
width and multiply by three, with the addition
of one for the length of chain ; and then select
a cotton which will bring the tidy to the size
you require. In an oval tidy, you do not commence on a chain of the full length, but on one
that will make the number of squares at the
side. ' In this tidy, as there are twelve squares,
thirty-seven chain must be made. Break off.
In the next row, as there are six squares extra
on each side, make a chain of eighteen, then
work on the chain for the twelve close squares ;
then finish with eighteen chain. Go on increasing in this way till the extreme width is
obtained. To decrease, if by one square only,
miss the first stitch of the last row, slip the
next, single crochet the next, and double cro-

CROCHET.

chet the third. Reverse this to decrease at the
end of the row. If two or more squares are to
be decreased at each end, begin with the slip
stitch over the second, third, or any other.
Always work in the ends if possible. This tidy
will be greatly strengthened and improved by
a line of double crochet being worked entirely
round it. A fringe trimming is the prettiest
for round or oval tidies.
EMBROIDERY.

WORK

DEPARTMEXT.

FANCY
YERt

PBBTTT

ASTICLBS

i55

BASKETS.

FOR PRESKXTS,

OK FOB FANCY

FAIES.

Have a frame made of brass wire, and pass
fancy ribbons in and out of the wire, as shown
in the cut. The handle and sides of the basket

can be ornamented by bows or rosettes of ribbon, as taste may dictate.

This basket is of willow ; the double oval
leaves which decorate the inside and bottom of
the basket are pieces of red cloth cut out, ornamented with embroidery and chain-stitch in

bright blue silk and sewed on. In the centre
of these double leaves, and in the spaces which
separate these pieces, are placed stars of wliite
cloth, cut out and ornamented.
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SKIRT.

BRODERIE

To be worked on stout cambric, for a petticoat insertion.
work at the bottom of slips.

ANGLAISE.

This fashion has now superseded the
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'§ttti^is, ^t.
TO MAKE

MUFFINS

AND

CRUMPETS.

Tou must first provide yourself with an iron plate.
This should be about eighteen, inches square and threequarters of an inch thick. The surface should be per* foctly level and very smooth, though not polished.
Muffin and crumpet makers generally have the plate
(larger than that I have named, and circular) firmly
imbedded in brickwork, with a furnace under it, such as
is placed under a copper. Tou, however, need not go to
this expense, as you can place your plate over the fire
in your range, resting it on the hobs, taking care to have
a fire clear at the top, that your articles may not be
smoked. The fire should be made up with coke or cinders, and so regulated that the heat may not be too
great. The exact degree of heat required you will soon
■■be able to ascertain by experiments. You will ruin
your muffins and crumpets, if you suffer them to be
burnt. When the raw material is laid on the plate, it
must be carefully watched and duly turned. This turning must be performed with dexterity by means of a
knife somewhat resembling a painter's palette knife,
only broader and longer, sufficiently thin to bend easily,
and about sixteen inches in length.
Crumpets. — Make a batter thus : To two quarts of
water, just lukewarm, add a quarter of a pint of good
yeast, free from bitterness, and mix them intimately.
Put to this as much flour as will make a thinnish batter,
and put it in a warm situation for about six hours. Stir
it well up with a broad, flat wooden spoon, and let it
remain in the warmth three or four hours longer. Have
ready some tin hoops of the size you wish your crumpets, and about half an inch deep. Next ascertain
whether the iron plate is sufficiently hot, which it will
be if, when you throw a pinch of dry flour upon it, it
becomes brown. Lay as many of your hoops upon the
hot plate as there is room for, say four, and with a small
ladle pour a sufficient quantity of batter into each hoop.
"When the top is covered with little air bladders turn
each crumpet dexterously over, tin and all, with your
long knife, and bake for about five minutes longer.
Observe carefully all that takes place during the baking
of the first batch, and you will have no difficulty afterwards.
Crumpets may either he served up hot at the time
they are made, or they may be made some time beforehand, and toasted when required for use. If you toast
them, let both sides be made a pale brown, lay them on
warm plates, and spread some soft butter lightly on
each side. They should be toasted quickly, and it is
best not to lay them upon one another, as that causes
them to taste rather doughy.
Jf£i#/i-s.— Ordinary brewers' yeast may answer the
purpose, if it be first strained through some bran to free
it from its bitter taste. Put it in a quart of warm water,
and mix in it as much flour as will make it a sti J batter.
Place it in a warm situation for four hours, then stir it
well down. Take up a portion of the batter, say a quarter of a pound, in a broad wooden spoon, in your left
hand; and with yonr right hand, with a smn?; wooden
spoon, or with your hand, form it into a round, ball-like
shape. Spread some flour, about half an inch deep,
upon a pasteboard, and make a little round hollow
for each of these balls. Cover them up with flannel,
and let them remain two hours to prove. When your

iron plate is sufficiently hot, as for crumpets, set the
muffins upon it. When they have risen properly turn
them over, and bake till they are sufficiently set.
Muffins are rarely used without toasting. Run the
point of a sharp knife about a quarter of an inch deep
along the outer edge of each, exactly in the middle.
Then toast them, by holding them at such a distance
from a clear-fronted flre that they may get hot through
without burning. When toasted on both sides pull them
open and place a thin layer of butter on each side ; close
them again, and cut each muffin separately with a sharp
knife across the middle. Pile them lightly upon each
other on a warm plate.
MISCELLANEOUS

COOKING.

A NICE Dinner or Supper. —Cold meat, especially if
rather underdone, may be readily made into a savory
dish, as follows: Cut the meat into slices, spread them
out on a dish, and sprinkle them with pepper, salt, and
flour. Chop an onion, and sprinkle that over also. Put
the pieces into a deep dish, and add water in the proportion ofa small teacupful to a pound of meat. Add,
to make it more savory, a tablespoonful of vinegar or
ketchup, or any gravy that may be iu the house. Cover
the whole with mashed potatoes, and put the dish in a
side oven, if the family have one, or, if not, in a Dutch
oven before the fire, about half an hour before meal-time.
This will make a good dinner occasionally ; or, for a
working-man, who has to go out to work and does not
get his dinner regularly, his wife will, no doubt, get
smiles and commendations if she thus prepare a supper
for him.
Cheap Rice Pudding. — Boil a pound of rice in three
pints of water, till it is thoroughly soft. Stir in a small
teaspoonful of powdered allspice, if agreeable, or a
blade or two of cinnamon. It may then be served out
in plates, and a little treacle poured over each, or, after
the rice is soft, two tablespoonfuls of flour may be stirred
into a pint of milk, and put into the rice and stirred up.
Let it boil for a few minutes, and sweeten to taste with
brown sugar.
Potato Soup Maigre.— Take some large, mealy potatoes ;peel, and cut them into small slices, with an onion;
boil them in three pints of water till tender, and then
pulp them through a colander: add a small piece of
butter, a little Cayenne pepper, and salt, and, just before the soup is served, two spoonfuls of good cream.
The soup must not be allowed to boil after the cream has
been put into it.
This will he found a most excellent soup, and, being
easily and quickly made, is useful upon an emergency,
when such an addition Is suddenly required to the
dinner.
Mock Turtle Soup.— Scald and clean thoroughly a
calf s head with the skin on ; boil it gently an hour in
four quarts of water, skimming it well. Take out the
head, and when almost cold cut the meat off, and divide
it into bits about an inch square.
Slice and fry of a light brown in butter two pounds of
the leg of beef, and two pounds of veal, and five onions
cut small, and two ounces of green sage. Add these to
the liquor in which the head was boiled, also the bones
of the head and trimmings, two whole onions, a handful
of parsley, one teaspoonful of ground allspice, and two
teaspoonfuls of black pepper, salt to your taste, and the
rind of a lemon ; let it simmer and stew gently for five
hours; then strain it, and when cold take off the fat.
Put the liquor into a clean etewpan, add the meat cut
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from the head, and for a gallon of eoup add half a pint
of Ma(lt.Mra wine, or clarot, or the juice of a lemon made
thick with punndcd loaf-i»u>rar ; mix a spooufal of flour
and a cup of buttor with a little of the broth, and stir U
in. Let it stir very gently till the meat is tender, wbloh
will be about an hoar.
Abont twenty minutes before It Is to he served, add a
small teaspoouful of Cayenne, tlie yolks of eight or ten
rd-boiled eggs, and a dozen forcemeat balls ; some add
' j uice of a lemon. When the meat is tender the eoup
U done.
To make the meat ballf;, boll the brains for ten minutes,
then put thfm in cold water ; when cool, chop, and mix
them with fire epoonfuU of frrat4?d bread, a little grated
nutmoj;, pepper, salt, and thyme, and two eggs; roll
the balls &s large as tho yolk of an egg, and fry them of
A light brown in butter or pood dripping.
Very good soup, in Imitation of turtle, is also made
f^om calves' feet: four of these boiled in two quarts of
water till very tender, the meat taken from the bones,
the liquor strained ; a pint of good beef gravy and two
glasses of wine added ; seasoned as tho calves* head
soup, with hard eggs, balU, etc.
To Crisp Pabsi.et.— Pick some bunches of young
parsley, wash them, and swing them in a cloth to dry ;
put them on a sheet of paper in a toaster before the fire,
and keep them frequently turned till they are quite
crisp, which will be in about six or eight minutes.
To Fbt Pabslet. — When the parsley has been washed
and Vioj-ouf/hli/ dried, throw U into lard or butter which
le on the point to boil ; take it up with a slice the instant
it is crisp, and lay it on paper on a sieve before the
flre.
Fried Bread for GARxisnisa. — Take slices of stale
bread about a third of an inch thick, cat them into
shapes with a paste-cutter, fry them in fresh butter a
light brown, lay them upon a cloth to dry, and place
them round che dish. They may be made to adhere by
brushing the under part with a little flour mixed with
white of egg.
Chresb Sttraboct. — One pound of oatmeal, three
ounces of salt, half a pound of cheese cut up, two tablespoonfuls of mustard, two gallons of water; add your
oatmeal with the hand ; stir it all the time.
HOMEMADE

WIXES.

To SwEETEX WixEs. — To flfleen gallons of wine put
half a pound of dry ground mustard-seed, and a small
handful of clary flowers ; put it in a linen bag, and sink
It to the bottom of the cask.
Gooseberry Wise. — Bruise the gooseberries with the
hands in a tub ; to every six pounds of fruit add a quart
of cold spring water, stirring it thoroughly ; let it stand
twenty hours, then strain them ; dissolve two pounds
of sugar to every quart of water employed, let it remain
another day, remove the scum very clearly, and pour it
Into the utensil or cask in which it is to remain previous
to being bottled. The scum removed must be kept in
flannel and the drainings caught in a vessel ; they must
be added to the other liquor. Let it work about sixty
hours, not more, and then cover down close. In four
months it will be ready for bottling.
Grape Wrss. — To one gallon of grapes put one gallon
of water ; bruise tho grapes, let them stand a week without stirring, then draw off, and flne. Put to a gallon of
wine three pounds of sugar, put it in a vessel ; but it
must not be stopped till it has done hissiog^.
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MrLBERRT WixE. — Take mulberries that aro quite
ripe ; gather them when the weather is flne, spread them
on a cloth on the floor or table for twenty-four hours,
and boil up a gallon of water to a gallon of juice ; skim
the water well, and add a little cinnamon, bruised. Add
to every gallon six ounces of white sugar-candy, finely
beaten, skim and strain tho water when it is taken off
and settled, and put to it the juice of the mulberries, aud
to every gallon of the mixture put a pint of white or
Khenish wine ; let them stand six days in a cask to settle, then draw off the wine, and keep it cool. This is a
very rich wine.
Orange Wise. — A dozen of oranges to a gallon of
water and three pounds of loaf-sugar ; pare the oranges
thin, and take off all the white skin ; squee7-e them well,
and then put out all the juice, oranges, aud the water
together, and let stand for four-and-twenty hours ; then
strain it off, and put it into a barrel with sugar, half the
peels, and a quart of the best brandy ; bung it down
when it has done hissing ; it must stand twelve months
before it is bottled.
The water must be cold, not boiled.
Parsxip Wise. — Clean and quarter four pounds of
parsnips, to which pat one gallon of water; boil them
till tender, drain them through a sieve, but do not braise
them ; pour the liquor into a tub, and to each gallon add
three pounds of lump sugar and half an ounce of crnde
tartar ; when cool, put in the yeast, and let it stand four
days in a warm room, then turn it. The mixture should
be fermented in a temperature of sixty degrees. When
fermentation has subsided, bung down the cask, and let
it stand twelve months before bottling it. March and
September are the best months for making it. It only
requires to be kept a few years to make it superior to all
other made wines.
Raisis Wise.— One hundred of Smyrnas to twenty
gallons of water (wine measure) ; boil hnlf a pound of
hops in the water for an hour, let it stand till cold, then
pour it over the fruit ; let it remain three weeks, stirring
it every day ; press it off. and put it into the cask ; do
not bung it down till the fermentation h»^ ceased ; when
it has stood abont a year, draw it off clear, put it in the
barrel again, and let it stand to settle before it is bottled ;
before it is bunged down close put a qnart of brandy to
a hogshead of wine ; what is thick should be run through
a flannel bag. The time of steeping depends on the
warmth of the weather. When the fruit is swelled
ready to break, it is fit to press.
Raspberry Wise. — Take three pounds of raisins,
wash, clean, and stone them thoroughly; boil two gallons of spring water for half an hour; as soon as it in
taken off the fire pour it Into a deep stone jar, and put in
the raisins, with six quarts of raspberries and two pounds
of loaf-sugar; stir it well together, and cover down
closely, and set it in a cool place ; stir it twice a day ;
then pass it through a sieve ; put the liquor into a close
vessel, adding one pound more loaf-sugar; let it stand
for a day and a night to settle, after which bottle it,
adding a little more sugar.
Walsut Wine.— To one gallon of water put two
pounds of brown sugar and a pound of honey, and boil
them for half an hour ; be careful to skim it clean ; put
into a tub a handful of walnut leaves to every gallon,
and pour the liquor upon them ; let it stand all night,
then take out the leaves, and put in half a pint of yeast.
Let it work fourteen days; beat it five times a day to
take off its sweetness, and stop up the cask. It should
stand six months before it is used.
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BEDS

AND

BEDROOMS.

In our present highly civilized state, we spend so large
a portion of om* time in bed (about one-thiid), even when
In health, that it is of great importance for us to understand what is the best form, and material, and condition,
of this place of repose. For healthy persons, it is unadvisable to burn a fire or gaslight during the night: the
former, while it burns briskly, promotes ventilation, by
causing a current up the chimney ; bat very commonly,
towards morning, it sinks low, and has not sufficient power to cause a draught, and is only a consumer of osygeu
and a liberator of carbonic acid ; such also is the gasburuer, unless there be a tube over it running into the
chimney, and carrying off the noxious fumes. Most persons experience a sense of iDsecurity when they retire to
rest with the bedroom door open, yet this is the safest condition in which to sleep as far as the health is conceroed ;
the air is then constantly undergoing a change, and does
not become vitiated, as in a confined space, where one
or more persons, by breathing, are abstracting its vital
principle. A light chain-bolt will answer the purpose
of security, and enable the door to be kept ajar ; or if
this is objected to, the upper panels may have perforated
zinc plates let into them or some other contrivance, by
which open spaces can be left ; this is sometimes done
with bedroom windows, and it may be so managed, that
the openings can be closed at pleasure. For the rest,
have as few obstructions to the free passage of air as
maybe. Bedrooms are far too much encumbered by bed
and window curtains, and other drapery ; if people
knew the inestimable value of a pure and frequently
changed atmosphere, they would not wrap and inclose
themselves as they do, shutting out their best friend,
oxygen, and in their deadliest enemy, carbonic acid.
Always let beds be stripped directly they are vacated,
and the clothes thrown right off; unhealthy excretions
are given off by all animal bodies in a heated state, and
these must be dissipated as soon as possible, therefore
open the window, and let the fresh breeze sweep through
the room. Remove slops and dirty linen the first opportunity, and sweep out frequently, scattering tea-Ieavea
to keep the dust from flying ; do not wet the floor in
damp weather, but when it is fine and dry, this should
occasionally be done, early in the morning, that it may
be perfectly dry by night.
THE

TOILET.
THE

EYES.

The eye, when in health, requires very simple attention, bathing with cold or tepid water being all that is
needful. It is, however, so delicate an organ that external causes easily affect it and impair its beauty. Too
strong a light fatigues the eyes, and exposure to currents
of air, long-continued application, or night watchings
are equally injurious to them. In evening occupation,
extreme care should be taken in the management of the
light, which should be considerably above the eyes, so
that the glare may not shine into them. Inflammation
of ihe eyelid, accompanied by irritation, may be speedily
reduced by holding it over the steam of boiling water.
It sometimes happens that the glands of the eye secrete
too abundantly, and become glued together during the
night; in which case the foUuwing preparation will bo
found useful: Chamomile tea, moderately strong, with
a little brandy, in the proportion of a tablespoooful of
the latter to a small cup of the tea; the eye should be
bathed frequently with this mixture, and at night, be-

fore retiring to rest, a little ointment, composed of sweet
oil and white wax, should be carefully applied to the
edges of the eyelids with a fine camel-hair pencil. When
reading or other exercise of the eyes has been too long
continued, an aching sensation is felt just above them ; a
piece of linen doubled several times and steeped in equal
parts of vinegar and rose-water will give relief. Persons who suffer from weak eyes will derive great benefit
by dropping into them two or three drops of cold spring
water several times in the twenty-four hours. A small
lumpof sugar saturated with eau de cologne, and slowly
dissolved in the mouth, will give temporary brilliancy
to the eyes.
The eyelashes contribute greatly to the beauty of the
eye ; in early youth they are generally thick and long,
but, owing to neglect, they soon break and wear off. As
they not only impart a soft and pleasing expression to
the eye, but protect and preserve it, their growth should
be encouraged, and for this purpose they should he
clipped every four or five weeks; by this means they
will acquire strength, and will soon become long and
luxuriant. One or more eyelashes sometimes grow inwards and irritate the eye; it may be possible to train
them in a [proper direction with a camel-hair pencil
dipped in gum-water, otherwise they should be cautiously extracted by a surgeon. The eyebrows have a
great influence on the character of the face; Le Brun
regarded them as the most certain interpreter of the
sentiments. Their shape may be improved by judicious
management, but artificial applications always give an
unnatural and disagreeable effect ; they may be rendered
soft and compact by the use of a little pomade and
smoothing them closely together ^ith the fingers. A
well-formed eye should neither be too open nor too
closed; the almond shape is the most beautiful. The
Chinese have a method of elongating the oval of the eye
by drawing out or extending the eyelid at the external
angle, and by constant repetitions of this slight operation they obtain the almond shape, which they esteem
essential to beauty.
Opinion, fortunately, differs as regards the color of
the eyes; some prefer blue, with its various shades of
violet and gray ; others black, brown, or hazel. One
person will admire black eyes, as possessing more firo
and brilliancy, while another will exclaim —
*' Je n'aime pas les yeux noirs
Qui fierment disent, I will make icar^
Mais j'aime les doux yeux bleux
Qui doucement disent, I do love you.'*
Black eyes announce an impassioned and ardent temperament. Physiognomists also attribute to them a
greater degree of sincerity than to any other color. In
blue eyes we recognize a tender, mild, and timid organization, but in some of their lighter shades they are not
always to be trusted. Byron used to say, " Never put
faith in a gray eye.'* Every eye which is healthy and
without positive blemish or defect is capable of beauty,
although in shape and color it may be far from perfect.
The eyes are the interpreters of our affections and our
thoughts ; theirs is a language universally understood,
persuasive and emphatic, penetrating to the inmost
recesses of the soul. They express and communicate
with unequalled rapidity emotions the most tumultuous,
sentiments the most delicate; they obey every moral
impression, betray every shade of feeling. There is the
timid glance of modesty, the buld stare of insolence, the
warm glow of passion, the glassy look of indifference,
the light of intellect and genius, the leaden gaze of stu-
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pldity, the calm sereDity of innoceDce, the open fniDkoe&s of caador, the furtive look of hypocrisy. Courage,
benevolence, despair, joy, pity, fear, love — these aro but
a few of the pasiiioos aud tseutimeutH which they are
capable of portrayioff. Those eyes are the loost beautiful which express the finest feelings, which yield testimooy to a noble and loviDt^' nature.
MISCELLANEOUS,
Pboperties op Charcoal. — Among the properties of
ciiarcoal may be mentioned its power of destroying
smell, taste, and color ; and as a proof of its possessing
the first quality, if it be but rubbed over putrid meac,
the bad smell will be destroyed. If a piece of charcoal
be thrown into putrid water, the putrid flavor is destroyed, aud the water is rendered comparatively fresh.
The sailors are aware of this fact, and when the water
at sea is bud, are in the habit of throwing pieces of burnt
biscuit in it to rectify it. Again, color is materially influenced by charcoal, and, in numbers of instances, in a very
singular way. There are numerous applications of this
property of charcoal to useful purposes in the arts ; if
you take a dirly black syrup, such as molasses, and
filter It through burnt charcoal, the color will be removed. There are some properties in charcoal which
appear to be mechanical rather than anything else; but
for the purpose just mentioned, the charcoal of animal
matter appears to be the best. You may learn the infiuence of charcoal in destroying color, by filtering a bottle
of port wine through it ; it will lose a great portion of
its color in the first filtration, aud become tawny; aud
after repeating the process two or three times, you
may destroy its color altogether. It is a \cry hygrometric substance, and therefore absorbs air and moisture
in considerable quantity ; it therefore iucreases in
weight, on exjjosure to air after burning.

FCRMSHiKO. — It is a great mistake to crowd a room,
and it is also an extravagance which biiugs no good
return. In Paris apartments appear to much more advantage at much less cost. Looking-glasses are usually
fixtures in the suUtJt of rooms, thus preventing dilapidations of the walls ou removal. If in beginning life tho
money often so di&advantiigeously spent in articles that
encumber, rather than improve a dwelling, were deposited for accumulation, with such afier-additions as
were found practicable, the foundations of future independence Would often be laid.
Washikq Lace.— The following method of washing
lace, lace collars, or crochet collars, not only makes them
look well, but saves much of the wear aud tear of other
washing: Cover a glass bottle with calico or linen, and
then tack the lace or collar smoothly upon it ; rub it
with soap, and cover it with calico. Boil it for twenty
minutes in sofl water; let it all dry together, and tho
lace will be found ready for use. A long piece of laco
mu.'it bo wound round and round the bottle, tho edge of
each round a little above the last, and a few stitches to
keep it firm at the beginning and end will be found
sufficient, but a collar will require more tacking to keep
it in its place.
The Use
material.
bodies ; in
reflects the

op Silk.— Silk is an agreeable and healthy
Used in dress, it retains the electricity of our
the drapery rooms and furniture covers, it
sunbeams, giving them a quicker brilliancy,

and it heightens colors with a charming light. It possesses a cheerfulness of which the dull surfaces of wool
and linen are destitute. It promotes cleanliness, and
will not readily imbibe dirt. Its continually growing
use by man, accordingly, is beneficial in many ways.
Chapped ITasds. —Borax, two scruples; glycerine,
half an ounce ; mix in three-quarters of a pint of boiling
watfT, aud use morning and evening.

Facts about Milk. — Cream cannot rise through a great
depth of milk. If milk is therefore desired to retain its
cream for a time, it should be put into a deep narrow
dish ; and if it be desired to free it most completely of
cream, it should be poured into a broad, fiat dish, not
much exceeding one inch in depth. The evolution of
cream is facilitated by a rise, and retarded by a depression of temperature. In wet and cold weather the milk
is less rich than in dry and warm ; and on that account
more cheese is obtained ia cold than in warm, though
not in thunder weather. The season has its effects— the

To Kill Flies. — Two drachms of extract of quassia,
dissolve in half a pint of boiling water. Sweeten with
a little brown sugar, and pour on plates.

milk in the spring is supposed to be best for calves, in summer it is best suited for cheese, and in autumn the butter

Varnish for Maps and Pictures. — Put equal parts
of Canada balsam and turpentine into a bottle, which
place in a warm situation, and shake frequently for
about a week, the varnish will be then fit for use. Tho
picture or map must first have a coat or two of thin
isinglass or gum arable, which should be perfectly dry
before the varnish is applied.

keeping better than that of summer. Cows less frequently milked than others give rich milk, and consequently
much better. The morning's milk is richer than the
evening's. The last drawn milk of each milking, at all
times and seasons, is richer than the first drawn, which
is the poorest.
Method op ascertaixino toe State of the Lcvos. —
Persons desirous of ascertaining the true state of their
lungs aro directed to draw in as much breath as they
Gonreniontly can ; they are then to count as far as they
are able, in a slow and audible voice, without drawing
in more breath. The number of seconds they can continue counting must be carefully observed. In a consumption, the time does not exceed ten, and is frequently
less than six seconds; in pleurisy and pneumonia it
ranges from nine to four seconds. When the lungs are
lb a sound condicion, the time Mtill range as high as from
twjenty to thirty-five seconds.
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Castor Oil Pomade. — Castor oil, eight ounces; best
lard, four ounces ; while wax, four drachms ; bergamot,
four drachms; oil of lavender, forty drops. Melt tho
lard down in a pipkin, and on cooling add the castor oil,
stirring the whole well ; then add the bergamot and oil
of lavender. You can increase or decrease the above in
equal proportions at pleasure.

To Cemest Broke.v Chixa.— Beat lime into the most
impalpable powder ; sift it through fine muslin ; then tio
some into a thin mu>lin, put on the edges of the broken
china some white of egg, then dust some lime quickly on
the same, and unite tbem exactly.
Sweet Bcttermilk. — Take tho milk from the cow in
a large wide-mouthed bottle. In ten minutes begin
shaking it till flakes of butter swim about and the milk
looks thin and blue ; strain it through a sieve, and drink
as often as the stomach will bear. This must form the
whole of the patient's diet, eating with it roasted apples
and ripe frnit. Keep in a cool place, and it must not
taste in the least sour when taken.

Utxirg' S5abln
BEAUTY, AND HOW
PART

TO GAIN IT.

SECOND.

" What is good-looking but looking good ?"
The action of the emotions upon the lines of the face
is constant ; the consequent impression indelible. Illhumor, unkindnesR, egotism as regularly and certainly
deform the faces of those who harbor them as the most
industrious and pains-taking artist can, with repeated
strokes of his pencil, portray the hideous image. Indeed,
the operations of nature being more steady and certain
than those of man, the effects of evil passions produce
countenances more forbidding than human art can possibly delineate.
No matter how bright the eye, if unkindness and envy
frown through it ; no matter how perfect the mouth
when discontent and scorn have moulded its expression !
The fine tints of the skin, most fleeting of feminine
charms, how speedily these take their flight when gusts
of passion disturb the animal economy, or eager appetite overloads the stomach.
On the other hand, whether the eyes be black, blue,
or gray, large or small, when softened by amiable feelings and brightened by good-humor, they never fail to
charm. The face speaking sense and gentleness ia
pleasing, even pretty, whatever may be its outline.
When Louis the Fourteenth was young, he one day
said to the Due de Morthemar, a man of remarkable conversational powers, "Of what use is reading?"
" It does for my mind, sire, what good dinners do for
my complexion."
This duke had a very bright color in his cheeks. His
remark was as true as it was witty ; and it may be added
that those brilliant, well-nurtured minds give a beauty to
the feminine face that is particularly valuable because
it is lasting.
When the poet spoke of
" The mind, the music breathing from her face,"
lie indicated a charm that is not fleeting with the spring
of life, but which accompanies its owner into the autumn of years, ay, even to the winter of old age.
And now we will let our young friend go on with her
story :—
REVERIES

OF

A MAIDEN

OF

NINETEEN.

(Continued from page 368.)
How fastidious Cousin Eustace is! He desires beauty
and perfection in everything. How plain I must appear
in his eyes, and how imperfect in every way! I feel
this when ho looks at me. How I wish I could emerge
from this chrysalis existence, and put on wings of
beauty and brightness !
Everard is handsome ; to my eyes he is a peri'ect specimen of manly beauty. And then he is so good, so
frank and intelligent, too! How happy he will make
the woman he loves, if she is capable of appreciating
him! But how high above all others must the woman
he who calls forth his deepest, truest love! I do not
believe such a girl would be easy to fiud. How superior
he seems to every one! But then, if there were not so
much imperfection in the world, perfection would not
look BO beautiful. I am sure I have never seen any one
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that I thought united so many good, and noble, and
attractive qualities as Everard. Ah! well, he is too far
above me or anything I can ever hope to reach for me
to think of him. Yet how happy it would make me to
know that I could render myself worthy of being loved
by There
him !is nothing makes one so attractive as amiability
— true and genuine, not a simpering, affected softness;
that is more displeasing than downright open ill-nature,
for it implies hypocrisy. If we indulge unamiable,
envious, revengeful feelings, they will grow continually
stronger, till they overcome our better natures, as weeds
choke and wither the flowers.
Ill-temper is a great disfigurer of beauty— almost as
bad as the smallpox. A shrew wears an expression
stamped in that will betray her, although she "may
smile and smile." The voice, too, partakes of the sharp
qualities of her temper, and even her very motions, for
that matter; they are all of a piece. She is angular
every way, and when she endeavors to put on an appearance ofamiability, how easily we can see through it!
SIt/ims will never do, if we wish to please ; it is much
more troublesome to support them than it is to attain
reality. Besides, it is irksome to be always on guard
lest the real quality of the mind and temper should peep
out somewhere. Aunt Eustace says it is more trouble to
hide our faults than it would be to overcome them, if we
would only try it. Then hiding faults don't answer the
purpose, either, for if people don't see, they will feel them.
But I was reckoning up the oeautifiers. Lave isabeautifier — not only love for our friends, but love for all good
and beautiful things in nature and morals. There is
another kind of love that beautifies more than all. Tho
consciousness of being loved will heighten beauty sometimes, even if the admiration does not come from those
we love. T suppose it is not very disagreeable to any
one to be admired ; to be sure I do not know much about
it from esperieuce, but I must pload guilty to being a
little curious to know the sensation that this admiration
produces. Perhaps I shall come to the knowledge some
day, else why this strong desire to be beautiful and beloved?
Uncle Eustace thinks that Everard admires Jane Austen ;he has imagination enough, uncle says, to invest
her with the high qualities he would desire her to
possess. And she would not be likely to dispel the
illusion, as / should, by some inharmouious action,
supposing it were possible for him to get up a fancy in
regard to me.
Somehow I can never faocy him loving Jane Austen.
Yet love has strange freaks sometimes ; even such a piece
of still life as she may serve for a high-souled man to
wrap his affections about. I must set these thoughts
aside. The matter of self-improvement ought to occupy
my mind now ; and, as the first step towards it, I will
banish vain imaginations.
I must put together (systematically all the knowledge Ihave gained that will help me to attain the excel ence am
I
seeking, and then deduce from it a set of
rules for the regulation of ray habits, mental, moral, and
physical; and then I must, I will endeavor to live up
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editors' table.
to them, reguUiTly, earnestly, that I may obtain beauty,
goodness, and bappinena, for these all lie along the same
path.
I mean to bo (horoagh In this matter, and to collect
all the aid I can from bookn, from observiog olhors, and
noting tho operations of my own mind, also the effects of
variouM phy^^ical habits.
Who kuowH but I may collect such a mass of valuable
facts as to be liblo lo write a book, and give my experience to hflp others !— at least, I may write for the Lady's
Book. But I am al'mid it would uot be of much account ;
people have more knowledge now than they put to good
use. Perhaps this happeus because they do nvtsee the
whole, and the various relations between cause and effect
do not strike them as important. I must make my
teachings very plain.
And first I must try to remedy the defects in my own
habits and character; doing right by fits and starts will
never effect much change. I think I liave some natural
advantagfg, as they arc called, but these are constantly
growing less, instead of increasing. Here I have lived
nineteen years, and my life has been almost a blank. I
wonderif the next nineteen years will not be better filled.
We are blind gropers in our own darkness, sure enough.
But a little light has dawned. I have gained selfknowledge and strength of purpose during the two last
years. I have read books for instruction, and found
interest in them, positively more engrossing than my
former books of light literature — very li(/ht, indeed —
ever gave me. I never found living at random pleasant,
at all, and I am convinced that we never do enjoy real
happiness till we live in the way that is right, and endeavor to do right.
Aunt Eustace says I have improved. I wish I knew
what Everard thinks.
(Conclasion next month.)
TO H. TETHAKE

TOTTEN.

How shall I weave my sorrow into verse?
Too fast and free the bitter teardrops swell.
Too poor and feeble will the sad strain seem,
For I have loved thee all too long and well.
Yet, O thou loved and lost ! by all the hours
That we have passed in sweet commune together,
I fain wtjuld bind a tribute wreath for thee,
Although the pallid buds at once should wither.
I never dreamed that thou wert early doomed,
For thon wert born for deeds of high renown ;
How often I, with all a sister's pride.
Have claimed for thee the future's laurel crown!
I knew how pure and noble was thy heart,
I knew the intellect thy white brow shrined,
And scarce could tell which most my love had won,
Thy gentle goodness or thy noble mind.
Vet not for thee we sorrow, O belov'd !
For not in darkness sunk thy sun at noon ;
Ah, God knew best for thee, thou pure of heart !
And crowned thy bright youth with no earthly boon.
Forget me not, if heaven's stainless ones
May e'er by earthly memories be moved ;
Remember her who, as a sister weeps,
Proud to have known thee, prouder to have loved.
And in my heart there dwells a vacant shrine,
Gone is its idol — it can know no other ;
No form of earth thy vacant place can fill,
Who could replace thee, 0 beloved brother !
LCCT

H.

HOOPEK.

WOMEN

WHOSE

NAMES

WILL

LIVE.

Two deaths have recently occurred, ono in England,
one in America, that deserve a record in our Book.
Mrs. Cathkrink Grace FrascesGore, wife of Captain
Gore, of the British Life Guards, died on tho last day of
January, 18G1. Mrs. Gore, well known throughout our
reading land, by her fascinating novels, was born 1799.
Her first work, "Theresa Marclimont," was published
lS2.'t. Since that time slic has written between sixty
and seventy different works — novels, poems, and plays,
making, in all, over 200 volumes; and, the London
Times says, that " in all these volumes there is scarcely
to be found one dull page."
The same journal, after many testimonies to her wonderful readiness of composition, and mental powir, aud
judgment, says: "Mrs. Gore's wit was inexhaustible.
For the most part it took the form of simile ; but her
comparisons were so subtle, and her allusions so swift,
that she kept the reader's attention at a high level of
activity. And then for the matter — it was interesting
while it was new, and it will be interesting again when
it is old. Some future Macaulay will turn to her pages
fora perfect picture of life as we find it now In the upper
crust of society." She was truly a lady of society as
well as of learning, '* one of the most brilliant women of
her time, whose talk overflowed with epigram and jest,
and whose commonplace remarks were more witty than
the best wit of others."

She was a woman

of Genius.

MiS3 Mary P. Towxseitd, of Boston, Massachusetts,
died about the first of January, 1S61. She was sister of
Miss Eliza Townsend, author of some remarkable poetry,
among

which was the noble lyric entitled " The Incomprehensibility ofGod ;" a poetn pronounced by eminent
critics equal to the best poems of Wordsworth, Coleridge,
or Bryant. These two sisters, with their only brother,
Alexander Townsend, Esq., lived together in opulent
sinyleiiood all their lives, devoted to each other, to literature, and works of benevolence.
Mary P. Townsend was the last of the family, and her
last WiLi. has lately been published, showing the character of her mind, and proving her thoughtful care to
do all the good in her power. Her name has never appeared on the title-pages of books, but it will, henceforth,
be deejily graven in many thankful hearts.
The first bequest in her will was to the " Home for tho
relief of single, indigent women in Boston." Shesays, in
her testament, that "she belongs to the sisterhood, and
is in duty bound, as far as she has the means, to procure
them a shelter from the 'world's dread laugh,' and a
quiet home." The recipients are to bo such as are reduced by poverty, not crime ; to be Americans and born
of American parents.
For the benefit of these single women Miss Townsend
devised $20,000 to enlarge the "Home," and $W,0(30 to
be applied for the support of the charity. Then she divided about $30,000 among various religious and benevolent societies ; and left $20,000to Harvard College forthe
benefit of indigent scholars. Her brother w:is educated
at that college, and had always been a benefactor to
struggling genius. Thus we see that to promote learning
and piety among all, and contributo to the particular
comfort and happiness of those of her own sex who
find life a lonely and stony pilgrimage, were the good
works hhe planned and strove to accomplish. She was
a woman of Benevolence.
Example:

Wbat

it Tbaches. — The sketches we have
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given of these two eminent ladies do not imply they are
to be patterns for their sex in those particulars which
distinguished themselves.
Mrs. Gore was gifted with extraordinary genius ; Miss
Townseud inherited great wealth. These were talents
committed to them, which not many women possess in
like degree. Bat what they did with their ten talents
all other women may do with their /w, or two, or even
one talent : imiprove lohnt Utey have.
Industry is the good fairy that gives the great reward Idleness
;
is the wicked elf that robs us of time,
disturbs our plans of improvement, aod destroys our
high-built hopes of doing good or great things.
Ittdustry it was that gave Mrs. Gore her world-wide
fame. Had she folded her fair hands in listless indolence she would never have written 200 volumes. If she
had not studied and worked hard, notwithstanding her
wit and genius, she would never have been heard of
beyond her own circle.
Miss Townsend practised, through a very long life,
care for the happiness of others, which her dyinj,' testament embalmed. She had thought, prayed, and worked
to do good. "iVork, then, is the lesson these ladies have
left as their legacy to all women.
"Work! What Work shall we do?— This is the
question ofteu propounded to us by young ladies, and
even older ones, who have the means of living provided
for them, and have more time on their hands than is
needed for home duties and their own individual improvement and enjoyment. There are thousands of such
women found, especially in our large cities. "What
shall we do?" is their earnest question.
We tell them of Associated Charities {and shall have
more to say on these domestic missions) ; of providing
Homes and culture for the poor and destitute little ones,
and Hospitals for Sick Children ; of patriotic efforts, like
the purchase of Mount Vernon ; of Missions for the instruction and salvation of women in heathen lands.
Many an earnest-hearted Florence Nightingale might be
found in our wide land, longing for an opportunity of
active work in the nob!e cause of humanity. To these
we say, wnrk in the best way that offers ; do not wait
for special opportunities or a great occasion. Do what
your hands find to do with faithfulness and perseverance, and you will be in the path that leads to happiness for a womau, whether you have or have not the
talents to achieve eminence.
"Mission Crumbs.*

First number.

For the Women's

Fifty dollars, collected or given, makes a patron.
We have the following names and gifts to record for
this month :—
Ladles of Philadelphia (by the hand of Mrs. Stevens),
$20. Contributed by Mrs. J. E. Gould, Mrs. George
Juakin, Miss Sessions, Mrs. G. S. Benson, Mrs. Morris
Patterson, Mrs. John McArthur, Jr., Mrs. M. Bullacb,
Miss A. Bullacb, Mrs. H. West, Mrs. Field, Miss S. Field,
Mrs. H. Collier, Mrs. E. C. Grant, Mrs. Henry M. Fuller,
Mrs. H. D. Sherreid, Mrs. S. A. Mercer, Mrs. Anna R.
Howell, Mrs. C. O. Abbey, Mis. Martha Manderson, Mrs.
J. E. P. Stevens (collector), one dollar each, pledged by
these ladies for five years, making their Pastor's wife,
Mrs. William P. Breed, Philadelphia, Honoraiy ManMrs. E. Ravenscroft, Suspension, Ala., $1.
ager.
Mrs. L. S. Goodwin, Boston, Mass., $2.
Mrs. A. H. Worthen, Lynn, Mass., $1.
Good Listeners. — Coleridge, who was a man of genius
and knowledge, was glad of opportunities of display.
Being a good talker, he liked to find a good listener ; he
admitted it, and told an anecdote of a very talkative
Frenchman, who was introduced to a dumb lady. The
Frenchman went on talking and the lady seemed to listen very attentively, never, of course, offering to put in
a word. When the Frenchman afterwards met the
friend who had introduced him, he expressed his obligations for bringing him acquainted with such an agreeable and intelligent woman. He was much ahtonished
and mortified when told that she was dumb. An agreeable listener is the pleasantest companion for an egotist.
Miss S. J. Hale's Boardixo and Day School for
YoDNQ Ladies, 182ti Rittenhouse Square, Philadelphia.
This school is designed to give a thorough and liberal
English education, to furnish the best facilities for acquiring the French language, and the best instruction
in music and the other accomplishments. The moral
training and the health and physical development of
the scholars are carefully attended to.
References : Mrs. Emma Willard, Troy, N. T. ; Henry
Vethake, LL.D., Wm. B. Stevens, D. D., Wm. H. Ashhurst, Esq., Louis A. Godey, Esq., Philadelphia ; Charles
Hodge, D. D., Princeton, N. J. ; and others.
To Our Correspondents. — The following articles are
accepted: "Love" — "A Sigh for the Absent Spring'* —
"The Parting" — "The Dream of the Persian Astrolo-

Union Mission Society of America to Heathen Lands.''''
New York. January, 1S61. This interesting little work
will be devoted to Mrs. Mason's Mission and the School
for Girls at Tutinghoo, Hurmah. We hope our friends
will obtain this quarterly pamphlet (price ^Ttree cents per
copy), which will give them more information than we
have room to insert. The plan of collecting money for

ger"— "The Withered Leaf — "Loving Eyes"— " Life
and Toil" — "The Fairies" — "The New Cloak"— " Heroines"— "Widows" — and " A little while."

the Mission is succeeding well. Many " Mission Bands"
are formed, each pledging twenty dollars a year for five
year?, when it is expected the School and Mission will
become self-supporting.
One dolkir a year makes a member.
Tioenty dollars, collected or given, a manager.

offered)—" Song"— " Silent Cities"— " Country and City"
— "Active Life"—" Never will do" — "The Times"— "A

* To he had of Miss Doremus, Secretary of the W. U.
Missionaiy Society, care of Doremus & Nixon, 21 Park
Place, New Vork. Or send two three-cent stamps to
Mrs. Hale. Lady's Book, Philadelphia, and the pamphlet,
with a circular, wHI be forwarded.

These articles are declined : " The Voice of Spring" —
"Mildred" — "Martha" (we are sorry to disappoint the
writer, but we have no room)— "The last Kiss at Night"
—"Ella" (well written, but we have too much poetry

Shining Light withdrawn" — " Heroes" — " Lost Hours"
— "Dirge"— "The Crisis" (we do not discuss political
matters in the Lady's Book) — " Earnest Endeavor" (press
on, the writer will succeed)— "On the Evils of War" —
" Why do we Mourn ?" — " Errors of Thought" — " Elsie
Atkins— a story of Real Life" (so romantic and apparently ttnrerrj that we fear to publish it) — "To-day"—
and "The Broken Heart."
We should like the address of the writer of " Over the

Sea."
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Pbhalb Phtsiciaxs.— We learn from our medical exchanges that there is a coQsidorablo stir in th<^ profession
jnst at this time about the medical education of wumeu,
and their admiasion to the rights, privileges, and houora
of phytticiaus. The IVnusylvauia Stale Medical Society,
and Philadelphia County Society have passed resolutious
refusing their members
cians.
The Montgomery

conaultation with female physi-

County Medical Society of the same

State objects to the course taken in reference to " medical
sisters," by those societies. Br. B. Dowler, of the AVw
Orleans ^ft:dic<^l and Surgical Journal, iu an article of
Some length, advocates the woman side of the question
dividing the profession in Pennsylvania. He says: '* As
there is no sex in science, so there is no ethical code by
which competent women as physicians must be excluded
from the pale of the profession solely on account of their
gender.'*
The Atlanta (Ga.) Jled. and Surg. Journ., from which
the above extract is taken, gives its opinion thus : "We
think this matter comes before society in general. If
public opinion tolerat&s the practice of medicine by
a womau, and decides that all tho duties of a physician
will comport with the proper grace, modesty, and gentle
be'aring of ladies, it is all that is necessary to give them
a place in the profession. As a member of social society,
we say that when women seek the position of physiciaus
they leave the sphere of greatness nature designed them
to move iu, and in which society desires them to remain.
As a medical man, we look to the capability, honesty,
and uprightness of those who ask admission into the
profession. We say let woman doctors alone, and they
will soon learn the error of their way, if an error it be,
and return to their domestic &n<l literary greatness."
Now as a member of society, and as & " medical man,"
we claim tho privilege of having our say in this matier.
We boldly and unhesilaiingly declare ourself on the side
of the '' medical sisters. " Seven years since, and before
this thing was agitated to any extent In the medical
profession, we wrote an article for tho Sotithern Med.
arui Surg. Journ. of Augusta Ga. (see SouihtTti Jifed. and
Surg. Journ. for 18.^4) advocating the education of women
for the practice of certain branches of medicine. In
that article we contend that the mental capacity of
woman is fully equal to the acquisition of all necessary
medical knowledge, while her tact, promptitude, intuitive quickness of perception, and delicacy of touch give
her great advantage, and render her peculiarly fitted for
the practice of midwifery ; the Bible name of the profession proving it to belong to womau.
" The moral or psychologic adaptation of woman (quoting from the article) needs no proof; all who have been
BO fortunate as to receive the kind ministrations of a
mother, sister, or wife, in sickness and distress, will
re^spond with a warm heart to the simple self-evident
declaration that woman is peculiarly qualified by nature
for the relief of the afflicted of her own sex, by touching
tho tender chords of sympathy in a sister heart which

If we mistake not, there is an old saw which

runs thus : ** Seeing is believing, but /tiling is knoteing.''^
Who will protend to say that a woman Is not more competent than tho opposite sex to comprehend tho diagnostic value of certain symptoms and sensations originating
Iu tho feminine constitution when she has fdt those
sensations which are iioculiar to her as a woman, and
which render her such an enigma to those who have
only an intellectual or theoretical knowledge of her
peculiarities in health and disease?
Woman, then, being mentally, morally, and physically
suited for tho practice of medicine, it follows that she
has a natural rigid, by virtue of her natural qualifications. The only question for us to consider, then, is
whether it is necessary and proper that she should exercise this right, and to what extent.
First, as to the extent, wo will only say that woman
being naturally incapacitated for the general practice of
medicine, while she is eminently fitted to minister to
her own sex and to children, she will, from the very nature of things, be confined to a class of diseases in which
her services are most needed, and which will not conflict
in the smallest degree with that "grace, modesty, and
gentle bearing" about which our Atlanta editor appears
to be so solicitous. As to the propriety^nd necessity
of having feminine physicians for women and children
there cannot be a moment's doubt ; the safety, the happiness, the very salvation of tho most refined and lovely
women imperatively dtinand that they should have one
of their own sex who is properly educated and competent to treat their peculiar diseases. The education of
women for the treatment of women is the only remedy
for concealment and irremediable disease on the one
hand, and the malpractice of uneducated women on the
other. And while the necessity for female physicians
for children is not so pressing as in the case of women
themselves, the advantages of educated women to treat
the ailments of children must be manifest to every one.
Now the question is: Shall the medical profession,
through tho influence of selfishness, professional pride,
an under estimate of the capacity of womau, false notions as to her social position and duties, or any other
motive, oppose her enjoympnt of those honors and
privileges which are uuiversally conceded to all honorable educated physicians?
It cannot be denied that women physicians would divide
the practice, and thus render it less lucrative than it is
now for men. But, admitting that the profits would be
diminished, there would be a corresponding diminution
of labor, which would give the male practitioner more
time for study and reflection, and thus enable him to
cultivate more successfully tho vast field of general
practice committed to his special care and guardianship.
But granting that no personal or professional advantage
could arise that would afford an adequate compensation
for the pecuniary loss, we would still contend that the
claims of sufifering humanity and the good of our race
ought to be sufficient to banish all mercenary influences
from the ranks of the noble and philanthropic profession

vibrates responsive to her own."
Besides the mental capacity, the manoal dexterity^, and
moral fitness of woman, we contend that she has a
great advantage over man in diagnosticating disease, or

to which we belong. And we would add that the profession, bytaking the initiative in the medical education
of womeu, regardless of all selfish considerations, would
re-establish its ancient renown, and win for itself benedictions more grateful to every pure and generous heart
than all the gold of Ophir.
At some future time we will have something to say on
professional pride and some other points connected with

determining its nature, because she has a fteUng knovh-

this great and

most interesting subject— the medical
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edncatlon of woman. At present we can only add that
Dr. Dowler, the Montgomery County Medical Society,
and the friends of this movement are right : those who
oppose are wrong, and their opposition will prove futile,
for the native modesty of woman, and the advanced
civilization and refinement of the nineteenth century
imperatively require that woman should be properly
qualified for giving medical attention to her own sex,
and the requisition will be met in spite of all opposition.
Prudence and honor, then, as well as the dictates of
philanthropy and humanity, should so far prevail with
physicians as to induce them to cease, forever cease their
fruitless attempts to stifle the voice of Nature as she pleads
in melting tones through woman — "Give me one of my
own sex to minister at my bedside in sickness and in my

them are closely drawn, and every fact of suflicient importance to claim a place in history is detailed and dwelt
upon in all its bearings. Although narrating the occurrences of very few years, so full and comprehensive is
this work that it includes two large octavo volumes.
Price, cloth, $4 00; sheep, $4 .50; half calf, $6 00.
THE WITS AND BEAUX OF SOCIETY. By Grace
and Philip Whartou, authors of "The Queens of Society." With illustrations from Drawings by H. K.
Browne and James Godwin. Engraved by the Brothers
Dalziel. This is a companion hook to "The Queens of
Society," which has preceded it. There are within its
pages graphic sketches of noted individuals of the past
and present centuries, witty anecdotes and humorous
descriptions. The first character with which the reader

time of trouble ! "
CoLtTMBUS, Ga.

Jituarg Sotires.
Books bt Mail. — Now that the postage on printed
matter is so low, we oSer our services to procure for
our subscribers or others any of the books that we notice.
Information touching books will be cheerfully given by
inclosing a stamp to pay return postage.
When ordering a hook, please mention the name of the
publisher.
From T. B. Peterson k Brothers, Philadelphia: —
A MESSAGE FKOM THE SEA; and THE UNCOMMERCIAL TRAVELLER. By Charles Dickens (Boz).
Complete iu one volume. The general business depression which has been felt throughout the country, occasioned by recent political events, has not failed to extend
to the publishing business as well as to others. Hence
we have not to chronicle the issue of the usual number
of new books. The Messrs. Peterson, however, seem
not to have suspended in any noticeable degree their
usual activity. Nor is there any reason why they should
do so. The publications issued from their house are
always of a class that must find a sale. These publications are usually the works of standard or well known
authors, which are published in editions of every style
and binding, and which, though not perhaps of the sensational school, are yet such as always are and always
will be in demand. Belonging to this class is the book
whose title we have given above. Dickens is one of the
most popular, and, at the same time, one of the best of
English novelists. His stories are so widely read that
his very name is "familiar as household words."

Dutch Republic, hy the same author; taking up the
course of events at the period when that work closes,
and pursuing them for the space of several years. These
events are recorded in their most minute particulars,
the character and appearance of persons participating in

The

volume of which we speak is uniform with Peterson's
Library Edition of his works, and contains his two
latest tales for Christmas and the New Year. We have
already given them a notice as they appeared in another
form of binding.
Price, paper, 50 cents ; cloth, $1 25.
From Harper k Brothers, New York, through Peterson k Brothers, Philaddphia: —
HISTORY OF THE UNITED NETHERLANDS: Prom
the Dentfi of William the Sil^-nt to the Synod of Dort.
With a Full View of the English-Dutch Struggle against
Spaio, and of the Origin and Destruction of the Spanish
Armada. By John Lothrop Motley, LL. D., D. C. L.,
Corresponding Member of the Institute of Frauce, author
of " The Rise of the Dutch Republic." In two volumes.
This is a work following the History of the Rise of the

is entertained is George Villiers, second Duke of Buckingham ;and afterward follow among others, Sheridan,
Beau Brummell, Theodore Hook, and Sydney Smith, any
one of which forming the only subject of a volume would
he a sufficient guarantee of its readableneas.
Price $1 50.
THE

CHILDREN'S BIBLE PICTURE-BOOK. Illustrated with eighty engravings. This elegantly illustrated
volume concludes the series of four, of which the preceding three, "The Picture-Book of Quadrupeds," "The
Picture-Book of Birds," "The Picture Fable Book," have
been already noticed. This, as well as the others, is
well suited to entertain and instruct those for whom it
is designed.
From Robert M. DeWitt,

New York, through Peter-

son k Brothers, Philadelphia: —
HARRY HARSON: or, T lie Benevolent Bachelor. By
John T. Irving (nephew of Washington Irving). The
story is well told, with occasional little ebullitions of
wit and originality, which atone in part for its defects.
The interest never flags, from beginning to end ; and
one finishes the perusal of it with the thought that,
though the "nephew of Washington Irving" has not
yet added fresh laurels to the bright name he bears, there
is still a possibility that he may do so.
From RuDD k Carleton, New York, through Peterson & Brothers, Philadelphia: —
PAMPINEA, and other Poems. By Thomas Bailey
Aldrich. We have received this little volume of poems
which is from the pen of one of our younger American
poets, who not only gives great promise for the future,
but has in the past and present produced something
worthy of praise. Two previous volumes of poems have
been given to the world by him; one, "The Ballad of
Babie Bell, and other poems ;" the other, "The Course of
True Love never did Run Smooth ;" while the third and
present one possesses all the characteristics of simplicity
and poetic beauty of its predecessors. His works are
stamped with thetrue mark of genius, and he is destined
to take his place among the first poets of our country.
Price 75 cents.
From PrsHER & Brother. Philadelphia:—
POETRY OF THE BIBLE AND PARABLES OF JESUS. Jn Rhyme.
By Silas Sexton Steele.
With eight
illustrations.
Though we cannot commend very highly
the poetical merits of this little book, it is nevertheless
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attractive In appearanco, and will find many admirers
amou^ thn little folkit.
Price 12 coutn.
TUB KVERGREEN MIMATURE LIBRARY: Contains

for this Important odlce of writing for children.
book is handsomely printed.

twelve v'tlumes, done up iu handsome stvio, gilt ed^^ed,
ornameutod covotk, and many illustratiuns, making &

From C. M. Saxton. Barker, & Co., New York :—
"OUR FARM OF FOUR ACRES," ETC. "YALE
LECTURES." "ORCHARD HOUSE." "RURAL AF-

" love of a library'' for children, which grown people
may read with profit. Each little book is a gem of devotional, historical, or poetical literature. Wo wish
this " Evergreen" coald be set in every family.
From the ArxnoR, New York, through J. B. LippisCOTT & Co., Philadelphia: —
A VOICE FROM THE NEWSBOYS. Here we have a
novelty al least: the story of John Morrow, a yonng boy
but sixteen years old, written by himself. He "has been
on his own hook for the last six years as a newsboy, match
peddler, bookseller, and dealer in stationery, dry-goods,
hardware, etc.," and has low written an account of his
life, the truth of which is vouched for by many well
known and responsible persons in New York city who
are acquainted with him personally, for the purpose of
raising funds for his own education. An eminent professor, speaking of the book, says: "Its statements may
bo relied upon as entirely truthful. The benevolent, to
whom it may be offered, may feel snre that they do a
kind deed in buying it." Orders may be sent to Johnny
Morrow, cafe of A. S. Barnes & Bnrr, Nos. 51 and 53 John
Street, New York.
From Cassell, Potter, & Gai-pix, New York :—
CASSELL S ILLUSTRATED FAMILY BIBLE. Parts
2:1, 24, 25 and 26. These books include a portion of the
book of Nebemiah, the books of Esther and Job, and also
a portion of the Psalms.
cents per part.

Published semi-monthly at 15

CASSELL'S POPULAR NATTRAL HISTORY. Part 22,
descriptive of the different varieties of sheep and goats.
Pablished monthly at 15 cents per part.
From Robert Carter & Brothers, New York: —
EVENINGS WITH JOHN BUNYAN: or, The Dream
Inttrprded. By James Large. We have an interesting
picture, in this work, of the influence which that wonderful work, "The Pilgrim's Progress," has now throughout Christeodom. This record of the family reading and

The

FAIRS," and other publications on AgrvidUtrf, Gardening, and Rural Economy, to which these publishers
devote much of their attention. We have in former
numbers noticed one of these books, "Our Farm of Four
Acres," etc., as a work of great interest to ladies, which
they should read for the innocent amusement it would
give them, if they did not need nor heed its lessons of
useful instruction. Now we commend the other publications we have named to the attention of all who take
an interest in country life, and want aid in improving
their gardens, orchards, and farms, or who desire to
learn something true and practical of rural affairs. This
is the season to think about AgricHUure^,m\ Gardening.
Ladies who do not take any interest in these subjects
lose much of the pnre, healtliful, and, we may say, devotional enjoyment of heart and mind which the Creator
has provided for the best happiness of His rational
creatures.
From TiCKNOR & Fields, Boston:—
ELSIE VENNER: A Romance of Destiny . By Oliver
Wendell Holmes, author of "The Autocrat of the Breakfast-Table," etc. In two volumes. This is a book requiring something more than a cursory examination, in
order to bestow upon it fair and just criticism, be it either
praise or censure. It is written in Dr. Holmes' own
peculiar, clear, forcible and lively style, and might perhaps not inappropriately be termed a disquisition on
ethics as viewed from the author's stand-point, arrayed
in all the attractiveness of romance. That these views
are in some measure peculiar to himself, all the world
knows; and we leave to our readers to pass opinion,
upon the book, according as they may or may not agree
with and admire him.
Price $1 75.

John's Jnn-Cljnir.

talking over the — almost divine allegory, will add a
pleasure to the home-circle of readers in many families.
KITTYS VICTORY, nndothfr Stories. By the author

GoDET FOR May. — Another engraving suitable to theseason. We try to study that. "Buttercups and Daisies." A pleasant group indeed, and splendidly en-

of " Cosmo's Visit to his Grandfather." This is a charming book for little girls— and boys, too, as the family
group is incomplete without the happiness of all the
children, which these stories are calculated to enhance.

graved, but why dilate. Godey's steel engravings are
now well known the world over to bo superior to all
others.
Oar sixth double extension fashion-plate graces this
number, and bad we only room to publish some of the
thousand letters and notices wo have received of these

THE

BLACK

SHIP, icith other Allegories and Para-

bles. By the author of "The Voice of Christian Life in
Song," etc. This, also, is designed for the young, and
is of a graver tone, and requires more reflection. It is
well written, and will interest readers of mature years.
THE CITIES OF REFUGE: A Sunday Book for the
Young. By the Bev. Joha R. Macduff, D. D., author of
"Jlorning Watches," etc. We have noticed several
works from the pen of this powerful writer— all are
good— and this one is excellent.
From A. D. F. Randolph, New York; —
PLEASANT PATHS FOR LITTLE FEET. By Kruna.
This is a very pretty gift for children, containing ten
stories, each one interesting and instructive, such as the
young will love to read as well as learn to love what is
truly good by reading.
The writer shows decided talent

beautiful fashions we should be pleased. Our readers
will observe that we give a picture as well as a fashion.
Look at the background of this plate, its drawing and
its coloring; it would be pretty, even without a figure.
Look at the lady on horseback — how well engraved!
how well colored ! As beautiful as this plate is, we can.
even improve on it.
Drawing Lessons. Never satisfied. We have even
made an alteration of this department for the better.
This is an imitation of a lithograph, on tinted paper.
The "Dawning

of Genius" is an engraving of great

merit. A yonng lad, who has begun to display a " taste
for the arts" (we judge he is a musician as well as a
painter), is intently occupied sketching the portrait of
an ugly mongrel dog, perched upon a table for the pur-
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pose, and held there under pentle restraint by the artist's
sister, who smiles kindly at his grave and astonished
countenance. An elder brother looks on at the progress
of the work, and acknowledges the truth of the resemblance with a broad grin of approval.
"We are again indebted to Mr. Letson, of the house of
Messrs. A. T. Stewart & Co. of New York, for the Chev' ron dress which graces this number.
The inimitable
Brodie, the prince of cloakists, also favors us with one
of his beautiful designs.
If we have done nothing in this world but this one
thing, we deserve the thanks of the public. We have
forced publishers to keep a greater uniformity in their
monthly numbers. Our own course has led to this. We
give as good and often better numbers during the year
than we give in January. They give nearly as good.
However, that is something gained for the public. They
now begin to find out what we knew long ago, that
"honesty is the best policy." In former years, they
would publish a splendid January number, containing
many engravings, and an extra number of pages. Many
would subscribe upon the strength of this number, but
they soon found out their mistake, and probably would
not take the Book another year. But that mattered not,
there were always other dupes ; and so it kept on until
our course was perceived, and our list increased, and
the reason was found out, and now their subscribers
have something like justice done them. But there is
still great room for improvement.
Dreer's Garden Calendar for 1S61. Designed to
furnish brief Directions for the Cultivation and Management of the Esculent and Flower-garden. Illustrated
with engravinj,'s, and containing select lists of seeds,
trees, and plants. A most excellent work, and worthy
the attention of all amateur gardeners.
Price 12 cents.
A vert pretty notice from the Wesfminster Sentinel : —
"Godey's Lady's Book is chaste in style, beautiful in
sentiment, noble in thought, and is well calculated to
call out all the ennobling virtues of the human heart.
It contains a heavy list of excellent articles, and sixtyfive engravings in all. Of Godey, it is true, that
No cottage is furnished, no palace complete.
Unless there the ladies the Lady's Book meet ;
No bride of discernment looks placidly on
The home that contains not the sine qwi non.^''
Mrs. R. B. L. — The only premium we
itself. Instead of spending our money
it in the Book. Depend upon it that a
merit, that has to be bolstered up with

give is the Book
outside we spend
work must want
premiums.

Gentlemen will thank you for a seat in an omnibus
or car, ladies won't. Why is this? We dislike to find
fault with a lady, but a little incident occurred to ourself
in a Fifth Avenue omnibus in New York, and with a
Fifth Avenue female, we won't call her lady. At <;ome
inconvenience, we handed up her money to the driver
and procured her change. She took the latter from us
as if we were the favored party. We informed her tha^
we were not employed by the proprietors of the line to
hand up money. She looked as if she felt the reproof,
but said nothing. It would have been an easy matter to
have simply nodded hor head as a token of thanks.
Ladies, wo are very sorry to have to make these complaints, but yon must try and be a little polite.

and magazine.

Mrs. J. B. B. — Did you ever read the fable of the father, son, and donkey? We might just as well try to
please all the world as did the two bipeds in the fable ;
besides, to do what you request would take up too much
space ; and again, our subscribers would not he " willing
to pay a little more." In London, if they add anything
to a magazine, they charge for it. Here have we added
Ji^lO.OOO a year to our expenses, in publishing the splendid fashion-plates we are now giving, aad we do not
even ask " a little more." In fact, we receive now even
a little less, for persons send us money at eight or ten
per cent, discount, and send us drafts with the same
rate of exchange deducted, leaving us about enough to
pay for the manufacture of the book, and our profit ia
these instances is fame.
To " a subscriber from Virginia. " We can only quote
the fable alluded to above.
That Turret Cock we received at Christmas, and
apologize for not having noticed it before, and our only
excuse is that we took it immediately home, where it
was much admired by our Christmas party. Well, to
proceed, we received a turkey cock by mail, and a splendid specimen he is of that proud-looking bird, and a
useful ornament, for there he stands on the dressingtable, full of pins — in fact, it is a pin-cushion, but one
of the best got up imitations we ever saw. We return
our thanks to the lady who sent it, and wish she had
furnished us with her name.
The following is high praise indeed: —
We can honestly recommend the New School and Cottage Pianos, manufactured by Boardman, Gray, & Co.,
as a well made and durable instrument, admirably well
adapted not only for school purposes, but for small parlors, sitting-rooms, etc. The public will find it an excellent and useful invention, and all the makers claim
for it, as regards thorough workmanship and entire
reliability.
RICHARD STORRS WILLIS,
Editor Miisicnl World, New York.
WM. CULLEN BRYANT,
Editor N. r. Evening Post
Club op $10.

Texas.

We cannot get along without your Book. 'In fact, we
cannot keep house without it.
S. E.
Club of $10.
New York.
As I cannot do without taking the Lady's Book another
year, I send you a club. Please accept my thanks for
the pleasure you have given me for the past year in
receiving your Book. I would not be without it for
double its value.
H.
Caution. — When sending money, use a wafer in sealing your letter, in addition to the sealing matter that is
on the envelope. Thti want of this precaution has cost
us an immense amount of money.
Flora's Interpreter, and Fortuna Flora. By Mrs.
S. J. Rale. Third revised edition, enlarged by 160 new
interpretations, with new illustrations, etc. This is the
original of all these works, and although many imitations have been attempted, the steady demand for this
work proves its superiority. It is probably the only
work of the kind of which more than one edition has been
published, and this has reached its third. It is beautifully printed on tinted paper, and hundsomely bound.
Price $1 00.
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Father Kemp's Old Folks in Europe.— As many of our
r(<;i>lcr!i will like to know how this well-known band of
sinROrs and porforniprs has been roc.ived in Enu'land,
wo lay before them the opinions of two good critical
authorities, both of whom, it will be seen, arc ^iiito
guarded in their comments, thoui,-h extending a hearty
welcome to the strangers. The first is from a private
letter: —

" Your * Old Folks' are a queer institution (that is your
New England term, 1 believe). Out of three performances that I have listened to I have gathered at last a
large grain of comfort. The novelty of the representation Isbeginning to wear away, and I can detect a flue
vein of melody and harmony in all that they sing. But
the instrumentation quite staggers me, as does also
Father Kemp's original method of using his baton.
That the whole performance is different from anything
I have ever seen you may well believe, and I have only
to say that if this is the choral singing of one hundred
years ago in New England, it is very dilfercnt from Old
England's singing of the same period."
The second extract is from a Liverpool paper:—
"The hall was full, and the appearance and performance were so 'unique and peculiar' that wo can scarcely
pronounce an opinion on the success this numerous
party are likely to meet with. The voices are, many of
them, very good, and they are evidently well drilled
and accustomed to sing together; but the music sung is
so differently arranged from anything we have heard
before that we scarcely recognize our old friends. « » ♦
During a short interval between some of the performances the whole party marched or promenaded round
the room, to give all the audience an opportunity of close
inspection. It is difflcult to imagine how the public will
appreciate an exhibition so peculiar and so unlike to
our prcvions importations from the United States. The
expense of the undertaking, carrying about so large a
bod^ of persons, must be euormou.?, and it will require
large audiences to remunerate the projectors."

.Vr. Everest's Composiliuns.—Tbe taste and feeling
displayed in Mr. Everest's adaptation from Franz Abt, in
tho present number of the Book, should direct the attention of our musical patrons to the series of translations
from the great German composers issued in sheet form
by our well-known contributor. They are all of real
merit, and we give the names of some of them, for the
benefit of our friends: Go, my Rose, by Himmel ; Hark
how Sweetly, Schubert ; When the Moon, Weber; In the
Lovely Month of May, Kucken ; I .Saw a Hose, ReicHardt ;
Oh, Tell me now. Franz Abt ; Just from the Bud, Kucken ;
Dear Mountain Home, Krebs; How Charming and Cheering ;Thine Eyes are like Gems ; O it is Pleasant ; Thou
Little Star ; and The Maid of the Rhine. Price of each
23 cents. We need only refer to Ah, do I Love Thee ? in
tho present number, for a sample of these pieces. On
receipt of price, we will forward any of them to any
address ; or they may be ordered with any music named
in our "Column" for January, February, March,
or
April, or with our own three latest ballads, Poor Ben
the Piper. 25 cents ; The Grave of Old Grimes, 2.i cents ;
and Oh, Lady, Touch those Chords Again, 2.5 cents.
Communications on musical subjects or orders for music
to be addressed to Philadelphia, to
J. Starr Hoi.lowat.
Tub more generally persons are pleasing, the less profoundly do they please.
VOL. LXII. — iO

We ask attention to the advertisement of the Illinois
Central Railroad, on tho fourth page of our cover. Here
is a chance offered to all to obtain farms on reasonable
terms.
Wo found the following in an exchange paper:—
" A ■\'ERiFiED EsTLHATE — In the year lS.il, Mr. Robert
Rantottl, of Massachusetts, at the time Solicitor of tho
Illinois Central Railroad Company, put forth a pamphlet, inwhich he boldly a.sserted that it our prairies could
bo speedily opened by tho construction of railroads, tho
increase of population in Illinois would be ono hundjed
and ten per cent, in the next ten years. Probably the
statement of Mr. Rantoul had a greater inlluence on the
minds of capitalists than those of any other writer at
that time, and the result of the late census is a remarkable illustration of the accuracy and ability with which
Mr. Rantoul stndied the progress of emigration westward, and verilles his prediction that the great volume
of this emigration would settle on the prairie soil of
Illinois, because of the wonderful case with which it
could be converted into cultivated farms. The amount
expended on railroads in this State since ISjO is nearly
one hundred millions of dollars. In the same period
the population has increased one hundred and two per
cent.— from S.jl,470 in lS.-)n to 1,739,490 in ISfiO. On the
line of the IllinoLs. Central Railroad the percentage of
increase has been very much greater, being one hundred
and forty-two per cent. There are forly-nino counties
touched by this road, which show a population of
814,891 in 1S60 against .•J35,0S9 in ISoO, a gain of 479,293.
In the flfty-three counties not touched by the Illinois
Central Railroad tho increase is only seventy-six per
cent. These counties iu IS.JO contained a population of

Sl.J,S7,'i.

In ISGO the same counties have 924,60.5."

To THOSE vrao PrRCHASE THE Ladv's Book of Dealers,
ASD TO THOSE

WHO

RECEIVE

THEIR

SCPPI.IB3 FROM

ThEM.

—We wish all such to understand that if they find any
advertisement in the Book, placed loosely in (here, that
thoy are not from u.s. We are induced to give this notice, because advertisements are placed in tho Book obnoxious tous and to other.*, and we object most strenuously to their being put there; but we cannot control
them, as we sell our Book in large quantities to thosa
who .sell to others, and who, themselves being publishers of books, put these advertisements in the Lady's
Book for the purpose of distributing taem.
Amcseme.vts.- The natural and only safe mode of en-joying amusements is in common. Where oue sex enj *ytheir amusements alone they are sure to run intoexces**..
The division of the human family into man, woman;and child, father, mother, brother, and sister, is the •
only conservative principle of society ; they act anJ.feact upon each other liko the different seasons of 'tho.
•earth. Each age and each sex has its peculiar characteristics, that serve to modify and check certain mischievous tendencies in the other eex, and in others of
different ages. For one sex to attempt to amuse themselves agreeably and innocently alone, is like trying to
make music on a one-stringed instrument.
Ladies who sit with their feet under them should
avoid the practice. Several serious accidents have occurred from it.

The best $3 00 and the best $2 CO monthly are offered
one year for $3 50. Oodey's Lady's Book and Arthur's
Home Magazine.
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■We pnblish the following from one of the best lady
friends we have in the Far West. It is her own experienceand
;
how she has worked for the Lady's Book for
years past, we know, and have cllen thanked her.
Her letters are always worth publishing, as they give a
history of the West much better than we can find in
books or papers. We remember a passage in one of her
early letters, when she first went there lo reside — "'The
river is our only road ;" all the rest was forest. Yet
even uuder such circumstances she sent us subscribers.
She is indeed a true friend.
GETTING UP CLUBS IN THE "FAR WEST;"
OR, OSE hat's EXPEEIENCB in search of SUBSCRIBEE3
FOR THE lady's BOOK.

" I have succeeded in getting up a club with very little
exertion, for, so popular is your Book, I have only to
mention my intention, and the names are given me at
once."
The above is an extract from a subscriber's letter published in the December number of your invaluable
magazine. I suggested the idea that some account of
my experience might not prove uninteresting.
The time for getting up clubs has arrived. Once a
year, at least, I call on aU. I wait until the fishermen
(who have been "uncommon lucky" this fall) have sold
th^;ir fish and the farmers have housed their abundant
harvest, hoping every one will feel rich. So behold me,
arnn^d with the December number of the Lady's Book
(a gf m, a diamond of the first water), just from the office,
and looking so fresh and pure it seems like sacrilege to
trust it to any but gentle and ^potlt^sly cltan bands. It
is a bright, still, cold November morning. My heart is
light and my hopes are sanguine, so I feel no cold, and
heed not difficulties.
The population of our town numbers about five hundred, nil told, and these are scattered over an area of
fifteen or twenty miles. The iuhabitants are English,
Irish, Dutch, Norwegians, Swedes, French, and halfbreeds, with a very light sprinkling of Yankees.
Call No. 1. A very polite invitation to walk in is
answered by an equally polite invitation to subscribe
for the Lady's Book, which calls forth the complaint,
" Well, I don't know. We are pretty poor, and my man,
he must have his weekly paper." This I generalhj consider enough, but the lady looks as if she really coidd
appreciate Godey. I display the eogravings and read
the table of contents, with the authors' names. Her eyes
brighten, and the expression of her countenance is decidedly encouraging. She finally concluded to " ask my
man," and I take my departure with brighter hopes,
which a long walk through the woods to the next house
does not serve to darken. The woods are so pleasant in
a fine day at this season of the year! The fallen leaves
make a soft, bright carpec underfoot, and the red berries ■
of the winter-green make the roadside gay. The chatter
of the squirrels is overhead,
"And the sound of dropping nuts is heard.
Though all the trees are still."
Here and there a tiny blue violet holds up its modest
face to catch the sun's farewell kisses. Always beautiful,
they are all the more beautiful for being unexpected, and
then the mosses look so fresh aud green in contrast with
the dead leaves and withered grasses. Now and then a
glimpse of the river or the far off lake flashes through
tbe openings, and everything seems to be rejoicing in
these last hours of sunshine. But /am wandering far
from my subject.

At the next house a coarse-looking woman opens
the door, and as I enter I see she has been reading
an account of the last "horrible murder" in Frank
Leslie's Ilhistrated. New York Weeklies and Mercuries; Boston True Flag and Flag of Our Ionian, with
others of that ilk, strew the table, the lounge, and even
the floor. I do not feel particularly encouraged by
these signs of the JiUer-ary propensity, but I state my
business. "Let's see it," she says; and I lay the
treasure in her greasy palm. First, of course, she
spreads that splendid fashion-plate. "Wall, I declare!
that 'ere painted picter is nice !" is her comment. After
she has looked it all over, descanted on the patterns, etc.,
and rolled it up in her hands awhile, she returns it to
me, with the remark that she " would really like to have
it ; it seems a reed nice book, but money 's scarce, aad Sary
Ann (her blooming daughter) has got her heart sot on one
of them gold (?) belts at Jones's store." So I proceeded.
Two, three, four more calls are made, with various
results. Some are already subscribers to other magazines, others promise to ask "him" (their husbands),
and motit all vittst have their weekly paper; it is as
necessary to their happiness as tea is to an old maid's.
What a forbidding aspect this house presents! But
never mind (it is against my principles lo pass by any
house where there is enough of the English language
understood so they can get beyond niclUs rerstah). My
timid knock is answered by a gruff "What do you
want?" The lady (!) is a new arrival ; some one who
has come into the neighborhood since my last year's
visits were made. To her polite inquiry I reply I would
like to have her subscribe for the Lady's Book.
" I don't want it," she answers ; " Miss B
takes it,
and I can read hers."
"But, my good madam," I reply, "we who are already subscribers have resolved to lend no mor*'. "
"Well, you'll make a Je/il by that. If Miss B
don't want to lend hers, she can keep it at home."
" I will tell you," said I, " what we intend to nAke.
We calculate that those of our neighbors who have been
borrowers will find they cannot do without it, and Jiext
year they will subscribe for themselves.*' And I pass
on.The next call is also on a new comer ; but the clean,
cozy room, with its cleanly swept hearth and warm,
bright fire, raise my drooping spirits at once. The
plain but neat-looking woman stitching away in her
low rocking-chair, the books on the shelves, the papers
on the table (not trashy ones, but a few such as the
Philadelphia Saturday Evening Post and our own
county paper), and the nice kerosene, all encourage me
to state my errand. "Yes," she will be "very glad to
take it ;" and the money is forthcoming from a neat little crochet pnrse (a Lady's Book pattern). She says she
"used to take it," when she lived "outside," which
means out in the world, within the bounds of civilization. Iproceed, with a lightened heart and a heavier
The next lady I call on " would like it, and Lizy Jane
purse.
(her rosy daughter) wants it real bad ; but she feels as
if it would be "real wicked to spend money for such
things when there are so many suffering from the loss,
of the Lady Elgin. That was such a hea.Tt-rendering
affair," she adds, with a dismal shake of the head. I
agree with her, but cannot refrain from asking her if she
shall send the money she denies Eliza Jane to the poor
sufferers in Milwaukee. She "don't know as she will,"
but thiuks perhaps she may conclude to gratify her
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d&ugbtor, tiDd If BO, will nend tho moner over before I
send.
It is getting past doud, and I am buDifry, cot having
happened to bo anywhere at just tho dinner hour ; and
worse than all the rest, it has clouded np, and Is bcglaDing to rain. But I know "the sun shines somewhere,"
and I know, too, that beyond that long, dark Btretch of
woodlauds there Is a bright little cottage where a sewing-machine, with its pleasant, cheering click, occupies
one corner of the cozy sitting-room, and a fine open
piano graces another, while Oodey's Lady's Book is
always on the stand.
Here my dear friend Nell T
makes music and sunshine for a husband and two dear
children. Around this cottage cluster a little settlement
of Yankees from "down East," in whom you are *ure
to find intelliffence, and most always refined and cultivated taste. Nell gives me homething to eat. though it is
long past the dinner hour in her methodical household,
and with another two dollars in my purse I hurry on,
for the day is closing dark and rainy. I hasten from
house to house, and then with rapid steps take up my
homeward march, where I arrive, tired, bedraggled,
and cold, after a walk of full eight miles through swamp
and fore«t, for which I have nothing to show but aa
Dlterly ruined book and ten dollar h ! Ouly five subscribers for one hard day's work! This is only one
day's experience. I have another before me, for I have
only been down the river, aud now I must go up to the
mills, out to the farms, and down to the lake shore ; but
it will only be a repetitoa of to-dsty's labors, and I have
only related this to show that it is not always easy to
get up clubs, even for the Lady's Book.
Truly your friend, and an earnest worker for Godey's
Lady's Book.
D
A, yotember 20, 1S60.
To show the difference in more settled and i n populous
parts of our country, how easy it is to make up clubs,
we publish the following: —
Ohio, Dec. 12, 1860.
Here I come again with my club ; no trouble to make
it up. Your Book is so fascinating that it m-eds but to
be soon and read to gain admirers. The que.stionP. is
asked me. ■* When are you going to send on for the Lady's
Book ? I'ut down my name ; can't do without it. ' '
Onio.
I cannot refrain from mentioning a significant fact —
Jast year I had some difficulty in obtaining the requisite
Qumber of names ; this year the uames were ready before Iwas.
C.
Illisots, Dfc. 22. 1860.
I find your magazine is rapidly increasing in popularity in our Western country, for with a very little
exertion I have succeeded in getting np this club.
L.
Iowa, Dec. 15. 1S60.
I now find it but little trouble in making up my club.
S.
Camporsia, Jan. 14. 1S61,
I find no trouble in making up a club.
Kvery lady to
wh.-m I have shown the Book gave me her name without
hesitation.
H,
Marvlaxd. Jan. 7, 1S61,
I have been a reader of your very popular magazine
for two years, and am so delighted with it that I reiolv*Mi to get up a club.
I had only to make my intentions known, and the names were given immediately.
J
DC5T0X Co., Texas. Jan. 3, 1861.
I made up this club with but very little trouble, so
popular is the Book, even in this far off frontier country
Illixois, Dec. Ifi. 1^60.
C.
Having been a subscriber for your Lady's Book for

two years, I to-day thought I would try and make
club,
aud all
iu made
abuui one
hour now
aud send
a hull'it 1with
had my
of iiiuo
up, and
my
wishes.

np a
club
best
S.

Indiana, JVor. 13. 1S60.
I have encceeded in getting up my club without any
trouble or incouvcuicnce.
I just mentioued M to some
of my friends as I chanced to meet them, and tht-y puid
me the amount.
M.

Wb copy with great pleasure, from the Ynmlalia
DeniocriUy the following tribute to our coadjutor, Mrs.
Hale, and heartily indorse it. Time has indeed dealt
gently with her:—
" Mrs. IIale.— It must be that years have dealt gently
with her, aud though her brow may bo marked with
the chasms of Time, and her hair turned into silvered
purity (we know not that this be true), she is not old.
A truly good and noble woman never grows old ; excellence of character, like hers, is perpetual youth, never
dying, never yielding to the heavy pressure of Time, but
radiating from her own heart, it enters countless other
hearts, takes up its atode there, and lives — a life akin to
that of angels. The first book that ever gladden^-d our
young heart, the treasure-trove of our youug life, was
written by Mrs. Hale. We kept it long and well, and
oft, as we looked upon its soiled covering and torn
leaves in its declining days, a feeling of half childish,
half manly sorrow would come over us, such as we
suppose is felt by those having lost their first love. But
the little book is gone, like all the baubles and pleasures
of childhood, yet every picture, every word is stereotyped in our mind, and will be reviewed with pleasure,
even in the closing hours of life.
" What a commentary is the life of Mrs. Hale upon the
follies of the strong-minded women of the age! The
lady editor of Godey's Lady's Book has won for herself
an enviable immortality, an immortality, not of theory,
but of living worth and excellence. The little books of
her earlier life — pearls of purity and perfection — have
gladdened countless thousands of little hearts ; and in
the strength and maturity of womanhood, in the vigor
of life, and — it may he — in her declining years she speaks
through the press to the same hearts she gladdened iu
youth, dispensing to her countrywomen the priceless
treasures of her own rich laden mind, exquisite in taste,
full in all the acquirements that grace and adorn the
character of woman.
"She needs no marble monument to perpetuate her
name, for upon millions of hearts is written,
'TO THE

MEUOar

OP SAEAH

JOSEPQA

HALB.'"

The Lady's book was offered as a premium at the
Highand Agricultural Society Fair at Johnstown, Pa.
for the best specimens of the following articles, in fancy
and plain needle-work ; —
Fancy yeedlf-work.—Ottom&n cover. Table cover.
Fancy work with needle, for chairs. Cotton embroidery.
Silk embroidery. Knit crochet shawl. Knit cap. Pair
worked slippers. Specimen crochet work. Knit or crochet quilt. Worked sofa cushion. Silk bonnet (domestic). Display of bonnets. Specimen of taste and skill in
fancy work. Chair or sofa tidy. Fancy basket. Fine
needle-work.
Plain KeedU-iDork. — Pieced silk quilt. Pieced calico
quilt. Transposed quilt. Pieced calico quilt made by
a girl under fourteen years of age. Homemade shirt,
made by a girl under fourteen years of age. Homemade
shirt.
Specimen of plain sewing.
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Description of Dresses Worn at the Late Drawingroom Reception of Her Majesty Queen Victoria. —

diamonds, feathers, and Brussels lace ; ornaments diamonds.

Viscountess Somerton. — Costume de cour, composed
of a train of the richest white taffetas d'ltalie, lined witk
silk, very tastefully trimmed with thuUe and ribbons;
corsnge to correspond, with Brussels point lace, and
bouquet of roses du roi ; skins of white thulle over white
glace covered with magnificent flounces of Brussels point
lace and roses du roi. Coiffure of ostrich feathers, lappets and diamonds.
Ladv Macdonald.— Train of rich white glac6, trimmed
with bouillons of mauve thulle and blonde ; petticoat
Composed of alternate rows of mauve and white thulle,
and tunic en point over a slip of white glac^. Headdress, plumes, flowers, and lappets; ornaments, diamonds.

The La Pierre House.— With all the building up of
new hotels and the failures of old ones, this celebrated
house holds the even tenor of its way successfully, giving great satisfaction to every one who gets under its
hospitable roof. The Messrs. Ward have a way with
them that, having once made a friend, they never lose
him. We have no hesitation in saying that it is the
best conducted hotel on this continent. It is quiet and
orderly ; everything well managed ; more like a private
than a public house; its situation — the highest in the
city — near to all the principal depots; its table such as
can only be found in Philadelphia, and the brothers
Ward gentlemen in the truest sense of the word.

Lady Churchill. — Costume de cour, composed of a
train of the richest white Terry velvet, lined with blue
glacfe trimmed with turquoise blue Lyons velvet and
French blonde ; corsage drap6, ornamented witli blonde
aud diamonds ; skirt of white thulle de Lyons over white
satin, covered with French blonde. Headdress, ostrich
feathers, diamonds, and lappets.
Ladv Carington. — Train of mauve Terry velvet, lined
with white glac6, and trimmed with black laco ; a double
skirt of white glacij, trimmed with black lace and mauve
crape, and bouquets of fern leaves. Headdress, feathers
and lace lappets ; ornaments, diamonds.
Lady Templemore. — Dress of black glac^, with bouillionn6 skirts of black sparkling thulle ; tuuique of handsome black lace looped with bunches of black grass;
corsage to correspond ; train of superb black moire antique, with bouillons of sparkling thulle, pars6m6 with
grass. Headdress, black feathers aud long thulle veil;
ornaments, jet.
Lady Overstone. — Train of black satin, lined with
white glac6 and trimmed with black lace; petticoat of
white crape over glac6, with flounces of black lace, and
trimmed with satin ribbon and thulle. Headdress, feathers and lace lappets; ornaments, diamonds.
Lady Wodehouse. — Train of the richest Gothic moire
ofa novel design, vert d'Azoff, lined with silk, and very
elegantly trimmed with Brussels point lace, thulle, and
ribbon; corsage to correspond, with lace and bouquet of
violet and silver daisies; skirts of vert d'Azofi" thulle
over taffetas d'ltalie, covered with flounces of Brussels
point lace and trimmings of thulle. Coiffure of ostrich
feathers, and wreaths of violets and silver daisies, Brussels lace lappets parure of diamonds.
Lady Belper. — Train of rich bouton d'or moire Gothique, trimmed with black Spanish lace, corsage to
correspond, with bouquets of flowers and diamonds j
skirt of white thulle, over rich poult de sole, trimmed
with bouillons of thulle, and Spanish flounces. Headdress, feathers, lappets aud diamonds.
Lady Naas. — Train of white glac^, trimmed with
bouillons of thulle and blue ruches ; petticoat composed
of alternate rows of blue and white thulle, over a white
glac6 slip. Headdress, plumes, flowers, and lappets;
ornaments, diamonds, and turquoise.
Lady Jane Peel. — Train of lilac moire, lined with
white glac4, trimmed with Brussels lace, edged with
lilac chenille; corsage and sleeves trimmed with lilac
thulle, Brussels lace, and diamonds; petticoat, double
skirt of white glac6 ; upper skirt trimmed with two
flounces of Brussels lace, and plaiting open at the side,
with bouillons of thulle and bows of ribbon.
Headdress,

Seasonable Hints about Per.sonal Comfort. — A thin
shawl may be made warm by folding a newspaper inside of it. The paper is impervious to the wind aud
cold air from outside, and prevents the rapid escape of
the warm air beneath it. Eveiy one knows that the
heat of the body is carried off much more rapidly in a
high wind than in a calm. The wind blows away the
heat evolved from the body, but in a perfectly still air
this heat remains, and constitutes an atmospheric envelope so nearly of the same temperature with the body
itself that the latter is not so quickly robbed of the natural heat.
A piece of silk oilcloth stitched in the folds of a shawl,
is more flexible than the paper, and will last a whole
winter. It has the advantage of securing inward
warmth without the additional weight of a thicker
garment.
When you set out on a winter journey, if you are liable to suffer from cold toes, which many people do in
spite of "rubbers," fold apiece of newspaper over your
stockings, which you can readily do, if your boots or
shoes are not irrationally tight. This is better than
"rubbers," which are, in fact, very cold comforters in
extreme, while they make the feet sweat in moderate
weather. The main use of India rubber overshoes is to
keep out water, and for that they are second only to a
stout, water-proof, first-rate calf-skin boot. There is not
a more villainously unwholesome article of wear made
than the high-topped rubber boot. It makes the foot
tender, especially in children, gives an ugly gait, and
when left off in any weather, the wearer is liable to
"catch cold." Saint Crispin is the best friend of the
human feet, when his leather and stitches are honest.
The constitutional vivacity and temper ofa person has
much to do with his endurance of cold. For this vivacity is a sort of nervous fire that lessens the sensibility to outward impressions. An indifferent, milkand-water person, without energy and force, is at tho
mercy of every cold blast that sweeps round the corner,
lie, and especially s-ke, has no defence but to wear a
dozen shawls during the day, and sleep under a bale of
blankets at night. One without any mental purpose
(unfortunately there are such), though in vigorous
health, is much more liable to catch cold than a spirited,
tury.
delicate body bent on some positive pursuit.— T/ifi 07i-

The LmiHngburg Gnzdte say;: "It is all and more
than its publisher promised it would be, at the begin uing
of the year. It is the book of books for fash.onuble
Ladies."

ARM-Cn.VIR.
A COLl'MN

OF FA«-T8.

WLi'ii did the flr«t stoamship cross the Atlantic ?
In ISIi). Sho was the Amoricaa ship Savaunah, from
Savatiufth, Georgia.
I D a church, which is (he hottest situation ? and why ?
The (s'allcry ; hecauso the cold air lies nearest the floor
till it has become heated, when it ascends towards the
roof of the building.
What is the wiud?
The air In motion.
Whether is ice or water lightest?
Ice.
Whether does a piano give a higher tone in a cold or a
warm room ? and why ?
In a cold room, on account of the strings being tighter,
or more contracled.
What is the strength of a horse as compared with that
of a man?
The strength of one horse is as the strength of five
men.
What are sonoroas bodies?
Bodies which produce sonnd.
What solid bodies are among
sound ?

the best conductors of

Iron and glass ; these transmit sound at a rate of more
than three miles a second ; and after them come copper,
several kinds of wood, silver, tin, and so on.
What is an echo ?
A reflected sound.
Why does a metal spoon, left iu a saucepan, retard the
boiling process ?
Being an excellent condactor, the metal spoon carries
off the heat from the -water, and consequently prevents
it boiling so soon as it otherwise would.
In building a room for public speaking, what should be
the limit of the height of its ceiling ?
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Thb Use of Paper in Japan. — It was wonderful to
see the thousand useful as well as ornamental purposes
to which paper was a]>plicable in the hands of lln'se industrious and tasteful people; our papior-niache manufacturers as well as the coutineutal ones, should gu to
Yeddo to learn what can be done with jiaper. We saw
it made into material so closely resembling Russian and
Morocco leather, and pig-skin, that it was very diflicult
to detect the difference. With the aid of lacker varni^h
and skilful painting, paper made excellent trunks, tobacco bags, cigar cases, saddles, telescope cases, iho
frames of microscopes, and we even saw and usi-d excellent waterproof coats made of simple paper, which
did keep out the rain and were as supple as the best
Macintosh, The Japanese use neither silk %ot cotton
handkerchiefs, towels or dusters, paper in their hands
serves as an excellent substitute. It is soft, thin, tough,
of a pale yellow color, very plentiful and very cheap.
The inner walls of many a Japanese apartment are formed
of paper, being nothing more than printed screens ; their
windows are covered with a fine translucent description
of the same material ; it enters largely into the manufacture of nearly every tiling in the Japanese household ;
and wo saw what seemed to bo balls of twine, which
were nothing but long shreds of tough paper rolled up.
If a shop-keeper had a parcel to tie up, he would take a
strip of paper, roll it quickly between his hands, and
use it for the purpose, and it was quite as strong as the
ordinary string used at home. In short, without paper,
all Japan would come to a dead lock ; and, indeed, lost
by the arbitrary exercise of his authority, a tyrannical
husband should stop his wife's paper, the sage mothersin-law invariably stipulate in the marriage settlement,
that the bride is to have allowed to her a certain quantity of paper.

It should not be above thirty or thirty-five feet.
What is the temperature at which water sCalds?
One hundred and fifty degrees.
What is the general effect of heat upon substances?
It enlarges their dimensions by expansion.

Remedies. —
For a Fit of Ambition. — Go into the churchyard and
read the gravestones; they will tell you the end of ambition. The grave will soon be your bed-chamber, the
earth your pillow, corruption your father, and the worm

Why

your motlier and sister.
Fur a Fit of liejnning. — Look about for the halt and
the blind, and visit the bedridden, and afllicted, aud

are the quills and bones of birds hollow and without marrow?

That they may not only be light to assist their passage through the air, but that they may be possessed of
the greatest strength.
In warfare, what is the distance at which artillery can,
generally be effectively used ?
From a quarter to half a mile. Big cannon balls and
■shells can be thrown with effect to the distance of from
a mile and a half to two miles.

Pattrrss for Infants' Presses, or Infants' WardROBF,.^. — Our fashion editor has supplied a great many
wardrobes for infants lately, and in every case has given
great satisfaction. She has facilities for furnishing these
articles better and cheaper than any other person. The
vast influence that her connection with the Lady's Book
gives her induces importers and others to submit to her
their earliest fashions. To those who cannot afford the
articles, made-up paper patterns can be sent, which will
be fac-similes of the originals. We cannot publish the
prices, as the postage varies according to the size of the
articles ordered, and that we have to pay in advance.
For particulars, address Fashion Editor (not Mrs, Hale),
care of L. A. Godey, Philadelphia. All other patterns furnished as asaal.

deranged ; and they will make you ashamed of complaining of your lighter afflictions.
Ftyr a Fit of Idleness. — Count the tickings of a clock.
Do this for one hour, and you will be glad to pull off
your coat the next and work like a negro.
For a Fit of /^a^sioH.— Walk oat in the open air ; you
may speak your mind to the winds without hurting any
one, or proclaiming yourself to be a simpleton.
Fbr all Fits of DoiOA, Perple-rity, and i^ar.— Whether
they respect the body or the mind ; whether they are a
load to the shoulders, the head, or the heart, the following is a radical cure which may be relied on, for I had it
from the Great Physician: "Cast thy burden on the
Lord, he will sustain thee."
How TO Remit.— Procure a draft, if possible; if not,
send notes; but let it be a matter known only to yourself;
the fewer yon let into the secret, the more certainty there
is of your money coming to hand. Do not register your
letters, as this at once informs everybody that money is iu
your letter. If you send gold dollars, secure them carefully in the letter ; otherwise, they are apt to work out of
the envelope. Notes on all solvent banks taken at par. Be
careful and pay the postage on your letter, and direct it to
L. A. Godey, Philadelphia.
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sends up an emerald green through the soil— it expands
to a vigorous stalk — revels in the sunshine — itself more
glorious than Solomon in its sunshine— itself more glorious than Solomon in its broad, fluttering, leafy robes,
whose sound, as the west wind whispers through them,
falls as pleasantly on the husbandman's ear as the
rustle of his sweetheart's gatment ; still towers aloft,
spins its verdant skeins of vegetable floss, displays its
dancing tassels, surcharged with fertilizing dust, aod at
last ripens into two or three magnificent batons like
this (an ear of Indian corn), each of which is studded
with hundreds of grains of gold, every one possessing
the same wonderful properties as the parent grain, every
one instinct with the same productive powers."
"DOUBT
BY

FATE

LADY.

Take a piece of pasteboard about twelve inches square ;
dmw a circle upon it, and cut it out. The outside edge
should be colored 01" bound round with gilt-edged paper.
The flat surface must then be ruled, all the lines meeting
in the centre ; in these the mottoes nre written, taking
care to draw a distinct line in red or black ink between
each. Insert a wii*e exactly in the centre of the circle,
and on it fasten a neatly jointed dressed doll, altogether
not more than five or sis inches high. In one hand fix
a small wand, pointing towards the motto beneath her.
The wire can be made steady by fastening it in the centre of any common round bos, covered and bound to
correspond with the other portions, The doll mast be
just high enough above the pasteboard to turn about
freely. When you wish to tell a fortune, turn the doll
round rapidly, and when she stops read what her wand
is pointing to.
Mottoes similar to the following will do for the stand ;
they are from "Lines to a Fate Lady," by Mrs. Ann
Maria Wells:—
I.
The fairy lady seals your doom,
In that blest spot — your own kind home.
Emma an heiress shall come out,
And shine at ball, and play, and rout.
Ah, lady, you may well look sad!
Luciuda's fate is very bad.
Nay, wise one, never look demure ;
You're not too modest, I am sure.
Possess'd of talents, virtues, grace,
Her poorest charm 'b her pretty face.
Two dunces her first friends shall be,
Herself the dullest of the three.
A Grain of Gold. — Here is a little allegory taken from
one of the agricultural speeches of Edward Everett: —
" Drop a grain of California gold in the ground, and
there it will lie unchanged to the end of time. The clods
on which it falls are not more cold and lifeless. Drop a
grain of our blessed gold into the ground, and lo ! a
mystery. In a few days it softens — it swells — it shoots
upwards— it is a living thing.
It is yellow itself, but it

HARRY

NO MORE."
HARK WOOD

LEECH.

By your doubting and cruel note
I am tauglit that devotiun is vain.
My love, did you know when you wrote
You 'd inflict such exquisite pain?
I am sure your heart is so kind.
Your impulses noble and just ;
Then why, with your generous mind.
Will you stab with those lines of distrust?
What words shall ray eager lips frame
My constant afiection to prove?
In my prayers I whisper thy name;
In myproof
dreams
call longing
thee " mysoullove!''
What
shallI my
give?
Wh;tt balm on thy chafed spirit pour?
My darling, thy image must live
In my "heart of hearts" evermore.
With each pang a solace is given.
With hope I am girded about ;
At least, 'tis a law of wise Heaven,
There must be sweet love, before doubt.
Come back to thy faith and thy rest ;
Thy lover i>< true, as of yore.
Oh, darling one, from thy dear breast
Banish doubts of him evermore!
Pins.— The pin manufacture is one of the most extraordinary branches of national industry. By aid of improved machinery, moro than three times the number uf
pins is made that could have been produced by the same
number of workmen a few years since ; yet the pins are
sold at no more than twopence per pound over the cost
of the metal of which they are formed. Upwards of 1-50
tons weight of copper and spelter are annually worked
up into pins by one Birmingham house alone. Were
the whole of this metal converted into ribbon pins, half
an inch in length, it would produce 100,500,000,000, or
about one hundred to each inhabitant of the globe. If
placed in a straight line, these pins would be 7S7,oOO
miles in length, or sufBcient to extend upwards of thirty
times round the globe, or more than three times the distance of the moon from the earth. Hence we cannot be
surprised at the unanswerable question, " What becomes
of all the pins?"
The publishers of "Art Recreations" (that valuable
guide to all the beautiful arts and fancy works ladies
delight in) supply all materials for wax work, and, in
fact, for all the various arts taught in the book. For
information, etc., address Messrs. J. E. Tilton & Co.,
Publishers, Boston.
" M. R. P." — Sorry we cannot oblige yon. The stories
you mention are excellent Indeed, but we do not like to
republish our own stories. Strongly tempted to do so,
in the case you mention.
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Daigtud expratly/or Godty't Lady'a Book by Sajtobl Sloah, Archittct, Philaddphia.

PERSPECTIVE

VIEW.

4 f<. ^

This building' is planned with roference to a high style
of livini:, and without an ostentatious exterior, can lay
claim to a cousiderable amount of architectural beautv.

BECOKD

PraST

FLOOR.

Principal Ftonr. — A entrance hall ; B drawing-room,
IS by 24 feet ; C library, 14 by IS feet ; D conservatory
(omitted in the elevation) ; E reception-room, 12 by 22
feet ; F dining-room, IS by 21 feet ; G butler's pantry ;
- H kitchen, 16 by 17 feet ; I and J Verandas ; E entrance
drive.

STORT.

Second story.— Td M M M M chambers, L hall, N bathroom, 0 bed-room, P passage.
Amoxo the principal novelties of this season are the
little photographs, called, from their smallness, *' visitjng-rardf(." which maybe had very cheap, and which
enable an individual to bestow a likeness of Mmself, at
email cost, on his entire cin-l^.
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Hair Ornaments. — Ladies wishing hair made

into

bracelets, pins (which are very beautiful'), necklaces, or
ear-rings, can be accommodated by our Fashion Editor. A
very large number of orders have recently been filled, and
the articles have given great satisfaction.

Chaos. — A woman putting your room to rights— just
after you have been arranging everything to your satisfaction, and elaborately assorting your papers with such
methodical care that you could put your finger upon each
separate one in the dark — that is what I call chaos ! Men
are not moreawkward in handling women's babies than
women are in fingering men's papers. The mischief,
and damage, and endless annoyance of spirit, and thorough disturbance of temper for the rest of the day, that
are engendered by the latter practice, surpasses all belief.
WoM.A,s*s Home Book of Health. — Tlte Neio Torlc Journal of Commerce makes the following mention of the
above named work by Dr. John S. Wilson, of this vicin"The Woman's Home Book of Health is from the pen
ity:of a Georgia physician who writes in a very frank and
straight forward manner, and with no attempt at scientific technicality. The book is full of good sen.se, and
points out the errors in living, among American women,
with blunt truthfulness."
The postage on the Lady's Book, if paid three months
in advance at the oflice where it is received, is four and
a ludf cerdu for three monthly numbers.
PHILADELPHIA

We give the prices at which we will send these beautiful articles :—
Breastpins, from $4 to $12.
Ear-rings, from $1 50 to $10.
Bracelets, from $3 to $15.
Eings, from $1 50 to $3.
Necklaces, from $6 to $15.
Fob-chains, from $6 to $12.
The Charms of Faitli, Hope, and Charity, S4 50.
Hair Studs from $5 50 to $11 the set.
Sleeve Buttons from $6 60 lo $11 the set.
Hair is at once the most delicate and lasting of onr materials, and survives us like love. It is so light, so gentle,
BO escaping from the idea of death, that, with a lock of hair
belonging to a child or friend, we may almost look up to
heaven and compare nntes with the angelic nature — may
almost say : "I have a piece of thee here, not unworthy of
thy being now."
Ladies should use Edwards' Paint Restorer, for removing dirt from paint and glass. Price per package,
sufficient to clean a whole house, 25 cents. For sale by
all grocers, druggists, and fancy goods stores throughout the country.
Samples of this compound sent by mail upon receipt
of two three-cent stamps.
Address Fisher, Day, & Co., successors to J. E. Tilton,
dealers in artists' goods, engravings, materials for Grecian painting, etc., ISS Essex Street, Salem, Mass.

Re-uniox in Heaven'.— I am fully persuaded that I
shall love my friends in heaven, and therefore know
them ; and this principle binds me to them on earth. If
I thought I should never know them more, nor, therefore, love them after death, I should love them comparatively little now, as I do all other transitory things.
The Wisdom op Sorrow. — Sorrow seems sent for our
instruction, just as we darken the cages of birds when
we teach them to sing. .

AGENCY.

No order attended to unless the cash accompanies it.
All persons requiring answers by mail must send a
post-office stamp ; and for all articles that arc to be sent
by mail, stamps must be sent to pay return postage.
Be particular, when writing, to mention the town,
county, and Slate you reside in. Nothing can he made
out of post-marks.
Miss H. M. W. — Sent sleeve pattern February 18.
Mrs. A. C. K.— Sent corset fastener, cotton, &c. 18th.
M. E. B. — Sent two hair rings ISth.
Mrs. R. W. F.— Sent pattern Zouave jacket ISth.
Miss P. A. — Sent pattern gored dress 18th.
Miss R. T. McG.— Sent pattern cloak ISth.
Mrs. J. C. G. — Sent net for hair, needles, &c. 20th.
Mrs. A. S. T.— Sent scissors, paper cutter, &c. 20th.
Mrs. F. A. W.— Sent silk aprou 20th.
M. O. S.— Sent jacket pattern 23d.
Mrs. A- V. Du B. — Sent bundle by Harnden's express
23d.
J. D. M.— Sent handkerchiefs 23d.
Miss F. S. B.— Sent hair ring 25th.
R. L.—E. Sent
patterns
"'»th. morning robe, &c. 2.)th.
Miss
R. L.—
Sent pattern
Miss M. M. — Sent velvet cloak by Adams's

express

25th.
Mrs. E. T.— Sent patterns 27th.
Mrs. A. B. — Sent red cotton, slip pattern, &c. 27th.
Mrs. W. L. B. — Sent patterns of boy's clothes 27th.
Mrs. S. J. S. — Sent crochet needles and braiding 27th.
Mrs. M. J. L. — Sent pattern gored robe 27th.
Miss M. J. A.^Sent canvas March 2d.
Miss S. V. R.— Sent hair bell and .clasps, 2d.
Miss L. J. E. — Sent hair rings 2d.
M. A. H.— Sent hair ring 2d.
R. A. T.— Sent hair ring 2d.
E. D. J.— Sent hair ring 2d.
Mrs. M. A. B. — Sent India-rubber gloves 2d.
Mrs. G. S. W. — Sent sewing silk and needles 2d
Mrs. L. M. W.— Sent pattern Garibaldi suit 2d.
BIrs. O. M. S. — Sent patterns infant's clothes 2d.
Mrs. J. P. A. — Sent patterns infant's clothes 2d.
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Un. J. B. F.— Scot tnpo and braid .lib.
Miss L.— SeDt black lac« veil by Adams's express Sth.
C. D. C— Seat beadH 6tb.
Mrs. H. S. — Sent patterns of infant's clothes Stfa.
Mrs. F. J. S. — Sent patterns and tattiu^' 5th.
H. A. B. — Don't know any cure. Bettor consult a
chiropodist.
Mrs. Dr. B.— Sent pattern 7th.
Mrs. M. M. McC— Sent breastpins, &e. 7th.
Miss E. A. M.— Sent net for hair 7th.
Mrs. .\. L. B.— Sent dress pattern 7th.
Mrs. W. W. F.— Sent cloalc pattern 7th.
Miss E. E B.— Sent chenille 11th.
Miss n. M. H.— Sent net for hair 11th.
Mrs. T. P.— Sent stamens for hair flowers 11th.
Mrs. J. N. B. — Sent pattern Garibaldi coat 13th.
Mrs. L. H. M.— Sent pattern of dress 13lh.
Mrs. J. B. W.— Sent pattern Garibaldi suit Llth.
Mrs. W. W. H.— Sent cloali pattern 1.1th.
Mrs. D. D. C— Sent apron pattern L^th.
Mrs. J. W D.— Sent braiding 16th.
Mrs. J. S. J. L. — Sent materials for working slippers
IClh.
Miss J. H. 0.— Sent insertion and tatting 16th.
C. X. M.— Sent hair ring 16th.
Mrs. McG. — Sent hair earrings 16th.
S. J. S.— Sent wristbands, 4c. 16th.
Mrs. J J. F.— Sent silk twist, braid, &c. 16th.
M. L. T. — Sent pattern Zouave jacket ISth.
Mrs. M. S. L. — Sent linen cambric and embroidery silk
ISth.
Mrs. M. E. C— Sent patterns ISth.
Mrs. X. M. L. — Sent infant's clothes by Adams's express 18th.

Cjjcmistrii for iljc IJoiing.
LESSOX

XYni.—{C(mcltid€d.)

993. OcB oxamination of sulphur having come to a
conclusion, it remaiu8 for us to devote a eli^'ht attention
to two of its importaut points, at least — namfly, sulphuric acid {oil of vitriol) and hydrosulphuric acid
(sulphuretted hydrogen). The chief qualities of both
these will be fouud to have already come under our
Investigation ; nevertheless they aro far too important
for being thus cursorily passed over.
394. And first as regards sulphuric acid. This compound is frequently considered as synonymous with oil
of vitriol, although the supposition be not precisely
true. Sulphuric acid is a snow-white, solid compound,
whereas oil of vitriol is a liquid, as we all know. Hence,
in future, remember that oil of vitriul is a combiuatiou
of forty parts by weight of real sulphuric acid with nine
parts by weight of water. The first evident characteristic of oil of vitriol is the thick viscous quality which
causes it to look and to flow from vessel to vessel something like an oil. Another characteristic is its intensely
acid tasto, which, provided the oil of vitriol be largely
diluted with water, may be recognized with impunity.
A third characteristic is its power of reddening blue
litmus.
But the specific tests for this acid are these :—
395. When mixed with solutions of the earth baryta,
or with salts of the same, or with salts of lead, it throws
down in either case a dense white powder, the sulphate
of baryta or of lead — absolutely insoluble in water, and
also in hot nitric acid. Thus soluble salts of baryta and

of lead, especially the former, are used not only to indicate but to separate sulphuric acid, whether atone or lu
combination.
39C. To a solution of nitrnto of baryta add a solution
of oil of vitriol, very weak, iu water, and remark the
C'>pious white precipitate which falls. Instead of sulphuric acid and wrttor, use a jinlulion of Glauber's salt
(sulphate of soda) and water, and remark the similarity
of the result. Prove that neither of the.se precipitates is
capable of tiolutiou in hot nitric acid ; hence they would
appear to be identical. Prove their identity of composition by the following investigation: —
397. Mix each of them with charcoal separately, and
treat as directed in 392. The results of this ticalment
having been put into two teht-tubes, add hydrochloric
acid to the contents of each, and test the resulting gas
with paper dipped in acetate of lead.
ens ;hence you have been acting on a
this sulphuret must have come from a
sulphate can only have been generated
acid, free in the one instance, combined
other.

The paper blacksulphuret : hence
sul/»/(rt/c, and the
by tlie sulphuric
with soda in the

39S. Our old acquaintance, hydrosulphuric acid, need
not detain us long. To comment upon its ill odor, and
its power of throwing down calcigenous metals, or to
mention its solubility in water, is needless. I shall,
therefore, limit my experiments on it to those which
d:'monstrate it to contain sulphur, by getting tlie sulphur
out of it.
399. Collect, without agitation (by agitation it is absorbed), two three-ounce wide bottles full of the gas
over water in the usual way, close them with glass
plates, and set them on the table.
400. Collect one bottle of e<jual size as to mouth and
capacity of chlorine (321), remembering the precautions
mentioned at 2.55, close the mouth of the bottle also with
a glass valve, and set it on the table. Now let the bottles
be taken up, each by a different person, and let the glass
valves be brought face to face in such a manner that
when slid away the bottles will lie horizontally mouth
to mouth ; rapid combination will then ensue, and sulphur will be deposited. This experiment renders evident the manner iu which chloriue or bleaching powder
(chloride of lime), which gives off chloriue, acts in
destroying ill odors. For the most part, this ill odor is
dependent ou the presence of hydrosulphuric acid gaa;
and chlorine, as we have already seen, decomposes this
gas, and liberates sulphur.
401. Into the remaining bottle, containing hydrosulphuric acid, pour a little fuming nitrous acid (known
under that name in tho shops), and replace the valve.
Sulphur is again deposited.
402. As regards phosphorus. We will not perform any
experiments with this substance, because it is extremely
dangerous to meddle with. Suli)hur we have seen to
exist in animals and vegetables, it is true, hut to a far
greater extent in the mineral kingdom. Phosphorus,
on the contrary, is scarcely found in the mineral king^
dom ; in certain vegetables it occurs more frequently ;
but animals, especially their bones, yield it iu greatest
abundance.
403. The chief points of practical interest in analysis
relative to sulphur, involve sulphuric acid and hydrosulphuric acid, both of which have been sufQciently
treated of; for the purpose, however, of impressing two
or three important facts, I wish you to assume the
problem of, snlpfuUe of sodn bang given, fiuw to extract
the sulphur which it contaiju.
The various stages of
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analysis necessary to effect this have aU-eady been detailed.

Cnttrt-CiiHc 6o.^sip.
LIST OF GARDEN

FLOWERS.

No. 2.

"We continue the list of hardy perennials, ■which our
readers 'wiU find useful, as we have done, any variety
mentioned we have either included in our own borders,
or see growing within a stone's throw of us.
Rtuibeckia — A genus of indigenous plants, large and
showy.

bled around its genial light, to read aloud, so to speak,
an account of the great sale of Government presents,
which took place at Calcutta the past season.
On the returu of the Viceroy and Governor-General
of India from his official tours through the country, it
is usual to sell by public auction the presents he has received, and which the forms of Indian State receptions
require to be taken and reciprocated by "nuzzcrs" or
presents, quid pro quo, given in exchange. The sale of
the valuable presents received during the late tour of his
Excellency the Right Honorable the Governor-General
and Viceroy of India took place on the premises of Messrs.
Hamilton & Co., Calcutta, jewellers, &c., to the Viceroy.
The presents consisted of articles of native jewellery,

Saxifraga — Saxifraga. Dwarf plants with large
fleshy leaves, with pink or white flowers, very early.
Suitable for rock work.

arms, armor, shawls from the looms of Cashmere, Umritsir, Delhi, and Dacca ; massive gold and silver-mounted
trappings for horses and elephants ; gold and silver cups ;

Sedum — Stone crop. Creeping plants, excellent for
rock only.

and implements for using pawn, uta, &c. ; a great variety of native manufactures in cloths of gold and silver ;
the finest muslins, beautiful carpets, and embroideries,
a portion of which were hung about the saleroom, and
formed a truly Oriental background to the dark faces of

Spirea — Meadow Sweet. A very desirable class of
plants of the easiest culture. S. filipendula with white
flowers, buds shaded with pink. The foliage of this variety is very beautiful. Other desirable varieties are S.
Japonica, S. lobata, S. rosea, and S. ulmaria. In some
parts of the country the spirea is known as the '* King"
and "Queen of the Meadow."
Tradescaniia — Spiderwort. T. virginica has fine blue
flowers produced every morning from July to September.
There is a variety with white flowers, and another with
double red flowers, which latter variety is rare.
Valeriana — Valerian. The white flowering variety
is a tall growing plant, four to six feet in height, with
a profusion of small, very fragrant fluwers in June.
Veronica — Speedwell. V. spicata is a fine blue variety. The flowers are produced in lung succession on tall
Bpikes.
Viola odorata — Sweet Scented Violet. These should be
fouad in every garden for the sake of their delightful
perfume. The double blue and white varieties are the
most desirable.
Violn tricolor — Pansey. Too well known to require
any description.
Climbing Annuals, — Clinibing annuals are of great
utility in the decoration of gardens, the rapidity of their
growth and profusion of flowers during several of the
summer and autumn month.«, render them very eflective.
Of this class the Cobea, Lophospermum, Maurandia,
Ipomea, &c., are well known, and L,'<'nerally used in the
best gardens for covering trellis work, walls, fences,
arbors, &c.
We now add to the list for this purpose an nnnital
Passion flower (P. gracilis). It is represented by the
Freuch journals as an exceedingly graceful plant, of
rapid growth and luxuriant foliage, flowering in two
mouths from the time of sowing the seed. The flowers
are small greenish white; fruit an oval berry of an
orange yellow color. Its origin does not appear to he
known. The seeds should be sown in March, in a frame,
on a gentle bottom heat, and the plants will he fit for
planting out by the middle of May.
BARGAINS

IN "DIAMONDS,

PEARL,

AND

GOLD."

It may be only "trying" to those of our lady friends,
who have a fancy for " sales" and an eye to a good "auction bargain," to read of one that included so many articles interesting to the feminine mind ; but we judge the
taste of our Centre-table Club, by what we have found
it in the past, and propose, a full congress being assem-

the grotesquely-clad company. The ten days were not
wholly occupied by the sale of the Government presents.
At the same time was disposed of a number of very
magnificent jewels taken at the Baillie Guard, Lucknow,
and lately handed over to the ex-King of Oude by the
British Government ; Messrs. Hamilton and Co. selling
the same under the orders of that ex-King for his benefit.
Blany of these said jewels were of the greatest magnificence and rarity. One of the necklaces, composed of
emeralds which were pierced and strung in triple rows,
was of the weight of two pounds and a half; one of the
three or four large diamonds of great brilliancy weighed
over fifty carats. A crown of very brilliant diamonds,
another of emeralds, another of cats'eyes and one of
amethysts, have been sold. Some of the emeralds and
rubies were of great antiquity, bearing the names of
Indian monarchs engraved on their surfaces from the
time of Timour Shah. Many curious articles of Indian
manufacture in precious stones, pearls, jade, &c., were
included in the sale.
The auction was numerously attended throughout by
the native nobility and gentry, as also by the native
jewellers, who were the principal purchasers, although
the most valuable lots were ceded to the former. These
consisted of the celebrated Oude diamond, weighing upwards of fifty-six ruttees (one ruttee is 1.S75 grain),
which sold for 35,100 rupees ; also two other large diamonds, which were knocked down for 17,.'500 and 31,700
rupees respectively. The sixth day's sale included a
most valuable enamelled gold hookah apparatus, ornamented with about 2."f00 diamonds of various sizes, and
was secured by a wealthy Rajah for 40,250 rupees. Tlio
supplementary catalogue comprised a superb diamond
crown, purchased for 39,000 rupees. Of the precious
stones in this collection the emeralds attracted most attention, from their immense size, one of which was of
such dimensions as to allow it to be cut in the shape of
an eggcup, and weighed upwards of 1000 ruttees. There
was also a large collection of "lollries" or "spinel vnbies," of which a necklace realized 24,000 rupees, and
was greatly enlianced by the fact of one of the stones
having the name of the first King and great Persian conqueror of Delhi, "Timour Shaw," engraved
Of the Government presents the Cashmere
cluded some of the flnestspecimens produced
ranged from 400 to 1000 rupees each. Great

on it.
shawls in; the prices
competition
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"k place for a set of silver elephant truppings, sold for
' !,iHH) ruptH^s.

The lutul amouDt of the sale waa calculated at upwmrds of tea lacs of rupeen (i.100,000).
NOTES

AND

QUERIES.

1. Wild Ftowera and Weetts. — Wc cunoot too strongly
urge upon our lady fricuds the study of botany, which
will enhance the pleasure that a natural love of flowers
gives, and teaches habits uf close ubi^ervation, which is
i;^oful for any department in life. The commonest weed
I leaf is invested with interest.
There is the Vervain
irbena ujficinaiis), lifting its gnicefnl stoin, crowued
^.ih a slender spike of small gray flowers, by way1<-!) and on hedge-banks.
This plant is interctsting on
I luy accounts.
It was sacred to the religious services
: ilie old Greeks and Itoman^i, as well as to those of the
ancient Druids, while its medical virtues were widely
-jtread and firmly believed in. A wreath of the plant
■ ' ing worn on the head, was said to cure pains in it ;
i.i its root was not long since worn by por&ous sufler. ;^ from scrt>fula, byway of amulet, with a yard of
\^^lito satin ribbon round the neck.
.Sfnsk 3fn{hw (M<dca Jfoschnta). The prettiest of its
-i-terhood, with light green flve-lobed leave-s, cut into
numerous segments, that look like fringe; the flowers
;in' large, of a fresh rose-color, and the plant in hot wea[Imt is redolent of a faint musky odor. Mallows were
eaten by the ancients, not only in salads, but boiled ;
and the Chinese and Egyptiaus still make use of one
species as an article of diet. The mucilage of the roots
is useful for coughs and pulmonary diseases.
Common Wild Flax {Linum perenue) opens its pretty,
light-blue blossoms in chalky fields. The use of the
cultivated variety is too well known to be repeated. The
oil of the seed Is valuable in commerce; and the refuse,
after its expression, is used to feed cattle.
Grtot Bindweed {Convolvulus Sfpiinn). One of the
most lovely of our native flora; spreads thickets and
hedges with its climbing stems, and trumpet-shaped,
solitary, snow-white flowers.
Miss Caroline A. White, whose graceful articles on
floral calturc have illuminated our pages heretofore, has
sought out these pretty summer guests and catalogued
an almost incredible number of them.
2. Trnnal/ttinns of tfie Bible— Tho Bible has been
translated into 145 dialects and languages; of which
121 have appeared subsequent to the formation of the
British and Foreign Bible Society, and 2.> of them exlisted only in an oral form without an alphabet. Upwards iif 43 millions of these copies of the Bible are circulated now among not less than 600,000,000 of readers.
Well may those who "watch
"What bath God wrought!"

for the morning"

say,

Jf iisljicrns.
KOTICE

TO

LADY

SUBSCRIBERS.

HAViSd had frequent applications for the purchase of
jewelry, millinery, etc., by ladies living at a distance, tfie
Editress nf the Fashion Department will hereafter execute
commissions for any who may desire it, with the charge of
a small percentage for the time and research required.
Spring and autumn bonnets, roaterlaN for dresses, jewelry,
envelops, hair-work, worsteds, children's wardrobes, manUUas, and mantelets, will be chosen with a view to econo-

my, as well as ta^te ; and boxes or packages forwarded
by express to nny part of the country. For the last,
distinct directions must bo given.
Orders, accompa7iiett hy checks for the proposed expendiiure, to be addressed to tlie care of L, A. Godey, Esq.
yo ortier will be attentUd to unless the muney is first
received. I^'eilfter tlie Editor nor Publinher will be accountable/or losses that may occur in remitting.
Instructions to be .as minute as is possible, accompanied
by a note of the height, complexion, and general style of
tho person, on which muck dejjends in choice. Dress
goods from Levy's or Evans k Co.'s ; cloaks, mantillas, or
talmas, from Brodie's, 51 Canal Street, Kew York ; bonnets from T. White & Co.'s; jewelry from Warden's or
Caldwell's, Philadelphia.
When goods are ordered, the fashions that prevail here
govern the purchase; therefore, no articles will be taken
back. When the goods are sent, the transaction must be
considered final.
DESCRIPTION

OF STEEL
MAY. FASHION-PLATE

FOR

Fiff. 1.— Brown spring silk, gured, the body and skirt
being in one piece. Tlie front breadth is cut out in
squares, and has the appearance of being buttoned over
on either side ; it is, however, only cut on one side ; the
squares are edged with black thread lace; the buttons
are silk, with velvet centres. This trimming is also on
the side breadths, but only extends half way u^£Bkd
skirt. The sleeves are cut with an elbow, and trinnned
to suit the skirt. English split straw hat, with plume
and demi veil of black lace.
Fif/. 2. — Dress suitable for a watering-place, orevening
company. It is of wliite fflac' silk, made infant waist,
with a semi loose sleeve, drawn lengthwise into puffs,
and trimmed with box plaited blue ribbon. The skirt
is trimmed with bouillonnis or puffs, about half a yard
in depth, separated by rows of blue ribbon, box plaited.
The gloves have two buttons at the wrist and scalloped
tops. A large bow, witli ends of very wide blue ribbon
is placed at the back of the w.T.ist.
Fig. 3. — Green cloth babit of the new shade, made
with a plaited jockey at the back, and having small
pockets in front. A standing linen collar, with black
velvet neck-tie. Coat sleeve, with gauntlet cuff. Legborn Spanish hat, trimmed with black velvet and white
ostrich plumes. The side-saddle has three horns, which
is a great protection to the fair equestrienne.
Fig. 4.— Rich purple silk, with plain round waist with
velvet belt. The skirt is made three-quarters nf a yard
longer than usual, and is drawn up at intervals to the
proper length, forming puffs, with pointed pieces of
purple velvet juit on to cover tho seams. This is one of
the newest trimmings, and is very stylish. The sleeves
are done in tho same manner. Black straw hat, with
peacock plumes.
CHITCn.\T

*

UPON NEW YORK AND PHILADELPHIA FASHIONS, FOR MAY.

The fine May weather has brought out all the spring
novelties, and the streets are gay with pretiy bonnets,
dresses, and mantles.
The prevailing color.s fur bonnets
seem to be black and white, violet, light green, and
Magenta, though we see some of pink, blue, and mallow.
Bunches of fruit and atinaiic i)lants are extensively employed as ornaments, but light feathers are in very good
taste, and there is quite a novel arrangement of them : for
instance, a bonnet of embroidered white tbulle bad a bor-
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der of violet velvet edged with black lace; a thuUe
crown covered with small very light feathers, white and
violet ; a thuUe curtaiu bordered with velvet, and as a
bandeau point and blonde lace ; the strings were one
white and the other violet, edged with black lace. Many
of the bonnets for young ladies have long illusion veils.
either hemmed or edged with blonde caught on top of
the bonnet with a large bunch of flowers, and tied under
the chin ; they are very light and youthful looking.
Some of the prettiest bonnets are of white crape trimmed
with flowerfe, lace, or velvet scarfs; one we noticed
decorated on the front by a very full blonde ruche in
the middle of which was a compact row of red daisies.
The bandeau was composed of a row of daisies placed
on a velvet band. Another bonnet trimmed outside with
a double point of cherry velvet, inside with bunches of
black berries and cherry velvet. Black continues to be
worn. We saw a pi'etty bonnet the other day, which,
without being very novel, was still rich and quiet. It
was composed of fine black hair embroidered with buttercups in silken straw. The ribbon with which it was
trimmed was a black groundembroidered also with silken
straw ; the flowers were entirely black, with jet centres.
Chips will be much worn, and as they are so beautiful
of themselves they require but little trimming, a spray
of flowers on one side being quite sufficient. All kinds
of mixed straws will he worn, as well as black, white,
and gray. The small, close bonnets called Capeliues,
so^ififllittimes adopted in the country by those who do not
like ihe jaunty little straw hats so much in vogue, are
this summer being made of worked muslin lined with
colored silk or gauze, aud the colors usually selected for
this purpose are n^allow, piuk, blue, lilac, and cerise;
they are trimmed with ruches of thulle and ribbon.
Other capeliues, of a less gay and elegant style, are
composed of jaconets, silk, jji^/ui, etc.
From bounets we next pass to caps ; and for ladies
who wear caps our fashionable milliners have brought
out some very light and pretty ones. A very graceful
one formed a net, made of gold thread at the back, aud
was finished on one side with a bow of black lace and
on the other with a delicate pink rose. There arc many
other styles, and some particularly pretty breakfast caps ;
we can, however, give them but a passing notice.
Nets for the hair are by no means laid aside ; they are
still very much worn in morning-dress, and also in
evening negligi. Those made of colored chenille or
velvet are very becoming; they are usually finished
with tassels or rosettes.
Among Brodie's large assortment of silk wraps we
noticed some which were extremely stylish ; they wore
mostly of the paletot shape, with thick cords down each
seam, and richly ornamented by crochet aud bead pati^,
thoxigh there are many mantles and circles with over
seams, also corded down each seam. Many were corded
with white and trimmed with black aud white braid,
much resembling stitching, and black and while buttons
ornamenting the seams. Some had only pointed collars, others square or pointed capes, corded and richly
trimmed with lace, or made entirely of lace. Other wraps
were edged with purple and various colors, with pelerine capes, the ends estendiog dowu in front to the end
of the wrap, with a narrow black lace falling over this
colored silk, which had a very pretty efl"ect. Crochet
trimmings, lace tassels, and fancy hoods arranged in a
hundred different ways almost bewilder one by their
style and beauty.
The most fastidious cannot fail to find an elegant and

varied style of dress goods to meet their wants and taste
at the establishment of Messrs. A. T. Stewart & Co., New
York. We saw so many and such beautiful goods that
we cannot pretend to do them justice. However, to
begin with the less expensive, the chintzes, they are
unusually gay and delicate, being generally of white
grounds with small figures and bouquets of flowers in
the gayest chintz colors thrown over them. The chintz
lawns pleased us much ; they are rather thicker than a
lawn, with a cord through them, and a raised dot of
white on a pink, blue, or lilac ground. Most of the
muslins were white grounds, with pin dots and single
flowers scattered over them. Three new colors have
come out this year in the muslins— a new red, purple, and
green ; and a great recommendation in the eyes of houseke pers isthat they are all fast colors. There is a new
material, called silk muslin, much resembling grenadine,
the exception being that grenadine is all silk, and the
other silk and cotton. In this style of goods were five
and seven flounced robes. The beautiful organdies, so
delicate in texture, had, like the muslins, white grounds
with pin dots and stripes aud bouquets of the most exquisite flowers, or else a mottled gray ground, more
delicate than a chinr, with very peculiar figures in gay
chintz colors. We saw a few seven and five flounced
robes, but the novelty of the season is the Chevron dress,
of which we give a cut in the front of the Book (page
3S7). This dress has diagonal stripes of rose de cJmti,
about an iuch and a half in width, meeting in the centre
of the breadth, aud between these stripes are bouquets
of roses with their foliage, which has a charming effect.
We have had this design in silk, but this is the first
appearance of diagonal stripes on muslin. Very few
flounced dresses, or rather robe dresses, will be worn,
though we saw a few in organdy and horlge Anglais.
This latter material can be had in the plain chini from
12>2 to Zl\^ cents, but the newest styles have embroidered figures over them, which add greatly to their
beauty. The summer or Manchester poplins have a cord
through them, and are worked with spots in gay-colored
silk, of much the same style as many of the silks, and
much resembling them in appearance.
Mozambique is another new material ; this is thicker
than barige Anglais, and very suitable for travellingdresses. It can be had in plain c?iint\ plaids, cheques,
stripes, or plain grounds with embroidered figures in
gay colors; this last style is exceedingly pretty. The
grenadine barege is of the same style as the Mozambiques
— a black or delicate gray ground with embroidered spots
or figures worked in silk. Pekin cloth, thicker than the
last mentioned material, is also very nice for travellingdresses.
The rich silks are generally of a c/</n^' ground, with
large dashed figures, or else a solid ground with very
rich embroidered figures or sprays of flowers thrown
over them d volantS These silks are $4 50 a yard, but
the same designs are carried out in less expensive goods.
The light summer silks are cheques or stripes, with
dashed figures ; there are also many solid grounds with
a thread of white crossing them.
For ladies and children the turban style of hat will
be the rage. They cau be had of white, black, gray,
or mixed straw. Another style is somewhat of the
mushroom shape, but has the brim set up about an inch
ou the crown, and instead of slanting gradually off goes
off in a curve, and rolls under at the edge of the brim ;
these also are to be had of all colors, and will be trimmed
with peacocks' and game birds' feathers.
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From the ei*UbliBhmeat of 0. Bbodie, SI Canal Street, New York.
articles of costame.]

Drawn by L. T, Voiot, from actual

The f^eoerat characteristics of the style most in Togne this season are preserred in this beaatiful g:annen( ; the
variation which it presents iu its particular conNtroction, however, places it in a front rank with its compelitori*
in beauty. The pyramidal creations are bordered with a corded outline of lilrtc sJIk— the garment itself being of
black taffeta. The upper portion is ornamented with a cape of rich black g^u pure lace, falling over the silk and
the outer borders of the gores with an effective passementerie, which is continued at their apices by roM>tte» of
«imp.
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LATEST FASHIONS.

A lilac spring silk, gorecl, bnftoncd from the throat down, and trimnipil with a narrow qnilled
ribbon.
Loose sleeve, with pnffs laid on.

Child's dress of white ninsiin. Coat of huff piqxii, trimmed with braid, and braided. White
straw hat, with white plume.
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We should never advise any one, who is not
called by duty, to visit a Powder Factory, for,
firstly, you run a risk of being blown to nothing :
and, secondly, you increase the danger in which
the workmen are placed. So, to save you,
reader, from these dangers, and to give you a
clear account of the various processes that are
gone through to produce this important clement
of war, we sit down to write. As we enter the
gates we observe nothing very particular, and
our guide seems to be used to all matters coujiected with the business, so we go gently on
until we reach several large stacks of wood,
.ilder and willow, which are standing there to
be dried by the atmosphere, previous to being
converted into Charcoal. Each piece of wood
is about three feetiu length, and the manner of
burning is as follows: A series of iron cylinders,
each about two feet six inches in diameter and
five feet in length, are ranged in a building
known as the cylinder house. Each of the
cylinders is set in brick-work, so arranged that
the hot air from the furnace plays quite round
it, causing the heat on the upper and under
sides to be uniform. Made to fit these cylinders
are others of thinner iron and lighter make,
capable of being drawn in or out at pleasure.
In tills portable cylinder, technically called a
slip, the wood is put, and then pushed into the
fixed cylinder and shut in by air-tight iron
doors, or doors made air-tight by means of sand.
As soon as the action of carbonization commences, all the gaseous products of the wood
• are expelled through a hole at the back of the
cylinder, and thence into the flues, where they
are burnt. Here is a twofold benefit. The gases
are almost sufficient to convert the wood Into
charcoal, and the great nuisance which would
VOL. Lxii. — a
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be caused by their escape into the atmosphere
is avoided. After remaining in these cylinders
at a low red heat for about sis hours, the wood
is perfectly carbonized. It is then allowed to
cool ; and when drawn out is charcoal of the
purest quality, and is ready for grinding. This
process is none other than that of grinding
coffee. The charcoal is put Into a hopper, from
which it falls into the mill, is cut or crushed
to pieces, passed through a reel covered with a
canvas of the finest mesh, and is then fit to
perform its part in the manufacture of gunSulphur is prepared by heating a quantity of
powder.
crude sulphur in an iron pot, conducting the
vapors into cool chambers, whese they fall as
a very fine powder, called flowers of sulphur.
When the chamber becomes warm these flowers
of sulphur melt, andrnn Into cylindrical moulds,
in which form the sulphur is called roll sulphur,
and is quite pure. It is then ground and passed
through a very fine sieve, when it also stands
ready.
The last and most important ingredient is
Xitre, or, as it is more commonly called, saltpetre. This is obtained chiefly from Bengal,
and in its crude or "grough" state contains
from one to twenty per cent, of impurities ;
common salt being the chief. In this state
then it arrives, and before being used lias to bo
freed from every impurity. This used to be
done by repeated boilings and crystallizations ;
but now it is boiled once and passed (in a fluid
state) into large shallow copper pans, called
coolers. Kow if allowed to cool at rest it forms
itself into large crystals, which contain much
that is impure ; but If you can get the crystals
small, there is little lmi>ui Ity to be fouuil.
This
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is obtained by keeping the liquid constantly in
motion during tlie cooling process ; so that the
nitre crystallizes in very small particles, so small
indeed that the saltpetre thus crystallized is
called saltpetre /?o«r, and is, if carefully washed
with distilled water, absolutely pure, and so
fine that no grinding is necessary. Under the
old system the saltpetre liad to he thrice boiled,
thrice set to cool in crystallizing pans, and then
melted, run into moulds, cooled, and ground.
We are indebted to the French for the new process.
After having then seen our ingredients carefully prepared, we now bring them together in
a "house," called the "mixing house." They
are here weighed in the following proportions:—
Saltpetre 75 per cent.
Snlpliur
10
"
"
Charcoal 15 " "
These ingredients are then placed in the mixing machine, which is simply a wooden box,
through which a shaft passes armed with long
copper or gun-metal teeth. The shaft is made
to turn on its axis very rapidly, and by means
of the teeth tVie mass is intimately mixed. A
bag is placed under the machine, a slide is
withdrawn from the bottom, and the powder
(for such it is now, but very weak) falls into
tlie bag. Tlie quantity placed in one bag is
called a charge, and weighs between forty and
fifty pounds. The charge (green charge called
generally) is now ready for the incorporating
mills, where the several ingredients, which
before were only mixed, are now incorporated,
or very intimately combined, by means of a
lieavy grinding pressure. Imagine a large round
dish of iron. In the centre of the dish is an
upright shaft, made to turn by means of gearwork underneath the floor ; on this dish are
placed two wheels, called runners, made of iron
or stone, each weighing three or four tons.
Through tlie centre of each runner a horizontal spindle passes, which spindle also passes
through the upright shaft before mentioned,
cutting it at riglit angles. When tlie upright
shaft is put in motion of course it carries round
tliese runners, which perform about ten revolutions per minute. The weight of the runners
causes great pressure upon the powder, wjiich
is spread equally over the bottom of the dish,
and the small circle in which the runners revolve causes the grinding, by which means, and
the aid of water, the intimate mechanical combination of the ingredients, upon which the
strength of the powder entirely depends, is obtained. The time necessary to bring the powder

to its proper strength varies from one hour to
ten, according to the quality required. One
manufacturer has patented a process by which
he causes the bottom of the dish to be heated,
by which means he obtains the required strength
in a much shorter time. When taken from
these mills it is in bioken cakes of a grayish
color, and about half an inch in thickness. It
is now called mill-cake, and has attained its
greatest strength — all after processes decreasing
its explosive force, but increasing its durability.
From the incorporating mills it is taken to
the press house, where the mill-cake is passed
between cylindrical toothed rollers, which in
motion turn towards each other, and crush the
powder again to dust. On one side of this press
house you see a large cubical box placed between
four iron columns, which support a huge crossbar of iron, called a cap ; underneath the cap is
suspended a cube of wood to fit the box which
stands below. The powder, wlien broken down,
is carried to this box, on the bottom of which
a layer of it is placed. This layer of powder is
covered with a sheet of copper, and on the copper is placed another layer of powder, then
another sheet of copper, and so on, alternately
a layer of powder and a sheet of copper, until
the box is full. A man then turns a small cock,
the box begins to rise, and pushes itself against
the piece of wood suspended beneath the cap.
As this wood fits the box, the box keeps rising,
but as it rises the powder is compressed to the
requisite hardness. But how is the box made
to rise ? By hydraulic pressure. The box
stands upon the ram, as it is called ; this ram
fits into an iron cylinder ; into the cylinder
water is forced, which raises the ram and of
course the box placed upon it. The pressure
obtained is generally about four tons to the
square incli upon the ram. When the pressure
is taken off, and the box opened, the powder
and copper are compressed into one solid mass ;
but a few hard blows with a wooden mallet
soon cause the cakes to separate. The copper
plates are put aside for future use ; the cakes
of powder, about two feet six inches square and
one-eighth of an inch in thickness, are carried
to the breaking-down machine, where tliey are
again passed between the toothed rollers and
broken into pieces hard and black, of irregular
forms, varying from an inch and a half to half
an inch in length. The powder is now fit for
granulating or corning, as it is called. Before
we leave this house we may just get a glimpse
at the men here, and yet the men you cannot
see, only their intensely black faces and lively
eyes.
Strong men and true, no doubt, to their
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employers, but not always conscious that while
careful for "the master, " they are cariug for
their own lives.
We take leave of the press house, then, and
follow the haij pieces of powder to the granulating house. Here we are in great danger,
and uot very well able to see it on account of
the "dust" flying about. However, we can
perceive the " house" is tolerably full of machinery ;consisting principally of the toothed
cylindric:\l rolls and "Jacob's Ladders." These
"Jacobs" areendless str.ips passing over wooden
wheels ; each strap has a number of cups fixed
upon it. 'i'lie powder is " shot" into a hopper
on the floor ; at the bottom of this hopper one
of the woo<len wheels rotates, and over it the
endless strap pa>ses. In the downward journey
the cup is inverted, but no sooner does it get
its turn on the bottom wheel that it rights itself, and not only so, but fills itself with powder,
which it carefully carries to the housetop, and
as it turns ou the upper wheel shoots its load
headforemost into another hopper, from which
it passes between the rollers, and is crushed
into the required sized grain. So these "Jacobs"
save the trouble and expense of having men to
carry up the powder on their backs. The powder
here is not only granulated, but a large portion
of the dust is taken from it and returned to the
incorporating mills.
AVe have now the powder in grains of various
sizes and of a very dull grayish blown color,
not much like the powder of commerce. But
we shall get it so much like that, that you will
recognize it wherever you may meet with it.
From the granulating house it is carried to the
rubbing house, where the powder is placed in
cylindrical vessels of wood or canvas, and
rapidly turned upon the vessels' axes. By this
motion the grains of powder are hardened, and
by the attrition they gain a glossy appearance
and look bluish-black. This rubbing of the
powder is a great deterioration to the explosive
quality of the powder ; it makes it less angular,
but, as a couuterbalauce, it is much more durable, beiug less impervious to moisture than
before. Well, having whirled it iu the cylinders for ten or twelve hours, and having seen
it brought out, and noted its different appearance, we follow it to the drying house. Not
long since it used to be dried as follows : The
powder w!is spread upon canvas cases and
placed in racks round a room, called the stove;
into the wall of this building a huge iron pot
was built : not standing on its bottom, but so
placed that the bottom of the pot should project
iuto the room while the mouth was outside.
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In this a fire was kindled, and the bottom of
the pot heated to a red heat. Pleasant, certainly, when one entered to see the round red
pot glaring in amongst the powder and threatening death and destruction to all. jS'ow the
stove is heated by means of steam pipes passing
through it, and the temperature usually obtained isabout 130. For twenty hours it rests
iu this warm climate, during which time it
parts with all its moisture except about nine
per cent. At this stage the powder is somewhat dusty and of different-sized grains ; two
things then are required, to clean it from the
dust, and to separate the grains iuto the various
sizes, for large or small arms. To aecomiilish
these ends, the powder is transported from the
stove to the dusting house.
The dusting house, as its name implies, is the
place where the powder is dusted, or finally
cleansed from any remaining dust. This is an
important affair, as the fouling or not fouling
of the gun depends greatly upon this matter.
It is generally performed by causing the powder
to run through a series of reels covered with
open canvas, which reels are rapidly whirled
round, and while they are in motion all the
very fine powder or dust falls through the canvas. When properly dusted, the different-sized
grains have to be separated one from another ;
the " large grain" for artillery ; the "finegraiu"
for rifles ; the "double F." and "treble F." for
sporting purposes ; and so on. When separated it is carefully weighed, put into barrels,
headed up, and carried away to magazines, quite
finished and ready for use.
These various processes cannot be c.irried on
without much risk to life and property, hence
the necessity that exists for the greatest possible care throughout all departments. Kvery
man has clothes to be used only in the houses,
so that there can be no chance of the least particle of grit getting on to the clothes, neither is
any man permitted to wear metal buttons. All
shoes are exchanged for shoes made only of
leather, no nails of any kind ; and these are
^m only in the houses. In the machinery
brass and copper are largely employed, because
from them it is almost impossible to strike fire ;
and to prevent any friction under foot should
grit get into the liouses, the floors are carefully
covered with le.ather. Still, with all these precautions, accidents are not entirely avoided,
though greatly diminished.
At the present day, the uneducated Hindoo
girl, by the use of her hands simply, could
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" It's botli annoying and ridiculous !"
" Yes, it is, indeed !"
"Just to think, Kennon ! Here I am to be
married to-night, and it 's now four o'clock
P. M., and I have 'nothing to wear' but this
dusty, dirty, disagreeable travelling suit. Some
outrageous rascal stole my carpet-bag, and
vamosed, and here I am, minus all the necessaries, except the ring ; that, I believe, is safe
in my vest pocket. ' '
"Oh, that's all ! I thought it was something
else which you referred to as annoying and
ridiculous," said his friend, the groomsman
elect, who had come to the depot to receive
him.
"What can be more so?" cried the young
man, savagely. "Just look at me ! And there
isn't a ready-made clothing store in this little
village, I '11 be bound ; and if there is, do you
suppose I can obtain such cloth, and such a fit !
That suit was a miracle in the way of fit and
beoomingness. It made me even handsomer
than usual, so you may judge. If you had a
drop of generous blood in your veins, you would
pity me. ' '
" I do pity you sincerely, but not for the loss
of your wedding-suit."
" Wb.^t for, then ?— my prospective misery ?"
laughed the expectant lover, with a toss of his
head, as he stole a look in the little dusty mirror of the station-house. "0 dear 1 I do look
shockingly, Kennon. You '11 have to lend me
a suit ; and you 're shorter and broader than*.
It will never do for Emily's lace and white satin
to brush against these soiled habiliments. I 've
a mind to liave the wedding delayed until I can
send back to town."
"There will be.no necessity for your delaying
it."
" And I couldn't disappoint myself so much,
if there was. If Emily is waiting to have me,
I cannot be so cruel to her — 0 no !"
Kennon looked in the bright triumphant face
before him, the face of a man elate with happi-

MAGAZIITE.

by her hands, constructed a thread which would
require to be extended 1,000 miles to weigh a
pound ; and the Deccale muslins of her manufacture, when spread on the ground, and covered
with dew, are no longer visilile.

surpass the delicacy and fineness of textureproductions of the most perfect machinery-, in
the manufacture of cotton and muslin cloths.
In England, cotton has been spun so fine, that
it would require a thread of 450 miles in length
to weigh a pound ; but the Uindoo girl had,
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ness, on which the loss of the important carpet-bag liad thrown a shade of annoyance, as
if truly to set oif its light. His own expression
was grave. He opened his lips and shut them
once or twice before he could force himself to
say what had to be said. " The loss of your
wedding-suit is really quite apropos" — with an
attempt to smile; "when you have lost the
bride, you do not need the apparel."
Stewart Cameron looked up quickly at his
friend ; and, meeting his troubled eye, stammered out, " Is Emily dead ?"
"O no, not so bad as that, but she — she — "
" Be quitk with your bad news."
" Ran away last night with her cousin Gardi" Indeed ! I wish her good luck with him."
The tone of quiet scorn deceived his friend
for an instant ; but when he raised his eyes
ner."
again, he saw, by the sunken, haggard look
which had fallen upon all that bloom and sparkle, that the blight had been as sharp as it wa3
sudden. He feared that Stewart would fall, and
said ; "Take my arm, and I will tell you all I
know about it as we walk along."
"Where shall we go?" asked Stewart, with
the vague air of one who has had a blow, and is
struggling back to consciousness.
"To her father's. Yes, they are expecting
you. They want to receive you, and testify
their sympathy, and their own trouble about it.
Mrs. Bell charged me not to return without you.
I feel sorry for Iier — not only the impropriety
of the aflfair, and the gossip attendant, but she
liked you as much as she disliked Gardiner.
She has spent the day in tears."
"They are married, are they not ?"
"Yes; the ceremony was performed in the
next village, during the stoppage of the train
at the station. Everything was well plannetl.
I presume yon jiassed them to-day on the road.
Nobody wonders that Gardiner Bell should do
a dishonorable thing ; but that Emily should
prove so treacherous is astonishing.
I see no

MAGNETIZED

IXTO

reasoa for lier haviug played such a game, since
no one compelled an engagement against her
wishes."
" Compelled it I" muttered Stewart, betweeai
his shut teeth. "I believed that girl loved
me, Keunon, as much as I believed there was
A heaven above us."
" I have a curious theory," continued his
friend, " but I do not expect you nor any of her
friends to give faith to it. 1 believe he has bewitched her; that is, influenced her by other
agencies than her own free will to the step she
has taken. I believe he has magnetized her,
or something — I hardly know what myself; but
gained soiue unholy ascendency over her will.
I believe that she did love you — perhaps still
docs ; but that he has exerted some strange
fascination over her which has finally led her
away, struggling to the last. I do not think it
was in Kmily's nature to have allowed these
prep.irations for the wedding to go on, if she had
been purposing this catastrophe all the time."
In the mind of the unhappy man beside him
floated a vision of her whom he had come to
marry, and found a living lie. The face, childlike in its innocence, with the trusting eyes,
the trembling, sensitive mouth, the fair forehead ;it wore a look which he had never seen
upon it — not of careless audacity for the falsehood she had acted, not of shame and contrition,
Tint a frightened, pleading look, in which terror
and sorrow lurked, a hesitation, a struggle, as
if compelled by some unknown power in a
direction she was averse to taking. Involuntarily he stretched out his hand, as if answering
her cry to be saved. The next insftint he
sneered at his own fancy, and walked on more
firmly than before.
He would not have obeyed the request of
Emily's family to come to them if he had not
cherished a feeling of filial affection and reverence for her mother. A fierce rebellion arose
in his mind against the sympathy which he felt
would be lavished upon him. He was haughty
and self-reliant, defying the pity or curiosity
of the world ; but when he carae in sight of
the ' familiar mansion,' when he walked up the
shadowy avenue, through the broad, old-fashioned hall, into the parlor, and saw, standing
to receive him, Emily's mother, pale, with tears
on her cheeks, he was unnerved. Going to her
quickly, lip flung his arms about her, kissing
her forehe.id with quivering lips. As he led
her to a seat and bade her rest herself, looking
up, he saw standing in the window a yonng
laily who so closely resembled Emily that for an
instant he was deceived.
His mistake was
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apparent to him almost before it was made ; it
was a relative ; probably the cousin whom she
h.ad written to him was to play the part of
bridesmaid. She was looking at him earnestly,
but her eyes fell upon meeting his. A strange
sensation oppressed him upon encountering her
glance, which he threw off with an effort.
" Valencia, my dear, " said Mrs. Bell, as soon
as she could speak, "this is Mr. Cameron.
You know each other) though you have never
met before. Stewart, this is Miss « ood, my
niece, who was Emily's best-beloved and most
intimate cousin."
Miss Wood came forward and shook hands
with him. Ue had often heard that she was
just the stature and age of Emily, that there
was a very strong resemblance to each other.
They were, indeed, almost surprisingly alike ;
the same wavy brown hair, the same clear blue in
the eyes, the same lightness and pliancy of the
rounded form ; yet there was a difference in
expression, more apparent to Stewart than it
had ever been to any one else. She looked as
Emily ouy'nt to have looked, considering the
p.irt she had played ; a "lurking devil in the
eye," so very prudent, so very alert that no
one but a person of Stewart's discernment
would have detected it at all. Swimming behind that lovely azure, he saw it dart forth and
draw itself back again instantly, while one
could look down into the unfathomable depths
of Emily's eyes and seaj nothing but calm and
purity to the very bottom of the soi|J ; at least, so
it had always been, but of course those eyes had
been lying ones, too. He, with all his knowledge of men and women, all his unusual quickness of perception and coolness of juil;,'ment,
had been egregiously deceived, fooled ! Ue
almost flung awiiy the soft hand which pressed
his with silent sympathy, whereat the young
girl opened her eyes a trifle wider, and then
smiled. The smile seemed to say, "You are
excusable for any degree of rudeness to-day,
poor Mr. Cameron '." and irritated him like a
finger laid upon the bare flesh.
He felt sorry for his hasty judgment when lie
perceived the delicacy with which she withdrew until Mrs. Bell could relate to him the
particulars of Emily's flight, as far as known,
and all the painful conjectures, doubts, and
fears which distressed her.
"She had remarked," she observed, in the
midst of her narration, "that Emily had not
seemed so happy for the last three or four
weeks ; she had grown pale, w.is restless at
nipht. ate but little, and would lose herself, in
the moments of busiest occupation, in idle reve-
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ries ; yet when started from these by the playful
rallying of her companion, her face would be
full of gloom, sometimes of terror, instead of
the blushes and smiles most natural to the
circumstances. Yet she (tlie mother) would
not and could not believe tl^at these moods
were caused by anything more serious than
passing regrets at leaving her home, and timid
apprehensions of that future state to which she
i^ syet loolci^forward with eagerness ; the tumult
of liw aiMtfear commoa to betrothed maidens
. J near the threshold of marriage. She had
observed no intimacy between Kmily and the
cousin with whom she had so strangely eloped.
Kone of the family approved of the young man ;
he had never visited them frequently, owing
to the coldness with which they treated him
since an avowal of love for Emily which he had
made three years ago, when she was but fifteen
years of age. Their reasons for disliking him
was their knowledge of the natural want of
integrity which he had displaj'ed from a child,
and their fears that his habits were not those
to make a wife happy. Then, too, although
they gave him credit for being as much attached to her as it was in his nature to be to
any one, they knew that her fortune was the
principal object with hira in seeking to marry
her. Within the last fortnight," continued
Mrs. Bell, "he has called here more frequently
than ever before. As Valencia came here about
that time, and he appeared to come as a relative, to make himself agreeable to her, and as
Emily's wedding was so near at hand, and
tliere was always young company and much
gayety about the house, we treated hira with
less coldness. But, ah nie ! who could have
anticipated so woful a result ?"
Mrs. Bell wept silently .as she concluded her
story. Stewart Cameron paced the lengths of
the parlors distractedly, and Mr. Bell, coming
in, almost groaned as he shook him by the hand.
Keimou remained in the little tea-room off the
parlors, trying to keep up conversation with
Valencia, for he was too solicitous about his
friend to leave him. When a servant summoned
the family to tea, the dainties which were to
have furni.^hed "the marriage table"' seemed
like " funeral baked meats." But little was
eaten, and th.atinsilence and constraint. Everywhere was some reminder of the feasting and
rterriment which were to have filled the now
desolate house.
During the evening, Valencia played .and sang
a little, but the time wore away drearily, until
Kennon took leave, and then Mrs. Bell herself
offered to show Stew.art to his chamber.
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"We mourn her as one dead," said she, as
she stepped in with him, closing the door and
looking about. "Oh, Stewart I this was to
liave been the bridal-chamber. Look here,
upon this bed ; she left them all behind ; they
were prepared in honor of you."
He looked, and saw the exquisite dress of
pearl-colored silk, the light over- robe of misty
lace, the delicate handkerchief, the prayer-hook,
gloves, the wreatli and veil — all but tiie lovely
form which should have inhabited these bridal
garments.
" Mrs. Bell, I have a curious request to make
of you. I wish vou would give these to me.
They shall be to me a reminder of what was to
have been. I will give them to my spiritual
bride. Henceforth women are nothing to me
— that is, no one but you, whose heart I know ;
but if I wish to please my starved fancy with
the picture of a wife such as I hoped for, I will
fill this apparel with an imaginary form, which
I will dream is mine', and true to ale "
She could not laugh at the sad conceit : her
own feelings were too miserable. She answered
that they were his, to take away with him, if
lie wished ; and, bidding him good night, left
him to the solitude created liy the broken
promise of her who was to have been with
him.
,j.
It might have been midnieht, or later, that
Stewart Cameron, alone with his thoughts, felt
the he!it of the June night intolerable. Either
the air was really oppressive, or his own thickcrowding emotions suffocated him. The windows were open, and out of one of these he
leaned, breathing the odor of roses from the
vines which hung thickly along the trelliswork of the porch beneath him. The roses of
the yeiir before had heard him tell the story of
his love to blushing cheeks and kindling eyes ;
and every one knows there is nothing like the
ghosts of vanished perfumes to haunt the memory with undying tenacity. The night wag
dark, except for the few wild stars which peered
through the warm clouds which promised rain
for to-morrow. Leaning there, breathing that
haunting sweetness, and staring out into blank
space, Stewart became aware of some one cautiously approaching the house from one of the
side avenues. His senses were preternaturally
acute that night, and he saw the men, who
didn't see him, steal along and enter the porch.
The next moment, there was the whisper of
voices mingled with the fragrance floating \ip
to him. He might have thought of housebreakers, or of the parlor-maid giving audience
to some lover ; but the first words were audible
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to him, driving all inference away, in the desire to liear every syllable.
"Is she here?"
•'Who?
Emily?"
"^Yes, Emily! confound herl You don't
m
1 to say she is not here ?"
' Of course she is not. How does it happen
she is not with you ? What have you come
back for?"
"She has rnn away; actually given me the
sli, and 'low I 'm in a pretty kettle of fish.
Bilv thi- knot is tieii, tight as the parson can tie
it, and no power on earth shall keep her away
from me."
" How did it happen that she left you?"
" I don't know much more about it than you
do ; but the fact is, Valencia, after we got
away from you, the spell didn',t seem to more
than half work. She went to the minister's
all rightAnd was married willingly enough — I
can su- ^^1 '. 'm to testify to that ; but soon
after, she gai" to look uneasy, to start, and
be nervous, and then she got to crying, and
finally asked me to take her back home. I told
her we were married now, and going home
would do no good : that I wanted her to go with
me to visit my frienils in Chicago, and that
we W go up the hikes and all around before we
returned. So she said no more, and seemed
reconciled. We were riding all the time in the
cars, for I feared pursuit, and wanted to get out
of harm's way. We rode all night, till, about
niye in the morning, the cars stopped forbreakf.ast at a station. She breakfasted with me, and
I left her in the ladies' room a moment, while I
bought myself some cigars, and when I went for
her she w.as gone. I rnshed into the cars and ran
through them, for they were about to start, but
I conlil see her nowhere. Just as I left thera
to return to the station, they moved off, and at
the same time a train from the opposite direction .also left the depot. It struck me in an
instant tliat she had secreted herself aboard of
that train for the purpose of returning home,
and I darted after it, caught the last platform,
dragged myself up, and rode all the way back
in tlie same car with that poor fellow thiit I cut
out so nicely. I should hiive delighted myself
with the idea of his disappointment, if I hadn't
been so une.asy. But you see, Val, I went
carefully through and through the train, and
there was no Emily to be seen. So I just
stepped off at the station nest this village, and
waited till dark before I came over. I still
thought she would t.ike the next train, and be
here by this time. I 'm gl.ad she isn't, for I 'm
bound to find her and keep her. She 's mine,
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and she 's got to stay mine. She 'U be a little
restive at first, but she '11 get accustomed to me
in course of time. It was lucky you saw mo
this evening, when you passed down the gardenwalk with that young gentleman. Did you
pick
my noteor ?"how should I have kept the
" Ofup course,
appi)intment
?"
"By the w.ay,
how do you like the discarded bridegroom?"
"Oh, very much; more, even, than I expected. He 's just the man worth risking one's .
life for. He '11 be dilliciilt to comiuer, but that
will m.ike my triumph the more splendid."
"Glad you fancy him, Val. Wish yon good
hick. He was part of the consideration, you
know. But just at this crisis I 'd like a little
of your wit to help me in this new state of
affairs. What had I best do about finding
Emily? I didn't know she had any purse of
her own with her. I don't know but she '11
commit suicide, or go insane, or something. I
wish your power li.id extended a little farther,
Valencia. Y'ou have influenced her will, but
you haven't made her love me, after all."
"Did I promise to?" — with a little langh
which m.ade the listener shiver. "No, Gardiner, I've fnlfilled my part of the agreement ;
and if you can't win her love after you 've got
her for a wife, it will be your own fault.
You 've too good an opinion of yourself to des" Don't be sarcastic, Val ; not with me. What
I want of you is — if she should get back hero
before I know, to renew yonr influence over
her,pair."
and make her pliable to my wishes. She 's
my wife, you kjiow ; married me of her owu
free will."
" Apparentli/ — yes !"
"That person is not going to prolong his
stay, is he? I should think delicacy would
induce him to get away from here as quickly
as "possible."
He shall stay as long as / can induce him,
that 's certain — or where would my chances be f
If Emily should make her appearance here,
what can she say or do ? No force, no unrcason.able or unlawful persuasion has been used.
She is your wife, and must submit to it. She '11
realize soon enough the necessities of the case.
Still, I hope you can keep her away from here
for the present, for mi/ sake. But I must go in,
Gardiner ; it 's too damp here for me, and I
wish to look my best in the morning." ,
The interview was ended ; the conspiratore
(if such they were) parted, leaving their listener in a state of excitement unparalleled in his
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experience. Joy that Eraily was fiee from the
presence and attentions of that detestable man,
fear that slie yet miglit be found by him and
held as his wife, unable to escape him however
much she might loathe him, disputed with each
other, overwhelming his own loss, his terrible
conviction that she was bound to another by
ties which denied her to him forever, and blent
with all was wonder at the mystery which involved the whole case. Again that face, appealing and terrified, and tliose eyes which
seemed to cry out to him, floated before his
mental vision, until he felt as if he must fly —
fly where ? and to what purpose ?
The brief night of that season soon gave place
to the harbingers of dawn. By four o'clock it
was liglit ; by five he was down upon the porch,
unquiet and watchful, waiting to see Mrs. Bell
and tell her what he had heard, so that they
might immediately decide tipon what steps to
take. As he walked there, unmindful of the
refreshing morning breeze, another person came
out to speak with him.
A moss-rose could not be sweeter or more
modest than Valencia Wood, as she appeared
this morning. She seemed afraid to insnlt his
troubles with her pity, speaking to him so
gently, looking at him so timidly.
" You
you are
it, with
greeted

did not rest last night, Mr. Cameron ;
pale, and your hand is hot" — dropping
a little sigh. She had taken it as she
him, without any advance upon his

part.
" I did not rest !" thundered
look which made her recoil.
expect that I would. But I
what you also did not expect
me, girl, what unholy power
over Emily! Do not deny.
heard every word which you

Stewart, with a
"You did not
heard and saw
I would. Tell
you have used
Remember! I
and he uttered

here, on this spot, last night."
Her eyelids trembled and her color ch.anged,
but presently she raised her eyes with a look
of surprise and resentment. "What do you
mean, Mr. Cameron?"
"Do you dare to aflect ignorance, Miss Valencia? Iam not a man to be trifled with.
You, if you are a woman, and that dishonorable
■friend of yours shall suffer all the punishment I
can heap upon you. You shall he disgraced, at
least."
" Either you have dreamed, Mr. Cameron, or
your sudden loss has disordered your intellect.
You address strange language to me, which I.
■bear with at present as we bear with the sick
vor insane.
He must be laboring under some
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singular delusion," she added, half aside, and
eying him suspiciously.
Stewart was perplexed. Facts which seemed
appallingly certain a few moments before began
to grow dim and confused. He could not, for
the life of him, arrange them systematically in
his mind, and bring one to bear upon another.
Had he indeed been dreaming? "Absurd!
impossible!" So he muttered to himself, and
looked into Valencia's eyes steadily, to confirm
himself, as one, in trying to grasp a thought
which has escaped, will look into the eyes of
another.
"Tell me what it was you dreamed," she
said, in the manner of a person soliciting the
confidence of a child.
" But I did not dream !"
"You must have dreamed, Mr. Cameron."
Her low voice, patient and kind, soothed and
disarmed him. Yes ! he had had a frightful
dream. He could have sworn to it as a verity,
which must have been owing to the feverish
state of his mind, for now he perceived it to
have been a phantom ; and he walked to and
fro, with the young lady keeping step with him,
feeling all his hopes and fears subside, and the
dull pain settling down again.
They continued thus until breakfast was
announced. Valencia was not forward in conversation, occasionally remarking upon some
trifling subject. She did not annoy him with
questions, nor with expressions of sympathy.
When she spoke, only the under-current of
feeling in her tones betrayed her generous pity.
How much she was like Emily ! Stewart felt
it more with every added glance and word.
Twin sisters never more closely resembled each
other. Ah, if he could persuade himself that
she was what Emily ought to have been, he
might fling the past to the winds. The shadow
of such a thought just hovered on the borders
of his mind for an instant, and vanished the
next, as if it had not been. Again it trenjbled
back, as we have seen spots of sunshine flicker
across the gloom of some closed room, coming
and going through some almost imperceptible
interstice.
" Valencia, my love, you and Stewart must
not forget breakfast" — and Mrs. Bell stepped
out to bid her guest good-morning. " It is five
minutes since Nora summoned us."
They went in together. It was evident that
Mrs. Bell reposed great confidence in her niece,
and felt a warm affection for her. She treated
her with the tenderness of a mother.
" Surely these people know her well. I must
have been totally mistaken in my first impres-
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sioiis." And Stuwart mentally begged pardon
for tlie injustice he had done her in his
thoughts.
Willi the intention of winning him from
himself, Valencia offered, when breakfast was
over, to play for him, as she understood he was
fonil ot music. She took pride in her skill as
a musician, and put on no false airs deprecating her own ability. She pl.ivfd as if to challenge his criticism, and he praisfd hersincerely.
The occurrences of the past night receded
fartlior and farther away, only returning to him
at intervals with a startling distinctness which
for a few moments would overpower iiim. He
would reach for his hat and stride forth, as if
called of an imperative voice, only to grow
doubtful, to hesitate, to return. All the forenoon, Valencia exerted herself to entertain
him, succeeding better as the hours rolled on,
until her aunt solicited her .issistanee about
some feminine employment, and he was left
alone.
When she was aw.ay, Stew<irt began to donbt
himself atid her. He realized the plain, unvarnished fact of the night before ; he wondered
how he could have deluded himself with the
idea that it was a dream. " She has bewitched
me as she did Emily. I will not see her again.
I will leave this house instantly. 1 will say
nothing to any one of my plans, but I will upset this planet but I will find that poor lost
child, and set my mind at rest. If she has
married of her own choice, I will bid her God
speed ; if she has been the victim of any infernal plot, I will be her avenger."
Calling a serv-mt who was passing through
the hall, he asked for Mrs. Bell — to speak with
her alone a moment ; and when she c.ime, he
told her he wished to bid her farewell for the
present, but that she wonld see him again soon.
He wouM le.ive the articles she had given him
as surety of his swift return. Would she care
for them sacredly until he chiimed them ?
His hostess remonstrated against his .abrupt
departure.
"I am going to try and find Emily," whispered Stewart. " I have goo<l reason to know
th.at her flight was a forced one ; that strange
means have been used for her deception. I am
bound to know the truth, for my own sake, for
yours, for hers. You may trust my discretion,
Mrs. Bell. Yon are her mother, and know that
I only seek her good. Let me go. If 1 ascertain that she has been sacrificed to the wishes
and ambitions of others, I will put yon in possession of facts immediately. I will not say
now whom I suspect.
Do not be surprised to
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see Emily here
from that man.
wild. I tell you
watch over her ;

any moment. She has fled
Do not look at me .is if I were
I hiow it. If she comes, keep
protect her from all untoward

influence, efpecialli/ Valencia!"
" There is Emily now !" almost shrieked the
mother.
Stewart followed her glance, and saw, standing in the window where he h.id seen V.ilencia
the day before, Emily, looking at them with
dreary, haggard eyes, her face pale, her lips
quivering as if she were trying to speak, wearing her travelling bonnet and sliawl. As they
started towards her, she walked away, and
when they reached the porch she was nowhere
to be seen. They hastened to look around the
comer of the house, and encountered V^alencia,
her bonnet swinging on her arm.
"We have seen Emily; she was at this
window an instant ago," gasped Sirs. Bell.
" Did you meet her ?"
" Meet her? No, my dear aunt, and you did
not see her. It was I who stood in the win"Y'ou!" exclaimed both.
"Certainly" — laughing. "Did I look so
dow."
much like Emily?"
" But how could you have on her bonnet and
"I did
shawl
?" not, dear auntie ; I had on my own.
Here is the bonnet. You sent roe to the garden for flowers. It was yonr thinking so much
about poor Emily that gave her dress and
expression to me. Do, dear, dear aunt, try
and be less trembled."
Mi's. Bell and Stewart looked at each other.
" You both of you act demented," still jested
the young lady. " Shall I prove my own identity ? Well, then, Mr. Cameron, I stood at the
window and overheard you tell my aunt that
you were going away ; also to * beware of Valencia!' Now, what did you me.an by that? I
shall have a great deal to forgive, I 'm afraid.
Come ! relinquish your idea of departing before
dinner, and walk with me in the garden. There
is a Mctoria Reyia just opening. Did you ever
see one in full bloom ? This royal plant floats
on the bosom of its silver basin like the very
dove of peace. It will calm you just to look at
Her fingers rested lightly on his arm. le-adinj
him away. Mrs. Bell w.atched them a moment.
" How much tact Valencia has I "she thought
to herself, admiringly. " She is a noble girl !
I hope, if Stewart ever recovers from the shock
it." treatment, that he will ofler himself
of Emily's
to Valencia.
She is poor, too, and needs just
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such a husband to gratify her fastidious taste,
and support her in the position she is entitled
to. 0 dear ! my heart palpitates yet with the
fright I got wlien I mistook her for my poor
child." And, with a sigh, she returned to the
house, leaving the young couple leaning against
the edge of the marble basin, inhaling the
heavy odors of the .superb flower.
The remainder of that day Stewart Cameron
was lost in an intoxicating dream. The rich
perfume of the Victoria Regia acted like an opiate
upon him, or, rather, like a taste of the visionbringing haschich, transfusing his senses until
the things about were floating iu atmospheres
of gold, warmed through with fluslies of rose.
He felt too indolent to any longer pursue his
purpose of seeking Emily. A delicious languor
enthralled his will ; he yielded easily to the
guidance of Valencia, who chatted with him,
half plaj-fully, half seriously, by the fountain,
looking herself like some living lily, except for
the soft fire in her blue eyes. Stewart vexed
himself to think whether it were her breath or
the cre.imy flower beside them which gave forth
such sweet aromas. When the suu beat down
his meridian heat upon the garden, they sought
refuge iu the cool parlors, and still Valencia
hovered by his side. When Kennon called,
she left for a few moments, to change her morning dress, returning soon, brilliant, and beautifully attired.
" I tell you what it is," said Stewart, following his friend out upon the avenue, at the expiration of his call, "I am not certain that I
shall so much regret Emily's conduct. That
cousin of hers is a remarkable girl."
"Very remarkable!" spoke up Kennon,
quickly, curling his lip. "My friend, are you
mad?"
" So I have been told twice or thrice to-day,"
laughed Cameron,
"Well, I believe it. Take my advice, and
get away from her. It is my opinion that she
has made all the trouble."
"Impossible! How could Valencia make
trouble ? Mrs. Bell regards her as a daughter ;
they all love and respect her, " spoke the yoirng
man, with haste, oblivious of his own expressions, made a few hours ago.
"I don't know how she has made it. But
she can't deceive me, nor influence me. She
has tried her g.<ime with rae ; but, fortunately,
I am not impressible. She didn't find a bit of
imagination to work upon. My nerves are
pood, and my fancy stolid. Get your hat,
Cameron, and take a walk; it will do you pood."
He obeyed, with evident reluctance. Valen-

cia would have prevented his going ; but Kennon kept by his side, and she was obliged to
allow him to depart.
It was sunset when tliey went out, and almost nine in the eveniugwhen Stewart returned.
Miss Wood was watching for him on the steps,
alight scarf thrown over her head and shoulders,
and the full power of the moon shining upon
her.
" You have stayed away a great while," she
said. " It is too lovely a night to be lost indo rs. have
I
been out all the evening. See
how the roses glow in the moonlight."
"It was to have been my honeymoon!"
exclaimed he, bitterly.
She did not speak ; but her eyes, lustrous
and warm, down-wavering beneath his, put the
question into his mind — "Why should it not
Valencia I Emily was false, but you will be
be," still?"
true ! Her bridal garments are in my room, in
empty mockery of the bride. Why should you
not wear them ? To-morrow night, at this hour,
will you marry me ?"
" So soon ? 0 Stewart ! and we were strangers
" Not strangers.
Mrs. Bell has told me how
!"
yesterday
much she loved j'ou, and 3-ou know what xay
family and fortune are. You are only a better
Emily for me. It will please your aunt, and
give the gossips of this detestable village a
pretty theme for romancing."
For an hour or more they lingered upon the
steps.
" Go, Valencia, and tell your aunt. If the
plan meets her approval, there is nothing to
prevent its consummation. Kennon shall be
my attendant, and you will find some pretty
maiden for yours. The feast shall be spread
again, the guests rebidden, and the wedding
shall be a merry one. Good-night, sweet.'
He kissed her, and she glided aw.iy.
"I must attend to that suit of clothes,"
thought Stewart, coming back to homely necessities. "It's a pity, after all, that I lost
them." And as he went to his room, he admired the beautiful bridal paraphernalia still
flung across the foot of the bed, which he had
not disturbed during the long hours of the
previous night.
Exhausted by excess of mental excitement,
he was soon buried in profound slumber, from
which he was awakened by a bright ray of
moonlight stealing across his eyelids. He must
have been asleep some time, for the moon hung
low in the western heaven. He saw it, large
and nearly full, with that mysterious light which
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it wears as it approaches morning, and which
gives to the most common-place objects an enchantment theini at no other time. It was not,
perhaps, then wonderful that the figure whicli
lie at once perceived standing at the foot of the
bed should hare impressed liim so strongly.
He saw Emily, still pale, still troubled, with
her travelling dress and cloak iipou her; but
lier bonnet was off, and her fine, long hair, all
dishevelled, rushed down about her shoulders
ill a torrent of glistening gold. Hhe h.ad the
bridal veil in her hands, and was arranging it
npon her head, with wistful smiles, mingled
with apprehensive looks, whispering to herself,
and glancing about the room as if fearful of
being pursued or chided.
"Emily!"
"Hush, dearest! lam almost ready; and if
Valencia should know I am here, before the
minister arrives, she will call me away with her
eyes. I don't want to leave you, Stew.irt — I
cannot — I will not ! See ! my veil is ou 1 where
is my handkerchief? — one moment."
"Tell me all about it, my Emily. Are you
afraid of any one ?" He spoke very gently, fearing to alarm her.
" There ! I am ready, (juile ready, Stewart."
With beaming face and eyes overllowing with
love, she held out her hand to an imaginary
Stewart, and glided out of the room with him.
Trembling with conflicting feelings Cameron
deserted his conch, dressed himself, went out
into the hall, down into the parlors, and all
over the lower part of the house, looked out on
the portico, but saw and heard no one ; the
family was lost in slumber ; he returned, to
distract himself with doubts, until the intense
reality of broad daylight persuaded him he
liad been deceived by a vivid dream. No ! not
deceived, for the veil and handkerchief were
gone.
Going out of his room, as soon as he licard
the household astir, he met Valencia in the
hall, who advanced to him in the sweetest confusion, blushes on her cheeks, tears in her eyes.
" What will you think of me, Mr. Cameron ?
Was I in your room last night ? Oh, I know I
must have been, for here are the treasures
which I stole away. But I hope you are unaware of my nocturnal visit. I shall have to
confess to yon that I am a sleep-walker. Sometimes, though not frequently, and generally
when my mind is disturbed, I make these somnambulic excursions. I am so sorry. But
then" — with a beautiful, shy smile — " is it any
wonder that I was agitated when I went to my
dreams last night ?"
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He put back the veil and handkerchief which
she extended towards him, caught her hand,
and kissed her forehead.
" We will cure you of this dangerous habit,
my sweet one. And now, have you consulted
your Aunt Bell?
Is it to be ?"
" She has consented. As for me, Mr. Cameron, it is not for me to refuse so much h.ippiness. All things shall be arranged as you

At eight 'o clock of that evening a small
desire."
company was gathered in the parlors, to witness
the marriage of the newly betrothed couple.
Only the intimate friends of the family were
present, as they felt too much grieved and
mortified by Emily's conduct, to wish for a
merry-m.akiug. Neither Mrs. Bell nor Kennon,
(the latter oflBcLited as groomsman) expressed
the surprise which they felt at the hasty arrangements of Cameron, so at variance with his usual
manner of conducting the important affairs of
life. They looked upon this hasty wedding as
the result of pique ; but as Valencia seemed to
be a proper and lovable person, they hoped for
a moderate degree of happiness to follow.
The couple, with their attend.ints, had entered
from a side room, and the minister had stepped
forward, when a shriek rang through the house,
and Emily, pursued by Gardiner Bell, rushed
through the startled assembly, and flung herself
in her mother's arms.
"Give her to me! she is my wife," burst
forth her pursuer, as the arms of the mother
closed involuntarily about her child. " You 've
had her hid in yonr house now for two d.ays,
and I think it 's about time she came to wiy
" We have not hidden her, Gardiner — she
house."
has
not been here," answered Mi-s. BhII, looking
in the dark, eicited face of the nephew she had
always so disliked.
" See I I have been here, dear mother."
Stewart Cameron looked in the face of Valencia— it was white as ashes beneath the bridal
veil of her cousin ; her eyes were fixed straight
upon Emily with a look of threatening.
" Do not let her look at me," almost screamed
Emily, hiding her eyes in the bosom of her
mother. " If she looks at me thus, I shall
never be able to tell you all the truth, which I
feel that you ought to be informed of. You
know how I have always loved and trusted
Valencia; she is a selfish girl, mother, and I
wish to undeceive yon. She has ruined my
h.appiness forever. Yon know, do you not,
that she is a powerful magnelizer ? When she
first came, and always on previous visits, I
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have allowed her to experiment on me ; I have
placed myself in her power, until finally she
gained the ascendency over my will. Slie could
iufluence me when I did not know of it, could
bend me to her purposes, could prevent and
change my best intentions. Oh, it is terrible
to think of it ! She heard me talk so much of
Stewart, and when she found how wealthy he
was, I have no reason to doubt she formed a
deliberate purpose to get him from uie."
"Fool!" sneered Valencia; but Stewart
grasped her hand with such a pressure that
she relapsed into silence beneath his now superior will.
" Once she said to me that things were unequally distributed — ' that she and Gardiner
were both poor, and Stewart and I were both
wealthy ; couldu't we make an exchange?' — but
I thought it a passing jest. She told me she
and Gardiner were engaged, but wished to keep
the matter secret for a time, as an excuse for
his coming here so much. I cannot explain it by
words ; it is still a mystery to me ; but gradually
she obtained such an ascendency over my will
that she could compel me to do her bidding.
She willed me to encourage Gardiner, she willed
me to flee with him, and so powerful was her
influence tliat it carried me tlirough the marriage ceremony and kept me in a state of bewilderment for hours alter. I cannot tell you
the despair which seized me, as that inHuence
wore away. I need not tell it, for it cannot
remove the misery. 1 fled from the mau I liad
married. I was wrouglit up to a state of madness, and had all its cunning and vigilance. I
made my way back home, liating, loathing
Valencia; but unfortunately, she was the first
person I encountered after I reached the
grounds, and the moment her eyes were fixed
upon me, I felt that I was yieliMng again. I
Struggled fearfully. I got as far as the parlorwindow, I saw yon, heard you speak, but she
called me, and I obeyed her. She willed me
to remain concealed, and for the life of me, I
could not reveal myself. That night she took
me to her room. When she was asleep I got
away from her, I went to my own room ; halfcrazed with trouble, and unnerved by her unliealthy influence, I imagined myself the bride I
had hoped to be, but she stole after me, and
drew me back again. She proposed to give
me up, this evening, to Gardiner Bell ; she
left me in a sound, magnetic sleep when she
went to dress herself for this ceremony ; but
something mercifully awoke me, I arose clearjninded, mistress of my own powers ; and when
1 started to break up this unholy match, and

found this man watching for me, heaven itself,
I think, gave me power to escape him, to resist
all,Sheto betray
all."now, unassisted, untrembling,
stood up,
facing her enemies with a will which they could
not make to waver.
"You are my wife, and the law shall compel
you
to obey me," spoke up Gardiner Bell,
savagely.
"Never! my lips pronounced words which
give you a legal right to me, but they were
spoken by another's will, and not by mine. I
will die in my mother's arms, but I will never
and Mrs. BeU threw protecting arms
go Both
with Mr.
you."
about their daughter.
" She shall stay here with us until this matter 13 investigated," said the father, and what
he said he acted up to. There was that in his
eyes that made liis nephew's cower.
" Now, I have something to say in confirmation of Emily's story," said Stewart Cameron.
He had dropped Valencia's hand, and stood
apart from her, leaving her solitary in her
shame and confusion. Great as was her effrontery, she knew that he had proof infallible
of the truth of every word which her cousin
had uttered. "The first night of my stay here,
I overheard a conversation between Valencia
Wood and Gardiner Bell, in which this plot was
discussed freely, and in which he asked if Emily
had fled liome at her desertion. I saw, in
company with Mrs. Bell, Emily at the window
at the time she speaks of. She was in my room
last night for the veil and handkerchief, which
she carried out. And now, to account for my
own astonishing foolishness, I can only say that
this sorceress so bewitched me that all the facts
were turned to her own advantage. I have felt
like one iu a dream, and I just begin to see
that I have been in a dream. Unluckily, however, for this accomplished maguetizer, 1 have
not quite beeu magnetized into marriage."
Valencia left the room, without a friend to
follow her.
When Stewart went to his chamber that
night, a second time the wedding garments
mocked him, empty of the bride.
Valencia left that very night, on the midnight
train, disappointed, and utterly miserable but
for the thought that she had left two hopeless
hearts behind her.
Retribution, in this case, was awfully speedy
for one of the guilty parties. Gardiner Bell
accompanied her, and in passing from one car
to another, during the darkness, he fell between
them, and was killed.
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empty bridal garments were
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BE LEARNED

COULTAS.

The rich variety of flowers and forest trees
which cover the earth, were undoubtedly cre■ ated to minister to our well-being, and it is
plainly the intention of the Creator that we
should study them. Especially ought young
people to be encouraged in this study, for it
brings pleasure to the miud and health to the
body.
The wild flower is the earliest thing of beauty
which every child that treads a green field, or
wanders along a preen lane, takes to itself ; it
loves the flowers as it were by instinct. And
tUis love of beauty ought to be cultivated, because it is allied to the love of virtue. Wild
flowers are the loveliest and most accessible of
God's created woiks, and none can spend a few
of "life's hours" in becoming acquainted with
them, without being led to sympathize with
"whatsoever things are pure and lovely" in
the moral world. " Never lose an opportunity
of seeing anything beautiful. Beauty is God's
handwriting — a wayside sacrament ; welcome
it in every fair face, every fair sky, and everi/
fair Jiower, and thank Him for it, the fountain
of all loveliness ; drink it in, simply, earnestly,
with all your eyes ; 'tis a charmed draught, a
cup of blessing."
*' Bipssed be God for flowers,
For Ibe bright, gentle, holy thouErbts that breathe
From out their odorous beauty like a wreath
Of sUDfihiDe on life's hoars."
The most impressive lessons are also taught
us by the flowers. In them we see exemplified
our own brief life-history, the passage from infancy to manhood when human life is in its
flower and beauty, and a family gathers aronnd
our table, and the transition from manhood to
the tomb, for like the flowers we have a limited
amount of vital force which is soon expended,
we die and disappear, and others take our place.
Assuredly the flowers are under the Divine
government, and not only they, but also onr
own world, and every one of those bright worlds
which ailorn the landscape of the heavens. A
flower is a beautiful world in itself. It is formed
from the matter of the earth and atmosphere
which is attracted about a seed, and every atom
VOL. LXll. — 4'i

BE

LEARNED

FROM

THEM.

moves to its place in accordance with the operation of irresistible laws. There is no chance
work in the building up of a flower. Now it
only requires an enlargement of mind to see
that the same principle applies to the world.
It is the littleness of Atheism, the want of that
lofty and true conception of the simplicity ami
grandeur of Nature which cannot see in a flower
or forest tree a microcosm or little world, and
from thence be deeply convinced that tliere is
a Divine Providence ruling over the affairs of
this world. Oh I how much more cheerful and
happy in reference to tempoial things, if we bad
more conUilence in Him wlio has so beautifully
clothed the flowers and so liountifully provided
for them. It is impossible to imagine an appeal more touching to our hearts, or convincing
to our reason, than those words of the great
moral Teacher, " And why take ye thouf;ht for
raiment ? Consider the lilies of the field how
they grow ; they toil not, neither do they spin ;
and yet I say unto you, that even Solomon in
all his glory
Wlierefoi-e,
field, which
to the oven,

was not ai-rayed like one of these.
if God so clothe the grass of the
to-day is, and to-morrow is cast inshall he not much more clothe you,

O ye of little faith?"
Flowers! when the Savloor'e ealtn bcniflrnant eyo
Foil on your peutle beauty : when from you
That huaveuly lesson for all hearts be drew,
Eternal, universal a» the sky ;
Then in the bosom of you purity,
A voice he set as in the temple shrine;
That life's quick trayi-ilers ne'er mi^'ht pass you by,
Unwarned of that sweet oracle divine.
And though too ofl its low celestial s«>und
By the hur^h notes of work-tlay care is drowned,
A. id the loud step? of vain, unli.stening haste ;
Yet the pient Ocean bath no tone of power
Mi[,'htier t" reach the soul in thoUL,'lil's husheJ hour
Thau yours, meek lilies, chosen that? and graced.
Urs. Heua.n'S.

This world is full of beauty little understood
or appreciated. Tlure is an overtlowing goodne.ss which is ever changing the vegetable
covering throughout the year for our. instrnetion and enjoyment, and giving a renewed
charm to the ever-varying features of the landscape. Through ignorance we do not see and
appreciate the kindness of that Providence
which thus surrounds our path through life
with blessing.
That succession of wild flowers which adorn
our rocks and hills, onr woods, fields, valleys,
and mountains, from the tirnn when the buds
expand and the leaves are green, till the once
bright foliage falls brown and withered before
the wintry blasts, how few know even by sight,
much less by name, amongst those who live iu
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the country during a portion or through the
whole of tlie year, and who have therefore
ample leisure and opportunity, and yet there is
not one of them which does not yield abundant
scope for study, and exhibit a perfection of
structure which tells of the Divine Creator.

HUSBANDS

AND

WIVES.

How often is it said in the present day that
men and women are falsely placed with regard
to each other ? According to one party men
are too strong, and women too weak, and they
demand that women's prerogative be forthwith
greatly increased — they would make men of
them at once. Others consider that by a different course of education, which should direct
their minds to great objects, women would
quietly assume a position equal to that of men,
without any more active interference. A third,
and large party assert that, so far from men
being the stronger, they have always been the
victims of the other sex.
There is perhaps some truth in each of these
propositions ; but when we consider that men
liave always been the law-makers, there may
^le a suspicion of their having secured to themselves an undue portion of the powers and
})rivileges of social life. It is so easy to make
a law in favor of one's self, that we think there
is a chance of the suspicion being well-founded.
On the other hand, the small amount of truth
which we have supposed to exist in the propo.sitions above stated, is completely swamped by
the presence of a load of injustice.
The destiny of man and woman, husband
and wife, is the same : each has certain duties
to perform which, of themselves, combine for
the mutual advantage. If men and women,
when brought together by marriage, and who
have to live together for the whole of their
lives, would make up their minds to be as
charitable to each other's failings, as much
disposed to mutual forbearance, and considerateness towards each other's feelings in private,
as they appear to be when in presence of their
fiiends, we should hear much less about injustice, and false position.
To use a common expression, what is fair for
one is fair for the other : in the married state
there should be the strictest equality. The
husband must come down from the position of
master, not that his place may be taken by the
woman, but that she may be the sharer of his
pleasures, hopes, and joys, as she has ever been
the partaker of his pains, fears, and sorrows.

There is nothing more beautiful than friendship ;and the friendship of husband and wife
insures the highest earthly happiness.
Many married men consider themselves fully
justified in passing most of their evenings away
from home, among their companions. If this
be fair for the man, it is equally fair for the
woman to go out and visit her friends also. II
it be essential that the woman have always a
smile ready to greet her husband when he en'
ters, it is equally essential that he should bring
good-humor aud a pleasant countenance with
him. True, he may be troubled and annoyed •
with business cares ; but, is she not troubled
and annoyed, often to a greater degree, with
family and household cares, with the difl'erence
that, while she is always amongst hers, the
man by his more active out-door life does, in
some measure, modify his. If it be fair for the
husband to keep the purse, it is fair that the
wife should know how much or how little there
may be in it. There must be no secrets on
either side ; what the man knows the woman
ought to know. In cases of difficulty woman's
feelinr/s will often suggest a better remedy than
man's reason.
The case might be met by the mutual recognition of one common purpose, and object,
combined

with respect for differing views regarding its attainment. Generally speaking,
it may be said that there wants for man, more
of sympathy, for woman, more of discretion :—
"The kindest and tlie happiest pair
"Will (ind occasion to forbear;
And something every day they live
To pity, aud perhaps forgive."

THE

DEAD

DOVE.

O VATNLT we sigh for thee, beautiful dove I
And vainly we pity thy fate;
Naught, naught can restore thee to life and to love,
Not e'en the sad plaint of thy mate.
Thy soft glossy plumage is spotted with gore —
The life tide that ebbed from thy heart ;
Thine eyes dimmed by death shall be bright nevermore,
And the chill of his touch ne'er depart.
Thy nestlings are chiding thy tedious delay.
And calling in vain for thy care;
Their clamorous cries thou cans't never obey;
Alas, thy sad fate they must share !
They will wait for thy coming, till, weary and faint,
They sink with a pitiful cry ;
But thou wilt be deaf to their mournful complaint,
Aud like thee, all alone, they must die.
We'llbrea.st,
fold thy bright wings

on

thy poor wounded

Aud thine eyes dim in death we will close ;
With a tear for thy fate we will lay thee to rest
Where naught shall disturb thy repose.

MYJT

AN'.
GUAW.RDI
JASVRIN.

MART

I WAS thirteen wTien my father died and left
me an orphan. My mother had died when I
was a mere infant, and 1 had grown up witliont
a knowledge of a mother's love and tender
care.
My father was a man of great business cares,
with large property, consisting of landed estates,
with many tenants under him. He had but
little leisure to devote to me, his only child,
though he loved me a great deal. This I knew,
for there were times when he would come home
at night, and, not finding his little Manette, he
would send for me, and, fondly stroking my hair,
call me "his darling child," and tell me how
much I grew like my dead mother.
I had a governess in those early years, and
was an apt pupil — so my governess said — and
made light of the hard lessons which were given
me. My life was very quiet till my thirteenth
year, passed there in the old manor house, with
flo companions save my instructor and my
books ; but there came a change.
One stormy evening, late in November, my
father, who had been absent on business for
upwards of a week, came home, wet and cjiilled
with his ride in the cold storm of rain and sleet
which had that day fallen.
" I had just given up your coming to-night,
father," I said, as he came in and removed his
wet garments.
" I was detained by an accident to the carriage,"he replied. "It was fortunate that I
was able to procure assistance, or I might have
been forced to longer delay in this cold storm.
As it is, I feel chilled through and through; I
must have t.iken cold. " And he drew his chair
up to the glowing grate.
" I will ring for Jane to bring in your tea."
And I rang the bell as I spoke.
A half hour after — the tea service removed —
he resumed his seat beside the fire.
"Manette, little daughter, come and sit
here," he said, pointing to a low stool at his
feet ; and I obeyed. " How much you grow
like your mother, child !" he went on. "You
have her eyes and hair, and quiet ways. You
are all mother, and I bless you for it!" — and
he pressed a kiss upon my forehead. " If your
mother could have but lived I But she was
called early.

It was God's will, but we shall

join her some time, my child." And he fell to
musing. Presently he looked up, and said,
somewhat wearily, looking pale the while : " It
is l.ate, Manette ; you must retire. I have a dull
headache, and must sleep. I have ridden ever
since morning, and am very fatigued ; a good
night's rest will restore me." And, kissing him
good-uight, I left him.
The next morning, when I descended to the
breakfast-room, I was met by the governess,
who told me that my father felt ill, and was
unable to rise, and had requested a physician
to bo summoned. I went immediately to his
room. The physician from the village was
standing by the bedside, with an anxious expres ion ofcountenance. My father's face was
crimson with violent fever, and his eyes were
wild and brilliant. He lay quiet when I entered but,
;
as he caught a glimpse of me, he
" It— is the face of my wife, my dead M.anette !
cried
I am coming to you soon ; but our child, our
little Manette, will be fatherless." Then he
beckoned me to come to him.
I went up to the bndside, and, forcing back the
tears with a strong effort, said, soothingly — " /
am your little Manette, f.ather, and you must
not leave me ; you must get well, and not leave
me alone, my father!"
He drew my hand in his, and, closing his
eyes, sank back upon the pillow, where he remained quiet for a little time till the fever spell
came on again, when his brain again wandered.
For a week my father lay thus, every d.ay the
fever raging in his veins, when at length, on
the seventh, at midnight, the crisis came.
Then, pale and exhausted, he called me to him,
and, in a faint voice, said that he realized that
he was very sick, and felt he could not recover, bidding me be calm and brave. He kissed
me, and, with my hand close clasped in his,
fell into that l.ast sleep which knoweth no
awakening on earth again.
"Manette, you will come
and I will be a father to the
It was his wish." It was
H.arrington, who had spoken

and live with me,
child of my friend.
my guardian, Mr.
to me, and on the
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night after my father's funeral. "Do not
grieve so, my child," he continued;
"it is
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God's will, and we must submit. He doetli
all things well."
But I could not see it then, and so I wept
afresh, crying — " He is dead, gone, and I am
fatherless ! I shall be all alone novv !"
" Manette, my child, /will be a father to you
in place of the lost one ; it was his wish, and
you will come and live with me," replied Mr.
Harrington, soothingly.
And so I left the old home of my birth and
that life of thirteen years, and went to live
with my guardian at Lakeshore, a distance of
over a hundred miles from the manor.
My violent grief for my loss gradually lessened as time passed. My guardian, in truth,
became to me as a father might to his own
child, and I grew calmly hajipy.
And thus time passed till four years had
elapsed, and I had attained seventeen. My
governess had not accompanied me to Lakeshore ; but I had attended the select school of
Madame Derweut, and graduated with the
highest honor. My guardian was present at
the closing examination, and as I met his eyes
resting upon me in pride, I felt more than repaid for my days of hard study by his one look
of approbation.
After the close, we rode home slowly together.
As we neared the house, h.ilf hidden by the
grove of noble elms which surrounded it, and
drove ui> the long, shady avenue, he said,
looking at me with his deep gray efes : " Well,
Manette, you are emancipated from the schoolroom now, and, I suppose, like all young ladies,
are rejoiced at your freedom. Are you not ?" ho
asked, 'looking at me earnestly.
" Yes and no," I answered, laughingly. " I
am partly glad and partly sorry."
"Why sorry ? You are expecting to enjoy
much in the future, and young ladies are always anticipating the happy period of their
'coming out' in society."
"But /don't care for society," I answered;
" at least, not fashionable society, and I like
my books a great deal better. But, now that I
have left school, I shall have more leisure to
devote to my painting and music, and to the
society of those who are my true friends." And
I fancied I had uttered a very dignified decision.
A smile lurked about my guardian's lips as
he said: "One would think, Manette, to hear
you, that you had already found out the liollowness of the world, and tasted its bitterness
as welt as its sweets, you talk so wisely. But,
my child," he continued, and the smile left his
face, "that is a lesson I pray you may never
learn."

AND

MAGAZINE.

I was prevented a reply, for the carriage had
reached home.
I should have written that Madam Harrington, my guardian's mother, a dignified yet
afiable lady of the old school, presided over the
somewhat quiet household of her bachelor sou ;
and she, too, welcomed his ward home to Lakeshore with a kindness which savored of a heart
which, though old in years, had not forgotten
its own youth time. And so she said, kindly,
as we sat at tea : —
" And now I suppose you will be lonely here,
Etta. You had better ask some young friends
to pass a month with you. The change is great
from a busy school to an old house like this,
where there are no young faces."
"No, no, dear Mrs. Harrington. Do not invite any one here. I am not at all lonely with
you and Mr. Harrington, and I do not wish for
other society."
" It shall be as you like, Etta," she replied ;
and I saw a pleased expression resting on my
guardian's face, though he said nothing.
The next morning, at breakfast, Mr. Harrington remarked that he w.as called on some business matter over to E
, a town some twelve
miles distant, and asked me if I would like to
accompany him. I had made ready, and we
were soon on the road.
It was a beautiful October morning, clear and
bright, and we rode through woods clad in the
gorgeous drapery of autumn, past the river,
which wound like a silver thread through meadows iind hills, and along the broad, fair turnpike bordered by stately trees and open fields.
I sat quietly drinking in the beauties of the
scene, but at length was recalled to myself by
my " guardian.
Manette, are you lost in admiration of the
beauties of this October morning?"
"Almost," I replied, looking up and meeting
the gaze of his deep eyes, "but your voice recalled me back to the reality."
" You are a great admirer of beauty in every
form," he said. "You can appreciate a beautiful work of Nature or of Art, Manette. You
should have brought your pencil with you."
" I don't know ; yes, I trust I can appreciate
thebeautiful everywhere," I answered, " both
in Art and Nature, as you say. Those distant
mountains, with the blue shadows upon them,
those nearer hills, in the golden light of the
sun, and these glistening meadows, with the
dew yet upon the grass — these, all these I
love ; yet these are tame, when compared with
a living love, a breathing, pulsating love, that
better satisfies the heart, I think."

MY

GUARDIAX.
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In my excitable nature I had opened more of
my lieait tlian 1 intended to my guardian ; and
as I paused, lucking down confusedly, not knowing what lie would think of me, I was startled
hy the violent trembling of his hand which
lield the reins, and, looking up at his face, saw
that it was deathly pale. He put his hand
which was free on mine for a momeut, theu
hastily removing it, murmured —
" No, no, it cannot be ! It is presumption in
me to thiuk it. 1 am surely mad or dream-

your face," he added, as ho gazed upon him ;
then, calling to me as I turned to leave them,
he said : " Manette, this is my nephew, Edgar
Harrington.
My ward, Manette Blanchard."
The eyes of the young man rested on my face
for an instant, then he extended his hand, saying frankly : " I am most happy in making
your acquaintance. Miss Manette, for iierniit
me to call you by that name ; and I trust wo
shall be the best of friends during my stay hero
at Lakeshore ; for I ^resee that we shall be

ing!"
I looked at him in astonishment, and then

thrown much together."
Edgar Harrington remained with us over a
month, through golden October, when the
leaves fell withered and sere to the cold earth,
and through the colder and longer days of November, when the winds wailed and moaned
abroad, and the shivering trees stood bare and
leatless like giants despoiled of their armor.
From the first, I had liked Edgar Harrington ;
his bold, handsome face and strong confident

asked : " What is it, my dear guardian I Is it
anything I can do for you ?"
" It was nothing, Manette. I was dre.aming
aloud; it is a habit of mine;" and he smiled
half sadly ; then he added in his old calm manner, with the emotion all gone, "I am afraid
that my child will be a little lonely in onr dull
old house, with no society save my quiet mother
and her guardian. H.id we not better invite
Miss Eames, or some other young lady to Lakeshore for a season ?"
" No, no, my dear guardian ; do not do it !"
I said. " I shall not like this Miss Eames, if
you do. I want only the society of our home
circle, and shall be very happy there with you
and your dear, kind mother, unless i/ou wish
more company," I added.
"Well, if you thiuk so, M.mette, " he answered, smiling down on me with his deep, gray
eyes, as I sat beside him. "Then it is settled,
and to my liking, too, for I much prefer a quiet
home. But here we are, almost at our journey's
end!" he added, as we entered the village and
drove through its pretty shaded streets to the
house of the person with whom he had business.
An hour after, as we rode homeward, my
thoughts reverted to the morning's conversation, and I inly wondered what grief had thus
shaded my guardian's life.
As Mr. Harrington assisted me from the carriage, on our arrival home, a young man came
down from the veranda with eager warmth of
manner, saying — "Uncle Oscar, do you not
recognize me, or have I grown out of your
knowledge within the last five years ?"
It was a h.indsome, boyissh face, the young
man raised to his uncle's ; a bread brow, oversliailowed by thick masses of curly, brown hair,
and eyes of the same rich brown, a handsome,
bold face, with a pleasing look in those brown
«yes and around the firmly cut mouth.
" You have grown completely out of my
knowledge, Edgar," replieil Mr. Harrington:
" but I begin to see traces of the boy I knew in
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manner. W'e had become great friends ; and
rode or walked together on pleasant days, or,
when stormy, reador sang together in the parlor.
He was the only child of my gu.ardian's brother,
and had just graduated from college with the
highest honors. His home was in Beechwood,
some hundred miles distant; and he had come
to visit his uncle for a season of rest, before
commencing to read law lender an eminent barrister in his native town.
My guardian had been absent much, of late,
on urgent business, he said, which required his
immediate .ittention, and I saw but little of him.
When I did, I noticed often the old look about
the mouth and eyes, and it filled my heart with
pain. "It is his old sorrow," I would say to
my.self. " It is what none cau help, or gladly
would
It wasI."the early evening of a d.ay late in November. The day had been unusually warm
and pleasant ; and Edgar Harrington, who was
to leave on the morrow, proposed our taking a
last walk together ; as I made ready, and we
went forth. There was one place whither we
had often been, a little vine-clad seat in the
edge of the forest upon the summit of a hill ;
and hither we wended our steps in the soft,
bland evening air.
" Manette," said Edgar, as he sat beside me,
" Manette, there is something on my heart
which I must tell you tonight, before I leave
this place to go back to my home. There is a
little boon which I wish yon to give me, Manette," he said, taking her hand .i-s he spoke.
" It is this hand, and your love wilh it. Am I
asking too much?"
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It was unexpected to me — this avowal from
his lips ; and it startled me a little ; for, iu the
time we liad been together, I had never thought
of this. He had seemed so like a brother, as I
thought ; but, alas I I never had had a brother,
and so knew not the love of one. Did I regard
him as a brother? I knew not. I loved him
very much ; and he had more than a brother's
alTection for me. So, with his passionate words,
and quick, decided manner, tlie matter was
settled; and we were bet^^thed lovers. I doubt
if I was happy then, if, when my head rested
on my pillow that nigUt, I felt as one should
who was betrotlied to tlie object ot their strongest love ; but yet I loved him, and said to myself over ami over again, " If he should cease
to love me, it would be the greatest trial of my
life."
The next morning Edgar told his uncle of our
relations to each other, and received his congratulations for our happiness. This, he told
me before we parted ; and then, with a last
embrace, he sprang into the carriage which
bore him to the nearest station.
We were betrothed, but were to wait until
Edgar had won his profession, which would be
in three years. And so we parted, he to begin
his new career, and I to remain with my guardian till he should come to claim me.
After he had gone, my guardian came to me
in the parlor, and there was the old look in his
face again. He was suffering. "Oh, what
would I not do to relieve him ; and yet I am
powerless," I said to myself, as he came near
me where I stood at the open window ; and
taking my hand in Lis, which trembled a little,
he said, tenderly —
" Manette, my child, Edgar has told me all ;
and I desire nothing more than your liappiness.
I wish you much joy in the new relation you
have assumed toward him. I pray you may
be happy !"
"I thank you, my dear guardian, my best
friend," I answered ; " I am happy in this new
tie. Edgar is so generous and noble that we
must be happy together."
"Yes, yes, you will be!" he answered.
"Edgar is a young man of miich talent and
nobleness of eharacter, and will give you the
love forwhichyournature yearns. Oh, Manette,
child, I priiy that nothing may come between
you and your bliss, that all be fair and bright
along your future way !" Then, slowly releasing my hand which he continued to hold, my
guardian went out, leaving me alone, and with
that same look of sorrow about Ids mouth ever
before me.
Why should it disturb me eo ? I

could not banish it, and yet I could not speak
to him about it. But it was ever before me ;
and that night I heard my guardian walking
his room, slowly pacing back and forth, till I
fell asleep in the gray dawn.
A year went by, and Edgar came once in that
time to Lakeshore. It was in the summer
days, and again we took long walks and rides,
and I was happy. When he left me to return
again to his studies, he said, as we parted, " lu
two short years, my betrothed, I shall have
gained my profession, and then I shall come to
claim
my ensuing
bride." winter, a heavy sorrow came
In tlie
to our liome, in the death of Mrs. Harrington,
my guardian's mother. But it was not as those
"who sorrow without hope ;" like " a sliock of
corn fully ripe for the harvest," she was gathered into her rest.
Over six weeks had passed without a letter
from Edgar. Always, before this, I had received
one every fortnight. What could have happened to him ? He must be ill. And my
anxious heart conjured up every imaginable
accident to my betrothed. At length, one evening, my guardian came home from the village,
and with the long expected letter in his hand.
He gave it to me, and I opened it eagerly. As
I read, my head swam, my hand trembled, and
a quick pain shot thiough my heart. With a
faint cry, the letter fell from my hand, and I
sank insensible upon the floor.
When I returned to consciousness, my guardian was bending over me. His words reached
me like words heard in a dim dream : "0 my
God!" he cried, "why does Edgar thus cast
so ruthlessly away this love that another would
give his life to win?" He was bending over
me, laving my brow with water, and he stooped
dowu and pressed a warm kiss upon my cold
lips. That touch recalled me to life, and I
opened my eyes and looked around.
"You were faint, Manette, ' ' said my guardian,
calmly. Could it be the same voice which I
had heard the moment before? "Your letter
overcame you. I have read it," he continued,
for I thought perhaps Edgar was ill. Excuse
me if I was wrcmg, but your happiness is ■vnvy
dear to me, my child."
"You know a//, then, my friend ; the faithlessness of my betrothed and my misery," I
said, with false composure. " My broken faith
and broken heart — but no, it shall not break or
bend for a false love !" I added, quickly ; "it
shall learn to beat calmly, and to despise him.
False I false ! they are aW so !" I added, bitterly.

MY

GUARDIAN,

" Manette, my child, do not judge all men
l>y Edgar. Strive to forget liim, for be is not
worthy your love," said my guardian, iu a low
voice.
"Yes, I trill."' I said, almost fiercely. "I
will tear his false image from my heart, as even
now I renil this letter to fr.igmentsl" And I
took the letter, and tore it into shreds.
But this fierce mood p.issed away, and when
I sought my room it was to throw myself down
heside the couch, and weep and wrestle for my
blighted hopes. Days, weeks, and even mouths
went by, and I mourned for my lost love. Try
as I would, I could not quickly drive his image
from my heart. My nature was too intense to
forget easily.
Two years passed, and with no change to me.
We had little company at Lakeshore, and thus,
in my secluded life, I had much time to brood
over, and make myself miserable in thinking
of the past. My guardian was much from
Lome, and so I was left mostly alone.
One day, I read Edgar Harrington's marriage
to the daughter of tlie eminent barrister with
whom he had studied. " Now, at length, I
shall be able to drive all memories from my
heart," I said. And I did ; from that moment
all love died out, and Edgar Harrington, my
former betrothed, became to me as one dead.
If I had met him then, and he had been free,
and wished me to wed him, I should have
turned from him with indifference.
When my guardian came home that night I
laid the paper before him, and pointed to the
marriage. He read it, and then his eyes sought
my face, but he saw no emotion there save a
smile, as I said, calmly —
"You perceive it does not affect me any,
my friend. I see now that I w.is mistaken in
myself; that I never cared for him as I should
for the one who was to be the nearest and
closest friend on earth."
" Oh, Manette, how thankful I am that this
is so ! I had feared otherwise. You will yet
find a love which will be the true love. But,
Manette, I am going abroad. I start in the
next steamer for Europe, and cannot say when
I shall return. I shall expect to hear from you
regularly during my absence, and shall write
to you by every home-bound packet.
And — "
"Oh, do not go !" I cried, interrupting him.
"Do not leave me, my guardian, my only
friend!"
He looked at me, and a clond came to his
brow, and the old look to his lips. "It must
be, Manette ! I must go. It is best that I go
away."
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" Oh, cannot yon send some one for you ?"
I said. " My dear guardian, do not leave me !
You know not how I miss you in your absence,
even for a day, and these long months will be
intolerable.''
Again his brow clouded, though his lip softened ;and he put his hand slowly to his brow,
and murmured : " No, no, it is madness to
think it I I must go. I cannot stay longer,
and day by day live so. Child, you know not
what you ask."
"My guardian, if yon must go, then let me
go He
withgazed
you !"
at me earnestly, and said, while
his voice trembled : " Manette, 1 tell you ag.-»in
you know not what you ask. You will force
me to tell what I had hoped to keep for aye a
secret in my own heart. It is because of yoti
that I am going away ; it is because of you that
I have absented myself from home ; it is becanse
I lore i/ou that I mnst flee from you ! My child,
yon will forgive me, if I cause yon pain. I had
desired to depart with this knowledge unknown ;
for I have not dared hope tluit it might be for
an old man like me to love you and to win yon."
I was sitting on an ottoman at his feet when
he commenced, but he had risen np and rapidly
paced the floor. I recalled the words I had
heard him utter that night when first I knew
of my lover's faithlessness. Had I been bliud
during the past, that I had not seen this ? Yes,
I mtist have been. And this avowal, coming
so suddenly, did it give me pain or joy ? Certainly itwas not pain that filled my heart and
surged up over my whole being ; no, no, far
from it ; it was not pain, it was intensest joy.
I rose from my seat, and, going np to my
guardian, laying my hand upon his shoulder,
said, softly : " Will yon not take me with yon,
then, my more than friend, my dearest love ?
Will you not take your little Manette to your
heart, and become her guardian through life,
for she has just learned that you may do this ?"
" Do you mean it, Manette ? Is it love or
gratitude you give me?" he asked, t.iking both
my hands in his, and looking into my eyes
with his deep, searching gaze.
" It is love, my guardian," I answered. " Be
my guardian still, through life, through all my
future! There is no one else I want but you."
"Yes, yes, it is love!" he said. "I read it
in your beautiful eyes. Oh, my life, my darling, Iam blessed, indeed I" And he took me
np in his strong arms, and pressed a kiss upon
my forehead and lips.
Yes, this was the love that should brighten
my future way flirough life ; this, which was
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to take the place of that for whicli I Iiad sighed
in the past — tlie passing fancy of tlie boy Edgar
Harrington. That the blighted blossom ; this
the perfect fruit.
And, as together we crossed the blue sea and
journeyed through the Old World, as together
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A BEOTHBR editor from that vast region the
West, has written us such a pitiful letter on
the subject of an editor's diiEculties that we
insert it for the benefit of our readers. He
writes : —
H
, Sept. 14, 1860.
My Dear Friexd : For I am sure, after you
kave perused my letter, you will let me call
you friend, or even brother, so nearly does my
lamentable experience resemble yours. I have
just found time, in the midst of my duties, to
read the second number of "Scene in Our
Sanctum." I read it all, and I can only say
that, remarkable as some of the specimens of
literature given there are, in every way, I can
take from the drawer now open beside me articles sent, actually sent to me for publication,
and letters directed to your humble servant
which are fully equal to anything you perused
on that hoi day. Hot ! Some of the letters I
liave received and some of the articles sent to
me would make an editor perspire in December, with the snow two feet deep, and the fire
in his office entirely extinct. But enough of
this prelude ; let me dip into the above-mentioned drawer and send you a copy of what I
find there.
Poetry ! Mr. Godey, it is my firm belief that
every idiot in the United States writes, at some
period of his or her life, poetry, and sends it to
an editor. Otherwise where does such trash
as the following come from ? I won't tell you
who wrote it, but if an elderly, tall, lank, tallow-haired maiden lady who haunts my office,
sends me any more I will publish it, and put
her real name to it. There I
Some.
When o'er the vast, expansive firmament we roam,
Cohesive sentiments attract onr longing hearts to home.
Plome! the synoninym of all things blest.
When we by Pandemoniac sorrows are opprest.
Be it a desert — a vast plain — a scene
Of wildest desolation, still I ween
Each sympathetic breast echoes my cry
1b Homes enchantdng environs let me lire a:jd die I

we looked upon its ruins, and palaces, and
sunny skies, I never regretted that the fabric
of my youthful love-dream was shattered to
give place to a more substantial and perfect
structure — the strong, enduring, deathless affection of my guardian.

TROUBLES.
I won't tell you who wrote it this time, but if
any more pink-edged notes signed "Aurelia, "
come to me, let her beware I
Another dip into the drawer produces the
following : —
Annahel.
Grace Alice Laura S
.
Accompany me, reader, to a stately city mansion where, in the lap of luxury, surrounded
by all the costly appendages of wealth, cradled
in the sunshine of prosperity, rich, courted,
flattered, the idol of society, the star of fashion, shielded from every rough wind, bosomed
in ease and comfort, lived my heroine. There
let us leave her to seek another scene, the
haunt of vice and poverty, the home — alas, to
call so low a dwelling by so sweet a name !—
the home of Marcus — Marcus I Hark I do you
hear the low silvery tuneful voice that echoes
the name ?
Radiant in loveliness, in a dark blue velvet
and diamonds, she forms a striking contrast to
the tall, embrowned son of poverty who stands
in the doorway.
" Marcus !"
"Annabel!"
She fainted ! He caught her in his arms !
She revives ! speaks !
" Marcus I my own ! we must fly ! My father
will never consent !"
"Won't he?"
""Never!"
We will ay V
They flew !
In a shaded cottage, shut out from the rude
world they dwell — loving and loved.
There, for a regular jumble, I think that
cannot be surpassed.
Here is something that must touch your
editorial feelings. I found it upon my table
last week : —
Dear Sir: I see by your prospectus thnt
your circulation is fifty thousand. Now, sir,
that must bring you in considerable money.
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What 13 money ? Filthy lucre I trash ! yet,
applied to good purposes, treasure and riches !
Therefore apply it to the best use I We are iu
debt twenty-five hundred dollars for building
our church ! Pay this I Put your money to
the highi-st use, the diffusion of Christianity.
Pay our church debt, and keep your heart from
siuful coveting of riches !
Yours in brotherly love,

Simos G

.

Comment is useless ! As we are on the lettor question, I send another specimen of this
favorite torment of editors : —
Dear Sir: I am the muther of 4 children.
Tha are good children, awl of them, too gurls
and too boys. James, the eldest, helps his pa
on the farrum, and is ekwel to a man his pa
sez ; thoy are real nice children. Jewlia is one
of the hansummest gurls ever w.is, tho I say it
as shoodu't ; but wat I want prinoipnlly to rite
abowt is Ellinore, she 's the yungist, and she 's
a genius ; she is, really. Sncli ritin as she
does, and she only ateteen. I w.nnt to see her
in print, so I send sum of her poytry to you to
put in your paper. If you think ten dollars is
too much for it, we '11 s.-jy ate.
Yours respectfully,

Jaxb Smits.

And here is the poi/tn/: —
Ml/ Kitten.
Mt kitten, how you frisk and play,
AU in tho sun on a summer's day ;
Don't its ruys dazzle your eyes,
And make you see stars in the skies?
Kitten! idol of my soul,
Drink the milk in this here howl ;
James says you are a feline heast.
And 1 have a feelin' heart at least.
Killen! kiltea! I love thee!
Say, kitten, do yoa love me?
The next I find is poetry. 0 Jupiter I I shall
certainly die of a poetry indigestion
Country Feliciti/I
Ekbowered in a mossy nook.
Far from Iho city's noise,
By rivulet and running brook
I taste the country's joys.
Verdant verdure, prassy green,
Encounters here my eye;
Azure blue, cernleau hue
Hovers in the sky.
3felodious, tuDeful melody
Falls on my listening ear ;
Harmonious, sweetest harmony
Softly greets me her©.
I watch the tuneful nightingale —
The clarion of the night.
And as he soareth heavenward,
I join him in his Sight.

TROUBLES.
Felicity and happiness
Dwell in a country home ;
■Vi'ho from these bowers of endless poaco
Could to a city's horrid turmoil roam?
What do you think of that ? Another letter
from a genius who must possess a finent pen
to do all that he promises :—
Dear Sir: I shall write in the conrse of the
coming year several novels. As my means are
limited, I cannot wait for them to be completed and published in book form, bnt propose
to write a chapter each week, and pnblish in
some leading periodical. I offer them to you
at the moderate price of $500 each.
They will be entitled as follows :—
The Farmyard of Snozzle ; an offset to Tlie
Household of Bouverie !
Into the Water ; companion to Over tlie Cliffs.
Astray in the Mountains I not by the author of
Out of the Depths.
Jemima ! sister novel to Lavinia.
A Plaster Puppy, by Holly Berry ; who didn't
write The Marble Faun I
Jim Jones ! no relation to Gny Livingston.
Pay me a good deal, and pay me qnick ! far
surpassing Love me little, and love me long.
Poker and Tongs 1 a newer novel than Sword
and Gown.
The Dilapidated Woodshed
Semi-detached House.

1 belonging to Tho

The Factory in Worsted ! written
Mill on the Floss.
Somebody after Her ! unknown
of Life before Him.

after The

to tho author

Eve Bugle ! companion to Adam Bede.
Not exactly a Genius I the counterpart of Almost aHeroine.
Sar.ih Smith's Baby ! a burlesque on Sylvan
Holt's Daughter.
Jack Nova Scotia, Rowdy I not by the author
of John ILalifax, Gentleman.
Folks is Various ! by Mighty Main, who didn't
read Odd People.
Women
who remain
se.ited ! comp>anions to
Men who liave risen !
Day after To-morrow ! iathe style of Two Years
Ago.don't say so ! in answer to The Reason
Why!
You
The Flaming Bedpost ! to match The Pillar of
Fire!
Staid at home to Look ! not written by the author of Run away to Sea.
The Gentleman in Black ! a companion to The
Woman in White.
Write and Wafer ! written after Say and Seal.
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If these titles
and I will send
ticular ! I can
body else can.

don't suit you, let me know,
you some more. I ain't parwrite up to any title that any
Yours respectfully,
J. L. C.

If you would like to secure J. L. C.'s contributions for the Lady's Book, I can send you
his address.
The next package in the drawer was sent to
me by a gentleman who resides in H
. He
modestly calls them " Imitations of the Poets,"
aud on the strength of this uses great names
with a perfect looseness. I give a few specimens—:
Crash! Smash I Dash!
After Tennyson,
Ceash! smash! dash!
O'er thy iron track, O cars !
And I would that my pen could write out
The sound of thy many jars !
Oh, well for the
If their nerves
Oh, well for the
That they care

men who travel,
are inured to riot I
grim conductors
not for peace or quiet !

For the noisy trains whirl on
To their stations in country and town ;
But oh, wheu there comes a smash up,
How railway stock goes down!
Smash ! crash ! dash I
Locomotive and tender and train,
For the ancient days of the old stage coach
Can never come back again.
The Sailor Boy,

magazine.

She 'd heard that sailors always have
A sweetheart in each port,
And she thought to have (me true sweetheart
Was all that ojie man ought.
So she joined her gallant lover's crew,
To sail with Captain Buttons,
And bought herself a jacket blue,
With gooses on the buttons •
But as this sailor stood on deck.
Lamenting of his dear.
He 'd not the least suspieioa
That Susan was so near.
*' Susan!"
She gave
And softly
*'Here I

he sighed — and at the name
his baud a squeezer,
whispered, in low tones,
am, Ebenezer!"

He clasped her to bis manly breast.
And, gazing on her beauty,
This very lovelorn sailor boy
Forgot his sailor's duty.
Don't blame the youth, for all of us
F'Tget which way to steer,
Neglect our helm and rudder
When we thipk on woman dear 1
The ciiptain came upon the deck,
And seeing what was jogging,
He ordered this sailor boy
To have an awful flogging.
Then to his heart the sailor boy
Clasped his lovely Sue,
Blubbering, "I cannot bear it !"
She sobbed, " I wouldn't, too!"
Again he kissed her lovely brow,
"Fai-ewell to earth," sobbed he;
And these devoted loviers
Jumped right into the sea.

After 0. W. Holmes.
A BAILOR stood upon the deck,
A handsome lad was he,
But his face was very doloroaB
As he gazed upon the sea.
Upon thetriny ocean
This boy was forced to roam,
For the very simple reason
That he had no other home.
He likewise had no pa nor ma,
No sister nor no brother;
But this sailor had a sweetheart,
Who loved him and no other.
She was a very lovely gal,
Her Christian name was Sue;
Her ebon hair had a natural curl,
And her azure eyes was blue.
Her cheek was like the blushing rose
That 's newly blown in May ;
Her teeth were like the costly pearl
That 's dived for in the bay.
Kow when this sailor left his gal.
To go upon the sea,
She up and concluded she wouldn't stay
Alone by herself. Not she !

If you 've
Or else,
You''lI be
At times

a girl, keep her at home,
on land or water,
a gazing in her eyes
when you hadn't oughter.
Hard Times.

After Kingsl-ey.
Three merchants were riding down into town.
In the passenger cars as the clock struck ten ;
Each thought of the notes that were coming due,
And all were very disconsolate men.
For men must work that their wives may dash,
Even if there threatens a business crash
And a dreary impending crisis!
Three ladies sat up in their parlors fine,
Discussing the news of the world of " ton,'*
And chatting of feathers and flowers and lace.
Wondering if silks would go up or downFor women will dress for ball-room floors,
And dry goods bills run up by scores
In spite of the coming crisis.
Three failures there were in the morning's news ;
Three gloomy men were the lords and masters ;
Throe women are weeping and wringing their hands,
Each blaming her spouse for the country's disasters.
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For women will Rcold if they cftnoot drciis,
Aud the loss of flue clothes is a dire diatre^s,
Duo to the coming crisis.
Tlie TippUr^s Soliloquy,
A/ter Shakapeare {aornt: tinw).
To driak or not to drink, that is the question :
Whether 'tis better, od the whole, to suffer
The stings and torments ofu thirst unsatisfied;
Or to take rnm ai^ninst a sea of cravings,
And by deep drinking; end them.
To drink, to sleep,
No more ; and by a spree to say we end
Thirst, bent, and suffering — aud all other shocks
That flesh is heir to ; 'tis a consummation
Devoutly to be wished ! To drink, to sleep.
To sleep!
Perchance to dream ; ay, there 's the rub,
For in delirium tremens what may come,
When by tho man of poker we 're pursued,
Must make us pause.
There 's the respect
That makes our soberness of so lonir life ;
For who would bear the kicks and knocks of fate.
The summer's heat, the duns of creditor-*.
The snarls of scolding wife, the baby's squalls,
The insolence of bosses, and tho spurns
That ragged merit of policemen takes
When he himself might his elysium seek
In a mint julep.
Who would work all day
To groau and sweat under the scorching sun ;
But that the dread of something after drink —
The excruciating headache, after which
A feller's so used up, puzzles the will
And makes us rather bear the thirst we have
Than fly to hiccups aud the ^oda water.
Thus conscience doth make cowards of us all ;
Aud thus the native thirst for brandy toddy
la quenched with dread of lieadaches and policemen ;
Aud rarest frolics that are sorely tempting,
With this regard become the direst folly,
And lose the very name of "jolly benders.'*
What

do jou think of the proposition contained in the following letter?

Dear Sir : I am a yung Lady who have Got
a good Inglish Ejucation, but no accomplishments much, and I am ankshus to Improve my
talents. I know I 've got talents and Good
write if I was lamed a little More. As I can't
afford to pay my skoolin myself, and pa says
he '9 paid enuf for my Ejncation, I thought I
wood Write to You and borrow five hundred
Dollars, three hundred for Skoolin, and the
rest for Currant expences Which is numerous in
a city bordin Skool. I say borrow, for as soon
as I finish I am Going to be an Orthoriss and
write, and I will write for You and Pay up.
IMese write immejately, For I want to Get
away from this old farm and go to Skool awful.
Yours trewly, Ann R
-.
May she live till she gets it— as the Irishman
said when tite man, paying him a shilling for
holding his horse, said—'* Pat, you owe me sixpence " '*May yourhonor live till you get it !"
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Can anything — I put it to you as an editor —
can anything surpass the refreshing impudence
of young aspirants to public notice. Read the
following :—
Dear Sir : We are two sisters who are unexpectedly obliged to earn our own support. Wo
have decided to adopt literature for a profession, and have accordingly written a sketch for
your paper. Please send $25 by return of mail,
as we are in immediate want of the money.
Dora and Cora Dohd.
Another letter, the exact copy of this, came
the same day, and with them were the following "sketches," offered at tho moderate price
of $25 each.
Winter.
Cora Dodd.
Condensed frijjidity diffuses itself over the
surfi^ce of creation. Hilarious skaters wake
the echoes with jubilant chorus, while through
atmospheric space ring forth the sonoriferous
sleigh-bells. Phosphorescent resplendent icicles
form glittering substitutes for summer's verdant foliage. Silvery puresnow fluviates mutely
from the azure firmament, imbedding vegetation in its chilly folds. Ruddy lambent flames
within contrast with frigid hoariness without.
Such is winter.
EtoTnity.
Dora Dodd.
Spacbless space, uabounded bounds.
Exaggerated length of time,
Kever ending, ceaseless rounds,
Forward reaching, endless time
Magnified, all glorious space
Lengthened, coming time
Boundless and unceasing grace
Grant us at that time.

Tlie next letter from the drawer is as follows—:
Dear Sir : Send me ten doUurs four the inclosed poytry, and oblige

Yours

The Slayin Party,
Wk krammed Into a norraus slay,
All f'-)r to go a slayin ;
Foriin kupples we maid that day.
All for to go a slayin.
The nito Itefore the sno had inn.
As if two maik gtid slayin,
60 I invited luvely Sue
To go with us a slayin.
Twas jolly fun, we all were gal
Wen startin out a slayin.
The sun shin wa« as brite as May
The day we weut a slayin.

J. J.
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We all upset inter the sno
Wea we weut out a slayin ;
We larfed and skrambled out again,
To finish up our slayin.
Wen we cum home the moon had sot,
The day it was a dornin,
AVe singed alowd, a merry crowd.

Ain't that enough ?
I cannot send you the whole contents of the
drawer, for it would occupy all my time for a
month, and take all the paper iu my office.
These few specimens must convince you that
you are not the only man who groans at the
sight of an envelop, or faints at the prospect
of a manuscript. Hoping that I have not bored
you, I am
Tour brother in affliction,

We won't go home till morning.
And that is all 1 now kan rite
About this famuss slayin.
And so I bid you all good-nite.
And hope you '11 go a slayin.

DOING

L. C. R

HEE

OWN

Mrs. Hamerslt did her own washing, a fact
impressed upon the deepest consciousness of
« very child she had. Talk of " black Mondays"
elsewhere ! They were serene twilights, compared to the Cimmerian gloom whicli gathered
over the house of Hamersly, as tlie first puff of
smoke from tlie wash-house chimney greeted
the early morning sky.
The Haraersly's were not particularly poor
hy any means. A Brussels carpet adorned Mrs.
llamersly's parlor, and there was enough stuU'ed
furniture and etagerlc in it to have paid washing-day liire for the last six years. Then why
did Mrs. Hamersly do her own washing?
She had never asked this question to herself,
yet we opine to think it was from an " ambition" to keep up a traditional "smartness,"
.said to have existed in her ancestry ; also — and
let this part of it be told in a whisper — we suspect
Mrs. Hamersly was just a little "near," and it
would have gone to her heart to have paid out
a briglit half dollar every seven days, more
than to perform the whole drear drudging herself.
This view of the case, we may be assured,
was never brought forth in conversation on tlie
subject; her argument generally was: "Her
mother and grandmother before her had always
done her own washing, and why shouldn't she ?
She was a larger sized woman than either of
them. Besides, it was just about as much trouble tube running round to find a washerwoman
every week, and have her only hnlfAo the work,
after all, as it was to do it all herself."
I do not in the least deny the right of women,
in these enlightened days, to make drudges of
themselves, because their grandmothers did so ;
but, perhaps, it would be well to try and discern
the actual amount of labor performed by these
excellent defunct, in order that their modem
imitators may gauge their own efforts thereby.

.
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I have been in the far backwoods, where everything was as nearly as possible in the same
primitiveness, to be found everywhere fifty
years ago, and I do not hesitate to say I have
found ladies in comfortable modern habitations,
exerting themselves far more than these examples of the olden time. Tlien everything was
so rude and simple ; the same offices, now complicated bynew contrivances, did not require a
tithe of the labor they now demand. Mrs.
Hamersly's grandmother's washing was not
probably one-fourtli of the size of her own, for
those were not days wlien cotton and calico
could be had almost for the asking.
" Our grandmotliers," no matter how preternaturally smart, could not have worked harder
than hundreds of women in these degenerate
days ; for as these latter work all the time, I do
not see the possibility of the thing.
Mrs. Hamersly wrought for a family of six ;
herself and husband, and four olive branches.
Of these, Carrie, tlie eldest, was over fourteen,
and Lilly, tlie next in age, nearly tliirteen.
Pretty and graceful children, of whom Mrs.
Hamersly could not be otherwise than proud,
although her frequent address to themselves
was : " Shif'less lazy girls, always trying to
shirk their work." How could it be a marvel,
when the kind of work Mrs. Hamersly imposed
had such an effect upon her own spirits ? For,
let it not be supposed the lady went about
these self-imposed tasks with cheerful serenity,
not at all. True, she had been known to arise
on some Mondays, comparatively speaking,
smiling, but as things grew more and more
complicate, as drear disorder, which there was
" no time" to obviate, reigned over the Sunday
littered house, the cloud spread and spread,
until no child of Mrs. Hamersly's dreamed of
addressing her save upon matters of immediate
urgency.
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As the-washing day went on, and Mrs. Hamcrsly, wet and weary, gr«vr cross and discouraged,
she thought bitterly of her husband sitting comfortable and at ease in his cushioned cliair in
tlie office, and of her children always ready to
leave the scene, and slip away, to work or play,
lier heart rose up in angry repining, and nothing could have persuaded her that she was
not a very ill-used woman indeed.
Mr. Hamersly did not deserve these hard uuwifely thoughts ; he was one of those unobservant men who never meddle iu the least with
house alTairs, leaving them to his wife's superior
skill and wisdom, which / think showed a very
pleasing respect. His whole life was spent for
wife and little ones ; and I dare say he would
rather have worked himself, had he known how
Lis wife felt about it.
So things had gone on ever since Carrie was
born, and so they might have been still going
on, at least until pleurisy orrheumatism ordered
a stop (for Mrs. Hamersly always awoke stiff
and sore ou Tuesday) had not the experiences
of one particular Monday proved the inaugural
of a new regime.
The earliest dawn of this important day
brought with Mrs. Hauier.sly's earliest return
to waking life the consciousness of a vrri/ large
washing variously dispersed about tlie liouse.
Mrs. Hamersly did not hear the real sigh Lilly
echoed from Carrie, as, coming to the foot of the
stairs, she desired them iu a severe tone to
" bring down those duds, if they expected her
to wash them."
Carrie was always from school ou Mondays,
and to-day Lilly was ordered to remain also.
As they came down stall's their mother was
just whisking out to the wash-house, and a
voice from the retreating figure exhorted them
to "see if they couldn't creep a little faster,
and get a breakfast fit for a pig on the table, by
tli6 time their father was ready for it."
A girl of fourteen does not invariably succeed
in serving up, alone, ameal savory and palatable
altogether; certain it is, both Carrie's breakfast
and dinner bore more than slightly the stamp
of failure that day. Her entire efforts were of
course directed to getting and clearing away
these two meals, as well as preparing the younger
children for school. Poor Lilly feiched and
carried in obedience to lier mother's crisp convmands. So the " housework," properly speaking, stood per force unperformed.
As the morning advanced, Lilly came wearily
in where Carrie stood washing the dishes ; she
sank on a seat and wiped the thick damp from
her white forehead.
" Oh, Carrie, liow I wish
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motlier didn't do her own washing ; nobody
else's mother of the girls we know do theirs.
I wonder if we are so awfully poor, after all.
How the house looks I It makes me sick to
see it. Last Monday I was over to KUen Erwin'a ; there was a great stout Irishwoman rubbing away, and singing as if she liked it. Ellen's
mother was sewing, and oh I it did look so nice
in there. Ellen took nie up stairs, and every
bed was made, and everytliing slicked up as if
no one had ever been there before. I don't
believe we ever got our rooms to looking as nice
as theirs, and yet they have only ingrain carpet
on their parlor, and ours is Brussels. I wonder
if we have to do our own washing so as to have
dearer things than other folks. It isn't a nice
w.iy, anyhow — but, mercy, there comes mother," and she sprang up, guilty, and rushiug out
at the other door, reached the wash-house as her
mother entered the larger dwelling. So Carrie
bore alone the style of address her mother was
too apt to use on washing-day ; and every word
of which cut through her sensitive young spirit,
two edged.
" Dishes not w.ished npyet ! yon 've been off
to play, of course. Potatoes not over, meat not
out of the cellar — really, I 'm afiaid dinnerwon't
be quite equal to the breakfast your father
praised so and ate so much of. However, do
just as you 've a mind to ; don't think of minding your mother, that would be too ridiculous."
Reader, what demon could have transformed
the quiet, conscientious child, in her mother's
eyes, into a being to whom such an address wa.s
appropriate ? Methinks, whatever spirit it may
chance to be, it has liovered around more than
one wasli-tub, for Mis. Hamersly is no rara nris.
But we are by no means to judge all this
lady's moods by that of washing-day. Few
women in her own circle, when nothing ruffled,
held greater powers of pleasing ; and, in a summer visit she had made not long before, in tlie
fine town of Laiiham, some twenty miles distant, she was much liked and noticed. She
was not often tired of relating how she had
made the acquaintance of "Mrs. General Brock,"
the leader of things in Lanham, who liad not
only insi.sted on her spending a day with her,
but had promised to return the visit at no distant day. And Mrs. Hamersly ran over in her
mind the splendors- she meant Ji(S" house and
fimily to assume when that great event should
take place. "Mrs. General Breck kept three
servants, and had no idea how fomf people had
to work, anyhow. She meant to liave Jane
Williams (when Mrs. General made her visit)
come to wash dishes, and do such like."

And
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pleasing visions of the advancement and respectability this connection would not fail to
give danced through her mind continually.
The Monday wore on, the slender dinner had
been silently dispatched, and by one o'clock
Mrs. Hamersly was in the very thick of her
washing, the final rag of which seldom found
the clothes-line before four P. M. Lilly had
been dispatched to the spring for rinsing water,
Carrie was up garret in search of an old piece
of carpet her mother meant to wash, when,
coming into the house to fill the bluing rag,
she heard a knock at the front door. The
"soap-fat man" had engaged to come that day,
and she did not doubt this was he. So, throwing down her rag, she marched to the door,
and jerked it open. No greasy dealer iu scraps
greeted her vision, but, instead, flounced and
ringleted, Mrs. General Breck !
A kissable and embraceable figure did Mrs.
Theodore Hamersly present as she confronted
her visitor ! An old, faded, coUarless calico
dress, wet at bottom and front, a ragged hood
slouched over her damp and smileless face.
No wonder Mrs. General Breck did not know
her, but began, " Is Mrs. Ham — "
Whenconsciousof the "haggish look" it gave
her, this latter lady snatched oS the hood and
stood revealed in propria personm.
Mrs. General Breck did not kiss her. How
oould she ? In a state of mind not possible to
describe, the hostess led the way to the parlor.
Every one knows what effect upon a room a
Sunday's free range of "the children" has.
Cooks and papers littered the chairs and floor.
The children's Sunday bonnets, not yet put
away, heaped the table, and a fine dust sifting
in from a carelessly open window dredged the
whole.
Mrs. General Breck was on her way to the
springs, and had proposed to tarry on the way
long enough to spend a night with Mrs. Haniersley. It is needless to say that, upon seeing this lady, that project was given up.
Mrs. General Breck owned tono acquaintances
whose person and house went in such trim as
those of Mrs. Hamersly, so, after a verij unsatisfactory call, Mrs. General took her leave,
' ' regretting" that the approaching three o'clock
train made it impossible for her to remain
longer.
Mrs. Hamersly went back to her wash-tub.
It may be inconceivable to some, but this was
one of the bitterest mortifications of her whole
life. A fierce tide boiled in every vein.
"Make some starch."
This was addressed to Lilly in a tone which

made her shrink. She did not dare to question
as to the how of making starch, though she was
quite ignorant in the matter, Carrie having always done it heretofore. But Carrie had been
sent to the store on an errand, and she could
not even ask her. She believed it was made of
flour and boiling water, but she did not know
that, in order to make starch, the flour must
first be dissolved in cold water. She took a
milk-pan, and, not knowing the proper quantity, took nearly a quart of flour from the barrel, and placed it in the pan. She then poured
the kettle of boiling water over it, stirred it
around a little, and then with difliculty lifted
the heavy mess to carry it out to her mother.
Such starch ! It more nearly resembled
pudding ; lumpy, thick, worthless. Mrs. Hamersly saw this at a glance, as her daughter
carefully set down the pan. It was the last
hair, in the state she was in, which rendered
the burden unendurable. Forgetting herself
utterly, she struck the child fiercely; and,
partly with the blow, partly with the eflbrt to
avoid it, Lilly staggered and fell, striking her
temple heavily against the corner of the washbench. The blue eyes closed drearily — Lilly
was insensible.
Terribly shocked and awakened, Mrs. Hamersly bore her injured child to the house.
She was with her alone ; she kissed and clasped
her frantically until a moan told that life and
pain had come back together. She would have
fallen on her knees before her child, and implored her forgiveness, but pride forbade, and,
Carrie being now come, she went back once
more to her wash-tub.
Lilly lay with the pain beating heavily iu
her wounded head, till at length, hearing her
father's step, she arose, and, with instinctive
delicacy, combed the hair carefully over the
swollen and discolored temple. She could not
set the table, however, for she staggered at every
step ; so, going back to the sofa, she again lay
down.
When Carrie had prepared supper, she could
not eat, and dared not come to the table, for
fear her father should notice her head. She
could not help his noticing her absence.
" Lilly, why don't you come to your supper ?
You are not sick ?"
" A little tired, father, this has been washingday, you know," replied she, trying to smile.
I should not like to feel the pang Mrs. Hamersly felt as she thus heard her child trying
to conceal her own unwomanliness. It did not
remain long hidden, however.
Little Dick, the youngest, playing about the
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room, unconscious of Lilly's hurt, brushed her
head with his arm. She could not suppress ,i
quick cry of pain. Her father turned quickly
round. The liair now pushed aside, showed
the raised and purple welt it had before concealed.
"Good Heavens ! How did this happen f"
Lilly was mute ; she could not tell. Mr. Hamersly looked instinctively at his wife.
"Theodore," she said, tremulously, "I was
not myself when I did it. I have been so tired
to-d.ay — you can't think!" And the feeling
long pent np rushed forth in a shower of sobs.
Tliat same pride soon forbade her children seeing these, and she finished her cry in her own
room, wliich ^e did not leave that night.
The sorely tired Cariic, after washing the
dishes, once more aroused tlie two children
from the floor, wliere they had fallen asleep,
helped Lilly rise from tlie sofa, and pioneered
the whole party up stairs.
How it looked up there ! How very disheartening tothe tired and sleepy group I Not
a bed made, and nearly all denudwl of pillowcases and sheets. Here was more work to do.
Slid, as at last Carrie's head touched her pillow,
her mother's was no longer the only moistened
one to be found that night.
Mrs. Hamersly thought her husband asleep,
for he lay very quietly, but he was broad
awake, nevertheless. Mr. Hamersly was one of
those many men who need some very decided
occurrence to rouse them up to a clear view of
things ; but, said view once gained, there was
no hang back in necessary measures.
"What's the use, after all," he now questioned, "of Miss Hamersly's doing this pesky
washin' so often? Haven 't had adecent dinner on
Monday, I don't know when. The whole house
looks like sin, too ; no time to make things decent. Carrie kept out of school, and the gad put
on the rest of the young 'uns generally. If M.itilda Ann hadn't been washin', her hair would
have been slick, and she would have had on
her brown gingham and white collar ; then she
would have been a fair match in good looks
with Miss General Breck, though she had all
California on her back. If she hadn't been
washin', she would never have knocked my
little Lilly in that shameful way. I can't bear
to think on it" — and at this point he gave a
tremendous lunge over in bed. "The long and
short of it is, Matilda Ann's washin' don't pay :
the sooner it 's put a stop to the better. I won't
have no more on it while I 'm master of this
house and the father of them children."
There was a " stitch" crawling up and down
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Mrs. Hamersly's side the next morning, and
the group wliich gathered around the table did
not seem greatly exhilarated. The meal ended,
Mr. Hamersly pushed back his chair and produced his great black pocket-book, a thing he
had never been known to do unsolicited before.
You might have heard a pin drop as he arose
and placed a pile of bills before his wife.
" Here, Matilda Ann, are twenty-six dollars,
fifty cents of it to be paid out every week to a
washerwcteian, for a year, when I shall hand
you as much more, and so on. I have made up
my mind it don't pay to have yon do your own
washin' ; so don't let us see any more of it. If
you don't feel in your own mind as if the money
could possibly be afforded, s'pose you give up
that new mankiller I heard you tellin' about.
I believe it was going to cost nigh as much as
this." And with this last, meant chiefly in
joke, Mr. Hamersly went to his office.
Whether aforesaid " mankiller" was given up
or not, we are unprepared to state ; but we do
know a new order of things is established at
the Hamersly's. And every week Biddy M.nopherson, a nymph with ankles and wrists twice
as large as those of Mrs. Hamersly, may be
found in that lady's wash-house, her broad cap
border rising and f.illing, as, with the interlude
of " a rippy dippy dip," her voice rings out the
cadence of "Kate Mavourneen" and "Erin go
Bragh."
TO
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Maxo.v, tell me, do you know
What
Thas to
All Bad
Si^'ha

impels the rcstlosu* seA
chant in measure kIow
aotee, which human wo
to eld eternity ?

Manon, tell me, do you know
Why I 'm so weighed down to-uij,'ht|
That whatever brif,'ht flowers Mow,
That whatever bright eyes glow,
ay soul cannot feel the light?
Past mo all fair forma seem hying
To fresh pleasures new and rare —
Yet what care I for their joying.
While my longing heart is dying
For thy gentle spirit's care !
Hanon, tell me, did I wrong thee
K'er by word, or look, or deed ?
Curses now are heaped upon me.
And thy very smiles they throng me
But to make my sick heart bleed.
And yet, Manon, smile again
A» you used to smile on me.
Smiles!
Oh, they shall banish pain,
And all sorrows bo in vain
Which

so surge this restless sea I

LESSONS

IN MOSS

PuTTiNO OX THE Moss. — Take the brush and
put on a thin coat of glue wliere the branches
and leaves of the trees are to be ; also where
the ground is, and where you wish ivy to be,
on old buildings, or in the crevices of the rocks.
Then carefully pick the moss to pieces and
place a fibre or leaf at a time, upon that portion of the picture that is glued. Different varieties ofthe moss must be so placed as to give
the effect of light and shade. The lightestcolored moss is to be placed on the outside
branches of the trees, and mixed with the
darker colors for the ground, so that it will look
like small patches of sunshine on the grass.
There is one variety of running moss which
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makes an excellent representation of ivy when
placed among the ruins of old castles. Care
must be taken that the moss be put on one leaf
at a time and placed in a natural position.
After the moss is all on, leave the picture lying
on the back until the glue is dry.
Cone Fbamb for Moss Picture. — We give
above a design for a cone frame. Procure a
deep wood frame the size and shape of the picture. Go over the frame with a coat of copal
varnish, and while the varnish is wet, spread
on a thick coat of glazier's pntty ; then stick
pine and hemlock cones, acorns and beechnnts
in the putty, in any desirable figures, and fill
in with the leaves of the pine cone.
After the
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putty is hard, varnish with copal vaniisli ; or
if a darker color is desired, mix a small i|naiitity of black Japan varnish with the copal.
Use a small brush, and see that the varnish
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covers every part of the frame. Procure a clear,
thick glass, and have it fit loosely in the frame ;
place the picture also in the frame, fasten it
securely, and tie with heavy cord and tassels.

INTELLECT, THE TWIf^ SISTER OF CHRISTIAN
JY

WINMK

iNTEr.LECT — wh.at is it? A precious gem
whose refulgent brightness pours a rich, dazzling radi.ince over the surrounding darkness,
causing all things hitherto enveloped in the
darkest shades of obscurity to become gloriously bright ; a lamp to guide the weary searcher
after truths hopefully onward, and open up the
richer treasures long hidden by the lowering
clouds of ignorance, until, maturing, it .shines
like the meridian sun, casting its penetrating
rays of light on mountain top, in glen and dale,
on ocean and on shore, numbering the years of
creation by the monarch of the forest, the
strata of the earth, and the reefs of coral beneath the south sea wave ; and lays bare all
nature to its searching gaze. Oh, to what
shall we liken this mystic thing, this bright
glorious something without form, but comely in
its influence ? Is there aught on this earth of
beauty and of grace which can compare with
this bright, this heaven-bom gift ? Can the
happy immort.il spirit of m.in, diving amonf the
bright elysian fields of the New Jerusalem, while
bathing in the rapturous delights of that upper
sphere, feel aught that combines the dreamy
witchery and solid enjoyment of experience
when tasting the sweet waters of wisdom ? or
dpes this compose his chief happiness ? Onw.ard
and upward has it borne its way, and onward
and upward will its course ci-er be, casting its
brilliant light around, and m.iking manifest the
principles of abstruse science till it reaches the
throne of God, its great fountain-head. It comprehends the stars in "the blue ethereal vault of
heaven, assigns to each a pl.ace, gives to each a
name, computes their relative magnitudes, and
measures the distance from one world to another
with astonishing accuracy. Itdives deepintothe
earth, and examines the nature of the atoms
which conspire to form the globe. By the aid of
chemistry, it enters into the analyzation of the
elements which compose the atmosphere. Each
drop of water must stand poised until millions
of living beings are counted within its narrow
limits. The wild flowers of the woodland, together with the delicate blossoms of the green-
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house, must each and all consent to be torn in
pieces that classes, orders, and genus may
be given. It will look forward and grasp the
future, and with one grasp will apprehend the
past. Mountains are passed as "mole-hills"
and oceans as "rippling streains." It soars
above the clouds, ye.a, even to the great white
throne, or descends to the depth of the sea,
gathering everywhere some new bright treasure.
But the natural lustre of this jewel, like that
of the diamond, when first found is comparatively nothing ; its powers lie dormant, its
cap.acities have never been tried, and consequently its value is not known, for, as the
diamond must be polished before its dazzling
brightness shines forth clearly, so must the
intellect be cultivated before its brilliancy can
be fully unveiled ; and, as a love for the beautiful is ever found in the heart of man, it has
been the object of his ambitious longings to be
wise, to be great. He is ever ready to forget
his mission here in his wild, impatient searching for knowledge, and yet to fuljil lliis mission
is the beginning of wisdom. Placed here but
for a season, soon to be called to a land of
spirits, should he not first seek to build his
Christian character before he would dive into
the soul-enticing delights of science ? Too often
do scientific men leave the purification of the
heart until they have unravelled the mysteries
of the materi.al world. Oh, man, "seek first
the kingdom of God ;" then shalt thou be fully
prepared to study his works and appreciate the
goodness and wisdom of the Mighty Author.
And yet I do not place too low an estimate on
the benefits to be derived from a mind whose
powers are developed to their full extent ; on
the contrary, I would increase the cry for intellectual improvement which has of late gone
over the land ; I wonld send the soul to the
hitherto unexplored fields of science ; I would
bring the whole usivebse within its comprehension in
; short, I would satisfy the immortal
yearnings of man's undying spirit.
But, says one, we cannot study the natural
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sciences without feeling our faith in the Holy
Scriptures shaken, and even our belief in the
very existence of a God.
Why say this ? As well might we say that
the perusal of works that bear the stamp of
master minds would lead us to suppose that they
had had no author ; that basking in the sun's
rays, feeling his warming influence, seeing the
light he sheds around would impress upon our
minds the belief that the sun never existed,
as that the close investigation of the works of
God and the laws which govern them would
lead to the conclusion that there was no Great
First Cause which produces these mighty effects.
It is true that
knowledge of any
science would lead
if he will pursue

man, having but a partial
science, may believe that that
eventually to Atheism. But
perseveringly the study, he

will at last b« constrained to cry out, " Great
and marvellous are thy works, 0 Lord God ! in
wisdom hast thou made them all." He will
feel his Christian character strengthened, and
his faith in God increased. Show me a skilful
botanist, and I will point to one who,
flower which adorns this green earth,
wisdom of God displayed, and will feel
same kind hand which sustains the
will shield him from all harm.

in every
sees the
that the
floweret

The geologist, who reads at a glance the
composition of almost every particle of the
earth's crust,
praise to the
who calls the
and views the

will see in every rock a source of
Great I Am. The astronomer,
stars of heaven by their names,
whole firmament lit with millions

of sparkling worlds, will know that there must
have been some mighty One, who at first called
them into being, and still holds them in their
varied orbits. He will feel an awe insensibly
as it were creeping over him, urging him with
an irresistible power to fall down and worship
Him, the Mighty Builder of the universe.
The contemplation of N.ature through all her
ramifications of order, will imperceptibly draw
the mind from earth to heaven, and will unite
him by an irresistible faith to his Creator ; and
every truth in every conjured science will
serve as a foundation stone, upon which he
shall fin.ally build the temple that elevates him
to the skies.
We are all the recipients of intellect in a
greater or less degree, and in proportion to the
measure of the gifts, will we be held accountable for the improvement of the talent committed
to us. And should not man improve this great
prize ? Will it not enable him to see his duty
clearer, and the advantages to be derived from

living a Christian life ? Will not the possession
of a well-stored intellect enable him to perceive
the holiness and purity of God, and inspire him
with a desire to be like him ? Will he not, seeing the flowers which adorn the pathway of the
Christian, and the crown of glory, which awaits
the finally triumphant, lift his heart to God,
the source of life and light, and determine to
work out his salvation with fear and trembling.
The cultivation of the intellect will increase
the capacity the soul has for enjoyment. Mind
is immortal, and capable of infinite expansion.
Every new truth increases its strength, and
every additional idea, its powers.
And thus will it ever go on, adding strength
to strength, until it will be capable of realizing,
in the eternal world, those divine truths which
in this life the most polished intellect, united
to the firmest faith, can but perceive as through
a glass — darkly.
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A MAIDEN was weaving at noonday —
A maiden with gold rippling hair,
Whose heart wsts as warm as the sunraya
That softly encircled her there ;
And her eyes were like starlights in shadow,
And her thoughts were like sweet Buiumer air.
I knew by the light of her smiling,
She was weaving a tissue of dreams,
A^veb of a million of fancies
Illuming her life with their gleams —
That slie saw the far future before her
O'er-tinted with halcyon beams.
I did not disturb her with questions,
Nor mar her sweet thoughts with my own,
For the sunlight that playfd with her fancies
From heavenly pathways had flown!
And she wound them in hues of the rainbow,
As she sat in the noonday alone.
And soon when the shadows had fallen,
An old man with gray silvered hair
Was weaving a tissue of visions
In the gloaming that fell on him there;
And his thoughts were like hues of the evening
In the chamber so ghostly and bare.
I knew by the lines on his temples.
And by the wan smiles on his face.
That from the dead past he was calling
A host of regrets from their place ;
And BO he kept weaving his sorrows
In a dream that was mournful to trace.
And 80 we are weaving forever,
Our hopes, our regrets, and onr fears.
And time soon dispels every vision,
Or we summon them back with our tears!
And still we are none of us wiser
As we glide through life's current of yeiirs.
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dressed and go over to your room before you

CBBISTJfAS CUIIIES.

were up !" said Matty, following her sister with
very lazy movements.
" Does your uucle have family prayers,
Matty?" asked Edith, after kissing the girls
and returning their Christmas salutation.
Matty.
" No, Miss Edith, he does not, answered

Chsistkas morning was bright and beantiful ;
and was ushered in by many a glad shoat from
the black population of the city.
It was scarcely light, when Edith was awakened by the black children screaming beneath
her window "Christmas gift I" and "Christmas gift" was taken up by voices in every
direction, and shouted in every key from the
heavy bass to the childish treble. She arose,
and, going to the window, drew up the blind
and fastened back the curtain ; hearing no stir
in the house, she lay down again, and had nearly
fallen asleep when she was aroused by a knock
at her door, and, jumping up, she opened it
and admitted Tiuk, who had come to light the
fire.
" Christmas gift. Miss Edom !" said the black
girl, with a broad grin.
"Merry Christmas!" answered Edith, with
a smile, as she closed the door. The girl looked
at her with a mystified stare, not understanding the northern style of greeting, then proceeded to shovel oat the ashes and lay in the
kindling wood.
»
"At what time do we breakfast, Tink?" asked
Edith.
" Half past eight, 'nm," replied Tink.
Edith looked at her watch, then commenced
to dress ; it was but little after six, and concluding naturally that there would be no family
worship, she determined to finish her toilet, and
go over to the girls' room and read with them
a portion of Scripture before breakfast. She
dressed by the light of Tiuk's candle, then, not
having unpacked her trunk, took out her dresses
and hung them up in the wardrobe. By the
time she had her clothes arranged it was quite
light, and, groping her way through the dark
halls (for the blinds had not been opened), she
rapped at the girls' door.
"Come in!" said Matty, and Edith entered
and found both of her pupils sitting up in bed.
" Oh, it 's Miss Edith ! Christmas gift ! Christmas gift!" exclaimed Mary, and she bounded
out of bed.
"We

were just saying that we would get

"I thought not," said Edith, "and I have
come over to read a chapter iu the Bible before
breakfast. "
"I wish Nelly would hurry herself back!"
exclaimed Matty in an impatient tone, gathering up her clothes and carrying them to the
grate, where she warmed each article before
putting it on.
"Nevermind Nelly; I'll assist you to dress, "
said Edith, and when Nelly made her appearance, her young ladies were ready to have their
hair arranged.
" You must come up earlier to-morrow morning, Nell!" said Matty.
" Ves, 'um, I tot dat you 'd want tosleep arter
bein' up so late las' eveuin', and so I crept out
de room sUly arter makiu de fire."
After the curls and plaits were put in order,
Edith sat down at the window, with Matty
before her and Mary on a low seat at her side,
and opening her prayer-book at the lesson for
Christmas day, she read the Collect, the Epistle
and Gospel, and rendered a brief explanation.
The breakfast bell had not sounded when they
closed their books, and Matty proposed going
down to the parlor.
" I do wish papa was here 1" said Mary, " for
I would like to go to the Episcopal church this
morning, it 's always trimmed so beautifully on
Christmas day I"
" You can go with me !" said Edith.
" Are yon going. Miss Edith f I thought you
would like to go, but I didn't think that you
would go out in a strange city alone, and none
of Uncle Morgan's family ever attend church
on week-days."
" I know where Aunt Morgan's church is, and
I'll be your pilot," said Matty.
"It'll be so pleasant for us then to go together," said her sister, congratulating 523
herself
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at first that her uncle's family were not piously
inclined on week-days ; but experiencing a
sharp rebuke of her conscience, she added :
" Of course I wish that uncle's family would
always atteud church when there is service, but
I think we '11 enjoy ourselves best to go alone."
" Nora says that it 's excess of devotion to go
to week-day or evening service, and she never
goes except when she wants to meet Signer
Cavelli : I think that 's excess of devotion to
him !" said Matty, opening the parlor door.
" I wonder if Nora has anymore pretty things
on the etagire ." ' and Mary examined the shelves
saying, " I always look them all over when I
come here I"
" What is this made of, dear ?" asked Edith,
taking up a yellowish-looking mat.
"Don't you know, Miss Edith?" exclaimed
Matty, dropping a screen and approaching her
teacher.
" No, dear, I have never seen anything of the
kind before," answered Edith ; and Matty, with
an animated face, proceeded to explain.
"I can tell you all about it," said she, taking
the mat in her own hand. "Cousin Clarence
brought it from India ; it 's made of laccine ; in
the first place, lac is a sort of gum or stuff produced on the banyan-tree, and contains five or
six different kinds of resin, and when it is first
collected it becomes hard and is called stick lac;
and when that is melted it is called shell lac,
because it becomes like a thin crust, and this
molasses-candy-lookiug stuff is made from that,
and is called laccine ; and th.at cabinet is lacquered or covered with varnish made of lac dissolved inspirits of wine. Doesn'tit seem strange
that this beautiful mat was once nothing but
gum, running down a tree away off in India ?"
" You remembered it all, didn't you, Matty ?"
said Mary, smiling.
"Oh, I knew I would," answered her sister,
laughing; and turning to Edith, she said: "I'll
tell you how I learned it. Cousin Clarence
told it to me last Christmas, and said if I would
remember it, he would give me a silver cardcase this Christmas."
"I wonder if j-ou '11 get it, Matty!" said
Mary.
"I reckon not ; poor Clarence, he won't be
here."
"Is yoiir cousin dead?" asked Edith, concluding that he must be, from Matty's sad tone.
"0 no! not dead, but" — and she looked
around, as if afraid of being overheard.
" If it 's a secret, Matty, you had better not
confide it to me," said Edith.
"It is not a secret, but aunt don't like to

hear it spoken of. Cousin Clarence is Fred's
twin brother, and he is insane in the asylum
at Havana," she said, dropping her voice to a
whisper.
" He has been there three years," said Mary,
coming close to Edith ; "but last Christmas he
came home and was all right for two mouths,
and then he became, violent again, and had to
be sent back."
" This is made of laccine, or shell lac, too,"
said Matty, taking a long chain in her hand ;
" doesn't it look like gold ?" and throwing the
golden-looking chain over Edith's head, it fell
in a variety of graceful curves over the massive
plaits -of her dark hair.
"Good-morning! and a merry Christmas 1"
exclaimed Mr. Morgan, coming into the parlor
evidently in a very jubilant mood. " Fred,
look at this tableau vivant ! Miss Edith and her
pupils trying the effect of green and gold ! The
chain looks well over your black hair, and in
contrast to your green dress !" said he, bowing
to Edith, who was blushing and attempting to
remove the frail ornaments ; but it had become
entangled in her hair and twisted around her
comb.
" Allow me to assist you," said Mr. Morgan.
But he found it a difficult matter to loosen it
without breaking, and he called to Matty, who,
with her sister, had chased their cousin into
the hall, shouting " Christmas gift !" which he
claimed on the ground of having. saluted them
first.
"Every bit of your hair will have to come
down!" exclaimed Matty, in dismay. "Shall
I draw out your comb ?"
"Yes," answered Edith. And she bowed
her head while Matty drew out the comb and
unbraided her hair, which fell over her shoulders in a waving, heavy mass.
"Breakfast!" announced Christopher, introducing his head into the room, and disappearing as suddenly.
"I must go to my room. Come, Matty,"
said Edith, disliking to enter the breakfastroom alone. She held up her skirt, and ran
through the hall, returning Fred's bow and
"good-morning" with a blushing face and
embarrassed manner. Nora was on the stairs,
and she gave Edith a look of haughty surprise,
said "Christmas gift" to Matty, and passed
them. Stopping before her brother, she said,
as soon as Edith and her cousin weie out of
hearing : —
"Is that the Yanlee style of displaying a
pretty foot and long hair? That young lady
has obviously been studying effect!"
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" No amount of study coalJ accomplish that
blash," answered her brother.
" Yankee ingenuity has tauglit her how to
'bid the cheek be ready witli a blush,'" returned Nora.
" I think she would make her fortune by
teaching the art toothers," said Fred, his look
and tone implying that his sister would not be
unwilling to learn. They both passed into the
breakfast -room without having expressed a
wish for the other's enjoyment of the merry
season.
The family were seated around the table when
Matty and Edith entered.
"You've missed the yrace," said Mr. Morgan,
laughing, and motioning Edith to be seated in
a chair at his side.
"Did you say grace, uncle?" asked Matty,
with a surprised but pleased locik.
" No, my dear, / did not, but Nora, there,
said it over her diamonds."
" Look at this superb set of diamonds that
father and mother have given me 1" And Nora
handed the case to Matty.
" Did you find your presents, girls ?" asked
Mrs. Morgan.
" No, aunt ! Where are they ?" asked Mary.
" I sent them up to your room last evening,"
returned Mrs. Morgan. And Mary started out
of the room.
"They are watches!" exclaimed Matty, when
her sister brought in two small velvet cases.
And, opening liers, she lifted a small Geneva
watch, and examined it with delight.
" Did you buy them, uncle ?"
"Y'es, Miss Mary, /bought them!"
" Mary, they are from papa ! Look on the
inside of the case."
" 0 Uncle Morgan !" said Mary, after reading
the inscription.
" Well, I did buy them, but your father
commissioned me to do so," said her uncle,
laughing heartily.
"We are going to church. Aunt Martha,"
said Mary, as they arose from the table.
"TocAwrcA."' exclaimed Nora, " when your
father is not here ?"
" We are going with Miss Edith," answered
Mary, quietly.
" Well, every person to his taste. I think it
is the greatest bore in the world to go to church
on a week-day I I'm glad that I am not a
Catholic, forthat very reason." And she seated
herself before the grate.
Mrs. Morgan asked if Matty knew the way,
and said that they ought to start in season,
for they would have a long walk.
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"At what hour does divine service comnity. mence ?" asked Fred, in a tone of mock solem" At eleven o'clock," answered his mother.
" It is ten now, and I think we had better bo
Matty. ready, don't you, Miss Edith?" asked
getting
"Yes, dear, if your aunt will excuse us,"
replied Edith.
And they loft the room.
Nora looked after them, and, after reflecting
a moment, said to her mother, who was standing beside her: "Miss Edith is not a member
of the Methodist Episcopal Church."
"Yes, I reckon she is," said her mother.
" No, ma'am, she is jiot ; it 's a mistake ; she
belongs to the Methodist Artful! Why, mother, she was in the EUises' room early this
morning, reading in the Bible ; and then she
went down into the parlor, got up a tableauVivant for father's benefit, and then ran through
the hall, past Fred, with streaming hair and
slippered foot, evidently with the object of
making an impression on the young gentleman ;
and now she 's going to church, a beautiful
example of piety, expecting, without doubt,
that mi-lord '11 accompany her." She looked
around to note the effect of her words upon her
brother, who was standing with his back to
her, looking out of the window. He did not
notice her remarks, and she continued, addressing him directly: "I am glad, Fred, th.at you
did not let your politeness run away with your
judgment ; I expected you would offer to escort
the governess to church." He continued to
drum on the window-pane, but said nothing.
" Emily Owen is coming to-day." She looked
at her mother, and they both looked at Fred,
Leonora with a meaning smile and Mrs. Morgan
with an earnest, anxious expression. His
moustache went up contemptuously, but the
announcement of Emily Owen's .anticipated arrival produced not a word. The drumming
continued, rather louder and quicker for a few
moments, and then, putting his hands behind
him, he approached his mother, and said : —
" What time do we dine to-d.iy, mother ?"
"At four o'clock," replied Mrs. Morgan.
He took up a spoon, balancing it on his finger
fcir a few moments, then turned to leave the
room.
"You will be home to dinner, will you not ?"
his mother asked.
"Oh, certainly; I shall return with the girls."
" With the girls ?"
"Yes, mother. Variety is the spice of life,
and I think I '11 vary the order of exercises for
Christmas day, and go to church with Matty.
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I may come out a wiser and a better man.

Au

revoir!"
And, smiling, he left tlie apartment.
"Matty! That's a capital dodge I" exclaimed
Nora. "I'U bet that he'll walk with Miss
Edith." And she went into the parlor to watch
them from the window.
" Where are you going. Cousin Fred ?" asked
Matty, drawing on her gloves as she preceded
Edith and Mary down stairs.
" If you will be very amiable, I will walk
down the street with you," said he, tapping his
boot with his cane.
" If I will permit you to do so, you mean.
It ip not often that you can be seen in such
good company, and you must appreciate the
honor. How, hold up your head and turn your
toes out !"
" Turn up your toes and hold your head out, "
said Fred, imitating her tone, and standing on
Ms heels while he thrust his head forward.
" Children should be seen, not heard ! Now,
open the door."
Nora was at the window, and Fred, suspecting
her motive, walked with Matty, out of consideration for Edith, whose position with regard
to his mother and sister he did not think would
be rendered any the more agreeable by any
particular acts of attention on his part coming
under their observation.
They walked on briskly for some time ; then
gradually slackened their pace, and Fred, addressing some remarks to Edith, fell back, and
walked by her side. Without giving much
thought to the subject, Edith had regarded
Fred as a flippant, good-natured sort of person,
not having a very large stock of brains, and
nothing particular to recommend him save his
affability and politeness. She was surprised,
therefore, to find him extremely intelligent ;
and, after the weather and other topics of general interest had been discussed, and the conversation took a higher tone, she was aston.ished at the extent of information which he
jBeemed to possess with regard to European
aflfairg, society abroad, the political condition of
both countries, etc., subjects which had been
suggested by the mention of his anticipated
European tour, but which, from his general
manner and conversation, one would have supposed foreign to his daily experience.
When they reached the church, Fred said :
"I will go in, if you think I will not disturb
your devotions."
" Come in, by all means. Cousin Fred," said
Matty, with an approving smile. And they
followed the sexton to a front pew that was
vacant.
Edith passed in first, and bowed her

head a moment in silent prayer ; Matty and
Mary followed her example, while Fred took off
his overcoat, and arranged himself comfortably
in the corner of the pew. Edith was a dear lover
of her church ; its rites and ceremonies, always
impressive, now seemed additionally so, and
she experienced a feeling of intense satisfaction
in being permitted once more to enjoy the beautiful service. The voluntary was played, and
the deep, rich notes of the organ seemed to tell
of friends far away, and stirred up memories
so sad that, when the chant "Thy will be
done" was sung by the choir, Edith dropped
her veil to hide the starting tear.
The sermon was finished, the benediction
pronounced, and an invitation given to strangers
and members of other churches to partake of
the Sacrament at the table of their common
Master.
Fred and the girls arose to go.
"I shall remain to communion, Matty, but
you need not do so unless you choose," said
Edith. And Matty, after whispering a few
words to her sister and cousin, said :—
" We are going to walk, and will be back by
the time you are ready to go."
"Very well, " answered Edith. And she was
left alone in the pew, surrounded by strangers,
but feeling more at home than in the cold atmosphere of Mrs. Morgan's elegant mansion.
" Ye who do truly repent of your sins, and are
in love and charity with all your neighbors,"
etc., fell on Edith's ear. She was in love and
charity with everybody, even her haughty
hostess and her daughter, and their proud,
.almost scornful looks had not kindled one feeling of enmity in her heart. She pitied them,
and prayed earnestly that they might become
humbled, not through misfortune or affliction,
but by becoming disciples of the meek and
lowly Jesus. Edith was pious, but her piety
was of that unostentatious character that made
no show or parade of sanctity, but which was
evident in her daily walk, in the conscientious
discharge of her duties, both religious and secular, and in her lovely disposition, which, together with a pure heart and clear conscience,
made her countenance so radiant and beautiful.
She had found in her own experience that
everything in religion was calculated to make
one cheerful and happy, and she did not believe that, in "glorifying the Father," a long
face and the use of cant plirases were essential ;
but she was not backward in acknowledging
her faith or
dent in her
communion
pleasure by

confessing her Saviour, as was eviattending church and remaining to
on a day wholly devoted to worldly
those whom she was visiting.
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Matty and Mary were sitting in a back pew
wlieii Edith passed down tlie aisle to leave the
oliurch, and when she asked how long they had
been there, Mary replied : —
"We came in just before yon went to the
altar ; it was so chilly that we did not walk far."
"Where's Fred?" asked Nora, when they
entered the parlor, after leaving their bonnets
up stairs.
" He went down to the reading-room to look
orer the papers," answered Matty.
"Gone down there to smoke, more likely;
that 's what his relif/ious fit will end in '." said
Leonora, pointedly, though in a pleasant tone.
" Smoke and religion ! Ha! ha !" exclaimed
a voice in the tea-room. " How do do, girls?
I '11 come in and look at you, directly." And,
in less than a minute, a iigure came bounding
into the room, with outstretched arms, and
embraced Matty and Mary ; then, without
waiting for an introduction, extended her hand
to Edith, saying: "I'll not stand upon ceremony, Miss Edith, for I 've known you ever
since you 've been South."
Edith's face expressed her surprise.
" It 's a fact ! Come over here to the fireplace, and I '11 tell yon what kind of an acquaintance we 've had together." And, pulling
Edith to a seat, she threw herself on the rug,
and continued : " You know Mr. Acton ?"
"Yes, certainly ; he was my com — "
"I know," interrupted the stranger; "he
was i/oiir companion for a few days ; he is my
companion for life : in other words, he is my
other half, or three-quarters, for he is twice as
old and large as I am, which is all very right
and proper."
"Why, Emily! yon married?" exclaimed
Matty, holding her breath in astonishment.
" Y'es, honey ; I 'm joined in the holt/ bonds
of wefUook, and a hole-y institution wedlock is ;
one can easily slip through the meshes in this
country of divorces, and I think I '11 be legally
dissolved, for it 's a great nuisance to have a
man's boots kicking about your room !"
" But when were you married ?" asked Matty,
scarcely recovering her breath.
" You '11 learn all that in good time, if you
listen. Now, Miss Edith, I '11 go on with my
story. Well, Mr. Acton, after he left yow, went
to Havana to see me. We had intended to be
married next fall, but while he was there we
concluded to bring the courtship to a close, for
he has to be in New York nearly all the year,
and it 's a great bore to court such a distance
apart ; and, besides, I 'm the most miserable correspondent hate
;
letter-writing ; and mother
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had to answer all his letters, which did not seem
to please him (though I 've heard papa say that
she writes splendid letters); and so I consented
to be married as soon as he returned from
Florida, and go to New York for our bridal
tour, which was quite a piece of economy, as
he had to go there any way, you see."
"But when were you married?" persisted
Matty.
" Two weeks ago, honey, and without letting
the good people here know anything about it ;
for you must know. Miss Edith" — casting her
eyes at Nora, and looking very mischievous —
"you must know that Mrs. Morgan and Nora
there had dedicated me to Fred, who very naturally detested the sight of me, because I was
always being poked under his nose. Weren't
they enraged when I arrived this morning with
my spouse ! But I 've been quite jealous of
you, Miss Stanford" — starting to her feet suddenly ;"really, qtiite jealous."
" Of me .'" exclaimed Edith.
" Yes, me ! and I called you names several
times, for William was everlastingly talking
about Miss Stanford, and wondering how you
got along, and if you liked Beech Bluff, etc.,
until I more than half suspected that he was in
love with you" — and then, sinking her voice to
a very audible whisper, she said, with a look of
arch delight at the extent of her knowledge —
" I know all about Charles Howard !"
Edith colored, but said nothing ; Nora eyed
her sharply, and Emily, resting her head against
the mantle, looked serious for a moment, then
continued: "I am right down glad that you
gave him his walking papers !" Edith looked
astonished and distressed, but the volatile
tongue ran on. " He '11 catch a tartar when he
marries Ellen Acton, if she is beautiful. She is
William's niece, and he says that she is very
fond of admiration, and is of a dreadfully jealous disposition ; and three or four years ago,
when she and Mr. Howard met in Europe, they
became engaged ; but she broke the engagement, because she heard after he came home
that he was paying very particular attention
to a certain young lady in B
," and the
tormentor opened her eyes and nodded her head
at Edith in a significant manner.
Edith felt distressed at these disclosures before her pupils, but she remained silent, fearing
that if she made any remark, it would only
encourage Mrs. Acton to be more communicative. She was hoping that nothing more would
be said on the subject, and, to avoid it, was
about to address a remark to Matty, when the
little lady suddenly broke out again —
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"William thinks that Mrs. Richards had a
Coger in the pie, and sent for Ellen to visit
B
, in the hopes of renewing the engagement between her and Charles Howard 1 I wonder if they '11 call me Aunt Emily I"
" You I why you are only two years older
than I am, and you don't seem one bit older
than when we used to play here together,"
said Matty.
" Yes. but I am, though ; and I 'm improved,
too, for I don't quarrel any more, and I give up
all my playthings. You know we never got
along very amiably together."
"There's Fred!" exclaimed Nora, as the
front door opened and closed with a loud noise.
"Tell him I 'm married, or he won't speak
to me!" said Emily, catching hold of Nora's
dress.
" Ah, Em ! how de do ? I 'm glad to see you I"
and Fred grasped her hand in a most cordial
manner.
't,
"Eight well, hon — Fred, I mean! and I'm
married! not that 7'm particularly glad of it,
hut I think you '11 be!"
" I know it, Emily ; I met your husband
with father.
Allow me to congratulate yon !"
"As much .TS you please I but I fancy you
congratulate yourself the most ; you never
gave my hand such a friendly grasp in your
life!" and they both laughed heartily, continuing to shake hands and congratulate each
other.
Emily — or Mrs. Acton^was of a petite figure,
firmly proportioned, and very graceful and
sylph-like in her motions, and possessing soft
blonde ringlets and a pearly skin, which, together with her jtivenile manners and childish
voice, made her appear even younger than sixteen.
Mr. Morgan returned with Mr. Acton, who
evinced the greatest pleasure in meeting Edith,
and at dinner begged Mrs. Morgan to alter her
arrangements and allow him to sit between his
wife and Miss Stanford. Mrs. Morgan, whose
manner seemed to have thawed considerably,
though the goi'erness was still a thorn in the
flesh, granted the request, and he sat down
with his wife and Edith on either side of him.
Mr. Acton entered at once into conversation
with Edith ; talked about their friends in B
,
and revived reminiscences of their journey,
Mrs. Acton bending forward to catch the joke
and laugh with them. Gradually throwing off
the restraint that had made Editli appear to a
disadvantage, though never av:k-u<ard, she became her natural self, and looked so animated

and charming that even Mrs. Morgan's unwilling eye rested on her in admiration.
The three succeeding days were spent in a
perfect whirl of excitement ; driving and walking in the daytime, visiting all the objects and
places of interest in and around Augusta ; and
the evenings were passed at public places of
amusement, of which there seemed to be no
dearth. On the morning of the fourth day,
Mr. and Mrs. Acton took their leave, amid many
expressions of regret, none more sincere than
Edith's.
Whatever Iiad been communicated to Mrs.
Morgan and her daughter respecting Edith,
there was a very perceptible change in their
deportment towards her ; they paid her more
attention, and though they were not in the
least degree familiar, yet it was evident that
she had risen in their estimation.
It was the morning before New Year's ; the
young folks were assembled in the parlor arranging the flowers th.at were to decorate the
rooms on the occasion of Nora's party. Edith's
taste had been consulted, and she was filling
vases and directing the girls where to place
them.
"Where is that gum shell-lac chain?" exclaimed Matty, setting a vase on the etagire.
" Isn't it there ?" asked Nora.
" No ; and I want it to wind around this bust
of "Jenny
Lind."
It must
be there under some of the oniaments, Matty," answered her cousin.
" Indeed, it is not. Christopher was in here
polishing the andirons ; I '11 ask him if he has
seen it." And, going to the door, she called
the colored man.
"No, Miss Matty, I habn't seen it in here,
but I sawd it up in massa Fred's room tree
" Inback."
your master Fred's room !" — going to
days
the door with a piece of music in her hand.
" What 's possessed him to take it ? it belongs
to me.
Go up and get it, Christopher I"
" P'r'aps ma£sa won't 'low it. Miss Nora,"
answered the man, looking rather dubious, and
twirling his hat in his hand.
"Do as I bid you!" said Nora, sharply,
stepping a pace forward and stamping her
foot, then drawing herself up to her full height
she returned to the piano and awaited the servant's appearance.
"Can't find 'um no whar! done gwine, Miss!"
said Christopher, entering and approaching his
young mistress with a very uncertain gait and
manner.
Looking at him a moment, an angry expres-
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siou settled over her face ; then, as if the negro
were the offending person, she ordered him, in
no very gentle tone, to "leave the room !"
Nora's good-humor was gone for the morning ; she jerked her music, threw down a vase
of flowers in one of her sudden movements,
and then, in raising the piano cloth to prevent
tlie water from running on to the carpet, she
dropped a note which she held In her hand into
it, neither of which accidents tended to soothe
her irritation. She called one of the servants
and scolded her for carelessness when she accidentally brushed a piece of music with the
towel with which she was saturating up the
water. Tearing up the note, she threw the
pieces into the fire, and was leaving the room
with a very nnamiable expression of countenance, when the door-bell rung. She listened
intently for a moment, then, as the parlor door
opened, she advanced and received Signor Cavelli with one of her most bewitching smiles.
So sudden and so complete was the transformation, that to Edith, so nnaccustomed to such
scenes, she appeared as if suddenly touched by a
fairy's wand ; and one who had not witnessed
the turbulent state of her temper a few moments
previous would have doubted had he been told
that aught had occurred to rulBe its sweetness.
She bowed gracefully, and returned his "Happy
New Year" with all her elegance and polish of
manner, and after he had passed the compliments of the season with the "young ladies,"
she motioned him to the sofa, and sat down
herself.
" I have come to bring my regrets, Miss
Nora," he said, handing her a bouquet of rare
exotics. "Circumstances prevent my being
present this evening, but — "
" Why, of course you 'U come !" exclaimed
Nora, interrupting him.
" I am sorry that I am to be deprived of that
pleasure," he replied in his soft accents. "I
received a telegraph this morning announcing
the dangerous illness of a friend in New York,
and requesting my immediate presence."
" How excessively annoving ! Bnt when will
you retnrn?" Nora asked, in a tone of vexation.
"Just as soon as possible. If I find that
dissolution has t.iken place when I arrive there,
I shall return immediately." Then, sinking his
voice, he murmured a few words and left the
room, accompanied by Leonora. She did not
make her appearance again until dinner-time,
when her good-nature seemed perfectly restored,
and she laughed and chatted with Edith quite
familiarly.
"I have made out my programme for this
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evening, and I hope the performers will acquit
themselves creditably," said she, gayly.
"Performers! Whose services have you
engaged ?" asked her father, with a smile.
"Well, let me seel There's Miss Elton,
she '11 play and sing, of course ; and — Miss
Edith, yon '11 sing, will you not ?"
" Certainly, if my doing so will give you any
pleasure," replied Edith, somewhat surprised
at the sudden clearing off of the clouds.
" That 's right I Your music will give decided ^clat to the performance," replied Nora,
gayly.
" Who else, Nora?" Mr. Morgan asked.
" Fred, of course. The gentleman is absent
when the roll is called ; but we depend upon
him, and hope he 'U be accommodating this
evening."
"Cavelli, I suppose?"
" No, sir. Signor Cavelli has gone to New
York ; he left his adieus with me this morning."
" The mischief he has I What has called
him there so suddenly?"
"The illness of a friend."
" And couldn't stay to your party ?"
"No, sir," answered his daughter, with a
faint blush.
" How many letters are you to receive a day,
Nora ?" asked Matty, mischievously.
"Not one, my dear," said her aunt, before
Nora had time to reply. And, looking at Nora
with a satisfied smile, as if confident th.it her
daughter would not disregard her wishes, she
continued — " Your cousin knows that I do not
approve of young gentlemen and ladies carrying on a correspondence with each other."
Nora did not look up, but continued to run her
pencil over the paper which she called the
"programme."
"You did not name yourself, Cousin Nora,"
said Mary.
" No ; Signor Cavelli actually had the impertinence totell me not to disgrace my music
master by bamjiny to-night, and, as I shall be
otherwise engaged, I shall not play at all. He
thinks my style needs taming down, and he
is going to take me in hand as soon as he returns," she said, laughing, as they arose from
the table.
"T.imlng down!" thought Edith. "What
an inflnence he must have acquired over her to
have effected snch a wonderful taming down of
her style already I"
" What a precious fool I— with a T instead of
an F," said Leonora, almost audibly, looking
contemptuously after Edith as she left the room.
" And so you have changed your mind about
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keeping Miss Stanford in the corner, " said Mrs.
Morgan, entering the dining-room, and closing
the door.
" Yes, mother ; nobody will know that she
is a governess, and I am not going to proclaim
the fact, I assure you. I intend to introduce
her as a friend of the Ellises, who has come
South for the benefit of her health."
" Oh, Nora 1 Miss Edith will never abet in
that deception."
" She is to know nothing about it. I shall
introduce her, and then if any inquiries are
started, shall give that as an explanation. The
girls will never tell that she is their governess,
for they seem to detest the word when applied
to their dearly beloved Miss Edith. It 's fortunate the Actons left before the party ; they
certainly would have exposed her position."
"But I do not think it was altogether politic
iu you to propose her singing ; that will introduce her at once to the notice of the whole
company, and, if left by herself, she might
pass unobserved."
" Never, mother ; she is too handsome and
distinguished-looking, and besides, papa would
drag her awkwardly into notice, and we had
better take her under our own wing, and
throw the best light on the matter. She has
completely bewitched papa and Fred."
" ^y, there 's the rub — your brother !"
" I am not at all alarmed on his account since
Mr. Acton told us that she refused that Mr.
Howard, who, he says, is the handsomest man
he ever saw, besides being very wealthy. With
all Miss Edith's quiet ways and apparent unconsciousnes , it 's my opinion that she understands her own attractions, and puts a proper
value on them, and is reserving herself for
some high position, as mistress of the White
House or wife of some English peer, " said Nora,
ironically.
"I certainly never saw Fred so much interested in any lady before," said Mrs. Morgan,
without noticing her daughter's remarks, "and
she certainly is very interesting, very lovely ;
but I never would receive her as my daughterin-law, never!" And, shoving her chair back
violently, she left the room.
Notwithstanding Mrs. Morgan's apparent incredulity when warned by her son of a secret
love existing between Leonora and Signer
Cavelli, yet she did experience a feeling of
uneasiness which had amounted to positive
anxiety, when she was inexpressibly relieved
by Cavelli's sudden departure. But from an
anxious state of mind on her daughter's account

she was thrown into a state of perturbation by
her son's increasing devotion to Edith, and the
announcement of his intention to spend Easter
week at the Bluff, and, in consequence, a
deferring of his European tour. She had become so thoroughly alarmed that she had concluded to speak to her brother-in-law on the
subject, and request him not to encourage a
visit from his nephew. By keeping Edith "in
a corner," by making her a neglected wallflower, Mrs. Morgan had believed that she
would appear awkward and out of place ; and,
as her son had often declared that he never
would marry a woman who appeared to a disadvaiitage iu society, she had hoped that he
would be thoroughly cured of his penchant for
the governess. But now that Nora (to whose
whims Mrs. Morgan always yielded) had signified her intention of bringing Edith " out," she
was actually in despair ; for, conscious that she
would appear to the very best advantage, particularly at the piano, she expected that Fred
would become a fixture at her side, which
would naturally lead to inquiries from the
company, and she had not the courage to brave
the looks of haughty surprise which were sure
to follow the denouement that the object of her
son's devotion was her nieces' governess. In
making their arrangements, Mrs. Morgan and
her daughter had decided that Matty should
stand with Nora at one end of the room, while
Mary and her aunt, with Mr. Morgan, were to
occupy a position near the door to receive the
guests as they entered. It afterwards occurred
to Mrs. Morgan that by this arrangement Edith
would be left to Fred, who she did not doubt
would form a committee of reception in another
part of the apartment, a feature which she did
not consider as at all desirable ; and, to obviate
this difiiculty, she requested Fred to stand with
his sister and cousin. She had just made the
request, and was congratulating herself on her
able generalship, when the door of the tea-room,
where they were assembled, was thrown open,
and Mr. Ellis entered. Matty and Mary, with
a scream of delight, bounded to receive him ;
with difficulty he released himself from their
embraces, and advanced to receive the welcome
of the others. After shaking hands warmly
with Mr. and Mrs. Morgan and his niece and
nephew, he looked around the room, and a
shadow settled on his face. Matty, who understood her father's countenance, hastened to
explain.
"Miss Edith will be down in a moment,
papa ; she is fixing the trimming on my dress.
Nora is going to have a party this evening, and
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Mary and I are going to wear purple sashes and
bows and wliite dresses. The dress-maker

Edith," said he, as she was about to leave the
room with the girls ; and he handed her a

didn't fix them to Miss Edith's taste, and she
has been tlie whole afternoon altering them.

package, saying, "You can read them while
you wait for me in the library."
The blushes and embarrassment attending

Here she comes, and I reckon she don't know
that you are here — see what she '11 say." And
Matty looked with a pleased, eager face towards
the door, which opened and admitted Edith,
who, witliout noticing Mr. Ellis's presence,
walked quietly to her seat, beside Mr. Morgan.
"Why, Miss Edith!" exclaimed Matty, in a
tone of vexation and surprise.
Edith looked up quickly, and her face became perfectly radiant with astonished pleasure
on beholding Mr. Ellis. His eye was fixed on
ber face, so sweet in its quiet repose as she
walked to her seat, and the sudden, electrical
change that passed over it on discovering his
presence produced a flush in his own cheek,
and rendered the meeting somewhat embarrassed on both sides. Edith apologized for not
observing him when she entered the room,
and, regaining ber wonted composure, she inquired after his people at the Bluff.
"Come, my son," said Mrs. Morgan to Fred,
who, according to Lis usual custom when annoyed, had walked to the wimlow, and was
drumming on the glass, " come ; we must have
tea over, and adjourn to our dicssing-rooms."
He took his seat, and, with his usual lively
manner, said : —
" Well, uncle, you have arrived just in time
for the frolic."
" I don't know about that, Fred," returned
Mr. Ellis ; " I have important business to transact this evening, which may detain me down
town until a late hour. You know I am very
bashful (with a smile), and I could not summon
courage to enter the room alone, after all the
guests have assembled."
" I '11 wait for you, papa!" exclaimed Mary.
"And miss your lesson in receiving company f
No, that will not do," said Mrs. Morgan.
" Here is Miss Edith, Ellis," said Mr. Morgan.
" I believe she is the only one who has not been
pressed into the receiving service ; she will
come out and escort you into the room."
"Very well. Miss Rlith," said Mr. Ellis,
without waiting for a reply from her. " You
can trait for me until ten o'clock, and if I am
not here at that time, Fred must be your escort."
"With pleasure," returned Fred.
Mr. Ellis had discovered at once that Edith
was on a sociable footing with the family, and,
feeling relieved of some anxiety on that score,
his spirits rose proportionately.
" I believe I have some letters for you. Miss

the meeting between her brother-in-law and his
daughters' governess did not escape the observation ofMrs. Morgan. * She must not be
put in Mary's place, either," she said to herself, while she poured out the tea ; then, glancing at her son as he took his seat at the table,
— "I must balk them both by making it apparent to each that the other will win."
(To be continued.)
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Bt the side of tho ocean on a pebbly seat,
Wliero tlio white-crested wave rolled up o'er his feet.
Sat a child in whose locks the cool zephyr play'd.
And on his pale cheek the hne of rose laid;
His red coral lips it greeted and kissed.
Enshrouding him quite in its silvery mist.
Thus playfully sitting, the venturesome child
In miniature islands the sea shells had piled.
And as the cool water came up on the beach.
To lay on its bosom some fair shell he 'd reach ;
But as the rude wave receded from shore.
The glistening toy to depths dark it bore.
Thus thoughtlessly tossing them off one by one,
Till all of his miniature islands were gone ;
Then, rising, in sadness he cries to the main,
"Bring me, oh bring me those fair shells again.'
And while I am waiting on this moistened strand,
I 'U write with my finger my name in the sand,
And there it will linger till ages roll past.
And longer than islands of sea shells 'twill last."
So with his fair finger of soft marble hue
In the yet moistened sand he manfully drew
The name that a fond loving mother had given,
To her iniant son ere she left him for heaven.
But as he sat gazing the tide swept along —
It trilled o'er the beach, and in its gay song
Seemed to jestingly, mockingly, heartlessly say,
" Thy name as thy shells I bear far away."
But nothing undaunted, *' I 'U try it again!"
And as he exclaims it he carves as with pen.
Still deeper and deeper in the sand on the shore.
His name; but the sea soon levels it o'er.
Thus seeing it fruitless his name to enshrine
On the beach of the sea that's washed by the brine.
He rises! A stone for his mallet he takes,
And for a rude chisel some fair shell he breaks;
He sings to the waves, " No longer you '11 mock ;
I '11 carve in yon g'ranite my name on the rock."
Twas done, and it lingered till seasons rolled past,
It stood the rude waves and the wild tempest's blast ;
And oft when in manhood he stood by a stn-nin,
Reverting his thoughts to his boyhood's wild dream.
As over his brow the cool zephyr plays.
It brings to his thonghts those fond happy days
And miniature isles that were borne from the land
Along with the name that was writ in the sand.
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It was near sunset, the sunset of a rare day
in June, and the amber drapery of the west
threw a golden reflection over the darli front of
Ireton Hall, the residence of Richard Steele.
On the wide, vine-wreathed piazza of the
mansion sat the master, the proprietor of untold wealth, the uncontrolled possessor of a
million, in lands, bank stocks, and railway
shares.
Mr. Steele had never been married ; he enjoyed his riches without companionship ; he
had not a relative in the wide world. A hard,
selfish, grasping man, beloved by none, and
respected only because of his great wealth. But
spite of his power to do good, the world was
none the better for Richard Steele's existence.
No prayerful lips spoke his name with blessing ;
no lonely child of poverty and want was made
happy through his bounty ; no desolate orphan's
heart snug for joy because of his ministrations.
And he, this man who so misused his life, went
to his couch of down at night, without prayer ;
he ignored God ; and his Bible lay on the mahogany shelves of his library, with mould on
its velvet cover.
No oue in Milford remembered Mr. Steele as
other than the miser he was to-day ; for fifteen
years he had been a citizen of the town, and
no change, either for better or for worse, had
come over him, in a moral point of view.
Speculators avoided him ; they made no thriving bargains out of the keen-sighted financier ;
and men of business, when forced to deal with
him, cut their interviews short. No one thought
of offering him a subscription paper for any
charitable purpose ; he denounced all benevolent societies as humbugs, aud those who canvassed for them he called swindlers.
The gardens of Ireton Ilall were the finest for
scores of miles ; the yellow pears and luscious
nectarines mellowed on its walls, the ungathered grapes purpled on the trellises, and no
schoolboy's daring bauds disturbed the ripe
treasures. Mr. Steele's great dog, Pluto, was
as selfish as his master, and his savage teeth
were always ready to inflict summary punishment on each and all depredators.
This quiet afternoon, as Mr. Steele sat on the
piazza gazing out on the broad acres of Ireton,
his eye fell on two little children who were com532
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ing down the road hand in hand. They arrived
in front of the gardens, and cast wistful looks at
the rich damask roses which hung over the
quaintly carved gate. For a moment, they
conversed together in subdued voices, and then
they turned in at the lion-girarded gateway,
and came slowly up the avenue.
An angry scowl contracted the brow of Mr.
Steele at this unwarranted intrusion, and he
half rose from his seat as if to drive out the unwelcome guests. They were the first children
who had ever dared to trespass on the estate
of Ireton Hall.
They came fearlessly up to the piazza, still
holding each other's hands. The eldest was a
boy of perhaps twelve years ; a brave, noble
little fellow, with brown eyes, and dark, glossy
brown hair. The other was a girl ; she could
not have been more than nine summers old,
aud beauty like hers is seldom seen save in
some rare old picture. The sight of her face
struck a strange thrill to the heart of Richard
Steele, and involuntarily he bent down to look
at her. She was fair as a water lily save tlie
crimson which tinged her lips, and leaped at
intervals to the snow of her cheek. Her eyes
were deeply blue, aud her liair like ripples of
molten gold touched by heavenly sunbeams.
Both the children wore mourning garments,
cheap and coarse, but neat as human hands
could make them.
The little girl spoke first.
" Please, sir, will you give brother and me
some
The roses
tone ?"was musical and sweet as harp
notes, but the rich man's countenance grew
hard and cold. He pointed to the highway.
"Begone!" he exclaimed, " I do not raise
flowers for beggars I"
Oh, how the dark eyes of the boy flashed,
and he was about to make some sharp answer,
but the pressure of the girl's fingers on his
arm checked him.
"We are not beggars," she said, calmly,
' ' but our mother is dead, and we are orphans.
She loved the roses, and we love them, too.
Please give us one apiece. It will seem so good
to smell flowers once more."
The hard face did not relax, the long, thin
finger still pointed to the gate, but the blueeyed petitioner did not move.
She was regard-
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ing liim with an expression strangely tender
and pitying, and it annoyed him more than
anything else to be pitied.
"Why do you look at me in that way?" he
demanded, harshly.
"Because I am sorry for yon," she said,
sweetly; "you are' old, and sad, and all alone.
Where are your children ?"
" I have none, " lie answered ; and wondered,
at the same time, why he did so.
" None ? Have you no little girl to sit on
yonr knee, and call you papa ? I 'm sure I
pity yon very much I"
"Humph!"
" But I do ! Indeed I do ! It must be dreadful not to love anybody 1 Did you never have

" And she is dead ?" He spoke the words in
a deep whisper, as though fearing to utter them
aloud.

anybody to love you !"
A spasm of pain shot athwart the rigid face
of Richard Steele, and his tall frame quivered,
it might be with agony, or anger, one could not
decide from his words. He pushed the child
away.
" Not another word I I will not listen ! Good
heaven ! that lips like those should ask me

" For a schoolmate of my mother's — "
"And this schoolmate's surname — do you

"She is with the angels."
A silence fell upon the group, broken only
by the suppressed sobs of the girl and the
heavy breathing of the man. When he again
addressed her, his voice had taken a softness
which none in Milford had ever heard in its
measured cadence.
" And this boy is your brother ?"
"Yes, my brother Richard."
"Richard! For whom was he christened
thus ?" Mr. Steele asked the question breathlessly, with an earnestness very strange and
foreign to his stony nature.

remember it ?"
"It was Richard Steele, sir."
0 how the cold face lighted up ! and the
stern month grew almost tender as this proof
of the power of the old love was given him.
" Did Violet — did your mother ever mention
this Richard Steele to you ?"
The boy came forward, and replied: "His
name was the last on lier lips when she dieci ;
and, two days before she left us, she gave me
a letter which I was to put into his own hand ;
and we are searching for him, my sister and I,
and when we have fouml him, we are goinc; to

that question !"
"Pardon me, I didn't mean to hurt yonr
feelings. You loved somebody, and God took
her away.
Was it your sister ?"
Ah, yes ; and memory flew back to that
gentle, fair-haired child who h.ad clung with
soft arms to his neck, and kissed with warm
bps his bearded cheek. His little sister, May !
How well he remembered her, as she looked
the last time he had seen her face, lying cold
and calm like marble, in the shadow of a coffin ;
with white rosebuds broken in twain, amid the
ringlets of her hair, broken like lierself, the
sweet immortal rosebud ! Yes, he remembered
May, and his eye grew moist with something
like a tear, but it was a strange visitant, and he
dashed it away. Yet that fear was not given
to angel May ; she had been for years safe in
the Paradise of God ; it was given to another,
whose blue eyes seemed to look at him out of
the blue orbs of the little girl before him. He
bent down over her, and scanned her features
closely.
Then he asked —

live with a distant cousin of my father's, in
Portland."
' ' You need look no further for Richard Steele,
my boy ; he is before you ! Oome into the
house, and give me the letter."
The children followed him into the great
parlor, and, calling his astonished housekeeper,
he bade her prepare them some refreshments ;
then, receiving the packet from the boy, with
reverent awe, he went np stairs to his chamber,
closed and locked the door, and sat down in the
arm-chair by the window. He held the letter
some time in his hand, gazing intently on the
superscription, which he could scarcely discern
for the mist that dimmed his eyes. At length
he kissed the writing and gently broke the seal
which the fingers of the dead had fixed. The
contents of the sheet were as follows :—

" My child, what is your name V
"Violet Gr.ay."
The man smothered a cry of surprise, and
his face grew strangely pale, even in the red
light of sunset. It must have been a strange
emotion, indeed, which could thus stir the hard
Presently he said : —
heart of Rich.ird Steele.
" And what was your mother's name before
she married ?"
"Violet Dale."

RicUARB Steele : Now that I am dying, it will
wrong no one to confess what h.as hitherto been
kept a secret in my own bosom. You believed
me false and fickle ; you despised all women
becanse of me, and 1 have suffered you to go
on in ignorance, while all the time my heart
has been slowly breaking for the want of your
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love. When you left me to go out into the
world in search of fortune, my love for you
wronged my Creator I I was an idolater, and
you, Richard, were my idol ! But if my love
was strong, my pride was stronger, and when
your letters, after growing less frequent, ceased
altogether, I sought no explanation of your
sileuce. Georgia Dale, my stepmother, was my
counsellor, and because I listened to her my
whole life has been shipwrecked I She it was
who first whispered in my ear the story of your
devotedness to a fair Southern heiress ; she it
was who brought me the letter containing the
tidings of your marriage. Oh, Richard ! Richard ! who shall picture to yon the days of
agony which succeeded ? But for all my regnant pride, I should have lost my reason !
Well, after that Charles Gray sought my favor ;
my stepmother approved of him, and I perjured myself at God's holy altar! Too late I
learned the truth ! It ' was all a vile plot of
Georgia Dale's ; I stood between yon and her ;
but for me, she hoped to win' your love ! You
know the result ; her success was not a success,
but a failure ; you fled from the country, cursing me in your heart, and never guessing that
the fair, smiling bride of Charles Gray cast out
a thought after you. Seven years ago my husband died, and during these seven intervening
years I have earned my own and my children's
bread by the labor of my hand^. Once only in
all that weary time have I looked on your face,
and then you thought me hundreds of miles
away ; but my love was potent, and I journeyed, on foot and alone, a hundred leagues
to see you once more. You were walking in the
garden, and the woman whom you turned away
when she asked for a draught of water was
Violet Dale. I would not reveal myself to
you ; it is better as it is. And now God bless
you, Richard Steele I I have loved you long,
and you only; and in the heaven whither I
am going there is neither marrying nor giving
in marriage ; meet me there !
Violet Gbat.
He finished the manuscript, and, bowing his
face upon the open sheet, the long pent sorrow of his heart burst forth in tears — tears such
as only one like him can shed. The closed
chamber was opened at last, the double granite
doors were rolled back, and the angels of tender Memory flew in and took up their abode
there.
Violet Dale ! Violet ! the soft-eyed girl whom
he had loved with the freshness of his youth
and the fervor of his manhood ; Violet, who

had made his whole life a failure ! And yet she
had been pure and innocent ; before the tribunal of his judgment she was blameless. Yet
she was dead — what mattered this long-deferred
discovery ? it was now too late ! Too late for
her, but not too late for her children ! They
should be his, and he wotUd be their father.
And it was even so. Richard and Violet Gray
went forth no more from Ireton Hall ; henceforth their home was with the early friend of
their mother.
Unbounded was the surprise in Milford when
it was known that Mr. Steele had adopted two
stranger children ; but still greater was the
astonishment when, on the following Sabbath,
the rich man walked into church, leading the
orphans, one on either side. The good work
was begun, and it went on until Richard Steele's
whole nature was revolutionized.
Y'ears afterwards, while he lay on his deathbed, loving and grieving friends were around
him, and at the very last he fancied he saw the
face of his lost Violet hovering above the conch.
And at his funeral there were few dry eyes, for
the poor had learned to bless his bounty, and the
sick and distressed offered up his name in their
prayers ; and all sorrowed aUke, for they knew
that the grave had closed over one whose hand
was ever open to the calls of charity. And
therefore say not, 0 cold cynic, that because
men are harsh and cold there is no oasis in the
desert, for in every human heart, however
strong, there is a fountain of sweet waters, and
happy is he who breaks the flinty barriers and
allows the living stream to gush forth.
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Pekhaps there are few words in the English
language, or in the vocabulary of any other
language so strangely miscomprehended as the
much abused one of love. The poet sings of it,
the novelist writes of it, the novel-reader weeps
over it, the school-girl dreams of it, the world
talks of it, yet few souls are blest with its
knowledge, and its holy light Ulumiues but
few hearts.
We talk of true, unselfish love, as though
love were ever untrue, or its sacred twilight
might deepen into the darkness of jealousy or
fade in the cold dawn of selfishness. The
bright light of passion may dazzle for a time,
and then flicker in the shadows of indifference
and go out in the blackness of hate ; but love
I grows brighter in the darkness, and sheds its
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8t»ady light over the cherished one, to guide
and to clieer tliroagh tli« path of sorrow and,
if need be, of sin, and over the sea of death.
Indifference cannot weary nor ingratitude blight
it. It beams brighter and purer in the spiritland, and death's dark waters hare no power
to quench its light.
The belief in guardian angels is no idle superstition, but a beautiful truth realized by
many a heart unbound by earthly passion, for
as we love those that have gone before, so may
the love of the angels shed its pure light over
onr souls when peaceful thoughts come over us
and still all worldly strife as the quiet of a
Sabbath evening. Love is no idle creation of a
morbid fancy, no sickly sentimentalism or burning passion. All love is embodied in the one
sentence: "God so loved the world that he
gave his only begotten Son that whosoever believed on him should not perish, but should
have everlasting life."
The subtle essence of love is not human but
heavenly, and Madame de Stael had learned it
when she said: "How happy are those who
consecrate to God alone this profound sentiment of love of which the inhabitants of the
world are not worthy." This simple sentence
contains more of truth than all the passion and
sentiment of her Corinne.
Earthly love is seldom happy, rarely brings
peace to the soul, because it is not love alone,
but is mingled with pride or passion. Our
books are full of this low, earth-bom passionate
sentiment that we call love. Each day we hear
of a husband that abandoned his family, or of
a desertion of home and friends, all for — love.
Was it love that prompted the tempter to tear
the wife from the husband that she has vowed
to love, honor, and obey, to cast away the
clinging arms of her children, and to plant the
thorn of remorse deep in her heart, that, in the
long years to come, she may reap the bitter
harvest of wretchedness ? Was it love that
plead with her when, yielding, she brought
dishonor on his name no less than on her own ?
Love should ennoble, not degrade its object.
Love ! Divine love, emanating from the great
source of light and love, brings joy and not sorrow to the heart that cherishes it. The buds
of youth and the blossoms of hope may be
blighted by the frost of selfishness, or scorched
by the hot breath of passion, but the warm sun
of love rises to bring life to the drooping flowers, as the ineffable love of the great Father
shall raise ns, when blighted by the breath of
sin, to bestow upon ns eternal life.
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The (.tiUj Sabbath eve has come —
Sion' siuks tlie buu to rest ;
White purple clond,*, all tinged with gold,
Lie thick along the we!<t.
The merry warblers cease their song,
And seek their leafy beds,
While ^'ray night's mantling curtain falls.
And soft the twilight spreadg.
The silent dew steals o'er the mead.
And gems the sleeping flowers;
While hushed In stillness not a leaf
Moves on the rosy bowers.
The moon unveils her lovely face,
And pours a mellow light
Over the earth, and gUsleuing stars
Bestud the vault of night.
Great God ! we praise thee for this day
Of glad and welcome rest —
A respite from our weekly toils.
From care and woe opprest.
Oh, l..'t us at the parting hoar
Of this. Thy hallowed day,
Betider the grateful tribute due.
And heart-felt homage pay.
Let as with all creation join,
To sing and praise Thy name ;
And may Thy spirit still oar hearts
To calm and peaceful frame.
May this blest day our hearts revive,
And cheer us on our way,
Up to the Sabbath in the skies.
That never-ending day.
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Or the night, the night, the beautiful night!
When the green earth is kissed with moonbeams bright.
That light on the trees, and their silver wings
Keep time to the song that the zephyr sings ;
They creep iu each sweet flow'ret's folded cup.
And there on thasky-distitled dew they sup.
Oh, a dainty race of fairies are they —
Those moonbeams — what magical wands they sway!
They visit the streamlets that hide in the dell.
And wherever they catch the water's swell.
They kiss it in gladness and leave a smile
On its bosom dark and linger awhile.
Oh what halos of glory they cast round the head
Of the children that sleep in the colter's low bed !
With their gossamer wings, and their silver-shod feet
That have strayed far away from the heavenly street.
Many deeds of good have their bright eyes scon.
And many a fond lover's kiss, I ween ;
Oh what visions of maidens made wondronsly fair.
As they knelt in the moonlight to whisper a prayer!
Bright beams of love from the Father's throne
Over earth's slumbering multitude thrown.
Servants of heaven sent earthward to keep
Their silent vigils while sweetly we sleep.
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for your money-making faculty I don't know
what you 'd be, my dear. You 're neither a
politician, nor an office seeker, nor even a
deacon in your own church, and you can't even
drink a toast like some men ; you ain't handsome, and never can have any manners ; but
people respect your money, and put up with
all your deficiencies. I was telling Mrs. Allen
AUair how much I admired her husband, and
she said she'd "swap" any day, Mr. Rasher
dressed me so beautifully. All of our set, that
have to teaze and teaze when they get new
things, are envious of me. They know I never
CHAPTER
A WAT

TO GET

VIII.
MONEY.

ScoiDiXG ? I am nol scolding ! I never scold,
Mr. Rasher I If I express my miud about anything, you begin to talk about "curtain lectures," and all that kind of vulgar stuff. Men
have fairly worn out their own tongues talking
about women's tongues, yet I 've got to live to
see the day when a man admired a quiet woman.
You always see them running after the silliest
chatterboxes — the faster they can talk, and
the more foolish things the}' can say, the better
they like 'em — always provided it ain't their own
wife !
It 's only last night, at Mrs. Yellow Dock's,
you was perfectly infatuated with that Mrs.
Giggle, that we women despise. I had to laugh
in my sleeve, to see how you stuck by her side
the whole evening. Jealous ? not a bit of it.
Me and Grimace were watching you, and enjoying ourselves very much. Grimace told me it
was surprising to see a man with such a wife
as you had, interested in that silly little widow.
You were charmed with her good nature? I
presume so. Yo\i 'd rather have somebody
with an eternal smile on their face, than to
hear the wittiest things said in a cutting way.
The fact is. Rasher, you 're not a judge of the
female sex ; they can pull the wool over your
eyes without the least difficulty. You presume
I am as well aware of that weakness as any one ?
Oh, now, don't be getting sharp, it ain't becoming to you ! Give me the money I asked
for, that 's all I want of you. Of course it 's all
I ever want of you. Men were made to earn
money,
536 and women to spend it. If it wasn't

ask twice when you 've got it, and that you 're
usually reasonable about pin-money. I suppose
it 's because you know I '11 have it by hook or
crook, and you might as well give up at first
as last. My gracious ! I don't know what I
should do, if I was obliged to submit to what
some of my friends have to put up with. Begging for what they need, as humble as the crossing sweepers, with their — " Please give me a
I wantsir!"
a couple of hundred dollars. I 've
penny,
been wanting it a week, and it 's extremely
inconvenient for me to wait any longer. ' ' Snubbing you ain't just the way to put you in the
humor for giving it to me." Snuhhing you!
What on earth were you made so little for, if
it wasn't to be snubbed? I 've always snubbed
you, and always expect to. But I want two
hundred dollars this morning, and if you refuse
it to me, you '11 be sorry for it. What will I
do ? Why a hundred thousand things to make
you uncomfortable. What was a woman given
her wits for, if it wasn't to defend herself ? I'll
do everything you don't want me to do ; and
you know what that means, from former experience. Itdoes : it means too much sugar in
your tea and not enough in your coffee, nothing
that you like for dinner, and a poke in your
ribs every time you get to snoring at night ; it
means the most chilling and killing politeness,
Mr. Rasher — treating you, as it were, as we do
friends in reduced circumstances. It means
being nervous and having the heada<'he when
you make little advances towards being sorry ;
it means forcetfulness of your likes and dislikes,
mislaying your paper, not allowing you to
smoke in your room ; it means very low spirits
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wheu we are alone together, and very high
spirits as soon as any one comes in. But
there 's no use telling ijou what it means ; you
have had chance to speak from experience.
And now, if you want to provoke me, you can;
bnt I shall go and run you in debt just twice
tliat sum, and do lots of troublesome things
besides. You '11 warn the shops not to trust
me f You dare not ! you haven't the spunk I
and if you had it, you 've too much pride.
Yon can't catch an old bird with chaff. You
can't frighten me. You 'd better go and tell
Madame Folly not to trust me ! I 'm going to
get my spring bonnet there. She let me make

Very well. If you can't do me one favor,
will you do me another f Just please to look
in the closet, and re.ach me down my Zouave
jacket from the top peg.

my selection yesterday, though she don't have
her opening for a week yet. I 've picked out a
perfect love, the very finest real chip with a
perfectly new kind of trimming — twenty-two
dollars, and I owe her forty, now. Slie 'd be
very civil to yon, I 've do doubt, if you were to
go there and warn her that you would ''pay
no debts of my contracting," and she 'd be just
as anxious to get me on her books for a dozen

directly. Let you out, and yon '11 see about it
— can't give it to me through the door ? Slip it
under the door, my darling, one or two bills at
a time. I '11 count them, and tell you when
I 've enough. You '11 starve and smother before you'll do it? Very well. I'm going
down. I can eat your omelette, .ind mine, too.

times that amount. Rasher, my love, you're
not a match for the female sex, and you ought
to be aware of it. You wish to goodness you
never h<iil been a match for one of 'em f There
it comes again ! what a heartless creature you
are, Rasher ! not only to tell the wife of your
bosom and the mother of your children th.at
you wish you never had married her, but to be
guilty of conveying that information in a pun,
jesting about what should wring tears from your
eyes. You had better pun than swear ? Well,
if you weren't a brute you wouldn't do either,
just because your wife wanted some spending
money. Don '< try to put your arm aronnd me,
I always did hate it, even when we were courting, and I know you never do it now, except
to smooth over some of your outrageous conduct. Getting fatter every day ? nonsense I
I 'm not doing any such thing I You think of
having me exhibited at Bamum's as the Fat
Woman, if I cause you to fail through my extravagance fRasher I you 've nothing but vulgar thoughts in your mind, from one day to
another ; and, in my opinion, it 's all caused by
your constant contact with pork. Perhaps it 's
the same thing that makes you so oleaginous ?
And what 's that ? something horribly low, I 'm
snre, or yon wouldn't make nse of it. Pretty
morning-dress ? I'm aware of that. You 're
just trying to change the subject, and slip out
of this chamber without giving me what I asked
for. I 'd rather have the cash than any quantity of compliments. You haven't got it ?
That 's always the story.

What am I doing? Why, I 've locked yon
in, my love, and you don't come out till you
fork over two hundred dollars. Hope I '11 be
generous enough to send you in some breakfast, and a lamp, with the morning papers to
read ? Ha I ha 1 do you, indeed ? There 's the
breakfast-bell now, so you had better make np
your mind. We had some splendid fresh eggs
sent in from the country yestei-day, and I ordered omelette for breakfast. It will spoil

I 'm dreadfully hungry this morning, aren't
you, my love ? It won't do a particle of good
for you to kick at the door ; you 've often recommended the solidity of the wood work,
and besides you've got your slippers on, and
haven't room to kick to advantage. Good-by,
my precious. You '11 be quite exhausted and
ready to be reasonable by the time I 've finished bre.akfast.
I declare, if he hasn't got over being mad,
and gone to singing ! It '11 take two hours yet
to bring him to terms. My love, can you give
me those bills now ?
(She's done fall many a daring deed.
But never one much rasher;
If ever I get out again,
Good gracioue, won't I thrash her!
I 'd like to. but I can't. I know,
For she is much the stronger.
I '11 smotlier in this horrid hole.
If kept here any longer.)

Mr. Rasher, I 've finished my breakfast, and
would like you to just slip that trilling amount
under the door, if convenient.
(Ton cannot have a dime to-day —
I 'U stick to that like teazle ;
Ton 'd better let me out, my dear.
Pop goes the weazle !)

I gness you '11 get tired of singing
empty stomach, and you see you '11 he
to give up sooner or later. Yon can die
Y'es, you can, but you don't want to ;
as fond of living as anybody.

on an
ohliijed
game ?
you 're

(I 'U live and die in Dixie!
Look away ! far away !)

You can't look very far away, sweetest, nn-
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less you can look through a wooded door.
Kicking again I Ho ! ho I getting spunky I
You 're fatiguing yourself for nothing. You 'd
better be a good boy, mind your wife, and come
out and eat your breakfast. What 's that ?
You 've got a penknife ? Well, I 'm not afraid
of your committing suicide. Cutting my Zouave jacket into flinders, and are going to serve
all my clothes the same way ? Just as you
please. It 's rather expensive amusement, but
of course I shall get new ones to take their
place. You '11 give your club an account of the
whole proceedings f I don't care for that ; they
know I 'm your better half.
(Marier, mother of ray girls!
Pity this dreadful numb ache
That gnaws like mice within a cheese,
Not in my heart, but stomach.)
You can have a nice breakfast for two hundred
dollars, and not a cent less. You sha'n't give
as-sent to it ? Perhaps you '11 make up your
mind by the time I return from the parlors. I 'm
going down to see about having the curtains
dusted. What's that? You capitulate, resign,
surrender, give up ? Very well ; give me the
money. You '11 be obliged to give me a check on
the bank where you deposit, but you promise, on
your word and honor, to do that ? This morning ? as soon as I let you out ? before you leave
this room ? upon your sacred word and honor?
Well, then, I '11 unlock the door. I 'm a perfect Bluebeard ? I own np to it. Here 's pen
and ink ; make out the amount, two hundred
dollars. Thank you, my dear. And now you
may have your breakfast ; I '11 wait on you
myself; and the nest time your wife wants a
reasonable amount of spending money, don't
lose so much time in giving it to her. The
longer you live, my love, the more you '11 find
that you can't outwit a woman !
CHAPTER
KASHER

"at

IX.
home."

Mrs. P.aseer ! I 'm proud and happy to welcome you. To what propitious circumstance
am I indebted for the honor of this visit? It
is three years since you have delighted your
husband by a visit to his place of business.
Does the smell offend you ? your nose is turned
up a little. Will you sit down, my dear, upon
this half barrel of mess ? No ? Will you sit
down on this hog's-head ? No ? You 've been
to the bank with the check I gave you ? Well,
I trust they did not refuse to cash so trifling a
sum.

Have your revenge 1 What 's the matter,

my dear ? Isn't the check all right ? I do not
see any mistake about it. Oh- ho ! drawn backwards ! I declare, that was careless of me !
You should have noticed it this morning, that
I might have corrected it. Of course the clerk
could not make you change for the two-hundredth part of a cent. Let 's look at it—
$00 002 ; a bad mistake, really ! On purpose,
to mortify and disappoint you ? Now, Marier,
you couldn't suspect me of that, and besides
"there's no outwitting a woman," you know
— of course not, Marier I You see it sharpens a
fellow's wits to shut him up in a dark closet
without any breakfast. I 'm very sorry for the
mistake and the trouble it 's put you to. Was
your dear friend Fitz-Simmons along with you,
as usual ? She must have been disappointed,
not to get her portion of the spoils. Don't
look so cross, wife ; sit down and make yourself comfortable. Will have to put a little
grease on yoirr temper, to make it run smoother.
Haven't felt so well in a long time as I do today. Business looking up again. Sold a thousand barrels to-day. I 've got five thousand
dollars to deposit as I go home. I could let
you have a little, as well as not ; but if I should
give it to you to-day, there wouldn't be any
excuse for shutting me up in the closet again,
and I rather like to be shut up by a woman !
Quite a sell, wasn't it ?— the thousand barrels,
I mean. CAect-mated you, my love ! Ila ! ha !
You look warm — won't you have a draft of
something cooling ? I 've got some bottled stout
under the desk there, though I wouldn't recommend it, as it might make you stouter than you
are. Will I or will I not give yon money to finish your shopping ? I guess I 've punished you
enough for that little trick you served me this
morning. Just step into my private office, and
let me get it for you. If you won't set down
on a hog's-head, perhaps you will on this chair.
What am I doing ? Oh, nothing but locking
you in, my love. I '11 send Pat home with the
carriage, and you can make yourself comfortable till five o'clock. Fitz is waiting for you
at Taylor's ? I only hope she hasn't money
enough to pay for the lunch she 's probably
ordered. You haven't had yours, I suppose ;
but as you ate both your breakfast and mine,
you won't need any. Faint away ? I 've got
a watering-pot I can sprinkle you with through
this little window, and then you '11 have on a
watered silk. You 've heard of the wise advice, "keep your powder dry," and if you
should faint, I 'd be obliged to dampen yours,
and you 'd be a dough-face, no matter what
party you belonged to. I 'm going out now to
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see a man in the nest block, on business. I '11
look iu on you in about balf an hour.
How are you enjoying yourself, Marier? hope
you "re comfortable. If you '11 only say you 're
hungry, I '11 get you a side of bacon out of the
back room. I can't cook it for yon, as I 're
no conveniences, except in one way — the style
called the "domestic broil." It's the way I
had my breakfast cooked. As silence gives
consent, I suppose I may get it for you, so
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the garments which belong to a smaller and less
worthy person.
I do believe that woman has not spoken for
three-quarters of an hour. I never kuew her
to keep silent so long when she was awake.
It 's most time to be shutting up shop. I must
peep in, and see what 's the matter with her.
Whew I if I keep her in much longer, I shall

" Yon u-ill come out !" Then why don't yon
come ? You might squeeze through the window,

be like the man with the lion — I sha'n't dare
to let her out. She looks like a concentrated
earthquake. Shocking ! shocking ! Marier,
it 's nearly time to be going. Have you had a
pleasant afternoon ? Speak to me, my dear,
and quit looking at me. I have to dodge to
keep from being hit. Marier, do you remember
when we were courting, and I bought you that
sweet little music-box that pl.iyed six tunes?
Marier, do you remember when you fell in the
river that Fourth of July, and I jumped iu and
supported you till aid arrived ? Grosser and
Grosser I I can't melt her icy sileuce by the
most ardent appeals.

but it 's only twelve by fourteen inches, and
you 'd be likely to stick. Don't kick, my love,
the door is extra thick, and your shoes are

Well, Mrs. Rasher, it 's five o'clock, and now
if you '11 say that you are sorry for locking me
up in the closet this morning, and promise

thin ! you might hurt the door, and you 're too
tender-hearted to do that. If you want to be
storing your mind with useful information, you

never to do so again, I '11 let you out. No answer.

here goes. Good laud, my love, it 's lodged
right in your lap! Why didn't yon catch itf
You 've greased your velvet cloak dreadfully.
You ain't as spry as you used to be, wife. If
you 'd been in the dark, as I was this morning,
you wouldn't have been to blame for the accident. You 've made a pretty mess of it, catching it ker-souse in your lap. You 're iu a nice
pickle,
Never mind ; don't cry
about it.I must
Eat confess.
and be filled.

can be reading that pamphlet on the " Raising
of Hogs." We raise ours, mostly, on an elevator, which is the quickest method known.
My love, you must be hungry, or you wouldn't
be eating up the fingers of your gloves. Rather
than have you bite your own ten nails, I '11 give
you some ten-penny ones to practise on. Bite
'em softly, Marier, for one of my clerks is coming this way. Mr. Baker, Mrs. Rasher has called
upon me, and has not been to lunch yet. Please
step round to our restaurant and order my
waiter there to bring iu something nice. What
will you have, my love ? {speaks through window.) Pork dumplings, sausage, ham-and-eggs,
ham sandwich, pork-and-beans, roast pig, pig's
feet, head-cheese, fried bacon ? you can have
one or all, according to your taste. The waiter
has never heard about carrying coals to Newcastle,presume.
I
"Nothing at all!" Well,
B-tker, you can bring me a dish of pork dumplings ;I 've been so busy to day, I 've not
thought of lunch before.
Sorry you won't take anjrthing, Marier; this
porter is fine. I "m going to drink your health
in a miuute, as soon as I get this confounded
bottle open. It 's like the Paddy I hired today— the Cork sticks to it. Now then, Mrs.
Rasher, here 's to your success iu putting on

Marier, it 's half past five. The clerks have
gone, and the porter is waiting to close the
store. Dinner will be ruined before we reach
home. Say you 're sorry, and will be a good
girl, and I '11 let you out.
My love, it 's dark. If yon won't say you 're
sorry, you'll have to stay here. I'm going
home. If the store should bum up in the night,
you 'd be in a bad fix. Good-night, dearest.
Did you call me, Mrs. Rasher ? Let you out ?
Well, say your sorry, that you repent, resign,
capitulate, give up beat, cave, and will be a
good girl. " I do say it all. Rasher, if you '11
only not keep me in this horrid place all night. "
Well, my dear, that 's all I ask ; come out and
be happy. Pat is waiting for us, with the carriage, at the door, and if we drive fast we may
yet "save our bacon !" Here 's two hundred
and fifty, I 'U save out for you, before I put the
rest iu the safe. You can go shopping to-morrow to your heart 's content.
And now that we 're riding together for the
first time in the new carriage, can you tell me
why I am like Broadway ? Because I am constantly being crossed. Excuse me, wife, I
couldn't help it. I didn't mean to say anything
disagreeable to-night. I wonder if Fitz is safe
home. Here we are — in time for dinner — Salve
Lardum — all right.
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THE HUMAN

HAND.

Issuing from the wrist is that wonderful orgau, the human hand. " In a French book,
intended," says Sir Charles Bell, "to teach
young people philosophy, the pupil asks why
the fingers are not of equal length. The master
makes the scholar grasp a ball of ivory, to
show him that the points of the fingers are then
equal. It would have been better had he
closed the fingers upon the palm, and then
have asked whether or not they corresponded.
This difference in the length of the fingers
serves a thousand purposes, as in holding a rod,
a switch, a sword, a hammer, a pen, pencil, or
engraving tool, in all which secure hold and
freedom of action are admirably combined."
On the length, strength, and perfectly free
movements of the thumbs depends, moreover,
the power of the human hand. To the thumb,
indeed, has been given a special name (Pollex),
from a Latin verb, meaning to be able, strong,
mighty, because of its strength ; a strength that
is necessary to the power of the hand, being
equal to that of all the fingers. Without the
fleshy ball of the thumb, the power of the fingers would be of no avail, and accordingly the
large ball formed by the muscles of the thumb
is the special mark of the human hand, and
particularly that of a clever workman. The
loss of the thumb almost amounts to the loss of
the hand. Conscripts, unwilling to serve in
the army of France, have been known to disable themselves effectually by cutting off the
thumb of the right hand. The loss of both
thumbs would reduce a man to a miserable dependence. Nor should we overlook another
l>eculiarity. — Were the tips of the fingers and
the thumbs bony instead of being covered with
flesh, many things we readily do would be
absolutely impossible. We now can take up
what is small, soft, and round, as a millet seed,
or even a particle of human hair. So exquisitely prehensile are the human flngers. The
nails are often of special service ; perhaps always in works of art which require nicety of
execution. Their substance is just what is needed ;they are easily kept at the precise length
which answers every purpose ; had they been
placed on the tips of the fingers there would
have been a loss of power, but their position
insures their highest efficiency. An interchange
of power for velocity which takes place in the
arm adapts the hand and fingers to a thousand
arts requiring quick or lively motions. In setting up the type of this page, there have been
movements on the part of the compositor of
surprising rapidity to any ordinary observer,

and the execution of performers on the pianoforte, as well as on many wind instruments, is
often astonishing ; these are among many instances ofthe advantage gained by this sacrifice
of force for velocity of movement.
WOMAN IN ADVERSITY.
Women should be more trusted and confided
in as wives, mothers, and sisters. They have
a quick perception of right and wrong, and
without always knowing why, read the present
and future, read characters and acts, designs
and probabilities, where man sees no letter or
sign. What else do we mean by the adage
"mother wit," save that woman has a quicker
perception and readier invention than man ?
How often, when man abandons the helm in
despair, woman seizes it, and carries the homeship through the storm ! Man often flies from
home and family to avoid impending poverty
or ruin. Woman seldom, if ever, forsook home
thus. Woman never evaded mere temporal
calamity by suicide or desertion. The proud
banker, rather than live to see his poverty gazetted, may blow out his brains and leave wife
and children to want, protectorless. Loving woman would have counselled him to accept poverty, and live to cherish his family and retrieve hig
fortune. Woman should be counselled and confided in. It is the beauty and glory of her nature
that it instinctively grasps at and clings to the
truth and right. Reason, man's greatest faculty,
takes time to hesitate before it decides ; but
woman's instinct never hesitates in its decision,
and is scarcely ever wrong where it has even
chances with reason. Woman feels where man
thinks, acts where he deliberates, hopes where
he despairs, and triumphs where he falls.
SUMMER.
BY

LILLIAN.

Lift high, lift high, your morning gates, 0 June !
To winsome fairies bringing summer charms.
Receive them as the year's celestial boon,
Its Eden dream made real in thine arms I
At their glad coming, fields of clover blush,
And rosy censers smoke with fragrant balm.
The very air maintains a holy hush,
As dew-born beauties woo its blessed calm !
A glory beams from every tuneful leaf.
And pastures glow with many a tempting plum,
The hillsides promise many a golden sheaf,
As morning earnests of a harvest come !
Hope calms the fury of the noontide heat,
And plenty sings in every falling shower,
Till queenly Summer, at our waiting feet,
Heaps high her treasures for home's gacred bowers.
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ribbon is only caught on ; and as the jacket
■will be almost universal the present season
(together with the white spencer and black
velvet point), we consider the present desigu
very serviceable.
Fig. 2. — New style of chemise for a young
lady.

AXn

MAGAZINE.
Fig. 5.

Fig. 3. — Morning slip for a child just walking.
To be made of dimity, and trimmed with dimity
ruffling and narrow linen braid.
Fig. 4. — Shirt for a little boy, with worked
Marseilles collar and cuffs.
Fig. 5. — Cap of net and lace, suitable for a
matronly lady.

NOVELTIES
Fig. 7.
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Figs. S and 9.

Fig. 6.— Stylish cap of dotted black and white
thulle. Coronet and bows of mauve-uolored
ribbon.
Fig. 7. — FaucT muslin cap, trimmed with a
full ruche of pinked silk, with large bow on the
top ; the ends of the bow fall over the back of
the cap.

Figs. 8 and 9. — Collar and sleeve for half
mourning, very stylish and effective.
Fig. 10. — Sleeve for evening-dress, also suited
for undersleeve with a very open dress sleeve,
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so desirable for those to whom the Zouave
jacket is unbecoming.
Fig. 11. — White chip bonnet, trimmed with
lilac ribbon and flowers.

in any summer material. Four puffs of Brussels net, separated by ribbon ruches, the two
last termiuating in bows on the forearm. Double fall of point Duchesse. This is a very suitable sleeve for the clear white muslin spencers
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Materials. — Two

colors of 8 thread or double Berlin

^vool (these colors should be adapted to the tint of hangings of the room) ; oneskeiu of shaded double wool, either
scarlet or any other hue which will harmonize. The
cushion from whence the engraving is taken is composed
of stone-color and light emerald green (not grass green).
The scroll work is scarlet ; one skein of the darkest
claret is necessary for dividing the pieces. A cushion
of calico, the size of the crochet, cut in the same shaped
pieces, then joined together, then well waxed by rubbing a lump of beeswax on the inside to prevent the
feathers from coming through, and then filled with four
pounds of feathers, will make a handsome cushion. A
crochet-hook nine inches long, and, on measuring round
with a piece of tape, it should measure half an inch
and one-eighth over, or, in other words, five-eighths of
an inch.

Explanation qf StUch, which it were well to

practise first on a foundation of ten stitches,
and decrease every other row :—
Foundation row. — Make 21 chain as in ordinary
crochet ; miss the 1st chain or loop ; place the
hook through the next ; catch hold of the wool
at the back ; pull it through as a loop on the
hook, still keeping it on the hook. Repeat the
same to the end of the chains, sti/l keeping all the
loops on the hook, till there are 20 loops on the hook.

1st row. — Twist the wool over the hook ; pull
it through the two loops nearest the point of
the hook, thus working it backwards. Twist
the wool over again, pulling it through the next
two, and continue working backwards till there
is only one loop on the hook.

WORK

DEPARTMENT.

2d. — On examining the work, a row of untwisted loops will be found in frotit, not on the
tdqe ; miss the first long loop ; place the hook
through the nest ; draw the wool through as a
loop on the hook, still keep it there, and continue till there are as many loops on the hook
as was commenced with. Count this row every
time to see there is no diminution of stitches
till the decrease. Make 21 loops ; * now work
10 rows on, till 5 long loops in front can be
sounted ; then decrease at the end of next row
on left-hand side, by taking the two last of the
front loops together. Now work the row back,
and take the last three loops together on the
right-hand side ; repeat from * until there are
only four loops on the work. But observe that,
after the decrease on the riyht-hatid side i.v the
KBXT KOW, Me hook must be inserted in the TUIRD
LONG STITCH, or there icill be no decrease ; and be
sure to tale up the lust loop on the left-hand side
in every row that is not decreased. Now, with 4
loops on the hook, twist the wool over the hook ;
draw it through two loops again ; twist over ;
draw through 2 ; then again through 2 ; now
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place the hook llirough 2d long in front ; pull
the wool through, then again through next
long, and pull the wool through ; now throui;h
2 loops backwards ; and again through 2 ; then
1 chain, and fasten off. Now there are 43 long
loops on the surface, from the point to the
commencement, reckoning from the centre.
Now join on the wool to the broad end of the
point, and at the right-hand side insert the
hook in the 1st loop of the foundation ; twist
the wool over the hook, and pull it through ;
repeat this till there are 20 loops on the hook ;
then finish this point as the first. Now observe
that on one side of the piece, at the edge, a
perfect chain stitch appears, and on the other
side only a slight loop. Now, with the darkest
claret wool, work a row of single crochet all
round the piece, taking up the two loops of
the chain ou one side, and only one on the side
of the single edge. Now, with same wool, seW
the pieces together, making one stitch in every
loop. There must be sixteen of these divisions,
which will make a handsome cushion.
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SCENT SACHET.

These pretty little sachets should be
made hy every lady, to be scattered
through her drawers, so as to impart a
general fragrance to the various articles
of her wardrobe. The trouble is very
slight, and the material no more than
any trifling remnant of silk of the size
shown in our illustration, and threequarters of a yard of ribbon to form the
bow. The little group of flowers which
we have given is to be embroidered ou
the sides as slightly as possible ; the
two parts are to be laid face to face
and stitched together, with accuracy,
to their shape, leaving an opening at
the top ; after this they are to be turned
and filled with fine cotton wool, impregnated with anyperfume mostagreeable to taste ; after which the aperture
is to be closed, and the rosette of ribbon
laid upon the place. Ladies who are
not inclined to undertake the embroidery may take any piece of fancy silk,
or even such as are quite plain, and
make them up*n the same way, without this decoration. These little sachets
make pretty presents, and it has been
with reference to this that the "Forgetme-not" has been selected for its embellishment.
NjUj;'

child's

BRAIDED

GAITER

BOOT.

The toe and hc«l are to be lipped with patent leather.

WORK

DEPARTMENT.

SCENT CASE FOR NOTE PAPER.
(See WiK plate in front.)

Tbe material on n-hich the cover of the Scent
Case is worked is satin, which may be of any
rich color ; royal blue, purple, ruby color, or,
in short, any that may be preferred. The medallion in the centre is of white watered silk,
but to avoid trouble this may also be left of
the satin which has been chosen. The medallion issurrounded by a double row of gold beads,
of which the interval between may be filled up
with either clear white or black beads. When
the medallion is in white silk, this margin effectually conceals the line of its insertion. The
scalloped pattern is worked in chain-stitch, in
double lines ; of the first row. the inner one is
in light maize-color, and the outer one of dark
maize. The second row of scallops is in either
two crimsons or two blues, according to the
color of the satin. The two straight lines of the
margin are in the two shades of maize, whUe
the zigzag line between is simply a herring-bone
of violet color. The group in the centre is
worked in maize color.
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bound with narrow satin ribbon, and sewn together in the form shown in our illustration. A
small piece of card-bo.ird, three yards of ribbon,

When the ornamental needle-work part has
thus been completed, it will of course be less
trouble to send it to the repository to be made
up ; but as we think some ladies may feel inclined tofinish it themselves, and as we think
that with ordinary care it is one of those things
which come withiu their own power, we will
go on to offer them a few further instructions.
A blotting book of the required size must be
taken ; within each cover must be laid a piece
of wadding exactly fitting its dimensions, and
sufficiently impregnated with whatever perfume
the lady worker may prefer. This being neatly
squared round its edges, the satin cover must
be laid on the outside, brought over, and carefully tacked down, having been so arranged as
to leave a margin of about half an inch all
round of the plain satin beyond the needle- work
pattern. This being done, two pieces of perforated card-hoard are to be placed inside, just
within the margin, which having been fii-st
bound with narrow ribbon, is then fastened
down. Through the apertures of this perforated
card-board exudes the scent which impregnates
the note paper of which the scent case is the
receptacle.

COTTON

WAGON.

Tbis useful and tidy little article for the
work-table, capable of holding five different
siaed reels of cotton, is made of card-board,

aii'i 11-"^ fi-i-is .if r---.,,;i, '.vill iii- i.-(juir(?d to

make it. Cut out of card-bo.ird five pieces the
exact size of the diagram* above, one piece for
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the bottom, one each for the two ends, aucl two
scalloped pieces for the sides. Bind these pieces
all round with narrow satin ribbon of any bright
color, as mauve, scarlet, piuk, or blue ; then
sew them together on the outside to the proper
shape. Previously to putting the wagon together, the two scalloped pieces must have five
holes pierced with a stiletto, for the ribbon to
pass through to tie iu the reels ; these holes
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should be slightly overcast with silk, to keep
them from breaking out. Place the cotton in
the wagon, the coarsest at the top, and tie it in
bj' drawing the ribbon through the first reel and
back again through the second, and tie it in
a bow ; then pass it through the second reel
and back again through the third, and tie another bow ; proceed in this manner until all
the reels are tied in.

BORDER FOR THE DOUBLE
LITTLE GIRL'S DRESS.

The pattern we are now giving has a very
rich effect worked on the edges of an upper and
under skirt of a little girl's dress. It is formed
of heart-shaped parts, which are linked within
each otlier, and appear as interlacing ; these
are of two kinds, and alternate. The one has a
row of open holes at each edge, the branching
lines to which they are attached in the interior
being sewn over.
The other is filled in with

SKIRT OF A

leaves in the cut-out work. The flowers in the
centres of the hearts may be either in well
raised satin-stitch or in the cut-out work. The
scallop is in clear distinct button-hole stitch.
This border should be worked over a tolerably
wide hem, instead of being cut out to the
scallop, as the effect is better, and firmness and
durability are more secure.

WORK

DEPARTMENT.

BEAD

It is quickly made, and very pretty. The
beads are large, and of glass, white and red,
strung on purse silk of a deep crimson. Make
the pattern of the beads, the dark ones red, the
light white, and fill up the canvas in black
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MAT.

tapestry stitch. Take a piece of card, the shape
of pattern, and sew the canv.as down to it ; line
with crimson silk. The fringe is made of the
beads fiistened down in loops crossing each
other.

lady's companion.

To be made of pasteboard, and covered with fancy velvet.
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ARTIFICIAL FLOWERS.

heart's-ease.
This flower requires five petals to form it,
two violet and three yellow ; one of the latter
must be larger thau the rest, and of a deeper
color.
All the wool must be split.
For the violet petals, cast on ten stitches on
two needles, five ou each ; fold the two needles
so as to bring the last stitch behind the first,
and double knit a piece of rather more than half
an inch in length, taking one stitch from one
needle, and one from the other throughout
each row. When you take the needles out,
run the wool through them with a rug needle,
and pass a piece of double wire through the
little bag which the knitting has formed, catch
it at the top and sides to keep it in form, draw
up the other eud, and twist the wires together
after having shaped the wire to the form of the
petal. The yellow petals are knitted in the
same way, the largest requires twelve stitches,
and the last four or six rows must be done with
violet wool, to form the dark spot at the top.
The two smaller yellow petals only require
eight stitches, with two or four rows of violet
at the top ; twist the wires of the five petals
together, and cover the stem with green wool ;
a cross stitch, like herring-bone, should be made
with green wool, where the petals join in the
middle of the flower.
For the calyx, thread a needle with whole
green wool, fasten this on the stem, at the back
of the flower, aud take a herring stitch at the
back of each petal, making the stitch rather
long, and leaving the wool loose. The bud is
formed by making a little tuft of yellow, violet,
and green wool, mixed together ; fix it on a
piece of wire by crossing the wool over, and
twisting the wire very tight, turn the ends of
the wool down the wire, aud fasten them at
about a quarter of an inch down, by twisting
some green split wool round, with which the
little stem must be also covered.
Leaves. — Cast on three stitches.
Knit one row, purl one row, then
\st row. — Make one, knit one throughout the
row.
2d. — Make one, purl the row.
3d. — Make one, knit three, make one, knit
one, make one, knit two.
■ith. — Make one, purl the row.
5th. — Make one, knit five, make one, knit
one, make one, knit six.
6th. — Make one, purl the row.
Ith. — Cast off, or fasten off, three stitches,
knit three, make one, knit one.
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Sth. — Cast off three stitches, purl the row.
'^th. — Make one, knit five, make one, knit
one, make one, knit four.
1U<A. — Make one, purl the row.
IIM.— Make one, knit seven, make one, knit
one, make one, knit six.
12th. — Make one, purl the row.
IZth. — Fasten off three stitches, knit the remainder.
14M. —
IfxA. —
one, knit
KIM. —

Fasten off three stitches, purl the rest.
Knit six, make one, knit one, make
six.
Purl the row.

17th. — Knit seven, make one, knit one, make
one, knit six.
18(/i.— Purl the row.
19M. — Fasten off three stitches, knit four,
make one, knit one, make one, knit seven.
20th. — Cast off three stitches, purl the row.
2lst. — Knit SIX, make one, knit one, make
one, knit five
22rf.— Purl the row.
23c/. — Knit seven, make one, knit one, make
one, knit six.
24M.— Purl the row.
25^.— Cast off three stitches, knit remainder.
2Gth. — Cast off three stitches, purl remainder.
27th. — Knit row plain.
2Sth. — Purl the row plain.
2dth. — Knit row plain.
3Qth. — Purl row plain.
31st. — Cast off two, knit remainder.
32d. — Cast off two, purl remainder.
33d. — Knit row plain.
34<A.— Purl row.
35th. — Knit row plain.
3Gth. — Purl row plain.
37M. — Cast off two, knit remainder.
3S(A. — Cast off two, purl remainder.
Fasten off the two last stitches.
It is on this principle that all kinds of indented leaves are made ; by knitting more rows
with increase between the castings off, they are
made broader ; by working more rows between
the castings off, they are made longer ; and by
casting off more stitches at a time, the indentations are made deeper ; so that the endless
variety of natural leaves may be copied without
difficulty.
Having completed the leaves, some wire must
be sewn neatly round, following the turnings
of the leaf exactly ; and for the larger ones, it
will be better to sew a double wire in the centre
of the leaf at the back, which will conceal the
openings left by the increase of stitches.
One or two flowers, with a bud, and two or
three leaves, are sufficient for a small branch.
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BECEIl'TS.

lUrcigts, ^T.
DIRECTIONS FOR PRESERVING

FRriTS, BTC.

It has been our custom every yejvr, duriug tho months
of June, July, and Augut-C, to publish a liirtje number of
vseful receipts suited to the preserving season. Having
many new subscribers this year, we republish tho collection, with the addition of many now ones, which will
ba found very valuable.
OBsERVATIOXS

OK

PRESERTINO.

A Tery common discovery made by thoso who preserve fruits, etc., is, that the preserve either ferments,
grows mouldy, or becomes candied.
Tbefto three effects arise from throe separate causes.
The first from insufficient boiling ; the second from being
kept in a damp place, assisted in some degree by the
first cause ; and the third from being too quick and too
long boiling.
Preserves of all kinds should be kept entirely secluded
from the air, and in a dry place. lu ranging them on
the shelves of a store-closet, they should not bo suffered
to come in contact with the wall. Moisture in winter
and spring exudes from some of the driest walls, and
preserves invariably imbibe it, both iu dampness and
taste. It is necessary occasionally to look at them, aud
if they have been attacked by mould, boil them up
gently again. To prevent all risks, it is always as well
to lay a brandy paper over the fruit before tying down.
This may be renewed in the .spring.
Fruit jellies are made in the ratio of a quart of frait to
two pounds of sugar. They must not bo boiled quick,
nor very long. Practice, and a general discretion, will
be found the best guides to regulate the exact time,
which necessarily must be affected, more or less, by
local causes.
If you do not possess a drying-stove, the fruit may be
dried in the sun, on flagstones, taking care that insects
are not suffered to approach it ; a garden glass to cover
tho preserve will keep them off. If dried in an oven,
it must be of gentle warmth, and they must be done
slowly.
DIFFKEEST

OEOHEES

OF

PREPABIXC.

SCGAB.

The various purposes to which sugar is applied require itto be in different states ; these are called tZ«^ree*.
They extend to the number of thirteen.
First Def/ree.— Replace the clarified sugar in the preserving-pan, toboil gently, take a drop of it on the
thumb and touch it with the forefinger; if, on opening
them, it draws to a fine thread, and, in breaking, forms
two drops on each finger, it is at the right poiut.
Second.— A little more boiling brings it to this point,
when the thread will draw further before it breaks.
Third.— At this point the thread may be drawn as far
w the span will open without breaking.
Fonrth.—Oa still increasing the boiling, little raised
balls are formed on the surface of the sugar.
F>/th.—TAke np some of the sugar on a skimmer and
drop it on the rest, when it should form a slanting streak
on the surface.
Sixth.— Boil it yet a little longer ; the streak or tail is
now larger, and it has reached this point.
Sevejiih.—T&ke out a skimmerful of the sugar, blow
through it. and small sparks of sagar will fly from it.
VOL. LXII. — 47
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EifffUh. — Tho same proof as above ; the sparks sboald
bo larger and stronger.
i^*t/i/A.— Take the sugar In the skimmer as before, give
It a shako, and if tho sparks are large, aud adhere together on rising, it is at the right point.
Tenth.— Dip your Augers in cold water, and then Into
the sugar instantly, aud again into tho water, wbon the
sugar will roll into a ball which wUl be supple when
cold.
ElevcTith.—At this point tho ball or bullet will bo
harder when cold than the last.
Twelfth. — Prove as abovo ; the bullet should crumble
between the fingers, aud, on biting, will atick to the
teeth.
Thirteenth, — At this point it should snap clean when
bitten. This point is very difficult to attain, for in increasing the height, tho sugar is apt to burn; it is better,
therefore, to try the proof very frequently. Another
process is much used by tho confectioner, and produces
a deep color ; it is made by putting a little water to the
sugar and boiling it without skimming, or otherwise
touchiog tho sugar till of the right color, then take it
off' and use immediately.
If, on preparing tho sugar, you miss the right point,
add a little cold water, and boil once more.
Observations. — The skimmer should never bo lefl in
the preserving-pan after the sugar is clarified, nor after
the scum is removed.
Be very careful not to stir or disturb the sugar, as that
would cause its diminution.
In boiling the sugar, particularly the two last degrees, the sugar is continuously rising and falling, and,
on falling, leaves marks on the side of the pan, which
the heat of the fire would soon burn, and thereby spoil
the whole of the sugar. To avoid this, have by the side
of you a pan of cold water and a sponge, upon which
wipe the sides of the pan carefully the instant after tho
sugar has fallen.
To Clarify Scoar.— Take the quantity of fine whito
loaf sugar yon intend to clarify, add to it of very clean
warm water half a pint for every pound ; when dissolved, add to it the white of one or two eggs — as the
quantity may require— well whipped, put ii on the fire,
and when it comes to a boil, pour into it an ordinary
teacupful of cold water ; on its rising again to a boil,
remove it, and let it settle for twenty minutes ; skim tho
scum from the top, pour off the syrup into a clean vessel
with sufficient quickness to leave all the sediment at the
bottom, and such steadiness as to prevent any of the
latter rising and mixing with it.
To PRESBRVB Strawberries. — To two pounds of fine
large strawberries add two pounds of powdered sugar,
and put them in a preserving kettle, over a slow fire,
till the sugar is melted ; then boil them precisely twenty
minutes, as fast as possible; have ready a number of
small jars, and put the fruit in boiling hot. Cork and
seal the jars immediately, and keep them through the
summer in a cold, dry cellar. The jars must bo heated
before the hot fruit is poured in, otherwise they will
break.
To Preserve Strawberries or Raspberries, for
Creaus or Ices, without Boilixq,— Let the fruit be
gathered in the middle of a warm day, in very dry
weather ; strip it from the stalks directly, weigh it, turn
it into a bowl or deep pan, and bruise it gently; mix
with an equal weight of fine, dry sifted sugar, and put
it immediately into small wide-necked bottles ; cork
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these firmly witliout delay, and tie bladders over the
tops. Keep them in a cool place, or the frait will ferment. The mixture should be stirred softly, and only
just suflaciently to blend the sugar and the fruit. The
bottles must be perfectly dry, and the bladders, after
having been cleaned in the usual way, and allowed to
bacome nearly so, should bo moistened with a little
spirit on the side which is to be next the cork.
Strawberries Stbwed for Tarts. — Make a syrup of
one pound of sugar and a teacup of water ; add a little
white of eggs ; let it boil, and skim it until only a foam
rises; then put in a quart of berries free from stems and
hulls ; let them boil till they look clear and the syrup
is quite thick. Finish with fine pufi" paste.
To Preserve Strawberries in Wixb. — Put a quantity
of the finest large strawberries into a gooseberry-bottle,
and strew over them three large spoonfuls of fine sugar;
fill up with Madeira wine or sherry.
Strawberry Jelly.— Express the juice from the fruit
through a cloth, strain it clear, weigh, and stir to it an
equal proportion of the finest sugar dried and reduced
to powder ; when this is dissolved, place the preservingpan over a very clear fire, and stir the jelly often until
it boils ; clear it carefully from scum, and boil it quickly
ft'om fifteen to twenty-five minutes. This receipt is for
a moderate quantity of the preserve ; a very small portion will I'equire much less time.
Raspberries. — These may be preserved wet, bottled,
or made jam or marmalade of, the same as strawberries.
Raspberries are very good dried in the sun or in a warm
oven. They are very delicious stewed for table or tarts.
Raspberry Jam.— "Weigh the fiuit, and add threequarters of the weight of sugar ; put the former into a
preserving-pan, boil, and break it ; stir constantly, and
let it boil very quickly ; when the juice has boiled an
hour, add the sugar and simmer half an hour. In this
way the jam is superior in color and flavor to that which
is made by putting the sugar in at first.
Raspberry Wine. — Bruise the finest ripe raspberries
with the back of a spoon ; strain them through a flannel
bag into a stone jar ; allow one pound of fine powdered
loaf-sugar to one quart of juice ; stir these well together,
and cover the jar closely; let it stand three days, stirring the mixture up every day ; then pour ofi" the clear
liquid, and put two quarts of sherry to each quart of
juice, or liquid. Bottle it off, and it will be fit for use
in a fortuight. By adding Cognac brandy instead of
sherry, the mixture will be ra-;pberry brandy.
Raspberry Cream.— Rub a quart of raspberries, or
raspberry jam, through a hair sieve, to take out the
seeds, and then mix it well with cream; sweeten with
sugar to taste; put into a stone jug, and raise a froth
with a chocolate mill ; as yourfroth rises, take it off with
a spoon, and lay it upon a hair sieve. When you have
got as much froth as you want, put what cream remains
into a deep china dish, or punch-bowl, and pour your
frothed cream upon it, as high as it will lie on.
Cdrbaxts Preserved. — Take ripe currants free from
stems ; weigh them, and take the same weight of sugar ;
put a teacup of sugar to each pound of it ; boil the syrup
until it is hot and clear ; then turn it over the fruit ; let
it remain one night ; then set it over the fire, and boil
gently until they are cooked and clear; take them into
the jars or pots with a skimmer ; boil the syrup until
rieh and thick, then pour it over the fruit. Currants
may be preserved with ten pounds of fruit to seven of
sugar.
Take the stems from seven pounds of the cur-
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rants, and crush and press the juice from the remaining
three pounds; put them into the hot syrup, and boil
until thick and rich ; put it in pots or jars, and the next
day secure as directed.
Currant Jelly. — Pick fine red, but long ripe, currants
from the stems ; bruise them, and strain the juice from
a quart at a time through a thin muslin ; wring it gently,
to get all the liquid ; put a pound of white sugar to each
pound of juice ; stir it until it is all dissolved ; set it over
a gentle fire ; let it become hot, and boil for fifteen minutes ;then try it by taking a spoonful into a saucer;
when cold, if it is not quite firm enough, boil it for a few
minutes longer.
Currant Jam of all Coloes.— Strip your currants,
and put them into your pan, with three-quarters of a
pound of sugar to a pound of fruit ; add your sugar after
your fruit has boiled a few minutes: boil all together,
mashing your fruit with a wooden spoon ; boil all gently
for half an hour, then fill your jars.
CcRRAST "Wine. — Dissolve eight pounds of honey in
fifteen gallons of boiling water, to which, when clarified,
add the juice of eight pounds of red or white currants ;
then ferment for twenty-four hours; to every two gallons add two pounds of sugar, and clarify with whites
of eggs.
Compote of Green Currants. — Half a pint of spring
water, five ounces of sugar, boiled togetlier ten minutes ;
one pint of green currants stripped from the stalks;
simmer from three to five minutes.
Black Currant Vinegar. — To four pounds of fruit,
very ripe, put three pints of vinegar ; let it stand three
days; stir occasionally; squeeze and strain the fruit.
After boiling ten minutes, to every pint of juice add one
pound of lump sugar.
Boil twenty minutes.
Goosebkrries. — Put one quart of red currant juice to
five pounds of loaf-sugar ; set it on the fire, and when
the sugar is dissolved put in eight pounds of red, rough,
ripe gooseberries, let them boil half an hour, then put
them into aji earthen pan and leave them to stand for
two days ; then boil them again until they look clear ;
put them into pots and let them stand a week to dry a
little at the top, then cover them with brandy papers.
Compote of Green Gooseberries.— This is an excellent compote, if made with fine sugar, and very good
with any kind. Break five ounces into small lumps,
and pour on them half a pint of water ; boil these gently
for ten minutes, and clear off all the scum ; then add to
them a pint of fresh gooseberries freed from the tops and
stalks, washed and well drained; simmer them gently
from eight to ten minutes, and serve them hot or cold.
Increase the quantity for a large dish.
Cherries Preserved. — Take fine large cherries, not
very ripe ; take off the stems, and take out the stones ;
save whatever juice runs from them; take an equal
weight of white sugar ; make the syrup of a teacup of
water for each pound, set it over the fire until it is dissolved and boiling hot, then put in the juice and cherries, boil them gently until clear throughout ; take them
from the syrup with a skimmer, and spread them on flat
dishes to cool; let the syrup boil until it is rich and
quite thick ; set it to cool and settle ; take the fruit into
jars and pots, and pour the syrup carefully over; let
them remain open till the nest day ; then cover as directed. Sweet cherries are improved by the addition of
a pint of red currant-juice, and half a pound of sugar to
it, for four or five pounds of cherries.
Compote of Cherries. — Simmer five ounces of sugar
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with half a pint of water for ten rolnntes ; throw iDto
the gyrup a pound of cherries weii,'hoci aflor they are
stalked, aud let them stew gently for iweuty minutes.
It is a great tmprovemeut to stoae the fruit, tut a larger
qaautity will iheu be required for a dish.
Compote or Morello Chkrbiks.— Boil
flfte«a miDutes, &ve ounces of sugar with
water ; add a pound and a quarter of ripe
rios, and simmer them very softly frum
minutes.
This is a delicious compote.

together, for
half a pint of
Moretlo cbor*
five to seven

Cberst Jam. — Stone four pounds of cherries, and put
them in a preserving-pan, with two pounds of flue whito
sugar and a pint of red currant-juice ; boil the whole together rather fast, ontil it stiffens, and then put it into
pots for use.
To Drt Crbrries. — Take the stems and stones from
ripe cherries ; spread them on flat dishes, and dry them
in the hot sun or warm oven ; pour whatever juice may
have run from them, a little at a time, over thcni ; 8tir
them about, that they may dry evenly. When they are
perfectly dry, line boxes or jars with white paper, and
pack them close in layers; strew a little brown sugar,
and fold the paper over, and keep them in a dry place ;
or pat them in muslin bags, and hang them in an airy
plact).
Chbrries, to CASDr.— The fruit must be gathered before it is ripe ; pick and stoue them, bull clarified sugar,
and pour it over them.
To Phesebvk RHrBARB.— To one and a quarter pound
of rhubarb add one pound of sugar, half an ounce of
bitter almonds blanched and chopped very fine, half
the peel of a lemon also chopped very fiue ; boil all together rather longer than other fruit, or till it will set
firm. If the fruit is not quite young, the sticks should
he peeled, being first wiped quite dry.
RncBARB Jam.— To seven pounds of rhubarb add four
sweet oranges and five pounds of sugar. Peel and cut
up the rhubarb. Put in the thin peel of the oranges and
the pulp, after taking out the seeds and all the whites.
Boil all together for one hour and a half.
To Preserve

Oranoes

or Lemons

ix Jelly. — Cut a

hole at the stalk the size of a quarter dollar, and, with
a small, blunt knife, scrape out the pulp quite clear,
without catting the rind, and lay them in spring water
two days, changing it twice a day ; in the last, boil them
t«nder on a slow fire, keeping them covered ; to every
pound of fruit take two pounds of double-refined sugar
and one pint of water; boil these with the juice of tho
orange to a syrup and clarify it ; skim well, and let it
stand to be cold ; then boil the fruit in the syrup half an
hoar ; if not clear, do this daily till they are done.
To Keep Ora.hgrs or Lemosb for Pastrt.— AVhen yoa
have squeezed the juice, throw the peels into salt and
water ; let them remain a fortnight ; clean out the pulp ;
boll them till tender, strain them, and, when they are
tolerably dry, boil a small quantity of syrup of common
loaf-sugar and water, and put over them ; In a week,
boil them gently in it till they look clear.

To Preserve Apricots.— Choose fine apricots, pare
them thinly and cleanly, and when done, take their
weight, cut them in halves and remove the kernels, lay
them with the Inside upwards, take the same weight of
pounded loaf-sugar and strew over them ; break the
stones of the apricots, and blanch the kernels ; let the
frait lie in the sugar for twelve hours, then pnt fruit,
sugar, juice, and kernels into a preserving-pan, simmer

gently until clear; as the scum rises, remove it ; remove
the halves of the apricots ; as they become cold, lay them
In jars, aud when the whole of the fruit has been pntied,
pour equally over them tho syrup and the kernels.
Cover the fruit with brandy paper, aud tie tightly down.
CAKES,

PUDDINGS,

ETC.

Baked CrfiXARD.— Mix a quart of new milk with eight
well-beaten eggs, strain the mixture througii a fine
sieve, and sweeten it with from five to eight ounces of
sugar, according to taste ; add a small pinch of t<n\i, and
pour the custard into a deep dish, with or without a
lining or rim of paste, grate nutmeg or lemon rind over
the top, and bake it lu a ^ery slow oven.
Soda Cake. — Half a poand of loaf sugar, half a ponnd
of flour, and half a pound of ground rice mixed altogether; add two eggs, a teacup of milk, and a teaspoonful of carbonate of soda ; rub in half a pound of butter,
and well work H with the hand, and bake immediately.
EoQ CHEE6ECAKE.— Six eggs, boilcd hard, which rub
through a sieve with a quarter of a pound of batter ; add
a quarter of a pound of sugar, one lemon-jaice and rind
(grated), nutmeg aud brandy to taste. A few currants
are an improvement.
Oranqe Cream.— Pnt into a stewpau one ounce of
isinglass, with the juice of six large oranges and one
lemon, add sugar to your taste, rub some of the lumps
on the peel of the oranges, add as much water as will
make it up to a pint and a half, boil, strain through a
muslin bag ; when cold, beat up with it half a pint of
thick cream ; put into a mould. In hot weather add
more isinglass.
Apple Cream.— Pnt into a pan twelve tablespoonfuls
of the pulp of baked apples, tho whiter the better, the
same proportion of cream, beat well together with a pint
and a quarter of lemon jelly, made with one ounce and
a quarter of gelatine. Lemon-juice, peel, and sugar to
taste.
Clear the jelly with white of egg^.
Portcoal C.1KE. — Half a pound of butter, three eggs,
leaving ont one white, work it well with your hands
for half an hour, till the eggs are smoothly mixed ; add
half a ponnd of sugar sifted, half a puund of flour dried,
half a pound of currants ; mix tho above ingredients
well together, butter the pans, which should be small,
bake them in a quick oven.
Herodotus Pcddiso. — Haifa ponnd of bread crumbs,
half a pound of best figs, six ounces of suet, six ounces
of brown sugar ; mince the figs and suet very nicely ; a
little salt, two eggs well beaten, nutmeg to yuur taste ;
boil in a mould four hours.
Serve with wine sauce.
Baked PrDDi.vo. — Batter a snitahlo dish, then lay a
slice of baker's bread, then shredded beef suet and a few
currants, until you have sufficient. Then take three
^??3> & pi"t of new milk, a little nutmeg, essence of
lemon, and sugar, beat them well together, aud au boar
will bake it. Add a little pastry round the dish.
REFRIGERATORY

PROCESS.

It is a common practice in the warm season of the
year to cool fluids by immersing the bottles In which
they are contained In a vessel of cold water. This is
decidedly unphllosophical and bad in practice. Thnt
each is the case, may readily be shown by reference to
direct experiment. If we immerse a thermometer in
water, and afterwards remove It Into the air. It will b«
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found to sink several degrees; but it will speedily rise,
and take the temperature of the air. But if we place a
piece of moist cloth on the bulb of the thermometer, it
will retain its cool state till all the water is evaporated
from the cloth. Now this very simple experiment at
onco points out the process by which we may best cool
the contents of any vessel. It should be placed in a
shallow dish of water, and a cloth thrown over it so
that the edges of the cloth are immeised in the fluid,
which will rise by the force of capillary attraction, and
as readily be converted into vapor by the warm air
around, continually diminishing the temperature of the
vessel beneath. In this way we have seen wine cooled
eleven degrees of Fahrenheit ; and if a little spirit he
employed as a substitute for the water, the temperature
may be lowered about five degrees more. It is in this
way that the body is cooled by the natural perspiration,
which is perpetually oozing to the surface of the skin
through tfhQ capillary tubes with which it is studded.
MISCELLANEOUS.
CoRPULEKCE.— With proper regard to diet and abundant exercise in the open air, the unpleasant consequences ofau accumulation of fat may be avoided. Dr.
Radcliffe recommends that the mouth should be kept
shut, and the eyes open ; or, in other words, that corpulent persons should eut little food, and that the quantity
of sleep should be diminished. These precautions may
be followed with discretion, but it may be dangerous to
carry them too far.
Fire and Waterproof Cement. — To half a pint of
milk put an equal quantity of vinegar, in order to curdle it: then separate the curd from the whey, and mix
the whey with the whites of four or five eggs, beating
the whole together. When it is well mixed, add a little
quicklime through a sieve, until it has acquired the
consistency of thick paste. With this cement, broken
vessels and cracks of all kiuds can be mended. It dries
quickly, and resists the action of fire and water.
Varnish for Brass-Work.— To a pint of spirits of
wine, put one ounce of turmeric powder, two drachms of
best annatto, and two drachms of saffron. Let it stand
ten days, shaking the bottle often, and filter through
coarse muslin into a clean bottle : add then three ounces
of clean seed-lac, and shake the bottle often for fourteen
days. The brass, if large, must be first warmed, so as
to heat the hand, and the varnish then applied with a
brush. The varmsh gives the brass rails of desks, &c.,
a beautiful appearance.
An Excellent Receipt for Burns and Scalds. — Take
equal parts of olive oil and lime-water, which, when
well mixed together, forms a beautiful white ointment,
which may be spread with a feather upon the part affected, and a thin rag laid over it. Two or three dressings will generally take out all the fire, after which apply alittle healing ointment. Families ought always to
have this remedy by them, that it may be applied immediately after the accident, as it very soon gives ease.
To PoLJBH Sea-shells. — This requires much care and
experience. The shells are first burned to get rid of the
animal matter that remains in them. Their rough outside is next removed by mechanical means. They are
then carefully treated — some with nitric, others with
muriatic acid, according to their nature, until the proper
surface is reached. Tbis is then polished by friction,
with leather and the hand.

Damp Walls. — The following method is recommended
to prevent the effect of damp walls ©n paper in rooms:
Line the damp part of the wall with sheet lead, rolled
very thin, and fastened up with small copper nails. It
may be immediately covered with paper. The lead is
not to be thicker than that which lines tea-chests.
To Remove Grease from Cloth. — Take soft soap and
fuUer's-earth, of each half a pound, beat them well together ia a mortar, and form into cakes. The spot, first
moistened with water, is rubbed with a cake and allowed
to dry, when it is well rubbed with a little warm water,
and afterwards rinsed or rubbed off clean.
To Extinguish a Fire in a Chimney.— Throw some
powdered brimstone on tlie fire ia the grate, or ignite
some on the hob, and then put a board or something in
the front of the fire-placo to prevent the fumes descending into the room. The vapor of the brimstone ascending the chimney will then efl^ectually extinguish the
soot on fire.
Turkish Mode of Making Coffee.— TheTurkish mod©
of making coffee produces a very different result from
that to which we are accustomed. A small conical
saucepan, with a long handle, and calculated to hold
about two tablespoonfuls of water, is the instrument
used. The fresh roasted berry is pounded, not ground,
and about a dessert-spoonful is put into the minute boiler ;it is then nearly filled with water, aud thrust among
the embers; a few seconds suffice to make it boil, and
the decoction, grounds and all, is poured out into a
small cup, which fits into a brass socket much like the
cup of an acorn, and holding the china cup as that does
the acorn itself. The Turks seem to drink this decoctien
boiling, and swallow the grounds with the liquid. We
allow it to remain a minute, ia order to leave the sediment at the bottom. It is always taken plain ; sugar or
cream would be thought to spoil it; and Europeans,
after little practice, are said to prefer it to the clear infusion drunk in France. In every hut you will see tbese
coffee-boilers suspended, and the means for pounding
the roasted berry will be found at hand.
To Give Shirt Collars a Glass-like Look. — To one
tablespooaful of starch put one of cold water; heat very
smooth, and add another tablespoonful of water. Then
pour on boiling water until it becomes the consistency
required. Add a little melted wkUe gum (about the size
of a pea before melted), and a few shreds of white wax.
This will give the articles a clear, glassy appearance.
The Best Means of Clearing Coffee. — First, take the
quantity of coffee required, and pour on boiling water;
then strain it, and add the white and shell of one eg^,
well beaten up. Boil fur a few minutes. If a strainer
be not at hand, two tablespoonfuls of coJd water poured
in the coffee will clear it It must be poured out very
gently.
How to Bone a Turkey. — After the turkey has been
properly dressed, cut off the first joint of the leg. Now
make an incision down the back-bone from the head, and
carefully separate the flesh from the bone on both sides,
until you arrive at the wings and legs. Cut very carefully round the joints, and insert the knife between the
Sesh and the bone, when the bone will be fouud to leave
the flesh quite easily. If a gravy is required, it will be
greatly improved by the bones being well stewed and
the liquor added thereto.
Calves' Rennet is said to be a good remedy for tho
cure of felons.

Utnrs' Eabh.
BEAUTY

GAINED.

Beantifal, yes ! but the blush will fade.
The light grow dim which the bluo eyi""* wear,
The !;lo<«<i will vanish from curl and braid,
And the saubeum die iu the waving hair.
Turu from tho mirror, and strive to wiu
Trea!>ures of lovelinej-s still to last ;
Gather earth's glory and bloom within,
Thai the soui may be bright when youth is passed.
Mks. Osgood.
Beauiy gained I yes, gained, not given. It is the lot
of very few women to be strikingly beautiful, endowed
by nature with perfect regularity of features and perfect
blending of colors. We will give five maxims to be
heeded: —
Every woman, not absolutely deformed, may become
graceful by giving due pains to herself.
Every woman may be good and amiablo by proper
care to cultivate generous feelings and uoblo sentiments,
and do what she knows is right.
Every woman may be well informed, even accomplished by ihe industrious use of her time and oppor-

tunities.

Beauty of feature and complexion, unsupported by
moral charms, scarcely lat^ts through the first years
of youth.
A graceful, amiablo, sensible, intellicent woman,
dressed becomingly, as such a one would be, with her
attributes of good taste and good sense, is always handsome to those who know her.
These maxims

are well illustrated in the interesting

sketch of the plain "Maiden of the Reveries," who
made herself handsome. We arranged this series from
the manuscript of our young friend, Miss Helen U.
Cutter, to show our youthful readers an example of
thought on this subject of self-improvement, deserving
imitation and praise.
REVERIES

OF

A UAIDE5.

(Concluded from page 4G3.)
When I entered the room at Mrs, Doring's party last
night, and heard a murmur — " How beautiful she is!"
"How lovely! How graceful!" I looked around, involuntarily, to see who had caused these exclamations. Icould not have believed five years ago (I am
now twenty-two) that these epithets would ever be
applied to me. TdUtcaa I that oallfd tJiem forth. I felt
a thrill of exquisite pleasure as this became apparent to
ni<^. Not from gratified vanity, though I will not say
that a love of admiration has no place in my heart, yet
it has not the highest gent. I felt a sense of saiifrfftction
at the thought that my improvement was the result
of my own endeavors, assisted by the instructions of
Aunt Eustace, and that what had elicited admiration
were but oittuxird, visifAe signs of the inicard harmony
and purification I had attained, that they fiowed from
my developed faculties and disciplined mind and passions.
I do not say this in a spirit of self boasting, but in
all humility and thankfulness. And how many girls I
Fee who might attain as high or a higher degree of
excellence than I have gained, if they would only begin

in earnest the work of self-improvement, before their
natures havo received so strong a bias iu the wrung
direction that it is impossible to bend them back to tho
right way !
All cannot attain tho liko excellence, to be sure, because wo are variously endowed by nature, yet none aro
as beautiful, Intelligent, good, or happy as they might
become. Physical defects are everywhere apparent ; the
result of wrong habits and indulgences. How rare to
see a form or complexion that has not been thus marred !
How seldom do we see a well-developed bust! yet it is
one of the greatest beauties. How few ladies carry
their heads properly, or move gracefully, or have full,
sweet voices — or even clear, distinct voices, for that
matter, setting aside any pleasing moral clement that
adds charm to the tone? Yet all girls, and women, too,
might improve in these respects. And how much more
important would it bo to improve thus than many things
to which we do turn our attention, not only so far as
rendering us pleasing is concerned, but happier and
more useful !
Once I was blind to these things, but now I see that
moral and mental states, tho temper and the degree of
intelligence, as well as physical conditions, infiuence
the tones of the voice and the movements of the body,
and also modify the features and expression of the face.
Tlien, if wo would be beaxuiful, move gracefully, and
have sweet voices, we must k'ok into the causes that
hinder our wishes, and build on a sure foundation, for
imitation, or any artificial mode of arriving at th«
results will not answer. The flimsy pretext is easily
seen through, or felt to be unreal, shallow, false. Genuine grace, and melody of tone, and beauty of expression
reach tho heart because they come from Vie heart.
*
I can scarcely realize that Cousin Everard admiroa
Jane Austen, yet some persons think so. Jane has a
certain kind of beauty, but not of the highest order ; sho
looks like a pretty doll, and b>hehasuot much intellect. I
cannot believe that she could ever call forth the power of
loving from such a noble nature as Everard's. He would
require a higher soul. Her beauty does not awaken
any vivid emotions ; it has a sort of soothing infiuence,
like her gentleness, and her movements, and tho tunes
of her voice. There is harmony in her character, but
no marked superiority of any kind.
It is said that sometimes high-souled men fancy such
women most; a being of softness, delicacy, and sensibility seems to them tho ideal of loveliness. They havo
strength enough in themselves, and seek in a wife only
gentleness. The amiable virtues are indispensable, and
yet it appears to me that a woman who does not, besides these, possess qualities that will serve her in any
great emergency, a deep sense of duty, and-energy to
perform it, is a very imperfect woman ; so is she who
has tho strong qualities without the gentle and softening
ones. Gentleness and energy are entirely compatible,
and she only is *'a perfect woman, nobly planned," who
possesses both these in the right proportions.
Where shall we look for such a lady? Not in the
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giddy triflers of society ; both of these depart, though
in different ways, from the standard of a true woman.
Some writer has said ihat the ladies of Baltimore are
endowed with (or have cultivated) an unusual share of
amiability, modesty, and cheerfulness. That they are
social and domestic in character, and have those qualities which make them excellent fireside companions;
and furthermore that their affability is not caught from
habits of fashionable society, but from home and friendly
relations. They are neither flaunting belles, nor shrewd
managers, nor strong-minded reformers. They are only
good, intelligent, cheerful women, happy at home, and
agreeable in society, and very warm-hearted and charitable. Now, I believe this combination of the best qualities of womanhood is the secret of the extraordinary
personal beauty of the ladies of Baltimore. It is the
reHection of these lovable qualities which makes them
lovely.
It would be a curious matter of inquiry ; perhaps the
philosopher's stone of beauty lies thereabouts, who
knows? At any rate, these moral cosmetics are worth
trying.

********

Everard loves me I He has told me so, and — and I
h2Lxe promised. I feel now that 1 have long loved him, but
our union would never have been happy, even could he
have loved me, with all my imperfections, had I not in
a good measure, I trust, reformed my faults of character.
0 how grateful I am for this exceeding happiness!
May I never mar it by any inharmonious action, any
unworthy sentiment, any ungentle word ; but retain to
the end of my life the love I have gained.
Everard ! how pleasant the sound of his name t It is
like the sweetest music. I never call him coicsin now,
and am so glad to remember he never was my cousin,
only the step-son of dear Aunt Eustace. She would
never have consented to his marriage with me, had he
been her own son, as she has often told me she thought
the intermarriage of first cousins should be prohibited
by the laws of the land, as some statesmen, she said,
have recommended.*
1 have serious duties before me now; I have taken
the happiness of another into my keeping, a sacred trust.
Heaven grant that I may be ever faithful to it. I must
strive to perfect my character more and more, and be in
reality what Everard in his grave fondness called me,
his "good angel." How sweet to my heart is the praise
he has already given me for what he terms my "moral
heroism !'' He has been watching my progress ; he appreciates my improvement. This is indeed happiness.
It seems like a dream that we are to be married in six
months, on my twenty-fifth birthday.
THE FAIRIES.
And oh, is there not some truth in these fictions of the
unseen world !— Bclwek.
Oh, are there not bright lingerers
By forest and by stream ?
"Where the shadows fall upon the brake
And the glowworms brighter gleam,
* Marriage op Cocsiks. — Governor Magoffin, of Kentncky. recommends the Legislature of that State to prohibit by law, under severe penalties, the marriage of
eonsins. He :«ays that the imbeciles, insane, deaf mutes,
aad blind in the different asylums of that State who are
the offspring of cousins is from 16 to 20 per cent, of the
whole number; and he claims that it is the right and
duty of the State to protect herself asrainst the evil and
expense by forbidding such unions, which nature plainly
forbids by the natural penalty she uniformly inflicts.

Where the moon sleeps with a richer light
Upon some favored glade,
And everything around gleams bright
'Gainst the deep and mystic shade?
Tell me ! tell me — have the fairies flown.
On the wings of the gentle west,
And left the lily to bloom alone
On the blight stream's silver breast?
Is there no truth in those olden tales
Of spirits by us unseen,
Who dwell 'mid the flowers of peaceful vale>3
Or dance on its emerald green?
I 've sought in vain each beautiful deU
For the fairies' mimic home ;
The daisy and the heather bell
They have equally left alone.
I know a legend, a legend bright.
That memory brings to mind,
To tell where thesie beings of purer light
Their chains of love have twined.
Their queen once fled to the vine-clad hank
Of the Rhine's dark, rolling tide,
And deep from the cup of love she drank,
And became a young fay's bride.
Then, fleeing together on joyful wings.
They sought some happier clime,
Where winter is never — 'mid joyful springs
They mock at this land of time.
No more, then, we find one spot on earth.
Where these bright invisibles dwell ;
And never again will their nightly mirth
Resound from the heather bell.
CHILDREN

AND JUNE.

Ir we divide the year into periods, answering to the
seven ages of mortal life, March and April would be its
infancy. May and June its childhood. We are now in
this sweet season, when all young things of nature are
beautiful and seem joyous. Wayside weeds, even, lift
their humble heads to the kisses of the sun as blithely as
garden flowers laugh out in the gay parterre and blossoms
on lofty trees throw up their light towards heaven. In
sympathy with vegetable nature the animal feels the
influence of this season. The young of all kinds have
spring for their holiday; or rather the period of being
young, at whatever time of the year it comes, is spring
holiday to animals. Thus should childhood he made
the season of happiness to all of woman born. No one
circumstance in human life has so great inBuence on
moral character as the manner in which the child is regarded and treated during the seven years, from three
years old to ten.
We have in our heart a long, long dissertation on this
subject ; it must wait, as we have now only time to give
our friends glimpses of what is doing for the tcaysitie
children of Philadelphia by two of the private associations in oar benevolent city.
THE FOSTER

HOME

ASSOCIATION

OF PHILADELPHIA.

This excellent institution, founded and managed by
ladies of different Christian denominations, but all unite^l
in charity, has been in successful operation fifteen years,
and now has about ninety children under its shelter. It
is at present opened in the "Preston Retreat,'' a very
cominfldious structure, generously and freely allowed
the society by Mrs. Preston and the Trustees. This is a
great boon to the society, and enables the managers to

EDITORS'
devote their meaDs eotirely to the poor children. Very
pleasant U is to look on tho order, Dcatueits, comfort and
gentle training of the^c little ones, born to no inheritance
save perishing poverty or equalid misery and wicked examples. We there see what tho Bible dot^s for humanity.
Idolatry is always cruel to children. The IJihle only by
its holy influence on tho soul of woman, has provided
that "Foster Homo" where the little wayside weeds of
human society have found »ut>tenance and culture, and
spriiitr jny and »nmmcr hope, which has changed thorn
to aseful plants.
The girls are put by turns to all kinds of household
work ; both boys and girls aro taught to sow and knit,
mend and make thoir own clothes. All are well instructed in the common branches of English education,
while the culture of the heart, iu its atiections and principles, is the constant care of the society. Thus tho
children are fitted to become good servants and apprentices, and, when their probation is over, to become good
members of society, good citizens of the State, and good
Christians in their own homes.
The expenses for IStJO were $6471, and more than half
of this amount was paid for board of tho children by
their parents and friends, thus caving them from tho
degradation of pauperism. This is an e::celleut feature
in the plan of tho society, encouraging poor struggling
mothers and fathers, also, to the greatest efforts at labor
and economy, as by the payment of a small sum, weekly,
their children can have all tho comforts and advantages
of this POSTER
THE JEWISH

HOME.
FOSTER

HOME

SOCIETY

OP

PHILADELPHIA.

This institution, established six years ago, has now
tfairty-three children dependent ou its fostering care. It
is under the management of thirty ladies, lineal descendants of the grand old race of people who inherited the
"Promises" and preserved the " Oracles" of tho "Old
Testament," equally sacred to Hebrew and Gentile Believer.
We were deeply impressed by the tone of reverential
faith in God and tender benevolence towards children,
breathed, as it were, into the report of these ladies
showing how the true worship of the Creator draws the
aoul out in benevolence and good works. These two
Foster Homes, similar in name and In object both sastrtined and cherished by noble-minded and warm-hearted
women; do they not show how closely the religious
faith drawn from the Bible can bring together, in good
works, the Jew and the Christian ? The God of the Bible
ouly is the tViend and Saviour of little children. This
holy bond of love to the little ones, uniting the hearts
and seals of those who worship the Jehovah of both
dispensations, will it not, ultimately, prove a sweet and
lasting tie of sisterhood in faith aud charity and thus
draw all women to the feet of the Saviour?
SCRAPS

FKOM

A NOTE-BOOK.

I WILL teU you a secret: The way to make yourself
pleasing to others is to show that you care for them ;
the small, sweet courtesies in which there is no parade,
whose voice is so still to teaze, and which manifest
themselves by tender and affectionate looks, and those
little acts and offices of attention. The seed of love can
never grow but under the warm and gentle influence of
kind feelings and affectionate manners. It constitutes
the sum total of all the witchcraft of woman.
**A lover's hope," says Sir Walter Scott, "resembles
the bean in the nursery tale ; let it once take root, and

TABLE.
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It will prow 80 rapidly that in tho course of a few hours
the giant Imagination builds a castle on the top ; and
by and by comes Disappointment, and hews down both
the plant and the superstructure."
There is nothing in life like a diversity of thought to
cure a hurt. Wounds heal when we never think of them.
Beflnitions of a gentleman, alone distinguished by
moral qualities: One who restrains his passions and
subdues his solflshucss; who considers the comfort of
others before his own, and respects the personality of
all; never takes an unfair advantage ; scrupulous of his
honor, and doubly scrupulous of that of others in his
keeping. In a word, one whose manly tiaits are penenature. trated and modified by the gentleness of a woman's

Women's Ukios Mission Societt of America, etc. —
Our readers know the plan of this noble association. It
is fast gaining friends. Of tho one hundrtd coUectors required, eigfUy-five have offered. A few ladies have sent
us subscriptions ; many have given promises and good
wishes. Thanks for all — but we best like donations
that we can record.
Mrs. Richard £. Cochran, Little Hock, Ark., $1.
Miss Emma C. Dorr, Boston, Mass., $1.
Mrs. John F. James, Philadelphia, $1.
Mrs. Thos. J. Ciam, Philadelphia, $1.
Miss S. J. Hale's Boarding akd Day School for
Youxo Ladies, 1820 Rittenhouso Square, Philadelphia.
This school is designed to give a thorough and liberal
English education, to furnish tho best facilities for acquiring the French language, and the best instruction
in music and the other accomplishments. Tho moral
training and the health and physical development of
the scholars are carefully attended to.
References: Mrs. Emma Willard, Troy, X. Y. ; Henry
Vethako, LL.D., Wm. B. Stevens, D. D., Wm. H. Ashhurst, Esq., Louis A. Godey, Esq., Philadelphia; Charles
Hodge, D. D., Princeton, K. J. ; and others.
To Ora Correspondents.— The following articles are
accepted: "On a Picture" — "Worsted Work" — "The
Fairies" — "A word may waken bitter Thought" —
"Ashes from the Pipe of an Old Smoker"— "The Blue
Bird" — "Canst thou Weep for Me?" — "Genevieve" —
"Mary's Homage" — "Florence" — "Out of the Fulness
of the Heart" — "Lines, etc." — "Scraps from a NoteBook"— " Fireside Dreams" — " A Literary Star, and how
it culminated" — "A Sonnet" (the other poem, declined
for want of room, will ho returned, if a stamp is sent).
The following articles are declined ; some of these are
really worth publishing; we feel loth to refuse, but we
have no room to spare, aud tho authors would not be
willing to wait, years, perhaps, before we could insert
them: "Have faith in God"- "Sic Transit Gloria Mundi" — "Sunshine and Shade" — "Ode"— "The Rejec"My

tion"— "Merry, Merry May"— "The Hand Organ" —
Pets" — "North and South" (wo do not accept

political articles) — "A Rare Chance" — "Waiting" —
** My Early Home"—" The Brother and Sister" (would
do well for a newspaper. Will be returned, if four
stamps aro sent) — " Loog^ Time Ago" — " Many Sorrows"
— " A Wonderful Discovery " — " Time " — " Winter " —
" Sung" — "The Aurora" — Thoughts on the Times" (very
sad theme, but we cannot mend "the times") — "Blessings in Disguise" — "Society on Christian Principles"
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(this essay deserves separate publication ; it is too long
for our Book) — "Summer" — and "Little Ann." From
one poem, " Invitation to a May Walk," we select these
stanzas, all we have room for. Their author, "Marlanna," lives in a pleasant place where the June sun
Bhines: —
"Come walk with me to the banks, my love,
And we '11 list to the robin's sonij.
Eow blue are the skies ! how green is the grove I
And the river flows sparkling along !
"Do you see that grass-covered isle, my love,
Like an emerald green and bright?
It is there that these waters, parted above,
The Merrimac and Concord unite.
"The ' wedded' waters pass our 'sweet home,*
And they pass no pleasanter place,
Not a happier home, wherever they roam,
From their rise to the end of their race."
We have MSS. not examined on hand.
Notice to Authors. — All MSS. must have a name, address— town, county, and Slate — and date legibly written
on the first page, with stamps for their return, if not
accepted.
Liifirary Aspirants. — We are constantly annoyed by
young beginners sending us poetry and asking us to
remit our usual price. We may add that we do not
either pay for or return poetry. One thing more while
we are upon the subject. It is folly for writers who
have made no name to think of receiving payment for
their productions. An article may be fit to publish
without being entitled to compensa,tion. A young writer
should have a little modesty, and be thankful that he
has the opportunity of displaying his talents before some
hundreds of thou-ands of readers, without asking more
or less pay in addition. If he write with unusual
ability, he will be sought out, and his contributions
solicited, and then will be time to put a price upon the
productions of his brain. A little plain speaking at this
time, when wo scarcely open a letter offering a prose
contribution without a request to know "our terms,"
will probably prove a blessing to other publishers as
well as to ourselves.

IJcitlllj Jifpiirtnunt.
BY

JNO.

STAINBACK

WILSON,

M.D.

Medical Education of Woman— Professional Pride.
— The most formidable adversary to the recognition of
the rights and privileges of woman, as a physician, is
professional pride ; for being more laudable than avarice,
it may be made a kind of scapegoat for opposition arising
from all kinds of impure and unworthy motives. This
professional pride is more formidable, again, because it
is strengthened and intensified by a. sexual pride which
is either hereditary, or which, from long established
erroneons views as to the nature and duties of woman,
has become a second nature, and which revolts at the
idea of being placed on a level with " the weaker sex."
Professional pride is exceedingly formidable, then, because it is to some extent laudable, because it is deeprooted, closely entrenched in the strongholds of our very
nature, and doubly fortified by a mighty breastwork of
hoary errors and prejudices.
Professienal pride, within properbonnds, is commendableit; is the only realbond of union between physicians,

and as things now exist, is the greatest safeguard and
protection to the profession. But it is only commendable when it prompts to noble deeds, and restrains
from everything that is mean and derogatory to the
character of a learned and liberal profession. Thus far
it is legitimate, aud worthy of all praise. But when
this noble principle is perverted from noble ends, and
degenerates into that pitiful self-conceit and supercilious
scorn which would refuse a woman admission into the
temple of Medicine when she is proved to be worthy of
the honor, and when it is demonstrated that the welfare
of the race demands it ; it then becomes a great evil, and
a disgrace to the profession. Ashamed to acknowledge
fraternity with a woman, indeed! — Is this not supremely
ridiculous, when we recognize as brothers, half educated,
and wholly uneducated licentiates of one-man medical
boards; newspaper puffers; cross-road posters; patent
medicine venders, certifiers, and prescribers; and, in
short, men who are destitute of every intellectual, moral
and professional claim to respect! Some of us (we men
doctors) may be disposed to deny the "soft impeachment," and disown our relationship to sucli a disreputable swarm as we have mentioned. Yet we are all placed
on pretty much the same platform by the laws, and
often by public opinion. Let others indulge their false
pride, then, in excluding women from the profession ^
but as for us, give us well-educated, virtuous, honorable,
orthodox female physicians, in preference to the legion
of empirics with whom we now acknowledge fraternity.
Sleeping Rooms for Children. — The nursery room
should be large, well aired, and elevated as far as possible above tho ground floor. From this room plants aud
flowers should be excluded, as they tend to vitiate the
air.
The beds of children should be considerably elevated,
to guard against the impure air which naturally settles
near the floor. Still, if the room is kept scrupulously
clean (as it should be) and properly ventilated, impure
air will find no place within it, but will be swept away
by the free currents of air circulating through it. The
beds of children should not be put under other beds
during the day, but should be exposed to the air so that
impure secretions with which the bedding may be impregnated may be dissipated. To guard more effectually
against danger from this source, the beds and bed-clothing should be exposed as much as possible to the s^un as
well as to the air.
Curtains should never be placed around the beds of
children, and their faces should not be covered while
asleep, even with a veil. If any one has any doubts
about the interruption of a free circulation of air, even
by the thinnest veil, those doubts can soon be removed
by placing one of these coverings over the face, and in
contact with it. The warm stifling air will soon produce
a very disagreeable and even painful feeling of oppression.
Manual Exercise for Infants.— By manual exercise
we mean gentle rubbing with the hands of the mother
or nurse. For the first few weeks of their existence
infants should be allowed to indulge their natural inclination for repose to the fullest extent, and they should
be handled as little as possible. But after the first month
or two, they should be gently rubbed all over with the
hand at least once a day. The best time for this is after
the daily washing or bathing before recommended.
Passive e>xercise or friction with the hand communicates
a very pleasurable sensation which is evinced by the
movements of the child ; and those exercises promote a
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free and equal circulation of the blood, and thus contribute to tho TuU and regular dovelopmcnt of every
part of the body.
Red-Gch.— Tbi!4 is a skin disorder of early infancy ;
and, if we mistake not, it is what is commonly known
amouj; the people as " hives." It consists of little pimples of a vivid red color, appearing most commonly on
the cheeks, arms, and backs of the bauds, aud interspersed with ditfused red patches. It has some resemblauce to the eruption of measles. Kcd-gnm or "the
hives'' is geDorally connected with sour stomach and
some derangemouC of the bowels, caused by improper
and excessive feeding. In some cases, it is doubtless
the result of irritation of the skin from too groat an
amount of bed covering and clothing.
It \s a very common opiuiou that hives is caused, or
greatly aggravated by cold, and hence children are often
smothered up in a close room, and most unmercifully
drugged, with the intention of driving out the hives, and
to guard against imaginary dangers. Instead of close confi nement aud stimulatiug teas, a child with hives should
have free air, avoiding cold currents directly on the
body, however; and a warm bath should be used once
or twice a day. An occasional dose of chalk or magnesia
may bo proper in some cases; but generally, bathing,
pure air, and the right kind and quantity of food, will
be satlicieat without any drugging and dosing.
Tootu-Rash.— This is connected with the irritation of
teething — bears a very close resemblance to tho disorder
above, and is to be treated in the same way. After bathing, the irritation of the skin will be allayed by dusting
with tlonr or starch. The gums, if swollen, should be
lanced.
SoREa BEHIND THE Ear3. — This is another eruption
which seems to be connected with teething. 'While no
attempt should be made to dry up the sores by the use
of ointments, salves, Jfcc, they should not be neglected.
They should be carefully washed every day with warm
water, or milk and water ; and then anointed with a little
sweet oil or glycerine. A plaster made of glycerine
and powdered chalk, mixed to a proper consistence, is
very good. Those sores are often matle much worse by
applying all kinds of stimulants, and by keeping tho
head too warm. Caps have much to do with these disorders, and should never bo worn in any case. All
attempts to dry nji eruptions about the head should be
studiously avoided, as convulsions, and the mo^tt serious
affections of the brain have resulted from such iU -ad vised
efforts.
COLCUBUS, Go.

fitcrarg Botins.
Books by Mail. — Now that the postage on printed
matter is so low, wo offer our services to procure for
our subscribers or others any of tho books that we notice.
Information touching books will be cheerfully given by
inclosing a stamp to pay return postage.
When ordering a book, please mention the name of the
publisher.
From T. B. PrTERaox & Bbothebs, Philadelphia; —
THE CROSSED PATH; or, Basil: A Story of Jfodem
Life. By Witkie Collins, author of "The Woman in
White," "Dead Secret," "After Dark," "Queen of
Hearts," etc. When Wilkie Collins wrote "The Woman
in While," he achieved for himself a reputation, to the
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brightness of which it wonld be difficult to add new
lustre. The volume before ns, though wo cannot consider
St as surpassing all bis former efforts, is yet worthy of
the pen from which it emanates. Ho has been most successful in his attempt to illnstrato the characteristic
pride of the English aristocracy in birth and blood ; and,
taking this inherent pride for the woof of his romance,
be has woven a most intricate web of mirifortune and
tragedy.

Price, paper, $1 00; cloth, $1 25.

FromHARPCK& Brothers, Xow York, through PeterBON ii Brothers, Philadelphia: —
THE UISTOKY OF ENGLAND /rom /A« Acc^ssUm, q/
Jaiiits II. By Lord Macaulay. Vol. V. Edited by hie
Sister, Lady Trevelyau. With a complete iuJi-x to the
entire work. This volume of the " History of England"
is given to tho world just as it was left by its celebrated
author, " no connecting link has been added," says the
preface, " no reference verified ; no authority sought for
or obtained." The period of time embraced in this volume of the history is from 1697 to 1702, including the
death of King William III. Price 25 cents, -10 cents,
$1 THE
50. ORDEAL OF FREE LABOR IN THE BRITISH
WEST INDIES. By Wm. G. Sewell. Mr. SewcU takes
in turn the Windward Islands, Trinidad, the Leeward
Islands, and Jamaica, and gives his impressions of their
social and commercial condition. His work embraces
many important facts and statistics in regard to free and
slave labor, exports and imports, and tho general and
comparative prosperity of the islands. As far as we are
capable of judging, he appears fair in his statements,
and attempts no comparison between these islands and
the United States. His readers can draw their own conclusions in any manner they see fit. Price $1 0<>.
TRUSrPS: A Suvel. By Geo. Wm. Curtis, author of
"Nile Notes of a Howadji," "The Potiphar Papers,"
" Prue and I," etc. Splendidly illustrated by Augustus
Hoppin. Novel readers have here something really
worth reading to occupy their time, and, if they choose,
their thoughts also; for thero is more than one moral
that may be deducted from its pages. It is a story of
American life, which if it were not quite so true might
bo called a satire. It holds up to view the money-worshipping aristocracy of our country, and deals unsparingly with their foibles and vices. Politicians, too,
those never-wearied "servants of tho people," are not
forgotten, but occupy a prominent position in the story.
It is a book that everybody will read and enjoy ; everybody laugh over, and many, who stop to reflect, sigh
over also. We ought not to omit mention of the superiority ofthe illustrations which so profusely ornament
this volume, over those usually found in books of ite
class. They are lifelike and full of character. Price
$1 oO.
PUBLI VERGILI

MARONIS

OPERA.

Ex Recensione

J. Coniogton, A. M. Lingua et Litterarum Latinarum
apud Oxonienses Professoris.
Price 40 cents.
THUCTDIDES. Recensnit Joannes Gulielmas Donald.son, S. T. P., Coll. ss. Trin. apud Cantabr. Quondam
Socius.
la two volumes.
Price 40 cents.
All those who are availing themselves of the excellent
opportunity offered them by the Messrs. Harper to obtain a classical library, will be pleased to learn of tho
publication of these works.
From Charles Sceibxer, New York, through J. B.
LiPPixcOTT & Co., Philadelphia: —
THE
POETICAL
WORKS
OF
SAMUEL
WOOD-
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WORTH. Edited by his son. These poems are contaiued in two volumes, elegantly bound in blue and
gold. There are many, who have heretofore seen only an
occasional poem by the author of "The Old Oaken
Bucket," that will gladly add to their poetic treasures
theae books containing his complete works.
From CROSBr, Nichols, Les, & Co., Boston, through
G. G. Evans, Philadelphia:—
THE HISTORY OF ENGLAND, frma the Accession of
James 11. By Lord Macaulay. Vol. V. Edited by his
sister, Lady Trevelyan. This volumej the same as the
one we have already noticed as published by Harper &
Brother, of New York, contains, besides what is found
iu the latter's publication, additional notes to volumes
I., II., III., and IV., a Sketch of Lord Macaulay's Life
and Writings, by S. Austin Allibone, and a fac-simile of
Lord Macaulay's memoranda
Price 40 cents.

for his History of England.

From TiCKKOR & Fields, Boston, through S. Hazard,
Jr., Philadelphia: —
THE LIFE AND CAREER OF MAJOR JOHN ANDRE,
Adjutant- Geiiei-al of tJie British Army in America. By
Winthrop Sargent. Everything that pertains to the
history of any of the leading characters in the American
Revolution, whether tory or rebel, will find thousands
of interested readers, for the facts and incidents of their
separated lives, united, form the narrative of the primary event of our national history. The author of this
volume has made extensive research for every fact and
tradition that has a bearing upon the life of his hero,
and has thus discovered and, by giving it a place in his
work, preserved from loss much curious matter concerning the times in which Andr6 lived. The hook
contains a fine steel engraving of Major Andrd, copied
from a miniature by himself.
Price $1 50.
TWELVE SERMONS, Delivered at Antioch College. By
Horace Mann. These sermons, which will find numerous readers among the admirers of the late President
of Antioch College, the Hon. Horace Mann, are on the
following subjects: God's Being, the Foundation of Human Duty; God's Character, the Law of Human Duty;
God's Law, the Principle of Spiritual Liberty ; Sia, the
Transgression of the Law ; Testimony against Evil, a
Duty; The Prodigal Son; The Prodigal Son; Temptation; Retribution; The Kingdom of Heaven; Immortality; Miracles. Price $1 00.
THE SABLE CLOUD : A Southern Tale, icith Northern
comments. By the author of "A South-side View of
Slavery." The title of this book sufBciently indicates
its subject and the view which it takes of this subject.
It is argumentative in style and ably written. We do
not feel called upon to pass sentence either for or against
it, but leave each reader to judge for him or herself of
its merits.
Price 75 cents.

Who is your fader, my prettie maide?
lly fader 's the miller, sir, she saide.
Will you marrie me, my prettie maide'
You offer me freelie, kinde sir, she saide.
What is your fortune, my prettie maide?
My face is my fortune, sir, she saide.
Then I can't marry yon, my pretty maide.
Kobodie axed you, sir, she saide.
"NOBODY

ASKED

YOU, SIR!"

Where are you going, my pretty maid?
I 'm going a milking, sir, she said.
Who i.s your father, my pretty maid ?
My father 's the miller, sir, she said.
Will you marry me, my pretty maid?
You olfer me freely, kind sir, she said.
What is your fortune, my pretty maid?
My face is my fortune, sir, she said.
Then I can't marry you, my prettie maid I
Nobody asked you, sir I she said.
We have heard these lines very prettily Bung, and
with great archness, to a very simple air. We make no
comments upon the engraving of the plate, as that speaks
for itself.
Well, we don't like to say anything more about our
large fashion-plates, but if the one in this number is not
pronounced prettier than any that have preceded it we
shall lose all confidence in oar own judgment. Thousands of commendatory notices from the press and fi'om
letters praise our fashions. Five figures against two of
any other magazine
"Scent Case for Note Paper" will be found a very useful article for ladies.
More Impostors. — A person writes from Buffalo, but
does not say what State, that he paid Andrew Mulvany
for the Lady's Book, and received the January and
February numbers. We think he was fortunate in getting those two numbers. We never heard of Jlr, Mulvany, and for the hundredth time repeat that we have
no travelling agents. The writer does not say what he
paid for the Book, but we will undertake to say that it
was offered for less than what we charge. That is the
way — it is the low price that induces persons to be
duped.
Still another!

A letter from Maine states that the

writer paid $2 {that 's it, the low price) to a female, who
was giving premiums even at that price. The writer
received a breastpin which he supposes is worth about
twenty-five cents. We
value on it.

think he puts rather a high

The Germantmim Telegraph was established thirtytwo years ago, In the month of March. In the succeeding July of the same year, the Lady's Book made its bow
to the public. Miijor Freas has been the sole editor and

iobty's Jnn-CIjuir.
The exquisitely engraved steel plate in this number
is in illustration of the old ballad, " Nobody axed you,
sir!" she said. We give it in the old English and in
m«dern words.
"NOBODIE AXED YOU, SIR!"
Where are you goinge, my prettie maidef
I 'm goinge a milkinge, sir, she saide.

publisher all that time, and the Lady's Book during- its
career has had but one conductor; no chopping and
changing in either of these publications. The Telegraph
has always been a first-class paper, eagerly sought after
for its agricultural intelligence, and most reliable for
the same. Bold and independent, truckling to no man
and no party, Major Freas is the personification of the
fearless, independent, good-hearted, able, and, we can
add, hospitable editor. Long life to him and continued
prosperity.
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Wb have ivceiTed orders for the Book, and in eonBiderable quautities, from Buouos Ayros and Bermuda,
and we give a copy of a letter receiTed from Rio de
Janeiro ; —
Brazil, Sasta Catharixa, Xov. 17, 1960.
L. A. GoDET : PcAR Sir — Having had the pU^asare of
reading one number of your Lady's Book, which, in my
hamble opinion, is unqaestiouably the best work of the
kind now published, I have resolved to become a subscriber, for which purpose I beg you to inform me, when
convenient, not only how much the subscription will
be, including postages, but also whether you have any
corre^poudtMit in Rio do Janeiro to whom the amount of
said sub^-cription can bo paid. I desire also to know
which u the most conveni<.'nt way to forward the said
w«>rk, whothor by the English packet via Southampton,
or direct from you to the care of some house here.
Your most obedient servant,

*

#

»_

A Mothrr's Love.— Children, look in those eyes ; listen
to that dear voice; notice the feeling of even a single
touch that is bestowed upon you by that gentle band!
Make much of It while yet you havo that most precious
of all good gifts— a loving mother. Read the unfathomable love of those eyes, the kind anxiety of that tone
and look, however slight your pain. In after-life you
may have friends — fond, dear, kind friends — but never
will you have again the inexpressible love and gentleness lavished upon yon, which none but a mother
bestows. Often do I sigh, in my struggles with the
hard, uncaring world, for the sweat, deep security I felt
when of an evening, nestling to her bosom, I listened to
some quiet tale, suitable to my age, read in her tender
and untiring voice. Never can I forget her sweet glances,
cast upon me when I appeared to sleep ; never her kiss
of peace at night! Years have passed away since we
laid her beside my father in the old churchyard; yet
siill her voice whispers from the grave, an-l her eye
watches over me as I visit spots long since hallowed to
tho memory

of my mother. — MacauUiy.

That is what we have always said :—
"Thoreis no lady's magazine published that equals
Godey's, and those who have Godey's need no other. It
is the ladien;* magazine.''
Tho Sunbury American agrees with us exactly.
Tbe following we copied from a churchyard in tliiB
3taie:—
The Mo
BJOry-oF-J
ORGEW
Ashin
gtond
Avia
The Memory

Praise from Ca.vada: —
Godey's fa^^hion-plates no other magazine can come
near, for in that particular branch it has never bad an
eqnal ; in truth, It is the first of magazines, and need
fear no competition. The Lady's Book is unquestionably the favorite.— Spec^rt/or, Hamilton, Canada.
What shall we say of Godey ? save to reiterate what
we havo already said, that, us a reliable ladies' magazine, Godey's Ludy's Book is far ahead of anything that
has ever been attempted either in England or iiuy other
country. Why, we have no doubt that every lady who
takes Godey would conscientiously declare the two pag«
fashion-plates alone to be worth far more than tho whote
cost of the Book! What lady, then, would bo without
it?— iferoW, Ingersoll, Canada.
How TO Treat a Wife.— First, get a wife ; secondly,
be patient. You may havo great trials and perplexities
in your business with the world, but do not carry to
your home a clouded or contracted brow. Your wito
may have many trials, which, though of less magnitude, may have been as hard to bear. A kind, conciliating word, a tender look, will do wonders in chasing
from her brow all clouds of gloom. You encounter your
ditBcullies in tho open air, fanned by heaven's cool
breezes ; but your wife is often shut iu from these healthful influences, and her health fails, and her spirits lose
their elasticity. But O bear with her; she has trials
and sorrows to which you are a stranger, but which
your tenderness can deprive of all their anguish. Notice kindly her little attentions and efforts to promote
your comfort. Do not take them all as a matter of
course, and pass them by, at the same time being very
sure to observe any omission of what you may consider
due to you. Do not treat her with indifference if yon
would not sear and palsy her heart, which, watered by
kindness, would, tothelatestday of your existence, throb
with sincere and constant affection. Sometimes yield
your wishes to hers. She has preferences as strong as
you, and it may be just as trying to yield her choice as to
you. Do you find it hard to yield sometimes? Think you
it is not diflScuU for her to give up always ? If you never
yield to her wishes, there is danger that she will think
you are selfish and care only for yourself, and with such
feelings she cannot love as she might. Again, show
yourself manly, so that your wife can look np at you
and feel that yon will act nobly and that she can con&de
in your j udgment.
What
the favor
excellent
exercise,
We have

commends Godey's Lady's Book, however, to
of medical men and their families is the very
papers on health, nursing, diet, children, air,
etc. etc., from the pen of Dr. Wilson, of Georgia.
heretofore noticed this feature of Godey, and

repeat it with commendation. — Lajuxi atid Observer^
Cincinnati, 0.

of George Washington Davis.

Sexsibi.b Advicb:—
"Get a number of Godey's Lady's Book and look at
it. Don'i borrow it, but go, like a person of prudence
and good judgment, and subscribe for it at once."
This sensible piece of advice Is given by the J<mrnal
ant/ iSfo/e^nuin of Wilmington, Delaware.
All letters relating to the Musical Department must
be addressed to the editor thereof, J. Starr HoUoway,
Philadelphia.

"DocoLASS.

7Z?."— "Dear me!" said Mrs. Snooksby,

as she was reading the Congressional news, "it was
just so all last year. It is a wonder he don't die. He
seems to be sick all the time."
Mrs. Snooksby did not seem to know that the 111. was
Illinois.
BLASPHEMors Babt Stories.— Is it not time these
manufactured sayings that purport to como from tbe
months of children should be stopped ? They are simply
blasphemous.
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Music in the City. — There is a decidedly pleasant flutter in the musical world of this music-loving city, telling
of a more brilliant finale to the season than we looked
forward to in the musical column a month or two ago.
What with opera, and soiree, and concert, we are almost
OYercome! The former is dawning in unexpected brilliancy at the Academy, the principal force comprising
Colson, Briguoli, Susini, Stigelli, and others of the Associated Artists. Halevy's La Juive, Flotow's Martha,
and Verdi's Un Ballo in Maschera are among the operas.
The last is a new work. Overpraised in New York and
Boston, we shall be surprised if it pass the severer ordeal
of Philadelphia criticism.
After the usual concerts, soirees, and matinees, the
chief feature of the past two months has been a sort of
imitation of the monster JuUien Concerts of a few years
back, christened by the name of the People's Concerts,
and brought out at the old place, Concert Hall. Herr
Eugelke, who was soics clipf d^orch^Mre under JuUien,
was the musical director, and the orchesti-a, forty performers, comprised the best talent in the city. Though
tried as an experiment, these concerts will doubtless
become a fixed institution. Such is the intention ; and,
as the artists are all resident here, and have their hearts
in their work, with crowded audiences to fill up the
exchequer, we have no doubt of the result. The overture to Zampa and the Trovatore selections at the first
concert, Engelke's solo on the violoncello at the second,
and the exquisite Notturno from the Midsummer Night's
Bream at the third were admirably rendered, though
the want of proper rehearsal in some other pieces was
painfully apparent.
*.
New Sheet Music— In the list of Mr. J. H. Hidley,
Albany, N. Y. : Galop di Bravura, by Bassford, 25 cents,
and Governor Morgan's Re-Election Quickstep, by Underner, 30 cents, both easy and effective compositions.
Also the following songs and ballads: Lucy's Flittin',
beautiful Scottish ballad, by the author of Jessie, the
Flower o' Dunblane, 25 cents; Shake Hands and be
Friends, by George Washburne Morgan, 30 cents; One
Story's Good till Another's Told, same composer, 25
cents; The Harpist's Death, a touching song, 25 cents ;
The Miller's Daughter, poetry by Tennyson, 30 cents;
and Separation, song, by And. Boyd, 25 cents.
Messrs. Russell & Tolman's new list includes the elegant songs and ballads of B. Augusto, highly praised in
the Mimccd World: Sweet Bride of Sleep, with handsome
lithographic title, 35 cents ; My Song Shall be of Thee, 25
cents; Far, Far Away, 25 cents; It Was the Early Winter, 25 cents ; None Shall Breathe a Sigh for Me, 25 cents ;
The Quiet Eye, 25 cents ; and Bless'd Land of Love and
Liberty, 25 cents. We cheerfully indorse the commendation of these songs. Also, Thoughts of Thee, by H. P.
Danks, 25 cents ; Cottage Behind the Hill, same composer,
25 cents ; A Home in the Hills for Me, quartette, 25 cents ;
Ella May, song and chorus, by Charles Hess, 25 cents;
Where shall I Find Thee? sung by Madame Fabri, 35
cents; I am Contented, by Flotow, 25 cents; and I'm
but the Withering Flower, serenade, by Conant, 30
cents. Also for piano, without words: Her Bright
Smile Haunts me Still, by Brinley Richards, 35 cents;
Annie o' the Banks o' Dee, same composer, 35 cents;
Prayer in the Chapel, Neustadt, 30 cents ; Nocturno, by
C. Galos, 25 cents ; and Mountain Echoes, by F. Spindler,
80 cents.
These pieces are well worthy the attention of our
friends.
We can send any of them on receipt of price.

Music orders and musical communications to be sent to
Philadelphia, addressed to
J. Starr Holloway.

Plant Sympathy and Antipathy.— Our readers may
take the following, by a correspondent of the American
Farmer, for what it is worth ; we do not vouch for it;—
Sympathy.
The vine likes the nearness of cherry trees and elms.
A white vine planted immediately beside a blue gets
blue grapes.
Chestnut trees among mulberry trees get twice as
lai'ge fruit.
Lemon, orange, myrtle, cypress, and laurel trees grow
and succeed best among one another.
The asparagus increases much better near the hedeoma pulegioides, which gives the pennyroyal.
Will you reinforce the smell of the roses?— plant
some garlic or onion among them.
If you plant some roses and white lilies together ia
one bed, both get much more sweet scent.
If you have a valuable flower, which commences to
fade by an accident, put nest to it a chamomile, with its
roots in the same pot, and you will see revive the fading
flower from day to day.
Will you produce extraordinarily big turnips, beetroots, carrots, or red beets? — excavate a few of these,
put the seed into the hole, and, after a few days, sow it.
Will you attain a considerable fertility of the vines?
— strew some powdered tartar, mixed with a little ox
blood, among their roots, and you attain an incredible
success.
Antipathy.
The walnut tree is hostile and noxious to every other
fruit tree in its near neighborhood.
Enemies against one another are the olive and the oak,
the vine and the laurel tree.
Cucumbers planted among olive trees perish.
An oak tree beside a walnut tree dries up.
Colocynths are noxious to every herb or flower in
the same bottom.
Hemlock beside a vine dries up.
Rose and orange water loses its sweet scent during the
time of blowing of those plants. (?)
The vine becomes unquiet, and ferments in the casks
while the vine blooms.
True.— "Nearly all the ladies of our town have discarded every other, and alone take Godey, declaring one
number of it to be worth a year's issue of all the others."
The Princeton Bidletin confirms our own opinion.
The publishers of " Art Recreations" (that valuable
guide to all the beautiful arts and fancy works ladies
delight in) supply all materials for wax work, and, in
fact, for all the various arts taught in the book. For
information, etc., address Messrs. J. E. Tilton k Co.,
Publishers, Boston.
A city officer in Scotland was celebrated for his
cunning and wit. His mother having died in Edinburgh, he hired a hearse and carried her to the family
burying-placein the Highlands. He returned, it is said,
with the hearse full of smuggled whiskey, and being
teased about it by a friend, he said — " Wou, man, there "a
nae harm done. I only took awa the body and brought
back the speerit."
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Ths March op Medical Sciescb !— When an article is
required, either in housekeeping or trade, persons with
\nj pretension to prudence apply to the individual who
best undemtande its manufacture and the various n^es to
which it is to be applied ; and if this be so &s regards
the ordinary matters with which we have to do, how
much more necessary is it that in the derangements
which perpetually occur in the wear and tear of life to
the bodily frame, we should have recourse to the man
of science, who has madeonr "wonderful construction"
the subject of his study and the pursuit of his life ! But
tboasands act otherwise, and while moving on witb
tolerable philosophy in other things, taking every precaatton as regards their business affairs, yet in the matter of life and health throw themselves unreservedly
Into the hands of the quack. But some amount of discrimination isrequired to judge of what is orthodox
and what is quackery — the latter may possibly lie concealed even uuder a diploma ; nor does a regular education always answer all the conditions. The man in
whose hands one should fearlessly intrust one's life
should be a man of intellect, enthnsiastically devoted to
his profession, and following it from a conviction that
to promote the comfort or to assuage the sufferings of
bis fellow-creatures is the noblest and most exalted
employment to which to dedicate his time and his science.
Amongst medical men, as amongst other classes, there
are of course now and then exceptions to be met with ;
and the following anecdote, translated from the French,
i« abundantly amusing, as affording an instance of that
simulated profundity which too freqnently passes current
with the nnthinking and unreflecting, but which, of
conr-e, serves the temporary purpose of the knave and
the quack.
We really think it a smart joke: —
It appears that a gentleman, a short time since, made
a journey, by railroad or steamboat, we do not recollect
exactly by which of these modes of travelling ; at all
events it is of little importance to the matter wiih which
we have to occupy ourselves, as you will soon perceive. However, it occurred that at the moment of
starting the boiler exploded, and the poor fellow was
transfixed by a thin rod oi iron belonging to some portion of the machinery, and which was about seven feet
long. The iron penetrated his abdomen a little above
the navel, and came out at an opposite point through
the back in such a manner that three feet protruded in
front and about the same length behind. He was with
difficulty conveyed home, and his position was considered
one which required the Immediate aid of science. A
doctor was therefore called in, who first began by feeling
the patient's pulse ; and, by way of gaining time, the
scientific luminary wished to do two things together,
and therefore asked his poor patient where he suffered.
"In my stomach, sir."
"Ah, very good," says the doctor. "How has this
happened to you?"
The exhausted patient then relates, as well as he is
able, the circumstances of the explosion. This account
finished, the doctor thinks it bis duty to follow ap his
questions.
"Are your family subject to this kind of accident,
air?"
"No," answers the patient, "for all I know, they are
not- Both my father and mother are very old, and they
have never been so unfortunate. My brother and sisters
also enjoy the best of health, hardly ever having known
a day's illness, and I can also say the same for my uncles
and aunts."
VOL. LXII. — 48
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"Very well, sir," answers the doctor. "It was of
the first importance to gain that information for tbe
purpose of forming a prognostic."
And now the doctor, in order to prove to his patient
that be completely understands tbe complicated nature
of his complaint, thus continues: —
" You must find it very difficolt to lie upon your
"O yes, sir, I find it impossible," is the answer, ac-i
back ?"
companied
with a deep groan of anguish.
" I apprehend you must experience the same amount
of difficulty to lie upon your stomach ?"
*' Indeed, sir, I have exactly the same difficulty with
regard to that position."
"Scientifically speaking, it ought to be much easier
for you to lie upon your side."
"Oh, indeed, sir, it is just so ; that is the only position
that I can bear.''
" Very well, sir, this information is quite gxi^cient/nr
me: it now only remains to decide upon the mode of
treatment. In this case the indications are very precise,
indeed — very ! We have lo select between these two
things — we can either leave this rod of Iron, which I
am aware must feel painful and inconvenient, just
where it is, or, if possible, pull it out. Now I beg of
you to make up your mind for the one or the other, and
I will call and see you in the morning."
The editor of the Spirit of the Age, at Woodstock, afler
very kindly praising the Book, says: "We are not
blessed with a better half." Then, why, may we ask,
are you not ?
Secret of Compokt. — Though sometimes small evils,
like invisible insects, inflict pain, and a single hair may
slop a vast machine, yet the chief secret of comfort lies in
not suffering trifles to vex one, and in prudently cultivating an undergrowth of small pleasures, since very few
great ones, alas ! are let on long leases.
MrsK IS Rail-Road Cars asd CHrncHES. — We contend that no woman should be allowed lo enter a car or
church who is covered with this vile perfume. It is
sickening to many, and to many ladies it causes the
headache. In places where there is little ventilation, the
smell is very offensive and heavy. The general supposition is, that those who use it have snme very powerful
motive for doing so — something upon the counter-irritation principle. The same reason that accompanies gout,
a person having that does not heed a lesser pain. We
do not like to be more explicit.

Seceet or Xo Secret. — G. P, R. James, Esq., in his
late historical novel, entitled "The Cavalier," page 145,
says: " Like words inscribed in that sympathetic ink of
which we read, it can only be deciphered by those who
have the secret," etc. Now I have the secret, and I will
send to any person, at any place, full instructions how
to write a secret or invvtihU letter, which no one is able
to read or decipher except the writer and his correspondent; and also how to render said letter visifAe at
will. Inclose fifteen cents in post-stamps to W. S. GapfXET, Box 100, Washin^on, Daviess County, Indiana.
A POET asked a gentleman what he thought of his last
production, "An Ode to Sleep." The latter replied:
"You have done so much justice to tbe subject that it is
not possible to read it without feeling its whole weight."
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Description of Dresses Worn at the Late Drawingroom Receptiok of Heb Majesty Qheen Victoria: —
Mrs. Henry Willis.— Rich, vert de pomme moire
train, lined with white satin, trimmings of fine Brussels
point lace, ond^, surmounted by wreaths of thulle and
satin ribbon, corsage h drap6 with same fine lace ; petticoat of rich satin blanc thulle buuillon, en tablier, with
wreaths of fern loaves and bouquets of lilac and white
azeleas. Headdress, azeleas in lilac and wliite, feathers,
and fine Brussels lace lappets ; a tiara of diamonds.
Mrs. Kekewich. — Train of rich white watered silk,
lined with glac^, and trimmed with Honiton lace and
bows of violet velvet ribbon ; skirt of violet and white
watered silk, trimmed with thulle and ribbon. Headdress, feathers, and Honiton lace lappets; ornaments,
diamonds.
Mrs. S. R. Kreeft. — Train of rich white broch^ moire
antique, ornamented with band of rose du roi velvet,
bordered on each side with a fine gold band corsage to
correspond, witli deep gold blond fall and sabots ; dress
of thulle illusion, with spotted gold veil, looped up at
the side with gold cables and rosettes of rose du roi velyet. Headdress, plume, gold cables, and veil; ornaments, gold and diamonds.
Mrs. Wilmer Wiljier. — Costume de cour composed
of a train of gray velvet, lined with silk, and trimmed
with guipure and silver lace; corsage to correspond;
skirts of white glac4, with guipure lace flounces and hilver trimmings. Coiffure of ostrich feathers, veil, and
diamonds.
Mrs. Richard Trench.— Train of gray moire antique,
lined with glac6 and trimmed with old point lace ; petticoat of glac6, with flounces of lace over thulle, ornamented with satin ribbon. Headdress, feathers and lappets.
Mrs. Hodson.— Train of black moire antique, lined
with glac6 and trimmed with velvet ; skirt of black
glac6, trimmed with thulle and velvet. Headdress, feathers and thulle veil.
Mrs. Henrt Saxdford. — Train and corsage of rich
white moire antique, ornamented with plaitings of the
same; dress of rich white poult de sole, with tunic of
fine Brussels point lace and garniture of pink ribbon and
marguerites. Headdress, plume, lappets, fine flowers,
&c. ; ornaments, diamonds.
Mrs. L. Powys. — Train of rich pink moire antique,
trimmed with Honiton lace, festooned over plaitings of
crape, and trimmed with white azeleas. Headdress, feathers, lappets, and flowers ; ornaments, diamonds.
Mrs. S. Christy wore a train of rich petunia poult de
Boie, with garniture of fine Honiton lace, and ruches of
petunia and white silks ; corsage to correspond ; dress
of white thulle illusion, with narrow flounces and tunic
of fine Honiton lace. Headdress, plume, lappets, and
flowers; ornaments, diamonds.
Miss Victoria RrssELL.^Train and bodice of rich
white poult de soie, richly trimmed with blue taffetas
and silver braid, ornamented with bows of silver ; petticoat composed of alternate flounces of blue and white
thulle over white glace ; corsage drapfe. Coiffure, plumes,
lappets, and silver flowers.
Miss Thynne.— Train of rich white glac6, trimmed
with thnlle, blond lace, and ruches of Solferino glaca
silk ; petticoat of white thulle, over silk, trimmed with
ruches and bouquets of red and white camelias. Headdress, feathers and camelias : thulle veil.
Can a man
burned ?

take" fire iu his bosom aud yet not get

AND

MAGAZINK.

We give a postscript to a letter we recently received.
It is a hard case.
St. Louis, Mo.
P. S. I am boarding with several other ladies, and I
am bothered nearly to death, because they all borrow
my Lady's Book, and do it before 1 can get the leaves
cut. Now I do not like to refuse to lend, but I do like to
have the reading of my books while they are fiesh and
new. What shall I do? Would you, if you were me, take
two copies and give them one aud keep the other, or,
would you refuse to lend them your copy and say to them
that they can buy them at Gray & Crawford's, Fourth
Street?
Yours, truly,
* * *
Uudoubtedly tell them to go to Gray & Crawford's —
and very nice people are G. & C.
Summer Sours. — Physiological research has fully established the fact that acids promote the separation of
the bile from the blood, which is then passed from the
system, thus preventing fevers, the prevailing diseases
of summer. All fevers are "bilious ;" that is, the bile
is in the blood. Whatever is antagonistic to fever is
"cooling." It is a common sayiug that fruits are "cooling," and also berries of every description ; it is because
the acidity which they contain aids in separating the
bile from the blood ; that is, aids in purifying the blood.
Hence the great yearning for greens and lettuce, and
salads in the early spring, these being eaten with vinegar ;hence also the taste for something sour, for lemonades, on an attack of fever. But, this being the case, it
is easy to see that we nullify the good effects of fruits
and berries in proportion as we eat them with sugar or
even sweet milk or cream. If we eat them in their
natural state, fresh, ripe, perfect, it is almost impossible
to eat too many, to eat enough to hurt us, especially if
we eat them alone, not taking any liquid witli them
whatever. Hence, also, is buttermilk or even common
sour milk promotive of health in summer time. Sweet
milk tends to biliousness in sedentary people, sour milk
is antagonistic. The Greeks and Turks are passionately
fond of sour milk. The shepherds use rennet, and the
milk dealers alum to make it sour the sooner. Buttermilk acts like watermelons on the system.— Halls Journal of Health.
"GoDEY always has one or more steel plates which
are very attractive in a scrap book after the magazine is
But, out."
friend Democrat of Freehold, the magazine should
worn
not be allowed to "wear out." It ought to he bound.
It will be as valuable as a book of reference twenty years
hence as it is now.
Cider. — "That, sir, is the spirit of the press," said
Mrs. Bigelow, as she handed a glass of cider to her
neighbor, Mrs. Brown.
A Word

to the Oter Sensitive. — A. strikes me with

a sword and inflicts a wound. Suppose, instead of binding up the wound, I am showing it to everybody ; and
after it has been bound up, I am taking off the bandage
continually, and examining the depth of the wound,
and making it fester till my limb becomes greatly inflamed, and my general system is materially affected —
is there a person who would not call me a fool? Kow
such a fool is he who, by dwelling upon little injuries
and insults, or provocations, causes them to agitate or
iuflarae the mind. How much better were it to put a
bandage over the wound, and never look at it agaiu.
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OsE eveninija siranijerdrove post into a Gorman city,
and desired fresh bora's, to proceed immediately. The
horses were put to, unii a tall, stroug rdlow mounted as
postillion, and awuy they went. The road led itiom
through a solit;Lry wood of uutuy miles in extoai, and
night came on, so that it was i>itcb duilc. The horaejt, at»
if iudueucod by a peculiar uneasiness, went with great
speed, so that the wheels seemed to fly. Suddenly,
however, all was brought to a etaiid-still ; threo robbers
assailed the carriage, and demanded from the truvoUer
his money and treasure, advising him to give up all
freely, or it would be taken from him at the cost of his
life. He was not a man disposed to obey such a command readily, and called to the postillion for help. But
the postillion took no notice, nay, even smoked his pipe
with perfect composure, as if it were an aflUir that did
not concern him in the least. What was the traveller
to do? He alighted, and was compelled to look on
whilst the robbers pillaged all he had, and prepared to
carry off his money and his money's worth.
At length, when the work of spoliation appeared to
be about completed, he said to the robbers: "Permit mo
to make one request ; oblige me by one little service, for
which I am willing to pay you. I have still in my
carriage a concealed box containing a considerable sum
of money; you shall have this, on condition lliat you
unseat the postillion, and give him a sound thrashing."
The robbers did not need twice bidding for such serTice. They dragged the postillion from his saddle, and
laid upon him lustily. By this time and by these means
a little life was put into him ; he turned upon his assailants, and dealt around him such blows that their
hearts trembled within them, and first one and then
another lay senseless on the ground, like flies in autumn.
When the stranger saw this, he took cuurage, and, with
the help of some other people who came up, the money
and valuables were restored to the carriage, and the
robbers bound and conveyed back to the city. In the
mean time, the gentleman said to the postillion: —
"Tell me, in the name of common sense, why you
have behaved so strangely ? why you allowed me to be
plundered, and my life threatened, and never moved a
finger to help me, nay, even let yourself be attacked
before you defended the riL,'ht .'"
"I always want warming up," replied the postillion.
*' As soon as my blood gets warm, I 'm a match for any
three of them!"
Many people look on perfectly nnmoved when a neighbor is in difBculty ; buc let the trouble come to themselves, and they have strength enough for any three.
How easy it would be to help our neighbors, if we had
only the will for it, and did not need, like the postillion,
to be warmed up first !
Will the Ihnda Democrat present onr compliments to
Angelina, and reqnest her to retarn to her allegiance, as
there Is a mortgage upon us.
Kero3ese. — We continue to hear that this oil is dangerous. Kerosene is not dangerous, if pure ; but how is
the purchaser to know that? Those who sell it will
adulterate it with explosive material.
GoDGT*B PBEMirjr Plates.—" Godey offering
ums!*' we think we hear our subscribers say.
swer, yes. In every number our double fashion
worth more than any of the so-called premiums
by any magazine.

premiWe anplate is
offered

ABM-CHAIR.
Hair Ornamests. — Ladies wishing hair made Into
bracelets, pins (which are very beautiful), necklaces, or
ear-rings, can be accommodated by our Fashion Editor. A
very largo numl>er of orders have recently been filled, and
the uitides have Kiven great satisfaction.

We give the prices at which we will send these beautiful ariicleii: —
Breastpins, from $4 to $12.
Ear-rings, from $4 .'iO to $10.
Bracelets, from §3 to ^1,'i.
Rings, from $1 50 to $3.
Necklaces, from $6 to $15.
Fub-chains, from $U to $12.
The Charms of Faith, Hope, and Charity, $i Sa
Hair Studs from §.5 50 to $11 the set.
Sleeve Buttons from $6 50 to $11 the set.
Hair is at once the most delicate and
terials, and survives us like hive. It is
so ei»caping from the idea of death, that,
belonging to a child or friend, we may

lasting of oar maso light, so gentle,
with a lock of hair
almost look up to

heaven and compare notes with the angelic nature — may
almust say : " I have a piece of thee here, not unworthy of
thy being now."
Tn.\T 15 IT— THAT IS TOE Truth !— Hear the Miltonian,
of Milton:—
" Were each of its readers a subscriber, it would keep
all the paper manufactories and printing presses in the
Union in a perpetual hurry for the demand of this popular monthly."
The only trouble about It is, we should get rich too
soon. We should have about a million of subscribers a
year, and it would even be a difficult matter to get them
all printed. Perhaps it is best as it is, for with that
number of subscribers, the receipt of one year would be
enough for us.
A JCDQB in Indiana threatened to fine a lawyer for
contempt of court. " I have expressed no contempt for
the court," said the lawyer ; *'on the contrary, 1 have
carefully concealed my feelings."
It has been thought that people are degenerating,
because they don't live as long as in the days of Methuselah. But the fact Is, provisions are so high that nobody can afford to live very long at the current prices.
"Bor, what 's become of that hole I saw in your pants
the other day?"

(Young America, carefully examining

his unmentionables), " It's worn out, sir."
If a very rich old lady is dangerously 111, her dutiful
relatives are sure to remember that ago and disease entitle one to every possible attention.
The postage on the Lady'-* Book, if paid three months
In advance at the office where it Is received, Is /our and
a half cadi for three monthly numbers.
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fingers they will dance about in a very amusing style to

DEPARTMENT.

any favorite tune.
Is connection with this department, we will give
from time to time some amusing little games for our
young friends, to fill up their hours of play, or pass
away an evening.

The first we give is —

PORCO, OR ITALIAN

BLIND-MAS'S

BTTFF.

Several persons, male and female, join hands so as to
form a circle, and one person, who is blindfolded, is
placed in the centre, with a small stick in his or her
hand. The players dance round the hoodwinked person, who tries to touch one of them with the wand, and
if he succeeds, the ring of people stops. The player

DANCINGt

then grunts like a pig — hence the name of the gitme —
crows, or imitates some animal, and the person touched
must endeavor to imitate the noise as closely as possible, without discovering him or herself If the party
touched ia discovered, then the hoodwinked player
transfers the bandage and the stick to that player, and
takes the vacant place in the ring of persons, who once
more resume their dance, until another player is touched.

DOLL.

Dra^ the face, hair, and shape of Fig. 2 on card-board,
color it, and cut it out carefully ; pierce with a pin the
four holes, and cut half through the
dotted lines on the face of the card,
and bend the sides liackwards. Cut
out the two arms the shape of Fig.
3, piercing the holes as already described, and color them. Then cut
out the two legs the shape of Fig. 4 ;
again pierce the holes, paint the
Etockings pink in imitation of silk,
and the boots blue or pink, according to the color of the dress. Take a
piece of thread, make a knot at one
end, and the other must be inserted
through the hole at the shoulder,
and the one at the top of the arm;
make another knot at the hack of
Fig. 4.
this, to allow the arm to move, and
do the same with the other arm, and
also the legs. Cut out another piece
of card-board of the shape of Fig. 5,
for a support for the dress, etc. ; put
this round the waist of the doll, and
fix it with gum. Procure a piece of
white tarlatun, and make a double skirt or flounces, and
gather the top of it round the waist of the doll, but before
Fig, 5.

Fig. 6.

doing 80 put under this a pink or blue silk slip. Then
cut out two of Fig. 6, and the same material ; gum one
back and front on the body of the doll ; then fix over
these a piece of tarlatan the same shape. Next take four
bristles, about an inch and aquarter in length, and gum
one end of each on to the inside of the card, forming the
skirt; place them at equal distances apart and allow
them to d-y. Blaking a few of these in the same manner, and placing them upon rather a thin piece of cardboard, and by gently tapping this with a pencil or your

THE

HOME

BAZAAR.

This game requires some preparation, but is productive uf much amusement. A stall is erected at one end
of a large apartment, by means of a slight frame like a
window ; coarse print hangings and pink calico drapery
over the table. It should be made to resemble, as much
as possible, the booth of a fair, and the articles to be
sold should also partake of that character. The larger
ones, which have required consideiable trouble in their
fabrication, may be drawn for, and this adds not a little
to the general amusement. Bonbons, toys which are
ingenious, and droll pictures, caricatures, etc., are excellent subjects for the sale, which should be conducted
by two or three young ladies, in some pretty or droll
costume ; and instead of actual money, each guest should
be presented on their entrance with an equal number of
caraway-comfits in a little bag, the articles being priced
to correspond, and every one thus placed on an equal
footing as to their means of expenditure. Various
amusemeots may he contrived by an ingenious anangement of articles; and the author can vouch for the
screams of delight, and the prolonged fun, which this
mode of passing an evening has occasioned.
ITALIAN

SHADOWS.

This very laughable amusement requires nothing in
the way of preparation, except a white sheet suspended
between the audience aud the performers, and a candle
or lamp placed upon the floor, so as to illuminate the
screen. The performers pass between the lamp and the
screen, so as to throw their shadow upon it, aud in this
manner an infinite variety of grotesque scenes may be
exhibited. The assumption of female attire by some of
the performers will greatly increase the ludicrous effect
of the shadows.
Peace of Mind.^ — Though peace of mind does not constitute happiness, happiness cannot exist without it, our
serenity being the result of our own exertions, while
our happiness is dependent on others ; hence the reason
why it is so rare ; for, on how few can we count ! Our
wisdnm, therefore, is best shown in cultivating all that
leads to the preservation of the negative blesssing, which,
whilt? we possess it, will prevent us from becoming
wholly wretched.
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godet's arm-chair.
A LAKE OR RIVER VILLA IN THE ITALIAN STYLE.
Dwigned expressly /or God^y's Lady's Book by Samuel Sloan, Architect, Philadelphia.

PERSPECTIVE

YIEW.

Ay example, showing the adaptation of this style to
tbe requiremeocs of a reflneil mode of Ilviug, and to the
peculiarities of snrroanding sceuery.

A FELLOW of atrocious ugliness chanced
good looking-glasis on the road ; but when
himself he flung it away in a rage, crying,
been good for anything you would not have
PRINCIPAL

to pick up a
he looked at
" If yoii had
been thrown

away by your owner.''
Slkep.— The amount of sleep requisite in a state of
health has been slated by thp bcht authority to be, according to age, the following: Koran infant, from fifteen
to twenty hours ; from the age of five to twelve, twelve
hours ; from the age of twelve to sixteen, ton hours; from
sixteen to twenty-four, nine hours; afterwards seven
hours are sufficient.

FLOOR.

Principal Floor. — A entrance; BTestibnIe; C diningroom, 20 by 27 feet ; D drawing-room, 20 by 27 feet ; E
Ritting-roora, 20 by 1-5 feet; F library. IS by IS feet; G
hall ; H butler's pantry ; I lower entrance ; J kitchen,
S4 by 16 feet ; K back kitchen, 15 by 15 feet ; L L L
piazzas.
Second Floor.— 0 0 0 0 chambers ; M hall ; 2^ lobby ;
P bed-room ; Q bed-room ; R tower.

Mnsic— It is all original in the Lady's Book,
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"What our Faisition Editor can Supply. Address
Fashion Editor, care L. A. Godey, Philadelphia. Mrs.
Hale is not the fashion editress.
Hair-work, patterns for all kinds of garments, and for
■women and children, jewelry, caps, bonnets, cloaks,
mantillas, talmas, mantles, headdresses, shawls, beadwork, materials for was and paper flowers, embroidery,
collars, cape?, worsteds, Shetland wool, infants' wardrobes or patterns for the same, stamped collars, orn6
balls, canvas for working, etc. etc.
PHILADELPHIA

AGENCY.

No order attended to unless the cash accompanies it.
All per-sons requiring answers by mail must send a
post-office stamp ; and for all articles that are to be sent
by mail, stamps must be sent to pay return postage.
Be particular, when writing, to mention the town,
county, and State you reside in. Nothing can be made
out of post-marks.
Mrs. M. H. W.— Sent plaid goods, &c. March 20th
Mrs. E. O. H. — Sent pattern double gown 22d.
Mrs. J. H. D. — Sent pattern Zouave jacket 22d.
Miss M. E. D.— Sent Shetland wool, zephyr, &c. 22d.
Mrs. C. F. G.— Sent patterns 22d.
H. E. G.— Sent patterns of infant's clothes 22d.
Mrs. A V. Du B.— Sent box by Harnden's express 22d,
M. L. G. — Sent pattern Zouave jacket 22d.
Mrs. J. J.— Sent pattern spring mantle 22d.
L. A. W.— Sent patterns 23d.
M. W.— Sent package by Harnden's express 2.3d.
Mrs. F. J. S.— Sent flannel skirt, sack, tatting, &c.
25th.
Mrs. J. C— Sent dress buttons, pattern, &c. 26th.
Mrs. T. S. C. — Sent pattern Zouave jacket and tassels
26th.
L. B. H. — Sent hair bracelet and sewing silk 26th.
Mrs. H. S. P.— Sent worsted 2Sth.
Mrs. J. G. G. — Sent red marking cotton 28th.
Mrs. C. H. F. — Sent patterns infant's clothes 2Sth.
Mrs. M. H. M —Sent nets for hair 29th.
M. C. — Sent infant's clothes, &c. by Adams's express
29th.
S. M. L. — Sent bonnet as directed 29th.
Mrs. V. W.— Sent patterns, &c. 30th.
Mrs. M. H. C.— Sent pattern Zouave jacket, &c. 30th.
Mrs. R. B.— Sent pattern Garibaldi suit 30th.
Mrs. M. B. — Sent pattern Zouave jacket 30th.
Mrs. I. A. H.— Sent pattern boy's pants April 1st.
Mrs. H. S.— Sent pattern infant's dress, &c. 1st.
Mrs. M. Y. M.— Sent tatting shuttle, &c. 1st.
T. M. R.— Sent hair sleeve button 1st.
Mrs. J. M. M. — Sent summer mantle by Kinsley's express 1st.
Miss A. C. — Sent clasps and needles 2d.
Mrs. P. J. R.— Sent silk net for hair 2d.
Mrs. L. L. — Sent patterns 2d.
Miss M. A. G. F.— Sent pattern dress body, &c. 2d.
Mrs. Y. B. J.— Sent sack pattern, &c, 2d.
Mrs. J. J. L.— Sent apron pattern 2d.
Mrs. J. M. J. — Sent spring mantle, &c. by Adams's express 3d.
Miss M. J. C. — Sent spring hat 3d.
Mrs. J. V. C— Sent red working cotton 3d.
Mrs. S. R. M.— Sent cloak pattern 3d.
Mrs. A. B. J.— Sent sleeve pattern 4th.
Mrs. T. L. A.— Sent pattern Garibaldi snit 4th.
Mrs. P. G.— Sent pattern Garibaldi suit, &c. 4th.
Miss D,— Sent gloves, as directed 4th,
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Mrs. A. V. Du B. — Sent package 5th.
A. E. B.— Sent Brussels net 5th.
Mrs. A. E. B. — Sent patterns 6th.
Miss B. C. L. — Sent gold and silver beads 6th.
Mrs. W. R. M. — Sent pattern Zouave jacket 5th.
Mrs. R. K, J. — Sent pink working cotton and needles
6th.
Mrs. D. H.— Sent infant's wardrobe by Adams's express 8th.
Mrs. J. M. L. — Sent spring bonnet by Harnden's exMrs. pressJ.6th, M. C— Sent net for hair 6th.
Mrs. A. D. L. — Sent apron patterns 8th.
Mrs. G- S. J. — Sent hair ring and bracelet 8th.
Mrs. C. v. C— Sent cloak pattern 8th.
Mrs. W. H. T. — Sent patterns infant's wardrobe 9th.
W. J. M. — Sent lady's black kid slippers 9th.
Miss S. E. V. — Sent sleeve pattern 9th.
Mrs. E. J. J. — Sent pattern Zouave jacket 9th.
Mrs. A. J. F.— Sent dress pattern 10th.
Miss S. D. — Sent cloak and sleeve patterns 10th.
Mrs. M. L. B. — Sent patterns boy's clothes 10th.
Mrs. S. M. F.— Sent pattern Renfrew jacket, &c. 10th.
Mrs. Y. M. C— Sent net for hair 11th.
Mrs. B, S. — Sent bonnet by Adams's express 11th.
Mrs. 0. T. H. — Sent apron pattern ISth.
W. S. D. — Sent hair charm for chain 12th.
Miss L. S.~Seut hair bracelet 12th.
J. A.— Sent glass bends 12th.
H. K. A. — Sent pattern Garibaldi suit and needles 12th.
H. M. B. — Sent patterns for children's clothes 12th.
Mrs. M. E. J. — Sent patterns for boy's summer clothes
12th.
Mrs. G. R. B. — Sent dress and jacket pattern for girl
12th.
Mrs. W. J. C— Sent net for hair 13th.
Mrs. P. McM.— Sent patterns 13th.
n M. B ^Sent pattern Andalusian cloak 13th.
A. M. P. — Sent bonnet by Adams's express loth.
Miss B. A. — Sent dress pattern LOth.
G. L. E. — Sent pattern Zouave jacket 16th.
Mrs. W. F. M.— Sent pattern Renfrew jacket 16th.
W. H. R.— Sent pattern Garibaldi suit 16th.
Mrs. C. — Sent patterns 16th.
Mrs. M. K.— Sent infant's clothes 16th.
Mrs. J. R. S — Sent patterns for boy's clothes 17th.
Mrs. C. W. W. — Sent hoop skirts by American ex. 17th.

C^eiutstr]) for llje
LESSON

XIX.

Carbon.
APPARATUS

AND

TESTS

REQUIRED.

Charcoal ; marble ; litmus paper ; Florence flask, bent
glass tube, and cork ; pneumatic trough, or a substitute
for it ; lime-water; hydrochloric acid.
404. Carbon is one amongst many substances which
fails to impress us with its numerous beautiful qualities,
because of its universal distribution. No element, however, isconcerned in more beautiful natural operations, or
is more strikingly adapted to perform its appointed functions. The most common form under which carbon presents itself to our notice is charcoal ; but coke is almost
pure carbon, so is plumbago, or black lead ; and when
crystallized in the form of the diamond it occurs in a
state of the most complete isolation from every other

CENTRE-TABLE
elemoDt. Charcoal is best prepared by exposing vegetable uaiters to ioteiiKe heat in clotto vessels ; the result
of which is the driving away of every volatile element,
and carbon alone remains. This upi-rutiun ^utlicinntly
teaches as the uDrhuu),'<.'ableucss of curbon uuder tho
infliicuco of more temperature, atmospheric air being
excluded ; but if heated iu contact with the atmospheric,
or generally in contact with any gas containing oxygon,
then it is dissipated, as we all know, iuto invisible gas.
Had this not been so, had carbon yielded by combustion
a solid, as iron does (36S), then it could no longer have
been employed as fuel, for its a^hes would have been so
voluminous, so rapidly cumulative, that all our industry
could not have cleared them away. Ceutury after century thry would have increased, until the whole world
would have been encumbered with them, theHtraosphero
would have been exhausted of carbonic acid, and plants
could not have grown. But had not the compounds of
carbon with oxygen been volatile, animals could not
have lived; for it will hereafter bo demonsttatcd that
the function of respiration is only a sort of slow combustion ;that carbon is being ever consumed in our
lungs and evolved in a gaseous form ; hence, if the results of its Combustion had not been volatile, oar lungs
would have become clogged with ashes!
40'». The result of buruing carbon in the oxygen is
carbonic acid gas; the result of burning it iu atmospheric air may bo either carbonic oxide gas or carbonic
acid gas, according to circumstances. The latter I alone
ehall notice. It has already been formed by burning
charcoal in oxygen gas, and demonstrated to be carbonic
acid by the whiteuess occasioned when agitated with
lime-water (371). A more practically convenie:it method
of generating carbonic acid gas will now, however, be
mentioned.
406. Take a Florence fla-ik, with cork and bent tube
attached (115), put into tho flask some fragments of
white marble, pour upon them some hydrochloric acid,
replace the cork, allow the first portions of gas to escape,
and collect tho remainder in bottles over water in the
nsnal manner. Remark that it has no color, but that it
possesses a smell like that of the gas which escapes
from soda-water or ginger beer.
Take a bottle full of the gas, and, lowering into it a
burning taper attached to a hooked wire, observe that
not only is the flame immediately extinguished, bnt
even the incandescent wick, neither does tho gas itself
take fire, hence it is neither a combustible nor a supporter
of combustion.
407. Take another bottle, eqnal in size to the last, but
empty, as we should say in ordinary language, or, in
other word;;, filled with atmospheric air. Lower the
burning wire into this, and, bending the copper wire
hook-like over the edge of tho bottle's mouth, allow tho
taper to remain. Take now another bottle of cirbonic
acid, remove its stopper, and pour its contents as though
you were pouring a liquid into tho so-called empty
bottle. The burning taper which it holds will be immediately extinguished, thus proving carbonic acid to be a
heavy gas, and to have been transferred from one vessel
to the other.
408. Into another bottle full of carbonic acid gas immerse a slip of moistened litmus paper, and observe the
reddening which takes place, thus proving the gas operated upon to possess one leading quality of an acid.
409. Take now a glass tube, plunge one end of it
through some lime-water, and blow through the tube
several times in succeeaion.
The lime-water will pre-
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sently grow milky, thus deraonRtrating carbonic acid to
have passed away from tho lungs. Thus linie-wator,
which is a clear, transparent liquid, is not ouly a test
foTy but a separator of carbonic acid. However, provided tlie latter function be alone required, that which
is termed crtam o/lime\» a better agent than lime-water,
simply bpcause of its containing more of the separating
agent, lime. Cream of lime is merely quicklime agitated
with Bufllciont water to make it into a thin piisto. To
demonstrate the power of cream of limo iu separating
carbonic acid, proceed as follows: —
410. Having taken a bottle full of carbonic acid —
first demonstrate that it really contains this gas, by
means of a burning taper (40j) ; then pour in about two
tablespoonfuls of cream of lime, supposing the bottle to
be of about the capacity of half a pint. Press an oiled
glass valve down upon tho bottle's mouth, and agitate
well for the space of a few minutes. On now reimmersIng a lighted taper its flame will be extinguished.
411. But cream of lime is by no means the most convenient agent for removing carbonic acid. Chemists
more frequently employ potash or liquor potassaj. Repeat, therefore, the experiment, employing some liquor
potassa;, or. still better, a stroui,'er solution of potash,
prepared extemporaneously by throwing a stick of potassa fusa (pure potash) into a little water. All the
carbonic acid will also in this manner become absorbed.

Centre-Cable icssip.
NEW

PARLOR

MITSIC.

For young students of the piano, we find iu the Juvenile Album, a selection of favorite melodies arranged by
E. F. Reiubanlt. It includes galop.s, polkas, waltzes, etc. ;
amongthem wo note "Overland Mail Galop" (D'Albert),
"Robert toi quo j'airae," " Batti Batti," "Carnival of
Venice," "Traviaia Polka Mazourka" (D'Albert), and
many other good and popular airs. They are published
BGparatoly, at one shilling (English) each. Among D'Albert's new music is the " Kathleen Mavourncen Waltz,"
the "Erin go Bragh Quadrille," "Florimelle Waltz,"
and " Prince of Wales Galop."
A dance book for the piano-forte is published by Chappell, London, containing fifty quadrilles, polkas, etc. etc.,
by D'Albert, Strauss, Lannor, aud Labitzky.
Chappell also publishes a new and elegant library
edition (music site) of the whole of Chopin's celebrated
mazourkas, with a portrait of Cliopiu, life, and critical
notice, by the editor, J. W. Davidson ; a volume many
of Chopin's admirers will be glad to get, and which may
be ordered through Hall, New York, or any large musical house. Price in plain binding eight shiUiugs
(English).
Another volame less classical, but likely to bo very
popular, is a large volume, published by Boosy Si Sous,
London, 100 waltzes by Strauss, Lanner, and Labitzky,
their best compositions.
Price S.9 6(1 (English).
And still another, which should be placed side by side
with Chopin's. A new edition of Beethoven's Sonatas,
in two elegant volumes, complete for one guinea, with
life and portrait.
Published by Boosy & Sons.
Among the newest and most popular English songs
and ballads, we notice: "Sad Brown Leaves," "Merrily
Over the Snow," "The Queen of the Sea."
A new set of songs by the ever favorite Stephen Glover,
suggested by the popularity of his "Songs of tho Sefc-
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sons." "Songs of the Elements." No. 1, The Beautiful
Earth for me. No. 2, I dreamt I was Queen of the Air.
No. 3, 1 sing of a Wondrous Thing. No. 4, 1 'm a Roamer
o'er the Mountain. These charming songs will be lasting favorites, being both sparkling and pleasing.
"Old Friends and Other Days," by W. V. Wallace.
"Snow White Blossoms," "Down By the Sea," and
Longton Williams's songs, a set of five.
None of the above are to be had without a special
order, which we shall be glad to undertake for any of
our musical friends, to Chappell, or Boosy & Sons,
London.
MINIATURE

EDENS.

So many tiny villas are springing up in the neighborhood of our large cities, that "miniature gardening," or
the art of making two acres look as well as ten, will
soon be reduced to a distinct branch of horticulture. A
small place may have a style of its own, and not be a
crowded copy of some large country seat. Who has not
seen a cottage surpass a mansion in real taste, and the
suburban villa grounds should abide by the one rule of
cottage elegance — neatness and simplicity. We copy
some admirable hints on this subject from an article
entitled "Rural Taste in North America: — "
" To owners of very small places, who still wish them
to look well, the safest counsel is, do not plant large
trees — not one even; keep your grass coniinually shorn,
your hedge evenly trimmed, your little flower bed in
perpetual oi'der. Set out such flowering shrubs as will
from spring to autumn give you a constant renewal of
blossoms. So continually are new varieties now introduced from all parts of the world by scientific botanists,
that it is quite unnecessary to name a choice ; and, when
diS'erences of climate and soil are to be considered, much
better advice can be given on the spot by a practical
seedsman, than by a review destined for all latitudes.
Still, of hardy ornamental shrubs we may safely suggest
the double Althaias, the Deutzias, the Persian lilac, the
Pyrus Japonica, and especially the Mountain peonies
and the Weigelas, the last two introduced lately from
China, by Mr. Robert Fortune. Evergreen shrubs, on
the contrary, we cannot recommend ; unless the cultivator has ample space and shade for them, they will not,
in spite of all that has been said in their favor, stand
our New England autumn and winter suns, but turn
brown and dingy when wo most want them bright.
The fliiwer-gaiden in its perfection is of course unattainable without great care and expense ; but five dollars a
year, judiciously laid out in seeds and bulbs, will, from
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of brightest tint fringe every spray, seeming literally
translucent and floating, like the foam on the deep sea" Eimgreens in groups. — Long and severe northern
green
wave."
winteis make evergreens very desirable, and to those
who caunot afford conservatories we suggest a winter
garden, which is very simply constructed by planting
a variety of the finer evergreens together, in such a manner as to afi'ord a variety of foliage at one view. The
trees should be set around three sides of a square, the
fourth left open toward the house, and the space inclosed, iflarge enough, broken by two or three of the
finest standing single trees. So planted, the winter
garden has a bright and cheerful look, giving the occupauts of the house a pleasing scene when every deciduous tree is hare, and the ground deep buried in snow.
But even where the finer and rarer sorts do not readily
grow, a very interesting and beautiful collection can bo
formed by the white pine, the hemlock, the Norway
spruce, the Austrian pine, the black and white spruces,
and the arbor vita; — all of which are very cheap and
abundant. Such a g'arden, even on a small and humble scale, may be made very successful and most consolatory in the winter."
NOTES

AND

QUERIES.

1. The Handsomest Fan in the World is probably the
one givou by the Jewish ladies of Algeria to the Empress
Eugenie the pa>?t year. It is formed of white ostrich
feathers of about fifteen inches in length. The feathers
are fixed in a golden disk, which is ornamented round
the outer edge with fine pearl.s, rubies, and emeralds;
and in the centre with arabesques in enamels, on gold,
of di9"erent colors, and with rubies, emeralds, and diamonds. In the centre is a Hebrew inscription, mentioning the conquest of 1S30, a date not agreeable to the
Moors, since it was that at which their domination iu
Algeria ceased. The handle is in coral, fluted with gold
and ornamented with fine pearls. The upper part is
divided into two branches, ornamented with arabesques,
and having the imperial crown in gold ; the other end
terminates in a golden hall, studded with stars in diamonds, and bearing a ring ornamented with rubies and
emeralds. On one side of the handle is a large emerald
surrounded with a double triangle forming a star with,
six points, ornamented with arabesques, rabies, and
brilliants. There are also two circles in fine pearls,
relieved with arabesques, and hearing the following

one tiny plat, yield, from the first crocus to the last chry-

inscription: " Les dames Israelite d'Alger ii S. M. I'lmp6ratrice Eugenie, 1S60." This magnificent fun is inclosed in a beautiful Arab case.

santhemum, aperpetual joy."
As to hedges, we here find that the privet is very desirable where merely an ornamental growth is desired.
Our author says : —

2. A Tidy Household.— A sensible writer upon the now
universal sanitary movement declares that, so far as hi*
experience has gone, tidiness and morality are always in
direct proportion. You can see at once when you enter a

"For a northern climate we think an evergreen hedge
is always preferable. The Norway spruce, for example,
is perfectly hardy, a dense and rapid grower, forming
an impenetrable guard when closely trimmed, and very
beautiful covered with its young spring shoots. But of
all hedges, commend us to the hemlock. Whether as a
tree or a shrub, left to wave its delicate, graceful branches
in full luxuriance, or closely clipped, we scarcely know
of any plant, surely no evergreen, more to be prized. It
lakes any shape from the shears, becomes thicker and
thicker by trimming, preserves its rich, cheerful hue
through the longest winter, and in the spring presents
a truly enchanting aspect, as its young tender leaflets

poor man's cottage (always with your hat ofi", my friend)
how his circumstances are, and generally how bis character is. If the world is going against him, if hard work
and constant pinching will hardly get food and clothing
for the children, you see the fact in the untidy house ;
the poor mistress of it has no heart for that constant effort
which is needful in the cottage to keep things right ; she
has no heart for the constant stitching which is needful
to keep the poor little children's clothes on their backs.
Many a time it has made my heart sore to see, in the relaxation of wonted tidiness, the first indication that things
are going amiss, that hope is dying, and the poor struggling pair are feeling that their heads are getting nnder

TASHIONS.
watertt last. Ah ! there Is ofleo & »ad significance in t^e
hearth no longer so cleanly swept, in the chest of
dmwers WHotiug a liaodle, in little Jumic's torn jacket,
vbtch a few stitches wuulJ mend, but which I remember torn Tor these ten days past.
3, A List of the BtJtt Crocttsts.'^la selecting a stock of
crocus corms for next season, we would recommend the
following kinds : La Nelj^-e (large suow-white), La Puritaino (cream, with purple tube), Sulphureous (pale yellow), David Rizzio (deep purple), Pourpre superbo
(globe-formed purple), Trania (the richest of the purples),
Sir W. Scott (the largest of all the species, while-striped
lilac), the Great Dutch Vetlow (rich gold color), and
lastly the Cloth of Gold (yellow, striped rich brown).
4. Sridtil Wreaths still affect the round form, slightly
elongated before and b«>hind. The last creations of Mme.
Bonier-Cherre were, first, ono of lilac and orange-flower,
Cuming rather low at the sides ; then one of narcissuses
and orange-flower ; and lastly, one of oraage-flower and
jessamine. We have seen a few entirely of some large
white flower, like the narcissus, the pink, or the primrose, and having only a tuft of orange-flowers added on
one side.

I'asjjiflns.
NOTICE

TO

LADY

SUBSCRIBERS.

HAVi:to had frequent applications for the purchase of
jewelry, milliaery, etc., by ladies living at a distance, the
EdUregs o/ tJte Fttshion Department will hereafter execute
commissions for any who may desire it, with the charge of
a small percentage for the time and research re4uired.
Spring and autumn bonnets, materials for dresses, j ewelry,
envelops, hair-work, worsteds, children's wardrobes, mantillas, and mantelets, will be chosen with a view to economy, as well as taste ; and boxes or packages forwarded
by express to any part of the country. For the last,
distinct directions must he given.
Orders, acciwipanud by chtcks for the proposed expendUurgy to be addressed to the care of L, A. Goiiey, Es^j.
Ab order will be attejided to unless tlie money is first
received. NeitJter tJte BdUor nor PxtlAixher wUl be accotent'
able for losses Viat may occur in remitting.
Instructions to be as minute as is possible, accompanied
by a note of the height, complexion, and general style of
the person, on which much depends in choice. Dress
goods from Evaus & Co.'s; cloaks, ma>ttl1a.s, or talmas,
fr-im Brodie's, 51 Canal Street, New York ; bonnets from
T. White & Co.'s ; jewelry from Wardens or Caldwell's,
Philadelphia.
When goods are ordered, the fashionR that prevail here
govern the purchase; therefore, no articles will be taken
back. When the goods are sent, the transaction must be
considered final.
DESCRIPTION

OF STEEL FASHION-PLATE
jr.VE.

FOR

Fig. 1. — French muslin dre!>8, with seven flounces
graduated. Francis 1st waistband of ribbon, richly and
artistically embroidered. Coifl'ure of Valencieunes lace
and daisies. Parasol of light green silk lined with
white.
Fig. 2. — White mull spencer, puffed lengthwise, and
intersected by rows of black velvet sleeves to match the
body, headed by two pnffs, running crosswise, and an
epaulette of velvet.
Embroidered velvet waistband, d
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la Louis XV. Light blue crtj}f Maretz skirt, with three
rows of goffered ribbon sowed in waves at the bottom of
the skirt.
Fig. 3. — Pique Zouave embroidered ; very full musltn
skirt falling over tho dress. A fluted ruff is roand the
neck of the shirt, and the skirt is of pink silk.
Mg. 4.— Dress formed of alternate rows of purple and
mineral gray silk ; Tunic skirt of the gray, edged with
a narrow quilled ribbon ; body low, with bretelles of
gray silk, with two flounces, ono of purjile and one of
gray silk, crossiug in front and ending at tho side with
two falliug loops and long ends. Tho bretelles give the
dress tho appearance of being square. It is a becoming
style. Kid gloves, fastened at the wrist with two buttons, and having scalloped tops. Point lace barbe,
trimmed with pink roses.
Fig. 5. — Rich grenadine dress, with four flounces;
the upper ono sewed on the body. Euibroiderod sash to
match the dress. Long flowing sleeves and body drawa
with cords to form a yoke.
Coiffure of flowers and lace.
CHITCHAT

UPON NEW YORK AND PHILADELPHIA FASHIONS, FOR JUNE.

Wb have given the general character of goods and
toilets for the present season; they will undergo little
change. The new tissues are very substantial and
rich ; bright or lively colors share the general favor
with black and white. Among the handsomest tissaea
we will especially notice one having black stripes on a
white ground, and powdered all over with stars; tho
same pattern can be had also in organdy of various
colors. We note among our importation of French
dresses several as excellent. One dress was white organdy, with broad lilac Chevron stripes ; another the
same, with blue stripes. The skirls were, of course, plain,
bodies made u Ui vierge, with a double shawl matching
the dress, trimmed with a deep flounce. The sashes
were wide white ribbons, with narrow lilac and white
or blue and white ribbon quilled nmntl them. We
must not overlook one important particular, which ia,
that all dresses are now accompanied by a brooch bow
to match the trimming of the dress.
Square muslin shawls are much worn ; some of them
are richly embroidered, and trimmed round with a deep
frill, also embroidered ; others are 6urrouud>-d by a
delicate wreath of embroidery, and only have bouquets
in the corners. A very simple and elegant shawl may
be made of muslin edged with two tucks about an inch
wide and one inch apart, crossing each othor at tho
corners and trimmed round with a frill about six inched
deep, having on it a hem and one tuck to match the
shawl.
Quilting dresses'in all colors, with pardessus to match,
are the most distingui walking-dre«6 for the couutry or
seaside this season.
Zouave jackets are worn both for morning and full
dress ; for the former they are made of tlie same material
as the skirt, or else of white piqxU^ braidf-d or embroidered. We have seen some very prt-tty ODe-» with a
narrow vine running all round them, nnd large bunchea
at each corner in front, smaller ones being placed at the
neck where the jacket is fastened, also in the middle of
the neck behind, and just above the hem or scallop at
the back, directly in the centre. Colored braids ar«
much u!<ed on the pifjw', and the effect is good. Some of
the shirts have a frill down the front plaited likea^hirt
frill and decorated with velvet. For children of both
sexes, these Zouaves are all the rare ; they are made of
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all kinds of materials, thick aud thin^ but the white
piqui suit with broad, gay ribbon sash and the little
turban hat with plume, makes a very pretty aud stylish
costume. The evening Zouaves are maJe of mull muslin, embroidered, with shirts to match, or figured blonde
lace trimmed with ruching or narrow blonde edge ; the
skirt is also of lace. This last style of Zouave is quite
new, particularly light and graceful, aud at the same
time stylish.
Surplice dresses with revers, or the dresses crossing
in front and fastening at the side are much worn. Ribbons seem to be the favorite trimming. They are goffered and placed at the bottom of the skirt, eithersloping
or in lozenges, sometimes of two colors in alternate
portions about a quarter of a yard in length. Some of
the charming spring dresses are boi'dered by five rows
of narrow satin ribbon, plaited, others are ornamented
with a front trimming consisting of bows of ribbon of
the same color as the dress, passing one above, another
from the edge to the point in the centre of the corsage.
A bow of the same ribbon is fixed at the top of the corsage in front. Sleeves are, of course, loose ; the tight
sleeve will not be resumed until fall. Puffs seem much
in favor, either running the length of tbe sleeve or
crossing it. Sleeves in the bell shape are pretty looped
np in front by a strip of silk edged with lace, under
■which plaits are formed. Some of the sleeves are gathered at the top and drawn into puffings below. Bands
piped with black aud white, an inch and a quarter wide,
are laid lengthwise on the full part of the sleeve between
the puffs.
For young ladies, most of the dresses are made low in
the neck, in order to wear the very becoming spencers
now so much in vogue. These are of muslin, embroidered, or else puffed, the puffs running lengthwise or
crosswise as taste may dictate, or else puffed only to
form a yoke. The one in our plate is intersected length- _
■wise with velvet, which gives it more style ; ribbons or
black lace can be substituted, or the spencer can be
sprinkled with small bows of ribbon or velvet. The
sleeves can be long or short, but most of them are puffed
to the wrist. Black and white lace spencers are also
much worn, and are very pretty for evening, particularly so when worn with a Spanish corsage of black
velvet or some bright-tinted silk.
The Antoinette fichu, with ends crossing either behind
or before, is also very much worn with muslin, bar-'gey
or jaconet dresses. This fichu supplies the place of a
high body, and makes, with spencers, a variety in the
toilet. It is composed of white muslins, sometimes of
either black or white lace. A very pretty one can be
made of alternate rows of black and white lace, a broader
row than those employed on the fichu being set on in
fulness at the edge, and a ruche of blonde with a narrow row of black velvet in the centre passes round the
throat and down the front.
Cloaks for watering-places are made of a material with
a long ply on it, the ground being a bright, solid color
and the raised part white, which makes the materiij
changeable. They are circles, with large hood lined
with silk and trimmed with heavy tassels. Another
style much in request just now is mostly of white, blue,
or fuchsia-colored cashmere, with a sleeve puffed in the
fashion of Henry VIII., and trimmed with gold passementerie, which makes a very distingtii wrap.
Indoor dresses for little girls are made with low corsage, open in front, confined by barrettes of quilled
ribbon.
Within the corsage is a chemisette of muslin-

Sleeves formed of bouillons of muslin separated by
ribbons or velvet. Thin muslin spencers, with the
little laced corsage either of black velvet or of material
to match the skirt, will be one of the most recIiercM
costumes of tbe season.
For hats the turban or Tudor style prevails, and with
its soft aud plumy feathers, that float downwards from
the hat or else curl prettily round its circumference, adds
greatly to its beauty, and makes it a really graceful and
becoming headdress. The round hats are, this season,
almost entirely confined to riding hats. For boys the
Washiugton and tourist's hats share the general favor
with the page's cap.
Bonnets continue to be made high in front and straight
on the sides, admitting of a very full trimming over the
forehead. Plain and soft crowns are about equally divided among the newest styles. Black and white hair
and white straws dotted with black stars or beads are
much in favor, also fine Neapolitan straws. Curtains
or capes of white thulle or crape, covered with a rich
black lace or point appliqui\ are the favorites this season.
Piuk is recovering favor in bonnets ; one of the prettiest
bonnets we have seen consists of a fancy straw crown
and centre, with a drawn front of rose sublime silk and
crape, puffed over and fastened on the front, on each
side, and on the curtain with black rosettes dotted with
white ; inside was a ruching of rose sublime silk.
The general form of headdresses partakes rather of the
diadem and tbe cache peigne, connected by a very slender wreath on each side. The newest wreaths are composed of two sorts of flowers; we notice some very
pretty oues for young ladies ; one in which violets were
bleuded with roses. In front was a round tuft of rosebuds, and behind a similar tuft in the middle of a double
cordon of violets, made to part so as either to inclose the
hair or to be placed underneath. Another wreath was
of tea roses and pansies, and another of pinks mixed
with grapes and geraniums with foliage.
Some of the summer mantles are quite straight, in the
form of a scarf, others are more of the shawl shape,
either pointed or square, and elaborately trimmed with
borders, tassels, bows, pendants, and crochet and lace
trimmings of every description. We see points, circles,
and mantles in every variety of real and imitation black
lace, and this season they come in a very fine quality of
mohair, very i^tylish and light, and at the same time
more durable than lace. But the most recherchC article
brought out this season is a bournous in imitation of old
Honiton point, the pattern consisting of fuchsias, snowballs, lilacs, and lilies of the valley, so naturally disposed
that the pendulous stem appears almost to wave. In the
midst of these groups a bird with outspread wings is
darting on a butterfly half hidden among the flowers.
BaHge shawls and mantles will also be in favor, as they
are a cool, pretty, and inexpensive wrap.
In parasols we notice both the canopy and plain shape,
in the former the peaked part is covered with a crochet
netting, terminating in points trimmed with tassels. The
other styles are mostly black centres Tvith a bias border
of a rose sublime silk set up on the parasol, ornamented
with fancy trimmings, and having the lower edge pinked.
All the parasols are lined with white silk, some are
trimmed with lace, a fringe of marabout feathers, or
goffered ribbon.
The Josephine gloves, of a peculiar cut, and the Bfathilde glove, bordered at the wrist with a row of dahlialeaves, stamped out, are to be seen on the hands of all
our belles.
Fashion.
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TOILETTES FOR THE STREET AND WATERING-PLACES.

Skikt of blue grenadine, made over silk, with box plaited trimming. White muslin spencer,
puffed lengthwise, and three rows of very narrow velvet between the puffs. White muslin shawl,
with flounce.
Blue drawn crape bonnet, with flowers on the outside.

Organdy cheveron dress, white ground, with violet cheveron stripes and wreaths of flowers between the stripes. Corsage half low, with a puffed muslin chemisette. White straw hat, one of the
new spring styles, trimmed with fruit and black velvet.

THE ZOUAVE

NEGLIGE.
THE

The jacket and skirt are of white piqu^, trimmed witli two rows of very narrow colored braid.
As the jacket is only intended for morning wear, it is much longer than the ordinary
Zouave ;
with It IS worn a shirt with plaited linen bosom, and fancy silk neck-tie. Tuscan
braid hat,
trimmed with black velvet and straw.

IMPERIAL.

This is a circle, made of light checked woollen material, bound with black silk, corded on each
edge with a thick cord of purple silk. A large box plait laid underneath in the centre of the back,
from the neck to the waist, causes it to fit the figure, and gives grace and fulness to the lower
part of the mantle. The same style of plait is on the shoulder, which forms a very nice sleeve.
Fancy bands bound with purple are on the plaits on the back and shoulder. Leghorn liat, bound
with black velvet, and trimmed with velvet, wheat, and field flowers.

THE

AEAGONESE.

[From Ihe cstobliiibmeDt of C. Bbodie, 51 Caual Strft, Xew York.
articlett uf costume.}

Drawn by L. T. Vowr, from actaal

Made of black taffeta. This garment Is made withont the staff being more than an easy fulness at the back,
bnt is arranged with the material being pinched in broad folds upon the shoulders. This presents an imposing
effect. A passementerie, with a rached edge, ornameuts the upper portion.
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BONNETS.—

[See description. Fashion department.)

Fig. 1.

Fig. 2.

NEW

STYIES OF APRONS.
THE

POMPADOUB.

J'tiidlfeulft
Made of groseille siUc, trimmed with pink ruffles and a quilling, with a row of velvet buttons down the front

THE EUGEI7IE.

1
This novel apron is made of one breadth of bright plaid silk, trimmed with lace patcs and quilled ribbon, and a
half breadth of black moire antique on each side. The belt is pointed in front, both on the upper and lower edge.

PATTERNS

FOE WAISTBANDS

AND SASHES.

ElIBBOISERY

CROCHET
(See description,

PATTEBITS.

HAIR-ITET.
Work Department.)
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EMBBOIDEST.
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I

nrSEETION.
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BASKET

WATCH-HANGER

AlfD PINCUSHION.

(See description, Work Department.)
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A.

k.
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INSERTION IN POINT LE LA POSTE.
(See description, Work Department.')
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DINXEPw IN THE WOODS; OR, TWO DAYS IN
THE MOUNTAINS.

/

(Se« plnte.)

Pennsylvania hns lipcome wiJi^ly celcV)ratpd
for the prand ami vaiit^d beauty of its sct-iieiy.
Midway between the luxuriant clianipaiirn country of the south and the cold mountain regions
of the north, it seems to possess the beautiful
elements of each, and blend the two in a most
attractive hamiony of landscape. There is an
intermingling of mountain and plain, of hill
and valley, of labored, careful cultivation and
wild, untamed rudeness ■which gives to our
State — for we are proud of being a Pennsylvaiiiau — that wonderful variety which forms the
striking feature of its physical beauty.
Poetry, painting, and history has each done
its share in celebrating our scenery or in
adding to its interest. It has inspired more
than One beautiful stanza and poetic description,
which have been taken as mere imaginative
sentiment ; reflected its rich coloring on many
a canvas destined to add new laurels to an
artist's fame : and, as the legends which cling
around old Westminster Abbey give additional
chann to the architectural boldness and grace
of that grand old buildin?, so the tr.-iditions
and historic associations of our State_add to
the pleasure one feels in viewing its ditferent
localities. What tourist has not felt his delight
heightened in looking at the well cultivated
fields, the neatly ordered farm<i, and happy
dwellings of Wyoming Valley when he recalls
the bloody stains which time is fast removing
from that lovely picture ? when he remembers
liow, years ago, when the settlements were just
growing, what a cruel episode of American
history took place on the scene which is now
60 happy and peaceful— the horrible Massacre
voi. Lxni. — 2

of Wyoming, which makps ns slnnlder even
now, with its details of Toiy treachery and of
Indian ferocity, and of gallant manly and womanly heroism matched nnsuccessfully against
overwhelming numbers and murderous violence? Our western regions have their recollections ofhard-fought battles, Indian warfare,
and the famous defeat of Braddock, which lost
England an army and gave America her Washington, teaching the one great nation her first
important lesson in American ueneralship, and
showing the other that her powerful parent was
not infallible. Does not t!ie peaceful landscape
of Southern Pennsylvania also draw an additional interest from the rememlnances which
are associated with it of its early settler, William Penn, himself the very type of peace?
But the glory of the State is in its rivers,
the Juniata, the Susquehanna, the Delaware,
and other noble streams, with their scenery as
fresh and beautiful as in the past days, when
canoes and war songs were in fashion, and
steamboaling and Civilization never thought of
by the naj^jves, except when some imaginative
Hiawatha took a dreamy peep into the futnre,
and poetically prophesied the marvels of our
day. On the Kliine, not long ago, one of our
great American painters met a brother artist,
of Germany, and as the conversation turned
upon the scenery of our country, the German said : "There are two places in America
which I wish most to see — Niagara and the
Delaware Water Gap." Our artist opened his
eyes a little, as doubtless you will, gentle
reader, at this association. He had seen13 Niagara, of course, admired, worshipped, it may
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be painted it ; but of the other place he knew
little, and that little doubtless ouly from the
Tague uncertainty of rumor. It was a good
lesson, liowever, and since then he has been at
the Water Gap with pencil and colors, getting
the materials, perhaps, for a picture which
shall give additional celebrity to that beautiful
place. We Americans hardly do justice to our
native scenery, or rather we are just awaking
fairly to its charms as they are being written
and pencilled into us. We visit a dozen beautiful places in as many days, gather information
enough to answer au easy catechism on our
travels, and then are anxious to hurry away to
Europe, forgetting, in our anxiety to visit Swiss
mountains and Italian seas, that there are
scenes nearer our own homes which might even
rival these in beauty.
The Delaware Water Gap, of which the German spoke, the great river scene of our State,
if not quite worthy of being named in fellowship with that grand creation, Niagara, is certainly an exceedingly beautiful piece of scenery.
The name suggests its peculiar feature. About
twenty miles above the town of Easton, which,
with all respect to that famous and flourishing
city, seems just rubbing its eyes after a pretty
long nap, there extends across the country a
great spur of the Blue Kidge. A high, imposing wall of mountains, at the point where it
touches the Delaware it opens — gaps, as it were
— and, just leaving room for the river to flow
between its divided p.arts, extends majestically
far iu tlie distance on either side. Tlie mountains rise precipitously ou either shore, and
their rough, steep, jagged proiiles give evidence
of the force by which they were put asunder.
The effect is very striking, and one cannot help
feeling that the same Divine power which drew
back the waters of the Red Sea, that the people
of Israel might find a passage across, has been
at work here, carving a way through the mountains by which the Delaware is suffered to keep
on in its journey to the ocean. Different theories have been given to account for the phenomenon, and many a naturalist has puzzled his
brain to explain the convulsion by which nature
effected it. The hand of improvement and the
spirit of advancement have been busy about
the place of late years, and instead of the old
stage-coach and lumbering wagons, railroad
trains hurry thi-ough its jaws, and the hills send
back duplicated ech oes of the harsh locomotive's
screams and turmoil which of old were only
disturbed by the boatman's horn or the rifle of
the hunter. The country in the vicinity of the
Water Gap is a fit surrounding to it, a combina-

tion of roughness and culture which makes the
perfection of landscape. The stately mountain
ranges, grand in their rugged simplicity, inclose
within tlieir protecting folds valleys rich in all
the wealth of cultivated fertility, while the
little brooks which go chattering and gushing
along in cascades so sweetly beautiful that even
poetic inspiration would fail to describe them,
add their quota to the unceasing flow of the
Delaware, around which are gathered so many
traditionary associations.
It is a very trite saying, that of the venerable Mrs. Glass, that one should "first catch his
fish before he cooks it," and yet there's a good
deal of homely philosophy about the adage ;
and as some one may be thinking of it as they
read these lines, and having found the Water
Gap on their maps or painted it in their imaginations, may yet be wondering by what means
it is reached, perhaps it will be well to play
guide, and give a few "preliminary directions"
before introducing the reader to one of the
pleasantest parties that ever spent two pleasant
days together.
Suppose yourself, then, at Philadelphia or
New York — at Philadelphia, if anxious to make
the supposition particularly agreeable. It is
the simplest thing in the world, having commenced so well, to accomplish the rest, for a
single checking of your trunk, and a railroad
ride of about five hours, pleasant enough as
railroads go, and, indeed, not much surpassed
by the dashing ride along the Hudson, and you
hear the conductor cry out, melodiously, "Delaware Water Gap ;" gathering up your boxes
and umbrellas, cloaks, talmas, dusters, shawls,
babies — if such there be — oranges, newspapers,
and other little trimmings so necessary to railway happiness, and, hurrying out of the cars,
there you are. Not much of a depot, you
think, for so famous a place, and, as the eyes
leave the depot and hurry around the country,
not so much of a place, either, after all.
It must liave been Solomon who advised us
all not to judge by first impressions (although
the advice may not appear in the authentic
publication of his Wisdom), or, if not that
astute old gentleman, certainly some very wise
descendant of that very wise sire, for never
were truer words said. In what condition, for
instance, are you, as you stand on a hot summer diiy on the platform of the Water Gap
depot, to judge of the merits of the place ? The
Gap itself, two miles distant, is obscured by
intervening mountains, the country can hardly
look inviting through the dust which has covered you over like a mist, nor are your heated
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senses safficientlj equipoised to enjoy or appreciate tlie prospect. Wait until you are seated
on the stage which is to carry you to your
hotel. The coach winds along the mountainside road, which gradually a-scending higher
and higluT, yonr eye heholds the wide extended
range of hill and valley, your lungs drink in
the pure, gladdening air, and dust and heat are
forgotten in the enjoyment of scene .ind atmosphere. The ride from the depot to the Kittatinny House, just long enough to give you this
glimpse, is soon completed, and you are at the
hotel, ready to go through the agonies of room
getting, in ca.se the house be crowded, and to
enjoy the practical delight of dinner-eating,
which succeeds the first -mentioned trouble.
Amuse yourself as best you may in the afternoon— riding, boating, anything, so you are
happy; p.iss a merry evening, sleep a good sleep,
and find yourself domesticated at the house on
a bright summer morning of July, Anno Domini
eighteen hundred and sixty.
It is after breakfast at the hotel ; voracious
males have eaten their incessant supply of food,
and tender ladies their shadowy nourishment,
(average shadowy, &c. of tender female : two
slices of beefsteak, two cups of cotfee, three
eggs, five pieces of bread and butter, one piece
— "a very small piece; if yon please, sir" — of
ham, and ten and a half buckwheat cakes).
Sick people have sipped their melancholy tea,
and gloomy dyspeptics groaned over their morning meal. Bre.ikfast has been accomplished,
and then follows that part of the watering-place
day when people sit about or lounge about in
lazy delight. The groups collected on the
porches of the Kittatinny House on this morning are imbued with a pleasant, satisfied spirit,
quite content to be awiiy from the dry parched
cities, and here in the cool refreshing shade.
The ladies are gathered in pretty circles, their
tongues undulating like graceful pendulums,
and keeping in active motion the clockwork of
their brains ; their hands busied in knitting
those mysterious fabrics of worsted, of which
neither supply nor demand seems ever to cease,
and which to male eyes have seldom either
shape or sense, being generally in a sort of tadpole or chrysalis state between the raw worsted
and the perfected hood, nubia, or other article
of feminine ornament into which the mass of
stitches eventually turns. The gentlemen at a
respectful distance, just near enough to hear
occasionally the reverberation of some little morceau of gossip, and yet far enough away to
modify the odor of "the horrid cigar smoke,"'
are engaged in pleasant experiments on Hava-
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nas, or are making the great drops of dark
perspiration stand out on the faces of their hard
working meerschaum pipes. Tobacco and worsted, what solaces they are to the human mind t
Of course there is one prevailing topic of conversation, there always is at this time at a
summer holiday place like the Water Gap :
every one is planning amusement for the day.
This is never a very diflicult matter for the
ladies, who always have a hundred charming
ways of passing time, finding an unfailing
charm in the beauty of old walks and scenes,
which gather new attraction from the beauty
of their own thoughts ; but what are the men,
restless beings, to do for the d.ay's amusement. The first cigar or pipe full of tobacco is
fast fading away, and after another is disposed
of, what enjoyment shall follow ? The new
comers have a good bill of fare to choose from,
a long list of pleasant places to explore and of
views to see, but there are some ten or a dozen
of us who have been through two weeks of
viewing and exploring, sight seeing, riding and
walking, which, although it certainly has not
exhausted, has pretty well discovereil the most
familiar attractions of the surrounding country.
We have seen the Water Gap itself, in all the
dilTerent phases of its beauty, looking up at it
from the foot of the mountains as they rise
towering over our heads, or from the distance
when their outline is subdued by the mist ;
have seen it by moonlight when the hills are
illumined with a sad sombre light, or in the
brighter morning. Then we have been to
Lover's Leap, with its romantic legend and
stern precipitous reality, and Calden's Falls,
and Mossy Grotto, which are worthy a place in
fairy land, Venus's Bath, and the five and
twenty other places which appreciative or adventurous travellers are advised to see. Somebody suggests gunning — that wont do. Riding
or rowing — they too are not in favor, and as
for billiards and tenpins, they are decidedly
"played out." At last Tom Drawle makes a
suggestion. Tom belongs to that race of mortals
who say very little, but are supposed to think
a great deal, and so when Tom speaks there is
a respectful silence, and two words drag themselves lazily out of his lazy mouth, "Bushkill
Falls." How agreeable it is when the brains
are fretting over a perplexing question to have
an answer come at a very vexing moment !
Bnshkill Falls : the very idea, the very place.
Tom himself couldn't think of going, of course
not, and is quite content with the honor of
having set the party in motion ; but there are
a number of us, six, eight, yes, ten, re.idy and
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anxious to start, and so the preliminaries can
be easily arranged. The falls from all accounts
are not very distant, and, as we have several
days of leisure before us, we will make up a
stag party, travel over there on foot, spend tomorrow and return the next day. A simple
enough undertaking, surely, and yet when the
plan is reported to our fellow boarders that day
they look sceptical, and are yet more astonished
when they see us all actually starting out that
very afternoon, armed with good stout canes,
and accoutred from head to foot in true pedestrian fashion. We have quite the air of men
determined to accomplish some great undertaking, having magnified the little enterprise
into one of much moment.
Eushkill Falls had always been looked upon
as one of the pleasant impossibilities at the
Kittatinny House. People there had heard
dim, uncertain accounts of its beauty, which
had been handed down by an adventurous explorer who visited the falls long ago, but as for
an actual visitation by the present boarders,
such a thing had not been thought of, the place
being too distant for an ordinary drive, and it
may be not considered worthy of further trouble.
So the ten of us set out on this bright afternoon
in July, determined to bring back a full account
of the El Dorado, and determined at the start
to leave all our cares and troubles folded away
with the broadcloth and fine linen which have
been rejected as equally unworthy companions
of the jaunt. There is nothing particularly
momentous about such a walk as this, and yet
if you could only have actually been one of
that little party, have joined in its merry-making sports and rambles, your heart would feel
lighter and better at every recollection of those
two days of happiness. Take a party of young
hearty men and there are in it elements of enjoyment hardly to be found elsewhere. Youth,
health, and honest hearts, ready to appreciate
every pleasure and smooth over every ill.
Half a mile's walk from the hotel and its
white sides are lost to view among the trees,
and we are fairly started and tramping along
through the village of Dutotsburg. Dutotsburg
bears about it the marks of substantial settlement, with the beautiful church whose clear bell
goes ringing across the hills, its summons to
prayers and religious service ; the neat houses
and thriving stores, and the village smithy with
lieaving bellows, roaring fire, and the sturdy
workman, who calls to mind Longfellow's Village Blacksmith and makes us almost wish we
could change places with him, who, as we pass,
is wielding his great hammer dbd singing so

cheerily that one can see how the labor gladdens his heart.
Old Dutot, who founded this settlement,
came through the mountains, years ago, full of
bright hopes and golden visions of mineral
wealth which was to be found hidden within
the hills. He was disappointed in his searches,
but it must cheer his spirit to look down at the
place now. They Imried the old man, at his
own request, in a secluded spot in the woods
through which he had so often wandered, and
for a long time liis grave was an object of attraction to the curious. It was a sad sort of
place, the sunlight seldom getting in through the
heavy covering of foliage which surrounded it ;
a small inclosure, with its shabby board fence
mouldering and rotten with age. No tombstone
was there to tell the sad, eventful history of the
grave, no flowers to cheer it, but only a dreary
mound of earth to show where the bones were
decaying. Once or twice, so the story goes,
the spirit of the dead man has been seen hovering about the place where his body and his
hopes were buried.
We have passed the village, now, and are out
again in the open country, pushing ahead at a
rate which shows that even if not much skilled
in the science of pedestrianisni, we are at all
events determined to make the first lesson a
good one. Every company, however small, must
have its leader and name. A captain we have
instinctively chosen, a man well fitted to lead,
a gentleman — what more can be said ? A name
is not long wanting, for as we travel along, hair
dishevelled, clothes awry, singing, shouting,
and heathenish generally, we are mistaken for
raftsmen on a homeward cruise, and are so
addressed ; as the "Jolly Raftsmen," then, the
party shall be known. Afternoon has softened
into evening and evening deepened into night
before the heavy tramp of the Raftsmen echoes
across Bushkill bridge, and they are shaking
the dust from off their feet at the inn where
the night is to be spent. Quite an unexpected
pleasure, the sudden descent of ten hungry
travellers, and, as no telegraphic message has,
rl la mode, announced our coming, and a good
snpper must be got ready, hunger will have to
be patient, and feed on imaginative dainties
until the much desired meal is ready. The
Bushkill House is one of the good old-fashioned
taverns where a right hearty welcome is given,
and after a while we sit down to supper at a
table loaded with good cheer, which disappears
with amazing rapidity down greedy throats,
and, being disposed of, we are ready for a
council of war in the parlor.
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It 19 a venerable room, brimful of comfort,
with its sturdy chairs and sofas, and air of genial hospitality ; the clock, which seems to say
" (iod bless you" at every tick, its face beaming
with deliglit, and its long hands invoking a
silent benediction ; the table piled with well
chosen books and the pictures of absent friends ;
the "hearth with aspen boughs, and tloweis,
and fivinel pay. ' ' The candles send out a bright
light, shining on our forms stretched about the
room. The adventures of the afternoon are
talked over, jokes passed, jests bandied, songs
sung, and many a call to order needed to keep
in check the boisterous crew. No whiskey
and water, no rum and sugar to keep the
spirits up by pouring spirits down, and yet,
verily, no lack of merriment. Oue important
measure is passed : punning has become rampant, intolerable, and must be put down, and
so some patriot suggests that every pun be
taxed — moved, seconded, and carried ; but not
before short Alexander Magnus has declaimed
eloijuently against the measure from his full
lieight of six feet — inches, and Pater Felix denounced the law which is to hinder his joking.
Carried, however, and before bedtime a small
fortune of fines collected, f#r it would be about
as easy to suck out the Gulf of Mexico -with a
quill, as one of our western friends is about
trying to do, as to check punning when once
started. Was there ever a party of men without a punster, any more than a company of
women minus a gossip ? And then the disease
is so contagious ; first Tom ventures a feeble
pun, then Dick, then Harry, and at last everybody is hanl at work torturing the poor English
language, and breaking the backs and twisting
the necks of the sulfering words. Bedtime
comes ; we march up stairs, where seven of us
are to sleep in one room, after the manner of
boarding-schools, and before long we are tucked
in, and oue by one, with snore after snore, the
feather beds accomplish their mission, and
translate us to the land of dreams.
The next morning the steaming coffee and
smoking breakfast are dispatched, a walk of
three or four miles accomplished, and we are
on the outskirts of a wood which is said to
contain tiie object of our search. The approach
fo the falls, _then, is not very inviting, but,
pushing our way in through the trees, we presently hear the soft, musical sound of distant
waters ; it increases as we advance, swelling
into a rich volume of sound ; we see the bright.
Hashing water sparkle through the foliage,
hurry forward through bush and bramble,
and stand at last on a great ledge of rock
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looking down upon Bushkill Falls. What an
imposing sight it is, as the water falls, first in
a dark, lieavy stream, and then, as it strikes a
ledge of rock on its downward passage, suddeidy transformed into a dashing, foaming
torrent, throwing out myriads of diamond drops
and creating clouds of spray, through which
the rainbows shine in their beautiful coloring I
We have not pen to describe the scene, and
perliaps the weird beauty of the cataract, tho
wild character of the rocks which wall in the
chasm into which it falls would defy a description from even the most eloquent.
Our party spent the morning rambling above
and below the falls, searching out ravines and
caves, some sketching, some climbing, others
digging away among old fossils or bringing to
light buried Indian relics with histories centuries old. And so, after a morning of exploits
and discoveiies, we are well satisfied to hold a
meeting over the contents of our well filled baskets ;and never, surely, did any of the Ca-sars
enjoy their luxurious Roman feasts better than
did we tliose simple dainties ; with the waterfall
playing its merry music for us and the sunlight
smiling in now and then through the trees.
After the baskets have been emptied, we lounge
about there on the mossy'carpet as luxuriously
as Eastern monarch on his downy cushions.
Our artist friend, Philip, has caught the poetry
of the scene, and when we look around his
pencil is moving in rapid lines, and he has soon
immortalized the group on paper.
And here, gentle reader, we will bid each
other good-by, leaving .your imagination to carry
us back to tender embraces at the Kittatinny
House, and us to hope that when yon visit the
Water Gap, as you intend doing, you will betake yourself to that gem of woodland scenery,
that " dimple iu the smile of Nature," BushkiU
Falls ; and when you sit down to eat a rustic
dinner at the place, you will remember the
pleasant party that scattered crumbs there last
summer.

Habits op Like. — Rise early ; retire early ;
keep your head clear by attention to all the
laws of health. Take no stimulants, .save the
harmless ones of tea or coffee, and these not
in excess, nor otherwise than at the usual
meal times. Let not your mind wear out yonr
body ; observe a due balance between them.
So shall your usefulness enilnre and increase,
instead of en<ling prematurely with a short and
feverish career.
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I.

OcK talk came and went in snatches that
morning. I could not divine whether it was
my fault or his that it did not run on in the
same smooth, swift channel it usually did ;
hroken here and there into bright jets of badinage and laughter, and then slipping into a
deep, sudden gravity that was like a river
overhung by the shadows of great trees.
Looking back now, I think the gravity was
usually of his making ; the jest and merriment
were of mine ; though each responded to and
repeated the mood of the other with singular
exactness and fidelity.
But, as I said, we did not get on well that
morning, and I was glad when the servant
brought in the tray of refreshments, for though
I knew very well my Latin teacher, Mr. Dwight
Kennedy, would by no means consent to go out
to lunch every day, he would not be so discourteous as to refuse the cup and plate which
always accompanied mine. This arrangement
was very much pleasanter for me than lunching
with Mrs. Pryor, o\ir gossiping, good-natured,
but tedious housekeeper.
" Oh, our grapes are ripe at last !" I said, for
want of something better ; and I lifted one of
tile great purple clusters from the vase, and
lield it a moment before Mr. Kennedy, and then
laid it on his plate. "Just try them ; they are
the real Hamburg, and if it weren't for the
shower we 'd go down to the green-bouse this
morning ; I alw.ays like to pluck grapes and see
them hanging over the roof in great purple
goblets. Dear me 1 this rain has come just at
the wrong time."
" Did you ever have a greater disappointment
than a shower at the wrong time. Miss Adelaide ?"
" 0 yes, I 've had greater troubles than that.
"Why, what made you ask the question, Mr.
Kennedy?" — for, looking into my companion's
eyes, I saw them fastened on my face with a
.serious expression, which seemed to rest on
something painful, and I knew enough of Dwight
Kennedy to be certain that he never asked
questions which had no meaning or suggestion
in them.
lie smiled, that grave, thoughtful smile which
I think I liked best of all his smiles, and he h.ad
IS
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a variety of these. "I was thinking, Miss
Adelaide, what unfathomable words sorrow
and trial, disappointment and discipline must
be to you. I suppose that an hour's rain at
the wrong time would represent their meaning
to you as well as anything,
*Laid in the lilies and fed on the roses of life'
as you 've always been."
" Then you really think, Mr. Kennedy, that
I don't know what trouble and sorrow are ?"
I said, plucking the great Hamburg grapes from
the cluster which lay on my plate ; but not
eating them, for my teacher's words had started
a new train of thought.
" Not in the least." And, looking up, I met
the grave smile, which had somewhat changed
its expression, and seemed to touch on pity iu
the deep-set shifting colored eyes.
" But I read the other day, Mr. Kennedy,
that no one could aTtain a true or complete life
who was not acquainted with suffering, who
had not been softened and cl.arified by it, and
that sooner or later this discipline must come
to "That
all lives."
was all true, Misi? Adelaide."
" I don't like to think, though, it 's coming to
mine," I said, with a faint smile. " I shouldn't
know how to bear it at all."
" Poor child !" he said ; and it seemed as if
the ejaculation came involuntarily and wrapped
up in tones as tender as a mother's over some
idolized child for whose future her heart leaped
up in a sudden prophetic fear.
I looked up in his face, startled at the strange
voice, and I felt a little color widening through
my cheeks. " Why do you call me that, Mr.
Kennedy
?" seem most inappropriate in your
"It does
case" — and his glance swept the drawing-room
and then returned to my face. "Of all the
daughters of men, one would fancy you the
last to need pity ; one who judges from the
■world's stand-point, I mean."
"And from what stand-point do yon see?" I
interposed, with a laugh, which, however, did
not dissipate or even touch on the gravity his
words liad superinduced.
"From one which is not of this world's,
Miss Adelaide." I could not laugh now at the
'solemn, earnest tones.
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"And, judging from that stand-point, you
think I am to be pitied ?" And here iny face
iii its gravity answered his own.
" I am afraid you will not understand me
now, hut perhaps you will at some future day.
I think anybody is to be pitied who, having the
great and solemn work and endurance of life
before them, has no idea of either ; whose
whole culture and education have unfitted them
for what they must sooner or later meet."
When. he stopped speaking the tears were in
my eyes ; and my future looked, stretched away
in the distance, something vast, an<i incomprehensible, and terrible. Its palace gardens, with
their palm trees and singing fountains, were all
gone !
"Uncle s.ays I 'm a spoiled child," I said.
" I never thought of it before ; but if I should
ever have any trouble, I don't sujjpose I should
know how to meet it. What shall I do wheu
it comes, as you say it must V
No child ever asked these words with a sense
of more utter helplessness than I did, looking
up in the young man's face. A quick change
swept over his. The look which went into my
eyes and past them to my soul, only told me
that he was stirred and moved out of his usual
calmness.
" Miss Adelaide" — and his voice was shaken
— " If I could answer your question, I would
do it at any cost. There is only one who can, and
that is God."
My heart reached dimly after his meaning.
"You think, as God will send this trouble or
discipline, whatever it may be. He will also
send a way for me to do or bear it ?"
" Yes, if you ask him ; and maybe, Mi?s
Adelaide, this is the way He will appoint for
you to find him ; and if it be, you will never
regret the path, though it goes down into the
valleys and through the darkness and thorns."
I did not answer him ; I sat still, with my
hands lying in my lap, and shivered at his
words.
"Do they frighten you?" he said, with a
smile whose sweetness made a light all through
his question. " If yon could see farther into
jny words, they would not."
" But you ought to help me, then, if I 'm so
blind as 3-ou think."
" I have been trying to. Miss Adelaide, in
the best way that I know."
My face told him that I w,as in deep waters
now.

" I have been trying to help yon by praying
our Father in Heaven that He would." And
now there was no smile on my teacher's face,
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only a tranqtiil serioiisness, which the thought
seemed to make there.
I W!is greatly moved. I had been petted,
flattered, caressed all my life, but not one of
all those who did it had ever prayed for me.
It invested my teacher with a new sacredness,
and I felt humbled before him, and I could not
answer him.
" And I want you to feel, Miss Adelaide, tli.it
I shall always do this, even though we shall
never look upon each other's face again."
"Why, you are not going away!" I said,
startled and bewildered.
" There is no help for it. I have waiteil
until the hist moment, in hopes that a better
situation would offer ; but none has, and so I
am going to take charge of a seminary in Michi" Oh, Mr. Kennedy, what has induced you
to do that ?" I did not make the slightest effort
to conceal my surprise and disappointment.
" I go for the very best reason in the world,
but gan."
one which you will hardly be apt to understand— to earn my bread, and that of my brothers and sisters."
Tills time I did not answer ; I was so utttrly
confounded.
"You did not think I was so poor as that,
did you ?" said my teacher, searching me with
his steadfast eyes. "What will you say when
I go farther, and tell you that I have not three
hundred dollars in the world? that I spent all
the money my father left me on my education,
and that did not more than half carry me
through college ?"
I glanced down on the diamond bracelet which
Uncle Harry had given me on my last birtliday. I could scarcely believe that it was worth
more th.an all Mr. Kennedy possessed in tlio
world ; then my gaze swept about the drawingroom, with its paintings and statues, its velvet
carpet, whose snowy surface was scattered with
mosses and vines, and at last my eyes came
back to my teacher, and he sat there so strong,
and calm, and grave that my soul involuntarily
did him homage.
" You see now there is sufficient reason why
I should go, don't you ?"
" Yes,'' I faltered. " But can't you st.ay here
and — and get some situation ?"
" Not immediately — one that suits me ; and
I must get to work at once, so I can manage to
give next year to finishing my professional
studies."
" And how soon do you go ?'
"Next week."
" And this is my last Latin lesson ?"
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Our eyes met again, and his seemed to gather the shadows which must have been iu
mine.

stone towers and green canopied veranda, like
some old Austrian castle. And I used to recite
my lessons wherever my fancy chanced to lead,

"I suppose it must be this, Miss Adelaide.
I hope you will get a better teacher, but you

in the arbors, under the shadows' of the old
sycamores, or beneath the cedars, for both my
teacher and I were fond of being out of doors, and
only stayed in the house on unpleasant days.
Our acquaintance was of course more informal
on this account, and my teacher interested mo
as none of the guests did who thronged the
stately parlors of our house every evening.
I learned long afterward that lie came to
Mosswood, as we called our country-seat, expecting to dislike me, to find the niece and
heiress of the proud old millionnaire, Henry
Marshall, a selfish, liaughty girl, enervated by
luxury, spoiled by admiration. But this I did
not suspect then, and in less than a month after
my first lesson I had reason to suppose my
teacher liked me ; I mean, was pleased with
my society and interested iu my welfare — nothing more than this.
Our conversation used to range over all subjects ;it was always suggestive, always interesting, and when I compared the tone, and
vigor, and earnestness of all that Dwight Kennedy said with that of the small-talk and
honeyed flatteries of other men, I grew quite
disgusted with the latter. My soul, dimly as
it comprehended them, did homage to the true
manliness, the calm and reserved force which
always individualized my teacher. I felt the
high aims and noble purposes which idealized
his life without perceiving them ; and he always left a clearer and brighter atmosphere
about me, but 1 did not know that the sweet,
subtle aroma which pervaded it was breathed
from one lily in the heart of Dwight Kennedy,
and that lily was the blossom of a true, eanieat,
Christian life.

will not get one who will have his pupil's interests more at heart."
At that moment Mrs. Pryor entered the
room in considerable excitement, and informed
me that two carriage-loads of my city friends
had just arrived, and she must have the cook
get up a second lunch. Our interview was
abruptly terminated, but I succeeded in obtaining a promise from my teacher that lie wonld
make one more trip to Mosswood before he
went West.
I, Adelaide Randolph, was an orphan, the
ward and heiress of my uncle, Henry Marshall.
I could not remember either of my parents ;
but every cai'e which great wealth, great pride,
and tenderness could devise had been lavished
on me from my birth. Of course such a life,
aimless, gay, luxurious, had not nourished or
fostered whatsoever was best or strongest in
my character. I was selfish, indolent, exacting,
but nobody had the courage to tell me this, and
I was the last one to suspect it. Tlie mirror
which my friends held up to my view was one
that would not be likely to reflect my faults.
My life had counted its twentieth birthday
the week before I first met Dwiglit Kennedy.
I had always a passion for studying languages,
and my xmcle indulged me in that as in all
other things, and a distinguished professor, an
old classmate of his, had recommended Mr.
Kennedy as a fine Latin scholar. My teacher
was wholly unlike any man whom I had ever
met. I was a little while in doubt whether to
like him or not, but only a little while. The
more I saw and comprehended him, the more
his natural reserve, lieightened by a scholar's
secluded life, wore away, the more I respected
the man, Dwight Kennedy. lie was scarcely
twenty-six, and looked younger, slight, and of
medium height. His face was a strong, good
face, with bold, delicate features, and had in
it the secret of beaut.v, because of its great
flexibility of expression.
We lived five miles from the city, and our
country-seat was a small Paradise, so far as
great wealth and taste could make it this. The
grounds, with their graceful arbors, their groves
and ponds, their fruit and shade trees, their
winding walks, which were like shining silver
embroideries winding throngli an emerald
ground, were an appropriate setting for the
house, which stood in their midst, with its gr.ay
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" UjiCLE IIal, I 've a great favor to ask of
"Well, what is it ? another new party dress ?"
— laving his hand on my head, which 1 rested
on his knee, for I had drawn an ottoman to
his feet and thrown myself on it.
Ityou."
was just after dinner, and we were quite
alone, which did not usually happen. My uncle, a fine, portly old gentleman, sat in his
velvet aj'm-chair by the window, and the late
afternoon breeze shook his hair softly, his hair
that had blossomed thick with the silver of
sixty-six years.
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" O no ; tometliing a great deal more important than a party dress."
" I see that means more expensive. You 're
a costly piece of fine porcelain, my little girl."
" It isn't presents that I want this time, I'ncle Hal" — with the shadow of a pout; "it's
!ill for somebody else."
" Well, put on that look apain, my child,
.ind you shall have anything your lips c.in ask
for, for they wear the look that Annie's nsed
to when she came bothering and coaxing about
ine in the old college vacations at AVoodford."
"Annie" waii my mother, my uncle's only
and idolized sister, and because I liad the face
over which nineteen summers had sowed their
coverlets of grass overshot with ro.ses, I was
doubly dear to the heart of my uncle, ami as I
was the only one that remained of his family,
he lavished on me the love that wife or child
had never cl.aimed.
" I want you
Tour influence
Latin teacher,
" What sort
gray eyes wide

to promise that you '11 exert .all
to find some situation for my
Mr. Kennedy."
of a situation ?" — opening his
with astonishment.

"A good situation, a paying one in some
seminary."
"Oh, that's it, is it? Well, how in the
world am I to know anytliing 'about such a
matter ? If it w.as a clerkship or a place in the
hank, I miplit pet it for him."
" Now, uncle, you know well ennuch you
can do whatever you want to, and I >inist have
this attended to at once."
" Whew ! Seems to me yon take a deep
interest in this Latin teacher of yours."
The expression with which my uncle regarded me did not strike me forcibly then, but
I vividly recall and interpret it now. I went
on, intent upon my object, to relate my last
interview with my teacher, to wliich my uncle
listened with apparent interest.
" .\nd so the fellow starts next week ?"
" Uncle Harry, if you knew Mr. Kennedy
better, you would never call him a 'fellow.'
Ue is not at all like other men."
" In what respect, pray, does he differ from
the rest of his sex ?"
"I can't tell you, only he 's a great deal nobler, better man."
" He seems to have enlisted your interest
very warmly, my child."
" He never thought of such a thing. TTncle,
he's above doing it," was my emphatic, scornful denial.

" Well, she 's a generous little puss, anyhow,
and I suppose we must let it go at that."
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" Let what go ?"
" Oh — her enthusiasm."
"Well, will you set .about doing this, right
" What a peremptory little girl. Shall 1 run
round the city, trying to find situations for
good
young men ?"
off?"
"Now,
uncle, you're making fun of me,"
with a pout that was unmistakable this time.
" Well, I won't bother her any more, foolish
child!" and the old man slipped the palm of
his hand under my chin, lilted my face, and
gazed at it with eyes which were fond as a doting mother's. " But about this business, Ada,
you see it 's quite out of my line."
" Then, can't you get somebody else to do it
forMyyouuncle
?" mused a moment, beating his slipper on the carpet and unfolding his newspaper,
then he looked up, suddenly, "It's just occurred to me, Adelaide, that Doctor WiUlman,
my old classmate from Virginia, w.is in my office,
this morning, and he said he 'd drop in to-morrow again. He 's president of a flourishing
college in that State, and, on account of his relations with professors and students, would be
just the ma.n for this thing."
" And you '11 certainly see to it."
" Certainly ; I very much approve of Mr. Kennedy's plan, and lie shall have my influence iu
hisI favor."
jumped tip and kissed my uncle, surprised
and delighted at the alacrity which he evinced
to assist my teaclier, but I did not penetrate
the motive which stimulated him, or suspect
that the interest which I had manifested in Mr.
Kennedy had awakened a desire that our aoquaint.ance should be at once terminated.
"What can I do to pay you. Uncle Hal ?"
" Get on her riding dress, and take a gallop
over the hills with me. She won't mind if her
cavalier's an old man, will she ?"
" I 'd r.ather go with you. Uncle Hal, than
with anyV>ody in the world," parting a silver
lock which had strayed over his forehead.
" What — rather with me th.au with Lewis
Dunham
?"
"•Yes, rather
than with him."
"Well, scamper off, and come down in your
new riding cap in fifteen minutes.''
Lewis Dunham was the son of my uncle's
oldest and dearest friend, and it had long been
a pet scheme of both the old gentlemen, that
Lewis and I should be united at some future
time. But his father and my uncle were
shrewd enough not to urge the mattei-. We
were, however, thrown constantly together, .and
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a kind of tacit engagement had for ten years
existed between us.
I believe hewis was attaclied to me, and I
certainly likedliim. He was cultivated, graceful, remarkably fine looking, and witli all those
social qualities and adjuncts which make a
man a favorite with our sex.
Many a girl envied me the fascinating son of
the rich old banker, and I expected to be very
proud and very happy with the husband of my
uncle's choosing. He was two years my senior,
and had just completed his collegiate course,
and was about to pass three years in foreign
travel. I learned afterward that the young
gentleman was, with difBculty, persuaded to
undertake his tour, as he wished our marriage
previously consummated, and desired that I
should accompany him.
But my uncle was inflexible in his refusal.
The thought of giving me up so soon was one
his heart recoiled from.
Three days after I had the conversation with
Uncle Harry, respecting Mr. Kennedy, he informed me that Dr. Wildman had come north
with the express purpose of procuring some
competent gentleman to take his place in the
college. He had had an interview with Mr.
Kennedy, and though his youth was against
him, still the Dr. had finally concluded to try
him as his successor, having been much pleased
with the young man.
" And what is the salary ?" I asked.
" Two thousand a year."
The next day brought Mr. Kennedy, and I
regarded it as especially unfortunate that we
had a house full of company, and an opportunity for only five minutes' private conversation was afforded us.
" I know. Miss Adelaide," he said, "that it is
to you alone that I owe the good fortune wliich
has befallen me, and I shall never forget it — •
never," and his eyes indorsed his words.
We were standing by the window curtained
by a climbing vine, which swung to and fro iv
the morning wind, and its long goblets of crimson overshot with gold made the air heavy with
their fragrance. I was pulling the leaves unconsciously asI answered —
"Yon are very welcome, Mr. Kennedy, only
I wish what I have done for you could have
been more and better. ' '
" Don't wish it, only remember if in anywise,
at any time of my life, you shall need my services, call upon me. Will you promise me to
do this ?"
"Yes."
"And one thing more — won't you break off

one of those sprays of honeysuckle, and give it
to me as a little keepsake, you know ?"
I was used to all kinds of flattering requests
from gentlemen, but none ever impressed me
like this. I broke it off and gave it to my
teacher, feeling very sad and wishing he was
not going away. I think that he read the wish
in my eyes.
"Miss Adelaide" — as I gave him the branch
— "may God bless you with all good gifts, especially with that best one, the knowledge of himHe gave me his hand and so we parted, but
the shadows were deeper in the eyes of Dwight
self!"
Kennedy than I had ever seen them before, and
the shadows lay so heavy upon my heart, that
I left my guests, went to my own room, and
sobbed there for an hour ; and yet, I had no
suspicion that I loved Dwight Kennedy, and
one week from the day that we parted, Lewis
Dunham won from me the promise that I would
be his wife when he should return from his
tour of Europe.

CHAPTER

III.

Five years had passed. The last two had
been full of gfeat changes, of sudden and terrible sorrows to me. I was no longer the young
and courted mistress of Mosswood, the heiress
of the old millionnaire, Henry Marshall.
My uncle's health had failed slowly, and with
it his vigor of mind had waned. He was no
longer the keen business man he had been, B
and when others far less shrewd than he de- V
tected the approach of a great commercial
crisis, he assumed vast responsibilities and entered into new speculations. Calamities followed rapidly. He was largely engaged in
commerce, and two houses in the Indies failed
simultaneously, and he was heavily involved
in both. Stocks fell and banks broke, and the
vast fortune of my uncle swiftly vanished away.
One of his partners proved himself a knave,
and all this bore heavily upon the old man,
whose infirmities would not permit him to rally,
and save himself as he would have done ten
yi^ars before. A week after he was brought
home in an apoplectic fit, my uncle joined the
great company of his family, and left me without a relative nearer than distant cousins in the
world.
I was still unmarried. Lewis Dunham had
returned home a year before my uncle's death
true to me, although he had mingled constantly
with the fairest and most fascinating womeu ^
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of every court in Europe. My uncle, however,
still deferred our marriage, and I strongly iu<li>rsed liis wishes, on .iccount of uiy reluctauca
to leave liiui in his failing he.iltli.
It was nearly three mouths after bis death
that the old hanker, Lewis's father, came over
to Mosswood one evening to have a private interview with me, and I le.arned then, for the
first time, something of the extent of my uncle's
losses. I had been saved during my life from any
knowledge of his affairs, and the shock was a
Very heavy one to me.
"And how much will you be able to save
when matters are settled up, Mr. Dunham?" I
asked at last.
" Well, not more th.an a couple of hundred
thousand, and holding this Katk will fall the
heaviest on the poorer portion of liis creditors,
liut that 's usually the case in such extensive
and complicated losses. It is not wise that you,
my dear child, should remain at Jlosswood without a protector longer ; and Lewis is doubly
anxious to be this now. I advise that you give
him the right to take you to Europe for a year.
You need cli.ange of scene, and, as I have the
settlement of your uncle's affaire, you know
that I shall look out for the interests of my
children."
" I do not doubt that, Mr. Dunham ; but
you spoke of my uncle's creditore. I desire
every one of them sliould be paid to the smallest farthing, no matter what becomes of my
fortune."
The old gentleman looked at me with a smile
half of pity, half of contempt ; very much as
one would do at the vagaries of a little child.
" It would take your entire fortune to do
this," he said.
" Then let it go. I will not receive a single
dollar until justice has been done to my uncle's
creditors."
"Adelaide, this is a rora.antic girl's notion,
but we business men of the world understand
these things better thau you. Leave the matter with me."
"Mr. Dunham, truth and justice are not a
romantic girl's notions. Oh, you were my uncle's oldest and dearest friend. You will advise
liis niece to do only that which is right !"
A little flush went over the old man's face,
and he moved uneasily. " Adelaide," he said,
taking my hand, " I must look out for the
best interests of my old friend's niece— for the
interests of my son and my daughter."
" But Lewis would certainly indorse my view
of the matter?"
The old banker shook his grav head. ' ' Lewis's

feelings would probably prompt him to do
just as yours would. But he knows that his
father is not half so rich a man as the world
supposes, and that he cannot afford to take a
dowerless wife."
" But, sir, neither of us can afford to sell our
principles. I am sure we should both be
wretched with auy wealth which was not rightours." is no use in repeating this converBut fully
there
sation. Itwas a prolonged one, and Mr. Dunham left me at last uneasy aud irritated, and
told me at parting that his son would see me
the next day, evidently lioping that his arguments would be more effective than his father's
had been.
But I had a day to revolve the m.atter in my
own miud, and my resolution was only strengthened never to yield ray sense of right, never
under any circumstances to receive a dollar of
my uncle's property which was not rightfully
mine.
The next evening Lewis came. Such a night
as it was — marvellous for beauty, the sky
sprinkled with stars, the earth embossed with
moonlight, and the silver beams flocked through
the vines, fluted with the late May leaves, aud
flung their snowy bordering xipon tlie carpet.
And there Lewis Dunham and I held our last
interview. It is not often that I unlock the
door of the room where that night is hid away
in my memory, and now it suits me best to
write of it briefly.
Lewis Dunham was not so much to blame,
after .all, and I believe that he loved me with all
the strength of his luxurious, indolent nature.
But his whole life enervated the moral part of
his character, and the cultivated aesthetic side
of him shrank with horror at the thought of
poverty or rugged contact with the bare realities of life. lie used all kinds of sophistries,
he tried arguments, and entreaties, aud to
move nie through my affection for himself;
and this was hardest to resist of all, but I was
true to my own convictions of right.
" It would be no better thau stealing, Lewis ;
I am as little fitted to brave poverty after my
life of aflluence as you are, but I have a brave
heart, and I will set my face steadily against this
sin. We have youth, aud health, and^strength
in our favor."
"And twenty thousand dollars to go
keeping with. My father shocked me
by informing me this was all he could
and that he should cut me off without

to houseto-night
give me,
a dollar,

if I married a woman without fortune."
The words stung me into a great heat.
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rose, and stood still and resolnte before him.
"Well, Lewis Dunham, if yon would hesitate
one instant between myself without a dollar and
a crowned queen wliose dower was millions,
I pray you never take me to be your wife."
"Adelaide, Adelaide," he groaned, "you
torture me ! Have I not been true to you from
my boyhood ? have I ever loved any woman
but you ?"
And after midnight we parted. He promised
to come to me the nest day. I have no doubt
lie meant it then, but the worldly counsels of
others prevailed. He did not come then, nor
afterward, and if be liad two weeks later, it
would have done no good, for the love of my
girlhood had died out of my heart forever, for
the windows had been raised, and I had looked
into the snul of Lewis Dunham, and seen how
it lacked that real moral stamina and manliness
whi'jh can alone enlist the true homage of a
ivoman's heart.

CHAPTER

IV.

" What shall I do with myself?"
I asked this question some three weeks after
my last interview with Lewis Dunham, pacing
up and down the stately sitting-room of tlie
liome which was no longer mine, which had
grown oppressive in its solitude and grandeur.
It was a hard, hard question, for I knew very
little of the rugged realities of life, but I saw
that I must be thrown entirely uijon my own
resources for a livelihood, and now I had courage to look the truth in the face, for those
three weeks had been a terrible ordeal to me ;
the love and trust which had become a habit
with me did not die out of my heart in a moment, and though friends who were not all
summer ones gathered about me and kept my
faith in humanity fiom dying out wholly, still
it had had a shock from which it could not
easily recover. "Whatshall I do with myself ?"
I cannot tell how many times I asked this question, walking up and down the lonely parlors
and playing with the rings on my fingers. At
last there came an answer: "Get away from
here as quick as possible ; you need change of
Bcene to save you from madness. Write to Mr.
Dunham that you are gone, and that lie can
dispose of the furniture as he likes ; it belongs
to your uncle's creditors, and you must get a
situation in some seminary." And then suddenly there came out of the past the memory
of my Latin teacher, Dwight Kennedy. I had
not heard from him for five years, but I was
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certain that wherever he was, he would be true
to the piomise he had made me, and I sat
down and wrote him, telling him somewhat of
all the changes which had befallen my life, and
asking him, for the sake of his promise when I
last saw him, to find me a situation as teacher
ill some young ladies' seminary. It was of
little consequence where I went, the farther
from home the better, and not having Mr.
Kennedy's address^ I sent the letter to the
care of Doctor Wildman. Then I waited a week
for an answer, and — he came.
It was one afternoon, when I had thrown
myself on the sofa by the window where we
had parted, that I heard the old tones, breaking
through the stillness, "Miss Adelaide, have
you a welcome for me ?" I sprang up, and
gave him both my hands, but the welcome
was not spoken, unless he read it in the ^reat
gush of tears iu which all words were swallowed up.
Before night I had told Dwight Kennedy the
whole history of these five years, ending iu
such darkness and desolation as a day sometimes does, whose morning is full of sunshine
and blue skies, but whose hours go down singing fainter and fainter into a night of darkness
and tempest.
"So I have closed all the east windows of
my life — the windows which used to look out
on love, and hope, and happiness."
"No," said my teacher, with the grave,
sweet smile I so well remembered ; " you will
open the east windows again, but your life will
look on another landscape, and your eyes will
be opened to see that it is fair and true, not
one of dreams and visions."
My teacher's words inspired me with new
hope and courage, and, to speak truth, both of
these were waning. I needed his counsel sadly
enough, and it was this thought which made
me say, " How good you were to come to me !"
"No. I was only good to myself." And I
never doubted what Dwight Kennedy said.
And then I asked him to tell me of his life.
It took him only a few moments. He liad resigned his situation at the college two years
before, and was now devoting his whole energies to his profession,, in a city in the heart of
New York State. I saw that he had no doubt
of his ultimate success — neither had I. And
he was not married. Somehow my heart felt
lighter after he had told me this.
" Have I changed any ?"
" In manner, not in looks, only so far as the
former affect the latter," searching my face
with his steadfast, shining eyes.
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" And you tliink you can procure me a situation as teacher somewhere ?"
"There is no doubt of it. I sliall be in the
city more or less for the next two days, and at
the end of tliat time we will talk dt-rinitely
about that matter." And there was a look in
my teacher's face which I could not interpret.
I had not studied it then as I have since.
The evening had come again. We stood on
the marble steps of my home, and looked over
the broad grounds, as they lay wrapped up in
the snowy moonlight, and, looking on it, I
thought of a maiden in the white foam of her
bridal laces. A sigli tore itself up from my
heart. "Dear old Mosswood!" I said, "it is
very hard to leave it. My childhood and youth
are all bound up here, and looking back on
them now, they seem like a fairy dream. Mr.
Kennedy, you have not told me about that
'situation' yet. It is time I should take up
my pilgrim's stall' and be moving toward it."
He grew very close to me — he laid his hand
on my shoulder, and, after a little silence he
said — and his voice did not have quite its old
steadfastness, but wavered along the words—
" Miss Adelaide, you were my pupil once, I
want to be yours now."
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I did not understand him, until I looked in
his eyes. Then my soul dilated with a quiet
and sudden joy ; but here, again, all words
failed me. I placfil my hands in his : they
were swiftly gathered up and hidden away.
"Adelaide, you do not know how all these
five years the memory of you has lingered a
fine aroma around my heart. I thought it was
sin to think of you, and I struggled against
it. I have nothing to offer you now, petted,
courted as you have been, but the true love of
a manly heart. Isn't it better than gold or
riches
"It ?"
is above all price." The last mouth had
taught me this.
In one week from that night we were married. Icould not otherwise give my teacher
the whole charge of my affairs, and I believe
the banker and his son still entertained a hope
that I would relent.
The nest day we left Mosswood. The vast
wealth which I was to have inherited had all
vanished. The world called us poor ; but we
did not count ourselves so, and I am richer the
wife of Dwight Kennedy, my teacher, thau I
was the heiress of my uncle, the milliounaire,
Henry Marshall.

now cusniox-LACE was ina^ented.
It was the winter of the year 1504, and the
mines of Saxony, being no longer considered
productive, were closed. Hundreds of men
were, in consequence, thrown out of employment, and amongst them one Christopher Uttman. He had a wife and two infant children,
and his heart was filled with despair on their
account. With a heavy heart he returned to
the lowly cottage, the interior of which the
care nnd tastefulness of his wife had rendered
comfortable, n.iy, even beautiful, and jilacing
in her hand his last week's wages, he exclaimed
bitterly, "Barbara, what shall we do I I am
not to return to the mines any more. They
will all be closed next week, and will never be
reopened."
Barbara had heard before lier husband had
returned home that the pits were about to be
closed for an indefinite period ; she was, therefore, in some degree prepared for the tidings,
and replierl, cheerfully, " We shall, no doubt,
do very well. We shall seek Hod's guidance ;
He will direct us. We are young and strong,
and healthy, and need not despair of being able
VOL. LXIII. — 3

to provide for our little ones, because the mines
of Saxony are shut up."
Barbara had been in the habit of assisting in
the maintenance of her little household by embroidering mnslin veils. At first she worked
only for the mine owner's wife and daughters ;
but so imaginative and delicate were her skill
and taste in this art, that her fame had lately
reached more than one of the German courts,
and many a noble dame bad availed herself of
the graceful productions of Barbara's needle,
and added to her heavy brocaded dresses the
elaborately-embroidered, yet light and beautiful, muslin train and ruflles. The care of her
infant twins, however, with many other domestic duties, had hitherto afforded her but
little time for the exercise of her art; but now,
though these cares and duties were rather increased than lessened, she determined, without
neglecting or omitting one of them, that by
the labor of her hands should her family be
supplied with bread. " My husband toiled for
us," she mentally exclaimed, "and now I will
work hard for him."
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The next day after the closing of the mines,
Barbara arose with the dawn, and having put
her house in order, and prepared tlie morning
meal, she commenced her work. Steadily she
wrought on hour after hour, never moving
from her low seat near the window, except
when obliged to do so for the fulfilment of some
household duty. A little girl, the daughter
of a neighbor, was sent for to look after the
children ; and Christopher contrived to find
useful employment in the little garden which
separated his cottage from the road, and which
heretofore had been Barbara's care. In the evening he assisted in preparing the supper, and
thus the first day passed away hopefully and
happily. Three months thus rolled by, and
Barbara looked with justifiable pride on the
production of her artistic skill — a veil, which
far excelled anything she had ever before attempted, in its singular beauty of design and
elaborateness of embroidery. With a happy
smile, eloquent of joy and hope, she left her
home the next morning, carrying the veil in a
curious basket covered with richly embroidered
cloth.
Arrived at a certain castle at some leagues'
distance about noon, she was at once admitted
to the presence of its fair mistress, with whom
Barbara was a favorite. Having replied to kind
inquiries for her husband and children, she
looked consciously at her little basket. Her
heart beat almost audibly, and her cheek
flushed to a deeper glow than even the unusually long walk would have caused, as she
raised the lid, and shaking out the delicate veil
threw it over her extended arm. Never before
had she displayed such a specimen of her skill,
and never before did so much depend on its
being duly appreciated ; both her purse and
her little store were exhausted. The joyful
hope, however, with which she had left her
home and entered the lady's presence was fast
leaving her heart, as the sudden exclamation
of delight and approval which she had expected
fell not on her anxious ear ; and a strange, deep
dread was finding its way in, and rolling heavily in the room of the departed guest. "It is
very beautiful," said the dame at last, still
without reaching her hand to touch it, "very
beautiful, truly ; but could your skill only accomplish something like this, Barbara, I would
purchase it from you at any price, it is so lovely
and so uncommon."
She had opened a drawer while speaking,
and handed the sorrow-stricken Barbara a border of rich Brussels point-lace. Barbara let the
veil fall into the basket, and, struggling hard
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to subdue her emotions, took the border into
her hands. She had never before seen Brussels point ; and she now eagerly examined the
fabric. " It is very lovely," she said, in a low,
sad voice ; "my work cannot indeed compare
with that." For a minute she continued her
careful examination, and then returning it with
a low obeisance, took up her basket and deShe turned her steps homeward — it was too
parted.
late then to seek another purchaser — and traversed slowly the same shady alleys which she
had so lately trodden with an elastic step.
After a while she suddenly stopped, and, sinking on the soft, green sward, exclaimed — "Let
me think." She placed her little basket beside
her, and, covering her face with her hands,
once again muttered — "Let me think."
Mute and motionless — as we learn from Barbara's own narrative — she continued to think
and pray ; and more than an hour elapsed before she lifted her head, and once more started
on her homeward path. It was late in the evening when she returned ; her children were at
rest in their little cot, and her husband was
standing at the door watching for her return
with a look of heedful and anxious love. She
raised her eyes to his ; her face was glowing
with youthful though matronly beauty, and
seemed illuminated by some powerful newborn hope.
"Husband," she said, as soon as the first
greetings were over, "I shall want yoir to be
very busy for me ; I require a dozen of nice
round sticks, not thicker or longer than your
middle finger ; and I shall want you to give
them to me as soon as possible."
"With pleasure you shall have them, dear
wife," he replied ; and accordingly, as soon as
they had partaken of a frugal supper, he set
to work. Meanwhile, Barbara was occupied in
making a small, hard, round cushion. The
covering was of green stuff — we are told' — and
it was filled with hay. By midnight the task
of each was completed.
Next day Barbara shut herself up in the little
inner room of her cottage. She had the sticks
and the cushion with lier, and she only entered
the outer room when her presence was absolutely necessary. The second day she again absented herself, and likewise for the three following; her husband, with rare tact and delicacy, neither asked her questions, nor suflfered
any ofBcious neiglibor to intrude upon her. On
the evening of the fifth day she rushed from
the closet, and throwing herself into her husband's arms, she exclaimed : "Christopher, be-
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loved, thank Gud uitli me ! See what he ha^
euabled me to accomplish : " and she showed
him a piece of lace which she had made on the
cushion, and which resembled what we know
under the name of " quilting." This she afterwards richly embroidered ; and as she looked
ou her beautiful handiwork, she believed that
she had, unaided by human intervention, discovered the method by which point-lace was
manufactured. In reality, however, she had
done much more ; she had invented a new article of equal beauty and greater utility — the
lace at present so well known as " cushion" or
" bone lace."
Barbara Uttman's name soon obtained a worldwide reputation, and her invention was spoken
of as the most wonderful of the age. Thousands of yards of her rich bordering laces were
ordered, not by private individuals, but by
merchants from eveiy part of the globe ; and
in order to supply the demand she employed
all the poor girls in her neighborhood. In a very
short time she removed to a large and comfortable house in Dresden, and for many years
after, both she and her husband devoted their
earnings to mental improvement. How well
they succeeded may be gathered from the fact
that Christopher became a wholesale importer
of the valuable fabric which his wife had invented, and that he managed, to the perfect
satisfaction of all parties, the complicated details which his business involved. As for Barbar.a, " her children called her blessed, her
husband also, and he praiseth her." Beloved
and respected, she lived to a good old age, and
ou the evening of her death there were sixtyfour children and grandchildren assembled in
her home.
The simple principle on which Barbara's lace
is made is thus described by Dodd : " The
lace-maker sits ou a stool or chair, and places
a hard cushion on her lap. The desired pattern issketched on a piece of parchment, which
is tlien laid on tlie cushion, and she inserts a
number of pins through the parchment into
the cushion, in places determined by the pattern. She is also provided with a small number of bobbins, on which threads are wound ;
tine tliread being used for making the meshes,
or net, and a coarser kind called gimp, for
working the device. The work is begun on
the upper part of the cushion, by tviug together the threads in pairs, and each pair is attached to one of the pins thrust into the cushion. The threads are then twisted one round
another in various ways, according to the pattern, the bobbins serving for handles, as well as
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for store of material, and the jiins serving as
knots or fixed points, or centres, round which
the threads may be twisted. The pins inserted
in the cushion at the commencement are merely
to hold the threads ; but as each little mesh is
made in progress of the working, other pins are
inserted to prevent the threads untwisting, and
the device on the parchment shows where these
insertions are to occur. ' '
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"Wii were Btraying ia a valley
Where the luouutaius, dark auil lii^'b,
On either side were rising
To meet the far-off sky;
Tlio t'od of day was sinkiog
Adown the crimson west,
Aud its parting rays were gilding
Tlic lakelet's glassy breast.
We had wandered, since the dawning,
In a forest dark and cool,
O'er hills and on through valleys,
By a calmly gliding pool
That had guided here our footsteps,
As on its banks we strayed,
Till we found the lakelet sleeping
I a the bosom of the glade.
And now we watched the shadows
That were mirrored ou its face,
While
the calm,
shadesbewitching
of ni^rht came
In that
placeo'er
; ua
And I wondered if the fairies,
That dwelt within the hill.
Had cast their spell upon us,
That we were so very still.
But soon the charm was broken,
.\ud our lauyh rang loud and clear,
As wo bounded up the hillsido
Like a herd of frightened deer.
Eager to reach the summit
Ere the sun's last rays had fled.
That had flung a golden hato
Kouud the mountain's rock-crowned head.
But we stayed our flying footsteps
When the glorious queen of night
Lit nil the sombre shadows
Of tlie mountain's rugged height ;
And our footsteps fell the lighter,
And our tones rang out less gay.
As we watched the last faint shadows
Of Uie daylight fade away.
The wild bird's notes were silent,
The flowers bad gone to sleep.
And the bright-eyed stars were coming
Their silent watch to keep,
As in the peaceful valley
We sought our homes of rest.
While the moonbeams chased the shadows
From the lakelet's placid breast.
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CHAPTER

ANNE

I.

Kate Livingstone stood on tlie steps awaitiug the carriage that was to convey her to a
picnic at Walsingham. It was a bright day in
May, and the landscape, as viewed from Mount
Wyndham, one of tlie loftiest eminences of
Bermuda, presented a scene of rarest loveliness.
Harrington Sound glittering in the sunlight,
save where the cedar-clad hills flung their shadows in darkest green across its surface, reflecting, also, on its calm bosom the little parish
church, lay like a sheet of glass at the foot of
the steep, overhanging it on one side where the
bold, precipitous crags called Abbot's Cliffs,
above whose summits the white sea-gulls swept
in swift circles, awaking the echoes with their
wild, discordant notes. Flatts Village, with
its mouldering relics of former days, the waters
of the Atlantic rolling with deafening roar
through its rocky channel, the only outlet to the
Sound, bridged over with the native cedar, was
picturesquely situated at one end ; the romantic shades of Paynter Vale frowned in solemn
grandeur at the other. Spreading away to the
westward were the smooth hill-sides of Devonshire, with its division walls and Lunatic Asylum
in full view. Beyond these rose Somerset and
Southampton, with the spiral lighthouse keeping sentinel on Gibbes Hill. Standing out
against the horizon was Ireland Island, with its
dockyard "glaring white" in the rays of the
sun ; while in the harbor, half circled by its
stupendous breakwater, lay the convict hulks.
On the east extended the magnificent castle
harbor, studded with green isles, and bordered
by the beautiful grounds of Walsingham ; its
boisterous passage through the wide ferry overlooked by the Martello Tower. The pretty
town of St. George rising at the extreme end of
the island, lent a pleasing variety to the green
hills and blue waters. Numberless little sailing boats dotted the sea with their white sails ;
a merchantman pursued her course steadily up
the "North Side," her Majesty's line of battle
ship, "Powerful," rode gracefully at "Murray's
Anchorage," and these, with the three Signal
Stations, and the man-of-war at Grassy Bay,
were all decked in gayest flags, for it was an
anniversary of the Queen's birthday. The blue
waves danced in white foam over the circlet of
breakers that lovingly clasped the islands, the
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cheerful song of the birds blended with the
melody
of the
on this
Kate

of the ground swell, and in the " garden
Atlantic" nature seemed all animation
twenty-fourth of May.
regarded the scene with admiration, for

the love of the beautiful was strong in the girl's
heart. As she stood there, her lovely countenance irradiated with happy intelligence, her
light graceful figure of fifteen summers set off by
the slightest possible intimation of crinoline, she
presented a striking contrast to a short, chubby,
ugly little brotlier of ten years, who had just
run out and stood impatiently beside her on the
steps. The generality of persons said that Harry
was ugly, for his nose was large and decidedly
turned up ; his mouth wide, displaying a set
of irregular teeth ; and his ears, which were of
an astonishing size, stood out like handles for a
large head well stocked with bushy hair. People generally said he was ugly, but Kate never
thought so, for a pair of dark lustrous eyes,
beaming from beneath a broad smooth forehead,
denoted intellect of no mean order, and Kate
loved this ill-looking little brother of hers with
all the ardor of an afl'ectionate sister.
" So, Miss Kate, you 're ready to go, are you?"
he began ; "but I reckon you '11 have to wait an
hour longer, for mamma has decided to go,
and she 's seeing about the dinner for Joe and
Sue, so you may just as well come in and practise the polka with me, for, if they dance anywhere to-night, I s'pose the girls will expect
me to take 'em up."
"Oh, Harry," laughed Kate aroused at the
boy's comic seriousness, "I am sure the girls
would excuse you if they knew you had such
an excellent reason for not asking them. But
come along, we '11 try once more."
The "practise" consistedof a series of patient
explanations and remonstrances on the part of
Kate, and awkward jumps and springs on that
of Harry, who persisted that one foot has as
much right to go forward as the other, and,
consequently, he stepped too often on Kate's
toes, that she was heartily glad when they were
summoneito get into the carriage. As they
descended the hill, a turn in the road brought
them in view of a boat which had just rounded
the point of Church Bay, and held its course
out into the Sound.
"That boat is filled with soldiers, papa!"
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exclaimed Harry. " What are they doiug up
here ? I wish there was a regiment quartered
iu the parish, and I 'd go and join. I 'd like to
be a soldier."
" The soldiers are on the lookout for three
convicts who m.ide their escape last week,"
replied Mr. Livingstone; "they have been
through the caves at Walsingham and Joyre's
Dock, and are now probably going to search
Abbot's Clills. A high price is ofFered for the
capture of the runaways, for one of them is
said to be a most dangerous character."
"I wish /could find 'em; I'd give 'em up,
and then I 'd claim the reward. I would like
to have lots of money, " remarked Harry, complacently.
" .\Iy son, if you could serve your country by
delivering up to justice those who had ofl'ended
against her laws, it would be right to do so ;
but I should hope you would not soil your
hands with the money offered as a reward,"
replied Mr. Livingstone, loftily, for he was a
magistrate of the parish, and felt that it became his calling thus to speak.
"Harry, I am ashamed of you!" said his
mother, indignantly, for the weak, delicate
lady was unusually moved.
"Harry, if I thought you could be guilty
of so b.ise, so cruel an act as to betray the
poor convicts, I think — yes, I do think I could
throw you into the sound," said Kate, vehemently.
Harry felt somewhat diminished, but, in nowise daunted, he replied : " I should like to
know what you are all at me so for, for if the
convicts hadn't ought to be put up, they would
never have been made convicts."
"Their punishment m.iy have been just,"
replied Kate ; "but have you no sympathy for
the poor wretches, who know that they are to
he prisoners for the rest of their lives, that it is
of no use for them to try to be good men and
to do right, for that they shall never have another hour of pleasui'e or comfort again on
earth ? Poor fellows ! I wish 7 could help
them off. Bat see, mamma, there are Fanny
and Lizzie, and all the other girls standing
there by the school-house, and, if you please, I
would rather get out and walk the rest of the
distance with them."
Leaving Kate with her young companions,
the carriage rolled slowly onward. The road
wound along the margin of the sound, and was
skirted on either side by the evergreen, cedar,
and oleander, intermixed with the pomegranate and garden-sagebush, here and there a
palmetto waved its bristling branches in the

air, while from the beautiful foliage of the
pride-of-India the scarlet "red birds" sent forth
a joyous carol to the May-day sun. Through
the trees came glimpses of yellow lemons and
oranges, mingled with the delicate tints of the
peach, and huge bunches of banana and plantain drooping ungracefully from the parent
stem. Occasionally the wide-spreading branches
of the tamarind might be seen overtopping the
coffee and blackwood trees that grew in the
marshy hollows.

CHAPTER

II.

"How are you ? You young folks are fortunate in having such a fine day for your picnic," said Mr. Livingstone, shaking hands with
Mr. Mallory, a gentleman whose age it was
difficult to determine from appearances, for,
while clusters of yellow curls, growing on the
side of his head, were brushed with economy
over a smooth, bald crown, denoting that he
had passed boyhood's days, his dress and manners proclaimed him to belong to the juvenile
portion of the community.
"A very fine day, indeed, sir, a very fine
day," replied Mr. Mallory, hurrying on to where
a bevy of merry-hearted, mischief-loving girls
were holding court beneath the branches of a
large calabash tree. There sat Lizzie with the
raven locks, and Ella with the berry-brown eyes,
and Henrietta, casting mischievous glances
over Kitty's shoulder, and Nelly, with her
witching smiles, and scores of others, with Kate
reigning queen over all, while at her feet reclined with negligent grace a youth of startling
length, with white, curling whiskers, whom the
saucy girls dubbed "Radiant." At various
distances, seated on benches r.anged under the
shading cedars, were the graver heads of the
party, among whom, however, was Aunt Leila,
the gay young wife of old Justice Burchell.
Aunt Leila was very fond of going out, and,
like most young wives of old gentlemen, always had her own way. Aunt Leila was also
very kind-hearted, and, if report spoke truly,
many a sad spirit was gladdened by the seasonable presents that ofttimes found their way
from her well-stocked larder.
Further on was an assembly of elderly gentlemen, discussing the farming operations of
the country. This party w.ns soon joined by
Mr. Mallory, having failed in producing the
effect intended on the hearts of the young ladies,
and who. notwithstanding his pompous affectation, was an active agriculturist.
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" How are your crops turning out ?" inquired
Mr. Livingstone.
"Splendidly, sir," replied Mallory; "never
had better returns ; the arrowroot yielded well,
also — twentj'-four pounds to the hundred."
"That ought to be encouraging to our young
men to remain on the island," said Mr. Algate ;
" many of them now-a-days run off to the States
to seek their fortunes, but are glad enough to
come back to Bermuda, again."
' ' Give them but the advantages of education, "
said Mr. Livingstone, " and they will succeed
in the States or in any other part of the world.
Our young men are not wanting either in intelligence or perseverance, though 'tis true that
many poor, ignorant fellows leave their crust of
bread in Bermuda (for, with the best land in
the hands of a few, and the enormous prices
for hire, it is scarcely possible to obtain more)
and go to America to try to better their fortunes,
and are only too glad to return to that crust,
again, for in Bermuda no one starves."
"Just so," said Mr. Burchell ; "Bermuda
feeds her population, and no more ; making a
fortune uow-a-days is out of the question, but
no one need starve with this prolific soil."
' ' And for miles around our shores, ' ' continued
Mr. Livingstone, "the waters swarm with fish
in the greatest variety. What a blessing to
the poor man must that beautiful Harrington
Sound prove, with its abundant supplies of
shell-fisU all the year round. No other sheet of
water throughout the islands, that I am acquainted with, is possessed of one-half its value,
except, indeed, the navigable waters, regarded
in a mercantile point of view."
At this juncture the gentlemen received intimation that parties were forming to go into
the caves ; so, leaving them to shape their own
course, we will join the group of which Kate
formed one. The company had separated in
various directions, some exploring one cave,
some another, and some preferring to stroll
about the grounds. Kate, with several of her
young companions, descended for a short distance into a cave whose opening was sliaded by
luxuriant convolvulus vines and the countless
slippery leaves of the life-tree. Clearing these
away, suiBcient light was admitted to disclose
the beautiful stalactites that hung in gorgeous
splendor from the roof.
"See there," said one of the party, pointing
to where the gleam of deep waters was barely
discer-nible through the gloom, " don't any of
you go to slide into tliat water, for there would
be no getting you out, again, and it would bs a
sad termination to the picnic."
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"What capital hiding-places in this cave I"
said another. "I wonder if the soldiers have
searched through it for the convicts. I do not
think they could Lave done so, for the branches
were not turned aside at the opening, and there
are no footprints."
"No, they have missed this one," said Mallory. "Two of the convicts were recaptured
last night, but the other one is still at large ;
likely as not he may be concealed in this cave,
for there are some excellent hiding-places in it.
That mass of rock yonder shelters an aperture
that would never be suspected by one unaoquainted with the locality ; I have been through
"Suppose you take a peep, and see if the
it often."
convict is there now, Mr. Mallory," said Auuk
Leila, mischievously.
Before Mallory could comply, had he been so
inclined, Kate stepped lightly in the narrow
path, exclaiming: "It would be a bold man
that would venture to look there for a fugitive,
for it would take but a slight push from a man
standing behind that rock to precipitate one
into the water ; and even if you knew the poor
convict to be there, why hunt him out of his
hiding-pl.ice ? why should you wish to send him
back to captivity ?"
Mallory, involuntary bachelor, would rather
have won a smile from pretty Kate than a
frown, and, assuming an air of injured innocence, he replied: "I should hope you would
not think for one moment, Miss Livingstone, that
/could betray his place of concealment, supposing Iwere acquainted with it."
"Kate is standing forth as champion for the ■
convicts," shouted a little urchin at the top of H
his lungs.
" Oh, Kate, wouldn't you be glad to hear he
was taken ?" asked timid little Carrie Bell ;
" I 'm sure I should, for I am so dreadfully
afraid now, at night, that I cannot venture to
go from one room to another by myself."
"I do not see that they deserve so much
sympathy, Kate," said another, "for if they
had not been wicked men, they would not have
been convicted."
" Of course they must have deserved soms
punishment," answered Kate ; "but an offence
that here in Bermuda would be punishable with
perhaps three months' imprisonment in the
jail, iu England would be punished with transportation for twenty or thirty years, or perhaps
for life. Only think of it ! prisoners day after
day, night after night, the same weary, cheerless prospect before them always, with no ray
of hope to brighten it ; no wonder they are
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desperate. I believe a great many of them become worse after they are seut out than ever
they were before."
"No doubt of that, Miss Kate," said an old
gentleman who had but just entered when Kale
commenced speaking; "you really seem very
much interested in the convicts ; shouldn't wonder if you were to help them off if you could."
" I hope I should not be wanting in kindly
sympathy for the misfortunes of any fellowcreature, sir," replied Kate ; "iind for the poor
convicts, I do feel great pity, for I think their
fate is particularly sad, and I frankly confess
that if I had an opportunity, I would not only
treat them kindly, but also restore to them their
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no opportunity was afforded us, and we separated, agreeing to meet again and concert measures for our escape. I sought refuge last night
in this cave, and would have been discovered
but for your interposition, blessings on you for
it ; but they did wisely to forbear at your suggestion, for I would not have been captured
" B.ick, back for your life," faltered Kate, as
easily."
footsteps approached ; " I will come again, but
"Miss Kate, where are you?" was shouted
by the ringing voice of Redmon Apowen, alias
wait."
Radiant,
" Here, trying to break off this fossil ; como

liberty. " Kate spoke quickly and audibly now,
for her heart was nerved with strong excitement, as she felt that all eyes were turned on
her as she stood alone in the narrow pathway,

do it for me, will you ?" ~
" Most certainly, my divinity ; I would throw
myself into that fathomless pool at your com-

and glancing around she met a look in Harry's
earnest gaze which told her that the boy's
feeling responded to her own.
"Hark to the echoes," said amiable Lucy
Kelly. • "Mr. Clermont, give us a song, it wiU
sound finely through these reverberating cav-

" I 'U lest your devotion, then, at the very
mand."
first
chance I get," laughed Kate ; "and now,
as you have secured my treasure, yon can lead

«m3."
A youth of graceful mien thus addressed,
leaning against one of the numerous pillars that
rose irregularly on every side, complied in a
rich, melodious voice, and "McGregors' gathering" rolled grandly along the crystalline sides
and arches of the su'oterranean recesses, shouted
and prolonged by a thousand echoes. The song
concluded amid enthusiastic acclamations of
applause, and was succeeded by one from Mallory, after which the company decided to adjourn to "upper regions."
Kate lingered a moment in the vain endeavor
to detach a glittering fossil that hung temptingly within reach of her hand, and almost
shrieked with terror when the gaunt form of
a man, with sunken eyes and sharp, attenuated
features, stepped from behind the ledge of rock
and grasped her .arm as he said in a hollow
voice : " I thank you for your kind words for the
poor convicts, young lady ; but oh, for the love of
Heaven, give me food, for I am starving ; do not
tremble, lady ; what have you to fear from a
poor wretch who seeks but his liberty ?"
"I will, indeed, bring you food," said Kate,
" but it may not be for hours, or your retreat
may be discovered. What chance of escape
have you ?"
"Alas! none; my unfortjinate comrades, I
learn, have been taken, and there is no chance
for one to escape alone. We intended to take
some boat from the shore and put to sea, but

the way out of this damp region."
For the remainder of that day Kate's manner
was nervous and abstr.icted ; her companions
complained that sh& did not join merrily in
their sports ;her mother .ipprehended that she
bad taken cold from remaining too long in the
cave, and Mallory bantered her on having seen
the runaway convict. Kate laughed it all off,
as well she might, while revolving in her mind
every possible me,ans by which to effect his escape. All that she had been able to secrete in
her handkerchief was a small bunch of grapes
and a piece of cake, and the impossibility of
conveying even this to the cave without attracting observation caused her the most painful anxiety. At length Harry tapped her on the
arm, and said : " Kate, come over to that big
tree with me, for I 've something to show yon.
I haven't anything to show you at all," continued he when they had reached the spot designated "but
;
this is a nice, dear place, and
no one can come near without our seeing them,
and I 've something to tell yon."
" What is your secret then, Harry ?"
" Well, I think there really is some one in
th.at cave, or was lately, if he isn't there now."
"Why, Harry?"
" Because I saw the print of a man's foot in a
place where none of our party went, and I think
the branches bad been turned away, just a little,
though they were smoothed over, again, and I
saw a little sprig of sage bush on the ground
when I went in. I was one of the first boys
that went in ; that may have stuck to his clothes,
you know, Kate."
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"And, Harry, if you knew that the convict
was really there, would you betray him ?"
"No, indeed," answered Harry, the color rising to his cheek; "I feel as you do about it
now, Kate, and only wish I could help him to
get away."
" Well, then, Harry, there really is a convict
there ; I stopped a little behind the others, and
he came to me and asked for food ; I had nothing to give him then, but promised he should
have some, and now I do not know how to get
It to him without any one seeing ; and, indeed,
what I have been able to hide in my handkerchief will not be sufficient to relieve the poor
fellow's hunger, for he said he was starving."
" I can get into the cave, I dare say, without
being missed, for there 's lots of we boys ; so
I '11 put that in my pocket, Kate, and I '11 get
some sandwiches too, for we boys can stow
away a good many sandwiches without exciting any particular surprise. And, Kate, can't
you think of some plan for us to get him out
of the cave, into a place of safety, and perhaps
one of these days he might be able to get away
altogether."
" I have been thinking of it all day, Harry ;
and now that I have you to help me, perhaps
such a thing may be possible."
"Is there anybody in particular here, Kate,
that you think ivotdd tell if they knew ?"
" Do you mean Mr. Mallory ?"
"Yes, for all he as good as said he wouldn't,
I do think he would."
" Why should you think him so cruel ?"
" Oh, he wouldn't want to be cruel ; only
he 's a man that likes to be seen shaking hands
with the Governor and his people, and if he
thought that he 'd be taken more notice of, I
do think he 'd tell, only he wouldn't tell in such
a way that they could say he did tell either."
Kate laughed involuntarily at the boy's intuitive appreciation of Mallory's character,
which she herself could not have defined so
easily. "And, Kate, continued he, "I think
Mr. Mallory suspects something, too, for, after
we all came out of the cave, he walked all
round and about it, seemed to be marking
every bush and tree ; he was twirling that goldheaded cane of his in a very natural sort of way,
too, but I could see that he was looking very
particularly at everything. He won't venture
to go in there again to-day, but he may put
the soldiers on the track to-morrow."
"Well, Hai'ry,"said Kate, after a pause, "if
we can do anything we must do it to-night.
You must try to carry him something to eat,
if possible, and tell him we will try to get him
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away to-night, and he must be on the ijui vice.
Now we will go back, or they will be calling us."
" High time," said Harry, " for you see Mr.
Mallory is looking after us."
The company began to disperse at an early
hour, and the young people were invited to the
hospitable mansion of Aunt Leila to conclude
the picnic (as picnics always should be concluded) with a dance. Kate preferred returning home, first promising to return afterwards.
As she and Harry laid aside their hats and
cloaks in the lobby, they concerted their plana
for action. It was agreed that they should
walk over to the cave at night, if no danger
threatened ; they would call in a low voice for
the convict to come forth, attire him in a suit
of Mr. Livingstone's clothes, and conduct him
to their own house, to which there was a loft
attached, in which (it being seldom looked into)
they thought he might safely remain for several
days. The darkness of the night would favor
their plan.
"Shall we or shall we not tell papa and
mamma?" asked Kate.
•
"We must not," answered Harry, "for papa
is a magistrate, and it would injure him dreadfully ifit should ever be found out that he knew
there was a convict harbored about his house,
and only the thought of such a thing would
throw mamma into fits. There won't be any
mistake about it either," continued he, "for
when I went in to-day I told him that if I came
back to-night and everything was arranged, I
would say ' Yankee Doodle,' and if he was there
and ready to come out he must say Tom Botin."
Everything succeeded as was arranged, and
two hours after the arrival of Aunt Leila's other
guests, Kate and Harry joined the throng.
Once, while seated in an alcove, with Redmon
Apowen, with whom she had just been dancing,
she sought an opportunity to discover his sentiments with regard to the escape of convicts,
for Redmon was master of a small sloop, in
which he occasionally made a trip to New York,
and Kate knew that the vessel was now fitting
to sail for that port in a day or two, and her
hope lay in the endeavor to induce Redmon to
concur in her plan to convey the fugitive to the
American shores. She found him good-liearted,
notwithstanding his absurdities, and at Kate's
earnest solicitation he consented to use every
means to get him safely away from the island.
"And now. Miss Kate," said Redmon, "as I
have undertaken this hazardous service to
please you, may I hope that, at no very distant
period, you will reward me with your priceless
hand?"
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Kate paused, ere she repUeil, aud theu said,
■' I cannot promise that, Mr. Apowen, but this
much I will say, that I have no preference for
any one, and if, when we have both grown
older, such should still be your wish, your
chance will he as good as any one's else."
In two days, Redmon Apoweu's trim little
cedar-built vessel was ready for the voyage,
and as all the parties acquainted were favorable
to the plot, it was a comparatively easy matter
to convey the convict on board ; and Kate
breathed freely once more when she saw the
little yacht, with swelling sails, stand boldly
out to sea. She stood at a south window,
watching it for hours, as it passed around the
island, until it became like a mere speck on
the horizon, and thanked Heaven that all danger of detection was probably at an end.
Suspicion was, however, afloat, and the next
day the government steamer, the Kite, was
dispatched in pursuit, and Kate was tortured
with the most anxious apprehensions until her
retnm, after a three days' fruitless chase.
In somewhat less than three weeks, the little
sloop again glided gracefully up the North Side,
and Kate received the joyful intelligence that
tlieir conspiracy bad succeeded admirably ; and
she afterwards learned that from his own hard
earnings the generous Redmon had paid the
fugitive's passage to his native land in a ship
that had actually sailed for England before he
shaped his own homeward course.

CHAPTER

III.

The scene was changed ; it was an eve of
bright and glowing mood, when all the elite of
the colony, with a gay sprinkling of the naval
and military forces, were assembled at Clarence
Hill, the seat of the Admiralty. Five years
had passed away, and Kate mingled with the
throng in all the radiant beauty of womanhood.
Those five years had brought sad changes to
Kate. Good Mr. Livingstone and his delicate
lady had passed to the better world, and Harry,
her stout-hearted brother, adopted by a distant
relative in England, was working his way nobly
tlirongh college ; and Kate herself had found
a home in the family of a wealthy uncle, who
resided in the town of Hamilton. But her
place was no sinecure, for too right-thinking
to lead a life of idle dependence, she had undertaken the education of three fretful little
cousins. To-night, she stood amid the throng
in all the glittering splendor which the pride
of a wealthy uncle could suggest ; but her
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thoughts went back to the days when she
roamed with the joyous companions of her
youth over the green valleys and breezy heights
of her own native village, and her heart grew
sad.
She quitted the saloon, and stood on the
colonnade, gazing on the ocean, whose waves
were dancing in the moonlight. Voices fell on
her ear, aud the director approached and introduced the "lion" of the evening. Sir Conrad
de Xorville. As he did not immediately ask
her to dance, she remained awhile in conversation on the beauty of the scenery, the climate, the defences of the colony, and, finally,
the subject of the convicts was introduced,
whose prison vessels lay in clear view before
them. Kate answered carelessly, and her companion fell into deep reverie.
Suddenly he gazed earnestly on her face, aud
said, in a voice tremulous with emotion, "May
I ask if I speak to Kate Livingstone ?"
" You do, sir," replied Kate, with surprise.
" Were you one of a party, who, five years
ago, visited a cave situated in a country part
of this island ?"
" I was, sir," was almost inaudibly answered.
"Did you know that a convict who had escaped from prison was seeking refuge at that
time in the cave ?"
Kate was silent, and her companion pro" Areceeded—you the young lady who sheltered him
then, and subsequently effected his escape from
the colony ?"
" Yes," faltered Kate, grasping the railing to
support her trembling frame.
" Then, noble girl," said the stranger, bending on his knees before her, "receive the gratitude of his son, for it was my father, banished
by foul calumny from his native land, whom
you restored to home and liberty. That father
has passed into the grave, but not before the
foul blot was swept from his name, and his
country sought to crown with honor her son,
whom she had cmelly wronged. Obeying his
dying injunction, I have sought you in your
island home to tell you of the happiness which
you and your brave-hearted brother have bestowed on his sorrowing family ; and I am
charged to bear to you my mother's blessing,
who prays that her eyes may be gladdened
with the sight of the noble girl who has restored
peace to her heart."
The sequel can soon be told. In a few weeks,
Kate bade good-by to her relations, and departed for the shores of England. There she
was joyfully greeted by her brother, and aa
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Lady de Norville received a daughter's welcome
in the home of the convict. Redmou Apoweu's
generous services were not forgotten. He was
pressing!/ invited to visit the De Norvilles in
England, and at Kate's urgent

entreaty con-
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sented to pursue a professional education at
Cambridge, where he graduated with honor,
and subsequently married a distant branch of
the De Norville family, by whom the bride was
magnificently dowered.

PARTIES.

[From the "Ladies' Book of Etiquette," published by G. G. Evans, Philadelphia.]
ETIQUETTE

FOR THE HOSTESS.

TnE most fashionable as well as pleasant way
in the present day to entertain guests is to invite them to evening parties, which vary in
size from the "company," "sociable," "soiree," to the party, par excellence, which is but
one step from the ball.
The entertainment upon such occasions may
vary with the taste of the hostess or the caprice
of her guests. Some prefer dancing, some music, some conversation. Small parties, called
together for dramatic or poetical readings, are
now fashionable, and very delightful.
In writing an invitation for a small party, it
is kind, as well as polite, to specify the number
of guests invited, that your friends may dress
to suit the occasion. To be either too much or
too little dressed at such times is embarrassing.
For large parties, the usual formula is :—
Miss S
's compliments to Miss G
, and
requests the pleasure of her company for Weduesday, March 8, at 8 o'clock.
Such an invitation, addressed either to an
intimate friend or mere acquaintance, will signify full dress.
If your party is a musical soiree, or your
friends meet for reading or conversation alone,
say so in your invitation, as —
Miss S
requests th e pleasure of Miss G
's
or, next, at 8 o'clock,
company, on Thursday eveninf/
to meet the members of the musical club to which
Miss S
helonijs ;

Miss S
expects a few friends on Mondni/
eremnri^ next, at 8 o'clock, to take part in some
dramatic readings, and icoidd be happy to ham
Miss G
join the party.
Always date your note of invitation, and
put your address in one corner.
Having dispatched these notes, the next step
is to prepare to receive your guests. If the
number invited is large, and you hire waiters,
give them notice several days beforehand, and
engage them to come in the morning. Give
them full directions for the supper, appoint one

to open the door, another to show the guests
to the dressing-rooms, and a third to wait in
the gentlemen's dressing-room, to attend to
them if their services are required.
If you use your own plate, glass, and china,
show the waiters where to find them, as well
as the table-cloths, napkins, and otlier things
tliey may require. If you hire the service
from the confectioner's or restaurateur's where
you order your srrpper, j'ou have only to show
your waiters where to spread supper, and tell
them the hour.
You will have to place at least four rooms at
the disposal of your guests — the supper-room
and two dressing-rooms, beside the drawingroom.
In the morning see that the fires in your
rooms are in good order, and in the drawingroom it is best to have it so ari-anged tliat the
heat can be lessened towards evening, as the
crowd and dancing will make it excessively
uncomfortable if the rooms are too warm. See
that tlie lights are in good order, and, if you
propose to have music instead of dancing, or to
use your piano for dancing music, have it put
in good tune in the morning. If you intend
to dance, and do not wish to take up the carpets,
you will find it economical, as well as much
pleasanter, to cover them with coarse white
muslin or linen ; be sure it is fastened down
smoothly, firmly, and drawn tightly over the
carpets.
Do not remove all the chairs from the parlor ;
or, if this is necessary, leave some in the hall
for those who wish to rest after dancing.

In the dining-room, unless it will accommodate all your guests at once, have a silk cord
so fastened that, when the room is full, it can
be drawn across the doorway ; those following
the guests already in the room will then return to the parlor, and wait their turn. A still
better way is to set the supper-table twice, inviting the married and elderly people to go in
to the first table, and then, after it is ready for
the second time, let the young folks go up.
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Upon the bureau in the ladies' room h.ave a
supply of hairpins and a workbox furnished
with every tiling requisite to repair any accident
that may hajipen to the dress of a guest. It is
well, also, to have eau de Cologne, hartshorn,
and salts, in case of sudden faintness.

the eldest, then to the younger ones, and finally
to the gentlemen. If the new-comers are acquainted with those already in the room, they
will leave you, after a few words of greeting,
to join their friends ; but if they are strangers
to the city, or making their first visit to your
house, introduce them to a friend who is well
acquainted in your circle, who will entertain
them till you can again join them and introduce them to others.
Do not leave the room during the evening.
To see a hostess fidgeting, constantly going in
and out, argues ill for her tact in arranging
the house for company. AVith well-trained
waiters, yon need give yourself no uneasiness
about the amangements outside of the parlors.
The perfection of good breeding in a hostess
is perfect ease of manner ; for the time, she
should appear to have no thought or care beyond the pleasure of her guests.
Have a waiter in the hall to open the front
door, and another at the head of the first flight
of stairs, to point out to the ladies and gentlemen their respective dressing-rooms.
Never try to outshine your guests in dress ;
it is vulgar in the extreme. A hostess should
be dressed as simply as is consistent with the
occasion, wearing, if she will, the richest fabrics,
exquisitely made, but avoiding any display of
jewels or g,ay colors, such as will be, probably,
more conspicuous than those worn by her

In the gentlemen's room place a clothes-brush
and boot-jack.
It is best to send out your invitations by your
own servant or one hired for that purpose
especially. It is ill-bred to send invitations
either by the dispatch or through the post-office ;and, besides being discourteous, you risk
offending your friends, as these modes of delivery are proverbially uncertain.
Be dressed and ready to receive your guests
in good season, as some, in their desire to be
punctual, niav come before the time appointed.
It is better to be ready too soon than too late,
as your guests will feel painfully embarrassed,
if you are not ready to receive them.
For the early part of the evening take a position in your parlor near or opposite to the
door, that each guest may find you easily. It
is not necessary to remain all the evening nailed
to this one spot, but stay near it until your
guests have all or nearly all assembled. Late
comers will of course expect to find you entertaining your guests.
As each guest or party enter tlie room, adv.ance a few steps to meet them, speaking first
to the lady, or, if there are several ladies, to

Remember, from the moment your first guest
guests.
enters the parlor, you must forget yourself entirely, to make the evening pleasant for others.
Your duties will call you from one group to
another, and require constant watchfulness that
no one guest is slighted. Be careful that none
of the company are left to mope alone from
being unacquainted with other guests. Introduce gentlemen to ladies, and gentlemen to
gentlemen, ladies to ladies.
It requires much skill and tact to make a
party for conversation only go off pleasantly.
You must invite only such guests as will mutually please, and you must be careful about
introductions. If you have a literary lion upon
your list, it is well to invite other lions to meet
him or her, that the attention may not be constantly concentrated upon one person. Where
you see a couple conversing slowly and wearily,
stir them up with a few sprightly words, and
introduce a new person, either to make a trio
or as a substitute in the duet, carrying off the
other one of the couple to find a more congenial companion elsewhere. Ncrer interrupt an
earnest or apparently interested conversation :

Two (Ires.'^iiig-rooms must be ready ; one for
the la.lies and the other for the gentlemen.
Have both these rooms comfortably heated and
well lighted. Nothing can be more disagreeable
than colli, ill-lighted rooms to dress in, p.irticularlj ir your guests come in half frozen by the
cold of a winter's night, or, still worse, damp
from a stormy one.
Be sure that there is plenty of water, soap,
and towels on the washstand, two or three
brushes and combs on the bureau, two mirrors,
one large and one small, and a pincushion well
filled with large and small pins.
In the ladies' room have one, or, if your party
is large, two women to wait upon your guests ;
to remove tlieir cloaks, overshoes, and hoods,
and assist them in smoothing their dresses or
hair. After each guest removes her shawl and
hood, let one of the maids roll all the things she
lays aside into a bundle, and pnt it where she
can easily liml it. It is an admirable plan, and
prevents much confusion, to pin to each bundle
a card or strip of paper (previously prepared)
with the name of the person to whom it belongs
written clearly and distinctly upon it.
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neither party will thank you, even if yon propose the most delightful substitute.
If your party meet for reading, have a table
with the books in the centre of the apartment,
that will divide the room ; those reading being
on one side, the listeners on the other. Be
careful here not to endeavor to shine above
your guests, leaving to them the most prominent places, and taking cheerfully a subordinate place. On the other hand, if you are
urged to display any talent you may possess in
this way, remember your only desire is to please
your guests, and if they are really desirous to
listen to you, comply gracefully and promptly
with their wishes.
If you have dancing, and have not engaged
a band, it is best to hire a pianist for the evening, to play dancing music. You will find it
exceedingly wearisome to play yourself all the
evening, and it is ill-bred to ask any guest to
play for others to dance. This victimizing of
some obliging guest is only too common, but
no true lady will ever be guilty of such rudeness. If there are several members of the
family able and willing to play, let them divide this duty amongst them, or, if you wish to
play yourself, do so. If any guest, in this case,
offers to relieve you, accept their kindness for
one dance only. Young people, who enjoy
dancing, but who also play well, will often stay
on the piano-stool all the evening, because their
own good-nature will not allow them to complain, and their hostess wilfully or through
negligence permits the tax.
See that your guests are well provided with
partners, introducing every gentleman and lady
who dances to one who will dance well with
them. Be careful that none sit still through
your negligence in providing partners.
Do not dance yourself when by so doing you
are preventing a guest from enjoying that pleasure. If a lady is wanted to make up a set,
then dance, or if, late in the evening, you have
but few lady dancers left, but do not interfere
with the pleasure in others. If invited, say
that you do not wish to take the place of a
guest upon the floor, and introduce the gentleman who invites you to some lady friend who
dances.
It is very pleasant in a dancing party to have
ices alone handed round at about ten o'clock,
having supper set two or three hours later.
They are very refreshing, when it would be too
early to have the more substantial supper announced.
It is very customary now, even in large parties, to have no refreshments but ice cream.

lemonade, and cake, or, in summer, fruit, cake,
and ices. It is less troublesome, as well as less
expensive than a hot supper, and the custom
will be a good one to adopt permanently.
One word of warning to all hostesses. You
can never know, when you place wine or brandy
before your guests, whom j'ou may be tempting
to utter ruin. Better, far better, to have a reputation as strict or mean than by your example
or the temptation you offer to have the sin
upon your soul of having put poison before
those who partook of your hospitality. It is
not necessary ; hospitality and generosity do
not require it, and you will have the approval
of all who truly love you for your good qualities, if you resolutely refuse to have either
wine or any other intoxicating liquor upon your
supper-table.
If the evening of your party is stormy, let a
waiter stand in the vestibule with a large umbrella, to meet the ladies at the caniage door,
and protect them whilst crossing the pavement
and steps.

When your guests take leave of you, it will
be in the drawing-room, and let that farewell
be final. Do not accompany them to the dressing-room, and never stop them in the hall for
a last word. Many ladies do not like to display
their sortie du soiree before a crowded room, and
you will be keeping their escort waiting. Say
farewell in the parlor, and do not repeat it.
If your party is mixed, that is, conversation,
dancing, and music are all mingled, remember
it is your place to invite a guest to sing or play,
and be careful not to offend any amateur performers byforgetting to invite them to favor ^_
the company.
If they decline, never urge the ^aj
fromit unwillproceeds
the refusal
matter. orIfinability
ingness
on that
occasion
is rude
to insist ; and if they refuse for the sake of
being urged, they will be justly punished by a
disappointment.
If you have guests who, performing badly, will expect an invitation to play,
sacrifice their desire to the good of others, pass
them by. It is torture to listen to bad music.
Do not ask a guest to sing or play more than
once. This is her fair share, and you have no
right to tax her too severely to entertain your
other guests. If, however, the performance is
so pleasing that others ask for a repetition, then
you, too, may request it, thanking the performer for the pleasure given.

About two-thirds of all the fresh water on
the surface of the earth is contained in the
great American lakes.
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"That's a large funeral. I countt^d thirtytwo carriages."
" Yes, sir. It 's the funeral of Mr. Ellis. He
died very rich."
" How much did he leave ?"
"A large amount of money, sir; I don't
know how much. Some say lialf a million of
dollars 1"
" His death is considered a great loss to the
community, I presume."
"Loss, sir?" The man to whom I was
speaking looked up into my face with the air
of one whose miud was not exactly clear as to
my meaning.
" Yes. A man of his wealth must have been
a very nseful man."
" Useful ? I don't know that he was particularly useful. He was rich, and didu't care
much for anybody but himself."
"Still,' with his ample means," said I, "even
though caring only for himsflf, he must have
been the promoter of large industrial enterprises, through which many were benefited."
The man shook his head, doubtfully.
" What did he do with his money ?"
"I never heard of his doing anything with
it, particularly, " was the unsatisfactory answer.
" Money must be used in order to make it
productive.
W.is he in no business ?"
"No, sir."
"What, then, did he do with himself?"
" Oh, he was alw.«iys about after bits of property that had to be sold. He was sharp for
bargains in real estate."
"Ah, I see how it was. Then he did find
use for his money ?"
" In that way he did. But, when a piece of
property came into his hands, there was an end
to its improvement. He let other people improve all around him, and thus increase the
value of what he owned ; so that he grew richer
and richer every d.ay, without putting his hand
to anvthing. or benefiting any body."
" This was your million man I And so, all
he has left are these property accumulations ?"
"All."
"Then his death is not regarded as a public
calamity ?''
"No, indeed, sir I It is considered a public
l.enefit."
" How so »"
VOL.
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" He has a couple of sons, and a couple of
sons-in-law, who will scatter much faster than
he saved. Tlie moment they come into possession ofhis estate, it will be divided, and lots
of ground, which ought to have been improved
years ai;o, will be sold and covered with handsome buildings, thus giving trade and industry
a new impulse. Why, sir, he has been a dead
weight on our town for years ; growing richer
and richer through other people's enterprise,
and yet not adding a building himself, or iu
any w,ay serving the common good."
" I thought," said I, "from the long array
of carriages, that death had taken, in this instance, a valued, and now lamented citizen."
" Mere ostentation, sir. But nobody is deceived. There are plenty of idle people, who
are pleased to ride in funeral carriages. Old
Kllis will be put aw.ay with a grand flourish ;
but that will be the last of him. The black
m.ikes all the mourning, sir."
" But, surely," said I, "his children are not
without natural affection ? You do not mean
to say that theirs is only the semblance of
" It is my opinion, sir, that they are glad iu
sorrow."
their hearts. Why not ? He stood, hard and
unyielding as iron, between them and the
wealth they desired to possess. He was cold,
sour-tempered, and repulsive ; crushing out,
by his manner and conduct, all natural affection. They had too much policy to quarn I
with him, of late ; though the time was, whin
hot words were said to pass between
"There are no gleams of light in
ture," said I.
" I copy from nature, and can only
I see," he answered. "There are
leys where the sunlight never comes,

them."
your picgive what
deep v;tlas well as

golden-tinted landscapes."
" I see another funeral," said I, looking towards adistant part of the cemetery. "There
are but two carriages ; yet I see a long line (^f
mourners on foot. Do you know who they are
"Yes."
burying ?"
" Not a rich man."
"No."
" There is no need of asking what he has
37
left. It is the burial of a poor man."
" Yes, of a man poor in this world's goods ;
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but, so far as his means went, he was princely
iu his muuiticenfie. Hi^ death, sir, is a public
loss."
Tlie man's face briglitened as he spolce.
"You knew him?"
"Yes, sir ; knew him well. He was a ropemaker, working his ten hours every day, and
earning just nine dollars a week. But, those
nine dollars seemed an inexhaustible fund for
good. He had no wife and children of his own
to love and care for. They went, years ago, to
the blessed land where he is now following
them. So, after supplying his own humble
needs, the rope-maker had five dollars every
week left over for investment. He did not put
this in the Savings Bank ; nor buy tumbledown houses for the poor to live in at a rent of
fifty per cent, on their cost ; nor take up barren
lots to hold for an advance in price, consequent
on neigliboring improvements. No ; his investments were made in a different spirit, as
you shall see.
" First, he paid, regularly, every week, to a
poor woman in his neigliborhood, who had two
children to support, and who could not leave
them to go out to work in families, the sum of
three dollars, as teacher of little boys and girls,
whose parents were unable to send them to
school. Two hours in the morning, and two iu
the afternoon, these poor children received instruction. He was their benefactor, and hers
also ; for it was one of his sayings, tliat we
must make the right hand help the left hand.
His means of doing good were small, and so he
made them go as far as possible."
" He was a noble fellow !" said I, in admiration of this poor rope-maker.
"Tom Peters — yes ; there was fine stuff in
bis composition, if his hands were dark and
bony, and if his clothes did smell of pitch and
rosin."
" He has left tender and fragrant memories."
" He has, sir. That long line of funeral attendants are all true mourners. There is no
sham there !"
"And what else did he do with his money ?"
I asked, growing interested in the rope-maker.
" He had two dollars a week, still, for dispensation."
"Yes. Let me see ! For one thing, he paid
a boy half a dollar a week to read two hours
every evening to a poor blind woman ; and in
order that this reading might not be given to
a single pair of ears alone, betook care to liave
the fact known, that as many as chose might
come and listen. The consequence was, that
more tlian a dozen persons met, every evening,
ill the blind woman's room, to hear what was
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read. This suggested to Tom the way iu which
another half dollar might be usefully invested.
The men in the rope-walk were mostly in the
habit of spending their evenings in taverns.
Tom found another lad who was a tolerably
good reader, and paid him half a dollar weekly
to read aloud two hours, each evening, for such
of his fellow-workmen as he could induce to
assemble for the purpose. He began with
three ; soon increased to ten ; and when I last
heard of the matter, over twenty men met
nightly to hear the boy read."
"Admirable !" saidi, with enthusiasm. "Admirable ! I never heard of a wiser investment.
And he had one dollar left ?"
"Yes."
"How was that disposed of?"
" In ways innumerable. I cannot recount
them. The good Tom Peters managed to do
with that dollar is almost fabulous ; not, of
course, as to magnitude, but as to variety. It
seemed to duplicate itself, like the widow's oil
and meal, whenever drawn upon. You were
always hearing of some good acts in which a
dispensation of money was involved. Of a poor
woman helped in making up her rent ; of a
dainty sent to a sick neighbor ; of a pair of
shoes to a barefoot boy in winter ; or of a book
to a child. Why, sir, Tom Peters has left
behind him enough good deeds to endow a
whole calendar of saints !"
" So I should think, after what you have said
And yet, sir, remember, he only earned
of "him."
cine dollars a week !"
"I remember that, very distinctly," I answered. "Yes, sir, bis death is indeed a public
calamity. It is no figure of speech to say that
his grave will be watered by tears."
"None, sir, none. He will be sorrowed for
by hundreds, and his memory will be greener
and more fragrant as the years pass by. He
built his own monument before he left us — of
I parted
from the stranger ; and as I walked
deeds."
good
from the cemetery, I said to another man who
stood by my side while I looked at a fine piece
of emblematic statuary.
"They have been burying a rich man?"
"Yes," coldly responded.
"What did be leave?"
" Nothing but money."
" They have been burying a poor man, also."
"Tom Peters." A light broke over the man's
face.
" But he had not even money to leave,"
said I.

I
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" But something far b«tter," answered the
mau, iu a toue of rebuke.
"What?"
"Good acts, which, like good seed, will reproduce themselves a thousand-fold. Tom
Peters earned just nine dollars a week; Edward Ellis, Esq." — there was cutting contempt
in his tones — " was worth, it is said, a million
of dollars ; yet the humble rope-maker did,
while living, a hundred times the most good
with his money, and leaves an estate that shall
go on increasing in value through countless
years. But the estate of old Ellis will not pass
to the third generation. Tom Peters had the
true riches, sir, that are imperishable. People
ask, when a man like Ellis dies, ' What property has he left behind him ?' But when one,
like our good rope-maker, passes away, the
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angels ask, ' What good deeds has he sent before him ?' That is the difference, sir ! the
immeasurable difference between the two men.
One, in giving, made himself rich ; the other,
in withholding, became miserably poor ; so
poor, that his memory is green in no man's
I turned from the cemetery with some new
heart."
impressions
stirring in my mind, and the question, "What kind of a legacy will you leave?"
pressing itself home to my thonghts.
" Let it be good deeds rather than money!"
I said, half aloud, in the glow of earnest feeling, and went back again into the living, busy,
stirring world, to take np the laboring oar
which I had laid down, in weariness, for a brief
season, and bend to my work with a serener
spirit and, I trust, a nobler life-purpose.

DRAWING
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Fig. HI.

We now give our young pupils a very rich
treat of figure pieces.

Fig. Ill is a pleasing scene of rural life, .ind
s-iU not be found difficult to imitate tolerably.
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Fig. 112

We have several more fisure pieces which
The pupil will do well to copy tliat and 112
wet^
will give ui our next lesson.
several times, and be very accurate in position.
^^»J
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DONNELLY,

Thet ask'd me for a song to-night ;
The lamps were lit, the doors set wide,
Fair girls and women, in the li:rht,
Swept past rae like a perfumed lido ;
An arra was thrust from out the thmng,
A liand laid lightly on my shoulder;

They did not know the weary hours,
That went and came before she nerved
Her soul to meet that feast of flowers,
Wliose thnrns, at least, were nnde-served;
The weary pain of hope deferred,
Of all our pains the most benumbing,

And some one whispered : "Sing thy song
Before the night and feast are older !"
I did not turn to meet the face

When anchors shift and deeps are stirr'd.
And none are to the rescue coming !

(It was not one I cared to see),
And so sat, pulseless, in my place,
Constraint to listen silently;
And while throui,'h casements, open hnrl'd.
The night-wind could not choose but enter,
They did nut drram, that mimic w^rld,
That one was dyiug in their centre!

Thfy did not know how hearts can throb.
Though faces show both brave and calm ;
Nor how some lips have learn'd to sob
Their rugged version of life's psiilm ;
But. knowing naught, tliey did no wrong
(This merry circle, happy — living).
To ask, with careless lips, the song
The singer's heart would burst in giving!

A DAY
A STOEY

DOWN
FOR
BY

THE

THE

MART

Reader, have yon ever sailed "down the
larbor" on a warm August day wlicn the hazy
BUmmer calm sleeps on the land and the faintest, delicious breath floats over the sea — and, by
" the harbor," I mean the blue, island-studded,
crescent port of " the hub of creation" {vide
Doctor Holmes), to wit: the good oldTriniountain City that sits upon her hills, and among
Ler "notions," by the Atlantic Sea ?
If you answer me "nay;" if you have never
steamed, rowed, or yachted from the city shores
out among those glorious emerald isles that
make an archipelago fully as pleasant, if not
as classic, as the olden Krecian, of our noble
Massachusetts Bay ; if you have never passed
Deer Island, or Fort, or Governor's, or the
(rlades, or Minot Ledge, or Cohasset, or Hingham, or Nahant, or world-renowned. State-controlling Hull — threading your way along the
watery paths dividing the islands, or skirting
the green, villa-dotted shores witli the blue
summer sky overhead and the lazy curl of the
wave below, and the salt air impregnated with
ocean life and health fanning your pale cheek
and lifting the hair from your heated forehead.
If you have never left the jar and jangle of
trade, the editor's easy chair which grows anything but deserving of its adjective during the
heated term, the scholar's sanctum, the lawyer's office, the artist's studio, the close parlor,
or wherever Dame Fortune may have located
you in statu quo, then, my word for it, you have
missed one of the pleasantest summer excursions incident to life in the city where yachting
is as much an institution as the Common, the
Frog-pond, the Old South, Faueuil Hall, or the
dome of the State House.
But there are harbors everywhere along our
Atlantic indented coast, besides harbors the
world over ; and there are plenty of excursionists who love the salt sea smell, and who will,
once annually, at least, go down to the sea in
ships big or little, and who thenceforth relate
wondrous tales of the sea serpent, or concerning that more prodigious monster within whose
jaws they became ingulfed, and obtained free
ingress into the horrors of the vasty deep,
yclept sea-sickness, a recollection of whom
prompts the story apropos to our text which we
chronicle here — for the day was August, the
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city was stifling and muggy, and before the
mirror in her chamber, tying her hat-strings,
stood Mrs. Harry Winthrop, preparatory to a,
day's excursion down the harbor.
" There, I 've fastened a veil on my hat, for
the sea air tans one so badly ; I know I shall
enjoy the excursion, Harry I" and the pretty
bride of a year turned half round before the
mirror.
"And you do not dread sea-sickness in the
least, Nelly ?" mischievously queried the Harry
before mentioned ; proprietor of said pretty
bride, besides joint partner in a thriving firm
on Milk Street, and owner of the handsome
stone front facing the large, airy Common, to
which he had transferred his young wife little
upwards of a year previous ; himself one of the
manliest, finest looking specimens of manhood
in this good Puritan city wherein (will my sex
pardon me ?) the men are said to be so mucli
handsomer than the women.
" No, not a bit I I never was sea-sick in my
life. Would you take a parasol, Harry ?"
" I think not, my dear. It will only inconvenience you. That broad hat brim will shaile
your face. But your water excursions have
never been very extensive, you know, Nelly."
" I know that," persisted pretty Mrs. Winthrop "; but Mrs. Gregory goes to Nahant very
often, you know, and then she went over to
the ' Shoals' from Rye Beach, and she is never
sea-sick in the least ; and I 'm sure if she, with
her delicate health, escapes, there is no fear
for"Ah,
me." but you know the saying — 'what is
one man's meat is another's poison,' Nelly,"
replied Mr. Winthrop with a smile. " This bete
noir( of yachters is usually more imp.artial in
his visitations than in his slights ; so don't be
too confident of escaping him. But get your
shawl, my dear! you 'II need it on the water."
" Oh, Harry, not my thick shawl, of an August day ! surely I sha'n't need it — this waterproof is sufficient."
" No, Nelly : your shawl must go along witli
ns. I will t.ake it over my arm. You 'II approve of your wise, careful husb.and before the
day is out, perliaps ;" and a pull of the bell
rope brouirht Margaret, who forthwith produced the warm, heavy blanket shawl, whiili
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Mr. Wiuthrop folded, adding: "You see, little
wife, I 've been fishing before to-day, and am
prepared for all contingencies. But where 's
Gregory with his party ? It 's quite time they
were here to call us, as appointed. Ah, there
they are now," as a quick peal of the door-bell
echoed through the house. " Come, my dear,
let us go down."
Nelly Wiuthrop caught up her satchel and
tripped down the stairs into the cool, darkened parlor, wherein stood a party of some half
dozen intimate friends, among whom was Harry's partner, Gregory, with his wife, a lively,
pleasant, but slender little lady, some years
Nelly's senior, and possessing as inexhaustible
allow ofspiritsas the youngest girl of the group.
"Ah, all ready, then, Mrs. Winthrop?" she
exclaimed. " And what a lovely day it's going to be on the water ! John and I have made
a bet that he catches the first fish and wins the
highest prize — a splendid silver pitcher. You
know that the Association, whose annual excursion this is, always have something of the
kind to add zest to the enjoyment ; and they
have purchased some dozen pieces of silver, to
be awarded to the successful anglers."
"Well, you have my best wishes, Mrs. Gregory," replied Nelly, "but, would you believe
it, Mr. Winthrop has been prophesying that I
shall be terribly sea-sick, and of course oblivious to everything that will be going on about
me ? But, bear witness all, I intend to disappoint him, and take the trip like a veritable
sailor." And she shook her finger at her
husband, while every young lady of the party,
equally inexperienced with Mrs. Winthrop,
protested a similar faith in their escape from
the usual dreaded attendant of sea excursions.
"Ah, we shall see what we shall see !" retorted Mr. Winthi-op, as he marshalled the
company to the door ; and, shortly after, they
were on the pavement, in the close, heated air
of the yet early morning.
A few minutes' walk brought them to the
line of thoroughfare travel, and they took a
liorse car running direct to Long Wharf, where
lay the little fleet chartered for the day's
pleasure excursion by the members of the large
and prosperous association, who, from years
immemorial, had thus signalized its anniversary
by a pleasant salt-water trip.
The circulars sent to members of the association had set forth that " the two fine pleasure
yachts, ' Camilla' and ' Young America, ' each
of sixty tons, and neat, commodious, and handsomely appointed, towed by the fine steamer,
' Acorn,' would leave Long Wharf at nine and
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a half o'clock precisely, etc. etc." Therefore
Nell^' Winthrop began to grow slightly nervous
at the slowness of the crowded car, when,
drawing forth her watch, she noted the hand
already pointing twenty minutes past nine.
" We shall be late ; I know we never shall
arrive in season, Harry," she whispered.
But Mr. Winthrop failed to share her anxiety,
and replied; "Oh, they never get ofl' at the
time appointed ; it will be nearer eleven than
any hour when we leave the wharf, especially
if the tide's down. Don't worry, Nelly; we
shall see plenty of salt water before night, and
I only hope you won't desire to reach land
again as strongly as you do now to leave it."
Every yachter knows the consequence of
"low tide;" viz., delays innumerable; and
Mr. Winthrop's prophesy proved correct, for it
was a good hour and half before the whole
complement of passengers were transferred
from the wharf to the vessels below, and the
brace of yachts, led by the little steamer, left
their docks.
As they moved from the wharf, the Brigade
Band, on board the "Acorn," struck up the
old, inspiriting air born of salt-water trips, "A
Life on the Ocean Wave," and the retreating
excursionists waved back the fluttering of handkerchiefs and signals of the groups lingering on S
shore to witness their departure.
■
" Now, I call this splendid!" exclaimed Nelly
Winthrop, as, seated in the stem of the "Young
America," the larger yacht, she watched the
city, from whose crowded haunts they were
swiftly receding, with a track of creamy white
foam in the vessel's wake, while the sea-breeze
laid its light fingers with a caressing touch on
her cheek, and lifted the rings of brown hair
from her pure, childish forehead.
"And how
delicionsly the band plays ! I never tliought
' A Life on the Ocean Wave' endurable before, and only fit for sailors, but now it expresses
everybody's thoughts so nicely ! What are
you smiling at, Harry ? I should admire to
know" — for a quizzical expression gathered
about her husband's well-cut lips.
" Only thinking, Nelly, that when we get
down about off Cohasset you '11 be wishing
all nautical airs were merged into ' Hom»»
Again,' " was his rejoinder.
Nelly was about to retort, but Mr. Gregory
interposed. " Oh, don't put a damper on the
ladies' enthusiasm, Winthrop. ' SufiSeient unto
the day is the evil thereof.' We 'U allow them
all the opportunity in the world of escaping
sea-sickness, without frightening them into it.
Fanny declares she never was sea-sick in her
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life, and slie is qnite an old sailor. For myself,
I fortifit^ my stomaoli with a good br«'akfast of
lobster, and have no idea of returning it to
its native element. But there goes the ' Nelly
Baker,' bound for Nahant ; and see ! her passengers are giving us a salute, and our band
will return the compliment."
The noble steamer, with colors flying from
her masthead and decks crowded with pleasure-seekers, slowly crossed their bows, and
the waving of white handkerchiefs telegraphed
kind feeling and friendly greetings from each
vessel ; a burst of music swelled over the water,
and every face was alit with the excitement of
the auimate<l scene : then their paths diverged,
the " Nelly B.%ker" steaming away toward the
high he.idlands of Nahant, and the little fleet,
leaving a while track of creamy foam on the
green billows, standing out to sea.
And so the hours passed pleasantly and
merrily, and the vessels sped down the harbor ;
and the ocean air, blowing up stronger from
the billowy expanse, brought strength and
renovated life to all on board. Little groups
clustered together on deck under the awnings,
and, foremost among them, our party, each
and all intent upon securing to themselves

voracity of the whale who took onr common
ancestor, Jonah, at a single mouthful, but never
again will I question the demands of an appetite born of the sea air," retorted Mrs. Winthrop. "What do you think now of my chance
for sea-sickness, Harry?"
" I never form conclusions hastily, Mrs. Winthrop. Let us wait a few hours later, and the

their share of the day's enjoyment.
At noon, when wit and conversation was at its
height, and every sense was sharpened to keenness in the bracing air, a bountiful lunch was
served on deck, and all gathered about the
tables.

" Now, if I should chance to be the fortunate
taker of the first fish, and thus intercept Mr.

"Oh, I have such an appetite, Harry!" exclaimed Nelly Winthrop.' " I am sure this sea
air h.as already done me a deal of good."
"Well, ample opportunity is offered for satisfying its demands, for I perceive that the
steward has catered most liberally for the wants
of the inner man. Come, let me help you,
Nelly."
Rapidly disappeared the edibles before the
whetted appetites of the yachters ; and a hiatus of hot coffee, cold ham, sandwiches, etc.,
was speedily observed, while sundry jokes and
witticisms shot thick and fast around.
" I will thank you for another sardine, Harry.
I never could eat sardines before, but now they
positively relish. Why, what a voracious little
monster I am getting to be ! And another
slice of bread, if you please, Harry !" exclaimed
Mrs. Winthrop, laughing.
"Certainly, my dear ! Mrs. Gregory, is your
husband providing for your wants? Nelly,
here, is doing wonders, in the gastronomic
line."
" Yes, indeed ; I need to wonder much at the

problem will solve itself;" was the reply, accompanied bya look of prescient wisdom.
" But the question now seems to be about fishing, "said Mr. Gregory, as they left the wrecked
lunch table and sauntered back to their seats
about the sides of the yacht. " I suppose,
ladies, that j-ou each intend taking a line and
trying your fortunes ? Fanny and I have a bet
pending, you are aware."
"Yes, indeed !" "Oh, certainly, we all mean
to fish !" was echoed by the ladies of the party;
and presently the gentlemen were engaged iu
prepaiing bait and arranging the lines for the
fair anglers and themselves, while the prizes
already alluded to, various articles of silver
ware, were set out upon the cabin table, awaiting the contest, and considerable badinage and
speculation were rife concerning the probable
winners.

and Mrs. Gregory's luck, I suppose you would
feel quite proud of it — wouldn't you, Harry?"
queried Mrs. Winthrop.
" Proud of what — you or the J!sh ? It is
rather inexpressive and neutral, Nelly," mischievously replied that lady's husband, with
cuffs turned back, and deep in the scientific
operation of "hooking bait" over a pailful of
the latter article just placed on deck, while a pile
of lines lay beside him awaiting their turn of
preparation.
" Nonsense ! you know what I mean — proud
of the remarkable and ever-to-be-remembered
exploit of your remarkable and ever-to-beadored wife. How you always take me np,
Harry ! But what immense clams those are
you use for bait ! Do you imagine the fish will
ever bite at such a mouthful ?"
" Yes, indeed ; and, like Oliver Twist, be
clamoTons for 'more.' "
" Don't pun, Winthrop, it 's altogether too
much work for such warm weather !" exclaimed
Gregory, looking up from his own similar oc- .
cupation at a little distance, his round, genial
face perspiring freely in the hot sun rays beat' ing down directly overhead.
]
" Or, should I persist, you fear I '11 be pun\ ished by a coup de soleil, eh?" laughed Win-
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tlii'op. "There, Nelly, there 's your line ready
for you !" laying down the baited apparatus on
deck. " Now I expect you to perform, under
tuition of your husband, such feats as good old
Izaak Walton never dreamed of."
"But when is the fishing to commence,
Harry ? It 's past noon, now," she queried.
"I believe the captain thinks we'll run
down to the fishing ground in about a half hour
more. Two o'clock !" — looking at his watch.
" Well, by three, at farthest, I think we '11 all
be right busy at it — all those, I mean, who are
not busier, about that time, with Old Neptune
on their oivn account !" — and a merry twinkle
of the eye accompanied this rejoinder.
"Oh, no hints, if you please, Mr. WinthropI"
exclaimed Mrs. Gregory. "There isn't a person on board the least sick, thus far ; and no
one intends to be, as I can ascertain. Come,
Mrs. Winthrop, let 's go down into the cabin
awhile, out of this burning sun !" — and the two
ladies disappeared in the direction of the companion-way.
A quarter of an hour had elapsed, when a
friend, passing through the cabin and espying
the twain sitting there in conversation, proffered the warning : " Ladles, let me advise you
not to remain longer below than needful, for
the air of this cabin is close and stifling 1"
" Oh, thauk you, Mr. Wallis ; we are just
coming on deck!" replied Mrs. Gregory; and
they ascended, quite oblivious of the fact that,
during the period they had been below, they
had come into rougher water on their approach
to the fishing ground, and that the motion of
the yacht towed in the wake of the steamer
was quite unpleasant.
Mrs. Gregory's clearer head and steadier
nerves were not sensibly affected by the rolling
of the vessel ; but the moment Nelly Winthrop
set foot on deck, a slight staggering in her gait
and a sudden giddiness of her head caused her
to catch at her friend's arm, and sink upon the
first seat that oflered.
"What is it, Nelly? You're not going to
be sea-sick, I hope ? I wish I had some salts !"
exclaimed Mrs. Gregory. " But I forgot to take
mine."
" 0 no ! it 's nothing but a slight giddiness —
it will pass ofl' presently. The air of the cabin
was close, I suppose. Don't say a word to
Harry 1 There, they are going to fish now I" —
as the order from the captain, " Cast out your
lines !" fell on their ears. "Don't lose a moment for me ! I will come presently, as soon
as this passes. I feel better already. Go and
lake your place 1"

Reassured by Nelly's protestations, Mrs.
Gregory hastened to her husband's side across
the deck, and was soon immersed in casting out
her line, while Mr. Winthrop sought his wife.
" Come, my dear, it is time to fish ; but
bless me, Nelly, you are sea-sick !" he exclaimed, bending over her solicitously.
" No, I remained down in the cabin too long.
I am coming in a moment. Can't you put your
line over here, Harry f I will join you preWithout venturing a contradiction, but desently."
ducing his own conclusion from his wife's pale
cheeks and the gathering whiteness about her
lips, Mr. Winthrop brought his line and cast it
over the side of the yacht near by where Nelly
was sitting, and divided his attention between
her and the amusement in which all were intently eng-aged ; while Nelly secretly began
searching the depths of her satchel for a vinaigrette, which she was so unfortunate as not to
be able to find, since she just remembered the
last glimpse of it at home lying on her dressing-table where she had left it. And so minutes
went by ; and that sudden giddiness increased,
and a deathly n.ausea was added, and a dreadful
feeling took possession of her ; but still she
resolved not to give in, but, by the exercise of
a strong will, rise above it all.
" How do you feel now, Nelly ?" inquired her
husband, pausing, and scanning her pale face.
" Oh, I shall be better shortly. Don't mind
me at all, Harry. Who 's taking fish, I wonder?" was her reply, as she persistently raised
her head and looked around.
" Do you feel as if you could take your line
now?" gravely asked Harry, while just then
one or two ladies close by turned to observe
her paleness, and came forward with proffers
of vinaigrette and smelling-salts, which, with
forethought, they had provided themselves
with.
Nelly was never accounted unamiable, but
she vouchsafed no answer save a half doleful,
half petulant glance to her husband, and suddenly returned a proffered flask of "aromatic
vinegar," that increased rather than relieved
her dreadful naseau and faintness.
"0 dear, Harry !" she at length sighed forth,
faintly.
" Oh, I've got a bite!" suddenly cried Mrs.
Gregory ; upon which all eyes were momentarily diverted in her direction, while she triumphantly drew in her line,whosefirst" bite, ' '
upon inspection, proved to be nothing more or
less than an entanglement of her lead with her
neighbor's I
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A merry laagb grerted this revelation, which
for a moment lifted Nelly's spirits ; then, while
all fell to fishiug again with renewed ardor,
that sickening faiutness and nausea returned
with doubled force, and she leaned her head
upon the vessel's railing, and moaned in her
misery.
"You must go below, Nelly!" exclaimed
Mr. Winthrop, drawing in his line. " You are
sulfering very much."
"A bile!" sang out a portly elderly gentleman, mopping the perspiration from his forehead with an ample handkerchief, while poor
Nelly shivered violently under the August sun
in the thick shawl her husband had wrapped
about her shoulders. For a moment thirty
pairs of eyes were diverted from their own
lines, and bent down the side of the vessel to
the water, from whence the portly fisher had
scarce lifted his line ere he dropped it back,
again, exclaiming, gravely, "Oh, /must have
been mistaken, too !" then fell to fishing, again,
with wondrous sheepishness of mien.
But a sly smile passed among those nearest
him ; and his next hand neighbor whispered,
with a queer expression, "A sculpiti!"
In a moment more another " bite" was signalled on the other side of the yacht ; and this
time the line was lifted clear from the water ;
there was no opportunity for retreat, and Mr.
Gregory himself, who had boasted so largely of
Lis intention to "take the first fish," lauded a
veritable sculpin on deck, which was received
with loud greetings of laughter.
" Never mind, Fanny, " said the angler, looking up ruefully from his successful feat to catch
a gleam of mischievous mirth in his wife's
sparkling eyes; "if not the silver pitcher,
another prize, you know, for this wins the celebrated Kohinoor diamond, as you are aware.
Shade of Izaak Walton I but isn't he a handsome fellow, anyhow?" — as fresh peals of
laughter greeted the hideous creature floundering on deck. " But I wonder how Winthrop 's getting along ?" — glancing over opposite. "Why, Fanny, do look at Mrs. Winthrop,
sitting there pale as a ghost ! She 's seasick .'"
"What! hasn't Nelly got over it >/elf I
supposed she was fishing with the rest of us
by this time. Just please take my line, John,
and I '11 go see if I can do anything for her ;
it's too bad, if the pleasure of the excursion is
to be spoiled for her!" And Mrs. Gregory
hastened toward her friend with expressions of
sympathy.
" Is there any brandy on board ? It 's an
excellent remedy for sea-sickness," suggested
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some one ; and straightway a request for the
desideratum was dispatched to the steward,
wlio shortly brought a glass, fiom which the
white lips sipped a portion of its contents.
" Every disagreeability has its attendant consolation," said a gentleman, seating himself
beside poor Nelly, who, for a moment, experienced alittle relief. "You will enjoy better
health for a year to come, after a good fit of
sea-sickness. For myself, I am an old sailor —
have been round the Horn three times — but
could never get sea-sick, much as 1 desired it ;
and I 'd greatly prefer your experience of today than to take the first fish, and consequentljr
win the first prize."
Nelly smiled faintly, and replied something
about "the remedy's being worse than the
disease ;" but her smile died away in an increased pallor of her lips, and she said, feebly,
" Can't I be put on shore somewhere, Harry ?"
" I am sorry, my dear ; but we are in the
midst of the fishing grounds off Cohasset, and
an hour's
the
reply. sail from any land whatever," was
" Then let me go below — for I believe I am a
Utile sea-sich.'" she said, faintly, giving in at
last to the realities of her condition ; and, attended by her husband and Mrs. Gregory, she
staggered to the companiou-way.
"Now, what can 1 bring you, my dear?
Some more brandy — or a glass of water?"
asked Mr. Winthrop, settling her on a seat in
the cabin and wrapping her shivering form in
the folds of her shawl.
"Oh, nothing — nothing! I feel so deathly
sick !" she moaned in reply.
" Here, try this smelling-salts, Mrs. Winthrop!" urged Mrs. Gregory.
" Horrid stuff! how faint it makes me !"
groaned out Nelly, as the bottle was hastily
returned. " Please, Harry, do go up and fish
now ! I shall give myself up into Fanny's
hands ; she '11 take care of me. 0 dear ! how
I wish I hadn't come on this excursion!" and
her face got whiter every moment.
"But it seems as though I might procure
somelhing to relieve you, Nelly ! Perhaps you 'd
relish a sardine now ?" said Mr. Winthrop,
with mingled anxiety and mischief in his voice.
" 0 Harry ! how can you ?"
Nelly Winthrop said no more, though the
imploring look she flung upon her husband
spoke a volume of ludicrous reproach. But,'
merciless as the sardine suggestion seemed, it
had the effect Harry desired it should ; and in
another moment the victim found relief as all
sea-sick persons do, or should, sooner or later,
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and Harry left her to the friendly care of her
companion.
Relief came, I said, but this was by intervals.
In the mean time, poor Nelly snccumbed, without furtlier struggle, to the merciless gripe
which the gnome who haunts old Neptune's
broad domains laid upon her as upon all his
victims. The same train of desires — the same
" Oh, -if-I-were-at-home-a-ti ve-ness"— the same
"I-wish-you 'd- throw- me-over- board -a- ti veness" ran riot through her mind ; and while
she lay dolefully in her berth, the more fortunate yachters above laughed, and jested, and
drew in their finny prizes from the vasty deep.
Thus three or four hours passed ; and, the
fishing ended, and the vessels getting back into
calmer water on their return, Nelly brightened
up a little, and made her appearance on deck,
still pale and weak, but wonderfully better
than when she had disappeared below. The
yachts were now merrily ploughing the blue
sea fields ; the sun was far down his western
slope ; and the merry voyagers were promenading the decks, with the cool ocean breeze
bringing refreshment to heated cheeks and
brows. All had given themselves up to the
spell of the place and hour. Worn business
men leaned idly against the bulwarks, as comfortable and care-free, for the nonce, as though
ledger and day-book, note and invoice, had
never brought anxious wrinkles to their foreheads ; wearied editors, with feet at a right
angle, a fragrant Havana between their lips,
and eyes lazily following the fleecy smokewreaths curling aloft, were lapsing into an
elysium dreamland within whose charmed precincts no "devil" intrudes for "copy," no
"leaders" are demanded, no "forms" are set
up, and no telegraphs bring "latest dispatches," but brain and pen are taking a long, indolent Siesta together ; artists, in linen blouses
and chip hats, ceased to talk of "coloring," or
"tone," or "perspective," but took in with an
appreciative eye the long, slant, sunset rays
shimmering the western sea, and the gold and
crimson of the western clouds, the emerald
banks of the islands rising steeply from the
water, and the soft fleecy clouds drifting like
white boats through the dark blue upper sea ;
pale-cheeked, fashion-serving women forgot, for
awhile, their cares and anxieties in the pure
inspiration of the hour and scene ; and a bevy
of rosy-cheeked, bright-eyed young girls hushed
the tones of chat and laughter on tlieir scarlet
lips, and fell into the hush of the summer sunset on the wave.
And Nelly Winthrop rapidly rallied in the

bracing evening air and the smooth-gliding
motion of the vessel ; and, well wrapped in her
shawl, resigned herself, with a delicious sense
of relief from the gripe of the sea-flend, to the
support of her husband's strong arm, and received the congratulations of the group of
friends around her.

" Would you believe it, Nelly ? Mr. Gregory
was so fortunate as to take the first fish !" exclaimed lively Mrs. Gregory, with mischievous
mirth. " And the presentations of the prizes
are to take place immediately after dinner, and
he will receive the celebrated 'Kohinoor.' I
hope he will wear his honors meekly !" — and a
glance of sparkling malice was flung upon her
husband. " He lost the silver pitcher, but I
presume that the diamond more than compen" Mortal calculations fail sometimes, as this
sates."
little lady can testify," said Mr. Winthrop,
gravely, bestowing a look upon Nelly, whose
pale cheek rested languidly against his broad,
manly shoulder.
In a short time, dinner — the feature of the
day — was served on deck, and one course after
another — hot chowder, cold fowl, and meats of
every description, disappeared under the whetted appetites of the yachters ; lean dyspeptics
forgot their physicians' orders ; vegetarians
luxuriated on canvass-back and cold chicken ;
and everybody ate the more for " the feast of
reason and the flow of soul," the chat and
laughter that circled round.
In the interim that succeeded the removal of
the dishes before dessert came up, the presentation of the prizes took place. The fortunate
taker of the first fish was awarded the elegant
silver pitcher, accompanied with a suitable
speech, and he received it with a happy acknowledgmentother
;
presentations followed in order
of merit ; and then to Mr. Gregory was awarded,
with much flourish of rhetoric and witty allusion, the 'Great Kohinoor Diamond,' an immense pin, composed of tin foil and glass —
whose dazzling proportion he displayed in his
shirt bosom in stunning magnitude of show,
eliciting merriest congratulations wherever he
went among the groups to air his prize.
At this juncture, some conscientious individual proclaimed that a previous sculpin had
been taken, but surreptitiously shirked back
into its native watery depths, by a member of
the party on lioard ; and the portly elderly
gentleman of the big kerchief and the beaming
countenance was pushed forward and announced
as the culprit. Upon this expose, the portly
gentleman turned very red, which sign the
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mor« confirmed his gailt ; protestations availed
Dotliini; ill his favor: he was court- martialled,
and placed in the hands of a jury of ladies to
be sentenced, foremost among whom was the
lively Mrs. Gregory, who, after a short conference, rendered verdict that " the accused, being
found guilty of taking a sculpin, and caught in
the act of evading the same, is hereby condemned to eat two ice creams instead of one !"
And so merriment was at its height ; and
stewards and waiters brought up dessert, and
pyramids of cakes, and jellies, and confections,
vanished with the same celerity as had characterized the exodus of dinner ; and the portly
gentleman paid the penalty of the law with
smiling grace ; and jokes and almonds were
cracked together ; and wit and badinage and
social converse held sway ; and in and out the
groups now here, now there. Hashed the rays
of the "Great Kohinoor" displayed in the shirt
front of its lucky winner.
Later, when the tables were removed, and the
sunset light struck level over the waves and
then faded slowly, slowly, into the sweet summer twilight, the little fleet had come up into
the Channel and threaded their way among the
green islands that lay nearest the mainland ;
while the evening breeze blew cooler, and every
sea-bird that had been abroad on its long wheeling flight now furled its wing and sank to rest
wherever its home might be. And later still,
while the j'achts danced along merrily, and the
long line of foam left in each wake showed out
white and distinct on the face of the darkening
_ waters, the full orbed August moon rose blood
red from the long stretch of eastern ocean, and
climbed the heavens till her crimson rays softened to yellow gold and shimmered white sails
and spars, and each group on the decks, and all
the sea.
Then the band grouped themselves together,
and, in the silence of the evening hour, familiar
airs swelled out over the waters ; and with
"Auld Lang Syne," "The Dearest Spot on
Karth to me," and " Home, Sweet Home," the
little fleet came up the harbor — the sweet,
plaintive music floating over the waves, and up
into the hushed town from whose streets the
din of the long day had died out. Cp, np, they
came — the golden moon mounting higher overhead, the sky "deeply, darkly, beautifully
blue"— till the islands, with their outlined
shores, the white walled Fort, the buildings of
the Farm School, and the revolving Light-house
were left behind : np still they came, the regular beats of the engine of the " Acorn" and the
plaintive, melodious
strains of the Brigade
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Banil floating far and wide on the calm of the
summer night.
And soon, with a few heavier puffs of the
black-throated engines, the " Acorn" rounded
to at India Wharf, and the "Camilla" and
"Young America" lay alongside, among great
dark hulls of anchored steamships and merchant vessels looming hugely above ; and then
ladders were flung down, and commenced the
hurry and confusion of disembarkation.
After a qu.irterof an hour's waiting, the rush
of the crowd over, Mr. Winthrop, with his wife
and party, ascended the ladder and set foot ou
terra firma again. The quays were almost deserted ;no carnages were in waiting ; and so
a short walk brought them to the car station,
and they were soon being borne away up town
on their homeward route. When tliey left the
car, the pavement was comparatively clear ;
and the gas-light seemed superfluous in the
brilliant flood of moonbeams flung down between the high buildings that lit the crooked
cow paths of the old city with almost the brilliancy of day. A short cut from Washington
Street, across West intoTremont, brought Harry
Winthrop and his wife to their home in the
vicinage of the noble and beautiful Common,
athwart whose green sward and gravelled walks
the shadows of the magnificent elms were flung
in giant lengths ; and soon they had crossed
their own threshold.
" Well, Nelly, and how do you feel after the
fatigues of the day ?" asked Mr. Winthrop,
seating her in a comfortable lounging chair, and
ringing the bell. "Let Margaret bring np a
glass of soda water, and then the night's rest
will restore you ; for the siege of sea-sickness
leaves one none the stronger."
" But, Harry, the splendid moonlight sail
more than compensated for the disagreeable
experience of those hours in rough water.
What a charming trip it is up the harbor among
the islands ! and how we all enjoyed it !"
"Yes ; I don't know of a finer trip for a
summer's day anywhere on our coast. Ha,
ha ! what do you suppose Gregory will do with
his 'Kohinoor?' Send it to Kimball's Museum
for safe keeping ? the original is kept, I believe,
in the queen's tower in London !" — and Winthrop laughed heartily at the recollection of the
immense mock jewel his partner had won.
"Well, I have learned two things from today's excursion, Harry," said Mrs. Winthrop,
presently, looking np from the depths of her
lounging chair — "one is, that whenever I go
yachting acain 1 will provide myself with all
sorts of pri-ventives against sea-sickness, and
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the other, that, in spite of this dreadful attendaut of the trip, I never enjoyed an excursion
better than this day's down the harbor!"

POETRY.
BY

FINLET

JOHNSOK.

It has been said that the present age, in its
progress towards perfection, has, in its onward
march, crushed poetry oxit of existence ; and
by the many elegies which have been chanted
o'er it, one would naturally infer that such is
the case. But poetry is not dead ; the very
elegies which have been chanted o'er it proved
its existence.
The bird that sings, even a plaintive lay, in
the dim old woods, is yet a living poet. Even
our tears of sorrow, as they fall from our eyes,
breathe music, and we breathe poetry. Every
tear that glistens like brilliant gems upon the
trembling eyelashes, is in itself a poem, even
as the one "Melodious tear" which fell on the
grave of Lycidas, was a poem of Milton.
No, gentle reader; poetry is not dead, neither
is it sleeping. It is abroad in the night watches,
it comes to us in the spirit land, and hovers
above us on the golden wings of dreams, it is
awake when the twinkling stars of heaven are
hung as "lamps of light" upon its walls, when
the breath of the wind sweeps the leaves from
the grim dark trees, when the sleepless mother
thinks upon her absent son, and when Nature
and Nature's God are holding sweet communion
in the secret chambers of the hidden rocks.
Poetry can never die. That which is an attribute ofan immortal spirit, must in itself partake of its immortality ; God is poetry, and
every true believer is a poet. God and poetry
are one — above ourselves and immortal. The
things of earth may pass away, but the lofty
aspirations of a true poetic soul, never.
The world has yet to learn the distinction between poetry and rhyme. To be a poet, and to
write verse, are two very different things. We
cannot confine poetry to metre, for rhyme but
adds to verse a certain harmony. A st.inzas is
only a musical box, competent to play a certain
number of tones. Rhymes are but bells, whose
peals are confined to their number. However
musical the poetry of rhyme, real poetry appears plain metre, and disregarding all measure,
she often steps in the field of verse, while buds
and blossoms spring up beneath her feet.
The true poet is unselfish, he does not put
the sun in his pocket for his own use, but
rather gives its radiance to all. And the poet
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lover, though many miles away, his soul is stilj
with his beloved ; though seas m.ay roll between
them, she is ever present to him ; the moon,
of whose beauty he sings, shines over her home ;
the river upon whose banks he reposes, flows
only for her ; the gentle zephyrs, upon their
light wings bear to him her sighs and moans ;
and nature has no charms, imagination nor
fancies, but with which she is connected.
Then say not that poetry is dead, for it is
immortal, and though for a time its brilliancy
may be dimmed by " hosts of insects" who
flitter in its glare, yet soon shall they be ranked
"among the things that were;" and poetry,
true, noble, Godlike poetry, shine in refulgent
glory, and unfading splendor.

Ocean Splendors. — When the sea is perfectlyclear and transparent it allows the eye to distinguish objects at a very great depth. Near
Mindora, in the Indian Ocean, the spotted corals
are plainly visible under twenty-five fathoms
of water. The crystalline clearness of the Caribbean sea excited the admiration of Columbus, who, in the pursuit of his great discoveries,
ever retained an open eye for the beauties of
nature. " In passing over these splendidlyadorned grounds," says Schopf, "where marine
life shows itself in an endless variety of forms,
the boat, suspended over the purest crystal,
seems to float in the air, so that a person unac ustomed to the scene «asily becomes giddy.
On the clear sandy bottom appear thousands of
sea stars, sea urchins, molluscs, and fishes of a #
briLiancy of color unknown in our temperate
seas. Burning red, intense blue, lively green,
and golden yellow perpetually vary ; the spectator floats over groves of sea plants, gorgonias,
corals, alcyoniums, flabellums, and sponges,
that alTord no less delight to the eye, and are
no less gently agitated by the heaving waters,
than the most beautiful garden iu earth when
a gentle breeze passes through the waving
A Gem of Thought. — Religion is the final
boughs."
centre of repose ; the goal to which all things
tend ; apart from which, man is a shadow, his
very existence a riddle, and the stupendous
scenes of nature which surround him as unmeaning as the leaves which the Sibyl scattered
in the wind.
Be alone sometimes. ^Solitude is a powerful
aid to reflection and imagination. The higher
faculties necessarily dwindle in a perpetual
bustle.
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XEutered, according to act of Congress, in the year 1S61, by Loms A. Godey, in the clerk's office of the District
Court of the United States, In and for the Eastern District of Pennsylvania]
(CoQtlnaed from page 536.)
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0XWELCOME

"Ah, ha!

There 'a mischief in this man."
"And he, repulsed {a short tale to make).
Fell into silence, then into a fast ;
Thence to a watch ; thence into a weakness ;
Thence to a liirhtne.^s ; and by this declension
Into the madness wherein now he raves."
"There are a thousand such elsewhere
As worthy of your wonder."
After .i.'Jsisting the girls to dress, and bestowing area-sonable amount of praise on their
dresses and appearance, Edith took up her
light to proceed over to lier own apartment.
" How do you like my dress, Miss Stanford?"
asked Nora, issuing from her room, dressed in
the most elaborate evening toilet. It was a
style of dress that Edith never would liave
selected for herself under any circumst.inces ;
but she could not but admire it on Leonora
Morgan, to whom a combination of rich colors
seemed as natural and appropriate as to her
own southern flowers. The flash of her diamonds added materially to the brilliancy of her
appearance, and, its she turned herself around
and viewed her dress in the mirror, a look of
satisfied vanity settled over her countenance,
and, with a movement peculiar to herself, she
threw back her shoulders and turned to leave
the room without bestowing even a glance on
ber cousins.
"And don't we look nice, too?" asked Martha, turning herself around exactly as her
cousin had done. It was a rule of Nora's ethics
never to increase a person's self-esteem or excite vanity by compliment or praise ; but, on
the contrary, to diminish it as much as possible
by bestowing a very moderate allowance of
approbation, accompanied by a tone and m.anner indicative of unwillingness to condemn,
leading the person to infer that she did not
approve, but was reluctant to express her real
opinion. In accord.ance with this rule which
she had adopted, and by which she designed,
not only to make her companions dissatisfied
with themselves, but to increase their admiraVOL. Lxm. — 5

tion of her by leading them to draw comparisons to their own disadvantage, she deliberately surveyed her cousins from head to foot,
and then, in a drawling tone, hesitating between
the words, she replied : —
"Ve-ry — well, I reckon — you'll do." And,
with a stereotyped smile which she always
assumed when going into company, she went
down stairs.
Poor artless Emily had frequently been made
to suffer the greatest uneasiness, and for whole
evenings to fidget in a state of uncertainty
regarding her appearance by her friend Nora's
non-committal way of answering the question
" How do I look, Nora ?" which was sure to be
followed by the pettish exclamation, "I do
wish, Nora Morgan, that I could dress myself
with as much taste as you do!" But Matty,
who did not lack in penetration, understood
her cousin perfectly, and merely smiled, and,
when the door closed, said ; —
" Well, I 'm not dressed out like a rainbow,
but I reckon papa '11 be satisfied, and that 's
sufficient."
Mary, however, began to fidget like Emily,
and examined the bottom of her dress as if she
suspected something wrong. " Isn't my dress
too short, Miss Edith ?" she said, after a series
of evolutions before the glass.
" No, my dear. Does it look too short in the
" No, ma'am, but I thought it must be, because Nora looked at it so queer."
glass?"
" You little goose 1" exclaimed Matty, "don't
you know that she does that on purpose to
make you think you don't look well ? Humph !
if you are going to mind her looks, you '11 make
yourself miserable, as Emily used to do" — and,
opening the door and imitating as she did so
her cousin's somewhat affected manner, she
looked back at Edith, and laughed, saying, "Is
that the style?"
Edith shook her head gravely, and followed
them to the stairs, where she watched them
descend to the brilliantly lighted ajiartments
below.
" What I not dressed yet !" exclaimed Fred,
looking up from the foot of the stall's. 49
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" Plenty of time ; you know I am to wait for
your uncle."
" I am going on duty now, but I shall go
over to the library at precisely ten," he returned, laughing, and disappeared to join his
sister.
Edith's wardrobe did not display a great
Tariety of dresses, but those she possessed were
rich, and suitably trimmed. She had no fancy
for the broicn uniform in which governesses are
generally habited ; but, on the contrary, she
selected those colors which harmonized best
with her complexion and those patterns best
suited to her tall, slight figure, and therefore
she always appeared dressed in the perfection
of good taste.
Having arranged her liair in heavy drooping
plaits, she put on a dress of rich lavender-colored silk, and over her neck a cape of soft lace.
"What an affectation of simplicity!" she
thought, looking into the glass ; and, taking a
bouquet which Fred had that morning given
her, she separated the flowers, and, taking the
roses, placed some of them in her hair and the
rest on the bosom of her dress ; glancing into
the glass, she gave no farther thought to her
toilet, but took her fan, gloves, and letters,
and descended to the library, wholly unconscious how exquisitely beautiful she looked.
Drawing a chair to the table, on which was a
large Argand lamp, she proceeded to read the
long pages from home. She had glanced over
them before dressing, to satisfy herself that all
were well, but now she read them leisurely,
and after she had finished sat with lier head
resting on her hand. She had remained in this
position some time, when the door opened cautiously, and a figure entered the room ; it was
that of a man whose garments looked stained
and travel-worn, and whose face wore a wild,
anxious expression. He hesitated on seeing
Edith ; then advanced a few paces in a stealthy
manner, peering around as if trying to get a
view of her face, for she was sitting with her
back to the door ; then he stopped a moment,
clasped his hands, and, as she suddenly turned
around, prostrated himself at her feet. She
started up, exclaiming, "Who is this?"
"Your royal highness's most humble servant !" he answered, in a very low tone.
She looked at him in astonishment, but not
in affright, and as he assumed a kneeling position and looked up into her face, she moved
from him, and, in a tone of extreme indignation,
said, "Mr. Morgan, if you are in trouble, and
I can assist you, state to me in what way I can

be of assistance, but do not assume that posi" I have come to escort your majesty to the
banqueting-halls, " he said, in a loud tone,
tion."to his feet.
rising
Edith's face became deathly pale, for the
voice was not that of Frederick Morgan, whom,
in the uncertain light, she supposed her visitor
to be. But, with a wonderful effort, she controlled herself, and, instead of making an outcry, said, in a stern voice : " Not in that garb.
Leave the room !"
He bent his head in servile obedience, and,
bowing and cringing, walked to the door without turning his face from Edith and without
raising his eyes from the floor ; when he reached
the door, he threw it wide open, and with another low bow darted up the stairs, and disappeared in the little entry leading to Edith's B.
room.
W
She sprang to the door, closed and locked it,
and, looking around as if she expected to see
an apparition in every corner, she dropped into
a chair, exclaiming, "Oh, it's Clarence, the
maniac brother!" Then she started up, trembling in every limb, her eyes fairly dilating
with terror when the door at the other end of
the apartment opened, and Mr. Ellis entered.
" Oh, I am so glad you 've come ! I thought
it was hej" she exclaimed, sinking again into
her chair.
He looked at her white face a moment, then
said, in surprise —
" Miss Edith, what 's the matter?"
" Clarence has been here."
" Claeen-ce ! Good heavens ! But where is
Gone over to the green room."
he " now?"
" I must call Frederick I Will you wait
She nodded, and he proceeded towards the
door,
some one outside attempted to enter.
?"
here when
"There he is again! that's he!" Edith
almost screamed, liolding on to Mr. Ellis's
hand to prevent his opening the door.
".Who's there ?" he asked, in a loud tone.
"That's cool!" answered Fred, and Mr.
Ellis immediately unlocked the door.
" Oh, I beg your pardon ! I do not wish to
intrude," he said, stiffly turning to go down
stairs again.
" Come in, Fred ; this is no time for nonsense. Miss Edith has had a rather dangerous
visitor," he said, closing the door.
"A dangerous visitor?" his eyes fixed ou
Edith.
" Your brother Clarence !"
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"Good heavens! What 's brought him ? Low
did he escape ?"
" God knows ! But, Fred, you must go over
to him immediately."
" Wliere is he?" asked Fred, looking at
Edith, with a face as white as her own.
" He went into the entry leading to my
room,"' she answered.
" Yottr room ? where 's your room ?"
" The green room !"
"Who put you into the preen room?" he
asked in an excited tone, while an angry flush
passed over his face.
" Your mother, of course. Don't become so
excited, but go over to your brother and prevent his appearing below," answered Mr. Ellis,
taking hold of his nephew's arm.
" Yes, I '11 go ; for I am the ouly person here
who possesses any influence over him. But,
uncle, you go down ; and Miss Edith, I beg of
you to make an eflbrt and go, too ; and do not
lead mother to suspect that anything is wrong I "
And he hurried from the room.
'■ Clarence will be safe in Fred's hands," said
Mr. Ellis, opening a small closet and producing
a decanter of wine. "Drink this, Miss Edith ;
it will revive you," said he, handing her a
wine-glass.
She took it without hesitation, and drank the
contents of the glass ; not being accustomed to
anything of the kind, its effect soon became
apparent in the returning color of her cheek
and the brightness of her eye ; and in a few
moments she left the library, chatting in the
most animated manner. Mr. Ellis knew that
her gaycty was not natural, but he had never
seen her look so lovely, or appear so charming,
and he was not surprised at the buzz of admiration that greeted them as they walked through
the long parlor and stood by Nora, after speaking a few words to Mr. and Mrs. Morgan.
" I am so glad that you have brought Miss
Stanford, uncle ! for it 's quite eleven, and we
Iiave had nothing but dance music yet ; and
Miss Edith, you '11 break the ice for some of
the others, will you not ?"
"Not just yet, Nora," answered Mr. Ellis;
"you must wait until we have recovered ourselves, after walking up this long room. I felt
excessively abashed at being the cynosure of
so many eyes, and Miss Edith did not bear
the ordeal with equanimity, I am certain," he
said, looking witli a smile at Edith and Matty,
who Were laughing at the idea of his being
abashed.
Mr. Ellis was well known and highly esteemed iuAugusta, and as many of his friends
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were present, he was soon surrounded, and
linally carried off into the tea-room to join a
coterie of gentlemen there. Nora, with the
most graceful politeness, introduced Edith to
her friends, and her expectations were not disappointed, for being entirely oii fait of all the
amenities of society, Edith soon became the
centre of a circle, who seemed charmed by her
easy unaffected conversation and sprightly
manners.
" Mr. Elton, will you lead Miss Stanford to
the piano ?" said Nora to a gentleman who was
standing near Edith.
" Shall I have that pleasure. Miss Stanford ?"
said he.
"Now, positively no refusal. Miss Edith.
Y^ou remember that you promised," said Nora,
with the most engaging smile, as Edith hesitated.
Mr. Ellis had returned to the parlor, and, as
they passed him on their way to the instrument, he said to Eilitli in a low voice —
" If you do not feel like singing, play a short
The encouraging glance of his eye did much
towards giving her courage, and stimulated lier
to an unusual effort ; and she was conscious of
piece."
singing better than she had ever done before.
When the music had ceased, Mr. Ellis, who
was standing near his niece, overheard the
following remarks, which rather mystifled him
at first ;—
" She lools quite robust ; has a splendid
color, and not a sickly eye by any means ; on
the contrary, very brilliant, very brilliant !"
"Y'es," answered another gentleman, "but
it 's hectic, my friend, hectic, and that is an
unnatural brilliancy, depend \ipdn it."
" Ah, do you think so ! Pity such a lovely
flower should — should" — and he blew his nose,
unable to finish the sentence.
" Should be ke^t at home, my dear ! home is
the place for invalids ; such exciting scenes are
too much for one so delicate. I think she looks
exhausted ; but I declare if young Elton is not
insisting on her singing again ! Really, Mr.
Ellis ought not to allow it. Here he is, now.
Good-evening, Mr. Ellis ! I am glad to see
"Uncle Ellis, where I's Fred?" interrupted
Nora, as the lady, wlio was mother to a nest of
singing-birds, who had been pluming tlieir
you—" and warbling in young Elton's ear in
feathers,
vain, after a look of despair towards the corner
where her daughters were huddled together,
turned to Mr. Ellis and was about to express
her solicitude for his young friend's health.
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Nora's manner was slightly confused, as she
repeated the question — "Where is Fred?"
" He has retired, Nora."
" Retired ! why, is he sick ?"
At that moment Edith commenced another
song, and as soon as the attention of the company was concentrated on her, Mr. Ellis drew
Mr. Morgan into the hall, and up into the library, then communicated to him the startling
intelligence of his son's sudden appearance.
• " My God !" exclaimed the father, starting to
the door. Mr. Ellis gently forced him into a
seat, then related the scene in the library.
"But, Ellis, where is he now ?"
" In Fred's hands."
" Then, thank God, he 's safe ! Fred can
cow him in a moment." And he drew a long
breath, as he wiped the perspiration from his
face. " But, Ellis, what a miracle that Miss
Edith escaped unharmed !"
"Yes ; it was owing entirely to her presence
of mind."
"Come," said Mr. Morgan, after a pause,
"let us go up and see how they are getting
along" — and they proceeded to the green room.
The door was closed, and after listening a moment and hearing no sound, Mr. Morgan opened
it softly and entered the room. Fred was seated
by the side of the bed on which his brother lay
asleep, and motioning to his father to leave the
room, he cautiously arose and followed him into
the entry.
"Well, my son, you have rather an unpleasant job," said Mr. Morgan.
"He is not troublesome at all," answered
Fred. " When I came over here I found him
arranging his dress to go down to the parlor ;
he had thrown Miss Edith's clothes out of the
window ; and for a moment was furious at finding that his room had been occupied ; then he
apologized for arriving so late, and continued
to dress in the greatest haste."
" But how did you get him to lie down ?"
" By telling him that the queen, who he said
•was waiting for him in the library, would not
allow him to go into company >intil he had refreshed himself after his journey by a nap, and
he immediately threw himself on the bed. I
was fearful that his anxiety to get asleep would
keep him awake, but he fell into a heavy slumber, and as he is exhausted from travel and
hunger he will probably not awake until morning."
"It is fortunate that this room is in a remote
part of the house," observed Mr. Ellis.
"Yes, the sound of the music and voices
cannot reach us, and there 's nothing to disturb

him. The doctor will undoubtedly arrive before
morning, and will think it advisable to return
with him in his present weak state ; he will
have less difficulty with him."
" Do you not wish one of us to remain with
you?" asked Mr. Ellis.
"No, I can manage him best alone, if he
should awake. You can send one of the boys
to lie down outside of the door here, to be at

I
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hand in case of need."
" I will send Christopher," said Mr. Morgan;
and, after being reminded by his son that-]
Edith's clothes were still in the yard, he and
Mr. Ellis returned to the library, leaving Fred
to his lonely vigil. Some one had taken Edith's
place at the piano, and when Mr. Ellis entered
the parlor she was standing near the door in
conversation with a gentleman ; the exhilarating effects of the wine had disappeared, leaving
her pale and with a wearied expression of countenance. Mr. Ellis looked at her for a moment,
then approached and asked if she would not
like a seat.
" I would like to leave this warm room for a
few moments," she replied, and excusing herself to the gentleman with whom she had been
conversing, she took Mr. Ellis's arm and went
into the dining-hall. He procured an ice, and
while she was partaking of it informed her of
his intention to return to the Blutf the following
morning.
"Anthony will come for you this day two
" Two weeks ?" echoed Edith in surprise.
"Yes ; Nora pleaded for a longer visit, and I
weeks."
have consented to another week. Shall you be
sorry to return to the quiet of Beech Bluff?"
" 0 no ; I shall be glad to be at home again,"
she answered, handing him her saucer.
He smiled and said, laying a stress on the
word home —
" And I shall be rejoiced to have you all at
home again, for I found it very lonely after you
left, surrounded by none but black faces."
"Aunt Martha says that you are keeping
Miss Edith out here too long ; she has been
inquired for already," said Mary to her father,
coming into the room and taking Edith's hand.
A quadrille was forming in the tea-room
when Edith entered the parlor, and her hand
was immediately solicited for the dance. She
declined, and leaving Mr. Ellis's side, took
Matty's arm and drew her to a sofa.
" I am so glad to sit down. Miss Edith !" said
Matty, who looked excited, and commenced
running over on her fingers the number of introductions she had received.
"But I've had
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a splendid time, and so many iuritatious to
dance I Aunt Martha says that we must positively learn next winter."
" Cousin Nora wants you, Matty," said Mary,
and she threw herself into the seat her sister
vacated, echoing her words : " 'Oh, I am so glad
to sit down !' " But she did not remain long,
for she was interested in the dancing, and went
to a seat near the door where she could watch
the dancers. Mr. Morgan approached and, sitting down by Kdith, expressed his regret at
seeing her looking so pale. Slie knew that he
had been apprised of his son's arrival, and was
not, therefore, surprised when he suddenly remarked in a low voice —
"The evening seems interminable!" — then
looking up, " I am sorry. Miss Edith, that your
enjoyment has been so much interfered with."
"I have enjoyed the evening very much;
the wine I drank has produced a slight headache, but that's of no consequence," she replied.
" You must not give yourself any uneasiness
to-night, Frederick has perfect control over his
brother, and will not allow him to leave the
green room," he said, after looking around to
ascertain that there were no listeners in their
neighborhood.
"I do not feel at all nervous through any
fear," she replied, with a smile. "Have you
learned how he entered the house without the
knowledge of the servants ?"
" He climbed upon the arbor and entered at
an upper window near the library. We are
under great obligations to you. Miss Edith, for
being spared a scene of terror here ; for had
you screamed, or attempted to rush down stairs,
lie would have become infuriated and followed
you, and spread consternation and dismay
among our guests."
" Do not give me more credit than I deserve ;
I supposed at first that he was Frederick, and
believing for the moment that it was a practical
joke, 1 was indignant, and, forgetting that I
was in his father's house, was about to order
him from the room when I discovered my mistake, and became aware that it was his brother.
Understanding at once th.at he had conceived
the idea that he was in the presence of Royalty,
I humored the fancy, and assuming as much
stale as my terror would allow, I ordered him to
leave the apartment."
"The most sensible thing you could have
done," said Mr. Morgan, quietly.
"But I think if Mr. Ellis had been one moment later I should have gone down to the servant's hall," she continued.
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"Which would have been quite right. But
Mrs. Morgan is approaching ; she knows nothing of the matter yet, I shall inform her after
the guests have departed ; and it 's my wish
that Nora and her cousins be kept in ignorance
of it if possible," he said, hurriedly.
"What is all this confidential conversation
about?" asked his wife, "the North or South ?"
she added, with a laugh. Observing lier husband's unusually quiet manner, she continued :
" Mr. Morgan, I think we have changed characters this evening; I am enjoying everything
with almost girlish delight, and here you, who
are usually so full of life, are sitting in this
corner as quiet as possible. Mr. Elton has
been looking over here with envious eyes, and
thinks you are a perfect monopoly. Miss Edith,
he has sent me over to ask if j'ou will not
" No, Martlia ; 1 positively forbid it ; she has
given us three songs, and we must not impose
sing."
upon good-nature." And, rising from his seat,
Mr. Morgan beckoned to the young gentleman
his wife had named.
"There, Elton I You say I am a monopoly I
Y'ou are a Turk to wish Miss Stanford to sing
after she has already favored us beyond our
expectations."
"1 would not insist upon it if disagreeable
to Miss Stanford, certainly," said Mr. Elton.
"Well, take my seat, and make yourself as
agreeable as possible ; but no exciting topics,
remember," said Mr. Morgan, shaking his finger; "Miss Stanford is sufl'eriug from headache." And he walked away with liis wife,
who bestowed a very patronizing smile on the
couple as she left them.
It grew late, and to Edith's unspeakable
relief, Mr. Ellon finally took his leave and the
guests gradually departed until the rooms were
entirely deserted by all save the family. Nora
dropped on the sofa, exclaiming: "Oh, 1 am
glad it 's over I But it went off splendidly — a
perfect
success !"
Mrs. Morgan
was called into the dining-hall,
and, knowing the nature of the comniuuicatiou
she was to receive, Edith awaited with considerable anxiety her reappearance. She was
surprised to see her teturu after a short absence
from the parlor, very composed in her manner,
though a trifle paler, which might have been
attributed to fatigue. She approached the sofa,
and said —
"Miss Edith, my dear, you had better occupy
the room next to your pupils', as you are not
feeling very well ; I have ordered your clothes
to be carried over there.
And, girls, you must
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lock your doors to-night, for you know all the
silver was brought from the bank to-day, and
though it is not probable, yet it is possible that

forehead grew larger ; but he turned in his
walk, aud made no reply.
Mrs. Morgan seemed irritated by his silence,

thieves might be about."
" J am not going to my room until Tink looks
under the bed 1" exclaimed Nora.
"Nor I!" "Nor I!" echoed her cousins;
and accordingly Tink was dispatched up stairs
to search for lurking thieves. Edith could not
help smiling, and Mrs. Morgan, satisfied tliat
lier daughter and nieces did not suspect tlie
presence of the madman in the house, advised
tliem to retire immediately, and bade Edith
good-night iu a much more familiar tone and
manner than she had hitherto assumed.
Mr. Ellis and Mrs. Morgan were left alone in
the parlor, and, after discussing the events of
the evening, Mrs. Morgan heaved a deep sigh,
and said —

and asked, in a quick tone, " What do you
think about the matter, Jacob?"
" I think that the family would not be disgraced hy an alliance witli Miss Edith," he answered, in the most deliberate manner.

"Fred's infatuation troubles me quite as
much as Clarence's insanity."
Her brother-in-law stopped sliort in his walk,
and looked at her iu surprise.
" How long is Miss Edith going to remain at
the Bluff?" she asked, without appearing to
notice his astouisliment.
"Two years," he replied, resuming his promenade before the piano, the question having
given him a clue to her meaning.
"Two years ; let me see !" she said, thotightluUy ; and after a moment's pause continued :
" Yes, Fred will be iu Europe two years, and
she will have gone home when he returns, but
I am extremely sorry that he has postponed
his trip."
"Wliy has he done So?" asked Mr. Ellis,
with an effort to appear unconcerned.
"He has assigned no reason, but I suspect
that Miss Edith is the magnet that is keeping
him."
"Ah," said Mr. Ellis, quietly.
"Yes, undoubtedly, and she does not seem
wholly indifferent to him ; I noticed that she
wore his flowers to-night, which was certainly
a very direct way of showing that she valued
them."
Mr. Ellis was quite wide awake, though he
made no reply.
After a few moments' silence, Mrs. Morgan
spoke again, and with more animation : " You
know, Jacob, that I never could tolerate governesses, and was always so averse to having one
in the house that we never employed one for
Leonora, so you may judge how revolting it
would be to me to have my sou marry one of
the detested class."
Mr. Ellis's face flushed, and the vein in his

" Certainly not, for it would raise her to our
level ; not bring us down at all, which would
apply to any person beneath us ; but nevertheless Ido not wish my sou to stoop when he
marries."
" Martha, did you observe anything either in
Miss Edith's manner or appearance that would
indicate tliat she occupied a position inferior
to that of amj person present this evening ?"
" But we know that she does."
"That's not tlie question. Can you point
out a single objectionable feature that would
cause her husband or his family to blush for
" No, not in society."
" Anywhere, then ? Have you once seen her
her?" out attractions to gentlemen, or seem at
throw
all anxious to win their attention or admiration,
to lead you to suppose that she is, as the phrase
goes, looking out for a husband ?"
" Apparent! 1/ not; but Miss Edith is one of
those quiet, unassuming sort of people, who
feel their way gradually, and she makes many
a point in her modest, unconscious way, that a
more turbulent but less experienced player
loses.
' Still waters run deep.' "
" I am convinced that you are mistaken in
your opinion of her character ; she is anything
" Time will show ! But, as a particular favor,
but artful, ' '
I wish you to discourage Fred's visit to the
Bluff; he has signified his intention of spending
Easter week with you."
" If he proposes it, how can I, with any degree of politeness, discourage it, particularly as
he is going away so soon ?"
"Then you can prevent his being thrown
much into Miss Edith's society while there."
" Not easily, if he feels inclined to seek it ;
but I can suggest a way by which she can be
led to repulse Fred's advances, if his union
with her would indeed be so distasteful to you. ' '
"How is that. Jacob?"
" By making her acquainted with the family
infirmity !"
Mrs. Morgan's haughty face for a moment
flushed, then a pained expression passed over
it, making her brother-in-law almost regret
having cauterized the tender spot which Cla-
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rence's airiv.il had already inflamed. But the
flush and the distressed look passed off, and
with her usual composure she replied —
" It would not have the least effect. A young
girl in love is not apt to take into consideration
an hereditary evil by which her lover may
possibli/ be attacked in the future."
" But she is not iu love yet, and the knowledge may possibli/ guard her against such a
calamity."
" I am not so sure of that ; she seemed very
much depressed this evening."
"Which arose from the shock her nerves had
previously received," returned Mr. Ellis, surprised that it could be attributed to any other
cause, even by a person so inventive as Mrs.
Morgan.
" I think not ; the depression was produced
by anxiety for Fred's safety, and would have
disappeared had he returned to the parlor.
Allow me to be the best judee of her sentiments towards him ; I have watched her closely
for the past few days."
Mr. Ellis threw back his liair by a nervous
movement, and, after looking at his watch,
sai.I —
" Well, I think I will retire, as I h.ave a long
ride before me in the morning, and it is not far
from daylight now."
The words were scarcely spoken before the
door-bell rang furiously, and Dr.
was admitted. Mr. Morgan came down from the library, and questions and explanations ensued
ou both sides.
Clarence had been missed the evening previous, and the night had been spent in searching for him in tlie neighborhood of the asylum,
and after spending the morning in looking
through Savannah, in the suburbs of which the
asylum was situated, the doctor concluded that
his patient had travelled homeward, and he
followed immediately. The distance, one hundred and twenty-three miles, ought to have
been passed over in a few hours, but delays
occurred on the road, and when the doctor
arrived he w.as in quite a state of excitement
for a man usually so calm, and expecting to be
ushered into a scene of confusion, looked in
astonishment at Mrs. Morgan sitting so quietly
at the centre-table in her evening-dress.
Clarence was still asleep when the doctor and
Mr. Morgan entered the green room, and Fred
was keeping his lonely vigil by the bed-side.
"Go to bed, my boy; I '11 take your place
now," said the doctor, and Fred gladly obeyed.
Meeting his uncle on the stairs his first question
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" How is Miss Edith ? Has she retired ?"
"Yes, some time ago, and with a severe
headache," replied Mr. Ellis, with a slight
twitching of his nostrils ; and entering the
library he closed the door. The light was still
burning, and on the table were a few faded
flowers and Edith's letters. For some time Mr.
Ellis stood looking at them, his features working convulsively, and his hands clasped and
resting on the table ; then suddenly grasping
the flowers and pressing them passionately to
his lips, he exclaimed —
"Oh, Edith! Edith 1 dear, precious sunbeam!
brightening my home for a brief season, and
then — no, no ! I cannot give her up I I cannot
lose her forever I She must, she does love me .'
or else what meant that beaming look of surprised delight when she discovered my presence
in the tea-room? One more such look, and —
0 heavens I the thought of her loving another!" And he dashed the flowers to the
floor, then, stooping, picked them up, and
smoothed their withered leaves caressingly, and
again pressed them to his lips.
Soon after daylight, the doctor and his patient were on their way back to Savannah,
accompanied by Mr. Morgan. When the family assembled at a late breakfast, and Nora
inquired for her father, Mrs. Morgan explained
his absence by saying that he had been called
aw.ay by business. Fred was the last to enter
the breakfast-room.
"I hope your headache is entirely dissipated.
Miss Edith," said he, taking his father's seat
by her side.
"I feel perfectly well, thank you," she re" And how is 'jour head. Cousin Fred ?" asked
Matty.
plied.
"Never felt better in my life," he replied,
though his pale face and unusually serious
countenance belied the assertion.
" Parties don't agree with you and Miss
Edith. We '11 shut you two up iu the library,
nest time, and you can enjoy a quiet evening
together," said Matty, laughing.
At the mention of the library, Edith became
slightly nervous, and observing Mrs. Morgan's
eye fixed upon her, she colored, and dropped
her own.
"I hope the 'next time' will come soon;
that is, if Miss Edith does not object to the
tlle-A-tf.te," said Fred, with the most perfect
sang /raid, handing Edith a glass of water.
"This is all very pleasant, but indeed I must
leave you," said Mr. Ellis, looking at his watch,
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and rising suddenly.
"You'll excuse me,
Martha?"
"Certainly; but, Jacob, you've not eaten
anything. Won't you liave time to finish your
breakfast?" asked Mrs. Morgan.
" I must be at the bank by eleven, and it 's
nearly that now. I '11 return to bid you goodby," he said to his daughters, and left the
room.
Although Mrs. Morgan had been in the breakfast-room alone with Edith previous to the
entrance of the others, yet she did not allude
to the unpleasant occurrence of the previous
evening ; but asked kindly after her health,
how she rested, etc. ; and then, much in her
usual manner, talked about the party, criticized
the dresses, and eulogized Mr. Elton. Edith
did not know that Clarence had been taken
away, but supposed that he was still in the
green room, attended by his father. At the
earliest opportunity after breakfast, when Edith
had gone into the parlor, and was gathering
up her gloves and fan, which, together with
the flowers she had worn in her bosom, were
lying on the sofa, Fred followed her, and communicated in a low voice the not unpleasant
intelligence that his brother had returned to
the asylum. She felt much relieved, though
she did not express her feelings in words, and,
remembering her letters she had left in the
library, after a few commonplace remarks to
Nora, who entered while her brother was speaking, Edith left the room and went up stairs.
Fred followed her to the library, and, laughing
as she opened the door, she pointed to her
letters, and said —
"Seel I do not deserve all the credit you
have given me for being so calm ; the manner
in which my things are thrown about indicates
considerable excitement."
"Uncle Ellis is a luxurious being I his head
■was pillowed on these flowers last night," said
Fred, taking a small bunch from the sofa pillow. "I wonder if there were any thorns in
them !" he said, smiling, and examining them
closely. I must have three of those in your
hand; I have only four here."
"What can you possibly want with these
worthless things ?" asked Edith, in surprise.
"Their perfume has not departed," he answered, taking those she had brought from the
parlor. " I have a strange fancy for faded
flowers ; in fact, I have a passion for flowers in
any state, faded or fresh, and I regret that one
branch of my education was so sadly neglected
— botany. But," he continued, arranging the
flowers and pulling a ribbon from a book to tie

them with, "in my ignorance of botanical
terms, I substitute grammatical points, and
then I have a language of flowers that I understand. For instance, this flower (it was lovely
in the bouquet ; I was struck with its beauty
there), this rose I call 'exclamation point ;' it
denotes wonder, astonishment, admiration, etc.
To your eye it is nothing but a withered flower,
but to me it represents a day of the past week,
it is typical of Christmas Eve. By the way, do
you remember what Prior says ?—
* Thy emblem, gracious queen, the British rose,
Type of sweet rule aud gentle majesty.'
In all ages flowers have been used as emblems,
representing one thing to the eye and another
to the understanding. But, to proceed : this —
do you see those leaves ? they form two distinct
curves — I do not know the name of it, but I
call it 'parenthesis,' and it indicates a new
feature inserted in the programme for Christmas
day — prayers, to be uttered in a lower tone of
voice. And these are all sentential marks —
comma, semicolon, colon, period, all of which,
in grammar, represent pauses, but to me moments lost. By the by, where were you yesterday afternoon, that you only appeared at
tea-time?"
"Altering the girls' dresses," answered
Edith, laughing.
" And unconsciously cultivating a flower for
my bouquet, a period — full stop — terminating
the sentence or week."
Edith picked up her letters, and made a
movement as if to go.
"Wait one moment. Here are two more—
the dash and note of interrogation — last evening
and to-day ; the first denotes a train of thought
suddenly broken off, and the subject changed,
and an unexpected turn in the sentiment of the
evening ; tlie last denotes a question — to he
asked." He tied the stems together, and,
holding them up, said, with a light laugh, "A
choice bouquet of grammatical and rhetorical
Fred's manner was not at all flippant, but so
earnest and serious that, when Edith began to
understand
points !' ' his ambiguous language, she felt
something like alarm, and, echoing his laugh
to hide her embarrassment, she stammered
something about w.alking out with the girls, and
turned to leave the room.
"Here they are, Jacob!" said Mrs. Morgan,
throwing open the door almost in Edith's face,
and causing her to start suddenly and color
violently as she observed Mrs. Morgan direct a
look of intelligence at her son, then a glance
full of meaning at her brother-in-law.
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"Miss Edith, Mr. Ellis is about to leave,"
Mrs. Morgail said, with a return of her old,
haughty uiamier, which for a few days she had
been gradually throwing off.
" It seems nonsense for friends to bid good-by
at every brief separation ! I am sorry to have
disturbed you," said Mr. Ellis, looking full iuto
Edith's face ; extending his hand, he took hers
for a moment, then relinquished it without the
usual gentle pressure ; his brown eyes had not
their wouted soft, waitn light, but looked coldly
upon her, and with a shade of suspicion in their
clear depths.
"Good-by, Uncle Ellis," said Fred. "I'll
see you again at Easter."
" Fred. I thought you were going to Europe
next month."
" Not until May, and if agreeable to you I '11
spend Easter week at the Bluff."
" I shall be very happy to see you there, but
I think you are iii.aking a mist.ake in postponing your trip," Mr. Ellis said, buttoning up his
coat.
Fred gave his uncle a penetrating glance,
then dropped his eyes, and with a confident
smile, replied — "Oh, there 's no danger; I do
not apprehend any icebergs."
Edith did not follow the others down stairs,
but for a moment leaned against the banister,
then went over to her own room. Mrs. Morgan's offended, haughty manner, and Mr. Ellis's
cold, searching look had discovered to her that

her position with i'rederick was misunderstood.
She saw at once, as if suddenly endowed with
the gift of cla'm-oyance, that by his mother sho
was suspected of using artifice to keep him so
constantly by her side, and of having matrimonial designs upon him ; and by his uncle, of posses ing a spirit of cocjuetry, and of treating his
nephew with an appearance of regard, but with
a view to deceive and disappoint. Since Christmas morning, Edith had enjoyed Frederick
Morgan's society as she would have done that
of any agreeable person, and without a thought
of inspiring a warmer sentiment thau that of a
mere present friendship ; even the remembrance
of which she had no idea would last beyond her
brief visit. But, in the retrospect of the past
few days, she remembered many incidents
which at the time had made no impression on
her mind, but which, now that she could look
back upon them, she wondered had not made
her more

reserved and guarded. With considerable vexation at herself and Fred, and a

slight degree of regret at the sudden termination of their pleasant intercourse, she resolved
to keep aloof from him entirely, and, if possible,
to avoid being left alone with him for a single
moment. She trusted to the future to correct
Mr. Ellis's opinion, and hoped that her reserve
and indifference would cause Fred to abandon
the idea of the Easter visit, which she now fully
understood was to be made to her.
(To be coDtiuaed.)

LURA!
3T

Down to the haunted forest
G«eth a singing maid :
How dares she sing so blithe and gay,
Jfearing its Teai'fui shade?
For somewhere doth a spirit sad,
Write what sad angels say:
" For many a day, for many a night,
She hath forgot to pray;
Aud down within that sinful wood
Pure spirits may not stay I"
What seeks the erring maiden?
Oh, she bath heard it said
Tliat in the forest's gloomiest depths,
When night's black wings are spread.
There lies a lake unseen by day,
And she who by the moon's pale ray
Alone, dares look therein,
Will see her love — what he may do
At that same hour, or think, or feel,
Aud if his vows be trae.
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But 'tis kept by a spirit of sin,
And never a maiden guarded by prayer
Will seek the dreadful secret there.
Why singeth so the maiden?
And doth she feel no fear
To tread that lonely evil place
And read its wonders drear?
O no ; for her lover said one morn,
As together they stood by the growing corn,
"When this corn is bound in sheaves,
We will be wed — nor shall I seo
One happy hour away from thee
For whom my lone heart grieves !
0 Lura, darling ! O my sweet!
1 lay my whole life at thy feet,
None ever loved like me !"
And Lura knows none love like her,
Believes none love like him,
And well hath she read what legends say,
About the forest dim:
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*' If the lover be true,
The maideii shall come
Unliarmed, unalarmed

To her happy home !"
Of those say,
who find their lovers false, more doth the legend
Bat she with never a thought of that goes singing on
her way.
But why, for many a day and night,
Did not the maiden pray ?
Oh, his eye was so black, his smile so bright,
They chased her prayers away 1
And mournfally, oh mournfully
Now doth the angel good,
That watched o'er Lura's budding life,
Shrink from her in this wood!
And now the green grass withereth,
The birds forget to sing.
And fearful shapes look out to greet
The maiden entering ;
A low triumphant laugh she hears,
That makes her cheek grow wan,
Her heart beats loud — her heart beats fast.
But still her lips smile on.
"He dreams of me this very night,
My love is true," said she,
" And naught hath power to harm or fright,
Because he loveth me !"
II.
Oh, sullenly the chill
The black waves of
The only sound, when
The silence drear to

wind moved
the lake.
sound there was
break,

"Was the dismal croaking of the frog,
The hissing of the snake.
But something evil seemed to be
Larking ia every sobbing tree ;
Some shape of sin to lie in wait :
O Lura, woful is thy state !
She Cometh on, she cometh near.
The moon shines down with fitful gleamAs pale as death, as brave as love,
She gazes on the fatal stream.
Oh, what to see?
To see her lover bending low
Before a lady, fair as snow,
'Neath sunset's rosy ray!
To see him smile as erst on her.
His love to urge, his suit prefer,
And sweetest praises say ;
To hear him swear her raven hair,
Her midnight eyes, her houri face
Had filled his heart with love's despair —
His heart that never till that day
Gave lady's thought a place !
Her life-throbs ceased, she looked again,
His suit he presses not in vain !
She strove to shriek, but swooned and fell:
The black waves surged, the evil snake
Changed to a demon in the brake,
And from each lonely dell
Came throoging gaunt and ghostly forms
Keaching to her their direful armsOh, Lura, wake or die!
She roused, and saw the terror near,
She called on God in deathly fear —
Him, whom she had forgot:

And when the spectres heard that name,
Their hollow eyes shot fearful flame,
But yet they harmed her not.
Still praying Him she had forgot.
She turned to leave the sinful spot.
But hours and hours it took.
With those pale terrors flaunting round,
Ere she could leave the haunted ground^
And then the morning broke.
The demons faded in the air,
The sunshine glimmered on her hair,
As at uncertain pace
She tottered through the haunted pass.
Then fell upon the flowers and grass
Upturning her white face.
" Oh I have sinned, have sinned this night !
Father, deal with me as is right !
forgiven
As Oh,
thuscansheI be
plead
in her ?"despair,
The holy Christ received her prayer —
An angel came from heaven —
Sweet pardon on her spirit shed.
Whitened her soul from every siD,
Made stainless purity within —
Then hushed to rest her drooping head.
That morning on the flowe
and grass
Lay the fair maiden dead I
III.
A rider came on a panting steed.
Came from the rosy west —
A lofty purpose on his brow,
A sweet hope in his breast.
For never in thought, or by whispered breath,
Had he sullied the pledges of loving faith,
And ever his heart would sing :
"Oh sweetest of sweets is my Lura fair!
The wavy wealth of her golden hair
The brightest sunshine to me !
Oh dearest of dears is my darling, my own !
Her love-laden smile — her words' tender tone
A world of wild rapture will be!"
But ever on slow-drooping wing,
_ white bird flew near him singing a strain
So sweet, yet so sad that his young heart felt pain,
And he trembled to hear it —
But rallied again— " Lura's singing will be
Just as sweet with no sadness at seeing of me.
So can grief reach my spirit!"
Oh how sad and how sweet the hovering bird her strange
lay did repeat !
Then he left his tired steed 'neath a green willow tree ;
"For down by the cornfields perhaps I shall see
Lura, watching and trusting and praying for me!"
Still the snowy white bird,
Again and again
Kept singing her strain.
The saddest, the sweetest he ever had heard!
Tet over the hedge how g^j\j sprang he,
Oh, pity his young heart for what he shall see !
Is that the sun shining on lilies so bright ?
No, bloom
but long
! golden hair floatiug damp o'er their
Oh, is that a lily so still and so white ?
No, a fair face that never shall blush though he comp \
Closed heaven.
blue eyes with their light all returned unto
Little hands folded meekly on penitent breast,
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Oh bright dreamings all hushed iu hia bleeding heart
now!
But no word doth he say,
For Buch grief hath but prayer and his heart cannot

And th« look of wild an^uifth for sins now forgiven
Faded off from the brow pure and peaceful in rest !
Kiss the palo lips, jonn^ lover, last parted by prayer,
Fold back from her furohead your sunshiue of hair,
Take the chill to your heart of the iciness there.
While the white bird keeps sinifing !
'Mid his hope's cruel slaying how mutely stands he !
Oh pity him, pity his stern ayouy !
And hit* young heart all chilled with the sad life to be,
That such joyance was bringing !
Now wildly he falls on the ground by her side,
And madly he cla-speth his lily-white bride !
And pa!?!>ionate kisses
He ghowereth adowu on her sweet pallid mouth,
On her brow, on her cheek, fondly hoping, poor youth,
To give life by embraces 1
Oh bow sad and how sweet the hovering bird her strange
lay did repeat !
Oh the change in his face, the deep woe on his brow !
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Hark,
pray. his own name he beard !
He looked wildly upon her, her lips had not stirred.
Did she call him from heaven ?
" My angel, I come ! O Christ ! plead for me now,
That my sins be forgiven I"
Then gently he pillowed his head by her side,
Drew closer his darling, his lily-white bride.
Prayed once more — kissed her lips — breathed out life
there and died !
Oh, how pallid they lay!
But a beautiful sight saw the mourners that day.
Two white bird.s soaring upward and singing a strain.
So woudrously sweet they forgot life had pain
Till they vanished away t

MRS. RASHER.
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let 's drink to her health, standing and silent.
Of course I shouldn't drink to the health of
my-deary in Madeira, and I should be chary of
drinking it in sherry in a promiscuous assemblage, but we 're all friends, old and trie'l
(excuse the tried, gentlemen; it's a term of
the trade) ; there isn't one present but knew
us in tlie days of our small beginnings, before
the first leaf was turned in that business the
fat profits of which Iiave surrounded us with
our present effulgence. You remember the
little sign, Jones, for yon painted it for me
yourself — "T. Rasher, Fishmonger" — that used
to shine over the shop in B street ; yon reCHAPTER
SCRKEPTITIOUS

X.
BLISS.

Dos't restrict .vourselvps, gentlemen ; this is
bachelors' liall, to-night, and we '11 have as
much fun as we please. This is the first evening that I 've really enjoyed myself since we
moved into this confounded new-fangled house.
To see my old friends all about me, and to
realize that my better half isn't up stairs waiting to give me a curtain-lecture, make me feel
like a pig in clover. Our curtains are rosecolored silk, but they don't make the lectures
any the rosier 1 ha ! ha ! In fact, I 've sometimes, in my reflective moments, wondered if
they didn't rather deepen the hue. It 's singular that tliough the curtains are red, they
almost always make me blue. I 've sometimes
thought it must be owing to the refractory
character of my amiable spouse.
Bless her I

member it,but Mrs. Rasher don't. She couldn't
call it to mind, if she set a little dog to bring
it back to her. The very shad-oh of it has
vanished from her mind. It was retail, you
know, and we 're wholesale now, and retailing
fish is rather a scaly business for Fifth Avenue
to look back upon.
Don't be surprised at any feats you may see
me perform, not even if I dance on my table.
I 've been genteel so long I hardly know myself, now that I 've got my old cronies around
me. It 's a terrible thing to be genteel ; you
can't imagine what I 've suffered since Mrs.
Rasher took to gentility. I mustn't laugh, I
mustn't joke, I mustn't put my feet up, nor
tip my chair back, nor wear loose shoes over
my corns, nor carry my favorite red silk b.andana, nor open my month in company, for fear
of mistakes. You know it 's as natural for me
to pun as it is for a champagne cork to pop, and
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yet I mustn't pun. I can't even snore in the
seclusion of my own bedroom, for Mrs. Rasher
says it 's not genteel. When we were young
married people,' she used to say she rather
liked to hear me snore ; it soothed her ; was as
good as a piauny to put her to sleep. Piauny !
alas, she don't compare me to a pianny any
longer. I wouldn't like to tell what she does
compare me to. Enough to hint that, it 's to a
certain animal to which we are largely indebted
for benefits received. There 's a large per cent,
of gentility in Mrs. R., though I didn't suspect
it when I invested my domestic happiness in
the bonds of wedlock. Marriage is a speckulation, my friends, full as hazardous as the most,
the stock may increase while the interest runs
down to nothing, and the only dividend to be
made after a number of years may be separate
establishments. I shouldn't wonder if it come
to that yet. Melancholy but inevitable. John,
open another half dozen.
If I errr should be obliged to apply for a
divorce, the only plea I shall put in will be —
barbarous and cruel gentility. She 's killing
me with it — I 'm dying by inches. Don't you
see I 'm smaller than ever, and look kind of
shrunk-up and frightened? You see, I dar'n't
say, "Marier," nor come near her, nor seem
to be acquainted with her, when she 's in company, which is always, because why? — why,
because she 's my wife — and it 's a shocking
offence to be intimate with your own wife. You
can be as intimate as you like with somebody
else's. I tell you, I can't get used to it ; it
don't come natural. The worst thing I ever
did, was to give her a little squeeze, at a party,
and ask her if she wouldn't dance with me.
You wouldn't wonder I've looked smaller ever
since, if you could have seen how she withered
me up then. Now, whenever I wish to speak
to her in company, I always get some stranger
to introduce us. Slie lectures me when we
get home, but I must play her a little trick
once and a while, just to keep off the blues.
By the way, boys, have you noticed our coatof-arms ? Mrs. R. couldn't live a month in the
new house without a coat-of-arms, and so I
picked out one that I thought suitable. Poor
dear ! she can't read Latin, and she don't know
that that odious favorite expression of mine —
"save your bacon," winks at her from every
spoon, fork, knife, and piece of plate on the table.
Won't she be crest-fallen when she finds it out !
It 's curious she 's escaped so long. I expect
I '11 have to take to my heels to save m>j bacon,
when she makes the discovery. It was a rash
trick to play, but I 've played a Rasher. — Old ?
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you don't call that old do you? I defy one of
you to prove that you ever heard me breathe
that pun before ; and if it 's old, why it 's like
cheese and wine, all the better for it. If I
didn't get that off on an average once a day, in
some shape, you might begin to think me sick,
like the old lady who had lost all appetite for
her murders. But, as I was saying, you can't
make pork out of pig-iron, and you can't make
a fashionable man out of your old crony. It 's
dreadful, I know.
Mrs. Rasher is in despair.
She saj'S if I 'd been born in France, I 'd have
talked plain English from a baby, because I
can't say "Qui" " Oui, " like a week old piglet.
But, 0 dear I I don't mean to cast reflections
upon my partner : she 's a good woman, if she
wasn't so ambitious, and she 's gone into the
country to stay a week, and give us a chance
to have a reg'lar old-fashioned supper, with
plenty to eat and drink, the whole night to set
up in, and not caring a dime whether we know
how to call the chicken-fixin's by their French
rigmaroles or not.
I '11 tell you what drove her into the country
— 'twasn't because slie had a natural liking for
seeing the dandelions come up in the spring —
'twasn't even to get fresh eggs and young
onions, though they'll reconcile her to the
change as much as anything can. She 's gone
home with old Uncle and Aunt Rasher — you
remember 'em, Tom ? You see, they came to
make us a visit, and she got in a hurry to see
'em off, and told 'em she 'd go home with 'em
and finish the visit out there. I enjoyed myself
while the old folks were here. Never enjoyed
myself better in the same space of time. You
see, I invited 'em — on the sly. Mrs. Rasher
wasn't expecting 'em ; in fact, she was right in
the midst of one of her fashionable sworrys.
She was setting on the sofa, young Flummery
one side of her and that Fitz Simmons on the
other, and a dozen of our most super-elegant
guests around her. I knew what was coming,
and was kind of walking around, waiting. I
knew they 'd be in on the eight o'clock train,
and I 'd sent John down with the carriage tobring
'em up. I had one ear open, and heard 'em in
the hall ; but Mrs. Rasher didn't, or thought
they were more of her friends, till Patrick threw
the door open, and the blaze of gaslight fell refulgently upon the curious pair, for they are
curious, no mistake, and as good as they are
queer. Aunt Rasher nursed me through the
measles, when I was fourteen, and I never shall
forget the pie and gingerbread she put In my
way, when my appetite began to come round
all right. No, sir 1 if I should rise in life as
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high as the shot-tower, I 'd never forget the
benevolent countenance with which she used to
see me devour those prodigal sweets. I asked
'em here because I wanted to see 'em, and
treat 'era to the best, as well as to plague Marier,
but I 'd no idea she 'd get the best of me in doing it. That woman is too much for me giuerally ! But I 'U die game I She 's afraid of my
tricks, if she does deny it. My advice to you,
my friends, is — When you 're dealing with your
wives to be like owls — appear wiser th.in you
are ; if a woman once gets it into her head that
she 's the smartest, she '11 tyrannize over you
like a cat over a captive mouse. Mrs. Rasher
is big and I am little ; and I 'm naturally mild
and forgiving, which is very much against me ;
and I don't mind owning that I have given up
to her more than 1 ought, for instance — cutting
some of my best friends, which I don't intend
doing any longer. But where did I leave ray
good old uncle and aunt ?— standing in the door,
winking under the sudden glare, and evidently
unprepared for company. When Marier saw
who they were, she started towards them to
hurry them \ip stairs, but Aunt Rasher met her
half wav, and got hold of her hand, which she
shook like au ague fit, crying out in that sharp,
high voice of hers — " How de do, niece ? how
de do ? I 'd no idea you 'd make company for
us the first night, or we 'd a come more fixed
up, though 'twas drefl'ul dusty riding. I 'm
sorry we disappointed your company, for it 's
nigh about bed-time, and I s'pose they 're almost ready to go home agin. " While old uncle
he just kept peering around through his spectacles and saying — " Hoity, toity ! hoity, toity !
mighty fine ! mighty fine!" When I hurried
forward to make them welcome, I cast a kind
of a squint towards Mrs. K., and I saw she
understood that I was at the bottom of this
visit. She was white she was so mad, but I
kissed old auntie and told her she was like an
old maid, she was growing younger every day,
and she laughed and said I was the same boy I
used to be, when I lived to their house and did
chores for my board. La ! la ! 0 ho ! you should
have seen Mrs. Rasher then ! Mrs. Fitz Simmons tittered slightly in her usual disagreeable
way. Marier pounced on the old lady like a
hawk on a chicken, and flew out of the parlor
with her, while uncle followed, shaking his
head as if finding fault with things. The old
couple were turned over to the tender mercies
of the butler and chambermaid, and in ten
minutes my wife was back again, smiling as
sweet as syrup, and talking to Easelby about
Church's Icebergs as cool as ice cream.
I went
VOL.
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down to the dining-room and talked with
while they oat their supper, which didn't
long, as auntie said she was too tired to
and she guessed, if Marier would excuse

'em
take
eat,
her,

she 'd go up to bed, if the comp.any wouldn't
tliink hard; and uncle said he 'd go too. I
went back to the parlors, after they 'd said goodnight, to see how matters were progressing in
that quarter. Mrs. Rasher wouldn't look towards me, but kept making herself agreeable
to the young men. The room was quite still,
when all of a sudden the door was opened a
little crack, and auntie's voice came through it
like wind through a keyhole — she tried to
whisper, and was heard all the plainer — "Marier, Marier, can't you lend me a good thick
nightcap ? I forgot to put any up, and I shall
have the neuralogy terrible, if 1 sleep without."
I felt kind of sorry for Mrs. Rasher, she looked
so red in the face ; so I got one of the ladies to
rattling at the pianny before she came b.ick,
but when I heard her telling somebody that — '
" I wouldn't have asked 'em, if I didn't
expect to get forty or fifty thousand dollars
when they died." I was mad, and answered
out before 'em all, that Uncle Rasher hadn't
more 'n seven thousand to his name, and that
was going to his son — that I asked 'em to my
house because I liked 'em, and respected 'em
too. She didn't dare to answer, for fear I 'd tell
the story about the gingerbread and measles,
which she has a mortal terror of; and I kept
tormenting her by distant allusions to it until
she was glad enough to bid her fashionable
friends good-night. 0 Lud ! but didn't she
want to blow me up, when we got shut up in
our own room? — Have some of the salad.
Smith ?— The way she flounced things around
was a caution to a small man, but I slid into bed
gently, and went to snoring softly, while she
was twitching at the string of her gaiter, which
she had pulled into a knot in the height of her
ill-temper.
" You needn't snore, husband, for you ain't
asleep any more 'n a weasel," says she, breaking the string; "how long are they going to
" I asked 'em to stay a month, " says I, half
opening
stay I" one eye, to see the effect.
Crack went the string, and whiz came the
gaiter straight in my face. She did not speak
again that night, and when a woman is silent,
beware of her ! she 's as dangerous as- a biler
that 's just ready to burst. I felt a little uneasy
next morning, for fear she 'd do something to
hurt her visitors' feelings, but 1 was surprised
to find her as amiable as a lamb.
She was as
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sociable as old auntie herself, talked to Uncle
Rasher about his farm, and stock, and ordered
out the carriage to take them a ride, after
breakfast, to show them the city. When I
come home from my warehouse I found the old
folks in the best of humor ; they 'd had a nice
day, and seen a great deal. But no callers
happened in, much to my chagrin. Well, the
long and short of it, boys, is — that she got the
start of me. She took 'em out every day,
somewhere; once to Barnura's Museum, once
to see some wonderful panorama, and to all
kinds of places that tickled 'em amazingly ; but
I saw that they never went anywhere where
there was danger of meeting any of her acquaintances, and not a soul called for a whole
week, that is, they called, but they were not
admitted ; the footmen had orders not to be at
home to anybody ; and at the end of a week
they had visited so hard they were ready to go
home and take Marier with 'em ; so she went,
and I 've taken advantage of circumstances to
liave a bachelor's party. We '11 have a good
time to-night, if we never do again. Fill up,
boys, and drink to the toast, "We won't go
home till morning. " No, we won't — " Yes, you
will" — Who spoke then, boys? I declare it
sounded precisely like Mrs. Rasher's voice !
but she 's in the country, you know. Did any
of the rest of you hear it? You did? then I
wasn't mistaken. John, open the door softly
and see if any of the servants are playing tricks !
No I then it must have been spirits — ardent
spirits, of course ; though we 've taken nothing
stronger than champagne.
.John, bring in that basket of bottled cider
Mrs. Rasher sent by express to-day. It must
be good, for uncle bottled it himself. Bless
her heart, she couldn't have felt so very spiteful, or she wouldn't have thought of my partiality for Jersey cider. Now, then, cork, you
needn't stand guard any longer. It sparkles
like Catawba — try it! — "Beware of poison!"
Great goodness ! it can't be tliat the pardiier of
my own bosom has attempted — has carried her
resentment so far — Gentlemen ! don't touch it.
I don't want to kill my friends, whatever my
own fate may be. My wife's voice again. If I
catch the scoundrel that 's playing off this silly
trick, be it he or she, I '11 box their ears and
discharge 'em without their wages. John, look
in the dumb-waiter, and all about. It 's somebody playing a joke, gentlemen, I 'm convinced;
but to be on the safe side, we 'd better not
touch the cider.
"Consomme of chicken ;" very good, John,
we '11 soon consume your consomme, that is, if

we like it. Say, Jones, why ought a good dinner to satisfy the partaker ?— well, there 's a
good many reasons, but the finishing one is —
that he 's sure to get his deserts at the last.
Poor? You'd make poor conundrums yourself, Smith, if you were as afraid of ghosts as
I am, and had one at your supper as unexpectedly. Iexpect every moment to hear a rapping
under the table as well as on it. I 'm as uneasy
as Macbeth, though my conscience is clear
enough. I assure you I haven't murdered Mrs.
Rasher to get her out of the way. " Yes you
have !" My conscience !
Gentlemen, I beg of you not to be influenced
by invisible evidence ; go on with your suppers,
and let the mischief talk, if it wants to ; you've
known me too long to suppose that I would —
"strangle your own innocent Marier P^ Monstrous ! It Is her voice, and in this very room ;
yet I pledge you my word of honor, boys, she 's
out in the country, alive and well, at Uncle
Rasher's, and if any of you are affected by this
unaccountable accusation, I trust you will go
out with me in the morning, and pay your
compliments to her. John, what 's the matter
with you ? you 're shaking like a poplar ! I do
believe you are afraid. Spirits can't hurt you,
unless you like too much of 'em. I ain't afraid
to tell this one boldly that it 's an outrageous
liar, and ask it to prove what it says. Give us
a song, Tom. Oh, anything, I don't care what ;
you know my favorites, but I 'm a little confused just now ; I guess it 's the wine.
Don't be thinking of going. If you leave so
early, I shall think you 've been impressed by
this little joke that somebody 's been playing
on me. Really I shall be offended. It 's only
half past twelve, and my advice to you all is to
— "arrest Timothy Basher /or the murder of his
That fool, John, has fainted dead away. He
ain't in the plot, whoever is. These servants
arewifeso/' *superstitious. Here, Patrick, drag out
this fool, and throw cold water on him.
A pretty good trick, isn't it, gentlemen ? Ha!
ha ! ha ! Very well carried out ; very well,
indeed ; but if anybody
they 're counting their
hatched. My own wife
ha ! Why, everybody
are to each other. We

thinks I'm frightened,
chickens before they 're
! Quite a joke, ha ! ha !
knows how attached we
have our little spats, to

be sure, like all married people, and I 'm rather
fond of a practical joke, as you all know ; but
strangling my dear Marier is a serious kind of a
joke — a choke instead of a joke ; that I 'd
hardly be guilty of. If I 've said anything this
evening among my old cronies that wasn't just
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ing to your stories at lier expense. I 'm cramped
dreadfully, stuffed away in that hole so long,
but I've had fun enough to pay me for my
pains. So you really thought 1 'd stay a week
out at that horrid old farm, did you ? Not
quite. I got iu on the evening train, and it
iKijipened to be Betty who let me in, and I
found out about the expected supper, so I told
her not to let a soul know I had got back, but
to bring some tea to my room, and I tot*k an
opportunity, and slipped into the dining-room,
and hid in the dresser. I heard all of your
affectionate remarks about your own Marier,

right, I didn't mean it as anything but fun.
Come, boys, let 's make a night of it. Ueie 's
to the ghost ; may it learn to tell the truth, or
forever hold its peace. What ! going ? I didn't
think seven men would get scared at a harmless
trick. Ain't scared ? I see you 're not ; not
at all ; but some of you are a little shaky. I
suppose you '11 look in the morning papers to
see if your friend Tim is in the Tombs yet. Ha !
ha ! Good-night.
They've gone two hours before they meant
to, and though they tried to laugh it off, I could
see they were every one of 'em suspicious of
me. Uang it ! if that 's all friendship 's worth,
I might as well drop my old friends. I shouldn't
wonder if they 'd be willing to help dro]) me.
It 's confounded queer about that thing ; I feel
uneasy myself. I won't go back to the diningroom to-night, but I '11 have every spot examined in the morning. I hope the ghost will

my love. I 'm glad to hear that we really are
attached to each other, spite of our little spats.
You may ask your cronies to supper as often
as you 've a mind after this. You '11 have a
new story to tell — a t/host story, my dear, that
will be very interesting. Hark ! there 's some
one ringing the bell. I '11 bet you a hat against
a new bonnet that some of your friends have
been after a police oflicer. Just raise that window and see. Who's there? it's Smith — I
cau see by the street lamp — with an officer. I
always did hate that little coward. I '11 speak
to 'em myself. Rasher. What do you want ?
If you 're after my husband, you can't have
him, as I 'm just home from the country,
and don't want to be disturbed. I guess that
will settle their hash. And now, my dearest,
just own up that that little account at the
warehouse is settled. What 's that ? I 'm a
smart woman ? I know that. But is it settled ?are our accounts squared ? Yes ? Very
well. You can go to sleep now as sound as you
please, my love.

keep itself out of my chamber. I '11 leave the
gas burning all night.
Gracious ! there 's something sitting up in
the bed! It's her ghost 1 Oh, Marier ! Marier ! if you 're reaUy strangled and dead, it
wasn't me that did it, whatever you may have
reason to think. I didn't do it ! I didn't do
it!
[Mrs. Rasher.'] Get np off your knees, you
goose, aud come to bed. I 'm tired and sleepy.
If I hadn't have scattered that interesting party
of yours, I 'd have been broken of my rest all
night. " Won't go home till morning !" Ha!
ha 1 But they did go, my sweetest, some time
before. The next time you entertain a set of
your stupid old cronies be sure that your wife
ain't hid in the lower part of the dresser listen-
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" Ah, Charlie, yon are just the man I wanted
to see!" exclaimed Edward Ware, as he met
his friend, one summer's day.
" Well, my lad, I am at your service. Is
there anything new in the wind ?"
'• Yes, I am off for Newport iu the morning,
and want your company for the excursion.
What say you ?"
'* Most decidedly, no. Are you not yet informed that I have become a man of business ?
Junior partner in the highly respectable firm
of Morse, Craighenthorpe & Co., eh ?" — and the
young man folded his arms with an assumption
of mock dignity, which w.is certainly becoming
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to his fine form and noble, intelligent looking
face.
"I doff my hat to you," replied Edward;
"Madame Rumor did whisper such a report in
my ear, but I discredited it. I'ray give me the
particulars of your sudden conversion from a
mere pleasure seeker."
" I shall be happy to do so when you have
explained the equally sudden change in your
intentions. Only last week, you assured me
that you were tired of watering-places, and
should devote your summer holidays to angling
in the brooks of the quiet little town of 1'
."
" So I did ; but then I thought that there, at
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my Uiicle William's, I should meet not only my
charming cousin, Nellie, but her inimitable
friend, Katie Peyton. I have since learned
tliat they are spending the gay season at Newport, therefore I follow them."
" So you were thinking of fishing for a heart
instead of trout ?"
"Yes, I confess it; and could you see Miss
Peyton, you would not wonder at my ardent
admiration for her. Had circumstances favored
me, I certainly should have offered myself to
her in New York last winter ; but now, I shall
be even more earnest in my suit, for reason
sanctions what I then feared were mere emotional impulses. Sister Emma's marriage makes
my parents anxious to have me bring a wife to
our home, and 1 am sure they would be very
proud to receive Katie as a daughter."
" And you would choose me for a companion
on a wooing excursion. An equivocal compliment, take
I
it. Do you wish me as a set-off to
your superior charms of person and manner?"
"Indeed I do not ; you know better. When
I thought I might go to P — ■— , and enjoy quiet
intercourse with the girls, I did not ask or, to
say the truth, desire your company ; but,
among the crowd of silly coxcombs one is sure
to meet at Newport, I shall wish your presence
very much. Come, say you will go ; I know
your business will not prevent."
" You are mistaken, my business will prevent, for I am very much engaged in it, just
now. My partners have hitherto been cramped
in their endeavors to enlarge their arrangements by want of capital ; but I intend to invest largely, and it cannot fail to pay. We
have the very finest water privilege in the State,
and there is no earthly reason why it should
not furnish power for twice the machinery we
now have in operation. I propose to see what
improvements money can make in every branch
of the concern, from the saw-mill up ; and I
shall enjoy seeing my shrewd, practical partners fully employed."
" Fortunate for you, with your Quixotic enthusiasm, that you are connected with shrewd,
calculating, and honorable men. However,
things cannot go far wrong, with worthy Captain Craighenthorpe at the helm. Better hear
to him."
"Thank you, I intend to ; but there he goes.
I must join him.
Good luck to you."
The two young men introduced above had
been friends from boyhood. Charles Newell
was the greater favorite in general society, for
the hearty cordiality with which he always
expressed himself, and his frank, cheerful face
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prepossessed even strangers in his favor, while
his friends and acquaintances very frequently
received proofs of his disinterested generosity.
He was as ready with a kindly remark for the
negro boy who sawed his mother's wood, or the
groom who curried his horse, as for the wealthy
man who looked upon him as an equal ; yet he
never lowered himself to the level of those
beneath him by slang expressions. His father
died when he was in early childhood, leaving a
fortune of a hundred thousand dollars to his
widow and son. Mrs. Newell was a woman in
whom strong moral principles were united to
rare good sense. She strove very earnestly to
assist her son in forming such a noble character
as should be of far greater value to him than
his large inheritance. Her frequent and interesting letters, requiring frank and punctual
answers, were the talismans which stood between him and many temptations during his
school and college life. After graduating, he
travelled, with his mother, over a large portion
of our country, thus affording her many opportunities for exerting a gentle, powerful influence
for good. When he was twenty-two, they
returned to his native village, where he immediately entered the office of Judge Ware,
Edward's father, as a law student. Here he
remained more than a year, very unwilling to
acknowledge that he had mistaken his vocation,
yet with an ever-increasing distaste for the dry
formalities which required his attention. Edward, meanwhile, was fast improving as a lawyer. He had, from earliest boyhood, looked
forward, with most eager anticipations, to the
time when he should be able to join in his
father's business. He graduated at the same
time as Charles, and when the latter commenced
his travels he entered his father's oflice and
applied himself most diligently to Coke, Blackstone, etc. Most likely the fact that Edward
was thus in advance of him, contributed to the
dislike of his friend for the profession, for
Charles Newell liad never been accustomed to
following 3, companion. However that may have
been, he became convinced that Judge Ware's
office was not the place where he could best
develop his capabilities. After serious consideration ofthe subject, he left his studies and _
became apparently, as his friend termed him, ■
a mere pleasure seeker. This change gave his
mother much uneasiness. She could not urge
him to continue to devote his attention to the
law, since he had so evident a distaste for it ;
but she hardly dared assure herself that the
wish for change did not proceed from a love ot
novelty, which would prevent his success iu
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any path. She feared the effects of living without a definite purpose upon one of his active
temperament ; for slie knew very well that his
we.ilth and fine social qualities only increased
the danger of his allowing bad habits to fasten
themselves upon him. Mrs. Newell's anxiety
led her to consult Captain Ciaighenthorpe, who
had been a valued friend of her husband's.
That gentleman offered to take the young man
into partnership, and thus test his abilities
for active business. Charles gladly accepted
the proposal, and we have seen with what
earnestness he commenced planning improvements in the already extensive business arrangements ofhis partners. They were much
pleased to have him connected with them, for,
besides the advant-ages which his capital gave
them, they were sure that he wanted but opportunity for observation to gain superior tact,
in overseeing a large number of workmen. He
had never acquired that polish of manner which
distinguished his friend Edward, but he was
equally destitute of the spice of haughtiness in
his bearing, which sometimes made the latter
disagreeable.
Edward went, as he had purposed, to Newport. He found Kate quite as fascinating as
ever, but far more unapproachable amid the
gay circle she drew about her, than he had expected to see her. He was sure she had encouraged his suit the previous winter, but now,
she scarcely allowed him an opportunity to
show her the most common attentions. He
had a high ideal of woman, and when aw.ay
from Kate he reflected upon her evident disposition to coquetry with displeasure. In her
presence, her brilliant, showy appearance, and
lively, entertaining conversation, enabled her
to preserve the power over him which would
very soon have led to an offer of himself, and,
a larger thing in her opinion, his advantages of
position and fortune, had not an unforeseen
event showed him that he loved an ideal, which
it were folly to seek to realize in Katie Peyton.
It was evening, and the brilliantly lighted
saloons of the Ocean House were thronged by
beautiful fashionable ladies and gallant gentlemen. In the hall for the dancers we recognize
Edivard Ware, who appears moody and abstracted as he stands by the side of his fair
cousin Nellie, waiting for the music to commence. He has just seen Katie Peyton led to
a ueighboring set by the bewhiskered, soi disant
French count who has monopolized her attention during the last hour. Suddenly the low,
full, hearty tones of Charlie Newell roused him
from his reverie.
A cordial handshaking, a
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few exclamations, an introduction to Miss Maitland, and the dancing commenced. When the
last "change" had been called, the two friend.s
met in a neighboring room. After explaining
that he had been so busy during the past fortnight, that even staid Mr. Morse thought that
he deserved a holiday, which his mother was
anxious he should take at Newport with her,
as she was expecting to meet her brother. Governor S
, as well as several more distant
relatives here, Charlie complimented his friend
upon the beauty of his lady love. In surprise,
Edward asked if he had seen her.
"Why," Charlie replied, "did you not introduce me to her ?— the sweet, intelligent looking
girl with whom you were dancing ?"
" Oh no, you misunderstood ; that was my
cousin Nellie. I would almost as soon think
of marrying a sister. Katie Peyton moves a
very queen by the side of my fair, spirituelle
"I suppose you will allow me to judge for
cousin."
myself; but I warn you that I never take a
fancy to these superb, queenly beauties, and I
have taken one for your blue-eyed Nellie. Introduce me to Miss Peyton, however, during
the evening. I will rest now and watch the
When Edward again joined the company, he
dancers."
sought and obtained the hand of K-atie for a
contr.idance. When they had danced through
the set, they seated themselves for a brief interval, during which the young lady noticed
the tall, well-proportioned figure of Charlie
near the doorway, and inquired who that
stranger might be. The spirit of mischief
seemed to dictate Edward's replies as he an" Oh,swered—he is a fine fellow, named Newell, a
man from our town."
" Ah, you know him, then ? He is fine looking ; what is his profession ?"
" Profession ?" queried Edward, scarcely t.iking her meaning.
"Yes, wb,-it does he do for a living?"
" I guess he does not do much of anything.
He owns a saw-mill, I believe."
The pretty lips pouted, as she said — "0
pshaw! I thought he was somebody!" — but
her companion did not notice the expression as
they were about resuming their phices upon
the floor. When, later in the evening, he introduced his friend, and saw the scornful greeting of the proud beauty who rudely declined to
dance with Mr. Newell, he was quite as much

surprised as Charlie, and more perplexed, because the latter regarded the slight as a mere
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freak of caprice iu which he was a little interested. Mr. Newell imtaediately turned to
Nellie, whose fresh, natural conversation charmed him quite as much as her child-like beauty
had done. He remained near her for a time,
and then joined a group of relatives and acquaintances. Soon after, Katie, noticing his
free and easy air with his companions, said to
Nellie—
"Did you ever see such impudence? I
thought it bad enough, when I saw him dancing
with you, but there he is conversing with
Governor S
as if he were My Lord Mayor,
at least ; and do see, he is leading away Senator
L.'s daughter for a dance I"
" Why should he not ?" quietly asked Nellie.
" Why ? Did not your cousin tell you that
he is a mere saw-mill tender?"
" No, Edward did not tell me that ; but,
whatever his business may be, he is the most
interesting gentleman with whom I have had
the pleasure of conversing since I came to Newport, and I hope that I shall have another opportunity tohear him."
" I hope you will, if you wish it ; but, as for
me, if a man has neither money nor good standing in fashionable society, I care not how noble
or intelligent he may be, I will not waste my
words on him."
It so happened that the girls stood near a
curtained window, opening upon a piazza, upon
which Edward Ware was walking. He heard
every word, and Katie Peyton's power over
him was gone. Most likely she would gladly
marry him for his wealth and influence in fashionable circles, but he wished to be loved for
himself. He sought his own room, and there,
in silence and darkness, he reflected dispassionately upon the character of Katie, as the
past fortnight had revealed it to him.
Reader, he did not lose his faith in womanly
disinterestedness. He had known too many of
the noble and true hearted for that ; but he
learned how fully be scorned the folly and weakness of mind of the bright enchantress his fancy
had invested with so many charms. The following morning he told his friend the cause of
his invitations having been so unceremoniously
declined the previous evening. Charlie fully
appreciated the fun of the thing ; but requested
that Nellie should not be undeceived just then.
He had several very pleasant conversations
with her before she learned that he was not
poor, and in each her simplicity and sweetness
but strengthened his first impressions. He
introduced her to his mother, and was glad to
see them mutually pleased with each other.
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Edward, meanwhile, found the sentiments of
the lively Lizzie Leland, a young relative of the
Newells, accorded much better with his ideal
of true womanliness than Katie's had done.
She was not so beautiful as Miss Peyton ; but
a higher intellectual and moral character shone
through her expressive features, fully atoning
for their want of regularity.
Very pleasant was the intercourse of these
friends during their somewhat protracted stay
at Newport. Mr. Newell had come, intending
to remain a few days only, but he delayed his
departure from day to day, and when he left,
Nellie Maitland had promised to correspond
with him. It is scarcely necessary to add that
this correspondence was followed by a wedding,
which gave to Mrs. Newell a daughter.
Lizzie Leland went to their home with the
Newells, and before her long visit there was
terminated she was the affianced bride of Edward Ware.
A few words of Katie Peyton and I will close.
I will not attempt to describe her endeavors to
lure Edward back to her side, nor her vexation
when she found that she had not only treated
scornfully a gentleman so wealthy and highly
connected as Mr. Newell, but had thereby lost
one of the best matches in New England. This,
mortification exerted a most salutary influence
upon her char.acter. For a time, she cherished
a distaste for society, and, in consequence,
spent the remainder of that season with an excellent maiden aunt, whose influence, combined
with her self-communings amid the beauties of
nature, gave her new ideas of life.
As a proof that she was not so wholly frivolous as she seemed to Edward, let me cite the
fact that she never lost the friendship of Nellie,
who ever saw amid the faults of the motherless, ill-trained beauty, much that was excel- ■
lent. A year after the visit at Newport which B
we have recorded, Katie was married to one
well qualified to assist her in the work of selfimprovement she had commenced.

Observe a Prudent Economy. — Precarious
and uncertain gains are usually as speedily
dissipated. Try, if possible, to save a portion
of whatever you receive, to lay by. The improvidence of literary individuals has ofteu
been made a subject of reproac'n to the profession, and not without reason.
Passions. — A man can always conquer his
passions if he pleases; but he cannot always
please to conquer his passions.
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NOVELTIES
The ttse of breakfast caps having become
much more uiiivursal of hvte, particularly at
any public place of resort, we give several different styles.
Fig. 1. — The fanchette ; lias a thulle crown,
crossed by bands of Garibaldi satin ribbon, aud

FOB

FOE

JULY.

JULY.

cap.Figs. 3 and 4 are two very piotty styles of
FiR. 3.

Fit-. 1.

surrounded by a rovr of black French lace.
This is again inclosed in a fall of white blonde,
forming the real border of the cap, and supported by another row of black lace. The
brides are of black lace and Garibaldi satin
ribbon.

Fig. 4.

Fig. 2. — Intended for an older person ; also
Fig 2.

of combined black and white lace, the ends
barbe crossing the front, forming the lappets.
Many ladies prefer muslin and cambric as
the material for breakfast caps, and in fact
either is more suitable than lace for that purpose, as breakfast is a meal that presupposes
negligee and a simple toilet.

Fig. 3 is an el.tborate example of a French
cambric cap, the frills and froiides, or ornaments,
being lightly embroidered.
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Fig. 4 is a more simple fauchon of dotted
muslin, with a Marie Stuart point on the forehead ;the embroidered bands that finish it are
headed by a light ruche of satin ribbon, which
is but caught on, and may be removed when
the cap is sent to the laundress.
Fig. 5. — France undersleeve,

MAGAZINE.

Fig. 6.

caught up by

Fig. 5.

Fig. 7. — Spencer chemisette, for a rolling
dress body, composed of alternate narrow plaits
Fig. 7.

narrow ribbons iu groups of three.
ion article.)
Fig. 6. — Habit-shirt, with
the collar is of white crape,
made with loops, through
bon is passed.
Bow of the

(See Fash-

collar for morning ;
muslin, or tarleton,
which a violet ribsame.

and widths of inserting ; drawn muslin ruche
round the neck, which is cut square.
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FROil MADAME

DEMOREST'S

Thb following patterns are from the celebrated establishment of Madame Demorest, No.
473 Broadway, New York : —
Alfred Coal. — Cut sack style, with a slight
fulness, and gored iu front, and laid over in
scallops, which, when l>ound, forms a trimming ;open sleeve, cut to match the body,

which is confined with a belt. Designed for a
child from four to seven years. Requires about
two and a half yards, single width material.
The Celeste. — Flowing sleeve, the back laid

Zulcika

EST^\J3LISnMENT.

Sleeve. — An

style of the Arab hood.
and buttons.
Lelie Sleeve. — Flowing

over the front in points, and trimmed with
braid and buttons.

elegant sleeve, in the

Decorations, tassels
sleeve,

with

revers

and straps, bound with velvet, and omamentetl
with buttons.
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SUMMEE

DRESS

AND

MANTLE.

{See Diuyravi, oppoti'itc putje.)

Pearl color spring silk, the body low, with
high worked cheinisette finished at tlie throat
with a fluted rivflle. The skirt is trimmed with
bands of ribbon sewed on to the waist, and

terminating near the bottom of the skirt in
bows and ends. The mantle is of black silk,
trimmed with a plaiting of ribbon and bands of
velvet.
Turban hat, with white plume.

WORK

DEPARTMEKT.
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FOR

MANTLE.

MARKING.
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CROCHET HAIR-NET.
{See engraving, page 10.)

Materials. — Scarlet, blue, or crimson crochet silk, medium size ; gold or cut black beads.
This net, which has a very beautiful effect
on the head (becau.se the hair is shown to much
greater advantage through tlie large square
holes thau in the ordinary style of net, whether
done in crochet or netting), is made of bands
of diamond open-hem, crossing each other, and
edged on each side with a border of beads. At
every crossing a small crochet flower is placed.
A line of diamond open-hem is carried all round ;
and in it an elastic may be run. It is finished
with a shell-edging, which may have beads, or
not, according to taste.
As the size of the net must vary according to
the quantity of liair of the wearer, it is well to
cut out a perfect round, in paper, of the size
desired ; and to work on it. Make a chain of
the diameter, and work back on it in diamond
open-hem. Then a line of so on each side,
dropping a bead on each of twelve stitches, and
working eight without. Be careful that the
beaded parts correspond at each edge. Do another piece the same length, for the centre-line
in the opposite direction. Work four somewhat shorter lines, two to go on each side of
these centres, measuring the length on the pa]ier, so that they may just cross at the plain
parts, between the beads ; then four more, to
go in pairs on the outside of these in each direction, and so on till suflicient are done for the
net : seven each way will probably suffice. Tack
those to go in one direction on the paper, fastening them at the ends only ; and then weave
in those which cross there, carrying them over
one, and under the following, bar. Take a
sewing-needle, and some of the same silk, and
sew them together whenever they cross. Carry
a line of chain-stitch all round, catching up tlie
ends of all the bars. Then a line with a bead
on every stitch. Follow this with a line of
diamond open-hem ; then a bead line, then one
of plain crochet.
The Shell Bokder. — * 9 sc, 13 ch, miss 12*
repeat all round. Should there not be stitches
sufficient to make perfect patterns, 21 being required for each, they must be increased by
working two in one as often as necessary : or,
if there be only a few over, instead of increasing
diminish by missing one more each time, to
bring it to the requisite number.
2d. — * 7 sc on centre 7 of 9, 2 ch, 1 dc, on
first chain stitch of 13, and on every alternate
one, with 2 chain between ; end with 2 chain *
repeat all round.

3d. — 5 sc on centre of 5 of 7. 1 do on every
dc of last round, with 3 chain between.
4th. — 3 sc on centre 3 of 5. 1 dc and a picot
on every dc of last round, with 4 chain between.
The Rosettes. — 8 ch, close into a round.
Work one round without increase, dropping a
bead on every stitch. Then a round without
beads, doing 2 stitches in one.
3d round. — * 3 ch, miss I, sc mider next, * S
times.
4(/i.^Under each chain of 3 do 1 sc, 3 dc, 1
sc ; dropping one bead on tlie last part of every
stitch. Sew one of these rosettes at every place
where two bars cross each other.
Diamond Ope.v-hem has already been explained several times ; but we repeat the directions for the benefit of new subscribers. Begin
as for a long tc stitch, with the thread three
times round the hook. Do half the stitch, put
the thread twice more round, insert the hook in
the third stitch from that on which yon have
been working ; draw it through, and work as
usual, only at the third movement draw through
three loops. When finished it looks forked. Do
2 ch, and work a dc stitch on the side of the
last, putting the hook in where you slipped off
three together.
It then has the form of an X.
A Picot. — 3 ch, insert the hook in the last
stitch, and draw the thread through to form a
new loop.

BASKET

WATCH-HANGER
CUSHION.

AND

PIN-

(See engraving, page 11.)

This is a really elegant article for the boudoir
and dressing-room, being a tasteful novelty
intended to answer the double purpose which
its title intimates. In commencing to make it,
an oval must be cut in card-board of the size required, which may be larger or smaller, according to the choice of the worker. This being
arranged, a smaller oval is to be cut of a size
that will leave the first with a rim projecting
half an inch all round. In this smaller oval is
to be laid a wadded and quilted cushion of
ruby-color satin, the edges of the satin being
carried over the card-board shape and tacked
down, after which the cushion is to be fastened
on in tlie centre of the larger oval, and the
under part lined, bringing the edge of the silk
over, or it may be bound with ribbon, if preferred. In this state of progress, the bead fringe
is to be attached to the edge of the oval shape,
as will be seen in the illustration. We must
now speak of tlie sort of border or boundary
wall surrounding the basket. This is formed of

I

WORK

DEPARTMENT.

simple knitting, enriched with beads. Take a
ruby-color Berlin wool, and thread npon it a
uunilier of the white 0. P. beads ; then cast on
eighteen stitclies ; knit a row, leaving a bead
on every alternate stitch ; purl back again ;
knit a row, leaving a bead on every alternate
stitch, but taking care that they do not form
lines with the last bead row, but alternate in
the way of diamonds. To do this, it will be
simply necessary to remember that on one line
the bead is to be introduced on to the second
loop, and on the other to the third ; but this
will at once show itself in the working. Having knitted ten rows in the ruby color, take a
bright blue and do the same, thus giving stripes
of the two colors. When a length sufficient for
tlie handle has been done, cast it off; and, having
t.iken a double, or even treble thickness of wire,
cover it with as much cotton wool as will m.ike it
of sufficient bulk to till thu knitting, which must

be joined up, inclosing the wire thus covered73 ;
and this forms the handle of the basket when
fastened down at each end upon the card-board
shape. It is necessary that this handle should
be firm and well-fixeil, as in its centre is to be
placed the hook from which the watch is to be
suspended. After this a length of the same
bead knitting, in the same alternate colors of
ruby and blue, is to be prepared, just long
enough to go round the basket, and the ends
being joined together, a roll of wool must be
inclosed, and the edges of tlie knitting sewn
together ; after which it must be laid on in its
place surrounding the cushion, and be properly
fastened down. The fringe of beads must then
be attached to the under line of the handle,
and the article will then be completed. The
beads for the fringe should be ruby and blue,
relieved with white.

NIGHT-DRESS.

Tais is a long night-dress ; the front laid in plaits, with the edges scalloped.
collar are trimmed with dimity ruffling.
VOL. Lxin. — 7

The ouflfs and
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INSERTION

IN POINTE

DE LA POSTE.

{See engraving, page 13.)

This extremely neat and pretty style of embroidery may be executed with great rapidity
by those who have acquired facility in this
particular sort of embroidery. A description of
the manner in which it is worked may be some
assistance to those who are not famiUar with it,
but it is necessary that it should be practised
a little before commencing on the pattern intended to be worklfi. It will be seen that each
leaf in the illustration is double ; this gives a
richer effect to the work than when the pattern
is composed of single leaves. The size of the
needle used must not be smaller than a six, and
the embroidery cotton about No. 12. The needle is inserted in the muslin, and brought out
at the length of the solid part of the leaf; the
thread is then twisted round and round the
needle ten or eleven times, pushing it up towards the eye of the needle and keeping the
thumb of the left hand on it while drawing the
needle through, so that the thread should not
draw up and the stitch be spoilt ; the needle is
then put through the muslin at the top of the
leaf which secures it, and is brought out at the

ZOUAVE

bottom part of the leaf and another is worked
in the same manner close to it, the two forming
the two halves of a double leaf of beautiful
regularity. The little stalk which unites the
leaves are sewn over with a finer cotton. The
holes in this pattern are in cut-out work,
which enlivens the effect ; the whole is strong,
and when neatly executed produces a pattern
of great richness. It is necessary for this particular kind of embroidery that the pattern
should be designed expressly to suit the stitch,
as those only can be worked which are arranged
for it, and this is one of the reasons why this
very pretty style of work is not more general.

BEAD

BASKET.

(See engraving, page 75.)

Tuis basket is formed by stringing 0. P. beads
on wire covered with sewing-silk, closely wound
around it. The inside of the palm leaves are
of white beads over wire covered with white ;
the outside of transparent beads, over wire
covered with rose-color. The bottom is of card,
covered with rose-colored satin.

SHIRT.

»

WORK
BEAD

75

DEPARTMEN'T.
BASKET.

CHILD'S

SLIPPER.

The material is scarlet cloth ; the centre figure black Telvet,
the braid in the centre figure and round it is gold-color, and the
other is black.
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DIRECTION'S FOR PRESERVING FRUITS, ETC.
Gooseberry Jam. — Stalk and crop as many as you r»qaire of ripe, red, rough gooseberries ; put them into the
preserving pan, and aa they vrarm, stir and bruise them
to bring out the juico. Let them boil for ten miuutes,
then add sugar in the proportion of thrce-iiuarters of a
pound to every pound of fruit, and place it on the fire
again; let it boil slowly, and continue boiling, for two
hours Ioniser, stirring it all the time to prevent Its burning. When it thickens, and is jelly-like on a plate when
cold, it is done enough. Put it into pots, and allow it
to remain a day before it is covered.
Plcms. — There are several varietiea of plums. The
richest purple plum for preserving is the damson. There
are of these large and small ; the large are called sweet
damsons ; the small ones are very rich flavored. The
g^reat difficulty in preserving plums is that the skins crack
Bnd the fruit comes to pieces. The rule liere laid down
for preserving them obviates that difficulty. Purple
gages, unless properly preserved, will turn to juice and
skins; and the large horse-plum (as it Is generally
known) comes completely to pieces in ordinary modes
of preserving. The one recommended herein will keep
them whole, full, and rich.
To Preserve Pckple Plums. — Make a syrup of cleaa
brown sugar ; clarify it ; when perfectly clear and boiliiig hot, pour it over the plums, having picked out all
nnsound ones aud stems; let them remain in the syrup
two days, then drain it off, make it boiling hot, skim it,
and pour it over again ; let them remain another day
or two, then put them in a preserving-kettle over the
fire, and simmer gently until the syrup is reduced, and
thick or rich. One pound of sugar for each pound of
plums.
To Preserve Plcms iriTHorT the Skins.— Pour boiling
water over large egg or magnum bonum plums; cover
them until it is cold, then pull off the skins. Make a
syrup of ft pound of sugar and a teacup of water for each
pound of fruit ; make it boiling hot, and pour it over ;
let them remain for a day or two, then drain it off, and
boil again ; skim it clear, and pour it hot over the plums ;
let them remain until the next day, then put them over
the fire in the syrup ; boil them very gently until clear ;
take them from tho syrup, with a skimmer, into the
pot« or jars; boil the syrup until rich and thick ; take
off any scum which may arise, then let it cool and settle,
aad poor it over the plums. If brown sugar is used,
which is quite as good, except for green gages, clarify it
as directed.
To Dkt Plums. — Split ripe plums, take tho stones from
them, and lay them on plates or sieves to dry in a warm
erven or hot sun ; lake them in at sunset, and do not put
Uiem out again until the sun will be upon them ; turn
them, that they may be done evenly ; when perfectly
dry. pack them in jars or boxes lined with paper, or keep
them in bags ; hang them in an airy place.
To Preserve Wild Plum?. — Take nearly ripe wild
plums, perfectly sound ones, take off the stems, pour
them into a kettle of boiling water and let them remain
over the fire about a minute, or until they begin to crack
open ; then put them in a keg or jar, with enough of the
liquor they were boiled in to cover them, and set them
away. When you wish to use them, stew them tha

same as if green ; if used for sauce, add a little sugar ;
or you can make preserves out of them better than when
first gathered. They are much better than dried plums,
and are always haudy.
To Preserve Green Gaobb. — The following receipt
appears to be a good one : Pick and prick all the plums,
put them into a preserving-pan, with cold water enough
to cover them ; let them remain on the fire until the water
simmers weU ; then take off, and allow them to staud
until half cold, putting the plums to drain. To every
pound of plums allow one pound uf sugar, which must
be boiled in the water from which tho plums have been
taken ; let it boil very fast until the syrup drops short
from the spoon, skimmiug carefully all the time. When
the sugar is sufficiently boiled, put in the plums and allow them to boil until the sugar covers the pan with
largo bubbles ; then pour the whole into a pan, and let
them remaiu until the following day ; drain the syrup
from the plums as dry as possible, boil it up quickly,
and pour it over the plums ; then set thom by ; do this
a third and a fourth time. On tho fifth day, when tho
syrup is boiled, put the plums into it, and let them boil
for a few minutes ; then put them into jars. Should
the green gages he over-ripe, it will be better to make
jam of them, using three-foui'ths of a pound of sugar to
one pound of fruit. Warm the jars before putting the
sweetmeats in, and be careful not to boil the sugar to a
candy.
Jam of Green Gages. — Put ripe green gages into a kettle, with very little water, and let them stew until soft ;
then rub them through a sieve or colander, and to every
pint of pulp put a pound of white sugar powdered fine ;
then put it In a preserving-kettle over the fire, stir it
until the whole is of the consistence of a jelly, then take
it off; put the marmalade in small jars or tumblers, aad
cover as directed for jelly.
To Keep Damsons. — Put them in small stone jars, or
wide-mouthed glass bottles, and set them up to their
necks in a kettle of cold water; set it over the fire to
become boiling hot ; then take it off, and let the bottles
remain until the water is cold ; the next day fill the
bottles with cold water, and cork and seal them. These
may be used the same as fresh fruit. Green gages may
be done in this way.
To Preserve Pippins in Slices. — Take tho fairest pippins, pare them, and cut them in slices a quarter of aninch thick, without taking out the cores ; boil two or
three lemons, and slice them with the apples ; take the
same weight of white sugar (or clarified brown sugar),
put half a gill of water for each pound of sugar, dissolve
it, and set it over the fire ; when it is boiling hot, put in
the slices ; let them boil very gently until th«?y are clear,
then take them with a skimmer, and spread them out on
flat dishes to cool ; boil tho syrup until it is quite thick,
and pour it over them. These may bo done a day before
they are wanted ; two hours will be sufficient to make a
fine dish for dessert or supper.
To Preserve Crab-Apples. — Take off the stem and
core them with a peuknifo, without cutting them open ;
weigh a pound of white sugar for each pound of prepared fruit ; put a teacup of water to each pound of sugar ;
put it over a moderate fire. "When the sugar is all dissolved and hot, put the apples in ; let them boil gently
until they are clear, then skim them out, and spread
them on flat dishes. Boil the syrup until it is thick ; put
the fruit iu whatever it is to be kept, and, when the
syrup is cooled and settled, pour it carefully over the
fruit. Slices of lemon boiled with the fruit may be con-
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improvement ; one lemon is eDough for seveof fruit. Crab-applea may be preserved whole,
half an inch of the etem on ; three-quarters
of sugar for each pound of fruit.

To Preserve Pears.— Take small, rich, fair fi-uil, as
Boou as the pips are black ; set them over the fire in a
kettle, with water to cover them ; let them simmer nntil
they will yield to the pressure of the finger, then, with
a skimmer, take them into cold water ; pare them neatly,
leaving on a little of the stem and the blossom end ; pierce
them at the blossom end to the core ; then make a syrup
of a pound of sugar for each, pound of fruit ; when it is
boiling hot, pour it over the pears, and let it stand until
the next day, when drain It off, make it boiling hot, and
again pour it over ; after a day or two, put the fruit in
the syrup over the fire, and boil gently until it is clear;
then take it into the jars or spread it on dishes; boil the
syrup thick, then put it and the fruit in jara.
Pear 3[ar.malade. — To six pounds of small pears, take
four pounds of sugar ; put the pears into a saucepan with
a little cold water ; cover it, and set it over the fire until
the fruit is soft; tbeu put them into cold water; pare,
quarter, and core them; put to them three teacups of
water ; set them over the fire ; roll the sugar fine, mash
the fruit fine and smooth, put the sugar to it, stir it well
together until it is thick, like jelly, then put it in tumblers or jars, and when cold secure it as jelly.
Pine- Apple Preserve. — Twist off the top and bottom,
and pare off the rough outside of pine-apples ; then weigh
them, and cut them in slices, chips, or quarters, or cut
them in four or six, and shape each piece like a whole
pine-apple ; to each pound of fruit put a teacup of water ;
put it iu a preserving-kettle ; cover it, and set it over the
fire, and let tbein boil gently until they are tender and
clear ; then take them from the water, by sticking a fork
in the centre of each slice, or with a skimmer, into a
dish. Put to the water white sugar, a pound for each
pound of fruit ; stir it until it is all dissolved ; then put
in the pine-apple; cover the kettle, and let them boil
gently until transparent throughout; when it Is so,
take it out, let it cool, and put it iu glass jars; as soon
as the syrup is a little cooled, pour it over them ; let
them remain in a cool place until the next day, then
secure the jars as directed previously. Pine-apple doue
in this way is a delicous preserve. The usual manner
of preserving it, by putting it into the syrup without
first boiling it, makes It little better than sweetened
leather.
Pine-Apple Jei.lt. — Take a perfectly ripe and sound
pine-apple, cut off the outside, cut in small pieces ; bruise
them, and to each pound put a teacup of water ; put it
in a preserving-keitle over the fire ; cover the kettle,
and let them boil for twenty minutes ; then strain it,
and squeeze it through a bit of muslin. For each pound
of fruit take a pound of sugar ; put a teacup of water to
each pound ; set it over the fire until it is dissolved ;
then add the pine-apple juice. For each quart of the
syrup clarify au ounce of the best isinglass, and stir it
in, let it boil until, by taking some on a plate to cool,
you find it a stiff jelly. Secure it as directed.
QniycE Marmalade.— Gather the fruit when quite
ripe; pare, quarter, and core it; hoil the skins in the
water, measuring a teacupful to a pound of fruit ; when
they are soft, mash and strain them, and put back the
water into the preserving-kettle ; add the quinces, and
boil them until they are soft enough to mash fine; rub
through a sieve, and put three-quarters of a pound of

sugar to a pound of fruit ; stir them well together, and
boil them over a slow fire until it will fall like jelly
from a spoon. Put it iu pots or tumblers, and secure it,
when cold, with paper sealed to the edge of the jar with
the white of an egg.
Candied Orange or Lemon-Peel.— Take the fruit, cut
it lengthwise, remove all the pulp and interior skin, then
put the peel into strong salt and water for six days ; then
boil them in spring water until they are soft, and place
them in a sieve to drain ; make a thin syrup with a pouud
of sugar candy to a quart of water ; boil them in it fur
half an hour, or till they look clear ; make a thick syrup,
with sugar and as much water as will melt it ; put fn
the peel, and boil them over a slow fire until the syrup
candies in the pan ; then take them out, powder pounded
sugar over them, and dry them before the fire in a cool
oven.
Frfit Wafers for Dessert. — Take currants, cherries,
apricots, or any other fruit; put them into an earthen
jar in a kettle of water, and when scalded strain them,
through a sieve; to every pint of juice add the same
weight of fiufly sifted sugar and the white of a small
egg ; beat all together until it becomes quite thick ; then
put it upon buttered paper in a slow oven ; let them r&main until they will quit the paper, then turn them, and
leave them in the oven until quite dry; cuf them into
shapes, and keep them between paper in a box near the
fire.
TOMATOES.
This delicious, wholesome vegetable is spoiled by the
manner it is served upon the table. It is not one time
in a hundred more than half cooked ; it is simply scalded,
and served as a sour porridge. It should be cooked three
hours— it cannot be cooked in one. The fruit should be
cut in halves and the seeds scraped out. The mucilage
of the pulp may be saved, if desired, by straining out the
seeds, and adding it to the fruit, which should boil
rapidly for an hour aod simmer three hours more until
the water is dissolved and the contents of the saucepan
a pulp of mucilaginous matter, which is much improved
by putting in the pan, either before putting in the fruit
or while it is cooking, an ounce of butter and halfa pound
of fat bacon cut fine, to half a peck of tomatoes, and
a small pepper-pod, with salt to suit the taste. The fat
adds a pleasant flavor, and makes the dish actual food,
instead of a mere relish. The pan must be carefully
watched, and but little fire used, and the mass stirred
often to prevent burning, towards the last, when the
water is nearly all evaporated. The dish may be rendered still more attractive and rich as food by breaking
in two or three eggs and stirring vigorously j ust enough
to allow the eggs to become well cooked.
Tomatoes, thoroughly cooked, may be put in tight
cans, and kept any length of time ; or the pulp may be
spread upon plates and dried in the sun or a slow oven,
and kept as well as dried pumpkin, dried apples, peaches,
or pears, and will be found equally excellent iu winter.
For every-day use, a quantity sufficient for the use of
a family a week may be cooked at once, and afterwards
eaten cold or warmed over. We beg of those who use
this excellent fruit to try what cooking will do for it.
It has been eaten half-cooked long enough. It never
should be dished until dry enough to be taken from the
dish to the plates with a fork instead of a spoon.
Tomato Sauce. — Take one dozen of ripe tomatoes, pat
them into a stone jar, stand them in a cool oven until
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quite tendor. WKcn cnlil, tiiki- tlif skin^ and stalks from
them, mix the pulp in tii<* Ikiikt which you will flud in
tbejar, but do not strain it, udd two tcaj;pooufulsof the

sought out. People who decline entirely the use of
these, must bo very particular to clarify the water they
use ; and it would bo well if this were done by all.

best powdered i;in^'er, a desserl.spoonful of salt, a head of
garlic chopped fine, two tablespoonfuls of vinegar, a desserispuonful of Cbill vinegar or a little Cayenne pepper.
Put into sumll-mouthed sauce bottles, eeaiod. Kept in a
cool place, it will keep pond for years. It 18 ready for
use as soon as made, but the flavor is better after a week

Chkap Small Bhek.— To twelve quarts of cold water,
add a pint and a half of strong hop tea, and a pint and
a half of molasses. Mix it well together, and bottle It
immediately. It will be fit for use the next day, if the
weather is warm.

or two. Should it not appear to keep, turn it out, add
more ginger; it may reijuiro more salt aud Cayeune

Spruce Beek.— Allow an ounce of hops and a spoonful
of ginger to a gallon of water. When well boiled, strain
it, and put in a pint of molasses, and half an ounce or
less of the essence of spruce ; when cool, add a teacup of
yeast, and put into a clean tight cask and let it ferment
for a day or (wo, then bottle it for use. You can boil
the sprigs of spruce-fir in room of the essence.

pepper. It is a long-ti'icd receipt, a great improvement
to curry. The skins should be put into a wide-mouthed
bottle, with a little of the ditfereut ingredients, as they
are useful for haabes or stews.
Stewed Tomatoes. — Slice the tomatoes into a tinned
saucepan; season with pepper and salt, and place bits
of butter over the lop ; put on the lid close, and stew
twenty minutes. After this, stir them freiiuontly, letting them stew till well done; a spoonful or two of
vinegar is an improvement. This is excellent with
roast beef or mutton.
Tomato Presekves. — Take the round yellow variety
as soon as ripe, scald and peel ; then to seven pounds of
tomatoes add seven pounds of white sugar, and let them
stand over ni^'ht ; take the tomatoes out of the sugar, and
boil the syrup, removing the scum ; put in the tomatoes,
and boil gently fifteen or twenty minutes ; remove the
fruit again, and boil until the syrup thickens. On cooling, put the fruit into jars, and pour the syrup over it,
and add a few slices of lemon to each jar, and you will
have something to please the taste of the most fastidious.
To Pickle Tomatoes. — Always use those which are
thoronghly ripe. The small round ones are decidedly
the best. Do not prick them, as most receipt-books direct.
Let them lie in strong brine three or four days, then put
them down in layers in your jars, mixing with them
small onions and pieces of horseradish ; then pour en the
vinegar (cold), which should be first spiced as for peppers ;let there be a spice-bag to throw into every pot.
Cover them carefully, and set them by in the cellar for a
tall month before using.
Tomato Catsup.— Take ripe tomatoes, and scald them
just sufficient to allow you to take off the skin ; then let
them stand for a day, covered with salt ; strain them tlioroughly to remove the seeds ; then to every two quarts,
throe ounces of cloves, two of black pepper, two nutmegs, and a very littleCayenne pepper, with a little salt ;
boil the liquor for half an hour, and then let it cool and
settle ; add a pint of the best cider vinegar, after which
bottle it, corking and sealing it tightly. Keep it always
in a cool place.
Another uv/y. — Take one bushel of tomatoes, and boil
them until thoy are soft ; squeeze them through a fine
wire ^ieve, and add half a gallon of vinegar, one pint
and a half of salt, two ounces of cloves, quarter of a
pound of allspice, two ounces of Cayenne pepper, three
teaspoonfuls of black pepper, fi ve heads of garlic skinned
and separated , mix together, and boil about three hours ;
or until reduced to about one-half ; then bottle, without
straining.
SUMMER

BEVERAGES.

Water is the best beverage to quench thirst and preserve the system ifc perfect health.
But this requires
pure, sweet, wholesome water, and such a beverage is
not often found : therefore, substitutes or antidotes aro

Ginger Beer Quickly Made.— A gallon of boiling
water is poured over three quarters of a pound of loafsugar, one ounce of ginger, and the peel of one lemon ;
when milk-warm, the juice of the lemon and a spoonful
of yeast are added. It should be made in the evening,
and bottled next morning in stone bottles, and the cork
tied down with twine.
Good brown sugar will answer, and the lemon may
be omitted, if cheapness is required.
Eau Sucre. — Sweeten boiling water with sugar to your
taste. This beverage is much used by French ladies. It
is considered soporific, and good for fatigued or weak
nerves.
Mead, — To each gallon of water pnt four pounds of
honey ; boil it one hour ; when the scum has done
rising, pour the liquor into a tub, and when cool put a
toast with yea-t spread over it iuto the tub ; allow it to
stand until the next day ; then pour it into the cask and
put the bung lightly over it; let it stand one year in
the barrel.
Nectar. — Take two pounds of raisins, chopped, and
four pounds of loaf-sugar, and put them into a spigotpot ; pour two gallons of boiling water upon them. The
next day, when it is cold, slice two lemons into it. Let
it stand five days, stirring it twice a day. Then let it
stand five days more to clear ; bottle it, put it into a cold
cellar for ten days, and it will be fit to drink.
Syrup of Currants.— Pick ripe currants, and put
them into a stew-pan over the fire, so that they get hot
and burst ; press them throngha sieve, and set the liquor
in a cool collar for thirty-six hours; then strain it
through cloths, sweeten with loaf-sugar, and bottle for
use. The juice of cherries and raspberries may be prepared as above. This syrup, mixed with spring water,
makes a refreshing suLmmer drink,
Lemonade. — Three lemons to a pint of water makes
strong lemonade ; sweeten to your taste.
This is the best beverage for social parties; cool, refreshing, pleasant, and salubrious.
Oraxoeade. — Holland press the juice from the oranges
in the same way as from lemons. It requires less sugar
than lemonade. The water must be pure and cold, and
then there can be nothing more delicious than these two
kinds of drink.
Ora.nge Water.— Mix with a quart of spring water
the j nice of six sweet oranges and that of two lemons ;
sweeten with capiUaire, or syrup. This water iced is a
delicious evening drink.
Orgeat. — Blanch one pound of sweet and one ounce
of bitter almonds, and pound them in a marble mortar,
with water enough to prevent oiling ; then mix with.
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them one pint of spring water and a quarter of a pint of
rose or orange-flower water; rub through a lawn sieve,
and to the liquor add two poundsof loaf-sugar; boil together and skim, and when cold bottle it. For use,
shake the bottle, and pouratablespoonful into a tumbler
of cold water.
Milk Punch. — Grate six oranges and six lemons with
loaf-sugar ; pare them very thinly, and steep the peel
for a day in a bottle of rum or brandy ; squeeze the
oranges and lemons upon two pounds of loaf-sugar, including that with the peel flavor, and pour on it four
quarts of water and one of new milk, both boiling;
strain the rura or brandy from the peels into the above,
and run it through a jelly-bag till clear, when bottle
and cork it.
Deucioits Milk Lemonade. — Dissolve six ounces of
loaf-sugar in a pint of boiling water, and mix with them
a quarter pint of lemon-juice, and the same quantity of
sherry ; then add three-quarters of a pint of cold milk,
stir the whole well together, and pass it through a jellybag till clear.
MISCELLANEOTTS.
Common Salt, sprinkled over gravel walks, will prevent grass from growing on them ; or a solution of lime
and sulpliur in boiling water will more effectually eradicate the plant.
Bakers' Yeast. — Boil two ounces of hops one hour in
nine quai-ts of water; take seven pounds of mashed
potatoes, when the liquor is milk-warm, and add one
pound of sugar, two ounces of carbonate of soda, half an
ounce of spirits of wine, one pound of flour, and half a
pint of brewers' yeast to work it.
German Method of Keeping CrcuMBERS for Winter
Use.— Pare and slice (as for table), sprinkle well with
salt, in which leave the cucumbers twenty-four hours;
strain the liquor well off, and pack in jars a thick layer
of cucumber and then salt, alternately; tie close, and
when wanted for use, take out the quantity required.
Iii7ise in fresh water, and dress aa usual, pepper, vinegar, etc.
rose-water.
When the bushes of roses are full.
As most of them are about June,
'Tis high time to gather, or pull
The leaves of the flowers.
As soon
As you 've picked all you need for the time>
To each quart of icater unite
A pf.ck of the leaves, which, if prime —
And they will be, if plucked off aright—
May be placed in a still near at hand,
On a verp slorcfire. When done,
Bottle off, and permit it to stand
For three days ere you cork down each one.
Skeleton Leaves are prepared by steeping the leaves
in rain-water, in an open vessel, exposed to the air and
sun, adding water occasionally to replace that lost by
evaporation. When the green part is putrefied, it may
be separated- by gently washing the leaves on a plate
with pure water. This requires considerable time. It is
said that the process may bo accomplished in four hours
by soaking the leaves in a quart of pure spring-water in
which a tablespoouful of liquid chloride of lime has
been mixed. After they are perfectly separated, passing
them through a weak solution of gum Arabic will stiffen
them.
To BR0N2B Plaster Busts. — A brownish gray bronze

may be easily obtained by adding to a solution in water of
palm oil soap, a mixture of sulphate of iron and sulphate of copper in solution. This furnishes a brownish
green precipitate, the color of which may be modified at
pleasure by the addition of a greater or less quantity ol
one or the other of these salts. The precipitate, after
being washed and dried, is redissolved in a siccative
essence, or a mixture of good varnish of linseed oil and
wax, and with the solution the figures (having been
previously heated, are coated ; on drying, they will be
found to possess the colors mentioned above.
To REarovE Stains from the Hands.— Damp the bands
first in water, then rub them with tartaric acid, or salt
of lemons, as you would with soap; rinse them, and
rub them dry. Tartaric acid, or salt of lemons, will
quickly remove stains from white muslin or linens.
Put less than half a teaspoonful of the salt or acid into
a tablespoouful of water ; wet the stain with it, and lay
it in the sun for an hour ; wet it once or twice wiih cold
water during the time. If this does not quite remove
it, repeat the acid water, and lay it in the sun.
To Prepare Wash Colors for Maps. — Yellow: Dissolve gamboge in water, or French berries steeped in
water; strain the liquor and add gum Arabic. Red:
Steep Brazil dust in vinegar, with alum. Or, dissolve
litmus in water, and add spirit of wii». Or, steep
cochineal in water, strain, and add gum. Blue: Dilute
Saxon blue with blue. Or, to the solution of litmus add
distilled vinegar. Green: Dissolve distilled water in
verdigris, and add gum. Or, dissolve sap-green in
water, and add gum. Litmus is rendered green by adding kali to its solution.
To Clean Leather.— Mix well together one pound of
yellow ochre and a dessertspoonful of sweet oil. Then
take one pound of pipeclay and a quarter of a pound of
starch. Mix with boiling water, and when cold lay it
on the leather.
When dry, rub and brush it well.
Silks. — No silks look well after washing, however
carefully it be done, and this method should therefore
never be resorted to but from absolute necessity. It is
recommended to sponge faded silks with warm water and
soap, then to rub them with a dry cloth on a fiat board,
after which to iron them on the inside with a smoothing
iron. Sponging with spirits will also improve old
black silks. The ironing may be done on the right side,
with thin paper spread over them to prevent glazing.
CONTRIBUTED

RECEIPTS.

Suppose I contribute my mite for the benefit of those
who are afflicted with those pests, little red ants. We
used to have them in such abundance that we were f
obliged to place everything eatable on a table, and then *
set the table legs in saucers of water, in order to keep
clear of the torments. For the last three years, we have
gathered young wintergreen, when it was about three
inches high, and scattered it about in our pantry and
closets. The ants appeared to dislike it exceedingly, for
they began to decrease in numbers immediately, and
last summer we had none at all.
Mart.
Potato Salad. — Boil as many potatoes as will make a
dish for your family ; when done, peel them carefully,
and slice while hot into a deep dish ; cut in very small
pieces young onions or shives, and mix them among the
slices, distribnting a little pepper and salt ; pour over
the whole good vinegar, scalding hot, and send it to the
table immediately. A wholesome and pleasant dish for
spring and early summer.

Hturs' SSabh*
THE FIXE ARTS IN rillLADELPrilA.
In oar Table fur Murch we culled atteulion to the
progress of taste in our country regarding works of art,
its iudueuce oa the public mind, and ou the future
tuiproveiuotit of genius in its artistic creations. Our
romurks were chiefly called forth by the collectious opeu
in the *' Inaituto of Fine Arts iu New York." Now we
would draw attention to iho " Academy in Philadelphia."
This city was the first iu the United States that erected
a huiUliut' entirely devoted to the eucouragouiout of the
"Fine Arts." The more developed taste in architecture,
and the great increase of wealth in our growing cities
may have raised more imposing edifices in some of our
eister States; yet, in the essential matter of fiue specimens of paintiog and sculpture, there is no exhibition
of the "Fine Arts" that can compete with the "Academy iu Philadelphia." We possess many choice jiictures ; not a few of such rare merit that auy one would,
where it wa;* a novelty, draw crowds of admirers if
exhibited aloue. In statuary, the celebrated group of
*' Leandor and Hero," by Steinhauser, is allowed to be
unrivalled on our continent ; besides which we have
many beautiful single figures — that of "Penelope," for
one, and busts of rare artistic excellouce. Added to
those interesting objects, each year brings a largo number of novelties, the productions of -native geniu.';, together with such pictures as our citizens may have
purchased in Europe or have received thence.
The prer.eut Exhibition contains much to interest all
h)vers of Art, whether connoisseurs in sesthetics or only
admirers of these creations of genius. The new pictures
of Paul Weber sustain his well-earned reputation. There
are many excellent portraits; Dr. Meigs, by Waugh, is
admirable, and the Rev. Dr. Furness, by his son, a
Philadelphia artist, is a tine picture. Our old favorite,
Mr. Sully, has sent two charming heads of children,
which sliow that time has not injured his graceful
pencil. The landscapes by E, D. Lewis aro remarkable
for their variety of the beautiful forms of vegetation
and the truth of their coloring; nature, not art, seems
to stand on the canvas. The feminine pencil has given
several original pictures that are deserving of notice.
"The Watch Dog." by Miss Blackwell, "Cluck and
Cliickens," by Miss Smith, and "Mountain Summer
Flowers," by Eosa Town, are pretty and eff'ective piotures.
In sculpture, Mr. Broome has Rome very good marble
busts; that of Rt. Rev. Bishop Potter, of Pennsylvania,
w'ill strike every person who has seen the oriffiual ; the
likeness is perfect, the air noble and dignified. The
marble "Urn with Doves," by Stanch, is graceful and
beautiful. Palmer's "Spring" is a charming imagination, gracefully executed. In relief, "Ariadne," by A.
E. Harnisch, deserves great praise. We say nothing of
tlio sculptures of Thorwalsden, Canova, Greenough, or
the paiulings of West, Leslie, Vernet, as no visitor
would pass these by without examination; artists of
snch fame do not merely invite admiration, Ihey compel t.
Our intention is rather to give the works of our living
American artists in the Exhibition, particularly the residents of Philadelphia, a brief notice. Besides contribution's from the well-known names of Peale, Neagle,
Bothermel, Sartain, and other eminent artists of this city,

there are "Pastel Sketches," by T. Bishop, "Ivory Medallions," byR. Wylie, '* Designs for Cliurehes," by E. T.
Potter," Portraits" and " Landscapes," by I. L. Williams,
all worthy of their place iu this Exhibition. The Mr.
Morans have contributed largely, and several beautiful
landscapes — " Sunset in tho Woods" and a " Coast Scene"
may be named. J. Hamilton has many pictures ; one iu
water color is very fine, so is tho "Garden Scene."
"Morning in the Mountains," by A. Porter, and also
"The Aster in the Wood" deuerve attention. G. B.
Lambdin has contributed several striking pictures;
"The Wood Elf" is ono of these. J. R. Lambdin hai
some good portraits ; that of Dugald Stewart in particular. T. H. Smith has an excellent portrait of Rev. Dr.
Stevens. We must not omit to mention the incomparable miniatures of J. H. Brown; we doubt whether
Europe could furnish more delicate execution. But we
cannot enumerate half tho pictures that deserve attention, and must close our catalogue for this month by
naming "The Portrait of a Lady," by Austin Street.
We have thus gone hastily and rapidly over thii
collection of the works of Art, without even attempting
any formal criticism. No descriptions can give accurate
ideas of the merits of a picture, nor impart the knowledge that kindles the love of Art. In this case, seeing
is believing, and study must precede enjoyment. Wo
have not even aimed at desciibiug what is to be seen,
but to awaken attention, and draw our readers, whether
residents or strangers in the city, to go and examine for
themselves the treasures of genius in this Philadelphia
Academy.
A cultivated taste for the "Fine Arts" is one of Heaven's blessings to society ; it elevates the miuds of tho
people, leads to high hopes and noble ideas, improves
the perception of the beautiful, fills the imagination
with reverence for the great ideals of human genius,
enlarges the boundaries of thought, and advances us iu
tho dignity of thinking beings.
AN AUTOBIOGRAPnT.
" Are yon married, Francisco ?" inquired I, from my
boatman, who propelled tho boat with the oars, standing, bending himself forward the while.
"No; unmarried, signora."
"Indeed! But it is now time for you to be thinking
about it, Francisco!"
"The time is past, signora; it is now too lat«. But
though I have never been married, yet I have been and
am still the father of a family."
" How so?"
" When my mother died, she left me four little girls
to provide for. The bringing up of these four jiavere
Tagmzi, and the marrying of them, has given me something to do in my life, and, as you may believe, not so
easy, either; and now I have the youngest still left.
And thus the time has gone, and I have not had leisure
to think about getting married myself, and now I am
tooHonest
old !" Francisco evidently did not think how beautiful was this short, unpretending autobiography ; he
looked pious and full of peace, and seemed quite satisfied with his four ragazzt. — Miss Bremer's "Life in th«
Old WorUr'
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SICK CHILDKEK— CAN WE SATE THEM?
Few people seem aware of the great mortality among
the children of our country, and this mortality is steadily
increasing. In the city of New York the number of
deaths of infants under five years of age is now three
times as great, in an equal population, as it xcas Jifty
years ago! An earnest writer,* a sou of New Tork,
after showing from the " Reports of the City Inspector"
that two-thirds of the deaths in that city are of little
children, thus sums up the matter: —
"The world is now presented with the amazing and
startling fact of an enlightened city, the metropolis of
the Western Continent, one of the richest and gayest
cities on the globe, where the probable duration of life
at birth is less than five years; or, in other words, where
OTie-half of all who are horn nemr live to see tlieir fifth
birthday; probably never live to see their third birthday. Verily, "the majesty of a great city may, after
all, be but the glittering diadem upon the front of
death.'*
Nor is this cry of perishing children confined to the
"metropolis of the Western Continent;" the philanthropist ofnovel writers! has brought a similar accusation against the leviathan of cities, London ; he says :—
"Oar children perish out of our homes ; not because
there is in them an inherent dangerous sickness (except
in the few cases where they are born of parents who
communicate to children heritable maladies), but because
there is, in respect of their tender lives, a want of sanitary discipline and a waat of medical knowledge. What
should we say of a rose-tree in which one bud out of
every three dropped to the soil dead? We should not
say that this is natural to roses ; neither is it natural to
men and women that they should see the glaze of death
upon so many of the bright eyes that come to laugh and
love among them, or that they should kiss so many
little lips grown cold and still. The vice is external.
We fail to prevent disease ; and, in the case of children,
to a much more lamentable extent than is well known,
we fail to cure it."
Still, the mortality among little children is comparatively much greater in our country than in the cities of
the Old World. In New York particularly, these poor
little sufferers perish by thousands each year ; over one
thousand die every month, the greater number being
children of poor or worthless parents, shut up In the
wretched tenements of these classes, starving for want
of suitable food, suffocating for want of pure air, dying
by painful diseases, without tendance or relief, and only
one hospital for poor sick children, in that great city of
palaces !
In the January Table of our Book, we gave a short
notice of Mrs. Cornelius Du Bois and her successful
efforts in founding this " Nursery and Child's Hospital."
It is doing much good, but still there is need of the immediate co-operation of many warm-hearted women in
order to sustaiu that Hospital and furnish other means
of aiding these innocent and helpless sufferers.
If the sick children, the poor, perishing children of
all the cities in our land, could be taken under the care
of the patriotic associations of American women now
formed to minister to the sick and wounded soldiers,
what great good might be effected for humanity and our
country ! Thousands of ladies are offering their services
who are not needed in the hospitals for the soldiers:
why cannot these ladies turn their thoughts and hearts
* E. T. Roberts.

•(■ Charles Dickens.

magazine.

to the care and tendance of the sick children who, during
the three coming months, will be found in our cities
suffering from all manner of diseases and privations?
"It is not the will of our Father who is in heaven
that one of these little ones should perish," said our
Saviop.r, as He took little children in His arms and
blessed them. When these tender, helpless babes, given
to humanity, as the germs and buds of spring are to th«
earth, to bring h.opes and blessings, are permitted to
leave us, or rather driven from us by cruelty or neglect,
ignorance or indifference, can we look to Heaven to
prosper and preserve our country? Will the guardian
angel of woman watch over us, if we carelessly and
cruelly abandon to the " reaper Death" the sweet littls
flowers that should be cherished as the life blood of the
heart of our homes, even in the lowliest places where
God has given them being?
We have alluded particularly to New Tork city, but
Philadelphia is also an open sepulchre for little children
during the summer months. The mortality here is so
frightful in numbers that if it were by an epidemic, such
as the yellow fever, for instance, that so many deaths
occurred, there would be a panic, and people would flee
from the city in terror; but as the mortality is confined
chiefly to the little children of the vicious, the ignorant,
or the poor, the deaths are passed over as common occurrences. Not for want of a large-hearted charity
among the rich and comfortable households of this city
of " Brotherly Love," but because this particular form of
suffering humanity has not been sufficieutly considered
in any part of our land.
Tlie CJiildren's Hospital of Philadelphia* is an excellent institution, founded five years ago; it has done
much good. Now, however, it is greatly in want of
means. The managers have, as yet, neither land, nor
house, nor permanent fund to carry out their generous
plans. They have struggled bravely ; last year, in their
crowded "hired Hospital," they had 133 in-patients;
the physicians had under their charge 1418 out-patients,
and received 3516 visits at their Dispensary.
The lady visitors of this institution are doing an incalculable amount of good. Many a poor little sufferer
has been sought out, soothed, saved, and permanently
restored by the tender charity of these noble women,
who are beloved in the high places of social life, but
almost worshijyped among the lowly. Many more such
generous helpers of poor mothers and their sick children are needed. Would it not be among the noblest
deeds of women if the ladies of America, in every city
and large village of our land, would form associations to
visit, care for, relieve, and save, if possible, the lives of
poor sick and suffering children?
When we think that these little sufferers are helpless,
innocent creatures, ought we not to be earnest in our
exertions in their behalf? Among the many distressing
cases that benevolence daily relieves in other Hospitals
we see often the result of indolence, ill-conduct, and
vicious indulgences, which make us condemn while w«
aid ; but when we bend over tender, wailing infants, dying for want of care, or listen to the feeble cry of sick little
ones, perishing because there is none to help, our charity
is free from all doubts and drawbacks ; it is plain duty
we are doing ; it is our Lord Jesus Christ we are serving.
God spared Nineveh, that great city doomed to destruction, for the sake of those who did not *^know their
right handfrwa their left.^' Should it not be the united
* At Nos. 408 and 410 Blight Street,
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editors' table.
efforts of all Amertcau Cbristian wouieu to save tho
liillo cliildreu, doomed to Uostructiou for lack of human
care, while wo beseech the forgiveuoss of God for our
national eios ?
HAVE

FAITH

Will guide thee o'er life's rugged way,
And through tho clouds that linger round
Shed o'er thy soul a heavenly ray.
Wlint though a thorn should pierce thy foot ?
'Tis Imt a pang in mercy given ;
Tis but an earthly fetter broke

investigation into the changes e0'ected iu the British
book trade by the introduction of a cheap literature, state
that it has driven into obscurity the sale of books of a

monthly circulation, S,043,.'>00, a large portion of which
are religious, but not sectarian periodicals, including
those of the London Religious Tract Society, temperance,
useful, educational, and entertaining literature. Works
of an exciting nature, but not positively immoral, monthly circulation, 1,500,000. Works immoral, and opposed
to the religion of the country, monthly ciixulation probably under 80,000.

That binds thy soul to earth from heaven.
Have faith in God ; the starry dome,
The verdant earth, the flowery plain.
And all the universe combined

A Noble Estate. — "Kenmore," the residence of Mary,
mother of Washington, was sold recently to Mrs. Harrison, of Goochland Co., Va., for $10,000. The sale includes only the dwelling and four acres of ground.

A father's love and power proclaim.
And not a sparrow to the earth
Can fall without His wise decree ;
"Why do we, then, His goodness spurn?
^
Have faith in God ; He cares for thee.
Nellie.
WoMA:f's TTsios' Mission Society of America for
llEATnE.v Women. — We have a few names to record, but
contributions como slowly ; not for lack of sympathy in
this plan of benevolence, as the many earnest letters we
receive show the wish to assist and give promise for the
iQture, when these evil days of our country are over.
May that good time soon come: then the School for the
poor Burman Girls will be amply sustained.
Contributions for this month :—
Philadelphia,

Cheap Literatcrb: the Good it ha.'i Effected. — The
Messrs. Chambers, of Edinburgh, having made a careful

grossly demoralizing tendency. They give the following summing up of a classiGcation of the cheap periodical
trade in 1S59-60. Works of an improving tendency,

IN GOD.

Have faith in God ; His unseen hand

Mrs. William Allen,
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$ 1.

"

Lewis,
"
1.
A Friend,
"
1.
A Friend,
"
1.
Miss Anna Gillaspie,
"
1.
** Mariette S. Steen,
"
1.
A Gentleman of the West Spruce Street Church,
by the hand of Prof. John S. Hart,
5.
Messrs. Wheeler & Wilson, New York, a Seioing Mitchiney say,
75.
This noble gift deserves especial notice. In the name
and on behalf of the mission we return our thanks to
the donors. For Mrs. Mason's schools in Barmah this
excellent sewing machine will be of inestimable value.
We hope this "woman's friend, "as the sewing machine*
has been aptly styled in America, will soon become the
"friend" of Asiatic women, and help them in the work
of clothing the millions of heathendom, which must be
done before those nations will be made civilized Christians.
* To show that Asiacanbe supplied with these "friends
of woman" from American invention and skill, we sabjoin the following sketch of the resources of Wheeler k
Wilson:—
"The manufactory of the Company is at Bridgeport,
Connecticut, occupying a square area of nearly two
acres, and driven by immense steam power. It is orgauized upon the system adopted in the United States
Armories, in the manufacture of firearms : the various
parts of the machine being made by machinery. This
efficient mode insures perfection in workmanship and
exact similarity of parts in the various machines. Each
machine upon being tested is finished by three skilful
machinists, aod should the second or third trier detect
the slightest defect, it is returned to the mannfactory —
the defect is remedied, and the machine again passes the
same ordeal. Being removed to the salesroom and sold,
it is again examined and put in complete running order
by a thorough machinist."

Miss Strickland's new work, " Old Friends and New
Acquaintances," has lat^y been published in London.
It is said to be interesting.
Mind and Morals. — Rev. Charles Kingsley, in his
Study of History, says: "Not upon mind, but upoa
morals, is human welfare founded. The true subjective
history of man is the history, not of his thought, but of
his conscience; the true objective history of man is
not that of his inventions, but of his virtues."
MisB S. J. Hale's Boarding and Day School for
TouxG Ladies, 1S26 Rittenhouse Square, Philadelphia.
This school is designed to give a thorough and liberal
English education, to furnish the best facilities for acquiring the French language, and the best instruction
in music and the other accomplishments. The moral
training and the health and physical development of
the scholars are carefully attended to.
Rfferences : Mrs. Emma Willard, Troy, N. T. ; Henry
Yethake, LL.D., Wm. B. Stevens, D. D., Wm. H. Ashhurst, Esq., Louis A. Godey, Esq., Philadelphia; Charles
Hodge, D. D., Princeton, N. J. ; and others.
To OrR Correspondents. — The following articles are
accepted: "The Lily"— "The Rain" — "Old Maids" —
'* Cross Purposes" — " Long time ago"—" Legend of Melvin Castle" — "Life and Death" — "In Memorian" — "I
will love thee best of all" — " Sunset in Susy's Room"—
"Man never Satisfied" — and "Song."
We must decline these articles : " Wide Awakes for
Ladies" — " Let us be Merry" — " A Great Bargain" —
" He wants a Wife" — " Death and the Child" (well written, but we have not room) — "Evermore" — "Song" —
"Margaret Reed" {will be returned if stamps are sent^
" I change but in dying" (by the late Bishop Doane, was
published long ago ; the lady who sent it will find the
poem in "Selections from the American Poets") — "The
Receipt for Wrinkles" — ** Midnight Musings, etc." —
" Glory" — " BIy Old Home" — "The Brother and Sister"
—"The Daughter's Invocation" — "The Shell"— "The
Trailing Arbutus" — *' Realities" — " The Coming of Summer"— "Ode to Despair" — "Emma's Visit" — "Social
Readings" (a very good idea, but not well set forth)—
"Arabella's Grandmother" — "Trees" — and "The Day
is done."
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We have other articles on hand to be examined next
month. The following stanzas, all wo have room for,
express, with deep tenderness, a sister's love :—

TO **■**,

I

"Though chilling storms of earth o'ertake him,
Caused by the wrong and sin he 's done,
Ask not a sister to forsake him,
And leave him on life's tide alone.
"Can I forget the dear old wildwood.
The cottage on the green hillside?
Forget the sacred hours of childhood,
And he who wandered by my side?
" I "11 love him faithful as his mother ;
Friends may frowu and fues deride,
They cannot turn me from my brother;
I '11 stand or perish by his side." Nettie Lee.

Xotice to AitfJiors. — All MSS. must have a name, address— town, county, and State — and date legibly written
on the first page, with stamps for their return, if not
accepted.
LUerart/ Aspirants. — ^We are constantly annoyed by
young beginners sending ns poetry and asking ns to
remit our usual price. We may add that we do not
either pay for or return poetry. One thing more while
we are upon the subject. It is folly for writers who
have made no name to think of receiving payment for
their productions. An article may be fit to publish
without being entitled to compensation. A young writer
should have a little modesty, and be thankful that he
has the opportunity of displaying his talents before some
hundreds of thou'sands of readers, without asking more
or less pay in addition. If he write with unusual
ability, he will be sought out, and his contributions
solicited, and then will be time to put a price upon the
productions of his brain. A little plain speaking at this
time, when we scarcely open a letter ofi'ering a prose
contribution without a request to know "our terms,"
will probably prove a blessing to other publishers as
well as to ourselves.

iealtlj geprtment.
BY

JNO.

STAIITBACK

WIL.SOX,

M.D.

Soke Throat op Children. — This disorder consists in
an intiammation of the mucous membrane lining the
throat and the back part of the cavity of the mouth. It
is one of the most common affections of childhood, and
is generally caused by exposiire to cold, and particularly
by want of proper protection for the neck, feet, and arms.
The symptoms of sore throat are redness of the membrane
lining the throat, with pain and difficulty in swallowing.
Treatmeiit. ~-Th\3 should consist of rest in bed or
■within doors, low diet, the warm hath, a gentle purge
with Ep-^iom salts, and warm applications to the outside
of the throat. As an external application, the following
liniment will he found very good: Take spirit of hartshorn, one part ; olive oil, two parts. Mix, shake well,
and apply on flannel. Or a flannel may be wet in spirits
of turpentine, and bound around the neck until the skin
becomes red. Another common domestic remedy, and a
very good one, is warm ashes sprinkled with vinegar
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and applied to the throat by means of a flannel bag or a
stocking. These warm applications are appropriate in
cases where there is no great excitement or general
fever ; hut when the pulse is quick, and the skin hot,
dry, and red, there should be no hesitation in applying
cold wet cloths over the aff'ected part, after the fashion
of the hydropaths. A towel may be doubled three or
four times, wet in cold watei", and bound around the
neck. But if the inflammation runs high, a thin cloth
should be dipped in the coldest water, and laid upon the
neck ; and the cloth should be rowet and reapplied every
five or ten minutes until the inflammation is subdued.
While the cold water is thus applied to the throat, the
hot foot bath will be found to be a valuable adjuvant in
equalizing the circulation, and thus relieving the inflammation.
Inflammation op the Tonsils. — In this disorder, the
inflammation, instead of involving the mucous membrane lining the throat, is confined more particularly to
the glands or "almonds" on the inside of the throat.
The symptoms are soreness and difBcuIty in swallowing, as in the preceding affection, together with swelling of the glands, which are red, or covered with a
dirty white or yellowish mucus. When both glands
are affected, the swelling may seriously impede respiration, thus becoming quite dangerous. Inflammation of
the tonsils is very prone to assume a chronic form,
resulting in permanent enlargement of the glands,
which are liable to become still moi"e enlarged on every
exposure, thus constituting an almost constant source
of annoyance and danger. The disorder sometimes assumes a malignant form, attended with the exudation
of a false membrane, which rapidly spreads into the
air-passages and proves fatal, without prompt relief.
These considerations show the importance of early
and decided measures for the reduction of the inflammation.
The treatment should be conducted on the same general
plan prescribed in simple sore throat, but should be
pushed more vigorously, until all threatening symptoms are relieved. Should the tonsils remain enlarged,
a physician should be consulted, and the patient should
not be regarded as safe until every vestige of the disease
is removed.
Children's Suppers.— The evening meal of children
should be very light, consisting of a slice of light bread
with a glass of milk or hot water tea, or mush and
milk, corn hatter cakes, corn bread and syrup, and such
like nourishing but unstimulating articles. Fluids
should he given sparingly for reasons that will readily
suggest themselves to mother.=i. Children should have
their suppers by sunset, or by dark at the latest; and
when the meal is of thq kind above recommended they
may be safely permitted to retire very soon after eating,
which they are very much inclined to do after the active
exercises of the day. The restlessness and disturbed
sleep so common among children is caused, not so much,
as is erroneously supposed, from going to bed soon after
eating, as from excessive and improper eating.
Excessive Eating in Children.— The great danger of
children is eating too much, not only at supper, but at
every meal. But the keen appetites of healthy children
are natural, and this natural appetite might be indulged
without the least risk, if the food were given at regular
intervals, of proper quality, and if due attention were
paid at the same time to the laws of health, and especially
to pure air and exercise. With due attention to these
things a healthy child could hardly eat enough to make

IJTERARY
him sick Tlie groHl ditDcitlly is iliut chitdroa aie exposed Id nomertiua in^tancps tu muuy ailver^e auti-hygletiic Inllu^-ucfs, Hud ut die nriii*' uiiio they are i»eruiitted
to iadulge au uuuHtuml, artiQciul, or morbid appetite,
excited by pauperiug the tSMte with Kweetmeats, pastries, and coiifectionarie«, until the appetite is do lon^'er
an tadox of the real wants of the -y.stem, as it should be,
but a mere sensual loiipiug for "something good.''
If mothers would guaid again^^t the dangers of ghittouy aud low cai'uality in their children, they shuuld
allow thfm pastries, made dishes, hi^'hly seasoned food,
and all palate-tickling articles of diet rery sparingly.
Indeed, we think that It would be best to dispense with
Ruch things entirely ; for besides en genderlug excess and
•aruality. they are, with few exceptions, directly and
positively injurious to health. We would not have
children confined to an insipid, uninviting, aud an unvaried diet ; for variety is the spice of appetite, and a
good appetite is the best of all sances. But it should be
remembered that it is only necessary to guard against
great sameness in the dietary of children, for their appetites do not generally require any nursing, and too
great variety would be very likely to induce excess.
The diet then should have just enough variety to prevent loathing and disgust, and each meal should consist
of but few dishes, avoiding second courses, stimulants,
etc. If a child begins his meal with a good appetite, he
will be sure to gratify it with the dishes first set before
him, thus rendering any others useless and injurious. If
there is no appetite at first, the less food taken the better.
COLCMBUS, Ga,

From I1AKPHK& Br4>tiikks, New York, through Pbtebso.v & BuoTUKKS, I'hiladulphiu: —
SILAS MAKNEK, th,i Hmw-r nf Ravcloe. By the author of *'Adam Bedi3,""Tho Mill on tho Flos»," and
''Scenes of Clerical Life." Wo have tho pleasure uf
announcing to our readers a fourth novel by the same
author who two yeais since so a.Hiouishod and mystifii-d
tho world by the anonymous production of "Adam
Bcdc." Silas Marner, the puor eccoutiic weaver, is a
singular yet not unpleasing character. At first, suspectc-d aud misunderstood by his fellow beings, the avenues to his heart are closed, ami he livfts apart from the
world, toiling daily for one purpose, the accumulation
of gold. But misfortune comes to him, aud the sympathy
of others first bi-gius the work of metamorphosis in hiui,
which atfection, through the agency of a little motherless child, is destined to accomplish. Miss Nancy Lammeter is a pleasant little body, full of fltmness and
resolution. It is a picture of English muuners and
customs in the time of our fathers uud mothers. Price
7u cents.

From E. D. Lono & Co., New York, through Petersox A Brothers, Philadelphia: —
THE TIGER SLAYER: A Rumancp. of Oic Forest ami
Prairie.
By Gustave Aimard.
Price 50 cents.
THE WONDER OF KlNG.^\rOOD CHACE. By Pierce
Egan, author of "Quinteu Malsys," "Love
me not," etc. Price JO ceuts.
From RrDD & Carleton, New

Books by Mail. — Now that the postage on printed
matter is so low, we offer our services to prncure for
our subscribers or others any of the bonks that we notire.
Information touching books will be cheerfully given by
lactosing a stamp to pay return postage.
When ordering a book, please mention the name of the
pab Usher.
From D. Appleton- & Co., New York, through PktfrBOK & Brothers, Philadelphia; —
AFTER ICEBEHOS WITH A PAINTER: A Summer
Seirfovndlnni.

me, Leave

York, through J. B.

LiPFi.vcoTT ii Co., Philadelphia: —
THE ALCHEMIST : or, TlieUouse of Claes. From the
French of Honors de Balzac. Translated by 0. W. Wight

fittnrrii Bolins.

Voyage to LiW^uinr and nmund
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By

Rev. LonisL Noble, authorof " Life of Cole," *' Puems,"
etc. This book comes as cool and refreshing in the atmosphere of literature as a light breeze in a hot .July day.
The author went ** iceberg hunttoi:,'" as he hi m»-elf expresses it. with Church. ^ftj» Ameriran painter of American
icenery ; and scenting the " game" otf the coast of Nova
Scotia, we are entertained with a description of the course
of the hunt tu its conclnsion. The narrative is so vivacious that one fancies he hears the voice of the author, and
sees his gestures, and feels alm-^st as if he were taking
part in the exciting and exhilarating sport. It is a book
to drive away ^Tin'/i.
Price $1 .'>0.
HOPES AND FEARS: or, Sc n«* /rom tlw. Uf^ of a
Sjdnster. By the author of "The Heir of Redclyffe,"
"Heartsease.'' etc. Two volumes in one. We g:ive a
notice of this book as it made its appearance in another
form of binding a few months au'o. As it comes now. in
paper cover, jt is in style and price within the reach u(
ati lovers of good reading. Price JO cents.
VOL. LXMI, — 8

and F. B. Goodrich. Notwithstanding the
this firm still perseveres in publishing an
tion of the works of Balzac. The stoiy
before us is of a mau of high family aud

"hard times,"
American ediof the volume
fortune, who,

being possessed with an absorbing desire for the Ab>olute, sacrifices fortune, family, and afi'ections in thevu a
pursuit of the chimera of the philosopher's stone. Aud
while we have a master-piece picture of the mau a victim
of his misguided devotion to science, we have as great a
master-piece in the picture of his wife, loving on aud
suflering through years of increasiug misfortune and
neglect, and at length dying a victim to her own affectious and her husband's delusions.
Price$l 00.
THES.SALONICA : or, The ^»dd CJiurch. A Sketch of
Primitive Christianity. By H. L Hastings, author of
"The Great Controver-sy between God and Man; its
Origiu, Progress, and End ;" "Reasons for my Hope :"'
"Pauline Theology," etc. A strong and vigorous work,
in which the author, discussing fir-t in turn the seven
primitive churches founded in Asia Sliuor, finally settl'-s
upon the Church of Thessalouicaas arriving more nearly
to perfection than all the others ; aud then proceeds to
dwell at length upon the characteristics of this church,
its faith, its hope, and above all, its unify. He urg-'s
upon Christians to become living personations of their
faith: and he reprima'ids unsparingly both Christiann
imlividually, aud Churches, whenever he finds it qu<
cessary.

From TirKyoB A Fields, Boston, throngh S. Hazard,
Jr.. and .T. B. Lippixcott A Co., Philadelphia :—
CCKEENTS
AND COUNTER-CURRENTS
IN MEDI-
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CAL SCIENCE. With other A'hlrfSftm and Hf^any,. By
Oliver Wendell Hulmes, Piirkman Professor of Auatoiny
and Pliysiulogy in Harvard University, Mcinlior uf the
Society for Medical Observatiou at Paris, Fellow of the
Massachusetts Medical Socieiy, etc. These lectures aud
Cssays, seven iu number, emunating as they do f ora one
so celebrated in medical science, will beai- with thera
their own recommeudatiou. They tell plainly mauy
indisputable truths, and make perhaps quite as plain
statements that some m^ty frel disposed to cavil. One
uf these statements, and a most important one, too,
is that people take too much medicine. If physicians
and their patients could be convinced more generally of
this fact, it is our belief " the world would be the better
for it," physically speaking.
Price $1 25.
THE PARLOR GARDEXER: A Treatise on the Homeculture of Ornamentid Plants. Tiauslated from the
French, and adapted to American use, by Cornelia J.
Randolph, of Virginia. Those of our readers who are
blessed with beautiful gardens, fields, and flowers, and
abundance of fresh air, will hardly realize with what
delight another portion, being shut up in the narrow
streets of a city, and deprived of these blessings, will
hear of the publication of a book like this. With the
aid of this little volume as an instructor, the window,
the balcony, tlie very mantel-piece can be transformed
into a blooming garden, the roof be terraced, and planted
with vines and bushes, and thepavlor, if they choose, be
ornamented with a mimic lake, filled with animal and
vegetable life ip a hundred curious and beautiful forms.
This *' Parlor Gardener" describes all this, with full
dii-ections for planting, trimming, and grafting. Wedo
not doubt in future many a bride, possessing this little
work, will gather orange-flowers from her OTU
ture conservatory to form her bridal wreath.

minia-

FRANKIE'S BOOK ABOUT BIBLE MEN. By the
author of "Sabbath Talks about Jesus," "Susan and
Frankie," etc. A pleasantly written and prettily illustrated little book, giving in simple language the stories
uf the patriarchs.
Price 3S cents.
SUSAN AND FRANKIE. By the author of "Sabbath
Talks about Jesus," etc. A little book composed of
moral lessons and stories suited to the capacity of very
young children.
From Hfrman N. Bien, San Francisco, California: —
SAMSON AND
DELILAH:
or, Dagon Stoops to Sahaoth.
A Biblio-Romantic Tragedy, in five Acts, with a
Prelude.
By Herman M. Bien.

From Wm L. Kingsley, New Haven: —
THE NEW ENGLANDER.
Vol. XIX., No. 2, April,
1S61.

Edted by Wm.
L. Kingsley.
terly. Terms $3 per annum.

Published quar-

From Cassell, Potter, k Galpin, New York: —
CASSELL'S ILLUSTRATED FAMILY BIBLE.
Parts
2ft and 30. Price 1.5 cents each.
CASSELL'S POPULAR NATURAL
23 and 25. Price 15 cents per part.
THE

AMERICAN

JOURNAL

OF

HISTORY.

THE

Parts

MEDICAL

SCIENCES. Edited by Isaac Hays, M. D. April, 1S61.
Published quarterly. Philadelphia: Blanchard & Lea.
Price %r> a ye;ir.

(Dohu's Jnu-Cjiair.
*'The Fishekman's Family," our steel plate — a very
interesting family. Well, it is haidly worth while saying anything more about our fashion-plates, nothing
can approach thera. In May, we gave a riding-dresa
fur a lady ; and in this number is one for a young Miss.
A charmiug little pony she is riding. We would particularly ask attention to the background of these picture fashion-plates.
The wood engraving extension fashion-plate in this
number is entirely extra. The Book contains as many
engravings without it as any other number. These will
give our subscribers some idea of the dresses to he worn
at the watering-places this summer. For the " Organdy
Chevron Dress" we are again indebted to Mr. Letson of
the celebrated house of Messrs. A. T. Stewart & Co., New
York. Brodie also furnishes us another of his Inimitable patterns.
This number commences

the siaiy-third volume, and

we are now in our thirty-secund year of the Lady's Book.
This is a long life devotion to one cause — the instructioa
and amusement of the ladies of America. In every number, since the commencement of the work in July, 1830,
we have taken one step in advance, and we now say,
without any hesitation, that we publish the most perfect Lady's Book in the woild. Besides publishing every
department contained in any other work, although on a
more elegimt and extended scale, we have seven specialties contained in no other work: original Music,
Model Cottages, Drawing Lessons, a Children's Department, Double Extension Fashion-plates, au original
Health Department, and Chemistry for the Young.
A PREDirTioN. — We will venture to say that in less
than three months some of our contemporaries will bring
out something that doubles over like our colored fashions, or our extra additional fashion-plates. It won't
matter to them what it is, nor to their subscribers, so
long as it is something that can be folded. See whether
we are right or not ; they cannot resist it.
We have received letters inquiring whether our old
cnntributnr. Mrs. Alice B. Haven, has ceased to write for
the Lady's Book. The first interruption for twelve
years to her regular monthly sketches, has been caused
by her winter's absence in St. Croix, W. I., and the irregularity ofmail communication with that beautiful
island, where some of our most esteemed subscribers
have their home.
Mrs. Haven writes that " the Book was like seeing an
old friend's face, when meeting it unexpectedly in a
pleasant
household
Mrs. Haven
has nowat Bassian."
returned, in renewed health, and
resumes her regular contributions next month.
Our first wood engraving, "After Dinner in the
Woods," is an original design by Mr. Philip Wharton, a
young but very able artist. The letter-press is by another of our young friends. Two of the party who were
" two days in the mountains."
Our Cover. — We made a silent buteffective change in
our cover at the commencement of the year. Let any of
our subscribers compare the cover of last year with our
present cover.
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our musical frioiids will find a new

ballad, written and compost-d for the Book by Jiimes G.
Clark, composer of several very ]»opular songs and biilladfi, and the associate of O.-^siun £. Dodge id his wellkuowD ballad eotertaiuiiiCDta. It gives utt pleasure to
introduce Mr. Clark to our readers. He is au able
musician, whether considered att a balladi^t, pianist, or
composer. His stylo is graceful and pleasing, and we
are sure our friendn will indorse the hearty welcome we
give him to the Book.
In ournext number we shall publish, at the request
of several readers, a song arranged for the guitar. We
shall be glad to take into con.sideration any tnuRic arranged for this instrument which may be submitted by
contributors. Several requests have reached us recently
for an occasional piece of guitar music in the Book, and
correspondents will take notice. Some time during the
volume we shall also publish a new waltz arranged for
the flute and piano. Il it< by the publication of novelties
like these, and of first-class music always, that the
musical departnu^nt of the Lady's Book has now distanced all competition.
r/t/;Sfmin<?ryBf/£.— This is an admirable little volume
of 224 pages, containing not only elementary ius'truction,
but a large number of songs, duets, and choruses, with.
piano accompaniments, adapted for schools and the social circle. Russell & Tolmau, Boston, publishers. Price
50 cents.
JVVw S/i^el 3fusic. — The following are now songs and
ballads from oar own pen. Three of them are just publishe—
d:
The Passing Boll, from the press of Firth, Pond, &
Co., New York.
" Home returning from the wars.
Came the soldier, huuor-ladeu.'*
The Deimtxtre Inquirer pronounces this "one of the
xnofit beautiful ballads ever published."
Price 2.') cents.
0 Lady, Touch those Chords Again. Published by
Russell k Tolnian, Boston. Price 2.5 cents. The New
York correspondent ol the Pit'Tshurg InttUigencer says:
"This new song by Mr. Holloway is as sweet as anything Ihave ever heard."
Poor Ben the Piper, 2j cents. Now in its sixth edition.
By the Seaside, %'> cents. Published by Firth, Pond,
& Co., New York.
The Grave of Old Grimes, 25 cents. Published by
Hidley, Albany.
It will give us pleasure to mail any of^hese pieces on
receipt of price, or we will send the whole five, free of
postage, for$l. The Penn. luUlligtncer says that " these
songs should be in every house where there is a piano.'*
The above are the only songs and ballads we have to
name this month. In the last number we gave a splendid list. The following are beautiful piano compositions,
without words, all fmra the press of Russell k Tolman,
Boston ; we can send any of them on receipt of price: —
Marie. Nocturne, by Brinloy Richards, 3j cents; Annie
o' the Banks o' Dee, adapted from Glover's beautiful
ballad, 35 cents; Her Bright Smile Haunts me Still,
B.inley Richards, .V» cents, Twihtrht Warblings, brilliant piece by Fritz Spindler, for advanced performers,
40 cents. Mountain Song, by Spindler, 30 cents ; Lonely
Tears, same composer, 30; Wilt Thou Leave Me? K.ime,
30 cents; Convent Bells, same, 3.5 cents; Valse Melodiqne, by P^iler. .30 ccnU; Silver Wreath Polka, 2.5
cents; also Melanges Operatique, by Baumbach, two
aiuabers, at -10 cents each.
Address ord'^r^ to
J. Stabu Uollowat.

ARM-CHAIR.
Hkrk are some few notices of our Fashion-plates:—
Tlie fashions in Uodey's hands become truly a branch
of the fine arts. — Tinwjt, Kenosha.
The fashion-plates are excelsior, and aro not approached byany other magazine in the Uuitfd Slates. —
Jl'if/ntt, Becaiur
The colored fashions excel all other magazines. —
TriinscrijA, Galesville.
Those fashion-plates are ahead of anything we ever
dre:iineil of. — lirpi/hliriin, TipttiU.
The fashion-plates distance competition. — Press ami
Timt^s, Bay City.
The colored extension fashion-plates cannot, we think,
be surpassed in the whole range of that art. — Criitjit,
Riverhoad.
The fashion-plates are even more superb than usual.
At an immense expense, Gvidt-y furnishes th'* most beautiful, the most interesting, and the most popular ladies'
magazine, either in Europe or Ameiica. — ValJ-ry Star^
Osceola.
The fashion-plates excel anything of the kind we have
ever seen. — Bulletin, Linneus.
Veet East to ro. — " If ladies would become sociable,
refined, and domestic, let them read Godey's Lady'a
Book." — Courier, Albany.
Mr. C. a. Wai.born, our new postmaster, has gone to
work in earne-t, and already gives evidence that he will
make a very eflicient and, we can gladly add, a most
courteous officer. His selection of Mr. Edwin Booth as
his chief otiicer shows that he is in earnest. Mr, Booth
is a good business man, and Mr. Wm M. Ireland, the
second assistant, has had a long experience in the duties
of the post-oflice department, Our post-olBce will now
be conducted with energy and decision. We are indebted to the late worthy assistant. Mr. Steplien Anderson, for many courtesies while he so ably filled his
important situation.
The Courier, Clinton, Canada, says: "It is very significant that every month our sales of Godt-y increase,
while our sales of other ladies' magazines d'>crease."
We think that it is " significant" tliat we publish the
best work, and we thank the Courier isiv the information.
AjffOTiTER Impostor. — Some one is travelling about the
country with the following card :—
"Dexter k Co., Wholesale Agents for Godey's Lady's
Book, The Atlantic Monthly, and all Standard Periodicals. Office, 209 Broadway, N. Y. S. S. Dexter, TravelMessrs.
Dexter & Co. have no travelling agents, and
ling Agent."
their office is not at 209 Broadway, New York.
Pebsoxs who snbscribe th rough ns to other magazines,
if thoy miss a number, must apply to the publi-sher of
that magazine. We have nothing to do with it after
having paid over the money.
Pkepervi.vo FBriTS. — We have again commenced these
valuable receipts, and Ihey will be continued in the
August number. These receipts alune are worth the
price of the Book for one year.
The Boston Bancroft Literary Association have awarded Miss Sallie Marshall a handsome copy of ih« 'Fenialo
Poets of America"

fcr the best essay on "Womai's

Thoughts about Woman."
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Ladies' Riding Costume. — With great inciease in the
wholesale practice of riding on horeebactt which has
recently taken place in this city aud vicinity, we are
persuaded that we should do a great service lo our fair
readers by copying from a book recently published in
England, the following directions for the riding co&tume
of women: —
"Few ladies know how to dress for horse exercise,
although there has been a great improvement, su far as
tasCe is concerned, of late years. As to the headdress, it
may be whatever is in. lashion, provided, it fits the head
60 as not to require continual adjustment, often needed
>vbea the hands would be better employed with the reins
and whip. It should shade fium the sun, and protect
the nape of the neck from rain. The recent fashions of
wearing the plumes or feathers of the ostrich, the cock,
the pheasant, the peacock and kingfisher, in the riding
hats of young ladies, in my humble opinion, are highly
to be commended. As to the riding habit, it may be of
any color aud material suitable to the wearer and the
season of the year, but the sleeves must fit rather
closely ; nothing can he more out of place, inconvenient,
and ridiculous, than the wide hanging sleeves which
look so well in a drawing-room. For country use, the
skirt of a habit may be short, aud bordered at the bottom a foot deep with leather. The fashion of a waistcoat of light material for summer, revived from the
fashion of last century, is a decided improvement, and
60 is the over-jacket of cloth or sealskin for rough
weather. It is the duty of every woman to dress in as
becoming and attractive a manner as possible ; there is
DO reason why pretty young girls should not indulge in
picturesque riding costume, as long as it is appropriate.
Slany ladies entirely spoiled the ' sit' of their skirts by
retaining the usual impedimenta of petticoats. The best
dressed horsewomen wear nothing more than a flannel
chemise, with long, colored sleeves. Ladies' trousers
ehould be of the same material and color as the habit ;
and, if fall, flowing, like a Turk's, and lastened with an
elastic band round the ankle, they will not be distinguished from the skirt. In this costume, which may
be made amply warm by the folds of the trousers,
plaited like a Highlander's kilt (fastened with an elastic
band at the waist) a lady can sit down in a manner impossible for one encumbered by two or three short petticoats. Itis the chest and back that require double folds
of protection duriug and after stormy exercise. There
is a prejudice against ladies wearing long Wellington
boots, but it is quite absurd, for they need never be seen,
and are a great comfort and protection in riding long
distances, when worn with trousers tucked inside. They
Ehould, for obvious reasons, be large enough for warm
woollen stockings, and easy to get on and nff. It would
not look well to see a lady struggling out of a pair of
wet boots, with the help of a boot-jack and a couple of
chambermaids. The heels of riding-boots, whether for
ladies or gentlemen, should be low, but long, to keep
the stirrup in its place.
GoDRY should be taken by every lady in the land.
The information it' imparts upnn housewifery, besides
its unexceptionable and attractive literature, and splendid engravings, is worth to every lady yearly, twenty
times its subscription price.
and all the other
magazines for ladies are mere imitations of Gndey, and
their plates its thrown aside ones. — Press, Linneus, Mo.
It would be hard to convince the magnetic needle that
a loadstone isn't the most diverting thing in the world.

Kead this, you bachelor editors ; it is from a brother
editor. It is beautiful. The thoughts are called forth
and directed by the advent uf his first-born :-^
" I have laid awake many a night, an huur or two at a
time, thinking of the dear LUtln angd, and trying to look
into its now dim and apparently far-off future, and
wondering what it will be. That it may enjoy a bright
aud happy future is the earnest wish of my heart; that
this wish may not be fully realized is the only thing
that gives me care about ihe little darling that Ood has
given me, and that causes me to pass, occasionally,
sleepless hours. You ti uly quote, however, ' that a baby
is a well-spring of pleasure in ^ home;' ynt know it
from Joyful experience. What is home without the
smiling, prattling infant? Let the unhappy childless
answer. There is little or no contentment m their dull
and cheerless homes, there is no ever-duwing fountain
of joy, sparkling with infant smiles and shouting with
childish voice to glad their hearts. No ! in the homes
of the childless there is an eternal longing after something, an aching void, which alone could be filled by
the command of our Saviour, 'Suffer little children to
come unto me, and forbid them not.' '*
The following advertisement appeared in one of the
London newspapers: —
"A gentleman who is abont to leave the house in
which he resides, and being desirous to return it to the
landlord in the same condition in which he found it,
will pay a fair price for 000 full-grown lats, an acre of
poisonous weeds, and a cartload of rubbi.^h ; the weeds
to be planted in the garden, the rubbish left on the doorstep, and the rats suffered to run loose through the

Bear with the Little Ones. — Children are undoubthouse."
edly very troublesome at times in asking questions, aud
should, without doubt, be taught not to interrupt conversation in company. But, this resolution made, we
question the policy of withholding an answer at any
time from the active mind which must find so many unexplained daily and hourly mysteries. They who have
either learned to solve these mysteries, or have become
indifferent as to an explanation, are not apt to look
compassionately enough upon this eager restlessness on
the part of children to penetrate causes and trace effects.
By giving due attention to those "troublesome questions," a child's truest education may be carried on.
Have a little patience, then, and sometimes think how
welcome to you would be a translator, if you were suddenly dropped into some foreign country, where the
language was for the most part unintelligible to you,
and you were bursting with curiosity about every
strange object that met your eye.
A Bachelor editor, who had a pretty sister, recently
wriite to another bachelor editor equally fortunate,
*' Please exchange." Two good notices under the marriage head were the result.
AcTUMSAL.— What are the disagreeable features of
fall? First, it seres (its ears), and then it sighs (its
lips). aud then it snows (its nose), and then it slips (its
eyes),
Mhs. Fly was asked if she kneaded her dou^h or beat
it up with a stick. " If you can find anybody that needs
the dough more than I do," said slie, " pity lake mercy
on 'em !"

GODEYS
CHILDREN'S

DEPARTMENT.

srii.L nOLDBB.
Fig. 1.
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fluger aud thumb, commencing at oqo corner, till you
have done two-thirds up ; twiht it round, not to allow it
to como undone; cut the remaiuing portion iu two,
lengthwise, and with a penknife scrapo the ends over
your thumb quickly, which will cause them to curl,
and when done will look extremely pretty ati they hang
over.
Another kind is made by cutting papers about an inch
and a half or two inches long into the shape of feathers,
and then feathering the edges by very fine cuttings,
rolling them round your finger to make them curve
gracefully ; then tie three or four of them upuu the stem
you have previously prepared, and they will droop over
as required.
Another plan is to double a strip of paper about an
inch wide; cut it across the width into flue rows, beginning at the double i-dge, and leaving about half an
inch uncut at the opposite one. Tliese are wound round
and round small rolls of paper, piepared for the purpose, and are very efibctive. A pleasing variety may be
made by using two papers of ditfereut colors and widths
on the same stem, or gold paper aud white wound together have a very pretty appearance.
We continue our amusing little games for our young
friends.
STOOL

This is most easily made by catting ont the head,
body, aod arms of one of the fignres in a plate of fashions, taking always a front view, aud leaving about an
inch below the waist to gum or paste on to the skirt:
this mnet be made of stout paper, or thin card-board the
shape of Fig. 2, aud the length in proportion to the
Fig. 2.

k
body ; fix the upper part on the insido, and gum the two
Bides together. Procure two sheets of tissue paper, piok
and white ; cut eight strips, four white and four pink ;
ecallop the bottom of these out, and gum tliem on to the
card-board alternately, making the flounces up to the
waist, the hole in the back being left to r»>ceive the
spills. The card-board may also be covered with a silk
or muslin skirt, or dressed iu any other manner which
your taste may dictate.
SPILLS.
These are made principally for show, although the
avowed purpose is for lighting cigars, lamps, etc. There
are many different wiiys of making them, a few examples of which arp as follows: —
Cut diffpreot colored papers into strips about ten inches
long and half an inch broad ; curl round between yunr

op BEPENTASCB.

A large party sit round a vacant chair, and one of their
number is then sent out of the room. While he is absent,
all tiis friends write their opinion of him on a slip of
paper, which is passed round till all have written. Ho
is then recalled and placed on the vacant chair, wheu
one, with many comic remarks, reads aluud to him one
of the opinions passed npou him. He has then to gue^^d
the author of each sentiment as they are read to him ; if
he fails, he must pay a forfeit. Of course the reader
must take care not to glance towards the party who
wrote the sentiment he is then reading, as it would aid
the guesser. Great fun is occasioned by some of the
droll opiuions passed, and some of the guesses made.
Here is another little game which causes great Tun :—
Every person in a party writes down, on two separate
pieces of paper, two words as opposite to each other as
possible, thus: Jupiter, Mousetrap, Sea-gull, Daisy, etc.
The slips of paper are then placed in a bag and shuffled ;
each then puts in his baud and pulls out two slips, and,
whatever the words may be, he must make a rhyme and
bring in the two words which fall to his share. It does
not signify how long the poems may be, or how short,
but the Words miist be introduced, and sensibly, if possible. The want of poetic skill displayed in this game
is sometimes most amusing ; also the comic rhyme of
those who better understand it. A forfeit must be paid
by those who forget to insert the proper words.
Mb. B
hired two servants, James and Eliza.
morning he called to James: —

One

"James, are you down stairs?"
"Yes, sir."
"What are you doing?"
** Nothing, sir."
" Eliza, where are you 7"
" Down here, sir,"
"What are ym doing?"
" Helping James, sir."
*'Wp1I. when you both have leisure one of you may
bring me my boots."

\
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Designed expressly /or Godfy^s Lady^s Book by Samuel Sloan, Archiiecty Philadelphia.
-**^5V^-^

PERSPECTIVE

VIEW,

Suitable for a small retired family of moderate mpaus.
Or for a summer seat amongst mouutain scenery for the
wealthy citizen.

BECOKD

PRINCIPAL

FLOOR.

First Floor. — A entraace and stair hall; B diningroom, 16 by IS feet ; C parlor, 16 by 16 feet ; D kitchen,
16 by 16 feet; E back kitchen, with F a wood-house
attached.
On the Second Floor^ I and J are good chambers ; H
hall; K bed-room; L bath-room; M M roofa. Four
half story bed-rooms may be had in the heig^ht of the
root

FLOOR.

Wr would respectfully inftirm our friend of the Courfland Village Rf.publicun, that the cow in question was
a very peculiar cow, that would not allow hereelf to be
milked on the right side.
A Nrw Readinr

of ak Old Satino. — The Columhv.'i

Oresr.ptit says: "Godey's Lady's Book removes the dilapidated linen from the juvenile tree."
Perhaps some of oar readers know the original saying
in common

English.
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Hair OKNAMB.tT«. — LHilieti wi^Uiot; hair oiade into
bracelets pin^ ^whlch »ru very lieautirul), ueckluces, or
ear-rin^, ca.D be accominodHU^d by our FiLshiou Editor. A
very lur}{e number uf ordtrs have rwently been filled, and
tbe article8 have given great satiafactiuu.

We give the prices at which we will send these beautiful articles: —
Breastpins, from $4 to f 12.
Ear-rings, from i?l .iO to $10.
Bracelets, from ^i to $15.
Rini;:s, from $1 50 to ^S.
Necklaces, from py to i-15
Fob-chainti, from *6 lu $12.
The Charms of Faith, Hope, and Charity, $4 60.
Hair Studs from $.* 50 to $11 the set.
Sleeve Buttons fi-om $6 50 to $11 the set.
Hair is at one* the most delicate and lasting of onr materi:ils, and survives us like love. It is so light, so gentle,
eo escaping from the idei of death, that, with a lock of hair
belonging to a child or friend, we may almost look up to
heaven and compare notes with the angelic nature — may
almost eay : *' I have a piece of thee here, not unworthy of
thy being now."
Borrowers.— We occasionally receive a little hint
about these folks, and here h one. It is simple but to
the point, and no doubt written feelingly, for no persons
are BO much annoyed as editors. "Lend me your exchanges, or we Slop onr liubscription to your paper."
That is, by paying $2 to the editor for his paper they
expect to read Godey. Harper, Atlantic, and Arthur free
of cost. Who would not subscribe under these circumhtances? It is actually cheap. "Every lady should
subscribe in-^lead of borrowing," says the Little Falls
Journal. We can imagine what an important person
the wife of the editor is when the Lady's Book arrives.
She will be invited lo a tea-drinking, the cost of which
would more than pay for a club subscriber to the Book.
A present will be made her, aud other little matters
Attended to, all to gel the reading of a magaziae apparently for nothinc but actually costing double or treble
the price. Let na advise yon to make up a club, get
Godey cheap, and save your tea-drinking.
Hair Crihper, for Waviwo asd CRiuprHo Ladies*
Hair.— We have received an excellent article for this
purpose from R. M. Livingston, 537 Broadway, New
York Price of each Crimper $1. Address as above,
and not to ua.
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A. M. * n.,„^,^.i-

mls.
Prinelj
A. M.has } the
Blake,
Tnt: location
School
advantages
of a
M. this
Rkv. C. of
healthful climate, beautiful and sublime hcenery, and
the absence of those temptations and corrupting influences which are too often found in the ueighburhoud v(
towns and villages.
The buildings have been erected by the Principals,
and fitted up with a view to atfurd the beht accommodations for a Family Boarding School.
In addition lo the usual branches of an English education, thorough instruction will be given in the Modern
Languages, aud in all the branches required to prepare
young meu for college, or for business pursuits. The
Principals havo had much experience in couducting
snch Schools, and will spare no labor or expense in
securing for their pupils the best advantages.
The Academic year is divided into two sessions of
twenty-two weeks each, and the sessions into nuarters
of eleven weeks each. The Summer Session commences
on the first Wednesday of May ; the Winter Session on
the second Wednesday of November of each year; bnt
pupils are received at any time and charged accordingly.
Each pupil must come furnished with a Bible, an umbrella, slippers, overshoes, towels, and table napkins.
Terjtis. — For Board, Tuition, Washing, Furnished
Room, Fuel and Lights, $56 25 for a quarter of eleven
weeks ; to be paid in advance. Modern Langoages,
Vocal and Instrumental Music, extra.
Address the Principals, Delaware Wat«r-Gap, Pa.
A Separate Table.- One hot summer
day, Duke
Charles dined in the little town of Nagald. With the
dinner came a great multitude of flies, all nninvited ;
but that mattered nothing. They buzzed about one over
another, and alighted here and there, making quite as
free as if they had been a portion of the princely train.
Duke Charles was angry at this, and, calling the hostess, said, " Here, old beldame, let the flies have a sepa*
rate
Thetable!'*
hostess, a very quiet woman, did as she was
ordered; set out another table, and then, coming up to
the Duke, said, with a curtsey —
" The table is served. Will your Highness now order
the flies to be seated ?"
The rest need not be told.
" Evening Parties." For this article, page 34. we are
indebted to the courtesy of Mr. G. G. Evans, the publisher. The work can be bad of him complete, aud an
excellent book it is.

PHILADELPHIA

AGENCY.

No order attended to unless the cash accompanies it.
All persons requiring answers by mail musc send a
post-office stamp ; and for all articles that are to be sent
by mail, stamps must be sent to pny return postage.
Be particular, when writing, to mention the town,
county, and State you reside in. Nothing can be made
ont of post-marks.
Mrs. J. H. D. — Sent cord, tassels, and pattern April
ISth.
Mrs. A. McD. — Sent tatting and crochet braid 18th.
Mrs. H. S. G.— Sent tatting and needles Ifllh.
Mrs. A. M. P.— Sent spring bonnet by Adams's exprpbs
19tli.
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Mrs- T. A. W. — Sent infaot's wardrobe by Wells, Fargo & Co.'s express 19th.
Mrs. N. J. W. — Sent hair breastpin and earrings 22d.
Mrs. J. J. P. — Sent infant's capote pattern 22d.
F. E. S. — Sent dress patterns, &c. 22d.
Miss L. A. — Sent pattern Andalusiaa and basque 23d,
Mrs. J. B. F. — Sent infant's bonnet and dress 23d.
Miss A. S. J. — Sent worsted 23d.
Mrs.
J. v.
Miss
Mrs.
Miss

C. A. B.— Sent black silk fringe, 23d.
W.— Sent hair ring 23d.
K. W.— Sent pattern 25th.
J. C. — Sent patterns 25th.
M. A. B. — Sent patterns 25th.

Dr. N. N. E.— Sent articles by Kinsley's express 29th,
Mrs. J. E. R.— Sent patterns 30th.
C. D. C— Sent patterns May 2d.
Miss E. H. — Sent patterns and music 2d.
Miss R. J. H.— Sent gold watch 2d.
C. H. A.— Sent gold thimbles 4th.
Mrs. R. S. — Sent infant's wardrobe by Adams's express 4th.
C. N. T.— Sent patterns 6th.
E. S. McC— Sent patterns 6th.
W. J. M.— Sent puff combs 8th.
Mrs. H. E. T— Sent worsteds 8th.

AND
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which the analysis of the expired air from the lungs
may be ettected. You will observe that all the principles have already been involved, and that the remarks
about to be made chiefly have reference to the form of
vessel intended to contain the potash solution.
413, Procure at the philosophical instrument makers
the instrument known as the organic
analysis potash bulb and which is of
this kind. Dip one end into a solution of liquor potassaj, and by suction
at the other end fill all three lower
or horizontal bulbs, and each of the
others partially. Next, by means of
small lengths of India-rubber tube (see next paragraph),
attach the bulk apparatus at (") to a glass tube reaching
under a glass jar tilled with water, and standing over
the shelf of the pneumatic trungh. On the shelf and
under the jar is a little tin pati' pan, containing a bit of
phosphorus, and rai.sed on a brick ; x y represents a
glass tube, containing small pieces of fused chloride of
colcium, a substance greedily attractive of water. The
further dispositions of the apparatus will be self-evident.
Breathe now very slowly through the apparatus, the
result of which breathing will be the absorption of all

Mrs. J. F. T.— Sent patterns 8th.
C. M. P. — Sent bonnet by Adams's express 9th.
W. J. M. — Sent gaiters and ring 9th.
Miss
Miss
Mrs.
Miss

M.
L.
M.
A.

M. R. — Sent bonnet by Adams's express 10th.
S. E. — Sent pattern Zouave jacket 13th.
E. J.— Sent gloves 13th.
E C— Sent gloves 13th.

G. H. V. — Sent package by Adams's express 14th.
L. V. R.^Sent skirts and Redingote 14th.
Mrs,
Mrs.
Mrs.
Mrs.

A. M. S. — Sent articles by Adams's express 14th.
M. H. W.— Sent patterns 14th.
D. S. L.— Sent patterns 14th.
V. — Sent bonnet and calash 15th.

Miss L. A. R. — Sent spectacles by mail 15th.
E. K. E. — Sent articles for making flowers 18th.
S. L. W. — Sent mantle pattern 20th.

Cljcmistrg for tlje foung.
(LESSON

XlX.—Conti7iued.)

412. This last is a most important experiment, constituting the very foundation of a high branch of chemical
analysis, the nature of which we will now investigate
by taking a simple case. The expired air of the lungs
contains carbonic acid, as we have seeo. Supposing we

the moisture of the breath by the contents of the tube .t
y, and of all the carbonic acid by the contents of the
bulbed tube ; any remaining gaseous matter passing
will be retained in the glass jar. Should you be in possession of a pair of scales capable of estimating tenths
of grains, th e tube .t?/ and its contents (of known weight),
and the potash bulb with its contents (also of known
weight), may be weighed again : the increase of the former in weight will be equivalent to the water evolved
from the lungs — the increase of the latter in weight
will be equivalent to the carbonic acid evolved.
414. India-rrihher tubing may be either purchased and
cut into the required lengths, or may be made from a
piece of sheet India-rubber in the following manner.
Take a slip of India-rubber sheet, encircle a glass tube
with it, bring both sides of the rubber together, and cut
them clean otf, close to the tube— thus.

The two edges

desired to know exactly how much carbonic acid — does
it not follow, that by breathing through a weighed
quantity of potash solution for a given time, and reweighi:ig the solution after the breathing operation, we should
arrive at the knowledge of this quantity? and does it
not moreover follow, that this quantity of carbonic acid
being known, the quantity of carbon might also be inferred? All this is evident. Suppose, for example, we
breathe through a quantity of potash solution known to
weigh 1,000 grains, and, after the operation of breathing,
■we will assume the solution to weigh 1,022 grains, it
follows that (supposing the breath to have been dried)
22 grains of carbonic acid will have been evolved, which
22 grains of carbonic acid contain six grains of carbon.
To show how simple are the principles on which cliemical analysis depends, we will detail the exact steps by

of the India-rubber will adhere, and the adhesion may
be completed by warming the whole before a fire, and
pressing the two edges together with the nails.
415. In the preceding experiment the glass jar will
contain a mixture of nitrogen and oxygen gases, both in
contact with phosphorus. Mark the jar with a file
scratch exactly at the level where the water now stands,
and put the trough and jar away.
416. Heuce it follows that carbonic acid may be removed from atmospheric air, or from hydrogen, or oxygen, or nitrogen (not yet treated of), and from many
other gases, by agitating the mixture with lime-watei,
when carbonate of lime in the form of powder (chalk)
will be formed aud deposited.

CEXTRE-TABLE

GOSSIP.
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whose domestic cares would be aided and lightened by

Ctntrc-C^able (l^ossip.
CHOOSING

GLASS

AND

CHINA.

It only requires the exercise of a little c:tre and taste
to make oue's table, not only neat, but attractive aad
appctixing. In our country, meals are seldum what they
should be — the cheerful, social fiimily meeting, leisurely
enjoyed. The father and sons come to breakfast absorbed
tn newspapers, aud to dinner huirit-d with cares or
vexed by Home unfortunate business transaction in t]ie
morning; the mother fretted by the short-comings of
the cook or the carelessness of the waiter ; the children
are hushed Into silence, because their prattle disturbs
preoccupied minds, and the meal proceeds in haste and
gloominess.
If the eating-room be made neat and cheerful — neither
crowded nor under ground — and, above ;tll, if the table
is laid attractively, it will tend to dissipate the clouds,
assist the appetite, and restore general good-humor.
The pretty French fashion of a bouquet of Rowers in the
centre of the table may be followed in any country
house, aud the china and glass so chosen as to be objects
of grace and beauty, which will at once please the eye
aud refine the taste. It is by no means necessary to
choose expensive articles; a pair of plain red earthenware water vases or "goglets" (punned gouglets) have
been the source of constant pleasure to us all the past
winter at the cheerful table of a West Indian household.
The graceful ^hape, modelled from the Pompeian vases,
the well-known group of Thorwalsden, "Night and
Morning," in relief, on each side, gave a value to the
common, inexpensive material. Art is applied to such
common usage in these days of machinery aud useful
inventions that good shapes cose no more than ugly
ones, and yet people fill their houses with dishes, pitchers, and basins that are deformitie-s in shape and ornament. As regards color, some plain tint is generally the
most preferable for commoo use. White, if expense is
to be avoided, since however many breakages occur,
they can be replaced. In shape and quality, white china
now is equal to painted porcelaiu. White inside and
buff outside is very pretty in tea sets, or white with
bands of green, buff, or pale blue, with or without lines
of gold. A simple wreath or geometrical pattern on the
rim is much more in vogue than the flower and landscape patterns of old times ; still, in costly tea and dinner services, the delicate bouquets of fruit and fluwers in
the centre accompany the border we have spoken of.
An initial or cipher on the plain white centre, in the
shade used on the border, is often seen. Gilding, which
looks tawdry on common ware, is a real ornament to
porcelain, judiciously applied. Figures in white relief
on a blue ground have a good effect ; what is called
'• shadow enamel" and open work in fancy articles looks
well also. It is best to avoid imitations, and cheap
articles of a £a,ncirul description.
In choosing glass, avoid heavy shapes and showy
calling. The same rule applies here as in the choice of
china; excessive cutting or decoration is a sign of vulgar
taste. There is a favorite style at present, without a
particle of ornament ; the delicate quality, slender stems,
andgracefulshapebeingsufficiently elegant without any.
KEEPING

A DIARY.

Wb have often urged the habit ..f "keeping a diary"
ttpon our young p- opie, and particularly upoa those

it. It assists in forming a h:tbic of regularity aud method ;it revives pleasant reminiscences, and what wife
can resist the grand climax of bringiug positive evidence
to bear upou a disputatious husbiiud !
*' Sly d«'ar, the season is extremely late. We had
green peas on the 20th of June last year, aud cherries at
dessert on the 2.>th."
" 0 no, Mr. Rapid ; you always say the season is late;
you forget from year to year."
"Forget, madam! I remember

as well as I do the

day I married you !"
And here is the germ of an altercation lasting through
breakfa.st, and ill feeling for the day. But Mrs. llapid
takes up the neat little pocket diary of last year, aud
reads — not triumphantly, for she can afford to be magnanimous: "June 2.'». First green peas fiom our own garden." "29. For dessert, cherries from our earliest tree."
One likes to find their own opinions enforced, especially by high authority and in an authoritative manner.
In that charming fireside and shipboard volume, "The
Recreations of a Country Parson," we find the subject
" There
urged
: — must be a richness about the life of a person
who keeps a diary, unknown to other men ; and a million more little links and ties must bind him to the
members of his family circle and to all among whom he
lives. * * * Therefore keep your diary, my friend ;
begin at ten years old, if you have not yet attained that
age. It will be a curious link between the altered seasons of your life ; there will be something very touching
even about the changes which will pass upon your
handwriting. Tou will look back upon it occasionally,
and shed several tears, of which you have not the leaiit
reason to be ashamed. No doubt, when you look back,
you will find many very silly things in it; well, you
did not think them silly at the time ; and possibly you
may be wiser, humbler, and more sympathetic, for the
fact that your diary will convince you (if you are a
sensible person now) that probably you yourself, a few
years or a great many years since, were the greatest
fool you ever knew.
"Write up your diary daily; write down simply
what you have been doing ; never mind that tlie events
are very little ; of course they must be, but you remember what Pope said of little things. State what work
yon did ; record the progress of matters in the garden ;
mention when you took your walk, or ride, or drive;
state anything particular (my country friends) concerning the horses, cows, dogs, and pigs; preserve s(rttt£
mfmorinl of the prngrfi^s of tfw ckildrm—lha stories
you told them and the hymns you heard them repeat;
yon may preserve some mention of their more remark*
able and old-fashioned sayings ; uU these things may
bring hack more plainly a little life whtm it hajf c^nsed^
and set before you a rosy little face and a curly little
head when they have mouldered into clay. Or if you go,
as you would rather have it, before them, when one of
your boys is Archbishop of Canterbury and the other
Lord Chancellor, they may turn over the faded leaves
and be the better for reading those early records, aud
not impossibly think some kindly thoughts of their
governor, who is far away. Record when the first
snowdrop came and the earliest primrose. Of course
you will mention the books you read and those (if any)
which yon write. Preserve some memorial, in shoit,
of everything that interests you and yours ; and Iock
back each day, after yon have written the fvw lines of
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your little chronicle, to see what you were about that
day the preceding year."
CHILDREN'S PETS.
Let the little people have their live pet.s, by all means,
even though they do give some trouble and some care.
Girls must have something to love, and boys something
to busy themselves about. As some one has well said,
"They are not only objects of delight to children, but
they give them the early habit of fondness for animals,
regular thoughtfulness for them, and setting a value on
them. The rnnn, to be trustworthy and ever kind towards animals, must have grown up to it from the boy.
Nothing is so likely to give him that excellent habit as
his seeing from his very birth animals taken great care
of and treated with great kindness by his parents,
above all, having some pet to call his own."
PIGEON

REARING.

Among these pets, pigeons are one of the prettiest and
most harmless ; next to a dog, most boys will choose
them.
A corner of the barn, or an empty loft over a shed,
even a side garret, any place that is warm and dry,
where they can have liberty to go in and out, is suitable
for the purpose of shelter. The entrance window ought
to face the south, and be protected from cold and wet.
To make the nests, have a row of shelves, eighteen inches
apart and divided by partitions the same distance from
each other. Board the little chambers up a short distance, leaving an outlet for the pigeon. Any clever boy
can do this for himself.
Small horse beans, called pigeon beans, are the best
as well as the cheapest food for pigeons; but all kinds
of peas, barley, wheat, hemp, and rape-seed are good as
a change. "Whatever the food is, it ought to be given
regularly twice a day; at each feeding only just as
much as they eat should be given, so that they do not
waste the grain by scattering it about.
To keep them healthy, they require a constant supply
of fiesh water, not only to drink, but to bathe in. Give it
to them in a large earthen pan, and change often.
Pigeons need a good supply of gravel, as well as fowls ;
Blrew it upon the floor of their house. A little lime
rubbish sprinkled with salt and water is also a great
advantage.
The English pigeon fanciers have a composition which
is callod the "salt cat," not a real pussy, but a cake
with the following ingredients: About a gallon each of
gravel, earth, and old mortar from walls ; half a pound
each of caraway, hemp, and mustard seeds ; two or
three ounces of salt. Mix well with strong brine, and
then bake in a pan. When sufficiently dry, and become
cold, it is to be placed on the ilonr of the pigeon house,
where it will afford a constant source of enjoyment to
the pigeons in picking out the seeds, besides contributing
to keep them in health.
They rear their young in pairs, laying two eggs and
then setting. By a little care, any lad may have a good
sized famly of fledglings pecking about him in a short
epace of time.
NOTES AND QUERIES.
1. Mnmcnl

I

godey's lady's book and magazine.

hi Ktrumpnts of Ohlert 7'i'Tn*?.v.— Much has

been said of the collection made by Mr Clapisson
recently purchased by the French Government for
Museum of the celebrated Conservatory of Mu^ic.
One uf the instruments is a harpsichord, with two
boards, dated 1612, but the work of several artiats

and
the

key
aud

different epochs. The body of the instrument dates from
Louis XIII.; the stand from Louis XIV.; it contains
panels by Toniers and Paul Bailie. Among the spinelB
are an Italian one of the time of Louis XIV , with ornaments of engraved amber, and garlands of flowers, aud
Cupids by Puussiu ; another, of the reign of Francis I.,
in ebony, richly inlaid with ivory, with the inscription
Francis di Portalopis Veronen Opus 1S23; and a third,
of the sixteenth century, in marquetry, the corners of
the keyboard beiug ornamented with caryatides exquisitely carved in boxwood.
A small piano, made at Vienna, at the time of Louis
XIV., in the form of a harp, has a sounding-board of
gilt wood and Chinese lacquer, ornamented with Venetian looking-glass, beautiful paintings in Martin varnish,
and inlayings of turquoises. Among the harps is one
that belonged to the Princesse de Lamballe, bearing her
name inside; among the lyres, one whieh belonged to
Garat, bearing his initials, and enriched with paintings
by Pruhdon. There are theorbs in ebony and ivory;
guitars in tortoise-shell, ivory and marquetry ; mando- i
lines and mandores of all nations ; odd-looking instru- '
ments played by turning a handle ; violins of all dates
and countries, several of them in tortoise-shell, beautifully inlaid; specimens of all sorts of string and wind
instinments, showing the starting-point aud gradual
progress of the instruments now used in orchestras.
2. Aluminitna is a metal sometimes called "the new
metal." There is now a large manufactory for it in
England, where it is produced at an expense of a few
shillings an ounce. It is used for ornamental purposes,
castings, ornaments, etc., and will be a valuable agent
in bringing artistic beauty into common reach.
Bronzes made of this metal and copper are of an orange
color, nearly resembling gold, and taking a high polish.
The compound has a great tenacity. The specific gravity
is only about one-fourth that of silver; it does not tarnish when exposed to air, has no odor or taste in the
mouth, is malleable, may be rolled in tin sheets or
drawn into fine wire.
This strange aud new metal can be obtained from any
bank of pure clay. New Jersey is full of it.
3. Hmo to Chaose a Newfoundland Dog. — Many household pets claiming to be genuine are sold fiom $3 to $.0;
but if you wish pure breed you must go to a regular
dealer and pay a good price, necessarily. A genuine
puppy costs from $lo to $25. The pure should be entirely black ; though the English like them black and
white. In this country, pure black is the highest point
of beauty, though a white spot on breast or forehead is
not objected to. A young, black Newfoundland with a
white spot on the breast was sold as high as $.'»0. People
in conversation often confound them with the St. Bernard ;but this rare mastiff is so rare as to be almost
extinct. It is said to have been a cross between a Spanish mastiff and a bloodhound originally. In color it is
generally buff, or light red. From the tenacity with
which it retains its hold, and its general ferocity, when
untrained, its bloodhound parentage seems probable.
4. Ehlerherry Wirw.. — This domestic wine, so highly
prized in England, may be very easily made, and by the
time this number reaches many of our sub.scribers, the
material will be close at hand — the rich ripe clusteis,
hanging their purple heads in every hedge row. We
give a receipt from the Country Gentleman^ which is
said to be excellent :—
"The quantity of fruit required, is one gallon of ripe
elderberries for every two gallons of wine. Fur ten gal-
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loH-s wine lake five pnllons liorrics, hnil lliom in flvo or
sixgHlluos ul Wiiter, ttiuu titrain tho Hiiitor, and whatever
tUe liquor proves libort of ten irullons, make up as fullow»: Add water to the pulp, btir it uhuut and tjtraiu to
tlie rest. Add thirty pounds t^u^ar aud two or three
ouucea hops. Then take three-quarter» of a pound of
(finijer-rooi hrulsed, five ounces cloves, ono of cinnamon,
and put them together iu a bug aud tie loosely. Put tho
bag with lis contents into the previous mixture, and
boil
you
iuto
loug

two hours ; when quite cool, fiTiii<»ut with yeast as
do beer. In two or thre« days draw the liquor off
a cask, suspend the bag of ^pice5 by a string not
enough to reach the bottom ; paste over stiff brown

paper.

It will be fit for nse in two months."

Ifasjjions.

TO

LADY

SUBSCRIBERS.

envelops, hair-work, worsteds, children's wardrobes, mantillas, and mantelets, will be chosen with a view to economy, as welt as ta-ste ; and boxes or packages forwarded
by express to any part of tlie country. For the last,
di.-tinct directions must be given.
Orders^ accovipfijiinl by chucks /or the prnpnsfd eajyendiiure, to be addresffed to the cure 0/ L. A. Godey, Esq.
No order will he attended to ujiUss tlte money is Jirst
received. ICtUfter tlte Editor nor PuUi^htr will be accvuiU*
able/or losses thid may occur in remitting.
Instmctions to be as minute as is possible, accompanied
by a note of the height, complexion, and general style of
the person, on which much dep^nd.t in choice. Dress
goods from Evans St Co.'s ; mourning goods from Besson
St Son; cloaks, mantillas, or talmas, from Brodie's, 51
Canal Street, New York ; bonnet> from the most celebrated
establishments; jewelry from Wriggens & Warden, or
Caldwell's, Philadelphia.
When goods are ordered, the fashions that prevail here
govern the purchase; therefore, no articles will be taken
hick. When the goods are sent, the transaction must he
cou^idered finaL
OF STEEL F.VSIUOX-PLATE
JULY.

with gold embroidery. Tho luaddiess is the coifl'ure
Orieutale, composed of a bandeau in gold passementerie,
with a rosette on each side encircled with gold beads,
and having pendent gold tassels.
Fig. 3. — While grenadine skirt, ornamented with
bands of green ; waist and over skirt of flue French
muslin; shoulderknots and sash of gieen ribbon ; white
Leghorn hat, trimmed wiih black velvet and an ostrich
habit, consisting of a buff nankeen

skirt, white piqu'r jacket trimmed with Marseilles buttons, ablue neck-tie, and white straw bat trimmed with,

Having hml frequent applications for the purchase of
Jewelry, millinery, etc., by ladies living at a distance, the
Editress 0/ th^ Ftinhum Dr^mrtment will hereafter execute
commi.s.-:ions for any who may desire it, with the charge of
a ^rnall percentage for the time and research required.
??pring and autumn bonnets, materialn for dresses, jewelry,

DESCRIPTION

band of a darker shade, having the U]ipoi edge embroidered. The wai-tbaud is of blue velvet, ornamented

plume.
Fig. 4. — A summer

<^i

NOTICE

dored. Tho shirt, with wide bouffant sleeves, is made
of white muslin, buttoned up in front by a row of coral
buttons or studs, and ha^ a small standi ug-np collar and
cuffs composed of blue embroidoied silk, and edged with
narrow lace. Skirt of blue armure, trimmed with a

FOR

black velvet and a white heron's plume.
Fig. 6. — Magenta pink grenadine skirt, made over a
silk slip; white muslin spencer, composed of puffs and
inserting, and trimmed with ribbons to match the skirt.
Coiffure of black lace and daisies.
Mathllde gloves.
DESCRIPTION

OF SUMMER

BONNETS.

{See engravings, page 7.)
Fig. 1. — Leghorn bonnet, with a wide green ribbon
laid plainly over it ; on tlie left side is a large bnnch of
lilacs ; ruche of violet crape in the inside of bonnet, but
not extending down the sides.
Fig. 2. — Leghorn bonnet, with fancy open crowu,
trimmed with black ribbon aod scarlet fio wei s ; the capa
and front of bonnet are bound with scarlet velvet.
Fig. 3- — Fancy straw bonnet, with edge of front bound
with black velvet ; the crown is open, and lined with a
black cape of maize-colored silk, with black lace over
it ; the trimming of the bonnet is bunches of yellow
grass, loops of black lace and maize flowers inside.
Fig. 4. — Brown Leghorn hat, trimmed with a very
full brown, feather of black velvet ribbon.
CHITCHAT

UPON NEW YORK AND PHILADELPHIA FASHIONS, FOR JULY.

It is not to be expected that the same variety will
pervade the world of fashion the present season, when
there is so little enconragement for the production of
novelties. The largest houses in the country give this
as a reason for the comparative absence of the moro
perishable articles of the wardrobe, that would be on
hand at this moment.
Our milliners have, however, had their nsual summer

Fig. 1. — Robe, with three skirt*; of pink and white thnlle
over a slip of white silk. The low»>st skirt is composed
of white thnlle, and is trimmed at the edge with a narrow floance of pink eatin ribbon. Over this skirt there
i^ a pink tunic skirt, edged with a frill of ribbon. The
upper skirt is of white thulle, open, and the two ends
are crossed over like a flchii, the two pointed ends being

freshest bonnets found at Mrs. Scofield's establishsoent,
where the display was all in good taste.
A bonnet of white net, with a round crown. It was

fixod to the ed'.'e of the tunic by a bouquet of water-lilies
mingled with blades of grass and sprays of small flower*. The corslet is of pink satin, surmounted by folds
of white thulle ; it is pointed in front both at the upper
and lower edge; at the back it is pointed at the top
only. The sleeves are very small, composed of thulle,
trimmed with a narrow frill of ribbon. The hair is

entirely covered with figured black lace, plain acro.->s
the crown, but full on the sides aud brim. A narrow
ribbon of the piuk-saltnon color, known as Garibaldi,
encircled the extreme edge of the crown. The edge of
the brim wa-a bound by a ribbon of the, same shade, richly
embroidered in rose-buds, with aalural colors. Quite
on the from of the brim, a littU to the left, was a large

dressed very low, and a wreath of water-lilies with
^ass encircles the head.

bouquet of jonqails and black sloes ; inside the brim, a
bouquet of jonquils, buds, and blossoms, vith ih» 00^
trast of the sloe berries ; iLUca strings.

Fig. 2. — Zouave jacket of blue arraure silk, embroi-

openings, and in many cases these were well attended,
aud the sales good. Not to weary our readers with
passing them in review, we give some of the latest and
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A delicate hat of white crape, the brim quite plain,
pave flat loops of violet ribbon, with ends, on the extreme edge of the brim, with a few large violets in the
centre of the knot. About the centre of the bonnet, a
blonde veil was fastened hj a large bouquet of violets,
mounted as a heavy spray ; this fell backward over the
crown and cape, which were plain. A full cap, the first
we have seen this year, inside the brim, with a spray of
violets across the forehead.
The "Zillon braid" is a new material resembliugchip,
still more than the Pamela. It is also much liijhter
than the Pamela. We saw a bouquet of this pure white
material, with a soft cap crown of black and white lace.
The cape was of white crape and black lace. A diadem
spray (that is, the flowers being heavy in the centre,
and growing less each way) of pale blue flowers on top
of the crown; the same flowers with a white blonde
cap inside.
In pure chip we noticed a peculiar brim, nearly one
half of which appeared cut in strips an inch wide, and
ending in loops of the same, fastened by pearl ornaments in the solid part of the brim. The gpaces were
filled with lace and blonde. The cape was blonde, with
a plaiting of chip abuve. The bouquets on this bunnet
were the liveliest combinations we have seen — jessamine, lily of the valley, stems of grass, and a handful
of roses laid lightly together, while an exquisite ^pray
of wild rose-buds strayed down, the buds and foliage
looking as if just gathered from the hedge rows.
Taffeta crape, the delicate tissue being can^ht in diamonds by stitches of straw, was one of the prettiest materials we noticed. The Zillon braid and white chip
rival the popularity of crapes, blondes, and bl:ick lace.
Black lace was never used in greater profusion, from the
costliest Brussels to the plaine-t net. Flowers of almost
native beanty, and in heavy wreaths, bouquets, and
sprays, are found both inside and on the brim of every
bonnet ; those on the outside may either be very far forward on the brim, at the centre of the bonnet, or far back
on the edge of the crown. One of the most simple and
tasteful hats we have seen, a direct importation, was of
drawn crape, afanchon, or rather handkerchief of thread
lace completely covered it, one point being turned over
the edge of the brim in front, the other falling below the
cape. This lace was ihe sole ornament, save that to the
left the lace was raised by a cluster of blush roses without foliage ; the same formed a diadem inside the brim.
Caps are fully reinstated in favor ; Parisian houses saying that their absence is too trying to ordinary faces.
It will take a year or two to banish them entirely.
In dresses Stewart has a few novelties in grenadines,
harige Anglnis, and organdies. The first is ever a serviceable material, and. though costly, repays its first
expense by its long wear. The rich embroideries in
silk — the Jacquard lawn now rivalling the needle in
every respect — are npon plain or grayish grounds;
bright green, Magenta, and mauve being the favorite
-shades for the figures, which are leaves, pansies, rosebuds, cherries, geometrical figures, etc. The costliness
of tlie higher grades in this material prevents their too
common adoption. These dresses are trimmed with
plaitings of .solid colored ribbon, the shade of the embroidery. The sash should be of silk, the same color,
with a plaiting of narrow ribbon surrounding it. or of
^imbroidered ribbon to cnrre«pond. Late arrivals from
Paris confirm the return of the sash into high favor.
During the summer months, the Spanish bodice is more
suitable fur silks, xlough nothing can be a better con-
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trast than a point -i In Txnhel, with the white mnsltn
spencers we early introduced to the notice of our readers,
and illustrated in our last number. All muslin, organdy, and other summer tissues, are now made with
draperied waists, either - la vierge (baby waist) surplice,
drawn into fulness by cords, or laid in plaits. No prettier design for a summer dress can be found than in Fig.
4 of our last number, though many prefer the single
flounce around the bottom of the dress. For the nentral
poplins, Mozambiques, etc., now worn for trHvelliug
dresses, black velvet, either in plaitings, bows, or set on
plain, appears to be the favorite material. Close sleeves
are very convenient and suitable for travelling, with a
puff or jockey to relieve the plainness. For all other
materials flowing sleeves were never more worn. We
are reminded in this connection that Madame Demorest
has opened an up-town establishment, more central and
accessible for ladies wishing their own materiiils made
up, and where *'gai'nilure" is not forced mysteriously to
cover four-fifths of an enormous bill. Mrs Ellis, the
bead of the dressmaking department, a lady of great
good taste and much experience, is hereafter to be foaud
at the up-town establishment, 27 East Fourteenth Street,
and we can heartily commend her to those of our subscribers who are strangers to the locale of New York
dressmakers.
Several new styles for making up fall silks are in preparation, but we turn to a more ?^easonable subject—
Btodie's light summer wraps, never more stylish or
graceful than now, despite the pressure which has
crushed other less well established houses.
There is a new material called Cashmere, a mixed
cloth of wool and silk, entirely unlike the old fabric,
yet light and soft, very suitable for summer travelling
wear. Of this clouded gray material Brodie has made
up wraps in a circular form, shaped to have a gored
appearance, though quite seamless. They are either
hemmed around the edge, or finished with braid to cor- _
respond, Mitched on pit, not bound, which is a featuie 1
of cloth cloaks this season. A dahlia rosette of the same
cloth, with two barbe like ends, handsomely finished,
is the sole ornament of the full circular riding hood attached. This hood, the veritable " Ked Riding" in shape,
is the most popular in silk cloaks also. Among Brodie's
handsomest cloaks is one of rich plain black taffeta,
with a hood of this shape edged by a rich fall of lace
three inches deep. Lace was also introduced into the
rosette, and edged the barbe. Another elegant summer
cloak, in the same costly material, was quite plain on
the hack, the amplitude required for grace being obtained
by square plaits on the shoulders, over which the trimming of the tablier front passed, ending at the waist
line in a neat carve. This trimming consisted of a band
of white silk, an inch and a half in width, covered by a
guipure inserting, and edged on each side by narrow
guipure lace : the silk only serving as a rich background
on which to display the lace. This same style of trimmin? over violet silk we noticed in another style of
burnous, set on in spaces, like the quartering of an
orancre, from the neck to the waist line. Length ha* in
all things taken the place of breadth in the whole style
of the figure. '" The churn air is the air distingu','* aa
Fome one cleverly says the present season. Nearly all
cloak**, mantles, etc., come to within a few inches of the
hem of the dress, and in walking-dresses or coats they
are made in many in-*tances completely to cover them.
We shall speak of lace mantles, thin shawls, children's
dress, and mourning in our next.
Fasuiow.
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THE NANNETTK

Oroandt dress, with white muslin fiohn.
game plumes.
100

White straw hat, trimmed with hlack velvet and

FAME

FOB

MABSINO.

THE NINA.

WniTE muslin dress, with plaited waist : finished at the throat with a lace muff.
corsage of fancy colored silk, trimmed with quilled ribbon and buttons.
9*

Spanish
101

THE BARCELONA.
[From the estaltliehment of G. Brodie, 51 Canal Street, New York.
articles of costume.]

Drawn by L. T. Voigt, from actual

This mantle, which is exceedingly popular, presents, as the novel featnre, the (farment ciU open at the sides and
the back, and then buttoned together.
The slashinc: at the back readies only half its depth, as it is not carried further
than to the ends of the tabs, which, with the rosette on the hood, constitute the oi'nament.
They are made of several
Bummer fabrics, those which are^/utdttibeiug the favorites.
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EMBBOISEBT.

A VENTILATING

FIRE-PLACE

VEIL, FOR BED-EOOMS.

It is so highly necessary for health that perfect ventilation shonld exist in a hed-room, and it
80 often happens that servants will close the trap of the stove, to save themselves the trouhle of
clearing the dirt which falls from the chimney during rain or rough-wind, that a fire-veil, similar
to the desigTi, will prevent the constant watchfulness necessary to induce them never to close the
ventilator. Of course, the point of this trianeular-shaped veil must go into the mouth of the
103
chimney, and the base extend to the rim of the fender.
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CORAL WREATH,

IN CROCHET.
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Maleriah, — Nos. 12, 16, or 20 crochet cottoa.
This coral wreath is to be worked in ordinary square crochet, and maybe used for the Doyley
or a cake-basket, or many other purposes.
A motto, or initials in crochet letters, may be placed
in the centre.
It is equally available for darning or netting,
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HOW

TO MAKE

A CUP

Wb frequently find allusions in general reading, to tlie hacknevfd phrase about the "cup
that cheers but not inebriates :" and all persons
■who concoct a beverage of that nature, merit
the thanks of mankind. But where is that cup ?
What are its contents ? We reply briefly, and
we believe truly, when we say — coffee! Few
things are more agreeable to the senses than
the fragrance of a solution of this Asiatic berry,
when, at early morn, it ascends from the kitchen
or the family room, and fills the atmosphere of
every apartment— absolutely creating an appetite for breakfast, of which it is the herald of
promise. What contributes more to our general comfort at meals than coffee ? Like tea, it
promotes social intercourse between friends,
and but too often rivals the Chinese herb in
that kind of confidential but too current chitchat, known as tea-table scandal, originating
injurious rumors among .acquaintances, that are
mutujiUy whispered under the mocking promise of secrecy, but we all know that
"On eagles' wings immortal scandals fly,
While virtuous actions are but born to die.'*
Well, there are few benefits in this worM
without their attendant evils, and so it is with
the decoction of the fruit of this most valuable,
because most useful of oriental shrubs. We
do not believe with Burton, the quaint author
of the "Anatomy of Melancholy," who wrote
in 1621, to the effect that the Turks had a drink
called coffee (for they nse no wine), so named
from a berry "as black as soot and as bitter,"
which they sip up as warm as they can suffer,
because they find, by experience, that it helpeth digestion and produceth alacrity. Burton,
however, knew nothing practically of the mat-
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ter, for coffee was not introduced, either into
England, France, orany part of European Christendom, until thirty years after, and then, in
the first instance, it was used for a purpose
that ought to cause its recommendation by a
certain class of preachers to their congregations
— pastors who are not quite calculated for the
sacred duties of addressing the people, and who
are too apt to produce tedium, rather than to
excite attention or promote piety. Thus runs
the story :—
A certain prior of a monastery in the East,
having been informed by a goatherd that his
animals sometimes browsed upon coffee shrubs,
which caused them to wake at night, and to
become quite sportive in the day, by bounding
over the hills, was anxious to prove its virtues
in his religious establishment. "0 ho!" said
he, " I am now in possession of a great secret.
My monks are apt to go to sleep at matins. I
will introduce coflee as a luxiiry at their meals.
Then they will be attentive and lively."
The worthy prior tried the experiment, and
the monastic somnolency at the wrong time
and place was effectually checked. The monks
not only attended more cheerfully to their
duties, and listened attentively and devoutly
to the instruction and discourses of their prior,
but they cultivated the abbey garden and farm
with good will, and during the hours of relaxation indulged in gymnastic exercises, thus
strengthening their nature, both morally and
physically. So much for the power and virtues
of coffee, when first introduced into Christendom.
There are few garden scenes in the worlii
107 and
more exquisitely beautiful than a large
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well-managed coffee plantation. The writer of
this brief paper has rambled over and examined
several in that fertile island, the Queen of the
Antilles. One, the property of a Spanish hidalgo, was a league square, the soil being chiefly
a reddish loam. Through the entire extent of
the estate there were avenues or roads eighty
or a hundred feet wide, on each side of which
flourished noble trees of fine and luxuriant foliage, and bearing different kinds of tropical
fruits, such as oranges, lemons, limes, shaddocks, zapotas, mangoes, tamarinds, cocoanuts,
pawpaws, guavas, sour-sops, bread-fruit and
other gifts of Pomona, while at regular distances
on the borders, were rows of pineapples. The
graceful coffee shrubs, bearing flowers and berries, were planted in large, square beds, over
which waved, at equal distances, the sylvan
plumage (if such a word may be allowed) of
the bananas and plantains, with their luscious
fruit. A large number of negroes, negresses
and colored children were busily employed in
hoeing, weeding, and raking, and the result of
their labors was evident in the neatness and
cleanliness of the ground. Not a tare was to
be seen. The toil of these Africans was very
light ; still, from the heat of the climate, it
would be impossible for white persons to cultivate cofl'ee for any length of time. The entire
scene had a very paradisiacal appearance, and
was calculated to remind connoisseurs in the
fine arts, of paintings by the old masters representing the Garden of Eden. True, the fathers of
painting drew upon their fancy for their facts,
yet it must be admitted that in the minds of
most men, there are innate ideas of beauty,
which are wonderfully improved and brilliantly
intensified by observing Nature in her most attractive attire, and certainly no garden coup
d'ail, sylvan, semi-floral, or fruital, that we can
well conceive, is more lovely in its luxuriance
than a coffee plantation.
To describe the particular mode of cultivating
coffee, and afterwards drying it on large platforms or floors, and otherwise preparing the
berries until they become the coffee of commerce, would be mere works of supererogation,
and therefore an unnecessary occupation of the
reader's time.
Suppose, then, that the berries are all in due
condition for human use, and in such a condition only have they ever been familiarly
known to consumers. What have been the
effects produced in the different nations, where
coffee is extensively drank ? At first, its introduction was scarcely tolerated, and when it exhibited symptoms of becoming a favorite, it

was either prohibited or heavily taxed by different governments. At Grand Cairo it was
suppressed in 1511, on the ground that it encouraged intoxication, but the law was soon
altered, and so great was its hold upon the
popular appetite, that, on a second attempt at
prohibition, a violent commotion occurred in the
city ; coffee was declared free, and so it lias ever
since remained. At Constantinople in the following century, the coffee-houses were closed,
because they were the rendezvous of the vicious
and depraved. Yet, what Turk would now
consent to go without his coffee ? So highly,
indeed, is it esteemed in Mahommedan countries, that when a Turk taketh unto himself a
new wife (he is not particular as to number) it
is always stipulated that he shall provide her
with coffee. In London, the first coffee-house
was opened by one Pasquet, a Greek servant,
in 1652, and four pence a gallon duty was soon
imposed on the beverage. In 1659, the Rainbow Coffee-House (which is now in existence)
near Temple Bar, was declared a nuisance, and
Charles II. (immaculate King'.) suppressed
coffee-houses altogether, by proclamation ; but
they were soon restored on the petition of traders in tea and coffee, since which time the
brown berry has outlived all prejudice, and obtained a complete and lasting victory.
As if in contravention of the imaginary evils
of coffee, it will be seen by a recent New York
paper that coffee is claimed as a cure for intemperance, and it is contended that the establishment of one suite of coffee-rooms, in the
commercial metropolis, has induced fifteen hundred persons, within the last eighteen months,
to take the "pledge," and abstain from all
liquors that can intoxicate. It is a cheering
sign, also, in our hotels and restaurants, that
so many of the guests drink coffee instead of
wine or spirits with their dinners. But alas 1
how terms and titles are perverted by the
changing operations of time. Most of the coffeehouses, so-called, sell not the beverage from
which they take their name, but alcoholic and
other strong and maddening drinks ; and coffee
has likewise become associated (jocosely we
admit) with the barbarous practice of the duello,
the common command being " coffee and pistols
for two." This saying is said to have arisen,
in consequence of two Irish gentlemen liaving
quarrelled and fought over their coffee at a
hotel in Dublin. Fortunately, neither was injured, and when peace was restored, they
laughingly agreed that in the event of any
difference of opinion ever occurring between ■
them, under similar circumstances, they would
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and nauseous. The aroma diffused through
at once, and b^ way of saving time and trouble,
the room proves that the coffee has been deorder — " Coffee and pistols for two 1"
Be sure that your coffee is unadulterated.
prived of its most volatile parts, and hence of
Tbis adrantage, we think, can always be seits agreeableness and virtue. By pouring boilcured by purchasing the berries and grinding
ing water on the coffee, and surrounding the
them at home, taking care to roast the berries
containing vessel with boiling water, or the
until they are of a rich, warm, brown color, by
steam of boiling water, the finer qualities of
no means bordering on the black, as that would
the coffee will be preserved. Boiling coffee in
prove them to be overdone, or semi-bamt. All
a coffee-pot is neither economical nor judicions,
their finer flavors would, in such a condition,
so much of the aroma being wasted by this
be lost. We cannot see how it is possible to
method. Count Rnmford (no mean authority)
adulterate coffee, except in its ground state.
states that one pound of good Mocha, when
It is right, however, to give some account of
roasted and ground, will make fifty-six cups of
the matter, merely premising that although
the very best coffee ; but it must be ground
the foreign ingredients introduced might spoil
finely, or the surfaces of the particles only will
the fragrance and delicacy of the coffee, yet
be acted upon by the hot water, and much of
they do not appear to possess any very delethe essence will be left in the grounds.
terious qualities. But we refer to high auIn the East, coffee is said to arouse, exhilarthority.
ate, and keep awake, allaying hunger, and
According to a report recently made to the
giving to the weary renewed strength and vigor,
London Botanical Society, containing the rewhile it imparts a feeling of comfort and repose.
sults of thirty-four examinations of coffee, it
The Arabians, when they take their coffee off
appears that the whole, with two exceptions
the fire, wrap the vessel in a wet cloth, which
only, were ailulterated, that chicory was prefines the liquor instantly, and makes it cream
sent in thirty-one instances, roasted wheat In
at the top. There is one great essential to be
twelve, coloring matter in twenty-two, beans
observed, namely, that coffee should not be
and potato flour in one. That in ten cases the
ground before it is required for use, as in a
adulteration consisted of a single article, in
powdered state, its finer qualities evaporate.
twelve of two, and in ten of three substances ;
We pass over the usual modes of making
that in many instances the quantity of coffee
coffee, as being familiar to every lady who prepresent w.as very small. Contrasting coffee and
sides over every household ; and content ourchicory, the coffee was found to contain essenselves with the most modem and approved
tial oil, upon which the fragrance and actual
Parisian methods, though we may add that a
properties mainly depend, while not a trace of
I common recipe for gooil coffee is — two ounces
any such oil is found in the chicory root. The I of coffee and one quart of water. Filter or boil
properties of coffee are those of a stimulant and
ten minutes, and leave to clear ten minutes.
nervine tonic, with an agreeable flavor and
The French make an extremely strong coffee.
delicious smell, not one of which properties is
For breakfast, they drink one-third of the inpossessed by chicory, it being in every respect
fusion, and two-tliirds of hot milk. The caff
inferior.
noir used after dinner, is the very essence of
But which is the best way of making cofiee ?
the berry. Only a small cup is taken, sweetIn this particular notions differ. For example,
ened with white sugar or sugar-candy, and
the Turks do not trouble themselves to take
sometimes a little eaii dt We is poured over the
off the bitterness by sugar, nor do they seek to
sugar in a spoon held above the surface, and
disguise the flavor by milk, as is our custom.
set on fire ; or after it, a very small glass of
But they add to each dish a drop of the essence
liqueur, called a ch<isse-caj( , is immediately
of amber, or put a couple of cloves in it, daring
drunk. But the best method, prevalent in
the process of preparation. Sach flavoring
France, for making coffee is (and the infusion
would not, we opine, agree with western tastes.
may be strong or otherwise as taste may diIf a cup of the very best coffee, prepared in
rect), to take a large coffee-pot, with an upper
the highest perfection and boiling hot, be placed
receptacle made to fit close into it, the boton a table in the miildle of a room and suffered
tom of which is perforated with small holes,
to cool, it will, in cooling, fill the room with
containing in its interior two movable metal
its fragrance ; but becoming cold, it will lose
strainers, over the second of which the powder
much of its flavor. Being again heated, its
is to be placed, and immediately under the
taste and flavor will be still further impaired,
third. Upon this upper strainer pour boiling
and heated a third time, it will be found vapid
water, and continae to do so gently, until it
VOL, LXllI. — 10
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bubbles up through the strainer ; then shut the
cover of the machine close down, place it near
the fire, and so soon as the water has drained
through the coffee, repeat the operation until
the whole intended quantity be passed.
No

DAGUEEREOTYPES.
CHAPTER

I.

FiPTEES' years ago I made a visit to an old
friend in Deerfield. It might as well have been
anywhere else, so far as the place is concerned,
for my visits were always made to the inside of
houses and characters. What was on the surface never attracted, not even the green, bowery
landscape, which I dimly recollect, as one does
a dream or one of Doughty's pictures. Some
of the persons who interested me I lost sight
of from that time, and to this day I know not
their destinies ; but some I put down in my
note-book, with such circumstances on the
opposite leaf as I have been able from one
source or another to collect. It amuses me to
think and look them over.
Mrs. Morey and myself were looking at daguer eotypes she
;
had thirty or forty in a box
on the parlor table ; all pictures of intimate
friends. She liked to take up one after the
other, and tell stories of what had happened to
this one and that one, and there was to me a
certain interest in these stories of real persons
that I never could get np for fancy or fiction.
Then it was good to be able to ask on the spot,
if a thing seemed very strange or like a novel,
" And was it really so ?" And it was really so.
One good thing, Mrs. Morey liked to collect
facts, and did not care a pin for fancies. I
could rely on her.
There is always time enough in the country,
because working people get done, and those
who don't really "labor" finish all up, and put
away, and their odd hours are not broken in
upon by the rush of wearisome life th.at comes
to the dwellers in cities. Mrs. Morey had time
for a hundred and one pursuits in the country ;
if she had lived in Boston, as I did, she could
not have found the right time for one. There
is no need to particularize on this point. My
daughter, who is hospitality's self, has been
obliged to keep a barrel on the door-step, and
PAINT in large letters a full month after all
was dry and hard, because it really was her
only chance for quiet and rest.
" It 's my own fault, I know ; I needn't live

finings are required. Thus all the
its perfume will be retained, with
samic and stimulating powers of
This is a true Parisian mode, and
of excellent coffee.

IN THREE

fragrance of
all the balits essence.
vcila! a cup

CHAPTERS.

where I am so handy for everybody to come,
and I am glad to see them all ; but such a hotel as I keep! and haven't had a chance to
have Nannie and Susie come, though I 've been
trying this year."
I had left my daughter, and come to Deerfield
to rest.
" These are all really good likenesses I" said
Mrs. Morey.
"Good impressions," said I.
"Yes, and good likenesses." Mrs. Morey
took up one, and looked wistfully at it. "The
good of a daguerreotype is that you get the
person, his very self. It is so quick, before the
artist has time to stiffen yon into an unnatural
and wearisome object, or before the subject can
smirk himself into something else." She took
up another, and went on talking. "And the
ninepenny ones are best of all for that ; nobody
thinks it worth while to bridle and look their
very best for ninepence. Here is one, now ; it
isn't pleasant, but it presents a phase of character. Undoubtedly this person has exactly
the quality that appeai-s there, although neither you nor I have seen it in him."
"A sneer?"
" Precisely. There is no mistaking that sarcastic curve ; and yet we always see him smiling
and
"
"
laid

amiable."
Is he a friend of yours ?" s.aid I.
No. This isn't mine ; it happened to be
here" — she put it away on the mantelpiece, and turufd to look at some others.
Presently she said : " Do you remember what
Hawthorne says about daguerreotypes ? He

says : ' There is a wonderful insight in heaven's
broad and simple sunshine. While we give it
credit only for depicting the merest surface, it
actually brings out the secret character with a
truth that no painter would ever venture upon,
even could he detect it.' That is good and
true, Viola." She opened a cise and handed
it to me. "Tell me how that strikes you;
you have never seen the original, I think?"
"No; not that I remember." I did not
speak decidedly at first, which shows partly

DAGUERREOTYPES,
what the character of the face was. I might
hare met such a face a tbou:>aud times in the
street, or even have seen it in company and
only looked at it once, although it was undeniably handsome.
Being called on for your opinion of a picture
is almost always embarrassing, especially if it
be that of a stranger. Happily, I had confidence in the good sense and temper of my
companion ; besides that asking my opinion
presupposed an ability to hear it ; so I spoke
as I thought —
" A pretty face ; more than commonly regular and well featured. Fair hair, I suppose,
with this shaped face ?"
" Yes ; but tell me what is the character of
the face."
" Hum '. Well, refined, and, from the general air and way of sitting, a lady. The lines
about the mouth are very soft and flowing ;
somewhat undecided, I should say, and the
char.icter flexible, even beyond the general
'sweet pliancy of woman.' She looks very
young. I think, to sum up, that it depends a
good deal on circumstances what this girl
makes. There ! that last sentence Is Delphic 1"
" Very good I very well guessed !" said Mrs.
Morey.
I continued to look at the daguerreotype, and
finally studied it with a microscope. Either
from the power of the instrument to bring out
latent effects or from increased attention to the
countenance, I became, as I gazed, far more
familiar with the character, as the character
itself became more positive. It was very undefined as to results, but very clear and precise
as to its capabilities. Ten thousand small
lines which in a mature face leave footprints
of passions not to be mistaken were not here.
The face seemed one of promise only, but that
of no ordinary sort. I said this to myself as I
looked.
Mrs. Morey gave me the one she had been
looking at. "Now, just look at this and tell
me."
"Oh, there's no question about this face.
The forehead and eyes are self-relying, quiet,
and calm. One of those persons who, in any
station, have the respect of all about them.
She looks clear and single-hearted ; I mean,
not the least subtle ; straight-forward, with not
much notion of what other people are thinking
or doing beyond the surface, and evidently
living only a clear, pleasant life, so far ; and
yet — and yet her face, too, has its capacities ;
she would make a good queen, or a good mo-
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ther of a large family. I should s.ay she would
have no need ever to do battle with the world ;
it would recognize her, in any situation, as one
to lead, and not to be led. How is it ?"
Mrs. Morey smiled.
"Well, if I am wrong in my reading, you
are in your theory, for this is what the sun
"The sun only tells what maybe in these
cases ; these are both still so young — neither of
" eighteen. That first face is Edith
them
says —over
May, and the last one Mary Lyman."
"Is it possible?"
" Why, you never saw them 1" said Mrs.
Morey.
"No; only one does not naturally arr-inge
them in that way. This first face, full of softness, gentleness, and pliancy, ought to be
Mary ; and the calm, heroic face should be
Saxou Edith. People ought to wait till they
are twenty-one before they are named ; then we
shouldn't have dark, scrawny Blanches and
stumpy, freckled Lilies."
"What a fashion! to call all the children
Lily up and down the street I"
" Yes ; and two or three years ago everybody's child was named Minnie; no matter
what the real name, Minnie it must be called,
so, whether they are Mary, Anne, Susan, or
Charlotte, they are all put in Minnie uniform."
" I like pet names," said Mrs. Morey, "only
they should be kept in one's own family, like
the kisses. But I think we are getting to live
out of doors about everything ; kissing everybody at meeting them, till it really doesn't
express any more than hand-shaking."
"These two girls are not sisters, then, it
seems ; they look a little alike."
" No ; cousins, wards of Mr. Allen's. They
boarded with me a few weeks when they first
came, while Mrs. Allen was having their rooms
painted and new furnished. When they went
away they gave me their pictures to add to
my gallery. See, I have fourteen here in a
row ; and all faces I love to look at."
" About these girls — have I guessed right as
to their character?" said I.
" ' Quien sabe ?' as the Spanish say. How do
I know what may come to them ? and therefore what one of them, at least, may be. You
say one will shape events, and one — events will
shape ; but all is in the hands of a Destiny that
knows what is best. This one, as well as that,
will be controlled by it, I think. There is
Edith now ! walking with — " Mrs. Morey's
brow darkened as she saw who was Edith's
companion, and I looked quickly to see why.
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He was a man of twenty -five or thirty,
of fine figure and haniisome face, sometliing
jnilitary about his carriage, though he had no
uniform. I should not have noticed even so
much but for Mrs. Morey's expression ; I looked
so much more at Edith.
It was a warm May evening ; the sun had
scarcely set, and the twilight was full of the
songs of birds and the odor of early blossoms.
Edith made me think of them as she passed
the house ; her hands full of the ground laurel
and violets, her fair, rosy face under its broadbrimmed hat, and her tall, slender figure spoke
only of youth and the spring. Lighted up
with bloom, and the expression of happy interest, it was a "different, though the same"
face, from the one I had looked at in the little
case. Yet the expression remained of softness
and wonderful ability ; the last considerably
increased by the animation of talking. She
bowed as gracefully as if a breeze passed over
lier as she caught our eyes, and when she was
out of sight left a cold shadow in the room.
Mrs. Morey looked so painfully anxious and
absorbed that I was glad to see somebody come
in at the little gate, and walk up the gravelled
path.
"It is Frank Phillips!" whispered Mrs.
Morey, going herself to the open door.
I knew who he was, and that he was prepared
to go and seek his fortune at the West, like
other young lawyers. I had grumbled, too,
a good deal that he must go, saying to one
and another: "Pray, has all New England
stopped quarrelling, that our youths must go
away towards the sunset to seek their bread,
and leave all our sweet roses ' to pine on the
stem?' Surely there must be room in Boston
for such a man as Frank Phillips !"
But I was told, in answer, that there wasn't
quarrelling enough in Franklin County to keep
a reasonable woman in bonnets, and that Frank
Phillips couldn't wait long enough for Boston to
find him out. In short, that he was to go to
Iowa, and take his large, good-looking eyes with
him. These eyes were his most marked feature,
and were very handsome ; for the rest, he was
tall and stifl'-looking ; his angularity rounded off
after a while, and left him witty, anim.ited, and
interesting ; but this process of warming and
softening seemed necessary every time he met
anybody ; no amount of intimacy made any
difference ; he blushed and looked uncomfortable for a time, then warmed up to softness,
and sensibility, and an overflow of talk ; then
the next time he came, even if it were the
next day, he brought the same rustic, awk-

ward manner, abrupt, cold, and stiff. These
alternations interested you, being natural ; and
gave you the agreeable feeling of having him
in your power, as it were. Ladies always
liked him.
The twilight deepened a little, and the last
crimson of the sunset fell on Mr. Phillips' face.
Was it that, or have the blushes begun again?
It is only Mrs. Allen, and Mary Lyman with
her, turning into the gate. Mary blushed, too,
very sweetly, and without its disturbing the
clear, serene character of her face. It was a
pretty sight to me to see the two faces ; one all
pleasurable embarr■^ssment, and the other fairly
lighted with emotion, and neither speaking a
word. Mrs. Allen "babbled of green fields"
to Mrs. Morey, and I looked on.
Wlien tliey went away, which they did all
together, we remained silent so long that I said
at last, with some impatience, "A pair?"
Mrs. Morey started and laughed. " How did
you know what I was making cut ?"
"It needs no ghost to guess. They would
make a good pair. But why do you look so
troubled, then?"
"My thoughts had been skipping from one
to the other. I was thinking first of Mary,
certainly, but afterwards more of Edith and
Charles Gardner. That was he you saw walking with her. I don't know why it is, but I
have an instinctive repulsion from that man ;
I cannot bear that Edith should be engaged to
"Oh, has it gone so far as that, then?"
said I.
him."
"I suppose so," said Mrs. Morey, slowly, as
if she disliked to admit it to another ; " they
walk together as you saw them to-day, and
last week I saw them riding. He is always
reading to her, or writing poetry, or criticizing
"Really! Criticizing? That's a new way
of making love !"
" It 's his way, and the way with her ; more 's
her."
the" pity!"
Pray, tell me more about her ; describe her
" I can't tell you all I know in two words, as
to me."
the
French lady required of an English sarnn,
but I will tell you so you will know ; luckily,
you understand with a few touches. You
know they are both orphans, and well educated ;that is, bronght up at Mr. Emerson's
school. Both have some money ; enough for
their support ; not enough for temptation to
anybody. To do Gardner justice, I don't believe him mercenary ; indeed, he is the only
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son of a rich father, educated at West Point,
and is lieutenant in tlie army. I don't know
why I don't like the ui.in, but I don't."
'• I just caught a glimpse of his face. Handsome !"
"Oh, well enough I But it's the jewel and
not the setting I 'm thinking of. However, to
describe her. She is as ;ou see in the picture,
'only more so,' flexilile. But no picture can
give you an idea of the amount of ability that
child has. In whatever direction her talents
go, she is remarkable for acquirement. But I
never saw anybody with such a capacity for
good, who h.id so little for evil. Generally
women who can do a great deal one w.iy, can
do great harm too. But Kdith is saved from
that by her natural rectituile and amiaV>iIity.
I don't know how I can express to you the rich
soil and the various culture of her mind. She
seems to accept all learning and play with it.
Languages are mere sport to her, and if you
inquire into any foreign literature, you find
she has been there and is familiar with the best
writers. She is better read than anybody but
a professed scholar. And yet she isn't what
you call a reading woman. The natural sciences are interesting to her, and her faculties
of observation and memory are quick and retentive. What she needs comes to her without effort, and she uses her information gracefully .and without pedantry."
" She must be a prize to you here in Deerfield," said I.
" Yes, we all like her. I don't know how
really fond we are of her. But, if the fates
should Send her into the forests of Maine tomorrow, she would find herself entirely comfortable among mountains, lumber, and the
coarsest ph-ises of humanity. She would drop
the woman of society, assume the wood-nymph
at once, count and measure logs, and make the
solitudes vocal with harmony. There seems
enough about her and in her to make a dozen
common women, and yet you are sure that
whenever she loves, she will so take the hue
of the beloved as to lose her own identity, and
be wholly absorbed in his nature. This is why
I feel so anxious about her, and unwilling she
should marry this officer, whom I don't at all
like."
"I don't wonder at your anxiety," said I,
looking again at the daguerreotype ; "but this
flexible character — it will be happy for her,
too."
" If she marries well, yes. But if not, she
is a lost woman. She will cast herself headlong on the tide of her affections, sweep they
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how they may. Rocks, gulfs, it is all the
same to her."
Mrs. ilorey sighed again.
" Why are you so very sure ? She may
show more character and individuality than
This was stupid of me, and amounted to
you think."
nothing ; but 1 could not bear to see .Mrs. Morey's anxious face. However, my inane hopefulness had one good effect : it set her talking.
" Not she. My dear, she has had three lovers
this summer. Something or other broke each
of the affairs off. Yet each love (if it can be
called love which was so very young, and
strangled before it had time to be much of a
character) — each love was as absolute a surrender ofindividuality, while it lasted, as if no
such person as Edith May existed. Whether
it were the gay divinity student with whom
she talked poetry and sung chants in the twilight ;or the precise man of family, for whom
she ont-Dombey'd Dombey himself, she turned
sweetly her face to ber sun-god and was satisfied. By her conversation, any time, I could
tell what sort of lover she had in train. If she
were a muse, and spent her twilights in warbling wild German ballads, 1 could guess why ;
or if she chatted of blood, respectability, position, and 'those people,' I knew some 'suitable' person was in the wind. I never was
mistaken."
We had been talking with only one light on
the table, and the evening was nearly worn
away. Suddenly the door opened and Edith
May stood before us. She was alone, and shut
the door behind her with a hurried gesture.
We both started from our seats. " Is anything the matter?" we said, simultaneously.
"Nothing!"
We both looked at her ; but something in
her pale face foibade us to ask any questions.
She stood still, with eyes so stem and almost
haggard in expression that I should not have
guessed the face to be the same one 1 had seen
in careless bloom passing the window au hour
before.
" I came in to bid yon good-by, that 's all.
I am going with Mr. Allen to New York in the
morning."
" To be gone long? Is it not very sudden ?"
said Mrs. Morey, looking anxiously at her.
"Yes, quite," said Edith, and her lips quivered.
Feeling sure that she had something to tell
besides adieus, I left the room, and for half an
hour heard a low murmur in the parlor. Then
the hall-door was shut, and Mrs. Morey tapped
at mine.
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" I know you won't sleep," said she, smiling,
" while you have this mystery lying like a
nightmare on you. And, indeed, 1 only wish
you felt as glad as I do, at this sorrow. It is
all off. I am so thankful !"
"Anything very particular? very distressing? anything you can tell ?" said I, with polite
curiosity.
' ' Not very well. He is a flirt and a coxcomb.
Luckily she had not got beyond soundings. So
when he showed himself what he was, Edith
was able to give him a touch of her quality
that shut his mouth like a spring. She was
calm when she came in, but she got very much
excited telling me about it. However, she determined to go away, and stay away till she
was sure of herself. I can't tell you how thankful Iam. I couldn't kiss the child enough, I
was so glad ! ' '
And I was glad, too, though I was not sure
why.
The next morning we heard that Lieutenant
Gardner had been ordered to Council Bluffs,
and was going to Boston ; and that Miss May
had gone to New York to purchase wedding
dresses.
" I just hope they won't see each other for
two months ; I won't ask more. But, to tell
the truth, I should be a little fidgety if they
were to meet in less time."
"Why, I thought it was all off?" said L
" You dear, simple soul ! as if that were anything but an advantage ! if— he would have it
so. But, on the whole, I think I can trust
Edith's pride. That was mortally wounded, I
believe. I am glad the man Gardner has gone,
though 1 he won't be meddling and making
mischief with my other pet. You see, two
gentlemen are too many for our limited population ;one is enough."
"You have never told me anything about
your pet. Did I get her character right ? If I
did, I will set up for a diviner. Two is quite a
capital."
"Yes, you did very well," answered Mrs.
Morey ; " she is a calm, thoughtful sort of girl ;
the intellectual nature quite subsidiary to the
moral. Whatever she knows to be right, she
will do. Not thinking about it, but from habit
acting out all her good impulses, and uncomfortable ifshe is wrong. I guess she will always prefer a peaceful conscience to any othet
gratification ; so she will think and act just
rightly, and won't break her heart in any case,
'because that wouldn't be right.' I can't say
I sympathize with that sort of woman, and
the happiness she would get. I would rather

call it by its true name, ' Misery, with a mo" Well, this love is in a promising way, I
think ;tive.' "and I don't see why its course shouldn't
be smooth," said I.
Mrs. Morey hesitated.
" ' It has an understanding, but no tongue.'
I hate that way of managing matters. Perhaps
he will speak before he goes. But he is going
next week."
"Next week! Oh, time enough; I only
wish I could stay and see the play played out !
But I shall hear all about it ; you will write to
I heard
and then
connected
miss in a
me."

all about it, but not till long after,
there were peculiar circumstances
with the recital which I cannot dissentence.

FLORENCE.
BY

JULIA

MILLS

DCNIT.

Florence sleeps ;
Where the trailing ivy creeps,
Where the violet's starry eyes
Open to the summer slties,
Wliere the bending lilies nod
Gently o'er the mossy sod,
Where the waving willow weeps —
Florence sleeps.
Florence sleeps.
Wrapped in slumber still and deep,
Deaf to all our loving words,
Zephyr's music — warbling birds ;
Song of joy, or wail of pain,
Ne'er shall pass her lips again ;
Blind to ^11 the tears we weep —
Florence sleeps.
Florence sleeps,
Wrapped in slumber still and deep ;
Blue eyes dim with death's eclipse,
Kigid form, and dumb cold lips.
Childish hands, so often pressed
To a mother's throbbing breast.
All, their moveless rest shall keep —
Florence sleeps.
Florence sleeps
"Where the trailing ivy creeps ;
Gem too pure for mortal eyes.
Now she shines in Paradise ;
Free from earthly stain or sin.
Loving angels led her in:
Christ his tender lambs will keep —
Florence sleeps.
Florence sleeps;
But her ransomed spirit keeps
Loving watch o'er all our tears,
Over all our cares and fears ;
Stricken mother ! grieving yet.
With such passionate regret,
Can it naught of comfort be
That an angel guardeth thee ?
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ON TUE UNITIES OF DRESS AND
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DRESS

CON-

The fashion of dress is not only mut.ible, but
its perfection is arliitrary. Tliat nliicli will set
off or create beauty in one imlividual, will disfigure or oversliadow even loveliness in another hence,
;
genuine taste is the only guiding
star to be implicitly followed. A dark complexion, wanting this taste, will array herself
in sombre colors, unrelieved by either ribbon
or ornament, and this makes her appear gloomy,
or in ill health ; while a fair or pale one will
adopt tints of some light, washy hue, each to
the utter detriment of her beauty. A sallow
complexion will choose green or blue ; while a
roseate face can only fancy maize, or salmon
tints. A tall figure will, if flounces or trimming
be the vogue, appear without either; while a
short one will be flounced and decorated as
high as the waist, and eKhibit herself as a
walking rotundity of the mercer's stock. There
can be no unities here, no proper adaptation of
style to height and figure. How frequently do
we see a wee little body wearing a large shawl,
■which should be adopted only by her taller sister; and sometimes feathers, too, are displayed
on her bonnet. Feathers and shawls belong exclusively to height ; " flowers, beautifa! flowers," and these but sparingly, should be the
chief head decorations of a little lady.
One of good height may indulge in almost
any freak of fancy ; but one of good taste will
always keep within the bounds of fashion —
never inviting criticism by extravagance of
apparel, in form or texture. The full, flowing
robe, the innumerable flounces, fullings, and
ruches, may all, with great propriety, be adopted
and worn with elegance and refinement by a
lady whose stature will show them to advantage ;but unfortunately, in dress, what we
admire in one person we desire to possess ourselves, without any reference to size, figure, or
complexion. The French are different in this
respect ; their attire may be composed of inexpensive material, yet their manner of wearing
still charms, while we turn with distaste from
more costly robes. These same French ladies
say, that English- women appear as if they were
simply clothes-pegs, to hang the superfluity of
their garments upon, instead of wearing, like
themselves, only sufficient apparel to harmonize
with the prevailing fashion, and that the best
of its kind. No French-woman, nor woman of
good taste, will ever wear imitation lace, this
being an article that may be dispensed with ;
but, if adopted, it should be genuine.
It is

AND

CONTRASTS

OF

COLOR.
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false economy, too, to purchase the former ;
the latter will last m.any years, .ind looks well
to the last. False lace, ill-chosen ribbons, illarranged shawls, extravagant fashions, or the
non-adoption of a new style till it has become
nearly obsolete, mark the incongruities of defective individual taste ; and to these defects
may be added the ill-fitting shoe or boot, the
coarse cotton handkerchief, and the common
looking collar or collarette.
A simple Bengal stripe, or white muslin or
gingham, for morning dress, decorated with a
bow of fresh ribbon — a plain lawn collar and
cuffs — a well-fitted, shining shoe, on which
should be a dainty-looking black rosette — a
fine and unwriiikled stocking, shining hair,
and a smiling face, is a picture sure to charm ;
while the dirty silk dress, or one of other
material, which has been thrown away as too
shabby to wear of an afternoon and evening, is
sure to create ideas of disgust. Wliy should
that which is not presentable in lamp-light be
brought forth into the glare of the morning
sun ? This, too, is an incongruity. Wearing
old shoes about the house is another incongruity, and sadly suggestive of corns — an unenviable implication. Now that curls are once
again about to resume their reign, the means
by which they are obtained must be strictly
kept out of sight, their parade being one of
the worst of incongruities. All which offends
good taste must be banished as an incongruity.
And now a few words as regards contrasts of
color. Dark complexioned girls should, if they
adopt a black color in dress — and, after all,
black is never out of place — lighten it up with
ribbons of scarlet, rose, or light magenta ; pink,
excepting it be of a magenta tint, is trying to a
dark skin. Maize color harmonizes well ; and,
where there is a ruddy color in the cheeks, the
ultramarine blue and mauve tints are excellent. This last color has so superseded the
lavender hue, that it is almost superfluous to
mention it as being very unbecoming. Greens
are trying to both complexions, and is a tint
that can only be worn where there is a high
color on the cheeks, which this hue tones down ;
still, some relief is always necessaiy, either of
pink, scarlet, or deep mauve. A rule brunettes will, with advantage, remember, is, that
they will always look best in bright colors ; and
that, though a black dress is ever in good
taste, yet it must he so relieved by lively-tinted
ribbons, or ornaments, that these last shall
give point and support to the whole. Equally
in good taste is a white dress, whether for
morning or evening wear, trimmed with cherry-
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colored ribbons. For blondes white and black
may be worn ; pink, blue, pale mauve, and
that most exquisite of all tints to a fair face,
the pale smalt-blue ; and this should bo Watteau-like, mingled with light but not a washypink, either in ribbons or flowers. Avoid drabs
and stone-colors of every shade ; these belong
to cheeks that have kissed the southern sun.
White bonnets are the most becoming to all
complexions, but should almost invariably have
white strings, to admit of any color dress being
worn, as strings of an opposite and not harmonious contrast will spoil the whole appearance
of the toilet. This same remark may be applied to the gloves, which should be in strict
unison with the dress, and, if possible, be obtained of the same hue ; and where not, steel
or stone, or drab-colored or black, for ordinary
wear, and lemon-colored for dress. Every
material should have its appropriate trimming
and form. Silk, baricje, merino, alpaca, all
must have a diflferent style. Lace is admissible
on some, velvet on others ; but all sliould be
blended in one agreeable whole. Any trimming
which conceals the figure, heightens, widens,
or narrows the shoulders, is in execrable taste.
Velvets on a short lady will look heavy ; but
on a tall one, black velvet trimmed with point
guipure cannot be exceeded by anything for
excellence of taste, and is adapted for dinner
dress of married ladies, but should never be
chosen by any one under twenty-five. A dress
of this kind will suit both dark and fair, for the
guipure is quite sufficient contrast ; only, if the
complexion be dark, the ornaments of bracelets and brooch may be of dead gold, or diamonds, or finely studded steel, or coral ; and
the flowers, dark and white camellias, damask
roses, or scarlet geraniums ; while a fair face
may wear pearls and gold, pearls only, turquoise and gold, and pink topaz and gold ; and
the flowers should be an admixture of white
and bright pink. These few remarks may,
perhaps, help to form a correct taste, which is
frequently intuitive in some natures, and as
frequently is it found to be defective in others ;
but observation of the chief points to be observed in the toilet of one who appears to wear
her robes with grace, will be far more beneficial
than a whole book of advice, which can only
be perceived in theory, and does not admit of
immediate practical application.
HOME I— SWEET

HOME I

Who has not felt the power of that charm
which binds the heart to the home of its early

days — to the spot blessed by a father's smile
and a mother's love ? Amidst all the bustle
and occupation of advanced life — amidst all its
disappointments and trials, the thoughts will
wander back to those happy days, when all
was light, and life, and love ; and fondly linger
over them as the green spot in the desert wilderness. Surely the sun then shone more
brightly ! the trees waved a richer foliage I and
the waters murmured with a softer melody I
Life was then one dream of beauty — a bright
vision which received its coloring from that
freshness of feeling which made life fraught
with enchantment, ere the young heart had
learned to harbor one suspicious thought ; or
one generous and ardent feeling had been chilled
and withered by the worldly wisdom and selfish
prudence of a cold, cold, heartless world. In
those hours when sleep asserts her dominion,
and fancy seems to delight in blending, in one
fantastic group, the past and the present — who
has not visited the home of infancy and felt his
heart beat quick as he again trod the avenue
of that sweet, sequestered spot, and heard the
kindly welcome, and saw that look of tender
love, which was wont to reward every infant
exertion in the acquirement of knowledge ?
There is the cheerful, affectionate band of glad
companions, who played and sung in harmless
glee, who with smiles lit up the hall, and
cheered with songs the hearth — whose voices
mingled in one hymn of praise, and who bent
the knee around one family altar. Sweet and
cherished recollections ! Yes I in dreams we
may revisit that home, and all — even the loved
the lost — are there. But if we should visit it
in our waking hours, might we not realize the
story of the Persian, who came to the place of
his birth and said—" The friends of my youth,
where are they ?" and echo answered, " Where
are they?" The heart may form new — it may
form dearer and stronger ties — chains of affection
to be severed only by the hand of death ; but
there is one feeling which can never be felt
again — that unsuspecting confidence, that warm
enthusiasm, which lent its kindly glow to all it
met. We may love icell — we may rejoice in
tlie possession of a more rational, more intellectual happiness — but the first charm of life
has passed away, like a leaf on the stream, that
will never return.

Love is the shadow of the morning, which
decreases as the day advances. Friendship is
the shadow of the evening, which strengthens
with the setting sun of life.

AX ARTIST'S
ST

CHAPTER

PACL

I.

"Do goon, Prince, or we Ul never get over
at this rate. Here is Katy riglit beside us, and
.Annie at my back almost, and — there, now, if
you ain't provoking !"
"Ha! ha! ha I that's for your laziness,
Ben I" exclaimed a merry voice. "Why didn't
you carry the basket in your hand t Now it 's
all wet, and Aunt Ellen's nice cakes, and your
box of paints, too, and — 0 dear I I forgot all
about my new shoes. Run and catch it, Ben ;
gttlcl; before it gets down in the water — the
water will ruin them."
"Ha! ha! ha! who 's lazybones now? Catch
it yourself. If you hadn't laughed at me —
tliere, Annie has it — good for you, Annie ! yoii
don't mind a wet skirt. 0, isn't it prime !
crossing the creek, Katy ? What are you about.
Prince ? go along with you !"
"I wish he would throw yon off."
"Prince throw iiny one! why, he couldn't
throw a chicken."
"Well, I wish he would slide from under
you, or lie down in the creek. Down, Prince !
down with you !"
" You Kate ! hold up, there. Prince — there !
t.ike th-it, then, and obey orders next time.
Kate, if I don't be even with you, just see,"
sputtered the boy, as he rose from the water
where the dog, in obedience to Katy's command, had suddenly deposited his load.
" Ha ! ha !" gurgled up from the little maid's
lips. "0 dear! isn't it prime crossing the
creek, Ben ? Oh, dear, I can scarcely stand."
"Then lie down, why don't you?" rejoined
Ben, drily, as he reached the bank, and sat
down on a huge rock, shaking the dripping
w.iter from his hat, and pressing it out of his
long curls, vowing vengeance meanwhile on
the dog, which at that moment stood beside his
srster in an attitude of supreme innocence.
Katy stood midway in the creek, holding her
basket on her head with one hand, while the
other was pressed against her side as her musical laughter rang out on the calm summer
air.
" Very funny, indeed !" muttered Ben, as he
looked out of the comer of his dark eye, striving
at the same time to repress the smile which
struggled on his lips.

STORY.

LA I- HIE

" Indeed it is ; it 's real prime."
"O pshaw !" ejaculated Ben, as he clapped
his hat upon his head and arose. "I wish I
had pone round by the bridge."
" I am sure it 's your own fault, then. Annie
and I agreed just to please yon ; but no matter
what we do, there's no satisfying you."
" Don't you feel pretty cool ?" inquired Annie, a girl of perhaps fifteen, and the eldest of
the group, as she reached the bank and placed
a large bundle, together with the rescued
basket, at her feet.
" Rather, " replied Ben, a broad smile spreading over his handsome face. "Served me
right. I won't impose on Prince again in a
hurry. I just believe he enjoys the joke as
much as any of you. Come here. Prince ; I
don't bear spite." Prince approached him with
a dignified step. " Good for you ; there 's no
cowardice about you, anyhow. But I say, Katy,
we had best be moving ; there 's no knowing
but Uncle Ben might be at home before us."
"Yes, indeed!" replied Katy, "and I would
not for the world miss seeing him stepping out
of the coach. Dear Uncle Benjamin ! what
makes you call him ' Ben' ?"
" What makes you call me Ben ?"
" But you are very different from Uncle Benjamin. YoH ' Ben' indeed ! what else should
we call you ?"
To this Ben made no reply, but ran on before, alternately whistling and singing.
Then it was that I, the Uncle Benjamin in
question, emerged from my place of concealment and looked after the happy party wistfully, ere I acted upon an idea which occurred
to me as I witnessed them crossing the creek.
Bringing forth my pencil and paper, 1 sketched
this picture : A soft summer afternoon, with
fleecy clouds drifting dre.imily overhead, and
the greenest of meadow-l.ind beneath ; fullarmed trees waving to the right as far as the
eye could command, and gracing either edge
of the creek, whose waters flashed back in my
eyes in myriad rays the glare of the noon-day
sun, till it really seemed at that moment a belt
of molten silver. In the middle of the stream
a large Newfoundland dog, holding in his mouth
117
a basket, and bestrode by a lad of nine summers ;the former picking his steps daintily as
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a lady might, heedless of the remonstrances
and blows of his youthful rider. The latter
was a picture in himself, with his hat pushed
back from his energetic face, and his long brown
curls Heating in the air ; his ankles bare, and
his brown arm raised above his head as by dint
of blows and cries he urged on his ill-trained
charger. A little to the left, and following the
dog, a demure little creature of eleven with
silky yellow hair and coral lips, and the softest of hazel eyes, who stepped out from stone
to stone deliberately, as one determined to
guard her steps. Following her, Annie, a girl
of fifteen, who in her turn picked her steps
cautiously, gl.ineing around occasionally as if
she were drinking in the incense of the glorious
day unfolded before her, or gazing down dreamily upon the variegated pebbles her brown feet
spurned.
I say I sketched this picture ; all but the
features of the young girl whom my nepliew
called Annie ; but when I came to that part of
my work, memory and imagination failed me.
And here I may as well introduce myself to the
reader in my profession of artist, whiling away
the hot summer weeks in a long promised visit
to Rutledge, the home of my earlier days, and
the only spot on earth that offered me the sympatliy of kindred. The coach had set me down
at my Aunt Susan's door half an hour previous,
and when I had in some measure gratified her
curiosity, permitting her to turn me around in
as many lights as should have satisfied the
whim of a bride in viewing her wedding-ring, I
stole out with the very laudable purpose of
surprising iiiy good Aunt Ellen, who lived about
a mile distant. On my way, I became an unobserved spectator of the charming scene described in the commencement of this chapter,
having concealed myself behind a clump of
elder bushes.
As I sauntered along, whisking a pebble now
and then from the roadside with my walkingstick, hugging to my heart the anticipations of
my Aunt Ellen's greeting, my mind would go
back to the scene I had just witnessed, and I
would endeavor to recall the face of the charming Annie. Where to place her 1 In vain I
bethought me of the neighbor's children ; none
of them would sit for her portrait. A lucky
thought ! My Aunt Ellen would save me profitless conjectures.
Dear Aunt Ellen ! How she started when I
strode into the old-fashioned buttery after her
(failing to find her elsewhere) and demanded a
glass of milk I But young blood will be thoughtless at times, and hasty, and oblivious of con-

ventional forms ; especially where one is visiting old and tried friends. Of course Auut Ellen
must accompanyme over to Susan's — " Nathan
could follow at his leisure : she intended going
over as it was, to be there when I arrived ; but
one thing and another (I thought of the basket
and bundles I had observed at th^edge of the
creek) had kept her back ; but she would go
right
" I now."
suppose you met the children ; they left
here a little while before you came in."
In answer to this, I related my stratagem.
"You are the same old sixpence, Benjamin.
I suppose you are wondering who it was that
you saw with them. That was Annie Clemmens,
poor child ! You never heard that story ?"
" No, but I would like to, if it is interesting."
"Annie's mother died when Annie was an
infant, lier father said. Mr. Clemmens came
out here to Rutledge about ten years ago, to
recruit his health, and as he appeared a proper
sort of person, with a dear little girl to take
care of, we all took to him naturally as a friend.
Well, he lived With Susan, paying the liighest
price for everything to prevent our being imposed on, as lie often said with a laugh ; he
lived with us from June to November, and still
lie didn't appear anxious to return to the city.
Susan said she guessed he was better served
with us. He was a delicate man, very fond of
his daughter, and very fond of his studies and
of his papers. Doctor Grayson and Elder Dixon
said he was the greatest scholar they ever met
(though I am sure Annie don't take after her
father in that — she doesn't dislike going to
school), and a great philosopher. He was a
gentleman born, I have no doubt. Don't you
think there is something more than common
about Aunie ?"
I have an idea that my face betrayed me
when this abrupt question was asked ; but I
replied, honestly —
"Yes, I think there is."
"Every one notices it ; so I was just wondering what a painter like you would say."
Unsophisticated Aunt Ellen ! Did you think
your nephew perceived no other reason than
your words conveyed ; that he did not interpret
the sudden narrowing of your honest blue eyes
as you put the question, and the eflbrt to repress the smile on your lips when you received
the answer ?
" But I did not finish my story. One morning when Susan called Mr. Clemmens to breakfast and received no answer, she took the
liberty to walk into his room, thinking like as
not he might be sick. But he was nowhere to
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be seen. Slie was a good deal startled tlien,
you may be sure, wlieu she saw that the bed
was as smooth as she had left it the day before,
and then, as she has told me many and many
a time, she just burst out crying. She feared
something was wrong all along, she said afterwards, and she said she had a presentiment
that Mr. Clemmens would go off suddenly,
either one way or another, though it wasn't
clear to her how ; but she dreaded suicide."
"Suicide! why what was there about Mr.
Clemmens to warrant such a supposition?"
"I don't know; lie was gentle as a cliild
generally ; but he had a strange way with hira
at times — after all it is only an idea ; he may
be living yet. Susan found a hundred dollars
in a note lying on the bed, which the note
stated might be used on Annie's account nntil
we would hear from him again, and that was
every word. It took us dreadfully at a short,
and what made it worse, poor little .Annie cried
after her ' Pa' from morning till night."
"And yon have never heard from him since?"
I inijuired, after waiting a reasonable length of
time to permit her to resume the story.
" Not a word."
"Strange," I murmured, musingly.
" There 's a romance for you, now ; you
painters are a romantic set. But here we are
at the door.
Down, Prince, down I"
This to the Newfoundland, which by sundry
overtures expressed a warm desire to cultivate
my acquaintance.

CHAPTER

II.

I wocLD advise my young readers, and especially those of a sentimental turn, to beware of
ducking their heads in deep water with the
expectation of obtaining a glimpse at a wedding-ring, under the impression that Annie
Clemmens is Mrs. Carrol in prospective. True,
when the question, "What do you think of
Annie ?" was propounded to me repeatedly by
my friends, it would be difficult for me to say
just how I answered it. Every one appeared
to regard her as a very promising girl, a very
beautiful, and a very superior girl, considering
her age ; and it seemed to me that every one
was anxious to hear " Uncle Ben's" opinion,
and, having nothing to conceal, I did not prolong their suspense. Viewed in an artistic
light, I admired her style of beauty, and I w.a3
charmed with her disposition (which, by the
way, wss not exactly the disposition commonly
laid down for mo<iel young Kidies), while her
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dignity and directness of character commanded
my respect — why should I deny it ?
So that "Uncle Ben's" opinion was received
in a totally different spirit from that which my
anticipating reader may have supposed, and
the "artistic" reasons given did not raise an
eyebrow a hair higher or deepen a wrinkle
deeper in all Rutledge ; and when I say that of a
small, obscure village, whose inhabitants prided
themselves npon their sharp-sightedness, " seeing just as far through a grindstone as other
people," and into other people's motives (business affairs, properly), why, I say a great deal.
I had seen in my time many beautiful women
— how could it be otherwise ? A man of ray
age — however, it is unnecessary to mention
that. I was only going to Siiy th.at after one
has roamed over the Tyrol, and loitered around
Geneva, and lounged through Venice, Madrid,
and Constantinople — well, beauty has very few
new forms for him. So when I spoke of my
first view of Annie Clemmens, I w.is simply
expressing an artist's enthusiasm, and nothing
more.
At Rutledge (dear old Rutledge ! how I love
to recall the halcyon hours spent beneath the
shade of thy long-armed, towering trees, on
thy greenest of velvety walks ; and thy crystal
waters, when shall I quaff again their equal ?)
^.at Rutledge we lived well. By that I mean
that the mornings always found us anxious to
measure the coming hours with those just
passed, to see if it were possible to add to our
complement of rational enjoyment. Not that
we were an idle set ; we belonged strictly to
the working-world ; even I, the lazy artist
(we are proverbially lazy, it seems), found
something to do ; and it was the boast of my
aunts that whatever I undertook I accomplished, from the repairing of the family clock
to the completion of the " rookery" which Aunt
Susan's good man left unfinished ; to say nothing about the successful treatment of a vicious
cow, and a sick pullet, and divers other matters
that time will not permit me to recapitulate
here. I acquired the reputation of availability,
since, in the natural course of events, it devolved upon me to entertain visitors, decide all
disputes (where I was not directly or indirectly
interested), and pLay the errand boy in the
absence of my hopeful nephew.
" Benjamin," said my Aunt Susan, one afternoon, as I lay down under the shade of the
porch npon the bench at the side of the door,
after assisting my annt to "string" a huge
bowl of beans — "Benjamin, it seems to me
Annie and Kate are a good while away.
I al-
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ways feel uneasy about them after a heary
rain like the one we 're had tliis morning ;
they are so apt to take the short cut across the
footbridge, and sometimes the creek 's very
high."
"Which way did they go?" I inquired,
hastily, lifting my feet quickly, and standing
on them firmly.
" Your hat 's out in the hall. They went
over to Deacon Winter's after your letters and
papers."
I was walking towards the bridge rapidly
when I thought I heard a cry. In an instant I
had dashed through the brushwood lining the
creek, when I beheld Annie clinging to the
narrow footboard, striving to draw herself upon
it, and buffeting madly with the swift water.
She had fallen upon the upper side of the
treacherous board, and the water, which at that
point was exceedingly swift, resembling a millrace in its velocity, was gradually bearing her
down and under the board, while Katy stood
upon the shore, rending the air with her cries.
A few bounds carried me to the spot, and a
minute later the poor girl lay fainting upon the
shore. Altogether there was very little heroism displayed upon my part ; to stoop down,
while standing securely upon a firm footing, and
raise a half-drowned girl from the water was a
matter easily accomplished ; and yet, as I
looked down upon her pallid face, I thought I
had done something in saving her life, something to be thankful for, since I was the instrument chosen for the purpose.
I have narrated this incident that the reader
may obtain a better insight into the position of
parties and the state of affairs at the Carrol
Farms than could perhaps be conveyed in any
other way. Annie was still the same quiet,
reserved girl that she was when I first dropped
down amongst them ; but I perceived that in
her manners when she approached me now
that bespoke a growing esteem ; formerly I had
observed a studied carelessness of my presence
and a total disregard for my tastes and opinions.
Her manner, as displayed now, occasioned the
following remarks, which I could not avoid
overhearing had such been my wish : —
"Annie has grown quite humble before Benjamin ;she used to act very independent, but
DOW it seems she understands him better. Did
she ever tell you she thought him too proud ?"
This from my Aunt Susan to my Aunt Ellen,
who rejoined —
" No ; but I know she thinks more of his
good opinion than of anything we could say, or
all Rutledge either, for that matter. And Ben-
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jamin— wouldn't it be strange if he should take
a fancy to her, after rambling over the world,
and having so many to pick from ?"
"Indeed, I think that's nature. Sam Roberts married his old playmate. May Warner,
poverty and all, taking in her old grandmother ;
and he was five years in England, Secretary of
Litigation, amongst the finest ladies in the
world, they say. Sensible folks know that old
friends are best. For my part, I think Annie
is the making of as good a woman as ever
lived, and plenty good for Benjamin. He appears terrible unsettled like, somehow."
As I have said before, the hours sped past so
happily during my visit to Rutledge, and so
rapidly, that it was with the greatest disinclination that I could bring myself to look forward
to business. Upon the morning of my departure, as I stood on the porch, surrounded
by the family, awaiting the approach of the
coach, and indulging in playful badinage, Annie, who had been unusually quiet, suddenly
said, in answer to one of my remarks —
"You don't mean that, Mr. Carrol; you
know you love Rutledge, and you would be very
sorry if you thought you would never see us
"Very true, Annie," I replied, promptly;
" I cannot deceive you, it seems. I shall come
again."
back
some day to see my old friends. But I
think it will be some time before I visit you
again ; I dare say you will have a house of
your own to invite me to, then."
" Perhaps, if you stay away long ; but I
think not."
" And why ?" I inquired, scanning her face
closely, as the thought occurred to me that,
after all, my aunts were in the right.
" Because."
"A very good reason ; but I don't just see
the force of it. Well, here comes the coach ;
I 'II have to go without the reason, I suppose."
"/can guess it, uncle," said my nephew, as
a merry twinkle played in his eyes.
"Hush, you Ben!" exclaimed Kate, in an
earnest tone. My aunts smiled, and poor Annie's face suddenly became scarlet. The coach
was awaiting me — I bade them a hasty farewell and took my seat — the driver gave a shrill
whistle, cracked his whip loudly, and we rolled
away from the door.

CHAPTER

III.

That was in the year '52, I think — yes, I
remember now that I was called to the South
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after my return from Rutledjje to fill Colonel
Wikiilad's orders ; and a very pleasant and
remunerative trip it proved. But I was detained much longer than I desired, or dreamed
of in setting out. Wlien I returned to
,
which was at the end of nine months, I found
strange news awaiting me. This news was
conveyed to me in a letter from my Aunt Ellen,
and — . But I will take the liberty to transcribe
it for the benefit of the reader.
Rl-TLKDOE,

11, 1853.

Mt Dear Besjamik : I take my pen iu hand
this morning to inform you that we are all well
at present, hoping these few lines may find you
enjoying the same, for which blessing we should
be thankful. Our graudniece and grandnephew
Benjamin have both had the measles pretty
bad, but are now doing as well as could be expected. Benjamin, in particular, is growing
more and more like you every day ; he is a
perfect torment to us ; but Nathan Bates says
it 's his constructioness and love of order,
which Nathan says is Heaven's first law. But
my opinion is i/iiorder rules wherever Benjamin
and phrenology is. The chickens suflTer a good
deal. I tried your cure for the pullet ; it works
first-rate. To tell you the news, Annie's father
has come back from California, and Australia,
and dear knows where else, with a great deal
of money. He went away to liunt up witnesses
to prove his right to an estate in England,
wandered over the land of gold, working about
half time to pay his way. He has come direct
from England. He wasn't just certain of gaining his suit, so wouldn't write till it was settled,
and then he concluded to come for his daughter,
who is now a titled lady by rights. But her
father won't wear a title ; all he wanted was
Uis own, and that was for the sake of his child.
Poor Annie is dreadfully made up. We are all
anxious to see you here again. Come out as
soon as you can spare the time. Miss Harris
is married again to .loe Wheeler On account of
the bad state of the crops this year things don't
turn out quite so well as we expected, and
Ro.seanna has been kicking up her heels as
bad as ever.
We need you pretty bad.
From your afifectionate ArxT Ellen.
P. S. Just like you alw.iys said about a woman's letter, I left out the most important part.
Bring me a paper of assorted needles (and be
sure they are not like the last you brought,
without eyes) and Robinson Crusoe for Ben ;
the boy lias been craving it ever since you
Were here.
VOL. LXIII. — 11
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As the allusion to " Roseanna" may possibly
puzzle the reader, it might be proper to state
here that " Roseanna" was a vicious cow. The
remainder of the letter will explain itself. Concerning the eyeless needles, I have not a word
to say, further than that it could scarcely be
expected that a, young man, and an artist,
would think of opening a paper of needles iu
the presence of a pretty slici]ikeHper to look for
their eyes when he had living eyes before him.
I sat down and answered my aunt's letter,
sent the needles, and the book, ami a few trifles
besides; stating that " imperative business demanded my presence in
, else I would
have carried them to Rutledge with pleasure" —
congratulated Miss Clemniens upon her good
fortune ; regretted my inability to reform
" Roseanna" ; pretended astonishment at Miss
Harris's behavior in permitting herself to marry
any one, were tlie crops ever so bad, and concluded by informing them that I would visit
Rutledge "as soon as I could make it conveAnd then — I drew out the secret drawer of
nient."
my
portable writing-case, and took up Annie
Clemmens's miniature (I had painted it from
memory) and casting it into tlie fire, sat watching it unrelentingly until it was lost in the gray
ashes. And why ? Because there was a gulf
between us th.at no ingenuity, no perseverance,
no labor of mine could span. Was she not an
heiress, the daughter of a nobleman, while I—
what was I ? A poor artist, immeasurably
poor compared with her.
And now that the secret is out, I will confess
that from the first I loved this young girl.
During my visit to the South my mind would
daily revert to our parting, and I would recall
with pleasure the expression of my nephew,
his sister's remonstrance, my aunt's smiles and
Annie's confusion. But now the dream was
over. I had made preparations to revisit Rutledge immediately upon my return to
;
but with this news before me, I suddenly
changed my mind.
Is it an easy m.itter to control your feelings?
to say to the heart — Be free from this love ;
dwell on this thought ; cast out that? I pity
those who strive for this self-control ; but I
pity those most who succeed in olrtaiuing it.
We care little for the scentless flower.
The "imperative business" which demanded
my presence in
, did not detain me long.
I had promised myself a visit to Paris, and thither Iwent.
Two years

rolled around.

I was

back

iu
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once more.
With a little more fame, a
little more experience, a trifle more of the
world's goods and less happiness ; I found
myself amongst old friends again. Lounging
through the public square one lazy autumn
morning, I caught a glimpse at a face turned
towards me suddenly as its owner alighted from
a carriage. Although the distance between us
was considerable, my heart bounded violently,
and I felt the blood rushing swiftly to my face
with a tingling sensation almost painful. It
did not require a second glance to assure me
that I had seen Miss Clemmens — unless she
had changed her name, which I argued was the
most probable state of the case. Instead of
walking towards her, I suddenly became interested in the gambols of a bouncing, flaxenhaired child and its companion, a full-blooded
spaniel, till now unnoticed by me. But although my attention was apparently wholly
given to the antics of the child and dog, I could
perceive Miss Clemmens standing beside the
carriage awaiting the descent of an elderly gentleman, and, judging from his movements, an
invalid. I stood awhile watching the child and
dog, then retracing my steps, sought my room.
I did not fancy a meeting, and, as in all likelihood Ihad escaped recognition, I felt less guilty
in avoiding her.
" You are as pleasant as a bear or a northeast'wind, " said my friend Quincy to me a
day or two afterwards; "what is the matter
with you, Carrol f"
" Oh, I 'm a little out of gear, I suppose," I
replied, quietly.
"I should say so," responded my friend.
" Here I have taken the trouble to bring you
that flattering notice I was speaking of yesterday, hoping to receive an invitation to dine, at
least. I was just hesitating between Miller's
and Sandretzky's ; Miller is good enough in
his way, but his waiters are intolerable. Egad !
a man sits down to dinner and gets up from
supper there !"
" Well," I said, interrupting him, and langhing in spite of myself, " we will go to Sandretzky's."
"No, no; hang the dinner! I was only
joking. But I would like to know your trouble,
Carrol."
Quincy was the best friend I had in the
world, hut I could not tell even him.
"Well, well, I only wanted to give you my
sympathy, but I see it is something I have no
business with." Then, musing a minute, he
exclaimed — "I have it! Let ns go down to
L
. I 'm a little short of funds, but I can

borrow for a couple of montlis, and we '11 have
a grand trip, eh ? You want change ;
is
disagreeable to you just now."
" Agreed 1" I replied, quickly.
"Well, when do we set out f To-morrow, I
"To-morrow."
suppose ?"
" Now you look natural. Well, I '11 get
ready, then.
And," he added, as he walked
off, " if L
don't bring back the old fire to
your eyes, I'm mistaken."
Upon what little pivots our lives turn ! I, a
young man, verging upon misanthropy, like a
rudderless ship, driven about between wind
and weather, permitted my friend to dispose of
my time according to his fancy. This thought
occurred to me as I sauntered out in the evening, scarcely knowing whither, but glad to
escape from the solitude of my rooms.
" Ah, my blue ! I was just going after you ;
I forgot to tell you that Dempster is in town.
Let us go and hear him."
It was my friend Quincy. He passed his
arm through mine familiarly, and led me oft"
with him, talking gayly, and forcing me to
laugh at his drolleries. Of course my friend
had to point out to me the new faces, criticizing
the manners and features of the aspirants to
public favor cleverly, and giving me scraps of
biographies which were very amusing, since
they were altogether free from malice or auytliing approaching spleen. Quincy's friends
said his failings leaned to mercy's side.
" But I have a face to show you, Carrol, "pursued my friend, "that has created a vast amount
of speculation during the last two months."
Here he directed my attention to a lady occupying a private box to our left, whose back at that
moment was towards us. ' ' There are all sorts of
stories afloat concerning her. First she was an
English woman, some said a marchioness ; then
she was a French woman, and an actress ; then
again we had it she was an American, fresh
from the country. There is no doubt about
one thing, it is positive, beyond question that
she is immensely rich. I meet her often in
company with an old gentleman — her father, I
think — and sometimes she is accompanied by
a young girl and a handsome young rogue
about twelve years old, or thereabouts. Doubtless they are with her now ; they generally
accompany her to places of amusement. I
have taken the trouble to ascertain her real
name, and 1 would venture my life upon it that
she is English ; there is nothing of the American about her, and that absurd story about
two old women raising her in
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Whatever my frieud may have said afterwards
fell upou dead ears, for at that moment the
subject of his remarks turneil her head around

" Glad to make your acquaintance, my young
Apollo I" exclaimed my friend, as he proffered
his hand to my nephew. " So you are going

slowly, and Anuie Clemmens' eyes met mine
fully. At the same instant a roguish face with
dimpled cheeks set in a cloud of clustering
brown curls was thrust forward quickly, and as
liastily withdrawn ; then a shy, timid face
peered out eagerly until its eyes met mine,
when a fair little liand was held up in recognition, and I knew I had looked upon my nephew
and niece. My eyes were riveted upon the
form of Annie Clemmens, who still maintained
her position, looking at me calmly and complacently, when I was reminded of my situation
by my friends.
"Well, my handsome fellow, you are after
him, it seems.
Carrol!"
When I turned around, my nephew was at
my side, cap in hand, and bowing to Quincy.

to carry your uncle oil' from me ?"
"You can have him .again to-morrow," rejoined Ben, readily, at which Quincy turned a
knowing look npon me. "Well, well; go
along with you, Carrol ; I see how it is. And
you — I must cultiv,ate your acquaintance, my
lad" — shoving my nephew up the aisle before
me as he spoke. " I wonder I did not perceive
your resembUince to your uncle sooner."
All this occurred before the singer made his
appearance; we had the ballads afterwards.
" When do you think you will be ready for
me, Carrol?" inquired my frieud, the following
morning. " Perhaps you have changed your
"I think," I replied, "I will put the tripoflf
mind."
for the present."
"Just so ; I am not at all surprised. But if
one should miss you from town one of these

The boy's eyes fairly danced with delight as he
grasped my hand convulsively. I believe in
my heart that nothing but the glare and the
eyes of the multitude prevented me from shedding tears, the transition from despondency to
joy was so rapid.

days, where would he be likely to find you ?"
" I suppose the most likely place would be
Rutledge," I responded, slowly, after deliberating afew minutes ; " I have half a notion to
settle down there." But I beg leave to assure

"They want yon over, uncle," said Ben,
smilingly.

the reader that it is only A«//' a notion ; I won't
say positively, and I don't like to be (Questioned.

" My nephew," I replied to Quincy's look of
astonishment.
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The shades of nigbt hnng dark on Melria's walls,
The low'riag clouds bung dark all through the sky.
But many a lamp gleamed bright in Melviu's balls
Although the midnight hour had plodded by,
And drowsy night-birds hueb'd their plaining cry ;
For gather'd there were lords of high degree,
And knights as brave as ever pois'd on high.
A lance, in those old days of chivalry,
Or bent to ladies fair the fond, adoring knee.
'Twas Melvin'g honored birth-night.
From the east.
And west, and north, and south, for leagues away,
These goodly men had come to grace the feast
Of their illustrious host, with spirits gay ;
The vales had rung with horns the livelong day.
And hill and mount so loved their silvery wail,
They laughed in echo back— of some array
The joyous harbinger — a wordless tale
Of steed-borne lords' approach, yclad in shining mail.
MsLTiir ! most noble and illastrioas name !
To speak it was an honor to the tongue !
The bravest lord upon the scroll of fame 1
Whose deeds in deathless rhyme the minstrels sang ;
Aye, great he was! and, verily, among
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The chieftains of his day none was more grand ;
Nor battlement nor turret ever flung
Its shade o'er kindlier halls in any land.
Than those which owned the sway of his good, generons
hand.
Glad was the honr, and merry was each gaest.
For wine of ancient vintages had flow'd
Since nightfall, and each heart was blest
With olden memories which, waken'd, strode
Along the chambers of the brain, or rode
On recollection's wing in faery flight.
Vexing the tongue in most bewitching mode
To give them utterance.
Thus lord and knight
Spake of legends gone by, and deeds of wondrous might.
And while thus drinking in the olden lore
Which willing tongues gave to the eager ear,
With sudden grate back flew the pond'rous door,
And lo, all pale and quivering with fear,
Grea.t Melvin's only daughter — fair Elvere—
Stood in the presence of the compaoy!
And wail'd she thus: "Come hither, father, dear!
Come hither quick, or I am lost to thee,
For in the scarlet-room strange spirits call to me !"
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Ah, sweet Elvere, the anj^el of the vale!
Had I the pi)wer to heaveu's language trace,
I scarce would venture, fearful I should fail,
To paint the angelic beauty of her face,
Or her form's matchless elegance and grace :
And, mortal as she was, had she been raised
To God's abode, none in the holy place
"Would thought her earthly, but they would have gaz'd
Upon her radiant loveliness and been amaz'd !
Her form was half apparel 'd, as in haste
She had forsook her couch — her long brown hair
UaroU'd its ringlet wealth below her waist,
Through which her snowy throat and shoulders fair
Were seen so white — her peerless arms were bare,
But when she saw all eyes were on her bent,
She gather'd up her robes with modest care
And screen'd them in its folds ; while came and went
The crimson on her cheek, she was so innocent.
The noble rose and hasten'd to his child
And said, as round her form he placed his arm :
*' Elvere, fear not, thy fancy runneth wild
In dream uncouth, that causeth thee alarm.
Spirits, my child, ne'er work to mortals harm—
'Tis from the living we have most to fear ;
Then hie thee back to sleep, nor mar the charm
Of these glad moments with thy fancy queer,
And may the sweetest dreams be thine till morn appear. "
"With this he kiss'd her cheek ; then with a sigh
She turn'd away, and by a taper's light
Crept to her distant chamber tremblingly,
For still her heart was faint with deep affright,
A fever rag'd in her poor brain that night,
But faded from her cheek its crimson stain,
As in low tones she deemed a fiendish sprite
Upon her call'd ; hut as she calmed again
The febrile heat return'd and burn'd her throbbing brain.
On, thr.ough the solitary galleries,
She takes her silent way with softest treadWithout, the wind howls di<?mal through the trees,
And at the sound she stops! above her head
The pale-eyed taper lifts with woful dread,
And forward leaning, peers into the gloom
And lists! but happily the sound has fled —
She harries, pois'd on tiptoe, to her room
And enters it as one at midnight would a tomb.
At first, half ope she leaves the massy door.
And just beyond its threshold stops and peers.
Half-startled, all around.
Each object wore
An anfamiliar look, as if long years
Had laps'd since last she viewed it. Bat her fears
She quieteth, save when along the walls
The shivering tapestry fills her ears
With stealthy sounds, like ghost-steps in old halls,
As on its swaying folds the rising night-wind falls.
Her searching eye detects no
While calmness tames the
Still, ready-nerved, if needs
She wooeth her soft couch

lingering sprite.
fear that sways her breast ;
she would make flight,
and prays for rest.

Anon, her temples, which seem outward press'd.
Throb with the fever that as&ails her brain ;
A heat afflicts her, as if flame possess'd
Her snowy form, and crept through every vein,
While her mind wanders, and she sighs and moans in
pain.

Down in the banquet-hall, with gayest pace.
The hours danc'd on and all weut merrily ;
Tales still were told, but with more noise than grace,
And silver beakers tipped right cheerily:
Ah, happier men than they could never be,
As there they sat in laughing, glad array,
Their spirits buoyant as the argosy
That brought the wine they drank from climes away,
But happiness on earth, alas, hath fickle stay.
Without, the snarling winds, on mischief bent.
Awoke lull'd night and rous'd the sleeping val^—
Up in the black and shapeless firmament
The jagged lightnings traced their fiery trail ;
While with mad voice, heard on the rising gale.
The muttering thunders jarr'd the deep profound,
When, 0 ye saints! there came a piercing wail —
A scream of agony !— a painful sound
That stung the ear, like ghoul-shrieks under ground.
The noble Melvin cried, " My child ! my child !"
Snatch'd quick a torch, aud followed by each guest,
Dash'd through the frighted halls, like madman wild,
And burst into her room. She^s gone! His breast
He fiercely beats, and cries with soul distrest:
"My love! thy father maddens ! speak, Elvere!
Where art ihou gone?"
They list — the wind's unrest
Strikes moarnfoUy upon their longing ear.
And, save the thunder's distant roll, 'tis all they hear.
While thus they hearken, To! a silvery laugh,
Meaningless and strange, far, far above them ringfr—
As swiftly as if borne on witch's staff.
By Melvin led, each up the broad stair springs.
Nor do they pause, until their leader brings
Them to the lofty battlements.
The rain
Is falling fast ; and unseen, airy wings
Fan dim the torchlight, while the skies amain
Hurl down their awful voice, which shakes both hill
and plain.
Their spntt'ring torches illy light the gloom,
But as they stride along the dripping walls,
Elvere's deep voice they hear — "So to my tomb
Will ye pursue me, fiends !" Her father calls:
"My child, come hitherl
Prithee, what appals?"
"Away !" she shrieks.
O God ! look '. look ! she bends
Over the battlements ! He springs ! she falls !
His darting hand just grasps her robe — it rends —
And she, the loved, the beautiful, to death descends!
night,years and years have pass'd since that sad
Though
Yet, when the darkness comes, and storms assail
The crumbling pile, the banquet-hall is bright.
And through the vast apartments rings a wail
That chills the blood and makes the spirit quail ;
Then from the ramparts high, so soft, so clear,
Floats silvery laughter down.
Soon torches pale
Gleam dim on battlement.
While to the ear
Strange words ai'e borne, then in the gloom all disappear.

Is not the existence of a God as clearlj impressed on the eye of a moth, or the wing of
any insect, as the faculty of thought in the
writings of the great Newton ?

"BORROWED
BY

ALICE

He who goes borrowing always goes porrowinir.
Old Pkuvekb,
The era of "running to and fro upon the
earth" was but just inaugurated, and a trip of
seventy miles for a stay of three weeks had
cost Greenville Parsonage as much planning
and preparation as would suffice for a European
tour in those days of social peregrinatiou.
Several ladies of the congregation had called
to offer their services, and a set of new nightcaps had been made in the Sewing Society, put
together with many speculations upon the results of Rosalind Blake's first journey by those
who were anxious to be intimate with her, and
not a few insinuations, on the part of Hannah
Mason and Mary Green, both deacons' daughters,
and naturally enough the "intimate friends"
of the parsonage. They were elected a committee to "do them up" and present them to
Rosalind, and accordingly made their appearance in the usually tidy sitting-room on the
day previous to the eventful Tuesday fixed for
her departure. Monday morning, always oppressively busy in New England villages, was
particularly full of hurries and worries, owing
to the unusual transaction of packing. Parson
Blake was destined to dine for the third time off
of Saturday's roast Iamb ; it was customary to
make a savory stew of the remains of the joint,
but ou this occasion "father" was exhorted to
patience under his second cold dinner in consideration of muslins to be done up and the
last stitches to be set in a "half shawl," or
mantle, as it would be called at the present
day, manufactured with much ingenuity from
the skirt tif Mrs. Blake's second-best black silk.
Rosalind had a headache, too. At church,
the day before, there had been such a series of
affecting farewells that it was fortunate cold
Sunday dinners had ever been a part of the'
Greenville creed. Rosalind came home from
Sunday-school with red eyes and her temples
throbbing. The parting with herclass accounted
for it, particularly the touching surprise of a
volume of Cowper's Poems, in a very showy
gilt and red binding, from tlie older girls, and
a bunch of lilacs and snowballs from little
Emma Goram, her particular pet and favorite.
Mrs. Blake's face— a little lined by the cares
of a narrow income and the multiplied duties
and crosses of a minister's wife— was uumis-
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takably clouded, and her voice pitched a tone
sharper than usual. Her husband, meek man,
had betaken himself to his study, being advised to enter ou the consideration of his next
sermon. By this time all echoes of discord
were hushed in his serene suul, and he was
biting his nails in tranquil content over a volume
of " Edwards ou the Will."
"Don't mind mother; she feels real bad
about my going away," whispered Rosalind,
with a significant nod in the direction of her
own room ; and thither the three stole on the
fii-st opportunity. The white clothes were already deposited in the trunk, but the dresses
and clean muslins were disphiyed upon the bed,
so that Mary and Hannah were deprived of
their favorite seat. However, they nestled
down upon the floor, one on each side of Rosalind, after an inspection of tlie new mousseline de laine which Miss Whitaker, the village
dressmaker, h.ad cut and hasted with an entirely
new sleeve, the pattern of which she had just
secured, liy permission, fi-om Mrs. Squire Thomas's. And then there was a black silk that
had been presented by Rosalind's Aunt Foster,
which, having been cleaned, and turned, and
made over, was much better than new ; and a
wonderful collar, rather antique in mode, but
"elegant work," as the whole trio declared.
Aunt Foster had also presented the green ribbon which trimmed the split straw of last year,
splendidly done up in the " new shape."
"Rosalind didn't go to Boston every year,"
as Aunt Foster observed, with some severity,
when Mrs. Blake was inclined to doing without
the mousseline de laine, and "she wasn't going
to have Henry mortified by having her come
not fit to be seen." It was hard to say which of
the two, Henry or his sister, lay nearest to
Aunt Foster's heart and the accumulations of
her great Russia leather pocket-book. Somebody was to have her farm when she died, for
she certainly could not carry it with her.
Meantime, nobody saw much of the income the
farm produced ; but even Aunt Foster had been
lavish on this extraordinary occasion.
For Henry had at last obtained his mother's
consent for Rose to pay him a visit of three
weeks in Boston. His boarding-house was
extremely respect.able, and his hostess had
125
written to say that "she would do all in her
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power to make Miss Blake's stay agreeable."
Not that Mrs. Blake's hesitation arose on the
score of the proprieties ; she knew too little of
city life even to understand them. Her unenlightened mind would liave considered Rose as
safely and properly situated with no other care
than her brother's. But the expense — there
was the rub I Henry had offered to pay it all,
but it would cost at least ten dollars to get her
ready to go ; and where was the ten dollars to
come from ? The fates, including Aunt Foster,

Now, this personal pronoun did not refer
to Henry, nor was it the anticipation of Boston
splendors and her brother's society that gave
the keenest zest to looked-for ple.asure. Rose
worshipped Henry, and she was going to see
the State House, and Faneuil Hall, and Bunker
Hill Monument, and the Atheueum, of which
Henry had so often written ; but before all
these delights rose up the prospect of meeting
his particular friend, Loring Parker, of whom
she had beard so much, and who had once

had been propitious. Squire Thomas's nephew
was m.arried about this time, and handed over
the sum, an unprecedented marriage fee in
Greenville.

said, in the merest joke, of course, that "he
meant to wait for her," as she appeared to be
"that most impossible she," the pattern of all
feminine perfections. For Henry, like all affectionate sons and brothers, brought everything up to the standard of home, from breakfast rolls to shirt-collars ; and Rosalind was to
him the presiding genius.
Mr. Parker solemnly inspected the stitching
of his friend's linen, and compared it with his
own, purchased at a furnishing establishment.
Unquestionably the shirts were a perfect " fit,"
while his always "wrinkled" and "drew,"
irritating him in a multiplicity of w.ays. Then
he was favored twice a week with extracts from
most affectionate and well-written epistles, giving a cheering picture, to the homeless citybred man, of domestic life and rural tranquillity,
until Mr. Parker had become familiar with the
very dresses Rose wore and the books she read,

Hannah and Mary were really devoted admirers, but they could not escape a few pangs
of envy as they looked around upon all these
preparations ; but then if any one ought to go
to Boston for a visit, it was Rosalind, and they
should get her letters, and that would be almost as good. Why, even Henry's letters were
mental excitement, getting them as they did
at second-hand ; to Hannah particularly, who,
sitting ne.ar the semicircular little dressingtable, stole a glance now and then towards the
daguerreotype, which did tolerable justice to a
fine, honest face, even though the art was in
its infancy.
"You'll just go and forget all about us,
Rose, and I shall wish you had never been
near Boston, " said Mary Green, a little pettishly.
Hannah squeezed the hand she was holding.
Rose was Henry's sister, and Hannah lavished
upon her the affection she would have given to
him if he had asked it ; we all know something
of such a proxy.
"Don't, for mercy's sake, tell Henry who
hemmed his handkerchiefs.
Now, don't — "
" Yes, indeed, I shall. It 's done better than
I could doit; he can see for himself. ' '
"Oh, don't; please don't I <Say you won't,
now!" pleaded Hannah, though of course, as
we both know, she would have felt bitterly
disappointed if he had not been informed, and
she was already living upon the anticipation of
a message of thanks in return.
" Be sure you tell us what they wear," said
the less preoccupied Mary ; " and how to have
my new bonnet trimmed. I shall wait for your
letter."
"And how to have my new dress made;
round or sharp point, long or short bodice waist.
I wonder if bodices will be the fashion in Boston," added Hannah, emerging with animation
from partial reverie. " And— hold down. Rose
— be sure and write all about him — you know."

which last, being "solid" English classics, still
further impressed him with the sense of her
superiority over the flirting boarding-school
misses of society.
Which will explain to you one of the hidden
sources of strength which enabled Rosalind to
bear the very reiterated and trying faiewells
of Hannah and Mary, and hearing herself mentioned byname with faltering tones at f:miily
prayers the next morning ; the first parting
between her parents and herself; and a fatiguing journey of ten miles by stage and sixty
by railroad ; also the strange flutter with which
she espied a tall gentleman waiting beside
'Henry
the platform, as the cars rumbled
into the ondepot.
Henry thought it very kind in Mr. Parker to
propose helping him "wait" for the train, and
very naturally found it convenient to consign
his sister to his friend's care when some little
delay occurred in finding the trunk. Mr. Parker, on his part, wondered at the very odd
sensation (not exactly nervous, though it produced aslight palpitation) which he experienced
with Miss Blake leaning on his arm during the
five minutes of detention. Their conversation

'bobbo^ved plumes.
daring the iuterval was not particularly instructive nor fluent, neither couM they be said
to see much of each other, the hour being
"early candle-light," and the lamps not yet
lighted. Rosaliud made out that Mr. Parker
was tall and h.id a dark, full beard, which was
her admiration, although Parson Blaka held
the cultivation of a moustache to be a crime
only second to gambling, and indicative of a
propensity towards that pursuit. Mr. Parker
discovered that Miss Blake had a very gentle,
dependent manner, which he considered "an
excellent thing in woman," as well as an unmistakably sweet voice. He wondered if she
were musical, and how she would like to go to
the Philharmonic.
They had but interrupted glimpses of each
other as the street lamps began to be lighted,
and when they arrived at No. 10, Bowdin
Place, Mrs. Marsh, the kind friend and hostess
of the young men, met the shrinking new-comer
in the hall, and very thoughtfully urged her to
go to her own room at once, and remove the
dust of travel ; so it was not until the tea-bell
rang that they could be said to have made
each other's acquaintance.
It was not a large household ; only one family on the first floor, a single lady and a
wiilower on the second, the comfortable room
which Rosalind had been shown to having at
that time no permanent occupant. But the
introductions were perplexing, and the gaslight overpowering for a few moments, and it
was a relief to Rosalind to find herself seated
at the neatly-laid table — magnificent in her
eyes, as to the silver cake-baskets and tea-service— between Mrs. Marsh and Henry. The
empty seat opposite was presently filled by
Mr. Parker, who had had more difficulties than
usual to contend with, in the shape of ill-fitting
collar and wristbands, and was therefore late.
It was certainly natural in Miss Blake to look
up as he took his seat, and in him to meet the
glance with one equally interested ; but there
was no apparent cause for the blush that overspread Miss Blake's face when their eyes by
this natural chance met, or for the renewed
attack of irregular action of the heart which
Mr. Parker experienced.
They had it quite to themselves ; Henry,
good, unsuspicious fellow, being entirely ignorant of any special interest on the part of either,
though he supposed himself to share every
thought of both, and probably had done so up
to that hour. So far from seeing this natural
attraction, he was considerably disappointed
that his friead had so little to say in his sister's
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praise, and took Rosalind to task for not admiring Mr. Parker as much as she should
do.
We all know what fairyland proved to the
various heroes and heroines of our juvenile
days who were transported to its unending
enchantments. It is not necessary to describe
Rosalind Blake's first week in Boston further
than to refer to those recollections ; but at the
end of that time her eyes were unfortunately
opened to "the knowledge of good and evil,"
in the way of dress, and style, and position,
always a sad epoch to the daughters of Eve.
Fairyland consisted in part of a complete
new outfit, which Henry was determined she
should have. The plain straw was found to be
quite out of date in the view of Boston spring
fashions, and was replaced by a graceful little
open work affair, trimmed with lace, and crape,
and lilies of the valley ; Rosalind's own taste
assisted by Mrs. Marshall and her daughters,
the ladies on the second floor, wliom Henry had
begged to advise her. It was frightfully expensive to eyes accustomed to the rigid economy induced by a salary of four hundred a year ;
and so was the vislte, the garment which had
replaced mantillas in popular favor, which
looked much "like a black silk short gown,
trimmed with ruffles and gimp," as she wrote
to Hannah,
And then there was the crowning glory of a
spring silk — a delicate lilac and white plaid,
made bya fashionable dressmaker, with sleeves
that had never been heard of, much less imagined by Mrs. Squire Thomas, and the skirt
trimmed with bias folds of the same, the first
trimmed skirt, and in fact the first new silk,
Rosalind had ever had in her life. If Henry
had not purchased it at wholesale price in the
establishment of which he was bookkeeper, and
Mr. Parker junior partner, Rosalind would have
considered him a ruined msin ; for both Mrs.
Marshall and the dressmaker insisted upon it
that she must have sixteen yards (ten was an
extravagant Greenville pattern), and even then
there was not a scrap left, when Rosalind
charged the errand girl who brought it home to
saythat "theyhadforgottentosend the pieces."
As for the French embroidered collar and the
undersleeves, which the flowing drapery made
necessary, and the lilac kid gloves — she went
home in perfect consternation, lest Henry
should be tempted to embezzle from his employers to make up for Mrs. Marshall's extravagance.
The whole bill was rather more than he had
anticipated, and he found that he should be
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obliged to use great self-denial in order to meet
these extraordinary expenses ; but, like a good
brother as he was, he determined to do the
thing handsomely, his affection and his pride
being equally interested. He felt quite repaid
by her heightened loveliness, when she appeared on Sunday morning dressed for church,
and the admiring glances she received from his
acquaintances, and even from entire strangers,
as they walked arm in arm across the Common.
He did not notice the first she had met before
leaving the house, the recollection of which
sadly interfered with her appreciation of the
sermon from a popular minister whom her
father had desired her to hear, and to remember
as much of the discourse as possible ; but he
was extremely gratified at noticing that Mr. Parker's stylish aunt, Mrs. Bartol Parker, observed
her attentively through her eyeglass, under pretence of looking over their heads at the choir,
and asked to be introduced as they met in the
throng on the pavement. Mrs. Bartol Parker
had been very kind, through a little patronizing,
to Mr. Blake, and he admired her greatly. It
was certainly very flattering, this notice of
Rosalind, and he was still more pleased to find
that she had called the next day and invited
her to join their party to a concert the same
evening.
It was a most delightful experience in many
respects ; but a survey of the toilets about her,
particularly the headdresses and the jewelry,
made her very much dissatisfied with her own
appearance. Her fair hair was smoothly banded
in most redundant folds, after a fashion a little
gone by, but extremely becoming to her ; she
wore Aunt Foster's black silk, whicli, as to
quality, did no discredit to Mrs. Parker's own
poult de sole, and a bow of bright pink ribbon at
the throat, which gave all the relief the dress
needed, and seemed to heighten the unusual
flush of color in her face.
Mrs. Parker gave her nephew a nod of approval, as the light hood was thrown off, and
displayed the fair girl's face lighted with excitement, and novelty, and the dangerous pleasure
of a walk all alone with Mr. Parker.
They happened to be unusually busy in Milk
Street, and Henry could not leave, but Mr.
Parker had kindly volunteered to place her
under his aunt's protection, the carriage being
filled with guests staying in her house. Rosalind was introduced to them, and placed next
to the young lady of the party. She was a
stylish though by no means beautiful girl ; still
the bracelets that glittered as she waved her
fan, and the corresponding brooch that fas-

tened her collar of costly lace, the bandeau of
crimson velvet and gold that crossed her black
hair, made Rosalind feel completely eclipsed,
just when she was most eager to please.
If she had only known that this very simplicity was her greatest charm, in the eyes of
her fashionable hostess, and how Mr. Parker
said to himself that she looked like a wild rose
among green-house exotics, as delicate and as
pure, it would have saved her the bitter envious
feelings that made discord of the evening's
harmonies.
"Well, aunt!" — Mr. Parker was bursting
with the desire to hear the opinion she had
formed on seeing more of the young girl he had
wished her to study. He had such confidence
in the opinion of this relative — to whom all
Boston ascribed a wonderful acuteness and
vigor of judgment — that if she had pronounced
unfavorably, he would have renounced all further thoughts of a wife in that direction — at
least at this period of affairs.
" She certainly shows the good sense you attribute to her, in the simplicity of her dress,
and though a little constrained, she is not awkward nor presuming. She has no vices of
manner or dress. To tell the truth, Loring,
I expected excessive gaucherie and vulgarity of
toilet ; cotton lace, and common ornaments.
Bah I" the lady shrugged her Cashmere-clad
shoulders. " However, one cannot tell — I have
not heard her converse. I shall ask her to my
little gathering for the Ashursts, and then I
canMr.judge
better."
Parker
felt at liberty to betray a shadow
of his interest in Rosalind, which was daily increasing. He claimed the privilege of replacing her shawl as they left the concert-room,
a slight attention that may be made to express
much of little ; in this instance it might have
spoken several gratifying sentences if Rose had
not been preoccupied with the study of Miss
Ashurst's bandeau, and wondering if she could
manage to manufacture one like it for future
occasions. She wondered, also, if such a set of
jewelry was very expensive. Henry had already given her so much, perhaps he could
compass it, and really it looked so odd to be
entirely without any. Selfish little Rose, when
Henry had already exerted himself to the utmost for her happiness and pleasure.
And then Miss Ashurst had such a careless,
nonchalant manner, and she felt so fluttered and
confused by everything. She began to wonder if
Mr. Parkerwasadmiringher. Perhaps they were
already engaged, she said such cool, provoking
things to him, and he retorted so composedly.

"BORROWED

They appeared to be so perfectly at home with
each otiier. Jealous little Rose, and so blinded
by the feelin;:, that she had walked three
squares, replying to him in the most abstracted
manner, before she glanced up, to find a look
half inquiry — and should she believe it ?— half
tenderness, bent full upon lier. She forgot Miss
Ashurst and the meditated finery, for a while,
in the enchantment of a solitary walk with the
hero of her many day-dreams, in the softness
of a luoon-lighted evening of spring.
Without being at all aware of it, Rosalind
had a very high opinion of herself. An only
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when walking with Miss Lucinda, and fancied
their manner cool ; and though that young
lady had informed her that " Loring Parker
was certainly in love with her, if ever a m.iu
was," there was a painful uncertainly in endeavoring tointerpret his manner, that had its
effect upon her variable spirits.
But here was an invitation to his aunt's
house, Henry included ; her first real party,
too ; and there was her new silk, only she had
worn it so much, at church, and when she had
returned Mrs. Parker's call. The first gloss already faded, when last week she would have

sister and daughter — "the minister's daughter" at that — she had been naturally spoiled.
Because she had always had her own way, and
from the day she could recollect had heard herself called pretty and amiable, not to mention
the caressing flatteries of Hannah and Mary,
she took it for granted that she was a beauty,
and an angel of sweetness. Her father and
mother believed it firmly, and when Henry
came home for vacation, he did nothing towards dispelling the illusion. Mrs. Marshall
and her daughters were continually complimenting her, considering it the surest road to
the brother's heart, if the truth must be told ;
and Rosalind, all untried as to fidelity, actu.^lly

considered it sufficiently elegant for a queen's
drawing-room ! And then Miss Lucinda suggested that it was high in the neck, and had
long sleeves, but at the same time proposed an
ingenious mode of " turning it in, " and ripping
the flowing sleeve from the cap ! proving that
Miss Marshall had studied in the school of

wavered in Hannah's cause, and began considering how much more stylish Lucinda Marshall would look as Henry's bride, and what a
sensation she would make sweeping up the
aisle of the Greenville church, to their pew
directly before the pulpit 1
When Mrs. Bartol Parker paid her first call,
the mingling of natural good sense and sensitive shyness in Rosalind's manner had impressed that lady very favorably, and Rosalind

abruptness. Miss
that she should
and leave the bill
was gone, which

had seen in her only Mr. Parker's aunt. But
when an invitation to a small party in Mt.
Vernon St. was received that day week, she
paraded it somewhat ostentatiously to Mrs.
Marshall and her daughters.
It had been by no means as happy a week as
tlie first. She was conscious of having neglected
Henry to sit in Mrs. Marshall's room, or to
watch at the window for Mr. Parker's appearance, or to remain in the parlor when there was
the most remote chance of his spending the
evening in the house, though her brother proposed reading aloud to her in her own room.
Hannah's second letter remained unanswered,
though she intended doing it every day; she
found herself feeling fretful, unreasonable, and
harassed, she scarcely knew why. One day's
enjoyment was spoiled because she had met
Mr. Parker and Miss Ashurst on the street,

possibilities.
"And what are you going to wear on your
head ?" It had been poor Rosalind's tormenting second thought — what, indeed !
Henry had told her that he must get a new
vest, and he did not know how to afford it,
either, so there was no use in saying anything
to him about it, and she rejected, with some
Olive Marshall's suggestion
get in debt for a headdress,
to come in to Henry after she
plainly revealed that young

lady's standard of morals.
Lucinda was certainly very diflferent, and
very obliging. She helped arrange things, and
offered a new headdress of her own. It was
pink and silver, unfortunately, and th.at did
not suit the lilac silk at all. Rosalind shrunk
from wearing borrowed finery, as any naturally
delicate and truthful mind would, yet let herself be persuaded to try it on. Perhaps it was
the glass, but she thought it stiff and unbecoming, she did not look natural in it ; but it
would never do to go with her hair perfectly
To those young ladies who number as many
plain.
evening as morning-dresses, and give no more
time or thought to adjusting the first than to
an ordinary walking toilet, poor Rosalind's
perturbations and preparations would have been
very amusing. She gave the whole afternoon,
from the two o'clock dinner, to it, and declined a proposal from Mr. Parker to walk to a
popular green-house with him. At any other
moment, with her passionate love of flowers,
nothing could have given her greater pleasure.
At dusk she was ready to admit the ever ami-
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alile Lucinda, who had volunteered to dress
her hair iu the prevailing mode, and accomplished itsuperbly. Rosalind strained her eyes
in every direction to catch the full eliect in the
hand mirror. She surveyed every step of the
operation in the most critical manner, getting
more and more flurried and nervous, until the
last fastening was finally completed. Her own
eyes told her that the headdress, with its illassorted colors, spoiled all ; but what was to
be done ? Her good genius saved her here,
appearing in the shape of a bouquet from Mr.
Parker himself ; not the orthodox green-house
bouquet, mounted on splints, and arranged into
a formal platitude, but a handful of cut flowers— scented tea-roses, set in their own foliage,
heliotrope, and perfumed jessamine. No wonder that Rosalind sprang to receive them with
a cry of delight I These were no unfamiliar
ornaments ; white rose-buds and great gold and
purple pansies were quickly arranged in the
overshadowing braids, and she held a knot of
them against the fair neck, partially unveiled
by the new arrangement of her dress. They
made a picture of her, she might have sat " the
village belle," or any other rural personage
painters are so fond of portraying ; but hour/nets
de corsarje were not then the style, and Lucinda's verdict was "old-fashioned," and so she
laid them down again. Tlie only brooch she
possessed — a little oval, containing her father's
liair, in a red gold frame — was certainly rather
out of date, having been presented by Parson
Blake to his " beloved Martha" on the day in
which he made her his wife. It had been a
coveted treasure from her earliest recollection,
and worn with great carefulness and pride since
her mother had intrusted it to her, but Boston
air had tarnished its splendor, and this evening,
particularly — Rose was so unfilial as to despise
it as she fastened it slowly in her dress.
" If you would not mind," said Miss Marshall, in a lialf friendly, half hesitating way —
Rose looked up eagerly — " I have a diamond
cross, which would be the very thing. It 's not
real, you know, though you must never tell
any one. Nobody could find it out. I 've been
complimented often on it, and if you will wear
it I am sure you 're welcome."
It was so amiable and considerate in Lucinda,
and Rose did so court a more modern ornament, but her mother's instructions, as well as
her intuitive uprightness of character, had
taught her never to wear anything false, whether
tresses or blushes, teeth, or jewels. But Lucinda, in her kind-heartedness, did not wait for
an answer.
While Rose stood hesitating, she

had flown to her room, and returning fastened
it herself on the velvet ribbon that was to serve
as a necklace. " Black velvet and diamonds,"
Rose had read enough romances of fashionable
life to know that they were always considered
the height of elegance in dress. The stones
sparkled, and the setting was unexceptionable,
and the black velvet ribbon brought out the
fair whiteness of the round throat ; she could
see that herself. Lucinda declared it was the
very thing. Rose turned her head from side to
side coveting, dissatisfied with herself, hesitating— and so the tea-bell rang, and Henry
was tapping at the door to know if she was
ready.
A painful recollection of the few times in her
life when she had uttered falsehoods stole over
Rosalind as she followed Henry slowly down
stairs. How well she could remember the sudden lapse from truth under some sudden or
overmastering temptation in childhood — the
shrinking from her father's eyes — her mother's
kiss — feeling that she would give worlds if she
could only undo that miserable moment ! ' It
was recalled by the instinctive movement of
Lucinda, who threw a handkerchief over her
neck, as Henry appeared, and bade her take
care and not get cold with her throat uncovered.
Rosalind accepted the warning. Miss Marshall
knew as well as she did that Henry would not
approve the loan — and Rosalind knotted it
lightly in front, to conceal the cross until it was
too late to avoid wearing it.
The party had created quite an excitement
in the usually quiet house — tea had been delayed until eight on their account — three of the
inmates being invited guests, and all of them
kindly interested in the appearance of the
young dihutante. Mr. Parker, rather more impatient than there was any necessity for, walked
up and down the parlor floor, hoping, he scarcely
knew why, that Rose would come down alone
before the rest gathered for tea. He need not
have feared for the acceptance of his flowers —
and his eyes lighted with pleasure when he
saw not only the bouquet in her hand, but the
buds and blossoms arranged so charmingly in
her hair. He felt very proud of her as he sat
opposite watching every gleam of her white
arms and neck, uncovered for the first time in
her life, her beauty heightened by the skilful
and becoming arrangement of her hair. He
longed to unloose the light handkerchief, and
see the full efiect of her evening costume, and
then wondered with lover-like anxiety whether
she already felt the change, and was beginning
to have a sore throat, as she often put up
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her hand and as quickly withdrew it. She did
not look so bright and happy as he could
have desired. The shy, yet graceful manner,
which had been so attractive to him at first,
the natural changing expressions that revealed
every phase of feeling, were gone. He fancied
he heard her speak pettishly to Henry, when
he asked if she intended to introduce the
fashion of neck-handkerchiefs for ladies, and
downright crossly when he caught one of the
tassels of her hood and drew it back, in putting
on her shawl.
Mr. Parker's thoughtfulness had provided a
carriage for her slippered feet, and though it
was delightful to be thus remembered and
made comfortable. Rose could scarcely rally her
thoughts sufficiently to enter into the conversation between her brother and his friend, but
sat in most ungracious silence, considering that
both were thinking only of her pleasure and
happiness.
What would Henry say when he came to see
the borrowed brooch f What if she should
lose it ? She always was unfortunate even
with a borrowed pattern or book, something
was sure to happen to it — and up went her
hand for the twentieth time to see if it was still
there.
" Are you sick, Rosy? do your new slippers
pinch ? what in the world is the matter with
you to-night ?" Henry said, thinking she was
n.iturally a little timid about her first party.
" No one shall eat you. Loring and I will see
to that !"
But Rose was not in the mood for rallying.
All her uncomfortable conjectures and sensatious were gathered into tormentors; she wished
herself back in Bowdin Place, back in Greenville, anywhere I Not even Mr. Parkers presence proved a safeguard. " 1 wish you would
let me alone!" — and she turned her back fairly
upon her brother, and looked out in the gutter,
the only prospect the narrow street presented.
Henry's astonishment and mortification knew
no bounds. To be snubbed so publicly — twice
in succession !— by Rose, his dear little sister,
for whom he had done and was doing so much !
It w,as passing words, and so was Mr. Parker's
forced realization of what he had faintly suspected for the first time that nicht — a Haw in
the crystal. Poor Rose, that night was to have
decided all.
They arrived in Mount Vernon Street in a
most uncomfortable silence. Even Rose saw
the unamiable expression in her face, as she
retouched her hair before the mirror in the
dressing-room, and tried to banish it, but there

was a suUeu resentful feeling in her heart,
caused by having been betr,iyed into such an
unusual fault. Her self-love had had a great
shock.
Mr. Parker was not waiting, as she had hoped,
to give her his arm into the drawing-room, and
Henry, still hurt at her uukindness, offered his
without a single word, or so much as glancing
towards her. He did not discover the brooch,
and that was one comfort, but Mr. Parker did
the instant she stood before his aunt, in the full
light of the dr.iwing-room chandelier. It was
too conspicuous an ornament to escape his eyes,
when they had become lingeringly familiar
with every ribbon that she wore. If the stones
had been smaller, they might more easily have
escaped detection ; but Rose did not know that
real jewels that size wovdd have cost two years
of her father's salary. Mrs. Parker wore a
cluster in her rich lace collar, far smaller, but
fl.ishing in brilliant light at the slightest motion ;
while the showy ornament her guest displayed
lay dull and lifeless on the ribbon which it fastened. Rose saw this, with eyes made keen
by her foolish error, and she longed to snatch
off the now hateful loan and hide it — anywhere.
She received the kind welcome of her hostess
with an awkward constraint, and Miss Ashurst's well-bred attempts to enter into conversation proved an utter failure. Sir. Parker
too was so kind as to bring her a valuable collection of cameos and coins, which she would
have eagerly enjoyed at any other moment.
She only turned them over stupidly, and
answered at random. He tried a valuable portfolio of engravings — she was familiar by description with most of the masterpieces which
they reproduced, and had often longed to see
them — but before the lovely landscapes of Lorraine and Poussin floated a diamond cross,
everything marred and distorted by the vision.
Now and then Mrs. Parker found time to come
and say a few words, and she took pains to
introduce several people of liter.ary celebrity
whose books she had read and appreciated.
Her preoccupied mind stood between her and
all enjoyment, and reluctantly Mrs. Parker was
obliged to confess to herself that her previous
opinion must be reconsidered. She had no
pride that would have interfered with her nephew's marriage ; a minister's family was a
sufficient introduction for any well-edHcated,
well-bred person, at that day, in New England.
Piety and intellect were considered in the aristocracy of fifteen years ago ; now the countingbouse and the manufactory, or r.ather their
solid proceeds, are in the ascendency.
Bat
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Mrs. Parker — though priding herself on lier
pride, in the shape of an "independence"
which would have made her delight in encouraging this romantic attachment on the part of
her nephew — had a clever woman's horror of
common-place stupidity and vnlgarity.
"She has nothing to say for lierself, that's
certain," she said, nodding slightly in the
direction of the corner where Rose was seated,
solitary and miserable enough by this time.
"We've tried her on everything. That pin
looks bad, too; anything hut imitations, shams!
She doesn't know how out of place it is, and
that shows that something is wanting in her
character, a delicacy, a purity that you always
said was her great charm, and I gave her credit
for it when we first met. How do you know
that mass of hair is real ? And yet her head,
as she bends forward, with those flowers, is
lovely. I can understand your infatuation, but
you must not let it go any farther."
"Don't say another word, aunt. I saw the
brooch ; I wanted to throw it out of the window the moment my eyes beheld it. Where
she could get such a thing — it involves so much I
Henry never gave it to her I it never saw
Greenville ! Old Martin, the bachelor boarder
at our house, has been very attentive to her.
If I thought she would accept—" And here
he began to remember uncomfortably how the
handkerchief had been made to conceal it, and
how, even at this moment, unconscious of
observation, her hand strayed towards it.
" I 'm sorry, Loring ; but it might have been
worse. It 's well you took my advice, and did
not commit yourself." And Mrs. Parker swept
away, quite satisfied that she had effectually
damped all dangerous flames.
Alas for anticipated happiness ! the visions
of enjoyment and admiration which had swam
through Rose's silly little head, as she made
her grand toilet, were all dispelled. Henry
was enjoying himself in another part of the
room, quite satisfied to have left her in Mr.
Parker's charge. Miss Ashurst was naturally
claimed on all sides by friends and acquaintances, so were the different people to whom
she had been introduced. She made her escape
to the dressing-room, after a little while ; and
then, as if drawn by some invisible enchantment to see what Mr. Parker was doing, came
down again, and took her old place in the
corner of the sofa, and watched the throng.
How neglected and miserable she felt ! Henry
was so selfish as to be taken up with Mr. Ashurst and Mr. Prescott, two middle-aged gentlemen, who were discu.ssing free trade ; and

as for Mr. Parker, he had scarcely been polite ;
he had not so much as offered her his arm the
whole evening. They had just invited her
there to mortify her I how she hated them all!
Mrs. Bartol Parkerwas just as proud as Lucinda
Marshall declared, and Miss Ashurst was no
doubt joking about her to Mr. Parker at that
very moment. Of course they were engaged,
or she would not tap him on the shoulder with
her fan in such a familiar way ! She liad often
read that gentlemen in cities amused themselves
by winning the love of any one they fancied
for the moment, to throw it aside again. There
was no pleasure now in the recollection of all
Mr. Parker's looks, and words, and deeds the
past two weeks ; all were traitorous as himself!
Yes, even the night before, when he had taken
her hand and carried it to his lips for one
thrilling moment, looking into her eyes ! Cruel,
treacherous, miserable man 1 she wished she
had never seen him 1 She wished she had
never left Greenville, where every one loved
her and was kind to her ; she wished she had
never listened to I.ucinda Marshall, who had
put such thoughts into her mind, or seen the
dreadful brooch that had been nothing but a
torment to her since it was clasped I And here
she put up her hand instinctively, but it was
gone .' She hiid touched the clasp so often that
she had loosened it, and it had escaped from
the velvet, which was lying loosely upon her
neck I
She could scarcely repress a cry of fright as
she started up and began to look eagerly for it
in the folds of her dress, the crevices of the
sofa, on the carpet at her feet. She could have
reached Henry, hut slie did not like to proclaim
her loss openly, even by appearing to seek it,
and sat as if transfixed ten miserable minutes,
her eyes searching, searching everywhere. But
something must be done ; perhaps she had left
it in the dressing-room ! So she threaded her
w.ay once more through the crowd, painfully
conscious of the stares that an unknown young
lady moving about so much by herself naturally
received, sought in the hall, up the stairs, on
the floor of the dressing-room, and then down
again without success. She stopped as she
came to the door of the drawing-room ; sh-e
could not face all those people again I Her
neck and eyes ached bending down in the
search, but her heartache was hardest of all to
bear. The disappointment, and fright, and
suspense were too much for her, and the storm
could be restrained no longer ; it had been gathering slowly all the evening, waves of bitterness such as she had never imagined before,

"borrowed
and now she sat down in a deep bay window in
tbe hall, and sobbed and sobbed until she
thought her heart would break, all the more
convulsively because she had to hush her tears
into silence.
At twenty-five a young ni:iu does not give up
a love that has been making its way into his
daily life without some struggles. If poor
Rosalind was miserable, Mr. I'arker was in a
whirl of conflicting and painful recollections.
He helped his aunt to entertain her guests, and
was polite and merry with Miss Ashurst ; but
he longed to bui-st away from them all into the
cool night air, and face liis disappointment.
The cross was a little thing, perhaps, but it
indicated so mucli ! He knew his aunt was
right, yet he hated her at the moment for confirming his own impressions, and thought her
unnecessarily severe and officious. He was
annoyed at Rose, too, for sliowing so much
constraint when he was so anxious for her to
apjwar well among those who were to be her
future friends and associates, if she became
his wife. He knew how charmingly and uuderstandingly she could talk of books, and pictures, too, for they had been twice at the Atheiienm together. Why must she go and spoil
her pretty toilet by that stupid ornament ! and
how irritable she had certainly been in his very
presence! Anythingbut an irritable wife I But
it wasn't at all like her. How well she took the
upsetting of the hot water kettle on her foot,
which had given her real pain, and made her so
lame that he was obliged to help her from the
table ! What a neat little shoe and stocking it
was ! How sweetly she had looked down into
liis face and thanked him as lie stooped to place
a footstool for her ! how thankful he felt when
he found there was no blister!
What dreams he had had of a dear little
home in which she should preside over an urn
that should never upset, and where her nice
old father should come and enjoy all the anniversaries every spring; and Henry should spend
his evenings ! Of something nearer than that,
when he should plainly say " I love you. Rose, ' '
and see her blushes, and re.id his answer in
her dear eyes ; those eyes that had changed
and faltered before his own ! What a wretch
he had been ! It was all very well to say he
had not committed himself; not in words,
perhaps ! and if it was all over with, how
should he ever face Henry or his indignation
when he came to know it all ? Poor, dear little
Rose I And he walked about the cool, dusky
hall, thinking, as soon as he could get quiet, he
would go and find her, and perhaps the mystery
VOL. Lxm. — 12
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of the diamond cross that was not diamond
might be solved.
Just then a low, smothered sound, as of a
child sobbing in its sleep, caught his attention,
but no one was in sight. A little stir and rustle of the drapery of the deep bay window, a
step that way, and the curtains were parted.
Such a miserable, imploring face as looked up
to his, with a wistful, flickering smile, too, aa
she saw who the intruder was ! Actual anathemas from Mrs. Parker could not have kept hiui
from drawing away the hands that the next
moment sought to conceal it, and drawing the
tear-washed cheek down to his breast, too.
His coldness and avoidance all that evening
were doubtless the cause, and the turn of the
staircase made the corner very dusky indeed,
though he did not stop to think of that.
"There, there!" he said, stroking the soft
braids as if she had really been a child. How he
had longed to lay hands on them many a time !
And Rose was not bitter nor resentful, now,
but sobbed out : " Oh, Mr. Parker, I am so
very unhappy! I wish I was home with mother! I've lost Lucinda's dreadful diamond
cross, anji I knew 1 should wheu she asked me
to wear it. What shall I do ! Henry will he
so Ifvexed
!" been made wretched two minutes
he had
before, by finding her in tears, their cause
made him perfectly jubilant now. So it was
Miss Marshall's brooch — umph ! he might have
known it !
" I knew I ought not to wear it, and it made
me miserable and ashamed, for fear Henry
would notice it and scold, and so stupid and so
cross to Henry, when he has been so very, very
kind !" There was no tumult in receiving this
first lover-like caress. Rose scarcely thought
of the lover in the friend that comforted her
and let her sob out all her troubles.
" I never felt so angry before in all my life.
I did not know I could feel so, and it 's made
me so unhappy. Do you suppose 1 shall find
the cross ? what u-ill she say ?" And theu she
remembered, and lifted her head from its unaccustomed resting-place, and sat back in the
window-seat, like a naughty child as she was,
flushed and suddenly tearless.
" Don't start away from me. Rose ; you are
right to tell me all your troubles. It is going
to be my place to take care of them all for you.
Isn't it, dear?"
Precipitate young man. After the sober
warning and advice of half an hour before, not
to speak of having traitorously arraigned her
and given verdict with the opposing counsel lu
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his own mind. Mrs. Parker looked as if she
thought he had taken leave of his senses when
he came and whispered to her, directly after,
that Miss Blake was suffering severely from
headache, which had been the cause of her apparent dulness, and he should see her home
himself, so not to disturb Henry, as the poor
fellow got out so seldom, and appeared to be
enjoying himself.
The offending ornament was sticking carelessly in the lappel of his coat ; he had picked
it up a moment before, almost under Miss
Ashurst's feet.
"But, Lnring!"—
"To-morrow, aunt, I can explain" — and he
had vanished. Certainly he was a fair convert
to her favorite theory of "independent action."
The sewing society at Greenville were quite
as effectually electrified by the news tluat Rosalind had actually come back engaged, and Mrs.
Blake was shrinking two pieces of white cloth,
and a web of linen that had been long concealed
in the depths of Aunt Foster's press. Aunt
Foster came out nobly, and, thanks to her, the
bride's wardrobe was all it should have been.
Mrs. Bartol Parker found an affinity in that
strong-minded member of society, when she
came down to the wedding, admired Parson
Blake's sermon of the preceding Sabbath, and
threw him into a fever of astonishment and
gratification by begging it to have it printed.
The details of the ceremony are still talked
over at Greenville, the appearance of the groom
and liis friends, the wonderful presents that
Rosalind received, and the fuss his relations
appeared to make over her.
Hannah and Mary were invited to visit her
byturns; for, as Aunt Foster said, "Rosewasn't
a bit stuck up, and found time to make her
mother's caps and collars all the same." It
was on one of these visits that Henry intimated
to Hannah tliat he had not seen a Boston girl
who chme up to his ideas yet, and somehow he
never had forgotten the singing schools, and
nuttings, and berryings of their childhood.
"Whereupon Aunt Foster " came out" — again
for tlie tliird and last time, for she abdicated
the farm in Henry's favor, and has since been
contented in advising Hannah with her cheeses
and her children.
Rose has her own curly-headed, bright-eyed
household, and has ceased to covet the "jewels" of her neighbors.

In taking revenge a man is but even with his
enemy ; in passing it over, he is his superior.

magazine.
METHOD.

A Lady was complimenting a clergyman on
the fact that she could always recollect and
recite more of the matters of his sermon than
those of any other minister she was in the habit
of hearing. She could not account for this ;
but she thought the fact was worthy of observation. The reverend gentleman remarked that
he thought he could explain the cause. "I
happen," he said, "to make a particular point
of classifying my topics — it is a hobby of mine
to do so ; and therefore I never compose a sermon without first settling the relationship and
order of my arguments and illustration. Suppose, madam, that your servant was starting
for town, and you were obliged hastily to instruct her about a few domestic purchases, not
having time to write down the items ; and suppose you said, ' Be sure to bring some tea, also
some soap, and coffee too, by the by, and some
powder-blue ; and don't forget a few light cakes,
and a little starch and some sugar ; and now I
think of it, soda' — you would not be surprised
if her memory failed with regard to one or two
of the articles. But if your commission ran
thus — ' Now, Mary, to-morrow we are going to
have some friends to tea, therefore bring a
supply of tea and coffee, and sugar and light
cakes ; and the next day, you know, is washing day, so that we shall want soap, and starch,
and soda, and powder blue' — it is most likely
she would retain your order as easily as you
retain my sermon."

The Wife. — To partake secretly, and in her
heart, of all his joys and sorrows, to believe
him comely and fair, though the sun hath drawn
a cypress over him (for as marriages are not to
be contracted by the hands and eyes, but with
reason and the heart, so are these judgments
to be made by the mind, not by the sight), and
diamonds cannot make the woman virtuous,
nor him to value her who sees her put them off
then, when chastity and modesty are her brightest ornaments. Indeed the outward ornament
is fit to take fools but they are not worth the
taking. But she that hath a wise husband,
must entice him to an eternal dearness, by the
veil of modesty, and the grave robes of chastity, the ornament of meekness, and the jewels
of faith and charity ; her briglitness must be
purity, and she must shine round about with
sweetness and friendship, and she shall be
pleasant while she lives, and desired wlien she
dies.
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Thkt have all passed ! The roll of the drum,
Trhich for the last hour has filled tlie street,
grows fainter and fainter, as the soldiers follow
it, leading them to the depot from which they
start to defend their country's flag. Brave
men, who take thus your lives in your hands,
at the call of country, ready to lay it down, if
need be, God protect you.
Several years ago, not so many but that even
young people remember the time, the same call,
love of country, and the desire to assert and
defend her rights, took brave men from our
city, southward, too, to Mexico, and then, ah,
then, I was not calmly writing at my window,
but with a heart full of weary sore trouble,
I, too, prepared to leave my home to follow
the soldiers. It is a story that in these stirring
times may not prove uninteresting, so, though
I am an old-fashioned woman, and no great
writer, I will tell it.
I was not an old woman, some twenty-six or
eight years old only, when my only sister, Mary
Curtis, died, and left me two little children for
lier legacy. Their father died before the babies,
a twin boy and girl, were born, and so they
came to me, dependent, not for worldly goods,
for Horace Curtis died a rich man, but for love
and care wholly dependent upon their aunt.
They were bright, pretty little things, between
seven and eight years of age, when they came
in their mourning dresses to my city home,
from the pretty country-seat where I had closed
their mother's eyes upon them and all earthly
things, forever.
Wlieu the children were sixteen Horace was
admitted to West Point. From his early childhood this had been the strong desire of his
heart. A soldier's life, though he knew much
of its hardships, had ever been before his imagination as the one, above all others, to be
chosen. Strong, healthy, and active the children had always been, and it was hard to say
which was the strongest — Horace's desire to be
a soldier, or Nellie's wish to see him become
one. I had never approved of making women
the timid, helpless creatures they are only too
apt to become, so I allowed the fearless little
girl to join her brother in his sports and studies,
trusting to his chivalrous, loving heart to keep
her from harm, and found, too, that while she
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grew hardy, fearless, and active, from his influence, her presence made him gentlemanly
and polite, above most boys. Their lives seemed
knit, bound together ; the first morning greeting, the last evening kiss of each was for the
other. Walking to school together, to part
only at the door, they met gladly again, for the
home walk. In the summer spent at the country-seat which formed part of their inheritance,
ho taught her to ride on horseback, to shoot at a
mark, with pistol or gun, to walk miles without
fatigue, and she, in turn, taught him to sing
with her, and coaxed him one winter to learn
to play on the violin, that he might not be idle
while her fingers drew music from the piano.
At first he shrugged his shoulders and declared
it "a bore," but soon he began to enjoy, as
much as herself, these tuneful duets. With
perfect love, perfect confidence and trust, each
in the other, they seemed to have but one Iieart
and one mind between them. The physical resemblance was perfect. The same large hazel
eyes, fresh, fair complexions, straight noses,
and to an inch the same height, for Nellie was
tall for a woman, and Horace medium height,
the only difference that struck the observer
was that Nellie's curls were long and floating,
while Horace's clustered in short, thick bunches
about his forehead, both being of a warm chestnut color.
They were, as I said, sixteen, when Horace
went to West Point, but this was their first
separation. Sadly, wearily and tearfully Nellie dragged about the house. Her song was
hushed ; she did not care to ride, practise or read,
and though always loving to her "auntie,"
as they always called me, I found it almost impossible to win a smile or look of interest from
her.
"Nellie!"
We were sitting together, one bright day,
sewing. The work had fallen from my darling's hands, and she was musing, with drooping head, and sad longing eyes. She looked
up as 1 spoke.
" Nellie, what troubles you?"
" 0 auntie, I miss Horace so much."
No words can describe the sadness in the
child's voice.
" But, Nellie, you must begin to learn135to live
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without Horace. Remember, dear, that he is
a man, who must, especially in a soldier's life,
/be away from home continually. You cannot
follow him from camp to camp."
" I 'd like to, auntie."
"No doubt, but—"
"Auntie, let's go to West Point. We can
hoard somewhere near the Academy. I never
thought of it till you mentioned following my
brother."
The color was flushing her cheek, the light
dancing in her eyes, as they had not done since
the last convulsive embrace she had given that
dear brother.
"We can go. Say yes, auntie. Oh, it is like
tearing the heart from the bosom to part Horace and I."
For an hour she pleaded with me, and then —
for truly, I pined for the boy too — I consented
to go, and for the term of Horace's studies at the
military school boarded at West Point. To say
that he was delighted to have his sister near him,
would but feebly express liis pleasure. Every
hour that could be spared from his duties was
spent at home. Stories of the cadets, eagerly
listened to by both Nellie and myself, laughing
drills of his sister filled many an evening. It
was a pretty sight to see that fair girl, tossing
the curls from her bright face, and donning
Horace's cap, go through the manoeuvres with
the musket her little white hands could just
grasp. She attended all the drills where a lady
was admitted ; she read all Horace's books,
and was the toast and admiration of lialf the
cadets and newly-made officers. At the balls,
where one-half the company laughingly called
her Corporal Curtis, her bright face, sparkling
wit, and animation both in dancing and conversing, made her the belle of the room.
Five years glided away, and the lawyer wrote
to resign his guardianship of the young twins'
property. They were man and woman now,
yet, to me, children, true, loving children still.
We were at home, in the dear country place,
Lieutenant Horace Curtis, Corporal Nellie and
I, when the war with Mexico was declared.
I am not writing a history of the War, so I
say nothing here of the many reports which
kept us in an anxious state of suspense for
several weeks. Finally the blow fell ; Horace
was ordered to join his regiment to sail for
Mexico. For mouths we bore the torture of the
home watching, and then we resolved to go to
Mexico. Letters were few and far between ;
and, to speak without exaggeration, I feared
that Nellie would lose her reason or die. All
the courageous independence which character-

ized her when near her brother deserted her
when he left us upon his mission of danger.
She became pale, listless, or restless, as the
news from the seat of war excited or depressed
her spirits. When the account of a battle
reached ns, the agony of suspense which she
sutfered until the list of wounded and dead
followed it threatened to unthrone her reason.
It was difficult to obtain permission to embark,
but we did at last, and arrived in the month of
February, 1847, at the little village of Buena
Vista. Our journey, from the time of our embarkation, was full of peril, though we were
under the escort of United States troops (in
fact, we travelled as baggage) ; but Nellie never
complained, never seemed frightened or fatigued the
;
one fact that every hour brought
her nearer to Horace seemed to infuse new
spirit into every step. The old light came into
her eye, the bloom to her cheek, the smile to
her lip. One day a friend in the regiment to
which we (as baggage) belonged suggested to
ns that we might find Horace wounded or dead.
"He is safe; safe and well," said Nellie,
drawing her tall figure erect. "I feel it; I
should Vnow if he sufl'ered. He has been suffering that we were apart, but now he is well."
We were lodged, on our arrival at Buena
Vista, in a small house in the village, and
found that we were still with the baggage of
the army, of which a great quantity was stationed here. We knew that Horace was near
us, with Taylor's division, but we were in the
village nearly two weeks before he was allowed
to visit us. He came one day with Lieutenant
Boardman, and I cannot foibear mentioning
what this young man told me.
"There has been," he said, "the greatest
change in Curtis within the last few weeks.
Brave as a young lion, he has been since we
left home silent, reserved, and melancholy.
His courage was too well known, and since we
have been here too severely tested for any one
to attribute the change to cowardice ; but he,
who u-as the life of the company, seemed to
have become perfectly misanthropic in his sad
reserve. The change back to his old manner
began some weeks ago. His song was again
the merriest round the camp-fire, his joke the
wittiest, and from that day to this he has been
the Horace Curtis of West Point. Did he
know you were coming ?"
" No ; we did not write."
"But I knew it," said Horace, looking from
Nellie to us ; "I knew Nellie must come tome,
and I felt her drawing nearer every day."
I believed him. The twin love, strengthened
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by tlieir orpbaiiliood, was the one iutense, couceutrated passion of tbeir lives.
"If you coulJ stay to-uiglit, only to-niglitl"
■whispered Nellie, as she grasped his Laud for
the farewell.
" I cannot ; it is late now. At sundown I
am to relieve the guard at the San Luis road ;
tlie post is important, and so dangerous that it
will be eternal dishonor if I shirk it. My men
wait now.
Oood-by, darling, darling!''
Never h.id his pet name for her sounded more
sweetly than on th.it afternoon, as be folded
ber fondly in his strong anus.
As she came from the door, where she stood
watching liim till he was out of sight, I saw
tears on her cheeks.
"I cannot help it, anntie,"she said, mournfully; "there is evil impending, some barm.
Ah !" One cry of agony, and she fell senseless
at my feet.
Wondering, fearing I knew not what, I ran
for water, and tried to restore her consciousness. She looked bewildered as, at length, she
sat op.
"Auntie, auntie! where — oh, I remember.
My arm."
"Your arm, Nellie?"
"Yes; such a sharp, sudden pain; it made
me faint. It is gone now, though it feels a
little stiff."
"Amitie!" This voice came from the door.
Did I mention that Nellie's deep, rich voice
was ex.ictly the same as her brother's, though
in him it was a sweet tenor, in her a fine contralto ? I started as the new voice, so like the
one at my side, fell upon my ear. Horace,
pale and scarcely able to stand, stood in the
doorway. "Auntie, can you bind this up?"
He pointed to his left arm, which bung useless
and bleeding at bis side. " Some rascals fired
on us from behind a wall," be gasped. "Quick,
auntie, Boardman is waiting at the door."
" You cannot return I" I cried.
"Imusl! Honor — I— " The words died on
his lips, and he fell fainting where he stood.
With returning consciousness, his eyes wandered and his lips whis])ered deliriously, and
then, the blood flowing freely, he fainted again.
We lifted him into the little bedroom, and
then removed his clothes. I was busy over
bis wound, bathing and dressing it, when the
sound of scissors clicking made me turn. For
an instant I thought I, too, was delirious.
Horace apparently stood before the glass ; another look convinced me that it w.is Nellie,
dressed in the uniform we had just thrown upon
the floor, and brushing the hair back from her
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forehead. All her long, dark curls lay in a heap
at her feet.
"Why, Nellie, are you mad ?"
"Auntie, hush, speak low! I am going
down to Lieutenant Boardman ; I take my brother's place to-night."
"You cannot, child I"
" 'Tis only to mount guard. I know the
duties, and I can catch them for tliis occasion.
Auntie, he said it was ilislwiwr if be was not
there; be bhall be there." She drew herself
erect, and proudly threw back her head.
There was a knock at the parlor door.
"Come, Horace, we are very late. Is your
hurt so bad ?" cried Lieutenant Boardman.
"Coming," cried Nellie, cheerily. "One
more pin in this bandage — so. Good-night,
auntie. Hush," she whispered, sternly. "Not
a word ; keep my secret, and nurse Aim." And
she was gone.
I can tell her course that night, for I heard
it word for word so often, but then I sat dismayed, sickening with apprehension. Her
last charge was no vain one ; all night my patient lay tossing in feverish pain. I was ignorant of the whereabouts of a physician, could
speak no word of Mexican or even Spanish, if
I b.ad wished to communicate with the people
in the house ; and then the dread of exposing
Nellie made mo afraid to have any one but
myself in the room. Morning found me at my
post, Horace at last sleeping from faintness
and the effect of the opi.ate I had ventured to
give him. Imagine my agony when, early in
the day, I heard heavy firing, and, before long,
the report that a battle wiis raging just beyond
the village. All day long the firing continued,
_ and I dared not leave my post. The day before, we bad heard the sound of firing at intervals, and Horace had assured us of the difficulty
of snatching the few hours he and his friend
spent with us. But to-day the roar was louder
and more steadily continued. Litters containing the wounded passed the door, and every
man told of the fearful battle raging so near us.
At the first report, Horace awoke in a burning fever and entirely delirious. All day he
raved, taking all my time and sometimes all
my strength to prevent bis rising ; indeed, but
for the loss of blood, which had weakened him,
I should have been powerless to confine him.
So I spent the terrible 23d of February, the day
ever memorable in our history as that upon
which the battle of Buena Vista was fought.
As night f>-ll, the bearers of the wounded became more nuinerous, and the bouse was soon
full. I gave them up my parlor, but the plea
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of an invalid in the bedroom was respected by
our brave soldiers, and they did not intrude
there. No word could I gain of Nellie, though
many told me they knew Lieutenant Curtis,
and spoke highly of his former deeds of bravery.
Another at last told me this —
" Indeed, madam, I trust he 's safe. I saw
iira two or three hours ago, unhurt, fighting
like the brave man that he is."
"Fighting?"
"Certainly, ma'am ; what should he be doing?"
I had no answer. Thoroughly bewildered,
sick with dread, I went back to my post beside
Horace. The night passed drearily. When
the surgeon visited the other wounded soldiers,
finding that there was no longer any occasion
for concealing Horace, trusting that the doctor
would not recognize bim, I had his wound
properly dressed. The ball was extracted, .ind
the shoulder and arm found to be very seriously
injured. Quiet, careful watching that no bandage was displaced in his delirious tossing,
some medicine were recommended, and I was
again alone with my boy. It was a noisy
night ; wagons, litters with wounded soldiers
upon them, passed the house every moment ;
inside, the groans and cries of the poor fellows,
with delirious shoutings from some, made the
scene more exquisitely painful. Day dawned
without my hearing one word from Nellie.
The battle was not renewed ; the Mexicans had
retreated. This I heard, and about noon my
niece suddenly entered my room.
"How is he?"
She knelt by the bedside, and took bis well
hand in hers. He knew the touch, for it calmed
him instantly.
"Nellie!"
"Here, Horace, here!"
" Nellie, the guns 1 hark ! I must go I"
"No, you can stay ; you can, I say. Would
I counsel you to a dishonorable act ?"
"Nellie, don't leave me !"
For nearly an hour she watched and soothed
him, and then he slept soundly. Then and not
till then did I know of my young heroine's
acts ; but, as her account was very modest,
and I heard the story from other lips, too, I
prefer to give it in my own words.
She went down to the street with Lieutenant
Boardraan, who inquired about her arm.
"A mere bagatelle. Will," she said, laughing, "though it made me faint ; but Aunt Lizzie is the best of doctors."
Chatting cheerfully, they went quickly towards the battle field (as it proved later), and.

by observing her friend and allowing him to
make the apology for their lateness, and showing her bloody sleeve to prove the accident, she
mounted guard with Horace's men, unsuspected. Laughing sometimes, as she thought
of her brother's surprise tlie next day ; sighing as she thought of his wound, she looked
upon the whole affair as a joke purchased by
shouldering a musket for one night. Just before daybreak, as she stood looking towards
one point on the road she guarded, she descried
a man creeping on all fours towards her. She
gave the alarm, and two soldiers started to
arrest the intruder. The fellow escaped, but,
the day breaking, the whole camp was on the
alert. Before she at all understood her position,
the battle was raging all around her.
" Forward ! march !" Horace 's captain gave
the word, the men fell into line, and Nellie
was led to the heart of the field. She says that
her brother's spirit passed into hers, and she
was not answerable for her actions. Certain it
is that she fought with a courage and daring
that made her the mark of many eyes, even on
that fearful day. At dark she was ordered to
lead her men to a certain point, to rest on their
arms. A sleepless, exciting night of watching
was followed by the certainty of victory the
next day ; and as soon as it was practicable she
came to me. We were still talking when there
was a knock at the door.
"Come in!" was answered by Lieutenant
Boardman.
"Captain Curtis," he said, bowing, "let me
be the first to congratulate you upon your promotion. Your gallant conduct of yesterday — "
He stopped suddenly, for liis eyes fell upon
Horace, the real Horace. The hot blood rushed
to Nellie's face, but in a low tone she began to
tell him the truth, ending with —
" You will keep our secret ?"
" As I guard my honor. Let the world suppose your brother wounded in the battle, none
shall ever know the truth from me."
I have told my story. Nellie donned her
own dress, and assisted in nursing Captain Curtis till he was again well, and able to join his
men.
From place to place we followed him, but it
was as women (or baggage), and not till the war
was over and we were again at home, did Lieutenant Boardman refer to his secret ; then he
said" —Captain Nellie, I have kept your secret for
a long time, now if you will take it back and
give me your hand instead — " and some more
to that eflect, which ended, as all stories will,
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in a wedding ; and the country-seat now rings
with the voici'S of two little ones, who belong
to Nellie and Will ; while it is difficult to say
which loves the soldier girl best, her husband
or the brother, who says he can't marry because
he hasn't time to pay atteutiou to any woman
but Nellie.
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A PARENT

TO A MARRIED DADGBTER ON THE ISDIPPERENCE
DISPLAYED BY HER IN THE EDUCATION OF UER
CHILDREN.

My Dearest Child: It is with the utmost
reluctance I now write to you ; but I fear I
should not do well to keep silence on so important a subject ; and as you have from infancy
ever listened to a mother's advice, I feel encouraged to write, hoping you will receive it
in the spirit of love in which it is written.
I have, for a long time, imagined that you
did not manifest that anxiety about the education of your children which every mother should
feel. There are many different methods of
educating children, varying according to their
stations in life ; but all should be taught not
to live for themselves only, but to be useful to
their fellow-creatures. The minds of children
are like young twigs, growing whichever way
they are bent. Seldom will they grow straight
of their own accord. They must be bent ; and
these immortal twigs are in your hands, my
dearest Ellen, to be bent for time and eternity.
Then, again, if their lives are spared, they will
take their position in the world. You have
often condemned the giddy, thoughtless girls
who can talk of nothing but dress and parties,
and the foppish young men who cannot converse for five minutes on anything interesting
or instructive ; and I Iiave often told you the
fault was in their education : they had never
been taught that they had a nobler end to live
for. Train up a child in the way he should go,
and when he is old he will not depart from it.
Remember, my Ellen, God has committed these
little ones to your care ; and He will Himself
demand how you have fulfilled your trust.
Think not slightly of it. A mother's cares are
very great, but her joys are as great also. In
you were all my doubts and fears, my hopes
and joys, centered ; and you have exceeded all
my expectations, and my anxieties are more
than compens.ated iu the love and confidence
you have ever bestowed on me. That you may
also obtain a mother's recompense is my earnest
prayer ; but, remember you cannot obtain it
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without a mother's care, and the care must
come first. Yon will need great p.itience and
perseverance ; but you will obtain strength
from on high, if you earnestly seek it, to guide
you in guiding your children iu the right way.
Store their minds with useful knowledge, and
then they will not feel awkward in the presence
of educated persons ; and, above all, dear Ellen,
teach them to love and reverence their Maker:
they may not always have earthly parents,
therefore impress upon their young minds the
necessity of early seeking the Lord ; and then
it may be said of you, "The children arise and
call her blessed." Oh, do not neglect this important duty any longer, but from this time see
to the education of your children : and may
the blessing of God attend your efforts. With
kind love, I remain, my dearest Ellen, your
afifectiouate mother.
L.

SUMMER.
BY

CLARA

AUOUSTl.

The Roft preen feet of summer press the hills,
And wake to bloom the spreading locust trees J
The evening forest teems with whippoorwilla,
And spicy odors load the southern breeze.
The sky, a dome of pulseless aznre light,
Mellow and rich, bends o'er the pleasant land,
By day, illumined with the red sun, bright,
At night, by the mild stars — a sister band.
The hush of evening comes in crimson gloom.
The sun goes down within the amber west—
The daylight flies to give the twilight room,
And labor sinks into the lap of rest.
On low, broad fields the fragrant clover bows
'Neath weight of sweetness, to the balmy breeze ;
The crowfoot, with its golden cnp endows
The royal banquet of the honey bees.
Streams flash along the grass-enamelled wold,
O'er pebbles, murmuring

like the sea's pink shells ;

And, on the hills, the fire-weed's vivid gold
Queens it beside the modest asphodels.
In purple midnights, fogs and vapors rise
From the smooth bosom of the distant bay ;
And the mild zephyr rises, falls, and dies.
So sweet, you think you're listening to a fay.
These nights are like fond dreams of happiness ;
The stars hang in the sky like silver lamps;
And in array of pale white loveliness,
The fleecy clouds gleam like an army's camps.
Reclining on some spot by love endeared.
Where the meek moonlight its pure shadow flings,
The silence is so deep — so strangely weird —
Yon almost bear the breath of growing things.
The night is foil of cool, refreshing sighs.
Winning the weary to a healthful sleep ;
0 gentle moonlight ! seal my drooping eyes !
And Morpheus, lock me in thy quiet keep I
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[Entered, accordiDg to act of Congress, in the year 1S61, by Louis A. Godet, in the clerk's office of tlie District
Court of the United States, in and for the Eastern District of Pennsylvania.]
(Continaed from page 39-)

CHAPTER
XI.— (Concluded.)
It was the last day of their visit ; the following morniug Edith aud her pupils were to return to the Bluff. They were seated at the
tea-table discussing the Christmas just past,
and speculating on the probability of passing
the next together, when Christopher entered
with the evening mail. Fred, who attributed
Edith's coldness and distant manner to coyness,
and his mother's influence, had ceased to seek
her society, aud seldom addressed her save in
general conversation, believing that at the
Bluff, when not under the surveillance of his
awe-inspiring mother, an explanation would be
brought about, and she would look with favor
upon his suit. Taking the letters and papers
from Christopher, he glanced over them, and
retaining a couple, handed the rest to his father.
" One for you. Miss Edith," said Mr. Morgan,
laying a letter down by her plate.
"You must pay for delivery!" exclaimed
Nora, and with a playful but, Edith afterwards
remembered, a precipitate and confused manner, she snatched the letter and put it in her
pocket.
"Now for my letter! What do you demand
for delivery?" said Edith, after the meal was
over, going up to Nora.
"More than you are able to pay," she answered, laughing, and holding her hand over
her pocket ran out of the room.
Edith followed her, though not in any haste,

This letter is, as you probably by this time
mistrust, from Signor Cavelli," replied Nora,
with an unblushing face.
"Aud why was it directed to me?" asked
Edith, with dignity.
" Simply because mother has very absurd
ideas upon the subject of letters passing between young ladies and gentlemen, and I requested him to write under cover to you. I
received one day before yesterday, but secured
it before Christopher carried the bag in."
"Miss Morgan, you cannot suppose that I
am going to abet you in this deception."
" Certainly I suppose you will not say anything about it, for it is my secret, not yours,
and you have no right to reveal it."
" Miss Nora, I entreat you to acknowledge it
to your parents yourself, and gain their consent to an open, honorable correspondence.
What confidence can you place in a person who
encourages you to deceive them ? It would be
an ill return for your father's kindness and
hospitality if I were to sanction such proceedings. A clandestine correspondence cannot be
prolific of good, and to prevent evil consequences Imust inform your father this eve" Do so ; it will not matter much, as Cavelli
ning."
returns to-morrow, and will make a formal proposal. But I do not wish to prevent you from

and when she entered Nora's room, she was
amazed to behold her standing quietly under
the light with the letter open in her hand, and
reading it with the greatest unconcern.

distinguishing yourself in my brother'^ eyes, and
having something to make a merit of to Uncle
Ellis ; therefore, the sooner you relieve your
mind to father, the earlier you will have Frederick on his knees ; he will be infinitely obliged
to you if you succeed in putting me out of favor

" What, my letter ?" Edith exclaimed, in indignation aud astonishment.

with my parents." And, with her most scornful
look, she passed Edith and descended to the

"Just be composed. Miss Edith. This letter
is to me, under cover to you ; I will ask you
to excuse the liberty I have taken with your
name after I have finished the reading of it" —
and she read on to the end.
"I must request an explanation," said Edith,
decidedly.
" Very140 well, you can have it if you wish.

The truth flashed across Edith's mind as she
parlor.
stood, petrified with astonishment, where Nora
had left her. That affable, familiar manner
had been assumed for a selfish purpose, and
her object gained, Nora had returned to her
arrogant ways with insulting words and scornful, contemptuous looks.
Was it possible that
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the stately, polished, refined Leonora Morgan
could so far forget herself as to treat with insult
a visitor in her father's house ? To take a
liberty with that visitor's name, and then throw
defiance in her face ! Ei'.ith walked the lloorin
a state of excitement. She could brook neglect,
disdain, cold treatment, but her Christian temper was not proof against insult.
" Sweet Heaven ! keep me in temper ; she
must be mad ! mad like her brother, only with

words of endearment addressed to his daughter.
Mary and Matty, pale and trembling, were
standing aloof from the sofa, while Frederick
and Edith, the only calm ones present, were
administering the remedies, all of wliiuh failed
to revive her the second time. Mr. Morgan
dispatched Christopher after Dr. Elton, the
family jihysician, but Fred, becoming impatient
at the servant's delay, snatched his hat and
dashed out of the house.

more method in her madness," she said, aloud,
as she passed into her own room. After much
deliberation, she concluded to go below, and
■when her pupils had left the parlor, to inform
Mrs. Morgan, as quietly, calmly as possible, that
the letter which had occasioned their abrupt
departure from the tea-room w.as not addressed
to her, but to Leonora from Signer Cavelli. She
h.ad become quite composed in mind, .and w.as
packing some things in her trunk when the
door w.as thrown violently open, and Matty
rushed in, exclaiming —
"Comedown, Miss Kdith ; Cousin Nora has
fainted, and they can't bring her to 1"
"Fainted 1" echoed Edith, in surprise, dropping the dress she was folding.
"Yes. Uncle Morgan had a letter from some
one in Philadelphia, and when he read it out
Cousin Nora dropped right down like one dead.
The letter was all about Signer Cavelli, who h.as

Edith's resentment had vanished, and she
looked with compassion on the face which but
a short time before had lighted up with scorn,
and the lips, so white and compressed, which
had last addressed her with insolence and contempt. The old doctor whose ear had caught
Nora's first wailing cry when she entered the
world, and with doubled-up fists seemed ready
to battle with its troubles, bustled into the
room, and approaching the sofa ordered every
one to leave it but Mrs. Morgan. He proceeded to apply active remedies, scolding Mr.
Morgan the while for having read the news
before his daughter, whom he pronounced a
simpleton for ever having looked upon such a
puppy as Cavelli. A family physician generally
becomes the repository of the family secrets,
and is therefore privileged toexpress hisopinion
on other matters tlian those pertaining to his
profession. An old physioi.an, particularly, is
often asked for advice to regulate the conduct
of his patients, as well as their system, and is
usually looked upon as a reliable friend of the
family. Dr. Elton was no exception; but in Mr.
Morgan's family he was regarded as an oracle,
and Mrs. Morgan, whom he called "child" from
hiibit, having attended her long before her
marriage, looked up to him almost with veneration. He was the only person to whose
opinion Nora would ever yield, or whose advice
she ever asked, and when she opened her eyes
and saw his kind face bending over her, she
gave him a look of recognition, then burst into
tears.
"There, be quiet, my daughter; don't distress yourself," he said, soothingly. "I am
going to take you up stairs, .and then you can
tell me all your troubles 1 Miss Stanford, will

been forging Uncle Morgan's and papa's name,
and drawn ever so much money."
Edith descended immediately, followed by
Matty, who trembled like one in an ague fit.
When they entered the room, Norawasstretched
out on the sofa, and bending over her were her
father, mother, and brother. Fred was bathing
her temples, Mr. Morgan was chafing her hands,
■while his wife with trembling fingers was trying to loosen her daughter's dress.
"Miss Edith, can you?" And Edith unhooked the dress, raised the poor girl, who was
beginning to revive, and held a glass of water
to her lips. In a few moments she was able
to sit up, and looking around her eye rested on
her father's face ; it gradually expanded, then
flashed with a sudden fire, and making an
effort to rise she shrieked, " It's false ! a base
lie I" then sank back upon the sofa, and w.as in
another swoon. It was a scene of confusion :
tlie servants hurrying to and fro procuring
restoratives ; Mrs. Morgan, white as the face
on her lap, reproaching her hnsb,and for his
want of consideration in re.ading the letter
aloud ; and Mr. Morgan hurling invectives at
the "Italian scoundrel," intermingled with

" Not her! I hate her ! She shall not touch
me !" exclaimed Nora, passionately.
" Tnsh ! tush! not so loud!" s.aid the doctor, in a peremptory tone.
you—"
Edith retired to the farther part of the room,
where Nora could not see her, thinking th.at her
presence recalled the letter, and after she had
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been taken up stairs by lier father and tlie
doctor, bade Fred good-night and, with the
girls, retired to lier cliamber.
It was long before Editli laid her head upon
her pillow, and still longer before she closed
her eyes in sleep. She reviewed her visit which
had been so full of events ; she reviewed Nora's
conduct, which surprised, alarmed her ; for
though there be many such elsewliere, she had
never before met with her parallel. While
looking at Nora, Edith had determiued to say
nothing about the letters she had received,
but, on reflection, she concluded that it would
be best to mention the subject to Mr. Morgan,
as Nora's letters might possibly have some
connection with the one he had received ; and
more particularly as she remembered that the
envelopes bore her name, and if found they
would implicate herself in the secret correspondence.
She was turning this over in her mind the
next morning, and trying to arrive at a decision
how to broach the subject in the most delicate
manner, when Mr. Morgan entered the breakfast-room, where she was seated alone, and
handing her a letter said —
" You dropped this last evening. Miss Edith."
She did not raise her hand to receive it, but
answered — "It does not belong to me, Mr.
Morgan."
He looked at her in surprise, then examined the envelope.
" If I understand the superscription, it certainly does belong to Miss Edith Stanford," be
returned, with a faint smile.
"The envelope is directed to me, but the
letter is addressed to your daughter," she replied, looking up into his face witli her large,
honest e3'es, while a blush of shame, shame for
Leonora dyed her cheek.
" My daughter?"
"From Signer Cavelli."
" Is it possible !" he exclaimed, while every
nerve in his face worked ; astonishment and
grief at his daughter's duplicity being for the
moment tlie paramount emotions of his mind;
then rage at Cavelli seemed to take possession
of him, and he strode up and down the apartment heaping imprecations on the head of the
"Italian scoundrel."
" Miss Stanford," he said, stopping suddenly.
" I cannot believe that you have been an abettor— no, not an abettor, for all concerned in such
a proceeding are principals ; but have you sanctioned the use of your name for such an unworthy purpose?"

"Certainly not, Mr. Morgan; it only came
to my knowledge last evening when I followed
your daughter out of the room for the purpose
of getting from her my letter, as I supposed it
" And would you have returned to the Bluff
to be." apprising her parents of the atrocious
without
deception being practised upon them in the
carrying on of a clandestine correspondence ?"
" I was about to inform you of the fact, when
I was told that you had received a letter, the
reading of which had affected your daughter so
"So painfully!" he repeated, then, sitting
painfully."
down, said —
" Miss Edith, you have become, during your
short visit, acquainted with much that is unpleasant, connected with my family — my son's
insanity and my daughter's infatuation, whicli
may, God knows I end in insanity also." For
some moments he sat with his head on his
hand, then, as if thinking aloud, continued—
" Poor Clarence I he was the first to inherit the
curse which rests over his mother's family, and
I could, but I will not execrate her, who hastened its course on him. He was a noble fellow, but in an evil moment be met one who
fascinated him, who inspired a love as deep and
true as was ever cherished for woman. They
met in Europe, were betrothed and the day fixed
for their marriage ; she returned to America,
and he made arrangements to follow in a month.
The day he arrived in Liverpool, he was taken
sick, and when the vessel sailed that was to
liave borne him home he was prostrated by
fever. Two months elapsed, and, scarcely able
to travel, he embarked for New York, and
reached there the night his betrothed was married to another. A few weeks after, he returned to us impaired in health, dejected and
depressed, and after a few days of seclusion,
proceeded to furnish the green room, frequently
muttering to himself — 'Forsaken, forsaken.'
When it was completed, be procured a suit of
clothes entirely green, which he called the livery
of the forsaken, and when he appeared in them
the dreadful truth was forced upon our minds
that he was bereft of reason. For days he
would seclude himself, and then suddenly appear at the table. Sometimes he would be very
communicative, talking a great deal about his
Helen, at others he would remain perfectly
silent. At length be commenced to rave wildly,
finally became malicious, and after twice attempting my life, I consented, reluctantly, to
send him to Savannah.
Poor boy ! the light
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again."
Matty entered and thoughtlessly greeted her
uncle with her saucy good-morning and quick
kiss, but he did not make the usual hearty
response, but turned his head away ami fumbled in his pocket, where he had put Nora's
letter.
" Your father will be up today, Mary," he
Raid, at length.
" Papa coming ! what for, uncle ?"
"On business, my dear; I sent for him last
evening," replied Mr. Morgan. And taking
the letter that he had received the evening
before he carefully read it over.
"Martha," he said, addressing his wife, who
entered with a face which bore evidence of a
sleepless night — " Martha, was Cavelli present
the evening I mentioned having sent a large
sum of money to my agent in Philadelphia to
invest ?"
" I do not remember," she replied, briefly.
" He was, uncle ; it was the evening before
the party."
" So it was ; the evening before he left, and
he without doubt conceived the idea of forging
the draft that same night. The villain I But
he must have an accomplice in New York, for
those lettei-s" (turning to Edith) "werewritten
in Philadelphia and sent to Kew York to be
mailed.
" I prefer to hear nothing further on th»
subject, Mr. Morgan," said his wife, with a look
and tone indicating that it was an unpleasant
one to her.
The breakfast was eaten in silence. Fred
came in as the others arose from the table, and
when his mother left the room her husband
renewed the subject so disagreeable to her and
discussed it with his son.
It was near noon when Mr. Ellis arrived, and
after an interview with Mr. Morgan in the library, he entered the parlor and informed
Edith and his daughters that he should start
that evening for Philadelphia.
"What
Matty.

OK,

are you going for, papa?" asked

"On business, my child."
"About the forgery, papa?" asked Mary, in
a low voice.
"Yes, my dear," he replied, smiling at her
cnriosity.
Immediately after dinner the carriage was at
the door, and bidding good-bv to all save Nora
whom they were not allowed to see, Edilh and
her pupils were whirling over the road to the
Blaff.
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" Oh, 'tis thp curse in love, and still approvM,
When women cannot love where they're boloved."
"Eyes, look your last!
Arms, take your last embrace ! aiul, lips, 0 you,
The doors of breath, seal with a ^i^'llt''o^s kiss
A dateless bargain to oDgrossing death!*'
*' Death lies on her like an nntimely frost
Upon the sweetest flower of all the field."
Weeks passed away quietly ; the round of
school duties only interrupted for a day by Mr.
Ellis's return from his journey, which proved
unsatisfactory, for Cavelli had managed to effect his escape to his own country.
Easter came, and with it Fred, who brought
the Intelligence that Nora was quile melancholy, seeing few visitors, and seldom going
out. Her friends were becoming alarmed, and
were planning schemes to draw her from
home, in the hope that new scenes and fresh
faces would restore the tone of her mind, and
lead her to forget him who, for selfish and
wicked purposes, had so trifled with her aflfeotlons. In a moment of confidence, Nora had
revealed to her mother that Cavelli had proposed a private marriage, urging it on the plea
that her parents would never give their consent, and, in the event of his being called to
Italy by his father, she might, during his
absence, be persuaded to marry another. But
if they were married secretly, he believed that
after a brief period of alienation the would be
forgiven by her parents, and he would be recalled,
Fred seemed very quiet, save at times, when
Matty's exuberant spirits would rou.-e him, and
together they would fly through the house,
making it ring with their merry laughter.
Edith observed the same rule of conduct that
had governed her actions during the last two
weeks of her visit at his father's house. Without making her motive apparent, so as to attract the observation of her pupils, she contrived to be in his society only when they or
Mr. Ellis were present. But several times, and
always at the piano, she fancied that his voice
assumed a tender tone, and though his words
were what any one might have uttered, yet the
look that often accompanied them revealed
more than words could have expressed.
*' she
For
Was
And
think

knew she was by him beloved ; she knew.
qnickly comes such knowledge, that his heart
darkened by her shadow."
when, wishing to give him no cause to
himself beloved, she rose fiom the instrument with a quiet, cold manner, and as she
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moved away, saw his hand tremble and a shadow gather on his brow,
" She saw
That he waa wretched."
Easter week expired, and Edith and her
pupils returned to the school-room, but Fred
did uot return to Augusta. He liked the Bluff,
and thought it had improved wonderfully ; he
was charmed with its rural beauty, and, considering that he should not visit it again for
two years, he concluded to protract his stay
another week.
Mr. Ellis had treated Edith with unvarying
kindness, but with studied reserve since the
morning he had seen her in the library with
his nephew. She now seldom saw the bright
look on his face, and more than once, when, at
the request of his daughters, he accompanied
her playing with his flute, at Fred's approach he
had taken it from his lips, and, with a complaint
that the instrument did not chord, or that his
flute was out of order, he had left the room. At
such times, Matty, half in earnest, half in jest,
would scold her cousin for interrupting the
delightful music, and, as a penalty for his impudence, would compel him to talk to her instead of Miss Edith.
A few days after the Easter vacation, Edith
had dismissed her pupils, and was alone in the
school-room, busily engaged in writing letters.
She was rapidly penning her thoughts when
her attention became diverted by the sound of
footsteps and voices in the library. The door
between the two rooms was ajar, and that leading into the parlor closed and locked on the inside. The first words of the conversation between Fred and his uncle told Edith that it was
ti private one, and that she of all the household
should not be a listener. But what should she
do ? Should she notify them of her proximity
by a cough ? or open the door, and, waiving all
delicacy, pass through the library ? While she
was deliberating the conversation continued,
and revealed to her Fred's mission to the Bluff,
which, to do justice to her woman's instinct,
she had more than half suspected before. His
burning words fell on her ear, as, in low tones,
he revealed to his uncle his love for lier, and
then, in a passionate burst, begged him to intercede, should his own pleadings fail. Mr. Ellis
replied, but in tones so low the words did not
reach her.
" I know, uncle, I know the curse tliat rests
over our house ; but am I to be debarred from
all that makes life happy ? Must I give up the
blessed hope of ever clasping a wife to my
bosom ? Must I smother tliis ardent love, and
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coldly bid Aer farewell forever? 0 God! that
we should be so cursed, so cursed! But, uncle,
if she does love me, and after I have made
known all to her, she is willing to take me for
better, for worse, am I uot justified in marrying?
or, out of regard for the generation yet unborn,
perhaps never to be born, must I dash the cup of
happiness aside when it is just within my
grasp ? No, uncle, I cannot see the righteousness of that ; that would be madness indeed.
She can, she must save me from this curse !
with her I should never be insane, unless from
excess of happiness."
"But, Fred, you acknowledge that you have
received no proof that she loves you. I fear
you are too sanguine, my boy," said Mr. Ellis,
clearing his throat.
"I have received no evidence save her blushes
and apparent timidity when I approach, but — "
" Do uot misinterpret those ; they may arise
from a knowledge of your sentiments and a
wi.'^h not to encourage them."
" So said my mother, and she said more.
Uncle Ellis, do not consider me impertinent;
the question is not prompted by idle curiosity,
but from a wish to know the truth .' Was my
mother right when she bade me stifle my love,
and told me that you wished to retain Miss
Edith in your family, not as your daughters'
governess, but as — as — i/our uifei Uncle, do
youNow
loveshe
her,listened
too ?" I now she raised the heavy
bands of hair tliat covered lier ear and bent
forwards to catch the reply. But she knew it
already ; she knew, notwithstanding his distant
manner, that lie did love lier, and with the
smile of confidence that parted her lips there
mingled a shadow of a regret at the pang which
Fred must feel when he heard the confirmation
of his mother's words. She heard Mr. Ellis's
step in a distant part of the room, heard it return, and then the words —
" Frederick, while Miss Edith remains in my
house I shall look upon her as my tiard, and,
as a conscientious guardian, having her happiness in view, I have questioned your motive
in coming to the Bluff; and, believing that her
happiness would not be promoted by becoming
a member of your father's family, both on account of that blight, insanity, which might
possibly visit you, and make her more than a
widow, and on account of the pride of your
mother and sister, which would forbid their
receiving your wife with cordiality if she had
previously occupied a position one grade below
theirs, I have striven to discourage you and
prevent, if possible, your making proposals.
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But, Frederick, if she, with a full knowledge of
all the trials slie may be called to pa<:s througli,
willingly consents to become your wife, to share
your joys and sorrows, then 1 say (jod speed."
She heard no more ; enough had reached
her ear, and, as a draught of air closed the
door, she arose, and, with a face white as the
driven snow, clasped her cold hands, and, witli
a look of agony, stood for a moment like one
upon whom had fallen a sudden blight ; then
her white lips parted, and the words "liis
tcaij:'' were uttered iu a tone so low, so full
of misery that to Iier they seemed to contain
the very essence of nnhappiness. She leaned
her bowed head upon tlie desk, and remained
so motionless that she seemed a perfect statue.
The shades of evening had gathered and darkened the room when she lifted her head and
murmured, "Keep yourselves from idols."
Her face was still colorless, and the look of suffering still there, but she repeated, "Keep
i/ourselres from idols;" and, taking a shawl,
threw it over her shoulders, listened a moment
at the door, tlien opened it, and, passing through
the library, stepped out upon the piazza. Long
she paced up and down, heedless that her hair
and clothes were becoming damp with the
heavy southern dew, and forgetful the sound
of the tea-bell had fallen on her ear when she
closed the school-room door ; long she walked,
slowly back and forth, with the moonlight
playing on her drooping figure, and when the
prayer-bell summoned the family to evening
worship she started as if awakened from a deep
sleep. Hesitating a second, she went in up to
her room for a few moments while the servants
were assembling, and then descended to the
sitting-room, her face wearing its usual look of
sweet serenity. In answer to the girls' questions, she stated that she had been writing
letters and walking on the piazza.
"We thought that you were lying down,
because you had the headache this afternoon,
and papa told Aunt Cilia not to disturb you,"
said Mary.
She observed the look of scrutiny with which
Mr. Ellis regarded her as she entered the room,
but the usual blush did not rise to her face ;
she noticed, too, Fred's tender, anxious expression, and his nervous, trembling manner as he
placed a chair for lier, and, contrary to his
usual custom, sat down by her side ; but it did
not produce a feeling beyond that of strong
indifference until Matty, in passing to her own
seat, stooped and kissed her cheek, saying,
" I am so sorry your head aches, Miss Edith."
Then she felt a sudden reaction ; the blood like
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a torrent rushed to her face, anil her breast
heaved with suppressed emotion. But it was
of momentary duration, and when Mr. Ellis's
clear voice commenced the evening lesson, she
moved her chair a little further in the shade, and
listened with her accustomed serious attention.
After prayers, remeniberint; her unfinished
letters, she bade the girls good-niirht at the foot
of the stairs, saying that she was going to the
school-room for a few moments. She did not
take a light, but left the door open, and by the
light of the lamp burning on the library table
she gathered up her writing materials and was
closing the desk when she heard a footstep, and
immediately after a sh.idow fell across the lid.
Looking around, she discovered Frederick Morgan standing in the door, and, bidding him a
quiet good-night, passed him on the threshold,
and was rapidly leaving the room when he
started forward, and, in a quick, earnest tone,
begged her to stop one moment.
"Miss Edith, it is not late, and can you not
spare me one moment ?"
She turned, and, without saying a word, laid
her portfolio on the table, and, with her full,
dark eye bent upon him with a cold, passive
look, stood re.idy to listen.
" Oh, Edith ! do not look upon me in that
forbidding manner. You must know why I
have sought this interview," he exclaimed,
advancing with his bands clasped, and then
recoiling as he met her frigid lobk.
" I do know, Mr. Morgan, for I was an unwilling listener to the conversation between
yourself and Mr. Ellis in this room this afternoon," she replied, in a low, steady voice.
"Miss Edith!"
"I was in the school-room; and since I am
aware of your — your intentions, I will spare you
"Oh, Edith! you do not, you cannot mean
"That though I entertain for you a warm
the—"
friendship, I do not love you," slie interrupted.
that—"
"My fiod I And must I share Clarence's
fate?" he exclaimed, vehemently, his tall,
slight figure bending like a willow, and his
hands pressed over his blanched face. Then
he dropped them, and, approaching her with
suddenness, exclaimed, in a low, eager tone —
" Dear Edith, is it that you fear that I nfay
become insane V^
"No, Mr.- Frederick— "
"Thank you, Edith," he interrupted. And
she continued —
" It is because I do — "
"Do not repeat those withering words I" he
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said, hastily and with strong feeling. "God
bless you, dear, beloved, worshipped <me ! I
must love you still, I must worship from afar!
But oh, Edith, if you could but love me, if you
would be 7)ii»e, I would make your life so happy !
and with this love that passeth understanding
I would love you even to this life's end !"
'" No, Frederick, it cannot be."
'• 0 God! And this heart was so fnll of
hope, and now — " A "tablet of unutterable
thoughts" passed over his face, and, snatching
her hand, he pressed it again and again to his
icy lips, and, without another word, dropped
into a ch.air, liis frame quivering and his head
bowed on his knee, as if utterly crushed.
Edith had experienced the same anguish but a
few hours before, and she knew how like a
withering blight comes the knowledge that the
one for whom a wealth of love has been garnered up ready to be lavished is indifferent ;
that the idol, whose every look, word, and tone
has been cherished, and, in the absence of the
worshipped one, thought and dreamed on, is
cold, unloving. She had experienced that
agony of mind on learning that the love so ardent, so consuming, and withal so confident and
hopeful, is naught to its object ; and though
slie liad prayed long and fervently, yet she
still felt as if suddenly bereft of every earthly
happiness. She experienced a strong sense of
guilt in having made unto herself another god;
and, repenting her own sinfulness, and pitying
Fred's distress, she bent her head, and breatlied
into his ear what she had been so continually
repeating to herself — "Keep i/oiirselves from
idols; Frederick, He has said, Keep yourselves
from idols.^^
■\Vith quick steps, heedless of the wailing
cry "Edith."' she passed from the library to
her own room ; and, throwing on a wrapper,
seated herself to add a few more words to her
mother's letter: —
"* * * I think, dear mother, at the close of
the present year I will resif/it and return to you.
Not that I do not continue pleased with my
situation, for I have yet the first fault to find,
and, as you already know, I am fondly attached
to my dear pupils, and will part with them
with feelings of the deepest regret ; but I do
not think I should be happy if I were to renualn another year; and, as my mind is quite
made up, you may expect me home when the
foliage .around the little farm has put on its gay
fall dress, and Brother George can olitniii leave
of absence from his harvesters to come for
me. * * *"
"Why, Miss Eden, honey, it am nine o'clock,
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and bress yer heart if yer didn't sleep in yei
dressin'-gown I Am yer sick, honey?" exclaimed Aunt Cilia, the next morning, arousing
Edith from a sound sleep. Alarmed at the
lateness of the hour, she sprang from her couch,
and with the greatest precipitancy commenced
to dress, while the old negro woman continued
— "Lor' a massy! how pale de chile am!
What am de matter ? Nottinff? Don't b'lieve
dat, no how, fur yer habn't bin de same chile
since de visit to 'Gusta, and I jis b'lieve dat
Miss Morgan and Miss Nora didn't treat yer
proper. Kuow'd how 'd be, an' tole young
massa so ; but yer couldn't stay to hum an' de
young missuses go way for tree weeks, nohow."
And, muttering something about Miss Eden's
breakfast, she hurried down stairs.
Edith went immediately to the school-room,
where she found her pupils awaiting her, and,
excusing her tardy appearance by saying that
she had sat up very late, and consequently
overslept lierself, she took her Bible, and proceeded to read the morning lesson. At dinnertime she learned from Matty that lier cousin
had concluded to take passage and sail for
Europe that day fortnight, and had accordingly
taken his departure from the Bluff that morning.
Weeks glided rapidly by. Edith was, if possible, more conscientious in the discharge of
her duties, and was amply repaid for her pains
in the rapid progress which her pupils made in
their studies. Occasionally Mr. Ellis visited
the school-room and listened to the recitations,
and frequently sat in the parlor when she was
giving the music-lessons. He seemed to experience afeeling of anxiety regarding her health,
and often chided her for remaining so late in
the school-room, and not taking more exercise.
Finally he insisted upon her riding, after school
hours, with her pupils, and accordingly every
day the horses were found waiting at the door
when the lessons were finished. With Uncle
Anthony or Uncle Sigh in attendance, they
would scour the country round the Bluff, often
returning after nightfall ; but, notwithstanding
this exercise, of which Edith was very fond,
her cheek lost its roundness and the color faded
from it gradually until it looked wan and white.
Mr. Ellis proposed another short vacation,
saying that he did not think the girls liked to
study in warm weather; but Edith informed
him of her intention to return home in September, and expressed a wish to be allowed to
make the most of the time while she was .at
the Bluff, as she l>ad Laid out a course of study
which she wished her pupils to complete before
she left them. Mr. Ellis regarded her earnestly
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B3 she iKaneJ ngaiust Ihu pillar of tlie piazza,
and asked "if shis thought her health would
not permit her to remain another year?" She
rejilied that her mother's health was delicate,
and they all wished her to return home. He
paced up and down with his fiiui, regular step,
but without making furtlier remark, and without seeming to notice her absence when she
went into the house.
Later in the evening, when she was sitting
iu the library correcting French exercises, with
the girls on either side of her, he entered with
his paper, and, sitting down at the same table,
in a few moments seemed wholly absorbed in
its contents. Toying with her pencil, she raised
her hand suddenly, and a ring which she wore
fell to the floor; he stooped immediately, picked
it up, .md laid it on the table. Matty took it,
and was about to replace it on Edith's finger
when she said —
" Not that finger, dear ; this one."
" Why, Miss Kdith, you always used to wear
it ou your third finger."
"I know, my dear; but it is too large for
that one now." She looked up as she spoke,
but her eyes fell immediately beneath the
earnest, burning gaze of his brown eyes. A
strange, wild delight thrilled her soul. Was it
possible that, after all, he did love her.'
Matty retained the hand a moment ; then
placed it on the table as gently as if it were
made of wax, and as she did so arose from her
chair. Edith felt something very like a tear
drop on her wrist ; and, looking up quickly,
saw that Matty's face was wet. Waiting a
moment, so as not to attract the attention of
Mary .and her father, who was again buried in
lii.s paper, she quietly left the room, and followed her np stairs. Sobs fell on her ear as
she opened the door of the girls' chamber, and
on the bed l.ay Matty, weeping convulsively.
" Vi'hy, Matty, dear, wh.tt is the matter?"
she asked, in her gentle, affectionate tones.
"Odear! Miss Edith, you are not happy,"
sobbed forth Matty.
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of us — Mary, and I, and jiajm! he does, Miss
Edith ; I know he does."
"Hush, darling! You know I have a mother and sister at home, and 1 cannul forget
my duty to them, " replied Edith, her own tears
now mingling with Matty's.
" But they don't need you as much as — as
papa and Mary ! Oh, </o stay, dear Miss Edith,
and when I am gone take my place."
" (jone ? What do you mean, Matty ?"
She did not reply, but renewed her sobs and
clung still closer to Edith's neck. After waiting a moment, Edith urged —
"Tell me, dear, what you mean ?"
" Miss Edith, " said Matty, becoming suddenly
calm, and raising her head from Edith's shoulder, "I am going to die, and I cannot bear the
thought that papa and little Mary will be left
"Matty," said Edith, rising, "you must not
alone."
talk
iu this strain ; I cannot permit you to distress yourself so foolishly." But she was far
from being free from alarm, for Matty's hands
were burning and her f.ace Hushed, and in answer to Edith's question she said that her head
"ached dreadfully."
" Con*e, my dear ; let me undress you and get
you info bed, and in the morning you will feel
all "right."
I do not like to go to bed, Miss Edith."
"Why not, my dear?"
"Because I shall never rise again."
"Do you not see how unhappy you are
m.aking me, Matty ?"
" Well, I '11 be undressed ; but you don't
know how sorry I am that I was not confirmed
in the spring. Papa could have taken me to
Augusta, and I should have felt better about
dying now. But do you think that God will
accept me and Christ will love me ? I have
seen fifteen ye.ars, but I have not done fifteen
good actions iu my whole life. If I only knew
the"Matty,"
way!" said Edith, becoming deeply affected, "you must praij, dear, and God will
show you the way."
" 'Tlie fervent, effectual' — what is that, Miss

"Not h.appy? What makes you think so,
darling?"
" Because you — you told papa that you were
go — going home, and you look so pale and
thin, .and sometimes so sad. 0, Miss Edith!"
And she threw her arms around Edith's neck,
and pressed her cheek to her own tear-stained
face.

Edith ? I have forgotten."
"'The fervent, effectn.tl pr.ayer of a righteous
man availeth much.' "
"And doesn't itsay anything about woman.'''
" It means all, my dear Matty."
"Then, Miss Edith, now that I'm in bed,

" But darling, you must not distress yourself
Am I not always cheerful ?"
"Yes, Miss Edith, but not liappij. Won't
you stay with us, for we all love you so ? All

won't ijou ple.ase pray for me ?"
Edith knelt down, and, in simple, cimest
words, poured out her whole soul in the fervent
petition that her pupil might see the way, the

so.
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light, and the truth ; that slie might become a
child of God and an inheritor of that kingdom
whicli passeth not away. Matty lield her hand,
and frequently dui'ing the prayer she pressed
it, and, when Edith rose, said —
" Thank you. Miss Edith. I think I begin to
see the way already ; now if my head would
only stop aching, I might get to sleep."
"Compose yourself, darling, and I will sing
to you."
"Yes, Miss Edith, that's what I want — a
hymn." And, putting one hand under her
pillow and the other on Edith's slioulder, she
looked up into her face, and a smile played
around her mouth as Edith commenced the
familiar hymn — •
"Prayer is the soul's sincere desire."
Before it was finished her eyes were closed,
and, moving softly from her seat on the bedside, Edith hastened down stairs and communicated to Mr. Ellis her fears that Matty was
seriously ill.
"She had the headache all d.ay, but would
not let me tell you, because she said you didn't
look happy, and she did not wish to trouble
you," said Mary.
" Have .you observed anything peculitir about
her?" inquired Mr. Ellis.
"There was a rash out on her neck at dinner-time, but it all went off," answered Mary.
Mr. Ellis changed countenance, and said —
"I will send to town for Dr. Elton; I cannot
trust my own skill." And, calling Uncle Anthony, lie ordered him to saddle the best horse,
and take a note to Augusta immediately.
*' Is there any disease prevalent in the neighborhood at this time ?" asked Edith, after Mr.
Ellis had visited Matty .and examined her skin
closely.
' ' Scarlet fever, "he answered, briefly. She
asked no more questions, but, putting Mary
into her own bed, prepared herself to watch
beside Matty, who was becoming restless, and
talked incoherently in her sleep. Her comatose, delii'ious symptoms seemed to alarm 'Mr.
Ellis, and he tried to arouse her for the purpose
of administering a gentle medicine to modify
the course of the disease, saying to Edith that
scarlet fever generally terminated favorably
without treatment, unless of the m.alignaut.
" Then it is scarlet fever ?"
"No doubt of it," he replied, looking at his
watch, then out of the window, anxiously. All
the long night they watched beside her, and at
the break of day the welcome sound of horses'
feet fell on their ears. Dr. Elton's kind face
presented itself at the door of the sick room,

/

and in sxispense they awaited his opinion ; but
he expressed none, and they could learn nothing from the immobility of his face, but they
knew from his ceaseless efforts to arouse her,
and from his resort at length to tonics and
stimulants, that it was an extreme case. Her
system seemed to be at once overwhelmed by
the force of the disease, and the symptoms to
evince an extraordinary degree of weakness.
Her face was livid, the muscles relaxed, and her
respiration preternaturally slow. Dr. Elton did
not leave the room, scarcely the bedside, during
the d.ay. A few feeble attempts were made at
reaction, but towards night her system ceased
to make resistance, and, with a face betraying
strong emotion, the doctor turned to Mr. Ellis
and said, " There is no hope."
Without uttering a word, Mr. Ellis dropped
his head upon the pillow, his strong frame
bowed in an agony of grief.
Matty opened her eyes, and, with a feeble
effort, turned her head and said, " Papa !"
Her father raised his head and stejiped forward, so that she could see him.
" Papa" — he bent his head to catch her words
— "I am going to heaven — bright heaven!
Mamma is waiting for me now, and after a
while I will wait with her for you, and Mary,
and Miss Edith. Piipa, bury me on the Indian
mound, and when the sun sinks behind the hill
that sends back the echo, bring your Hute and
play the tunes I love best. Papa, you mustn't
grieve for me, for I 'm very happy. Where 's
Her sister had been kept from the room,
Mary ?"
much
against her will, and when Edith opened
the door and beckoned to her, she entered, and,
throwing herself on the bed, uttered a cry of
anguish.
" Don't, dear sister ! I am only going home
to tell mamma and God that you are coming.
You are good, dear Mary, but be better, be better." She turned to Edith, who was on the
other side of the bed, and motioned for her to
put her head down. " Stay with them, Miss
Edith, and love them, and comfort them, and,
dear Miss Edith, be yourself happy. Tell all
the people good-by ; and — Nelly belongs to me
— I give her to yoti. Miss Edith, to bring to
heaven. Now, Miss Edith, kiss me, and sing
' All is Well.' " She took her father's, sister's,
and teacher's hands, and, pressing them feebly
togetuer, said "Sing." It was some moments
before Edith could command her voice. She
commenced in trembling tones, but, gathering
fortitude, sang with steadiness the hymn that
Matty had named : —
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disclosed the

My sins forgiven —
Forgivea ! 1 am free ;
All ia n-ell.
There *8 not a cloud that doth arifte
To hide me from my Saviour's eyes;
I soon i>haU mount the upper skies ;
All is well."
Fixing her eyes on her father's face, her lips
iiiovetl as if following the words of the hymu,
auj at the last line of the third verse —
•* The j^littering crown appears in view—"
her hand relaxed its feehle hold, and as the
"All is well," died
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of violent grief, was calm, and her manner

"Weop not, my frieuds —
Uy frio&dti, weep Dot for mo,
AU is well.

refrain,
lied.
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away, her spirit

low voice she begged to be perMatty, and going with her to the
Edith turned down the sheet and
body of her beloved sister arrayed

as on the night of Nora's party. Though in
life Slatty was not even pretty, yet in death
she was beautiful. Dying early, before the
disease had made any ravages, she was not
wasted, but looked like one asleep in perfect
health. Her short, plump hands were crossed
on her full bosom, and as a breath of air raised
for a moment the purple ribbon that confined
her sleeve, and its shadow pl.ayed on her white
neck, Slary started as if she believed that life
was not wholly extinct. The long eyelashes

Mary's hand slid from henoath her father's,
and, with a low moan, she dropped upon the
floor. Good Dr. Elton, with the tears trickling
down his fnrrowed cheek, raised her and con-

rested on the fair round cheek, and the abundant hair was wound m one massive braid

veyed her into Edith's room. The Mack people, who had gathered to receive a parting look
from their beloved mistress, were sobbing aloud.
Aunt Cilia sat crouching in the corner, rocking
her body to and fro, her old frame quivering

to Edith it seemed like a triumphant expression, as it in the upper regions she was exulting
in her victory over the world.

and her lips muttering — "De Lor' gins and
de Lor' takes away ; but dis ole heart can't
bress his name, no how."
" Go down stairs, all of you," said Dr. Elton,
kindly, after sending Aunt Cilia in the room to
assist Edith, wlio, after giving way to a momentary paroxysm of grief, aroused herself
and with trembling hands composed the limbs
of her beloved pnpil and closed the white eyelids. Sir. Ellis watched her, and when she
drew the sheet over the fe.itures of his child,
he said, '-Will yon give the necess.ary directions ?" She nodded her head, and he left the
apartment. Approaching Mary, who was sitting
i:i the easy-chair, and to whom, with her head
npon his shoulder. Dr. Elton was talking in
low, soothing tones, he said a few words, and,
taking her hand, together they went down to
the library.
Aunt Cilia sent for a woman in the neighborliood, who came, and Edith selecting a white
dress, the one worn on New Year's eve, assisted
in robing the body, and wlien it was ready for
the coffin she gazed long and lovingly on the
placid features from wliich after death every
tr.ace of the eruption disappeared.
Dr. Elton had other patients, and he was
obliged to return to town, and by him Edith
sent to Sir. Morgan the news of his niece's
death. Long were M.nry and her father closeted
in the library, and when late in the evening
she came forth, her face, though it bore traces
^13*

around the noble head. The proud look which
she wore in life had not wholly vanished, but

"Poor, dear Matty ! No, not j)Oor Matty, for
she is richer tli.an we are now, and papa says
that we must not grieve for her, she died so
happy," said Mary, as she laid her head on
Edith's bosom and sobbed out the grief she
could not quiet.
That niglit Edith insisted upon sitting np
with Aunt Cilia and Nelly ; but Mr. Ellis would
not permit her to do so, and sent her .and Mary
over to his chamber while he occupied the
easy-chair in her room.
Late in the morning Mr. and Sirs. Morgan
arrived ; they were not accompanied by Nora,
to whom they had not communicated the news
of her cousin's death, fearing that it miglit increase her melancholy. Mrs. Morgan supposed
that the body of her niece would be placed beside that of her mother in the family vault at
Augusta. But Mr. Ellis could not disregard
the dying request of his child, and a grave was
dug on the Indian mound.
The rector of the church they had attended
on Christmas morning, and to whom Sir. Ellis
had sent a note by Dr. Elton, .nrrired in the
evening, and early the next morning, wliile the
dew still sparkled on the flowers, and the birds
were singing their matin hymns, the procession
formed, and slowly over the gravelled walk
and under the green arches followed the body
of Slatty Ellis to its last resting-place.
" Dust to dust, ashes to ashes." With what
a withering sound did those words fall on the
ears of those standing around the grave of her
whose light had so suddenly cone out ; and
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though the sycamore

still waved

as green as

■when Matty played beneath its shade, and the
sunlight beamed through its branches and
danced on the dewy turf, yet oh, how dead
everything looked ! and how dark seemed the
spot, when with a sepulchral sound the clods
fell upon the coffin !
The last rites were performed, and all was
over, and slowly and s.idly they turned to retrace their steps. ^Vith three loud shrieks in
rapid succession, which the echo thrice repeated, Mary threw herself frantically on to the
grave. The violence of her grief alarmed them
all, and when she refused to rise, refused to be
comforted, Mr. Ellis turned a look almost of
despair on Edith, she bent down and whispered
in Mary's ear —
*' You must arise, desr Mary, for you are only
adding to your father's distress, and remember
your sister's love for him."
Mary yielded,
and allowed
herself to be
raised, and with a look of utter hopelessness
on her young face, drew Edith's arm around
her and suiTered herself to be led to the house.
(CoDclusiou next muuLb.)
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But one was in the Vale Eola,
Whose love was both constant and tender
For the maiden, the fair viola,
With arm that was strong to defend her ;
Like a rock in his strength and sternness
He stood with a bold front to the storm.
But as rock ne'er mossless nor fcruless
Was his warm heait where true love was born.
While the eyes of the maiden are glancing
On the little brown heads in the sun —
On the little white feet that are dancing
To toss up pearls in the pebbly run,
First, the beauty, his sense o'erllashes,
That makes her so woudrous, winsomely fair,
That lieth not 'neath the silken eyelashes,
Kor yet in the meshes of softest brown hair.
When the mother's eyes were dimmed by the angel
And the eyes of the maiden by tears,
He came with the heart's sweet evangel,
And joy loomed up o'er their cloud of fears;
And the mother died with a blesting'.
Worthy hearts were so loyal and true ;
"Like dew at the eve was her sweet caressing,
More than all treasures she '11 he to you."
Now fair blooms the pride of Eola—
Sweet Genevie, so womanly fair,
With eyes like the lustrous viola,
With the softest and silkiest hair ;
For down in her heart there is sunshine,
Springing up with its joy sevenfold,
From the far hidden depths of a mine
Whose treasure shall be forever untold.

KOSIATNE.

'TwAS when the summer came back in her dreamiog,
With the rosy lid closed o'er her azure eye,
When the harvesters were out in their gleaming,
And forests wore weaving their Tyrian dyes.
That first was seen in the Vale of Eola
A maiden so wondrous, witchingly fair,
With eyes like the lustrous viola,
With the softest and silkiest hair I
0 maiden, so lovely !
Heaven's blessings be on thee,
Without sorrow or wail !
So prayed each one that met her.
As she wove a soft fetter
O'er each heart in the vale.

TRUE

FRIENDSHIP.

(respectfully inscribed to MRS. S. J. u.)
BY W. S. GAFFNET.
The flowers of earth are boautiful,
And pleasant to the sight ;
And nature's charms are exquisite,
Breathing of pure delight ;
But sweeter than the sweetest flower
Is that rich, golden tie
Which twines around the feeling heart.
And drinks all sorrows dry!

Thus welcomed they to the Vale of Eola
Fail' Genevie, so wondrous, winsoraely fair,
Yet shrinking, timid, as the sweet viola
That hides its bright hpud from the summer air.
But the -sick and the poor learut-d to bless her,
Antl mothers to murmur to babes her sweet name.
Children to run from afar to caress her —
Oh crowned was she with the purest of fame!

The little wai'blers' joyoTis notes
Fall sweet upon the ear ;

But sorrow and sadness came to the maiden,

We prize the transient things of earth,
Its diamonds, gems, and pearls ;
And beauty's witching air and grace.
And wealth of flowing curls:
Tet oh, the bright and beautiful
Jhist wither, fade, and die,
While friendship germinates on earth,
And flourishes on high !

For her mother lay at the angel death's door.
And her poor stricken heart seemed o'erladeu
With its burden of bitterness sore.
To be left without kindred alone ;
The dearest tie of earth to be riven,
She could not see for tears the White Throne,
Hor the joy of angels in heaven.

And Cynthia's pale, silver beams
Tlie pensive heart doth cheer :
But dearer than the choicest gifts
Which nature can impart,
Is that TRITE FRIENDSHIP whose puro tones
Breathe music to the heart I
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favorite with the girls, and has so many chances,
I was afraid he 'd be a butterfly kind of a bean.
But he m.ide an out-an'-out offer this morning,
just before luncheon, and the dear girl referred
him to me, and I told him if you had no objections Iwould make none — ^just for form's sake,
you know, my love, for if you had any yon 'd
be obliged to give 'em up, since me and Cerintha are both set on the m.iteli. You hai-e

CHAPTER
THE

XI.

MATCU.

Me. Rasher, you 're not asleep, are yon ? I
have got news that '11 keep you awake for some
time. You wish I 'd keep it till morning, then?
but I don't want to. I can't sleep myself, for
thinking of it, and I want company. Besides
it 's not suitable news to communicate by daylight, and, of all things, at the breakfast-table.
If ever there 's a time when an old married
couple should enjoy the security of a good talk
in their own chamber, inside of their own curtains, it 's on- the important occasion of their
eldest daughter's receiving an offer of marriage.
Yes, sir, she has ! an actu.al offer ! What of
it ? A great deal of It. You expect she '11
have lots of 'em before she 's been home a year?
Well, I don't ; for I expect she '11 be married
and set up for herself long before that time
comes around. No, she isn't too young ; she 's
full eighteen, and I was only a year older when
you and I was married, and we had to wait
longer than we wanted because yon wasn't able
to keep a wife. There won't be any such necessity in this case. If I could have had my
pick out of all the young men who come to our
house, I believe I should have taken him ! I
was afraid he didn't mean anything particular
by his attentions, and I instructed Cerintha
how to play her cards to find out. Why don't
you guess who it is ? Fisher ? No ! I rather
think not. Why, he 's just beginning in his
profession, and li.isn't five thousand dollars in
the world. It 's Flummery, of course. I always
knew he admired Cerintha, but he '3 such a

objections ? Y'ou have, indeed 1 Objections I to
altogether the most fashioii.ible young gentleman of our acquaintance — the leader of our set.
Why, Mr. Rasher, I consider Flummery perfecthj exquisite! My heart's ambition will be
gratified if I can see my darling eldest child
united to such a superior being. Why, he sets
the fashions 1 I 've often noticed if lie got a
hat, or a cravat, or anything, all the other fellows went and got 'em just like it. He has the
ontray, as he calls it, of houses where I never
hoped to set a foot ; and if I become his motherin-law, of course I shall go to the same places.
Y'ou 're insane to think of having objections ;
and the quicker you give 'em up, the better
it '11 be for you. All I feel about it that it 's
too good to be true. He 's said so many queer
things to me, I knew he was quizzing me often
and often, though I never s.iw fit to resent it,
and now I 'm glad I had the good sense not to ;
but his saying such things made me think he
wasn't in earnest in his attentions, and that he
wouldn't marry the daughter of the woman he
made fun of. But Cerintha 's a lady, whether
I be or not ; she 's been to boardin'-scbool, and
plays, and dances, and dresses as well as the
best, and is capable of correcting her mother's
mistakes, and never refers to her father's
business, and is delicate as a lily ; she don't
take after my fat at all : and I know she '11
make a sweet-looking bride. 0 dear, how delightful !how perfectly delicious it will be to
go shopping and buy the things ! We were
talking about it this afternoon. The sweet
child has already decided on the pattern of the
lace for the veil and trimmings. Her whole
heart is in it ! It would break, I 're no doubt,
if she was to be disappointed now, after planthing. ning out the dress, and wreath, and everyIt isn't every mother that gets her daughter
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off her hands, these hard times, iu the beginning of her first season out — and such a brilliant match. Mrs. Yellow Dock will gnaw her
finger-nails off when she hears of it. There 's
that great awkward Mary Elizabeth of hers
been out three seasons, and is still in the market. What do I mean by still in the market ?
Don't you know ? You don't like to liear such
terms apjilied to young women ? Pshaw 1 you
look well to be in tlie mercantile business and
be fastidious about a common expression that
everybody uses. Tliey are in the market, and
why not say so. "Sold to the highest bidder !"
Yes, if you 've a mind to call it so. Of course
we all wish to do the best for our girls. We
don't lavish money like water on their music,
and dressing, and manners, to throw 'em away
on poor men that can't keep up the style they 're
accustomed to. Wliat 's that ? You 'd rather
see Cerintha married to young Fisher, just beginning iu life, than to Flummery with his
seven thousand a year income ? Well, did I
ever 1 Fisher's a nice, quiet young man, and
I 've heard said he had talents, but talents ain't
anything in fashionable life, only for us to
patronize who have money, Mr. Rasher. For
my part I think talents is a great bore. Flummery is smart — real smart in a genteel way.
He can say such pert things, and he 's quite
witty, though not iu the punning line, like you,
husband. And he 's so critical. It always
seemed to me as if his eyeglass spied out every
deficiency ; and be 's quite contemptuous about
talents in society. ,1 think he can pay a compliment the most gracefully of any one I ever
met. "Eetter'n he can pay his bills!" Do
you mean to insinuate that he does not pay
his debts ? Wliy, he 's rich, and of course he
pays up for everything he has. " Fislier '11 be
worth two of him in less than ten years!"
You 're a perfect bow-wow, Rasher, always
barking at the moon. You 've got a spite
against Flummery, or you don't want Cerintha
to marry, or something, and you 're just worrying me with saying things without any foundation. You can growl as much as you please,
I intend to liave my own way about marrying
my own girls. What fault can you find witli
Flummery that's worth speaking of? "His
health Is poor, his habits are bad, and he wants to
marry for moneij, not love!" I like him all the
better for being delicate ; it 's a proof of good
blood; he's just sickly enough to he pale and
interesting. As to his bad habits, they 're no
worse than all young men's of his set. He
wouldn't be what he is if he didn't keep fast
horses, and drink good wine, and enjoy liimself
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on his money. I don't think it '11 hurt his
wife if he does come home a little late onceand-awhile, or if he drives around the Park
with a two-forty nag, as long as she can amuse
herself in her own way, and have a separate
carriage of her own. For my part, I sometimes
wish mij husband wouldn't come home quite so
regular and go to bed quite so early, and gruut
about continual company and late hours, instead of letting me enjoy myself. We don't
expect our first-class young men to be saints ;
and I don't think Cerintha cares in particular
what he has done if he only does right after
he 's married, which he probably will. She
says she admires a man for being a little wild ;
she can't respect a young fellow like Fisher,
without a bit of spirit, that would never be
willing to go, nor to see her go. As for your
base suspicion that he 's after Cerintha's money,
I don't think he is in particular. Of course he
wouldn't marry a girl that had none, and deprive himself of luxuries for the sake of keeping
a wife ; I shouldn't expect him to ; but he likes
Cerintha for her pretty face and manners as
well as her money. I bet j-ou he wouldn't take
Mary Elizabeth Yellow Dock, and she 's considerably richer. He 's got too much taste.
Mrs. Yellow Dock told me that he spent liis
whole income every year, and more, and that
he had debts, and that lie wanted to marry rich
to bolster himself up, and keep up his expensive habits, and insinuated that he 'd oflered
himself to her daughter, but I saw the envy
sticking out of every word she said, and could
hardly keep from telling her I guessed it was
sour-grapes that made her tongue so sliarp
when she spoke of him.
They want to get married in time to go to
Newport or somewhere for the summer ; so the
engagement will not be more tlian six weeks
long. You used to be iu favor of short engagements when you were young, xay dear. We
shall be liurried some, of course, tb get ready
so soon ; but it will be perfectly delightful to
be hurried about going a-slioppiug and getting
things, and giving orders to the engraver about
the cards, and everybody ; and having a bouquet coming in every morning from Mr. Flummery, and he himself calling in to lunch e\ery
day, and dropping in to spend the evening. I
know he '11 want us to show him tlie dresses
and all the little particulars ; he 's such taste,
and knows better how to dress a woman than
half of our most fashionable modistes. O my !
I hope we shall suit him ; I mean to consult
hiin, so 's to be sure. It '11 be such a help to
me to have a son-in-law who is competent to
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take every responsibility, and knows just lioiT
everything is done in the very best families.
You see, I want the affair to come off before
our acquaintances are gone out of the city, for
it wouldn't he worth while getting married if
we couldn't hare plenty of spectators ; a grand
weddinir, with a breakfast, and so forth, and
then oir to some watering-place is my ideal ;
you and I will follow 'em after wo 've straightened out matters and shut up the house — say
iu a week or ten days ; aud I shall have the
delight of being the mother of the handsomest
bride aud the mother-in-law of the most elegant man at Newport or wherever we go. Our
position is ji.red, Mr. Rasher. With Flummery
for a son-in-law, we can safely assure ourselves
that we belong to tlie cream. What 's that ?
You guess if we were churned, we 'd turn into
lard instead of butter, after all ! Good gracious.
Rasher, how vulgar you be ! Vulgarer and
Tulgarer every day !
What's that? " I iio'er shall, uiuhr am/ circumstances, (live nil/ consent to my dauijhter Verintha's marri/ing Felix J-'lummcrij .'" She shall
n;arry him, sir I "She sha'ii't.'" Y'es, she
shall ! I know you 're as obstinate as a mule
when you 've once made up your mind not to
stir — little men always are^ but /'ve made up
my mind, too. I 've put my foot down ; mountains can't move me. I 'm not going to be
thwarted by you, sir, iu the dearest hope of my
heart. I only fear that Mr. Flummery, knowing as lie does that it is us who are honored by
the match, may resent your conduct and give
the mitten to poor, dear Cerintha. Refuse
Felix Flummery I Why, the very initials of
his name are aristocratic ; they stand for First
Family. Y'ou always would bite your own nose
off; but you sha'n't do it now.
Y'ou needn't sit up in bed and groan ; you've
sjioiled mi/ night's rest by your contrariness ;
but if I can't sleep, I can be awake aud think
about the wedding-dresses. I hope liy morning
you '11 have come to your senses. All I ask of
you to-night is not to snore ; snoring will interfere with my calculations, and I want to lay
out my work in goo<l order before I begin it.
(^Sotlo voce.) If he hiisn't took liis pillow and
poue and laid on the lounge ! It 's the first
time in all our married experience of twenty
years that he 's done th<it, unless I was sick. I
didn't thiuk he was so set against Flummery,
tliough I knew lie didn't like him. One thing
is certain — if he prefers that lounge to this bed,
lie m.ay make himself uncomfortable as long as
he
for likes,
all of but
that.there "11 be a wedding before long,
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(Aland.) Rasher, my sweet, there 's an extra
pair of blankets in the wardrobe. Do get them,
my love, or you 'II be troubled with catarrh iu
the morning.

CUAPTER
now

IT

WE.NT

XII.
OFF.

Cerixtha, my darling, it 's almost the liour.
Don't tremble, sweetest; I'm glail to see you
so composed. Have you your liandkerchief
and prayer-book ? It 's heart-breaking to see
you, my child, compelled to be married in a
plain blue silk. I know of nothing that cut
me down like that — to have to give up the idea
of the beautiful display. It 's one of those
disappointments to which we are subjected in
this life of trouble aud vexation. It would be
well for you to reflect upou it, as a religiously
brought up young lady ought, in this solemn
time, when you are about to enter upon rtew responsibilities.feel
I
it my duty to warn you
that life is not all sunshine. Y'ou will meet
with a great many trials iu your married life.
Wealthy as your husband aud your pa will be,
their purses will not be inexhaustible. Y'ou
will be .apt to want things you can't have.
0 my ! it 's only twenty minutes now to the
hour. Is that bornous wrapper all ready to
throw around you? you will need it in the
carriage. I 've sent Felicia to Mrs. Fitz-Simmons's to spend the evening ; she thinks we 're
going to the opera. I 'd like to have had her
stand with you, but I knew she 'd be so afraid
of offending her father that she wouldn't consent. We 'II get our p.ay out of him for this,
Cerintlua, see if we don't ! We 've been cheated
out of a grand wedding by his foolish opjiosition ;
but we 'II have the money it would have cost,
and more, to dash out with afterwards. Never
you fear but wh.at I 'II get it out of him after
the affair is safely over. As I told Mr. Flummery, you must gooff somewhere, spend a few
days iu travelling, and briug up at Newport ;
I will have coaxed your pa into forgiveness by
that time, and will forward a handsome check
by letter if I .am not able to meet you there the
first few days. Y'our father 's doing well lately ;
he 's had two or three immense contracts ; he 's
got money, and you shall have it, as I told
Flummery. Y'our pa 's obstinate .and mulish,
but it ain't in him to hold out long after he
sees the matter can't be lielped ; he 's naturally generous, and he 'II see that you have .all
the more when he begins to feel ashamed of the
way he lias fairly drove you, as it were, to a
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secret marriage. Flummei-y knows liim so well,
lie says he doesu't doubt but that it '11 all turn
out right.
La, my dear, how calm you are I You don't
seem to be any more agitated than as if you
were going to a party. When I was within
half an liour of getting married, I was all in a
fluster. But you 've been superiorly brought
up ; you 've had advantages which were denied
to your mother in lier younger days. I 'm sure
Felix will commend your self-control, for of all
things, he says, he hates fussiuess. I wonder
if I 'm very fussy before him ; I 've tried hard
to be more composed in my manners, and I
think I 've succeeded. It 's your pa, Cerintha,
who is and always will be so frightfully fussy.
I think it was very condescending of Flummery to consent to this runaway match. I
expected he 'd be so mad at your father's refusing him and ordering him never to come
any more, that he 'd give you up ; but it 's
evident he was too deeply attached to you,
darling, to resign you because your pa insulted
him. AThen I sent for him to call on us in Mr.
Rasher's absence, and proposed to him to marry
you secretly, without his knowing anything
about it, he said at once that he was willing if
you was ; that is, if I was sure your pa wouldn't
stay angry very long. He frankly confessed
that, owing to very unexpected embarrassment
among his creditors, they had asked him to
wait a couple of months for the money due
him, and that he should not be able to bring
you out, as he wished to, with the splendor
your beauty deserved, unless you could furnish
part of the funds yourself. I told him emphatically there was no doubt about it.
It 's perfectly barbarous, sweet, to cheat
out of the bridesmaids, and the presents,
the reports of the dresses in the papers
sneak you off in this way to be married in

you
and
; to
the

clergyman's own house, with nobody in particular to admire you. I feel for you, my darling ;
I could cry with vexation when I think of it ;
but you can make it up by dashing out afterwards. You shall have all the finery in good
time. Only make sure of an aristocratic hus-
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Mr. Flummery, and was only too glad to catch
him on any terms. Very well ; let her say it ;
everybody knows she 's angled for him with a
golden bait bigger than mine, but he wouldn't
bite. Let them laugh that wins. Vi'e 've triumphed, and we intend to enjoy oiir victory,
don't we, darling ?
There ! bless me, my heart came right up in
my mouth ! Is that you, Thomas ? The carriage is waiting, and the gentleman in it sends
up his card. My love, the hour has come !
Mr. Flummery is fifteen minutes before the
time ; it shows the ardor of his impatience.
Well, we 're ready, too. Come, Cerintha, hurry ;I 'm anxious to get away and be sure that
nothing has gone wrong. It was so kind of Jlr.
Rasher to take it into his head to go to Albany
to-day.
It 's raining a little ; draw your cloak around
you, Cerintha. How dark it is ! That stupid
lamp in front of the house is broken ; I should
think the authorities would get it fixed ; here 's
the carriage, and here 's Mr. Flummery waiting
in the rain to lead us in. Is tliat you. Flummery ? All right. Your darling is here, well and
happy, I hope, though of course I have had
hard work to keep her persuaded to the step.
Two or three times I was afraid her courage
would fail her — maiden timidity, .you know,
Mr. Flummery. You will excuse it, will you
not? and not take it as any evidence against
the devotion she has for the man for whom she
is willing to risk so much ; to resign the wedding-breakfast, and the presents, and the attendants, and all, you know, upon which she
had naturally set her heart. Heigh-ho ! I can
hardly realize where we are going. It was an
awful disappointment to give up those ruflles
bound with blue for the bridesmaids, and the
new breakfast-set in gold-and-Solferino-band ;
but Cerintha shall have the laces, all the same,
and the breakfast-set will do for you to begin
with when her papa gives the sweet child an
establishment of her own.

band, and all is well. There isn't a girl in your
set but will envy you. There isn't a person
will care the snap of their fingers for what Mr.

It 's dreadful to think I 'm about releasing
my eldest girl into the charge of another's keeping, Mr. Flummery. I know you '11 always
treat my angel well. 0 dear! only to think
that 1 '11 have to drive back alone, and to break
the news to Mr. Rasher, when he comes home

Rasher says and thinks ; they know he 's not
fitted to pick out a husband for his own girls ;
they '11 look upon it as one of his odd whims —
everybody knows he 's odd. The fact that I
countenance the match, and went with you to

in the morning. Don't
an awful temper when he
soon over. People must
in the heaven of wedded
truth, /have never been

the minister's, will make everything proper. I
suppose Mrs. Yellow Dock will say I angled for

you must have seen, Mr. Flummery. Rasher 's
been a good provider, and is kind-hearted about

you pity me? He's
's roused, but it '11 be
expect a few storms
life. To confess the
congenially mated, as
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many things ; liut he 's no taste ! he 's lacking
in that rt-tiiu-meiit wliith I long for. And he 's
no ambition. Many 's tlie time I've said to
him — "Ilaslier, nonr you've money to do it,
quit pork packing and take to politics." But
he hasn't a spark of ambition iu his breast !
No ! not even to see his own daughters suitably
married to gentlemeu like yourself. You know
how dillVreiit / am, or we would not be riding
together to the minister's to-night as we are.
Dear I dear I I might as well about not talk,
for all the answers I get from you and Cerintha.
I don't wonder you don't care to talk. / chatter
away just to pass the time. I have never confided to any human being the mistake I made
iu marrying the man I did. But to you, Felix,
who are so soon to become one of the family,
and who ffel personally the insults the head of
that family has heaped upon you, I need not
say how uncongenial we are in many respects.
There is a coarseness about him that is offensive to my sensitive mind. My girls, I think
I m.ay congratulate myself, t.ike after their
mother, 'speci.ally Cerintha, who is much more
like me than Felicia. If I had my life to live
over again, I shouldn't make the choice I did
iii.ake — nor I shouldn't be obliged to, neither.
I had opportunities of doing better than I did.
I had six oilers the winter I accepted Timothy
Rasher. I sha'n't s.ay what the occupations of
all of 'era were, but they wasn't iu the pork
business, that 's certain. I w'ujht have been
the wife of a very influential man, Mr. Flummery, moirf suited to tlie natural wishes of a
woman (•f my mind. But that 's past and
gone — hei.;ho ! past and gone I
Where s your hand. Flummery ? Here 's
five hundred in bills, as I promised you ; and
there '11 be a check at Newport for a thousand,
if I bring Rasher round as I expect to. I had
a little trouble getting this money before he
left ; but I told him there was bills coming in
for the n>-w chin.a, and my spring dresses, and
I got it out of him. I was afraid you might be
cramped, as it 's a hard season ; and even if
you 've plenty, there 's never any too much for
a young married couple to splurge on at a
watering-jilace. La ! you hurt my hand, you
squeezed so hard — out of gratitude I suppose.
Vou needn't th.ank me, it 's for my child's benefit; she has two or three hundred iu her own
purse, so you 're safe for a spell. Don't give
yourselves Uie least anxiety about Rasher ; I '11
manage hiin. Trust me for that. I 'U bring him
along to Newport, or leave him behind (\fhich
would 1)6 better), and bring his money instead.
0 dear!

we're

almost

there.

Don't cry,

RASDER.

Loo

Cerintha; you won't look so well, if you cry.
I hegin to feel almost as if it was my own wedding instead of my child ; we live over again
in our children. Flummery. Ah, / w.as never
united, as I trust my Cerintha will be, to a congenial companion. M.ny she be spared the
tri.als I have endured !
■We are there. The carriage stops. I 'm a
little Uustrated myself; but you will be calm,
Mr. Flunmiery, for you 're never anything else.
Earthquakes wouldn't shake you. I do so admire your manners — I am charmed with my
son-in-law. Cerintha, one little parting word,
for I 'II be sure to forget it after the excitement
of the ceremony. Be a good wife. Don't let
anybody at Newport outshine you. I 've sent
six trunks off to the depot this evening, and I 'II
forward the rest of your dresses as soon as they
come home. There are seven morning-dresses,
exquisite, in the largest trunk.
0 dear !
'U'hy, the lamp 's out before this house too !
The authorities are really getting careless.
Here, Flummery, give Cerintha your hand, I
can find my own way. Here we are, all right.
Ring the bell. Thomas ! how came you here
to open the door? Bless me, I didn't know our
pastor's wife had furnished her hall exactly like
mine I Come along, come along, my deai-s,
right into the parlor. We won't take off our
things — only our cloaks in the hall. Hum —
Timothy Rasher ! Heavens and earth ! where
did you come from ? "Out of tue cakkiage!
Just had a jileasajit riife icith a couple of nice fadies ."' 0 my, Cerintha 's fainted 1 run for
water, Thomas — no wonder, poor girl, no wonder she 's fainted, to find herself — " Saved/rom
a life of misery." — Get out ! no, sir, you sha'n't
lay you hands on her, you ain't fit to touch
her. Here, Thomas, help me carry her up
stairs. 0 mj- 1 everything 's ruined
broke up ! and only think what I
iu the carriage, and give him hack
besides ! The wretch is actually

! the match
said to him
the money
laughing to

himself in the hall; he don't even pity Cerintha.
What 's that he 's hollerin' after us ?— " Never
try to li^ht a lucifer match on a rainy nif/ht, it won^t
go off!" — and we 've had our trouble, and a
ride around the square and back again for our
pains. Here 's mypoor, dear chilil just a-cnming
to her .senses, and there he is down stairs asingiug at the top of his voice —
'*.\nJ liore I sing, loDjj live niy wife,
3Iy diiiiifhter, long live she,
Aiut when .ijain they ride abroad
M»j* I ho there to see!"
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VALUE

OF GOOD

WIVES.

We are not about to write a homily on the
duty of our wives ; our sex have more frequently done this thau pointed out the duty of
husbands — duties which, we fear, are fully as
often neglected as those of the wife. We commenced this article to remind men that they
have no friend so entirely true to their interest
as the wife. It is, therefore, more safe at all
times to advise and counsel with our best
friend in preference to those who are less interested inour welfare. A distinguished man
once sairl that he never prosjjered in any enterprise where lie had acted against the advice of
his wife. Misfortunes or the result of bad
speculations always bear on her most heavily.
Her interests are inseparably identified with
his own. Tlie ready perception and timid caution of woman make her, especially to the
impulsive and adventurous, peculiarly qualified
to clieck the rash and adventurous act. Many
a man whose fortunes are broken would have
been in a happy and prosperous condition had
he listened to the better counsels of the now
afflicted ]iartner of his troubles. A true-hearted
wife is also our best friend in adversity, even
when imprudence, incapacity, or even folly, or
perliaps Our vices have brought it upon us.
Instead of reproaching him, she clings to and
encourages him ; her words of comfort and
good cheer revive his hopes and his courage,
and he is often able to retrieve his fortunes.
At worst, with such a friend, he holds up his
head, ?.nd grapples manfully the difEculties of
his lot. His position in society may be more
or less reversed, and those who flattered and
looked up to him may now pass him by coldly.
A heartless world leaves him to his fate, or he
may even be sneered at and frowned upon by
those whom he once considered too mean and
unworthy to be admitted to his society. However cold and heartless these, he is sure he has
one dear friend ; one bosom, one lieart is true
to him ; that friend is his wife. After the toils
of the day, after perhaps being buffeted off by
those who were his sunshine friends, how reviving to his sinking spirits to mingle his soul
with the dear one who has clung to him in
weal and woe 1 What a cordial are her words
of comfort when all without is dark ! In this
hour of darkness, surely she is to him God's
messenger of mercy. While the true-hearted
wife is all this and more to her husband, do we
do well in all important matters not to consult
so interested and faithful a friend ? We repeat
what we before said— the wife is our own safest

and best adviser. The family is a little state ;
let those at the head of this little state mature
all their plans by mutual, kindly, and wise
counsels, and there will be fewer wrecks of the
hopes of individuals and of families. Husbands,
you will lose nothing, but gain much by trusting more to that dearest and best of all earthly
friends, the person whom you have selected
from all the world to be your life-long companion. Sir Walter Scott and the great Irish
orator, Daniel O'Connell, at a late period of
their lives, ascribed their success in the world
principally to their wives. Were the truth
known, theirs is the history of thousands.

THE
BY

THOMAS

CONTEST.
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Plaintive from the distant valley
Comes the dreamy evening murmur,
Floating, swelling musically
O'er the closing eyes of day.
Down the vale the winds are sighing,
Startling echo from her slumher,
And the hermitess replying,
Softly sighs herself away ;
Tinted light is faintly glowing,
Kissing earth a farewell parting,
Death is coming, life is going,
And the crimson yields to gray.
And the glory fast is fading.
Each embrace of dusk evading.
And the shadows are parading
Gathered hosts in dark array.
Cloudlands battlements are teeniirg
With her banners gayly streaming.
And the hills with white crests gleaming
Sternly stand as warriors may.
"Where is now the gentle river
Shining like a belt of silver ?
Where the trees that seemed to shiver
As the life warmth died away?
Darkened 'neath the wings of even
While the glory npward driven,
Hastens to the heights of heaven,
Pausing never to delay.
Thus the last pale gleam upstarted,
Thus the smile of cloudland darkened,
As the soul of life departed —
As the glory waned away.
Thus we saw the light retreating.
Shrinking from the hostile greeting
Of the shadows sternly meeting,
Mounting up in victory.
One more beauteous dream is ended,
One more blight with bloom is blended.
One more messenger ascended.
Pointing to eternity.
Plaintive from the distant valley
Comes the dreamy evening murmur,
Floating, floating musically
O'er the closed eyes of day.
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NOVELTIES

FOR

FOR

AUGUST.

AUGUST.
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Fig. a

Fig. 1.— Pardessns of mnalin, witli embroidered flounces of tlie .same, to be worn in llie
open air, above the ordinary dress, when made
with a low corsage and short sleeves. The
front is in the chemisette style, with alternate
puffs of clear muslin and bands of work.
Fig. 2. — TliuUe and blonde capelline, for tho
promenade of a watering-place.
VOL. Lxni. — \i

Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. — Lappet collar of Venetian point, suitable for a dowager. The bow may be of black
velvet, or any suitable contrasting ribbon.
Fig. 4. — V.nndyke fichu of net, with bars and
points of extremely narrow velvet ribbon. Intended tobe worn with a low corsage.
Figs. 5 and 6.— Two styles of undersleeres.
Fig. 6 is particularly good fur au opeu sleeve.
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Fig. 4.

Fig. 6.

Fig. S.

Fig. 7. — Street coat in gores, suitable for a
schoolgirl.
(See Chitchat.)
Figs. 8 and 9. — Two styles of under garments

for children. We commend Fig. 8 as being
one of the neatest and most serviceable patterns now being made up.

Fig. 7.

WORK
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Fife-. S.

Fig. 10.

Fig. 11. — A child's nightcap.
For full report of children's fashions, see
Cliat for the present month.
Fig. 12.— The latest style of collar; to be
had in linen or fine work.

Fig. 10. — French neglitjie for a young child.
To be made in cambric.

BRAIDING

Fig. 13. — Net made of thick chenille.

FATTERX.
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FROM

MADAME

The Marie Sleeve. — The style of the Marie
sleeve is adapted to the poplins and fine French
mixed cloths, suitable for fall wear. It is the
half-coat shape, with a bouffant drawn into

puffings, and terminating in rounded pendants,
trimmed with gimp. The cuff is scalloped and
trimmed with gimp, to represent blocks, or sections, the width being little more than sufficient
for the hand to pass through.
The Lady Alice sleeve is one of the prettiest
of the fall novelties. It may be made in silk,
but it is best adapted to pretty household materials, and would look exceedingly well in the
fiue French cords, stripes, and figured cam-

brics, wliich are imported for morning dresses.
The body of the sleeve consists of a small bishop,
attached to a plain piece about three inches in
depth at the top, over which is placed a short
pointed cip, trimmed with three narrow frills.
The lower part of the sleeve is also gathered
into a band, large enough for the hand to slip
through and display the undersleeve below.
Over the band is turned a cuff, divided into ornamental sections, and trimmed with braid and
buttons.
TTie Little Beauty. — This is a charming little
apron for a child of six years. To the half waist

DEMOREST'S

ESTABLISHMENT.

a little pointed cape is attached, which is gathered full upon the shoulder, and falls over the

{Bark vifip. )
short puffed sleeve of the dress. Two deep
points form a polka to the skirt, back and front,
and completes this little beauty, which may be
made in black silk, and trimmed with lace, or
in any lighter white fabrics, braided in colors.
The Francis Coat. — The back is a short jacket,
with the skirt box-plaited and set under the
jacket about four inches.
A plain sack front

with pocket and a regular coat sleeve, is the
outline of this coat, but the ornaments are very
unique — they are velvet palm leaves marked
on with embroidery stitch and dots between.
The edge is finished with velvet and dots in the
same way. The pocket, sleeve, and back, are
trimmed with velvet cut in points, and marked
to correspond. Suitable for a boy from four to
seven years.
K\Ti!n<>iDF.nv.

WORK

DEPARTMENT.

KNITTED

MateruiU. — Koittinff cotton, No. 6 ; two knitting needles, No. 15, bell gaage.

The great charm in these braces is the readiness with which they can be washed ; so that
they may be changed at least once a week.
The only fittings required are two broad buckles,
attached to loops of buckskin leather, through
which are slipped leather straps having a button-hole cut at each end. There is a buttonhole made in the knitting itself at the other
extremity of each brace ; so that the only thing
to be done is to detach the braces from the
buckles, and replace them with a clean pair
every week.
Cast on twenty stitches, and knit in plain
garter-stitch about a finger-length, as tightly as
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BRACES.

possible. Begin the
slip 1, knit 1. You
this row ; and after
stitch for three and

brioche stitch thus : m 1,
thus increase to tliirty in
it, do the ordinary brioche
a half to four and a half

finger-lengths, according to the height of the
wearer. Kuit nearly a finger in plain stitch,
contracting to the original twenty in the first
row ; then, for the button-hole, knit backwards
and forwards ten stitches only ; then the other
ten only ; then eight rows the entire width ;
after which, knit together the two first stitches
and the two last except the edge stitch, in every
alternate row, until ten only are left, when
cast off.
To make a good edge, slip the needle in the
first stitch, as if you were going to purl it ; and
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take it off without knitting, in every row,
whether plain or brioche, throughout.
Fasten off the ends securely.

Those who knit very loosely should use
needles somewhat finer, as it is essential the
braces should be closely woven and strong.

KMBEOIDERY.

LONG

NIGHT-DKESS

FOR

A

LADY.

NEW

PATTERN.

The front is plaited in large plaits, and the yoke prit on afterwards.
A plain yoke behind, and
The ruffle or trimming is all around the yoke and neck, and on the sleeve.
sleeve fulled into a band.

WORK

SOFA

OR CARRIAGE

PILLOW,

IN

CROCHET.

^|!^Mh.

:N\\-^ri^^!:\^>?J\

VnttrinU. — Seven shades oS scarlet, four thread Berlin wool ; the third shade from the lightest to be a bright
military scarlet, the darkest to be nearly black. Seven
shades of bright emerald green {graAS green must luroer
he usfd), three-qaarters of an ounce of each shade, except
the lightest of both colors — six skeins of each of these.
No. 2 Penelope crochet hooks.
\st row. — With lightest scarlet make
of 9 stitches, unite the ends ; 5 chain,
the 9 chain ; repeat this 5 times more
chains of 5). Cut off the wool, tie it
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a chain
dc under
(in all, 6
securely

manner, only varying the shades as follows :
Commence with the lightest shade scarlet, and
work the 2d row with next sliade instead of
the same ; taking the next shade green for the
outside row ; sew with green wool these (> stnrs
to the points of the centre star, sewing them
also at the side.
Now make 12 stars, beginning with the 2d
shade scarlet, making the 1st and 2d rows of
the same color.

at the back.
(This must he done at ex'ertj row.)
2d. — Same color. 2 long under the 5 chain ;
3 chain ; 2 more long tinder the same ; 3 chain ;
repeat this 5 times more.

3d row, — Military scarlet, same as 3d row of
1st star.

3(/. — Next shaded scarlet. 2 long under the
3 chain, between the 4 long stitch ; 3 chain ; 2
more long under the same ; 3 chain ; dc under
8 chain ; 3 chain ; repeat this 5 times more.

Sew these 12 stars round the last six, attaching them as before.
Now make IS stars, commencing with military scarlet, making the 2 first rows in the same
shade.

4lh. — Military scarlet. 2 long under the 3
chain, between the 4 long ; 4 chain ; 2 more
long under the same ; 4 chain ; dc on dc ; 4
chain ; repeat this 5 times more.
5(A. — Palest green. 3 long wnrfer the 4 chain,
between the 4 long ; 5 chain ; 3 more long under
the same ; 3 chain ; dc under 4 chain ; 5 chain ;
dc under 4 chain ; 3 chain, repeat.
This forms the centre star.
Kow work 6 more stars in precisely the same

4th. — Next darker shade, same as 4th row.
5th. — Next darkest green.

3d row. — Next darker.
4lh. — Next darker.
5th. — Next darker green.
Sew these round the other stars.
Make 24 stars, commencing with military
scarlet, but making the 2d row of the next
darker shade, instead of the same.
Use the next two darker shades in gradation,
and the next darkest green.
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Sew these stars round the others.
Make 30 circles, commencing with the next
shade darker than the military scarlet ; use the
3 darker shades in gradation, and edge with
the darkest green but one. It will be observed
that seven shades of scarlet are used on this
side, and 6 of green: for the reverse of the
cushion, 6 of scarlet and 7 of green. Damp
well, and press by placing it between folded
linen, with a heavy weight upon it, till dry.
Line this side with white cotton velvet, white
satin, or watered silk.
For the Reverse.

worked precisely the same way with respect to
the tints, but commencing with the palest
green, instead of scarlet, and edging the outside
row with scarlet.
This side may be lined either with white or
green velvet ; make a lining of strong calico,
the exact size, fill with four pounds of feathers.
Trim with green silk cushion cord, and 6
shaded bullion tassels.
Great care must be taken to arrange the
colors precisely as the instructions given, as
the effect will be to give a most intense and
brilliant color, and in selecting the wools, they
should be of the brightest tints.

Make exactly the same number of stars, and

EMBEOIDERY.

nn

PATCHWOBK.

WORK
SOCKS WITH
FlFTT-SrX STITCUES

WITH

DEPARTMEXT.

HOLES.
MEPirM

SIZED DOLBS.

K.MT once across with colored worsted. Begin on the irrony side with your white wool.
Kuit one stitch plain, put the thread forward,

CROCHET
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and knit double stitches, with the thread forward all the way across. Knit back plain, not
heel stitch. The next row knit two plain
stitches, and then double stitches, alternating,
the beginning stitches. Twenty-three rows of
white. Tlien the colored worsted for the string.

BIB.
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Iltnigls, ^t.
DIRECTIONS FOR PRESERVING

FRUITS, ETC.

Peaches. — The following is the best plan for preserving peaches in cans:^
Take the peaches, either jast ripe or fully ripe — this
does not matter; pare them, and, if you desire to pietserve them whole, throw them into cold water as they
are pared, to prevent them from losing color. When
everything is ready, place them in the can, adding merely
as much sugar to each layer as is safficieut to render
them palatable ; set the can in a vessel containing hot
water, and allow it to remain in boiling water until the
fruit becomes heated through; this will require, if a
quart can be used, from twenty minutes to half an hour.
The temperature required is about 160° F. A very little
experience will enable any one to know the proper temperature. Itis not possible to heat the contents of the
can in this way above a temperature of 1S(P, unless the
cover is fastened down, which is not necessary; but it
is evident that it is desirable to subject them to as little
heat as possible. When heated sufficiently, seal at once,
by heating the cover, and pressing at once firmly into
place, and allowing a weight sufficient to keep down
the cover to remain upon it until the cement hardens.
The proper temperature of the lid is easily and conveniently ascertained by putting a piece of rosin about the
size of a small pea on the cover, when it is put upon the
stove ; as soon as the rosin melts, the cover is ready to
be put in place. This precaution is necessary, as the
solder with which the parts of the lid are j oiaed together
easily melts.
It is not absolutely necessary to use sngar in this process, but, as it assists in the preservation of the fruits,
they can be sealed at a lower temperature than if it i3
not used. As sugar is used to render the fruits palatable,
there can be no objection to using it when preparing the
fiuit for family use, as it will, in auy ease, be necessary,
and there is no reason why the sngar should not be used
before the can is sealed, as afterwards.
If soft peaches are preferred, they should be cot np as
if intended to be eaten with cream, and need not be put
into water. When ready, they should be put into the
cans and heated in the mannei' described above. It is
not necessary to heat them in the cans, but a larger quantity may be more conveniently heated together, and put
into the cans or jars while hot, aud sealed. A flat stewpan, lined with poicelain, will be found well adapted to
this purpose. It must, of coarse, not be placed directly
over the fire, but in a vessel of water, which is set directly on the fire. By this means soft peaches may readily
and certainly be preserved for winter u.se, in such condition as scarcely to differ at all from the fresh peach. A
most delicious dessert may thus be secured, much more
readily, and at less expense, and much more palatable
than the ordinary preserve. This method of preserving
fresh peaches has been fully tested during the summer,
and may be relied upon.
Another way. — A lady of Philadelphia, whose peaches
keep beautifully and retain much of their delicious flavor,
takes half a pound of sugar to each pound of peaches.
The sugar is put into a preserving-kettle, with half a
pint of water to every pound of sngar, heated, and the
surface skimmed. Into this syrup the peaches, after being
pared, are placed, and boiled ten minutes. The peaches

are thenup.put into the cans while hot, aud immediately
sealed
Campote ofPeaches.— Parehalf a dozen ripe peaches,
and stew them very softly from eighteen to twenty minutes, keeping them often turned iu a light syrup, made
with five ounces of sugar and half a pint of water boiled
together for ten minutes. Dish the fruit; reduce the
syrup by quick boiling, pour it over the peaches, and
serve them hot for a second-course dish, or cold for dessert. They should be quite ripe, aud will be found
delicious dressed thus. A little lemon juice may be
added to the syrup, aud the blanched kernels of two or
three peach or apricot stones.
To Pke&ebve Apricots, Peaches, and Greeit-gages
IN Brandv.— The fiuit must be gathered at its full size,
but not too ripe ; wipe the fruit, and prick it full of holes
with a fine needle ; to two pounds of fruit put one pound
of double-refined sngar and three pints of water ; when
it boils, put in the fruit, and boil it gently till tender,
keeping the fruit under water ; cover it close in the same
pan one night ; just give it a boil up next day, and lay
the fruit on a dish to drain from the syrup ; boil the
syrup nearly half an hour; when almost cold, put the
fruit in glass jars ; to one cup of syrup add one of brandy
till full.
Quinces Preserved Whole.— Pare and put them into
a saucepan, with the parings at the top ; then fill it with
hard water ; cover it close ; set it over a gentle fire till
they turn reddish ; let them stand till cold ; put them
into a clear, thick syrup ; boil them a few minutes ; set
them ou one aide till quite cold ; boil them again in the
same manner ; the next day boil them till they look clear ;
if the syrup is not thick enough, boil it more; when
cold, put biandied paper over them. The quinces may
be halved or quartered.
Blackberries. — Preserve theseas strawberries or currants, either liquid, or jam, or jelly. Blackberry jelly
or jam is an excellent medicine in summer complaints
or dysentery. To make it, crush a quart of fully ripe
blackberries with a pound of the best loaf-sugar ; put it
over a gentle fire, and cook it until thick ; then put to it
a gill of the best fourth-proof brandy; stir it a while
over the fire, then put it in pots.
Blackberry Strcp. — Make a simple syrup of a pound
of sugar to each pint of water ; boil it until it is rich and
thick ; then add to it as many pints of the expressed juice
of ripe blackberries as there are pounds of sugar ; put
half a nutmeg grated to each quart of the syrap ; let it
boil fifteen or twenty minutes, then add to it half a gill
of fourth-proof brandy for each quart of syrup ; set it by
to become cold ; then bottle it for use. A (ablespoonful
for a child, or a wineglass for an adult is a dose.
Blackbkrrt and Wine Cordial.— We avail ourselves
of the kindness of a friend to publish the following excellent receipt for making cordial. It is recommended
as a delightful beverage, and an infallihle specific for
diarrhtea or ordinary disease of the bowels: —
Receipt. — To half a bushel of blackberries, well mashed,
add a quarter of a pound of allspice, two ounces of cinnamon, two ounces of cloves ; pulverize well, mix, and
boil slowly until propei ly done ; then strain or squeeze
the juice through homespun or flannel, and add to each
pint of the juice one pound of loaf-sugar ; boil again for
some time, take it off, and, while cooling, add half a
gallon of best Cognac brandy.
Dose. — For an adult, half a gill to a gill ; for a child,
a teaspoonful or more, according to age.
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RECEIPTS.
Blackbburv Winb.— The folU>wiug is said to bean excelleot roct-ipl for the mauuracture uf Mupcriur wiae from
blackberritjs : Mea»uro your berries aud btui»o them, to
every galloo addiai; oae ijuart of boiliu^f water; let the
mixture ^taQd tweaiy-fuur hours, titirriug uccatioually ;
then Htraia olf the li'^uor iuto a ca.sl£, to cvi;ry gallon
adding two pouudi^ of »u^'ar ; cork tight, and let stand
till following October, and you will huve wine ready for
use, without any further straining or bulling, that will
make lips smack a;^ they never huuckcd, under 6imilar
Influence, before.
Pbesebved Gkapes IN' BcNCHES.— Take out the stones
from the gntpes with a piu, brt-uking them &^ little aa
possible; boll some clarified sugar nearly to candy
height, then put in sufficient grape.s to cover the bottom
of the preserving-pan, without laying them on each
Other, and boil for five minutes, meiely to extract all the
Juice; lay them in an eartlien pan, aud pour the syrup
over them ; cover with paper, and the next day boil the
syrup, skimming it w<:-U, for five minutes; put in the
grape^ let them boil a aiinuct> or two ; put them in pots,
and pour the ^yrup over them, after which tie down.
Bhandt Grapes. — For this purpo-e the grapes should
be in large, close bunches, aud quite ripe. Remove eveiy
grape that is the leaj-t shrivelled, or in any way defective; with a needle prick each grape in three places;
have ready a sufficiency ofduuble-refined loaf-sugar powdered and sifted ; put some of the sugar into the bottom
of the jars, then put in a bunch of gi-apes and cover all
thickly with sugar, then another bunch, then more
sugar, aud so on till the jar is nearly full, finishing with
a layer of sugar; then fill up to the top with the best
white brandy ; cover the jars as closely as possible, and
set them away; they must not go over the fire; the
grapes should be of the best quality, either white or
purple.
Grape Jellt. — Strip from their stalks some fine ripe
black-cluster grapes, aud siir thi-m with a wouden spoon
over a gentle fire until all have burst, and the Juice flows
freely from them; strain it off without pressure, and
pass it through a jelly-bag, or through a twice-folded
muslin ; weigh aud then boil it rapidly for twenty minutes ;draw it from the fire, stir in it till dissolved, fourteen ounces uf good sugar, roughly powdered, to each
pound of juice, and boil the jelly quickly for fifteen
minutes longer, keeping it constantly stirred, and perfectly well skimmed. It will be very clear, and of a
beautiful pale rose-color.
QriNCB AND Apple Jelly.— Cut small and core an
equal weight of tart applesand qnioces ; put the quinces
In a preserving kettle, with water to cuver them, and
boil till soft ; add the apples, still keeping water to
cover them, aud boil till the whole is nearly a pulp;
put the whole into a jelly-bag, and strain without
pressing.
Apple Jelly in Moulds.— Peel and core juicy apples,
and boil two pounds of them with half a pint of water,
to a pulp ; pass it through a sieve; add three-quarters
of a pound of loaf sugar, the juice of one lemon, and one
ounce of isinglass, di<(solved in very little water; mix
together, strain, and pour into moulds.
Preserved Citros-Mkloss.— Take some flue citronmelons ; pare, core, and cut them into slices. Then weigh
them ; and, to every six pounds of melon, allow six
pounds of the best double-refined loaf-sugar; and the
juice and yellow rind (pared off very thin) of four large,
fresh lemonii; also, half a pound of race-ginger.

Put the slices of melon into a preserving-kettle, and
boil them half an hour, or more, till they look quite
clear, and are so teuder that a broom-twig will piorce
through them. Then drain Iheni ; lay thcui in a broad
pan of cold water; cover them ; u.ud let them stand all
night. In the morning, tie the raco-gingrr in a thin
muslin cluth, aud bull it in three piuts of clear sjiring
or pump*water, till the water is highly flavored. Then
take out the bag of ginger. Having broken up the sugar,
put it iuto a clean preserviug kettle, and pour the ginger-water over it. When the sugar is all melted, set it
over the fire ; put in the yellow peel of the lemons ; and
boil aud skim it till no more skum rises. Then remove
the lemon-peel ; put in the sliced citrous, aud the Juice
of the lemons; aud boil them iu the ^yrup till all the
slices are quite tiuuspan?nt, and so soft that a straw will
go through them; but do not allow them to break.
When quite dune, put the slices (while still warm) into
wide-mouthed glass or white-ware jars, aud gently pour
on the syrup. Lay inside of each jar, upon the top of
the syrup, a double white tissue-paper, cut exactly to fit
the surface. Put on the lids of the jai-s, aud paste thick
paper over them. This will be found a delicious sweetmeat, equal to any imported from the West Indies, and
far less expensive.
MARMALADES.
Apricot. — Gather the fruit before it is too ripe, stone
aud blanch the kernels. To every pound of fruit take
three-quarters of a pound of fine loaf-sugar; break the
sugar into lumps, dip the lumps iu water, allow them to
dissolve, put it over a clear fire, and let it boil to a candy ;
then pound and sift it; pare the fruit, (;ut it into thin
slices, put them with the sugar over a slow fire, let it
simmer till clear, but do not boll it; add the kernels,
and then put the marmalade into jars.
Or : Boil ripe apricots in syrup until they will mash ;
beat them in a mortar; take half their weight iu loafsugar, and sufficient water to dissolve it ; boil all together, and skim until it is clear aud the syrup thick like
flue jelly.
Apples. — Pare and core some green pippins, and boil
in water till quite soft; break them gently with the
back of a spoon; strain the water
till quite clear ; then to every pint
pound of double-refined sugar, the
lemon, and buil to a strong syrup.

through a jelly-bag
of the fruit put one
peel and juice of a
Drain off the syrup

from the fruit, and pour the apple-jelly over it, and
simmer the whole until it becomes thick. Cover with
Common
paper. use.
mily

moist sugar is sometimes employed for fa^

Quince.- Pare and quarter the fruit, put it in layers
in a stone jar with sugar sprinkled between each ; add
a teacupful of water, and bake it in a cool oven. Have
a quiintity of sugar equal in weight to the fruit ; allow
one quart of water to every four pounds ; boil the sugar
and water together, skimming it well. Wheu the quinces
are soft, add them, with a quart of the juice which will
be fiiund in the jar; boil them in the syrup, beating it
with a spoon until the marmalade is quite smooth.
Peach. — The fruit for this preserve, which is a very
delicious one, should be finely flavored and quite ripe,
though perfectly sound. Pare, stone, weigh, and boil
it quickly for three-quarters of an hour, and do not fail
to stir it ofien during the time; diaw it from the fire,
and mix with it tea ounces of welUreflued sugar, rolled
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or beaten to powder, for each pound of the peaches ;
clear it carefully from scum, and boil it briskly for five
minutes ; throw in the strained j uice of one or two good
lemons; continue the boiling for three minutes only,
aud pour out the marmalade. Two minutes after the
sugar is stirred to the fruit add the blanched kernels of
part of the peaches.
Peaches, stoned and pared, four ponnds; three-quarters of an hour. Sugar, two aud a half pouuds; two
minutes. Blanched peach-kernels ; three minutes. Juice
of two small lemons, three minutes.
Ohs. — This jam, like most others, is improved by
pressing the fruit through a sieve after it has been partially boiled. Notliing can be finer than its flavor,
which would be injured by adding the sugar at first;
and a larger proportion renders it cloyingly sweet.
Nectarines and peaches mixed make an admirable preserve.
Greengage. — When the plums are thoroughly ripe,
take off the skins, weigh and boil them quickly, without sugar, for fifty minutes, keeping them well stirred ;
then to every four pounds add three of good sugar,
reduced quite to powder, boil the preserve from five to
eight minutes longer, and clear off the scum perfectly
before it is poured into the jars. When the flesh of the
fruit will not separate easily from the stones, weigh and
throw the plums whole into the preserving-pan, boil
them to a pulp, pass them through a sieve, and deduct
the weight of the stones from them when apportioning
the sugar to the jam. The Orleans plum may be substituted for greengages in this receipt.
Greengages, stoned and skinned, six pounds; fifty
minutes. Sugar, four and a half pouuds ; five to eight
minutes.
Orange — Scottish Method. — Weigh an equal quantity
of Seville orauges and loaf-sugar ; cut the oranges into
halves, take out the pulp, and put the rinds into cold
water; boil them till tender, changing the water once
or twice, and when cold remove the white from the peel ;
mash the orange pulp and squei^ze it through a cloth,
adding a little watc^r the second time of squeezing ; then
shred the peel finely, add the juice aud sugar, and boil
twenty minutes over a slow fire.
PICKLING

IN

VINEGAR.

Pickles are prepared from vegetables, fresh, salted,
or dried, and mixed with vinegar, which should be of
the best common kind or distilled. The safest vessels
to uise for boiling vinegar are thosse of euumelled iron ;
a slight oxidation may arise from the action of the vinegar upon an iron vessel, but not sufficient to be dangerous. Acetic acid dissolves the lead that is used in the
tinning of saucepans. Pickles should never be put into
glazed jars, as salt and vinegar dissolve the glaze, which
is poisonous. The jars iu which they are kept should
either be of stone or glass. They should be closely
covered ; and have a wooden spoon, with hole*, to take
them out of the jar, all metals being improper. They
should be well kept from the air, and the large jars
should be seldom opened, and the top closely covered.
Those pickles in common use for the table are best kept
in the ground glass stoppered pickle-jars, which retain
the vinegar without difficulty. It is necessary that the
pickles should always be entirely covered with the
vinegar; examine them frequently, and if any symptoms of mould appear, remove the part affected, and
boil the vinegar again, with additional spices. When

Tinegar is added to old pickles, Tjoil it, but let it stand
to be cooled before it is poured over. When first pickles
are made, the vinegar should be put over them boiling.
Of all pickles, perhaps, red cabbage is the most wholesome ;it is frequently made of unboiled vinegar, merely
poured over the cabbage, which has previously been
salted.
To Pickle Nastctrtidms, to be used instead of Capers.— Boil some very good vinegar with some mace,
white peppercorns, and a little salt. Put it into a jar,
and when cold put in the nasturtiums as soon as gathered. Keep them closely tied down, and they will be
very green and crisp.
Pickled Beetroot. — Boil some beetroots tender, and
pare and slice them ; then boil as much vinegar as will
cover them, with some mace, cloves, and peppercorns.
Pour this over when boiling, and cover it close.
To Pickle Beans. — Put the beans in salt and water two
days; drain and dry them ; then pour boiling vinegar
over, letting it stand three days. Pour the vinegar off,
and repeat the boiling, letting it stand on the beana for
three days more ; then boil all together.
To Pickle GherkIn CocnMBERs. — Pick the roughest,
and make a strong brine of salt and water scalding hot ;
put them in and cover them close. Let them stand
twelve hours ; then take boiling distilled vinegar, and
put them in it; let them simmer, not boil, for half an
hour; then put them in a pan, and keep them close covered with vine-leaves, and a cloth at the top. Should
they not become sufficiently green, change the vineleaves and heal the vinegar again ; repeat this till they
are so.
To Pickle Lemons^ ^Scrape twelve lemons with apiece
of broken glass ; cut them across in quarters, not quite
through. Give them as much salt as they will hold,
also rub and stiew it over them, and let them lie in an
earthen dish three or four days, turning them every
day. Then take twelve cloves of garlic, parboiled and
salted three days, a large spoonful of flour of mustard,
and some Cayenne pepper to every lemon. Take the
lemons out of the salt, and put them in a jar with the
spice, covering tbem with the best vinegar. Keep them
very close, and they will be fit for use in a month.
To Pickle Mcshrooms Brown.— Take a quart of large
mushroom buttons, wash them iu vinegar with a flannel, take three anchovies, and chop them small, a few
blades of mace, a little pepper and ginger, a spoonful of
salt, and three cloves of shallots. Put them into a
saucepan with as much vinegar as will half cover them,
then set them on the fire, and let them stew till they
shrink pretty much. When cold, put them into bottles
with the vinegar poured over them ; cork and tie them
close up. This pickle will make a great addition to
brown sauces.
To Pickle Mushrooms White— Put them into equal
quantities of cold milk and water, and rub them with a
flannel ; have ready hot milk aud water, and boil them
in it a few minutes, take them out with an egg-slice and
put them into a jar with a little salt, cover them close
np with a cloth, let them stand till next day, then boil
up the vinegar and pour over them.
To Pickle Walnuts. — Lay one hundred walnuts in
salt and water for six days, changing the water once;
put them dry into a jar with a qnarter of a pound of
bay salt, a quarter of a pound of ginger, a quarter of a
pound of black peppercorns, half a pound of shallots,
half a pound of mustard-seed, half an ounce of clovea,

RECEIPTS.
half aa ounce of maco, two sticks of horseradish, and
DUO pound of anchovies. Boil ono gallon of tho stronge^l pickling viQt'giir, nnd poiir over them hot. Cover
them with a pcwtor pinto till cold, then add to them a
bottle of port wine and tie them down close. The Jar
should not be opened for two or threo months. (Tho
anchovies and wino iimjr bo omitted, if too expensive.)
pH'KLF.D Onions. — In tho montli of September, choose
tho small, while, round onions. i:ike off tho l>rowu skin,
liave a stcwpan of boiling water rejuly, and then throw
in as many onions a* will cover the top ; as soon a;* thcf
look clear nn tlie outside, lako them up as quirk as possible with a slice, and lay them on a clean cloth, cover
them close with another, and scald some more, and so
on. Lot them lio to be ci>ld, then put them in a jar, nr
glass, or wide-mouthed bottle, and pour over them the
best white pickling vinegar, just hot, but not boiling.
'When cold cover them ; should the outer tkin t<hrlvcl,
peel it off. They mu^t look quite clear.
To Pickle Spanish Onions. — Let the onions remain
twelve hours in salt and water ; boil white vinegar with
cap^icump, cloven, wholo pepper, and allspice; let it
remain till cold, then drain the onions well, put them in
jars, and pour the pickle over them.
To Pickle Red Cabbaut. — Slice it into a colander, and
sprinkle each layer with salt; let it drain two days,
then put it into a jar, with boiling vinegar enough to
cover it, and put a few sixes of beetroot. Observe to
choose the purple-red calibage. Those who like tho
flavor of spice will boil some peppeixorns, mustard-seed,
or other spice, zchole, with the vinegar. Cauliflowers,
cnt in branch>^s. and thrown in after being salted, will
look of a bc:tutiful red.
For Mixed Pickles, prepare any vegetables ynu like
by cutting iliem in pieces, aud let them lie in salt and
water for two or threo days ; theu make the pickle in the
following manner: Boil the quantity of vinegar required
with peppercorns, mustard-seed, a small quantity of
mace, a few Cayenne pods and ginger, and half a i>ound
of flour of mustard mixed smoothly in a basin, to be put
in while boiling ; put all together in a large stone jar.
Pickled Etios.— Boil eggs very hard, peel them, aud
put them in cold water till veiy cold ; have ready a
strong pickle of white-wine vinegar, with a little mace
and whole pepper in it: put them in while it is quite
hot, and stir, that they niay all look alike ; do not cover
the pot till they are brown. Put them into a jar, and
they will be ready in nine or tea days.

MISCELLA^'EOUS.
Carr op Linen.— One of the most important departments in the management of a household is that which
embraces a care of linen. Accordingly, when this is
well dried and put away in the wardrobe, the next part
o( our duty i^ to secure it from the eli'octs of damp aud
the inroads of insects. These intruders are often destructive. buE they maybe prevented from doing injury
by a judicious mixture of aromatic shrubs and flowers,
cat up aud sewn in silken bags, and the drawers and
shelves interspersed by them. Rosemary, lavender,
thyme, cedar shavings, roses, powdered sassafras, cassia, lignea, mixed with a few drops of otto of roses or
other strong perfume, may be agreeably adopted for this
purpose. In all rases, it will be found that the linen,
ft*4 well as all oiher wa.'-hiibio a-.i:cle«. will be economized
by being ex;imined, and where necessary, caiefuliy reTOL. I.XIII. — 15
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paired previous to tlieir admission to the laundry. The
articles ought also to bo numbered and arranged after
washing, so as to have their regular turn in domestic
use. Another saving will bo fouud in purch-tsing soap
in largo quantities, cutting it in pieces of about a pound
wiight each, and keeping it in a phice of moderate temperature. As lineu is Kiunetiines hcorehed iu the getting
up, without actually being burned through, tlie effect
may bo removed by the following means: —
T) Remove Scorching from lAnm. — Add io a quart of
vinegar the juice of half a dozen largo onions, about an
ounce of soap rasped down, a quarter of a pound of fuller's earth, one ounce of lime, and one ounce of pearla»h
or any other strong alkali. Boil the whole until it Is
pretty thick, and lay some of it on the scorched part,
suffering it to dry. It will be found that on repeating
the process for one or two washing-^, the mark will be
completely rcmove<i without any udJitinnal damage to
tlie linen ; provided its texture is not absolutely injured
as well as discolored.
Bread. — Salt or milk rising, to one teacup of new milk
and one teaspoon of salt, pour in two teacups of boiling
water; when cooled so as not to scald, stir in flour to
make a batter, and set it in a kettle of warm water until
it rises up light, which will he in about five hours ; pour
the batter into your pan of flour, and mix with warm
water or milk in sufficiency to make four loaves of bread.
Add a teaspoonful of soda to the wetting, knead thoroughly, and put it in the pans to rise, which it will do
in half an hour.
Bake one hour.
A Hint to Lovers op Flowers. — A most beautiful and
easily-attained show of evergreens may be had by a very
simple plan, which has been found to answer remarkably well on a small scale. If geranium branches,
taken from luxuriant and healthy trees just before tho
winter sets in, bo cut as for slips and immersed in soapwater, they will, after drooping fora few days, shed their
leaves, put forth fresh ones, and continue in the fluest
vigor all the winter. By placing a number of bottles
thus filled in a flower-basket, witli moss to conceal the
bottles, a show of evergreen is easily insured for tho
wliole season.
They require no fresh water.
Ilnw TO Do rp Shirt Boso.Ma.— Take two ounces of fine
gum arable powder— put it in a pitcher, and pour on a
pint or more boiling water, according to the degree of
strength you desire— and then having covered it, let it
stand all night — in the morning pour it carefully from
the dregs into aclean bottle, cork it, and keep it for use.
A tablespoonful of gum water stirred in apint of starch,
made iu the usual manner, will give to lawn, either
while or printed, a look of newness, when nothing else
can restore them, after being washed.
To Make Brii.la Sorp. — T.ike a shin of beef, cut off
all the meat in square pieces, then boil the bone threo
hours ; strain it aud take off the fat, then put the broth
to boil with tho pieces of meat, a few carrots and turnipn
cut small, and a good sprig of thyme, some onions
chopped, and a stick of celery cut in pieces ; stir them all
till the meat is tender. If not cooking brown, you muat
color it.
IIow TO Make Cracksei-s.— One pound of flour, half
a pound of sugar, half a pound of currants, half a pound
of butter, and a little cream; eeasnn with a little mace,
and add as many eggs as will make the whole into a
rather stiff paste. Slake it up in round balls, or pull
four together with a fork, and dip them (befoie baking)
in rongh-pouuded loaf-sogar.

fbitflis' ^-Mi.
"WEDDED LOVE.
0 marriecl love! each heart shall own,
Where two cong-euiiil souls unite,
Thy iiuhleu chains inlaid with down,
Thy himp with heaven's own splendor
bright.
Lasuhorxe.
The love portrayed in novels and poems is usually
that of anticipation. The perfect happiness of the two
lovers is to be eliminated from the chaos of hopes, fears,
doubts, and difficulties that surround their divided path,
while their haven of bliss, where they shall dwell together, seen iti the haze of the distance, seems the Eden
of delight. Yet this promise of happiness is proven to
be but the mirage of fancy, because nearly all the married people introduced, in the course of the story or poem,
aie shown to be — if not miserable, at least not very well
pleased with the realities of married life.
We are happy to show our readers an actual example
of happiness after marria£re, a picture of true, pure,
sweet love, so tender in its sympathy, so exalting in its
influence, so enduring in its fervor that the loves of romance fade away before it as the stars fade when the
sun arises.
About thirty years ago, Alexis De Tocqucville, a young
Frenchman, came to this country to study the penitentiary system of the United States. He was then in his
twenty-sixth year, an age when poetry and romance
would seem more in acconlance with his feelings than
prison discipline. He travelled through our country,
returned to Paris, made his Report on pri.sons. and wrote
his great work,* which, in the second part, portraying
American nianner.s, morals, feelings, intellect, and literature, shows the nobleness of his nature, the extraordinary
clearness of his moral insight, and the reverence of his
soul for the virtues of woman. To prove these sensibilities of his character, we will give the summary of his
opinion of American women : —
" I do not hesitate to avow, that, although the women
of the United States are confined within the narrow circle of domestic life and their situation is, in some respects, one of extreme dependence, I have nowhere seen
women occupying a loftier position, and, if I were asked,
now that I am drawing to the close of this work in
which I have spoken of so many important things, done
by the Americans, to what the singular prosperity and
growing strength of that people ought mainly to be attributed—I should reply — to the superiority of their
women."
Vol. IV.
M. De TocquevUle married an English lady. This is
not to he wondered at, when we learn, from all his
writings, the high estimate he places on the home virtues:— the French language has no word expressive of
home in the Anglo-Saxon meaning of the terra. And
now we come to the romance of his wedded life — the
following extract from a letter of De Toqueville to his
most confidential friend: —
" I can scarcely describe to yon that happiness in the
long run one enjoys in the daily companionship of a
woman in whom any good of your own is reflected and
returned to you improved by the reflection. "When I say
or do anything which appears to me quite right. Tread
* **De la D^mocratie en Am^rique,'
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immediately in Mary's face a feeling of happiness and
pride, which raises me up also, and in like manner, if
my conscience blames me for anything, I see, immediately, a cloud in her eyes.
"Though I have obtained the mastery of her soul to
an extent quite unusual, I see with pleasure that she intimidates me, and so long as I love her as I now do, I
feel sure that no wrong thing will have dominion over
me.
"We have been a year married and not a day passes
without my thanking Heaven for having placed Mary
on my path, or without a renewed belief that, if happiness be attainable on earth, it is with such a companion.
You ask me, my dear friend, to speak of myr^elf and
Mary ; I have j ust opened to you the very bottom of my
heart.'* — Works and Correspondence, etc.
This element of happiness was by divine appointment
allowed to endure to him twenty-five years, and that
his love continued to the end is proven, because it was
the consolation of his last hours. De Tocqueville died
on the 16th of April, 1S.W, at Cannes, and the most
touching scenes of his last hours show the deep, unbroken affection between the dying husband and the
sick, suffering wife.
Would not our beautiful young ladies gain in real
loveliness if they cultivated more carefully the graces
that prepare the heart for this long life of wedded love,
than they can attain by the arts of coquetry or the
adornments of dress that call forth admiration in the
ball-room? An eloquent writer has well said that
"the wife whose sweet nature can kindle worthy delights is she that brings to her hearth a joyous, ardent,
and hopeful spirit ; that subtle power whose sources we
hardly can trace, but which so irradiates a home that
all who come near are filled and inspired by the deep
sense of womanly presence!"
Rev. Charles Kingsley, in his celebrated novel of
"Yeast," has verified the superior moral insight of a
virtuous woman, and thegood influence her steadfastness
has over man, in his characters of Lancelot and Argemone. They were lovers, not a wedded pair, but the
good influence of the young girl was from the same
source that must dignify and sanctify the love and honor
paid to the true wife by her faithful husband.
" He demanded her assent to truths, not because they
were his opinions, but for truth's sake ; and on all points
which touched the heart he looked up to her as infallible and inspired. In questions of moralty, of taste, of
feeling, he listened, not as a lover to a mistress, but rather as a baby toils mother; :tud thus, half unconsciously
to himself, he taught her vhere her true kingdom lay ;
that the heart and not the l)rain enshrines the priceless
pearl of womanhoood, the oracular jewel, the ' Urim and
Thummim' before which gross man can only inquire
andIn adore,"
wedded love the wilie should also be able to express
her entire trust in the noble and true heart of her husband, saying to
*To cheer
Partake,
Or stand

him, " It is my happiness
thy sickness, watch thy health,
but never waste thy wealth,
with smile unmurmuring by,

And lighten half thy poverty.' "
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PORTRAIT

PAIN'TERS: THE
ARTIST.

PHILADELPHIA

What find I horo?
Fair Portia's comilerfoit f Wluii dcini-^'od
lltilh cume so uoar creutiuu? — bUAK^fPEAKB.
Wb arc not iDiendiiij^ to di^^cnss quctttions about dogroos in the Fiuo Arts, or \rhetber portrait puiutio^ is
one of the higheii^t braucbcs. We may !>ay, bowover,
that the ^rvat masters of tbo sixteenth century, Rubens
and Vandyke, gained a world-wide fame by their portraits; Vaudyko especially won bis chief renown by
bis exqni-^ito "counterfeits' of fair faces.
In England, Sir Jot^hua Reynolds and Sir Tbomas
Lawrence obtained by portrait painting the highest
rewards of genius bestowed by the British Government
on its own artists; and certiiiuly it will not be denied
that the best perfection of this art is the power of depicting feminine beauty, grace, and expression so truthfully
that the image on the canvass shall be " near croatlon''
in its complete Eden loveliness.
In our " Table" of last month, we alluded to the Fine
Arts in Philadelphia, and now we wish to introduce to
our readers our best artist, who has doue much for
the improvement of the public tasie in this noble art.
Mr. Thomas ^cllt is too well known to need any biographical sketch here ; bis beautiful pictures of women
and children are household treasures of art in every city
of our land. Nor is there an American portrait painter
who can compete with Mr. Sully; he has been called
the Lawrence of America; like that artist, Mr. Sully is
peculiarly happy in delineating the graceful aud the
beautiful.
We have had and now have good portrait painters,
deserving of high praise; Innian, fur instance, could
seize the strong features of man, and, by slightly, perhaps, exaggerating salient points, produce what is called
a "striking likeness.'* But the soft and fine lines of
beauty are seldom brought out in the hands of such
artists ; their women are bard and ungraceful, if not
coarse and ugly.
Sully, OD the contrary, has always a delicate point to
his pencil, and his true taste for the beautiful has never
failed to picture the Imli/, with all her symmetry of
outline, softness of complexion, and gracefulness of
air and drapery. Moreover, there is a holier charm —
the sweet mystery of womanhood, with its love, tenderness, and intellectual earnestness after the good,
which makes us feel, while gazing on his portraits, that
"A perfect woman, nobly plann'd,
To warn, to cumft'rt. and coinmaud,
Aiiil yet a spirit still and britrht.
With something uf an angel light,"
is the crowning glory of creation, as the poet has sung.
>'oCw:thstanding this gcains to discover and bring
out ou his canvas all the best gifts and graces of his sit-

a< secures for him the warm heart orsoclety. Philadelphia values him, not only as her flrst artist, but as one
of her most esteemed citizens.
Should any lady who reads this desire to have a portrait of herself or of her child which will always live in
the ^es as well as hearts of her family and friends, let
her come to Sully's studio. >'o painting from his baud
will ever bo stored iu the garret or turned to the wall
because it is not pleasant to look upon.
It may be well to add that he is uot young in years,
but still earnest in art as when ho was young. Mr.
Sully was born iu England in llSti, brought to America
in 1792; he has resided here and become a true citizen ot
the United States; his home has been in Philadelphia
for more than fifty years, though ho has made visits lo
his native laud. By untiring industry and iho judicious
economy which always accompanies a nice sense of
honor, he found means, during his earlier efforts, to
spend some time in London under the direction of Sir
Bcujamiu West, to whom, as well as to other artists of
note, he was warmly commended.
The advantages thus afl'orded him were enjoyed aud
improved to the full measure. His last -visit to London
was to paint the portrait of Queen Victoria, soon after
her coronation. This spleudid picture is iu the Academy
of Fine Arts, and none of the portraits of Britain's good
and therefore great sovereign will, as we believe, be
considered so truly the expression of her youthful royalty and nobleness of mind and soul as the portrait by
Philadelphia's htst artist, Thomas Scllt.
WEARY.
Brixo me a cup of water.
Fresh from the coolest spring ;
Shut out the tiresome sunshine ;
Sit by my side and sing.
Oh, I am tired of thinking.
Working, and living, too;
Tired of books aud people —
Everything but you.
Put out those sickening roses,
There in the mantel vase;
Fill it with clover blossums.
Come with your saintly lace
Nearer, till on my forehead
The spell of your cool hand lies ;
Calm down my fevered pulses.
Sweet, with your tranquil eyes.
Sing to me, love, of h.aven ;
Not of the royal palms,
Kot of the harps nor the spotless robes,
^ot of the holy psalms;
Sing how the weary rest there,
Rest in the Saviour's love ;
Sing how the precious promises
The souls of the righteous prove ;

ters, Mr. Sully's portraits are excellent likenesses, and
the childreu are perfectly portrayed. We do not know
any work of art that is more pleasant to look upon than

Sintj till the glory enfolds us ;
Sing till you seem to be.
Crowned and radiant, darting.
The angel you are to me!

one of Sully's pictures of a beautiful child ; it seems like
a glimpse of Paradise. Besides portraits, Mr. Sully has
painted some excellent pictures of composition, which
prove, had circumstances permitted him to devote himself to the ideal, he would have beea remarkable in
what is usually called the very highest department of
art.

Books for Family Readi>-o: Cheap Liteeatche. —
That the beJtt books are the cheape^st, because they net
only last longer when well made, but leave the best
and most important impressions on the mind, will hardly
be questioned by any of our readers. Those who take

Added to all his artistic merits, Mr. Sully has the
higher honor of l[>eing a good man, an example of excellence that makes the happiness of his homo as well

the Lady's Book would not chanije it for any other periodical. We therefore do our readers a friendly service
by directing them, for some of the best aud cheape^l
books to educate and interest the househuld in thoao
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charitable, moral, ^ud religions duties which make the
daily beauty of home life, to the publishers* of the works
of the Kev. l>rs. Chalmers, B'Auhign^, and Hamilton.
The works of these three authors make quite a family
library, the volumes of which we shall name iu the
Literary Notices of next month, if possible; here we
have only room to say that the Memoir of James Wilson
(brother of the veritable John, of the Noctes), by Dr.
Hamilton, is in this series, a book which has attractions
for every noble, cultivated mind, and treasures for every
tender and loving heart.
PLACES

OF EDUCATION

FOR

YOUNG

JIAGAZINE.

Miss S. J. Hale's Boardiso and D.^y School for
TouNO Ladies, 1S26 Rittenhouse Square, Philadelphia.
This school is designed to give a thorough and liberal
English education, to furnish the best facilities for acquiring the French language, and the best instruction
in music and the other accomplishments. Tlie moral
training and the health and physical development of
the scholars are carefully attended to.
Rfferences: Mrs. Emma Willard, Troy, N. Y. ; Henry
Vethake, LL.D., Wm. B. Stevens, D. D., Wm. H. Ashhurst, Esq., Louis A. Godey, Esq., Philadelphia; Charles
Hodge, D.D., Princeton, N. J. ; and others.

LADIES.

A NEW era in mental development has been gained
within the la^t twenty-five years, by the better system
of teaching uuw open for girls. Rev. Dr. D. W. Clarkf
truly says that, "in schools for young ladies, the pursuit of knowledge was (till lately) regarded as a misnomer ;the elegant departments of literature, the fine arte,
the embellishments of culture were all that was deemed
requisite in the accomplishment of the most thoroughly
educated of the sex." And Dr. Clark eloquently remarks: "Few reasons can be urged in vindication of
this mistaken system. It is already demonstrated that
woman's mind is capable of grappling with the same
problems of science as the steruev sex, and that she rises
from the struggle with intellectual powers invigorated
and enlarged in the .same way. If, then, the object of
education is to discipline the intellect, to give it power,
why should that discipline bo denied to woman?
" There may be specific studies which may lie without the line of a young lady's pursuits. It is the same
with the young man. But iu the mental discipline there
should be the same breadth and comprehensiveness in
the system of woman's education as in tliat for man."
Two Colleges — one iu prosperous operation, the other
in magnificent promise, seem destined to lead and guide
this great work — the true education of women. The
Wesleyan College at Cincinnati is the first of these, and
the Vassar College at Poughkeepsie the other ; the latter is not yet in operation, but the endowment, $400,000,
will give it advantages at starting that no other college
for young women, in all the world, ever enjoyed. We
shall refer to both these institutions in some future
numbers.
Germany

AND

has lost one of her most eminent female

Bcholars. Frau Dr. Ileidenreich, licevou Siebold, died
at Darmstadt recently. Sho was born in 1792, studied
the science of midwifery at the Universities of Gottingen
and Giessen, and took her Doctor's degree in 1S17, not
honoris causa, by favor of the faculty, but, like any other
German student, by writing the customary Latin dissertation, as well as by defending in public disputation
a number of medical theses. She took up her permanent
abode at Darmstadt, where she was universally honored
as one of the first living authorities of her special branch
of science.

To Otr Correspondents. — The following articles are
accepted : " Anniversary" — "Pasi" — "Three Pictures'*
— "Memento Mori" (the other poem decliu'^d for want
of room) — "To Elsie" — " I ask no more"—" Barbarism"
— "Green Pines of the South"— " Oil Wells"— " Under
the Sea" — "Dreams" — "My Birth-place" — "How 'My
Fate' was Blighted" — and "A Woman's Book."
These articles are declined, yet some are worthy of
publication if we bad room : " Tear Drops" — " The Last
Look" — "The Landlord's Daughter" — " I\Iy Castle" —
" A Vision" — " Sonnet" — " Leonora St. Clair" — "I know
'tis Madness," etc. (not original) — "Devices'* — *' I 'm
thinking of a blue-eyed lassie" — "There'll dawn a
brighter diiy" (the other poem accepted)— " Spiritualism"— " I gazed on the Summer," etc. — " Song,"— "The
Boarding School Young Lady" — "Safe-sealing Envelopes— a Fiction" — "War and Wickedness" — "The
Great Mistake" — "No Hope" — "Saints' Days" (we do
not discuss sectarian questions in the Lady's Book)—
"Apologue" — "Rival Parties" — "My two Uncles" —
"The Fourth of July"— "Sonnet"— "My Visit to the
Country" — " Magnetism rer^jfs Spiritualism" — "To Kato
H." (pretty verses to send as a "forget-me-not" farewell
to the private keeping of the beloved, whose criticism is
always kind) — "Mary, my Mary" — "Annotations" (too
"lofty" for our "feminine" work) — "Loulie Manning"
(will be returned, with the other pieces, when three red

"—
stamps are sent) — "Worldly Friendship'' — "To
"Lady Alda"—" Morning Rides"— "My Sister"— "The
wrong Daguerreotype" — "Half a dozen ofi'ers" — "Operas"— aud "A Single Misfortune."
Kotiee to Authors. — All MSS. must have a name, address— town, county, and State— and date legibly written
on the first page, with stamps for their return, if uot
accepted.
Literary Asjnrnnts. — We arc constantly annoyed by
young beginners sending us poetry and asking us to
remit our usual price. We may add that wo do not
either pay for or return poetiy. One thing more while
we are upon the subject. It is folly for writers who
have made no name to think of receiving payment for
their productions. An article may be fit to publish
without being entitled to compensation. A young writer
should have a little modesty, and he thankful that ho

Innocent Amusements.— Let all innocent amusements
be sought after with assiduity and gladness, if in due
subordination to more pressing or important duties;
and especially with never ceasing reference to the Great
Giver of all earthly blessings, of which a tranquil and
contented disposition is the best.

has the opportunity of displaying his talents before some
hundreds of thousands of readers, without asking moro
or less pay in addition. If he write with unusual
ability, he will be sought out, and his contributions
solicited. And then will be time to put a price upon the
productions of his brain. A little plain speaking at this
time, when we scarcely open a letter offering a proso

* Messrs. Robert Carter & Rrothers, New York,
t See the Ohio Edurational
Monthly.
New series.
Columbus.
Edited by F. W. Hurtt k Co.

contribution witliout a request to know "our terms,'*
will probably prove a blessing to other publishers as
well as to ourselves.
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grain ^o&es of quinine on the mornings of the 2d and

IJfaltjj Jlfpartiiunt.
BT

JXO.

STAIXBACK

A Case op Cholera

WILSON,

M.D.

Infaxtum. — Tlie following case

from our pnicclcu is iidiluceil lu illusti-ution of the troatmeat of cliolera iufatitum, and to sliow tho happy ctfects
of bathing and external applications under thuuioist discouragiuif circumstances. We copy tho report a^ made
in one of our medical Journals: —
** On the 27th of June, my Utile boy, a delicate child,
six months old, and cuttiug his first two teeib, was attacked with diarrhcea. This did not receive any attention till Tuesday Isl of July. [Shoemaliers' fiimilies, it
is said, often go unshod. And certain it is that doctors'
children often go uuphysicked.] The following symptoms then presented themselves: Frequent vomiting of
yellow bile, with very profuse watery evacuations from
the bowels, intense fever, and great heat of head and
abdomen. About midnight he was attacked with violent
general convulsions, with bending of the body backwards, which continued at intervals of from three to six
hnurs, until the evening of the 2d. While the convulsions were at their height, and for some moments immediately preceding the muscular contractions, respiration
seemed to be entirely suspended, and the little fellow
appeared to be in articuio mortis (the article of death).
*' Traitmtnt. — First morning. A tepid bath, to be gradually incronsed to a /of bath after the excitement has
been somewh.xt subdued by the tepid bath ; the object
being to stimulate the whole skin, auu to produce a
strong deteiminatioa to the immense net work of bloodvessels spread through this membrane. Apply a mustard plaster over the stomach, to be followed by a wet

Remarks. — It Is to be feared that physicians, like the
Syrian captain of old (2 Kings v. 1 — 14), in their desire
to do some great thing, too often overlook the simpler,
safer, and even moro elTectivo remedies which can he so
readily obtained at all times and under all circum3d."; my object, therefore, in loiblishing this case Is
stauces
simply to call attention to the fact that the iiiovt formidable diseases may ho speedily subdued by water, pure
simple water alone ; for I am convinced that the drugs
had but little if any agency in bringing about a result
so satisfactory and so gratifying to a father's heart.
COLCMBCS, Ga.

cy
Wiitxu])
Hotitfs.
i,'

C>*

Books bt Mail. — Now that the postage on printed
matter is bo low, we offer onr services to procure for
our subscribers or others any of the books tliat we notice.
Information touching books will be cheerfully given by
inclosing a stamp to pay return postage.
When ordering a book, please mention the name of the
publisher.
From T. B. Petersox & BRornERS, Philadelphia :—
THE SOLDIER'S COMPAXIOX. Ihr the Vtte of oil
OfficfTft, Vol unifiers, and Militia in the Service of the
United States, in the Camp, Field, or on the March. Compiled from the latest authorities, issued under orders of
Simon Cameron, Secretary of War, and Lieut. General
Winfield Scott, General-in-Chief of the C. S. Army. Price
2'') cents.

bandage, wrung out of cold water, to the whole abdomen ;bandage to be renewed as soon as it becomes dry
or very warm ; cold cloths to the head, to be changed

THE SOLDIER'S GUIDE. A Complete Manual and
Drill Book for the Use of Volunteers, Militia, a7id the
Home Giuird. Revised, corrected, and adapted to General

frequently. Under this treatment the sick-stomach and
vomiting subsided, and the discharges from the bowels

Scott's Discipline and Drill of the Soldier and Volunteer
in the U. S. Army, at the present time. By an officer in

were diminished in frequency, but they were still profuse and watery.
^^Ec'-ning. Fever has increased ; restless, tossing from
side to side, and biting at the fingers. Scarified gums;
used warm, or rather a tepid hath, and cold applications
to head and abdomen as before. Ko medicine yet. [We
use the term medicine in accordance with popular ideas.
Yet this term does not by any means belong exclusively
to drugs. Everything that has a remedial or curative
action is properly a medicine; and therefore bathing,
dieting, exercise, pure air, etc., may and should be considered among our best mf<ficincs.} After the bath the
restlessness and fever subsided, and he seemed to be
doing so well, chat we ventured to retire to rest ; but we
were aroused about midnight by his convulsive etrngcles. Tepid bath immediately, with copious cold affusions to head while in the bath. Cold cloths to head and

the U. S. Army.

abdomen to be continued, and bath to be repeated whenever a convulsion comes on, or before the seizure, if there
should be sufficient warning. By this treatment the
convulsions were gradually diminished both infre-^uency
and severity; and at five o'clock on the evening of the
21, they took their final departure. The cold cloths
were continued twenty-four hours longer, when the fever
also yielded. The only medicine fdrugs) given during
the whole attack was three or four doses of a powder
composed of Ibfd. cum crttn (Mercurial Chalk), and about
the same quantity of chalk and ginger, with two half

Price 25 cents.

From KixG & Baird. Philadelphia: —
THE

VOLUXTEER'S MANUAL; Containing Ftdl Instructions for the Recruit, in the Schools of the Soldier
and Sqitnd, with one hundrul illustrations of the different positions in the Facings and Manual of Arms, and
the Loadings and Firings. Arranged according to Scott's
System oflnfantry Tactics, by Lieut. Col. D. W. C. Baxter, of the Second Regiment of National Guards, now in
the service of the United States. Part I. Complete
copies sent by mail, free of postage, on the receipt of
25 cents.
From RrDD & Carle^on, New York, through J. B.
LiPPixcoTT & Co.. Philadelphia: —
THE PARTISAN LEADER. By Beverly Tucker, of
Virginia. Secretly printed in Washington (in the year
1S36) by Duff Green, for circulation in the Southern
States. But afterwards suppressed. As a novel, simply,
this story will be lound somewhat dry reading. Taken
in connection, however, with the fearful events which
are now transpiring in our distracted country, it will be
perused with absorbing interest.
From M. W. Dodd, New York, through J. B. LippinCOTT & Co., Philadelphia : —
MINNIE CARLTON.
By Mary Belle Bartlett. This is
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a beautiful and interesting little story of a
racter. Itwill lie a pleasing and instructive
the library of any young girl who wishes
character based upon the true principles of
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to form a
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From Robert Carter & Brothers, New York: —
MEMORIALS OF CAPT. HEDLEV VICARS, ^^mdi/S'Ce/ith Regiment. By the author of "English Hearts
aud Hands," etc. This valuable and interesting woik,
so suited to the present juncture, is offered to the public
in a form and at a price to make it within the reach of
every soldier. We hope they will all read it, and learu
from the life and death of ihis gallant officer, how to bo
a true soldier of Christ strengthens one to be a true and
brave defender of their country's honor.
THE SOLDIER'S TEXT-BOOK ; or, Confidencein Time
of War. By the Rev. J. R. Macduff, D. D. A careful
eelection of verses from the Bible, made by a careful
student of the Holy Word, and well suited for its purpose as a soldier's Vade Mecitm.
THE HAVEN AND PRIZE. By the author of "Memorials ofCapt. Vicars." This is a little work, consi.-ting of several short essays and sketches full of the
devoted and eiirnest spirit and power of the well-known
author.
It cannot be too widely disseminated.

"We are indebted for the five following volumes to the
Protestant Episcopal Pcbushisq Society, 7G2 Broadway, New Yolk: —
MORAVIAN LIFE ; or. An English GirVs Account of
a Moravian Siitlement in the Slack 'ForeM. Edited by
the author of "Mary Powell." This is a charming book
fur any school-girl, and, from its simple, quiet story and
a'lniirable example, will have a most happy influence
wherever it goes. The Moravian seminaries are truly
Christian nurseries, and the chief object of their plan of
education is not a showy enamel of accomplishments,
but to lead tho young to the highest and best aims
through pleasant paths. The diary of a Moravian schoolgirl is as novel as it is fascinating. "We commend it to
all who are looking for birthday or holiday presents for
girls from twelve to fifteen.
THE HOLY DAYS OF THE CHURCH. By Mary E.
Bradley. A very unpretending but excellent little volume, "designed to give simple explanations of the Holy
Days of the Churcli, adapted to children, and, indeed, to
ALL who ask with regard to them, 'What mean ye by
Ibis service?' " It shows careful research, clearness of
combination, and true devotional feeling and practical
taste in the selection of the little poem for each day.
LIFE OF DR. FRANKLIN, the Sdf-Edacaied Man.
Rev. John N. Norton is already widely known by his
biographies of Washington aud the Bishops of the Protestant Episcopal Church. He has now arranged the life
of the boys' hero, Benjamin Franklin. The story of Franklin's early struggles is always fascinating to thoughtful
lads, and next to that of Washington in general interest.
There cannot be too many well- written histories of him,
and Mr. Norton's gives new and interesting material.
The style is clear and straight-forward, the incidents
well arranged. It is published by H. B. Price, New
York, and for sale at the Church Book Society.
THE LIFE OF BISHOP BERKLEY, by the same author, has great historical as well as personal interest.
Tho character of the man described by Pope as "having
every virtue under heaven." must be a valu.ible study.
We commend this valuable series of biography in tho
course of publication by the Protestant Episcopal Sun-
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day-School Union, not that we think they will reach the
younger part of the community, for whom they are
especially intended, but by being put ia circulation in
this manner they will find readers among the elder
members of the family or the teachers of the sundayschools. Biography is the taste of maturity and thought,
not the choice of the young.
THE LIFE OF HUGH LATIMER, by George L. Duyckinck, scarcely needs a commendation. Tlie subject and
the author speak sufiiciently for its pathos aud its power
of kindling enthusiasm for the devoted martyrs and
confessors of the Church. We regret that we have not
space to quote the closing paragraphs of the volume,
wliich are at once a eulogy aud a prophecy. It is a fortunate thing that Mr. Duyckinck has tho spirit and the
leisure for these contributions to our beit and purest
literature.

dpohji's J.nn-Cj)(iir.
Our iLLrsTRATioys. — We present the illustrations in
this number — Steel plate. Fashion-plate, and the pretty
Farm-yard scene — as being worthy tlie notice of our
subscribers. The truthfulness and beauty of our fashion-plates are everywhere acknowledged.
That Deaf and Dumb Woman turnet. up Aaain. —
Yerily, this is one of the most accomplished impostors
of the day. A letter from Fultonville, N. Y., says she
has been there. Other publishers are also swindled, as
she had three or four magazines for which she was soliciting subscriptions. " I paid hercash down $2," says
our correspondent. That is the whole secret. To save
one dollar two are lost. Any one offering a publication
cheaper than the published price ought at once to be
suspected.
Professor F. L. 0. Koehrig, 1813 Coates Street, Philadelphia. To schools wanting an accomplished teacher
of Latin, we recommend this gentleman. He has recommendations from Bi.shop Odenheimer and others. He
will also teach in families.
A Compliment

to oek Steel Plates — from City and

Country, Nyack ; —
" No monthly magazine was ever published, in either
this country or England, that gave its readers steel
plates of eqxial merit with those furnished to the readers
of this Lady's Book. The London Art Journal may form
an exception, if it is a monthly — onr impres.sion is that
it is issued only quarterly, however ; and its price is 86
a year. The large fashion-plate is praiseworthy, simply
on its artistical merits, while there is probably no superlative that will express the delight of the ladies concerning it."
Our valued contributor, Mrs. Haven, commences again
with an admirable story in this number, fcho will continue to furnish a story monthly.
SoMEBODi: has sent us a religious drama. It has on
one of the pages a description of the costumes to he worn
by the several characters. The first is— " Angel : Auburn travelling garb underneath a white garment."
Now, what is an "aubu.n travelliug garb" for an
angel?

G0PEY3
OUR

JirSICAL

COLrM.V.

lu these timov, all musical CDterlainments wortbj tbe
Dame nro Utllo«l, of course. At Ihc AcaJemy, and at various halls, " Vi)luuleor Fund Com'oi(s,"are t:iven, witli
uo lack or patriotism or mouey, but a surprising' abscaco
of melody.
Evou the GL^rmuuia is without its head.
S/ieet Music— Out monthly bulk-tin couiprisies some
new pieces, witli new editions of sever.il old favorites.
For the couveuieuco of purchasers wo classify them,
»eparatin^' those foradvauced performers from pieces not
80 difficult. We are enabled to olTer also an>/ Jive 2.j
cent pieces for $1, or any music in the list to the same
amount. Thisarrauj^ement exteudson/^ to pieces named
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Fashion Editor, care L. A. Godey, Philadeli>hia. Mrs.
Halo is not the fashion editress.
Hair-work, patterns for all kinds of garments, and for
women and children, jewelry, caps, bonnets, cloaks,
mantillas, talmas, mantles, headd^e.'H^es, hhawls, beadwork, materials for wax aud paper llowers, euihroidery,
collars, cape?, worsteds, Shetland wool, iulants' wardrobes or patterns for the same, stamped collars, orn6
balls, canvas for working, etc. etc.
" WnT did you not pocket some of those pears?" said
one boy lo auvither ; " nobody was there l>j seo." "Yes,
there was; I was there to see myself, aud I don't want
to ever see mybclf do a mean thing."

in this month's " column."
EoJiy SonffA nnd ISitUmU: Through Cloudless Days,
2.5 cents; 0 Would that in tbe Quiet Tomb, 2.) ceuts;
Mary Vale, 2.> ceuts; Because thou art here, 2J cents;
Tbe Passing Bell, 2.) cents; Home returning from the

for so small a price that any one who cannot ull'ord to

Wars, 2o ceuts ; Don't shut out the Slooubeams, 25
cents; O who would look sad. 23 ceuts; Black Eyed

buy it, is indeed poor."
We are obliged to the Burlington (Wis.) Gazette (or the
above. But wo are sorry to say that it is those who can

Nell, 2.J cents; Only just a year ago, 2.* cents; I've
loved thee long. 2-3 cents ; He Sleeps beneath the Hea-

afl'ord to pay that are the most inveterate borrowers.

ther, 2-'i cents ; Good Xigbt, Fair Maiden, 2J cents ; Poor
Ben the Piper, 23 cents; Like the Streaks of Eastern

Who is there that don't love a good laugh ? The one
who is a good hearty laugher is not "Ct for treason,
stratagem, and spoils." And nothing is so refreshing
as hearty laughter. It clears tbe cobwebs of tho mind.
We tbiuk a good laugh early in the morning is to the
sensible man what the early glass is to the toper : it sets
him up. Tho Gtorgttuwti Argus agrees with us ; it

Skies, 2.'; cents; Stand by our Flag, 25
of Grimes, 2j cents; Mary Wayne,
Banks of Hudson River, 25 cents;
centtt; Johnny Darling, humorous,

cents; The Grave
2.i cents; By the
Bessy Green, 25
25 cents; In my

Swift Boat, 2.*. cents; The Yankee Girl, 25 cents; Lost
Lizzie, 2.') cents ; List ibee, Dearest, 2 > cents; Inspirer of
Prayer. 25 ceuts; Kitty, my Love and I, 2.') cents; The
Good Time has Come, 25 cents; Tyrolese Peasant Song,
25 cents; Were I a Soldier, by Stigelli, 35 cents ; O Lady
Touch Those Chords Again, 25 cents; How Swift the
Blissful Moments Pass, 30 cents; Young Ellen Loraine,
15 cenu; Pretty Blue Star, 10 cents; National Sehool
Hymn and Chorus, 10 cents ; Why are you Weeping, 10
cents.
Ensfj Piters: Sunbeam Waltz; Ocean Pearl Schottiscbe ; Institute Polka ; Ravine Quick Step ; Flight
WaUz; La Fhnir Favorite, Quadrille, .35 cents; Patty
Cake Polka. .'lO cents; Maiden's Dream Waltz; Repeat
Polka. Each 25 cents, with the two exceptions named.
Songs and Ballads for Advanced Performers: The
Summer Book, 25 cents ; Where Shall I Find Her, by
Mulder, sung by Madam Fabri, 35 cents; I *m but the
Withering Flower, 2.J cents; Sweet Brido of Sleep, 35
ceuts ; Tho Miller's Daughter— not very ditficult, 30
cents.
Pieces for Pradisui Performer's: Zouave, Mazourka
brillante, .30 cents ; I'dollo Polka, .30 cents ; Long Weary
Day, Transcription, 35 cents; Good News From Home,
Transcription, 50 cents; Beautiful Star, 50 cents ; Little
Gipsy Maziiurka, .lO cents; Convent Bells, 35 cents;
Twilight Warblings, 40 cents. Address orders to Philadelphia, to
J. Staur HuLLUWA.r.
ly one of the actions during the Peninsular War, &
colonel of the Euglish army, by his bravery and resolution, achieved wonders in an action against greatly
superior forces. In the dispatches and mention of the
affair, he fouud aU the fflort; was given to his superior
officer. He was silent. One evening, in the presence of
the commander-in-chief, this very action was discussed.
"By the way, C(»lonel," said the General, "yon were
in that action.
How did yt»a distinguish yourself?"
"I ditut, covered with glory," was the reply.

"Godey's Lady's Book is so largo and gives so much

" A —good langh is one of the richest blessings ever enBays:
joyed by anybody, and we always prepare ourselves
for it wlieu wc read Mr. and Mrs. Rasher. Godey not
only contains witty productions, but plenty that is instructive aud entertaining."
Dear GorEV:

"I now take my pen in hand

To inform you that I 'ra in the living land,"
And hope I shall always be glad to stay,
Where I can hear every month from Mr. Godey.
I would like to scrape an acquaintance with you ;
But, first, let me tell you I 'ra no stoeking-blue,
Nor a body that 's gifted with sense, by the way,
Enough to please the fastidioits, Mr. Godey.
No, sir!
I 'm a woman as jthiin as your shoe,
And quite past the age of forty and two ;
Thirty odd years ago a month and a day,
I first knew the man

" Mr. Louis Godey.'

I 've tarried in York, and I 've tarried in Penn,
I 've tarried in the State Illinois twice ten ;
Now

I 11 leave you to guess — Who

This pray?
matter-of-fact woman
We

d" you think I am,

that writes you Godey !

thank our fair correspondeut for the above, bnt

inform her that our name is not accented Go-day. It is
Gd'de, accent on the first syllable.
MiLTOs was once asked, '* How is it that in some
countries a king is allowed to take his place on the
throne at fourteen years of age, but may not marry until
he is eighteen ?"
"Because," said the poet, "it is easier to govern a
kingdom than a woman."
Enigma from Brooklyn. Sorry we cannot oblige you,
but we do not publish enigmas.
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Haik Ornaments. — Ladies wishing hair made into
bracelets, pins (which are very beautiful), necklaces, or
ear-rings, can be accommodated by our Fashion Editor. A
very large number of orders have recently been filled, aud
the articles have given great satisfaction.

In the North American Review for October, ISiO, page
313, there is given a copy of aa Egyptian deed in the
Greek language, and under seal, ^vith a certificate of
registry in a public office annexed, and executed in the
year 106 B. C, or more than a century before the Christian era. It was written on. papyrus, and found deposited, in good preservation, in a tomb in Upper Egypt,
by the side of a mummy (probably that of Nechutes the
purchaser), and contains the sale of a piece of land in
the city of Thebes. It has the brevity and simplicity of
the Saxon deeds, so much commended by Spelman. It
gives the names and titles of the sovereigns in whose
time the instrument was executed, viz., Cleopatra and
Ptolemy, her son, surnamcd Alexander. It describes
■with precision the ages, stature, and complexion, by
way of identity, of each of the contracting parties, as,
for instance, Pamonthes, one of the male grantors, "aged
about 45, of middle stature, dark complexion, handsome
person, bald, round-faced, and straight-nosed ;" and
Semmuthis, one of the female grantors, "aged about 22
years, of middle size, yellow complexion, round-faced,
flat-nosed, and of quiet demeanor." It then goes on to
state that the four grantors (two brothers and two sisters) have sold out of the piece of land belonging to them
in the southern part of the Memnoneia, 8000 cubits of
vacant ground, one-fourth part of the whole. The
bounds "are on the south by the royal street, on the
north and east by the laud of Pamonthes, and Bokon of
Ilermis, his brother, and the common land of the city ;
on the west by the house of Tephis, the sou of Clialomu ;
a canal runuing through the middle leading from the
river. These are the abutters on all sides. Nechutes
the less, the son of Asos, aged about 40 years, of middle
stature, yellow complexion, cheerful countenance, long
face, and straight nose, with a scar upon the middle of
his forehead, has bought the same for one talent of
brass money. The vendors being the acting salesmen
and warrantors of the sale. Nechutes, the purchaser,
has accepted the same.'*
There seems to be no doubt of the authenticity aud
age of the instrument in the minds of the distinguished
German, French, and English scholars, and profound
antiquarians who have studied the subject.
The River Foils Journal says: "If we ever marry,
one of the main motives will be to have somebody to
take Godey home to."
Our advice is, try it, when the times get a little better.
A PEASANT in Paris for the first time was very much
interested in all he saw, and asked numerous questions
of those with whom he spoke. One day he walked into
a little office where there was only a table covered with
writing materials and a chair. A young man was seated
there, idle.
"Sir," said the peasant, " will you be kind enough to
tell me what you sell here?"
"Certainly," said the man, wishing to revenge himself for the interruption ; " we sell asses' heads."
*' Wh y , ' ' said the peasant, with an air of great simplicity, "what good sales you must have had ! I see only
one left in the place."
The name of " Jlarion" for embroidery has been several times published.

We give the prices at which we will send these beautiful articles: —
Breastpins, from $i to $12.
Ear-rings, from $1 50 to $10.
Bracelets, from N*
$3^ to $15.
Rings, from $1 50 to $3.
Necklaces, from $6 to $15.
Fob-chains, from $6 to $12.
The Charms of Faith, Hope, and Charity, $1 50.
Hair Studs from $5 50 to $11 the set.
Sleeve Buttons from $6 50 to $11 the set.
Hair is at once the most delicate and lasting of our materials, and survives us like love. It is so light, so gentle,
BO escaping from the idea of death, that, with a lock of bair
belonging to a child or friend, we may almost Inok up to
heaven and compare notes with the augelic nature— m;ty
almost say : " I have a piece of thee here, not unwortby of
thy being now."
" Humble as I
meeting, a night
a fraction of this
said a bystander,

am," said a bullying spouter at a mass
or two ago, " I still remember that I "m
great republic." " You are, indeed,"
"and a vulgar one, at that."

DoMRSTrc Pratse. — The Bucyrus Forvm says: ""We
snppose ladies can get along without Godey, but it must
be (171 nwfnl get a^on^r— something like bringing up children without any milk about the house."
A TotJNG peasant girl in Kent once laid a wager thnt
she dared go into an graveyard after midnight, and
bring away a skull. One of her opponents in the wager
was concealed by the others behind a monument to
frighten her from the enterprise.
At the appointed hour, the girl went to the graveyard,
and picked up a skull.
"Give me my head!" cried a sepulchral voice, from
behind the monument.
"Take it!" she cried, flinging it to him. A second
time she took a skull, and the concealed man made the
same request. She noticed that the voice was the same,
but flung him the second skull. A third one was found,
and the voice cried again —
" Give me my head !"
"No!" she cried; "I want this one. One head is
enough for a living man, and two is surely sufficient for

a ghost."
"The Music, alone, is worth the subscription to Godey," says the Cambridge Flag of the Frei?, and we know
it is. We give it in our book original, and the music
stores get it after us.
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Dtaigned exprusly/or Godty's Lady't Book by Samcbl Sloa5, Architect^ PhUaddphia.

PRi:tClPAL

FLOOR.

The following desigo differs essentially in character
from any which precedes it, being a combination or

SECOND

FLOOR.

Belli^ii's opera, "I Montecchi e Capuleti,'* was lately
performed at Bucharest. At the bottom of the nifiche

t'ri'up of dwellings so arranged that they can be occupied by fonrsepamte families, at the ^^ame time entirely
distinct and private. This plan possesses ranch in its
arrangement, each family having four apartments assigned to it.

was the following notice; "To avoid the liimenlal'la
effect at the end of the fourth act, Romeo and Juliet will

First /"/'wr.— Living-room. C; porch, A, opening to
Bitiing-room, B, from which is a stairway leading to the
chamber floor.

would

The chambers E D are coDTcniently fitted up with.
closets.
The architecture of the exterior is simple in character,
prirtaking of the rural cottago style with form of con(■truciiou.

This reminds us of an incident : A manager of a theanot tre
die."
advertised with great flourish of trumpets that he
bring out "Don Juan; or, The Libertine Destroyed,'* with new scenery dresses, and decorations,
the scenery taken from views drawn on the spot, with
the exception of the view of the Infernal Regions.
If the author of "Mr. and Mrs. Rather" will give ns
permission, we will publish the name. T'litil then,
friend Journal, of Condesport, we must be silent.
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Excavations -were lately recommenced in Pompeii,
and among the first discoveries made was a druggist's
Bkop, Containing pill-boxes in abundance.
PHILADELPHIA

AGENCY.

No order attended to unless the cash accompanies it.
All persons requiring ans;wers by mail must seud a
post-office stamp ; and fur all articles that are to be sent
by mail, stamps must be sent to pay return postage.
Be particular, when writiug, to mention the town,
county, and State you reside in. Nothing can be made
out of post-marks.
Mrs. C. B. — Sent ear-rings and clasps May 2-Ith.
Mrs. H. D.— Sent pattern 2-lth.
Mrs. C. B.— Sent braid 2Sth.
Mrs. N.
Mrs. G.
Miss A.
A. W. —

A. P.— Sent patterns 2=th.
M. n.— Sent patterns 2Sth.
JI. — Sent hair cross Goth..
Sent chenille June 1st.

Dr. G. W.
M. A. H. —
Mrs. E. R.
Miss A. C.

G. — Sent turban bat by Adams's express 3d.
Seat millinery by Adams's express 7th.
R.— Sent ring 7th.
W.— Sent articles 7th.

Mrs. S. B. — Sent infant's wardrobe patterns 7th.
Mrs. J. G. — Sent box of patterns by Howard's express
lltji.
Mrs. E. A. D.— Sent patterns 12th.
Mrs. W. R.— Seut patterns 12th.
Mrs. J. H. B. — Seut patterns 17th.
C. D. C. — Seut articles by Adams's express 17th.
Mrs. E. C. B.— Seut Zouave jacket pattern ISth.
J. K. J. — Sent Zouave jacket pattern ISth.

Cljtmisirg kx i\t foung.
LESSON

XlX.—{Cnndndcd.)

417. Carronio acid is very noxious when breathed.
It is evolved in many common opfrations, such as limeetone-hurniug aud brewing. It is al<o given off naturally
in many parts of the world. The "grotto del cane" in,
the viciuity of Naples owes its danger to the presence of
carbonic acid, which, being a very heavy gas, lingers
near the fluor of the grotto, and is fatal to dogs and other
small quadrupeds, because they caunot avoid breathing
it, whereas human beings, on account of their erect posture, remain elevated above the noxious level, and thus
escape with impunity. In the island of Java there
exists a large valley teemiug with this gas, and covered
with the skeletons of animals wliich have gone there
inadvertently. The existence of this valley has given
rise to the fabulous description of the upas-tree. It is
true the upas-tree grows in Java— also that its juice is
poisonous; but that the tree itself poisons the atmosphere for miles around, or at all, is untrue. The mephitic valley owes its noxious influence to carbonic acid.
41S. Carbonic acid, although a gas as usually procured, may, nevertheless, be converted into a fluid or a
solid. In Combination it readily assumes the solid form,
as we see in clialk, in marble, and numerous other carbonates. Marble is always found in the vicinity of
mountains which once were fluid by heat. If chalk be
fused in closed iron vessels, a substance resembling
marble is produced.
419. All carbonates, without exception, evolve carbonic acid gas when another acid, such as the nitric,
bydrochloric, sulphuric, &c., is added.
If a substance,
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on being thus treated with acids, effervesce and yield a
gas, most probably the substance operated upon is a
carbonate. If the gas whiten lime-water, exiinguish.
flame, and do not smell like burning sulphur, the substance operated upon is ctrtainly a carbonate.
420. Caibou unites with hydrogen in numerous proportiuns, constituting solid.s, liquids and gat.es. Essence
of lemon and oil of turpentine are both compounds of
carbon and hydrogen in precisely similar pruportions ;
thus presenting us with the curious, although by no
means singuhir fact, of identity of composition not coi"respouding with identity of properties. Pit coal may be
regarded as a compound of carbon and hydrogen ; so in
like manner is coal gas ; or, more properly speaking,
the latter is a mixture of many compounds of carbon,
aud hydrogen, of which, defiant gas, next to be treated
of, is the chief.
421. Mix one part of alcohol witli two parts (measure)
of oil of vitriol, in a Florence flask; attach a cork and
bent tube, and distil by means of a spirit-lamp flame.
Allow the first portions of the resulting olefiant gas to
escape, and collect the rest in the usual manner, in bottles, over water, agitating it well with water to remove
associated impurities. The term olefiunt has been givea
10 this gas because when mixed with chlorine, and allowed to stand at rest for some time, an oily-looking
fluid results. If, bowever, it be mixed with chlorine,
aud ignited, then a very different result tiik-'s place; a
flame rapidly spreads through, the vessel, and caibou is
deposited.
422. Takeatallglassjarorbottle, fill it with water, and
invert it over the pneumatic trough ; pour in one measure of olefiant gas, and two measures of chlorine; press
a glass valve against the mouth of the jar containing the
mixture, agitate the contents by inverting the jar two
or three times in succession, and apply a lighted taper.
Carbon will be deposited.
423. T|je diamond is cai'bon in a state of absolute
purity, and crystallized ; it is supposed to be of vegetable
origin, and most probably was once in a pasty or liquid
condition; inasmuch as many specimens Ci'ntain imbedded within their substance bubbles of air, and even
insects. The diamond, if immersed red hot into oxygen
gas, burns; yielding carbonic acid, aud thus affording
complete evidence of its nature. By peculiar aud graduated application of heat, the diamond may be converted
into coke, although chemists have not yet been fortunate enough to solve the other problem, of converting
coke into diamonds.

Jfitsjjinns.
NOTICE

TO

LADY

SUBSCRIBERS.

Having ha.d frequent applications for the purchase of
jewelry, millinery, etc., by ladies living at a distance, the
Editress of the Fashion Department will hereafter execute
commissions for any who may desire it, with the charge v(
a small percenlaire for the time and research required.
Spring and autumn bonnets, materials for dresses, jewelry,
envelops, hair-work, worsteds, children's wardrobes, mantillas, and mantelets, will be chosen with a view to economy, as well as taste; and boxes or packages forwarded
by express to any part of the country. For the last,
distinct directions must be given.
Orders, accompanied by checks for tJie proposed expenditure, tobe addressed to the care of L, A. Godt-y, Esq.

FASHIOXS.

Ao order ici'H be attended to unless the money is first
receivrd. yrithrr the Editor nor Publifiher will be account'
able/or losses thtd vtay occur in remitting.
lui^tnictious to be a» miQute as is possible, accompanied
hy u note uf llie lieigbt, complexiou, aad geDeral style of
tlie person, on which much d*r2}ends in choice. Dress
(r xmIs from Evans & Co.'s ; mourning goods from Bessoa
& Son ; cloaks, mantillas, or talma;*, from Brotlie's, 61
(auul Street, New York ; bonnets from the most celebrated
eitablishmeuts ; jewelry from Wriggens St Warden, or
Caldwell's, rbiladetphia.
Wlien g'Huls are ordered, the fashions that prevail here
pi>vern the purchase; therefore, no articles will be taken
b;ick. When the goods are sent, the transaction must be
considered final.

PESCRIPTIOX
OIXSER

AND

OF STEEL

FASHIO>'-PLATE

ArcrsT.

EVESIXa-DRESS

FOR

FOR WATEBINQ-PLACES.

Fiff. 1. — Dinner-dress of white grenadine, with trimmings of mauve-colored silk and ribbon; the skirt has
three bouiltonnie of grenadine, separated by narrow rnfflos of muuve silk, with a narrow ornament of ribbon on
tlie lower edge. The upper portion of ihe skirt is caught
Dp by bands of mauve ribbon, laid on fiat. The ribbon
ornament, en fsrfit^lle, that edges the ruffles of the skirt,
is repeated on the sleeves, which are demi long and
wide. Corsage in a short, rather blunt point ; berths of
grenadine, in bouillomve separated by narrow bands of
mauve ribl)on. Hair turned back over a cushion. Cap
of blonde, flowers, and mauve ribbon.
Fig. 2. — Dress of Pompadour silk, the ground a dovecolor, the pattern in black and gold. Around the bottom
of the skirt are four flouuces, alternately of dove-color
aad apple gieen, all set on with a heading formed by the
flounce. The I>ont breadth is in the very popular tablier
or apron fashion, formed by alternate narrow flounces.
The sleeves, which are a good shape, are ornamented
with the same, and a heart-shaped berthc to correspond
covers the upper part of the corsage. Watteau headdress of lace, with a bandeau of mauve ribbon.
Fig. 3.— Dress for a young girl. Skirt of Pompadour
silk, a white ground, with ^'apoleon blue stripes; between the stripes are pansies in natural colors. Znuave
jacket and vest of fine white ca.-bmere, trimmed with
narrow black velvet ribbon and black lace ; full bishop
sleeve ot white muslin.
Fig. 4. — Extremely simple and pretty robe, of India
muslin, iu a striped pattern, made up over a slip of palo
rose-colored silk. It is ornamented by flat bands of the
same, edged vriih Valenciennes. Sash and bonnet strings
of rose-colored ribbon.
Fig. 5.— Robe of white satin, having the lower part of
the skirt trimmed with a bontUonnc of thulle, finished
above and below with a ruche of thulle, bound at tho
edges with blue satin ribbon. Over the upper part of
the skirt descends a tunic of white thulle houillonnd at
the edge, and nearly covered by two deep rows of black
lace. The tunic is raised np on the left side by a bow
with long ends of blue velvet. The corsage low, and
pointed in front of the waist, is edged at the upper part
with a row of white lace. In front and behind there are
f'lds of thulle, and beneath the folds there is a ruche of
tliulle b.>und with blue satin ribbon; from the under
part of the ruche descends a narrow frill of black lace.
A bow of blue velvet, encircled with black lace, is placed
on the rache in front of the corsage.
The sleeves are
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formed of two puffs of thuUe, separated by a frill of
black lace. The hair isdie!<sed in frizzed cm Is in front,
and in n bow behind. Headdress consisting of a plait of
blue velvet, trimmed at the upper part with a narrow
row of black lace, and at the back with two lappets, also
composed of black lace.
CHITCHAT

rPdX NEW YOHK AXD PHILADELPHIA FASHIONS, FOR AUGUST.

We have been obliged to delay noticing the novelties
in juvenile wear, and will now give the nursery its due
place. For infants, lovely little cap bonnets in Valenciennes medallions, lined with white silk and edged
with frills of Valenciennes, have a little bow of pearled
ribbon at the top of the cap or a little on one side. The
cape is flowing, and also covered with medallions of Valenciennes. For country wear, tiny capellines of white
cambric, lined with blue, rose-colored, or maize silk beneath the iusertiugs are worn; or plain Marseilles or
piqui, with tho brim and edges buttonholed in small
scallops, either in white or some fast color. For cloaks,
dimity, Marseilles, and piqtU, either buff or white,
trimmed with an endless variety of white braid an inch,
broad, or several rows of narrow or the moderate width,
say half an inch, put on in waved, pointed, or square
Grecqne patterns. The same materials are much used in
the little suits made for the street wear of boys from
two to five years old. For the house theie is a large
variety of sacquo patterns, very wide iu tho skirt, so as
to allow the under petticoat of flannel ; they may be
either high or low in the neck ; when high, they are accompanied bylong sleeves. They are usually cut crosswise of the stuff, which insures a better fit at the waist,
and are trimmed all around with one or several rows of
braid. Black velvet ribbon or flat silk gimp is largely
used on uuwashable materials, such as mohair, Italian
(raw) silk, plaid alpaca, shepherds' plaid, and the like.
It is a good plan, for very young children, to have a
tape running, put on flat on the inside, at the waist line,
with a drawing-string to confine the fulness at the waist.
For children of this age, in washable materials, a trimmed
belt of the material is considered less stiff than one of
leather. Veiy narrow leather belts, in fancy colors,
with double clasps uf enamel or mother-of-pearl. The
black belts with a stamped gold pattern, or those with,
green, red, or Rus-colored ground are the neatest. For
country wear, plaid ginghams of good quality, plain
linens, figured linens, plaid cuttous, and any of the
light materials In silk and cotton ; silk and wool are
very suitable.
The same materials are used in the Albert street dress,
which is still worn, and more popular than ever. It is
a short skirt, consisting of three widths of stuff, box
plaited on to a pointed band, which is attached to a Zoaave vest of white cambric or linen. Over this is worn a
loose jacket, rather longer behind than iu front, and
sloped out on the hips. In shepherds' plaid of silk and
cotton or silk and wool, braided by narrow black velvet
ribbon, it is a very neat and serviceable dress, readily
made, washed, and cared for. We must not neglect to
chronicle the new Zouave suits for boys just introduced
to jacket and trousers. The cut-away jacket has long
been known, and to this and tho shirt above describ*?d
is added, instead of the plaited skirt or the long-worn
knee-breeches, full Turkish trousers, which arc loose
and easy to the figure, and allow fall play to the limbs
of the restless little being. Blue and gray flaunel is very
suitable for this dress, trimmed with a simple pattern in
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Bcarlet braid. We shall speak of the suits "worn by lads
iu our next.
It may be remomberfd that ^e directed those who had
beeu in the habit of shoppiug^ at the ever-to-be-regretted
Genin's Bazaar to 303 Canal Street, where certain of its
departments are coutiuued under their original direction.
We are indebted to Jlrs. Myers, of this establishment,
for a review of the different hats and caps in favor with
the younger branches. The Tudor hat, with the high,
turned-up brim, bound by black or colored velvet, with
a band of the same, is a very suitable accompaniment
for the above dress. It is to be had in Leghorn, split
straw, and fancy braids. The half turban is also a good
shape. The Continental is intended for quite a young
child ; its rurned-np brim is tri-curnered — as the name
implies, a point before and at each side; it is of split
straw, richly trimmed with velvet and wide white ribbon; the side rosettes are of blonde velvet and ribbon.
The straw caps, with patent leather visor of some light
and pretty shade, and the gray Tudor felts, of the best
quality, are intended for older boys.
The children's hat department, being a legitimate
branch of Jlr. Genin's original business, is still carried
on by him in excellent taste, and with the best possible
materials. All the above varieties are manufactured by
him.
To return to 303 Canal Street. They have lately added
a room for children's dress, where the Alfred suits,
sacque, etc., already described, are to be found. We
noticed in this department a pretty style for making up
muslins, Chambray cambrics, etc., for little girls. The
waist is full, gathered into the belt in a fan or sheaf pattorn, and spreading, to the shoulders, following the outline of the gathers, is a ruffle two inches in width, placed
bretelle-fashion, and running over the shoulders to the
belt in front and back. The skirt and sleeves were
ruffled to correspond.
Another pretty dress ?s a chinee gray silk, with three
email flounces, each bordered by a roll of green silk.
The flounces gradually diminish in depth. The body is
cut square across the top, and low, especially on the
shoulders. The mantelet to match has four rows of tiimining, and fastens in front by a large bow of green silk.
To accompany the?e low-hodicd frocks very pretty
Zouave chemisettes are made, plaited all over, and having lappets at bottom to prevent them from working up.
Another of these graceful dresses is made of muslin,
having a white ground with mauve lozenges. The skirt
is ornamented with a ruche u la vieiUe, of muslin, overlapped at each side by a ruche of mauve ribbon. The
body, plaited in the sheaf fashion, is trimmed all round
by a small ruche, like that on the skirt. The mantelet,
laid in flat plaits, is bordered by a similar ruche, and
fastens with a mauve bow.
White silk bonnets with soft crowns are sometimes
made for little girls, but the round hat described in the
spring (the brim set up an inch or so in the crown) are
most generally worn; the trimming, velvet blended
with ribbon, and a plume of feathers or straw. Black
velvet and white ribbon is very popular. The brim is
generally bound witli velvet. For walking, Bowden
furnishes half high boots of cloth ; for the house, slippers
of several pretty styles. For street coats — Brodie's best
coat is of a light but lustrous black silk, gored to the
figure and coming quite to the bottom of the child's
dress. It may be buttoned closely from the chin to the
waist ; the seams are corded. The round pelerine,
eleeves, and pockets arc trimmed with a double pinked
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ruche of silk. The same coat is made of white or buff
piqu'', with linen trimmings and buttons.
Brodie's elegant lace mantles are just in season. The
real Chautilly laces imported by him are almost invariably in points or a half shawl, the reason being twofold— a point is always in fashion; and again, a point
flowered, or a scarf with full flowers in real lace, is
beyond most American purses. Some of his Pusher
laces, the present season, are so admirable in design and
texture as to deceive even a practiced eye.
Besides the laces, there is a scarf mantilla quite low
on the shoulder ; the fulness between the shoulders in
double box plaits ; the point is tablier ; it is trimmed
with a volante of medium width, the edge being hemmed,
with a cord. Large flat bow, or rosette with long ends
at the hack ; edge with thread lace. There are a few
white grenadine and hnr-'ge mantles corded with white
silk ; of a wide bournous shape. Double shawls of
white muslin are also a good deal worn. They sometimes have deep flounces of the same, which round off
about a point with a deep hem, or occasionally they
have several rows of narrow white and black guipure
and velvet ribbon. The shawls of embroidered ca>hmere, trimmed with lace or guipure, are wurn on silk
dresses, and even on those of clear tissues when the
color is rather dark. Lace shawls may be worn with
any toilet, and are always an elegant addition. We
have also seen some embroidered cashmere summer
shawls, with black or carmine grounds, which, though
double are light, as well as soft and warm. Summer
shawls of grenadine, tissue, htirige, etc., are quite pretty,
with a cloud gray centre, and blue, mauve, apple-green,
or rose sublime satin stripes on the edge; some have a
chiiu'e pattern in flowers.
In mourning, the distinguishing feature is a mixture
of clear white with black ; mauve and royal purple ciintinue to he mingled with black also. We describe two
handsome toilets in half mourning. The flrst, a robe of
black
same,
black
front,

silk, trimmed vr'ith/ronces (close hnuiltonnet:) of the
fixed at equal distances by quillings of narrow
velvet ribbon. The corsage is high, buttoned up the
and not pointed in front of the waist. The trimming which forms the epaulette, as well as that on the

ends of the sleeves, consists ot /rrmc.'s similar to those
on the skirt Collar of lace. Undersleeves of thuUe,
trimmed with lace. Bonnets with a souple crown,
composed of mauve-color silk. The front is edged with
four frills of silk, pinked at the edges, two being formed
of the same silk as the bonnet, and two of siik of a darker
shade of mauve. Across the bonnet there are two frills,
and two border the curtain. On each side is placed a
quilling formed of a broad stripe of silk, of the dark
shade of mauve, and the strings consist also of broad
stripes of the dark silk, pinked at the edges. Fndertrimming, a bandeau of white convolvuluses and white
blonde at the ears.
A dress for half mourning is made of light gray silk,
trimmed at bottom with three flounces of about a hand's
breadth, surmounted by very small flounces of a da:k
gray. This dress, all the plaits of which are turned
backwards, spreads handsomely in the fan shape, and
presents a decided train. All the flounces are cut in festoons. The body is plain, and fastens in front with dark
gray buttons. Larger buttons are put down the front
of the skirt. The sleeves, wide and gathered, have a
jockey formed of one deep and one narrow flouncf. and
end in a loose band drawn slantingly and trimmed with
two of the same frills.
Fashiox.
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CORDOVAN.

[From tlie establisliment of G. Eeodie, 51 Ciinal Street, New York.
articles of costume.]

Drawn by L. T. Voiot, from actual

The characteristics of these garments are so strongly marked, that no special comment is required. They are made of all fabrics suitable to the season, and the passementeries vary according
to material and the price, so as to suit all requirements of different tastes and pecuniary means.
184

EMBEOIDEEY.
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THE ALEXANDEINE.

Macve grenadine dress, trimmed with silk rnchings.
Spanish corsage oyer a fine mnslin
spencer.
Leghorn hat, bound witli rose snhlime velvet, and plume of the same
color.
I*'*
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NEW

STYLES

OF APRONS.

MISSES APROH.

Tuis apron is of black silk, trimmed with velvet.

A very pretty style.

THE MATHILDE.

Made of dark blue silk, with three bias folds, edged with a ribbon ruffle.
trimmed to match.
186

The pockets are

PATCHWORK

THE BEAUTY.

This very rtchtrche night-dress is made of very fine French muslin ; the yoke and front187
trin
IS formed of insertion, small tucks, and flouncing.
The style is something entirely i
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Not that tardy hour when the snn has journeyed high above the sea — and exhausted
pleasure seekers, scarce refreshed hy a brief
snatch of sleep after last night's revel in the
dancing saloon, creep, pale and jaded, from
their pillows, to yawn over a late breakfast ;
not later, when the long beach is left high and
dry by the outgoing tide, and the level sands
are covered with gay promenaders — nor when,
still later, merry bathers, in picturesque costumes, meet amid the tumbling surf for the
refreshing dip ; but early morning, when the
gate of the Orient was brilliantly barred with
amber, gold, and fire, as it swung open to admit
the day-god, who came, warm and Hushed, from
Aurora's arms, lingering a few moments upon
the horizon's rim to make his kingly toilet ere
he set out on his daily circuit — when the mists
curled up sleepily from the ocean, and the
waves, softly subsiding upon the beach, seemed
sluggish and drowsy, as if they, too, had been
kept up late o' night at some great hop, like
the world of pleasureists congregated there
beside the sounding sea.
Early morning at the Nahant House ; and
the sleepy waiters walked in a sort of nightmare, dreamy state through the deserted hotel
corridors and halls, and ojiened and shut doors
very softly ; and, save these and the active,
glancing little white- winged sea-gulls skimming
from wave to wave below the high headland of
the promontory and the gray beach, yon would
not have looked for other early risei-s, there, at
sleepy, exhausted, fashionable Nahant.
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But come with me to room No. 22, situate at
the extremity of the first corridor ; and, at this
early hour, I will present to you a young lady
— beaxitiful, admired, and quite la mode at this
seaside resort, and yet so very unfashionable
as to be fresh, rosy, and an early riser — Jliss
Ijillian Vance, heiress.
The sun was not fully up, but Miss Lillian
was, and in the freshest of morning toilets — the
most becoming of muslin wrappers, and the
daintiest of slippers ; and, what seemed a little
out of character at that matin hour when the
business of the day was not supposed to be
fairly awaked. Miss Lillian was deep in the
mysteries of reading letters by the first rosy
light of the dawn. This little lady must certainly have been an impatient one, that she
could not restrain her curiosity which she was
evidently indulging at the expense of her liquid
blue eyes in poring over those missives ; and
yet this was not the first occasion in which Miss
Lillian had earned the title.
There were three of them — the letters, I
mean — that Lillian Vance read over for the
dozenth time (she had read them all the night
previous, after twelve o'clock, when the hop
was over, and she had found two lying on her
table, having been placed there by her maid,
and the third, a small and handsomely superscribed note, had been slipped into her own
hand by the writer thereof as he bade her
" Crood-night" at the door of her room), and
then she laid them all down upon her lap as
she sat by the window ; and, in the morning
dawn, Lillian fell into a musing fit, interspersed
with soliloquizing after this fashion : —
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" If one only knew that one wasn't liked for
their money ! Everybody knows that I am
Miss Vance, the heiress ; and I 've been flattered, and followed, and petted so long, that I
begin to doubt all mankind. I suppose I must
have a husband some day — aunty would think
it perfectly horrible if I should declare my intention of living an old maid — heiresses do get
married as well as other people, and, when my
time comes, I 'II have to submit to the decrees
of the inexorable sisters who weave the warp
and woof of human fate. Harry St. Leger,
now, he 's a good fellow, spite
and affectations, his 'aws,' and
'pon my honors,' and I believe
his expressions of affection for

of his conceit
'reallys, ' and
he's honest in
me ; and yet I

can't, for my life, but think that my prospects
of certain bank stocks and funds in New York
have a little to do with this offer also ; which
suspicion would certainly hinder my becoming Mrs.
'
Harry St. Leger,' " — and Miss Lilli.^n
glanced at the open letter, written in a smooth,
flowing hand, before her upon her lap.
" And here is ' I'otre humble serviteur,' the exquisite Count Massillou Figaro, who is master
of a magnificent est.ate and chateau in Burgundy (according to his own account), besides
being proprietor of the most astonishing seal
rings, curled locks, and moustache that have
electrified the world of Kahant this age ; and
this illustrious foreigner ready to kiss my hand,
fall at my feet, and proffer me the sharing of
title, fortune, and the Burgundian chateau,
provided I conclude to merge myself (and my
fifty thousand understood, if not expressed)
into the 'Countess Figaro!' And this is just
the match tliat plain, republican-born, but
title-loving aunty would urge upon me, were I
to lay this flattering epistle before lier. But
no, no, my most illustrious Count Figaro !
Tempting as aunty would see the coronet, my
poor little head would be weighed down by it.
The wares of aristocracy cannot be disposed of
to democratic Lillian Vance ; and your rings,
and jnoustache, and estates in Burgundy must
be urged elsewhere, and, I doubt not, with
better success !" And with this sentence was
decided the fate of the author of that pink,
satin-smooth, scented note, with its heraldic
seal, lying upon the daintily tucked jiipe revealed by Lillian's open morning-wrapper.
"But Athol Haughton" — and the prettiest
waves of blushes, doubt, and perplexity chased
each other in rapid succession over the beautiful
young girl-face lighted up by the flood of the
full sunrise now pouring into the eastern window facing the sea — "I wish 1 knew what to

make of Athol. Proud as a king — always gentlemanly, attentive, and yet never obtrusive — ■
it can't be that he is a fortune-hunter ! And
yet aunty throws it at me every day ; talks of
his poverty, says he 's a poor young lawyer,
almost briefless, and wonders how he can afl'oni
to stop long here at expensive Naliant, till I
get angry and sarcastic, and tell her the landlord won't send up his bills for her to settle ;
and then she sneers, and protests he must have
borrowed the money at a liigh per cent, to be
refunded when he has gained his object, viz.,
the hand and fortune of the heiress to whom he
is dancing attendance. Oh, they are shameful
— aunty's sneers and innuendoes! — and I don't
believe one of them ; and yet, and yet," and
the perplexed air which overspread her face
confirmed her words, even as her rising color
betrayed her interest in the stibject of lier soliloquy— " one can't listen to such things without getting their mind tainted, though never
so slightly. Why need aunt Sarah have thrust
such ideas into my mind to engender suspicion
of one whose daily conversation and wholebearing proclaim him true and honorable, and
above the charges she has laid upon him ?"
And little Lillian Vance grew very indignant
all alone there by herself in the flush of the
August sunrise in her room at the Kahant
House.
"It is so contemptible," she went on, turning
over Athol Haughton's plain, but characteristic
letter, in which he had frankly avowed liis love,
his poverty, his hopes and prospects, and then
besought her affection in return, and lingering
over its contents in a very tell-tale manner —
" so contemptible to distrust him ! I do not ;
and yet, strange contradiction, I do ! thanks to
Aunt Sarah for the fruit of the seed she has
sowed !" and Lillian's red lips curled bitterly.
" I wish there was some way of proving Athol,
of learning if he would love me still the same,
were my fortune to melt into a dream, wrecked,
like many a ship th.it has sailed over yonder blue
sea — some ruse I might practise, to ascertain
the true nature of his heiirt ! Now, if I could
goto him in disguise — and she mused a little —
" Ah, I h.ive it! a plan occurs to me ! a capital
thought !" and her eyes brightened, and she
clapped her hands merrily, and sprang to her
feet, scattering the three letters to the carpet —
" I hiive it ! the nicest plan in the world I"
" Why shouldn't I ?" she added, stooping to
regain the letters, and bestowing them safely
in the precincts of her writing-case, unconcorner.

sciously placing Haughton's in the most secret
"Why shouldn't I do it? Nobody
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will kuow ; aunty shall not have an opportunity to be shocked, and lecture me on propriety ;the secret shall he my own, aiul, at least,
/ shall be satisfied, and know who loves me for
my/ortune and wlio for mi/self.'"

CHAPTER

II.

Sdkset upon the laud and ocean !
The day was over ; such a day, long, sultry,
close, as is the type of all sultry, close "dogdays" at the sea-side, when not a breath stirs
the crest of the waters outside the line of the
breakers, and the waves heave their panting
bosoms shoreward with lauguid motion, and
low, monotonous dione.
It was all over — the late breakfast, where
belles, pale and languid from last night's dissipation, sipped their coffee with listless air
and pallid appetite ; the morning dip, when
hoary old Neptune opened his still eager arms
for blooming beauty, and new Vennses were
bom from out the deep ; the forenoon naps in
darkened chambers ; the dressing for the event
of the day, i/c!ept dinner, with its clink of glass
and silver, countless tongues, troops of waiters,
endless courses, overdressed mammas, and un</<rdressed daughters, ogling and flirting, 'Ho be
continued," like newspaper romances, ad infinitum, of evenings, in the salons ; the afternoon
lounge through the parlors, halls, or bowling
saloons, with couples at chess on the long
piazzas or busy at bagatelle ; all these were over
— and DOW, at the sunset hour, as a soft, cool
sea breeze sprang up, wooing heated brows to
feel its touch, the tide of fashionable life poured
out upon the piazzas and balconies, or to a
promenade on the hard, dry sands, or among
the wild cliffs and ravines for which the bold
headland of Nahant is so famed.
Arm in arm, many couples sauntered along
in the cool sunset hour; some bent simply on
enjoying the refreshing breeze, and idly noting
the glories of the western sunset sky ; others
setting out to explore the mysteries of the
"Swallow's Cave," the " Spouting Horn," and
the various romantic resorts among the cliffs ;
and a few remaining on the soft green sward in
front of the house, watching the effect of the
red sunset light striking aslant over the waters,
and tinting every white-winged schooner, every
light pleasure yacht, and every little fishing
boat with its crimson glow.
Among the groups who had descended the
bhiff upon which the house is situated, and
were walking along the strip of gray, shingly
VOL.
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beach below, were the three knights who have
already figured in the lists of love as authors
of the notes to our beautiful heroine, Lillian
Vance, in which notes each had offered her the
honor of his heart and hand. Harry St. Leger
was endeavoring (pour passer le teittps) to play
the agreeable to a lively young lady of his acquaintancthe
e ; tall, exquisite Count Massillon
Figaro, with well-oiled moustache, was bending
to a. petite belle, Blanche Duval, upon his arm,
and repeating the repertoire of his estates and
chateau in la belle Burgundy ; but the young
lawyer, Athol Ilaughton, walked by himself a
little apart from the others, his thick chestnut
hair lifted from his handsome forehead by the
caressing fingers of the cool sea-breeze ; his
eyes bent out upon the waters, but with a
dreamy, introveited expression in their gaze
which betrayed that his thoughts were otherwhere, most likely with the beautiful girl who
had latterly so filled his mind to the exclusion
of briefs, writs, and all the et cetera of his legal
lore.
And so each party kept on their walk adown
the beach — the sunset glories fading, and twilight's gray settling down over the headlands,
the beach, and the sea ; when suddenly, advancing from behind an angle in an abrupt,
sandy cliff, a strange, bent figure came hobbling toward them in the gloaming.
^
" Whom have we here ?" cried a gentleman
of the party, pausing and facing the apparition.
"By Jove, this must be the shade of Moll
Pitcher, the famous witch of Lynn, haunting
her olden home here by the sea 1 Come, one
and all, let tis question if this be so I Halt,
spirit or mortal, ancient witch or modern sibyl!" and lie laughingly flourished his cane
toward the figure slowly advancing over the
rocks and sea-weed toward them.
The group closed around ; and, in truth, it
was a strange, outre figure who leaned her
bowed form on a staff before them — a little,
bent, withered old woman, trembling and tottering with age — her brown, wrinkled face concealed by a drooping, tattered hood, from under
which gray locks streamed over the folds of a
scanty red cloak thrown over her shoulders.
And elegant gentlemen and fashionably dressed
ladies stood regarding her with surprise.
" Charity, good people ! Charity to a poor
old woman, for the love of Heaven I" she implored in a feeble, trembling voice, reaching
forth a shaking hand enveloped in an old loose
" An excellent opportunity to air our geneglove.
rosity," said the gentleman who had first espied
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her, drawing fortli liis porte-monnaie. "She
looks a fit subject for charity, certainly. But
only a beggar, and not a sibyl, after all. What
a downfall of my ideal ! But, my good woman,
can't you tell fortunes ? We mistook you for
old Moll Pitcher, come back to give us each a
peep into our futures !"
" Aw-yes, bless me ! Can't you tell fortunes,
goody-aw?" drawled Harry St. Leger. "For
if it be in your power to unveil what the Fates
have in store for me-aw, the sibyl's palm shall
be crossed with gold-aw !" and he drew forth a
coiu. " 'Pou me honor, I am dying to know
the chances of my success with a certain fair
lady-aw !"
The old crone took his outstretched palm,
and seemed intently to peruse it ; then, in a
low, musing voice, she said —
" I see you at the feet of a handsome ladye
love ; but beware, sir ; she will be poor as a
church mouse. ' Kiches take wings and flee
away :' and when Poverty comes in at the door.
Love flies out at the window," and she furtively
watched his face, which unconsciously betrayed
a look of perplexity and disappointment.
"Cash it-aw ! What can the old woman
meau-aw ?" he muttered, half aloud. "One
would think I were in love with a scams^ress-aw !' '
" She can hardly mean the divinity at whose
shrine you are at present bowing — the fair
Vance — eh, St. Leger!" exclaimed a bystander,
"since report allows that the links of love's
chain are well-gilded in that quarter — a cool
fifty thousand, well invested, St. Leger."
"Riches take wings, and flee away!" muttured the young man solto voce, retiring from
the old crone's vicinage. " Lillian is a deuced
flne girl-aw ; but I must inquire more particularly into the bank stocks-aw."
"Come, Count, let us see what Dame Fortune has in store for you in the shape of a
ladye-love," exclaimed one, urging the tall
Frenchman forward.
The fortune-teller bent over Count Massillon
Figaro's hand — a hand, which, if coarseness of
shape be a type of plebeian birth, as some argue,
certainly appointed the elegant foreigner's origin among the lowest canaUle of the country he
claimed for his nativity.
"Madame Sybile, let it be un bon destinie,"
said the Count, in bad French, but with a bow
and grimace that would have done credit to
"the connecting link between man and beast,"
a monkey of the chimpanzee species. "Oui —
un bon destinie."
The old crone's hood drooped lower and conce.aled her face. " My gay gentleman has never
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crossed water," she commenced in a mumbling
tone, but sufficiently distinct to reach all ears.
"The d — euce!" exclaimed the Count with
a start ; but recovered himself, and with a bland
smile, added, "AUons, proceed, madame ! See
you not my estates — my vineyards — my castle
— chateau in Burgundy ? And tell me, sybile,
what fair lady-love shall I carry back with me
to dwell there, my Countess?" and he temptingly displayed a handful of money as the price
of the fortune-teller's predictions if uttered to
his mind.
"A ' countess^castle — estate!' hum I hum!
'AH is not gold that glitters!' " was the curt i
reply. "Take back your money, my gay sir! I
Your fortune is dark, and I cannot read it further," and she thrust it back into his hand.
" Only one little piece will I keep, as your gift
to a poor old woman," and she selected one
bright silver coin, and turned away, as though
she would depart.
"She is the devil! Come, let us leave the
old hag," was the Count Figaro's elegant rejoinder as he turned, crest-fallen, away, forgetting his French in his mortification ; and only
recalled by the look of broad astonishment on
Miss Duval's face. "Ah, pardonnez. Mademoiselle Duval!" he added with presence of
mind. " Such canaille as yonder old woman
are enough to make one forget the presence of
his beautiful companion, and give vent to his
vexation in strong language. Pardonnez, fair
ma'm'selle, the hasty speech!"
" Fair specimens of foreign aristocracy and our
native democracy!" exclaimed Athol Haughton, with an amused smile, gazing from the
discomfited count to the little, bent old woman
about moving away. " Here, stop a moment,
my good woman !" he called out. "Though I
do not care to dip into the mysterious future,
here is my gift" — and he dropped a gold dollar
into her hand. " You tremble ; you are doubtless faint and weary. Hasten home, now, and
make yourself comfortable with the fi'uits of
this day's appeal to our generosity, and if you
are in want again come to me up at the hotel
yonder,
I will impulse
aid you."the little old woman
With aand
sudden
seized his hand and bent over it, looking at
life-line and table of the smooth white palm
with earnest scrutiny. " The Fates shall grant
all good gifts to him whose heart is open to
the aged and the poor," she said, in a voice
quivering as by age and emotion ; " a long life,
and wealth, and happy love await you."
" Give me but the happy love, and long life to
enjoy it, and the wealth shall follow of itself !"
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exvlaimeil the young man, i-amfstly, struck by
the inspiration of her prediction. "Are you
so sure of the love, good mother ?" he asked,
hiding a little nervousness of manner under a
light laugh and feint of doubt.
" I have said it — a long life, vrealth, and
happy love. Now, my kind gentleman, I give
you an old woman's blessing." And, drawing
tlie hood over her face and the scanty folds of
her cloak aboiit her, she leaned heavily on her
staff, and hobbled away, the gold dollar held
closely in her hand.
"Eccentric!" "Crazy!" "Love-cracked!"
said the gentlemen; "Romantic!" "Singular!" added their lady companions, as the
little, bent old woman in the red cloak went
slowly over the beach, and, turning the angle
of the cliff, was soon lost in the deepening
shades of twilight.
"At any rate, the prediction accords well
with my wishes," soliloquized llaughton, as he
turned his steps up the path leading to the
house, from whence issued the blast of the
snpper-gong.
night I shall
lian, grant me
with whatever

"A happy love I Well, this
know my fate ; and, sweet Lilthat boon, and I will be content
else fortune awards me."
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dancing salon. There were gentlemen, tall,
thin, and hirsute, of the Count Figaro type,
and gentlemen of the reverse order, short,
rotund, and smooth-faced ; dapper exquisites,
with large eye-glasses and .astonishing necktics, who talked "horse" among themselves
and "opewa" with the ladies ; specimens of.
Young America, who had brought down their
own turn-outs, affected the " fancy," and affectionately alluded to "the governor," at home,
as a jolly old fellow of the Midas type, at whose
touch everything had turned into gold, which,
by some strange alchemy, had resolved into
"rocks" for them; very youthful gentlemen,
fledglings into society, with callow beards and
tender susceptibilities ; hardened fossil remains
of humanity, known as old bachelors, revamped
with new wigs and hair-dye, who revolved
annijally in their orbits, whose summer perihelion was a month at some fashionable wateringplace ; and, last, not least, we must not omit
the corpulent p.ipas, with purses pletlioric as
their persons, who outwardly smiled but inwardly groaned at the alarming draughts on
the former necoss.ary to sustain Kate, Fanny, or

honor, the vestal stars, walking heaven's great
throne-room and flinging a royal largess of silver upon the hushed earth and the murmuring
main ; the cool, soft sea breeze, so soft it kissed

M.aggie at this great, fashionable, all-the-worldp.atrouized, but expensive Nahant. Nor in the
category of these frequenters of this seaside resort
must we forget to chronicle the list of gentler
and most important feminine presence. Side
by side with the corpulent papas were mammas, "fat, fair, "and from forty to fifty, maternal and manoenvringly tender to the pretty
dolls in Honiton, greu.adiue, .and thulle, whom
they had brouglit here to this great, fashionable
b.azaar beside the "sounding sea," to be disposed of to the higliest bidder ; there were

the cheek with lighter touch than a baby's
wandering fingers ; the faintest swell from the
ocean, .and the gentle dash of the waves upon
the shore below ; dark shadows brooding about
the chasm of "Swallow's Cave," over the
"Spouting Horn," and iu every fissure and
ravine of the long cliff-line skirting the promontory— all this without : but within, the blaze
of light, the glitter of jewels, the rustle of silks,
and the echoes of gliding feet from the dancingh.ill, where the leader of th« Germ.ania Band
flourished his baton to the circling measures of
one of Strauss's waltzes, in which whirled
yonng belles just "out" and belles of older
laurels, .as though to be a human spinningjiMiny on an August night were the Vltima
Thule of enjoyment.
"All the world" was .at N.ahant this season,
and seven-eighths of that world were gathered
on the night of this particular hop into the

ladies of " an uncertain .age" (vide the fluctuations between their own report to the censustaker .and the records of the family Bibles),
who h.ad compacted a friendly little agreement
with the old gentleman of the scythe and hourglass, by which he had kindly consented to
skip them over a cycle in his rounds ; belles,
heartless, soulless, and hackneyed ; and belles,
young, fresh, and emotional, who will carry
aw.ay, with recollections of hops and conquests,
memories of cliff, sea, and shore, and the eternal anthem of the oce.an ; and, to complete the
inventory, misses j)ist out of p.antalettes and
into flirtations (to whicli latter they take as
n.aturally as sea-gulls to the w.aves), who, ten
yejirs hence, will not carry heads h.a!f so wise
upon their shoulders. And, mingling with all
these — with the "fast" young m.an, the fortune-hunter, the purse-proud jrarvenue, the
anxious, managing parents, the fashionable
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III.

Evening at the seaside I
Without, the queenly moon and the maids of
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luitterfly belle, and the hundred and one strata
that go to make up the great conglomerate
known as society — were the thoughtful student,
the elegant scholar, the polished orator, the
learned statesman, the self-poised, unassuming
lady and gentleman — the pure vein of clear,
crystal quartz that impregnated the whole.
Standing a little apart from the crowd, not
moody or uncompanionable, hut with the grave
air of one who thinks of other things than the
whirling waltz or the changes of the quadrille,
was the young lawyer, Athol Haughton. The
other two caraliers d'amour with whom, unknowingly, he had contested the prize had
devoted themselves alike to the service of the
beautiful Lillian, who, in a charming toilet, had
never looked more bewitching or queened it
more regally over her numerous admirers than
on this evening ; and, so skilfully she managed
the silken reins of her lead, that to an impartial observer each seemed by turn the fortunate
one who was to be en advance of all others
iu the race for her favor. Nor was the third
wooer forgotten in the distribution of her
smiles, for when the signal came for supper,
and by a chance (?) happening she stood near
Haughton, she adroitly ignored the elegant
bend of his willowy figure with which the
count announced his "veri happie" to escort
" Ma'm'selle Lillian ;" also the " Come-aw,
Miss Vauce-aw ! An ice will cool us wonderfuUy-aw after this last quadrille-aw ;" and,
taking Haughton's arm, was led away to the
supper-room.
" Dash it-aw ! That 's cooler than a vanillaaw!" was St. Leger's smothered ejaculation,
as he beheld this little bit of coquetry. " Expecting an acceptance-aw. Sweet on me all
the evening-aw, and then to cut a fellow after
that manner-aw ! Well, dash it-aw ! if the girl
plays tliat game-aw, Harry St. Leger must turn
his devotions elsewhere-aw. But I shall know
soon-aw, for she bids me meet her on the
piazza at twelve-aw. I wish I felt quite sure
about the stocks-aw. Ought to have written
down to New York and ascertained the precise
amount-aw. That old fortune-teller seemed to
know a thing or two out on the beach to-uightaw !"
"This Haughton isn't just the fellow one
would like to have in his way to Jliss Vance's
favor," said the Count Figaro, in a low tone
and very good English, as he gazed scowlingly
after the pair who walked away. "But I've
played my cards, so far, well, I reckon. She 's
promised to meet me at twelve on the piazza,
and of course 'tis to accept me.
Quarter past
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eleven" — and he glanced at a repeater attached
to a showy fob-chain. " I can afford to wait
three-quarters of au hour longer for fifty thousand. Some men have to wait a little longer.
Ha ! ha ! ha! But French counts don't happen
along every day at Nahant, and the old aunt, I
reckon, has snapped up at the bait full as quick
as the niece."
" Miss Vance, Lillian, am I not to-night to
hear the decision which is to make or mar my
happiness ?" asked Athol Haughton, a quarter
of an hour later, as he led the j'ouug lady from
the crowded supper-room. " It is only a little
word ; speak it, Lillian, and relieve the suspense
which is unbearable." And he retained the hand
which had rested on his arm as they emerged
into the broad hall of the house.
" Meet me at twelve on the piazza, Mr.
Haughton, and then I will render you au answer." And, with a hand pressure so slight
that Haughton wondered afterward if he had
not imagined it, she glided away, and was lost
in the long hall turnings.
Punctually, when the stroke of twelve came
from the clocks, and the hands of his watch
denoted the hour, the young lawyer left the
scene at the height of its festivity, and emerged
upon the long verandah of the hotel. Sauntering along, he found it deserted save by two
gentlemen whom be recognized as the Count
Figaro and Harry St. Leger; each walking
slowly back and forth, and avoiding the other's
vicinage, and each glancing toward the doors
now and then, as if awaiting the arrival of some
one to join them. With an annoyed look,
Haughton remained nearest the ladies' entrance ;and inly consigned the two interlopers
upon his midnight appointment to any other
locality upon the headland of Nahant than that
they then occupied, or to an intimate acquaintance with the scaly denizens of the deep below.
" Can that foreign ape and that conceited
puppy, St. Leger, have overheard Lillian's
words, and so come hither to annoy us ?" he
ejaculated half-aloud. "Both of them have
been thrusting their attentions upon her all the
evening. But it is five minutes past the time !
Lillian would not trifle with me! No, some
one comes ; it is her ! No, by Jove ! what
does this mean? The oiA fortune-teller of th^;
beach again !" And he gazed in surprise upon
the little bent figure which came hobbling toward them, leaning on her stalf, just as she
had done that twilight hour upon the rocks
below. "What can she want here at such an
Count Figaro and Harry St. Leger bad also
hour?"
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observed the atlvent of the little oUl womr.u
upon the piazza, for a flood of light streamed
from tlie open windows upon lier faded red
cloak and drooping tattered hood ; and each
paused in his i>acing and glanced toward her.
With a shuflling gait she retreated fioin the
glare of the lamps, beckoning them to follow ;
andwhile llaughton mecliauically moved nearer
her, the other two also approached.
Uttering no word, but beckoning tliem closer
till they all stood in a little group veiled by
the shadow of a pillar, she suddenly drew forth
her hand from the folds of the scanty cloak,
and placed a bright, glittering coin in the palm
of each of her companions ; tlien, by an .idroit
movement, the tattered hood, the gr.ay wig,
and the old scarlet cloak fell to the piazza floor
— and, bright, radiant, and with a sparkle of
mischief in the dark blue eyes uplifted to meet
their surprised glances, full in the moonlight
before them stood Lillian ]'ance!
In an instant it flashed over them — her
masquerade, the good or ill opinion each had
elicited from her ; and, in the coin each held,
he recognized the gift he had bestowed upon
the mendicant of the beach below. With a
crest-fallen air, Uarry St. Leger exclaimed,
" Dash it-aw ! Miss Vance, this is a pretty wjiy
to treat a fellah !" while tlie discomfited Count
who laid claim to foreign birtli, remembering
the two truthful statements of the sibyl—" Sly
gay gentleman, you have never crossed water!"
and " All is not gold that glitters 1" — and interpreting aright the keen gl.Tnce now flung upon
him, gave vent to an expletive couched in
sound English, though neither choice nor classical, then, with marvellous celerity, followed
St. Leger in the direction of the hotel door.
But Athol llaughton remained ; tempted,
alike by his own desire, and the small white
hand, sparkling with gems, drawn from the
concealing glove .lud Laid upon his arm. "Why,
Lillian, what in the world prompted this freak ?
this strange masquerade ?" he asked, in tones
of laughing surprise.
" Oh, please ?lon't catechise me too severely.
Sir Father Confessor!" demurely replied the
smiling girl, " lest I confess to such uncharitableness of suspicion as will cause me to fall in
the scale of your estimation."
" Nothing c.in cause you to fall from the
shrine on which I have placed you, dear Lilli.an !" was Haughton's lover-like reply, just as
any lover would have protested under the circumstances. "Yet, I fancy that the interpretation of this ruse is quite plain to me — and
can only selfishly add that, for my own sake, I
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cannot bestow very serious pity on the two
gentlemen who have so unceremoniously departed, vanquished, from the field. But, Lillian, Imust now entreat that the sibyl's favor
be not witlidr.awn — that tho blessed fate she
predicted for me, not many hours ago, may be
assured to me ! Beloved, is the happy love I
desire indeed granted me V and her little hand
was fairly imprisoned.
Lillian's answer may be inferred from the
fact that she did not endeavor very strongly to
release lier captive hand ; and that when, a
little later, she gathered up her masquerade
costume to carry it up to her room, she said,
laughingly — " Let me keep your gift to the
poor old beggar-woman of the beach, Athol ! It
will be a souvenir of this day of days ! a sort of
golden talisman which decided my fate I"
Next morning, Harry St. Leger devoted himself assiduously to a wealthy belle, and before
dinner was deep in the mysteries of an extensive flirtation ; but the steamer "Nelly Baker"
bore the elegant Count Figaro Bostouward,
doubtless en route for other adventures elsewhere.
Early in the ensuing autumn, St. Leger read
the announcement of Athol Haughton's marriage with the heiress, Lillian Vance ; and,
after the reading, he exclaimed —
" Dash it-aw I 'Pon me honor, the fellah 's
done well ! Fifty thousand in good investments, for the stock was safe all the time-aw !
Dash it aw I I missed a figure myself there-aw !"
And thewbilom Count Massillou Figaro, looking up from his newsp.iper over a glass of prime
old Burgundy (in whose depths alone was laid
the foundation stone of his estates and chateau),
which he sipped in the saloon of a gamblinghouse in a large northern city, muttered, with
a scowling brow and an emphatic ejaculation —
" So the fifty thousand 's a goner ! The girl's
eyes were too sharp for me ! Well, Jehn Jones,
'faint heart never won,' you know! Next
year, you must try your luck at Newport or
Saratoga ! A new set of whiskers, a different
■ style of make-up, a few Dutch, sour-kraut,
lager-beer phrases, and you will turn out a
German baron, ' Herr Von Stick-iu-the-throat,'
with a million kreutzers and a castle on the
Rhine I The rhino is certainly in my line, anyha !"calculations ofttimes fail; or, as
Buthow— h.a,
human
the French have it, " L'hommc proposes, muis
I'Dieu disposes I"
Two months later, the city police effected a
nightly descent upon a conclave of gentlemen
deeo in the pleasant tricks of "knaves" and
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"kings," which eifectually put a finis to Joliu
Jones's nee Count Figaro's castle-building ;
and, next day, the rising young lawyer, Athol
HaugUtou, on returning to dinner, remarked
casually to his wife —
"Lillian, we had on trial to-day one of the
most noted gamblers of our city. His face wore
a strangely familiar look, and when one of his
disguises was produced — a long, dark wig, and
immense false moustache^I instantly recognized liira as Count Massillou Figaro, the quondam lion of Nahant. Lucky is it for the wellbeing of our community that he will be sent
up for several years, and employ his moments
of elegant leisure in the aristocratic occupation
of stone-cutting !"
" So it seems that / was not the only one
who masqueraded at Nahant, Athol?" was
Lillian Haughton's comment, with a smile.
HUMBLE
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Kindness to animals shows an amiable disposition, and correct principles. The inferior
creation were given for our use, but not for our
abuse or cruelty. Many of them add greatly
to the comfort of domestic life, and also display
qualities deserving of regard. The noble properties of the dog, the horse, and the "halfreasoning elephant," have long been known
and praised. But among the lower grades of
animals, especially if they receive kind treatment, traits of character are often discovered
that surprise or delight us.
Cats, so frequently the objects of neglect or
barbarity, are more sagacious than is generally
supposed. The mother of four young kittens
missed one of her nurslings, and diligently
searched the house to find it. Then she commenced calling upon the neighbors, gliding from
room to room, and looking under sofas and beds,
with a troubled air. At length she found it in
a family in the vicinity, where it had been given
by her mistress. Taking it in her mouth, she
brought it home and bestowed on it her nursing cares, and maternal caresses for a few*
weeks, then carried it back to the same neighbor, and left it in the same spot where she
found it. It would seem as if she wished to
testify her approbation of the home selected
for her child, and desired only to nurture it
until it should be old enough to fill it properly.
A cat who had repeatedly had her kittens
taken from her, and drowned immediately after
their birth, went to a barn belonging to the
family, quite a long distance from the house.
.She so judiciously divided her time, as to ob-
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tain her meals at home and attend to her nursery abroad. At length she entered the kitchen,
followed by four of her offspring well-grown,
all mewing in chorus.
Had she foresight enough to conclude that if
she could protect them until they reached a
more mature age, they would escape the fate
of their unfortunate kindred ?
A little girl once sat reading with a large
favorite cat in her lap. She was gently stroking
it, while it purred loudly, to express its joy.
She invited a person who was near to feel its
velvet softness. Reluctant to be interrupted
in an industrious occupation that required the
use of both hands, the person did not immediately comply, but at length touched the head
so abruptly that the cat supposed itself to have
been struck. Resenting the indignity, it ceased
its song, and continued alternately rolling and
closing its eyes, yet secretly watching, until
both the busy hands had resumed their employment. Then, stretching forth a broad,
black velvet paw, it inflicted on the back of one
of them a quick stroke, and jumping down,
concealed itself beneath the chair of its patron.
There seemed in this simple action a nice adaptation of means to ends ; a prudent waiting,
until the retaliation that was meditated could
be conveniently indulged, and a prompt flight
from the evil that might ensue.
The race of rats is usually considered remarkable only for voraciousness, or for ingenious
and mischievous inventions to obtain the gratification ofappetite. A vessel that had been
much infested by them, was, when in port, fumigated with brimstone, to expel them. Escaping
in great numbers, they were dispatched by people stationed for that purpose. Amid the flying
victims, a group was observed to approach
slowly, upon a board placed between the vessel
and the shore. One of those animals held in
his mouth a stick, the extremities of which were
held by two others, who carefully led him. It
was discovered that he was blind. The executioners suffered them to live. It was not in
the heart of man to scorn such'an example.
Another of our ships, while in a foreign port,
took similar measures to free itself from those
troublesome inmates. Amid the throngs that
fled from the suffocating smoke to slaughtering
foes, one was seen moving laboriously as if overburdened. Climbing over the bodies of his dead
companions, he bore upon his back another, so
old as to be unable to walk. Like yEneas,
escaping from the flames of Troy, perhaps it
was an aged father that he thus carried upon
his shoulders.
Whether it was filial piety, or
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respect for age, bis noble couiluct, as in tbe
previous instance, saved bis life and Ibat of bis
venerable friend.
Slicep are admired for tbeir innocence and
meekness, more tbau for strong demonstrations
of character. Yet tbe owner of a flock was
once surprised by seeing one of bis fleecy people
rusbing to and fro beneath his window, in great
agitation and alnim. Following her to the pasture, where she eagerly led tbe way, he found
a fierce dog tearing the sheep. Having put
him to flight, he turned in search of the messenger, and found her in a close thicket, where
she had carefully bidden her own little lamb,
ere she fled to apprise tbe master of their danger. This strangely intelligent animal was
permitted to live to the utmost limit of longevity allotted to her race.
The instinct of tbe beaver approaches the
bounds of reason. Their dexterity in constructing habitations, and rearing mounds to repel tbe
watery element, surpasses that of all other
animals. A gentleman, who resided where they
abound, wished to ascertain whether this was
inherent, or tbe eflect of imitation. He took,
therefore, to bis house, an infant beaver, ere
its eyes were opened. It was an inmate of his
kitchen, where one day, from a leaky pail, a
small stream of water oozed out upon tbe floor.
Out ran the little beaver, and collected sticks
and clay, with which it built a dam to stop tbe
passage of the tiny brook.
An Indian, going out to shoot beavers, saw a
large one felling a lofty tree. Ere be gave the
finishing strokes, be ascended a neighboring
hill, throwing bis head about, and taking deep
draughts of air. The Indian, who steadfastly
regarded him, supposed that he was taking an
observation of which w.iy the wind blew, as
when be made his last eflbrt on tbe tree be
made use of this knowledge to shelter himself
from injury at its fall. He then measured the
trunk into equal lengths for the height of tbe
house he was to build, and loading his broad
tail with wet clay, made a mark at e.ach division. Uttering a peculiar cry, three little beavers
appeared at their father's call, and began to
gnaw asunder tbe wood at tbe places which be
had designated.
"When I saw this," said tbe Indian, "I
turned away. Could I barm such a creature ?
Xo.
He was to me as a brother."
Among the insect tribes, the ant sustains a
good character for foresight and industry, having been cited by the wise monarch of Israel Jis
an example and reproof to the sluggard.
When Dr. Franklin was on his embassy in
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France, soon after tbe .Vnierican revolution, he
one morning sat musing over his solitary breakfast, and perceived a legion of large black ants
taking possession of the sugar-bowl. His philosophic mind being ever ready for experiments,
be caused it to be suspended from the ceiling
by a string. They returned. The sweet food
was above tbeir reach. It was worth an eflbrt
to regain it. One placed himself in a perpendicular position, and another mounted upon his
shoulders. Others ascended the same scaflblding, each stretching to bis utmost altitude.
Down fell tbe line. Yet it was again, and again
renewed. Then the Babel-builders disappeared.
Had they given up the siege ? Ko. They had
only changed their mode of attack. Soon they
were seen traversing tbe ceiling, and precipitating themselves upon the coveted spoil, by
the string that sustained it. Here was somewhat of the same boldness and perseverance that
led Hannibal across the Alps, to pour his soldiers down upon astonished Italy.
Thus the spider that sought so many times to
fasten its frail thread, and at length succeeded,
gave a profitable lesson to King Robert the
Biuce, when he ruminated in discouragement
and despair on his failing enterprises.
Parrots are generally considered as senseless
repeaters of sounds and words, that convey neither sentiment nor feeling. Now and then,
there seems some variation from this rule. A
parrot who had been reared with kindness, selected as his prime favorite the youngest child
in the family. By every means in his power
he expressed this preference. The little girl
w.as seized with a severe sickness. He missed
her in her accustomed haunts, and turning his
head quickly from side to side, called loudly for
her.
At length, the fair form, stretched in its co(fin,
met his view. In wild and mournful tones, he
continued to utter her name. He was removed
far from the room, but the shrill echo of his
voice was still beard amid the funeral obsequies,
pronouncing with frantic grief the name of his
■ lost Mary. Ever afterwards, when the sound
of the toUing-bell met his ear, the fountains of
memory were troubled, and the cry of " Mary !
Mary!" mingled with the mournful knell, till
it ceased.
Since so many interesting properties are discovered inthe inferior creation, where, perhaps,
we least expected them, it is well to search for
snob traits of character as deserve our regard,
and consider them as humble friends, th.it we
may better do our duty to them, and please
Him who has intrusted them to oar protection.
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" Nonsense !" I said to myself, as I laid down
a year-old newspaper for the second time, and
then took it up again with the instinctive conviction that there was, after all, something
there I ought to feel interested in. " Edith
May ! hum, hum — oh, it is that pretty girl I
saw at Deerfleld ! and she is married at last — if
it is the same one. That is why I couldn't lay
the paper down."
The paper felt that its mission was accomplished, and no longer insisted on being looked
at ; but the train of thought which memory
now took up and tried to weave would not be
so easily dismissed. Insomuch that I took
occasion to propose, in a letter to Mrs. Morey,
that we should arrange a meeting, in which I
was determined to inform myself from headquarters on several different and equally interesting subjects. Nothing was easier ; being
no course of true love, Mrs. Morey ran smoothly
to Boston on the Fitchburg Railroad, and, like
a sensible woman, did up her shopping and
sentiment at the same time. Like many other
sensible women, she was extremely fond of
talking, which was exactly what I wanted.
About Edith May, Mrs. Morey only knew that
she was married at New York about six weeks
after the time I was in Deerfleld. She had
never seen the husband ; they went abroad
immediately. Probably Edith had been piqued
into accepting the first good offer. She had
written two or three times only, and expressed
herself happy and busy to the last degree.
With occasional questions from me, Mrs.
Morey recited such memoirs of Mary Lyman as
she knew would be interesting, and I wrote
them off in my big scrap-book. She began
where I left off; the evening I saw Frank Phillips go home with the two ladies, and when I
was very sure he would not wait many evenings
before he learned whether he had won the
sweet heart of Mary.
Howbeit, events proved I was mistaken ;
Frank Phillips did not call again at Mrs. Morey's,
nor but once at Mrs. Allen's before he left Deerfield for Burlington, Iowa. In that one interview with Mary he was calm and almost stern,
as if every nerve had been tasked and mastered.
There were no blushes or tremors between the
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two ; Phillips asked for nothing beyond a shake
of the hand, and that hand he only held for
half a minute, as if he were going to speak.
Then he dropped it, bowed without saying even
" good-by, " and went away. This would have
been rather a hopeful condition of things, on
the whole, only that the first letter that came
from him was simply an account of his journey,
and expressions of friendly interest. He seemed
to take it for granted that he should be answered,
and Mary wrote a few friendly lines in reply.
With the same " understanding, but no tongue, "
the correspondence continued. Mary read his
letters aloud to her friends, and, indeed, took
some pains to show them. They were very entertaining dessriptious of western life, and made
her hearers laugh heartily ; but, being carefully
and critically examined by all interested, nothing could be detected but a cajm, gentlemanly,
friendly condition. In vain was every word
scanned to discover the burning heart that
should have throbbed in every comma and
semicolon ; only a boarding-school miss could
have fancied it under those quiet expressions.
Mary's cheek paled. Poor child ! the conflict
had begxrn ; the war which every nature must
carry on some time in life, and where the enemy takes the outworks and fights hand to hand
in the citadel in all sorts of disguises, so that
you scarce know foe from friend, that war was
going on behind the pale cheek and the troubled eye. As the months wore on, the slight
form became almost shadowy, and the full lips
almost white. It was a good case of dyspepsia,
and was treated, accordingly, with new scenes ;
a short journey to the White Hills in the glories
of September, and rides on the beach after
everybody that was anything had gone away.
The dyspepsia flew off like a bad sj^irit at
dawn ; the resolute and submissive soul, resolute to submit and not to quarrel with the inevitable, finally triumphed. Mary's cheek
rounded, her full, dark eye became quiet and
serene again, with a new expression ; that one,
alas 1 which may be read in almost every eye,
of suffering and subjugation, or struggle.
Thus passed the autumn and winter succeeding Phillips' departure. Meantime the village
was enlivened by a young minister, who had
been dismissed from his "last place" on ac-
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count of ")ii3 pecHliaritiBS ;" and, bciug a
relative of Mr. Allen's, found and made it
pleasant to remain for a time and consider the
various points of historical interest in the place.
As lie liked to listen to the old men's stories of
what bad happened a hundred years before
they were born ; of the Bloody Brook and the
horrid " s-alvages ;" to have the places pointed
out where the regicide Goffe, like an avenging
angel, led the hosts of the Lord against the
black devils who assaulted them even in His
temple ; and where Captain Lathrop walked at
the liead of his company, convoying the carts
that held the harvest, "when they were suddenly set upon, .ind ninety killed, not above
seven or eight escaping ;" and where "fell the
flower of the County of Essex," said the old,
old men, who spake of the English county
then, at home, from which these flowers were
called, and where the parent stems were left
bleeding. To these and such as these Arthur
Lincoln was never weary of listening.
Arthur Lincoln was not in the least like the
generality of ministers ; he was refined, of
course, and had a certain quietness appropriate
to his profession ; but he had not been long in
the village before he was recognized as a mind
of very different calibre from any that had ever
filled a Deerfield pulpit. In short, he caused
"a revival ;" people rushed to hear him preach ;
sinners as well as saints listened with parted
lips and motionless eyes ; hard old lawyers and
young children, girls and grandfathers, all were
drawn up in this net, let down in the name of
the Lord Jesus.
It is said that a Frenchwoman, if slie is not
married, becomes une devoU ; something she
must have to fill her heart. It was not because
Mary was not married that she became so
earnestly and deeply religious about this time,
but perh.ips it was partly because Arthur Lincoln's lips brought those gospel utterances to a
heart very sore and in need of sympathy that
she welcomed the glad tidings. His fervid eloquence in the pulpit was so far from being
associated with specially scholarly habits or
social reticence that there was scarcely a boy
iu the village with whom the minister was not
on intimate terms. An adept in all cheerful
sports, he was as much delighted to ride, swim,
row, and skate, as he was to preach and pnay.
All healthy exercises he joined in with a zest
that showed " a sound mind in a sound body."
lie W.1S not merely "a woman's man," but a
manly mau, with a hearty, earnest interest in
politics and social life. This kind of clergyman was a curiosity in that part of Massachu-
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setts, and the few months he lived in the village
he startled the inhabitants continually with his
innovations on all their old habits of thinking.
With Mary's beauty and godliness, and,
allowing a moderate amount of taste and susceptibility toArthur Lincoln, it is not strange
that he should have been at once attracted to
her. All who have observed or experienced
know that the wide, hopeless vacuity following
a severed interest is more dreadful to bear than
even the pang of separation. When I add
that Phillips' letters continued, regular and
friendly, I may as well say at once that the
time came when Mary listened with a soothing
sense of appreciation to Arthur's words of love.
The spring opened ; Arthur was to be installed
iu two weeks over a parish in Hartford, and
was away from Deerfield. It had been settled
that they should be married immediately after
the installation.
One afternoon Mary was walking home by
herself, and thinking with a kind of bewilderment on all that was to happen to her, and
fearing that she should not be equal to her
duties. Then she thought of Arthur's goodness ; of his outspoken love, so frank and so
tender ; of his love that was ready to risk a refusal, and had held it a woman's right to give ;
of his patience and hopeful waiting when she
had told him with blushes of pain and shame that
she " had been, oh ! far too deeply interested in
one who did not think of her except as a friend ;"
how he had soothed her proud soul, that scorned
itself for love unsought, and had said: "Dear
Mary ! I love you better for it '." and how his
respectful tenderness and watchfulness Lad
never ceased till the wounded self-love was
healed. All this flowed like a cool river over
her fevered heart.
" So let life be !— with him to guide me !— so
help me, God !— as I try to make Arthur a true
and loving wife !" The words were half whispered to her own heart and half to the evening
air that blew softly on her glowing cheek.
Suddenly a p.assionate atmosphere gathered
about her, and wrapped her as if in a cloud.
She knew rather than saw that some soul joined
hers in that mysterious sympathy which we all
feel without defining. The same rush of her
blood to her heart, to her brain, to her fingers'
ends ; the same — oh ! more, a giddy sense of
falling, she knew not and cared not where ;
then, as if mighty waters overwhelmed her,
soul and body, she stumbled, trembling and
blind, .md a moment after fell unconscious into
the arms of her companion.
When she woke to life it was to feel a heart
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beating wildly and triumphantly against her
own : to see dark eyes blazing with eager and
■ passionate love. Not a word ! only happy
kisses, full of pent-up affection that would cease
outpouring never, never through all eternity !
Jlaiy thought only of the present ; all the
past had slid from her as she lay languid, and
loving, and pale as a lily in his arms. Yes,
here was her lover, indeed ! her heart's heart
was full, like liis, to the brim ; they flowed and
interflowed with the happy current, with the
marriage wine poured out from heavenly chalices. There was no sorrow, no past, no future ;
only the bewildering bliss of the present. She
looked in her lover's deep, fond eyes ; she
"sucked the honey music" of their speechless vows ; she had no room for thought or
recollection ; so, with kisses that spoke lier
deep love and that only, she lay flower-like in
Frank Phillips' arms, and both were happy.
But "Call no man happy till he is dead,"
says the proverb. Phillips told her in a few
rapid, half-articulate words of his long-cherished love, to which he had never presumed to
give words ; of his successful efforts, whose
results were such as made him dare to ask her
to share his destiny ; and finally of his perfect
and almost unhoped-for bliss as he read her
varying face and the whirlwind of emotion in
her whole figure ; as he read her swaying and
leaning towards him, just as a loving angel
would sink into his bosom. "Oh, Mary! beloved beloved
!
! I guessed, I hoped ; but how
much more I feared ! But when I saw your
face ! then I hnew you were all my own !"
What could Mary say to this ? The consciousness of all that was came slowly and surely
to her thoughts. She shivered and turned
deathly pale.
"You are exhausted; let us go into the
house," said Phillips, leading Mary inside the
gate, near which they had been standing.
"Good-night, good-night till a happy morning!" He folded the half unconscious girl in
his arms, to which she clung with automatic
force. Looking at her face, from which all the
blood had departed, and at her closed eyes, he
rang the bell, and placed her motionless form
on a sofa.
" No rude wind shall ever blow on my delicate flower," said he to himself, as he thought
painfully how excitement had drawn her beyond self-control. He would not go away till
Mrs. Allen's cold, surprised look told him
plainly that it was better to leave the invalid
with her friends. She did not understand the
looks of things, at all. Mary opened her eyes,
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looked at the door, then at liim with an expression of entreaty, of distressful entreaty.
"I will call in the morning," said he to Mrs.
Allen.
" If you please," answered she, curtly.
Little guessed he how memory and consciousness would rack that poor heart before the
morning light. That morning light would, she
knew, bring Arthur Lincoln ; Arthur, whose
first love she had been ; Arthur, who knew all,
yet who loved her entirely, confided in her
fully ; who was ready to embark with her on
their life-voyage, with faith and hope filling
every sail, and godliness at the helm ! She
had thought that must bring her to a heaven
of happiness at last. And now !— with a shudder she felt the truth ; every fibre of her soul
and body shouted it. The lightest word, the
little finger of Frank Phillips was and would be
through all eternity a thousand times move to
her than Arthur Lincoln could ever be.
In the long hours of that dreadful night, that
rolled by on slow wheels, bringing even thicker
and deeper darkness over her intellect, what
wonder if her clouded brain half gave way under
the pressure of conflicting passions and illdefined duties. And what was her duty, after
all ? She whispered it to herself as she opened
her eyes from the heavy sleep into which she
had at last fallen. Alas ! that was the very
point Mary could not ascertain. To her womanly nature it never occurred to her that
either of her lovers might have hearts elastic
enough to rebound from the pressure of distressful emotion, and in her conscientious sympathy
for them she forgot her own happiness entirely.
Would Arthur accept a devotion such as she
could give ? And Phillips ?— but that w,ay lay
madness I Back again to Arthur, to his disappointed hopes and life, for Mary had appreciated to the full that deep devotion which had
sufficed to heal and to wreathe with hope-blossoms the wounds of her own mortified pride.
She guessed how keen would he his disappointment. At last the heavy night wore
away, and the dreary, hopeless morning looked
coldly in at the window. She rose and dressed.
The performance of her usual duties soothed
and calmed her. A strength born out of the
irrgency of the case nerved her. She had been
tossed on the sea of her own passionate soul,
and only dark clouds were above and around.
Now a rift in the skies, cold, white, but clear,
showed the light beyond ; she knew what lay
before her, and she became calm.
The two men came together. Mary answered
the message
immediately,
coming into the
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room n-illi a face as white as the wrapper in
which she was folded. Only the dark rings
i-ouud her hollow eyes and the hair drawn back
without braids or bauds showed that she had
not thought of her toilet or manner. She stood
an iust.aut in the doorway, then walked hastily
forward and put out a hand to each of the
young men. They both started and grasped
the cold fingers, looking with fear and surprise
at her and at each other.
For a few moments Mary stood tearless, and
answered their inqtiiries only by waving them
away with a gesture of dumb entreaty ; then
the floodgates opened, and her sobs threatened
to suffocate her ; still she shook her head, and
clasped her hands over her heart in the agony
of her endeavor at self-command.
The two men stood and looked at each other,
meanwhile, with bent bent brows and faces of
flame. VTliO was this other th.at came forward
as if he had a right, grasping and kissing each
the cold hand ? Arthur guessed, and his heart
sunk within Lim. Frank Phillips conid not
fuess, and he wished the obtrusive and officious
friend or kinsman at the end of the earth, that
he might fold his bride to his heart and kiss
away every tear.
Tears at length relieved Mary without weakening her ; on the contrary, she grew calmer and
stronger every moment. It was with a qniet
voice now, though with an unnatural elevation
of manner, that she said, looking first at one
and then at the other —
"Von see how it is, both of yon. I cannot
be yours, Arthur, for my whole heart is with
Frank ; nor yours, Frank, for my word is his,
my sacred promise. But yon, Arthur, do not
want my empty band ; and so— farewell both of
yon ; and God bless you and forgive me." She
sprang away from them like a wild thing, and
in 3 moment they heard bursts of hysterical
laughter, and the hurried call of Mrs. Allen for
restoratives. In a few minutes a woman came,
and told them that Miss Lyman would not be
able to see them again that morning ; and then
the two men, who h,id five minutes before come
into the house with hearts blooming like Paradise flowers, went ont, pale and tearless, to
tread the mountains of desolalipn.
Mechanically the two walked on together in
silence. An excessive and perhaps natural
repulsion disposed each at first to turn his back
on the other, and to go in opposite paths to the
ends of the earth ; aye, even through all eternity, never, never to jostle against the dark,
unhappy spirit that had come between each of
them aud bliss ! They looked at the blossoms
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that had become ashes in their hands, and they
pitied themselves with hot tears from bitter
fountains. These " unasked tears" softened
each of their hearts, and instead of the natural
repugnance turned them with a strange attractiou towards each other ; natural philosophers
would call it "the attraction of repulsion."
Arthur, from his previous knowledge of the .
circumstances, as well as from his habitual selfcontrol, was the first to gain full insight into
the case, and to be deeply interested in his
unhappy companion. He looked at Frank, he
saw the bent brow and lips bitten till the blood
came ; he guessed at the stormy sorrow within,
aud he grieved for him. There was a bond of
suffering between them ; they loved the same
woman, and she could not belong to either.
Arthur must have expressed his deep pity and
sympathy iu his clear face, for the spasmodic
working of Phillips' mouth ceased, anA his eye
melted from its frozen endurance ; he turned
and gr.isped the hand of Arthur with violence.
"Tell me about it I and then, and then I
shall go back."
That expression, "go back," told all. Arthur spoke at once to the despair in the word ;
he told Frank the whole story, hiding his own
grief, that he might minister to the stormy
pride and disappointed atfection before him.
"It was but a compassionate regard she gave
me. If she could have hoped, even, for your
love, I could never have won her. You only
can make her happy ; aud I tot.illy and always
withdraw any claim I may have had from our
As Arthur said this, he turned abruptly
engagement."
away, and left Phillips to his own thoughts. A
bitter and angry rush, which no amount of
Christian charity could sweeten, went through
his whole being. They went their divers ways,
two sad, angry, and unhappy persons.
The Frank Phillips whom Mary loved, who
was, as the Italians say, " the core of her
heart," was by no means a piece of perfection ;
he had an excessive pride and self-reliance,
with an impression that the womau who was
worthy of his love, and who loved him at all,
must inevitably love him through temptation,
uncertainty, desertion, time, death itself. In
the revulsion of his hopes and the wreck of his
pride, he had at first not even an inclination to
gather the loose spars that might save him ;
rather sink. " Let the cold waters float over aud
destroy me, since all that I called love, faith,
aud truth has gone from me."
As for Arthur, the necessity of his calling
was a mercy to him ; in his accumulated duties
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lie founil consolation, and iu constant occupation lie avoided tlie solitude he most dreaded.
He could not and would not see Mary Lyman ;
he had learned that she was ill, then that slie
was recovering, then that she desired to see
him ; a whole week liad passed — it seemed a
forever. An interview was what Arthur had
so much dreaded that he had exaggerated it
with a nervous horror. He could give her up
— he had done so ; but to see her would be too
much. Every memento of her, so dear to his
heart, had been laid aside ; he had tried to
crush out of his future aU thought <5f her, once
its star and hope, its pride and ornament. This
he owed to them both — the true lovers. He
had tried to do as he would be done by. He
felt that with them and their hearts he had
henceforth nothing to do. Down the stream of
time, stately and still, like two swans, they
were to float abreast. He could only stand on
the bank, but he need not watch their course.
Why should she send for him ? Why would
they not let him alone with his desolation ? And
how unfeminine, too ! Could she not see what
must be passing in his heart ? She, too, ought
she not to shrink from looking at her own work ?
All this time the man who had brought the
message stood waiting ; Arthur stood, also,
with a face as calm as if he felt nothing. He
said, presently, "I will go."
When lie came to the house, he stopped mechanical y atthe great oak tree in front, where
he and Mary had a hundred times sat, she with
her needlework and he with such poems or
beautiful prose as they both delighted in.
Here, only a few days ago, they had finished
Maud, and lingered over the sweetest love-.song
in the English language. There they had
watched together the cloud-shadows on the
distant landscape, and the gold of the sunset.
Now the low moon shone across the tree and
the house with a sharp, defining stare that
mocked him. So had the beauty and mystery
of his life gone, and left only cold, clear duty
to guide him. He sat down on the garden seat
iiuder the tree. He would wait a little till this
chill and agitation should pass. Why had
Mary sent for him? he had thought it over a
thousand times, yet no circumstances seemed
to justify it. He unconsciously repeated this
over and over, when the house door opened,
and Mary walked straight down the path and
to the tree under which he sat.
Mary looked very lovely ; she had June roses
in her hair and a vapory muslin hung about
her like a cloud ; her pale face had a sweet
calmness in it as she put her hand in Arthur's

and sat down by his side, exactly as if tlie old
love were on.
"You do not think me unmaidenly in this,
Arthur; you will understand mel he does not."
She drew herself up, as she spoke, with a proud
expression on her face ; then suddenly lier hand
trembled in his ; she clasped them together,
wringing them hard, and said, with a gasping
utterance of the words — "Arthur ! do you love
me still ? still ?"
"God knows how dearly!" said he, in a low
voice.
" Then tak« me, Arthur ! you have my word,
my hand, and my heart must come to you, 1
think — I hope 1 Oh, Arthur, let me tell you,
and then you must decide. What good to make
all so wretched !" Then, in words half-uttered
and incoherent, she told her heart-story. It
was strange to listen to her, and Arthur smiled
bitterly to himself as he thought, " This — a
tale for a lover to hear !"
She had liad a short and stormy interview
with Phillips. He had expressed at first so
much love to her that she was in no way prepared for the mingled mortification and anger
which he afterwards showed, and consequently
neither understood nor forgave it. Each had
such an unbounded wealth of love for the other,
each had such an enthralling passion, each
loved so fondly and one so madly — was there
no disinterestedness, no devotion in it all ? It
was strange that a phase of this love seemed
to border on hatred. As the vices are said to
be the children of excessive virtues, so the love
of these two, which had in it the quality of
angelic happiness, came to be so mixed as to
promise them only misery.
" He has gone away, Arthur, never to return
again ; he will never be anything more to me ;
he does not understand me. I feel like a boat
tossed helplessly to and fro among billows."
Arthur turned away his face. She went on —
" Last night I was very unhappy ; I felt that
life, for me, was no way desirable ; I wished
myself dead and cold. Then I thought of you,
and I resolved to tell all to you, as I would to
A shadow crossed the path behind them ;
neither of them noticed it. Mary went on
rapidly,
God." as she would have done if she had been
kneeling at the confessional and waiting to be
shrived —
"I am confused as to what is my duty; I
know not how much my imagination is affected,
or my judgment. I feel very sure that you
would be a kind and safe pilot for me, that you
love me and entirely understand me. Tell me,
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then, aa a frii-iiJ, as a pastor, liow is it ? what
ought I to du? Alasl 1 kuow uot uivself how
I ought to fe«l."
As Mary uttered tliis incoherent rhapsody,
she rose and stood before Arthur, with her
sparkling eyes fixed on his and her cheeks
rosy aud radiant iu the moouliglit. lie looked
at her beautiful face, her hands clasped, and
lialf bending in sn'eet humility before him ; he
saw the cup brimming before him and crowned
with roses. AVhat wouiler, then, that he said,
ill a voice full of agonized feeling — " Spare me,
Mary !" as he turned away and coTereJ his face
with both liis trembling Iinnds. In a few seconds the shudders that agitated his being to
the centre ceased; the conllict was over, aud
victory won ; he had obtained rule over his
spirit. He made a slight motion for her to
resume her seat.
"I think I do understand and read you
truly, Mary ; far more clearly than you do
yourself. From a sense of gratitude aud honor,
you wish to devote yourself to me, and this, not
because you love me, but because in your dislu.ty and astonishment at Mr. Phillips' feelings,
you have mistaken your own. But you are
both mistaken ; be loves you deeply aud fondly,
Mary, with the whole strength of his nature ;
and you, too, Mary, you do uot understand yourself; you think you are parted forever. As well
the sun from the dewdrop." He smiled, with
a little derision, and to himself, as he looked
anywhere but at Mary's face. "Therefore you
must and will see each other again ; it may be
years fii-st, but, Mary, he only is your other
Self, the being for whom you would die, and
oh, so gladly live !" In describing the emotion
of love, Arthur's voice trembled, aud Mary sat
motionless aud waiting, with eyes fixed on his
lips. He glanced at her and gathered courage.
>.ot for a moment had he been deceived as to
her feelings for himself; not once had he mistaken the agitated brightness of her face for
the sweet, conscious trembling of love. No ;
he felt to his heart's core that it was nothing
of the sort. "I take shame to myself, my
friend, that in my wish for a warmer feeling I
-hould have believed you felt it forme. And
I say to you frankly that a marriage where
mutual esteem only is the foundation would
be misery to me. I have seen that you love another;1 saw it in your eyes that morning, Mary ;
you never looked at me so ; you never felt so
towards me. Let him feel that, once let him
know how truly and deeply you have always
loved him, ray life on it, there is no real barrier between you. It is because he is proud,
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maybe ; he disdains to say a word that may
seem to influence you. But think, Mary, of
the priceless worth of such a noble, true heart
as his. In its weakness as in its strength, in
its long endurance and patient waiting, so truly
noble ! I am uot pleadiug for him, Mary ; he
would not ask nor wish it : I only ask you to
listen to your own heart, and tell me what its
throbbings say."
To this passionate appe.al of a generous nature, to which few are eiiual, Mary listened
with parted lips and fixed eyes. When he left
off speaking, she clasped her hands over her
face aud sunk down to the very ground, murmuring the few broken words between tearless
sobs — " He left me I he left me !"
" Never, never more, Mary, my own 1" said
a voice behiud them ; and, half sullbcated with
emotion, Phillips raised her prostrate form tenderly to his breast. " True love, true friend !"
he exclaimed, with his lips kissing her pale
ones into living crimson, aud holding his right
hand out to grasp that of Arthur.
But Arthur had gone home, •■to suffer aud
be strong."

SUGGESTIVE

READINGS.

Chakity IX JpDGMEST. — Never let it be forgotten that there is scarcely a single moral
action of a single lium.in being of which other
men have such a knowledge — its ultimate
grounds, its surrounding incidents, and the real
determiuing causes of its merits — as to warrant
their pronouncing a conclusive judgment.
Thought, Theoky, and Actiox. — Thought and
theory must precede all action that moves to
salutary purposes. Yet action is nobler iu itself than either thought or theory.
Home Ixfluexce. — There is no selfishness
where there is a wife and family. There the
house is lighted up by mutual charities ; everything achieved for them is a victory ; everything endured is a triumph. How many vices
are suppressed that there may be no bad example ! How many exertions made to recommend
aud inculcate a fjood one I
Stresgth. — Strength does not consist only
iu the more or the less. There are different sorts
of strength, as well as different degrees. The
strength of marble to resist— the strength of
steel to oppose — the strength of the fine gold,
which you can twist round your finger, but
which can bear the force of innumerable pounds
without breaking.

THE

NIGHT

Mv Aunt Tabby was a venerable person, and
one to be held in long remembrance by those
ulio claimed with her the tie of consanguinity,
and even that of mere acquaintance. Do you
ask more definite information concerning this
worthy individual ? I am prepared to give it,
and perhaps will need a check on your part for
being a little too definite ; so let lue record my
apology in advance ; the most of mankind ai'e
prone to dwell at length on what interests self,
and I boast not to be above the rest of fallible
humanity.
My father resided in the extreme northern
part of the Granite State, and there in the old
homestead (methinks I see it now, though
years and years have rolled since my feet
turned Jeluctantly from its portals) reared,
more projierly lodged, his many children, for
the grave had closed over our maternal parent,
and BO female fiiend supplied her place ; and,
Iciud and faithful as a father may be, such
ours truly was, he caimot, unaided, raise his
family as he would desire. tJome intimate ac■juaintances, with "the kindest intentions,"
suggested adroitly the propriety of seeking
riuother helpmate ; our father thanked them
for their counsel, declining, however, to profit
by it; but a more excellent idea did finally
take lodging in his mimi, and upon this he
immediately acted. A maiden sister responded
to the touching appeal, and forthwith Aunt
Tabitha was established in our domicil, et la
curie blanche to soften and bring to order a
baud of as wild, untutored, rattle-brained, funinaking, afl'ectionate children as were ever congregated beneath one roof. \Yould that I might
convey the impression made upon us by our
hitherto unknown relative, whose arrival we
had somewhat dreaded, having a vague, unpleasant idea that thenceforth we must bid
adieu to all sports and laughing, and settle
down into a kind of prison life. How vastly
we were mistaken ! But suffice it to say that
Aunt Tabby added much to our usefulness in
leading us to mental and manual improvement,
and in no degree marred our pleasure.
My aunt was a Quakeress of the old school,
and as gentle, and kind, and winning, and
pious a soul as ever inhabited this lower world.
Her attire never varied from the neatest gray
silk, and her muslin cap and large neck-handkcrchii'f were bleached to the last degree of
20U
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whiteness. Aunt Tabby was not old ; some
furrows, it is true, might be traced on her
brow, and the hair that lay so smoothly beneath
the white frilled cap was silvered over, but her
eye sparkled with a light that advanced age
knows not, and, physically and mentally, she
was firm and active as iu the days of her early
womaidiood.
Ah, my Aunt Tabby, how well I remember
her 1 this heart must cease to be.at ere I forget.
In a thousaud you might perhaps note many
answering to my description, but I shall never
find her like again ; and I might visit the dear
old home and call in vain for her or any that
once made it a happy place. This is a changing world ; men disagree, and love to dispute
ou numberless points, but not a dweller of
earth raises a remonstrance to words that sjie.ik
life a shifting scene. I may roam through the
old homestead, meet strange faces and strange
furniture, and then, passing out of the house,
enter the garden, and beneath a weeping willow tree I find the narrow liome in which my
Aunt Tabby lies. Peace to her memory I
One night we were gathered as usual around
the family fireside, with our father and aunt
iu their respective corners. It was the 31st
December, 18 — , I recollect well, though the
memory of particular dates is not my forte, as
may be proved by the time and patient labor it
cost my father to teach me the period of Columbus's discovery. He had about relinquished
the task in hopeless despair, when a singular,
certainly a novel idea presented itself: our
family consisted of fourteen souls — by this I
was to remember the first two numbers ; before the house stood nine fruit trees in a row —
the third number ; between us and the public
road were two gates — the last figure, making
1492. I immediately caught at my lesson,
oflered to me iu such an interesting maunei-,
and the teacher congratulated liimself on success. Alas ! the subsequent week I was again
sounded on the old yet u«familiar question,
and promptly answered, 1471 ; being reproved,
I showed the minuteness of my calculation
and strength of my reasoning by reference to
the aforesaid objects. A storm had leveled two
trees and one gate. But I have since learned
that the era of past momentous events rests
not on cherry trees and wooden gates.
To return.
It had been snowing the entire
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<lav ill qiii'stion, and at Runset a Weak, piprcing
wiml pprmig up. and as it whistled around the
(uhstauti.'il farmhouse we drew closer to the
diwrful fire within, and enjoyed our comforts,
wliich seemed to bo enhanced hy contrijst with
llie outward scene of cold and confusion. Aunt
Tahliy remained wrapt in uuwonted taciturnity ;
emotion was visible on her brow, and a tremlilinj; in her frame.
" You are ill, Tahith.a," said our father.
"No, Kpliraim," she returned, "I am thinkinj on other days ; an era In my life of which
this night is the annivei-sary, and my nerves
are not strong just now ; it is .a we.akness, and
will pass by. I have told thee of that time,
Epkraim ; we will talk of something else."
To most minds there is a charm in whatever
inclines to the marvellous, and Aunt Tabby's
mysterious words created in us .1 longing desire to hear more ; but she seemed to avoid tlie
theme, and how could we be gr.atified ? A
whisper to our iudulgent father, and we were
on the ro.ad.
"Tell thee of that time, child?" said Aunt
Tabby. " [ have never spoken of it save once ;
but this night I feel strangely disposed to favor
thy reipiest, and — thee will ask me no more."
We drew onr chairs nearer to each other,
theretiy restricting the limits of the circle, and
several furtive glances were cast around the
apartment by the younger members of our
party. Aunt Tabby gave the following narrative in the plain language of the Quaker,
which I will of course discard, and by so doing
divest the account of one attraction, at least to
me, having always had a partiality for the
primitive and solemn "thou and thee;" but I
am no Quaker, and assumed manner is ever
objectionable.
" I will say first," began onr narrator, " that
I lately heard one of yovi express doubts with
regard to the fact that the hair m.ay be and has
been suddenly blanched by feelings of extreme
terror. I know you trust my veracity, and I
affirm that my own hair, bl.ack as a raven's
wing, was, at five-snd-twenty. silvered in a single night by emotions of mind sufficient to
dethrone my rejison, not only temporarily, us
was the case, but alsopemianenlly, which kind
Providence mercifully prevented. From my
being so terribly frightened, you niav perhaps
im.agine I had an excitable temperament, and
w.as easily alarmed ; but in this you are mistaken :my l>ent of mind lay in a different direction. Enjoying perfect bodily health, and
possessed of strong nerves, I was proverbial
among my yonng companions for boldness of
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spirit and freedom from supoi-stitions feelings
of any kind. Perhaps I was a, little proud of
my distinction on this point, and here I would
remark, 'Let him that thinketh he .standeth
take heed lest he fall.' I remember walking
through lonely graveyards at nightfall without
one sensation of fear, and surely there is no
cause of alarm ; the dead have never harmed
any one, why should we fear their dwellingplace ? And as for ghosts and apparitions, I do
not believe in their existence. Rut there was
one subject supplying to me inexhaustible food
for tenor; of a mani.ac, .and even such reputed
harmless, I entertained the most invincible
fear. I have an indistinct remembrance of being gre.atly frightened by a crazy man, and
whether this instance of my early childhood
created the shrinking aversion, or it arose from
ray nature, I am not prepared to say ; I only
know that the mere presence of an insane person threw over me a chilliness, and gloom, .and
terror which I could never successfully combat,
though I endeavored to do so, aware that my
ultra feelings might reasonably be .attributed
to affectation. But I strove in vain, and finally
ceased striving, and began to think myself the
inevit,able victim of a strange and incurable
malady. I have wondered at the curiosity th.at
leads one to wander through a lunatic asylum,
when I would prefer, if obliged to choose, entering amenagerie of wild animals not securely
caged. Perhaps you accuse me of want of pity
for those mentally diseased. I hope yoti mistake. The Searcher of hearts knows liow sincere and deep is my commiseration for the
most miserable of earth ; but I weary yon, and
yet all this is a necessary prelude to what follows —
: father lived in New York State, and
" My
soon after Enhraim married and left home we
received tidings from a relative who resided
some ten miles distant of sickness in her family,
with the request that one of us would come and
stay with her until matters mended ; which
request was very natural, considering her sitnation, that of loilely widowhood. My parents
could not leave home just then, and it was decider! that I should respond to the call : I readily assented, for Aunt Franklin was a favorite
with us all, and the cause of humanity wovild
have induced me to Lay aside every counter
inclin.ation, had there been such. A dilemma
occurred. Who should drive me these intei*vening miles? Father was unable; Ephraim
was gone, and mother feared th.at William
Dorson, the hired man who had recently entered onr service, might not be acquainted with
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the road, which objection was removed by said
person's making known he had ' lived all his
life near widow Franklin's, and could go thither
blindfolded.' So it was decided, and in the
swift cutter, for snow lay on the ground, William and I started. Mother heated bricks for
our feet and wrapped around us numberless
blankets and buifalo robes, and, as we turned
to go, remarked, ' I wish Ephraim was here to
take you, Tabitha — ' ' Don't you think I will
driveller safely V asked William, somewhat ruffled in temper. ' My allowing her to depart is
sufficient answer ; it is only natural that I
should rely more upon a sou than another,'
said my mother calmly, and the ruffled feathers
were smoothed. Mother was always just so
gentle and good."
"True!" returned our father.
"Like you. Aunt Tabby," interposed one of
the interested group.
" Much better, dear child, but to my story ;
I am long in reaching the part of interest. We
rode some time ; according to my custom in
travelling, I w-is looking within, not around me ;
deep iu reverie. I knew not how much space
we had traversed until, on taking a survey, I
perceived that the road was entirely strange to
me ; night was approaching, and there were
unmistakable evidences of a snow-storm ; indeed, momentarily, the flakes began to fall thick
and fast.
" 'William,' said I in surprise, ' where are
we ?'
"'I wish we was to hum,' he returned for
my satisfaction.
" ' Have you mistaken the road ?'
" ' No, but don't you see the snow ; it is getting night, and we are not half-way — '
"'Half-way!' I repeated in astonishment;
' we should be at my aunt's now.'
" ' At L
in three hours !'
" 'We are not going to L
.' I began to
understand the drift of the matter.
" In his turn astonished he reined the horse
tightly and exclaimed — ' Aren't you going to
widow Franklin's in L
?' •
" ' No, to my aunt's at W
.'
"'Well, I do declare,' said he with such a
comical air of surprise that I could not refrain
from a burst of l.aui^hter, though our situation
was not very mirthful in itself.
" What should we do ? To return was impos ibleto
; proceed equally so, for our journey
would be purposeless. To seek a night's lodging by the way-side was the alternative chosen ;
but no habitation appeared in view. AVilliam
knew a farmer who lived two miles further on,
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and thither we directed our course. My heart
grew somewhat sad at the prospect of sojourning with strangers when 1 had fully expected
to lodge under the roof of my relative ; but I
did not forget to be thankful for tlie present
anticipation, mindful that for ' every bad there
is a worse.'
"Farmer Grayson and his wife received us
kindly, and made us welcome to the hospitality
of their roof and board, and 1 began to feel tlnit
the adventure was not so very disastrous alter
all. We spent a pleasant evening in conversation, and I grew to be well acquainted, comparatively speaking, with my host and hostess.
Mr. Grayson was an oddity on some points ;
evidently possessed of a quick and penetrating
mind that lacked culture, he had run into
strange and amusing fancies ; he inclined much
to a political character, and had many favorites
among the prominent public men from Washington downward. One thing occurred to mar my
pleasure and that late in the evening. I went
to the window to discover the state of the weather when I perceived a small lodge, I should
term it, of very peculiar appearance in the yard,
and was induced to inquire its use. Immediately the farmer, so jovial before, relapsed into
mournful silence and drooped his head.
" ' None are exempt from affliction, my young
friend,' s.aid the farmer's wife.
" 'I had thought this the abode of happiness,'
I responded, ' and that you two brooded over
no "present
sorrow.'
' We bear
calm faces and endeavor to bear
calm and submissive hearts, for the Lord doetli
all things well. But every honse has its skeleton, and ours is a raving maniac in a beloved
and"'A
only maniac
son.' ." I echoed, and my tone betrayed only the half of what 1 felt.
" 'Yes,' she continued, 'such is the melancholy truth ; we could not send him from us as
many suggested, sowe confine him near by ; and
yet, were he loose, he would doubtless spend
his wrath on those who are nearest to him.'
" ' A maniac !' said I again, thinking alond.
" ' But you need not fear,' ii>terposed the farmer, speaking for the first time, and it made
me sorry to observe the change in his tone,
now subdued and sad; 'the poor boy is chained,
and can injure no one.'
"The discourse was turned; hut ever and
anon my mind reverted with horror to the
chained maniac in the yard, until 1 forced myself to reason how unnecessary were my apprehensions when he was securely lodged and
fastened.
At time for retiring to rest, my
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liosfoss condnctoil me sIhivh, ami, as we wont
tliither, I reinarkwd if this wiire anold, rambliiif;,
in.in v-rooined hoiisB, I inijrht staiiil some chance
of a miclni«ht ailventure of ghosts anrt appaiitioiH. My companion laughed and bade me
fiiar nothing of the kind, adding, ' We liave no
space for gliosis, having scarcely enough for
ourselves ; hut if yon are inclined to he tiniitl,
there is n vacant room in the lodge next our
own and T — 's.'
"'Oh, no!' I returned quickly, de'siring no
nearer proximity to the object of my terror. ' I
was jesting on the subject ; I boast a mind a
little too strong to bend to superstitious fear —
though, by the way, I am not disposed to place
my mental powers alxive tIios<» of the author of
Rasselas, who firmly believed in the visible
presence of supernatural beings ; but surely
this was the weak and objectionable point of a
mind otherwise strong and talented.'
" .Mrs. (rr.ayson departed, and I was soon in
bed thinking of the new abode in which my
body rested, and moralizing thereupon as respects the str.ange and unforeseen events that
meet us in the journey of life, until sinuiber
interrupted my reverie. I cannot tell how long
I slept, but when I awoke I became conscious
of painful bodily sensations : my head throbbed
violently and the blood ran hot .and fast through
my veins. I was ill. The wind howled in a
most dism.al in.anner and imitated aptly the
moaning of the human voice. Once I arose,
actually believing for the moment that I heard
a distressed person calling for succor. Again I
slumbered, but restlessly*; strange, wild, unearthly dreams disturbed me, .and at one time
I seemed to be moving about in a place with
which I had no .acquaintance ; so vivid was the
impression that I could hardly believe myself
asleep, and I knew I was not awake. The oppressiveness became too much for the chains
of .Morpheas and I hurst them. Put more unaccountable w.as the waking realization th,an
the thoughts of sleep. ' Where am I V thus I
qncstioneil myself, but could give no reply.
Certainly where I had never been, aivl lying,
not in a, bed, but on what seemed, from its
liaHuess anil n.irrow extent, to be a bench ; a
cold, damp air blew across my brow, and there
w.as in the apartment a chilliness and gloomy
darkness that I have alw.ays connected with
Vaults for the dead. I carried my hand to my
forehead — it was still hot and feverish ; then
rubbed my eyes, imagining myself .asleep; bnt
no, all was stern reality, and I could only
wonder and conjecture as to the manner in
which I gained this singular abode. The moon's
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pale glimmering stole through a small uncurtained window, and cast a mcl.ancholy and imperfect light, more dreary than total darkness.
Half rising from a recumbent posture, I glanced
around ; there was no bedstead to be seen, nothing with which I felt faniili.ar; a few chair.s,
as well as I conld discover, were huddled together in one corner. I placed my foot on the
(loor, intending to m.ako an exploring expedition in these strange, untroililen regions, for
as yet I felt no fear, only surprise. Tlie planks
creaked, and sent back such a hollow, dismal
sound I instinctively paused ; then, ashamed
at my we.akness, made another attempt, and
again sank upon the bench, but from a new
cause, and now I must say I was afraid. At
the lower end of the room I descried several
figures, tall, white as the driven snow, and
dressed in long, flowing robes : still and motionless, they stood and seemed to mock my
unquiet state. What were they ? My riveted
ami piercing glance gave me no clue to discover.
Perhaps, 1 thought, it is only the elTect of an
excited imagination, and I moved, though
trembling violently, to examine the unearthlylooking figures ; but as I advanced they .advanced. seemed
I
to feel their cold and clammy
touch, and, seized with terror, retreated to my
bench. I longed for enlightenment ; it was
not my nature to rest without sifting an incomprehensible m.atter, but in the present instance
I found myself unable to do anything ; and,
burying my face in my hands, prayed to be
ke])t from the power of evil spirits, for it was
the moment, and the solitary one of my life, in
which I felt under simihar supernatural agency.
I longed for the morning, hut was impressed
witli the belief it could not be more than midnight, though the hours thus far had passed on
leaden wings. My senses were greatly agitated,
my head ached, and my whole frame shook
like the leaf in the breeze. But the acme of
terror was yet to be attained. Oh I my children,
may yon never know by sad experience, and
you cannot know otherwise, the sufferings of
that long and weary night. As I sat thns amid
the chilliness, and gloom, and oppressiveness
of the strange chamber, I heard a faint sound
below ; it resembled the noise made by opening
a door. My first emotion thereafter was one
of relief, for I imagined that some of the family
might be moving .about ; and I arrested the call
.which arose to my lips only to gain more certainty. was
I
not mistaken with regard to the
sound itself, hut no second emotion of joy did
I feel. Again I listened, and .ag.ain a footfall
broke the silence, followed by the clanhing of a
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I chain! A thought of horror passed my brain,
and, seizing my whole attention, swallowed up
every former source — at least the remembrance
of every former source of apprehension. ' The
maniac has escaped his conjinemenij broken his
bonds, and entered the divelling,^
"Tou m,ay imagine, I cannot describe the
awful terror that took possession of me then.
There was a pause, and in the lengthy duration,
for silence was only the comfortless relief of
suspense, I thought perhaps I was mistaken —
I had grown distrustful of my senses ; but no,
again the noise of feet, a soft and stealthy step,
as of one seeking to elude observation ; then
came the chain, that horrible chain, and as it
dragged along my fears increased. Ah, I was
indeed learning how much the brain can bear.
The sounds ceased, then recommenced, and
came to me from the bottom of the staircase.
Oh, if the madman should ascend !— and he
did ; the chains knocked against the upright
board, .anotherstep, another clanking. Ithought
to bar the door, but knew not where to seek
it. I arose mechanically to ascertain ; my limbs
refused to support me, and I sank powerless to
the floor. I heard a low grumble ; doubtless
the unmeaning jargon of the maniac, occasioned
by my fall. A cold sweat spread over me, I
trembled so that my teeth chattered, and it
seemed that the blood had ceased its wonted
coursing, and was all collected in the seat
of life, such was the fulness and oppressive
weight at my heart. Again the horrible sound,
now nearer. 0 that I were deaf I even if I
must meet the madman face to face, just to be
spared the agonizing pain of hearing his approach. The tread had grown heavy and the
clanking of the chains reverberated through
the house. The door was reached, thrown
rudely open ; I saw the maniac enter, and I
saw no more. Jly senses reeled, I uttered one
loud, wild, piercing shriek, and consciousness
kindly forsook me."
Aunt Tabby paused, and appeared deeply
agitated. After a few moments resumed the
narrative.
"When I regained the use of my senses I
was receiving the tender and solicitous attentions of my relatives and the farmer's family,
and was under medical treatment. It was long
ere my shattered nerves were made whole —
indeed they have never been strong since. I
lay ill for weeks, and during all that time
the remembrance of the night of terror was so
painful to me that I shrank from any allusion
to it. I afterwards sought explanation, and
though the cause was very inadequate to the
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effect, and the source of my fright less frightful
than I had imagined, I have never felt any
disposition to laugh over the subject. I think
of that night with sensations of horror to this
day, and shall never fully recover from the
effects it produced upon me. Thus ends my
night
of terror."
"Aunt
Tabby," said one of the group, "tell
us of the maniac, and what were those white
" A few words suffice to elucidate the whole
figures 1"
affair.
You will remember that my system
was deranged by illness, which accounts in a
measure for my ready yielding to delusive
fancies, though any one must allow that my condition and the circumstances .attending it were
peculiar and calculated to awake some degree
of fear. I had never been subject to fits of
somnambulism, but in the restlessness of fever
I did rise from my bed while slumbering, and
wander to the room adjoining, an unfurnished
apartment and used mostly for storage of heterogeneous articles. The ghastly white fiuures
in long flowing robes were plaster busts of farmer Grayson's favorite political characters,
stolen adroitly from occupied rooms below by
the farmer's wife and consigned to the place of
obscurity above stairs, and there they held
silent and (to me certainly) impressive court,
each one being stationed on a painted barrel
whose height and ambulatory motion my imagination had increased and created. But the
cause of my greatest terror was no maniac at
all ; merely a large, handsome and good-natured
Newfoundland dng, loved and petted by the farmer's family, that had broken the chain with
which, from custom he was bound, and sought
a night's lodging in the old deserted room.
Nero ever afterward manifested the greatest affection for me, perhaps aware of the terror he
had innocently caused me. And thus you see
the night of terror is no tale of ghosts and hobgoblin apparitions ; but merely an account of
simple things made frightful, because misunderstood and seen through the distorted medium
of a feverish and excited imagination. Again
I say, I hope it may never be your lot to suffer
what I suffered during the long and dismal
night of 31st Dee. 18—."

OuK .Judgment of Others. — I
our relations with the people
forgive them more readily for
which they can help, than for
which they cannot help.

observe that in
around us, we
what they do,
what they ai e,
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WnKS thy heart la swi'otly (lr<*Hniing,
Visionn hle.tt around thfe ^'leaminjf —
When with lovod ones thoo art roamiogi
Fairest flowers for theo blooming
(Golden-crestoii, «llver-vente<i, cilmsou flowers!)
Id the qneenly. blushing bowers —
When amid the festive throng,
Pleasures' thrilling, giddy song
Breathing eaptnre there
In thine ear,
With its licixrt-toned melody
Swelling highThink of mc— Oh, think of me!
While I smile in thought of thee!
When the heart, with fading glory,
Sings a saddened sighing story —
When ita echoes, drear and lonely,
Whisper "sorrow, sorrow only!"—
When its hopes are wildly sighing,
And itM bright lamps faintly dying-—
When its tendriU closer cling
Round the ruins mouldering—
When iis memories claim
Mercy's flame
When the lost-love Incense barns
In its nrns—
Think of me— Oh, think of me I
And I'll weep in Ihonght for thee!
Think of me, 0 ever dearest I
Think of me, 0 ever fairest !
Think of me at morn returning
With her satfron glories burning.
And at silent hours of even,
When the stars grow bright in heaven,
And when love with brighter beams
Badies thy soul in bliBsfuI dreamii—
When the spirit hiea
Where the skies
Bend with glories ever new,
Ever true —
Think of me— Oh. think of me!
And I '11 think in dreams of thee I
Think of me when spring is coming
O'er the valleys softly blooming —
Think of me when summer flowers
Gem the amaranthine bowers —
And when autumn's golden glory
TelH of winter's coming hOary —
Think of me when low I sleep
Where the pine and willow kijcp
Vigil o'er my grave:
As they wave
To the sighing, passing air,
With a prayer
Think nf me— Oh. think of me!
While my spirit prays for thee I
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BY
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I HAD a gift— it was k little thing —
A tiny pot of earth, in which there grew
A tender plant, so frail, it needs must cling

To something Btrongor tiian itself, to hold
Its green head up.
I watched the fragile plant.
And watered it, and tended it with care,
Until 1 grew to love it passing well.
<>iie day I si>ied a little clump <if buds
Asleep upon the bosom of my plant,
And soon, sweet flowers, awaking, looked around
With faces pale and eyes of mi^ty bine,
But snch a rare aud ravishing perfume
Vprisiog from their hearts, it Ment a rush
Of thoughts iithrough my soul, so wildly sweet
And beautiful, I ne'er could ntter them.
And ever and anon that fragranm utoaU
So softly o'er my senses, that I tliiiik
Sometimes I almost feel the presence of
Some angel searching for the beautiful,
And then I fear that he may take my fair
Sweet flower.
I 've likened it to mnny thing««,
AU lovely, true, and good.
Sometimes It seems
A timid maiden, clinging in her love
And tenderness around a stronger one.
Her soul all odorous with affection's bloom ;
Her "gentle words and loving smiles" fall oi
That strong one's heart as wilcliiugly as dotli
This strange exquisite perfume on tui/ heart.
But most it seemeth like the humble lifo
Of some devoted, earnest Christian, who
So unobtrusively spreads round herself
An atmosphere of heaven, while constantly
Doth rise the fragrance rich of fervent prayer,
Like incense from a heart of purity.
And so this little flower its mission has,
For daily doth it whisper to my soul
Sweet thoughts of goodness, tenderness, and love;
It speaks of all things true and beautifnl,
And makes me pray, " that thus mi/ Wnvt may be
A censer full of richest incense, that
Shall rise unceasing to the throne of God."
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FOR
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Waitin'o for rain —
The maple buds with their tips of red.
The violets with their hoods of green
Brawn closely over each azure head —
The tulips out of their silken screen
Thrusting their glowing cheeks in vainWaiting for rain.
Watching for rain —
Tho plou^rhboy out in the dusty field.
The mottled doves on the open barn,
The water-fowl by the dull brook — sealed
By last year's drift into a muddy tai-n —
Lifting their thirsty beaks in vain —
Watching for rain.
Longing for rain —
That we may walk 'ncath the maples yonng
And smell the violets down by the copso,
And hear the robin with silvery tongue
Calling out of tho blossnming orchard tops
Before I am all alon«* again —
Waiting, watching, longing in vainLonging for rain,
Tho blessed rain.

HOW

MY

FATE

Pkiktees have no idea of the misery tliey
cause liy their errors ; I allude chiefly to tlieir
errors of printing. Most per?ons write for Mr.
Jones, or Mrs. Jones, or the Misses Jones ; I
confess to no snch ambition ; I am writing my
liistory for tlie printers to print, and the printers to read ; let them attend to my thrilling
recital. •
"Charles," said my sister, as she laid down
the poems of Abel Chanut, Esq., " why do you
not write a book of poems ?"
" My dear creature," I replied, "why should
I write a book of poetry ?"
"Because many youug men are writing books
of poetry. "
"No reason at all, most unreasonable and
unreasoning woman. If Trout, whom you so
much admire, jumps into the river, must I do
the same because I too am a young man of the
same age as Trout ?"
" But there is young Smitli who has just put
out a book of lyrics, and Mr. Tompkins's son,
and Mr. Washington Green."
" My dear soul, a man must be born a poet.
' I was not born a poet,' saiil an amiable divine,
' and 1 thank Heaven that I never tried to make
myself one !' "
"Now, Charles, what's the use of pretending ? You know that you have written poetry,
very sweetly, too."
" I have indulged occasionally."
"What could be grander than your 'Brigand ?' Why, some of the lines are actually
sublime."
"Well, it was pretty good," I said, pulling
up my collar.
"Then 'Love's Last Dream' ; why, Charlie,
nothing can be more touching and ten*ler."
" Rather weak, " I said, affecting to despise
"Love's Last Dream."
"Weak indeed, Charles; yoiisayso, because,
since yon have grown so fnt, you've become
fearfully unsentimental. I know that it is very
tender and touching ; you should see it as I
have, pasted on a piece of white satin and
framed ; then you would learn to appreciate it
properly."
" My dear creature, where did you see
' Love's
212 Last Dream' done up in satin and a
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gold frame ? Did I understand you a gold
frame
?" it is a gold frame."
" Yes,
" Where hangeth the said frame ?"
" In the boudoir of Kate Appleton," Charles.
I said to myself, "How charming!''' My
heart, generally sluggish, gave a bound and .a
leap. Kate Appleton, the lovely heiress, so
queenly, so courtly, so cold. "Loveth she
poetry,
" She Elizabeth?"
dotes on it, Charles, and has been
heard to say that she will marry none but a
"Ah, indeed, is it possible ? My dear sister,
you have given me a new idea."
" I am glad to hear it, Charles ; you stood in
poet."
need
of the acquisition."
Be it known that my sister was not altogelher
pleased of late by my giving up all my poetic.-.l
ways, and taking to the merest prose of a clerk's
life — a clerk in a drygoods store. Start not,
reader, I tried the Muse, but she positively refused to feed me. " Say clothes, then," I said
to her, beseechingly. " No, not even clothes,"
was her positive answer. I could not go without my dinner ; the usages of polite society
demanded that I should wear a coat, therefore,
giving up all idea of eating and dressing on
literature, I took to calico by the yard, pins
and needles by the paper, and ribbons in small
quantities. It fed me and it clothed me ; and
know thou, that standing behind the counter
in midsummer, in the dark store of Muslin &
Silk, my employers, the divine spark of poetry
expired within my weary soul, and I cried out,
" Great Pan is dead !"
The lovely Kate Appleton walked in and out
of the tomb in which I had buried my poetry.
Sometimes she wanted a new dress. I felt
honored in being allowed the privilege of waiting on her, and pulling down huge piles of
goods for her inspection.
" Just let me look at that," she would say,
pointing languidly with her fan to the article.
The piece lay at the bottom of forty other
pieces ; I would drag, and tug, and pull ; it
was August — imagination, depict the rest.
" Oh dear, what a fright !" and the haughty
head would toss back disdainfully.
" Take

now
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don-n tli.it, if ynii pleiise," pointiug with the
yard-stick to the shelf.
"This?"

"And true as dreadful; wh.at a poetical
appearance for Kate Appleton to fall in love

"No, still higher."
"This?"
" Yes, that, sir." And down comes the next
piece.
" Oh, what a fright ! You 've got down the
wrong piece ; I mean the very last piece on the

After this little confidential outpouring to my
de.ar
sister, I took to dreaming about marrying
with!"
Kate Appleton. Hope commenced to build a
lordly castle, towering to the skies, hung it
with festal garlands, and adorned it with glowing pictures. Poor, foolish Hope I
"Elizabeth," I said, "you must contrive to
introduce me to Miss Appleton."
" If I can, if I may, my brother."
My sister was a daily teacher in the family
of Mr. Appleton, and, after her duties were
over, Kate sometimes invited her to a talk in
her boudoir. Kate was the grown-up sister of
the children whom Elizabeth instructed.
I had often heard of this boudoir filled with

top shelf."
Ah, what a pleasure it was to wait on the
capricious beauty in August !
" That will do, that will do ; I am too fatigued to look at any more ; you 've shown nie
a set of frights!"
" Some of these patterns are considered very
beautiful," I ventured to remark.
" Indeed !" and she raised her eyebrows and
looked .it nie. Then a cool "Good morning,
sir," and away sailed the queenly Kate .i]ii)l<'ton, her thin white drapery lloating around her
graceful form. Beautiful vision I but there
was no time for apostrophizing ; there were one
hundred and one pieces to put smoothly on the
shelves.
"Elizabeth," I wonld s.iy at niglit to my
sister — she was always my confidante — " I wish
that I could marry an heiress."
"Well, now, Charles, what put that into
your head ?"
"Kate Appleton, my sister. I pulled down
one hundred and one pieces to day for her inspection, and as she turned her back upon them
all, I could not but think how much less trouble it would be for me to marry an heiress, her
lovely self say, than to pass my life behind the
counter of Muslin & Silk."
" Very trne, Ch.arles, " sighed out my sister.
" Who knows? The peerless Kate may give
ine that comfortable living which the crusty
Muse positively refused."
" My precious Charles, I fear not."
" Why ?"
" She is so proud, so cold — a perfect icicle."
" I will melt lier. "
" You cannot, I fear; if you h.id only done
as I wished you, and cultivated your beautiful
gift of poetry."
" My dear creature, listen to my experience.
I liave a trunk full of poems, returned with
'many thanks, not available,' etc. Can I live
on rejected m.anusoripts ? Had I t.aken your
advice, I should now be about the seediest-looking fellow going ; my coat would be brown,
once a beautiful bl.ick, my hat napless, my
shoes out at the toes."
"Oh, Charles, how dreadful !"

looking-glasses, crimson velvet lounges, and
rocking-chairs, mother-of-pearl caskets, Bohemian glass toilet sets, sparkling in ruby and
gold, tall vases filled with dowers of a rare perfume, pictures in massive gilt frames, gay
plumaged birds singing away in golden cages,
and books, with silver clasps and rich bindings,
he.aped up on the centre-table. Here it was
that Kate Appleton dreamed away her life in
luxury and repose, caring naught for the world
without that lay beneath the shadow of poverty.
One day, when the books were closed, and
the slates cleared away, Miss Ap}>leton sent to
request the pleasure of my sister's company in
the gilded little boudoir.
"Comment vons portez-vons ?" said Miss
Appleton, as my sister entered.
" Very well, thank you," was the response
in English.
" Y a t-il qnelque chose de nouveau ?"
" I know of none, Miss Appleton."
"Miss Nugent, why do you not spe.ak French
to me? I prefer it to English. Did you go to
teach the Russell children, yesterday^"
"Yes, Miss Appleton, I did."
"Did you see Charlie Russell hovering .any
where about ?"
" I caught a glimpse of him in the library.
Miss Appleton, in his robe, his slippers, and
his smoking-oap. "
" Poor, dear Charlie ! how interesting ho
must have looked 1 Did he look interesting,
Miss Nugent ?"
" Not to my eyes, Miss Appleton."
" How strange ! and your eyes are just the
color of mine ; to me. Miss Nugent, he always
looks handsome and interesting."
"No man is handsome in my eyes who has
not a good expression.
Excuse mo if Mr.
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Charles Russell is a friend of yours ; but to me
lie looks like a liad, seliisli young man."
"Oh, you are perfectly excusable; be 's not
a very particular friend of mine — only a rejected
lover, that is, rejected by pa, for I was not allowed to have a say in the matter. Did he
look pale, Miss Nugent ?"
"On the contrary, he looked rather crimson ;
his noge was red, and his eyes were red."
" Quelle betise ! what are you talking about?
Charlie Russell red I why, it is his divine paleness that I so much admire ; he looks the
poet."
" Is he a poet, Jliss Appleton ?"
"Oh, sweet, sweet ! 1 have one piece of his
in particular, which I dearly prize. The truth
is, if ma and pa, and Uncle Felix, and Aunt
Rebecca, and even old grandfather, aged ninetytwo, who lives up on the hill, had not meddled
in the matter, I might now have been married
to Charlie. They almost tore me to pieces,
like a pack of hounds, until they fairly drove
poor, dear Charlie away from the house, and
nearly set me mad. But, escusez moi, Miss
Nugent, troubling you with my affairs. Are
you personally acquainted with any poets ?"
Dear Elizabeth! she replied at once — "My
brother is a poet, Miss Ajipleton ; he wi'ites
divinely."
"Indeed! how truly pleasant ! Give my compliments to your poet brother. Miss Nugent ;
tell him to write a piece to Kate, for the Lilerarij Gazette, and if I am pleased with it, I will
bid you bring him here and introduce him to
me. 1 adore genius, that is my weakness.
Now, good morning ; the hour has arrived for
me to take my ride ; do, as I pass by you in
the carriage, look if my new pink bonnet is
becoming; and don't forget my message to the
poet you h.ave at home."
Need 1 say with what alacrity the piece to
Kate was written and sent to the Gazette. Hope
sang her sweetest songs around me ; Joy rang
her most silvery bells in my ears. Once introduced to Miss Appleton, the rest would be easy.
I believed in my own powers to fascinate ;
what man does not ?

KATE.

"Would I were the s-parliivg rope
(sparklic^')
That dwelleth on thy brr.ist.
Or the opal wretch that .snoioft (brooch, glows)
On that soft place of pfst ;
(r<?>t)
Or that pure jim upon thy hand,
(geio)
Or ftiU}/ in thy hair,
(lily)
Or lump that holds the velvet hand
(clasii)
Around thy forehead's stare.
(forehead fair)
It will very readily be perceived what a state
I was in when this atrocious performance met
my eye. To say that I was exasperated, would
be using a word that by no means conveys my
peculiar state of feeling. I bore it like an angel,
when, on other occasions, the printers turned
my roses into noses and my rills into gills, but
this, this ! I could not, I would not stand it. I
put on my hat with a slam, and strode o!l" to the
office of the Literanj Gazette.
" I wish to see the editor."
"Certainly, sir, he's up
Up I went ; 1 opened the
the wretch, the wretch!
sort of smile upon his face,

stairs."
door ; there he s.it,
He wore a jaunty
he looked peaceful,

happy, while I— "You, you, sir!" I sputteied
out, holding the paper to him, and pointing to
the article, "You,
more — I choked.

you, sir!" I could say no

He looked at me in amnzement.

"Be seated,

sir ; take a glass of water ; are you ill?"
"Ill, no sir," I thundered out; "I have
been shamefully treated."
" I am sorry to hear it, sir."
The wretch, how blandly he spoke ! I could
have killed him on the spot.
,
" 1 wrote some very beautiful lines, sir. and
sent them to this paper. liow could I have
imagined" — again I choked.
" My dear sir, do not agitate yourself in th.nt
way:

wait to speak until j'ou have become

" Calm, of what are you speaking ? Read
this,
sir, and then talk of being calm."
calm."
He read; .and, unmitigated wretch, he

The piece was published. -With a beating
heart I opened the yet damp paper ; I turned

laughed until he fairly shouted again. "Well
done, if this is not fairly ludicrous."
"Ludicrous, sir! Is that your idea of the
ludicrous ?" I felt as if I could have dealt liiui
a blow and laid him at my feet.

to the poet's corner. Heaven and earth, what
met me ! I give my production as it emanated
from the press, including my own corrections,

He made an elTort to look grave : " My dear
sir, even after the proof has been corrected,
errors will creep in ; writers ought not to mind

wln'cb, alas for my reputation, came only too
late ! Was there ever so diabolical ("excuse

these little things."
"Little things ; what is your idea of magni-

the word) rendering of a jjoet's thoughts ?
He smiled. "The trut'n is, sir, that authors
tude?"
are
apt to magnify the importance of these
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errors ; reatli-rs, of course, correct as Ihvy go
oil ; it is iiotUiiij;, 1 assure you."
•' Notliing ; I 've a great liiinj to chastise the
luinters, sir."
" Very well, sir, you wilt find them below."
1 </('(/ not chastise the priutei'S, though 1 have
regretted it ever siuce. I proceeded to Muslin
& Silk's, and passed a wretched day. At dinner time, Elizabeth rushed into my arms.
"Dear Charlie, what made you?
raged it
; 's awful poetry, and you
so sweetly. She says that she has
send her father here to give you a
your insolence. Oh, Charlie, what

she's encan write
a mind to
caning for
were you

tliiuking of?" — and Klizabeth fairly sobbed.
1 groaned aloud. '• It 's the printers, all the
printers," I said, wildly dashing my hands
over my aching head.

, BEOAD

LIKE

"I told her," sobbed out Elizabeth, "that
you wrote such beautiful poetry, and 1 pointed
to ' Love's Last Dream' hanging in tlie golden
frame. 'He, indeed, write that!' she said,
tossing back her head ; ' Charlie Russell wrote
that when pa refused him. It is lovely — purely 215'
Byrouic in its passionate despair.' Oh, dear
Charlie, it is all up with you, my brother."
" Yes, it 's all up with uie, " I murmured, as
I tore the jioelry from the paper, and threw it
into the glowing grate. We sat aii<l watched
the little heap of black ashes ; Elizabetli wilh
tears in her eyes.
" Thus die my hopes," I said ; " con — "
"Don't curse, Charles," pleaded Elizabeth,
mildly.
" Found the printers." Thou I relapsed into
a moujy silence.

DRAWING

Fios. 113 and 114 require no very special
di;ectious, except that the hair in the auimal
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should not be slighted, and the lines in llie
vessel must be acctirately copied.
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godet's lady's book and magazine.
Fig. 114,

TO AN

ABSENT
BY

WIFE.

R I O E I. .

Afar from thee, my love, my wife,
Slowly the moments pass :

Snch eves once knit our hearts more close,
Beneath our humble dome ;

All, slowly falls each lingering sand
From out life's mystic glass !
How chaDi(ed since thou wert by my side!
The moments then went by

But with thee went ray Eden-time —
The paradise of home !

Like flights of tjclden-pluroaged hopes—
Remembered with a si^h !
Earth, clothed in beauty though it be,
Wears not the smile it wore ;
A dreary depth of sadness Alls
The blue skies, bending o'er!
The birds no longer sing the samfl
Glad son-rs they sung of yore;
But plaintive tones of sadness steal
Where all was Joy before !

Oh, speed along ye lagging hours,
That keep us still apart!
And come to me, my love, my wife,
And nestle in my heart !
Yes, ere another moon shall shine,
To dim the evening star,
Oh, come and rest thee by my side,
By absence made more dear I

I sit and count each weary hour,
So sluwly lapping by.

And thonghts that now, with drooping wlQg
Essay to soar above,
Would mount on eagle-pinions then,
Cheered hy the light of love ;
Or. by thy voice wooed back to earth,
Would deem such soarings vain:

When calm and still the evening falls,
And stars begem the sky :

Far dearer than Ambition's meed,
Lore's ever bngbt'ning chaiut

LOIS
ar

CHAPTER

ALICK

I.

" Not to covet nor desire other men's goods,
but to learn and labor truly to get mine own
living, and to do toy duty in that state of life
unto which it shall please God to call me."
Familiar words, repeated again and again by
the young girl whose head, supported ou her
hands, bent over the well-worn prayer-book,
yet leaving no meaning, uo echo behind. Now
she looks out upon the sunshine again, upon
the lonely quiet of Sunday afternoon in the
country ; a Sunday in June, with the softness
of a summer sky overhead, lazy, fleecy clouds
floating idly along, and flecking the velvet
green meadows with light shadows as they
passed ; meadows golden with buttercups, and
white with daisies, and purple with cloverblossoms ; orchards where granite boulders
reared their gray rifts under the gnarled appletrees, twined with bridal wreaths of trailing
blackberry-blossoms ; pastures where the kine
stood tranquilly ruminating in their abundant
heritage ; rich fields of bearded grain ; groves of
maple with their emerald foliage ; glimpses of
a far oflf winding stream ; and a living fragrance
in the air of clustering acacias, and blossoming
wild grapes, and blushing wild roses, and fading
haw blossoms by the roadside. The mould in
the garden under the window, and the long,
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held out her hand for the toll-gate tribute. It
wa.s a sad mistake in Michael Lee when hu sent
his own rough boys to farm places and put his
pretty niece to mind the gate, exposed to remark and comment, and perhaps to more pernicious influences still, in the momentary contact with the great people in the neighborhood.
It was a picturesque spot in the richest portion
of Pennsylvania, where city folks came to
escape the summer heats, and huild their
villa-like cottages and substantial stone mansions in the heart of an old time rural people,
who were scarcely yet reconciled to the neighboring railway or the transient population it
had brought among them. Michael Lee, with
others, grumbled not a little at the new-comers,
though they made twice the travel through the
turnpike gate, that might have grown rusty on
its hinges but for them. He was getting old
and rheumatic now, and liked better to work
on among the docks and bean hills of his little
garden than to strut up and down the porch
steps, holding back the creaking bars and answering the questions of uncivil gentlefolk ;
so this summer he delved away in peace, and
left business to his niece, who was quick and
ready, and got smiles and bows where her
slow, crusty uncle would have found another
currency.

■winding road was a deep, rich brown, from
recent showers, and the emerald leafage more
vivid by contrast ; and it was the constraint of
a deep, brooding stillness that gave such sweetness to the songs of the robins and orioles
swinging on the slender branches of the cherrytrees, looking in vain for the blush of ripening
fruit. "God's Sabbath stillness," yet it only
mocked the feverish, restless heart, whose
quick beatings flushed the child's cheek, whose
longings gave such a strange brightness to the
large hazel eyes dreaming over their uncongenial task.

It was not to be wondered at that Michael's
old eyes did not see the danger, though marvellous that his spinster sister's iron-rimmed
spectacles had not discovered it. But to them
Lois was "the child," still; they did not
realize her rapid and early development ; her
wonderful fairness, the vivid coloring of her
round cheeks, the softness of her hazel eyes,
downcast when rude glances sought to read
them, the snowy moulding of her neck and
arms were lost upon them. If they had remarked it,they would have looked on her with
less favor for this inheritance from a mother

"Not to covet;" so said her lips — and she
turned again to the time-stained pages. " But
I don't covet ; I would not take one thing from
another — but why was I placed so difierently
from those who pass here every day? I can't
help knowing I am handsomer than they are —
some of them."
Alas, poor child ! many a coin of praise and
flattery her pretty face had received as she

tliey had never fancied, whose " high notions"
had brought their nephew to ruin, they said,
aud left his orphan child upon their liands.
A slow rolling echoed down the road, a ponderous, steady sound, and Lois knew before she
saw the heavy carriage and large brown horses
stepping along with stately pace the faces she
217 up
should see as they passed. She snatched
the white sun-bonnet instinctively, and hurried
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out. Afternoon church was over, and the family from Glenwood were returning to their
nice little supper of broiled trout and snowy
rolls, strawberries and cream, that finished up
the day comfortably. Old Mr. Anthon, stout
and a little flushed in the afternoon, good Mrs.
Anthon, rrucomfortably warm in a rustling silk
dress and Leghorn bonnet of fabulous cost,
the young ladies, with delicately gloved hands,
and fleecy flounces, and miracles of chip hats,
garlanded with flowers. One of them, no older
than Lois, in her low-necked gingham dress
and cape bonnet, a boarding-school miss, with
a supercilious air imprinted on her face, looking out on poor Lois as if she had been a stake
or stone on the roadside. The old gentleman,
a trifling jocose and afi'able, as became sixty
and after dinner port, nodded admiringly, and
drew a shrug and grimace from Miss Lillian
Anthon, as the wheels rolled smoothly out of
their momentary duress. Lois saw it, and the
rich color mounted to her face, making her still
more a rival to Lillian, with all her city elegance.
Black horses prancing down the road, and
shining silver-plated harness, with medallion
mirrors gleaming like crests above their heads,
a low couple, luxuriously cushioned, the color
chosen with a thought of pretty Mrs. Grant's
complexion. Mr. Grant, who had not been at
the service, but had called to take his wife up
at the church door, fixed his evil eyes on the
innocent f.ice, and said something in French to
lier. Nothing suited to the day, or fit for a
maiden's ears, for his wife, unhappily familiar
with his follies, murmured, "Don't be so
naughty, James !" and they were gone.
More vehicles, roomy family carryals, shining
new rockaways, heavy, double-seated wagons,
with plain farmer folk, bringing up the rear ;
still Lois stood there, bowing to some, answering smiles from others, or downcast and
flushed at rude words or uncivil stares. She
was used to it, yet she began to revolt from it ;
something in Lillian Anthon's shrug, in Mr.
Grant's bold glance had made her ofiiee unusually irksome. Yet it was her lot. " To do my
duty in that state of life, " something whispered.
And her uncle had been kind in his grufi' way ;
and so was Aunt Eunice, if she was so strict
and insisted so stoutly on the catechism. Aunt
Eunice had one unfailing precept, that idleness was the parent of all evil ; and by the
reverse, "industry the mother of all the virtues." She had not much opinion of book
knowledge, and considered it high time that
Lois began to earn her own living.
With
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Aunt Eunice her education was ended, now
that she had been taken from the district school
and had a daily routine of household duties
assigned to her ; the ironing-table was considered by her of far more advantage than the
piano, and the click of knitting-needles the
embellishment of elegant leisure wheiithe more
stirring household tasks were accomplished. '
But Lois had found her own excitement in the
stream of passers-by, now that it was her business to attend them. She unconsciously imitated those whom she admired, and shrank
from others, even though, like Mr. Grant, they
noticed and flattered her. Their dress, and
conversation, and demeanor, their comments
on each other became food foj reveries, when
Aunt Eustace had quenclied her outward demonstrations ofinterest with — " La, child, do
you s'pose I haven't got nothing else to do but
look at Miss Anthon's bonnit ? Of course Miss
Grant's a happy woman. Ain't she rich ? Rich
people ain't got nothing to trouble 'em." And
then Lois would subside into her corner, where
she could wonder over the troubled glances and
faded sweetness of Mrs. Grant, and speculate
upon ways and means of earning finery to rival
Lillian's.
" I hate her," she said passionately to herself, as she walked slowly back to the humble
sitting-room, with its Windsor chairs ranged in
precise order, and its painted floor. " I have
never harmed her in any way ; why should she
look at me so ! I 'm as good as she is — and as
pretty, if I had her clothes. Her brother isn't
so proud ; he can stop and speak civilly."
Yes, more than once he had reined in his
bright bay horse and chatted with Lois — dangerous interviews, and perhaps at the bottom
of all this discontent. His cheery " Hurry up,
hurry up ; don't keep a fellow waiting" was
the most cheerful summons that she knew,
unless it was the old Quaker gentleman's "Lois,
thee's wanted." They were her two chief
friends, the gay young man and the quiet, sharpeyed, but always kindly Jonathan Fox. He did
not pass through the gate on "First Day" —
but Harry Anthon, sad to record, made it an opportunity for exercising his spirited bay. Presently the light vehicle trolled into sight, anticipating the slow pedestrian march of Michael
and Eunice from afternoon church ; and to-day
it had two occupants, its handsome dark-haired
owner, and a plainer, quieter youth, who looked
at the little maiden with more than ordinary
curiosity as she came down upon the road.
" Old folks at home, Lady Bird ?"— that was
Harry Anthon's greeting.
"How long since

LOIS
they passed ? She shouH have a blue ril)bon
to tie up her bouny brown hair, so she should !
Hi, hi, Dash ! stand still, old fellow I Saw your
officers on the road" — and he nodded towards
the village. " I say I do they ever let you out
for half an hour f What do you think of roses
now, Jas ?"
"Oh, would yon like one? shall I get you
one ?" Lois said, eagtrly, for she thought he
spoke of the creeper trained over the door.
There was another rose-tree, nearer the ground,
the branches bending down with the weight of
snow white clusters, yellow at tlie heart. " Do
you like roses too, sir? Hero is one just budding out ; I think buds are the sweetest. " She
plucked them quickly, and came back to the
wagon. " A red rose for Mr. Anthon, and the
white one for yon, sir. I wish buds would
never open."
"It is a pity they do," the young stranger
said, simply, looking down into her face, as he
took the white rose. " I thank you for it."
The tone of his voice was very deep and pliant,
and his eyes had a soft light, far pleasanter
than Harry's bright admiring glances. At least
sheremeral>ered it longer, and recalled itoftener.
"Good-by, Lois, till next time" — and away
they dashed. The stranger, looking back, he
scarcely knew why, saw Lois standing full in
the sunlight gazing after them. Her bonnet
had fallen back, and her white neck and arms
gleamed from her dark dress.
" Isn't she a stunner ? Didn't I tell yon so?"
— and Harry gave a long inhalation, his cigar
had almost gone out. " No poaching now, old
fellow ; I mean to make her foud of me next
year."
"Marry the maid of the toll-gate? how romantic !"— and there was a look half jeering,
half of inquiry, as his friend spoke.
" Marry ! who said so ? No, nor break her
heart neither. It will amuse me, and she will
get over it ; it 's horrid slow here in vacation 1"
" If I thought you seriously intended to make
that child love you, just for your own amusement, Iwould pitch you out of the wagon?"
"Would, hey? pitch ahead, Don Quixote!"
and there the conversation stayed ; but now
and then Jasper Arnold looked down and saw
the white rose-bud in his button-hole, and
thought of the sweet face of the girl who had
gathered it for him.
" Anj- brothers ?" he said, after a time.
"Brothers? whose brothers — what brothera?"
" Why, the maid of the toll-gate." He threw
in a sUght scomfulness to keep down the blush
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of consciousness that he felt springing up like
flame.
" Nary I lives alone with old uncle and aunt,
old jailors though. Great fun to circumvent
'em I"
"Not if lean help it," his companion said
to himself. Clearly the child ought to be
warned ; not that Harry was unprincipled, hut
he was evidently selfish, which was almost as
bad, and at all events the chivalrous young
gentleman would not have her haj'piness trifled
with. He hail no sisters of his own, sad to say —
how often he longed for them ! and this very
yearning for the sympathy and companionship
which had been denied him made Jasper as
pure and brave a knight to the whole feminine
world as a story-book could desire.
So, even while Lillian Anthon at the tea-table
opened her battery of smiles and coquettish
graces upon him, he was planning how he could
convey the needful warning without startling
or wounding the young girl she looked upon
as an inferior, almost oblivions of the little flirt
who so openly set traps for his admiration.
"I would not grieve her for tlie world; she
has such an innocent sly way, for all her talk
with Harry. She must lead a very lonely life,
and her face is like a picture."
Meantime evening had ended the task of
Lois ; for her uncle went out to sti-ay travellers
after the night set in. Looking through the
open window, any such wayfarers might have
seen the shining candle-stand placed in the
middle of the room, and Lois seated on a low
chair, with hands folded demurely, reciting the
dreaded catechism, opposite to her the rigidly
upright Aunt Eunice, looking sternly over large
silver-rimmed spectacles, only used on Sabbath
days, if wandering thoughts betrayed the child
into error. And then, without so much as a
good-night kiss to soften the hard outlines of
her daily life, Lois was dismissed to the lowroofed chamber, sacred to such wonderful reveries as never had entered into the conception
of the ancient maiden, whose sole romance and
excitement lay in the " Book of Martyrs."
The moon came up slowly, round and fair,
silvering the farofF river, and making enchanted
shadows. Lois leaned on the wimlow-seat, and
watched its stately progress. She was no longer
the bond child of humble life, but rich, caressed,
living in a stately mansion, wandering over the
beautiful islands of the sea, or the sunny lauds
where the vine and olive ripened ; and through
all her dreams, a deep manly voice echoed kind
words, only kind, not loving words, for the bud
had not yet unfolded.
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Harry Antlion brushed away some fallen
blood red rose leaves, and trod carelessly upon
them as they fell ; but in the chamber of his
friend a white bud leaned against the rim of a
toilet glass, carefully placed there, and slowly
unfolding.

CHAPTER

II.

"Thee's quite a young woman, Lois," said
friend Fox, as he waited for change from the
pocket of
thee going
"Oh, I
eager eyes

the blue check apron. "What is
to do in the world ?"
only wish I knew, sir I" — and the
told the restlessness within.

" Thee 's ia the way already, I doubt not" —
and he drew the Lisle thread glove slowly over
his soft white hand. "Thee will help Eunice
and Michael, and grow up and marry some
farmer lad, and make the best butter in the
county."
" I hope not, sir !" The picture was particularly distasteful in its monotony.
"Thee
" But
are only
smile in

doesn't fancy marriage ?"
I 'm too young to think of it. Oh, yon
teazing me" — for she saw the slow
the sharp black eyes that seemed to

look her through.
" I don't like farms !"
There was a toss of the bright head that
spoke quite as jjlainly as words. Lois was
already rebelling against destiny.
"Thee's young, child!" said friend Fox,
disapprovingly. Perhaps he liad had his own
early struggles against a straight-coat and broad
brim.
" Thee '11 subside !' '
And he shook the reins mildly over his stout
well fed pony, and went on his way in deep
meditation, with his eyes fixed on the ears
that never were known to prick up with the
excitement of fear or curiosity.
It was a busy day at the gate — the ground
just right for working, and Michael, delving
happily, paused now and then to jerk a stone
aside, or leaning on his hoe watched the full
lines of peas in blossom, and beans just putting
forth tendrils. It was a heavy misfortune to
Eunice if the washing was not out, the tubs
and porch scrubbed, and the rubbing board
hung up before dinner was on the table ; and
to accomplish this, Lois became both cook and
chambermaid to the house. Aunt Eunice had
tried her at washing, but, though docile at every
other task, Lois revolted utterly from this.
The porch could be seen from the road-side,
and what if Henry Anthon should chance to spy
her at such a menial employment — besides, it

hurt her hands ! With all the rest of her tasks
Lois had preserved these plump shapely hands
in their comeliness, but the hot water "drew"
them, and the rubbing blistered them ! and the
artful child managed to be so slow and stupid
that Aunt Eunice declared she was less a help
than a hindrance, and discharged her from the
Withal her fifty-seven years, Eunice Lee was
not the woman to have washing dragging about
post.
all day, and by her excellent management the
clothes were ready for Lois to fold before tea
time ; so she had very little space to go on with
any new romance she might be weaving. But
the days were long, there was a full hour of
light remaining after tea, and Lois petitioned
for a walk.
It could not be for exercise ; her feet had
scarcely rested all day ; but she longed to get
away from the domestic atmosphere, and then
there was the least shadow of a possibility that
she might encounter some one on the road.
Not that she owned this motive to herself distinctly, orknew exactly why the road towards
Glenwood looked the pleasantest as she came
out of the house. Her walks were oftenest in
that direction ; the country-seats were scattered
all along, and she enjoyed keenly the sight of
their beautiful grounds, and luxuriant foliage,
and trim hedges. If their owners could only
have known what happiness it would have
given the child to walk in the winding paths or
look through the crystal walls that sheltered
the brilliant tropical llowers and ripening purple grapes ! But no one dreamed of such a
courtesy, and so she stole along as often before,
thinking how very good and happy people ought
to be who were surrounded by such beauty, and
who had abundant leisure to enjoy it.
She liked "The Rest," Mr. Grant's place,
better than any other — it should have been
called "Unrest," to shadow out the lives of
those who dwelt there ; but it looked a Paradise, outwardly, with its vine-wreathed porticoes
and many ground-floor apartments with open
casement windows : the lawn smooth shorn,
the shrubbery luxuriant, the flower-borders
gay with roses, and geraniums, and fuchsias.
There was a break in the hedge, where the
thick shade of the trees prevented a free
growth, and here Lois stood absorbed, not
even startled by an approach until there was a
footfall close beside her. She turned quickly,
to find Harry's friend, and then there was a
little awkward greeting, constrained with both ;
for she knew now that she would have been
disappointed if they had not met, and he was
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come till he smiled, and then the face was
lighted by an earnest, loving spirit.
"This is my way," Lois said, presently.
" I suppose you are going b.ick to (tlenwood. "
" No, not now ; I was — " and here he hesitated. Should he speak of Harry? "No;
there was not time now," he said to himself:
he would try to see her again, and she would
believe more in his unselfish interest when she
knew hira better.
We are ashamed to say that Lois conveyed
her flowers through the common sitting-room
under cover of her apron. Why, she could
scarcely tell, except that she wanted them all
to herself, and did not care about answering
any questions ; neither did she mention to her
Aunt Eunice that she had been surprised under
her favorite apple-tree in the orchard, two evenings afterwards, by seeing some one strolling
np through the tall grass from the brook, fishing-rod in hand, and that, being tired after his
hot afternoon stroll, Jasper Arnold had seated
himself on a block of granite to rest. Lois
often sat there with her work, when her uncle
had finished his afternoon nap and professed
his willingness to tend the gate awhile ; and
when her new friend had made this discovery,
he availed himself of it, always intending to
speak about Harry, but the opportunity never
seemed to come. On the contrary, he did talk
a great deal about himself, not egotistically,
but as a relief, when he found Lois was interested to hear. She never forgot his white
rose, so long as a bud remained, and thus he
naturally told her about the old house where

at a loss how to execute liis self-appointed
mission, since an opportunity had come. It
was not an agreeable task to instil suspicion
into an innocent mind, and of one whom he
called friend, too I
So, though he joined Lois as she started
forward rjnickly on her walk, he could not say
at once, " Don't allow yourself to love Harry ;
he would never marry you." He did not believe love or marriage had ever entered into
her thoughts, so he talked of flowers instead.
He had a fine gardener's bouquet in his hand,
of such Howers as she had just watched longingly, and he put it into hers abruptly, with —
"I know you like flowers; and you must
give me another of those white roses some day."
"But they are so common; not like these
lovely buds, so full, such lovely colors. Oh, I
thank yon so much I You can't care for mine
after these."
" But I do," Jasper said ; " it is the sweetest
rose in the world to me. I knew it the moment
I saw it, and I have not seen one before iu
years !" There was a choking in his throat as
he remembered where he had last gathered
them, and could see as pl.iinly ,as if it h.-id been
yesterd.\v the trim, old-fashioned garden at his
grandfather's house,
moving slowly down
in a crimson shawl,
brought her hands
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and a pale, delicate woman
the gravel walks, wr.apped
and smiling on him as he
full of those snow white

roses with their golden hearts. "My mother
used to like them," he said, by way of apology
for his sudden silence.
Lois looked up with sudden interest. "Is
^oiir mother de.ad, too ?"
"Yes" — and his deep voice faltered again;
" I am an orphan like yourself."
"But maybe you have some brothers and
sisters — how nice that must be !"
"/ think it would be! No, I have none.
But people who have them don't seem to care
about them— I have often noticed that. My
friends teaze and bully their sisters, or neglect
them; I do not believe I should do so."
"Oh, I know you would not!" Lois s.iid,
earnestly.
The unconscious championship struck him
pleasantly. He looked down with a smile.
Only when he smiled was his face handsome ;
he h.ad just arrived at that unpleasant age when

they grew, and where his father's picture hung,
.ill he had ever known of his father. His mother's death, the loss of the grandp.arents, who
in some sort made up for the mother he had
wept for so passionately. His school life, his
college career thus far, even his plans for the
future, where he should voyage, and what he
shouM see. He brought her the bonks of travel
that had given him his great desire to visit
foreign lauds, and "Childe Harold," for he was
jnst of an age for that gloomy hero. So Lois
had real glimpses of the land of her dreams,
and thonght with more distaste than ever of a
farm and premium butter making.
Vacation was nearly over when they met, so
there was but three weeks in which to make
all this friendly progress, but it was not all
accomplished under the convenient screen of
the gray granite boulder. How he obtained
his footing with Michael Lee one can scarcely
say, but Aunt Ennice was won by a string of
delicious trout, carelessly oflTered in return for

a lad's features are too large for his face and
his complexion is rough, and the silken down
upon the lip shades the face instead of adding
manliness. The large frame and the laree
features needed softening ; they gave very little token of what manner of man he might be-
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a glass of water which he had called in to beg.
The next that found their way to her neatly
laid table he was invited to stay and partake of,
and so the acquaintance was established.
" Such a quiet, sensible lad, so different from
those upstart Anthons," Michael grumbled.
And he had won their confidence so far that
Lois was allowed to take a real wood walk with
him, the first such expedition she had ever
made. She could scarcely credit her senses
when she heard the bold request and permission granted, or her own happiness when she
found herself in tlie leafy birch wood, fragrant
with the tender shoots of the winter green, free,
alone with him for a whole long, heavenly afternoon. Poor child ! she should have known
fi-om its mantling fulness that the cup was to be
taken from her hand.
Jasper had been so kind, so brotherly all that
afternoon. He had helped her to gather iunuimerable treasures, besides the huge branch of
scarlet columbines, and wild geranium, and
'Otheir woodland beauties. They were resting
•now in a lovely spot Jasper had often visited
•before ; it was one of those natural openings
•where the undergrowth had been browsed, or
■died out years before, and there was a carpet
•of grass and moss, and last year's rustling
leaves ; a fallen tree made a rustic seat, and
■overhead the trees almost met to canopy it,
leaving only flickering gleams of golden sunshine, and rifts of deep blue sky. They were
going to have a nice long talk, for somehow
they had not said much on their ramble, neither
did they now, for Jasper was making a bracelet
of fairy-like links from the moss stems, and
Lois was thinking how different everything had
been since she had known him.
"There, hold out yonr hand" — and Jasper
«lasped the rustic ornament on her round white
arm. " You have a beautiful arm, Lois ; Lily
Anthon would give all her pocket-money for it ;
and you have good, loving eyes, too," he said,
looking up into them from his low seat on the
moss.
"And — I 'm going away to-morrow."
So the full cup received its rude shock, and
ibehold its sparkling drops poured out upon the
ground. She did not say anything, but while
lie still belli her hand, great hot tears plashed
down upon his.
" I wish you had never come here" — and
she drew away from him, and wiped her eyes
proudly. " I did very well — I was lonely and
forlorn, but it will be ten times worse now."
" But you are going to study the books we
have talked about, and learn the things you
have always wanted to know."

"No use — why should I ? I don't care now — "
"Don't, Lois, don't; you make me miserable"— and suddenly there flashed upon this
self-deceiver the knowledge of his sin. There
was a mote in Harry's eyes, and a beam in his
own. But why could they not be brother and
sister always ? Why not tell her that he would
write, and that he would come and see her
again some day ; in short, ofl'er her just such
comfort in desertion, and such a false position
for their future confidence, and her deeper grief,
as Harry would have done.
No, he was too frank and honorable for that ;
and besides his lips were sealed by a compact
of which she must know nothing. He could
not keep them from a sudden tremulous quiver
when he saw her distress, though he controlled
with a man's bravery the strong desire that he
had never felt before to wind his arms around
her, shower kisses and loving words upon her.
It moved him strangely to see that he was really
loved, to see tears shed at his absence, to know
that this feeling was not counterfeit, but called
out for himself alone.
" Don't think I mean to forget you, Lois ; I
do not, indeed. You shall certainly see me
again
Thatsome
was day."
promising very little. He would
be ungrateful indeed to such a loving, trusting
little friend, to leave her without such a hope.
But she only shook her head, and getting up
quickly from her seat hurried along one of the
woodland paths. The brightest of all her dreams
was ended, and the future looked so tame, so
barren ; she did not care what would become
of her ! she would not listen to his repeated
calls ; there was an angry hardness in her heart
as if he had intentionally hidden the necessity
for liis going, yet she had known it all along.
The brilliant day had ended in clouds and
showers, as our life's chief holidays often do ;
she flying along the path scarcely conscious of
her own rapid movements, only longing to be
alone with her trouble, where she should not
be ashamed to sob it out, and he self-reproachful
and unhappy, for the parting was pain to him
as well, casting about for wise words that would
neither be cold nor treacherous. When they
were on the very verge of the deep shadowy
woods, he made her pause for a Inoment, and
forced her averted eyes to look once more into
his own.
" I want to remember you, just as you are,
Lois, for you will be so changed before I see
yon again.
We shall both be changed," be
added, slowly; "everything will be changed."
(To be continued.)
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CHAPTER

XIII.
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CONCLDSIOS.

"Sorrow, and grief of heart.
Made him spealc fondly, like a frantic man.''
•'These tidings nip me: and I hang the head.
As dowers with frost, or grass beat down with storms."
" If it were now to die,
'Twero now to be most happy ; for, I fear
My sonl hath her content so absolute,
That not another comfort like to this
Succeeds in unknown fateu"
Two months elapsed. The last of August
found Kilith m.iking preparations to return
home. Her school-room duties ceased with
Matty's death ; for Mary evinced such an aversion to her books, which were a constant reminder of her sister, that Mr. Ellis ordered them
to be put out of sight, and the music lessons
only were continued. Edith had maintained
her cheerfulness, and her pleasant words and
sweet smiles were, as ever, dispensed on all
around lier. But the old light had faded from
her eye and the color from her cheek, and often,
when Mary and her father were at Matty's grave,
from a fear of intruding she would remain in
the house or walk on the lawn, always in deep
thought.
It was toward the evening of a warm d.ay,
within one week of Edith's departure, that she
returned with Mary from the Indian mound.
They h.ad been gathering flowers to sprinkle
over the still deeply mourned-for Matty, and
wearied with her wanderings among the flowerbeds, and overcome with the sultry heat, Edith
threw herself on the sofa in the library, while
Mary went down to the gate at tlie foot of the
lawn to watch for her father, who had taken
his accustomed Saturday evening ride to Chestnut (irove. The doors were all thrown open to
admit any air that might be stirring, and takini;
off her hat Edith brushed the heavy bands of
hair from her white temples, and placing one
hand beneath her cheek threw the other carelessly over the b.ack of the sofa and fell asleep.
Mr. Ellis returned by the way of the negroquarter, and resting a moment beneath the
shade of the sycamore that waved above the
mound, he proceeded to the house, and, step-

ping upon the piazza, entered the library. He
stopped short on seeing the sleeping form
before him, then softly approached the sofa and
gazed upon the fair face of the sleeper with
much the same expression as he had regarded
the flowers on New Year's night. He drew a
parallel. She, then so brilliant, so gloriously
beautiful, as with burning cheek and sparkling
eye she stood surrounded by Nora's friends,
now so w.an, so pale, so spiritless ; so like those
flowers which early in the day had looked so
fresh and lovely, reflecting their blushes in the
bouquet of roses, but which he had found in
the library thrown carelessly aside drooping
and faded. With a sudden impulse he dropped
upon his knee, .ind without thought of the consequence, imprinted an ardent, burning kiss
upon her eyelids, cheek, and lip. His chestnut
curls fell over her face and brushed her eyelids,
and with a quick start she awoke ; looking
around in bewilderment, her cheek, which always flushed when his eye was upon her, hecame a bright vermilion. She attempted to
rise, but taking her hand he drew her gently
down again, and with so much earnestness, but
oh, such hopelessness, said —
"Edith, if you would oh/i/ give your love to
His soft brown eye, now so burning, so passionate, rested on her face, from which the
blood
me!"slowly receded, leaving it pale as before,
and after looking into them with a startled,
wild expression, she slowly raised her hands,
and placing them upon his shoulders, said —
" Do you mean it ?"
" Mean it, Edith ! it has been the cry of my
heart for months."
She bent her head lower, still lower, until
her breath fanned his cheek, and with that
look which had once before lighted her face,
and filled his heart with inexpressible happiness, she said —
" And it has been yours for months."
His arms were around her; their cheeks
rested together, and for a moment they forgot
all else in their sudden tumult of bliss. Pressing her closer, still closer to his boeora, he raised
£2S
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her face, so quietly happy, to bis own, beaming
with sucli unutterable joy, and said —
" Speak, dearest."
"What shall I say ?"
"Tell me that all this time you have not
been pining for Frederick ; that it was :iot the
dread of his becoming insane that prevented
your giving yourself to him."
" Who told you that, dearest ?"
"His mother."
There was a pause ; at length she said —
" Now you speak to me, darling."
"And what shall /say ?"
" Tell me that all this time you have not
regarded me only as your ward," she replied,
archly.
"Did Frederick—"
" No, dear, I heard your conversation with
him the evening before be left the Bluff."
"And did you love me even then, my precious one ? And was it from a fear of betraying
your secret that you avoided my society ?
Ashamed to confess it, dearest ?"
" I did not wish to foster an unrequited love,"
she replied, averting her burning face.
"And I tormented myself with the belief
that you bad conceived an unconquerable aversion for me ! And you pined with the thought
you were nothing to me but a ward I But for
that awakening kiss, darling, we might have
been separated forever. I will always bless fbe
impulse that impelled me to the act."
A light step on the piazza notified them of
Mary's approach, and with becoming modesty
Edith drew from her lover's embrace ; but he
drew her back to Iris side and said, "No, darling! Mary will rejoice in the knowledge that
you are going to remain with us, comfort us,
and be yourself happy. Come here, my daughter!" he said, addressing Mary, who entered
the room and regarded her father and Edith
with a surprised, inquiring glance. She approached, and with his unoccupied arm he
drew her to the sofa, and said, " Miss Edith is
going home next week."
" I know it, papa."
"But, dear, she is coming back, as Matty
requested, to remain with us always."
She did indeed rejoice, and her first happy
laugh since Matty's death caused Aunt Cilia to
shake her head, and with a look of apprehension say to Nelly —
"Crazy! sure 's yer bom."
But "the shadow creeps and creeps, and is forever looking over the shoulder of the sunshine."
At length, after making her repeat over and
again her love for him, and sealing each vow
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with a lover's kiss, he remembered his budget
of letters, and with a reluctant hand drew them
forth, saying, "But, Edith, love, I have something here that I fear will cast a shadow over
our happiness" — and he handed her a letter.
She recoiled, and with one bound shrieked,
frantically —
"Mother I Read it!"
He tore off the envelop, the black lines of
which had told the sad news, and, laying her
<iead against his shoulder, he held it there
while he read the letter through.
"Yes, my poor, precious bird, your mother
"Dead?" she screamed.
"She died of heart-disease," he answered,
the tears, which refused to visit her own eyes,
is—"
gathering
in his.
She looked at him with a stony glance. He
took her hands, which seemed turned to ice,
and begged with words of love that she would
speak to him ; but her eyes moved not, and
not a muscle of her rigid face relaxed. He read
aloud the letter from her sorrow-stricken sister,
hoping that its words of heart-breaking woe
would melt her to tears ; but she did not seem
to hear him, and in a frenzy of despair he entreated her, with kisses and protestations of
love, to look up to him, reminding her that the
hour in which she knew that she was bereft of
a mother had given to her one who would be
more than father, mother, or any other earthly
friend. Hour after hour he sat by her side,
striving by every art and word of endearment
to rouse her, but in vain ; her faculties seemed
suddenly paralyzed by the shock of her mother's
death ; and as the night waned, and she evinced
no sign of returning animation, he became beside himself with grief and fear, and was about
to dispatch a messenger to town, when Aunt
Cilia said —
" Massa Jacob, s'posen yer unbox de portrait
ob young missus, dat come dis mornin', and
show it to Miss Edeu ; p'raps it may bring her
Mr. Ellis caught at the suggestion ; and,
breaking open the box, produced the portrait,
so lifelike as to make even himself start, and,
after gazing a moment on the beloved lineaments
to."child, placed the picture on the foot of
of his
the sofa, and then, calling for more light, he
raised Edith so that her gaze would fall directly
upon it. Holding his breath in suspense, he
awaited the result, scarcely daring to hope that
it would be a happy one.
A sudden, violent spasm passed over her
face, then her eyes closed, and her whole frame
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seemed convulsed. A movement, and the long
pent-up tears burst forth, and as Mr. Kills bent
over lier trembling with emotion, agitation at
the sight of the portrait of his daughter mingliug with the agonizing suspense of the List
few moments, she threw her arms around his
neuk, and ou hia bosom sobbed out her hysterical grief.
At length the force of her grief was spent,
and after a few soothing words, Mr. Ellis gave
,her into Aunt Cilia's charge.
" Bress her heart ! I '11 put her to bed and
talk to her 'bout her mudder ; dat '11 make her
cry, and de more she cry now de more she
won't cry arter awhile."
" No, Cilia," said Mr. Ellis ; "you had better
keep her perfectly quiet."
"Humph!" said tlie old woman, when her
master closed the door. "Young massa'm
sleepy, I reckon. Who eber hearn tell ob a
body beiu' kep' quiet when der inard feelin's
are all ob a rile like a pot ob boiliu' soap ? I
didn't, nohow."
The next morning there was an utter prostration ofboth mind and body, rendering Edith
incapable of phj-sical action or mental effort.
But the second day, when she met Mr. Ellis,
she told him that she must start immediately
for home, and seemed so firm in lier determination that he did not strive to divert her from
her purpose.
" When will you be ready, Edith?" he asked,
drawing her to him.
"To-morrow," she replied.
" Can you not wait one day longer, darling?"
"0 no! Gracy has no one with her but
brother George, and I must go, " slie answered,
the tears starting afresh at the mention of her
sister's name.
" Very well, dearest ; we will be ready also."
"We?"
"Yes, my poor bird, Mary and I. Did you
think I would send you home ?''
She pressed his hand in token of her thanks,
and a faint smile lit up her face so white and
haggard. Mary w.as wild with delight at being
allowed to accompany her father and Edith,
and as she assisted in packing the trunks,
Edith's subdued grief could scarcely restrain
her girlish spirits.
The next day the carriage bore them to
Augusta. Mi^. Morgan's astonishment was infinite when they presented themselves before
her, and without bounds when she learned
that they were to leave that evening for the
North.
" Bat, Jacob, why need you go ? Our mer-
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chants are going every d.ty, and why not place
Miss Edith in charge of one of them?"
"I do not wish to do so. Miss Edith will
return with me as — "
"As what?"
"My wife."
'\Yoar wife f"
"My Morgan
wife."' was for a moment staggered ;
Mrs.
but she saw that the thing was inevitable, and
she was too politic to raise vain opposition or
even to express disapprobation. Mr. Ellis had
learned her opinion of governesses some montha
before, and lie had doubtless not forgotten it ;
and after a moment of reflection, she said —
" Well, if it is to be, why not at once ?"
"At once?" repeated Mr. Ellis, in a tone of
inquiry.
"
this
"
"
she

Y'es, let the ceremony be performed here
afternoon."
Would she consent ?"
If she takes the right view of the matter,
will not hesitate ; the expediency of such a

course cannot be questioned."
After a momentary hesitation, Mr. Ellis replied— "No, Martha ; I cannot suggest marriage
to her while she is so crushed beneath the
weight of her recent great bereavement."
" Then when do you expect to return ?"
" I cannot determine ; she must decide. I
design leaving Mary with her while I make a
flying
visit over
to Canada."
Passing
the journey, the sad meeting of
Edith with her brother and sister, we again
meet her in the retirement of her brother's
farm. Nothing about the place has changed
since she last crossed the threshold. The foliage isbecoming tinted with the brilliant colors
of the northern autumn, which it was assuming when she left home a year before. Vag
still sits on his perch and picks the crumbs
from his mistress's hand ; the work-table, with
its basket and books, still stands by the window, and the rocking-chair by its side, but the
seat is vacant and the busy needle is plied no
more. Nothing changed, nothing altered I and
yet to Edith it seemed another spot. " Home
was not home without her mother. " She visited
the white marble tablets above the springhouse, and as the shade of the willow moved
slowly hither and thither over them, she remembered and related to Grace how that a
year before, when she had looked back to catch
a last glimpse of her friends, and saw her mother standing alone with the dark .shadow resting over her, she had felt a secret, indefinable
foreboding of a darker shadow in the future.
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Mr. Ellis returned from Canada after a three
weeks' absence, and after a long conversation
with Edith, called Mary to him, and said —
" Mary, I am going home in a few days ; will
you accompany me or remain with Miss Edith
until I return for her in the spring ?"
After some hesitation, she rei)lied, "Which
do you wish me to do, papa ?"
" I would prefer you to remain here, my
daughter ; you would find it very lonely at the
Bluff, and you know that it is not pleasant at
your Aunt Martha's, now your cousin sees no
society."
" But, papa, won't you be very lonely witheut me ?"
" I will miss you very much, my daughter,
but the prospect of meeting my two treasures"
— he smiled, and threw an arm around each as
he repeated — " my treasures iu the spring will
keep me cheerful."
Spring came, and one day when Mary and
Grace had gone forth to seek for the early
violets and crocuses, leaving Edith alone, Mr.
Ellis arrived. Oh, that was a joyful meeting
between him and his beloved Edith ! and with
ineffable love he gazed into her sparkling eyes
and pressed her cheek, now tinged with the
roseate hue of health ! and with what a glad
smile he said, "Your native air has done much
for you, my darling. Whenever you suffer
from disease, I shall know the panacea to restore
you to healtli !"
The meeting between himself and Mary was
no less joyful, and when after her first great
gladness she returned to the door to pick up
her crocuses and violets, he looked after her
with a father's pride, and wondered that he
had never before discovered her exceeding
beauty. He looked from her to Edith, and
back again to Mary ; the caskets, he thought,
were indeed lovely, but the gems of mind and
heart which they contained were to him more
lovely far.
George had concluded that it was not good
for man to be alone, and when he learned that

at the house of Mr. Acton. They met as fi-iends,
but no look on her part gave token that there
existed in her mind a remembrance of the past.
His wife's beauty more than equalled her expectations, and, during the evening they passed
together, she frequently found her eyes wandering to the fair waxen face, the loveliness of
which was half concealed by a wealth of floating
ringlets. Mrs. Howard was tall, much taller
than Edith, with a figure of considerable embonpoint, and a dashing, imperious way about her
that showed her to be a petted, spoiled child
of fortune. Twenty months had wrought a
wonderful change in Charles Howard's appearance !an accumulation of flesh had destroyed
thi intellectual expression of his countenance,
and renilered his movements heavy and indolent in the extreme ; his eye had lost its sparkling, animated expression, and its somewhat
bleared appearance aroused asuspicion in Edith's
mind that he was no stranger to the wine-cup.
He seemed totally oblivious of the presence of
his wife, and devoted himself to Emily (Mrs.
Acton), whom he playfully called " aunt," and
to Grace, whose sudden assumption of dignity
when he addressed her aroused for a moment
the old mirthful look which used to play over
his face when exceedingly amused. But after
the first greeting he seemed to avoid Edith,
scarcely glanced at her, and she turned from
his altered face to that of her own uoble-looking
husband, and thanked the destiny which, a
year and a half before, had led her from his
then dangerously fascinating society, and given
her a heart all nobleness and truth, and which
would be faithful even unto death.
A period of four years had elapsed. To Edith
and her husband they had been years of intense, unalloyed happiness ; but now their

with a young friend of his sisters', and two
weeks after Mr. Ellis's arrival a double wedding
was celebrated at the little farm. With feelings
of regret, George parted with his sisters, but a

home circle is to be broken, and on Edith's
brow rests a cloud of sorrow. The mansion at
Beech Bluff is thrown open, and from its portals
issue two brides, Mary Ellis and Grace Stanford
no longer, but Mary Ward and Grace Elton. A
few more days and the sisters will be separated
by the broad waters of the Atlantic, and no
wonder that their faces are bathed in tears and
they linger at the parting.
Mary has chosen an humble sphere, but she
will be near her father and Edith, and with a
face all smiles and blushes she bids them a

mischievous smile played around Edith's mouth
as she whispered in his ear, "Any fears of
shabby treatment ?"
In New York, where they stopped a few days
on their way south, Edith met Charles Howard

brief good-by. As the wife of Mr. Ward, the
soul-stirring, eloquent preacher, to whom she
has given her fresh young love, she will "6e
better;" and, with her sister's words ringing iu
her ear, and her father's blessing on her head,

it was Edith's unalterable purpose to take
Grace to Georgia with her, he expedited matters
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she leaves his roof, aud with a brave heart poes
forth to share the triaU aud labora of the Baptist preacher.
Nora's melancholy was of long continuance,
often accompanied by partial insanity ; but her
parents did not lose hope that her mind would
be restored, until one day a letter from Kred,
accidentally falling into her hands, revealed to
her that he had seen Cavelli in Italy, a member
of the chain-gang. Ho had bought an office
under government, committed a fraud, and been
sentenced to the galleys for life. From that
moment slie became .1 hopeless maniac, and,
subsequently, when the news of Freds death
reached home, Mrs. Morgan's reason tottered
on its throne ; but after months of illness,
during which she was brought near to the door
of death, she arose from her couch, not a maniac, but a Christian, bowing to the will of the
Almi;;hty.
Fred died in Florence of the slow It.ilian fever,
often so f.ital to foreigners, and in the full possession of his intellect, blessed God that he
should not live to be insane. Among his effects
was found a small bos addressed to "Edith
Ellis." In the presence of her husband she
opened it, and disclosed a few withered flowers,
and a frail, delicate chain of the golden gumshell-lac.
Years have passed ; but Edith's eye is still
nndimmed, her step as light, and her voice as
musical as when she first looked out upon the
"goodly heritage of the house of Jacob," aud
her cheek has not become stranger to the blush
which then made it so beautiful. But her
married life has not been all sunshine, for, beside M.itty, on the Indian mouuJ, sleeps a fair
bal>e, whose little light went out ere it had
flickered a single month. Dear, precious babe !
how the mother's heart yearned for the soft
cheek which, for such a brief period, was nestled to her breast, and then so ruthlessly
snatched away by death ! Long months she
mourned her loss with a quiet, uncomplaining
grief, scarcely ever mentioning the name of the
little one, bnt with such heart anguish as she
gazed on the green turf that covered her darling, that in bitterness of spirit she was often
led to exclaim, "My child! my Edith! why
was I not permitted to keep her ! why was she
taken from me ?" But at length she ce.ised to
ask "why ;" and now, ovorthe memory of the
lovely bud, transplanted from earth to heaven,
beams the light of a snre faith, that she shall
one day behold it blooming, a perfect flower, in
the sunlight of Paradise.
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Deab Mb. Godey — Your well-known interest
in whatever tends to improve the condition of
our sex leads me to solicit a place in your pages
for a short article ita favor of that much-abused
class — old maids. Doubtless quite a number
of these are constant readers of your popular
magazine (I am pei-sonally acquainted with
several such), and will thank you, as well as
myself, for anything we may do to promote
their happiness and lessen their trials.
I never could understand why these words
should be so generally used as a term of reproach ;why a lady might not remain single,
if ^he choose, earning her own livelihood or
otherwise, according to her circumstances, and
yet be entitled to the respect of her own and
the opposite sex. But it is a sad truth, that
when a lady is no longer young and is unmarried, she is not always treated with the same
consideration as her married friends of the
same age ; and a sufficient explanation of any
peculiarities of dress, manners, or conversation
is supposed to be contained in the following
words, " She is an old maid." Perhaps she has
been compelled to labor for years to support
those bound to her by the ties of nature, and
the days of her youth have been devoted to the
care of the sick or the aged ; perhaps no one
has sought her as a life-partner, aud she has
too much modesty or too little courage to do
the seeking herself; or her ideal of happy
married life may be such, that she refuses to
accept even of wealth and rank, if he who oiTers
them cannot command her highest respect and
warmest love ; whether duty, interest, or happiness guide her, it is all the same, her title is
undisputed — old maid it must be.
I have sometimes wondered when and by
whom the words were first used so contemptuously :it might have been by some disappointed wooer ; or, perhaps, by some jealous
woman ; or — but it is no use to guess ; I never
shall know the facts of the case. I have also
wondered why the very men who speak slightingly of old maids should censure so severely
the conduct of those young girls who are plainly
endeavoring to obtain a husband. Are they
not educated to believe that happiness and
honor are found only in the married state,
aud that to be old and single is a disgrace ? Ah !
very true is the proverb, "Consistency is a
jewel." Some of our authors, too, will discourse eloquently and touchingly on the evils
of sacrificing our daughters to mammon, aud
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depict the misery of tlie mis-mated in soul-stirring words, and tlien will describe some hapless
elderly maiden in terms which cannot fail to
excite ridicule, and must leave the impression
on many minds that an unloving and unhappy marriage is better than no marriage at all.
What are the characteristics of old maids ?
Are they not generally called over-nice, peevish,
discontented, and sometimes stingy ? But have
we not read and heard of dissipated husbands,
unhappy children and a miserable home, produced by a deficiency, in the wife, of neatness
and exactness, the very qualities that are so
disagreeable in an old maid ? I will not say
that wives are always so influential in producing unhappiness as they are represented to be ;
but is it not a pity that there is no way of establishing an equilibrium in regard to these
qualities — a pity that those who have so much
neatness, nicety, or particularity (no matter
what name we call it) all to themselves, cannot
share it with those whose deficiency in this respect affects, not one only, but a whole household. As to the charges of peevishness and discontent, they are probably well-grounded in some
instances, and so they would be if applied to any
other class ; we are all exposed to trials and
disappointments, and young and old, rich and
poor, married and single, are too apt to exhibit
an impatient spirit — a want of contenteduess
with our lot in life. That old maids are as benevolent as any class of society, I confidently affirm :they contribute their full share for the
various charitable purposes of the day, and
often practise a self-denial worthy of imitation
by those who thoughtlessly speak evil of them.
If, in a large family of brothers and sisters, one
of the latter remains unmarried, is it not considered her peculiar privilege, and even duty
to go from house to hous& among her kindred,
whenever sickness or trouble calls ? When the
parents become old or infirm, this daughter is
supposed to find her true sphere of labor with
them. These maiden aunts are often the guardians of the young, and there are some noble
hearts, willing and proud to acknowledge their
indebtedness to them for much that has made
their manhood useful and happy.
Candid reader, have you not known and do
you not know some of this class worthy of your
esteem and love ? women of good intellect, good
common sense, and good hearts ? If so (and I
cannot doubt it), never again speak contemptuously of old maids. The truly polite never
willingly injure a sensitive lieart ; the truly
noble acknowledge merit, wherever found.
To those of my readers who are really of the

sisterhood, and those who expect some time to
enter the ranks, I give an earnest invitation to
unite with me in endeavoring to show to the
world in general, and our calumniators in particular, that a happy and useful old maid is,
not the exception, but the rule.
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Slow fades the summer light.
Soft falls the dew,
Faintly the stars of night
Glimmer to view.
Gentle and merciful,
Thou who wast crucified,
Bring, Oh thou Holy One,
Peace to my heart !
Earth, like a weary one,
Siniis to repose ;
Cool comes the zephyr on,
Shutting the rose.
Gentle and merciful.
Thou who wast crucified,
Cring, Oh thou Holy One,
Teace to my heart !
Bells on the valley side
Tinkle and cease ;
Darker the shadows glide,
All is at peace.
Gentle and merciful,
Thou who wast crucified.
Bring, Oh thou Holy One,
Peace to my heart !
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Crystal streamlet, sweetly flowing
Where my early days were passed I
Like your waters I am going,
Sadly, to the sea at last :
To that ocean, dark and dreary,
Whence no pilgrim comes again ;
Where the spirit, worn and weary,
Finds repose from care and pain.
Crystal streamlet, like thy waters,
I have passed through sun and shade ;
Won the smiles of earth's fair daughters,
Seen their joys to sorrow fade:
Like the huhhles on thy bosom,
Glancing in the morning ray,
Hope's illusions bud and blossom.
Sparkle sweet and pass away.
O'er the world I long have wandered.
Now, a stranger, I return ;
(Hope, and health, and manhood squandered,)
Life's last lesson here to learn ;
Calmly on thy shore reposing,
I am waiting for the day
Whose still twilight, softly closing.
Steals the trembling soul away.
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Characters.
JonM JosES, the ti/rannical papa, who separates
the ailoring lofers (if he can).
CiiARLKT MiioRE— Emily Joses, the adorinri lovers
whowon't
he separated,
and being the best judges
in the matter
win.
Mks. Jones, who wishes that folks would try to get
along comfortable.
Dolly, who thinks it 's a shame, that she does.
LOVE.
ScEXE 1. — Me. Joses's parlor, famished as a
parlor should be. Curtain rises, discovering
C a \RLEi pacing up and down, Mr. Jones seated in majestic dignilg at the centre-table, Mrs.
JoxES seated languidly in an easy rocking-dtair,
and Emily standing disconsolately behind her pa.
Charley. May I demand, sir, the cause of this
refusal ?
Mr. Jones. Certainly, my friend. You are
aware that my daughter will inherit a large
fortune —
Emily. I had rather have my Charley !
3/r. Jones. Emily, be quiet ! Now, sir, when
your father left you and your affairs to my
guardianship, he left barely snfiBcient to pay
your expenses through school and college ;
consequently, you have nothing now but —
Charley. Youth, energy, health —
Mr. Jones. Tut ! tut ! let me finish. Youth,
yes, yon are just nineteen, and Emily fifteen.
Emily. I was sixteen last month.
Mr. Jones. A pretty pair of lovers, truly, to
try to elope from —
Emily (dramatically). TyTa.nr\y\ Take my fortune, rapacious man, but (sobbing) give me my
Charley !
Mrs. Jones. Emily, my dear, don't cry; it
makes your nose red.
Charley. Unfeeling !
Mrs. Jones. On the contrary, Charles, I am
oW feeling. Can't you sit down, now ? I
reached snch a pitch of nervousness,
watching you march np and down, that I
certainly have hysterics if you keep on

have
with
shall
any

longer.
Emily, my dear, don't sniffle.
Emily. Thus is it ever ! On the one hand
unfeeling indifference, on the other crushing
tyranny. Still, still will love triumph, Charley !
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Charley. My life ! (Rushes towards her.)
Mr. Jones. Stand back, sir ! Emily, if you
can't keep quiet, go up stairs. Now hear me,
both of you. You, Charles, have betrayed my
confidence in the most shameful manner by
endeavoring to elope with my daughter ; therefore, having proved yourself unworthy of a home
here, you will to-morrow return to college, to
remain until you are of age.
Charleij. Eternity !
Mr. Jones. As for you, Emily, as yon are
such a mere child —
Emily. I ain't ! I won't be snubbed so. I
am old enough to love —
Charley (cnthii^ltuitlcally). Love !
Mr. Jones (contemptuously). Love! Mrs. Jones,
has Emily any occupations suited to so romantic a disposition ?
Mrs. Jones. I don't know, I 'm sure. Slie
reads and plays, I suppose ! Dear, dear, I
wish you would hurry and give them that lecture ! Such a noise ! I don't see why folks
can't get along more quietly I I do ! I never
elope, and cry, and make a noise. Emily, my
dear, your hair wants brushing.
Emily. Talk not to me of hair! (Sobbing.)
Pa 's going to send my Charley away.
Charley (trying to reach her). My angel Emily.
Mr. .Tones. Stay where you are, sir ; no, on
second thoughts go where you ain't, to your
own room, and get ready for to-morrow's
journey.
Mrs. Jones. Dear, dear, how you forget ! Ilis
trunk is all packed, and so is Emily's. It
would have been much more comfortable to
let them go, and saved all this fnss.
Emily (suddenly throwing herself on her knees
besiele her mother). Plead for us, angel mother.
Speak the dear promptings of maternal love.
Doom not your child to utter misery and ,inguish. Soften the obdurate heart of yon hanl
Mr. .Tones. A very pretty way to speak of
man —father, truly.
your
Get up, you young idiot !
Emily. Never, till I win your consent to my
wedding my love, ray heart's idol I
Charley. It '3 no nse, Em. He 's as cross aii
two sticks.
Emily (screaming). You, too, desert me !
Mrs. Jones. Gracious, Emily, don't do that
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again I It 's not at all ladylike to yell in that
way. My head will certainly split, if somebody don't do something soon. 0 dear, dear I
if I had known what a trial girls were, I 'm
sure I would never have been married. I
haven't had any quiet since you came home
from boarding-school.
Emily. Then let me leave you, to follow my
chosen one.
Mrs. Jones. To college. Dear, dear, I'm sure
that 's not at all proper ; they wouldn't let you
any way.
Mr. Jones. You have heard me, Charles. My
decision is unalterable ; therefore, prepare for
your journey.
Emilij
idea
! (^springing up'). Oh, Charley, I have an
Mr. Jones. I doubt it.
Emily (^aside). Gracious, I forgot pa and ma.
Never mind, I 'U tell Charley. (Aloud, checrfnllij.') Good-by for the present, old fellow
(^knlds out her hand).
Charley. " What change comes o'er the spirit
of her dream !" (^tal-cs her hand.)
Emily {bending fonvard). Whisper, let me
whisper to you, Charley.
Mr. Jones (jerking them apart). Go up stairs,
sir ! Go, I say ! (Exit Charley.)
Emily (laughing). I know ! I 've hit it !
Mr. Jones. I verily believe you are insane,
Emily. Mrs. Jones, I trust to you to keep
these two young fools apart until to-morrow.
(Exit Mr. Jones.)
Mrs. Jones. Dear, dear, I do hope it will be
quiet now.
Emily, my child, sit down.
Emily (icalking up and down). And he won't
go at all, then ; he can't ! Oh, it 's getting to
be just like a novel. Pa 's so jolly cross ; and
I can manage ma, I know. I must write to
my dear Matilda, and tell her all about it. I 'm
sure it 's a great deal more romantic than her
mother's ducking that man that serenaded her
with dirty water, from the window. Oh, I
think it is fun alive to be in love !
Mrs. .Tones. Emily, will you oblige me by
sitting down, quietly ?
Emily. Yes, ma, I 'ra going to find Charley.
Mrs. Jones. But, my dear — (Exit Emily.)
Well, I do hope they won't make any noise.
My head is dizzy with the excitement (yawns).
Dear me, what a trial girls are, especially if
they fancy they are in love ! I 'm sure I never
had such foolish ideas. (Closes her eyes, and
speaks very languidly.) I am glad it is quiet at
last.
[ Curtain falls.

SICK.
Scene 2, same as Scene 1. Curtain rises on the
unoccupied parlor.
Enter Dolly.
Dolly. Well, I never did ! No, never ! I 'm
sure I didn't ever! There's that poor, dear
Miss Emily just a-dyin' about Mr. Charles, and
her pa 's as savage to 'em as a meat-axe. Laws
me, just s'pose it was Daniel; how 'd I feel!
It 's a real shame !
■ Enter EjrrLT and Charley.
Emily. He can't turn you out of doors if yon
are sick, you know, and then you can't go tomorrow.
Charley. But so suddenly.
Emihj. But you must have something sudden. Brain fever, or — oh ! I know, sun-stroke.
That 's it — go out without your hat, and get a
sun-stroke.
Dolly. Oh, Miss Emily, how can you be murdering of him that way?
Emily (aside to Charley). Shall I tell her?
Charley (aside to Emily). Better not; she's
so jolly green she might let the old folks see
the fun.
Emily. Hark ! there 's pa, now. Go, Charley,
itCharley.)
's awful hot in the garden. Run ! i (Exit
Emily. Now for an attitude of desperate grief,
or pa will suspect something. (Sits down.)
Dolly, my good Dolly, listen to my woe !
Dolly. Land, Miss, you 're grinning all over
your face !
Emily (taicing nut her pocket-handkerchief).
That won't do ! Dolly, do you go to my room
and pack up the things you unpacked this
morning.
Dolly. You ain't a-going to try it again f
Emily.
Ain't II ?never did.
Dolly. Well,

(Exit Dolly.)

Emily. Footsteps approach I I hear my father's voice (assu7nes an attitude of dejection, and
covers her face).
Enter Mk. and Mrs. Jones.
Mrs. Jones. There she is now ! I 'm sure you
needn't have made me come down for nothing.
(Emily sohs.)
Mr. Jones. You told me they were together.
Mrs. Jones (sitting down). Well, they are not,
so what is the use of shouting at me. Emily,
don't make that noise.
Emily (hysterically). My love ! Banished!
Charley (behind the scenes). Let me— die — at
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— the — feet — (Enter, stagyerhuj, with Ills hands
pressed to kis forehead).
Kmilii (startinij up), Cliarley ! (Charley falls
upon the S(fa as if ftiintinij. )
Mr. Jones. Wli.it is the mattor?
Charles!
Emilij. Charley ! he faiuts ! Water! (Aside.)
He does it beautifully.
Charley (ijiispim/li/). The sun! Large spots
float before my eyes ! I siuk ! Save mo —
(jmis buch again).
Mr. Jones. Sun-stroke I Fool ; been iu the
garden without any hat.
Charley (aside to Emily), Shall I become delirious ?
Emily (aside to Charley). 0 yes, only be real
funny.
Charley (starting up, sitting on the sofa). See,
there, there, before me stalks the jiliantom !
Stop 1 He heeds me not — Emily ! they tear
her from me.
Emily (giggling). I am here !
Charley (aside to her). Cry, you little goose!
(Aloud.) Hag ! stand aside ! Where is my love?
Mrs, Jones. Dear, dear, I 'm afraid Charles is
sick.
Mr, Jones, A sun-stroke, madam, is no joke.
(Aside.) Have I been too harsh 1 He is poor
Henry's only boy, and ereu if poor — he —
(Aloud.)
Charles, my boy.
Charles (laughing). They think we will obey !
U.T ! ha ! never !
Emily. Oh, Charley, won't you speak to me ?
It 's Emily, your own Emily ! Oh, he will die !
Charles (falling back). I faint ! Air! Water!
Emily (aside). Fire! Earth! he might as well
call for all the elements.
Mrs. Jones (calling), Dolly, bring some water
here.
Charles (faintly). Mydreamof love, my dream
of fame is over ! I see visions — look ! angels,
one fairer than all, my Emily !
-l/r. Jones. Poor boy, how he loves her !
Emily (aside). Go it, Charley !
Enter Dolly, with water.
Mrs. Jones (tal-ing the water). Go for Dr. Hall,
Dolly. (Exit Dolly.) Emily, my dear, here 's
some water ; sprinkle Charles.
Emily. Blest fount of hope I Give me the
water (sprinkles Charles).
Charles. I revive ! I live again 1 (Aside.)
Stop, Em, you 're deluging my shirt front.
Emily (aside). Be delirious some more.
Charles. One, two ! How many hours before
the owl hoots ? Cffisar was great — ha, ha !
Julius was but man! To-morrow! Must I
leave Paradise — the air my jewel breathes !

Mr. .Tones. Poor boy 1 Charles, do you not
know me ?
Charles. Knowledge, they say, is power.
Mr. Jones.
doctor
come ? Quite flighty ! Why don't the
Emily (aside). Charley, I 'm going to faint.
Charley (falling hack again). What blinds
me ? Dazzling light dances before my eyes.
Emily. He dies ! Charley I (Eainis into Mis.
Joneses arms.)
Mrs. Jottes. Dear, dear, here 's Emily sick,
too.
I Curtain falls.
LOVE-SICK.
Scene 3. — Curtain rises instantly, discovering stage
as before, with the actors in the same positions.
Mr. Jones. I am not marble. Emily! (Takes
her in his amis.)
Emily (faintly). Father ! Charles ?
Mr. Jones. Will soon, I trust, be better. I
see his heart is yours, my child, aiid wait but
till you are of suitable age, and I will no longer
oppose your union.
Charles (springing up). Eureka! Emily! Hurra ! (Emily rushis to his arjns.)
Mr. Jones. What ! this is a very sudden recovery, sir.
Charles. Because my sickness was from the
heart, and your words remove it. Forgive us.
We are both sick.
Emily. Love-sick.
Mr. Jones. Wayward children ! Well, well,
I don't see what I can do. ( To audience.) Are
you willing ? All pLiys conclude so, and Mrs.
Jones,
see Must
—
Mrs, you
Junes,
have a little quiet.
[ Curtain falls.

Moral and Ixtellectpal VmxrES. — Aristotle
treats of moral and intellectual virtues separately, but he did not think that they conld
exist separately. Moral virtue implies the duo
regulation of our moral nature with all its appetites, instincts, and passions ; these, therefore, must be in subjection to the re.ason.
Again, tlie reason does not act with all the
vigor of which it is capable, unless the moral
nature is in a well-regulated state. Hence man's
moral and intellectual faculties reciprocally act
and react upon each other : every good resolution carried into effect, every act of self-control
and moral discipline, increases the vigor of the
pure reason, and renders it more able to perform its work.
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you talk, that I made a slave of you. Whenever Isay we 've got enough, you '11 quit work
and be glad of it ? I haven't asked you to
quit work ; as long as you 're active and hearty
I see no reason why you should give up business, and as for our having enough, /'ve never
seen the time when I had half what I wanted.

CHAPTER
A

SEA

XIII.
VOYAGE.

You don't say so ! Flummery married to
>Irs. Yellow Dock's daughter ! That 's all t/our
doings, Rasher. If you hadn't interfered iu
the shameful manner you did to break up
the match when it was on the very point of
going off, he might have been my son-in-law
instead of that odious woman's. And she 's
always pretended she wouldn't allow him to
have one of her daughters on account of his
immorality. Didn't I tell you it was sour
grapes ? She snatched him up at the first
chance, which she never would have got at all
if poor Flummery hadn't been broken-hearted
about Cerintha, and so desperate that he didn't
care what he did. Rather calculating in his
desperation ? What do you mean ? Got a couple of hundred thousand for throwing himself
away ? 0 yes I of course you '11 put that construction upon it. You 're always thinking of
money, Rasher, always ; you 're nothing but
an account-book, a perfect ledger. Who keeps
you always thinking of money? I'm sure I
don't know ; you can't accuse me of it. Only
so that I have all I want I don't care where it
comes from, nor how it 's made. Of course I
have to have plenty of it to gratify my tastes
and keep up appearances, but I don't care
about the money ; all I want of it is to spend
it. It 's very unreasonable of you to intimate
that / make an accouut-book out of my husband. Ican't abide business, and the pork
business above all. All I ask of you is to provide the necessaries of life for your wife and
children232; yet a person would think, to hear

There 's the Joneses go to Europe every season,
and have gold instead of silver spoons. There 's
plenty of our neighbors live better than we do,
and we must be very easily satisfied to settle
down on what we 've got at our time of life.
I 'm as bad as the farmer's wife, who only
wanted to be comfortable ? Oh, don't tell any
of your vulgar anecdotes, husband ; they 're
all out of fashion, and only provoke me. We
might have been contented with a fish shop, but
we wasn't ; we have riz in life, and I see no
reason why we shouldn't keep on rising until
we — "bust!" There it comes again I always
hinting about bursting up, and failing, and
ruin, and such trash, which I don't believe at
all in, only you keep it to scare me, as folks
keep dark closets to shut up children in. And
big folks, too? There, there 1 I wouldn't refer
to that. What I was going to say when you
put it all out of my head telling me about
Flummery's getting married. Poor Cerintha !
how she ivill feel when she hears it ! Only
three weeks since he was almost united at the
altar with her. What I was going to say is
that next summer we must have a countryhouse. It's all very nice coming to a wateringplace, and only decent of you to bring us here,
after getting Cerintha into such a scrape, and
I shall want to come every season ; but I shall
want a country-house besides. Lots of our
friends are getting them. It's real stylish to
have one, whether you ever use it or not. We
could go to it for a few weeks before Newport
gets crowded, and when it gets real crowded,
and jammed with company, we could come
here. I could give a jite sham-peter to pass
away the time ; Fitz-Simmons says they 're
delightful. "What's a sham Peter ?" Why,
it 's a — a — you know what ; out of dooi-s, you
know, a — "sham like every other fashionable
nonsense, but what 's Peter got to do with it ?"
O dear, you 're so queer, my love. Peter hasn't
anything to do with it but to wait on the company, as usual.
It's an outdoor party, you
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know, with a baud of music on tlie lawn, and
.1 place to (lance, anil refreshments in a tent —
oh, it 's lovely ! and such a chance for the
voung people to flirt ! A kind of a barbecue t
What a gross idea, my dear I If you were to
i^ive a sham-peter, you 'd serve up nothing but
little pigs, roasted whole ? Oh, get out I yott
take solid comfort in making all my little plans
look ridiculous.
It 's real nice here, isn't it ? I 'm sorry yon
liave to go back to the city, husband ; though
we shall get along very well without you, especially with Peter and the carriage ; and it's
necessary yon shouldn't neglect the business if
we 're ever to do what I 've set my heart on ; and
I suppose, after all, it 's about as cool in your
warehouse and in the great big shut up house
at home as in these little hot rooms, and the
dining-room so crowded, and the ball-room so
melting of an evening. And as yon don't care
for company, and never dance, I suppose it 's
just as well you should go; you'll never be a
fashionable man, and I 'm not certain but the
girls will make a better impression without
their pa than with him. They 're very popular
already. It 's rumored about here that your
profits last year were over a hundred thousand,
and I shall take no pains to do away with the
impression. I overheard somebody asking Mrs.
Gregory who we was, and she said we were the
"new family." I'm sure she needn't talk;
they 're only a year old themselves. She did
some real ridiculous things here last summer. I
hope I shall have tact enough not to make myself
such a laughing stock as she was. The coatof-arms on our carriage is very much admired.
Every time it comes round to the entrance I can
see, by peeping through the curtains, the gentlemen looking at it and talking about it.
What makes you always wink and smile whenever any one says anything to you about it ?
It seems to me I should be comparatively a
happy woman if you would leave off winking.
Of all your habits, I do think it 's the most
offensive. It 's positively rude and horribly low.
Did you ever see Mr. Fitz-Simmnns do so? or
Flummery? 0 dear! speaking of Flummery, I
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with you in your prudish ideas about yonng
men ; and if you don't live to regret the day
when yon broke up the match between your
chiUl and an eligible person like Flummery,
then I 'm mistaken. I 'm tired of talking ; but
you are the strangest man ! Actually invited
that clerk of yours to the house, and tried
to get Felicia to admire him ; and all the time
driving away the very best match in the city.
Would I like to go a bathing ? Yes, indeed ;
we had dresses made a-purpose before we come
aw.ay. I 've heard so much of the ocean turf,
I think it must be splendid. I wouldn't like
to get drowuded, and you know I am a little
cowardly ; but if you s.ay it 's safe, I '11 venture
to go along with you. I could hardly keep
from screaming yesterd.ay as we sat in our carriage and saw the turf break over their heads
in the way it did. The girls thought it delightful, and they're engaged to go to day with a
party. You 're a good swimmer, and I 'd rather go with you the first time. Used to be a
perfect duck when you was a boy ? Well,
you 're a duck now, my dear, when you 're
good, and don't bother me, and don't wink or
cough in company, and let me have all the
money I ask for. There, there ! please don't
muss my morning-dress ; it's the prettiest of
them all. That 's another trick I wish you
would give up — hugging and kissing your own
wife. I 've told you frequently 'twas all out
of date. If you was going to stay in Newport,
I should make you promise that you wouldn't
hug me before people, that you wouldn't wink,
that you wouldn't say '"Marier, " nor carry a
silk pocket-handkerchief, nor eat your fish with
a knife, nor refer to swine while you was here ;
but as you leave to-morrow, it 's not worth
while to try and worry you into it.
I thonght I should sink through the floor
last evening when yon told Mrs. Douglass,
when she asked how long we were going to stay,
that you supposed I 'd want to go the whole
hog. You thought I 'd sink throngh it when I
was dancing with young Spangler ? Well, I
guess I 'm abont as light a dancer as most women of my weight. Yon can't bear to see me
enjoy myself because you don't dance yourself.
Better leave it to my girls? There's another
of your notions. People now-a-days consider
the mother has the best right to the attentions

suppose he '11 bring his bride right here to spite
us and hurt Cerintha's feelings. He thinks she
and I had a hand in playing him that trick, and,
now all hope is over, I guess it 's best to let him
keep on thinking so. If the story gets out at
all here, of course it'll be that we gave him
the mitten, and it will be a feather in Cerintha's
cap to have had the refusal of .Mr. Flummery.

of the yonng men, and that it 's the daughter's
place to keep in the background. Not but that
young ladies are forward enough ; they know
as much at ten as th-y ought lo at twenty, and

A r/oosf-feather ? No, it won't, not by a great
deal.
You won't find many people to agree

they 're as pert as pepper, every one of 'em. I
heard Delia Krout telling Spangler that he
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looked as if he was waltzing with a big pumpkin,
because I 'm rather plump, and had on my
yellow satin — the envious thing wanted him all
to herself; and he whispered to her that it"was
the fairy pumpkin that could be turned into a
carriage and horses whenever he wished, and
they both tittered. I sha'n't invite Spangler to
ride witli us again while we 're here, you may
bet. Need'nt stew about it, if the young men
do call me a pumpkin ? Now, that 's just like
you, Rasher ; instead of iiaving tlie spunk to
get mad when your own wife is made fun of, you
turn in and ridicule her, too. You 're willing
to pull Spangler's nose if I wish it to prove that
I ain't a pumpkin ? Of course I don't wish it ;
have the whole hotel laughing at us. But you
needn't go to making puns when my feelings
are injured. Time to go to the beauli ? I 'II be
ready in a minute.
Wliat is it ? Wliy, it 's my life-preserving
jacket, tliat I bought before I left the city.
Please blow me up, my dear, before we go in.
' ' With pleasure — time you returned the compliment." What do you mean? "I've been
blowing you np for twenty years, and you 're
willing to return the favor for once." You seem
to stand it pretty well. 0 dear ! how curious
I look ! I don't thinlc the costume is as becoming to me as to those slender young ladies over
tliere. And this jacket puffed out under my arms.
I wish I had the courage to go in witliout it,
but I hav'n't ; I 'm almost a mind to back out
now. I 'm so heavy, I shouldn't stand a good
chance in case of an accident. " Get on swimmingly." ■Ah, but that 's the very way I don't
want to get on. Ugli ! how delightful the water
feels — so cool, so delicious — ugli ! it makes me
shiver. Wait a minute, till I get used to it.
I 'm sure I shall like it very much after I 've
learned how. ' ' Why are we like pickled pork ?"
We ain't, I 'm sure, and you needn't ask. ' ' Because we're in brine." Well, I believe the
water is salt, sure enough. How disgusting !

but I don't believe in 'em, do you 1 "Rather
a scaly set." That's my opinion, and as for
their combing their hair with their fingers and
singing songs to get men to drown themselves,
it 's all bosh. " Why need not sailors eat hard
biscuit on windy days?" I'm sure I don't
know. "Because they can have fresh rolls."
If you was burst up in a steamboat or falling
out of a balloon, I think you 'd have time to
make a conundrum, husband. Here we are,
up to our waists in the ocean, and you 're at it
the same as usual.
There 's a wave coming in. Now, then, what
am I to do? Duck? how? A goose would
know how. I suppose it would, as the water
is its natural element, but it isn't mine. Well,
hold on to me, and say " duck," at the right
time.
Rasher — oh ! Rash — er I
Masher. Good gracious I the undertow has
carried her under. If that isn't an underhanded
trick in old Ocean ! Marier ! my dear wife, are
you gone? are you drownded? Help! help!
Oh, what will my children say when they hear
their mother is lost ! And I persuaded her into
it. There 1 she 's come to the surface, way out
of my reach, and the wind blowing off shore
like mad. It 's a fortunate thing she 's got on
that jacket. It floats her like a buoy. Oh,
Marier, that ever I should live to see the day
you went to sea, floating olf as calmly as a cork
on a fish-line ! Good Heavens ! how she bobs !
she looks like a buoy ; but she 'd be mad if she
heard me say so, wlren she belongs to the other
sex. There goes a boat after her. I wish I
was in it. Why don't they pull harder? Tha
wind 's a carrying her out faster than they can
row. I 'II give 'em a thousand dollars if they
save her, I will. Yes, Marier, 1 forget all your
failings when I see you in that dreadful situation. There 's one consolation, you can't sink
while that life-preserver holds out ; but you
may be carried out to sea to perish of hunger

about the majestic ocean wlien it 's nothing
but a great puddle of nasty brine ! I wonder

and thirst. I 'II give 'em two thousand dollars
if they get her ; I will — if she is a scold. They
are overhauling her, they 're overhauling her !
they've got her! they have 1 goodness, won't
they have a lift, two hundred and eighty pounds.

if that 's what makes everything so salty that
the sailors have to eat at sea ? I don't see why
so much nice water was s])oiled by putting salt

She 's in ; they 've put about. Drive down to
where the boat lands, Peter, to be ready to take
her home. Never mind my best suit ; bring it
along.

if I 'd thought of that, I believe I wouldn't have
come. How can poets and authors talk so much

in it. 0 dear. Rasher, don't go in any farther !
I 'm getting my feet wet, and I sliall catch cold.
0 my 1 oh ! oh — hold on to me tight. "Look
like a bar-maid!" In what respect, I'd be
pleased to have you inform me? — "said mermaid." Well, wliat 's that? sometliing worse
still? " Fish woman. " La, I remember now :

Here they come ; she 's alive, she 's setting
up ; she puffs a little, but she 's all right. Oh,
Marier, here you are I how are you ? What
did you put out alone in that style for ? I
thought you 'd sailed for Liverpool, sure. You
are like a piece of roast pork — all dripping.
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Hurrah, boys ! I '11 never forget you. Take
)ny purse, aud divide it between you. If it

and now, when folks do ten times as much for
their children as they used to, they get sauce

ain't enough, come up to the Oce.iu House,
and 1 '11 give you a check for more. Here 's
my watch, too, take that — and my bosom-pin.
1 've got my wife back, and I don't care for the
trash. Ha, ha, ha ! XIarier, how do yon like

aud impertinence for it. I can't see what makes
the dilTerenco 1
Felicia, put on your violcl gren.idine. As I

sea-bathiug ? You '11 sea no more of it. You 're
a little p.ile — but that 'a because you hold 30
much water. You '11 be all right by dinnertime. Iguess I must have swallowed some
briue, too ; it seems to be running out of my
eyes. Uo ! ho! a capital joke, wasn't it — that
little trip out to sea ? Drive on, I'eter, fast.
You "ve saved your bacon, my dear, aud will
be all the sweeter for a little salting.

CHAPTER

XIV.

passed Miss Krout's room, I heard her tell her
maid she was going to wear a violet grenadine ;
she 's so yellow she '11 look horribly in it, and
I want you to wear yours for contrast to spite
her. There ain't many who can wear it as
well as you; it's a very trying color, but you
look as fair as a baby in it. You ' ve got a
beautiful complexion, though you are not as
handsome as your sister ; and those dimples
in your shoulders almost pay you for being so
dumpy. You're not going to wear that yicAu,
are you, and hide 'em? I sha'n't consent to
it. Your face isn't so pretty that you can
afibrd to hide your neck. I want you to make

gone back
place, but
to us in a
constantly

the most of your time when you 're here.
Y'ou're new, now, and have the name of an
heiress, and if you don't make a match that '11
pay me for the trouble and expense I 've had
with you, I shall bo disappointed. Cerintha
would have been off my hands before this, if it

ou show, as it were. There 's a great deal depends on the nest few weeks ; you 've just
come out, and you 've got your reputations to
make as belles and heiresses. I want your first
season at Newport to be a decided success, so
that you can begin the winter in the city with
llying colors. Your pa has left us a pretty

hadn't been for her pa. She 'd have been the
most fashionable bride here, and would have
helped you amazingly. I should only have had
one on my hands, instead of two to maua?uvre
for, and have had the prcaliije of being Flummery's mother-in-law. Needn't make any
matches for you ? 0 no, I suj^pose not ! You

liberal supply of means ; he 's a good man to
liis family, but he 's sadly lacking in gentility,
and keeps me nervous when he 's with us, for
dread of his mistakes. Guess he 's as good as
we are ? I suppose he is, Felicia, and I don't
blame you for standing up for your father ; you
and him are always flying up in defence of

intend to go home and marry your pa's clerk,
don't you ? Y'our face is as red as fire. I tell
you now, that as long as I live you 'II never do
a thing of that kind. You shouldn't have come
one step with us, adding to the expense as you
do, you should have remained at home with
the housekeeper, if I 'd suspected such a thing.
What do you suppose I brought you to Newport for ? For the sea air, you suppose ? Well,

A WELCOME

LETTER.

Well, girls, I 'm glad your pa has
to New York. He 's all right in his
I 'm afraid he 's rather of a drawback
place like this, where one has to live

each other. He 's good, no doubt, but he isn't
genteel, and never will be, if he lives to the
age of Matliulaseh ; it isn't in him. /didn't
have much better advantages than him when I
was young, but I 've a natural tact for society,
and I flatter myself nobody could tell that I
didn't go to boarding-school when I was a girl.
Cerintha, what are you pinching Felicia for ?
If you think it worth while to ridicule your
own mother, you can try it. If I didn't coax
your pa to open the purse-strings, you'd have
a hard time getting i/our fingers in so freely, so
you 'd bettor be careful who you treat with
disrespect. Young ladies think it an accomplishment, now-a-days, to flout their own parents. don't
I
see what has made the change.
When I was a child, I dursn't set down before
my father and mother unless they told me to,

if that isn't a good joke ! I bought you eleven
new dresses, two mantles, three summer shawls,
four bonnets, ten pairs of shoes, two ridinghats, two new parasols, three fans, twenty pairs
of gloves, then lace handkerchiefs and trifles
add infantum to take the sea air in, I suppose !
Really, I think you could have had change of
air on your Aunt Rasher's farm, with three or
four lawn dresses, a straw hat, and a stout pair
of walking shoes, if that had been all, and your
board bill saved besides. Don't make a fool of
yourself, Felicia ; you can never have but one
"first season," and you had better make the
most of it.
That girl is her father over agani, and I expect she '11 disgrace the family yet. Your tis-
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sue, witli the pausies brocaded, will be sweet for
dinner, Cerintlia, with your turquoise set. There
goes the summons uow, and you 're far from
ready ; but I don't mind being a little late, since
our seats are always saved for us. There '11 be a
better chance to show your clothes. There 'a a
new arrival to-day, and I want you to look your
best ; I heard all about him this morning, when
Mrs. Gibson and I sat in the parlor talking.
She knows him ; he bowed to her as he passed
US, and she told me who he was— a real catch.
Is he handsome ? Pshaw ! what a silly question !
Hurry, my dear. No, he isn't very handsome
nor very young, but he 's perfect in his manners,
and belongs to a real old Knickerbocker family.
He 's a widower with two children, both boys
and away to school, so they '11 make no trouble
to a step-mother. Mrs. Gibson says he 's rather conceited and a little quick-tempered ; but
them are faults very easily overlooked. Your
pa is quick-tempered, but it doesn't prevent
his making a very good husband. Mr. Von
Wagoner is wealthy and exclusive. Put these
sprigs in your hair, Felicia. That 's superb,
Cerintlia, that headdress with that dress ; Miss
La Mode's taste is e.rijuiilte.
Are you all ready? Let me shake out them
folds — so. Where's my own handkerchief?
Now, behave your prettiest, to-day, girls, and
see who will be the fortunate one. Only remember one thing ; he 's particular, and you
mustn't let liira see your trying. Retiring
quietness to-day, my loves.
Mrs. Gibson tells me that Mr. Von Wagoner
Inquired after you, who you were, and so on,
Cerintha. She says he was struck with the
quiet elegance of your demeanor. I 'm prouder
of that compliment than any other you ever
received ; it shows, if he thinks so, that you 've
outgrown every difficulty. You 're afiaid he
won't like me as well as he does you ? You
make yourself very pleasant to your mother,
miss. I guess I can manage my own cards.
I 'm so fussy? Well, he won't want to marry
me, fortunately, and if t/ou suit him, I guess
matters will be smooth enough. We 're ridi,
please remember, and I presume Mr. Von Wagoner, pride and all, doesn't despise a fortune.
Didn't I tell you myself to be very quiet before
him, and to shrink rather than advance ? He 's
used to being courted, and it don't take with
an old bird like him. I 'm not a fool, and if
you mind my instructions, you '11 be on the
safe side.
Don't dance to-night, Cerintha; at least only
a quadrille or two ; let the schottisch anil

magazine.

waltzes alone, and be very particular about
partners ; that is, if Mr. Von Wagoner is present.
Here comes Peter with letters. I should
think you corresponded with half the young
ladies you know in the school. And here 's
one for me from your pa ; I hope it 's got a good
big check in it. Open it, Felicia, and read it
to me. It bothers me to read hand-writing,
an'd your pa's is so curious. However, fliey 're
usually short, if not sweet. What ! isn't there
a check in it ? How careless he is ! Well, if
there 's any news in it worth reading, just let
me know.
(Felicia reads') : —
My Dear Wife ; Felicia's favor of the 12th
came duly to hand. She can draw on me at sight
for a couple of kisses in pay for her kind wishes.
I 'm getting along as well as could be expected,
keeping house alone. Evenings dull, but short ;
go to bed early. Suppose you expect a remittance but
;
you must cheek yourself, if you do.
The only drafts honored now-a-days are those
on the soda-fountains, and some of them have
busted. Warm weather here — tries men's
soles and livers too — enuff to set iron pigs a
running.
Thermom'ters all gone up and quit
business. Our old friends, C
Brothers, have
added themselves to their stock of " cheap
clothing ;" they 've become a pair of suspenders ;but let them hold up their own acts as
stout as they 've a mind ; everybody thinks
'em guilty of breeches of promise. Shouldn't
have invested so much in these dull times, their
op'rations were two expants-ive. However, I
am sorry to say, they 're not alone. H. & M.,
the tea merchants we know, liave gone by the
board — not the tea-board. They 've been in
hot water for some time. Smith's chair factory
is on its last legs. In fact, my dear wife, no
firm, new or old, is considered really stable, except the liveries. Most firms are anything but
firm. Under such circumstances do you think
it strange that even pork should be over-done ?
I don't want to alarm you, nor the dear girls,
but I 'm afraid I must say, it would be better
for you to' leave your present quarters ; they
may be dear to you, but they 're too dear for
me. In short, Marier, how would you like to
go back to the old three-story brick ?
You had better pack your trunks and return
as soon after receiving this as convenient, if
you've money enufiF to pay bills ; if not, telegraph. 'd
I come after you, but can't leave
very well at present.
My heart aches for our poor children. We 're
used to it, but they aint ; they're dainty as
spring chickens.
Oh, Marier ! don't scold.
If

TUE

you knew how I fe«l ! You 've tokl me all my
life of my failiugs, aud this is tho worst failing
of all. That pretty gilt sigu— Timothy Kasher
— that I was so proud of, must tome Jowu from
over the warehouse door. You '11 uever ho
troubled by the business you have despised
any more. I 'U explain partic'lars when you
reach home. Men will say I 've been Kasher
iu my speculations than I should have been ;
that 's what hurts me most. Everybody 'U
have his cut at me now, till I 'm all used up —
not a slice of me left. I 've always considered
it a slippery business, and now, indeed, I find
myself in a pretty mess. All I ask, JIarier, is
that you will put up with it as bravely as pos-
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sible. If you 're hard on me, I shall be more
down in the mouth tliau ever. I'oor Cerintlia !
it '11 be bad for her. I guess flummery will be
tickled to think he 's out of the scrape. But I
must close. Hoping to see you soon, and to
congratulate you upon your husband's going
out of the pork busiuess,
Y'ours in distress,
Tuioriiv Rasuer.
P. S. I tried hard, but I couldn't "save my
P. S. Even the barrels in the warehouse are
iubacon."
tiers.
P. P. S. Doii't scold, ilarier; it isn't my fault,
it 's my failing.

LANDES.
FROM

The department of the L.indes comprises the
territory extending from the Gulf of Gascony
aud the mouth of the Adonr to the borders of
the Pyrenees, coutaiuing a population of about
two hundred aud thirty thousand iuhabitants.
On the right bank of tho Adour is situated the
country of the Landes, or heaths. The river
seems pl.'jced by nature to forma barrier against
the progress of sterility, and guard the beautiful
country on its left bank from the invasion of
the sands.
On one side of this majestic river, as far as
the eye can reach, it rests only on forests of
pine, whose sparse foliage falling and drying
on the ground allows of no vegetation beneath
it. Large ponds, formed by the rains, spread
around their stagnant waters, impeded in their
natural course to the sea by the sands, which
heaped up continually, till the hand of man
found a way of arresting them. This is done
by supporting the downs or mountains of sand
with hurdles of osier, and then plautiug the
seeds of pine, broom, and other trees of rapid
growth, which, intertwining their roots, give
consistence to the sand, and fix it in its pKace.
Villages have in this manner been saved from
destruction, and the results will be the acquisition of valuable pine forests, furnishing timber, rosin, tar, aud pitch ; besides which,
though producing little in the way of grain, it
is rich iu game, fish, honey, and wax, and the
celebrated wild pigeons so highly prized by
the gastronomers of France.
If you cross the Adour the scene changes as
if by magic : valleys and plains of exuberant
fertility, hillocks covered with vines, neat cheer-
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ful habitations, a lively people, briskly moving,
dressed in gay-colored stuffs, everywhere the
signs of abundance and prosperity. But all
this wealth of nature creates no envy in the
breast of the frugal inhabitant of the heaths.
He even takes pride in his poverty, that gives
him quiet and independence ; he loves his
scattered habitations, which the owner and his
family share with their domestic animals. A
few flocks of sheep pick their scanty pasture
among the furze, guarded by shepherds, or cousiots, as they call them, clad iu sheepskins, and
mounted on stilts which raise them four or
five feet from the ground, and with the aid of
a long pole they can traverse immense distances. Their owners are lords of their dependants, can move their residence at pleasure without fear of law or arms, free to remain quiet,
or lead a wandering life as best suits their inclination.
As I incited my driver to talk of his wild
country, ou which he dilated with love and
pride, he spoke frequently of a person whom
he called the " Solitary of the Heaths." Then.ame excited my curiosity, which was increased
by learning that he had been a man of the
world, who, in consequence of the death of au
only son, had quitted the world to bury himself in the heaths.
I was not disposed to neglect the opportunity
of seeing a person as singular as the country
he inh.ibited. So, disregarding the difliculties
of the road, or rather the want of a road, and
trusting to the skill of my guide, I penetrated
into the wildest part of tho country.
Amid this waste of sand, where scarce a stone
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can be seen, I was surprised at the sight of a
splendid chateau built in the time of Louis XIII.
It must have cost an enormous sum, and standing in this desolate country, had a most singular
effect. We next passed an iron manufactory,
the only metal found iu this country.
As we arrived at the summit of one of the
gnnd hills, I observed a cabin, larger and better
looking than the rest. It was the abode of the
solitary ; he was not in the house. A farm
servant showed me in, and went to seek his
master. The appearance of the house gave a
good idea of the master. There was order,
taste, aud even elegance in the midst of the
greatest simplicity. The bedchamber was
hung round with maps ; the bedstead was of
painted wood, the feet placed each in a bowl of
water to guard against insects ; a book-case
separated from the wall, the feet guarded by
the same contrivance, a table, and a few chairs
completed the furniture. As the solitary approached, ina little car of antique form, drawn
by oxen, I hastened to meet him aud introduce
myself.
I was received with politeness and cordiality.
My host insisted on my remaining the night,
promising to show me the nest day all that
was worth seeing, and to conduct me in the
evening to the post-house ; and observing that
I desired all the information that I could get
respecting a people so new to nie, my host
became animated and communicative.
"I live," said he, "among a half savage
people, where linger yet those virtues that seem
incompatible with a high degree of civilization.
A liberal hospitality, conjugal faith, respect for
religiou and for age ; but unfortunately these
excellent qualities are allied to faults, and even
vices, the ordinary fi'uits of great ignorance.
The inhabitants of the heaths are generally
inclined to intoxication, to jealousy, aud the
grossest superstition. I am endeavoring by
every means in my power to ameliorate the
condition of these good jieople, particularly by
establishing schools, which I hope will diminish
their ignorance and superstition ; for you would
hardly Ijelieve that the greaternumber of these
shepherds do not know under what government they live, nor to what part of France they
belong ; and to induce them to submit to vaccination,was
I
obliged to let thorn believe it was
a charm against evil spirits."
The next morning my. host entered my room
with his guu iu his hand. He had been out
shooting pigeons. After breakfast, he proposed
an excursion.

We had not gone many miles when we stopped
to look at a flock of sheep pasturing on the
heath, guarded by two cousiots in the service
of the Solitary. These meu, mounted on their
stilts, were leaning ou the long pole which they
used as a cane, and knitting caps similar to
those they wore on their heads. They wore a
long tunic of sheepskin, their naked feet rested
on their stilts, and their legs were incased in
coverings of fur tied on with red garters. By
their side was a large basket containing their
food, a pan for frying cruchades, a sort of paste
made with the flour of millet fried in lard, a
package of sardines, and a jug of wine, their
provision for the forty days they were to be
absent from the farm.
The Solitary entered into conversation with
them, aud I observed that the old Gascon
language, still spoken iu that country, was
much more melodious than the more moderu
patois of the rest of the province. Wishing to
give me a sample of their agility, he said a few
words to one of them, who went oft' immediately, and in five minutes had gone over at
least three hundred rods, passing over the fourfoot fences without seeming to notice them.
When he returned, he seated himself on the
ground, rose again to his stilts, with no other
help than his pole, and finally picked up as he
went along some small pieces of silver strewed
on the heath.
We left the shepherds to visit a family under
the protection of the Solitary. We found in
company with them a dozen domestic animals,
who seemed to have as good a right there as
their masters. A large apartment, with an
upper room reached by steps of logs, was hung
round with pictures of saints, and rough cooking utensils. A man more than eighty years
old sat actually in the chimney, eight children stood round a table, the mother, with an
infant in her arms, was distributing the ciuchades, the i^ldest daughter (whose beauty was
uncommon in a country where the women,
generally ugly, are made more so by their unbecoming dress) was milking a cow in the middle of the room, while the head of the family,
seated on the mantelpiece, was preparing for
the oxen small bunches of oats and straw, seasoned with a little salt.
The good peoj.ile received their patron with
exclamations of joy, and finding that they were
going to a wedding at no great distance, we
determined to accompany them. The inhabitants climbed to their upper apartment to dress,
aud Anika came down looking very pretty.
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indeed, in a low corset of coarse clotli, showing
a well turned neck, and a cap with long lappets
and scarlet points, in lieu of the ugly headdress
worn on working days.
On our way we met a funeral, and according
to the custom of the country, turned back to
accompany it a little way. Tliis gave me occ.ision to learn that when an inhabitant of the
Landes dies, all the relations, even the most
distant, attend the funeral, and the oldest woman recites aloud the funeral prayers, liaving
first exorcised the demous to drive them from
the grave.
The wedding feast, though differing much in
elegance, resembled in its main features that of
a higher class. The young people danced as
gaily, perhaps more so, though it was to the
music of the bagpipe .ind the voices of the old
women, who are there held in particular respect. The dance, called faranJoh, was more
deficient in decency than in grace. The dance
is followed by a feast in the open air, at which
they drink with so little discretion, that even
the women and sometimes the children find it
impossible to get home.
The preliminaries of marriage have, however,
a strange peculiarity. When a young man
wishes to marry a girl, he goes at night to the
house of her father, accompanied by two friends
each cirrying a large pitcher of wine. He asks
an interview, which is never refused. All the
family rise, and se.it themselves at table. Cruchades and omelettes are served ; the pitchers
are emptied ; while they relate stories of men
of the sea, ghosts, and magicians, without saying a word about the object of their visit. At
d.\vbreak, for the feast must continue until
then, the young lady rises and places the dessert on the table. This decides irrevocably the
fate of the lover ; for if among the dishes a
plate of nuts appears, he must consider himself
refused, and forever excluded from that house.
He is a " nut gallant," is a common expression
in this country to signify a rejected lover. As
the Solitary gave me these details, he pointed
out two young men who had been thus dismissed by the pretty Anika.
It was late when we set out on our way to
the post-house, attended by twelve cousiots
carrying torches, without whose help we could
not have discerned our way, or got through our
difficulties. As they were mounted on their
stilts they looked more like giants, waving their
torches, than peaceable shepherds. We arrived
in safety, and I parted with regret from the
Solitary of the Landes.
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Friend Tom, if you had been in Winterfield some fifty years since, at the old brown
school-house on the hill, you might have seen
little Ned Thomson, a pale, sad-faced boy,
whose clothes were cast-off garments, filthy
and tattered ; liis school-books a few torn and
dirty fragments of a spelling-book and Testament. His seat is with two or three other lads
who, like liim, came from the town almshouse.
Now and then, when it is convenient, they are
heard in their lessons. When the master is
out of humor, he flogs them ; as they liave no
friends, the blows that should be bestowed upon
the esquire's, the deacon's, and the doctor's
children fall upon the poorhouse boys, as they
are orphans, and it will not do to offend the
village aristocracy. Poor Ned, though sensitive
and high-spirited, is bright and intelligent, but
he is the continual butt of sneers and ridicule.
Why is life so bitter to thee, little Ned ? why
is thy spring-time so gloomy and baleful ? Ah,
he hears the reason e'very d.ay from his schoolmates, he hears it in his dreams, he hears it in
the whistle of the wind, in the roar of the
mountain stream, when all nature is silent, the
hissing whisper haunts him, the "pauper boy."
A few years before a lovely and amiable orphan girl had tripped with merry heart along the
streets of Winterfield. Her parents, once in good
circumstances, had died years before, and left
her penniless. She did have work at the farmhouses, and was as light-hearted as though she
were a duke's daughter. A stranger came to
Winterfield, handsome and smooth-spoken.
Poor Nellie had a loving, affectionate, and
trusting heart ; lie won her love and she married him. It W.13 the sad, old story ; he soon
deserted her, and went no one knew whither.
For years she toiled, gentle .ind uncomplaining, to support herself and her boy, little Ned,
until New England's scourge, consumption,
laid its stealthy but sure hand upnn her ; she
lingered not long a martyr. One morning she
was found with her arm around her sleeping
boy ; there was a sweet smile upon her wan
f.ice, but she was cold and dead. Ned was an
orphan, and Nellie was with the bright angels.
They buried the emaciated form in an obscure
corner of the village graveyard, among briers,
near nameless and forgotten graves. The place
was forgotten soon by all except Ned. There
was no place for him except at the poorhouse.
Tom, did yon ever see Dr. 11
, of Winterfield ? Perhaps not ; he died years ago ; his
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tombstone over in the old Winterfield buryingground is even now gray with age. Tliere was
a true sheplierd of his flock. He saw that
there was a soul in Ned, and a mind far above
the common class. The poor sensitive boy had
heard no kind words since Nellie's death, and
the friendly encouragement of Dr. H
taught
him to hope for a better day.
Ned mingled little in the usual sports of
boyhood ; he loved better to pore over the good
parson's books, to wander over rugged hills, to
stand beside the plunging cataract. He loved to
gaze upon nature, wherever the Almighty hand
lias moulded power and sublimity.
While still a youth, Ned hearing that the
selectmen of Winterfield were going to bind him
away, out to a brutal, drunken butcher, ran
no one knew whither, and Winterfield forgot
Ned, the poorhouse boy. Some fifteen years
passed, and the people of Winterfield beg.an to
hear of an orator that had arisen from obscurity
in the wild backwoods of a western State. His
name was upon the whole nation's lips. His
mighty voice thrilled the heart of the people as
a bugle stirs the heart of the warrior. Whereever wrong triuraiihed, there was he ready to
throw himself into the breach ; his burning
accents sent dismay into the mercenary bands
of corruption.
The people of Winterfield saw it announced
that the great western orator and statesman
was to speak in their village. The old town
hall was crowded. What was it that so moved
the hearts of the village ? It was not alone his
wondrous eloquence ; Ned Thomson, the p.auper boy, stood before them. He greeted them
kindly ; he sought out the burial-place of his
mother, and erected to her memory a handsome
monument.
His head is now hoary, his hand trembles,
his voice
rable
of all the
upon the
as among
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h.as lost much of its power ; the venestatesman and orator will soon go the way
earth ; but his name will have a place
historic record ; it will be remembered
the most brilliant of his generation.
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A Biissal in her hand
Divides by times her musings and her gaze ;
Part on the page, and part beyond the seas,
With longings for her far-oif fatherland.
A calm light in her eye !
As in unfathomed depths, their rocks below
The clear, cold waters of the fiord show
The purple reflex of the mid-day sky.
Fair hair and amber bright !
As beechwoods on a winter afternoon,
When low behind them sinks the setting sun,
And every bough seems garlanded with light.
A bride, bat not a wife !
A queen without a kingdom or a crown !
r.ejected in her youth, ere rightly won,
And banished to a loveless convent life
Slow wore the weary days,
But still she sat and watched, and knew the hour
Ever grew nearer when the convent tower
No more should hear her sorrowing or praise.
ir.
But, listen ! upon the sands —
With a louder tramp and a nearer beat
The galloping hoofs of a courser fleet —
And reined at the gate he stands.
A monarch within the selle ;
With waving plume at the saddle-bow.
And a red flush on an augry brow.
Like a bale-flre upon a fell.
And loud rang his haughty command :
" I come for my ladye, my bride and my queen ;
For I covet no wife from my council, I ween.
But take her with my right hand !"
Then Ingehorg rose with speed,
And came with her eyes of quiet grace,
And a meek light in her lovely face —
And he placed her upon his steed.
And long they rode and hard ;
For the king spared neither spur nor lash.
And the flint stones glint as they onward dash,
Till they reach the council-board.
Then strode King Philip in.
And cried with an oath, "Your prating cease!
I give my realm and my people peace
For Ingehorg is queen."
It is probably unnecessary to mention that this ballad
refers to the first wife of Philip Augustus of France,
whom he divorced to marry Agues of Merania, and
whom the Pope's interdict compelled him to reclaim, in
anticipation of the decree of the assembled council.

CHRONICLES.

THE FAIR INGEBORG.
I.
She heard the ripples fall —
Fair Ingebor^, as in her convent tower
Lonely she sat, and watched from hour to hour
The creeping shadows lengthen on the wall.
Softly they wash the beach:
Not with the fierce tides other native North,
Where half the year the vessels go not forth
From storm-beleaguered ports no foe can reach

Thk Way to Convince. — When we would
show any one that he is mistaken, our best
course is to observe on what side he considers
the subject — for his view of it is generally right
on this side — and admit to him that he is right so
far. He will be satisfied with this acknowledgment, that he was not wrong in his judgment,
but only inadvertent in not looking at the whole
of the case.
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Fig. 1. — Worked musliu fichu. A pretty
style.
Fig. 2. — Casacque of embroidered muslin, to
lie worn with a muslin skirt for moniiug, or
n^gligie. Puffings of muslin, with wrought
flounces, or ribbon of some light shade may be
drawn through the puffs, and bows of the same
fasten the garment.
Fig. 3. — Headdress of tulle de sole, black
velvet, and full blush roses with foliage. The
hair is turned back from the forehead, and the
headdress set well on the back of the head.

Fig. 0.

Fig. 4. — Breakfast cap, of white muslin and
Fig. 4.

Figs. 6 and 7. — Two styles of closed undersleeves.
Fig. 6 is of cambric, with a pointed
Fig. 7.

embroidery, with knots of ribbon holding the
frill back from the face.
Fig. 5. — Headdress for evening wear ; a full
wreath of daisies mounted with rose-colored

cuff embroidered, the sleeve in one very full
puff. Fig. 7 is of lace ; the outl' is finished by
a puflf, with edging of lace.
Fig. 8.

ribbon, a flat bow of the ribbon on the forehead, with a bow and flowing ends behind.

Fie. 8. — Habit-shirt and collar, for an open
dress.
The shirt has five narrow tucks each

,
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side the square plait iu the middle. The collar
is in five decided points, and between the embroidery and the Valenciennes edge is an inserting with a black velvet ribbon. Bow of the
same.
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placed over a deep puff, forms the upper part
of the sleeve ; the lowej part having a wiug

Fig. 9.

and cuff, ornamented with tassels, the entire
effect of which can hardly be reproduced in an
engraving.
The Georgian is an elegant sleeve in silk,
grenadine, or English barfge. It is plain, half
flowing, and cut up square on the front of the

Fig. 9. A very simple style of dress, suitable
for any kind of material.

PATTERNS

FROM MADAME
DEMOREST'S
ESTABLISHMENT.

Ab. 473 Broadway, Xew York.
The Nina corsage is a low body for full dress,
specially adapted to the elegant Pompadour
silks now in vogue.
The body is plain, and

ornamented with a scarf cife, which crosses
the shoulder, and gradually decreasing in width,
terminates at the belt in pendent ends. Round
the neck a wide pointed blonde is laid flat upon
the silk, a narrow blonde edging being placed
upright above it. The short sleeves consist
simply of a puff and scalloped frill, edged with
white blonde.
The Belle sleeve makes up elegantly, especially in the new light fignred poplins which
are so much admired.
A short pointed cap,

arm, so as to display much of a dressy undersleeve. On the top of the sleeve are three
pointed pnffings, placed over a double pointed
cap— the five points finished with tassels. The
puffings may be gathered or laid in plaits, according to the thickness of the material.
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of green TULLE TRIMMED
WITH ROSES.

THE PRINCESS

PALETOT.

The Princess Paletot is one of the most
gant of the fall designs for misses, from
to thirteen years.
The back is fitted to
figure and cut in squares ; lappets with

eleten
the
the

skirt set on nndemeath in box plaits. The
front is a French sack shape, with a sort of cutaway over it, that joins the fitted back, really
giving the effect of a pretty Zouave, with the
skirt so adapted as not only to make a finely
fitting coat, but very stylish street wrapper for
a young lady. It may be made in fine French
cloth or silk, according to taste — in cloth, will
require three yards.

BAG, OR POUCH, FOR ZOUAVE JACKETS.

This is a new and very elegant pattern, and
has the advantage of being very easily and
quickly made.
Have made at a lamp store a frame of iron
wire in the form of a tulip. This is your foundation. Cover this fr.anie with green tulle ;
three thicknesses makes the best effect. When
it is strongly, firmly, and neatly covered, edge
it with a puffing of rose-colored ribbon, carrying
a row of the ribbon down each rib of the frame.
Then make roses of paper, three shades of pink,
and buy leaves of green, a shade or two lighter
than the tulle. Make the roses and leaves
into clusters, as in the engraving, and sew them
firmly to the tulle.

Maxy of our readers having asked for
patterns of the little
bags, or pouches worn
suspended from the
waistband underneath
Zouave jackets, we
give a representation
of one sent from Paris,
which we have had
engraved. These little
novelties may be made
in embroidered velvet,
poplin, or silk, and
sometimes in f)ir ; in a word, they should be
made of a material to correspond with the dress
with which they are worn. Their origin is
somewhat Scotch and somewhat Oriental.

WORK

BOOT

NEEDLE-BOOK.

Tn:s Is made by cutting out two shapes iii
card-board of the same size, and covering them
with bronze kid, colored leather, or satin,
Telvet, or silk, any of these materials being
suitable. It is ornamented with gold thread
in the pattern given. A row of very small
pearl buttons is placed up the front, or else a
row of gold or black beads.
A bow of ribbon

KEW
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is placed where the buttons commence. Both
the shapes are worked the same, and the inside
are lined with silk. The tops are finished with
a fringe, and the two tied together witli a bow
of ribbon, having the leaves for the needles
inserted between them, and leaving them so aa
to ojien.

INFAXT's

21*

CROCHET

BIB.
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TTOBE
KNITTED

DEPARTMENT.

ARTIFICIAL FLOWERS.
HICnAELVAS

DAIST.

This flower may be knitted, with two stitches
for tlie width of the row, but it is much quicker
to work it in .-i chain of crochet ; it is generally
variegated, either in two shades of red, or two
shades of violet. Tlie variegation is produced
by working with two threads of Berlin wool,
one of a deep, the other of a light shade, of the
same color.
Make a chain of simple crochet, about a yard
in length, then cover a piece of thin wire, as
long as you can conveniently niau.ige, with one
thread of Berlin wool, and begin to sew this
wire along one edge of the chain, leaving about
an inch of wire at the beginning ; when you
have sewn .ibout an inch, cut the chain, pull
the tlire.id through the last stitch, bring your
wire round, sew half the second edge, then
bring round the wire that you left at the beginning, sew it to meet the other, letting the
wires cross each other, twist them and the wool
together tightly, to form a stalk, and turn up
the two little petals, first cutting away one of
the wires close to the twist, to prevent the
stalk being too thick when finished.
Wind a piece of yellow wool on the end of
one of your fingers, pull it out thus doubled,
and twist a bit of r.ither strong wire over it,
twist the wire very tight, and make with this
wool a kind of little ball, which must be covered

with a piece of common net (dyed yellow if
possible), tie the net as tight .is possible over
the wool.
This forms the Daisy.
When you have m.ide a sufficient number of
petals to form two or three rows, each row
being made rather Larger than the first, you
must sew them .ill round the little heart, and
proceed to make the calyx as follows : —
Make a chain of twelve stitches with the
crochet needle, using green wool, not split ;
work two rows in double crochet, increasing
two stitches in the second row. Sew this calyx
under the petals, fasten up the opeu side, and
gather the stitches of the lower extremity,
cover the stem with green split wool.
BuD.^Make a small biill of any color, then
take fifteen or twenty bits of split wool, the
same colors as used for the flower, each about
an inch long, tie them tightly as a little bundle ;fasten this on the top of the little ball, to
which you must first fix a wire ; bring down
the ends of wool in alternate stripes of dark
and light sh.ades, tie all these ends round the
wire, and cut them close. Wind a bit of green
wool, as a very small ball, immediately under
the bud ; then with green wool, not split, make
a row of herring-bone stitches from the little
bud to about half way up the colored one. This
makes a very pretty bud, looking as if just
ready to bloom.
Leaf — like that of the Heart's-e.ise.

EMBROIDERY,
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WATCH-POCKET.
This is a very beautiful novelty in
leather-work. Tlie pocket is made
of a network of fine wire, which is
covered with silk, and then crossed
with bars of leather. Upon this are
fastened the garlands of leather flowers— anemone, roses, four-o'clocks,
Marguerites, etc. The handle is made
of a garland of the same flowers,
firmly fastened to a stout iron wire.
Two rows of chenille finish the edge,
and the lining is of rose-colored satin
quilted in diamonds.

HOOD.

FANCY

ALPHABET

FOR A SAMPLEK.

WORK

DEPARTMENT.

NIGHT-DRESS,
\ma

TAPE

TBIUMIKG

INSEHTEn

IN TUE FKONT.

The sleeve is plain, gathered into a narrow baud, edged
with tape trimming, the same as the neck.
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lUnipts, ^(,
FISH.
Directions for Choosing Fish— Cooking in Different
Wats— Marinade— PRESER VINO — Utensils, etc.
The cook should be well acquainted with the signs of
freshness and good condition in fish, as many of them are
most unwholesome articles of food when stale or out of
season. The eyes should be bright, the gills of a fine clear
red, the body stiff, the flesh firm yet elastic to the touch,
and the smell not disagreeable. When all these marks
are reversed, and the eyes are sunken, the gills very
dark in hue, the flesh itself flabby and of offensive odor,
it is bad, and should be avoided. The chloride of soda
will, it is true, restore it to a tolerably eatable state, if
it be not very much overkept, but it will never resemble
in quality fish that is fresh from the water.
A good turbot is thick and fuU-flcshed, and the under
side is of a pale cream-color or yellowish white ; when
this is of a bluish tint, and the fish is thin and soft, it
should be rejected.
The best salmon and codfish are known by a small
head, very thick shoulders, and a small tail ; the scales
of the former should be bright, and its flesh of a fine red
color ; to be eaten in perfection, it should be dressed as
soon as it is caught, before the curd (or white substance
which lies between the flakes of flesh) has melted and
rendered the fish oily. In that state it is really crimp,
but continues so only for a very few hours.
The flesh of codfish should be white and clear before
it is boiled, whiter still after it is boiled, and firm though
tender, sweet and mild in flavor, and separated easily
into large flakes. Many persons consider it rather improved than otherwise by having a little salt rubbed
along the inside of the backbone, and letting it lie from
twenty-four to forty-eight hours before it is dressed. It
is sometimes served ciimp, like salmon, and must then
be sliced as soon as it is dead, or within the shortest
possible time afterwards.
Herrings, mackerel, and whitings lose their freshness
so rapidly that unless newly caught they are quite
uneatable. The herring may, it is said, be deprived of
the strong rank smell which it emits when broiled or
fried, by stripping off the skin, under which lies the oil
that causes the disagreeable odor. The whitiug is a
peculiarly pure-flavored and delicate fish, and acceptable
generally to invalids, from being very light of digestion.
Eels should be alive and brisk in movement when they
are purchased, but the "horrible barbarity," as it is
truly designated, of skinning and dividing them while
they are so, is without excuse, as they are easily destroyed by
" piercing the spinal marrow close to the back
part of the skull with a sharp-pointed knife or skewer.
If this be done in the right place, all motion will instantly cease." We quote Dr. Kitchener's assertion on
this subject, but we know that the mode of destruction
which he recommends is commonly practised by the
London fishmongers. Boiling water also will immediately cause vitality to cease, and is perhaps the most
humane and ready method of destroying the fish.
Lobsters, prawns, and shrimps are very stiff when
freshly boiled, and the tails turn strongly inwards ;
when these relax and the fish are soft and watery, they
are stale, and the smell will detect their being so instantly, even if no other symptoms of it be remarked.
If bought alive, lobsters should be chosen by their

weight and "liveliuess." The hen lobster is preferred
for sauce and soups on account of the coral ; but the flesh
of the mule is generally considered of finer flavor for
eating. The vivacity of their leaps will show when
prawns and shrimps are fresh from the sea.
Oysters should close forcibly on the knife when they
are opened ; if the shells are apart ever so little, they
are losing their condition ; and when they remain far
open, the fish are dead, and fit only to be thrown away.
Small plump natives are very preferable to the larger
and coarser kinds.
Preparatory to the dressing, the fish should be carefully gutted, and afterwards cleaned thoroughly by the
cook from all appearances of blood, particularly scraping the blood that lodges about the backbone, and cutting
the fish open for some distance below the vent. If,
however, the fishmonger does not clean it, fish is seldom
very nicely done, for common cooks are apt not to slit
the fish low enough, by which, and not thoroughly
washing the blood, etc., from the bone, a very disgusting
mass is left within, and mistaken for liver; but fishmongers generally wash it beyond what is necessary for
cleaning, and by perpetual watering diminish the flavor.
It should, in fact, be handled as little as possible, and
never left in the water a moment after it is washed. In
washing it, the best way is to hold the fish firmly by
the head with your left hand, and scrape off the scales
or slime ; wash it once in clean cold water, and either
dry it with a towel or hang it up and leave it to drain.
Some kinds, as whitiug, bass, cod, and haddock, eat
firmer if salt be put into their gills, and they be hung
up a few hours before dressing.
Fish are either boiled, fried, or broiled. Salt may be
added to the water in which all kinds offish are boiled,
and the flavor of sea-flsh is much improved by boiling
it in sea-water. Fish should boil gently or rather simmer after it has once boiled up, and the water should be
constantly skimmed.
Instead of dissolving salt in the water in which fish
are to be boiled, some cooks prefer to steep the fish in
salt and water from five to ten minutes before putting
it in the kettle to cook ; the necessity of using salt in
boiling fish is thus avoided ; less scum rises, so that the
lid has not to be taken off so often to skim it, and the
fish comes to table, not only nicer, but with a better
appearance.
Almost all cookery books direct that fish should be
put into as much or more water as will cover them.
This is also a very bad way ; if the fish be a little more
than half covered with water, and gradually brought
to boil, then well covered down with your saucepan
lid, and boiled gently till done, it will eat much richer,
have a finer flavor, and be mor^ firm than if cooked the
old way, or rather drowned in water, which only soddens fish, and takes away the fine firmness so much
To render boiled fish firm, put a small bit of saltpetre
prized.
with the salt in the water in which it is boiled ; a quarter of an ounce will be sufficient for a gallon.
To determine when fish is sufficiently boiled, draw it
up upon the fish-plate, and if the thickest part of the fish
can be easily divided from the bone with a knife, the
fish will be done, and should be at once taken from the
water, or it will lose its flavor and firmness.
By most cooks it is considered better to put all fish on
in boiling than cold water.
An oval pan is best adapted for frying fish. Olive oil
is best to fry in, but dripping or lard is commonly used.

RECEIPTS.
It should 1>oiI before the fish is put iu It, and bo kept
gently boiling UDtil tin' fish Is of a yellowish brown
color, wlii>n it ^hould be taken out aud drained.
To broil fi>li, have a clear but not fierce flro. Dry the
flish iu a cloth, scaiiou it with pepper and mult, and flour
it; tliea put it ou a gridiron, iiaviog first rubbed the
heate*! bars with suet, otherwise the flsb will stick to
them and be broken: it should bo often turned In broiling.
Iu the dresiiiug of fiat ll»h, as cutlttSy the fillets should
b« lifted from the bones, and the spiue which runs
through tho centre of the round sorts should be extracted.
The sUwiiiff I >/ ^h, and dressing it iu fillets and cutlets requires considerably more care in the cookery, as
well a« cost in the ingrodioiits, thaueither of the previous
nodes ; and as a preliminary to the operation, a gravy
should be got ready, to be made in tho following manner: Take out all the bones, cut off tho heads aud tails,
and, if thiti should not be sufficient, add an eel, or any
small common fish ; stew them with an oniou, pepper,
salt, and sweet herbs; strain it, and thicken it to the
consistence of cream, fiavuring with a slight addition of
wine or any other sauce. The French emjiloy the comBiooest sorts of their wine as a marinade, or sauce, both
for the boiling and stewing of fish.
MISCELLANEOUS

COOKING.

To Stew Bf.kf.— It should be put in a pot with just
sufficient cold water to cover it, and closely covered.
After boiling three or four hours, according to the size
of the piece, cut in small pieces, not larger than dice,
two or three carrots and heads of celery, with a little
sweet herbs, and put them into the pot along with popper-corna, mace, and a couple of lurge onions stuck full
of cloves, and let it theu simmer by the side of the fire
for two or three hours, taking care to skim off any fat
that may appear on the top,
By this time the meat will probably be tender enough ;
when take out the whole onions, mince them, and fry
them in butter, to be mixed in the gravy made by the
meat, which season with salt and Cayenne, or Chili
vinegar, to which add some mushroom or walnut ketchup. Thicken the gravy with a little flour, and brown
it, if necessary, with a spoonful of sugar slightly burnt,
which, besides imparting its color, adds an agreeable
flavor. Such is the most simple mode; but the sauce
may be much improved by a glass or two of port wine
and a spoonful of curry powder ; if the odor of garlic be
not objected to, a clove boiled in the stew will be found
to give it a fine flavor.
Garnish with vegetables.
A Faxilt Stew of Beep.— Take any piece of beef good
for stewing, cut it into small pieces, slice two or three
large onions, and put them into the stewpan with two
ounces of butter or good beef-dripping. AVhen melted,
dredge in some flour, add the meat also dredged with
flour, and enough water to keep it from burning. When
the gravy has drawn, fill up with boiling water, let it
come to a boil gently, skim the pot well, then add a
spoonful of mixed spices and a bay-leaf or two ; set the
pan by the side of the fire to stew slowly for a couple of
hours. Eleven pounds of meat will take four hours.
This dish may be thickened like Irish stew, with potatoes, or it may be served with the addition of chopped
vegetables of all kinds, previously fried.
Stewed Bebf-steaks with Otsters.— Cut the steak
rather thick; brown it in a frying-pan with butter.
Add half a pint of water, an onion sliced, pepper and
salt, cover the pan close, and let it slew very slowly for
one hour ; then add a glass of port wine, a little flour.
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aud a dozen or two of oysters, their liquor ha^iA^ been
previously strained aud put into tho slewpan.
With Cucumbers, it may be dressed the same way, only
using white wine instead of port ; the cucumbers to be
stewed .separately in a little gravy or broth, aud added
to the beef five minutes before serving ; fry tho cucum*
bers, aud stew them in the water poured into tho pan
after the fat is poured off; if stewed with tho steak they
will make it hard.
A distinction should always be made between Humpstuak and Uff-Meak, as the latter is very inferior ; but a
slice cut from the sirloin Is most excellent.
Tt> Stew Mutto.v. — Cut some slices rather thick out of
any part of mutton ; put them into a stewpan with some
j)epper and salt, an onion or two, a sliced carrot, and a
lilllo shalot ; cover the steaks with broth, aud let them
stew from twenty minutes to liaj^au hour, but uot longer,
or they will become
when the steaks are
serving, add a little
or two of mushroom

hard ; cover the stew-pan close, and
about half done, turn them. Before
butter rolled iu lluur, and a spoonful
ketchup.

As Ibisr Stew. — Cut six rather thick chops from the
loin ; when the square ends of the bones are cut ofl", these
will probably weigh two pounds; lay them in an Iron
pot, and put four pounds of sliced potatoes, placed in
layers, with the chops, and half a dozen small onions,
with about a quart of water ; cover the pan closely, and
let them stew on a moderate fire for two hours, or until
tho potatoes have become nearly a mash, and absorbed
all the water and gravy of the meat ; the chop:-* will then
be found very tender, and the potatoes rich with the fat.
Tho stew should be eaten hot, but without any kind of
sauce.
Maccaroni Cheesk.— Wash six ounces of maccaroni,
put it in plenty of boiling water and a good deal of salt,
let it boil half an hour, drain it in a colander; grate a
quarter of a pound of rich cheese, place the maccaroni
and clieese in alteruate layers, in a shallow quart pie
dish, letting the cheese come on the top; fill the dish
with milk, in which a little butter has been melted (but
the milk must scarcely be seen in the dish), and upon
this again place some small bits of butter ; it should be
placed iu a very hot oven, where it will bake at the top
and bottom equally in half an hour.
A CcRRY OF Meat or Rabbit.— Cut six onions in very
thin rings, fry them in butter till quite brown ; put them
in a warm stew-pan. Cut the meat, or rabbit, or poultry
in small joints, fry it brown, but quickly ; put it on the
onions; mix a tablespoonful of curry powder with a
teaspoonful of flour and a teaspoonful of salt, a quarter
of a pint of viufgar, and a quarter of a pint of port wino ;
mix all thoroughly and smoothly, and pour it over the
meat, then stow very slowly for one hour; dish it up
with rice round it.
Lemon Dcmplinos. — A quarter of a pound of beef suet
chopped very fine, half a pound of bread crumbs sifted
through a colander, six ounces loaf sugar powdered
and sifled, the peel of one lemon chopped very fine.
This peel must be taken from the lemon without having
any of the white attached. The juice of the lemou
strained, three eggs, with their whites beaten well and
strained. These ingredients must be well mixed together, but each ingredient separately ; boil them half
an hour in well-buttered cups, tied down with a cloth.
Sauce of melted butter, sugar, and brandy.
To Cook Oysters. — Having selected some oysters of
the largest size, drain off the liquor in a fine cloth, and
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when dry dredge them lightly with flour. Then cut up
two or three large onions very small, put in a saucepan
a bit of butter, and when it melts throw in your onions.
After they have been there two or three minutes add the
oysters, and simmer them gently, seasoniug with pepper
and salt as they are in progress. When slightly browned,
take thera off the fiie, suffer a few drops of vinegar to
moisten thera.
How TO Make Corn Bread. — Almost every one is interested now in knowing how to make corn bread most
palatable, since so much more of it will he used in these
straightened times. The following is said to he an excellent receipt: Scald at night half the quantity of meal
you are going to use, mix the other with cold water,
having it the consistency of thick hatter ; add a little
salt and set it to rise ; it will need no yeast. In the
morning the cakes willlfe light and crisp. Skimmings,
where meat has been boiled, is best for frying them with.
Fry slowly.
Treacle Pudding. — Three tablespoonfuls of treacle,
one of flour, and a little ground ginger, mix all together ;
line a basin with paste, spread some of the mixture on
with a spoon, then put a layer of paste with the mixture
spread over, until the basin is full. Either baked or
boiled is very good.
Vert Rich Short Crcbt for Tarts. — Bake lightly,
with the least possible handling, six ounces of butter
with eight of flour ; add a dessertspoonful of pounded
sugar and two or three of water ; roll the paste for several
minutes, and blond the ingredients well, folding it together like puff crust, and touch it as little as possible.
CHINA

AND

GLASS-WARE.

The best material fur cleaning either porcelain or glassware is fuller's earth ; but it must be beaten into a fine
powder, and carefully cleared from all rough or hard
particles, which might endanger the polish of the brilliant surface. In cleaning porcelain it must also be observed that some species require more care and attention
than others, as every person must have observed that
china-ware in common use frequently loses some of its
colors. The red, especially of vermilion, is the first to
go, because that color, together with some others, is laid
on by the Chinese after burning. The modern Chinese
porcelain is not, indeed, so susceptible of this rubbing
or wearing off, as vegetable reds are now used by them
instead of the mineral color. Much of the red now used
in China is actually produced by the anotto extracted
from the cuttings of scarlet cloth, which have long
formed an article of exportation to Canton. It ought to
be taken for granted that all china or glass-ware is well
tempered ; yet a little careful attention may not be misplaced, even on that point ; for though ornamental china
or glass-ware is not exposed to the action of hot water
in common domestic use, yet it may be injudiciously
immersed in it for the purpose of cleaning; and, as articles intended solely for ornament may not be so highly
annealed as others, without any fraudulent negligence
on the part of the manufacturer, it will he proper never
to apply water to them beyond a tepid temperature. An
ingenious and simple mode of annealing glass has been
some time in use by chemists. It consists in immersing
the vessel in cold water, gradually heated to the boiling
point, and suffered to remain till cold, when it will be
fit for use. Should the glass be exposed to a higher
temperature than that of boiling water, it will be necessary to immerse it in oil. Having thus guarded
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against fractures, we naturally come to the best modes
of repairing them when they casually take place, for
which purpose various mixtures have been proposed ;
and it will here be sufficient to select only those which
excel in neatness and facility. Perhaps the best cement,
both for strength and invisibility, is that made from
mastic. The process, indeed, may be thought tedious ;
but a sufficient quantity may be made at once to last a
lifetime. To an ounce of mastic add as much highlyrectified spirits of wine as will dissolve it. Soak an
ounce of isinglass in water until quite soft, then dissolve
it in pure rum or brandy until it forms a strong glue,
to which add about a quarter of an ounce of gum ammoniac, well rubbed and mixed. Put the two mixtures
together in an earthen vessel over a gentle heat ; when
well united, the mixture may be put into a phial and
kept well stopped. When wanted for use, the bottle
must be set in warm water, when the china or glass
articles must also be warmed and the cement applied.
It will be proper that the broken surfaces, when carefully fitted, shall be kept in close contact for twelve
hours at least, until the cement is fully set, after which
the fracture will be found as secure as any part of the
vessel, and scarcely perceptible. It may he applied successfully to marbles, and even to metals. When not
provided with this cement, and in a hurry, the white of
an egg well beaten with quickliioe and a small quantity
of very old cheese, forms an excellent substitute either
for broken china or old ornamental glass-ware. It is
also a fact well ascertained, that tho expressed juice of
garlic is an everlasting cement, leaving no mark of fracture, ifneatly done. These are fully sufficient for every
useful purpose; but we may still further observe, in
respect to the cement of quicklime, that it may be improved if,instead of cheese, we substitute the whey produced by boiling milk aud vinegar, separating the curd
carefully, and beating up with half a pint of it, the
whites of six eggs^ adding the sifted quicklime until it
forms a thick pa.ste, which resists both fire and water.
THE
SOMETHING

TOILET.
ABOUT

THE

HAIK.

CtTRLiNG the hair in strong and hard paper has a very
injurious effect; and twisting, plaiting and tying it
tightly in knots at the back of the head, prevents the
circulation of the fluid, strains the scalp, and necessarily injures the roots, besides contributing to induce
headache and cause irritation of the brain. The more
loosely the hair can he folded or twisted, and the less
it is artificially crisped, the better is it for its free and
luxuriant growth.
Ladies who curl the hair should use for the purpose,
soft paper or silk, which will prevent the hair cracking
and other injuries that might result from hard -pupilInttes. Those who simply wear the hair in bauds or
braids, ought to twist or fold it very loosely at night,
when retiring to rest. It should then always be liberated from forced constraints and plaits. It must be
well combed and thoroughly brushed every morning,
and afterwards nicely smoothed with the palm of the
hand, which gives it a high gloss, after oil has been applied. In order to add to its length and strength the
ends should be tipped at least once a month, to prevent
the hair splitting.
M. Cazenave, physician to the hospital of St. Louis,
Paris, in his treatise, translated by Dr. Burgess, gives
the following general directions for the management of
the hair: —

RECEIPTS.
"Pa«« a floe-toolh comb, at regular inlorvals every
tweuty-four bourti, through the hair, in order tu keep it
from nmitltag ureataagliDg ; separate the hairacHrcfutly
■ ad repoateUly, so sla to allow the air to puss through
them for several miuutes; use a bru^h tlial will Horvo
the double purpose of cleauslug the sciUp, aud geutly
fitiiiiutating the hair-bulbs. Brfore going to bod, it will
be desirable to i>;irt the hiiir evenly, 8i> as to avoid false
folds, or whitt i^ comiiioQly called, turoiDg agaiu^t the
graio, whlcli uiis'ht ev»D cau^^e the hair to brealc. Such
are the asual aud ordinary requiromeold as to the tnantt^pmeut of the hair. There ia, on the other baud, acIa^R
of persons who carry to excess the dressing and adornment of the hair, eitpecially thoso who are gifted with
faatrof the finest quality. Thus, for example, females
who are iu the habit, during the ordinary operatiouw of
the toilet, of draggin:; and twisting tlie hair, so as almost
to draw the skin with it : the effect of which is, in the
firfst instance, to break the hairs and fatigue the scalp,
and finally to alter the bulb itself.
"The fine-tooth comb is also too freely u-'^ed, especially when the liair is divided— a part that the most particular attention seems to be bestowed upon. These
•eparationg. and the back of the neck, whence the hair
is drawn, in females, towards the crown of the head, are
the parts which first show sign of decay or falling off of
the hair.''
MISCELLANEOUS.
One HrxDEED

PorxDs op Soap for One Dollar

and

Thirty Ck.vts. — Take six pound*} of potash, seventy-five
cents: four pounds of lard, fifty cents; a quarter of a
pound of resin, five cents. Beat up the resin, mix all
together well, and set aside for five days ; then put the
whole into a ten gallon cask of warm water, and stir
twice a day for ten days, at the expiration of which time
you will have one hundred pounds of soap.
Tn Make

a Cheap and U.sefcl Kniff.-Boabd. — It is

very certain that the common

kuife-board wears out the

Silk a Protkction aoainst Infkctio.v.— A sHkSovertngofthe texture of a common handkerchief is said to
possess the peculiar property of resisting the noxious
influence and of neutralizing the etfects of malaria. It
Is well known that such is tho nature of malaria poison,
that it is easily decomposed by even feeble chemical
agents. Now, it Is probable that tho heated air proceeding from the lungs may form an atmosphere within the
veil of silk, of powor sufQcient to decompose the uiiasma
in its passage to the mouth, although it may be equally
true that the texture of tlie silk covering inay act mechanical y as a non-conductor.
To Platk Iron.— Iron may be plated by three different
modes. First — By polishing the surface very clean and
level with a burnisher ; and afterwards by exposing it
to a blueing heat, a leaf of silver is properly placed and
carefully burnished down. This is repeated till a sufficient number of leaves is applied, to give the silver a
proper body. Second — By the use of a solder: slips of
thin solder are placed between tho iron and silver, with
a little flux, and secured together by binding- wire. It
is then placed in a clear fire, aud contiuued iu It until the
solder melts; when it is taken out, and, on cooling, is
found to adhere firmly. Third — By tinning the iron first,
and uniting the silver by the intermedia of sfips of rolled
tin, brought into fusion in a gentle beat.
To Polish Brass Ornaments Inlaid in Wood. — File
the brass very clean with a smooth fi le : then take some
tripoli powdered very fine, and mix it with the linseed
oil. Dip in tliis a rubber of hat, with which piilish the
work until the desired effect is obtained. If the work is
ebony, or black rosewood, take some elder coal, powdered very fine, and apply it dry after you have done
with the tripoli, and it will produce a superior polish.
The French mode of ornamenting with brass differs
widely from ours ; theirs being chiefly water-gilt {nrmolu), excepting the flutes of columns, &c., which are
polished very high with rotten-stone, and finished with
elder-coal.
Golden

^WPpy_^_j4^

knives very rapidly, and a friend of mine told me the
uilier day he had long discontinued the use of it for one
far better, which he desciibed to me as follows: Have
a b.pard made like the engraving, with a head to it (Xo
2i : and a flat board four or five feet long, by one foot
wide (No. 3^ ; on which place, or, more properly speaking, fix securely, some buff leather (No. IJ the whole
length with the exception of the last foot, which may
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Tarnish. — Pulverize one drnchm of saffron

and half a drachm of dragon's blood, and put them into
one pint of spirits of wine. Add two ounces of gum
shell-lac aud two drachms of Socotriue aloes. Dissolve
the whule by gentle heat. Yellow painted work, varnished with this mixture, will appear almost e^ual to
Bronze Ornaments.— First varnish the work to be
gold.
bronzed, and allow it to dry until it is " tacky." Then
lay on the pattern {which should be cut in good foolscap
paper), and apply the bronze (dry) by means of a small
velvet cushion; allow the coat to become thoroughly
dry and then varnish again.

have, at the further or right-hand side, a smaller bit of
the same material (Xo. 4), for the purpose of cleaning the
Lacks of the knives, a process which tends more than
enyihing else to destroy the board. Tliis board, which
may be manufactured for a trifle, or if yuu are ingenious
enough to make it yourself will bo even still cheaper,
will prove very satisfactory, and then you

MocLDi.vo IvoBT. — Take three ounces of spirits of nitre,
and fifteen ounces of spring water. Soak the ivory in
this abnut a week; It may then be colored any desired
hue with alcohol stains. It is then to be moulded or
worked to the desired shape, and hardened by wrapping

*'Keed not to eat your food with knives
That hear upon their cheek
The mark wliich shows that they are cleaned
At must but once a week ;
Nor let them cut pears, onions, cheese,
Fish, poultry, cakes and meat,
And then be on the table laid

Leather Varnish. — Take five and a quarter pounds
of shell lac, three aud a half pounds of resin, aud also
three and a half pounds of turpentine; one pound of
lampblack, three gallons of alcohol, and half a gallon
of linseed oil. Melt the gums in the oil by gentle heat ;

To flavor all you eat."
VOL. LXIII. — 22

it iu white paper and covering it for twenty-four hours
in decrepitated common salt.

let the mixture get cool, and then add the other ingredients. It should be allowed to stand two or three weeks
before using.

lHtn«' Saih.
THE FRIENDS OF WOMAN.
"Twill pttt enmity between thee and the tooman, and
betioeen thy seed and her seed" (Gen. in. 15), was the
sentence of the Lord God against the Tempter in Eden.
Three sure events in the history of mankind were
embodied forth in this emphatic declaration of the Almighty. The Devil was to be and from that time always has been at " enmity" with woman ; his "seed" —
that is, fallen angels and wicked men— are also her
enemies. Her friends were to he "her seed," Christ,
'^mnde of a woman," and his "seed," or servants, who
are God's angels and good men.
Thus was pictured forth the conflict between good
and evil, which has ever since the Fall raged on earth ;
the great efforts of the adversary of God aod humanity
have everywhere, among all nations and in all ages,
been put forth to degrade the female sex and thus destroy
the moral influence of woman. The " craft and subtlety"
of the arch enemy of human happiness prevailed the
world over till the gospel was preached, and still pievails in every heathen land ; the companion of man is
wretched, degraded, ignorant, and despised.
It is not, however, woman's enemies that we shall
now discuss ; we wish to pay a merited tribute to one of
her especial friends, and embalm in our pages the memory of a good, great man, who deserves the esteem
and reverence of our sex.
The Ret. Perlee B. Wilber, late President of the
" Cincinnati Female College," was one of the true friends
whom God raises up to help women.
Rev. D. W. Clarke says : " While others were theorizing (about colleges for young ladies), the late President
Wilber, by the patient labor of seventeen years, gave to
the world a practical illustration of what may be accompli'ihed in the education of girls; indeed, the whole
history of the institution during the period of seventeen
years, has been one of progressive development and
success. Up to this date (186G), 2,379 ladies have been
enrolled as students upon the college books, representing nearly every State in the Union. Of these, 279
are now enrolled as regular graduates of the institution.
Many of them are well known as writers of the highest
order of talent, or women abounding in every good
work. Not a few of them are 'in the itinerant work,'
as the wives of Methodist preachers, doing good service
in the cause of Christ. Some have become missionaries
of the cross."
This Wesleyan College for Young Ladies is said to
have been one of the first chartered institutions of the
kind in the United States; that is, colleges for girls
founded by religious denominations. It was the forerunner ofan almost countless number, which now honor
every State, and many of the large cities in the West
and South. Similar literary institutions are more often
found under private patronage and secular influence in
the Northern and Middle States. The friends of woman's enlightenment have been signally prosperous.
President Wilber's example and success was one of the
causes that stimulated this m,ovement in the churches.
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We have before us a handsome volume,* the contents
wholly selected from the writings of the graduates of
this college. The literary merits of the articles are of a
high order and sound morality, and would do credit to
the students of any college for either sex. The opening
article is a *' memoir" of President Wilber, written by
Miss Rachel P. Bodley, who was a pupil of his, and has
been many years an assistant in the college. Her tribute
to his character is a gem of its kind, giving prominence
to his manly wisdom and Christian principles by showing the manner in which he trained his pupils, and not
by eulogiums on his talents and virtues. She thus describes his peculiar excellences as a teacher :—
" His avowed and primary object as a teacher was to
prepare those who wei'e intrusted to his care for the responsibilities ofactive life, to fit them, not alone to shine
in society, but to resist its temptations, to avoid its allurements, tofulfil its obligations, and to bear well the
burdens and trials of life. He considered woman not as
an angel to be adored, neither as a toy to amuse, nor yet
as a drudge and slave ; but as a human being, with a
mind and heart capable of unlimited development. He
sought constantly to induce habits of order and punctuality, looking at the ultimate interest of the pupil more
than to momentary or present enjoyment. In the class
he was clear, methodical, aud observant, severe to the
indolent, complacent to the diligent, gentle and considerate to the diffident or weak, and careful over the
interests of all. Our departed friend was a good man."
Yes, he was the/riend of jooman, her careful, consistent, Christian friend ; there can be no doubt of his
goodness. A bad man is never her friend; he cannot
be ; his master is at " enmity" with her. But all good
men who honor goodness in woman, and, like the late
President Wilber, endeavor to raise the standard of
education, and elevate the character aud condition of
the feminine sex, these are our Friknds.
Slang Phrases,! or Americanisms. — A British reviewer says of this unique work that it is rather '^tempting reading," because it " ofi'ers us a bit of comic dialogue or a Yankee story on every other page." Still,
the critic pronounces that far the greater portion of
words and jihrases supposed hitherto to he "American
slang," are real English speech of the olden days, and
legitimately belong to the Anglo-Saxon race.
We are glad to find this result is true from the examinations of the reviewers. We do not admire "slang ;" a
homely word sounds better if it has had its origin in the
needs of the people, and not in the whims of conceit or
vulgarisms of bad taste. So we agree with the writer
that " the words and phrases which are really the most
interesting, and which may with most propriety be
classed as genuine Americanisms, are those that bear in
their origin the impress of a new couutry ; these have
all the racy flavor of the backwoods and the prairie, the
* The Alumna: an Annual. Published by the Alumn£B of the Wesleyau Female College, Cincinnati, 1860.
f A Glossary of Words and Phrases usually regarded
as Peculiar to the United States. By J. B. Bartlett.
Boston: Little, Brown, & Co.

EDITORS
settler's \c*g hut aotl tbo free huater's life." A few 6pecimeaii will exeuplifj this.
A "corduroy" road cuuld exi»t uuwhero but in a
foreiit rt(>«ring; la do other country could the traveller
strike "a bee line." Westtern life is full of these motaph'trs, always with a touch of the picturesque, even in
their most ludicrous adaptations. If a miin changes his
r|Tiartcrs. he is said to " pull up stakes." If a fiiir lady
loses her temper, or if she breaks her promise, she is
said Co *'fly off the handle," like a faithless axe, as serloas a disappointment as a lost love to many a settler.
If there seems to be a little affectation of demeanor on
the lady's part, she is said to bo "playing 'possum."
When a gentleman gets into ditSculties, he is said to be
*'up a tree." A person gets a hint to mind his own
business by being told to "hoe bis own corn" or "paddle his own canoe."
Mr. Bartlett'sbook has met with much fiHTor in London
as well a« in this country.
Good Taste is
Tin; giidle of
amazing power
the poet how ht

the genius of the toilet.
Armida, spoken of by Tasso, was of
and influence amongst mortals. Hear
sings: —

" But far o'er all her rich attire was seen
The magic girdle of the enchantress-queen ;
This was her pride.
Her skill, all skill excelling, could supply
To iucurporeal thiugs reality.
S'tft auger, tender ?coru. she these combined;
Repulse^ mild and reconcilements kiud ;
The ready tear, almighty to beguile;
The libping accent, and th' inviting smile."
Her " rich attire," and even her " magic girdle" would
have been of little effect had not those harmonized with
the style of her beauty and been suited to the occasion.
The enchautresf) must have had good taste. A pleasant
Triter gives this description of the dress of French women:—
"As you look from your windows in Paris, obsei^e
the first flfly women who pass; forty have noses depressed in the middle, a small quantity of dark hair,
and a swarthy complexion ; but then what a toilet ! Not
only suitable for the season, but the age and complexion
of the wearer. How neat the feet and hands! How
well the clothes are put on, and, more than all, how well
they suit each other !
"Women, while shopping, bay what pleases the eye
on the counter, forgetting what they have at home.
That parasol is pretty, but it will kill by its color one
dress in the buyer's wardrobe and be unsuitable for the
others. To be magnificently dressed costs money; but
to be dressed with taste is not expensive. It requires
good taste, knowledge, and refinement. Never buy an
article unless it is suitable to your age, habit, style, and
the rest of your wardrobe. Nothing is more vulgar
than to wear costly dresses with a common delaine, or
cheap lace with expensive brocades."
WoMAs's Missies TO WoMAS. — The Philadelphia
Branch of this Union Society has been organized with a
Board of Thirty Collectors and a larger number of members than we could reasonably anticipate in these troublous times. The one hundred collectors required to
sustain the plan for five years are now pledged, and if
the blessings of Heaven continue with us, we hope to
prove to our generous friends that we have done much
good with the means intrusted to our care. Still, we
need more help, and every tribute to the canse will be
thankfully received.
AU those who have sent or may
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send their donations and names to us will fllra the record in the Lady's Book, aud also will receive a copy of
the " Report of the Philadelphia Branch." The following kind notes encourage us to hope that many friends
will yet come forward with their good giAs:—
Sftringgsisters,
of a farmer's
wife and daughters for their
heathen
$3.
Mrs. Clarke, Breading, Fayette Co., Pa., (1.
Dover. N. H., JuTie 8, 1S61.
'
Pear Mrs. TTalb: Inclosed are ^ for the Woman's
Missionary Sncietr, which you will please credit to
friends in Dover, N. H.
Yours truly,
A.\:tii: A. Littlbpield.
Trassparkitt Sentihests. — In the " Memoirs of James
Wilson"* is a very pleasant letter to his young daughter,
in which he thus comments :—
**You liave no idea what troubles my friends and I
have had with your letters — how we turned them upside down, and read them from the other side, holding
them up to the caudle. In the latter way your sentiments really became quite transparent. However, there
are some little tid-bits of which the meaning is more
than doubtful still, though I am sure that they have a
moaning both broad aud deep."
Truly do we sympathize with the difficulties thus
pithily described. We have had many manuscripts
sent us that required closer scrutiny than Miss Wilson's
letters, without even finding auy clue to the "tid-bits"
which doubtless were embodied in the story. Perhaps
we decline to publish these "doubtful" manuscripts,
when, if the " sentiments" had been made " transparent"
by good chirography, the article would have been accepted. So we hope our friends will not give us the
trouble of holding up their pieces to the candle before
we can be sure of their meaning.
To insure a legible sheet, use ichite paper and black
ink. Fancy paper is only fit for three-cornered notes
and billet-donx ; and blue ink should never be used except when writing to an enemy, or describing sea-sickness or the dyspepsia.
Miss S. J. Hale's Boardixo axd Day School for
Touso Ladies, lS*2t> Rittenhouse Square, Philadelphia.
This school is designed to give a thorough and liberal
English education, to furnish the best facilities for acquiring the French language, and the best instruction
in music and the other accomplishments. The moral
training and the health and physical development of
the scholars are carefully attended to.
References: Mrs. Emma Willard, Troy, N. Y. ; Henry
Vethake, LL.D., Wjn. B. Stevens, D. D., Wm. H. A^hhnrst, Esq., Louis A. Godey, Esq., Philadelphia; Charles
Hodge, D. D., Princeton, N. J. ; and others.
To OrR CoBRESPoyDENTS. — We have accepted the following articles : "Annie's Violets" — " I know a beautiful woman" — " Emily Owen ; or, Dreams and Realities"
— " Et en Arcadie Ego" — " Auntie's Merry Christmas" —
and " She had a grief to hide."
These are not needed: "Hope" — "A Hot Day" —
"Farewell to my Harp" — "The Evening Shadow," etc.
(the poem gives promise of talent, but the writer can do
better)— "Whatever I Love will Die" — "My Uncle
Obed" (the story has merit, and is worth publishing if '
we had much room1 — "Lend me yonr Ear" — "Sonnet
from the German" — "Lady Helen" — "Elmwood"— "A
* By Rev. Dr. Hamilton.

See Literary Notices.
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Li'Qg Rfde" — " Favors" — and "At Clevehiud." We have
other MSS. oq haad that will be reported uext month.
In the Editors' Table of July a mistake occurs. Page
1^1, 2d column, ninth line from the top, for A. Porter read
A. Parton, Hudson, N. Y.
Notict to AiUJiors. — All MSS. must have a name, address— town, county, and State— and datelegihiy written
uu the first page, with stamps for their return, if nut
accepted.
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Worms. — As the thousands of mothers who honor our
*' Health D'^-partment" with a peru<al cast their eyes on
the heading for this mouth, we imagine that we can
hear tbem exclaiming, "The very thing we have been
looking for — worms. Do tell us all about these troublesome parasites, the curse of childliood, and the source
of endless anxiety to mothers."
Well, mothers, we must admit that there are but few
children entirely free from worms ; but we think that
it is a great error to attribute nearly all the diseases of
children to this source, aud yet this error is very prevalent. Let a child get .sick from any cause whatever, aud
many people unhesitatingly charge the evil on worms;
indeed, with not a few people, there is scarcely any
canse for disease in children except worms.
^ow we believe, with all due respect to the knowing
ones, that worms are very seldom the original cause of
disease ; it is only when they accumulate in large numbers that they give rise to sufllcient irritation to excite
disease ; but when a child gets sick fr*>m any cause the
worms become restless and uneasy, their quarters become unpleasant, they beyin to stir about, and thus
increase the excitement caused by the original disease.
If, under these circumstances, a worm pokes his head
into the throat or nose in bis efforts to escape, all the
mi.^chief is furtliwith charged upon him, when the fact
is he is not guilty of originating the disease. All that
can be justly charged upon him is that he, in his attempts to cany out the first law of nature, self-protection, in his efforts to get out of the diseased child, has
Htirred about so extensively as to increase the existing
irritation. We believe, then, that worms are injurious
only in two ways : First, by aggravating diseases originating from other causes ; and second, they may. when
existing in veiy great numbers, interfere with the proper nourishment of the child, and become a source of
disease in this way, while in some eases their very
numbers may be so great as to excite sufficient irritation
to originate disease.
Cmist' of Worms. — While worms exist, in all probability, in almo-st all children, it is only in those who
indulge freely in sweetmeats, and who are feeble and
delicate, that they do harm, unless a child should happen
to fall sick from some other cause. The cause, then, of the
collection of worms in large numbers may he said, in a
few words, to be derangement of the digestive organs
from improper eating, and from bad habits of living
generally.
Symptoms. — There is not a single reliable symptom of
worms, or combination of symptoms except to see them.
' The symptoms commonly considered sufficient to indicate their existence are fevcrishness, fulness of the abdomen, offensive breath, starting' in sleep, picking at the
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nose, etc. etc. ; but every one who knows anything of
diseases must know that all these symptoms may and
do exist in many disorders with which worms have
nothing to do ; and yet many people, from such evidence
as this, unhesitatingly fall to giving the most draatie
and dangerous drugs !
Treatment. — The main thing in the treatment of worms
is to improve the general heaUh by bathing, pure a;r,
exercise, proper diet, and some of the preparation^ of
iron.
Columbus, 6a.

fitcnrru Uotitcs.
Books bt Mail. — Now that the postage on printed
matter is so low, we offer our services to procure for
our subscribers or others any of the books that we notice.
Information touching books will be cheerfully giveu by
inclosing a stamp to pay return postage.
When ordering a book, please mention the name of the
publisher.
From Harper & Brothfrp, New York, through J. B.
LiPPiSroTT & Co.. Phihidelphia:—
EXPLORATIONS AND ADVENTURES IN EQUATORIAL AFRICA ; with Aecrmnts of the Mm>ntrs and 0".^-toms of the Pt'ophy and of thfi C^ase uf the Gorilla, the
Crocodile, Leopard, Ele]>futnt, ffippopotamug, and oihfr
Animals. By Paul B du Chaillu, Corresponding Member of the American Ethnological Society ; of the Geographical aud Statistical Society of New York : and of
the Boston Society of Natural History. With numerou.s
illustrations. We have experienced more than common
gratification in turning the pages of this fine largo
volume. The explorations aud adventures are in the
western portion of Africa lying immediately under thii
equator ; a portion hitherto but little explored, and
concerning which we have had noinfoimation whateverThe enterprising author of this work, who seems to
possess to their fullest extent the American characteristics of energy and perseverance, made his journeys
unattended by any other white companion, forming
friends among the chiefs and kings through whose domains he passed ; penetrated far into tie interiur of ih3
country, and had the satisfaction of unfurling the American Bag at a p"int hundreds of miles beyond the limit
of any previous travels of white men in this region of
the country. This narrative of his adventures is evidently a reviseof a journal which must have been faithfully kept by him thronghr.nt all his travels ; and it is
this very fact that has enabled him to give theworld so
really readable a book. We have a vivid account of his
first and subsequent gorilla hunts, and we can enter
into the spirit of the narrative throughout, whether it
relates to the chase of the buffalo, snake killing, or tlie
more trivial though unpleasant matters of his encounters
with mosquitoes, ants, and flies. Nattiral history is
greatly indebted to him for his labors in its behalf: as
he has added sixty new birds and one-third as many
animals to the list of those already known in that country, bringing stuffed specimens of these and many others
to this country.
Price $3 00.
A DAY'S RIDE. A Lfffi'-f Itomancp. By Charles Lever,
author of "Charles O'Malley," "The Dodd Family
Abroad." "Maurice Tiernay," etc. A most amusintr.
whimsically written book, giving the adventures of
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Algernon Sydney Potts, the son of an tipothecary, who,
having nio^l refliitid sousibilitios, and a mind above his
fatlK'r'8 culling, goo»> forth into the world in quest of bis
fortnno. After » most uupropitioue begliiuing, he continues on his joaruey, being mii«takcu at various times
for a government agent, a prince in disguit-e, a mouutobank, and a member of a secret polllicul society, iu which
la>*t character he undergoes a year's imprisonment, and
meets at la>t a fortune which, to say the leabt, need not
bo grumbled at. The story is au excellent hit at snobTHE

bery. Price "lO cents.
FIFTH nKAlfZn of tfie School nyid F^rmily St*n>s.

By Marcius Willson, author of "Primary History,"
•* History of the Uuited States," "American History,"
and *' OutHues of General Uistory." In the preparation
of this Render the editor has pursued a now and cummendable plan, dividing the book into a number of distinct part**, each part comprising well selected articles
relating to a certain subject. Thus we have Herpetology,
Physiology and Health, Botany, Philosuphy, Geography,
Chemistry, Ancient History, etc., each occupying its own
proper place in the work, the whole interspersed with
choice miscellaneous matter. The illustrations are numerous and of superior excellence.

From Rrnn & rARi-KToN', New York, through Peterbos & BrotHEUS, Philadelphia : —
THE SEA {LA MEK). From the French of M. J.
Uichelet, author of "Love," "Woman," "Women of
the French Revolution," etc. A singular, fanciful, characteristic book is this. Ranging fri>m science to poetry
with the free license of a most prolific imagination, it
pleases, charms, and instructs the reader at will. It is
the third and the best of Michelet's works which have
been translated into English ; and though it betrays the
refined sentimentality which peculiarly marks his writings, yet in this it is not carried to the same wearying
and sometimes objectionable extent, as in the two which
have previously appeared.
Price $1 25.
From Robert Carter & BROTnERS, New York: —
LIFE IN EARNEST. Six Lectures on Christian Activity and Ardor.
By the Rev. James Hamilton.
THANKFULNESS, and Other Essays. By the Rev.
James Hamilton.
THE MOUNT OF OLIVES, and Otfier Lectures on
Pro;/^r.
By the Rev. James Hamilton.
EMBLEMS FROM EDEN. By the Rev. James Hamilton, D. D., F. L. S.
THE HARP ON THE WILLOWS. By James Hamilton, D. !>., F. L, S.
These five little works by Dr. Hamilton form a portion
of Carter's Cabinet Library, which is a valuable one if
all the volumes in it are as full of evangelical truth and
beauty as these. Their titles sutficieutly indicate their
contents. The lessons inculcated in them are of tho
highest importance, and the style is simple, animated,
and arousing. The last volume mentioned gives an interesting account of the separation of tho Free Church
from the E.-tablished Church of Scotland.
THE ROYAL PREACHER. Lectures on Eccl^sinstes.
By James Hamilton, D. D., F. L. S. An interesting exposition ofthe saddest and gloomiest book in the Bible —
the outpourings of the man to whom human wisdom and
wealth were given with an unsparing hand, and who
debased the gifts of God by using them as instruments
f'tr hi-j own glory and pleasure.
LESSONS
FROM
THE
GREAT
BIOGRAPHY.
By

NOTICES.
James Hamilton, D. D., F. L. S. This volume consists of
a series of essays on Incidents in the life of our Saviour.
They are full of suggestion, and written in the style peculiar to Dr. Hamilton, animated, picturesque, and fu 1
of feeling.
MEMOIRS OF THE LIFE OF JAMES WILSON, ESQ ,
F. R. S. E., M. W. S.,of Woodville. By James Hamilton,
D. D., F. L. S. James Wilson, brother of the celebrated
Christopher North, was noted for his ardent love of
Natural Uistory, especially of Oruithology. This volume
gives an interesting account of him.
MEMOIR OF RICHARD WILLIAMS, Surgeon; Catechist to the Pategouian Missionary Society in Terra del
Fuego. By James Hamilton, D. D. A very touching
narrative of the conversion and devotion of a most noble
and self-sacrificing nature. Williams was au English,
surgeon, who left a good and increasing practice to go
as missionary to the neglected inhabitants of Patagonia.
He loved theni because so few cared for them, and foe
the sake of our common Saviour, and went among thera,
apparently to accomplish nothing there but to suffer and
dio. But such an example cannot he fruitless. His death
will do what his life might not have done, and draw
attention to those forgotten people.
THE GOLD THREAD. A Story fm- the Young. By
the Rev. Norman Mac Leod, D. D., Glasgow, Scotland.
This beautiful stoiy, with its exquisite illustrations,
cannot fail to please and interest those to whom it is addressed. The allegorical meaning running through tho
book is so presented as to make naturally a strong impression on the mind of the young reader.
From T. O. H. P. BcRNHAM,

Boston, through J. B.

LiPPiNCOTT & Co., Philadelphia: —
THE SEMI-ATTACHED COUPLE. By the author of
"The Semi- Detached House." This book was laid upou.
our table and ought to have been noticed a mouth or
two previously, but by accid<_'nt was mislaid. The story
is of a couple who by incongruity of temper, misrepresentations and misunderstandings, fail to agree so well
in their married life as seems so desirable and necessary
both for their own happiness or for proper appearance
before the world. Trouble and sickness come, however; and, as a matter of course, everything is settled
between them in a most satisfactory manner. Some of
the minor characters in the book are quite as interesting
as the hero and heroine. The love episode between
Colonel Beaufort and Eliza Douglas, if so it can be called,
when the gentleman has no idea of being in love until
tho very last moment, is not the least iuterestiug portion
of the book. Lady Portmore, a married woman and a
flirt, whose lovers, according to her own account, are
legion, who in a great measure is the source of disagreement and misunderstauding between husband and wife,
is quite a character, though perhaps iu a measure overdrawn.
From

the Editor ; Thomas

H. Pease, New

Haven,

Publisher :—
THE ANARCHIAD: A Xew England Poem. Written
in concert by David Humphreys, Joel Barlow, John
Trumbull, and Dr. Lemuel Hoiikina. Edited, with Notes
and Appendices, by Luther G. Riggs. Price, in flexible
binding, 2d cents ; muslin, 50 cents.
Wb

have received from the author, T. APOLBOif Cho

NGY, Esq., a copy of an interesting and valuable publication, entitled " Contributions to the Thirteenth Annual
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Report of the Regents of the Universitv of the State
Cabinet of Natural History of the State of New York."
The subject of this pabllcatlun is theancient monameuts
in western New York, and it comprises the results of
explorations made by the author in the year 1S."»9. It
contains much curious and interesting information with
regard to the remains still existing of the earthworks,
mounds, tumuli, and other works, evidently of a military character, erected, probably ages ago, by the aboriginal inhabitants of the New World, Mr. Cheuey
deserves the thanks of our antiquarians for the investigations he has made, and for the light he has thro;R'u
upon a subject which, if not of primaiy importance, is
certainly one that cannot be otherwise than attractive to
the greater portion of the American public. The volume,
which, we learn, has been embodied in the thirieeuth
annual report of the Regents of the University of New
York, is copiously illustrated by engravings, and by a
map of the district explored.

(Sobcii's Jrni-C'jiair.
GoDETFOR September. — "The Widow's Mite," a beautiful engraving, and a subject that all are acquainted
with.
Our Fashion-plate — double as usual, and we think a
very beautiful oue, and what is more a truthful one.
Did our subscribers only know the trouble and research
to produce a truthful fashion-plate, they would even
give us more credit than they do. It is easy enough for
others to publish fashions, because they take the most
gaudy-looking figures, disregarding whether they are
the mode or not — like the members of a celebrated fireengine, who were fur having the machine painted any
color, so it was red.
Our Model Cottages. —Every number of the Book
containsone of these tiriginal designs, prepared expressly
for us by the celebrated architect, Samuel Sloan, Esq.
There have been books of cottages published by some of
our large houses, containing not more than twelve
original designs, the price of which is $5. Here our
subscribers get the same number for nothing. The Ji-ffei'son Sentinel says: '* This department in the Lady's
Book is greatly improving the architecture of the country, and though too much adapted to the suburbs of
eitieshas its uses in all places." Just so with our music.
We give twelve original pieces every year, the store
price of which would be $3. Verily the subscribers of
ihe Lady's Book get a great deal at very little cost.
"The Third OF A CRNTrRT." — We did not know that
we had been publishing the Book so long, until reminded
by the Augusta Fanner of the fact: —
"The June number closes Volume LXII, indicating
nearly a third of a century, during which our old bachelor friend Godey has been engaged in the pleasing and
useful task of furnishing chaste and refining instruction
to the ladies of this country. May he continue in the
good work another third of a century, with the same
fcuccess as in the past!"
Bachelor? Where, friend Farmer, did you get that
idea from ? It is not complimentary to call the father of
five children a bachelor.
"LovR," says a French writer, "is like the moon;
when it is not growing, it must be dwindling.''^

AIS'D

MAGAZINE.

The Rev. Edward C. Jones, A. M.— That truly faitbfnl
worker in a good cause has presented us with his
Twelfth Annual Report of the Mission in the County Insane Hospital, and other departments of Blockley. He
is truly a good Samaritan.
The Kev. Dr. Stevens says ;—
*' This is an important mission, for it carries the glad
tidings of salvation to nearly two thousand five hundred
souls. No class of persons more need religious teaching,
and it is the special mission of Mr. Jones to carry the
Gospel to the poor. His labors at Blockley have beea
much blessed, the need of such ministrations very great,
and it is highly desirable to sustain this effort on such a
footing as will enable the missionary to labor with singleness of heart and eye in the lai'ge field to which he
has been providentially called."
An Article for the Times. — The editor of the Green
Bag Adcoeate takes the same view of fashions that we
do. It is not necessary that the material should always
be what we describe; let it be what you can afford.
But you can have it made up fashionably by consulting
our plates and descriptions.
Hear him :—
"Godey's Lady's Book must ever be welcome to the
ladie-^, for thi;y must be clothed, and if the times will
not allow the materials to bo expensive th'-y can yet be
made fashionably and tastefully, and Godeys will show
them how to do that."
Stewart.— We write this name with great pleasure,
and we wish particularly to refer to the owner of it.
Stewart, the conductor of the cars on the Switch-back
Railroad at Mauch Chunk, is theone we refer to. In the
first place, this is one of the most remarkable rides iu
the country — a journey of many miles by gravitation
among the Company's mines at Mauch Chunk ; but the
value of this ride is enhanced by having so pleasant,
gentlemanly, and jocose a conductor as Stewart. The
ride would lose half its pleasure to us and our young
one.s if Stewart should turn up missing on our annual
tour.
We

call the attention of all dealers in periodicals t«

the paragraph at the top of the first page of our cover.
It will there be seen at what a cheap rate of postage
they can procure the Lady's Book by mail.
The effect of this is to entitle regular dealers in newspapers and periodicals to the same abatement of the
rates of postage (without paying quarterly or yearly in
advance, but upon the receipt of their packages) as is
now made for regular subscribers, under section H7 of
the standing Regulations.
Hair Dte in Fook I>ifferl:nt Colors. — The most perfect article of this kind, manufactured by the celebrated
Berger, of Paris, is now for sale in this city by Fouladoux,
in Chestnut Street above Fourth. It will color the hair
black, brown, light brown, or of a very light almost flaxen
color. There is no deception in this, for we have seen the
article tried, and pronounce it, without any exception, the
very best hair dye we have ever seen. Those who order
will please specify what kind they want— as one case only
contains one particular dye. In addition to the above, Mr.
Fouladoux manufactures wigs and fronts, and furnishes
every article in the hair line.
" Happiness," it has been finely observed, " is in th-e
proportion of the number of things we love, and the
number of things that love us."

GODEY

OCR MUSICAL COLCMN".
HiDiirMiiF.R is seldom productive of niach !q tho
of intiMic, if we except the never-failing melodies
nature irivesus— tbe absorption of the ssca-side, the
ruses <t^bi^d^', and the distant :iuthem that rounds

3 ARM-CHAIR.

way
that
chofrom

the spheres— can any hear it? But this midsummi^r tho
record Is more easily told than usual. Our Academy is
closed, autl ts walls echo i)0 moro to tho tttraioti uf ** Un
Ballo," or the "Casta Diva." The hats may have taken
op their abode there, for aught we know. At Fairmount,
one of the loveliest spots by nature that ever received the
enlivening and harmonizing touches of art, the preen ia
deserted by the gi<y ihrougs who used to listen there to
the, alas, too sombre and sentimental outpourings of
Carl Seiitz and his conscientious band of Germatiia performers. And there is neither sign nor token that wo
may w<^lcome back a ditfoient order of things for some
time to come.
The Bonnie Jeanie Polka, which we publish in the
Book this month, comes to us from Bermuda. It is a
graceful and pleasing piece of music, and onr frieuds
should give it their attention. We shall alw;iys be glad
to hear from our fair and far-off correspondent.
Jfiiitic Accept'tt. — Tho Serenade, by O M. Brewster.
Piled forinseriion in the December number. Next mouth
we shall publish in the Book another of Mr. Everest's
adaptations, Softly Xight.
Mttsic Declined. — The Inconstant, Hail to our Flag,
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Flora's IsTnnPREXER; and Foktcsa Floba. Illustrated. By Mrs. Hale. Published by Chase, Nichols St
Hill, Boston, ISGl. New and eiil:irged edition. Over
sixty tfuiusand ctijms have been published. For sale at
our olHce.
We wish to call the attention of our readers to a new
edifioii of this clegaut little work.
It appeared originally in lH;i2. The novelty of the
plan, and the beamy of the selections recommended it at
once to persons of aisthelic taste. Tho deiuand for it has
been steady, and this is the third time an opportunity
for a revision has been given. It was published in
England with great success; the English publisher acknowledging that it so completely meets every requisite
that nothing could be found to improve it. To impart
refinement to the games and amusements <if the young
is an important service. And tho most lively medium
for this purpose may be found in flowers and poetiy.
The poetry in this little volume renders it a very interesting book, if it be cousideied under no other view
than a mine of beautiful thoughts, and replete with the
best stanzas of our best authors. The Fortunu Flora at
the end may furnihh many an evening's entertainment,
when the merry circle meets and sportively endeavord
to dive into the mysteries of futurity. With as much,
reason as higher and more philosophic minds, kings and
statesmen have amused themselves with the Fortts
Viryilian(E.

Social March, Dreams of thee, and Midsummer Night's
Carol. We should be pleased to hear from two or three
of these correspondents again, with other pieces, as those

Why Don't thet Scbscribe?— Here are two notices
that show how our editorial friends are bothered. The

they send bear evidence of talent, but are not quite finished enough for our purpose.

first from the Cami/ridffe Chronicle .'-^
"When our sanctum is honored with the presence of
any of our female acquaintances or relatives, as it is

Everest's Vitcnl Instructor. — This is an admirable publication, sheet music size, 32 pages, de.^igued to furnish
a short and simple method of instruction in the art of
reading by note and the cultivation of the voice. The
author is our well known contributor, Mr. C. Everest, a
practical teacher, and one well skilled in the art of imparting instruction. The price is one dollar per copy,
on receipt of which we shall be glad to send the work,
post free, to any address.
jVffc Sfteet Mttsic. — Messrs. Firth, Pond St Co., New
York, have just issued, Annie of the Vale, song and
ehorns by J. R. Thomas, author of Cottage by the Sea,
3.5 cents; The Pa.ssing Bell, song, Holloway, 25 cents;
Union Forever, new patriotic song by Crowell, 2j cents ;
By the Seaside, Holloway, 2.i cents ; Hinkley Galop, by
Helmsmuller, with beautiful lithographic portrait of
Mis.* Hinkley, 40 cents ; and A. W. Berg's Variations of
the Red. White, and Blue, 3.^ cents.
Mr. J. H. Hidley's (Albany) new list comprises a Grand
Te Deum in E, by Barnekov, for four voices, 40 cents ;
Song Should Breathe of Fruits and Flowers, Solo and
Quartette, .30 cents ; I am Thine, Song by Merz, 20 cents;
Be Off With You, Now, a beautiful Irish ballad by the
author of Star of the Evening, 25 cents; Kitty Moore, a
sweet, sprightly song and chorus, 25 cents; and Lucy's
Flitting. Scotch Ballad, by the author of Jessie the Flower o' Dumblane, 2.J cents. Also the Favorite Flower
Quadrille, by Fradel, 35 cents.
Hail That Great and Glorious Banner, is a new national song and chorus, by George W. Hewitt. Lithographic title. Price 35 cents.
One of the flne.«t songs for the times is Stigelli's Were
I a Soldier, published by Firth, Pond & Co., at 35 cents.
We can send any of these pieces, post paid, on receipt
of p: ice. Address orders to Philadelphia, to
J. Stabr IIoi.lowat.

sometimes, it is hardly safe to put the Lady's Bouk
where they can see it, for if we do it is almost cettaiu to
bo borrotctd. We shouldn't mind this, it' when they returned itthey would not ask the favor of iillowing theia
just to cut out an elegant engraving of a spring bourn:,
or a white muslin mantle, or some such article. Tbty
remark, in a manner which we cannot resist, that th<y
presume we don't wtar such things, and, thoiefore, sut h.
engravings can be of no possible use to us. Well, we
assent ; and then they waul to cut out a short piece of
music, presuming, perhaps, that we don't loear thi'.t
neither. So we lose the music, too. It 's too bad, but
we admire their taste, notwithstanding."
"We admire their taste, too," but would much preft r
that they would make up a club ; the umnunt would be
but a trifle for each, aud then they would have a ju-t
right to " cut out an elegant eugraving.'*
The other from the T(q>e1ia Tribune:—
" Although we do not make a practice of loaning, yet
several of our lady friends have such a passion for sc*
ing and reading the Lady's Book (their smiles take
away our decision) that there is no alternative but to
let the sweet creatures peruse to their hearts' content.'*
Caleb Whitford, of punning notoriety, onceobserving
a young lady earnestly at work knotting fringe for a
petticoat, asked her what she was doing. " Knotting,
sir," replied she. " Pray, Mr. Whitford, can you knot ■/"'
" I can-no^ madam," answered he.
Almteration.— "Rich. Refreshing, Racy, Rare, and
Redolent is the Lady's Book, affording food for every
mental taste." That is the sentiment of the \VuodsttM;ii
Stntintl.
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SUBURBAN

VILLA.

Designed expressly for Godey's Lady's Book by Samdel Sloan, Architect, Philadelphia.

PRINCIPAL

SECOND

FLOOR.

In the architectural contribution for the present number we present a large villa, bold and striking in design,
and possessing a simplicity of character which gives a
pleasing effect to the combination. The material of the
exterior is stone, with joints pointed ; tower of the same
material, whose large windows and balconies, in connection with the broad projecting verandah, rising as it
does above the surrounding roof, give it a truly picturesque appearance. The building is large and extensive
in its arrangements, comprising upon the first Jloor^
vestibule A, opening into large hall B, D dining-room,

FLOOE.

E drawing-room, F library, G kitchen. The second floor
has five chambers, with dressing-room N and bath-room
P, with well lighted attic rooms above.
The Toothache. — Pulverized alum and salt, mixed
and applied to the hollow of a tooth, on a piece of cotton, is said to be a certain cure.
What

is the difference between a cat and a document ?

One has c?aws at the end of its^aw*, and the other ha;>
patcses at the end of its clauses !

2G1

godey's arm-chair.
How THE Japaxesb Restouk Faded FLo\rER.«: —
•' After a bouquet Ik drot>pin>r Iw^yoini all roiiiedios of
fresh vuter, the Jupaaese can briog it back to all its
first glory by a very s-imple aud keemioj^'ly muKtdejttructlve oporatioD. I had received some ilays ago a delightful bundle of flowers from a Japanese acquaiutauco.
They continued to live in all their beauty for nearly two
\reek»(, when at last they faded. Just sis 1 wa.t about to
hare them thrown away the same gentlemuu (Jupaae»e
gentleman) camo to see me. I showed him tho faded
flowers, aud told him that, though lasting a long time,
they had nuw become useless. 'Oh, no,' said he, 'only
put the ends of the steins into the fire, and thoj will
be as good as Wfore.* I was incredulous; so he took
them huiiinelf and held the stems* ends in the fire until
they were charred. This was in the morning; at evening they were again lookiug fresh and vigorous, aud
have continued so for another week. What may be
the true agent in this reviviug process, I am unable to
determine fully ; whether it be the heat driving once
more the last juices into every leatiet aud vein, or whether it be the bountiful supply of carbon furnished by
the charring. I am iucliuod, however, to the latter
cause, as the full etTtKrt was not produced uutil someeight
hours afterward, and as it seems that if the heat was the
principal agent, it must have been sooner followed by
Tisible changes."
The K'fkonio Times lets off the following anique notice. Itreads like a toa^t: —
"Godeys Lady's Book, the queen of its class, the pattern after whom all the lady's magazines 'cut,* the belle
that coquets its would-be rivals and th(>n runs off,
twelve times a year, and leaves them behind.'*
EsnBAvtxo oy Stbel. — If steel be heated and then
cooled suddenly, it becomes hard and brittle; but if
cooled sluwly it is rendered soft so that it may easily be
cut with the timall tools employed by the engraver, who
takes advantage of this quality to prepare plates for his
use. She<'ls of steel of the required size and thickness
are placed in a box npon a bed of iron filings and
pounded oyster-shells, then another layer of the same
materials is placed upon the plate, aud so on alternately
till the box is quite full. The case thus chaiged is exposed to the greatest heat it will bear without melting,
for several hours. The whole is then allowed to cool

Hair OR.KAMETcni. — I^adies wishing hair made into
braceletji, pins (which are very beautifull, necklaces, or
ear-rtngs, can be accommodated by our Fa*.hi<m Editor. A
very large number of orders have recently been filled, aud
the articles have given great ttatisfaction.
We give the prices at which we will send these beautiful articles:—
Breastpins, from #4 to $12.
Ear-rings, from *4 .V» to $10.
Bracelets, from $:i to $1.^.
Kiugs, from $1 'K) to $:{.
Necklaces, from $•> to $15.
Fob-chains, from $6 to $12.
The Charms of Faith, Hope, and Pharity. fl 50.
Hair Studs from $o .X) to $11 the -^et.
Sleeve Buttons from $ti 50 to $11 the set.
Hatr is at once the most delicate and
terials, and survives us like love. It is
so escaping from the idea of death, that,
belouging to a child or friend, we may

lasting of onr ma^o light, so gentle,
with a lock of hair
almoht look up to

heaven and compare notes with tlie augelic nature — luny
almost say : " I have a piece of thee here, uot unworthy yf
thy being now."
CURIOrS COCRTSHIP OF WiLUAM

THE COSQUEROR.— The

following extract from the life of the wife of the Conqueror is exceedinirly curious, as characteristic of the
manners of a semi-civilized age and nation :—
"After Bome years' delay, William appears to have
become desperate ; and, if we may trust to the evidence
of the 'Chronicle of Ingerbe,' in the year 1047 waylaid
Matilda in the streets of Bruges, as she was retnrniua"
from mass, seized her. rolled her in the dirt, spoiled her
rich array, and, not content with these outrages, slrnclc
her repeatedly, and rodeoff at full speed. ThisTeutonic
method of courtship, according to onr author, brought
the affair to a crisis; for Matilda, either convinced of
the strength of William's passion, by the violence of his
behavior, or afraid of encountering a second beating,
consented to become his wife. How he ever presumed
to enter her presence again, after such a series of enormities, the chronicler eayeth not, aud we are at a loss to
imagine."
A BEArriPtTi- Tdfa. — An Indian philosopher being
asked what were, according to his opinii'n. the two

vary gradually, and nsnally the result is a uniform
softening of the steel making it suitable for the use of

most beautiful things of the universe, answered, **The
starry heavens above our heads and the feeling of duty

the engraver. The outline of the subject to be represented with the form and place of the liues which are to
mark the shades of the engraving, are lightly traced
on the polished surface of the plate with a point. Then
a tool, called a graver, corresponding in size and form to

in oar hearts."

j the line required to be traced, is pushed forward, like a
gouge, to cut the plate, by which means little pieces of
the metal are scooped out.
The strokes or lines, which
I are gradually increased in number, produce, according
to their thickness and position, tints more or less varied,
, and the most perfect engraving of this description is, in
! fact, hat a reproduction of the lines on the plate.
Kero-jfjjb Explosios. — We are sorry
I obliged to caution our subscribers against
tive article.
At Scranton. Pa., two persons
by ihe explosion of a kerosene lamp.
Our
extends to all other explosive materials.

to be again
this destriicwere killed
caution also

PHILADELPHIA

AGEXCY.

No order attended to unless the cash accompanies it.
All persons requiring answers by mail must send a
post-office stamp ; and for all articles that are to be sent
by mail, stamps must be sent to pay return postage.
Be particular, wttpn writing, to mention the town,
county, and State yon reside in. Nothing can be made
out of post-marks.
Mrs. G. C. E— Sent articles by Howard's express
June 22d.
Mrs. P. A. B.— Sent Zouave pattern 22d.
J. T. McP.— Sent Zouave pattern 22d.
M, L. S.— Sent Zouave pattern 22d.
E. D.— Sent Shetland wool and vest chain 26th.
E. W.— Sent ring 26th.
W. B. H. F.— Scat ring 26th.
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Miss J. A. H.— Sent Zouave jacket 28th.
"W. H. C. — Sent package by Adams's express July 2d.
J. C. L.— Sent patterns 12th.
Mrs. J. H. B.— Sent patterns 12th.
Miss C. L. G.— The best cure for a felon that we know
of, is a poultice of house lime and soft soap, changed
every two hours. If this beapplied when the pain first
commences, it will draw the felon from the bone in the
course of twelve hours, and relieve the patient.
Mrs. G. S.— Black silk dresses should be lined with
lead or slate-colored muslin, and not with black. Black
muslin causes the dust to adhere to the dress.
Mrs. G. A. P. — Toa tell us that your potatoes when
boiled become mealy on the outside, and yet when
served on the table are hard in the middle, and you ask
us what will prevent it. We can tell you. When the
water begins to boil, pour a dipper of cold water in the
pot. That will retard the cooking, and they will cook
through.

Cj]cuiisti']i for i\t f oiuig.
LESSON

XX.

Chlorine, Bromine, Iodine, Nitrogen, and their
Compounds.
MATERIALS

AND

APPARATUS

REQUIRED.

424. Pneumatic-trough, or any convenient substitute ;
glass jar; pate pan, phosphorus, and hot wire; limewater ; liciuor potassse ; bromine ; iodine ; tapers affixed
to wires ; nitrate of ammonia ; copper shreds or turnings ;test-tubes ; nitric acid ; mixture of equal weiglits
common salt and black oxide of manganese ; oil of vitriol, spirit-lamp, flask, and bent tube {see 11.^).
425. With chlorine we have already become somewhat
conversant as a collateral agent. Let us now prepare
some, with the view of making ourselves further acquainted with its nature. Proceeding, therefore, as
directed in paragraph 321, generate sufficient chlorine
to fill half a dozen small (say four-ounce) wide-mouthed
bottles. Let each of the bottles be closed by means of a
flat glass plate laid across its mouth, and put to stand
on the table.
426. Remark the color of the gas — yellowish-green —
whence the term chlorine is derived. Remark, too, its
odor, taking care not to breathe the pure, undiluted g.is,
which would be attended with extreme danger. Bear
this odor in mind for comparison with that of iodine and
bromine, to be mentioned hereafter.
427. Holding a bottle full of chlorine securely down
on the table — or, bettor still, allowing a second person
to do it for you— slide off the glass valve, rapidly drop
in a sprig of parsley, or any other green vegetable, and
replace the valve; watch how rapidly the green color
disappears. Hence, for the substance operated upon,

water. The lime will become very hot, and presently
fall to powder. W^hen this powder has become cold,
throw a little of it into a bottle full of chlorine, replace
the glass valve, agitate well, and remark how completely
the chlorine has become absorbed. The result of this
operation is ordinarily known as chloride of lime, a
substance which has already been employed in the
course of our experiments.
430. Mix a little of this chloride of lime with water,
and prove that it is also a bleaching agent, but far less
immediate in its action than chlorine or its watery solution. It is, however, far more manageable than that
agent, as we shall presently see.
431. Take a piece of blue cotton, paint on it any device
at pleasure, with a mixture of citric acid and gum ; allow the tissue thus prepared to dry, and, when dry,
immerse it in a weak solution of chloride of lime. Gradually the portions touched with citric acid and gum
will become bleached before the other parts of the tissue
are affected. This very process is used in the operation
of cotton printing.
432. Will chlorine burn? Will it support combustion?
Fix a taper to the end of a wire, ignite the taper, and
immerse it into a bottle containing chlorine. The gas
does not take fire, neither does the taper burn. Arguing
from this experiment alone, both questions would be
answered in the negative.
433. But moisten a piece of paper with oil of turpentine ;put it into a bottle containing chlorine, and close
the valve.
The paper will most probably tako fire.
434. Into another bottle of chlorine pour a little solution of potash or soda ; replace the valve, agitate, and
remark the rapid absorption.
435. Into another bottle full of chlorine project a little
powdered antimony ; rapidly close down the valve, and
take care not to inspire the fumes evolved.
436. Into another bottle of chlorine immerse a bit of
phosphorus, placed, with all the precautions before
mentioned, in a small deflagrating ladle, properly
mounted with disk and cork ; most probably the phosphorus will spontaneously take fire.
437. Take a small bit of charcoal, and wind
round it some thin copper wire, so that the
charcoal may be inclosed in a
sort of cage. Straighten the
other end of the copper wire,

9

and mount

upon it a disk and

iVM.
[
cork.
Ignite
the charcoal
tho-^^s^'' •.■^^=x
^r
J^
roughly,or,
and
=r bottle,
still immerse
better, a itjarin ufa
chlorine. The result of this will be most curious. The
burning charcoal will certainly become extinguished,
but most probably the copper will take fire.

4?

chlorine is demonstrated to be a bleaching agent.* In
like manner it is demonstrable that chlorine is able to

43S. One point, all important in connection with the
subject of chlorine analytically considered, has already
been. I trust, firmly impressed on your memory, namely,
its tendency to unite with solutions of silver salts.
This, indeed, is the property which we commonly take
advantage of in chemical analysis. Two other gases

bleach tincture of litmus, suli)hate of indigo, and, indeed, nearly all organic coloring matters.

already treated of, namely, carbonic acid and sulphurous acid, can also form insoluble precipitates with silver

428. Into another bottle holding chlorine, pour a little
water (quite cold), replace the glass valve, and agitate
well. Remark how the chlorine becomes absorbed by
the water, which, in its turn, aciiuires the color, taste,
and smell of the gas. Prove now that this solution of
chlorine is a bleaching agent, like the gas itself.
429. Take a little quick-lime and sprinkle it with

solutions.
But —
439. Carbonate and sulphite of silver are soluble in
hot nitric acid ; insoluble in hartshorn (liquor ammonia). Chloride of silver is insoluble in hot nitric acid
(26) ; soluble in hartshorn (27). In addition to a soluble
silver salt as a separator fur chlorine, also slaked lime
(429), potash, soda, and lastly ammonia might be addetf \
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all being agents capable of effecting the removal of chlo-
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NOTICE

TO

LADY

SUBSCRIBERS.

Hatiso had freqneDt applications for the purchase of
jewelry, millinery, etc., by ladies living at a distance, the
Editress o/the Fashion Department will hereafter execute
cominis.sions for any who may desire it, with the charge of
a small percentage for the time and research required.
Spring and autumn bonnets, materials for dresses, jewelry,
envelops, hair-work, worsteds, children's wardrobes, mantilla:^ and mantelets, will be chosen with a view to economy, as well as taste ; and boxes ofr packages forwarded
by express to any part of the coujatry. For the last,
dibtiuct directions must be given.
Orders^ accompanied by checks for tfu proposed expenditure^ tobe addressed to the care of L. A. Godey, Esq.
Ab order will be attended to unless the money is first
received. Neither the Eilitor mw Publisher will be accountahUfor losses tttat may occur in remitting.
Instructions to be as minute as is possible, accompanied
by a note of the height, complexion, and general Btyle of
the per^OT, on which much depends in choice. Dress
goods from Evans & Co.'s ; moorning goods from Besson
& Son ; cloaks, mantillas, or talmas, from Brodie's, 51
Canal Street, New York ; bonnets from the most celebrated
establishments; jewelry frum Wriggens !i Warden, or
Caldwell's, Philadelphia.
When goods are ordered, the fashions that prevail here
govern the purchase; therefore, no articles will be taken
back. When the goods are seat, the transaction must be
considered final.
DESCRIPTION

OF STEEL FARHION-PLATE
SEPTEMBER.

FOR

Fig. 1. — Walking costume of Havanna-colored moirS,
with front breadth gored, the plaits only commencing
at tho hips. The skirt is trimmed with plaited velvet,
pnt on en tttnique^ brought round at the side, and finished with a largo bow with embroidered ends ; bows
up the front of dress; body plain, and trimmed to suit
the skirt ; sleeves tight, with a velvet cuff and buttons,
and trimmed at the top with a jockey hound with velvet.
P*»arl-colored silk hat, ornamented with appli^uc lace
and rose sublime flowers.
Fig. 2. — Breakfast robe of mineral gray cashmere,
with embroidered spots worked on it. The robe is
boand, lined, and faced with pink silk ; tight waist,
with small cape pointed both before and behind ; rich
cord and tassel. French breakfast Vap, bordered with
a muslin rnche.
Linen collar and cuffs.
Fig. 3. — Walking-dress of rich green silk, with narrow flounce at the bottom. Two others are put on in
diamonds with a band of the silk, bound on each edge
with black velvet placed above them. The waist is
pointed both before and behind. The upper part of the
sleeve is full, but is close at the wrist, Leghorn bonnet
trimmed with white feathers, and lined with black
velvet ; wine-colored strings and flowers.
Fig. 4.— Dinner-dress of pearl-colored silk, with three
flounces headed with black velvet; round waist, half
high, trimmed, en plnstrrm, with black velvet ; rich
chemisette of maslin. Tho sash is of the same material
as the dress.

The sleeves cousist of a velvet jockey, two

large puffs, and a volant. Cuiffure of white lace and
flowers.
Fig. 5. — Wine-colored silk walking-dress, trimmed
with narrow flounces, put on in buucbes, headed with
black velvet and bows, put on a volatitt. ; sleeves loose,
and trimmed to suit thu bkirt. Embroidered collar aud
sleeves. White Eugenie velvet bounet, trimmed with
black velvet, black lace, and white flowers.
CHILDREN'S FASHIONS.
{See engraving, page 1^1.)
Fig. 1. — Bnff pifpii suit, trimmed with black braid
Gray straw Tudor hat, trimmed with blue velvet aud a
tuft of feathers at the tide.
Fig. 2. — Light cloth jacket, with Magenta neck-tie,
and white pants.
Fig. 3. — Pink and white silk dresa, trimmed with pink
ribbon ; body low, with high maslin chemisette. White
felt hat, with soft curling pink plume.
Fig. 4. — White dress, with small flounces scalloped
with blue ; blue sash, net, and boots.
Fig. 5. — Magenta poplin Zouave and skirt, bonnd with
white silk or poplin. Black velvet Tudor hat, with a
Magenta thistle feather.
Fig. 6. — Dark blue silk dress flounced ; low neck, with
high muslin chemisette. Brown felt hat, bound with
brown velvet, and long white plume.
Fig. 7. — Poplin dress of the nt-w color called rosesv^Urne, trimmed with black velvet. Hungarian hat, with
a tuft of feathers.
Fig. 8. — Mauve poplin Zouave and skirt. A mauve
velvet hat, with long white curling plume.
CHITCHAT

UPON NEW YORK AND PHILADELPHIA FASHIONS, FOR SEPTEMBER.

Thbek has never been a season since the Lady's Book
originated a monthly fashion report in which there have
been so few preparations made for the autumn. As yet
there is scarcely an importing house that can show any
novelties, or any manufacturing establishment that is
bringing new styles into notice. Some few items may
be gleaned here and there, however, by those who are at
the fountain-head of the stream. First of all, there are
in the ribbons intended for the fall two decidedly new
colors, which will be the rage. The Azurliiie, a bright
blue, as its name denotes, so intensely blue that all
other shades of the same color look yellow beside it. It
is the old Napoleon blue, heightened, and it will be
found very becoming to an ordinarily good complexion.
Brunettes will rejoice in its companion, " the Sublime,''
as the French call it ; " Rose Sublime," as our importers
have happily designated the shade. It is a ruby scarlet,
an intense color, to be compared to nothing so perfectly
as the shade a cluster of fully ripe currants takes when
held in the sunlight. These colors are often mixed with
black, to bring them out more fully, and when placed
upon a black straw or crinoline bonnet, or mingled with
black velvet or lace on a white one, the effect is excellent. Magenta and Solferino will be allowed a temporary
rest. Red scarlet contrasted with vivid green, and flamecolor worn with black are also prominent.
For instance, a rice straw bonnet, with a wreath of
scarlet geraniums and green leaves placed quite on tho
back of the crown and fastened by a knot of black lace,
or a black lace barbe, raised by a knot of rose sublime
ribbon,*with a cape of the same shade iu silk, covered
by black lace and a bow aud flowing ends of blaek vel-
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vet ribbon. Bonnet of black crinoline with straw stars,
a trimming composed of coqaes of blacli lace, with flamecolored ribbon between each ; inside the brim black sloe
berries a ud flame-colored nasturtiums, with foliage. Belgian straw bonnet, covered with a black silk net, from
which small elongated olives hang all round. The bandeau inside is composed of a large ruehe of flame-colored
(<i]k, pinked at the edge, supported by another ruche of
black silk ; voluminous tufts of large corn poppies are
put at the sides so as to completely till up the cheeks of
the bonnet. Below these thulie lappets are seen. The
curtain is black silk with a plaited head and a bow of
black ribbon formed of two long loops and two long ends
hanging down. The whole outside of the bonnet has no
other ornament than the net which covers it and hangs
down as a fall in front and on both sides. On one side,
however, placed upou the net, there is a voluminous tuft
of poppies. S[rings of ribbon, black, with red edges, and
a stripe of straw-color in the middle. Straw bonnets
trimmed with ribbon (plain black ground with bouquets
of cherries worked on it), branches of cherries, white
blonde and black lace. Tlie trimming of this bonnet
consists of a ribbon which goes rouud it and comes to
the left hand side, where it forms a large bow in which
branches of cherries are inserted. The end of this riblion hangs down at the side. The curtain, of plain
thulle, is covered by another, all of blonde, which forms
three flat plaits ; one on each side and a third in the middle. The inside of the front is covered with narrow black
lace. On the forehead there is a bandeau composed of
ribbon knotted in the middle aud crumjAtd at the sides.
Blonde down the cheeks.
Caps are made either with a loose crown or a round
one in the Charlotte Corday style. One of SIme. Alexandrine's caps was made of Mechlin thulle, with a deep
trimming turned back on itself, a lilac ribbon crossed
the head and was tied in a long bow on the left hand
side, while on the right there were bunches of white
and colored lilac.
One of her richest headdresses is a torsade of flamec jlored ribbon oruameuted on the right hand side with
a knot of gold wheat ears aud behind by a smaller knot
from which a long white feather falls towards the left.
One was quite round, of camelias of equal size ; another,
composed of a torsade of black velvet starred with gold
and intertwined with a gold cord, terminated on the
right hand side in two hand.some tassels and dandelion
pus's spangled with gold ; another was of red and white
pinks mixed with fern-leaves ; auother of large blue
)iortensias with silver hearts; another of red hyacinths
with pale foliage ; another of a Magenta velvet torsade, a
Chinese tassel and gold chains ; another of pansies and
tea-roses ; another of blue and white ribbon rolled witb
a silver torsade, and having two silver tassels aud blonde
iigrafes. We have never known headdresses so universally adopted, from the simple l.ice barbe to the artistic
creations of Alexandrine or the importations of Madame
Tighlman. We noticed this particularly in the review
of a troxisseou prepared recently for a lady of this city.
The morning caps and headdresses formed a conspicuous
and expensive part of the preparations. Each dress had
iis appropriate accompaniment. The mob, or Charlotte
Corday cap. was the shape selected for morning wear;
to be adopted as soon as mademoiselle conld write hert^elf madame. The lingerie was of the most delicate and
finished style, large use being made of grass cloth for
tucked .skirts, jackets, etc. ; linen cambric puffs, separated by Valeuciennes inserting and edge, took the

place of the yokes; in the night-dresses the puffs were
longitudinal aud extended to the waist ; collars and
cuffs of Valenciennes lace. Among other novelties, the
most dainty of nightcaps had a bow exactly on the top,
quite forward, of mauve-colored ribbon. The weddingdress was of rich white corded silk, the skirt seven
yards wide, with demi train; the bottom was ornamented with a double ruche of crtpi? arro/>ft'77ie set on in
alternate squares and points of about twelve inches
deep, corsage pointed, with a herthe. formed by two rows
of rich point lace, headed by a crape ruche, narrower
point lace in the neck, drawn by a silver cord, the centre ornament a spray of orange buds and blossoms ;
veil of thulle, very ample and eutirely bordered by a
corresponiHng ruche of crape, which sustained it in its
place. Wreath, mounted diadem-fasbion, of white clematis, very fine and close, a spray of orange buds in
the centre, aud a cache ■peigni of orange buds at the back
of the head. Among the reception dresses was one of
lilac silk, skirt gored, and very wide ; each gore was
distinguished by a band of violet-colored velvet, cut
crosswise, corded with white silk and edged with blonde
lace. Every two bands approached each other in the
centre, narrowing as they rose, and were looped under
each other in the form of a bow at the height of twentyfour inches from the bottom of the skirt. Corsage low
and pointed, trimmed with a pointed herthl in ^Bolet velvet, edged in the same way. Between the point of the
berthe aud the top of the corsage was a stylish velvet
bow, trimmed to correspond. Sleeves, a full puff of
thulle, caught up by bauds of trimmed velvet. Valenciennes edging in the neck, drawn to shape by violet
chenille. A robe de cfiambre of the style called Marquine;
the front is gored, d la Gabrielle, tbe back straight and
full, set into a plain yoke on the shoulder by three or
four square wide plaits, which are not confined by the
girdle, which is a cordelier, fastened under the arm on
each side, and kni)tted in front. From the knee there is
' a single flounce, running all round, headed by a ruche
of rose-colored ribbon. Sleeves loose and ample, edged
simply by a ruche of ribbon. Material, fine plaid of black
and white silk. There were some pretty muslin spencers, with the flat plaiting or ruche in tbe neck that is
now so much worn, the plain place between tbe groups
of plaits filled by bows of exceedingly narrow ribbon,
also the new style of closed undersleeves, white, with
a tongue of black lace and velvet extending half way to
the elbow, at the back of the arm. We have designs of
these in preparation.
We must not forget to notice tbe popularity of the
Aneline shawl and tbe trimmed shawl. The latter is a
square of lama (fine Cashmere wool) silk, French crape.
Or grenadine, either plain or richly embroidered. The
trimming is a deep border or flounce of lace; in winter
materials, plush, velvet, aud quilted satin will be used
for borderings. In color they vary in every shade,
black being perhaps the most popular. They are very
■well suited to autumn wear. The Aneline shawl is also
of lama or grenadine ; the middle of a marbled pattern
and the colored border finished by a rich fringe. The
Pekin Aneline shawl is of a soft, fine woollen texture,
which drapes gracefully about the figure ; the border is
a real Chinese pattern, executed in light colors. The
Pekin Bournous is a Zouave wrap for evening ; the material Canton crape, the pattern in colored embroidery,
witb rich silk tassels. Brodie's taste and ingenuity are
already at work to supply tbe autumn wraps which are
always worn in heavier materials.
Fashion.
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ALBTJERAN.

[From the eetablishment of G. Brodie, 51 Canal Street, New York.
articles of costume.]

Drawn by L. T. Toigt, from actual

The material is arranged in diverging plaits from the waist ; these plaits, five in number, are,
as in the plate, banded by a passementerie, which matches in style that which ornaments the
shoulders. In some garments this confining transverse piece is omitted, as the wearer's taste may
elect. There are slits iu the circular front for the arms. The materials are various iu which this
style is fashioned.
26S
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/-,%,. 1.— A breakfast Zouave, made of black cloth and trimmed with qnilted silk.
For street wear.
Fiij. 2.— Loose sack, made of rough cloth and trimmed with black velvet.
23*
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NEW

STYLES OF APRONS.
THE ROSALIE.

It is composed of Solferino silk, with a black lace inserted as a border.

Tabs of lace bordered

■with silk are placed on each side to cover the pockets.
TTTNIC APEON.

A^f ,h .H--. ^jr;\\/,'\

>,«',
It is composed of black silk, with flounces bound with white ribbon put on in tunic form, with
graduated flounces on the front breadth.
270
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DKAWING-ROOM
(^See descrivtionj
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SPICES.— NUTMEG,
I DrRixa tlie mpmnraWe ppriod when Rome
\ entered on the slope of her long decline, certain
' merchants of Arahia brought to the great port
of Egypt some packages of a curious fruit,
\ found, they said, in the Indies, but iu what
particular place they knew not. They were
deliveied to them by traders of the Red Sea,
; who received them from others on the borders
jof the Ea?t ; and as they passed from hand to
. hand, the countries which produced them reijnained entirely unknown.
To supply the void
in their knowledge, the ancients invented many
Ifables ; but it was not for several ages that Europe discovered the real sources of the new
luxury that ministered to her appetite.
The
fragrant nut, the red clove, and the perfumed
cinnamon were mingled in the delicate ragouts
that regale 1 the Roman epicures, but the place
|0f their growth was hidden in mystery.
I Such continued long to be the case.
Spices
^jwere brought from Ceylon and from the Indian
jjArchipelago, chiefly overland, by one caravan
;hfter another, until the trader, entering the
gates of the Eternal City, was ignorant whence
his burden was derived.
Long, indeed, after
fhe commencement of the Christian era, during
fhe flourishing period of Venetian commerce,
Uie islands of the East were known only throui-h
fumors swelled into romance or the reports of
Merchants disposed to exaggerate in fanciful
i.inguage the wealth and the wonders of a region
Concerning which there were none to contradict
Ihera. Marco Polo, in the fourteenth century,
^nd John Batnta wrote various accounts of
he Oriental islands ; yet it was not until 1506
hat Portugal gained a direct intercourse, discovired Sumatra, conquered Malacca or the Malay
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Peninsula, and then explored the Spice Islands
lying in that vast sea which rolls between Borneo and New Guinea.
The Spice Islands, properly so called, consist
of Amboyna, the Bandas, Zernate, Tidor, Batchian, with many others too small to be noticed
in detail. They are of great beauty, rising in
the form of irregular cones from the sea, green
and verdant, and displaying landscapes among
the most picturesque in the world. None of
them are very large ; but in the costliness of
their products they excel every other region.
The spices they produce were at one time so
highly prized in Europe that merchants gained
three thousand per cent, on their original cost.
The Portuguese first, and the Dutch next occupied the islands, establishing a system of monopoly which has been their curse. In order to
enhance the value of the cloves and nutmegs,
they rooted all the trees except those in three
or four islands, forbidding the people to sell to
any other nation, and punishing with the utmost cruelty any infraction of this law. History
has to record no more revolting horrors than
occurred in the Molucca group. In some of the
islands all the people were slaughtered, and not
a vestige of the original population allowed to
remain. Some sketches of this system may be
introduced in a later portion of this article. Let
us now describe the precious commodities which
tempted the Dutch to heap such odium on their
name as a colonizing nation.
The clove-tree, though introduced by naturiilists into other parts of the world, is peculiar
to the Indian Archipelago. Of all useful plants,
it has, perhaps, the most limited geographical
distribution.
It was originally confined to five
275
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of cultivation is practised in Amboyna, where
it is a foreign plant ; but in its n.ative islands,
where it has been all but extirp.ated, whole
forests grow without culture, producing a rich
fruit, and flourishing for a hundred years untended by the care of m.an. Much depends on
the quality of the soil, the abundance of moisture, and the absence of a worm which occasionally heads in a plantation, destroying thousands of ti'ees in a season.
Where it is cultivated, the tree is propagated

THE

CLOVE

PLAST.

islands, tut is now allowed to be grown only in
Amboyna, where it is not indigenous, and produces far less tlian in tlie parent soil ; such is
the blindness of monopoly. It has been described as the most beantifnl, the most elegant,
and the most precious of all known trees. In
form it resembles the laurel, with the height of
a common cherry-tree. A straight trunk rises
about five feet before throwing out branches.
The bark is smooth, thin, and firmly laid on ;
■ the wood is bard and close-grained, but of an
ugly color, which prevents its employment in
cabinet work. About May — which, in the native country of the clove, leads in the rainy
season — the tree sprouts abundantly, and, the
young leaves multiplying, all the plantation
displays a mass of foliage of the most tender
tints of green. The blossoms then begin to
form, followed by the fruit ; at first of a berylcolor, changing to primrose, deepening into
blood-red, and varying thence to crimson, when
it is fit for gathering, though scarcely ripe. Indeed, the mature clove loses much of its flavor
and fragrance. Five varieties are distinguished
— the common, the female, the long, the royal
which is very rare, and the wild, which is worthless. From the first three a rich essential oil
is extracted, valuable to the chemist. The
cloves, called by the Chinese "odoriferous
nails," are most abundant where dark loam
prevails, resting on a stratum of dusky yellow
earth, intermixed with stones. The best situations are at a moderate distance from the sea,
under the shelter of hills. A uniform method

either directly from the "mother cloves," or
by transpfanting the young shrubs that spring
up spontaneously from seeds scattered by the
wind. This plan is preferred, the plants raised
by the other method being observed to yield
more leaves than fruit ; and, growing veiy
straight, are difficult to climb in the gathering
or harvest season. The planter cannot reckon
on success until his trees have reached a height
of five or six feet, as in the eaily stages of their
progress they are delicate, requiring to be
shaded from the sun and shelteied from the
wind. Gradually tliey are exposed to the open
sky, witli a few palms scattered among them.
Care must be taken to prune the branches, to
weed the ground, and keep the plantation
sufficiently open to the heat and light, or the
hopes of the proprietor may be blasted by a crop
of wild cloves.
About October, the aspect of Amboyna, which
is crowded with clove-plantalions, is singularly
picturesque. The whole island, with its centr.il
hill and bold volcanic peak, its mountains
traced by the tracks of scorching lava streams,
its shores belted by graceful woods of palms, its
plains, diversified by piles of verdant hillocks,
appear at intervals, painted with tints of crimson, growing amid masses of rich green foliage,
and absolutely dazzling under the splendor Cif
a sun never clouded all that season in an orieut.-il
sky. Then commences the harvest. The natives, divided into gangs and attended by Dutch
overseers, crowd the plantations, and the ground
is swept cle.in as the floor of an English granary.
There is no wind to shake down more leaves,
and the whole remains exquisitely neat. The
picking is next begun. The nearest clusters
are taken by the hand, the more distant by the
aid of crooked sticks, men climbing among the
branches and showering down the fragrant
h.arvest to the ground. Particular care is taken
not to injure the trees, as when roughly handled they sometimes cease bearing for years.
When gathered, the cloves are piled on hurdles,
and submitted for several days to the action vi
smoke from a slow wood fire. They are thcu
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driel in llie snii, turning bUuk in the process,
in which statt* tliey are fit as an article of commerce. Some few of the cultivators scald them
In hot water before they are smoked. The
Inferior sorts are merely dried in the sun ; these
may be discovered by their shrivelled appearance. The dealers generally mix them largely
with the better qualities. A good tree, well
cnltivated, produces about twenty-five pounds ;
though, as two-thirds of them are generally
barren, and many others poor bearers, the
average of a plantation does not^exceed five
pounds. Occasionally, nevertheless, instances
occur of far greater fecundity. One tree is told
of by writers entitled to credit which bore l.lOO
pounds. Another was known long to exist in
the west of Amboyna which, in the year 1748,
yielded 140 pounds. Its trunk was eight feet
!n -diameter, .ind the natives, assigning it an
age of one hundred and fifty years, held it sacred. Such, however, are extraordinary instances. The produce of an acre is usually
about 330 pounds, which, calculating them at
the price now paid for them in England, is
worth about sixty guineas. There can be no
doubt, however, that, under a lil>eral system,
the produce of cloven in the Molacc.is might be
increased to an infinite degree. The demand
for them, however, has diminished in Europe,
while among the people of their native country
they have never been consumed. At one period, spices were eaten at every meal, sweetened in preserves, and spread upon cakes, or
pickled in vinegar with honey. The excessive
use of them has been pronounced injurious to
the constitution, tliough when the sailoi-s of
the north ate them every morning, masticated
them instead of their tobacco, mingled them
in their spirits, the scurvy was kept out of the
vessels.
Next to the clove, the nutmeg is the most
curious of spices. Its geographical distribution
is far more extensive. Flourishing to perfection in the Moluccas, it thrives well in New
Guinea, Borneo, and the little-known island of
Ceram ; but the Dutch, have endeavored to
confine its cultivation to Pulo Aye, Banda, and
Nera. Nutmegs of fine flavor are produced on
the western borders of the Archipelago, and
have been found also in Australia, though
tasteless and without value.
The nutmeg-tree (Siix J/yn'sd'ca) grows on
its native soil to the height of forty or fifty feet,
with a well-branched stem, somewhat resembling the clove in appearance. A smooth bark,
ash-colored, with a deep shade of green, incloses a red, succulent wood, full of a crimson
yoL. LXiii. — 24
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sap, which forms an indelible dye, though not
applied to that purpose, since to obtain it it is
necessary to destroy the tree. The leaves are
like those of the pear, but larger and sharper,
with the under surtice a dark green and the
upper gray, a characteristic in trees of the nut
tribe. When pounded or bruised tliey yield a
rich aromatic odor.
Coming to maturity about its ninth year, the
nutmeg-tree usually lives to the seventy-fifth.
The manner of its natural propagation is exceedingly curious, and baflles all the efl'orts of
the Dutch to extirpate it from the islands. A
certain blue pigeon, called by the Malays the
nutmeg-bird, by the Hollanders the nut-eater,
feeds on the pulpy covering, called mace, which
envelops the fruit. This only being digested,
the nutmegs are scattered over the islands,
abundantly supplied with a kind of guano manure, and groves of trees spring up as though
by magic where the inveterate watchfulness of
the Dutchman had previously not left a root.
When they are three years old the saplings
are transplanted carefully, and interspersed
throughout parks of palm, whose shade they
require. There is a law in Banda against hewing down any of these trees.
The nutmeg bears fruit all the year, though
April, July, and August are the regular harve^t
seasons. The plantations display an aspect of
unequalled beauty. Millions of little white
heads sparkle on the trees, betokening the
fruit in its first stage. At the same time flowers— like the lily of the valley, advanced a stage
beyond — glitter amid the green foliage, and
from these small red pistils spring, expanding
gradually throughout uiiie mouths into the
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perfect fruit. The nut, with its covering of
mace, has the size and appearance of a nectarine. Round it runs a furrow, like that on one
side of a peach. The outer coat is smooth, and
green during the early stage of its existence.
As it ripens, a flush overspreads it, like that
of the apricot. At length this covering, which
resembles the thick rind of a walnut, bursts
and discovers the rich crimson coat of mace,
exhibiting through its interstices a glossy black
shell, the last covering of the nut. Under the
heat of the sun these breathe out the finest
perfumes —
A rich fruit's rind,
Fragrant and sweet, and fluted by the wind*.
They are then gathered, and the rind thrown
away, while the nuts are carried to the stores
to be separated from the mace. This is dried
in the sun for some days, changing its gorgeous
crimson into a dull red, and ultimately a dusky
yellow.
The nuts have to be cured with much attention, a certain insect always breeding in them,
which it is necessary to extirpate. They are
daily smoked on hurdles, over a slow wood
fire, during two or three months. They are then
freed from the shells, dipped in lime-water,
and are then fitted for the market. Such is the
planter's task in the Moluccas. In the island
of Pinang, however, In the Straits of Malacca,
■where the cultivation has been introduced, a
far more laborious process has to be pursued.
A deep-red friable soil, a well-sheltered, welldrained, yet well-irrigated spot, must be chosen.
The stumps of trees must be removed, the nests
of white ants extirpated, the ground trenched,
manured, and nuts perfectly ripe selected for
seed — those of a spherical form being the best — •
and placed in the earth twenty-four hours after
being gathered. Then the "nursery" must be
continually weeded, smoked with bonfires, and
thinned ; the young shrubs, transplanted to
the plantation and set into large holes, covered
over with sheds filled up with manure and burnt
earth, and supplied from time to time with
liquid fish manure. ' The ground must be kept
loose, that the roots may spread. Very curious processes have been found by Dr. Oxley to
improve the tree and enrich the flavor of its
fruit — dead animals buried near, blood poured
on the earth, fish and oilcake — but not the muchlauded guano, which is injurious. Besides
these accurate details of attention, the trunk of
the tree should, once a year, be washed with
soap and water, to keep it clear of moss.
* John Stebbing.
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In weeding the plantation, also, much discrimination ito
s be practised. Certain grasses
are destructive, certain others beneficial to the
nutmeg-tree, which, it will thus be seen, is in a
foreign soil a tender subject for culture, though,
when once brought to maturity, it thrives long
and well, rewarding the planter by an abundance
of the fragrant nuts so highly prized in Europe.
Formerly they were eaten at dessert, preserved
in syrup, like the cloves, or pickled in sweet
vinegar.
In drying the nuts, great care is taken not to
shrivel them by the application of excessive
heat. Having been cured, they cannot be too
soon sent to market ; whereas the mace is not
valued in Loudon until, after being kept a few
months, it has lost its crimson tinge, which
deepens into a golden color.
The produce of nutmegs in the Banda Isleg is
about six hundred thousand pounds annually,
and of mace a fourth of that quantity. Of
cloves, about three hundred thousand pounds
are exported to Europe, China, Bengal, and the
United States. As, however, we have already
said, the monopoly which has ever restricted
the culture of spices confines the amount of
their produce, the islands having been watered
with human blood to preserve the privilege of
exclusive trade.
A visitor to the London Docks may observe
the bags of cloves there piled. When once
ready for sale, it requires little care, keeping
well, and not easily injured. They are now sold
at a comparatively low rate, though formerly
considered the most costly articles of commerce.
Among the first direct traders to the Spice Islands
were the companies of Magellan, who gave at
the rate of £12 for about six cwt. of cloves.
These were sold at 3,000 per cent, profit in
England. To enhance the price, the Dutch
destroyed myriads of trees, paying small pensions to the native chiefs to carry on the process
year by year. The Moluccas, indeed, contain
Uie only farms for the culture of nutmegs and
cloves. The natives tend the plantations, collect the produce under inspection, carry it to
the stores, receive a fixed price — about 3Jd. a
pound. A considerable contraband trade also
exists, though the smugglers expose themselves
to immense peril — death being the punishment
of a plebeian, banishment the award of a native
noble. To complete these preoRutions, a squadron of lightly-built galleys annually visits all
the islands in the group, to enforce the regulations, to seize and punish offenders, to compel
the destruction of illegal plantations, and uphold the exclusive privileges of the Dutch. In
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consequence of this demoralizing, tyrannical,
wasteful system, the Uoluct-a IslaiuU have degenerated from age to age, until they now exist
as a monument to the grasping cupidity and
blind ambition of Holland.
Next in order among these familiar accounts
of spices, the ciunamou introduces itself. The

crxsAMox.
name means Chinese wood, and it has been dis]iuted which is the native country of the tree.
Certainly, it appears to have flourished from
the remotest period in China, though in Ceylon,
also, the natural adaptation of the soil to its
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It was late in October, and though the air
was keen and frosty without, a bright, bickering
fire diffused a genial warmth through the sitting-room ofa rambling old farmhouse, which
had evidently been constructed with a view to
convenience rather th.in architectural beauty.
The room looked very cheerful in the ruddy
glow of the firelight, which searched out every
nook and corner, and would have made the one
solitary candle in the well-burnished candlestick unnecessary, had it not been that one of
the two persons sitting near the fire was busy
with her needle. This was Josepha, the only
daughter of .Joseph Ashton, the proprietor of
the adjacent farm, which, though hard and
rock-bound, was productive from being care-
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cultivation, with many other circumstances,
lead us to suppose it was indigenous there.
Certain it is, also, that the ancients knew the
virtues, and eiijoyeil the flavor and fragrance
of this curious product. It was known to the
Greeks and Romans under a u.inie closely similar to that we bestow on it, but was so rare and
costly that none but the wealthy could purchase
it. Some say it was at first used by birds in the
construction of their nests, and collected in this
form, none knowing where and how it grew.
That it came from the East was generally supposed, but, as with nutmegs and cloves, its
native place was a great mystery.
In 1506, it was discovered to flourish wild in
Ceylon ; and thenceforward that island was
highly esteemed on account of its production.
In 1770 an improved quality was obtained by
cultivation by the Dutch governor. The chiefs
at first resisted the attempt, which shocked
their prejudices, and vast numbers of trees
were destroyed by the natives, who went out
at night and poured boiling water over them.
This feeling, however, gave way before the perseverance of the Europeans, and Ceylon was
gradually covered with cinnamon gardens.
Thousands of acres, unvaried by any other
cultivation, are covered by plantations of this
elegant and aromatical laurel. The general aspect is that of a vast laurel-copse, with a few
trees of extraordinary growth shooting up to
the height of forty or fifty feet, with a trunk
twentv inches in diameter.
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fully cultivated. She was now seated on one
side of a small light-stand, while opposite her,
in a low rocking-chair, sat a comely-looking
woman engaged in knitting a seamed stocking,
which had arrived at that hopeful st.ate towards
completion called the "toeing olT." The confidence and aflTection manifested by each towards
the other might have made them mistaken —
as, indeed, they often were — for mother and
daughter. But Josepha Ashton had long been
motherless. The rosebush which she and her
brother tSeorge so carefully planted one bright
May morning had the last summer for the
eighth time slied its white blossoms on the
turf beneath, which their mother was calmly
sleeping.
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The ties which hound the two together —
Josepha Ashton and Rhoda Ellis— sitting on
either side of the little maple light-stand, were
not those of consanguinity. They had first
found root in the warm and kindly heart of her
■who now sat in the low rocking-chair, and who
]jad watched with affectionate solicitude over
•Tosepha's infancy and childhood. She' had
heen in the family ever since Mr. Ashton's
juarriage, and, on account of Mrs. Ashton's
failing health, was soon obliged, in addition to
the duties of domestic service, to assume those
of the housekeeper, which were carefully and
efficiently performed.
"What will George and Josepha do, if you
go away ?" was the question which Mr. Ashton
asked her when, soon after the death of his
wife, she spoke to him about leaving.
"Sure enough, poor things ! what can they
do with nobody but a, stranger to take care of
them, and for them to tell their childish sorrows to ?" And, as she spoke, tears sprung to
her eyes.
" If yon could only stay," said Mr. Ashton.
" I can and xcUl!" And Rhoda Ellis took off
her bonnet and shawl in a very decided manner.
The subject w.as never again mentioned.
There were not wanting those who soon began
to whisper among themselves that Rhoda Ellis
would make Mr. Ashton an excellent second
wife. The subject at last, after being a good
many times discussed, was mentioned to her.
The way, however, in which it was received
prevented it from being renewed whenever she
was present. There was a solemnity, even
severity in the manner she spoke of what she
termed their foolish and wicked gossip, which,
if persisted in, might be the means of driving
her from a place where she could minister to
the wants of two motherless children who had
learned to love her. It both surprised and
abashed them, for they had not looked for anything of the kind from the lips of the easy,
good-natured Rhoda Ellis, as she had always
been called in the neighborhood.
"You mipht know, if you don't," said she, in
winding up her remarks, "that Mr. Ashton
has no thought of a second wife ; and if he had,
it isn't I, or, as to that, any one in this part of
the country who could fill the place of such a
woman as Ella Ashton was."
But Rhoda Ellis, to say the least, was one of
the best of housekeepers, being always ready
for the performance of whatever came within
the province of her duties.
For the last two years she had been silently
and gradually yielding the direction of the
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household affairs to Josepha, who was now
eighteen. Rhoda was very proud of her, and
she had reason to be.
"She has the same ways her mother had,"
she would often say ; "and, if she isn't called
handsome, her looks suit me."
And, as Josepha sat there, plying her needle,
with the crimson flashes of the wood-fire brightening her complexion, rich and pure with the
hues of health, and shimmering over her shining hair, parted back from her forehead with a
wavy, undulating grace, almost any one who
had seen her would have been ready to echo
her remark. Yet, after all, it was her bright,
sparkling smile which gathered the dimples'
round her red lips, and sometimes broke into
one of those sudden ringing laughs, sweet as
gushes of bird melody, that did more thau
aught else to brighten the faces and waim the
hearts of the home circle.
This evening the lighting np of her countenance was more frequent and more brilliant
than usual, for her mind was full of fond and
pleas.ant thoughts of her absent brother, wlio
was now daily expected. Now and then she
spoke of him to Rhoda, who was quite as proud
of him as she was of Josepha, and loved him
almost as well. And she and his father and
sister had reason to be proud of him ; he had
just left college, having graduated with the
highest honors ; and then he was so handsome,
so frank, and so noble-minded ; he was generous, too. It is true that he was apt to be
thoughtless, which caused him in some instances to be too lavish when his father's
somewhat straitened circumstances were taken
into view ; but these indiscretions were readily
forgiven. " It does him so much good to be
generous," Rhoda would say. It probably
would have done him less good if he had been
sensible of the unceasing toil and careful economy to which his father, in his great reverence
for learning, had cheerfully submitted to secure
to him the benefit of a liberal education. It
was very possible that, like the parents of
Dominie Sampson, Mr. Ashton might have a
hope— though, like theirs, it was certainly not
founded on any uncommon seriousness of disposition manifested by his son— that he "might
wag his paw in a pulpit yet." Even Rhoda
Ellis, though not exactly conscious of it. was
stimulated to exertion and sustained under
many personal privations by a lurking ambition
which pointed to a similar result. As for Josepha, with that cheerfulness and buoyancy of
spirits which are the natural gifts of youth and
health, no toil was too severe, no self-sacrifice
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too great if they couM be made coiulncive to
her bicither's comfort aud enable him to maintain that decree of fitness aud propriety in his
dress which would impart respectaliility to liis
personal appearance and save him from being
an object of mirth to his fellow-students ; for
even her limited experience had taught her
that a threadbare ooat, a napless hat, and
dilapidated shoes made their wearer, in the
eyes of the gay aud thoughtless, a legitimate
subject for banter ami ridicule.
" I have been tbiuking," said Rhoda, " that
you had better buy the silk for your uew gown
before long ; the last time wo were over to the
village we saw a piece of silk at Smith's store
that would just suit you, and if you don't
make sure of some of it soon, it may all bo
gone."
" t don't know but that I ought to give up
having it," replied Josepha.
"Well, / know that you hadn't. Yon are
eighteen now, and there isn't a girl in Mapleton but what thinks she must have a silk gown
when she arrives at th.at age. Even Job Brockle's daughter had one then, though she has to
earn every inch of her clotiiing by going out to
work. And then we 've both of us been trying
so hard for full six months to scrape together
the wherewitlial to buy it with."
Just as she finished speaking, they heard somn
one enter the outer door, and the next moment
that communicating with the sitting-room was
unceremoniously thrown open, giving entrance
to a lad of fourteen. He was tall of his age,
had a tliin, freckled face, large gray eyes, and
a wide mouth. The habitual cast of his countenance was sad and wistful, but the moment
he saw Josepha it was irr,^diated with a smile,
the effect of which wiis almost magical, so entire was the transformation it wrought in the
expression of his features, particularly of his
eyes aud mouth. With a shambling gait,
greatly enhancing the general awkwardness of
his appearance, he walked up to where she was
sitting, and handed her a letter.
" Thauk you. Natty," said she. "Did you
get it at the post-office ?"
"Yes'm."
" And you've walked a whole mile this sharp,
frosty evening to bring it to me." And as she
spoke she glanced at his thin, insufficient
clothing, which exhibited rents so large and
numerous as to make it safe to conclude th.it
whoever had the care of it did not realize tlie
truth of the old adage that "a stitch in time
saves nine." " Take a chair. Natty, and draw
np close to the fire."
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" I shouldn't miu'l goin' as fur ag'in," he
replied, taking a chair and pl.acing it near one
corner of tlie fireplace, " for the sake of gettin'
a few sich words as I 'm al'ays sure of if I do
anytliing to obleege you ; and as for being cold,
what do I care, when jest a glimpse of your
face, which al'ays seems to have a whole heaji |
of sunshine in it, makes me feel so glad and
warm here" — placing his hand on his side —
" that it 's enough sight better to me than Mr.
Hardley's new greatcoat is to him."
" I don't doubt it a bit," said Rhoda.
"Have you had any supper. Natty ?" inquired
Josepha, who noticed that his eyes often rested
on a covered dish near the lire, containing some
hash intended for her father, who had gone to
the mill.
" None to speak of; Miss Hardley ain't willin' I should eat much at night, 'cause she
says 'twill make me sick if I do, and then
there '11 be a doctor's bill to pay."
Rhoda Ellis put aside her knitting, for she
understood the look which Josepha gave her,
and left the room ; in a few minutes she returned with a large plate in which were plenty
of doughnuts and a smaller one containing
several thick, substantial slices of cheese. Having put them on a little round table, which she
drew close to Natty's side, she took from a
cupboard a large custard pie, that crowning
delieacy of a country bill of fare, at least in the
estimation of the younger members of a family.
Rhoda Ellis, who, had she possessed the means
of following her own generous impulses, would
liave been the Lady Bountiful, not only of Mapleton, but the whole country, hastened to
pl.ace a piece of tlie custard on Natty's plate,
of dimensions so ample that the angle dipping
into the heart of the pie liad none of that
provoking acuteness common to that particular
part. With its rim of flaky crust and goldenliued surface, looking more delicious from being
flecked with brown, tlie sight of it might have
made the mouth of a boy of fourteen water who
had been subjected to a regimen far less severe
than poor Natty.
"There," said Rhoda, "you must eat all the
pie, and as m.any of the doughnuts as you can ;
1 'II warrant 'em not to hurt you. The cold,
frosty air will take care of that."
A longing look at the tempting food, a bashful,
sidelong glance at Josepha, who apparently
was wholly absorbed in the contents of her
letter, and then, taking heart of grace, he no
longer hesitated to obey Rhoda 's command.
" I told you that you must eat all of the pie,"
said she, seeing him, in the nice, gingerly
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manner which he thought so great a delicacy
deservefi, cut it into two equal parts, one of
which he carefully put aside.

with. I dare say that paper which will answer
the purpose can be obtained over to the village
for a dollar a roll.

"Yes, Natty, eat it all," said Josepha, looking up from her letter.
And he did eat it all, and hy the time he had
finished, his lips and cheeks, wliicli had looked
pinched and blue with the cold, had turned red,
and his eye? looked bright and beaming. When
he left, he had mittens on his hands and a nice
warm comforter round his neck.

You may expect to see us in just a week
from the date of this letter. I am aware that
I ought to have let you know sooner ; but,
somehow, there have been so many tilings to
engage my attention that time slipped away
imperceptibly. I would say a, few words relative to the expediency of some addition to your
wardrobe did I not know that a girl of eighteen
never fails to have such articles of dress on
hand as are proper and becoming in a case of
emergency.

" Is the letter from George ?" inquired Rhoda
Ellis, as soon as Natty was gone.
"Yes," replied Josepha, rather absently, as
if her thoughts were busy on some perplexing
subject.
"I am afraid," said Rhoda, "that he isn't
coming home as soon as he expected, or he
wouldn't have written."
► "Yes, he is. I will read the letter to you."
And she read as follows : —
Mt i>ear Sistkr : I am passing a few days
with Aubrey Chester, who, as you have often
heard me say, was my room-mate the last two
years we were in college. I could not well
refuse his pressing invitation, as I would willingly have done, knowing as I did that accepting it would involve the necessity of inviting
liim to return my visit. I took an early opportunity to request that he would accompany me
when I returned home, which he assented to
without hesitancy, as I very well knew that he
would, from certain allusions I had heard him
make relative to the charm of those social gatherings peculiar to the country, such as applebees, huskings. qniltings, etc.
When at home, Aubrey is accustomed to
living in almost princely style, which will suggest
to you the necessity of doing what you can to
make things decent and comfortable, for when
the best is done that can be, the contrast will
be sufficiently glaring. It is impossible for me
to go into the minntise of what ought to be
done, or even what cannot well be left undone.
All that sort of thing I leave to the ingenuity
of yon and our good, kind Rhoda, possessing
as I do unbounded faith in the abundance of
your resources, which in time of need never
appear to fail you, and which in the paucity of
my own inventive powers I never should dream
of. I will barely name nne thina which cannot
be omitted ; the spare chamber, which, of course,
must be appropriated to Aubrey's use, mitsi be
papered. It ought to be painted, too ; but
Rhoda's skill in the art of renovating is such
that the painting may possibly be dispensed

Thus far Rhoda Ellis had preserved a grave
silence, but this allusion to Josepha's dress was
so great a tax on her equanimity that she could
no longer retain the appearance of composure.
" 1 should like to know where he thinks the
articles come from," said she, with a voice and
look of great indignation. " I never knew
anybody to be so thoughtless as he is. This is
the second time we 've got enough together to
buy you a silk gown, and now 'twill all have
to go into the spare chamber for the sake of one
who is a stranger to us, and who has ways and
means enoxigh to enjoy himself without coming
to such a poor place as this is."
"Don't think about the silk gown," said
Josepha ; " I gave it up the moment I read the
letter, and even before it came I hadn't, as you
know, exactly made up my mind about having
"But you wanted to have it, for all that; I
know all about it." And she gave her head a
little toss, a way she had when anything occurred to make her angry, which, to her credit,
was very
it." seldom.
Josepha did not contradict her assertion ;
she did wish for the dress, and not only that,
she needed it ; but self-abnegation was a virtue
which had already become familiar to her, and,
after a short struggle with that desire which
any young girl similarly situated would naturally feel to appear attractive in the eyes of
others, she bravely and cheerfully dismissed
the subject from her mind.
"On the whole," said she, speaking up in her
bright, cheerful way, "it is fortunate that we
had some motive for getting the money together.
Had it not been so, we should now be without
the means of complying with George's request,
and the room does want renovating and brightening up. I was thinking the other day, when
looking at the dull, lead-colored paper, how
gloomy it made the chamber look."
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"Well, Aubrey Chester won't care whetlier
it 's the color of lead, or of gold. For my part,
I think you are of mach more cooseqneuce than
the spare chamber is."
"Oh. I can do quite well with this," and Josepha rose as she spoke, and held np the winter
dress she h.id been making for herself, in which
she had set the last stitch. "Only see," she
added, "what a warm, rich brown it is!"
" Well, it is a good color, nobody can deny
that ; and it 's a nice fine, soft piece of cloth,
too." And as she examined il, the look of pood
humor which, aliove all others, was the characteristic trail of her countenance, displaced the
cloud hovering on her brow.
A degree of self-complacency, too, mighthave
been observable, and well it might be ; for the
cloth was of her own manufacture, and colored
with moss Josepha had gathered, plenty of
which could be found adhering to the large
lilocks of granite lying round the fields and pastures.
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necessity had compelled him to labor almost
unremittingly with his hands, the expression
of his countenance, and those lines indicating
intellectual power, showed that he had not suffered his mind to lie waste. As he took his
seat at the table which had been placed in comfortiible proximity to the fire, Josepha held np
her brother's letter.
"From George," said she. "lie says we
may expect to see liim next Tuesday."
" We shall all be glad to see him."
He said this very quietly, but Josepha knew,
by the ruddy glow which it sent to his cheek,
that the thoncht of his coming warmed his
blood. By the time he had finished his snpper. she had, in her own pleasant way. omitting
only the allusion to her dress, made known to
him the different items contained in the letter.
" I shall be glad — heartily glad to have his
friend Aubrey come with him," said he. " Besides, the hospitality which he has accepted,
should be reciprocated ; but as to the chanil'er,

" As there 's a good deal to do, and a short
dingy as it is, I believe it must remain so ; I "ve
only the means of raising money enough to pay
time to do it in," said Joseplia, "we must set
the taxes, and never in my life, except in case
.nbout it at once. If father isn't going to make
of sickness, have I suffered them to remain unuse of the horse, you and I must go over to the
village as soon as we can, after breakfast. I
paid the first time they were called for."
think it will be best to go round by Aunt Sally
" Papering the chamber is our affair," said
Rhoda, who in her secret heart, notwithstandFarnsworth's — it won't be much farther that
ing her recent, somewhat angry demonstration,
way— and see if she won't come home with us,
would have preferred living on bread and water
and help about papering the room. Aunt Sally
for weeks, rather than to have George disapis one of those who can turn her hand to anypointed. "As long as I can get well paid for
thing, you know."
" Ves, and if we can only get that done, I
all the knitting I can do." she went on to say,
" if it is a slow way of earning money, I guess
sha'n't care for the rest. If money is hard to
when added to what Josepha gets by making
pet at, where there "s a farm as well cultivated
netting fringe, which everybody, now-a-d.ays,
as your father always cultivates his. there 's no
must, to be in the fashion, have to trim the
f(-ar but that there '11 be a plenty to eat and
window and bed curtains with, that we can
drink."
I
buy
a few rolls of room-paper, and have some" And that which is good, when you 're about, "
s.aid Josepha ; "how is the maple-sugar — isn't I thing left in the locker."
I " Well, daughter, you and Rhoda can do just
that getting low ?"
" No, we *ve a plenty to last till the time
as you think best about it," was Mr. Ashtou's
answer.
comes round to make it ag.iin."
Mr. Ashton's return from mill, with his wagon
Josepha and Rhoda rose an hour earlier than
loaded with bags of wheat flour, and rye and
usual the following morning, that they might
Indian meal, was the signal for .losepha to put
the tea to draw, while Rhoda hastened to make
have time for the dairy-work before hre.akfast ;
so the sun was not more than half an honr
some toast. This, with the warm hash, some
high when they were ready for their drive to
slices of cold ham, with the addition of doughthe village. Early as it was, Sir White Stocknuts and cnstard-pie, such as had given strength
to Natty, and rejoiced his heart, were ready by
ings had been harnessed to the old square-top
chaise full fifteen minutes, during which, with
the time Mr. .Aihton had stabled his horse, and
the morning sun shining on his glossy coat, he
deposited his bags in the store-room.
had stood hitched to the gate-post, indulging
Mr. .Ashton's personal appearance was such
in a delicious nap.
as would have caused the eye of a stranger to
single him out iu a mixed assembly.
While
Sir White Stockings, notwithstanding his
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aristocratic prefix, meekly performed his daily
duties as horse of all work ; having never been
known, in a single instance, to falsify the docility warranted — as those said who professed
to he judges — by Lis white feet, which had
suggested his name. Had it not been so, Ehoda
Ellis, who had great confidence in her knowledge
of managing a horse, would have insisted on
driving ; but now, without leluctance, she yielde 1 the reins to Josepha, who, in common with
most young persons of either sex, was ambitious
to exhibit Uer skill, and who cherished a secret
liope that tliey might meet numerous vehicles,
so as to render it the more conspicuous.
The day had arrived, near the close of which
George Ashton, accompanied by his friend,
Aubrey Chester, was expected home. Josepha,
in lier moss-colored gown, relieved round the
throat with a plain muslin ruffle, and with a
complexion brightened by exercise and expectation, was going round from place to place,
taking a final look to make herself sure that
everj'thing was in order. Last of all she an<l
Khoda went to see if all was just as it should be
iu the spare chamber.

ments more and George Ashton and Aubrey
Chester stood on the door-step. George was
too impulsive to stand much on ceremony in
the manner of introducing bis friend, but there
was a sincerity in the way he was welcomed
which made him feel very much at home.
" He isn't half as handsome as George," said
Rhoda, the first opportunity she had of speaking

"I couldn't have been made to believe,"
said Rhoda, "that the new paper would make
the room look so much better. Those sprays
of red roses, with tlieir buds and green leaves,
look almost like real ones, and tlie blue ground
i- exactly the color of the sky. And how well
the fringed netting on the curtains looks ; it is
white as the driven snow. If Aubrey Chester
wants a better or a pleasanter room than this

pitiate her.
It was not her sisterly fondness that made

is, according to my mind, he 's liard to please."
And as she spoke, she adjusted the cushion of
the great easy-chair, and grouped the peacock
feathers over the looking-glass, so that their
rich colors would show to more advantage.
"At any rate," replied Josepha, "we have
done our best, and if George is only satisfied I
sha'n't care."
"I hope nothing has happened to make
them put off coming, now we are all ready for
them," said Rhoda.
" That will soon be decided," was Josepha's
answer. "The stage has turned the corner,
and will be here in less than two minutes."
And she hastened down stairs, so if tliey did
come, she would be ready to welcome them.
They were not long held in suspense ; the
stage-coach soon began to diverge from its onward course, and just at the right point to
describe a graceful curve on the little smooth
expanse of swarded ground which fell with an
e.asy slope from the farm-liouse, and to bring
Ujj exactly opposite the front door.
A few mo-

apart to Josepha.
" Do you think he is ?"
"No, indeed; I have never yet seen any
one who was ; but I like his looks." As she
said these last words her voice dropped to a
low key, as if she was speaking to lierself rather
tlian to Rhoda.
"Well, I can't say that I exactly rfislike
them, but as he was the means of your not
having the silk gown, I have a kind of pique
against him, and have made up my mind that
I won't like either his looks or behavior ; and
I don't liiean to change it till I have time to
see more of him."
Josepha only smiled at the air of determination which Rhoda put on, as she well knew
that when most resolutely bent on being angry
a kind word, or look even, was sure to pro-

Josepha assent to Rhoda's remark relative to
her brother. George Ashton iccis liandsomer
than Aubrey Chester; yet there were few persons who, on being well acquainted with the
latter, would not have been too well satisfied
with his looks to notice that his features were
less finely moulded. His frank, open countenance, his pure white brow, on which was set
the unmistakable seal of intellect, his clear,
beaming eyes, and .above all his mobile mouth,
which, of all the indices of character, has been
said to be the truest and most reliable, formed
an ensemble which left nothing to be desired.
He had been at the farm-house about a week,
and he and Rhoda Ellis were the best of fjiends,
although for the first two or three days she
had carefully and persistently nursed her pique
against him, when Mrs. Sally Farnsworth, as
she often did, rode over to pass the day. She
was Mr. Asliton's only sister, and for many
years had been a widow. It is not unlikely
that she had some curiosity to see Aubrey
Chester, and it is certain that she wished to
know how the spare chamber looked with its
new paper, now that everything was restored
to order.
"Well, Josie," said her aunt, smoothing
down the folds of her rich chintz gown, preparatory to taking her seat in the arm-chair,
always appropriated to her use whenever she
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Di.tde them a visit, " I find that you aiil yotjr
brother, anil the other young college ?park are
all going to he invited to Susan Wiiiu's wedding."
"I am glad to liear it," replied Josephs;
"for I've no doubt but that (leorge and his
friend Aubrey will very much like to go."
"And shouldn't you like to go too?"' said
Mrs. Famsworth, giving Josepha a sharp look.
" Certainly, if it would be couvenient ; but it
won't be."
"Now, Josie, I desire to know liow you c.in
tell so long beforehand ?"
" How long is it ?"
" Let me see : to-day is Wednesday, and the
wedding is to be Thursday. 'Twill be just two
weeks from to-raorrow, then ; so you see that
you will have plenty of time to get ready in,
if you 've ever so many furbelows to make."
" As to that, aunt, you know I never wear
many furbelows : I don't look well in them."
The entrance of fieorge and Aubrey prevented
Mrs. Famsworth from pursuing the subject,
though she by no means felt satisfied. She,
therefore, after awhile, at a moment when
.losepha was busily employed with some little
task imposed by her brother, left the room,
miking a sign for Rhoda to follow her.
" Come," said she, as soon as she had closed
the door, "let us go up into the back chamber.
There 's something I want to speak about to
you."
Rhoda, with her curiosity a good deal excited,
followed in silence.
" There 's nobody round who '11 be likely to
overhear wh.at we say, is there?"
"Ohno," replied Rhoda, "there's no danger
of tliat. The partition between this room and
the spare chamber is rather (hin, but Aubrey
Chester isn't there now. He went out a minute
ago, and I saw him going over to the maples."
"Now, Rhoda," said Mrs. Famsworth, "I
want you to tell me, if you can, what there is
to prevent Josie from going to Susan Winn's
wedding."
"There isn't anything that I know of. Why
do you ask ?"
" Because, when I told her this morning that
she and her brother and the young college
spark that 's here were to have an invitation,
she said right off that it wouldn't be convenient
for her to go : so I kind of thought that there
might have been a little misnnderst.inding with
her and this Aubrey Chester."
"To my certain knowledge there Ufver has
been anything of the kind."
" What can be the reason, theu ? It cant be
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for the want of something suitable to we.ar, for
she couldn't wish for anything handsomer than
th.it dove-colored silk you told me she was
going
"Oh,to have."
I know all about it, now I Strange I
didn't think when you first asked me."
" Well, if it '3 no privacy, 1 should like to
have you tell me."
" It 's nothing but what you may know,
though Josie and I, too, thought 'twas best not
to say anything to her father about it ; for
'twould make him feel unpleasantly to kiioiv
that all the daughter he has can't dress as well
as other girls of her .age and station. Yon
know, as well as I do, that it 's no easy matter
for your brother to keep square with the world,
nor won't be, till he has the means of paying
up the rest of the money he was obliged to hire
for George's college e-ipenses." And without
further circumlocution, Rhoda informed her
why Josepha was obliged to give up having
the silk dress.
" I wish I could have known it a week sooner," said Mrs. Famsworth, when Rhoda hid
finished her narration; "for, then, I had
enough by me to purchase the silk and trimmings too, but a neighbor called on me the
other day, and wanted to borrow ten or a dozen
dollars for a month or two, so I let him have it.
-is for what corn and grain I liave to spare, it
must all go to p.ay the hired man. If Smith
would only take that nice piece of Hannel I
made last summer — there are full twenty-five
yards of it— in e.xchange for the silk, there
would be an end to the trouble ; but there 's
no use trying him, for I spoke to him about
taking it in the w.ay of tr.ade, only about three
weeks ago, and he said it wouldn't be salable.
I can't think of anything else I have to spare,
but I 'II look round after I go home and see if I
can't find something."
"Who knows but that you may?" said
Rhoda.
"I hope I shall, for 'twill be too bad for
Josie, who is so industrious, and so self-denying, to be obliged to stay moping at home for
the want of a gown that 's fit to wear, when her
brother and the young man from the city are
the means of depriving her of it. I haven't
forgot the time when I w.as young."
" Nor I, either ; and I can't help hoping that
something will turn up yet, so that she can
" .\men," said a voire the other side of the
partition, though not loud enough to be he.ard
by Mrs. Famsworth and Rhoda.
Though Rhoda Ellis was not mistaken in

go-"
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thinking that she saw Aubrey Chester going
towarils the maples, it was less recent than she
imagined ; and when she and Mrs. Farnsworth
sought the back chamber as a safe place for
their private conversation, he had had time
since he returned to nearly finish a long letter,
wliich the evening previous he had commenced
writing to his sister. A few words which he
overheard, while they excited liis curiosity,
at the same time caused him to believe that
by hearing mure he might think of some plan
liy which to remedy the little piece of fautily
injustice of which he had been the innocent
means. For this purpose, all he had to do was
to remain where he was : for although, on all
ordinary occasions, Rhoda Ellis was fairly entitled to a place in the category of those who
speak gentle and low, that " excellent thing in
woman, " she had so set her heart on Josepha's
having a silk ilress when she was eighteen that
she could not yet calmly look her disappointment in the face. The theme, therefore, as
usual proved exciting, causing her, without
her being aware of it, to raise her voice to a
higher key tlian was at all necessary ; while
Mrs. Farnsworth, nearly as much stirred up as
lierwarm and single-hearted interlocutor, spoke
in tones eciually loud and resonant.
Aubrey's first thought was to ride over to the
village, purchase the neccssai-y quantity of silk,
and hire Natty (he and Natty had several times
met, and had become good friends) to take it
to Mr. Ashton's. But this idea was quickly
abandoned. He had already found that there
were too many sharp, prying eyes, and too
many nimlile tongues in Mapleton for a transaction like that to remain a secret, and a girl of
Josepha Ashton's spirit and delicacy must not
be made the subject of invidious remark, such
as commonly spices a choice piece of gossip.
" Ah, I have it," said he to himself, when he
heard Mrs. Farnsworth lamenting the unsalableness of her piece of flannel. Having quickly formed a plan, of which the piece of flannel
was the nucleus, he at once commenced putting
it in operation. In a few moments the subjoined paragraph was added to what he had
already written to his sister: —
"This letter will reach you to-morrow evening. In your answer, which must be immediate, for it may be too late for my purpose
should I fail to receive it next Saturday, please
commission me to purchase some flannel, such
as is manufactured by farmers' wives and
daughters. The number of yards must not be
less than twenty-five. You will undoubteiUy
consider this a singular request for me to make ;

but all explanations must for the present be
deferred, or I shall miss getting my letter to
the post-office in season for the next mail."
His sister's answer, which he received at the
time requested, was as follows :—
"The homemade flannel is precisely what I
am in want of; a fabric of that description
being much needed for the use of several poor
families compelled by sickness and other adverse circumstances to accept assistance."
It was near sunset when Aubrey Chester,
with the letter in his hand, and equipped for a
ride, entered the sitting-room, where, as he
expected, he found Josepha and Rhoda.
"This letter is from my sister," said he,
"who wishes me to purchase some home-made
flannel. Do you think I can procure twenty-five
or thirty yaids of a good quality over to the
" No, " replied Rhoda, her countenaneebrightvillage?"
ening, " I don't believe there 's a single yard
to be sold at Smith's or either of the smaller
stores ; but I can tell you where you can get
some that 's real nice ; some that your Aunt
Sally made, Josie, and yon know that everything, let it be what it will, which comes out of
her hands is first-rate : always just as good as
it can be. How fortunate that she happened to
mention to me the other day that slie had
twenty-five yards of flannel she wanted to sell!"
"Nothing could have been more so," said
Aubrey Chester ; " and lest she should have an
opportunity to part with it, I will ride over
this evening, and make sure of it."
"Everything will come round right at last,
and you '11 have your silk gown, after all, I
really believe," said Rhoda, as soon as he was
" What makes you think so ?"
gone.
" Because, when your Aunt Sally was here
last Wednesday I told her about the disappointment you and I had met with about the
silk, and she said if she could only sell the
flannel, you should have it."
By ten o'clock the next Monday morning,
Mrs. Farnsworth made her appearance at the
farmhouse, accompanied by Lucy Ross, the
village dress-maker. Without comment, she
placed a package done up in brown paper on
the table. Having, with Josepha's assistance,
divested herself of her hood and cloak, she took
her accustomed seat in the large arm-chair,
where she sat long enough to attain that degree
of warmth favorable to the production of geniality and good-fellowship previous to making
any allusion to the package.
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"Josiu," she tkieu saiil, in liur quick, liriglit
way, " liand me tliat buuiile that 'a lying on
the table."
Joscplia did as she was desired, looking,
nieantiiiie,*profoundly uiioonsuious. Her aunt,
with great deliberation, jirocueded to undo the
hard knot— an operation nearly eiiual to picking
a lock— in which the twine was tied securing
the package, re[■u^ing to avail herself of the
aid of the scissors, protfered by the impatient
Rhoda, who was haunted by a vague feeling
which she would have been ashamed to express,
that, after all, the contents of the paper, like
fairy gold, might have changed to some worthless substance. The untying of the knot being
at length fairly achieved, Mrs. Farnsworth
folded aside the paper so as to reveal just a
glimpse of what it contained.
" tome this way, Josie," said she, "and tell
me what you think of this piece of silk."
"1 think I never saw any silk that I liked
better," was Josepha's answer. " It must have
come off of the piece we saw over to the village,
Rhoda."
" Yes, and we toth thought that it was one
of the most beautiful pieces of silk that we
ever set eyes on."
"Well, I'm glad you like it, Josie, for I
boaght it on purpose for you. There, you
needn't go to thanking me ; I did it to please
myself as much as you. I found out — no matter how — what the obstacle was to your going
to Susan Winn's wedding, and I was determined to remove it, if I could. Now, I don't
approve of laying out every cent on finery and
gimcracks such as the girls now-a-days think
they must have ; but your attending a wedding
with nothing better to wear than that mosscolored gown, pretty and decent as it is on
ordinary occasions, wasn't to be thought of, and
I didn't blame you forsaj-ing that you couldn't
go. And now, Josie, if you '11 just have a fire
kindled in your room, we shall be out of the
way, and Lucy and all of us can work to better
advantage."
The evening appointed for the wedding had
arrived.
Richard I'.age, the bridegroom, besides possessing many estimable moral quali1 ties, was quite good-looking, and, as the bride
i had for a year or two l>een the reigning belle,
I there was more truth in-the standing remark,
that they were the handsomest couple ever
married in Mapleton, than there usually is on
similar occasions.
At any rate, the guests, for
the time being, believed the assertion to be
true, the abundance and, excellence of the good
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cheer provided for their entertainment having
the effect to m.ake them on good terms with
themselves, which, as is common in such cases,
made them quick to perceive and ready to admit whatever was praiseworthy in others.
As to the legitimacy of Susan Winn's claim
to being the most beautiful girl in Mapleton,
Aubrey Chester, when asked his oi)inion, was
ready to allow that she w.as very pretty ; but
his eye wandered involuntarily towards Josepha, and the comparison which he mentally
made between them was by no means in favor
of the bride, rich and costly as were her outward adornings. If the truth could have been
known, the beauty of Josepha was, in his estimation, much heightened by the dove-colored
silk ; less on account of its being really becoming than from the secret knowledge he possessed
that it was obtained through his agency. Of
this, however, he was ignorant, it being a species
of self-love which, though by no means uncommon, istoo delicate and uuobtrusivw to be
readily recognized as such.
" Did you have a good time last evening?"
said Aubrey Chester, the next morning, to
Natty, who had been hired of his master by
Mr. Winn, to help take care of the horses.
"Yes, I did. 'Twas enough sight better than
to sit husking by moonlight all valone in the
barn, as I should have had to if I had stayed
at home. But I know of something that [
should like better 'n to be a king and to wear a
crown of gold and diamonds all the time."
"What is it, Natty?"
" What should it be but to live with Miss
.Josepha when she comes to be married, and
take care of the horses, and the carriage, and
suchlike?"
"Then you think that Miaa Josepha will be
married, some day ?"
"Yes, I do, and I shouldn't wonder if you
were of the same mind."
" Well, whenever she 's married, if 1 am
pre.'=ent and have a chance, I will speak a good
word
for you."
" Thank
you kindly. The place is the same
as mine ; for I am certain tliat if you ain't present, she "11 never be married."
It is really curious, and deeply interesting,
to watch the development of a young mind.
The flowers open so gently, and takes tlie light
and the air into it so lovingly. The trustingness of a child rebukes the rocky unbelief of
philosophic manhood.

GOOD
No organ of sense is so much the slave of
habit as tlie eye, therefore we should habituate
it to harmonj- of color and of form, and soon
will we turn with instinctive good taste from
tlie ill-arranged and vulgar to what is graceful
and becoming. Hence we should surround
children with what is oha.=te and beautiful in
design and form. Even their toys and books
should be selected with a view to elegance and
order ; and if for no other purpose, oxir girls
should be supplied with a handsome doll and
materials for dressing it, and according to the
taste displayed we should reward the little
workers. From their earliest years we should
train girls to a love of order and personal neatness. It is in the impressible years of their
cUibihood that the characteristics of the future
woman are formed. Little by little, imperceptibly, do principles and habits mould themselves, unseen, unnoticed separately, yet it will
be found that the whole tenor of after life is in
a great measure swayed by first impressions ;
and if the qualities which are natural to tbe
human kind are not checked in their earliest
growth, it will be found impossible to eradicate
them when arrived at maturity.
Art has of late made rapid progress amongst
us. We require handsome patterns in our
prints, room papers, tablecloths, etc., and the
splashy patterns which eternally repeated the
same ill-executed designs upon our wall, our
curtains, and our carpets have given place to
light and graceful tracery. We used to tread
on gigantic roses, growing without leaves or
branches from scarlet or blue baskets, while
flowers of unknown species curled in distorted
wreaths around. In all this we now follow nature and simplicity ; and so it should be in our
dress, for a multiplicity of colors distracts the
eye, and though it may dazzle for a while, it
fails to convey the idea of gentility or refinement.
All nature is intensely beautiful ; it appeals
to us in every form and in every color ; yet,
whether we behold her in the gorgeous drapery
of summer, or in the still richer glories of the
early autumn time, with its golden grain and
mellow fruit, there is nothing vulgar in the rich
robe she wears, for she stands before us, glorious and beautiful, in simple majesty, and Solomon in all his glory was not arrayed like one
of the starry gems that glitter on her verdaAt
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ADVICE.
mantle. Chesterfield judiciously observes that
we should study good taste in our dress as well
as in our manners, seeing we are invariably
judged by our appearance by those who have
no means of judging of us otherwise. It is often, indeed, the only thing observed during a
casual interview or first meeting. ' ' Appearance
is something to every one, and everything to
some people," and they who present a genteel
exterior are mostly treated with deference and
respect ; always so, indeed, if to good dress
they unite good manners and a courteous demeanor.
Young ladies when they get married should
not relax their habits of personal neatness and
graceful deportment, always so charming and
becoming in their girlish days, and which were
thought indispensalle then in aiding them to
create an agreeable impression, and setting off
in the most engaging light their natural advantages. No fear of a young lady presenting herself before her lover in the days of courtship,
when each is solicitous to please, in a slovenly
or tawdry condition. Yet too often does she
drop into careless, slipshod ways in the home
to which that same young man has taken her to
share with him, and he is indeed an object of the
greatest commiseration whose domestic feelings
cannot be gratified by the neat and ladylike
appearance of her whom he has selected from
the rest of her sex to make his home a bright
and pleasant one.
Some will tell you their husbands raise such
a "fuss" about the expense of dress. "They
had rather want than ask." But few men nowa-days refuse their wives the means of dressing
genteelly, if not expensively, and if they can
afford to do no more, surely it is the interest
and the duty of the wife to consider so, and to
turn to best advantage what she has.
To be agreeably and prettily dressed it is not
necessary to be expensively so ; it is all a matter
of taste and j udgment. An over-dressed woman
is never a well-dressed woman. How many
richly-dressed people do we see, who, from the
ill-adjustment of colors and material, we pronounce positively vulgar, gaudy paroquets in
their high-colored plumage, literally female
Josephs, in their coats of many colors. A
becomingly -dressed woman, no matter how
cheaply so, beside such, presents by far the
most ladylike appearance of the two.
Excel-
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POETRY,
leuc« of dress does not liieau richness of L-loth-

and home

ing uor couspicuuus atlire. I'cifcct liariuony,
refiueii siiupliuity, these are the charms wliicli
always fascinate.
It is too oftua the case that wlien ladies get
married they cease to practise the niceties of

expense, in the dissipating tendency of which,
in the fashionable uproar and constant whirl,
dress and fashion become a passion, and she
who gives herself up wholly to the cares of the
toilet and its accompanying amusements becomes little else than a well-dressed bundle of

dress, and that care and neatness in their persona which always bespeak a refined and well
cultivated mind ; they "give it up, " as they do
their drawing and their music, and for the same
reason, too, implied, if not expressed, that now
they have succeeded in obtaining a hu:«baud,
they are settled in life, and need no longer worry
themselves about sncli things; besides, tliti/huve
110 time now. yn (piestio, the little elegancies,
and accomplishments, and romance of youth
have to be laid aside, and duties of plain and
sober cast claim almost incessant attention, and
yet never more truly than in this instance
might the old adage be quoted, "Where there 's
a will there's a way." Ah, if genuine taste
were there, and nothing but geuuiue taste will
wear, marriage would not spoil the harmony of
music uor the simple elegance of dress.
Then, again, a great many women excuse
theirowu carelessness bysaying, "Oh, itdoesu't
matter whetlier we make ourselves fine or not,
ourhusbauds never perceive the difference ; they
don't care a fig." But the womau who acts on
this shallow principle treats neither herself nor
her husband with respect ; she underrates her
own importance. It turns out that hitherto she
has been living but for appearance, and dressing
but as an art to please, and now that her point
is gained, she throws it aside as a graceful appendage no longer necessary ; and however
oblivious her husband may appear to be on the
score of her personal negligence, he is not so
much so as she imagines ; though he may sni/
little about it, yet he likely thinks a great deal ;
he naturally draws comparisons between her
and those more orderly, and in consequence more
economical, than she. His observations are not
likely to result in her favor, and she must not
be surprised if his disappointment eventually
recoil upon herself in indifference. Men are
catucally anxious that their wives present a
becoming elegance of dress and deportment.
They are justly proud of them when they do so,
but the slovenly woman is not calculated to
excite either affection or respect.
But whilst ladylike manners, neatness, elegance, and order cannot be too highly inculcated, nothing should be more guarded against
than a vain and frivolous taste for finery and
personal decorations. It is a dissipation of
money and of mind ; it leads away from home
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duties into scenes of gayety and
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For honrs I 've sat, like onp entranred. before
Tho glowing' rauvas where thy master-hand
nalh litnueil the ^'lories of a tropic land,
Till fancy bears me to that distant tihore.
N<>t upon pictttied canvas gaze I now,
But at F^nme casement high I seem to stand
Gazing enwrapt upon yon mountain's brow,
Clad in its purple mantle, while the wandering breei*
Lifts the bright foliage of the forest trees.
Now to mine ear seems borne the rushing roar
Of "many waters," as that river bright
Fours o'er the rucks beneath the golden light
Thai flashes ou its fouin. On either shore
Tiie gay- winged birds flit in the forest bowers;
Like (lying gems they glcftra upon the sight,
While clustering 'round the gorgeous tropic flowers
Fling forth their fragrance on the suuny air,
Making with varied tints the scene more fair.
Circling the lofty mountains — that uplift
Their dazzling coronets of snow on high,
Piercing the pearly clouds and azure sky —
The opal-tinted vapors gleam and shift
Like rainbows round old winter's palace home.
Ilnart of the Andes ! as the long years drift
Adown the stream of time, thy scene will come
Often 10 me in dream-land — but I cannot tell
Uuw much thy beauty charms lue. Fare thee well !
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The autumn is hale, though his
For his cheeks are ruddy and
And he sits with a smile, where
The nuts are falling down —
And the wind is sighing all day
A sweet and melancholy song.
'Twas a
In the
And the
When
And the
A sweet

brow is pale,
brown,
all the while
long

year ago when we met, you know,
season conl aod brown.
autumn hours were wreathed with flow«rs— '
the nuts were falling dowo^
wind was sighing all day long
and melancholy song.

O autumn ! alack, that yon brought not ba«k
Those tresses and eyes so brown —
And the lipi so true, of your own ripe hue.
When the nuts are falling down—
And the wind is sighing all day long
A sweet and melancholy song.

DAGUERREOTYPES-.
CHAPTER

III.

Being at the seaside last summer, I asked the
shoemaker, wlio had taken me to board, "to
accommodate me, " where he got that high chest
of drawers, in mj chamber ? I asked because
there was nothing but the ancient sea itself, in
or about the house, that matched with it. He
answered me that he bought it at auction in
Salem.
Thereupon I looked away from his sallow face
and came back to my room. My room had tlie
usual seaside "accommodations" of a yellow
painted floor, a husk bed, a closet with no nails
and half a foot of space, a small table, and a
"Boston rocking-chair." For the first two or
three days I had positively enjoyed the emptiness and unattractiveness of all within, and my
eyes had roamed without ceasing over the wide
long reach of water and the clouds. I had drunk
In with passionate eagerness the lonely sound
of the swash ou the shore, and felt its pulses
answering as if alive to my own. In the endless variety and magnificent sameness, in the
great simplicity of the outline, and the exquisite finish and color of the details, I had luxuriated as only a city dweller can. The old sea
music came to my accustomed ears, with the
charm of novelty, and the affectionateness of a
refrain sung in the heart's youth. 0 those
songs, sung by the waves in the dying sunlight !
0 those still drives on the sands, where the
wheels made no noise, where only the soul was
alive, and bathed in the vast surging element,
enveloped in its purple beauty and eternity of
sound !
For the first three days. But then, being
only human after all, and accustomed to the
nice and choice table of vay city-bred daughter,
1 began, not to weary of the sea, but to grow
dyspeptic and a little querulous, for the unsuitable and coarse fare provided for me.
They say that starving men always dream of
delicious dinners.
I am a little ashamed to say, how much I
longed for one nice and appetizing meal ; how,
with unnecessary pertinacity, my memory continually recalled early fresh fruits, berries,
eggs and crisp " cunners ;" how even a dainty
mutton chop and a dish of blanc-mange, with
various accompaniments of nice butter and rolls,
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floated between me and the clouds ; while the
crested waves themselves kept forming into
beakers of mead and sparkling soda, and breaking down into early roasted chickens with green
parsley scattered over and around them. If it
had been mine to choose between the Church
of "the Madeleine," and the Quincy Market,
just then — I am sure which way I should have
decided. Not that there wefe not capabilities
in my present residence : for it is a knowledge
not confined to naturalists that neither hens
nor cows are a city pi-oduction. Yet one would
have thought so at sight of the board spread
three times a day for my delectation.
"Give me the sea — the splash — the east
wind!" I had said breathlessly, as I toiled
across the common in a blazing July sun. " No
matter for accommodations ! anywhere — anywhere out of the world. Everybody has liread
and butter, everybody has eggs and chickens
in the country, and berries are plenty I I can
manage for three weeks anywhere!"
The first week I kept an account of the provisions that were placed at my sole command.
Imprimis, ten pounds of roast beef, and ditto of
mutton. Item, four gallons of chowder, made
by my host himself, and "made rich with pork,"
a very few old potatoes, and crackers not a few.
The baker came by once a week. I am sure,
I need not add to my description that my shoemaker's private and peculiar family was large,
and that they all regaled themselves on beef and
mutton, if I did not, which may account in some
sort for the style and kind of the commodities.
If I did not like the things on the table, what
matter ? There were enough that did.
A week of this diet, which gradually resolved
itself into the Gloucester crackers and water
(I could not manage the stewed sticks which
my landlady called tea ; and after learning that
the mysterious compound served as coffee was
" rye porridge, sweetened with molasses, " gave
that up also, so that 1 really had returned to
first principles), brought me, as may be supposed, into a state, not merely of bodily inanition, but of unnatural nervous susceptibility.
I had exhausted my novel invigoration through
the airy influences, by plunging, strolling, solitudinizing in the fine bracing elements, and had
received no new support in exchange ; so that
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I was in fact losing my balance of character —
my appetites and my "passional nature" going entirely olT, and my spiritual instincts, so
to speak, wildly careering and triumpliing over
the whole man.
All this I felt afterwards rather than at the
time. In fact, that very evening, being conscious only of an indefinite weariness of myself
and everything else, I had strolled into the
kitchen and asked the question with which the
chapter opens. I had avoided, in selecting my
boarding-place, any of those lictitious asylums,
represented in the advertisements, as containing and otTering "the comforts of a home;"
and only asked to be let alonwbv all humanity.
I had two reasons for a change in my conduct.
One was that 1 heard the landlord say "he had
never had anybody in his house that wasn't
more convivial," and the other was the natural
revulsion of a healthy nature from solitude.
Therefore I chatted a few moments with the
family, and should have ch.atted more, if they
had had a thing to say. The man snaked, and
his wife also ; so did his many sons and daughters, and his neighlior and his neighbor's wife.
The ox and the .*s would have done so too, perhaps, if they conld have got in. Ent they
couldn't : and neither conld the wind, nor the
fresh and sweet breeze from the sea and the
pound of the heavy pulses of creation beating
all about them, in the evening air.
Having made the foolish inquiry, if they had
bathed that day, I was answered according to
my folly " that they never b,ithed. Th.it Sally
went in once, to please a lady, that was boarding there, and caught cold, and that was pretty
much the end of their bathing. It didn't agree
with their healths."
I looked again at the chest of drawers. My
landlord had told me to make use of them if I
liked ; but heretofore I had so.\rcely opened
them. They reminded me, just now, of my
grandmother's parlor, and, with a new feeling
of interest, I got up to look at them. One by
one I took out the drawers to see if they were
entirely empty. I was sure that I should find
either some despairing biography or some
valuable of some sort in those drawers. A
story of some sort was hid in it somewhere;
so said the brass h.indles, every one of which
teemed intelligent eyes fixed on me and urging
me by their bright, earnest expressions to explore. The North Pole couldn't beckon more
winningly to adventurous travellers than did
the twenty-four bright eyes in the old chest of
drawers.
Ah, I had forgotten to do justice to my land-
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lady's investigating spirit, and to punish me
found absolutely nothing.
" Poll I" said I, angrily, as I shoved the last
one home with a jerk, "my last hope is gone."
As I spoke, I clasped my arm round to the back
of the disagreeable thing to push it farther
from the window, when, with a bound which
half knocked me over with the surprise of it,
a drawer sprang out from the back. 'Ves, a
real drawer ! and a sprinc, which 1 had unwittingly pressed on, just like an old novel, to be
sure!
Nobody who hasn't known the pain of ennui
can guess my delight. It was the work of half
a minute to pull the whole structure round so
that the drawer caine in full sight. Then I
beheld where the artful artificer had fitted it in
next to the two narrow drawers, so that the
room it took up was not noticeable in front.
There were only two things in the drawer.
First, an old daguerreotype, one of Plumbe's,
and done in the infancy of the art. Not one
of the artistic shadows one sees now-a-days,
cast by Southworth, that brings out all the
poetry and grace that is or should be in every
face ; not one of those resemblances which are
almost creations, and which make you start
back on seeing them, as if for the first time the
angel in your n.iture was face to face with you.
This face needed no art to represent its best ;
it told itself with relentless truthfulness.
I have a passion for daguerreotypes, and,
though at first disappointed in the antiquity of
my relics, for I had expected a Malbone at the
very least, I soon found myself happy in studying by the fast waning light the features before
me. They reminded me of the "prophetic
pictures" in Hawthorne's twice-told tales. The
man sat in his chair like a gentleTiian, with a
glove on one hand and holding another. Tlie
man sat in his chair expressing, as he fondly
imagined, the external of unexceptionable form
and feature. I suppose he would have sat in
a red-hot chair sooner than have shown what
he did — his real, internal self. Yfl there, the
emotional nature for the time suppressed and
tranquil, shone the character of the man, triumphant in ineffaceable lines. He looked
young, too ; the muscles about the mouth
rounded, the forehead fair as infancy; yet it
looked world-worn and experienced. Dark,
roguish eyes, with long, drooping lashes, that
looked innocent of nothing ! the line of the
mouth straight and erne! ! There was not anything that face had not gone through, and he
had come out of the fire branded, not purified.
-After looking at the face a few minutes, the
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reality of the character so impressed my imagination that with a shudder I looked away,
and closed the case.
Besides the portrait, there was a bunch .of
dry flowers and a Mahon scarf. The dry flowers
' 1 examined carefully, and they proved to be
pond-lilies. They were as brown and dead as
if they had never breathed perfume and carried love-messages. The scarf was a beautiful
fabric of delicate black lace, woven with white
floss by the nimble fingers of the Mahon peasant
girls, and fell like starlight over the folds of my
black gown. Sorue sailor lover or brother had
brought it to America, and some fair being had
looked fairer under its zephyr-like environment. When and where ? Who had blushed
under the scarf? who liad given and who received the lilies ? Those lilies ! marked from
sU the flowers that ever bloomed and blushed
under the sun or floated on the lakelet, while
two sat in a boat under the evening sky, too
happy to speak !
Away went my ennui ; my miserable room
became a canvas on which were painted successive scenes, like those on the tapestry in old
castles. True love and trials, separations and
sorrows, farewells and severe grandmothers.
But then, on the whole, could it have been an
affair of that generation ? The chest said yes,
but the portrait no ; this was a thing of today. Some of the romance that colors every
heart, born into ever so artificial a world, had
led to this concealment. None hut a fair hand
liad hidden these s))oils of affection, these flowers that had lain years, like Ginevra, in the old
oak chest, without being 'discovered.
To dream of the contents of the secret drawer,
to weave countless stories for the wreath of
lilies, the veiled lady, and the love that gave
life and fragrance to all ; to listen for her tones
in the sound of the farthest wave as it murmured on the distant sand ; these pleasant
occupations were enough for the morning walk
and the dutiful bath afterwards when the tide
was nearly full. And when, at dinner, that
suSering Sally, to whom the ocean had been so
" less than kind," brought me, with her usual
calm determination, a large tureen of chowder,
flanked by ten pounds of early mutton, and
the guard of potatoes that kept bullets inevitnbly in my mind, I did not shudder as I had
done for the last two days, but moralized as to
how Sally would look in a boat, with a wreath
of lilies on her brow ! After all, she was of the
same species with the lady of my dream.
Just as Sally closed the door of departure,
she opened it again.
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" Par 's goin' to bring a family, to-night."
"Indeed !" said I, more pleased than I cared
to confess, even to myself.
" Yas. I sor him puttin' the black team to,
'fore I come in."
I would not go out again, but watched keenly
from my window for the reappearance of the
ancient black horse and the covered market
wagon from which the strangers were to spring.
Of course I imagined a charming family. There
is no barm in hoping nor imagining, and as to
being disappointed, that comes, to be sure, but
never with any more bitterness than if a dream
shouldn't come to pass. There is always the
probability of disappointment in everything ;
but hope and fancy were given us to make up
for it in some sort. Therefore I expected much
from the old market wagon, and rejoiced when
I saw it whirling and screaking round the rocky
comer to the door beneath my window.
First sprang with one bound from the thill
of the wagon a woman, followed by a girl of
some twaive or thirteen years, no more. Mr.
Russell was not to come till the next day. I
waited impatiently till the many boxes and
trunks had been dragged up stairs, and a sufficient time bad passed for a reasonable toilet ;
then I went out on the rocks behind the hotise,
and walked to the front piazza, where the
strangers were.
Twining, but by no means gracefully, her
foot about one of the corner posts, stood the
young girl. Her hair of carroty hue matched
well with her light blue eyes and weatherbeaten, freckled complexion ; her awkwardness
was equal to her ugliness, and that is saying
much.
I glanced at the other figure. This was a
woman apparently of fifty, stout and strongly
built, and with a costume that would have
been only droll but for its shock to all my previsions. Icould not help being sorry to find
disappointment so very close on the heels of
hope.
However, I took an inventory of face and
dress as I approached her, and it was not quite
so bad ; I mean there was character in what I
saw. She had strong features, a skin brown
and pale, with gray hair hanging in natural
curls from her temples, and gray eyes to match,
which might once have looked dark blue. The
expression struck me as peculiar ; it was outward altogether ; at this moment she was looking intently at some distant vessels. All the
dress, which was her travelling-dress as well,
for she had not made any but the most trifling
toilet, was of coarse and common material, and
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with the grotesque look of .1 fashion recently
passed by. The whole apparel, from the cheap
epotted cap trimiiieii with narrow ribhons to the
thivk boots, would have shocked an Irish cook
who had been three months iu America. She
leaned back iu her chair iu an attitude which
m.iy be called m.iuly, and, with one glance of
tlie keenest observation, withdrawn from the
horizon, took iu my approaching outside, and
bowed ; then, rising to her firm feet, she turned
to the tendril of the post, and said —
"Theresa, shall we walk on the sands ?"
" Yes, mamma ; I will bring down the hats."
Then Tlieresa ran up and down, produced
two frightful-looking hats, such as we dress
scarecrows in, and in fite minutes tJieir strong,
striding steps had brought them to a point in
my vision on the beach.
After an hour's walk, the two ladies returned.
I say ladies, because the two sentences I had
heard and the modulated voices and accent
reversed at once any impression of coarseness
which my inexperienced and provincial mind
had at first received. There was no mistaking
thera after they spoke, any more than the
frolicsome ladies of Charles' court could be
mistaken for orange-girls after tlieir jewelled
white fingers were seen. They had not taken
a basket with them, and had made extempore
conveniences of their gowns to hold the numerous and various collections of cariosities gathered during their short walk. As suddenly
and completely as the soiled t.atters of Cinderella were changed to the silver glories of the
princess were the ordinary, vulgar, and unpromising exteriors of these two ladies thrown
aside as they brought their ocean treasures and
s.at down in the afternoon light to examine and
discuss them.
Our acquaintance was as easy as inevitable.
As they unladed their stores, I was able, out of
ray general ignorance, to evolve one hitherto
unvalued fact, in which I was fortunately found
useful ; and from that we went on swimmingly.
Out of the black, muddy, scrawling mass
they contrived to bring out much that was
really interesting and instructive ; they mingled their observations with comparisons of
the different species on difTerent coasts, and
with pleasant anecdotes of other seiis and far
distant shores. They talked of so m.iny places
and people of whom I was glad to hear, of notables in England, France, and Asia, that I could
not enough felicitate myself on my new acquisition. My social hunger had indeed been
keen, but I had had no hope of being fed on
such rich and abundant fare. From the dis-
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section of little round balls of mud, that showed
the most wonderful mechanism for motion and
destruction, to the descriptions of Joanna Baillie and Cuvier, of tea-drinking with Mrs. Somerville, and whist-playing with the present
Emperor of Fran«e, the new guests were never
wanting; they seemed to have seen everything I
and everybody, yet insatiably wandering for j
more. With their habits of exercise and observation, and the allurement of their conversation, they managed to keep me climbing and
walking at the rate of fifteen miles a day. After
forty-eight hours of talking, however, I became
sated. I had, to be sure, by no means come
to the end of their stores of knowledge and
observation, but my apjietite for facts had
palled. After all, an encyclopedia was as well,
and with the advantage that you could shut
the book at pleasure. The truth was, these
people were my reverse exactly, not my complement;was
I
continually expecting, and being
disappointed. What did I care if Mrs. Somerville had such and such a nose and eyes ? and
beyond noses these ladies never went ; in all
life the fact, and not the living soul that transcends it,was what interested them. It would
seem that there could be no room in a finite
mind for so much and so closely packed information to turn itself. Whatever was wanted
was apparently taken from its appropriate pigeon-hole, used, and replaced at once. No
danger of any ideas of theirs being torn to tatters
or run into the ground ; all was fresh, actnal,
eternal, and immutable ; all was of the external
life ; the inward soul reflected the outward
exactly, as if it were a petrified world ; not a
shift nor change ; they accumulated constantly,
unceasingly. But what use of so many eggs
where there is no incubation ? I preferred to
cackle over my one chicken of thought and
feeling.
Indeed, though I continued to be astonished
at the attainments of my new friends, they did
not after the first two days interest me. They
made me think of Muck in the Pilgrim's Progress ;always raking up the created wonders,
but never glancing at the Beautiful Gate and
the shining ones beyond. What mattered it it
billions of creatures could dance on the point
of a needle and eat one another, with room still
in their banquet-hall, if no inference was ever
made from the fact ? The facts stood up because
upheld by more and more facts, and still more.
And then, they did not fall down, to be sure :
but theirs w,as only a mechanical and not a
vital uprightness ; and of what value would
they be to me in that shape ? Not a piu's worth.
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On the contrary, I liegaD to shrink from tlie accumulation, as if the cairn would bury me
under itself. The third day I returned to my
room, and gazed at the far oflf sea and sky, and
then shut my eyes and filled my whole being
with its vagueness and vastness, and without
trying to understand, adored. I was once more
at home in my own soul.
The next morning there was a quick decided
tap at my door. Mrs. Russell stood in the
entry, as I opened it.
" Mr. Russell and Theresa have gone to Gloucester, and as I hurt my foot, walking, I have
come to make a pleasure out of my misfortune
by passing the morning with you, if you please.
We shall leave this place this afternoon."
I cordially invited her to come in, which she
had never happened before to do, and she
entertained me an hour with wonderful reminiscences. She related stories of what had
happened to themselves in their Indian life at
the British Residency ; and described vividly
her solitary Canada home where she had lived
for the last five years. Her lively and observant
nature had had wide scope in the absence of
rational and the fulness of inanim.ate life, and
both parents and child had made their loneliness vocal with birds tamed from the spray, or
lured the timid inhabitants of the woods from
hole and warren from the fulness of their own
sympathetic natures. It was well enough for
the child, but the woman struck me as singular
in her mental unripeness. It was as if she had
no heart. I had looked curiously at the tall,
gentlemanly Mr. Russell ; but there was the
same impression of outside life in him. They
all chatted together so cordially and fluently,
there really seemed nothing wanting to them,
and if, for a moment, their energy or interest
ceased, there was always a new fact coming up
from somewhere to stimulate surprise and curiosity, and add to their already immense portfolios and luggage. To-day — was it the atmosphere of my room ? where, indeed, scarcely a
fact of any sort dwelt. Mrs. Russell stopped
suddenly, and, sweeping her keen glance round
the bare apartment, fixed, as 1 had done, on the
old chest of drawers.
" How like that is to an old chest that used
to be in my room at Deerfield ! but, I suppose
all those things were made alike in those early
days of mahogany. None of the graceful variety
one sees now in cabinet-work."
"Why, pray, did you ever live in Deerfield?"
I answered, with astonishment. If she had
epoken of an old chest in Tirobuctoo, or Monte
Gennaro, in Delhi, or the Orkney Islands, I
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should not have wondered at all ; but Deerfield !where I had so often been myself!
" I passed a pleasant year there once, twenty
years ago, nearly."
Her face took a musing expression. It was
the first time I had ever seen her look as if she
thought or remembered.
"Were you very young at the time?" I
asked, curiously. " I have been a good deal
in Deerfield, and do not remember having seen
there I 1"you, I am confident
you" Nor
member faces. No, I was not
sixteen or seventeen. But life
like a fierce charioteer, and the

; I always revery young —
has driven me
dust from the

road is on my face and'hair."
Again ! and from this woman who never had
seemed to feel or remember. There was certainly something in the air of the room that
changed her.
" You would hardly guess me to be under
thirty-five years old," said she, rolling her gray
curls over her fingers. Seeing my look of astonishment, she added, smilingly; "Or that I
ever was tolerably good-looking, either, I suppose ? When I was in Africa I had a fever
peculiar to the country, and it turned my hair
and complexion entirely. It never recovered
from that tawny look."
I looked wonderingly at her. Was it possible that such a face had ever been handsome ?
Even supposing the color and tresses of a woodnymph, were the elements of beauty in her features ? She turned, as if she read my thoughts,
and I saw her profile. It was very beautiful.
But positively nothing more, either of face or
figure, was saved from the wreck.
She rose and strode towards the chest of
drawers. As she stood looking at it, she smiled
mournfully, and her soft gray eyes had the
same inward look I had. seen in them before.
She murmured half to herself —
"What a world of old feelings and memories
come up with the sight of such a piece of furniture ! Memories dead and buried long ago.
Nay, the earth that was heaped over them
having borne crop after crop — it may be of bare
grain 1" She stopped, her eyes filled and ran
over.
Without seeming to look, I watched keenly
every emotion in her face. Suddenly, she
canght hold of the chest, and with one movement of her vigorous arm she whirled it entirely round. She pressed the spring of the
secret drawer, and it bolted out, as it had done
under my own touch ; but she was not surprised. She seemed to have half eNppcted it.
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'■ You bare fouud
"Theytrho hide
"Did you find it »"
"Yes. By mere
that scarf, and the

it I" said I, eagerly.
can find," she auswered.
accident, of course. And
lilies in your hand have

been food for many fancies, I assure you."
"Have they f" she answered, dreamily. She
took the daguerreotype and looked steadily at
it.

"Dead and buried," said she, softly.
" Is he de.ad ?"
" Yes, he died in one of the West India islands ;of a violent death, too. He liad been
ill of a fever, and was still very weak, but insisted on riding out. In vain those about hira
tried to prevent him, or at all events to induce
him to take a gentle horse. He never paid
much attention to other people's wishes. Possibly something rcmainedof the delirious fever.
But he would ride — and alone. And from th.it
ride neither horse nor man ever returned. They
were both fouud at the foot of a precipice."
She closed the case and laid it on the table.
"I have been thinking who you are," said
she, after looking at me for some moments.
" Your name seemed a little familiar, though
I don't believe I ever happened to see you. I
remember, now, as if it were yesterday, how I
wa3 occupied and prevented. You were with
Mrs. Morey. I loved her like a mother, then.
Pray, is she still living ?"
"Yes, she is living and well. But Mrs.
Allen is dead."'
"Then her furniture is sold, of course," said
she, promptly ; "for this is of course the identical chest of drawers that adorned my room at
Deerfield."
" But what is — what was your n.ime ?" said I.
"Edith May. Edith Russell. Not the same
persons exactly."
We sat some time silently. I had a great
deal to gue^s and wonder at. She had never
seen or noticed me : but I remembered, now,
the time she passed the window at sunset, with
blooming face and love-lighted eyes ; and the
other time when she stood pale and proud,
with angry disdain in every feature. What
had become of her after that night ? How I
wished she would speak ! At last, I would
wait no longer. Fearing she might speak of
something else, and so all chance be lost, I
said, hurriedly —
" I remember seeing you pass the window
once ; you were walking with an officer — a
Lieutenant Gardiner. I remember it perfectly
now," said I, hoping she would answer.
She smiled, and said, with pleasure and even
eagerness —

"Was
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I ? when you saw me? Do you remember how I looked ? I am glad yon saw me

" Yes, you looked very handsome — both of
then!"
you
— and very happy."
" Cm — did you look at him much?"
" Hardly. I looked more at you in your
straw hat and green ribbons."
" And you wouldn't guess it to be the same
person now. As well tuU the truth. Yes, that
was my dream. Let the dead past bury its
dead. I feel as if I conld not be the same E<liih
May who secreted so carefully those tokens of
— a worthless love, or what I thought love.
How I have wept over it all !" She took up
the lilies and pulled them to pieces. She
threw them to the fioor and trod them under
her feet.
" You did not find all !" said she, going to
the opposite side of the chest and touching
another spring of corresponding distance. The
drawer sprang ovit. It was filled with letters,
scraps of poems written and printed, pencil
and India ink drawings, all nicely filed and
tied with a blue ribbon. It was pretty to see
these relics of her other mind and heart disinterred from their fragrant grave, for they
smelled still of roses.
She tore the papers in pieces, lighted a match,
and burned them in the chimney. Then she
gave me the scarf. "Take it, please!" said
she; "it will ^le useful in acting charades, or
for tableaux viianls. I shall burn it, otherwise.
It was all acting !" she continued, bitterly.
" And this daguerreotype?" I inquired.
" I said, let the dead past bury its own,"' shi
answered, with a little sternness, as she pnshed
it away from her. It fell on the floor and lay
there.
" Xo memories ! no follies ! let us be up and
doing 1" seemed written all over the face of her
who had once been £<iith May, garlanded,
loving and trusting, once ! There was neither
sadness nor tearfulness now. No tlionght of
the past was permitted to mingle its enervating
influence with her present duties. To her lord
she had conformed herself. As Mrs. Morey
had predicted, she, like the sunflower, turned
her best and sweetest looks at the setting, as
well as the rising of his beams. She sympathized with him and sustained him. With the
English army in India she had gone with him,
nursed him, and comforted hira ; not only in
his sorrows, but his joys. Her very nature had
taken the hue of his ; her intellect reflected
his. But as I bade her farewell, though I admired and respected her conduct as a faithful
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and trustworthy wife and mother, I mourned
over her and the sweet shadow of a life that
might have been, though she had trodden it,
like that other sad life passage, under her foot.

ARTS FOR OUR HOMES.
BY
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CnSPABD.

The winter evenings are most especially the
1j''St times for the preparation of many departments of ornamental work. Cold, stormy hours
may be beguiled and rendered pleasant by the
pursuit of many little arts which tend to utility
as well as ornament.
Among these leather work has received
some share of attention, but is frequently so
made as to leave entirely out of view the design of its origin. It was intended to represent canned work in mod, either mahogany, or
rosewood, or oak. Who would recognize such
a design in the elaborate, huge, and clumsy
assortments frequently seen around pictureframes, ottomans, etc. ? Leather work is really
a beautiful and economical art when well done
anj tastefully arranged. Many a family is
possessed of some good but okl-fashioued furi:iture, which has been in use for years, and become valuable by its associations. The younger
branches of the family look askance contemptuously at " the old-fashioned thing, " and "wish
mother would sell it or put it in the attic." Let
the young folks be allowed to purchase some
fine, soft leather, undressed; some vermilion
or yellow and brown ochre ; vinegar ; varnish ;
one or two brushes ; a bottle of Spalding's
Giue; a few of the smallest sized tacks, and
the list of expense is about estimated. The
old-fashioned bureau, stand, or table can be so
ornamented with the leather laid on in imitation
of carved work glued on flatly that the young
people will immediately vote it a place in the
"guest chamber" or in their "own room."
The great fault is in having the leather stand
out too prominently, being put on altogether
■with tac/.-s, instead of the glue. Occasionally
tacks should be used, but the glue makes the
neatest work, and is not so apt to " spring" as
it frequently does.
Cone work is of the same character, and is
fast coming into use for nearly the same purpose as leather work ; it costs even less. The
materials are cones, putty, Spalding's Prepared Glne, and varnish. Those who live in
the country or in the interior districts, wliere
frames, furniture, etc. are diiScult to be obtaiued, can be amply compensated by creating

such kinds of beauty as cannot be bought, and
having the satisfaction of enjoying the works
of their own taste.
Shell work is another pleasing art not in the
least expensive unless intended so to be. The
shells, the material on which they are laid, a
bottle of glue, and a very little putty are all
which is required.
Pebble work is an art not very generally
known, simple, cheap, and pretty, applied to
boxes, baskets, frames, etc. ; nothing wanted
but pebbles and glue. The pebbles are to be of
uniform size, small, and of as many hues as
will please the owner's taste.
Some may complain, "But such things disorder the house, and the smell of varnish and
paint is very disagreeable." Let the young
folks have a room used for no other purpose,
even if an attic, so it is light and close, and can
be ventilated when they are not employed, well
warmed, and with a coarse rag carpet on the
floor, and tliey will be happier there than in
the gayest, circles of fashion. Let the room
have a cupboard or two, some boards for drying purposes, tin cups, boxes for their paints,
bottles of glue with brushes, paint-brushes, an
old table or two, a few chairs, and a bag of rags,
with soap, washbowl, large bucket of soft water,
and towels ; and the neatness of the sittingroom will never be disturbed, while the ornamental and useful additions to household articles, and the love of home inspired by such
occupations, will amply repay the additional
fuel and lights required. Such a room may
also be used for a studio, and the various kinds
of painting can be done there at a much better
advantage than in rooms used by the family,
drying processes going on at night without
disturbing any one's olfactories.
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Mystfriohs river ! on thy brink, erewhile, .
The fascinating lutus blooming grew —
Obscurity still veils thy fountain true,
Whence wells thy lymph delicious.
Father Nile!
Threadest thou on thy yet unwearied way,
As when the prophet over thee held up
His wand, and binod stained every drinking cup.
But in thy crystal overflowing flood, now, play
The alligators — dread Leviathans of yore;
As sentinels between time and eternity,
Hard by thy stream the pyramids which vie
For lasting sovereignty.
Forevermore
Accursed hath been old Egypt's yellow sod,
And where thou flowest were the ten great plagues of
God.
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"Yoc will attend the reception xipou Thursday eveniug, to please me, will you not, Mildred r"
"I wonld like to do anything within rensonahle limits to please you, Richard ; and I tell
yon, frankly, that my only reason for declining
the pleasure is that very famons one given by
Miss Flora McFliinsey upon a similar occasion,
to her lover — ' I have, really and truly, nothing
to wear I' "
" Now, Mildred, I thought you a girl of more
sense."
''Did you? I know better than you do
yourself, sir, that you like to see nie at least
respectably dressed, and that you would not
object to see me adorned as others of my sex,
age, and position in society are adorned. In
fact, your pride would be hurt by — "
"Of course I should love to see your beauty
enhanced, dearest Mildred, to the utmost ; I
should love to see it so set off that the most
supercilious judges would confess its suneriorj ity ; at the same time, I am proud to believe th.at
' it is of a character which needs not the foreign
', aid of ornament, and that your own sweet manners will compensate for almost any deficiencies
of the toilet."
" Even for that rusty blue silk, which you
have seen me wear a thousand times, and wliich
has been remodelled and retrimmed until it is

VICTOR,

"You are a thousand times more beautifnl,
you have more mind, more soul, and more accomplishments than that pretty cousin of yours,
Mildred. It angers me to see the manner iu
which she treats you," said the gentleman,
lowering his voice.
The two speakers were in the back parlor of
the lady's home, and supposed themselves
al(me ; but there was some one in the adjoining
boudoir intently listening to their every word.
"Oh, no, do not s.ay that! I am treated
kindly by every one, even Julia. It is not to
be expected that she would think a homeless orphan whom her father had adopted, entitled to
all the privileges of the only daughter. She
does all for me that she thinks right — all that
I wish her to do."
" Perhaps she does. Do you know, Mildred,
that before you came, I admired Julia very
much ? She was so pretty, so piquant, with such
a li^'ht, sparkling flow of spirits, that I gave her
credit for more soul than she actually possessed.
But when I came to know you. your spiritual
nature, your higher order of mind and beauty,
so much more what I really craved, so much
more congenial, that Julia lost the little power
she had wielded."
" Despite her belleship and her fortnne !
Well, Richard, I have no reason to doubt the
depth of a love which has chosen me, with all
my poverty, from the very side of so much more
brilliant attractions. It is this thought which
makes me so very happy. Do you know I am
glad that I am not rich ? for I have the glorious
satisfaction of feeling that you love me for that

reduced to the last extremity ?" lauglied the
arch voice. "Seriously, that is what 1 will be
compelled to wear, if I go. My white crape,
which was my dernier ressort, last winter, is both
i soiled and torn. I have examined it : but I
cannot make it do. Neatness, at least — no
which you find lovable in me."
dusty and crampled finery for me ! Ah, RichThe bright, confiding face was lifted to his
ard, but few people look upon me with your
with such a soft, glowing expression of contenteyes. I am to them but a poor stalk of a magment, that the young man could not refrain
nificent branch, which has no business to thrust
from kissing it.
itself forward into polite society at all. Still,
"There, now! forgive me, darling Mildred*
I know I am barred and banned from my true
as my good uncle refuses to cut me off, they
cannot utterly ignore me ; and I occasion.ally
right and title to such blessings, just as I am
receive these attentions. If I should go to my
from the privilege of adding to your wardrobe.
nncle and tell him that I needed a new dress,
But theday is not far off when all such restraints,
or fifty dollars of pocket money, he would not
which your dainty pride has put upon me, will
refuse it. But, as my aunt and Julia both drew
be done away with, and we will see who will
so heavily upon his income, and. as neither of I be the ' best dressed woman' and the most
them seems to be aware that I have anv vani- \ caressed wife in this metropolis.
But I must
ties to gratify, I would not hint to hiiu my
say good-morTiing now.
By the way. you had
297
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ti-nd Ihe reception. It is a particular occasion.
Besides, I shall not enjoy myself at all, if my
Btar, my rose, my Mildred be away!" And
pressing tlie fingers which he held to his lips,
lie went away with the rapid, buoyant step of
youth and energy, leaving the maiden of his
choice with blushing cheeks and brilliant eyes
to ponder over her happiness, which not even
t'.ie pitiable factthatshe had "nothing to wear"
was sufficient to dampen in the least. With
those sweet epithets, which lovers lavish with
fuch extravagance upon the objects of their aff-ction, still lingering in her ears, she could
but be content.
Mildred had much reason to rejoice in her
lover. In the refined society which he sought,
he was distinguished not more formanly beauty
tlian for the nobility of his character. Pure in
liis habits and dignified in his associations, it
was considered an honor by woman to be under
his protection or marked by his preference.
This much was conceded to him by the general
voice ; to Mildred he was all this, and much
more. Sympathies, delicate but deep, united
tliem in tastes, preferences, thought. Their
love had kindled as the natural result of their
congeniality. Their union, if consummated,
promised to be a union of heart and spirit, immortal as those spirits.
So Mildred sat there, where her affianced left
li»r, indulging in happy reveries, and sublimely
indifferent to the thread-bare state of her wardrobe. She did not know that her cousin Julia
had overheard the conversation just uttered,
and that she had stolen to her room with a face
pile with the anger of mortified vanity.
The night of the reception arrived. Richard
Graham had been out of town since Tuesday,
and had not seen his betrothed since the parting we have mentioned. He called at Mrs.
Feilding's (Mildred's aunt) on his way to the
party, to pay his respects to his beloved, in
case she did not attend, and found the whole
family, including her, already gone. He was
gl.ad she had made up her mind not to remain
behind, though it must be confessed he felt
some uneasiness at the idea of her appearing
to so much disadvantage as she necessarily
mast in he,r thrice-made-over garments, bare of
all jewelry and the hundred pretty and costly
nothings in which ladies know so well how to
enthrall themselves.
He was therefore surprised to meet her,
smiling and radiant, the most elegantly-attired
woman in the rooms. He was something of a
critic in- such matters ; but he could find no
fault with the new robe of delicate peach-
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bloom silk, in two skirts, and with bretelles of
rich lace softening the tint of her lovely neck
and arms. It was simply made ; and its extreme elegance was owing principally to the
becomingness of the color, and the grace with
which it was worn. Yet it must have been a
costly affair ; for it was a pattern robe, and the
fabric was heavy and lustrous, with a rich and
peculiar design running through the double
skirts. Mildred had never appeared so beautiful. She knew that she was looking well,
she was glad to see her lover after a three
days' absence, and there was just enough excitement in the various circumstances of the
evening to her, to heighten the lustre of lier
dark-blue eyvs and the brilliancy of her smile.
"So you were not compelled to wear the
ancient blue, after all?" remarked Richard,
aside to lier, upon the first opportunity.
"Of course not, you rogue. But you were
disobeying orders of the strictest kind, and I
should not forgive you so readily, if you had
not been so very cunning in your kindness as
to leave me no chance of refusing it. I think
you have charming taste, Richard."
" I think t/ou have, if I am to judge by this
occasion '. But 1 do not understand your reference in the least, my dear. Has your aunt
opened her heart, or did yovir good Uncle
Feilding suspect your distress, and fly unbidden
to the relief of a forlorn damsel with nothing to
"Fie,
innocent
wear ?"
and as I
ing the

Richard I don't put ou that puzzled,
look. I knew from the first, of course;
have testified my forgiveness by weardress, you may as well own to the

"Really I am npt aware that you had anytruth."
thing to forgive."
" I suppose it did not appear a crime in your
" But, truly, I know nothing of—"
" Now don't say another word, " laughed
arch, bright mouth, and a pretty baud went
to eyes."
his lips with a quick gesture. " How
you like me in it ? / think the dress makes

the
up
do
up

beautifully."
" And I think the wearer does full justice to
it. You are looking superbly, Mildred ; I can
see that every one is admiring you."
"My dress, you mean. No one but i/on admires me in my old blue. I care very little for
such admiration, Richard."
" You are only a woman, after all, except
what is angel about you ; and I guess, by the
hue of your cheeks, that you are not entirely
indifferent, eh, Mildred?"

stol::x fixekt.
" Poj-liaps not. V«t it setjuis to me tliat it is
because .vou love iu«, and vou are gralilieil by
seeing me look well, tUat makes me so liappv.
For I am very happy to-ni^lit. I feel so ligUtUearted, so like a child — only more deeply joyful ; my soul is hovering upon ethereal wings ;
I hope uotliiuk' ill is goiuj; to happeu. I am
impressed with a consciousness that this perfect happiness must be very evanescent ; but I
hope nothing very melancholy will follow after
it. Hark, what delicious music 1"
He led her away to the dance, where the
buoyancy of her heart gave added lightness to
her steps ; and her lover might well be pardoned the glow of passion and pride with which
he regarded one whom, usually,
" Thore were none to praise,
Aud very few to love."
But what a (lueer expression that was which
passed over the face of a gentleman standing
near, watching the dancers, as his eyes fell
upon Mildred ! Richard noticed it — a .surprised,
suspicious, searching glance, which seemed to
read her, from head to foot ; aud'then that singular look settling upou his features. Anything
but a pleasant look it was ! Richard felt like
knocking the person down, in return for it.
Yet that would have been a strange proceeding,
aud one for which he could offer uo tangible
excuse. He knew the gentleman well ; he was
one of the beads of one of the most extensive
and respectable mercantile establishments iu
the city, and a man, not merely a merchant,
of good education and some superior acquirements. Ue had, hitherto, liked him for bis
geuiality and intelligence; now, he was offended
for uo other cause than a peculiar aud unexplained look.
When he saw that the merchant still fi-equently and furtively regarded his lady-love,
and had made his way close to her side to continue a secret and unwarrantable scrutiny, he
felt like insulting him, so as to make an opportunity for his anger to express itself. While
he was biting his lips with vexation, the merchant walked away, aud he saw him no more
that evening.
It was not known among their gener.il acquaintance that Richard and Mildred were engaged. It had been the belief for some time
that Julia Feilding, the sparkling, satirical,
dark-eyed beauty and heiress, had secured the
prize ; but not choosing to make the engagement public just yet, put forward her cousin
Mildred to a share in bis attentions while
abroad. That worldly monopoly, "our set,"
had not imagined it possible he should be "so
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silly" as to have eyes for the glowing beanty
of the pure-browed aud fair-faced orphan.
Th''!/ thought her really quite pretty for a poor
girl — woulil be, if she were dressed — and with
something of a manner, owing to her mother
having been in superior circumstances once,
they supi>osed.
Richard had wished to keep his coming marriage a secret, with an idea of showing ami
rebuking the spirit which prevailed, when be
should unexpectedly present bis bride to hia
friends. So that bis attentions, upon this evening, were divided between Mildred and Julia,
who was also looking very brilliant, with a sort
of triuiuph in her manner, as if the bandson.e
man at her elbow were as much her property
as the jewels clasped about her throat and
glittering in the braids of her black hair. To
Mildred she was unusually conlescendin;-,
which she set down privately to the credit of
her improved appearance.
Full of pleasant recollections of the previous
evening, his heart warm with the impetuous
hopes of a lover, Richard Oraham called at the
stately house of Mr. Feilding as early the following morning as was permissible. He fonii I
the cousins both in the library, to which, as a
frequent guest, be was unceremoniously admitted.
Mildred's engagement h.id been announced
to the family about a month previous, vei /
much to the chagrin of tlie mother and daughter, but to the unselfish gratification of the
father, who w.is unaware that his own child
bad hoped to secure that same "advantageous'
union. His relation to tlie family being thus
understood, of course the young gentleman felt
at liberty to call as often as he chose, and to
enjoy the morning visits and quiet evenincs
which make the season of the betrothal so
sweet.
Julia ran forward with both hands extended,
welcoming him with an ease and gayety much
more impressive than the timid blush of the ,
young girl, who could not for the world have «
testified her joy so openly. Both the girls
were looking charming in their fresh morning
ne'jJi^ia^ their faces animated by the glow anH
bloom of youthful spirits. About Julia there
was almost too much of restlessness, a kind of
mocking, reckless mirthfulness. Richard could
not but admire her liumming-bird brilliancy,
but he lored the quiet sweetness of the maiden
of his choice.
"Come, now, Mr. Graham, do not mind my
presence. Sit there on the sofa by your lady,
and say all that I see talking in your eyes. Do
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not let me tlirow a wet blanket upon your eloquence. am
I
going to read this new book, and
I shall not be conscious of your existence, so
you need not be of mine!" And Julia sank
apparently into the oblivious depths of an armchair and a "society novel," while Richard
availed himself of her invitation to take a seat
by Mildred, where he could murmur, unheard of
others, in her ear those " airy nothings" which
will no more bear to be chronicled than wreaths
of smoke, rainbows, or soap-bubbles will to be
gathered.
Presently the door-bell rang, and a note was
brought to Mildred. While she read it, her
lover exchanged some remarks with her cousin,
whose book had dropped into her lap, and who
seemed a trifle pale and excited with the highlywrought fiction she had been reading. When
he turned again to Mildred, her face was as
white as marble, and she was looking vaguely
at the note.
" What is it ? have you bad news ?"
"I do not know," she said ; " I do not understand it." And she read it through again,
slowly, as if there were a mist over her eyes.
'"Let me see it. Is it anything I can explain ?" asked Julia.
"No I no one shall see it 1" exclaimed Mildred, nervously, thrusting the paper into her
pocket. " But it must be seen, for it must be
explained. And who can explain it?" she
continued, drawing it forth again and putting it
into her lover's hand. " Read it, Richard, and
tell me what it means; perhaps ]/ou know."
He read it : —
Miss Mildred Feilding : MADAM^There has
lieen a strange mistake, and the more quickly
and quietly it is rectified the better for one
party, certainly. Upon Tuesday afternoon, a
costly silk robe of a peculiar pat tern, received per
Eteamer Persia only the day before, and which
we are certain has no duplicates in the city
except those in our own possession, mysteriously disappeared from the silk-counter of our
e-itablishment. At the same time, a piece of
point lace, extraordinarily expensive and of
unique design, was missed from the lace dep.irtment. As none of the new silks had been
sold, we immediately withdrew them from sale,
that we might the more readily detect the
missing pattern, though we had but one robe
in that shade of color. What was the astonishment— in fact, grief — of one of our firm, upon
attending Mrs. L
's reception last evening,
to notice a young lady wearing that identical
dress, trimmed about the sleeves and waist

with the stolen lace, and to find that she belonged to the family of a highly esteemed gentleman, upon whom we should much dislike to
cast any disgrace I Upon consultation, therefore, we have agreed to give the young lady
warning, and to say to her that her guilt will
not be exposed if the amount due for the appropriated goods be sent this day to the firm.
A. S
& Co.
Inclosed in this note was a bill, which ran —
Miss Mildred Feilding Dr. to A. S
1 silk robe,
12 yards point lace, $30 per yard.
Total,

& Co.
360
S 75
$435

"What does this mean, indeed 1" exclaimed
the young man.
"I have not the faintest idea," murmured
Mildred, looking up into his searching eyes
with a frightened look. "I thought you sent
me the package, Richard."
" What package ? when ? and how f"
" Upon Tuesday, just before five o'clock, the
package, containing the dress and lace, and a
pair of white kid gloves, my number, arrived
at the house. There was no message nor note,
and I thought that you, being anxious for me
to attend the party, had sent the things to
enable me to go. I thought you sent them
anonymously because I had refused to accept
such presents from you."
"I know nothing whatever about them.
When I saw the dress, I supposed it to be a
present from your uncle. Who received this
package at the door, Mildred ?— the footman ?"
"I did, myself. I was just going out, and
was upon the steps when the boy arrived. I
went back into the house, then, and opened
the bundle, for I was curious to know what it
could contain."
"Did the boy come into the hall? did any
one see him ?"
" I think not. I dismissed him on the steps,
as there was no occasion for his waiting."
" Where is the paper in which the articles
were wrapped ?"
" I threw it upon the grate when I removed
it. It was simply directed, in the usual business hand-writing, to my address ; there was
nothing else upon it."
" So you have no proofs of any kind I"
His voice sounded sternly to Mildred.
" 0 Richard I" she exclaimed, bursting into
tears.
He commenced walking up and down the
floor. In the mean time, Julia had picked up
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the uote, which he had thrown down, and
read it.
" So w« are to be disgraced, are we ?" she
said, in a stinging, relentless manner. "And
this is all the gratitude we receive for sheltering Tou in our home, treating you as one of us.
Papa lias made as much of you as if you were
his own daughter, and this is the reward he
has for it. 1 tell you now, plainly, Mildred,
that I have alw,ays suspected you of little peccadil oshut
;
I did not think best to say so,
since you were a relative, and papa seemed so
fond of you."
"You regard me as guilty, then ?"
Mildred stood confronting both Julia and Mr.
Graham. Her face was colorless, except a
bright red spot upon either cheek ; her eyes
blazed like newly-risen stars.
'• I think you will find it difficult to prove
yourself innocent. We were looking at those
very robes and that very piece of lace, that
same afternoon. Doubtless the clerks will recall that fact, for tliey know us very well. Of
course papa will settle the bill, for our sakes ;
but that is nothing — he will be so shocked I"
"/ will p.iy that bill myself; your father
shall not be the loser," saiil Richard, quietly.
"I will go at once and hush the matter up,"
and he turned to leave the apartment.
"Richard !" pleaded Mildred, in a trembling
▼oice.
Ue did not seem to hear her, but laid his
hand upon the door.
"Ricliard!" she cried again, pitifully and
wildly ; and when he did not answer, but passed
into the hall, she fell down fainting.
He heard the fall, and returned to assist in
raising her.
" It was her girlish vanity," said Julia, more
gently than she h-id before spoken — " her desire to please you, Mr. Uraham. It is a pity
that she had not firmer principles."
Ue looked curiously into her eyes as she said
this softly ; their hands came in contact, as
they together bore the insensible girl to a sofa,
and he saw the flush and tremor which passed
over her.
" Do what you can for her, " he said, abruptly,
and went out.
What a long and wretched day that was to
Mildred Feilding, Heaven and herself alone
could tell ! Shut up in her own room, with no
one to console or advise her, she felt the desolation of utter loneliness. A friendless orphan,
with the stigma of crime upon her, what was
?he to do f If she had indeed been tempted
" by girlish vanity and a desire to please her
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lover," to do this thing, her punishment was
more than she could bear. Visions of prisonbars and police courts chilled her soul. Yet
these she need hardly fear ; her uncle and
Richard would pay the required amount, and
the matter would be dropped. One thing, however, was certain, she must leave the shelter of
her uncle's roof, whether or not he desired it.
Her position there, hitherto, had not beeu
altogether pleasant ; now it would be more unbearable than a garret or a cellar, with starvation, where she was not known. She would
flee from the knowledge of all who had ever
breathed her name — far, far from him ! He
had deserted her — he had gone away without one word of sorrow, forgiveness, or farewell ;and what was disgrace, imprisonment, or
death compared with that ? Yesterday she had
imagined their love immortal as the future—
that their souls were blended in irrevocable
union : a blow had fallen, and those souls were
parted
As it !grew dark, she put on her bonnet and
shawl, the plainest she had, and waited for
night, to go forth homeless, penniless into the
great city, to do — she knew not what, perhaps
to commit suicide. She had lost Richard Graham, and she had no farther interest in life. If
this feeling had not been so overwhelming, she
would have had time for many other speculations, and perhaps suspicions. She would have
liked to kiss her uncle before she went, but he
had not sought her, not sent her any message,
and he must have come home, for it was now
beyond the dinner hour.
Just as she had risen to steal forth from that
unkindly dwelling, a servant brought her word
that Mr. Graham was in the parlor, and wished
very particularly to see her. She flung ofi'her
bonnet and shawl, that he might not suspect
her purpose of going away that night, and descended listlessly to meet him.
When she entered the parlor, not only Richard, but all the family were there. When she
saw them, the expression of despair was driven
from her features, and one of indignant selfassertion took its place. She paused under
the full blaze of the chandelier —
" You have sent to summon me to trial, I
suppose. Not to trial, either ; but to be condemned untried and undefended, the usual f.ate
of the poor and dependent. Very well. Pro"I am sure I shouldn't have thought it,
Mildred ; but appearances are very mncli
ceed."
against you," observed her aunt, coldly.
" I am certain there is some mistake about
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this affair, my dear ; come here and sit by me
while we talk it over," said her uucle.
"Thank you, dear uncle. You are always
generous ; my mother in heaven, your sister,
uncle, she will bless your kindness to her orphan. But I will stand before my accusers."
" You shall not be condemned without trial,
Mildred," began Richard, in a calm, clearvoice.
" I have given every circumstance the closest
investigation, and I have come to announce
the result." She looked earnestly at him ;
Julia also started, and looked uueasy. " Whnn
I left here, this morning, I went directly to the
firm interested, and paid them for the goods
which were in your possession. I then went
quietly to work making inquiries among the
employees. I found a clerk, at last, who acknowledged having witnessed the theft" — here
the speaker glanced at Miss Julia, whose eyes
fell beneath his. " He saw the young lady
secrete the silk under her velvet cloak ; but
her great respectability made him fear to divulge his discovery, even after the robe was
found to be missing."
" Oh, Mildred, how shocked I am !" sighed
Mrs. Feilding ; "a relative of ours to be guilty
of a crime !"
" That young lady, he is ready to swear, was
Miss Julia Feilding," continued the young man
as calmly as before. " He described her minutely— hair, eyes, dress — says he has known
lier face for years, while the lady who accompanied her was a stranger to him. Miss Julia
also purchased a pair of white kid gloves, of
the number sent to Mildred, at the glove counter.
Having discovered this much, I spent all the
rest of the day in search of the boy who brought
the package to the door, and finally traced him
out, no matter how. He, also, swears to the
personal appearance of the young lady who
liired him to bring the package to this house —
that she had black hair, dark eyes, was small,
and wore a black velvet cloak and a white bonnet with pink plumes."
"These are falsehoods — infamous falsehoods,
all !" murmured Julia ; but her face was pale,
and she could not lift her eyes from the floor.
" What object could I have in stealing a piece
of silk, pray ? I am not so poverty-stricken as
that, yet."
" The God who reads the intricate mysteries
of the human heart knows the motive better
than I," was the solemn answer. "That it
was to ruin your innocent cousin in the eyes of
the few who loved her is evident : but what
the passion was which urged you to so cruel a
plot, I do not know.
I am only rejoiced that
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her innocence is established ; and, believe me,
I should not have betrayed you except to save
her iu the eyes of those dear to her, and in the
esteem of those who must and shall respect my
future wife."
Julia burst into hysterical tears,
" Oh, father," she cried, " if you had never
brought her here to rival me in everything —
even in the heart of — of the man — I loved — I
should never have been maddened into doing
this disgraceful deed ! I would that I had never
seen her — never heard her name I then I should
not now be made to suffer this shame." And
rising, she rushed from the room to hide her
mortification, as well as the keener disappointment of unrequited passion, in her chamber.
" And now, dear Mildred, ' ' continued Richard,
" believe me, I did not for one moment suppose you really guilty of the crime with which
you were accused. I felt it to be simply impossible. But I was puzzled and surprised ; I saw
also that your good name was at stake ; and I
went vigilantly to work to trace out the mystery of the strange plot in which you seemed
to be involved. I wished you proven as innocent before others as 1 felt you to be. The
dress is paid for, and if you think it pretty
enough for a wedding-dress, go put it on, for
the minister will be here in half an hour, to
give me a right hereafter, not only to pay for
your dresses but to protect you against malice
and uncharitableuess."

DESCRIPTION

OF A TURKISH
BY A LADY.

WEDDING,

" In company with some other English ladies,
I was fortunate enough to have an opportunity
of witnessing some of the ceremonies attendant
on a Turkish wedding. It was the day after
the celebration of the religious rites, when the
bride received her female friends, no male being
then admitted across the threshold. There
were seven rooms in the house, all gaily decorated with wreaths and garlands of flowers, and
full of women of all ages, the stairs and passages being lined with female slaves and servants, carrying their mistresses' pipes, waiting
upon them, and adding materially to the confused chattering that was kept up on all sides,
an incessant buzz of human voices, not of the
most dulcet kind, but shockingly squeaky,
harsh, and uncivilized ; for, after all, there is
a peculiar charm iu the voices of cultivated
minds. We were taken to the top room of the
house, in which sat the bride, surrounded by
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lier most favored pnests. Tlie chattering seemed
to gather additional force when our party nia<le
its appearance. They were sitting in various
positions, some on the floor, others on ottomans.
Chairs were ordered for us — I suppose to shfcw
their knowledge of English customs ; and when
we sealed ourselves, there was a general Inugh,
as if we were doing something very ridiculous
in their eyes. The hride was young and goodlooking, dressed in lilac c.aslinu-re, embroidered
with gold, and made in the oriental style.
Her headdress consisted of di.imonds iu all
imaginable settings, with a quantity of spunglass feathers at the back, eardrops of large
emeralds, and a necklace composed of several
strings of pearls, of large size, her fingers co-Tered with rings. She called our particular
attention to her stockings and richly-embroidered slippers, the formerarticlesbeing. Ibelieve,
often dispensed with when in (hshahilU. Most
of the ladies present had a profusion of diamonds
and jewelry ; in many cases literally carrying
their fortunes on their persons — a custom in
all Eastern conntries. I was much disappointed
with their personal appearance ; for, out of at
least two hundred, not more than half a dozen
could be called handsome, and many quite ugly,
their faces being devoid of intelligence or any
redeeming quality to make up for the want of
natural personal attractions. Then they disfigure and bedaub themselves with paint, their
eyebrows being made to meet on the nose,
which is considered a beauty. The hair, cut
short like boys, in front, helps to disfigure them ;
whilst it is very long behind, with jewels attached in many cases. One redeeming feature
is the small fat hands which most of them have,
looking as if never used for any industrious
purpose. Most of them, too, were indulging in
their favorite recreation of smoking. They oflered their pipes to us, remarking, at the same
time, that they understood English ladies did
not smoke. Colfee and sweetmeats were brought
to us in cups and vases studded with jewels.
We appeared great objects of curiosity to them.
Our dress, and everything we wore, were examined with great minuteness ; the questions
asked through the lady who interpreted for us
being what our ages were, if we were married
or single, how many children we had, what our
dresses cost, and all such frivolous and babylike talk, evid'-ntly evincing what was uppermost in their thoughts. One old lady was very
much struck with one of our party, and appeared
surprised when told she was not married, said
she should like her for a wife for her son ; and
we bad some difficulty iu persuading Iter that
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it was not the custom to negotiate weddings in
that fashion in England. Although, no doubt,
many matches are made amongst us in which
the chief parties concerned are little more than
passive actors, still it does not amount to anything like Eastern practice, where the bridegroom frequently only sees his bride for the first
time when, after the marriage ceremony is
perfornieil, he comes in form to take her to his
house ; the lailies having often th'- facility of
conning their future husbands through their
lattice, thus possessing an advantage', as far as
outward appearance is concerned. In the wedding described both parties were young. The
marriage ceremony consists in reading prayers
over them in separate rooms ; and the next
day, after the lady has received the congratulations of her assembled friends, she is taken
to lier husband's home. We were shown the
bride's presents, inclosed in a kind of railing,
of which she kept the key in her girdle. Some
of our party presented the bride with trifling ornaments, with which she seemed much pleased.
Others of the guests begged flowers from our
bonnets, and would have left us very few ornaments ifwe had indulged their fancy in that
way. I cannot say much for the costume or
mode of dressing of the Turkish ladies in their
houses. Even on this festive occasion there
was much that was very slovenly and objection-

able."
Compensation-. — And yet the compensations
of calamity are made apparent to the understanding also after long intervals of time. A
fever, a mutilation, a cruel disappointment, a
loss of wealth, a loss of friends, seems at the
moment unpaid loss and unpayable, but the
sure years reveal the deep remedial force that
underlies all facts. The death of a dear friend,
wife, brother, lover, which seemed nothing but
privation, somewhat later assumes the aspect
of a guide or genius ; for it commonly operates
a revolution in our way of life, tenninates an
epoch of infancy or youth which was waiting to
be closed, breaks up a wonted occupation, or a
household, or a style of living, and allows the
formation of new influences that prove of the
first importance during the next years.
The o.vly Place. — Home can never be transferred, never repeated in the experience of an
individual. The place consecrated to parental
love by the innocence and sports of childhood
is the only home of the human heart.
— There are many people whose whole wisdom consists in hiding their want of it.
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The good die first,
"While they whose hearts are dry as summer dust
Burn to the socket. — Wordsworth.
Dear Uncle Paul ! the mould that covers
with its warm, flowery mantle so many of
earth's best and nohlest hearts never garnered
in its tosom one warmer, truer, or manlier than
thine.
Years ago, in the quiet of a sweet village
home, amid the richest of earth's pictures of
hill and dale, lived with her mother, sister, and
young brothers a little maiden who had seen
some seventeen summers, doing her little daily
duties in her own quiet way, reading her few
hooks with a feverish, panting thirst for knowledge, and living by herself a lifetime of wild,
fantastic day-dreams that had no companion
and no confidant, while yet a thwarted love
cast its mingled hues of glory and of gloom
upon her path.
Then there came into that secluded town an
elderly man, who some years before had left
the place a hopeless invalid, and wandered in
the Old World of Europe in search of healtli.
Now, restored to health, but restored as the
ship that has weathered the storm and reached
the haven with loss of masts and rigging, the
veriest wreck of a man, he returned to the
home of his brother, to be Ellen's next-door
neighbor. Little seemed they to have in comjnon, that lonely man with his marred vis.nge,
wasted and distorted form, his stammering
tongue, almost palsied by the ravages of disease, and forming such a contrast to the gleaming fire of his deep-set, intellectual eye ; and
the maiden, in her youth, her simplicity, and
ignorance of almost everything but her own
sweet reveries. And for what should he, old
man as they called him before his time, with
his strong mind, his great mental resources, his
knowledge of the world, and his wasted frame,
seek the society of those blue eyes and flaxen
curls, and that young heart ? He had heard of
the heart romance that was sadrlening the
young life, and liis sparkling black eyes had
looked into the tear-dinimed depths of the blue
ones and guessed something of the hidden
dream-life that lay beneath ; and she, won by
the notice of one so superior in years and mind,
and fascinated by his stories of Old World travel,
responded to his advances, and the two soon
304
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became fast friends. The common conventional
epithets were soon exchanged for "Uncle Paul"
and "my daughter," as day by day they drew
nearer together, and spent the hours in close
companionship. Long walks they took through
the mountain forests that surrounded on all
sides that little village, ever accompanied by
two beauteous children. And the saddened
spirit of the girl unconsciously imbibed hope
and strength from his strong nature, while his
heart grew young again in the warm sunlight
of her unbounded love and confidence.
A strange companionship it seemed to many
who witnessed the days spent together, sometimes with chess, sometimes with books, and
never in their walks met them apart.
One soft summer night they paced the fragrant garden walks of Ellen's pretty rural home,
beneath the quiet stars, saying little, but happy
to be thus together, when Uncle Paul said,
pointing to a ring upon her hand as it lay upon
his"Why
arm — do you wear this? Cast it off; he
does not deserve it."
" I promised him to keep it," she answered,
while the tears gathered in her eyes ; " I shall
never remove it. Let me believe in him. Uncle
Paul, or I shall die.'-' And then, with quick,
hurried utterance, she poured into his ears for
the first time the history of the thwarted love,
of the father's disapproval, of the lover's parting request that she would not cast aside his
token while he was gone.
Then sadly Uncle Paul kissed her flushed
brow, pressed her softly to his side, and, as he
felt the agitated throbbing of her heart against
his arm, said —
"You are a good girl, Nelly, but Uncle Paul
' is getting too fond of you for his own peace.
God bless you, my daughter!" And at her
mother's door he kissed her again silently.
The next day he went away at dawn, on
business, they said, and sad and weary were
the maiden's reflections as she feared that she
had lost the friend who had been like warmth
and strength to her heart for so many months.
In a few weeks he came again at the tisual hour
of the morning walk, and the first token of his
return was a call at the door, in his old cheery
tone — " P^et your bonnet, Nelly, and come."
And as the little girls that always kept them
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company boiiuiled on liefore, lie said — " I have
conqiuTfil myself, my daughter." She silently
pres,-ed the hand near which her own lay on
his arm, and again he said, " Yon are a pood
girl," and they went on their way as before,
with long rambles, quiet, happy talks, games
of chess, interchange of books, growing happier
in each other every d.iv.
Ah, how beautiful were those summer rambles around that most beautiful village, sitting
like a bird's nest in its amphitheatre of blue
monutains ! a very paradise of flowers, sweet
shrubs, and shady trees and singing birds,
with its noble spring at the foot of the tall, verdant bluff on one side and its beautiful level
slopes of grand forest on the other. Many tre.v
snres of beauty did they find among those
mountains that loomed up so misty and blue iu
the summer gloaming. The great fields of gum
cistus that m.ide the rocks gleam like pal.ices
of gold in the sweet spring-time ; the graceful,
delicate bell-flower that they called the cowslip,
which fringed the crystal brooks with their
soft, broad, green leaves and elegant pink and
blue blossoms ; the anemones uuder the rocks
in the shady nooks, and the great beds of milkwhite wiiter-lilies, with their long tape-like filaments, scenting the air all .around ; the gorgeous
butterfly-weed, and coral pink, and clu^tering
phlox in the hot summer tide, and the many
varied forms of the fern leaves that covered
the ground with their broad leaves and polished
ebony stems. The maiden's pale cheek bloomed
again with young health, amid all this beauty
of nature, and health revisited her mind, though
the heart still clung sadly but hopefully to its
thwarted love.
At last the lover, wearied wiili w.iiting, came
b.ick, .ind, despite parental displeasure, persuaded her to wed him and go with him to the
new home he had made f.ir away. Uncle Paul
w.%3 the good genius that smoothed difliculties,
urged on the marriage, and took upon himself
the task of soothing the angry father when the
offenders were gone.
In the early gloaming, when the stage came
to the door to carry the bride away from her
childhood s home, and after bidding farewell to
mother, and brothers, and old friends, and old
servants, she came forth on her husband's arm,
weeping, one came in the dim, gr.iy light from
the coach door, and took her in his arms, and,
while his teal's rained on herown moiste^ied face,
whispered — "God bless you, my daughter!
You are taking Uncle Paul's heart with you.
I don't know what I shall do without yon, "
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and, with a suppressed sob, placed her iu the
coach.
Y'ears passed by, long friendly letters kept
alive the old love iu its earnestness and freshness, though strong new ties were binding the
heart of the wife and mother.
In a strange place, tended by kindly strangers, \
Uncle Paul passed away, long, long ago, but
little p-a-st the prime of life, though long since
accounted an old man, still loving fondly, still
delighting to speak of her who had gladdened
his lonely life with her warm confidence and
tenderness, still calling her, as of old, his
daughter.
The maiden whose heart romance ripened
into the sober joys of a happy home, husband,
and fair children, still dreams her day-dreams
in the intervals of housekeeping and nursery
duties, and dwells with fondness upon the sacred memory of "Uncle Paul," the kindest,
truest, warmest friend that ever woman had.

'WOMAN'S

SCEPTRE.

There is something extremely pleasant and
even touching— at least, of every sweet, soft,
and winning effect — in this peculiarity of needle-work, distinguishing woman from men.
Men are incapable of any such by-play aside
from the main business of life ; but women, be
of what earthly rank they may, however gifted
with intellect or genius, or endowed with much
beauty — have alw.iys some little handiwork
ready to fill the tiny gap of every vacant moment. A needle is familiar to the fingers of
them all. A queen, no doubt, plies it on occa:>ious ; the woman poet can use it as adroitly
as her pen ; the woman's eye, that has discovered a new star, turns from its glory to send the
polished little instrument gleaming along the
hem of her kerchief, or to dam a casual fray in
her dress. And they have greatly the adv.antage of men in this respect. The slender thre.ad
of silk or cotton keeps them united with the
small, familiar, gentle interests of life, the continually operating influences of which do so
much for the health of the character, and carry
off what would otherwise be a dangerous accumulation ofmorbid sensibility. A vast deal
of human sympathy runs along this electric
line, stretching from the throne to the wicker
chair of the seamstress, and keeping high and
low in a species of communion with their kindred beings.
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(Concluded from page 222.)
CHAPTER
"Lois — Lois — where

III.
is the chiki — Lois! —

Dear me, and my hands in the dough !"
But no Lois responded, and Aunt Eunice was
obliged to rid lier hands of llie tenaciously adhering particles as best she might, and unlatch
the gate herself. But her face brightened when
she saw who it was seated with the driver of
the vehicle behind a formidable barrier of
trunks. It was Jasper Arnold, in loosely fitting Raglan, and gray travelling cap — and she
wiped her hand again in her apron before
stretching it np to bid him good-by.
"Mil going, be you? and Lois can't be
found high nor low. She '11 feel bad not to see
you again. Maybe she's come in — Lois!'' —
and she stepped back with unwonted kindliness
to the threshold. "There, 'taint no use, and
I don't know what 's come of the child ; she
aint been worth her salt yesterday nor to-day.
Good-hy, good-by. Them trout of yourn was
the nicest I ever see."
Perhaps Jasper did not hear this kindly encomium ;his eyes were turned towards the
upper window with some anxiety and some
reproach. It was not friendly in Lois to avoid
bidding him "God speed," as he felt sure she
bad purposely done. But the leafy screen of
morning-glory vines told no tales ; they did not
betray the tearful eyes that had been watching— watching through them, until they ached
with the glare of the dusty road, and were
swollen with the tears that at times hid the

Fortunately there was but little passing
through the afternoon, and she allowed herself
to indulge in repeated bursts of those wild,
passionate tears. When she crept down stairs,
in the dusk of twilight, her bead ached, and
her senses were benumbed, as one returns to
life, when all that made its brightness had been
taken.
" What on airth took yoxi ofl' to the medder
this afternoon, child?" was the salutation of
Aunt Eunice, when she came in, to find the
truant seated in her arm-chair and leaning her
head wearily against the whitewashed wall.
" There was tliat young feller cum

to bid me

good-by, and 'twa'n't very polite in you to be
marcliiu' olTwhen it seems you kriowed be was
a-goin'. He left that fur ye" — and she pushed
a little package across the table. " Real pious,
I guess ; I told him you had one a'ready, for I
seed it was a Bible right off; but he said it
didn't make no difference."
Harry Anthon would have scoffed at such a
token ; and it must be confessed that Lois herself was sadly disappointed. It was a plain
little copy, bound in brown morocco, the name
the only gilding. It was not fresh either ; the
cover bad lost its first fairness, and there were
pencil marks on the pages here and there.
Alone in her own room that night, Lois was
somewhat comforted to read her name in liis
clear bold hand, written directly below his
own.

"Jasper Arnold" and the date of its first

landscape. If he cared about her, why had he
not said he would write to her, or asked her to

possession two years before — "to Lois Lee"
was added, and a single word that she could
not tell the meaning of, but went to bed, and

write to him, or told her u-hen he would come
again. He was his own master, his time was
all his own. No. he had loved some one else

wondered over it, until " Mizpah" became a
handwriting on the wall in her dreams.

all the while — Lillian Anthon, very likely, and
perhaps he had told her all their talks, and
laughed together over her awkwardness and
ignorance. So Lois punished herself by getting but the barest glimpse of him as he passed,
thinking all the time tiiat she should never see
bira in the world acain ; and then, when she

" Can thee spare Lois, -friend Eunice ?"
It was Jonathan Fox who preferred the request had
;
it been any one else in all the
parish it would have been denied, for Lois had
been by no means on her good behavior the

bad watched the carriage far out of sight,
tlirew herself upon the uncarpeted floor and
cried bitterly, as only the young can weep,
when they magnify all the pains and crosses of
life.
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past two weeks.
"She ain't much

use to me, no how," re-

turned Eurice, rather sourly. "She hain't
spoke a pleasant word to nobody for a fort"Lois, thee 's not in the right way, " said
Jonathan, with a scnitiny that seemed to denight."

LOIS
luauil llie meaning of heavy eyes and languid
luoveiueuts. " Maybe the child 's ailing, fiii-nd
Kiinice ; it 's not the manner of the young to
droop without reason. Get thee sun-bonuet,
Lois ; thee 's never h.id a ride hehind Clover."
And stepping cheerily, for the first time since
she had set off on her walk to the woods with
Jasper, Lois climbed into the comfortable w.agon, greatly wondering what had put it into
the Quaker's mind to give her one now. If he
had any special reason, it was not forthcoming ;
nor did he turn in tlie direction of liis own
liouse at first, but up the turnpike, past "The
Rest," and on as far as Olenwood. Clover was
suffered to take his own pace as they passed
the handsome imn railing and wide gate that
displayed the glories of this famous mansion ;
and from Imr elevation Lois saw more plainly
than ever before, the broad sweep with its
new looking evergreens, scarcely yet settled in
this foreign soil, and the bare trees that showed
plainly how short a time had elapsed since they
h-id quitted the nursery. But the gardener had
endeavored to make it up by a profusion of
showy flower-beds, cutting up the lawn in fanta-^tic shapes, and Mrs. Anthon"s recent taste
for the fine arts had placed various statues in
conspicuous positions, while two puny fountains sent up slender jets on either side of the
entrance.
" Does thee know any of them?" — and friend
Fox, following the curious looks of Lois, nodded
towards the house. ■
" Yes — no ; no, I don't Know any of them,
sir. Mr. Anthon and Harry sometimes speak
to me." Lois thought of some one who had so
lately been under that roof, and she spoke slowly
and with hesitation.
" Young men like Henry are not the safest
acquaintances for young women wlio are going
to marry farmers," said friend Fox, drily.
" Thee must have a care, Lois. What would
thee do, if thee had that house and the lucre of
friend Anthon?"
"Oh," said Lois, quickly, "I would make
every one so liappy ! and give Aunt Eunice and
Uncle Michael the best rooms, and always
speak very kindly to every body who was poor,
and help girls— like me to— to — "
"What does thee w.ant help in, Lois?"
"To study, I meant, sir,; to get an education."
" nut thee can read, and write, and cipher
up Michael Lee's accounts."
"Oh, what is tfiiil .'" Lois looked as if she
felt what "dry hnsks" of knowledge she was
required to be content with.
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" If one should help thee, Lois — the rich
m.in yonder, Sarah .-Vuthon — would thee be
more content f Thee would not find the
House chamber liirge enough then, if thee

woany
Toll
hits

thy head now on the ceiling."
" But then I could find another home and
take tliem to it. I could teach others, I could
earn money for them. Now I can only open a
g.ate all d.iy long."
"Thee might do worse."
" But I am too old." She was about to s.ny
" Jasjier says so ;" but what would friend Fox
think of such an adviser? " I hate it ; the l.idies look down on me for it, and the gentle" Say on, Lois."
"I men—
hate
" it, that 's all ; and I'll get away if
I goIt out
work."
was ton\ore
than a momeniary flash of feeling and resolve. The finely set teeth and bent
brows showed it.
" Would thee surely use thy powers for the
best good, Lois ? Would thee keep from vanity,
and levity, and pride? Would thee bind thyself to teach until the debt was paid to the last
fraction ? Tliee would incur a heavy debt !"
Lois looked up eagerly. Could it be that the
benefactor she had dreamed of sometimes, who
should come and lift her out of this barreu existence, was at hand I Not Jonathan Fox,
surely, noted throughout the county for his
close dealing and careful economies.
" I will lend thee the money, Lois ; and thee
is to sign the obligation, if Michael and Eunice
Lee are agreed. Thee need not jump out of
the wagon !" And the keen but kindly eyes
watched the astonishment, the happiness, the
exultation that struggled over her face.
And thus it was that the first "change"
came to Lois, a change so wonderful that it was
almost a transformation, and formed food for
discussion and w^uulerment to Michael and Ennice for the full three yea:^ which was to be
the term of absence. They g.ave her up, m-t
without some hesitation and reluct.-vnee, upon
the showing of friend Fox that it would be the
sheerest imprudence to keep "so comely a
young woman so much upon a public road,"
quickened by noticing that Henry Anthon made
it convenient to drive through daily, and was
inclined to keep Lois standing in the suu
whether she liked it or not.
Seriously, what uas to be done with Lois, if
she was no longer a child ? The toll-gate could
not keep her in idleness, and there was a prospect of more compensation than she could earu
by any trade.
So they let her go.
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It was a bright October morning when Lois
looked her last upon the toll-house, with its
wreaths of nasturtiums and morning-glories,
its flaunting coxcombs, and marigolds, and
giant sunflowers — upon "The Rest," whose
borders were still brightened by heliotropes,
and geraniums, and gorgeous dahlias — upon
(ilenwood, at whose gate Lillian Anthon, mounted upon her white pony, stared as she passed —
upon the woods just tinged with their evening
glory of gold and crimson.
Among her few possessions the little Bible
was carried with her, and in her heart a wild
hope that she might meet the giver upon her
journey. With what a beating heart she
searched every face, and watched every figure
that passed the plain house, in a quiet street,
where Jonathan Fox's sister resided I But the
face she looked for never appeared, nor did she
ever see it again save in her dreams.
Friend Fox had chosen for her wisely — a large
but by no means a fashionable school iu a
country village, of which "the Seminary" and
its belongings were the centre. Not that he
could shut out the world and its temptations
even here, but there was comparatively little
to distract Lois from tlie great object of her
lif", and much to aid her in its attainment;
wise and faithful teachers, loving classmates,
and oh, how pleasant their aflection and companionship were to the young girl who for the
first time had friemis and companions. In her
life with Michael Lee, the native uprising of
her spirit, call it pride, ambition, what you
will, had made such society as she could have
had distasteful, and those to whom she was
attracted looked scornfully down upon her.
But here the ward of the Quaker, Jonathan Fox,
stood fairly with the rest, and soon began to
rank above them with her natural abilities and
wonderful industry; wonderful to those who
did not know the secret spring of action. When
they — Jasper and Lois — who had parted under
the birch trees, should meet again, he should
find the great distance between them lessened.
Sometimes she thought with scorn how he
should be made to feel it, and that she no longer
cared for him ; and then the watchword " Mizpah" would rise up softly to her mind ; she
understood it now, with all its deep and tender
meaning. Perhaps he had loved her, and she
would make herself worthy of him ! So she
toiled late and early, and outstripped them
aU.

jiagazixe.
CHAPTER

IV.

"0 HOW I envy you, Lois I" It was her
room-mate, Helen Vaughn, who said this, laying
her head in her friend's lap and covering her
eyes with her hand. "Papa will be so disap" But he ought not to be, dear; you have
been
a faithful little student ; you will do well
pointed."
to-morrow, for you are always so cautious of
every step."
"That is it; I plod, Lois, and you sweep on
so grandly, and every one will admire you so
when you stand up to read the Valedictory, I
have heard a dozen people ask already who you
were, as we came through the village" — for it
is in these loving flatteries that a true schoolgirl's heart delights.
But Lois, for all the morrow's coming triumphs, had a strange heaviness of spirit, as a
courser might flag when it reaches the goal it
has successfully striven for. "You envy me,
Helen, and I envy you; so the world goes.
Heigh-ho!"
"Envy me! when I am so little and plain,
and have not taken a single honor!" Helen
lifted up her head, as if she thought her friend
had become suddenly dazed with all the Latin
and mathematics she had pored over so long.
"But you have a father, and a mother, and
brothers, Helen.
They all idolize you. "
" One of them would like to idolize you, but
you won't let him," said Helen, saucily.
" How do you suppose I felt to-night when
we were waiting there at the depot and saw all
the girls rush forward to meet their friends ?
There is not a soul to care whether I do well or
ill to-morrow. I 'd rather disappoint some one
than feel that there was no one to be disap" But isn't your guardian coming, that nice
old
Quaker geutleman V
pointed."
Lois shook her head. Helen little knew how
slight were the ties that bound them.
" Nor your uncle nor aunt I hav^ heard you
talk about, that you used to live with ?"
A sudden recollection of Aunt Eunice spelling
over the Book af Martyrs, or of Michael Lee
puzzling out the predictions of the Farmer's
Almanac, came upon Lois ; sadly out of place
they would be in the gay throng who would fill
the hall, and listen with feigned interest, at
least, to the problems and the translations of
the morrow. She thought of Helen's family,
as she had stood apart and watched the group ;
her courtly, carefully-dressed father, elegant
gentleman, shrewd man of the world ; her gen-

LOIS
tie, la<1y-liki> mother, cl.oice in movement ?nd
speech; and the idolized "Brother fJi-orfre,"
fresh from the university, with all the self confidence and ease of twenty-two, and a Salntatory.
Broad contrast, and by no means pleasant ; hut
Friend Fox had warned her that the temptation
to nnijervalue them would come, and she had
promised to withstand it.
" Oh, I forcot to tell you" — and Helen started
np with renewed animation. "My uncle and
aunt, and ever so many people with them, are
to be here in the last train, and Mrs. Selwick
has asked them for the evening, with all the
fathers and mothers, you know. I feel right
sorry for the third and fourth year girls, to
think they are not allowed to go in the parlors."
Lois smiled. " What a dreaiiful deprivation !
Pon't stay too late yourself, Nell ; you niust be
bright for to-morrow."
" But you are going down ?"
" No, dear; none of them belong to me."
"Yon must, indeed : George will be awfnily
disappointed, and my cousins want to see you,
and ever so many people ! Papa charged me
to introduce him to you."
Lois had not <at all intended joining the reception in the drawing-room that evening : it
would be only a renewal of the pain she had
suffered that afternoon in feeling her isol.ition ;
but, joined to Helen's urging, came a n-qnest
from Mrs. Selwick, who was by no means inclined to lose the opportunity of displaying her
most brilliant pupil, her valedictorian, among
the patrons of her school and those who might
become so in the future.
"Yon look well enough," said Helen, who
w.as the bearer of the message; "nobody is
much dressed, except Lil, who never knows
how to be plain. Here, let me put some flowers
in your hair : there, now. Your muslin is so
light and fresh it looks like an organdy." And
so Lois was ushered into the brilliantly lighted
room with its buzzing crowd.
She should have been quite satisfied with her
reception, for Mrs. Selwick received her in the
most gracions manner, and introduced her to
Mr. Vaughn as " Helen's good genius :" and
Mr. Vaughn, in liis pleas.ant way, said he was
sure of that from Helen's letters, and extended
the introduction to his wife and the little party
around her. George Vaughn she already knew ;
and while she recognized yet doubted who it
was that he talked with, Mrs. Vaughn solved
the doubt with, " My niece. Miss Anthon — Miss
Lee."
It was Lilli.an .Anthnn herself, ,i ta!l. finelooking woman, a little over-dressed, perhaps,
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for so quiet an occasion, and strangely preserving in her womanhood both the graces ami
defects of her youth ; the s.ame black, arching
eyebrows and vivid coloring that had m.ade h( r
face attractive to the little gate-opener ; the
same haughty stare and scornful smile that had
aroused the anger and passion of Lois in her
youth. She wa.s but distantly polite now : not
that the faintest suspicion of the real positiou
of Lois crossed her mind, but she had hear<l
from Helen that she was studying to he a
teacher, and then George admired her, so Lillian thought she had done all that could be
expected of her when she ha<l made a few
"society" remarks, and renewed her employ,
ment, inquiring from Helen who every liody was,
.and remarking upon them with an unrestrained
and not over kimlly cleverness. All the old
fei-ling Imrned up in Lois as she saw and felt
this ; never before had she been so kindly
disposed towards the platitudes of Mr. George
Vaughn, or taken his very open style of compliment so graciously. She knew it was nnwo.rthy, but it vexed Lillian, and even the
small victory was pleasant to her in memory of
the past. A new, less worthy pride in the
triumphs of the day before her took the place
of the exultation she would have felt if any one
who loved her had come to be a witness to it.
It was hard to sleep in this excited mood.
Helen, in childlike we.ariness, closed her eyes
as soon as her lie.ad touched the pillow ; but
Lois leaned from the window and drank in the
heivvy perfume of roses and honeysuckles from
the night air, talking with the p.ast. It was no
wonder that the apparition of Lillian Anthon
had summoned it hack again. Loubtle.ss she
knew what Lois would give even her leadership to hear — where he was ! the boy friend
who had changed all her life, to whom she
owed it indirectly that she had met Lillian .Anthon as an equal ! It was his coming that had
fashioned all her aspirations and shaped her
dreams of the future ; but for him the thirst
for knowledge would never have been awakened,
and the kindness of her old friend would never
have availed to lift her from the bare realities
of her childhood to the new, strong life that lay
before her. He had come, and brought this
magic influence with him, and then had passed
away like a dream. In all those three years, U(it
a niess.age nor a token to break the silence, only
memory and the talismanic word he had written to bind her to him ; yet Lois, from the time
it was understood, liad never wavered ; she had
received flattery and adulation unmoved, nnrl
now, as she sat in the quiet night, recalling
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the food earnestness of his eyes when he told
her that hers were "good and loving," she
leaned her head upon the window and cried
liitterly, as she had done on that day ; it was
for the pang of separation then, but now it was
for loneliness and a weary longing to see him
once more and tell him all that he had done for
lier. When the soft morning light dawned,
Helen sprang from sleep, light-hearted and
Eierry as a child ; her friend turned heavily
upon lier pillow as Helen bent over her and
sliowered kisses upon the lovely face shaded
by rippling bands of unbraided hair and flushed
by slumber. "She is talking in her sleep,"
Helen said to herself; " she is not well ;" and
beut down closer to listen, but she only heard,
" Mizpah ! I knew that you would come."
It was a pretty sight, even to the blasi men
and women of the world, to watch the crowd of
pretty faces grouped before them in the hall of
examination that day — all fresh with the coloring and the spirit of youth, full of excitement,
aud eager to do their part. So many slight and
not ungraceful maidens robed entirely in white,
relieved only by the colors of their class, blue
and rose, violet and green, knots and sashes of
ribbon, or the simple wreaths and flowers in
their hair, the only decoration allowed by the
judicious Mrs. Selwick.
There was a buzz and murmur of approval as
they came in two and two to take their places,
and admiring mammas and papas could scarcely
distinguish their own special interest in the
day's proceedings at first, until nods, glances,
andlittle smiles fluttered towards the spectators,
and claimed their rightful tribute.
Lois sought no recognitions. All was a bewildering maze to her, at first, behind the platform where her teacher sat ; but presently she
descried the amber-colored kid gloves of Mr.
George Vaughn endeavoring to convey a signal
of championship, and received a gracious wave
from the plume-tipped fan of his mother. Lillian Anthon was there too, condescending a
slight bend of her arching throat ; and then
Lois looked no longer, but gathered up all the
powers of her mind, that strangely seemed to
desert her, that she might make good her title
to the highest honor — the Valedictory !
The short but brilliant examination went on.
Mrs. Selwick had managed admirably ; nothing
was suffered to claim the attention too long ;
musio succeeded recitations, and gracefully
written, gracefully read themes bioke in upon
threatened monotony. The throng of spectators
increased, and had now beconie a dense, confusing mass ; only one poiiit luminous to Lois,
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as she sat awaiting the summons to ascend the
platform, and stand beside her teachers as she
addressed her former classmates in the hall
below. She knew that she had done w&ll ; repeated applause had followed her recitations,
and more than one "bravo" had joined with
George Vaughn's murmured plaudit. I'he excitement that had burned deeply on her cheek
aud shone in her eyes was dying away, as she
sat there with her head bent down — the last
night's dreariness was coming back upon her ;
even though Lillian Anthon had been the witness of her success, the ignoble triumph was
not enough to bear up her loving nature, and
petty doubts and hesitations, which she had
not felt before, crept in. " I shall never be able
to raise my voice ; my hands are trembling now,
I shall be so awkward ; I came into the woild
too late ever to have repose and self-confidence." And while she weakly battled with
these fretting forebodings some one touched her
arm.
It was one of the younger pupils, a pretty,
graceful child, who had been allowed to pass
from group to group, as suited her fancy, all
through the day. "Some one sent you this."
And she thrust into her hands a strangely sweet
bouquet. There was not a single garden flower
in it ; fragile, delicate wildwood blossoms, drooping from the centre, with a thick border of wild
rose-buds set in snowy sprays of elder aud clematis, all bound together by long blades of
grass. It might have been made up from any
roadside, but it sent a quick current through
her heart ; she knew whose hand had bound the
simple token, knew that he was not far off,
would see her, hear her, feel all her heart-sinkings, glory in her success. One quick, searching glance through the crowd as the summons
came — she forgot the lapse of time, she looked
for the earnest, boyish face that had fronted
her even in the woodland parting, but it was
not there. Still the strength had come, the
knowledge that some one, and the oue she
would have chosen from all the world, watched
her with friendliness, and it gave her firmness
even in the midst of tumultuous thoughts.
How proudly she seemed to stand before
them all, when in her heart she felt very humlile ! The lireath of the clematis had rebuked
the unworthy desire for a petty triumph ; it
had recalled to her who she was, from whence
she came, to whom she owed all that she had
attained to, and the pledge she had given for a
noble life work. There was the earnest of it in
the shining thoughts she had penned before all
this struggle came, and which rang from her
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lips Willi a reneweii anii h«arll*elt earnestness.
She forgot the indilterenl crowri, the presence
of LiUinu, tlie new strange liope that had
thrilled her a moment before, in the solemn
appeal to her classmates to be earnest workers
in life's harvest field ; to " rise to their peculiar
and best altitudes ;" and as her voice faltered
in the tender farewell, it was not aloue among
the little band she addressed that tearful eyes
were raised to her soul-Iiglited face.
Quivering from head to foot, she crushed the
fairly written sheet with its flowing ribbons in
her hand, and turned to gain her seat ; but
room was made for her beside her teacher on the
platform, and then pressing close and eagerly
in the river of eager, admiring f.ices, she saw
the eyes that she had remembered so long, not
the face nor form, they were lost in the maturity of manhood, but the eyes were the same,
liopeful, earnest, "dear eyes" — though she
blushed hotly with the whispered thought, and
then grew white as the roses she liad given him
years before, with the past excitement and the
spell of recognition.
It seemed ages before the final words of dismissal were spoken, and then she could not turn
and look for Iiim, for Mrs. Selwick held her
hand with hearty congratulations, and Helen
pressed up to her with very red eyes, which
showed her appreciation, and Lillian Anthun
joined in the general hum of kiml words, since
it was the order of the day to admire the valedictorian, and, surprising to s,iy, the drab coat
of Jonathan Fox emerged from behind George
Vaughn's w^iite wjistcoat, and the wearer saluted her witli a candid " Thee does theeself
credit, Lois," and a shake of the hand so hearty
that it brought back all her confused and wandering thoughts.
"Has thee seen my ward?" — but he was
speaking to her, not of her. Was it his habit
to go about charging himself with forlorn damsels ? No, not in this instance, for the hand
that still ached with his hearty pressure was
taken again and drawn through a strong arm,
on which she leaned for the rest of that hour
of triumph as if it were her right, her restingplace.
" Thee would not have known Jasper."
This was the introduction, the friendly sanction
of her Quaker guardian ; his guardian, too, as she
found, but it had never crossed her mind before.
" We are old friends, are we not, Lois ?"
Jasper Arnold said, gayly, by way of explanation to George Vaughn, who had turned back
[ with the intention of making the same approI priation for his own benefit.
" How d'ye do,
IGeorge f I see your cousin is with you.
Ah,
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Miss .'Uithon, and how are all my friends at
Glenwt)od
.'" her silence and his own wild
He covered
impatience by chatting for her, so she only
stood still in the throng, bowing for her many
laurels of compliment, and longing to get away
and understand it all. So they moved slowly
towards the entrance, and at last were free,
walking alone through the leafy avenues, which
recalled their woodland parting, three yeais
before.
"I could not write to you, Lois, because I
promised, promised nottos^e you, too," Jasper
began abruptly ; and he took her hand again.
" I cannot believe my own happiness now."
"Nor I," she said, softly. "Oh, Jasper, I
could not help thinking you unkind at first ! '
He did not seem to hear her. " 0 how proud
I was of you ! 1 knew it was all there, Lois'
— he was thinking of her stately beauty and
noble thoughts, and of the murmurs of the
crowd as he stood among them and watched
her. " I knew you would make just such .%
woman." And then, for young hearts are ever
impetuous, he told her how dear she had I^eeM
to him, even in his silence, and how he had
watched and waited for the time to come, and
now she must bo his
ready for my life," lie
one to live it with me.
tutors and governors,

"very own: for I am
said, "and there is no
I am no longer under
under bonds and pro-

But, alas ! Lois was. The temptation was
dazzling,
mises." but his words recalled the formal
contract she had signed with her irregular,
childish hand, and before she could explain
why she could not bo his wife, interruptions
came, and she knew that he left her with a
cloudy brow and perhaps a jealous heart.
Poor Lois 1 the day had had such strange
vicissitudes. She had seen liim once more,
and he still loved her — loved her as she would
have loved him all that long, long time if it
had not been uumaidenly ; but she could not
ask him to wait until she h.ad redeemed her
pledge, and made a home for those who had
given her one in her destitute ori)b3nage.
No, again and again his earnest pleading came
to move her ; she would not even tell him,
but he should think it an appeal to his generous nature ; she must endure to be misundei-stood by him. And her day of triumph
ended in a blank dreariness, far worse than the
eager, longing emptiness of heart with which
she had looked forward to it.
But the day was not ended yet ; there was
the evening levee, of which the last night had
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Leen but a rehearsal, and her kind friend and
guardian was coming, contrary to all that had
teen known of Jonathan Fox by his oldest
friend in meeting ; so she must exert herself,
and to meet Jasper, not as in the afternoon with
frank, overflowing kindness, but feeling the
estrangement, and that it must end in separation.
A wild thought of appealing to her self-appointed guardian and asking a release flashed
across her mind as she stood talking quietly
with him, her face betraying her heart with its
heavy, haggard expression. But how base that
would be ! No ; better to live down the clamoring for love that had ever been her "burden
of unrest."
"Lois, thee 's tired; thee must not meet
friend Eunice with such a face as that ; thee
must sleep soundly to-night for the journey."
Yes, he had come for her, and she must return to her old life ; how wild to think for a
moment of escape from it I
" Thee had better look over the school bills,
and see that all is right, nevertheless, before
tliee retires." It was a formidable-looking
package of receipts that lie placed in her hand,
with business-like indorsements upon each.
She took them mechanically. " Not that I
wish to hurry thee in payment, but thee remembers the bond, that they were to be discharged in full."
"0 yes, every dollar!" she said, earnestly,
though it cost her so much. " Not that money
can pay you for your confidence in me, in my
ability, and my honesty, and your kindness,"
she faltered.
" Thee need not trouble theeself to feel that,"
and the still face showed more emotion than
any one had beheld there for many a day.
" TTiee 's done welV — and to hide the unwonted
feeling friend Fox retreated hastily.
He had left her quite alone in one of the
minor recitation rooms, that had been thrown
open to eke out the narrow dimensions of the
parlors that evening ; and she went towards
tlie solar lamp burning upon the table and
opened the receipts he had given her, strengthening herself by looking all that lay before her
fairly in the face. It was kind in Jonathan
Fox, she said to herself, to furnish her with
weapons against herself; for she knew the
conflict that was before her when Jasper should
come. Her senses seemed to mock her still,
fvir sh.e read his name, and not her guardian's,
on the carefully labelled receipts. Yes, it was
certainly so — "Lois Lee to Jasper Arnold,
debtor," not on one, but on all. "Jonathan
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Fox, Agt." She started, as the truth began
to dawn; he had said "his ward;" and then a
bitter, galling sense that she owed him for the
very food she had eaten, and the clothes she
had worn, crushed and humiliated her.
"Lois—"
Bnt she would not lift up her head ; it
come too suddenly upon her: when she
gloried so in thinking she should live to
every dollar, and owe her position to her
exertions.

had
had
pay
own

"Lois, I must have made a terrible mistake ;
I presumed on yoMt youth, and your unfriended
position when I knew you. Others have found
your value ; I can see it now, and the hateful
silence I was pledged to has lost you to me.
You have not really loved me, Lois, and you do
love some one else."
" No, Jasper."
" Then why cannot you tell me your secret —
why do you not trust me? — what is it that is to
divide
?" up her bead, and gathered the
Lois uslifted
scattered papers before her. She must meet
it, first or last. " There 1" — and she thrust
them into his hand.
One glance showed bim the hateful wound
lier spirit had received, and how his guardian
had betrayed him.
"Oh, Lois — and you hate me for this ? He
should never have breathed it ; you should
never have known from me. It was all to have
been done in his name ; he shall answer for
it !" And the young man groaned in his impotence to repair the breach that had suddenly
yawned between tlienr.
" Let me tell you all about it, since you
know, and we can part friends at least ; you
may pay me if you wish, Lois, if it will make
you any happier, just as you would have paid
him ! Indeed I will stoop to take it ! Won't
you hear me, Lois?" And he told her a strange
tale for a maiden to hear from a lover, how in
his boyish chivalry he had longed to give her
the advantages she had so craved ; and would
have thrust the money upon her so that the
delicate secret would have been known to all,
but for the caution which his guardian appeared
to have so strangely forgotten now.
Friend Fox had planned for and counselled
him, had even tried to turn him from his purpose ;but when he found how strong a hold it
had taken upon the boy's imagination, and
that Lois, supposing him to be Mr. jinthon's
guest, would never dream of the source of his
bounty, proposed that he should aesume it all ;
with one promise exacted, that during the time

LOIS
he should never write lu Uvr ur b<;uk her iu au/
way.
" I rebelled against it for a long time, Lois ;
I was afraid you would think me just what I
wanted to warn you Henry Authon was at^firat,
a trifler ; but I gave you the only pledge of
faith I could, th.it word which meant so much
to me. You believe that I loved you, Lois,
even though I gave you up."
She began to see how noble the sacrifice of
his own wishes to her real good had been. She
judged of that sacrifice by the paiu that silence
had beeu to her.
" Yes.
O, I know yon loved me, .I.asper !"
" And now, Lois, how is it now, when I have
sought you the first moment of freedom, and
asked you to share my life with me, and all
that I have ? You do not love me as I love
you.'" And she looked full into his face, for
the first time, to see a reproachful tenderness
that began the conquest of lier pride.
" Y'oa do not know, Jasper," she began.
"Yes, I do know," he said, vehemently,
"that if I coulil owe everything to you, if we
could change places it would only bind my life
closer to yours. I love you so well that I could
bear to be iu i/our debt, man as I am !"
" .^nd I will love you so, dearest," she said,
softly, gathering the papers once more, and
laying them in his hands. " You are nobler
than I ; you have shown me how my debt may
be cancelled, by being content to owe all to
you.
Here. is the bond."
He took the paper and held it steadily in the
flame until the last white ashes fell upon the
floor.
" And this was all that stood between us ?"
"All:"
He held her from him and looked into her
eyes, as at their paitiug, then closed them with
a kiss.
"May God forever watch between us, my
own, own Lois, doubly mine 1"
"So thee found thy way out of the woods,
Lois ; thee must not blame me for lending thee
a rough helping hand 1"
One could not believe friend Fox guilty of
an untruth, but though he said he had returned
to look for his spectacle-case, it certainly was
never found in the recitation-room of the Oakville Seminary.
" Now confess that I 've managed the best
for thee both, and saved thee two volumes of
the novel thee insisted on playing out. I forgot to tell thee, Lois, thee will not find Eunice
VOL. Lxin. — 27
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and Mirhael Lee at the Gate, but on a farm
that has some one tliee knows for an owner."
And in the anii>lo yellow farm house, the
home of Jonathan Fox, the wedding preparations are now going cheerily forward. Helen
and George Vaughn have come to assist on the
important occasion, and all the neighbors for
miles around have called upon the Quaker's
wards, being greatly moved by the romantic
history. Lillian Anthon is the only exception ;
but the kindliness of lioth her father and mother
to Lois is all the more marked, while Harry,
who is to be first proomsman, has outdone himself, by ordering a superb set of jewelry for the
bride elect. Pretty Mra. Grant no longer inhabits the little villa at whose gate Lois once
stood envying her its loveliness ; her broken
heart has gained for her the peace she hud
never known in life.
Lois is to walk those paths and tend those
lovely flowers as mistress of them all. Her day
dreams are ended in a brighter reality, and
"The Rest" will be no longer a mockery to the
lives that pass within.
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Upon a wild tempestuous night,
When fiercely gleamed the electric fire,
And ocean rose in all her might*
To mock the storm-kio^''s awful ire,
A hark athwart a whelming deep
Was swept along most fearfully ;
Now pitching down a watery steep,
Now leaping far ahove the sea.
Low rolled the tempest-driven cload.
To kiss the upward mounting wave;
Or, low it may have rolled to shroud
The vessel for a watery grave!
. And thundering, hissing through the gloom
Come sounds to greet the seaman's earTo warn him of impending doom,
To tell him deadly rocks were near.
Hope spread her wings and stooped to fly,
When through the blackness of the storm
A flickering beacon caught hij? eye,
And nerved anew his manly arm.
Past fearful breakers near, but fleet
The vessel dashed upon its way.
Until within a safe retreat
'Twas guided by the beacon's ray
Thus on the stormy sea of life,
Our barks encounter wave and wind ;
Wild breakers hiss In every strife.
And lightnings flash in deeds ankiod,
But like a beacon in the night
To those who on the ocean roam.
Christ stands and sends a cheerful light
To guide his chosen vessels home.
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In turning over some garret rubbish, I have
discovered an old volume which has, I have no
doubt, "done- the State some service," whether
the State knows it or not. It has certainly seen
some service ; the very name is gone from the
back ; both covers, with the title-page and the
%st forty leaves, are gone. There is scarcely
enough body left to hold the soul. It is a very
dry volume ; dry, evidently, with old age, and
exceedingly dry in its subject-matter and style
■ of expression. It seems to be a collection of
the Laws and Ordinances of the Commonwealth
of Massachusetts. Most of them bear date between the years 1777 and ISOO. If, ' as some
have said, the laws of a country are its history,
then here we have an account of the state of
society in this our commonwealth a little less
than a hundred years ago. Suppose we spend
a lazy half hour in lookfng at it ; we shall find
much to admire, no doubt, perhaps somewhat
to smile at ; no matter, we will grant our posterity ahundred years hence like privilege of
playing critic upon us.
To begin the book where it is not torn out.
The first pages relate to the maintenance and
management of the poor — the town poor, the
State poor, and the poor of jihntations. Besides
helpless, actual paupers, another highly objectionable class is to be sharply looked after and
dealt with, "such as are able of body, but have
no visible means of support, or who live idly,
using no ordinary lawful trade or calling to get
their living by." These troublesome individuals are to be "bound out" to service, and the
proceeds of their unwilling labor to go to the
support of their families ; rather aggravating,
that. It is a pity, however, that some similar
provision does not now exist for the genteel
vagabonds of more modern date. Overseers of
the poor were to " bind out" also to service or
apprenticeship poor children not likely to be
otherwise provided for. Here follows the form
of the indenture, which "witnesseth" that the
said "poor child" is to dwell with and serve
his master, and him faithfully obey everywhere,
and his secrets keep, till he be of age. He shall
not play at cards or dice, nor frequent taverns,
nor matrimony contract during that time. The
master, on his part, is to provide him sufficient
food, lodging, and clothing, and to teach him
314
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his art, trade, or calling ; also to cause him to
be instructed " to read, write, and cypher as
far as the Rule of Three." Also, at the expiration of his term of service, "to give him two
suits of clothing ; one suitable for Lord's Day,
and the other suitable for working days."
Now, my lad, you are twenty-one, the injunction is removed; you are free "matrimony to
contract," if you will, and perhaps the best plan
will be for you to do so before that Lord's Day
suit has lost its freshness. The "bound girl"
was to be taught " to read and write," leaving
out the words "cypher as far as the Rule of
Three." People were not then so unwise as
to cram the girls with useless learning.
It must have been very difiicult at that time
for a man to escape the payment of his rates or
taxes ; and in this connection the word distress
has a peculiar significance. It seems to mean
sufficient to satisfy a demand. In case of nonpayment, the collector might attach the property of the delinquent, " and for want of goods
whereon to make distress," might "take the
body," and distress that, I suppose. If the
collector found sufficient property to pay the
debt, he might attach it, and, " after four days,
openly sell said distress at public auction." If
cases of distress were put up at auction at the
present day, I believe there would be few buyers ; most of us would rather sell than buy.
Here is a clause providing for the abatement
of some portions of a man's rates, in case he
"thinks himself over-rated," which, I believe,
few people do.
A law dated 1789 reads thus ; " The several
towns in the Commonwealth shall be provided
with a school-master, or masters, of good morals, to teach the children to read and write,
and to instruct them in the English language,
as well as in arithmetic, orthography, and decent behavior." I suppose that under this last
head must be classed certain instructions we
can many of us remember to have received,
enjoining upon us, under a heavy penalty for
non-performance, the duty of saluting with a
bow or courtesy every person we met on the
way home. Custom seemed to require some
little acknowledgment of this civility on the
part of the recipient thereof, which sometimes
became a little irksome to him, especially if he
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was so unfortunate as to meet the whole school ;
but it wo^uld not do for him to show any lack of
"decent behavior."
The next chapter sets forth the duty and
powers of Field Drivers and Hogreeves, restrains materially the privileges of horses and
cattle, and specifies what manner of yoke is to
be placed upon the necks of snch unfortunate
swine as show a disposition to pillage.
The overseer or master of a workhoose was
to receive, besides his salary, one-third part of
the proceeds of the earnings of persons confined
therein. Prob.ilily the tliriflless rogues got
none too much time for play after that stipulation was made.
March 8, 1792, was passed an act providing
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no duel followed, or for aiding or abetting in
any duel, the penalty was not small ; a heavy
fine, six months' imprisonment, and, " the
nnkindest cut of all," perhaps, to any Yankee,
incapacity for holding any office under government for the space of three years. To kill another in a duel, death ; and the person so killed,
as well as the person convicted of the murder,
to be buried without a colfin. with a stake
driven through the body, or to be given to the
surgeons for dissection.
This bears date 1784.
Profanity was punishable by a fine of two dollars, double that sum upon a second conviction,
and treble upon a third ; but if npon any one
occasion a person after the first oath should
utter other oaths or curses, for every one after
the first he might be fined fifty cents. This
discriminating provision of the law concerning
profanity made it possible for a man to stndy
economy in the indulgence in that entertaining
recreation.
Branding and standing in the pillory are
named occasionally in the list of punishments,
though it appears that the cases were not fre-

for the dne observation of the Lord's Day, and
the especial duty of tithingmen was to inquire
into and inform of all offences against this act.
The individuals comprising this class must certainly have had the power of ubiquity, or else
their name was legion. They were to see that
people did not entertain themselves with any
game, or sport, or show, or concert, in-door or
out of doors ; to act as sentinels upon the highSo now we have looked the old book through.
ways, so that no man might travel, "except
quent.
If we think that our fathers were severe or
from necessity or charity ;" to take note of all i
needlessly sharp in looking up petty offences,
who did not attend public worship, and at the
if we think we are wiser than they, the best
same time keep a sharp eye npon all who did
proof we can give of our wisdom is to stand
attend. Sunday must have been for them a
clear of all offences ourselves, great or small.
wearying, worrying day ; other sinners icight
go to bed on Saturday night with the pleasing
prospect of a day of rest to-morrow, bat the
tithingman mnst have his loins girded by dayA 'Wtfe's Prater. — We do not assume that
we recognize that which is truly beautiful in
break— yea, sooner, for tlie Sabb.ith began at
all that makes humanity approach to the Ditwelve o'clock at night. Our friends of the
preceding generation seem to have retained the
vine ;but if there is anything that comes nearer
old Puritan hatred to games .and amusements ;
to the imploration of Ruth to Naomi than the
cards were forbidden, and common fiddlers and
subjoined, we have not seen it : " Lord ! bless
pipers, as well as common vagabonds and rogues,
and preserve that dear person whom thou hast
chosen to be my husband : let his life be long
all went one way — to the House of Correction.
The penalty attached to the offence of dueland blessed, comfortable and holy ; and let me
ling must have been anything but satisfactory
also become a great blessing and comfort unto
to all concerned in it. Even though death to
him, a sharer in all his joys, a refreshment in
either party did not ensue, the offenders, in
all his sorrows, a meet helper for him in all the
accidents and changes in the world : make me
view of such punishment, must have sincerely
wished it had. Onr shrewd old fathers touched
amiable for ever in his eyes, and for ever dear
to him. Unite his heart to me in the dearest
the right string when they made the penalty so
abominably disgraceful that even its severity
love and holiness, and mine to him in all sweetwas lost in humiliation. Just think of a gentleness, charity, and compliance. Keep me from
man seeking gentlemanly satisfaction for an
all ungentleness, all discontentedness, and unaffront being carried publicly in a cart to a
reasonablenes ofpassion and humor : and
gallows, and sitting there with a rope around
make me humble and obedient, useful and obhis neck to be gazed at : after that he must lay
servant, that we may delight in each other acin the common jail twelve months, or in lieu
cording to Thy blessed word, and both of ns
of imprisonment receive publicly thirty-nine
may rejoice in Thee, having our portion in the
lashes.
Even for challenging to fight, thotigh
love and service of God for ever. "

BLIND,
" Bliitd, did you say, doctor ?"
"Blind, madam! stone blind, if he persists
in poring over those abominable law books.
Nothing but perfect rest can prevent the loss of
the sight, if even that can." Having delivered
liimself of which, the irritable, but kind-hearted
doctor strode out of the house.
" It 's a pity, and he 's so young," said Mrs.
Deane, addressing her niece who sat by the
window sewing. "Jessie, you may take your
work, and sit in his room; he complains so
much of being lonesome, and I 'm sure I Ve
' no time to waste on him, or any other young
man."
Jessie rose to obey, and the bustling landlady
hastened away.
"Miss Barnes," said Herman Underwood, as
she sat in his little sitting-room thiit afternoon
bending low over her work, "tell me something
about yourself; you seem so strangely placed,
so diflferent from those around you."
There had been a long pause in the conversation, and the young girl sewed very industriously, with a liurried, nervous movement, as if
to drive away thought. But she evidently did
not succeed, and Mr. Underwood watched the
color deepen on the bowed face ; saw the tears,
she could not repress, drop silently on her
work ; noticed the little hand shake, and the
whole frame tremble with suppressed emotion.
She was young, not more than fifteen ; and,
save for the hopeless, desolate expression of
her pale face, would have been lovely. When
Mr. Underwood spoke she started nervously,
as though he had broken in upon some dream
of the past ; but collecting herself in a moment,
she replied in a low tone, without raising her
eyes —
"I have not been here long ; I— my father — "
she touched her mourning dress, but could not
speak.
" I see," said Mr. Underwood, softly, "added
to your bereavement, you find yourself, poor
child, among people who are ditt'erent from
those you have lost ; and you are lonely and
hopeless."
"My aunt is very good to me," Jessie faltered
out, and then broke down utterly, covered her
face with her hands, and wept bitterly.
"Don't cry, Jessie: may I call you Jessie?
I wish yon were my sister ; I never had one,
and I think I would like such a one as you."
ulti

Jessie rallied — " You are too kind, Mr. Under"Indeed, I am only selfish, Jessie; I would
like
a sister now, in my afliiction, to take care
wood."
of me ; to talk, read, and sing to me, to be my
"I in
willfact."
do all that gladly, if I can please
eyes,
you," said Jessie, timidly.
" Would you like me for a brother, Jessie,
such a great ugly-looking fellow as I ?"
She raised the long lashes, still wet with
tears, and gave him one little glance.
"You 're not ugly."
"What am I, then, little one?"
"You look good to me ; you are the first one
who h.is spoken kindly to me."
" Well, how about the relationship ? are you
going to have me for your brother ?' ' he persisted, intent upon cheering her, and believing
that could best be done by giving her something to care for.
" Oh, Mr. Underwood ! if you are in earnest,
I would be too happy.
I can't believe — "
" Well, I am in earnest, and now come and
sit Beauty
by me."was never lost on the susceptible
heart of Herman Underwood, and the new gladness beaming in Jessie's brown eyes, as she took
the seat indicated, made her look so lovely and
winning, that he oould not resist taking her
soft little hand in his. She tried to draw it
away, with a blush, but he said very gently —
" Nay, Jessie, it is nothing wrong if I wish
to take my sister's hand, is it ? I shall claim
to be treated like a brother — "
" I never had a brother," Jessie said, trembling, not daring to meet his eye.
"And consequently you don't know how to
treat me ; but I can teach you. Jn the first
place, yon must not call me Mr. Underwood."
She looked up in surprise.
" What then ?"
" Call me Herman."
"Oh, I can't!" And the blushing face
turned away.
"Jessie, it would make me so happy to hear
the old, familiar home name.
Try."
" If it will really make you happy, Herman," she murmured.
His eyes lighted up, and he drew her nearer.
" Now, sister Jessie, I will tell you how I
propose to amuse myself while I am shut np
here.
I intend to take your education into
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my hamls. Do you read French and German ?"
"French, a little ; GenTian, not at all."
"Then I shall have the pleasure of teaching
yon, and brighten up my own tiuowledge, too.
Would yon like that ?"
" I would, on one condition."
" Name it."
"That yon let me read every day to you in
your law books."
"Jessie, yon don't know what dry reading
it is ; yon 'd hate it. No, no !"
"I shall like reading it, if I am assisting
yon ; I don't want the obligations all on one
side."
And thns it was arranged.
Spring p.issed on into summer, and Mr. Underwood was still an invalid ; still he was kept
in a dark room, or his eyes bandaged if he went
out, or she re.ad to him.
.Jessie was his devoted attendant. She became nearly indispensable to him ; he cmild
walk only if she led ; ride only as she drove ;
read only with her eyes. Every one w,\s glad
to relinquish so helpless a burden ; and Jessie
read law, talked and read French and German,
siing to him, read all the books and papers hu
wished, and indeed became eyes to the blind.
No sister could have been more tender or
thoughtful, none could be more unselfish.
Resting safely on the title of brother, with no
other to share her heart, deep, womanly love
grew into full being unconsciously. Physically
Bhe had changed very much. Her pale cheek
had become plump and rosy ; the expression
of sadness given w.iy to a deep, inward content.
And MK Underwood ? Was he insensible to
the opening beauty of the gentle .maiden ? Did
he not suspect the spring of her tender care ?
Conld he, man of the world as he was, fail to
see the young, innocent, and unconscious love
grow np in her heart, and, seeing, reciprocate
it ? Alas, not one shadow of her beanty was
lost on him, a beanty worshipper ; not one
sign of her pure love was unnoted, not one
feeling in her breast but was returned tenfold.
She was entwined in the very fibres of his
being ; he felt as if she was a part of himself;
lie listened for her step ; he was never happv
unless he could hear her voice. And all this
w.is keen agony to the strong man.
In the long summer twilights he had told
Jessie of his early life, of his benefactor who
had educated him, and on whom he was dependent until he could practice his profession ;

27*

he had menlioneil the pretty daughter, sweet
Minna Koss. Itut there was one little passage
in his life which he resolutely locked in his
own breast, namely, that just before leaving
them, thinking that Mr. Koss expected it, and
really fancying himself in love with Minna, he
had oiTered himself to her and been accepted,
and she was now expecting to become his wife
as soon as he was established. This was never
told ; for he began to see that he had made a
mistake. Real love for Jessie showed him how
weak the feelings he entertaineil for Minna.
Hernuin Underwood's one great and glaring
fault was indecision of character. He struggled
and wavered between opposing duties; he could
not come out boMly and tell the truth to either ;
his pride revolteii from repaying his guardian
by such an ungrateful deed, and his deep and
tender love conld not inflict a pang on the gentle maiden to whom he was all the world. So,
with habitual indecision, he resolved to let
matters take their own course, and he would
be happy ^Vhilo he might. Meantime he was
getting slowly better. One day Jessie came in
and foutid him reading.
"Ah," she sighed, "you are getting inde"You

pendent ofme again I"
are glad that I am

getting well,

"Yes,?" of course ; but it was pleasant to he
Jessie
necessary to some one's happiness."
" You are more necessary than ever to mine,
dear little Jessie," he said, tenderly, drawing
her down on to the sofa by him: "you have
nestled into my heart so closely these long
months that you have devoted to me, that I
think it would tear my heart to pieces to be
separated from you."
"Separate!" Why that word from him?
Was there any such possibility before her'
She turned a pale, frightened face to him, gas{>ing"Separate!
out —
what do you mean?

Y'on are

notHegoing
to leave
?" in his arms.
quickly
foldedme her
" Leave you ? Never, never, darling ; how
"conld I leave you !"
" I have no friend but you," she said, timidly ;" you have been so good to me, I was
"Fear no more, my own treasure, I will never
— ' ' Y'ou shall be mine, forever, forever,
leave
afraidyou.
/.eui'e yon, Jessie ! I love you; not as a brother,
far more, far deeper. I cannot live without
you. Does it make you happy, little trembler ?
Look up in my face, and let me see if the tears
are gone, and the color returned."

I
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She raised the tearful eyes and gave him a
timid glance, quickly dropping them again with
crimson cheeks.
" Nay, Jessie, that doesn't satisfy me. Look
at me again; am I so very tormidable ?" he
added, as she made an ineffectual effort to look
up. " Speak to me, then, darling ; tell me if
you love me."
"Ah, you know!" she said, with difficulty.
"Well, but tell me how much more than a
sister ? enough fo be a xrife f"
" Next to God," she whispered, softly, seeing
that he waited for a reply.
He held her close to his heart, and kissed
her passionately.
"I found her a drooping flower. I have restored her to life ; and now, but for my care,
she would perish. It must be right ; besides,"
he added, mentally, "I am all she has; she
loves me more than I deserve. While Minna
has wealth and hosts of friends, and is not capable of what Jessie feels, it is clearly my duty
to cherish this one." Thus summarily he settled the question of duty in his mind.
"What must be right, Herman ?" •
" It must be right to love you. darling, better
than all the world, better than life, or heaven. "
" Why do you speak so f Has any other a
right here, Herman ?" She raised her head
from its resting-place, but he held her tighter
in his arms as he replied —
"There is none living to whom that place is
what it is to you ; there is none whom I love
half as well as I do yon ; and none who loves
me as I feel you do. There is none other I
will ever call wife !"
Jessie submitted to be drawn back to the old
place.
Mrs. Deane, or Widow Deane, as she was
called by her neighbors, married early in life a
low fellow who kept a country hotel. A few
years before our story opens, he left her a
widow, with a comfortable fortune and the
hotel. In addition to her coarseness and vulgarity, she became very avaricious.
When Jessie Barnes was left an orphan, as
she was her only relative, she felt obliged to
give her a shelter, because of what the world
would say ; and slie anticipated making her
very useful about her house. Her disappointment was great when she saw the delicate girl,
tenderly brought up, and physically unable to
assist her. Her ill-disguised sentiments made
Jessie miserable in the extreme. Rallying from
lier grief she endeavored to assist her aunt in
sewing.

Upon Mr. Underwood's manifesting so much
interest in her, Mrs. Deane conceived a plan to
dispose of the unwelcome incumbrance creditably to herself. To that end slie released the
girl from all duties, and encouraged her constant attendance upon the invalid. She allowed
the house to be' filled with books and music,
though such trash was grievous to her orderly
eye. Moreover, she allowed Jessie to wear the
freshest and daintiest of white muslin dresses,
although she lost a good laundress on account
of the ironing.
Her keen eyes saw the result ; and as she
thought the plot was ripe for her interference,
she took the matter into her own determined
hands. While Jessie listened happily to the
old, old story, new to every njaiden's heart,
Mrs. Deane knocked at the door. Mr. Underwood's voice bade her enter. .lessie was reading with a flushed face, and Mr. Underwood
was walking the room.
Mrs. Deane sat down.
" Mr. Underwood, I have come in to talk
with you. as you seem to be a friend fo Jessie,
about what I had better do with her."
Mr. Underwood sat down and looked at her.
"You see," Mrs. Deane went on, "I am
poor myself, and can't afford tO' support her in
idleness ; seems to me she ought to be able to
help herself by this time."
Jessie looked very much pained, and tried to
speak, but Mr. Underwood put his hand over
hers, meaningly, and said in a low tone —
" Let me answer her, Jessie."
Mrs. Deane, appearing not to notice, went
" I think I might get her a situation to teach
— Underwood interrupted her ; his eyes
onMr.
flashed —
.
— " yourself no uneasiness, madam ; I will
now
" Give
take care of your niece."
"I can't allow any such improper proceedings," she began.
"She will be my mje, madam."
"Oh, if that 's it, of course I am glad Jessie
is so well provided for. Jessie, why didn't you
tellJessie
me?" had covered her burning face with her
hands, and did not reply. Mr. Underwood
leaned over her and whispered —
"Jessie, darling, don't cry; she isn't worth
these
Thattears."
night the miserable man walked his
room excitedly.
" I am placed in an interesting position," he
muttered.
" I did not intend to speak to Jessie
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till the otlier was settled; but her distress,
and her aunt's coarse brutality finished the
business ; and I am engaged to marry two
girls. I must end this. I will go down and
break off with Miun.i, as soon as I can leave
ray darling Jessie. I ain't h.ilf good enough
for the sweet girl ; but she loves me, I do believe that."
In a luxuriant apartment, pillowed up in an
easy-chair, tlie sick girl received her lover.
She looked so frail and loving that, with his
usual weakness, he could not resist taking her
in his arms and kissing her tenderly.
"Dear Hermy, I'm glad you h.ave come
home."
" I 'm glad to see you, Minna, but you don't
look very well."
" Why didn't you come before ?" she asked,
a little impatiently.
" You know I have been sick, Minna, and
nearly blind."
"Yes, I know — p.ipa told me; but you're
going to stay with me now ?' ' she added, eoaxiugly.
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folly, he hated himself for this weakness, thia
indecision. But when Mr. Ross told him, the
next day, that they feared she would never
live to be a bride, that a sudden shock might
kill her at any moment, he saw that he must
not broach the subject he came to settle ; he
must return to Jessie, and let fate decide for
him.
It was decided at last. One morning Jessie
brought in his package of letters, and he asked
her, as he often did, to rejid them to him. After
reading several on business, she opened one
bearing the New York postmark. Mr. I'ndrrwood started when she read the date, for, having received a letter from Mr. Ross a day or
two before, he did not expect another so soon.
However, it was too late to retreat ; Jessie read
on, until finally the letter ended thus :—
"Minna is better, and a change of air is
recommended. I cannot leave, and, as you
can, I would like to have you come on in a
week or two, be married, and take her to Cuba,
where you can stay till her health is established.
Let me hear immediately.
Yours,

"Minna, dear, ynu know I have my fortune
to make, and I can't stay with you ; you must
hurry and get well."
" I can't get well, I never will get well unless
you stay and take care of me. You ought to

John Ross."
Jessie read it through distinctly. When she
finished, her hands, still holding the letter,
dropped on her lap, and she raised her eyes

think more of me than of money. "
" Of coarse I do, Minna, but I have no right
to think of you until I have made some money ;

beseechingly to Mr. Underwood's. He had
buried his face in his hands, and she saw that
the worst was true. With low, calm voice, she

I couliln't ask your father to give me his daughter, and money to support her, too."
" I don't see any use in working so hard for
money, when I 've got enough for both."
"You know, Minna dear," he said, softly,
"we discussed that before I went away. I want
something besides money — an independent position, a career." His heart warmed as he
remembered Jessie's sympathy with his aims.
But Minna replied, pettishly —
"You always did care more for these things
than for me, and I don't think it is right."
He saw the uselessness of talking to her,
and wondered how he could ever have dreamed
he loved this petted baby. fJoiicing his silence,
she whispered —
" You needn't mind me ; I am sick .and cross,
you know.
Do yon lore me, Hermy?"
How could he resist the soft, pleading tone,
the tender arms thrown round his neck, the
soft blue ey#s looking fondly into his ? He was
weak ; he held her in his arms, kissed her, and
called her his dear little Minna.
In his own room that night he cursed his

" Herman, what does this mean?"
—
spoke
No reply
from the dark figure.
" Can you explain this ?" There was a world
of tender entreaty in the hurried tone, which
went straight to his heart ; but he could not
so suddenly face her just indignation. Receiving no reply, she arose, white and trembling.
" Then there is no excuse, no apology ; I am
to believe the worst. So be it, if you wish."
She was leaving the room.
" Stay, Jessie," burst from his lips. " Hear
me one moment while I tell yon how it hap' pened.
I fancied myself in love with Minna,
I owed her father snch a debt of gratitude ; I
was engaged to her before I saw you."
Jessie started, and covered her burning face
with her hands.
He went on impetuously —
" I need not tell you that I never lored till I
saw you ; that the other was a fancy, weak as
fleeting ; th.at you and you alone are and have
been mistress of my heart ; that I have tried
to settle this other — I went east to do so, but
found her dying, as they supposed ; I thought
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death would spare me the avowal of my feelings,; Iweakly yielded to dislike of paining
them. Despise me, Jessie ; 1 know I am weak
and cowardly in this."
Jessie lifted np her head, and looked steadily
at him. "Then, Mr. Underwood, you have
' deceived me from the first ; being engaged to
another, you have deliberately" — her voice
faltered, and it was a moment before she could
rroceed. As she went on, she became composed
and hard. ** For several months you have been
engaged to marry two girls — verily, you are a
skilful man. And, as I have no desire to rival
Miss Ross in your heart, I yield unconditionally
my half of your heart and promised hand."
She was sweeping from the room, beautiful
in her indignation, when Mr. Underwood fell
on his knees and seized her dress.
" Dearest Jessie, don't leave me so ; I know
I have been weak and irresolute, but, believe
me, not a c-ool deceiver ; I have never enjoyed
pi'ace in the position in which circumstances
placed me. Oh, Jessie I I love you, yon only I
I cannot lose you.
Forgive — "
Jessie smiled sarcastically. " So you vowed
to Miss Ross, I presume, the last time you saw
her."
"Jessie, don't look so cold and hard. How
can I move her?" he added to himself.
" It is impossible for me to excuse such duplicity where I believed all was honorable ; it
is inexpressibly painful to find that one who
I thought was — was — honest, at least, should
liave been playing a double game on the simplicity of two young girls. What might be
' forgiven in a friend is utterly unpardonable in
one who seeks to be a husband." Her voice
trembled a moment, but was firm again as she
concluded: "Go, now, return to Miss Ross,
fulfil your first engagement as in duty bound,
perhaps ; as she is delicate, I may yet be able
to take the second place."
" Hear me, Jessie, while I swear — "
" Do you think I will believe you, you ?" she
said, scornfully.
"Jessie, you torture me to madness. Let me
send for the next clergyman, and here and now*
plight my faith to you, will you?" he cried,
eagerly, as she seemed to hesitate. " Let me
prove by a life of devotion that I never loved
but yon."
'
"Never, never!" she exclaimed, drawing
away from his arm, that tried to clasp her.
"Never, Mr. Underwood, though she should die
to-morrow ; I will not further degrade myself
by becoming your wife!"
Slie turned again to leave, and was confronted
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at the door by Mrs. Deane, who was too much
interested in the scene to be ashamed to be
caught listening.
"Comeback, miss," she said, roughly, "I've
got a word to say. Did I hear you refuse to
marry this man ?"
" Aunt, " pleaded Jessie, in a low tone, "you
know not my reasons ; I will tell you." And
she tried to draw her away.
"Yes, I do know your reasons; I heard at
the door," said she, unblushingly, "and I say,
once for all, this fellow has acted like a puppy ;
but he oSvrs honorable reparation, and 1 insist
that you accept his ofi'er. 1 will send for Mr.
Graham."
" Indeed, aunt," said Jessie, firmly, " I shall
never consent to it."
" Then here I swear. Miss Jessie Barnes, that
you shall live no longer here with your hands
folded like a lady; I can't afford to slave myself to death for yon."
"I will go away, aunt," said Jessie, quietly.
"I don't want you to go away," said Mrs.
Deane, somewhat mollified by her readiness to
go ; "I want you to marry him, and be happy."
" I will leave your bouse in an liour, madam,
but never ask or expect me to marry that man."
And she left tlie room, white with passion.
Herman Underwood sank on the sofa, and hid
his face ; he had never dieamed it would go so
far as this ; he thought she would he angry,
but he trusted to her love ; he expected to
"kiss and make up." But this. Mi's was decisive; this showed new depths in Jessie's nature. Hitherto she had appeared amiable and
lovely ; this showed her to be baughty and
self-reliant as well. This nature could not be
trampled on, this disposition would never
tamely submit to be insulted. He felt, miserable man, in the solitude of his room, tbat night,
that he loved Jessie more than ever.
But the morning brought startling news —
Jessie was gone ! The only explanation of her
absence was furnished by the porter, who told
that, at her request, he had carried her trunk
to the night train of cars. Herman Underwood was well assured that there would be no
weak relenting in Jessie, that she was lost to
him ; and, after a week of suffering, desirous
to save others from grief, in a fit of desperation
he rushed to New York, received bis frail bride,
and embarked for Cuba on the same day.
Ten years rolled soothingly o»er torn and
bleeding hearts, and found Mr. Underwood a
successful man. From the death of his wife, a
few months after their marriage, he devoted
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bimeelf to his profession, and attained wealth
and eminence. Miss Barnes was also changed.
The death of Mrs. Deane put her in possession
of a handsome property, with which she retnrned to the liome where her parents lived and
died in one of our eastern cities. She became
a lielle, a beautiful, agreeable, talented woman,
hut cold as a block of marble. It was nothing
to her that men loved her, that they offered
their hearts at her feet. She was utterly unmoved by their vows and protestations, or, if
moved, it w.is in scorn, to ask sarcastically, if
they were sure they had never sworn the same
to half a dozen women, or if they wouldn't take
her purse, and spare her life. All were utterly
and decidedly rejected.
One evening, at a large party, suddenly, she
8tood face to face with Herman Underwood.
For an instant, the blood stood still in her veins,
then rushed violently through theai as he took
her h.and. He was altered ; thin, almost a
shadow; pale, careworn, unsatisfied. His eyes
rested on her, as in a dream, and for an instant
he held her hand as in a vice, striving to
realize that this was the .Jessie of long ago, that
this was she who had loved him.
Nothing of that remained evidently. She
withdrew her hand coldly, and turned away,
almost in dislike. He could not talk to her,
and mutual inclination soon djvided them.
But if the young girl won his love, the grand,
beautiful woman could uot fail to win his deepest adoration. Day after day, week after week,
found him spellbound by her side, incapable
of leaving her, capable only of loving. And
she I she smiled scornfully in her dressing-room,
as she was enveloped in the robes he admired,
neglecting no charm of the toilet, which should
take away his reason ; for she determined to
bring him to her feet, and scorn him.
The low murmur of the sea waves was very
enticing to Jessie, and in the early twilight,
when all nature seems quiet and resting, after
a warm day, she leaned wearily on a rock on
the shore, the waves almost reaching her feet.
The evening was cool, and the graceful folds of
a soft crimson mantle rested lightly on her fair
shoulders, and floated down over her airy white
robe. Her gipsy hat, decked with delicate
clusters of flowers that she had gathered on the
way, was thrown back, and hung carelessly by
the strings with which it was tied, showing the
finely-formed head, and the full rolls of soft
brown hair. The evening breeze toyed with
the wavy tresses hanging over her face, disarranging them, and throwing them lightly back.
A cluster of the same white flowers with one of
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crimson she had fastened on the bosom of her
dress ; her hands were clasped before her, and
in this attitude she half sat, half stood against
the rock, and gazed dreamily on the sea.
Herman Underwood had never seen lier look
so lovely ; every nerve thrilled with a sense of
her beauty, tis he sat at her feet, looking at her
with adoration. Nothing told that she was
aware of his passionate gaze, except the soft
flutter of the color in her cheek, or the unsteady
drooping of the eyelid.
And now, in low, eager words, he poured out
his love and grief, his despair .and hope. Jessie
heard him through. No ch.ange was visible in
her, save that she became very pale, and shivered as with cold, as she always did under
excitement. When he pleaded for one word,
she slowly turned her eyes on him, and gave
him a steady look.
"You h.avB oS'ered me the second place, as
in duty honnd ; you remember your promises
well ; ten years is a long time to remain true
to an engagement so slight as ours." She
spoke coMly, and with perfect self-possession.
" Miss Barnes, Jessie, dou't mock me ; I offer
no second place. You know you had the first,
the best, the undying love of my heart. Oh I
can't you forgive me, Jessie ? Fool, wretch as
I was, I have ever loved you better than my
"
soul —forget,
own" You
Mr. Underwood, that ten years
have changed the believing maiden into a cold,
sceptical woman — a woman who does not believe in love, much less feel it."
"Jessie," he said, in a low, passionate tone,
"have you forgotten how happy we were in
the old time ? how fondly you — "
"Hush!" she exclaimed, with changing
color. "Dare not to remind me of the past,
long ago dead and forgot teu ; let the waves of
oblivion roll over it, or I may chance to remember"— her voice grew cold and hard — "a villain, who wooed me to love him while engaged
in marriage to another." She turned herey.es
again on the tossing sea.
"You cast me off utterly, then, without
hope, without mercy, in th.at calm, cold way
in which the world affirms you are wont to
rebuke the passionate love of men."
" The love of men, caused by the face Nature
chanced to give me, or the little money 1 happen to possess, does not overcome me, I admit.
My face might fade, and I do not choose to be
an incumbrance, with money."
" I need not disclaim either of these motives," he exclaimed, vehemently ; "you well
know I love you."
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" Imagine I have had the smallpox, and you
will find yourself cured, I assure you." She
gave him a smile and a little nod, adding,
payly : " Shall we return, Mr. Underwood ? I
confess I am not sufficiently sentimental to
prefer a moonlight Ule-a-lete to the gay society
'
we lose."
Mastering his emotion by a great effort, he
rose, and accompanied her home in silence.
Not so Miss Barnes, however; she chatted,
gayly, all the way, apparently not noticing that
the replies were in monosyllables.
"She is used to see men in despair," was
his bitter thought.
"Good-evening," she said, at the door.
"Good-by."
" Ah, do you leave to-night ?"
"Yes."
" Good-by, then." And she left him with a
smile. Instead of enteringthe brilliantlylighted
saloon, where the young and gay were collected
for amusement, she passed directly up to her
room, threw herself into a chair by the window, and leaned out to catch the cool breeze.
I'er coldness, her apathy were all gone, her face
burned, her eyes flashed. " Ah, it was sweet to
triumph over him !" she murmured. " It was
d.-lightful to be able to hear with unchanging
f ice all his protestations of love ; to answer
Inm coldly and lightly ; to make him think me
entirely indifferent to him. I hate myself that
1 do not feel so ; 1 despise my weak, miserable
heart that, when he opened his arms and
begged me to come, ached and longed to go, to
find rest, and peace, and joy in his love." She
j'ushed back the falling hair, and leaned her
liead on her hands. "I will conquer," she
said, firmly ; " I irill cure myself of this weak
disease, this babyish clinging to the past ; yet
it was delicious to hear the old vows from the
same lips, to know that, although in his weakness— for he has one weakness, with all his
grand strength— he married her, through all he
loved me. She was a baby of a wife, but she
loved him. Herman ! Herman I I would not
for worlds have you know the love, the longing
that fills my heart. I "an be cold and haughty
with you, but alone with God, who sees the
heart, I know, I feel that I love yon, I love
you, now and ever."
The world added Mr. Underwood's name to
the list of Miss Barnes's rejections, and Jessie
grew pale and wan as the summer passed on.
Leaning pensively out of her window at the
hotel, one cool night in early fall, she canght
the sound of the name she could not forget,
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uttered by one of two gentlemen who were
passing her window.
" It is thought that he will not recover this
time ; he has employed the best oculists, who
all say he is hopelessly blind."
"Very sudden, is it not ?"
"Yes, unaccountable entirely; he had a
nervous fever first, ending in the old disease ;
he bears it like a philosopher; he is very much
changed since he — " The speaker passed out
of hearing.
The sick man turned uneasily on his conch ;
hired attendants bustled noisily aronnd the
room. "Ah," he thought, "once, when I lay
thus, a soft hand pressed my aching brows, a
gentle foot glided noiselessly about me, a kind
heart anticipated every want, kind eyes and
sweet voice were ready to minister to my entertainmenbut
t;
now — ah, she scorned me,
she spurned me from her, she said bitter things
to me ; love is dead in her heart. Yet I could
have worshipped her then — I do worship, love,
long for her, every day, every hour. My peerless Jessie, if I had not been a fool once, I
might have had you now ; for I shall always
believe you loved me long ago." He turned
again, the rustle of a dress caught his ear,
some one knelt at his feet and qlasped his hand
in hers, kissed it softly, and a low, trembling
voice pleads —
" Herman, may I come back to my old place ?
will you forgive my coldness, my pride 1 will
you take me back into your heart?"
He leaned over, took her in his arms, drew
her into his bosom ; words failed, he conld answer only by caresses, and these were bestowed
lavislily, passionately. For years he had longed
for and despaired of this moment, and new he
held her tightly, closely.
" Have you forgiven, Herman ?"
" Forgiven ! can you forgive ?" — he held lier
off a moment — " Jessie, do you come from pity ?
I thought yon would never love me again."
" I did not mean to," Jessie whispered, clinging to him, and hiding her blushing face ; "but
when I heard of yon alone, and suffering, and
needing ime, then I knew that — that — "
" What, darling ?"
" That I never should cease to love you."
He pressed her closely to his heart, and no
words were spoken.
"Jessie," he said, that evening, when they
were waiting for the man of God, who had been
summoned to unite them — "Jessie, if you had
not so nobly come to nie yourself, I should not
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dare to ask you to unite your youth ami beauty
to my

bUndness

'* You know,

aud helplessness."
Herman, " she answered,

•* I like to be necessary
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softly,

to you."
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Trb blooms that erewhile decked the flowers
Now flush tho trees with hectic hues,
That die (like raiubows after showers)
lu vivid but Uissolviog views.
The passage birds Sj o'er the land,
Swifi herald.s of tho comiog frost ;
Like flalne^ Ihc blood-red maples stand,

Poor, painted leaves ! how glad ye seem
To wear ttiy gorgeous garb.
Dost know,
D'omed captives. It is but a scheme
To usher in with pomp thy foe7
Oh, wherefore will ye try to cling
With such despair tit every bough f
A few more blasts your fate will bring—
If die you must, then perish now t
But no ! a human

emblem true.

Ye '11 shrink and shiver in the gale
Till wo aud paiu will grasp ye too.
And close your sad and ponslvo tale.
Farewell, ye Indian summer days I
A few more diiys will feel thy spell,
And then with flowers, birds, and -sprays,
The dream will fade away— farewell !

From aatare's (grateful holocaust.
Bushed autumn's warm and perfumed breath
Ascends, like iQceose, to the sun,
Whilst in the noontide, still as death,
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Drop the ripe apples one by one.
From out her serried ranks of spears
The golden wreath of Ceres gleams:
Far woods, new washed by cloud-wept tears,
Glow through an atmosphere of dieams.
Alone I tread the lonj? dim fields
Where erst the sickle flashed and rang:
A sigh along the stubble steals,
And bushed the song the reapers sang.
A ghost-like haze hanifs over stream,
As though the summer's shroud il wore ;
The dews are summer's still I dream.
Although the morning mists are frore.
Far to
Ton
Seems
That

the west, in fancy's eye,
line of hills that stretch away
but a portion of the sky
trees with spectral clouds array.

The unobtrusive meadow brook
With sadder plaint now flows along.
As if the wraith of winter shook
The cheerful tenor of its song.
The sun's slant arrows shattered blaze
O'er Auinmn's rubric leaves of blood,
Down drifting through the purple haze.
On the broad bosom of the flood.
Not a leaf stirM ! the world is mnte !
Tired nature seems to silence awed.
While all her tokens constitute
Admonitory oracles fi'om God !
Ah, would that I might wander by
This plaintive stream with nature still,
And worship nature's Deity,
Whose sad sweet voices through me thrill !
Ah, wishful heart' how vain thou 'rt grown.
To dream that autumn e'er survives '.
To-morrow winter mounts the throne.
And chains the world in icy gyves.
To-morrow ! and to-day's sweet dreams
Are swept ifeto the eternal past,
Smote by the swift, incessant wings
Of Time — the great iconoclast.
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Far in the distance dim and blue,
Where cloud* on sleeping billows rest,
A fairy land I seem to view
Reposing on the mild sea's breast,
And fancy it some Eden blest.
Draped in a veil of azure mist,
In dreamy calm, behold the isle
Lulled by the waves, by warm wii.ds kissed—
And there must nature eversmilo.
And beauty weave her spells [he while.
Amid its cool and fragrant groves.
The sweetest flowers must surely grow ;
There Naiads tell their mystic Iove><.
While fountains play and streamlfts flow ;
Ah, fairy scenes are there, I kuuw !
Oh take me to that lovely spot.
And quickly, that my eyes may see.
Though dreary oft may be man's lor.
How glorious may earth's treasures be I
Aud all shall be revealed to me.
The blue mist faded as we sailed —
We neared the bright enchanted landAlas, too soon stood all unveiled
Grim rocks upon a barren strand.
As frowning sentinels might stand !
We sought beyond, and only found
A craggy island, bleak and bare;
In vain I sadly gazed around
For birds or streams or blossoms rare ;
No flower-crowned nymph e'er lingered there!
Of( thus, when o'er the waves of life
We rush, aud win a long-sought goal,
Appears the object of our strife ;
And disappointment thrills the soul,
While 'round us Marah's waters roll.
Tet in the distant, heavenly blue,
A land of untold beauty lies.
Nor fade its glories to our view
As nearer we approach the skies ;
Towards that we turn our weary eyes.
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been mad when you failed, of course, but she
would have been his wife, and he couldn't help
himself, could he ? It does seem to me as if
you were the most lacking in worldly prudence
of anybody I ever saw. You never see only
one side of a question. You ought to have
stayed a single man, Rasher, and rot have had
an innocent wife and family to sulTer from your
lack of common sense.
Take off my bonnet, and cool down a little ?

CHAPTER
HOME

XV.

AGAIN.

Well, Rasher, it 's just as I expected I I've
always said you 'd fail, always ! Huudreds of
thousands of times I Ve said it since you went
into the pork business, a low, vulgar, contemptible business, which I never could abide. And
to fail now, of all times ! Waited till I 'd got
■ to Newport, and splurged out; and then, when
I'verybody knew who I was and all about us,
to up and fail, and be sent for, and have to go
liome right in the midst of the season. You
did it to provoke me, I verily believe. Why
didn't
could
heads
about

you give up sis weeks ago, and then we
have gone to the country, or hid our
somewhere ? I told a prodigious whopper
our leaving so suddenly ; I told every

one you was very sick. They '11 hear the truth
soon enough, and I hadn't the courage to face
my own mortification. It sets me half fiantio
to think how much they'll enjoy it when they
get the news ; all them hateful, envious, spiteful
women — tickled to death to get me out of the
way. You 're to blame for it all, Rasher.
You 're an old fool, and I don't care if the girls
do hear me say so ; their father 'd no business
to bring 'em into such trouble. Neither of 'era
married, and now they never will be. One of
'em might have been out of the way, at least,
the wife of a man that everybody likes to know,
if it hadn't been for your interference, getting
into the carriage in the most shameful manner,
and driving us home instead of to the minister's ; and now I suppose she '11 live an old
maid. Lucky escape ? Humph I that 's your
idea. 1 presume Mr. Flummery would have
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Thank you, you 're very considerate, my dear !
I expect I shall be cool in this dreadful city,
with the thermometer 94° in the shade, and
me, of all persons, who ought to be by the seaside, suffering as I always do from the heat. I
expect I can take off my bonnet and make myself at home, when I haven't any liome to make
myself. If you wasn't totally wanting in common delicacy, you wouldn't mention the word,
when you know this very house 'U be in the
sheriff's hands in less 'n a month. I can tell
by the very way Peter's throwing them trunks
down in the hall that he knows already he 's
going to be discharged. 0 dear ! it's nothing
but trouble, trouble ! and you want me to make
myself easy. If you 'd a spark of feeling in
your breast, you 'd know I couldn't be easy.
What's that, Felicia? You don't think I
ought to scold papa ; he looks sick and tired
himself? Does he, indeed ! I should think he
ought to, after all the suffering he 's brought
on his family. You 'd better pity him, and tell
your mother when it 's proper for her to speak.
Think I ought to spare you, when yon 're already so dreadfully cut up that yon feel like a
packed pig ? It seems you don't feel so bad
but that you can go on punning, when you
know how I hate it. I hope you ordered the
housekeeper to have some kind of a dinner
ready, for I 'm perfectly exhausted by my journey and my mental sufferings. 0 dear I 0 dear !
all the servants dismissed but two, and the
furniture tied up in Holland, and standing
around like so many ghosts. I expect even
our dressing-mirrors have got tarletan over 'em,
which we '11 have to take off before we can see to
brush our hair. All the silver sent off to Ball
& Black's big safe, and nobody to wait on us at
dinner but the housekeeper ; it 's lust as distressing and miserable as it can be. I can't endure
it ; I 've got a horrible headache now.
I shall
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be sick hy to-morroHr. Come, girls, wo may a.s
well go lip stairs, and take oir our own tilings
and wash our own faces, for wo 've uoboii/ to
do it for us. Tell the woman to have a good,
hearty dinner, Kasher, fur I 've given out, and
need it. Ueigb-ho I
Stick your foot tlirough them lace hangings,
if you want to, husband ; they '11 bring just as
much at auLtion. You thrash around like a
flail on a bam floor. Mosquitoes ? There ain't
one in the room ; it 's your mind that troubles
you, and not mosquitoes. It 's the " stings and
narrows of outrageous fortune," Mr. Rasher,
and not mosquitoes. There t What on earth
have you hopped clear out of bed for ? Is there
a spider or a snake in it ? Surprised to hear
me quoting Shakspeare? 'Twasn't Shakspeare,
my love, so you 're up a stump there ; 'twas
that handsome actor we used to go to hear at
Burton's, so
and compose
long ago if
groans and

you might as well get back again
yourself. You 'd have been to sleep
I liadu't kept you away by my
sighs ? Kow, my dear, you know

I haven't, spoke or stirred since we came to
be<l. You nii'ant my y/cc — 240 pounds — and a
wann night in August ; my growin's and size?
R.islier, 1 've a good mind to pitch you out on
the floor! As if we hadn't real trouble enough
but you must go and make it worse by your
jokes and silliness. Here we are, on the brink
of starvation, as it were, and you 're jesting as
if it were a laughing matter. Can't starve as
long as we have so many Rashers in the Itouse ?
Well, well, well ! I suppose, then, when you 've
brought us to the verge of ruin, we 're all to
turn cannibals, and eat each other up. But say,
my dear, I wanted to ask you seriously, before
you wpnt to sleep, whether matters are really
as bad as you have represented them ? A great
many folks fail, and live better than they did
before. Ilnpe to pay np all your debts, fair and
square, and still have enough to buy back our
old home, if you can get your cieditors to give
you a fair chance, in the course cf a year or
two ? Do you think I 'm going back into that
little mean three-story brick, Timothy Rasher ?
Now, listen to me ! other people dout do it, and
I 'm not going to. There 's Stereotype & Co.
failed last fall, and they haven't given up their
house, and Mrs. S. dresses, just as well as she
used to, and they keep just as many servants ;
and it 's the same with the Flashers, and Lamp■ oils, and everybody else I know. It won't
hurt us one particle to fail, as far as society is
concerned, if we only manage our affairs as we
ought to. Pay your debts, indeed ! 1 suppose
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every contemptible cook and barrel -maker,
porter and book-keeper, will liave to be paid,
and your family left to deprive themselves of
their carriage and jewelry. That's your idea
of justice! No, sir; charity begins at home!
I 'm getting too fleshy to walk, and I intend
to keep my carriage. As long as I do, ami
make as many calls, and give as many parties,
and spend as much money as ever, there isn't
one of our friends who will drop us ; but we
might as well go into the Tombs as into that
three-story brick, as far as ever seeing their
faces again is concerned. Think we onght to
be grateful, under the circumstances, if we
save that much ? I sha'n't be grateful, and I
sha'n't live in it, if you do get it back. Come,
my dear, I know something about business, if
I am a woman. You told me yourself that you
only failed because them that owed^oii couldn't
pay you in time to enable you to take up your
notes ; that your business really was worth as
much as ever, and your assets were worth
eighty cents on the dollar, at least. Now, if yo'.l
can get your creditors to compromise for forty
cents on two hundred thousand dollars, and
give you a year to pay that in, why, you '11
have made money like dirt, and we can live
better 'u ever. Cheating ? Nonsense I I tell
you everyhoJy does it ; it 's a well understoo I
game, and highly honorable, or else fashionable
folks wouldn't do it. The Flashers and Lampoils did it. I heard Lampoil myself say that a
man had to fail once or twice to learn how to
do business. They 're getting on better than
ever. Mrs. Lampoil had more diamonds than
any other woman at Newport. If you haven't
regard enough for your wife, at least have some
consideration for your daughters. Here they
are, just pausing on the threshold of the best
society; can you have the heart to turn 'em
away from the brilliant prospectus before them
to the dingy parlor and sitting-room of that
three-story brick ? Can you call yourself a
father, and be guilty of it, Rasher? It would
break Cerintha's heart, I know it would ! the
poor girl would never hold up her head again.
Don't see why they can't learn to get along as
their mother did? 'Twon't hurt 'em to comb
their own hair and make their own frocks?
Oh, Rasher, what a brute you are ! Honesty !
honesty ! I 'm sick of the word ; it 's a low,
vulgar word, and I 'm sick of it. Poor people
have it always in their mouths ; they Seem to
think it gives 'em some kind of claim on us.
Do I wish you to be (//shonest ? Of course not.
What do you ask such provoking questions
for? All I want of you is to do as other jieople
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do; people in our station, who know what's
proper. I don't think you need to set up to be
better than folks who will hardly bow to us.
There it goes at last ! I knew you 'd poke a hole
in that curtain before morning. Well, it makes
no difference to me. If eveu the very bed I
sleep on is to be sold for the benefit of creditors,
you may take all the comfort you can out of it.
I 'd rather the curtains would be torn than not ;
they were such a lovely pattern, perfectly exquisite. The person I bought them of said that
pattern was invented for the bridal-chamber of
Queen Victoria's daughter, and now you 've
kicked a hole in 'em, and I 'm glad of it. Nobody else shall gloi-y in the idea that they 're
sheltered by mi/ best curtains ; I 'U set fire to
'em first ! If there 's any little articles like
these that I set particular store by, you '11 bid
'em in yourself, and save 'em from the general
sale ? My gracious ! are you still talking about
a sale, after all I 've said ? Let me tell you.
Rasher, I won't budge an inch, not if the very
sheriff himself comes and tries to put me outdoors ! When these things are sold, it '11 be
because they 're old-fashioned and I want new
ones in their place. I 've calculated to have
new furniture about next November ; this '11
be a year old then, and quite out of date ; but
if you really are not going to be able to get
new this fall, I can put up with this till after
Christmas, and I'm sure you can't ask anything more reasonable than that. I 'm willing
to be reasonable, if you '11 only be ; but when
you ask me to pack up my duds and take my
unmarried daughters back into the old house,
just because you 've failed in business, I think
you 're decidedly wrong. There 's the Flashers
failed five times, and now they 're building a
new house way above ours, and they 're going
to France to select their furniture, and Flasher's
credit is bigger than ever. If you go down the
ladder, you '11 only get kicks on the way ; nobody'11 trust you, nor give you time, nor show
you mercy, nor help you up again. If you hadn't
been a fool, as it were, you wouldn't have sent
for us to come home from Newport, but would
have furnished us with means to dash out
more than ever, and the world would have had
more confidence in you, and your creditors
would have made better terms. It was very
unwise, our coming home. I don't know how
to retrieve the bad eflfects of such a step but by
giving a tremendous party the very first week
our friends get back, next month. It must be
a splendid affair, or nothing at all ; everything
just as expensive as it can be. It's the only
course that will save us, and keep our places in

society. If we make light of our misfortunes,
other people will do the same. As long as we
can entertain our friends handsomely, we may
expect to be entertained in return. Are you
asleep ? Yes 1 No, you ain't, either, or you
wouldn't answer. I want your consent to the
party this very night. If you say I may give
it, I will have that to take up my mind ; it will
be some consolation for staying at home, instead
of being in Newport, and it will save the girls
from moping about in such a melancholy manner. It won't be any common affair, but something to make everybody that 's invited eager
to come. It will be worth twenty thousand
dollars to your credit, and it won't cost over
two thousand, besides the chance of the girls
making
that 's a
saying.
to put a
ashamed

a strike. Rasher ! you 're snoring ;
certain sign you don't like what I 'm
You always resort to that pitiful trick
stop to my talking — you ought to be
of it. Of what — my talking f No,

your snoring. 0 dear ! it 's impossible to beat
anything into your head. I 've beat it so much
I 've dulled its delicate sensibilities ? Delicate
sensibilities, indeed ! Nobody ever dreamed of
your having any, my love. If I 'd have been
united to a suitable companion, 'who had proper consideration for my sensibilities, I shouldn't
have to hammer ideas into your brains the way
I do. To sell pork and pay your debts seems
about the height of your ambition. We might
take the shine off the Yellowdocks completely
if you had the spunk you ought to have.
Snoring again ! Very well ; I 'm to give the
party, then, for you haven't said no (and if
ence).had it wouldn't make a particle of differyou
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Oh, Fitz, how do yon do ? Yes, it is rather
unexpected, our returning so soon. But you
see I got tired of Newport. I came pretty near
getting drownded the first time I went in to
bathe, and that made me sick of the ocean ;
and, to tell the truth, I don't think Newport is
what it used to be ; it 's getting too promiscuous. It's worse still at Saratoga, and I don't
know what a person, who 's very particular, is
going to do for some place to take their daughters and enjoy themselves in the summer time.
It 's just as well that your husband wasn't able
to let you go, dear. You'd be willing to run
the risk ? 0, I know ; that 's the way I felt
before I got there.
Heard Cerintha had made
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a veiy brilliant conquest, but suppose it mnst
liave fallen through, or we wouMn't have abandoned it? Well, I don't know about that. I
expect the gentleman in question will call upon
her as soon as he returns, and he is going to be

present moment, but I 11 trust it to you, Fitz j
you have such taste, and are so inventive.
Ra.-iher went off with a headache this morning;
be said it was because I talked to him all night,
and because he was troubled in his mind ; I

back next week. By the way, Fitz, what 's the
matter ? Seems to me you 're unusually cool
this morning — anything the matter ? Too bad !
What, dear? Oh, Rasher's failure ! Yes, it is
bad, but nothing very serious after all, Mrs.
Fitz Simmons ; but if that 's all that troubles
you, you can just drop that little touch of chilliness, my dear friend, till yon see how it 's going
to turn out. I thought you knew too much
about society to be affected by trifles. His failing ain't going to hurt him any, especially if
he takes my advice. To be sure, he wants to
go back to the old house,, and come down in

guess his head would ache harder still if he 'd
as much to think of as I. A man never knows

our style of living a little, but / don't think of
it, and you know I generally have my own
way, Fitz. I intend to dash out more 'n ever,
and if any one snubs me, they won't make
anything by it. I told Rasher last night that
the Jirsl step I intended to take was to give a
superb party as soon as our friends returned
to town. I told him it was the true policy ;
don't you think so ? I knew yon would. A real
magnificent affair, a perfect crush, just to show
people I 'm not to be put down, if they tcere
hoping and expecting it. I want you to help
me about the details, Fitz. Seeing we 've got
to stay to home, we '11 amuse ourselves the best
way we can. If I have to sell my diamonds
privately, I '11 give the party ; I 'm bound to do
it ; nothing shall prevent me. Has Rasher
consented? Why, yes, if "silence gives consent," Isuppose he has. I talked it at him
until he made no more objections, and so I
suppose it 's settled. Maktfhis creditors mad ?
So he said. Let 'em get mad, if they want to :
they can't help themselves. He's dreadfully
Sensitive about his business honor, but, as I
told him, that kind of thing was out of date.
It's his duty to think of his family first, don't
yon agree with me, my dear ? I knew you
would. And now about the party ; I 'm bound
to have something novel about it, so that
everybody will be sure to come. Music ? Oh,
of course, five or six pieces, at least, and an
opera singer, and plenty of hot-house flowers,
and everything of that kind, of course ; but I
want something very new besides. There ain't
any Prince of Wales to invite, nor any Hottentots nor gorillas ; it will be too crowded for
theatricals or costumes. I declare, I 'm quite
at a loss for what the new feature shall be. It 's
the greatest trouble I hare in the world, at this

that a woman has any cares ; if I didn't know
where I was to get my next new dress or who
was to mnke it up for me, he 'd only laugh at
me. I don't expect sympathy in my troubles ;
the male sex cannot comprehend the thousand
little perplexities which we have to Tex us and
try our tempers. Headache, indeed ! the idea
of K.isher getting the headache because of trouble on his mind ! I had to laugh when he spoke
of it. I told him he hadn't mind enough to
give him the headache ; which, between you
and me, Fitz, is about so, though I wouldn't
say it to anybody but my dearest friend. He 'a
got some fun in him, but he has no Judgment —
not a particle. Heigh-ho! If it wasn't for me
and my advice, we 'd been into scrapes oftener
than we are. He 's evidently unwilling that I
should give this party, or that we should retain
this house, when any simpleton might see
it 's the only way to get along and, retain our
self-respect. That 's so, Fitz. There 's no other
way. As long as we keep up appearances,
people won't trouble themselves about how it 'a
done. I "m here, and I 'm going to stay here ;
I 'm not going to be pushed off by anybody.
I 've worked hard and spared no trouble to get
to the top of the heap, and here I '11 abide.
Must you go ? I won't ask yon to stay to
dinner to-day, for we haven't got our regular
cook back yet ; but drop in to-morrow and give
me the benefit of your brains about the party.
You won't find any change here, my dear ;
footman, and butler, and the carriage. We '11
have as many drives and do as mnch shopping
as ever,
love.
Humph
she came
meant to

so don't be discouraged. Good-by,
! she actually didn't kiss me when
in. I saw at the first glance that she
insult me by condolence, and cut me

in the politest manner. Fitz don't know everything, smart as she is. I took her down, and
put her on a different track. It 's shameful !
shameful ! I 've fed and clothed that woman,
as it were, for the sake of her aid and assistance
in getting into her circle, and here, the moment
she thinks I 'm not going to be able to confer
snch favors, she grows as cool as a cucumber.
It 's perfectly shameful ! pure, disgraceful selfishnes .hate
I
her for it, but I can't afford to
give her up at present.
I '11 have my revenge
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some day. I must have her friendship through
this crisis, for whatever she does there 's plenty
of others will do. She '11 go into the party
with her whole heart and soul, and the consequences will be a success. How her face brightened and her manner changed when I spoke of
it! She kissed her "dear friend" so prettily
when she went away ! Humph! I flatter myself
I have done pretty well. If Rasher was as
discreet in business as I am in society, all would
be right.
There's Cerintha peeping over the banisters
to find out who it was that called. It was
Fitz-Sinimons. How did she appear ? was she
as friendly as ever? I felt as if an ice-house
. had walked into the parlor when she first came
in, but she was up to summer heat before she
left, and that 's the way I intend to manage
'em all. It makes my blood fairly bile, though,
when I think of the rides and the parties, the
favors and the carael's-hair shawl I gave that
woman. But don't you tell your father ; he 'd
be just imprudent enough to ask her not to
come here any more, and then, of course, she 'd
set to work to say all she knew about us and a
good deal more. She 's awfully satirical, Fitz
is, when she 's unfriendly, and she 'd ridicule
lis without mercy. I 've told her about giving
a big party, and asked her to fix up something
new for it, so she 's all safe for the present.
Good graciou*, Rasher ! is that you ? I thought
it was Cerintha all this time. How came you
in the house, I 'd like to know ? I do believe
I 'm getting blind and deaf, and no wonder, with
all my troubles. I thought you'd gone down
town hours ago. Had the head.ache so bad you
laid down on the sofa in the back parlor ? You
did ? And did you have the meanness to overhear all that was said between me and Fitz ?
Ea ! you 're smiling, and I understand without
your telling. Don't see how you could help hearing, and don't know what there was mean about
it? You do, too! You might have stirred your
feet, or coughed, or something, to let us know
you was there. Supposeyou hadn't mind enough
to invent anything suitable to the case ? You '11
60onhave_;!«i(/?n«nfe'enough, whetheryou 'veany
judgment or not ? There, now, of course you '1!
be bringing that up against me ! Seems to me
as if I never could indulge in any little fling at
yon behind your back but what it 's stire to
turn out to be before your face. However, I
"wouldn't care so much what you heard about
yourself, if you hadn't have heard what I said
about Fitz, too. The fat 's in the fire, now.
You won^t say anytliing rude to her, will you,
Hasher, my love, out of consideration for my
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feelings ? You 've got on a new weskit, haven't
you, my dear? Buff was always becoming to
you. Is that the reason I rebuS' you so frequently ? Ha ! ha 1 that was a very nice pun,'
indeed. I hope your headache is better. Say,
Timothy, you icon't oflfend Mrs. Fitz-Simmons,
will you ? there 's a good boy. I don't ask
because of my own feelings, but I 'm afraid to
make an enemy of her just now ; it wouldn't
be politic. Fiddlestick for politics? I shouldn't
think you 'd say so when you've always been
such a politician yourself. She might injure
the prospects of the girls. Don't be so violent,
husband. Can't be gammoned that way any
longer? It isn't gammon; it's common prudence. Give up my silly talk about a party ;
can't, sha'n't, and
sit down beside of
I 'm going to have
have my own way
you in everything

won't have it ? No, I u-on't
you, I won't be reasonable,
my party, and I 'm going to
for once. I've given up to
all my life, and I will have

my own way for once. I ain't going to be
trampled on by my own husband. I '11 have
mi/ say as to where we shall live and how, and
what we shall do. Very well, if I 'IL only furnish the means ? There it comes. If the Lord
ever made an nnreason.able cieature, it's a
man ! You 're going to throw the support of
the family on my shoulders; that'll be the
next step. I may take in washing for all you
care ; you can set and smoke your pipe and
enjoy it. If I could have looked into the future on my wedding-day, I 'd have — have —
boo-hoo !
Compose myself? O, Rasher, you hav'n't a .
spark of feeling ! Hid there twisting your
thumbs, and looking cross instead of going for
the hartshorn, when you came so near throwing me into the hysterics. Hand me that vinaigrette off the little table. Say ! where are you
going ? If you 're going off, I want you to tell me
now, if I mayn't have the party. As you said
before, if I '11 furnish the means ? Well, I will
furnish 'em— ah, ha ! If I can't do any better,
I '11 sell them diamonds you gave me last
Christmas — I can get a few paste ones, and nobody '11 notice. Can't do it, 'cause you 've sold
'em already to pay off a cooper, who was a hard
working man with a large family, and couldn't
afford to do without his money ? Mt/ diamonds,
mi/ diamonds, Timothy Rasher ! So I 'm sold
as well as my jewelry ! and you dare to jest
about it ! I '11 have you arrested for theft, I will,
sir ! Fair exchange is no robbery ; he gave
you his casks, and you gave him my casket;
stop that punning, sir ; I won't bear it — I 'II
keep my fingers in my ears — miserable, detest-
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able jokes. Hut theie 's one thing I wil^ do ;
I 've said it, and I won't give uji : I 'U sell the
silver, and hire for the occasion ; yes, sir; I '11
pledge every ounce of silver we 've got, but
what I '11 have my own way for once. By the
way, why wasn't it sent Iiome lo-d.iy ? I told
you to give orders to have it .sent. We hav'n't
enough to get along with, and Fitz'U be here
to-morrow. " Sorry to say the silver h.is gone
the same way ! Couldn't save your bacon, not
even as much of it as figured on the tea-set,
gone for old silver — all them little pigs melted
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up and roasted, not a single spare-rib left —
melted like morning dews before your morning
dues ; not a scjneak, not a squeal left, not one
left to tell tlie tail ; the bouse of Rasher h.a3 been
utterly unable to 'S.ilve Lardum.' " Here, help
me up stairs, R.isber, lock the door, darken
the window ; if Fitz calls, tell her I 'm too sii k
to see anybody. What 's that you 're muttering at the window? Nothing, nothing, only
you guess you 've slmltcr «/•, all right. Well,
put down the curtain, and let me aloue till dinner-time.
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Did you ever fall iu love with a pretty face,
dear reader ? Tom llarshall did once, only
once, for the results were so unfavorable tliat
he never tried it a second time.
It was a clear bright morning in October that
Tom drew on his delicate kid gloves, and, cane
in hand, prepared to pay a visit to his cousin,
Mrs. Merton. Mrs. Mertou was a young married lady from Baltimore, and had just moved
to Philadelphia, in an elegant new house up
Walnut Street. Tom had not seen her since
she had commenced housekeeping, so he
thought it high time that he should pay his
respects to her. In a few moments he found
himself at her door, and on inquiring from the
Bpruce- looking waiter, discovered that Mis.
Merton was out, but would soon be at home ;
so Tom entered, saying he would wait fur her.
He passed twenty minutes or so in examining
the exquisite statuary and paintings that
adorned the parlors, and after taking a general
survey of his own person, wliicU appeared to
be very satisfactory, he left the pallors and
entered a small boudoir. Tom threw himself
on an elegant lounge, and in a short time
found himself intently gazing at a beautiful
picture that hung facing him. It was a lady,
of course, but so different from the generality
of her sex.
She was not beautiful in the sense that that
word is understood liy most per.sons ; many
would have denied that she had any claims
to being even pretty. But Tom thought she
• was charming ; her hair was dark and very
rich ; her eyes clear, bright, and very expressive ;and then her lips, so rich and kissable.
Ah, Tom, Tom, why do you look at her so
earnestly ?
Another twenty minutes passed, and our
friend grew impatient at the delay of the lady
of the house. Just then he heard a merry
voice cry, "Tom, cousin Tom, where can you
be ?" and he had but time to change his easy
attitude, ere he saluted Mrs. Merton in a most
cousinly manner. A few words passed in inquiries and apologies on both sides, and then
Tom said —
" Oh, cousin Lou, pray tell me who is the
original of that lovely portrait "'
" A friend of mine," replied the lady.
"Truly," answered Tom, " that 's very definite ;what 's her name ? where does she live ?
and when can I see her!"
"I see," said Mrs. Merton, "that you are
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smitten ; so, to gratify you, though you don't
deserve it, I will answer your three modest
questions. Her name is Maude Walton, she
lives iu Baltimore, and if you should happen
to be up here next Tuesday, you shall hav»
the pleasure of seeing her."
"Is it possible?" said Tom; "how very
lucky ! I '11 come by all means. But what
brings her on here just at this time ? Is she
going to make you a visit, or merely pass
through the city ?"
" Oh, the cause of her visit is quite romantic 1
I '11 tell you if you would like to hear."
Tom assented immediately ; so Mrs. Merton
began.
" Maude 's an old friend of mine. I have
known her for years, and we both went to school
together. As long as I can remember, she h.as
always been very delicate — an affection of the
spine. I was passing several weeks with hf r
last spring, and as she was just recovering from
a severe attack of illness, she proposed one
morning, as I was entering the carriage, on my
way to pay some party calls, that she should
accompany me, and remain in the carriage
while I made my visits. 1, of course, .assented,
and after propping Maude up on all sides with
pillows and cushions, we drove off in high
spirits. I had just finished my first visit, and
was hurrying from the drawing-room when the
first sight that met my eyes, as I entered the
street, was the carriage broken in fragments,
the horses covered with foam, held at arm's
length by several men, and Maude, who had
fainted, in the arms of a very dashing-looking
gentleman. I was terribly frightened, for I
thought Maude was certainly dead ; so I had
just strength enough left to point to Mrs. De
Canco's house, where I had been calling, and
then follow the gentleman, who immediately
entered. He was evidently a physician ; you
could see that by the way he arranged her on
the sofa, and by the orders he gave concerning
the means of restoring her to animation. As
soon as she became conscious, he obtained another carriage for us, and ere we could thank
him for his kindness he had disappeared.
" Maude, fortunately, did not experience any
serious results from her drive, and the first
thing she said on her return home was — ' Lou,
I 'm deterniined to find out who that dashylookiug fellow is ; I am sure he 's a physician.
I will ask Dr. Bl.ack, the very first time I see
him, if he knows any one like him. I do hope
that Dr. Black will come to-d.iy.' So, when
evening came, with it came the worthy doctor,
who, having heard that some terrible calamity
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liad befiilleu his palicut, thought it his duly to
fiud out for liiuisclf. Maude gave him a vivid
desi'ri)iuuii of llie whole scene ; hut particularly did she d»ell ou that part in which the
haud^oUle otranger figuied so exteii;^ively ; aud
theu she asked him if he knew any one who
would answer to her description. The doctor
said he thought lie did ; and as he was just ou
his way to a supper given to the medical men
of Baltimore, he would try and di>cover if our
friend was present, aud if he succeeded in doing
so, he would most certainly bring liim around
and preseut him. So the doctor took his departure, leaving Maude and me in a high state
of expectation.
"The nest day, as iU luck wotild have it,
while I was out visiting, Dr. Black called, but
not alone; with him was the handsome stranger,
whom he presented to Maude as Dr. Stuart.
When I got home, Maude could talk of no one
else ; she described every look and action ; and
as I expected to leave the city very soon, I made
Maude promise that she would write me everything that occurred in my absence."'
Mrs.'Mertou paused. Tom tried to appear
perfectly unconcerned, hut did not succeed ;
one could see at a glance that he was highly
interested.
Mrs. Merton continued : —
" Dr. Stuart called on Maude three times.
For such a short acquaintance they became very
warm friends. At his fourth visit he proposed.
She hesitated (Tom's eyes brightened), for he
had gotten his name up as a desperate flirt.
She told him candidly her doubts, and besides,
putting herself out of the question, hef parents
would never tonseut to such a sudden engagement. He protested his sincerity ; said time
would show, and they understood each other
perfectly. In three weeks their engagement
was announced everywhere. And her preseut
visit to me is — "
"Ah, I see !" muttered Tom, striving to appear at his ease. " Her preseut visit is a parting one as Miss Walton."
" By no means," laughed Mrs. Merton ; "she
merely stays here a day ere she resumes /ur
bridul tour.^''
Tom started, immediately discovered that it
was time for him to be going, and went off at a
speed in which he did not usually indulge.
For a week his cigars had no flavor, and in
every volume of smoke that curled from his
lips, he saw a portrait of a very beautiful woman, with very wicked eyes, that continually
kept saying, "Ah ha, Mr. Marshall! I'm
Maude Stuart, at your service."
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FcRMTi'KK too good to be used is a nuisance.
Nothing is more unpleasant than the aspect of
a room or of a suite of rooms where everything
is btiiiijed up. Chairs in pinafores, mirrors in
muslin, a dmijijdtd carpet, a hearth-rug wrong
side out, and a chandelier in a sack, seen by
rays of light that straggle in edgewise through
slits in the shutters, and exhaling that peculiar
brown- Holland fragrance which belongs todrawing-rooms in masquerade dress, form one of the
most cheerless, dispiriting, utihumau-like spectacles in the diorama of domestic life. We would
as soon be ushered into a vault as into such an
apartment. Nothing can be more chilling to
the feelings, except, perhaps, a perspective
view of the' family wash taking an airing ou
the clothes-line. Why do people buy magnificent furniture to clothe it in hideous disguises ?
Does the glory of exhibiting the article undressed half a dozen evenings in the year pay
for .all the cost and trouble ? The miser enjoys
the flashing lustre of his gold every time he
lifts the lid of his strong box ; but what pleasure can there be in possessing a species of
property that is invisible to the owner three
hundred aud fifty days otif of every three hundred and sixty-five ? Give us the furniture
that is made for wear; tables upon which you
can bring down your fist with an emphasis
without throwing the lady of the house into
hysterics, chairs you can lean back in, carpets
that you can promenade upon ; in a word, give
us comfort, and let us wear things out. It is
provoking to see chairs and sofas preserved for
years without spot or blemish, while the wrinkles are multiplying in the face aud the grny
hairs on the head of the proprietor. For these
and sundry other reasons we have au especial
spite against show furniture.

Inconsistency op Man. — I have known several persons of great fame for wisdom in public
affairs and counsels, governed by foolish servants. Ihave known great ministers, distinguished for wit and learning, who preferred
none but dunces. I have known men of valor
cowards to their wives. I have known men of
cunning perpetually cheated. I knew three
great ministers, who could exactly compute
and settle the accounts of a kingdom, wholly
ignorant of their own economy.
—The little aud short sayings of wise anl
excellent men are of great value — like the dilst
of gold or the least sparks of diamonds.
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OCTOBER.
Fig. 2.

woollen stiiff ribbed in diamonds ; the trimming Astrakan plush.
Fip. 2. — Light walking cloak or mantle of
blown cloth, with stripes of velvet, and eiiged
by a fiinge.

\^\V\

\-

Fig. 4.

Fig. 1. — Walking-dress and jacket for the
Approacliiiig cool weather ; the jacket is of a

Fig. 3. — Tuscan straw bonnet, trimmed with

NOVELTIES
fruit and flowers ; tlie cape is of wliite silk,
bound Willi lilac ; the front of tUu buuuet is
bound with lilac VKlvel.

FOR
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Fig. 8. — Pretty close sleeve, for a dress sleeve,
open in front : the puff of Swiss muslin has a
worked inserting the whole length, which shirs

Fig. 4. — Neat breakfast cap of plain cambric,
the frills edged by a row of narrow Valenciennes
lace ; the little round crown is covered with
Valenciennes edging sewn ou iu circles.
Fig. S.

Fig. 5.. -More elaborate cnp of embroidered
cambric : bow and strings of colored ribbon.

the sleeve to shape it to the arm.
The wristlet
is composed of alternate pu& and insertings.

Pig. 6.

Fig. 9.

Fig. 6. — Dress cap of tlinlle and blonde, with
bunches of blush ro^es without foliage.
Fig. 7.

Fig. 9. — Wreath for dinner toilet, made of
black lace and flowers, fastened at the back
with black velvet bow and ends.
Fig. 10.

Fig. 10. — Simple headdress of black ribbon,
Fig. 7. — Simple close sleeve.

black lace, and purple pausiea.'
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473 Broadu-ay, New York.
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Cue readers can procure at this establishment
either plain or elegantly trimmed patterns of
every article connected with ladies' and children's apparel, either by mail or express. Hoop
skirts in all varieties, and of Madame Demorest's own styles.
Fig. 1. — Morning costume. Robe of rich gray
taffetas broche in small bouquets, or tiny fruit,
of a violet or cerise color. The skirt is gored
in front, and fastened with knots of ribbon the
same shade as the figure in the silk. Over
this is worn a casaque of the same material,
trimmed with a border of quilled ribbon, and
having wide open sleeves, which display the

elegant undersleeves of mull, drawn on the
front of the arm with narrow ribbon to match
the trimming of the dress. Full chemisette of
mull muslin, and a silk net which confines the
hair in a loose knot, complete a most elegant
morning toilet.
Fig. 2. — The Sicilian. This elegant mantle
takes tliree and a half yards of cloth one and a
half yard wide, and six yards of seven-eighth
silk. It is plain on the shoulders, which are
cohered by a pelerine cape, and gored at the
back. It has no sleeve, except what is formed
by the square side-piece, which comes over the
arm, and composes, with the loose front, a deep,

WORK
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graceful drapery. The ornaments are palm
leaves of crochet, or guipure. Requires four
yards of oloth for the ordinary length.
Fig. 3. — This pretty Zouave suit for a boy of
five years Is made of light checked French cassimere ; the garniture, serpentine braid and
buttons. The pockets and cut of the jacket
in front are seen in the engraving ; on the sides
where it is slit, it is laced up, and also on the
back. The sleeves are full at the wrist, and
laid in three large plaits, caught with buttons.
Short pants, ornamented with buttons down
the sides, and confined by an elastic band below the knee. Plaid stockings, low black shoes,
collar, and plain tie complete the dress.
Fig. 4. — Continental jacket. This is a stylish

Fig. 3.

but extends down over the hips, and to it is
attached tlje skirt, which is bos plaited ou a
baud about an inch in width. The back of this
waist has side pieces to fit the form, and is cut
in quite a deep polka, which is slit and laced
up like the sleeve, which is seen in the engraving. The "fly" jacket is attached only to the
fiont, and rounds off gracefully from the under
waist or vest. Two yards of material, one
yard wide, are required.
Fig. 5. — Boy's plain sack.
A lappet ornaments the front. It is simply confined with a
Fiff. 5.

Fig. 4.

little garment, and is suitable for a child of
three or four years.
The under waist is plain,

belt at the waist. Requires three and a half
yards of single width material, and is suitable
for a boy of seven years.
Fig. C. — Lillian dress. A charming dress, in
muslin or thin material, for a girl of eight or
ten years. The skirt is oinaniented with a
puffing, rounded from the front, and crossed
with bauds of any pretty contrasting color.
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the shoulders over the sleeves, which consist
of a puff and scalloped frill. For a Miss of the
above age, ten yards of silk will be required.

Fig. 6.

Fig. 7.

The plain low body is ornamented with a puffed
cape, baoli and front, pointed at the waist,
scalloped on the edge, and extending across

GLASS

Matfrifilf — Eieht rows dark

blue bfiml>.

uiue

Fig. 7. — A Bishop sleeve. Sufficiently wide
to show the present style of uudersleeve. A
side cap, with pendent ends, is laid on the upper part of the sleeve, and a plain band connect.-;
under the points, and confines it slightly, and
forms a puff.

BEAD

rows

dark red, I'jur lowa Vi^lxi red, swo rowe duik yellow,

MAT.

two rows raiddlp yellow, four rows HgLt yellow, two
ruwo jjre«Q, 16 rowb white, 1 row black.

■VrORK

DEPARTMENT.

This mat must he begun at A, with one dark
blue bead in the nii<l<ile of the threail ; tlirn
take two dark blue beads, one on each needle ;
then pass both needles Ihrougli one dark red ;
then take two dark red, then one dark red, two
dark blue, one white, two white, one yellow,
two yellow, one yellow, two yellow, one dark
yellow, two dark yellow, one dark yellow, two
dark yellow, one dark yellow, two dark yellow,
one dark yellow, two light yellow, one black,
two black, one black, two white, one light red,
two dark red, one dark red; this brings to the
centre. Then reverse the coloi-s, and work to
the opposite side : afterwards work the two
sides simultaneously with one needle only.

NECK-TIE, WHICH MAY BE CONVERTED
INTO A TAP.

33;

S(A. — Twiift the u-ool tuice over the hool: for the
loH(j stitches, do under the 3 chain, 2 chain, 5
long with 1 chain between each, under next 3
chain, 2 chain, repeat till the ends, where make
6 long undir the 4 chain, 2 chain, and dc on
centre loop of the (J long, 5 long, 2 chain, re9th. — White, dc under the 2 chain, 3 chain,
dc under next 2 chain, 5 chain, dc between 2d
peat.stitch, 5 chain, dc between next 2d*long,
long
5 chain, repeat.
lOih. — 3 long under the 3 chain, 1 chain, do
under 5 chain, 5 chain, dc under 5 chain, 5 chain,
dc under 5 chain, 1 chain, repeat.
Damp and press well.
Run a narrow satin ribbon through the first
row, leaving sufficient ends to tie : it must be
folded iu the neck and stitched securely at the
tie.

POUCHES FOR ZOUAVE JACKETS.
We have just received other patterns from
Paris of the little pouches which still continue
to be worn suspended from the waistband by a

Materials. — Four shades of bine 4-thrpad wool — six
skeins of the lightest, f.ntr of the remaitiiDg shades ; four
skeins of white. Pfo. 2 crochet hook.
Work 2 rows of each color.
ift rou: — With darkest shade, make a chain
of 177 stitches, turn back, work 1 long, 1 chain,
miss 1 loop, repent.
2d. — 3 long, 3 chain, miss 3 loops, repeat,
round the ends work 4 chain, 3 long, under the
side of the last long stitch, 4 chain, repeat from
beginning.
Srf. — 3 long i/n(f<'r the 3 chain, 3 chain, repeat,
round the ends work * 6 long with 4 chain between each, 3 long under the 4 chain, 4 chain,
repeat from * again, then repeat from beginning.
4(A. — The same, working under every 4 chain
round the ends the same as in last row.
ith. — The same.
6M. — The same, working round the ends 5
long under every 4 chain between each 5 long.
7(A. — The same, making 6 long instead of 5
round the ends.
VOL. LXIII. — 29

chain and hook, and sometimes by a cord.
They are made in all kinds of materials, and
are embroidered in gold, silver, and jet ; or

they are made of the same material as the
dress with which they are worn, and trimmed
in the same manner.
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ready, that spare portions of time
may not be wasted, is one of the
necessary appendages of the worktable which we are now endeavoring to supply in a simple but novel
style. The shape is first to be
cut out in card-board, the bottom
of the bag having five sides, from
which are turned up the five parts,
each similar to tlie perfect one, as
seen in the illustration. When
laid flat upon the table it will appear as a five-sided piece with
corresponding projections, which
must be so folded as to give the
whole the required shape. This
being done, the under part may
be covered with silk, and the sides
with velvet, or the whole may be
covered with velvet. The most
ready way of doing this is to stitch
the velvet on to the cardboard at
its lower part, then to turn it up,
and having folded it over the
edge, to tack it all round in the
same way as patchwork, carrying
the velvet about half an inch over.
The ornaments are very easily attached, being nothing mote than
those golden stars which have
lately been so much used for the
headdresses of ladies. In our
engraving we have given the
small stars as a border, with a
larger one in the centre of each
division ; but these may be varied
at pleasure, as bees, butterflies,
crescents, and many other tasteful
forms, are now manufactured for
the same purpose. When these
have been fastened on in their
respective places, the tacking
threads will be concealed by them,
and the whole shape must be laid
down upon a round of silk and
stitched down at each corner, the
drawing in at the top having been

DRAWING-ROOM

WORK-BAG.

(See engraving, 2Jage 272.)

A SMALT, receptacle for needle-work, which
may easily be carrit-d in the hand, to convey it
from place to place, or from room to room, with
tlie few requisites which it demands, so as to
keep the means of pleasant occupation always

first prepared and made ready for the strings.
There will now be a vacancy between each of
the five parts in which the silk will appear, and
round this line an elastic is to be carried, which,
while it draws up each part close to the neck,
allows the bag to expand according to the quantity of material it is intended to convey. Another mode of making up is to line the shape
covered with the velvet, and merely add the
upper part of the bag in silk, which in this

WOKK
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way requires a much smaller quantit.v, and is
done with very little trouble.
FIRE-STOVE

VEIL.

(See engraving^ page 273. )

Our fire-places, divested of their bricht occupants, lose their great charm, and re<iuire some
ornamental substitute to fill up the dull void.
There are many different materials used for this
purpose, but none are prettier than the pure
white and the bright-colored tissue papers.
With taste and a little time bestowed upon
them they are capable of producing the lightest
and most elegant arrangements for the decor.v
tion of our open fireplaces. We have given a
portion, among our illustrations, of a Fire- Veil
formed of two different colored papers, but the
efiect is ditficult to produce, through the medium of an engraving, from the light and feathery appearance which the cutting gives. We
will endeavor to make the description as plain
as possible, and we recommend it as being extremely pretty. When completed, the colors
chosen must have reference to the drapery of
the apartment, but being a plait, it requires
two colors to produce the proper effect. White
and green, white and orange, or white and pink,
are the three best colors. Take a sheet of tissue
paper and fold it down the centre the long way,
BO as for each sheet to make two of the long
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stripes of the plait. Three of these long ones
are required for one plait ; then fol 1 another
sheet into quarters, for the short pieces. The
three long stripes are in the colored paper, the
short ones are all in the white ; this forms the
plait of the two colors with the feather border
at each side in white. These different jiortions
of paper are folded over and over about the
width of an inch ; the three long ones are then
laid close to each other, the short ones being
plaited in and out, and pushed up so as to touch
each other. They must be arranged so as to be
perfectly even at the projecting sides, and secured by a stitch of very fine cotton. When
the length is filled up, leaving about five inches
for the bottom fringe, the sides of the folded
paper must be cut as if for a fringe (the finer it
is rut, the prettier it looks) ; this fringe is then
to be gathered up in the hand, rolled and
crimpled with sufiicient force, so as to retain
the process : it must then be shaken out and
carefully unknotted, so as to form the liglitest
possible appearance, resembling a feather. Much
of the effect depends on this part of the work,
as, when it is skilfully done, this edge can be
made to look so much richer than when it is
carelessly opened out. The number of these
stripes must be regulated by the size of the fireplace— about seven form .a good size. They are
gathered up at the top and finished with a bunch
of paper roses and a few green leaves.
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WORK-BASKET.
Cut pieces of brown cashmere in the
shape given in (ingraviug, and embroider
them in crimson braid ; sew together
neatly. Then cut card to form the whole
basket, and cover with the cashmere,
lining with crimson satin, quilted. The
pockets are made separately and sewed
on. The handle is of card covered with
cashmere, and trimmed with crimson
silk cord. Put the same cord over each
seam ou the basket.
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RECEIPTS.

Cvcnipts, ^t.*
WAITING

AT

TABLE.

At broakfftiit, laiiclieon, tea, and piippc^r, tho ucrvant,
wheliiiT mule or fomiilo, after plucinjj evorything roaiiy
f.if use OD tho table, leaves tbe ruum, auil docs not reeulor it until llio iiieul Is over, unless sammoned by tlie
bi-n. This pracliee is intended partly to avoid unneceshary interferouee with the work or meals of tho servaats,
but in great measure aKo to insure privary and sociality
al tboso comfortable meals. In many houses breakfast
lasts for a full hour, and if the servant were mulcted of
that time, he would add considerably to his day's work ;
becjiuse, though he may really be doing nothing when
remaining in the room, still the time goes on during
which he might be Hltending to his regular dnties. Even
when hut luncheons are the custom of the house, the
servant's atlcud:iDce is dispensed with hh soon as all tho
first wants are attended to, beyond which the members
of the family contrive to help themselves or one another,
which is no great hardship, after all, and fnlly conntorbataaced by the opportunity given for unchecked conversation.
Il'di/iny at Dinner is far the most importaot matter
connected with a man-servant's duties, as upon it depends, not only the comfort of the h^ads of the establishment, but also that of their guests. Indeed, an
awkward waiter is enough to spoil the best arrangements
in all other respects; and, therefore, it is incumbent
upuwthe giver of a dinner to ascertain as far as possible
that his servant or servants are able to carry out this
duty satisfactorily.
So much is now done by the servants at even small
dinner parties, that it requires a considerable number of
them, tho lowest proportion being one servant tu four
guests ; and even with this, much more with a smaller
number, the latter will often be kept waiting for sauces,
condiments, or vegetables. The fa.-^hion now is to put
little or nothing upon the table, and never anything
beyond the principal and side dishes, which latter are
handed round io succession by the servants, and not
served by the guests. All this, therefore, adds to the
duties of the waiters, and increases the necessity for a
sufficient number.
Tfte Generril ReqriisiUt towards good waiting are
quickness, without noise or apparent bustling ; constant
watchfulness, without otHciousness ; and precision in
placing dishes on the table, without apparent etTort,
which is a rare faculty, and dependent upon a natural
gift. In the present day, when so many servants are
introduced into the dining-room, some Eind of drilling
is re>iuirfd, so that there shall be no confusion and doubt
as to the party charged with each particular oUSce.
Eaher the butler or man-servant of the house t;ikes the
management and has all the others unJer his orders, or,
as is sometimes the case, when a professed waiter attends
for the night, the latter takes the control, and is obeyed
by all as the superior officer. But, however this may
be, unless some oue servant is tu have the command, it
is needless to expect a proper arrangement and attendance. When no male servant is kept, and one or more
waiters are hired, one of them always takes the control ;
ao<l it is far better to let him do so without any assistance from tbe housemaid in the room, though she can
be of great service in aiding them outside by serving a^i
a communication between them and the kitchen.

Laying the Cloth is tho first thing done, and though
bshion is continually altering the exact details of tho
arrangement, yet in principle it has remained nearly
the same for many years past. Great care is required In
opening tho table-cloth, to avoid tumbling it, and for
this purpene it should lirst be placed lengthwise on tbe
table, opening it only so far as to be still double. Tho
double edge Is placed exactly down tho middle of tho
table, and then the upper half is smoothly turned over
the siill uncovered portion of the table and gently
smoothed d>>wu with the hand, but leaving the folds
apparent, and the middle oue exactly coriespondiug
with the central line of the table. The knives and furk-.,
spoons, plates, wineglasses, flngcr-glassos, caralfes, saltcellars, centre-ornaments, etc., are then ranged according
to the particular fashion of tlie day, taking care to place
them in mathematical order, a departure from which
spoils tho look of an otherwise well-assorted table. At
the same time, or pieviou-ly, the servants will piaco
what is likely to be wanted on the sideboard and dinnerwagon, which should be covered with folded tablecloths. These receive extra plates and kuives and fork*,
wineglasses, and sometimes the desbert, thuugh io other
cases it is laid in an adj^>iuing room, where it is kept
cooler than it would be in the diniug-room itself.
The Serving at Dinner commences by taking in the
first course, after which dinner is announced, and then
its several articles, usually consisting of fish and soup,
are handed round to each guest in succession, followed
by another servant with sauces, etc. Wiue is next
offered to each by the waiters, during which the dishes
are removed, plates changed, etc. ; and, after the introduction of the successive courses, the individual dishes
arc handed round to each guest, either by offering the
whole if a side-dish, or by taking a slice of it if a principal one. In this way tho dinner passes— an incessant
change of plates and knives and forks, with the removal
of dishes and rounds of wine, being tbe duties of the
servants, who have their hands kept constantly full in
this way.
Tlu. Dci>sert is placed on the table after the dinner is
removed, and requires great care iu its arraugemeut,
which should bo, like that of tbe dinner itself, mathematically correct. The head servant then takes rouud
the principal varieties of the wine on the table, and offers
them to each guest, followed by ice, peaches, grapes,
and any other article of the dessert ; and then tbe servants take their departure, and their duties are over for
a timp, nothing el-e remaining for the present but to
attend to the bell, and put fresh wine on the table when
ordered.
Coffee is generally brought in and handed round at
such a period after the rising of the ladies as is considered
right by the master of the house, or in some cases as
ordeied by the mistress.

Makinade— PRESERViy(3 — Utbnsils, etc.
Marinade is commonly used in France for the purpose
of boiling fish, which imbibes from it a more pleasant
flavor than it naturally possesses, and has been so generally adopted by English profes.sed cooks that we hfrti
insert the receipt : Cut up two carrots, three onions, six
shallots, a single clove of garlic, and put them into a
Btewpan with a piece of butter, a bunch of parstey, and
a bundle of sw^et herbs ; fry the whole for a few minutes, then add very gradually two bottles of any light
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wine or of cider. Put in a handful of salt, two dozen of
pepperoorns, the same quantity of allspice, and a couple
of cloves. Simmer the whole together for one hour aud
a half, strain the liquoi , and put it hy for use.
This marinade, if c;irefully strained after the fish has
been taken out, will serve several times for the same
pnrpose, adding a little water each time. Fish dre-^sed
in it should simmer very gently, or rather stew than
boil, as it affords to mackerel, freph herrings, perch,
roach, and any of the small river fish the advauiage of
dissolving or so thoroughly softeniog their botics as to
leader them more agreeable in eating. For large fish
they should be cut into steaks before being mavinadod.
Instead of the wine or cider, a quait of table-beer, a glass
of soy, one of essence of anchovies, and one of catsup
may be used ; or a pint of vinegar and these sauces,
fennel, chives, thyme, and bay-leaves may be added
with the wine, cider, etc. Or. choose a kettle that will
Euit the size of the fish, into which put two parts water,
one of light (not sweet) white wine, a good piece of butter, some stewed onious and carrots, pepper, salt, two
or three cloves, and a good bunch of sweet herbs ; simmer fifteen miuutes, let it become cold, then boil the fish
therein. Serve with anchovy sauce and a squeeze of
lemon.
Fresh'ictUer Fi^h are equally nutritious with those of
the sea; they are much lighter as food, and therefore
easier of digestion; they are, however, moie watery,
aud it is requisite to use salt in order to ext act the
watery particles. Every sort of fresh-water fish ought,
therefore, as soon as killed and cleaned, to have salt
well rubbed inside aud outside, and should beallowed so
to remain for some time befoieit is cooked, wheuit should
be well washed out with pure spiing water and wiped
thoroughly d;y with a clean cloth.
If bred in ponds, it often acquires a muddy smell and
taste, to take off which soaking in strong salt and water,
or, if of a size to bear it, scalding in the same will have
the proper effect.
Tu Preserve Fish Fresh. — Boil three quarts of water
and a pint of vinegar, in which, when boiling, put the
fi?h. aud scald it for two minutes. Theu hang up the
fish in a cool place, aud it will keep for two or three
days, and dress as well as if fresh caught.
If the fish should happen to freeze, th'^y should he
placed in cold water, without salt, for an hour or so, to
thaw them.
Fish is usually garnished with horseradish, sliced
lemon, or fiied parsley, and the roe, melt, and liver.
"SVlien served up it should not be covered.
Fish kettles have always a perforated false bottom,
with handles affixed, called a fish-strainer, so that it is
very easy to take up fish when done, without breaking
it. "When dished up, it must be slid off this strainer on
to a fish-plate, which fits the dish yuu serve it up in, on
which fi^h-plate a nice clean white napkin is sometimes
put to lay the fi^h on to absorb all the moisture.
Some people do not approve of a napkin to lay fish
on ; in which case, of course, you must only slide the
fish off the strainer on to the fish-plate, which you put
into a diaU that it fits, aud serve it up.
•
Should it so happen that the fish is done bfefore it is
wanted, or that the family is not ready to sit down, the
best way will be to wrap a wet napkin round the fish,
ftud, placing it very carefully on the tin strainer, susP'.'ud it in the fish kettle over so much of the boiling
water as will keep it hot. but not touch it. It will thus
be kept ready to serve up when wanted, but it will not
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be near so nice as if it had been sent up to table the
moment it ^is cooked.
Melted hnttfr to be served with the fish should he made
thicker than when intended for any other purpose, as it
is usually thinned at table by one or other of the sauces
taken with fish.
Curry sawce.— Mix curry powder with melted butter,
and if wanted of a high flavor, add a little vinegar.
MISCELLANEOUS

COOKING.

Family Sorp. — Take a shin or leg of beef that has been
newly killed ; the fore-leg is best, as there is the most
meat on it. Have it cut iuto three pieces, aud wash it
well. To each pound allow somewhat less than a quart
of water ; to ten pounds of the leg two gallons of water.
Put it into a large pot, aud add half a tablespoonful of
salt. Hang it over a good fire, full eight hours before
you dine. When it has come to a hard boil, and the scum
has risen (which it will do as soon as it has hoili-d), skim
it well ; then set it on hot coals iu the corner, and keep
it simmering steadily, so as to contiuue a regular heat.
About three hours afterwards, put in a couple uf heads
of celery, four carrots cut small, and as many onions
sliced and fried, with either a very small head of cabbage
cut into little pieces, or a large one whole, if to be eaten
with the meat ; or, if you have any objection to cabbage,
substitute a large proportion of other vegetables, or else
tomatoes instead. Put in a bunch of herbs, tied up in a
thin muslin rag. It will require at least eight hours'
cooking; the vegetables should be put in three hours
after the meat, and the turnips only half an hour before
it is done. If you wish to send any portion of the meat
to table, take the best part of it out of the soup about two
h'lars before dinner ; let the remainder be left in the pot
till you send up the soup, which must be strained.
Next day, take what is left of the soup, put it into a
pot and simmerit for half an hour: a longer time will
weaken the flavor. If it has been well made, and kept
in a cool place, it will be found better the second day
than the first.
If the family is small, and the leg of beef large, it may
furnish soup for several successive days. Half the leg
may therefore be sufficient, previously breaking to pieces
all the bones with a mallet or kitchen cleaver, which
by causing them to give out their marrow
enrich the soup.

will greatly

Or : "When a large quantity of any butcher's meat is
brought in for the use of the family, the joints will require trimming : take all the parings, adding a slice or
two of bacon, beef, or mutton hones, with an old fowl,
or a rabbit, if you have one, turnips, and all sorts of
vegetables, onions, herbs, a few slices of carrot, a little
ketchup, pepper, salt, etc. ; put a piece of butter at the
bottom of the pan, cover it closely, and put it over a
slow fire for a few minutes, shaking the saucepan occasionally. Then pour in boiling water, and let it stew
until it is rich ; apportioning the water to the quantity
of meat. If there be any solid portion of beef, of which
the soup is made, let it be taken out previuus to the meat
being "done to rags,'* and sent np along with the roots
in some of the liquor, thickened and flavored with any
piquant sauce: it will form an excellent stew.
These receipts constitute the standing household dish
BO well known in France as ihBpot au feu.
Beef Tongue. — If it has been dried and smoked, before
it is dressed it should be soaked overnight ; but if only
pirJ:led, a few hours will be sufficient.

Put it into cold
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water, and set it over a slow Are for an hoar or two before it comes to a boll; then put it a«ide. and keep it
simmering for three and a half to four hours, according
to it« Bize : you c»a ascertuin when it isdone by probing
it with a skewer. Peel it, trim the rout, glaze it, and
before serving surround the root with a paper fiiil, aud
stick a flower or two on the top over the wiuilpipe.
Itrt appearance, aud its flavor al»o, may be Improved
by ruhbing it over, when skimmed, with yolk of egg,
ou which crumbs of bread aud fliiely-miuced sweetherbs may be strewed ; theu slightly basting it with
butter, and browning it.
McTTOS CcTLETs.— Cut the best end of a neck of mutton iuto cutlets half an inch thick, and chop vach bone
short ; flatten and trim them, scraping tbu end of the
bone quite clean ; bninh them with egg, aod cover them
with crumbs, herb.t, and sea^oniug; and serve them
either with tomata or any other piquant t-auce.
hituliMslarue faahiun. — Cut the chops from the neck,
pare away all the fat, and scrape the bone; then have
some very flue mashed puiatoes ; wrap the cutlets in it ;
brush them over with yolk of egg, and fiy them. They
may also be fried in the same manner, dipptd iu batter.
CAKES,

CUSTARDS,

ETC.

Apple Tocrte oa Cakb (Gebma.v Receipt). — Take ten
or twelve apples, sugar to taste, the rind of one small
lemon, three eggi>, one-quarter of a pint of cream or milk,
one-quarter of a pound of butter, three-quarters of a
ponud of good short crust, three ounces of sweet almonds.
Pare, core, and cut the apples into small pieces; put
Bofllcient moist sugar to sweeten them into a basin ; add
the lemon-peel, which should be finely minced, and the
cream ; stir these ingredients well, whisk the eggs, and
melt the butter ; mix altogether, add the sliced apple,
aud let these be well stirred into the mixture. Line a
large round plate with the pastp, place a narrow rim of
the same round the outer edge, and lay the apples
thickly in the middle. Blanch the almonds, cut them
into long shreds, and strew them over the top of the
apples, and bake from one-half to three-quarters of an
hour, taking care that the almonds do not get burnt ;
when done, strew some sifted sugar over the top, and
serve.
Time, one-half to three-quarters of an hour.
Vert Good Old-Fashioned Boiled CrsTARD.— Throw
into a pint and a half of new milk the very thin rind of
a fresh lemon, and let it infuse for half an hour, then
simmer them together for a few minutes, and add four
ounces and a half of white sugar.
Beat thoroughly
eight fresh eggs, mix with them another half piut of new
milk ; stir the boiling milk quickly to them, take out
the lemon-peel, and turn the custard iuto a deep jug;
set this over the fiie in a pan of boiling water, aud keep
the cu^ta^d stirred gently, but without ceasing, until it
begins to thicken; then move the spoon rather more
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' quickly, making it alway* touch the bottom of the jug,
nntil the mixture is brought to the point of boiling, when
it must be iustaully taken from the fire, or it will curdle
in a moment.
Pour it into a bowl, and keep it stirred

I

until nearly cold, then add to it by degrees a wineglasaful of good brandy and two ounces of blanched almonds
cut into spikes, or omit these at pleasure.
A few bitter
ones, bruised, can be boiled in the milk, instead of lemonpeel, when their flavor is preferred.

I

Stewed Afples and Ccstard. — Take seven good-sixed
apples, the rind of half a lemon or four cloves, half a
pouud of sugar, three-quarters of a pint of water, half

a pint of custard. Pare and take out the cores of the
apples, without dividing them, and, If possible, leave
the stalks on ; boil ttie sugar and water together for ten
minutes, then put in the apples with the lemoa*riud or
cloves, whichever flavor may be preferred, and simmer
gently until tliey are tender, taking caro not to let them
break. Dish thom neatly on a glass di-h, reduce the
syrup by boiling it quickly for a few minutef. let it cool
a little, then pour it over the apples. Have ready quite
half a pint of custard. Pour it round but not over the
apples when they are. quite cold, aud the dish is ready
for table. From twenty to thirty miuules to stew the
apples.
Apples a i.a PoRTtrnAisE. — Take eight good boiling
apples, half a pint of w«ter, six ounces of sugar, a layer
of apple marmalade, eight preserved cherries, garnishing of apricot jam. Peel the apples, and, with a vegetable-cutler, push out the cores ; boil them in sugar and
water, without being too much done, and take care thej
do not break. Have ready a white apple mamialade ;
cover the bottom of the dish with thi(-, level it, and lay
the apj'les in a sieve to drain ; pile them neatly on the
marmalade, making them high in the centre, and place
a preserved cherry in the middle of each. Garnish
with strips of candied citron or apricot jam, aud the
dish is ready for table. From twenty to thirty minutes
to stew the apples.
CBrMPETS.

To a pint and a quarter
Of warm milk and water
Add one tablespoonful of yeast,
An egg and a small
Pinch of salt, and beat all
Up for twenty-two minute.s at least ;
Then set by the batter
To rise or grow fatter,
And, when it is ready, procure
A large ring that will take
In a cupful, and bake
Till the top of it looks of a pure
Auburn color ; then turn it,
Lest the oven should burn it ;
And, as soon as the other side 's brown,
You may take it away
Without further delay,
And in like manner
HAIR

put others down.

WASHES

We copy the following receipt for a hair-wash from
the Hntnrdfiy Pout : —
** Let me caution all gentlemen frequenting barber
shops against the time-houoied custom o'( dressing their
glossy locks Willi preparations of oils aud l>ay rums; it
will ruin your hair. Ai^ain, don't use any pr-^parations,
washes, unguents, or dyes on the hair or whi.-^kers; nor
sage teas, water, or anything but the followiuiC preparati»»n, which I warrant to render all hair neb, thick,
dark, and glossy, and soft as silk after long using. Procure at any drug store —
Best castor oil,
" olive oil.
1 pint.
Pure fresh lard,
Good beef marrow,

^

2 pints.
Put all together in a vessel on the fire, and allow*it to
simmer ; then take it off, and add two tablespooofuls of
the best brandy ; shake well ; theu add a few drops of
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a:.y oil of extracts to scent, to suit the taste. Then bottle
in a ■wide-mouth, glass-stopper bottle ; ii^e
Rpoonfnl each morning at your toilet, no more,
the quantity of hair. Shake well the bottle
before using. Try it one year, and my word

one tableno matter
each time
for it, you

■will be astonished and gratified. Now either of the
above used Sfpnrately ■won't do; for castor oil is too
thick and gnmmy, olive oil is too thin, etc., just the reverse of castor ; beef marrow is better, but too cold and
clammy. Lard of a superfine quality alone is better
than either, as this gives softness to crispy hair Brandy
or alcohol, or bay nwn, or rum, or spirits, or cologne of
auy kind turns all hair red and foxy, used proraiscuonsly. If your head itches, wash it clean, occasionally,
with soft water and salt, moderately strong ; it allays
irritation of the scalp, and will strengthen the hair.
Beware of lead waters, or astringent lotion,s of any kind ;
if you have naturally a good suit of hair, never iiseani/'
thing but comb and brush.
Lexington, Ky.

Yours, truly, Bela."

MISCELLANEOUS.
Hints to Families. — It is better to accomplish perfectly & very small amount of work than to half do ten
times as much. Charcoal ground to powder will be found
a very good thing to give knives a first-rate polish. A
bonnet and trimmings may be worn a touch longer time
if the dust he brushed well off after walking. Much
knowledge may be obtained by the good housewife observing how things are managed in well-regulated families. Apples intended for dumplings should ntit have
the core taken out of them, as the pips impart a delicious
flavor to the dumpling. A rice pudding is most excellent without either eggs or sugar, if baked gently ; it
keeps better without eggs. " Wilful waste makes woeful
want." Do not cook a fresh joint whilst any of the last
remains uneaten — hash it up, and with gravy and a little
management eke out another day's dinner. The shanks
of mutton make a good stock for nearly any kiud of
gravy, and they are very cheap — a dozen may be had lor a
penny, enough to make a quart of delicious soup. Thick
curtains clQ.sely druwn around the bed are very injurious, because they not only confine the effluvia thrown
off from our bodies whilst in bed, but interrupt the current i)f pure air. Regularity in the payment of account

magazine.

"Wood Stainino.— A decoction of walnut or hickory
bark, with a small quantity of alum in it, to give permanency to the color, will make an excellent dye.
Woi»d of a white color receives, from the application of
this liquid, a beautiful yellow tinge, which is not liable
to fade. It is particularly adapted for furniture made of
maple.
To Preserve Steel Goods from Rust.— After bright
grates have beeu thoroughly cleaned, they should be
dusted over with unslaked lime, and thus left until
wanted. All the coils of piano wires are thus sprinkled,
and will keep from rust for many years. Table-knives,
which are not in constant use, ought to be put in a case
in which sifted quicklime is placed about eight inches
deep. They should be plunged to the top of the blades,
but the lime should not touch the handles.
ADtTi.TKRATioN OF MiLK. — SincG chemistry has supplied the means of detection, it has been less frequent.
Water gives to milk a bluish color, and to conceal this,
it is said that chalk, and also wheat flour, have been
added. Chalk is easily found out, because it settles to
the bottom after a couple of hours, and then the bluish
color returns, and the altered taste of the milk is easily
distinguished. The existence of flour or meal in the
milk may be detected by employing iodine, which strikes
a blue color with the starch of the flour. For this purpose, add to tlie milk or cream suspected some iodine in
alcohol ; and if there be any flour, arrowroot, starch, or
rice, it will be shown by a beautiful blue making its appearance.
To Clean Head and Clothes Broshes.— Put a tablespoonful of pearlash into a pint of boiling water. Having
fastened a bit of sponge to the end of a stick, dip it into
the solution, and wash the brush with it. Next pour
over it some clean hot water, and put it aside for a short
time ; then drain and wipe it with a cloth, and dry it
before the fire.
A Cheap and Easy Method

of Polishing Flints and

Pebbles. — The stone to be polished must be rubbed on a
piece of sandstone with fine sand and water until it be
equal on the surface ; then with emery and water laid
on a piece of lead : next, the flour of emery, used in the
same manner, until it be quite smooth ; then the flour
of putty and water, on a piece of felt or flannel, till the

is essential to housekeeping. AH tradesmen's bills
should be paid weekly, for then any errors can be
detected whilst the transactions are fre-.b in the memory.
Allowing children to talk incessantly is a mistaken
indulgence ; we do not mean to say that they should be
restricted from talking in proper seasons, but they should
be taught to know wheu it would be proper to cease.

gloss comes out.

DTEiNQ Materials. — These are alum, tartar, green
copperas, verdigris, blue vitriol, rochealum, quercitron,
oak bark, fenugreek, logwood, old and young fustic,
Brazil-wood, braziletto, camwood, barwood, and other
red woods ; peachwood. sumach, galls, weld, madder of
three or four sorts, safflower, savory, greenwood, anatto,
turmeric, archil, endbean, cochineal, lac-dye. and indigo.
The whole of these may be purchased of druggists or
culormea.

taste, flour enough to make it as stiff as pound-cake
batter. Put it in a cloth, leaving plenty of room for the
pudding to swelh
Serve with wine sauce.

To Silver Ivort. — Immerse the ivory in a weak solution of nitrate of silver, and let it remain until the solution has given it a deep yellow color ; then take it out
and immerse it in a tumbler of clean water, and expose
it in water to the rays of the sun. In about three hours
the ivory acquires a black color ; but the black surface,
on being rubbed, is soon changed to a brilliant silver.

CONTRIBUTED

RECEIPTS.

An Economical and Very Nice Plum Podding. — One
cup of sweet or sour milk, one cup of molasses, half a
cup of butter, one teaspoonful of soda, half a pound of
chopped raisins, half a pound of currants, spice to the

Saratoga Rolls. — One quart of water, two ounces of
butter, one gill of yeast, and a little salt. Mix them at
nine o'clock at night, as thick as you can stir with a
spoon, aud put them in a warm place. Next morning,
two hours before breakfast, take more flour, make them
into a light dough, put them in pans, and let them
stand until light. Bake fifteen or twenty minutes in s
hot oven.
French Toast. — This is a very nice breakfast dish.
Take a couple of eggs, beat them, and pour with them a
little milk, season with pepper and salt. Cut your bread
as if for toast, pour the egg over it, and put it in a pan
of hot butter, and fry brown.

iiitnrs' S^aih,
VASSAR
Wbrb

FEMALE

COLLEGE.

cloads aad darkness overhaog the la&d, we

naturally welcome with double pleagare whatever promises permanent good for the future. The founiling of
an Institution like Vasi!«ar Female CoIle^'e, in a year like
the prewDt. is a peculiarly cUeeriniif eveul. This iustitutiou, a^ uaoy of our roadern are aware, owett its origin
wholly to the inuuifleent liberality of a siojflo founder,
Matthew Vassar, Esq., a wealthy aud public-spirited
citizen of P.>U(;hkeepsie, who has devoted a large portioa
of his fortune — no less than /our hundred find eigfit
Vunt^and doNars— to the object of "erecting and endowing a college for the education of youot; women." ^'ot
waiting, as is too cn-^tomary In like caJ^es. until death
Bhould deprive him of the enjoyment of hitt wealth, or
the control of its use, Mr. Tassar makes this endowineut
in his lifetime, and while he is able, as is shown by his
printed letter to the Trustees of the College, to devote to
the completion of his purpose the full strength aud
clearness of his Acuities.
A brief extract from this admirable letter will present
some of the motives which iuliuenced Mr. Vassar ia his
undertaking.
He write*—
" It occurred to me that woman, having received from
her Creator the same intvUectual constitution as man,
has the same right as man to intellectual culture and
'
development.
"I considered that the mothers of a cooutry mould
the character of its citizenfi, determine its institutions,
and shape its destiny.
"Next to the induence of the mother is that of the
FEMALE TEACHER, who is employed to train young children at & period when impressions are most vivid and
lasting.
" It also seemed to me that, if woman were properly
educated, some new avenues to useful anil honorable
employment, in entire harmony with the gentleness aud
modesty of her sex, might be opened to her.
"It further appeared, there is not in our country —
there is not In the world, so far as is known, a single
fully endowed institution for the education of women.
" It was also in evidence that, for the last thirty years,
the standard of education for the sex ha^ beeu constantly
rising in the United Stales ; and the great, felt, pressing
want has been ample endowments to secure to Female
Seminaries the elevated character, the stability and permanency ofour best colleges."
In January last, the leuislature of New York granted
a charter to the institution by the name of "Vassar Female College," declaring its object to be "to promote
the education of young women in literature, science, and
the arts," and giving it power " to grant and confer such
honors, degrees, and diplomas as are granted by any
university, college, or seminary of learning in the United
States."
The grounds given to the College comprise the ample
area of two hundred acres, situated about a mile east of
the city limits of Poughkeepsie. On this site the buildings, of truly magnificent extent — the principal structure being no less than five hundred feet in. length by

one hundred and seventy in depth— will be erected without delay. It is intended that th<> institution shall opea
for the reception of students in September, 1863.
It will be seen that the object in view is nothing less
than the e>«tabltshment of an institution which shall be
In every respect equal, aud in fiome perhaps suporior, to
ourbesteudowed colleges for young men. An education
in this seminary will give the same posiiiun to tht graduate which is conferred by a degree or diploma of any
of our universities. We cannot but think that the usefulness of thi- institution will be far greater than that <'f
any college fur young men, however efficient and prosperou.s. Only ;i Comparatively small number of the
graduates of such acollege ordinarily devote themselves
to the occupation of tcachiug. As to the others, the
value of their education to the community dies with
them, except so far as the influence of their personal example may contiuue to be felt. But it may be safely
assumed that a very large portion of those who will be
educated in Vassar College will devote themselves to
what has been often indicated as woman's peculiar profession— the instruction of the youug. Every such
teacher will become the centre of a wide circle of influence, and will extend nud mulliply the benefits conferred
by the college training to a degree which no one can
calculate. Those who do not apply themselve.s to the
business of teacliing will, as mothers, exert upon their
children, and through them upon future generations, an
influence which, as Mr. Vassar well observes, will determine the institutions and shape the destiny of our
country.
The course of study proposed by Mr. Vassar for his
college is, we consider, very judiciously defined. He
designs that it should embrace at least the following
particulars : " The English Language and its Literature ;
other Modern Languages ; the Ancient Classics, so far as
may be demanded by the spirit of the times ; the Mathematics, to such an extent as may be deemed advisable ;
all the branches of Natural Science, with full apparatus,
cabinets, collections, and conservatories for visible illustration Anatomy.
;
Physiology, and Hyfjiene, with practical reference to the laws of the health of the eex ;
Intellectual Philosophy ; the elements of Political Economy ;some knowledge of the Federal and State CoustitatiouR and Laws ; Moral Science, particularly as bearing
on the filial, conjugal, aud parental relations ; Esthetics,
as treating of the beautiful in Nature aud Art, and to bo
illustrated by an extensive Gallery of Art; Domestic
Economy practically taught, so far as it is pos.siblf, in
order to prepare the graduates readily to become skilful
housekeepers ; last, and most important of all, the daily,
systematic Reading and Study of the Holy Scripture^, as
the only and all-sufficient Kule of Christian faith and
These studies are well chosen to prepare the pupils
for
those duties and labors which fall within the peculiar
practice."
province of woman. It ia evident that there is no intention of yielding to the inconsiderate counsel of those
who seek to urge her, aijainst her nature, into the field
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has been allotted to man. Delicately constituted both
iu body and mind, and designed for her own peculiar
and most important duties, -all attempts to thrust her
into occupations requiring strength, hardihood, endurance, or long-contiuued toil, are an injury, instead of a
benefit to her. The restriction which debars wo^nan
from these laborious occupations does not degrade, but
really exalts her. It does not limit, but actually extends her usefulness. Her own sphere is as exalted and
as important as that of man, and affords ample scope for
the highest faculties. The nurture and instruction of
the young, the care of the sick, the ordering of the
household, and the arts and literature which adorn and
refine our daily life, compose her apecit.! department,
and will afford abundant employment to all who properly qualify themselves for tbesa natural and appropriate avocations. Our gratitude is especially due to
those who, like Mr. Vassar, seek, with well judged liberality, to prepare the women of our country for the
important duties which in the ordering of Providence
are thus assigned to them.
The prominence which is given in this course of study
to Language, and especially to our own language and
literature, deserves to be particularly commended. Whatever else a child may learn from other instructors, he
must certainly acquire his knowledge of his native
tongue from the lips of woman. To qualify them for
this duty, women are endowed with a peculiar aptitude
for the acquisition and the teaching of langnai,'es. Some
of the best lingnists now living are missionary ladies in
China, India, and the Pacific Islands. A readiness in
acquiring the niceties and elegancies of literary composition may fairly be claimed as a feminine endowment.
The most pleasing letter-writers and some of the most
agreeable essayists— Madame de Sevign^, Lady Mary
Montagu, Madame D'Aiblay, Mrs. Barbauld, Mrs. Ellis,
and many others who might be named — have been women in whose writiug.s the charm of style appears to be
almost a natural gift. The cultivation of this talent in
the students of the new college will do much to keep our
national language and literature pure and refined.
We have the satisfaction of knowing that the founder
and the other trustees of the college are sparing no pains
to secure for it such an organization and such a staff of
instructors as will render it roost eflScient for the purposes contemplated. It will be truly gratifying to all
who have labored during past years to promote the
cause of female education to know that their work is
about to find its crowning success in this noble institution.
NIAGARA.
Wonderful Waters!
Mighty pomp of power!
Nature's magnificence of moving glory !
The rent rocks shrivel, like the frosi-killed flower,
Beneath ihy tread ; the clasping Rainbow o'er thee—
Jehovah's Banner— Love and Mercy bear
To all who come before thy holy povtal
In the great awe that calms the soul like prayer,
And lifts the mortal to the hope immortal.
Wonderful Waters!
How my throbbing
Beats the grand mas,ic of thy ceaseless
Mine eye, that follow.'^ down thy leaping
Strainsder ; to pierce through its caverned

blood
thunder!
Flood,
depths of won-

In vain — the foam turns marble as it rolls.
And, like the Future from the Present hidden,
It bears this lesson to our struggling souls —
Seek not the knowledge to thy state forbidden —
God's wondrous Works prove, like His holy Word,
Power, Glory, Mystery surround the Loed I
August, 1S6I.

CoNVEKSATiON.— "Conversation I am inclined to rank
among the gieatest accomplisbments and greatest arts,''
says Dr. Holland.
And he add.s: —
"No woman can talk well without a definite stock of
absolute definite information."
[Nor would any mmi !]
The "Tattler" has this lesson which deserves to be
remembered : " There is no sort of company so agreeable
as that of women who have good sense, are without
affectation, and can converse with men without any priyate design of imposing chains and fetters."
Children. — The day for sternness of f.mily discipline
is passed : but the day of thorough rc-^pectfulness among
its members, and a careful propriety will never pass.
Play with your child 1 en as much as you please, but keep
the reins of your authority steadily drawn.
Misg S. J. Hale's Boardiso and Day School for
TouNG Ladie.?, lS2t) Rittenhouse Square, Philadelphia.
This school is designed to give a thorough and liberal
English education, to furnish the best facilities for acquiring the French language, and the best instruction
in music and the other accomplishments. The moral
training and the health and physical development of
the scholars are carefully attended to.
R-^/ereiices : Mrs. Emma Willard, Troy, N. T. ; Henry
Vethake, LL.D., Wm. B. Stevens, D. D., Wm. H. Ashhurst, Esq., Louis A. Godey, Esq., Philadelphia ; Charles
Hodge, D. D., Princeton, N. J. ; aud others.

pcaltlj gcprtmcnt.
BY
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Means op Expelling Worms, Abuse of YERMiFuaES,
ETC. — When a child becomes diseased fiom any cauoe,
and there is good reason to believe that worms are adding to the irritation, and aggravating the disease, or
when it is probable that they have accumulated in the
stomach and bowels to such an extent as to become an
exciting cause of disease by their numbers, then, and nut
till t/ieny should measures be used for their expulsion.
The practice of dosing children with all kinds of irritating worm-destroyers is fully as destructive to the
children as to the worms, and thousands of children are
annually killed by the indiscriminate and senseless use
of quack vermifuges, administered upon the mere jtreStimption of the existence of worms.
Now, all vermifuges that are strong enough to kill
worms must produce more or less irritation and disturbance of the living sensitive parts with which the worms
are in contact, and this even wheu those parts are in a
natural, healthy condition.
The best remedies are pink root (Spigelia Marilandica),
wormseed oil, or oil of Jerusalem oak seed (Chenopodium anthelminticum), the oil of male fern (Filex mas),
the oil of turpentine, and China root {Melia azedarach).
We give the scientific names to prevent mistakes, as all
the indigenous productions of our Materia Medica have
various names in different parts of the country Aud,
by the way, there is great advantage in those hard
names which have been so much ridiculed in some medical books for the people, with the design of exciting
prejudice against the medical profession. It would be
well if these terms could be made a little easier and
shorter, but their nse is absolutely necessary, to avoid
misanderstandings aud fatal errors; and those who

LITERARY
would make the impresttioQ Itiat Kuch terms iiro usetcitit
are either iVkiIs or kDaves: fyuU if they cuuout see the
baneflis aii^kotf frum the u.-^o of term:* which are dcfluiio
aud BiH'ciflc ; kuaves if, kuowiog these, tht-y eudeavur
to iucnlcuto the idea that the ubject tu ui^iu^ thorn in to
cooceal and mystify. We have foand pi ok ruot to be
the ino«t reliable vermifuge, aud it in perhupn, wliea properly giveD, the leu^t daugeruus of alt the articleii of its
class. It tit prepiired thu->: Take of pink root, half an
OQuce ; boiliQ^ water, a pint. Let it slaud iu a covered
Tessel near the Are. Dose from one to two tablespoonfuU thr«'f times a day, before meals, fur three or fourduys,
and theu a done uf ca.Hiur oil aud spirit.'* of turpentine.
The oil of wormseed t^hould be (fiven in done;* of eight
or ten drops, three times a day, ou su^'ar, continuing it
for several days, aud futlowin/ by ca»tor oil and turpentine as above. A very good way to give the Jerusalem
oak seeds is to stew them with molasses. A dessertspoonful of the seeds may l>e added to a teacupful of
molasses, aud from one to two tea^pouufuls of the mixture may be taken as directed for the oil. Tfie oil »•/
vuxUfrifn is given in doses uf from thirty to forty drops,
in the manner pre»CLib>d fur the oil of wormseed. The
C'lituL rottt is thus prepared; Take four ounces of the
fresh bark of the rout and one quart of water ; boil down
to a pint. Give a tablespoouful every night aud morning, and follow with ca^lor oil aud turpentine or some
other modf rutely active purge.
Colotntl is one of our most certain vermifuge**, and it
has the advantage uf ta^telessnessalld snialluessof duse ;
but we cannot recommend a frequent Ube of it iu domestic practice.
Columbus, Ga.

liitcraru Dotins.
Books by Mail. — ^'ow that the postage on printed
matter is so low, we offer our services to procure for
our subscribers or others any of the books that we notice.
Information touching bonks will be cheerfully given by
inclosing a stamp to pay return postage.
When ordering a book, please mention the name of the
pabliaher.
Prom T. B. Petrrsox & Brothers. Philadelphia: —
GREAT EXPECTATIONS. By Charles Dickens, auIhur of "Pickwick Papers," " Little Dorrit,"
Two Cities," etc. This latest work of Charles
is Just annonnci'd by the Messrs. Peterson, of
published in various styles with and without

'• Tale of
Dickens
this city,
illustra-

tions, at corresponding prices. The *' great expectations" of the public concerning a production from so renowned a source, will be found to be more thau fulfilled.
Possessing all ihe vigor displayed in the late works of
the author, it revives some of the characteristics of his
earlier writings; and the book, taken as a whole, wo
think may be prononncod the completest and best of
them all. Price, illustrated edition, bound in cloth,
$1 50; paper bound, 50 cents.
From Harprr St Brothers, New York, through J. B.
Lippiscorr & Co., Philadelphia: —
CARTHAGE AND H£R REMAINS: Being <jn Arcotint
o/tiv. ExcfiVKitif*ns and R-'^enj-dies on tfie Site uf the Phanieinn M^mpftUs of Africa, and other adjacent Phias.
Conducted noder the auspices of Her Majesty's Government. By Dr N. Davis, P. R. G. S,,etc, With illustraVOL.
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tious. This is a large volume of mote than 500 p&gex,
which, while it will prove acceptable to the general
reader, will be prized as a treasure by the antiquarian.
The Qrst chaptt-r sums up the argunu'Uts and proofs iu
favor of the identification of Carthago with the Tarshish
of the sacred writers. Then in succeeding chapters we
have a faithful account of the author's travels, adventures, aud discoveries in the neighboihood of this ancient
city. Dr. Davis in his labors has, no doubt, added moKt
materially to our knowledge of these ruins, ai:d, by hi4
re>>earches, furnished iiiauy missing links in history.
The illu.stralions, which are numerous, are apparently
copied from phutogiaphs, and, if this be the case, are
necessarily most accurate.
Price $2 oQ.
SEASONS WITU THE SEA-HORSES; or, Sporting
AdceiUurfjf in the Surthfrn 6f.it8. By Jame-i Lamout,
Esq., F. G. S. In thi* book we have detailed accounts of
the spearing and harpooning of seals, and walruses, capture of bear-, reindeer aud fox hunts, aud other incidents aud accidents of a pleasure voyage off the coast of
Europe in the neighborhood of the rfurth Pole. From
its very novelty this joiirnal of travel is likely to prove
attractive ; for who would think of seeking sport in the
northern ocean in a small vessel, the cabin of which is
five feet high, with four feet square of available room,
sleeping accommodations aud seats of corresponding
proportions, and. di.-nied fire, with au average temperature of 40 degrees! Still our adventurers seem to have
entered with zest into their sport, and to have borne inconveniences and mishaps with the spirit of philosophers. Price $1 75.
TOM

BROWN

AT OXFORD.

A Sequel to School Dayt

at Ruyby. By the author of "Scliool Days at Rngby,"
*' Scouring of the White Horse," etc. I'art Second The
author of this has attempted a difficult, a. id, though we
hope not, pel-bap's a thankless task in this his latest
work. To us as Americans it can possess little attraction save that which attaches to a first-rate romance, or
results from the curiosity we may have concerning the
institutions of learning of our mother country. The
picture it gives us of Oxford and its students is indeed a
sad one ; and it leads the reader to ask if a conr.se, snch
as describf d here, is likely to fit men to become the rulers
and guidfs of a great nation. Where fast men by the
payment of double fees are virtually released from almost
all supervision where extravagant dress, billiards, cards,
wine, races, late hours, and every other fashionable
dissipation, occupy the time supposed to be devoted
to study, it is not hard to imagine wliat must be the
character of the student after a three years' course.
There are one or two brilliant exceptions in the book to
the "fast" majurity. Of these. Hardy is the principal
character; while Tom Brown, the hero, whose chanc'for respectability, at one time, appears scarcely wortli
mentioning, is finally influenced for the better by Ih'j
effoitsof this individual combined with the circumolance
of his falling iu love.
Price $1 00 a volume.
FRAMLEY

PARSONAGE.

A

Nmtl.

By Anthoov

TroIIope, authitr of "Doctor Thorne,*' "The Bertram.s,'
"The Three Clerks," etc. With illustrations. N-t
having had time to complete the perusal of this book,
we aro not qualified to speak of it as regards its own
merits. The author's name, however, is a sufficient
guarantee for its excellence. We judge it to be a graphic
picture of Engli.-'h country life, its characters belonging
to the gentry and peerage, rather severe upon politics
and politicians, and slightly High Church in its tendency. Price $1 00.
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PRIMARY OBJECT LESSONS FOR A GRADUATED
COURSE OF DEVELOPMENT. A Mfinuul/ur Teachtrs
and Parents, ivith Lessons fur the propter Training of
t!ie FaeuMies of Children. By N. A. Calkius. We have
carefully examined the system hereiu advaoced, and are
highly pleased with it. It varifs from the usual routine
of teaching in very important particulais, as its object is
to interest the mind of the child, in order ihat the lenson
may seem as aQ amusement rather than as a task. It is
impossible in a short notice to describe the sy.«tem, but
"we may mention that it has been successfully introduced
into the primary schools of Oswego, N. T., and has also
been adopted in the course of instruction for the public
schools of Chicatjo, III. Useful as this book certainly
must be to teachers, we think it will be found more
valuable, not to be relied on entirely, but as affording;
good su^fgestions to parents who desire to give a portion
of their time to the instruction of their children. Price
$1 00.
HISTORY OF MAj^GARET OF AN JOU, QueenofHeiiry
T/. nf England, By Jacob Abbott. With engravings.
, small, condensed history, intended for the entertainment and instruction of youth, giving the important
and remarkable events in the life of one of the English
Queens. As Margaret of Anjou was intimately concerned
in one of the most important and bloody internal struggles of the British Kingdom — the rivalry of the houses
of Lancaster and York, or, as it is familiarly known,
|be "Wars of the Roses" — her story is attractive, not
ouly as regards herself, but as forming an important
part of the history of England.
Price 50 cents.
M. TULLII CICERONIS C(Uo Major sioe de Senediite
Lcdius sive de ArnicUia et Episioke SeltctiS. Recensuit G.
Long.
T. LUCRETI CAR! BE RERUM NATURA LIBRI SEX.
Recognovit Hugo A. I. Munro, M. A.
C. JULIl C^SAKIS, Cnmraenturiide Bello Galileo. Recognovit George Long, M. A.
From RcDD & Carleton, New York, through J. B.
Ltppincott k Co., Philadelphia: —
PHILIP THAXTER: A Nvml. This novel, with a
dull, almost tedious openiug, certainly does not promise
much at first ; but as it progresses it improves, though
it cannot in any portion be called brilliant. The scene
of its story is laid for half the book in New England,
and its characters aie mostly New England people, but
its attempts at Yankee peculiarities aie, we might almost
eay, total failures, for it either hits very wide of the
mark or else sadly caricatures. We cannot believe that
its individual specimens of Southern gentlemen are intended to apply to Southerners as a class. But, passing
over these and other faults, we can yet praise the book for
many things. As a picture of life in California (whither,
toward the middle of the book, the story is transferred)
during the early working of the gold mines, we have
every reason, from listening to the experience of others,
to believe it to be tolerably faithful ; and, as an illustration of human nahire when relieved from the restraints
of society and home, sad as it is, we must confess our
conviction that it is, generally speaking, equally correct.
Price $1 00.
POEMS. By Mrs. Virginia Quarles. A collection of
short pieces, possessing a certain beauty of sentimeut
and rhythm, likely to elicit admiration from the general
reader, though we feel convinced their author must remain content with present praise rather than cherish the
hope of seeing herself numbered with our best American
poets, whose names will be handed down to posterity.
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From TicKNOR & Fields, Boston, through S. Hazard,
Philadelphia: —
TOM BROWN AT OXFORD: A Sequel to School-Days
at Rugby. By the author of "Scouring of the White
Horse," etc. Part Second. We have already noticed
this work as sent to us from Messrs. Harper & Brothers,
of New York. This edition by Messrs. Ticknor & Fields
has a flue steel engraving of Mr. Hughes, the author.
Price $1 00 a volume.
From T. O. H. P. Burnham, Boston, through J. B.
LippiNcoTT & Co., Philadelphia: —
THE SILENT WOMAN. By the author of "King's
Cope." A well-written story, which we would fain
think is intended as a caricature of English society, for
we are loath to believe that it is the one grand object of
English parents to secure good matches for their sons,
and get rid of their daughters at any price. Nt-vertheless the book is worth reading, and Lady Moieland's
efforts in behalf of her daughters will be highly appreciated by all who love a bit of humor.
Price 00 cents.

Gain's %xm-€\m.
GoDET FOR October. — A specimen engraving, one of
Godey's own : "Go it, RoUa." This is one of the style
of eugraviogs we delight to give ; beautiful in design
and execution.
"Who'll

Wink

First?" Reader, in your yonth, did

you never try this experiment — looking in each other's
eyes and see who would give the first wink ? We have,
often.
Six full-length figures in our October fashion-plate,
and a beautiful variety it presents, every figure colored
from dress goods to be used the present season.
Our wood engravings are most of them as well engraved as the steel plates of other works. And our literature ispronounced by the press to be the best published
in any magazine of this country. We could publish
thousands of notices to this effect.
What they say of the Lady's Book in Honolulu, Sandwich Islands. We extract the following from the Coinrnerciul Advertiser of that place :—
"The enterprising Godey appears determined to lead
the vau. We have often spoken of the Lady's Book, and
our subscribers who do not take it, know its cliaracter
already. But we venture to say that there is scarcely a
pater familias among them, who is not already a subscriber, but will be coaxed to take it, if the wives or
daughters get hold of the May number. The beautiful
fashion-plate, containing four figures in colors, several
pages of fashions, and an infinite variety of patterns of
embroidery work, etc., all attest the unwearied industry
and consummate taste bestowed upon the embellishments of this magazine. The letter-press is equally
valuable. No man should begrudge the subscription
price at which the magazine is furnished to subscribers
iu these Islands."
And the News, of Los Angelos, California, has the following:—
" Godey's Lady's Book
ladies' magazine in the
has ever attained such a
tion, and deserved every

is, without exception, the best
known world. No magazine
wide-spread and high reputaparticle of the praise lavished

upon it, as Godey's. May it live and flourish till time
shall be no more !"
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"Clpbs," "Clcbs."— Now i8 the time to conimonce
the t>rgaoization of clubs. Rfmeinbor that the Lady's
Book in tho cheapest, hecauHe you ^'ot so much more for
yonr moaey. and tliat »o much betler. Compare the
Lady's Hook with any other magazine. See the quantity aud quality ; aud rfDU'iiiber, also, what our exChaugeH HO otit^a nientiou, tliat it ii« " aa ovideoce of the
good tasto of a family when the Lady'u Book is seen
up''ii the conlro-t;il»le." Wt- hardly ofiMl ^ay more upon
this (iuhjecl. Evory one of any ta^te wantiog a "lady's
book" will subscribe for "Godey."
Impostoks Aoain : A GolivStose Pin Stort — A perBOD baa writion us frtim Kondout, X. V., that he has
been imposed upon by an individual CHlliiig himself
R. Spatdinc. and ^Ay)nl; be was our a^ent. It appears
that the inducenHMit iiff.'red was
lower price than we Kell it, and a
pin. This Wiis too much for our
dent. He took the bait, and lost

the La'ly'8 Book, at a
promise of a ^'»ld-stone
uufurtuuatc coriPiiponIn^ $2 M, and did not

gel his "gold-.>toue pin ;" for all of which he in disposed
to be angry with us, because wc do not ^rnd him the
Lady's Book and the gold-stone pin. Now, wo do not
feel a bit snrry for our correspi»ud«-ut. First, because he
vas induced to subscribe at a price lower than we ask
for the Buok, and secondly, because he supposed that
the leading magazine of the country would be :i dealer
Inbotrus jewelry. We state fur tlio hnmhvdih time that
we have no agents, and dou't deal in "Take your
Choice for a Dollar" jewelry. We thiuk that this Spalding has before been advertised l>y us as aa impost«)r.
That deaf aud dumb girl, aud Spaldiug, appear to be
ubiquitous.
The La Pierr'-: HorsE. — We copy the following from
the Xurth Airttric'tn of this city : —
"The DfiPARTrRE of Prince Napoleon.— This di-tingnished geutlpuiiiQ and suite left the city yesterday
morning for Baltimore, expre.seing genuine pleasure at
what they had seen in Philadelphia, and with the liveliest gratification at the homelike and sumptuous manner of their enter[ainment by the Jlessrs. Ward, of the
La Pierre House, at which the party [<mk up their quarttTS. The prince and his party shook liamls with both
pfntlemon before taking leave, aud assured them that
they had found but one La Pierre House in all their
experience."
That seems to be the opinion of every one who enjoys
the hospitality of this celebrated house. We recommend
ii t'l all our friends. The Messrs. Ward are gentlemen,
and, unlike many other hotel proprietors, they are not
above iheir busiuess, but always to be found at their
p<jst.

We call the attention of all dealers in periodicals to
tlie paragraph at the top of the first paire of our cover.
It will there be seen at what a cheap rate of postage
they can procure the Lady's Book by mail.
Tho efl'ect of ibis is to entitle regular (tealers in newspapers and periodicals to the same abatement of the
niies of postaire (without piiyintr quarterly or yearly in
advance, but upon the receipt of their packaL'est as is
now made for regular subscribers, under sectiou 117 of
the standing Regulations.
A DENTIST at work in his vocation always looks down
In the mouth.
Thrrk 's no objection to a broil in the house, if it be
Coufiued to lUc kitchen.

OrU
As autumn

Ml'SICAL

COLUMN.

approaches and the fugitives from the

city's hea,t begin to come back iu droves to their homes,
thero is a natural longing fvlt in mu^ical circles for the
return of tho opera. Unfortunately tliu opera does not
seem likely to lift upon us its beneficent light — ^just at
present, at all events. The middle of September never
brought us to a prospect more uuprumisiug. Most of
tho artists are still luxuriating amoug the mountains
and at the seaside ; and it is tolerably dear that, while
they keep Ibeir voices in tune, they may as well lengthen
out tho summer "to its full brown leugili" — will not
that make it autumn? — impersonating ^yrens of the
shore, singing to tlie wnii'es, sadiy, p*-rliaps, dreaming
of silvery seasons iu the past that cuuie uo more. For
the rest, wc cau only hope that we may have opera some
time. The Academy, closed up, and barred, and bolted,
looks like a grim fortress, with the garrison withdrawn
to the most secret shelter aud uut a solitary warder in
sight ; and there is uo sigu that the hour of relief is anywhere close at hand.
In the mean time, some of our own native songsters are
trying their throiits before kings and queens in foreign
lands. Little I'aEti, she who is the dearest, littlest,
most bewitching youugbody thateverconvertedtheseats
of the Academy into groves, the glittering trappings
about the great chandelier ii^to £>[u.rs, ai;d the mysterious
coiners of the stage into vocal boughs and sprays, is
charming cveryb.dy iu the capitals abroad. Supported
by Tamberlik. Mario, and Grisi, she first look Londoa
by surprise and then by storm. In the role of Zerlina,
a new one for her, her voice and acting are described as
wonderfully fresh and charming, Aud so they must be,
if she exceeds in that part her personation of the Child
of the Kegiment.
Sfw-d Music /or the Piano. — We have to name this
month the following easy songs and ballads: Is this
Death? O Mother, Tell ine, 'J.ri ceuis; Oh, Sing me thy
Favorite Song, 2.); From Eaily Morn, 2o ; Maud Adair
and I, 2.'i; In All tho World, 2.) ; Uriella. Song and
Choru-J, 2o; Thine Eyes are Like Gems, 2'); Thou Little
Star, 2-'»; Little Bennie, Duet, 2-V, Tread ye Softly, Quartette, 2.>', Home Returning from the Wars, 2o : The
Passing Bell, 2-3 ; Poor Ben the Piper, 2i> ; O Lady, Touch
those Chords Again, 2o; By the Seaside, 2.J ; the Grave
of Old Grimes, 2.5 ; Fleuve dn Tage, 2.j ; It was the Early
Winter, 2o; Blessed Land of Love and Liberty, 2.5; Far
Away. 2.5; My Song Shall be of Thee, 2-5; lam Contented,
from Martha. 2-5; Ella M;iy, 2.5; Thoughts of Thee, 2.5;
The Cottage Behind the Hill, 2.5. We cau send any fiv6
of the above, free of postage, for one dollar.
For the advanced performer we have first to name a
splendid Collection of melodies, nineteen pages, by
Fianz, arranged as songs without words by Otto Dresel.
Price of the whole $1. We can confidently commend
this charming collection to the study of the amateur.
Also Baumbach's Melange Op^iaiique, two numbers, at
40 cents each. Baumbach is a capital arranger, and
these unmbers, comprising nine pages each, contain tho
best melodies in I Lombardi, E: nani. The Sicilian Vespers, Trovatore, Martha, etc. Also Maiie, a beautiful
Nocturno by Brinley Richards, 3j cents; Annie o' the
Banks o' Dee, by the same brilliant composer, .3.5 cents ;
Star of the Evening, transcribed by the same, 50 cents ;
aud Lonely Tea' s, 30 cents. Address all orders and musical communications to Philadelphia, to
J. Staku IIollowat.
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POLYTECHNICS.
A

CONVERSATION.
BY

E.

C.

J.

Jane. Mother, what is the meaning of the word Polytechnics ? I heard hmther employing it to-day, and I
think he said it came from two Greek words.
Mother. Your brother was right in tracing it to its
origin. It signifies many arts or avocations, and refers
to those practical branches which have done so much io
enlarging the sphere of our social enjoyment and elevating us in the scale of humanity. lu vain would our
dear land have such manifold resources were not those
resources drawn out and applied by practical science.
Jane. But I thought brother called Mr. A., the civil
engineer, and Uncle Thomas, who goes among the rocks
with his hammer, both Polytechnics. It seems to me
that there are other professions more useful. I have
heard our school-girls say that the law and medicine
required greater talent than any such plodding pursuits
as those which deal in steam, and minerals, and iron.
"Why could not persons of plain education, provided
they have enough bodily strength, attend to such secondary matters?
Mothi;r. My dear, if you think that the great kingdom
of nature requires uo cultivated minds to develop and
apply to the arts its manifold resources, you indulge a
wrong fancy. AVhat are called learned professions are
not more learned than other pursuits, provided those
pursuits call into practical requisition all the scientific
facts and principles falling natuially within their
spheres.
Jane. Last summer, I think it was, while I was rusticating ou our farm, one of the farm hands told father
that since he had read a treatise ou piactical farming he
cimprehended his work more fully. He had read, he
taid, a work on agricultural chemistry, which pave him
new light in regard to soil, and manures, and rotation
of crops. I only laughed at him, and told him he had
better go to college.
Mother. Now, Jane, I will tell you what you would
hardly have guessed. We have just such an iustiLutiou
of learning in ou:' dear city, and that farm hand, humble and unassuming as he is, could for a small sum
enjoy its advanta'ges. This college is rather a novelty ;
in our laud I may .say it w a novelty ; but in Europe,
where everything practically useful is made also praciically subservient, such instiiutious are not rare. In
former days, the architect, the draught.s.man, the civil
and military engineer, the geologist, the agriculturist,
the miner, the topographical surveyor could have access
to no such places ; but the most they could do was to
study such treatises which bure upon the subjects engaging their attention. Now learned professors guide
huch minds, and, the full course of study once faithfully
prosecuted, corresponding degrees are conferred, entitling their professors to a place and name among scholars, from which he washitberto unfortunately excluded.
Jane. But after all, mother, it does seem that learned
degrees more naturally belong to what we call learned
professions.
Mother. I see you are tainted with the old conventionalism. But what do you think of Professor Agassiz,
to whose mighty intellect the world has unlocked its
resources, and who among flowers orniinerals is perfectly
ac home? Is not his a learned profession? And the
g eat Stephenson, the father of railroads, does not he
deserve a good degree?
And he who plans a noble
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bridge and builds it on scientific principles, should he
not be honored as much as if he were an expounder of
the civil law ?
Jane. But what will you do with all these learned
workmen aftc-r the conferment of their splendid degrees?
Does the world need such scientific laborers among the
coal, and iron, and rocks? Really the idea seems ludicrous. guess
I
they would have to wait for occupation
till patience had its perfect work.
Mother. Now you have come to the most practical
point of the matter. In the law how long does the
young man wait for practice? in medicine the progr^^^sa
is correspondingly slow and laborious; but in the industrial arts the competent youug man goes foi ward at
once to the full discharge of his functions, and fiuds at
once, if qualified, a position, and a remunerative one
besides. Our extensive glass and iron works employ
them; our wide-spreading territories seek them for
draughtsmen and topical engineers. In the survey of
new lands, in geological explorations, and in many
other spheres of honorable and lucrative employment
they assume at once a place, and, though comparatively
young in years, are honored and esteemed. Many a
young man suppoits his widowed mother in this way,
who otherwise would be dependent on others for his own
support, aud tax the slender resou: ces of those who were
connected with him had he chosen a less productive aud
practical calling in his early manhood. In profes.-'ional
life, strictly speaking, the competition is terrific, but here
scores of openings await the youug man previous to his
graduation, and he has the choice of positions as practical as they are productive. Our immense aud growing
country, in the development and application to the arts
of her resources, wants as much cultivated intellect as
she can get, and happy will that community be which
holds ont such an inducement to young men to keep
them from putting themselves in the already overstocked
market of other pursuits. I do not depreciate any purbuit ; all are honorable and all useful ; but if the object be
employment, and not the mere glory of a profession, certainly the readiest market should determine the choice.
I heard your father say that all the graduates of the Polytechnic School in Philadelphia were at once called into
active service, and applied for in advance by both States
and individuals.
Jane. Indeed yon have almost made a convert of me
to your system. I shall be contented, if you discourse
so eloquently, to have for my beau a Bachelor of Civil
Engineering or a Master of Scientific Agriculture. But
where is this wonaerful college?— for it must be indeed
fairy ground, and have an atmosphere of eastern romance
about it ; I should rather have said western reality.
Mother. If you have time this afternoon to visit your
Aunt Sarah, you shall see the building, which is located
at the corner of Penn Square and Market Street. It has
a lyceum. and a laboratory, aud a learned faculty. Gradually but steadily it is working its upward way to
recognition, and every passing year furnishes renewed
proof that our community highly appreciates the influence of the industrial arts in their manifold applications
as learned pursuits.
An old bachelor, with
did not marry?
"1 will tell yon," he
waited till I was older;
wife, for I do not admire
do not admire me."

gray hairs, was asked why ha
said. "While I was yonng, I
now I am old, I cannot get a
old women, and young women
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carried off another grain of corn, and then another locust went in aud carried off another grain of corn."
Tho kiug listened with nucouquerable patience aix
months more, when he again interrupted him with:
"Ofr.eudI lam weary of your locusts ! How soon do you

All END.

There vtm a certain kiog, who, liko many Eat^tcrn
kind's, wax Tory fond of hearing; »tt>ries told. To this
amu««niont he gave ap all his time; but yet he was
DwiT satisfii-d. All the exertioaa of all his courtiors
xror** in vain. The tnnn* ho heard, tho more he wanted
ti> hear. At last he made a pr<trlamaitoD, that if any
man would fell him a »toiy that »>huiild Ia?^t for ever, he
would make him hiK heir, and i^ivo him the priDcess,

think they will have done/" To which the story lelU-r
made answer: "O king! who can tell? At the time
to which my story has come, the locusts havo cleared
away a small space, it may be a cubit, each way round
the inside of the hule; and the air is still dark with locu^ts on all sides; but let the king have patience, and,

\::s daughter, ia marriap*' ; but if auy on« hhuuld preiid that he had sncli a story, hut ?.limiM fall— that is,

no doubt, we shall come to the end of them iu time."
Thus encouraged, the king listened on for another full

', '(he story didcomo to an end— he vct^n to have hi^ head
chopped off.
For such a rirh prize as a heinttiful princess and &
kiui;doni uauy c:iii<lidaieji apftean^ ; aud droadfully
lonij stories s<nue of ilicm told. Some (a>ted a week,
some a m<iaili, some six months: poor fellows, they all
spun them out .t!< loa^r as Chey poit^iMy could, yim maj
l>e»iure; but all in v;iin; sooner or later they nil came
to an esd : and, one after another, the unlucky etorytvllerii had their he^idK chopped off

year, the storyteller still going on as before, "And then
another locust went in aud carried off anuiher grain of
corn, and then another locust went in and carried off
another grain of corn, and then another locu.st went in
aud cariied off anotlier gniia of corn,"
poor king could bear it no longer, aud
man, that is enough ! Take my daughter
dom! take anything, everything! only

till at last the
ciied out: "O
! take my kinglet us hear no

more of your abominable locusts !'*
And so the storyteller was married to the king's
daughter, and was declart'd hrir to the throne ; ai:d nobody ever expres!»<d a wish to hear the rest of his sto:y,
for he said it was impossible lo come to the otlier part
of it till he had done with the locusts. The unreasonable caprice of the foolish king was thus overmatched
by the iugeuious device of the wise man.

At last crtmo a man who wiid that lie had a «:toi-y which
would last for ever, if his Majesty would be pleaded to
give him a trial.
He Was warned of his danger; they told liim how
many others Und triM, and lost their ln'ads; but he
said he was not afmid, and t^o he was brout'ht brforethe
kin?- He was a man of a very composed :iiid delibenite
maoner of (ipoaking: and. after makini: all re.j«isite
stipulations fur time fur his eating', drinking', aud sleeping, he thus began his ^toiy.

TRErxiTrRsALTTY OF Godky's Latt's Boos.— We cHp
from letter Xo. 4 of the ve y able cot respondent of the

•* O king ! there was once a king who was a great tyrant. Aud, desiring to increa.se bis riches, be seized
Qpon all the corn and grain in his kingdom, a:.d pat it
into an immense granary^ which he built on purpose, as
high as a mountain.
"This he did for jseveral years, till the granary was
quite full up to the top. He then .'^topped up doors aud
windows and cloj?ed it up fast on all sides.

J\V*WA Americnn^ dated " ^'ea^ South Pass City, Rocky
UouDtaias, July 26, 1861," the following: —
"Not having had a-iy news from the ea^t for some
time, I thought probably I might find fome here; the
station keeper, however, kuew nothing of what had
happened in the States for a long while, and the only
reading matter he had in his esIabli.^hraont consisted of
an old St. Louis newspaper and aGodey's Lady's Book of
last May ; the latter, by the way, may be found in about
one-third of the ranches and stations on the whole

"But the bricklayers had, by accident, lefl a very
¥mul1 hole near the top of the granary. And there came
a flight of locnsts, and tried to get at the corn; but the
bote wjittbOismHU that ualy one locust could pass through
it at a time. So one locui^t went in and carried otf one
grain of corn, and then another locust went in and carried off another grain of corn, and then another locust
went in and carried off auothf r grain of corn, and then
another locust went in and carried off another grain of
corn, and then another locust went in and carried off
another grjtiu of corn, and then another locust went in
• and carried off another grain of corn, and then another
locust went in and carried off another grain of corn, and
(heu another locust went la and cAried off another grain
of corn — "
He had gone on thns from morning to night (except
while he was engaged at his meal>) fur about a month,
when the king, though a very patient king, began to be
rather tired of the locusts, and interrnpt«^d his story
with; *• Well, well, we have had enough of the locusts;
we will suppose that they have helped themselves to all
the corn they wauted ; tell os what happened afterwards." To which the storyceller answered very deliberately, "If it please your Majesty, it is impossible
to tell yon what happened afterwards before I have told
yon what happened first." And then he went on again:
" And then another locust went in and carried off aaOllicr grain of currant! tiica another locost went in and

Literary Association?, — We now commence in time to
route."
warn our subscribers against sending their money to any
association purporting to furnish the Lady's Book as part
of the inducement to subscribe, and promising them great
prizes in some future drawing of a lottery. We will not
be responsible in any way. We will al.-o a.dd that we have
no agents for whose acts we are responsible. We only send
the Lady*6 Book when the money is sent direct to us.
The preparations employed

for hair-dye under the

pompous names of " African Water," " Florida Water,"
etc., all contain nitrate of silver, pulphur, oxyd and acetate of lead, sulphate of copper, and other noxious substances. All cosmetics for removing hairs or freckles
are dangerous; the Uiit anif^ttuilUpi^., for instance, contains corrosive sublimate aud oxyd of lead. Were a
chemist in France to deliver such a remedy to a customer
without a regular prescription, he would be liable to a
fine of 6,000 francs.
"Ohio." — Nothing will remove superfluous hair without injuring the skin. Don't try any of the nostrums
advertised, or you will do yourseir an injury. You sent
no stamp to answer by lettur.
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CHILDREN'S
HOW

TO MAKE

DEPARTMENT.
A WATCH-POCKET.

Fig. 1.

monds across the npper part of Fig. 2, and down as far
as the dotted line a, to form the pattern Fig. 4 ; continue
the same on Fig. 3, and batween these form on all ihe
remaining squares with beads, the pattern, Fig. 5; when
Fig. 5.

Fig. 4.

^
done place Fjg 3 on to the lower portion of Fig. 2, np
as far as the dotted line a, and sew these neatly round
the edges. Cut out a piece of stiff card-boarii the same
shape and size as Fig. 2, and tack at the back of this a
piece of silk the same color as the wool, and sew it on
to the back of Fig. 2; take a needle and thread, and fasten

Take a piece of perforated card-board abont six inches
and 2, half la length ; cut It to the shape of Fig. 2 ; then

it to the top of ihe watch-pocket ; make a friuge as wide
as you require of the same beads as before, looping it
all the way round. Line the Inside of the pocket with a
piece of fine white flannel, and quill up some satin ribbon, about half an inch wide, the color of the wool,
place it across the top of Fig. 3, and all round the watch
pocket. Make up of the same ribbon two veiy small rosettes and ends, and place one at both sides of the pocket.
Cet some wider ribbon of the same color, and make a
larger rosette with ends, and place it on the top of all ;
this will make the whole complete. Do another, exactly
the same, to make the pair.
WATCH-HOOK.

Fig. 2.

This is made by cutting ont a round of card-board
about three inches and a half across. Take some pink
or blue satin ribbon about half an inch wide ; quill it up
thickly, and sew it on to the card-board, putting it
round and vouud, and fasten It off rn the middle neatly.
Procure a mother-o'-pearl watch-hook and place it in
the middle. Cover the back of the card-board with white
silk, and then suspend to the top a piece of ribbon, the
same as before, and at the top of this place a rosette.
Make another the same, and when completed they will
form a very pretty pair.
A PEASANT who had a miserable hack horse who was
absolutely dying of old age, resolved to destroy him.
As he was riding him aloug the road, he met a jockey
riding a superb full-blooded Arabian horse.
" My friend," said the owuer of the antiquated animal,
" I '11 bet you ten dollars I can do with my horse what
you can't do with yours."
"Done!" said the jockey.
The peasant quietly led his horse to the brink of the

take another piece ; cat this to the shape of Tig. 3, and a
little wider than the lower portion of Fig. 2. Procure

river and pushed him in.
" Now let 's see you do that with yonr horse, " he said.
The jockey preferred paying the ten dollars.
Invisible Ink. — A correspondent sends us the following receipt :—
" Use skimmed milk for writing-fiuid on white paper,
yonr letters will then be invisible. After writing, expose the paper to a strong heat, and the letters will then
be visible. I will send a sample, which I will partially
scorch by laying the paper on the top of the stove. By
placing the eye low, and looking horizontally across
the paper while you write, you can the better see to
make the letters.
O. H."

Bome white glass bead«<, and any colored wool jnn miiy
prefer; take the latter and form it in the shape of dia-

"We have tried it, and find it will act as our correspondent states.
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ARJI-CHAIR.
COTTAGE.

J>esiffned expreasly/or Oodey'e Lady's Book by Samcbl Sloan, Architect, Philadelphia,

8EC0ST)

The small raral cottage which we present this mnnth
has mnch in point of economy, with compact and convenient arrangement of plans, to recommeud it, possessing at the same time all the requirements necessary for
a small family.
The yir*( *^rr?/ comprises four apartments besides the
vestibule A, the hall B, parlor C, livin:;^ and breakfastroom V>, kitchen E, and summer kitchen G, with pantry
and closets convenient to each.
The second story is divided into four well-lighted
chambers with bath-room M. The attic rooms a; e well
arraugoil and lighted from dormers in the roof.
O.VE day, durinir the sincin? of the Miserere of LuUi,
Louis Quatorze remained on his knees dnrinir the whole
Miserere, and of course the courtiers were obliged to do
the same. After the service was over, the king, rising,
tarned to an old courtier —
"flow do yon like the music ?" he asked.
'* Sire," was the reply, "it is very Boft for the ears,
but very hard for the knees.**

FLOOR.

" Ix sppaking of Godey the other day, wo were Informed that we had the taste of a woman. Though
spoken with a sneer, we received the remark as a compliment, and feel happy to know we have so good a
We cut the above remark from the Xntional YedfUef
and
taste we
" think with the editor that it is a great compliment ;for to have the taste of a woman is to have a taste
for everything that is reSned and beautiful.
A Game with a Measino.— There is a game called
Russian Scandal, which is pl;iyed in this fashion : A tells
B a br.ef narrative, which B is to repeat to C, and C to D,
and so on. No one is to hear it told more than once, and
each is to aim at scrupulous accuracy in the repetition.
By the time the narrative has been transmitted from
mouth to month six or seven times it has commonly
undergone a complete transformation. The ordinary
result of the experiment will afford an apt illustration
of the value of oral testimony in time'* when the marvellous had an especial attraction for all classes.
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Embroidery Stamps. — S. P. Borden's celebrated Embroidery St:iinpi caii be had by seudiuj,' to S. P. Burden,
Hassillou, Ohio, or to his ayeats, as follows: A Brooks,
220S Poi'lar Street ; Phil. P. Peterman, Camden, X. J. ;

post-office stamp ; and for all articles that are to be sent
by mail, stamps must be sent to pay return postage.
Be particular, when writing, to mention the town,
county, and State you reside in. Nothing can he made

Carrie P. Aydon, "Wilmington, Del.; Sylvia Harrington, Potsdam, N. T. ; M. B. Todd, Pitt«field, Mass. ; Wm.
Jacoby, Travelling Agent. These stamps are in general
use throughout the United States and Canada, and have
given satisfaction to all who use them. They are the
s.arae as formerly manufactured by Pierce & Borden.
Inking cushion. Pattern book, and printed iusiriictions
accumpauy each order. All letters of inctuiry promptly
answered.
Price $.3 per dozen.

out of post-marks.
Mrs. G. E.— Sent ribbon, July 17th.
A. E. C— Sent articles 22d.
R. W. G.— Sent watch-guard 23d.
A B. L.— Sent patterns 26th.
W. R.— Sent patterns 26th.
Mrs. M. P. — Seut patterns 26th.

Hair Ornamenis. — Ladies wishing hair made into
bracelets, pins (wiiicU are very beautiful), necklaces, or
ear-rings, cim be accommodated by our Fashion Editor. A
very large number of orders have recently been filled, and
the articles have given great satisfaction.
We give the prices at which we will send these beautiful articles: —

Mrs. H. — Sent articles by Adams's express 30th.
A. C. "W.— Sent articles 30th.
Miss A. B.— Sent patterns 30th.
J. W. C— Sent ring, August Sth.
Miss J. A. H.~ Sent Zouave shirt 10th.
F. K. W.— Sent vest chain 12th.
Mrs. W. W— Sent articles 14th.
W. P. H.— That experiment exploded here long ago.
Mrs, G. W. P. — In order to transfer our braiding and
embroidery patterns to cloth or tlaunel. tiace the paper
pattern with white crayon or chalk, then put the paper
pattern on the cloth, the chalk side down, and strike it
with your hand, and the impression will be on the cloth.
In order to make this impression permanent, trace the
pattern on the cloth with either chalk or black load
pencil. If the cloth be dark, with the foimer; if light,
with the latter. And we understand thac covering the
cloth with a piece of tissue paper and irouiog it, will
prevent its rubbing.

Cljnuistvi) for \\t §oung.
LESSON
Breastpins, from $4 to $12.
Ear-rings, from $4 60 to $10.
Bracelets, from $;i to $15.
Kings, from $1 50 to $3.
Kecklaces, from $6 to $15
Fob-chains, from $6 to $12.
The Charms of Faith, Hope, and Charity, $4 50.
Hair Studs from $5 50 to $11 the set.
Sleeve Buttons from $6 50 to $11 the set.
Hair is at once the most delicate and lasting of our materials, and survives u.s like love. It is so light, so gentle,
BO escapiug from the ide-i of death, that, with a lock of hair
belonging to a child or friend, we may almost look up to
heaven and compare notes with the angelic nature — may
almost say ; " I have a piece of thee here, not unworthy of
thy being now."
"What our F.^'jhios Editor can Sppplt. Address
Fashion Editor, care L. A. Godey, Philadelphia. Mrs.
H;ile is not the fashion editrei^s.
Hair-work, patterns for all kinds of garments, and for
women and children, jewelry, caps, bonnets, cloaks,
mantillas, tatmas, mantles, headdresses, shawls, beadwork, materials for wax and paper flowers, embroidery,
collars, capes, worsteds, Shetland wool, infants' wardrobes or patterns for the same, stamped collars, orn6
balls, canvas for working, etc. etc.
PHILADELPHIA

AGENCY.

No order attended to nnles^s the cash accompanies it.
All perijons reqairing answers by mail must bend a

XX.— [Continued.)

440. Bromine is a substance possessing many analogies with chlorine and iodine. The young chemist may
as well obtain a specimen, although I shall give no
detailed not ce of its reagencies. Bromine is a rubycolored liquid, veiy prone to assume the vaporous or
gaseous condition upon the application of a slight degree
of heat. If a few drops of it he poured into a heated
bottle, the latter will become filled with the vapor of
bromine, for there is no philosophic distinction between
a vapor and a gas. Bromine, too, if tested with starch
under the conditions necessary for iodine, yields aa
orange-colored solution ; it is also very soluble in ether.
441. Iodine has already been mentiooed (36) as a test
for starch. It will be requisite now to treat of it a little
more in detail.
442. Remark the peculiar appearance of iodine: its
smell, its cohesion— a solid ; whereas bromine, under
natural circumstances, is a liquid, and chlorine a ga-;.
Put a little iodine into a large test-tube or small flask ;
apply heat, and observe the violet-colored vapor which
results. Hence the term ioiHnp, from "ioeides" — violetcolored. Remark that it is slightly soluble in water;
far more solublt^ in alcohol (tincture of iodine).
413. Drop a little tincture of iodine into some cold
solution of starch ; observe theresnlting color (36). Heat
a portion of this solution in a test-tube, and observe how
the color disappears. To another portion of the blue
solution of iodine and starch add potash, to a thi rd soda,
observing how, in either case, the color disappears.
Next remark how the solution, decolorize-l by simply
heating, acquires its former tint by cooling; and how
the solutions decoloiized by the action of alkalies have
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th^ir color restored by iho aciiiin of chloriDe, either la
guH or aqueouM ttolutioa, by uitric, muriaiic, aod iutlec-d
almofi't all stroog adds.
444 Allhonch theelemeot nitrogen Id fto DDcnmbiDed
Atate U rerT little coDceraed in chemical aaaljNU, yet
wp muat not omit to paM* noder r«vi*>w ^ome of its leadio^ qoalities, as a prelimioary to our iavestii^atioa of
lis compoands herearier. The great scarce of oitro^ea
i^ theatmofiphere, from which we shall preseottj obiaia
It, The term nitrojren is derived from the fwet of thin
elt^inent entering into the compotnition of nitre, bat the
appellation aA^« Is &Ii<o giTen to it from the derivatioa of
"'*»" privatiTe, aad "roe," life, becan»e it is fatal to such
animals a« breathe it in an ondiluted mtate. The theory
of the prodaccion of nitrogen from the atmosphere will
b*» easily comprehended on calling to mind the phenomena developed by the combustion of bodies in oxy;:en
^•As. The ener^'y displayed, it will Iw remembered, waa
Tt>ry much greater than it would have been had atmospheric air been substituted for oxytren ; simply because
the atmosphere, iD?.[oad of being composed of oxygen, ia
a mixture of oxygen and nitrogen in the ratio by measure of one part in five. Presently we hhall demonstrate
the &ict that nitrogen gas will not snppo: t combu>iion ;
and we have already demonstrated that oxygen gas not
only supports combustion, but combines with the combustible. Hence theory indicates that we should be able
t.> burn away all the oxygen from atm-'spheric air. and
leave nitrogen alone ; this, indeed, is the practical way
' I geueratiog, or, more correctly speaking, /t'-trro/Zny,
L.tiogen. ^'ot all combustibles, h'>wever, are capable
ui'eSectiag this. A common taper, fur instance, if stuck
upon a cork floated on the surface of water, and allowed
til burn under a bell-gla^ receiver, the mouth of which
re^ls upon the water, so a.s to prevent all access of the
external atmosphere, will uot burn away all the oxygeo.
For this purpose some powerfully combustible matter —
phosphorus, forinstauce — is necessary, which, if present
ia sufficient quautity, removes all the oxygen, becomes
] hosphoric acid, which is absorbed by the water, and
nitrogen alone remains.

(f nituc-(Lal]lc 6o?si{j.
MEYERBEER.
We know that among onr musical readers many will
be glad to learu somethiog personally of the author of
"Robert" and the favorite Coronation March in the
•' Prophete." A recent writer thus describes him in hie
borne life:—
"I gladly availed myself, while in Berlin rpcently. of
an opportunity of calling on Mey*»rbeer. especially as he
had honored me with his card of private invitation. As
Is usual abroad with even the wealthiest, he occapie» a
puile of rooms, and not a whole house. The mansion,
an elegant and princely one, like all the lKrg*»r residences
in the Prussian capital, is ac the open piaiza at the end
of the I'nUr-dt^- Liniitn^ and is the second boose from
the magnificent Brandenbourg Gate, through which the
B.-Tliuese reuch their large public park, which lies ju.st
outside the city walls. Meyerbeer's rooms are nn what
we would call the third, but what is known in European
houses as the second story. There is no name on the
lower door, bat affixed to the wall at the foot of the
third flight of siai-i« is a porcelain plate bearing in neat
letters the one word 'Meyeibeer.*

GOSSIP.
" A ring of the bell brought to the door a neat Oermaa
maid-servant, who touk my card to her niusto., quickly
n-turning to usher me in. Pas-ing through a long, dark
entry. I wan shown into a well-fnrnisbed square apartment, and welcomed in French by a small man apparently about sixty years old, of Jew^ish features, round,
stooping shoulders, and grecu spectacles ; it waa Meyerbeer.
HIS

PERSONAL

APPEARA!tCS.

** If not an Adonis in appearance, I found him to be-*
what is, after all, much more agreeable — a perfect gentleman. He showed no assumption of condescension,
no haoghtiaess of maimer, no affectation of eccentricity,
nothing which would intimaie that his natural simplicity and geniality had been at all atfected by the
praises which have for so many years been ringing in
his ears. He invited me into the next room, a long
apartment, with four windows looking on the fttreet
front. In the centre, on a platform raised at least a foot
above the floo-, stood a grand piano, open and strewn
with sheets of music. Directly over the key-board, yet
leaving plenty of space to ptay on the keys, was arranged au odd little desk, on nhich Kay an inkstand,
pens, and unfinished manuscript m isic. This wus
Meyerbeer's work-bench ; here be composed bis great
works, while the unfinished manuscript I saw was part
of a cantata for the uext grand concert to be given before
the Prussian Court.
3IETERBEFR*.S

COMPOSmOXS.

"But while the gentle anthor of 'Sonnambula' ard
the delicate composer of 'Lucia' have left only their
works and their memories, and while the swan of 'P«^
saro' has for many ye^irs ceased to put music on paper,
the industrious man to whom we owe ' Robert' and the
'Prophete' coniiaues to work steadily and faithfully.
He is not a rapid composer; while an Italian would
write fifty, Meyerbeer would write but one opera — speoding, for instance, eight years on the 'Prophete.' But
then how noble has been the result of this plodding toil !
Meyerbeer has not written a single weak opera. Every
one, though different in outline and coloring, is a noble
monumeut to his genius ; and while each is in itself too
complete a work to be heard to advantage in any other
state than that of perfect completeness, yet the gems
which best bear to be detached are models in their way.
What more touching than the Ah, mon Jils — what mora
inspiring than the Coronation March of the 'Prophete!'
What more maje«tic than the old Chorale, more qaai; t
than the Piff-j^'ft, or more thrilling than the Valentine
and RfiotU duet in the 'Huguenots!' "What air has
been oftener sung by cultivated artists than the famous
R'Jiert, tni que f'tim^, and what concerted piece is more
effective than the conclnding trio of 'Robert le Diable?'
And 'L'Etoile da Xord,' though less generally known,
is replete with delicious melodies, both of the andante
and hrarura styles. These are all, in every sense of
the word, grand operas ; and, after they have broaght
the composer, it might be said, atmo'^t an immortality of
fame, lo ! he tarns away from the monarchs and splendors of these themes to take up a libretto of the loves of
simple shepherds, and weaves about it the delicioaa
music of the 'Pardon de PloermeL' "
YEXETIAX

GLASS.

Amono the pretty "centre-tabl?" ornam'^nts bronght
home by foreign toarlsts, we oflea notice paper weights.
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baskets, vases, etc., of curious twisted or clouded glass.
I: comes from Venice. We fiud its manufacture thus
dwscnbed : —
"One of the most remarkable products of Venetian
artistic skill is what is termed frosted glass, the whole
nia-'^s seeming to be in the act of dropping into a thoub.iud fragments; the vessel appears, in fact, shivered to
pieces, yet it will hold fluids; and, still more strange,
wlien struck it will ring as clear as an ordinary glass,
allowing that in reality its texture is entire and uncracked. This remarkable kind of glass is made thus:
A lump of clear glass is gathered on the blowing-tube,
and expauded by blowing while at nearly a white heat ;
it is then suddenly plunged into cold water. If it theu
be immediately turned round and blown out, the crystals formed by the chilling of the surface are separated
from each other and thrown outwaid, while the interior
of the vase is quite entire. It is then formed into shape,
separated frum the blowing-tube, and fiui^hed by anuealiug. Another curious art practised by the Venetian
glasf-blowers is the manufacture of 'vitro di trino,'
" In the latter case, a ball of clear flint glass is gathered on the end of the blowing-tube, and then blown
into a brass mould, on the .sides of which are arranged
pieces of white glass cane, iu a vertical diiection. The
■white strips unite themselves to the surfaceof the glass,
whiirh is then warmed and twisted, so as to give the
■white lines a spiral direction. The end Is then opened,
and a cup is formed, lu order, however, to complete it,
auutlier cup is formed, which is placed within the first,
aad the two are united together by heat. The apjiearance of the glass thus produced is very interesting. It
is seen to be crossed spirally by two sets of white lines,
which intersect each other, and at every intersection a
minute bubble of air is entrapped.
*' Mille-furri is another beautiful fabric, wrought into
such forms as lazz:is. paper weights, etc. The method
adopt' d in the maunfaclure of these objects is to form a
Bort of pocket of clear dint glass; into this a number of
email pieces of filagree cane and glass are dropped, and
tho glass is then heated, and the air sucked out by the
blowing-tube, and the whole becomes afterwards incased
in clear glass. So perfect is the welding of the mass
that it is impossible to detect the points of junction, and
the filagree work appears almost as if it floated in the
iiiiddle of the clearest water. In the mille-furri or star
•work the pieces are arranged in a more regular manEer, but the general principle of manufacture is the
same."
THE

ArMONERE,

I?r onr last number we pave the design for a bag or
p,.iicb — and in this number we give two — to be worn
w:th a Zouave jacket. It may be worn with any dress,
and its proper name is the "Aumonire" or alms-bag.
It is, in fact, an ornamental purse, aa old fa«hiou of the
Diiddle ages revived, when the lady of the castle distributed "largess" with her own fair hands. They may
be made of many different materials, and are beautifully
cnamented with nerdle-work. Their manufactui'e is
one of the popular work-table amusements of the day.
In Paris, whore ihe Empress herself introduced the
fashion, and ihi-y are used chiefly in their ornamental
character, they are sometimes of chased silver or guld,
and are suspended by a gold or silver chain. Others are
of bright tinted morocco, red, preen, etc. ; and again they
lire ra;ideof cloth or velvet, crimson or blue, emhruideved
with gold, being the favorite colors.

AND

MAGAZINE.

We hope this fanciful fashion will be a constant reminder to our lady friends of the necessity theie will be
the coming winter for all the " alms pe ,ce" they may
be able to provide. If they cannot meet the demand in
any other way, increased industry and thouu'htfui selfdenial of a sash, a ribbon, a collar, or, if needs be, an
expensive dress, will he.p them to the means, and give
them more true happiness than the posoession of the
finery would do.
CLIPPINGS

AT OUR

CENTRE-TABLE.

1. Thfre is a Philadelphian on the staff of Louis Napoleon's household physicians, who ranks with Clive,
Baron Louis, and the ablest of the French school. It is
Dr. Thomas W. Evans, and already he has a magnificent
collection of gifts, from the principal personages of Europe. At a superb dinner party given by him not long
since, these were displayed to gratify the curiosity of the
guests, chiefly his own countrymen.
Among the latest of these additions to a collection of
jewels unrivalled in their way, is a ring containing a
diamond of fifty carats, and the purest water, set round
with smaller diamonds, frum tlie late Empress Dowager
of Russia; several other rings of enormous sapphires,
rubies and emeralds, set round with dianmnds ; a snuffbox large enough to supply a parish, studded with enormous diamonds, and containing his cipher, surmounted
by a crown in brilliants, from the Duke of Brabant; a
smaller one of blue enamel, covered with au exquisite
arabesque of diamonds, from Alexander II. ; a bracelet
from the Grand Duchess of Oldenburg, composed of
round plates of gold, in the centre of each of which is a
magnificent jewel, the first letter in the name of each
stone coinciding with the initials of her own name, her
husband's and each of her children's ; a magnificent
diamond from the crown of the first Napoleon, superbly
mounted in a plar/ne giving the imperial arms, the last
of the many splendid gifts of the present occupant of the
French throne; a cameo of admirable beauty fiom the
Pope; and a vast number of other objects equally brilliant and costly, that would take too much space to
enumerate.
2. It is not gfnerally known how many plants produce textile fibres, or are capable of being spun and
woven It is fully demonstrated that these exist in
"hemp, china, grass, aloes, altbea, pineapple, heather,
sugar-cane, thistle, lichen, broom, hops, wild indigo,
reed, mallow, mulberry, nettle, willow, French bean,
pea, potatoe, wheat, wild rose, buckwheat and vine."
3. M. Persoz, Professor of Chemistry in the Conservatoire des Arts et Metiers, of Paris, has just published a
most interesting discovery of his by which pliotography
may be applied to the ornamenting of silk stuff. The
bichromate of potash is a substance commonly used in
photography, being extremely sensitive to light. If a
pi-'ce of stuff impregnated with this salt he exposed to
the rays of light penetrating through the fissures of the
window blinds in a close room, the points where the
stufl'has received these rays of light will assume a peculiar reddish tint. Now, suppose a piece of metal or
of ^t^ong paper to be cut out after a given pattern, and to
be laid upon a piece of silk prepared as before, if exposed
to the sun, or better still, to simple daylight, the pattern
will be produced in a few instants. The pale red which
the parts acted upon by the lights assume, is so permanent, that nothing can destroy it; nay, it will fix
o'her colors, snch as madder, rampeacby. etc., just like
a mordant, and iu that case it will modify the color of

FASHION'S.
thu«« sabsUocM In ab*orbint[ iL Th« experin«ot may
hr TarieJ m^ foUuWA : L^ the fen l^af b« Ikiil upoa a
p!<«eof prpp&rr«l silk, Aod b« k«pi ll&i apoD il hj a piece
of gU&s ; thea that part of the silk which is prwtectetl hj
th« Irat will retain it^ origioal color, while all the re<^t
will r«c«iTe the imprv»et<u>a of light. a« above described,
furoua^ the ^roond ou which the figare of ibe leaf will
appear in white, ^'rajr. or whatever other color the »iik
maj have had before the oporaUoD. The riche«t patteroa
maf tboA be obta:Ded on plain ailk*, and at a comparatively small expeoae.

J'asliions.
HOTICE

TO

LADY

SUBSCRIBERS.

HarTKO had fre^nent applications for the porcha^ of
Jewelry, millinerr, etc.. by Iadie:s Utid^ at a distance, the
Eiitrf** nftht FoMhutn IMpnTtmejit will hereaAer execute
e >Dini^-ii'.'>n9 for anr who mar de>ire it. with the rhflrire of
a ^mail percenta£« f<.>r the time and research repaired.
Spring and aatamn b^^naec-^ materiaU for dresees. jewelry,

\

enrelop*. bair-wurk, wur^teds children's wardrobes, mantillas, and rasntelecs will be choi^en with a view to economy, a5 well a-t ta.tte : and boxe« or packaire^ forwarded
by express to any part of the cooniry. For tha lasC,
dUtinct directions ma>t be given.
Orders^ aeo'uiftiaicd by ducks /or the prcpoged expea^
diture, to be aditre»9«d to the eartt^L. A. Godey, Es^.
Ab ordtT tcili be tzttended to ttnleta the vtnnty is J^st
reeened. yath^r th* Editor nnr PwUiJier tcUl be txecotaUabU/>yr lo*»e* thttt uuty occur tn remitting.
I a»trtiction» to be an minate mn is possible, accompanit^l
t T a note of the height, complexion, and general style <j(
lae per*«3n, oa which

much

d^tendg in ch'-tice.

Prv?^

|CW>d« from Evans Jt C'>. *s ; taoaming goods frf>m Bes.son
h S*)n; clonk->. mantilla-s or ulmas fin>m Brodi^'«. 51
Caoal Street. >'ew York : booaet-*from the most celebrated
establishments; jewelry from Wnggens it W&rden, or
[

CaldveU'9. PhiUdelpbia.
When goods are ordered, the fiisWons that prevail here
govern the parchase; therefore, no articl*^ will be tak'^n
back. When the goods are aent. the transaction ma»; be
cooddered final.

rKSCRIPTIOS

OF STEEL FA3m05-PLATE
OCTOBER.

FOR

F^g. 1. — Wa!Tcio^-dres? of rich green motr/ anti-p'e.
The trimming con«i«ts of black Lyon* velvet, of the be^t
d-scrptioQ. A band, twelve inches in depth, extends
aronnd the skirt, larning back with a point, at the side,
where it is met by a corre^poadiag band, formed by the
cjolinnation of the tabUer in front, and is cono^'CtM
with itbya Irtzeageof TelTet. Similar loz-'njres conn*»rt
f.1* ubUer in front, leaving a space through which the
crreen mnir' is visible. The relvet is edged by three
rows of narrow faacy braid, and the tabl-er by a doable
r 'W of ^vrW^-r/TfAr. The slerves are partially gor*^,
and with the waist may be readily adopted where the
liP*Ty trimming on tho «kirt may not be thonghl desirable. B>7nnet of royal pnrple velvet, the sbar-e of the
curtain being a novelty : fall white plnme to the righ: ;
convolvnla- b!os.*om"* and leaves icross the forehead ;
bonnet cap of thnlle and blonde.
Fig. £ — Walk;ng-dres3 of lavender French poplin.
Bade qnite plaiit. w::h a row of black relvet bnuoas
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down the front, and a narrow girdle of black velvet at
the waist. The poiot of the »leeve extend* from the corsage ;it is edged by a good black lace, h^-aded by velvet
ribbon. There are two pntf^ below it, and a tight sleeve,
with an ornament of black lace a':d velvet at the back.
Drawn bonnet of black i«tin. with strings of roM anb*
lime.
Ftg. 3. — Evening-dress of white crape, with a tnnic
skirt, canght together by spraya of eglantine ; bouquet
de corsage and hand bonqaet to correbpoad. A single
dower placed above the brow.
Pig. 4- — Carriage-dress of a goM black silk; the bottom of the skirt is trimmed to the knee with bias rows
of puffiog, separated by pinked ruffles ; a narrow mche
heads this stylish omamenL The bottom wf the sleeves
is trimmed to correspond. Corsage plain. Light mantle, with puffs and mches, edged by a fiill of rich bbtck
lace. Bonnet of black siik. velvet, and lace ; the barbe
of lace being caoght inside the brim by three small crimson roses.
Fig. 5. — Dinner-dress of rich cerise-colored reps silk.
The sleeves in puffs ; the corsage has a pointed trimming
of velvet, edged by a narrow pearling of lace. The same
style of velvet is ased in the da.«bing ornamentation of
the skirt, which needs no description.
Fig. 6. — Robe of dark brown &iik. trimmed with rows
of black velvet, edged with a porling of black lace.
These rwws of velvet are disposed so as to leave lozengeformed spaces between them. The trimming ornaments
the lower part of the skirt, the corsage, and the fr>jut
and back of the sleeves. The skirt has gores cat fr»m
the opper end of each breadth, so that it is much narrower at the top tiian at bottom, and it is set on at tha
waist in very small plaits. On each side there i-s a
pocket edged with rows of black velvet. The corsage is
battoned np in front. It is raiher short in the waist,
' and not pointed. The sleeves are tight. The ceintnre,
| which is tied on one side, has the ends sqaare aud
, trimmed with crossings of velvet. Collar and cnSs of
lace, the latter turned up over the sleeves. Bonnot
having the front composed of lavender velvet, and the
cn>wn of white silk coveted with black lace. At the
edge of the front there is Magenta velvet in bnuxUnnn >.
The crown and the coitain are covered with &Us of
black lace.

CHITCHAT
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Ix onr last Chat we enamerated many styles for trimming fiill bonnets, and have little more to add to this.
Tbere are always some part of the eommnnity who have
distinct dress bonnets made for the iniervening periods ;
these are composed of mixed materials — silk, lace, and
ril'bon. For instance, a bonnet with a front of Aznrline
blae, in lengthwise folds, shaped like a Unchon ; the
crown is of white net crossed with black lace, as is aL-««
the cape^cnmson chrysanthemams in velvet, set in
black lace, f jrm the bandeau ; the strings are Aiurline
blue, handsomely tied.
This faTorite shade in also brought out in dre«s silks,
qnite plain, wiihont figure or str.pe. There is also the
gl'iCr Ji^rrgw^te, a paledraband mauve shot silk- Not
being figured in any way these dresses are suited to
plain or fiouDced skirts, and arealwayis more lasting aud
more becoming to young people than a decided style.
Black silks will, however, be the staple for full street
wear, trimmed osoally with a conlrasting shade.
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Black alpaca is more in favor than it has been for
Bome time: but it must be of the best quality, soft and

suit every one, on account of the difficulty and expense
of washing, etc.

silky, to be lady-like.
There is also a new mixed material, with a texture
almost as shiny as satin, which looks extremely well so
lyngas it is kept from the rain ; water in any way ruins
it. Trimmed with ruches of silk darker than itself, it
has an excellent effect. Our steel plates are now so fall,
and 90 completely up to the times, as scarcely to need a
Ictter-piess comment.
In the richer silks, intended for dinner or eveuing
dvess, we may mention one of black silk, figured with
siitin stripes ; between the stripes tliere are bouquets of
red and green flowers. The corsage is not quite high ;
it is edged at the tup wiih a ruche of silk of tbe three
colors, red, green, and black, and under the corsage
there is a chemisette of worked muslin trimmed round

The best steel skirt we have ever seen has recently
been sent us from the new establishment of Madame
Demorest, 27 Fourteenth Street, New York. It is of a
graceful shape, enlarging gradually at the train, and
though containing forty springs is a model of lightness
and comfort. All steel skirts "give" — as it is called —
that is, grow longer by wear ; in choosing them, this
should be kept in mind. A skirt that exacdy suits as
to length at first, will trail in three weeks. Many ladies
cut off the bottom springs, but this spoils the shape of

the throat with a ruche, also of muslin. The sleeves,
which are bell-shaped, have revers, ornamented with a
rucbe like that on the corsage, and the skirt is trimmed
with groups of flowers, three in each, alternately black,
red, and green. A cap and a mantelet of black lace have
been selected for wearing with the dress just mentioned. The cap is of the round form, a:d is trimmed
with blonde, roses, and anemones of black velvet with
gold centres.
Anelegaut dressintended for dinner costume has just
teen made of silver gray .silk, figured with a Pompadour
p;ittern of various hues, cerulean blue being the predominating color. The lower part of the skirt is ornamented with a trimming in blue and rose-color, the two
intertwined, so as to form a chain pattern. The corsage
is low, aijd with it is worn a ficliu of tbulle puffs. A
eash of the same silk as the dress is fastened in a bow
with long ends, the trimming on the ends corresponding
with that on the skirt.
A very pretty little pelerine, to wear with a low body,
may be made with a plain net or muslin covered with
narrow tucks ; it should be made pointed behind, with
ends crossing in front, and trimmed round the neck with
a ruching of narrow lace, and outside with two rows of
TTider lace. The sleeves to wear with this pelerine
should be made to conespond, with two puffings at the
top, and a deep frill with a series of narrow tucks, finished off by a double row of broad lace.
There is another very pretty novelty for wearing over
low bodies. It consists of pieces of velvet, not narrower
than an inch, tacked together ateqnal dh^itances, forming
equares, and is pointed both behind and before. Sometimes white or black net is placed underneath the velvet,
and sometimes a fulness of net is gathered in to tUe top ■
row, and drawn with a narrow velvet round ihe neck.

the skirt entirely. In Madame Demoiest's patent they
are made self adjusting, and if still too long when the
whole of the cords are tied in, Hie top spring may he unknottfd and removed.
The style of dress known as the " Gabrielle" will still
be popular this fall for street or house dresses, for the
mixed woollen stuffs especially. It is more generally
known as " the gored dress." The Impe.rntric.e is a decided improvement on the original Gabrielle; it is more
graceful and more easily worn by all figures. In frontit
is formed like a long casaque, widening considerably at
the bott'im. At the seam, under the arm, there are wide
plaits, like other dresses, and the back is flat and rounded
at the waist; the sleeves are with elbows and turned
back
cuff's. style for trimming these dresses is a bound
A favorite
band of velvet placed two or three inches above the edge
of the skirt, and not quite meeting in front, where the
esds are pointed, and either turned back as in Fig. 1 of
our fashion-plate, or held plainly in their place by a
fancy button.
In a rich dark material we have seen a flounce of guipure lace, set on with slight fulness in the same way,
but continued up the front on each side of the waist
quite plain, .■^o as to appear like the trimmings of a tunic
skirt. From the waist the lace, which has been narrowed to shape to tbe front, is carried up the corsage,
and descends from each shoulder to the centre of the
waist at the back, where the two ends are ciossed over
the other after the fashion of lappets. A trimming of
passementerie heads the lace A row of lace buttons
extends down the front of the dress. The velvet given
in Figs. 5 and 6 of steel fashion-plate will be much u^ed
as a trimming ; it has a pearled edge of narrow lace ; a
broad width of it would be very suitable for the above
trimming.
A black silk dress of good texture may be made up
with a band of green or violet silk, at a little distance
from the hem of the dress, and be closed up tbe front by
green buttons of a graduated size. The sleeves are houf.

A new style of sash has appeared, made of the same
material as the dress, with three end^, the middle one
shorter than the others; they may be made, also, of

fant, as in Fig. 5, and closed at the wrist. A scarf mantelet of the same silk as the dress is added for street
dress. The ends are crossed one over the other in front

■velvet rounded at the ends, and trimmed with fringe,
and worked with gold or steel embroidery.

of the waist, where they are folded in. The ends of the
mantelet are trimmed with a bouillonn^ and two narrow

Skirts are worn as ample and full as ever, and are
generally gored, to throw them out at the bottom. Stiff
muslin petticoats, with flounces, or one deep flounce at

ruches edged with green silk. At the back it is ti immed
by a small frill, beneath which descends abroad flounce,
which falls over the arms. This bmad flounce is edged
with a frill having a ruched heading and bordered with
green silk. Narrow flounces in groups of three are set
on in festoons oftentimes ; thecentral flounce being blue,
cherry, green, or purple, or all are of black, bound with
either of the above colors.

the bottom, are very suitable for wearing with eveningdresses, as they set the dresses out in a more graceful
manner than does a very large crinoline. A moderatesized steel petticoat, and a muslin one — with, of course,
a plain one over it — make a muslin dress look very
nicely. We are told that the Empress usually wenrs
one of these muslin petticoats, with a series of narrow
flounces to the waist.
Of course, this style would not

A full notice of Brodie's fall wraps which we have not
had time to dg justice to will appear in our November
number.
Fashion.
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THE AlVAXTE.

Made of black velvet, and trimmed with rich guipure lace.
364

THE EUGElflA.

Made of black clotli, and trimmed with a fancy colored box-plaiteii ribl^on.
3(i5

THE CLOTHDE.

Made of black velvet, and trimmed with a quilling of silk and velvet.
366

THE HATALm

Made of black cloth, and trimmed with white braid and fancy gimp ornaments.

3G7

THE DARRO.
[From the establishment of G. Brosib, 61 Canal Street, New York.
articles of coBtnme.]

Drawn by L. T. VoiOT, from actosl

This simple and chaste garment is one tliat, whilst it commends itself to the favor of all oiw
fair friends by its unpretending character, will prove, we incline to believe, a novelty which the
younger portion of our readers, especially) will seek after with avidity.
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WHAT

LADIES HAVE

DONE

Maritime discovery seems rather ont of and
l>ev-ond the sphere of female influence. 'We
know from the records of history that ladies of
rank have miide war, led armies in person,
sustained severe sieges, captured cities, and
concluded treaties. We know also that they
have given earnest and effective encouragement
to literature, arts, and sciences, and contributed
by their own works to the advancement of
thei-e important branches of liberal culture.
But it may not have occurred to all our readers
that some of the most important and influential
enterprises in maritime discovery have been
stimulated, supported, and conducted to an
effectual termination by the aid of female influence.
Our attention has been directed to this point
by reading a recent publication from the press
of Messrs. J. B. Lippincott & Co., of this city,
entitled "Man upon the Sea: or, a History of
Maritime Adventure, Exploration, and Discovery from the Earliest Ages to the Present
Time : comprising a detailed account of Remark.ible Voyages, Ancient as well as Modem.
By Frank B. Goodrich, author of 'The Letters
of Dick Tinto,' 'The Court of Napoleon,' etc."
It is a large octavo volume, profusely embellished with fine engravings. It contains a masterly and highly graphic view of maritime discovery in all ages ; and is replete not only
with valuable historical information, but with
lively and detailed accounts of voyages, marked
by the most thrilling adventures recorded in
the history of m.ankind.
In reading this volume we could not but remark the important influence exerted by l.idies
in encouraging and patronizing some of the
VOL. LXIII. — 32

XOTEMBER,
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greatest voyagers in the world ; and we have
made a few extracts from the volume to illustrate this point. The following extract shows
the noble and magnanimons conduct of Queen
Is.abella towards Columbus, by which alone he
was enabled to proceed on that most remarkable of all voyages, in wliich he discovered
America.
" Not far from Palos, upon the Spanish coast,
and in sight of the ocean, stood, upon a promontory half hidden by pine trees, a monastery, known as La R.abida, dedicated to the
Virgin, and inhabited by Franciscan friars.
The superior, Juan Perez de Marchema, offered
an example of fervent piety and of theological
erudition, at the same time that he was a skilful
mathematician and an ardent pr.actitioner of
the exact sciences. He was at once an astronomer, a devotee, and a poet. During the
hours of sluinlier, he often ascended to the
summit of the abbey, and, looking out upon the
ocean, known as the Sea of Darkness, would
ask himself if beyond this exp.anse of waters
tliere was no land yet unclaimed by Christianity.
He rejected as fabulous the current idea that a
vessel might s.iil three years to the west without reaching an hospitable shore. The ocean,
formidable to others, and intelligible to few,
was to him the abode of secrets which man was
invited to unfold.
One d.ay a traveller rang at the gate and
asked for refreshments for himself and his son.
Being interrogated as to the object of his journey, he replied that he was on his way to the
court of Spain to communicate an important
matter to the king and queen. The traveller
wag Christopher Columbus.
How he came to
373
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venturer. He soon became again isolated and forgotten. In the midst of
his indigence, however, a noble lady,
Beatrix Enriquez, young and beautiful, though not rich, noticed his manners and his language, so evidently
above his condition, and detained him
at Cordova long after his hopes were
extinguished. He married her ; she
bore him a son. Fernando, who afterwards became his father's biographer
and historian.
Colombus now wrote to the king a
brief and concise letter, setting forth
his desires. It was never answered.
After a multitude of similar deceptions
and disappointments, Geraldini, the
ambassador of the Pope, presented
him to Mendoza, the Grand Cardinal,
through whose influence Columbus obtained an audience of Ferdinand, who

QITESX ISABELLA.

pass by the oliscure monastery, which lav altogether off his route, lias never been explained.
A providential guidance has brought him into
tlie presence of the man best calculated to
comprehend his purposes, in a country where
he was totally without friends, and with whose
language he was completely unacquainted. A
common sympathy drew them together; and
Columbus, accepting for a period the hospitality
of Marchena, made him a confidant of his views.
Thus, while the colleges and universities of
Christendom still held the childish theory that
the earth was flat, and that the sea was the
path to utter and outer darkness, Columbus
and Marchena, filled with the spontaneous and
\ implicit faith, intuitively believed in the sphericity of the globe and the existence of a nameless continent beyond the ocean. In theory
they had solved the great question whether the
ship which should depart by the west would
come back by the east.
Marchena gave Columbus a letter of recommendation to the queen's confessor, and during his absence promised to educate and maintain his son Piego. Thus tranquillized in his
affections, and aided in his schemes, Colnmbus
departed for Cordova. Here he was destined
to undergo another disappointment ; for the
queen's confessor, his expected patron, treated
him as a dreaming speculator and needy ad-

appointed a junto of wise men to examine and report upon bis scheme.
This junto, made up of theologians,
and not of navigators and geographers,
and which sat at Salamanca, opposed
Columbus on Biblical grounds, declared
the theory a dangerous if not an heretical innovation, and finally reported unfavorably. This
decision was quite in harmony with public
opinion in Salamanca, where Columbus was
spoken of as "a foreigner who asserted that the
world was round like an orange, and that there
were places where the people walked on their
heads." Seven years were thus wasted in solicitation, suspense, and disappointment. From
time to time Columbus had reason to hope that
his proposal would be reconsidered ; hut in
1490 the siege of Baza, the last stronghold of
the Moors, and in 1491 the marriage of Isabella,
the daughter of Ferdinand and Isabella, with
Don Alonzo of Portugal, absorbed the attention
of their majesties to the exclusion of all scientific preoccupations. Finally, when the matter
was reopened, and the junto was reassembled,
its president, Fernando de Talavera, was instructed to say that the exhaustion of the
treasury necessitated the postponement of the
whole subject until the close of the war with
Grenada. At last Columbus, reflecting upon
the delays, refusals, afi'ronts, and suspicions of
which he had been the object, the time he had
wasted, and the antechambers in which he had
waited the condescension of the great, resolved
to shake the dust of Spain from his feet, and
returned to the abbey of liis friend Marchena.
He arrived there bearing upon his person the
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impress of poverty, fatigue, and exhausted patience. Marcliena was profoundly annoyed by
the reflection tliat the glory of the future discoveries ofColumbus would be thus taken from
Spain and conferred upon some rival power.
Fearing, however, that he had too readily lent
his ear to tlieories which had been twice rejected as puerile by a competent junto, he sent
for an eminent mathematician of I'alos, Garcia
Hernandez, a physician by profession. They
then conferred together upon tlie subject, and
pronounced the execution of the project feasible. The assertion that the famous sailor Martin Alonzo Pinzon was a party to the conference, would appear to be an error. Pinzon
was at this period at Rome, and did not see
Columbus for a year or more afterwards.
Marchena at once wrote an eloc|uent letter to
Queen Isabella, and intrusted it to a pilot whose
relations with the court rendered liim a safe
and reliable messenger. He gave the missive
into the hands of the queen, and returned to
the monastery the bearer of an invitation to
Marchena to repair at once to Santa Fe, where
the court then was engaged in investing Grenada. Columbus borrowed a mule for the friar,
who left secretly at midnight and arrived safely
at Santa Fe. That Isabella should, at such a
moment, when engaged in war and harassed
by financial embarrassments, listen to a proposition which had been twice condemned by a
learned body of men, is a circumstance which
entitles her in the highest degree to a share in
the glory which her proldji Columbus was,
through her, destined to obtain. She received
Marchena graciously, and instructed him to
summon Columbus, to whom she sent twenty
thousand marvedis — seventy dollars, nearly —
with which to purchase a horse and a proper
dress in which to appear before her.
Columbus arrived at Santa Fe jnst before the
surrender of Grenada, and the termination of
the struggle between the crescent and the cross.
He was present at the delivery of the keys of
the city, and the abandonment of the Alliambra to Isabella by the moorish king, Boabdil el
Chico. After the official rejoicings, the queen
gave audience to Columbus. As she already
believed in the practicability of the scheme,
the only subjects to be discussed were the
means of execution, and the recompense to be
awarded to Columbus in case of success. A
committee was appointed to consider the latter
point. Columbus fixed Lis conditions as follows—:
He should receive the title of Grand Admiral
of the ocean.
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Ho should be Viceroy and Governor-General
of all islands and mainlands he might discover.
He should levy a lax fur his own benefit upon
.ill productions — whether spices, fruits, perfumes, gold, silver, pearls, or diamonds — discovered in, or exported from the lands under
his authority.
And his titles should be transmissible in his
family, forever, by the laws of primogeniture.
These conditions being such as would place
the threadbare solicitor above the noblest house
in Spain, were treated with derision by the
committee, and Columbus was regarded as au
insolent braggart. He would not abate one
title of his claims, though after eighteen years
of fruitless effort he now saw all his hopes at
the point of being dashed to the earth. He
mounted his mule, and departed for Cordova
before quitting Spain forever.
Two friends of the queen now represented the
departure of Columbus an irreparable loss, and,
by their supplications and protestations, induced her once more to consider the vast importance ofthe plans he proposed.
Moved by their persuasions, she declared
that she accepted the enterprise, not jointly, as
the wife of the King of Spain, but independently
as Queen of Castile. As the treasury was depleted by the drains of war, she offered to defray the expenses with her own jewels. A
messenger was dispatched for Columbus, who
was overtaken a few miles from Grenada. He
at first besitated to return ; but, after reflecting upon the heroic determination of Isabella,
who thus took the initiative in a perilous undertaking, against the report of the junto, the
advice of his councillors, and in spite of the
indifference of the king, he obeyed with alacrity, and returned to Santa Fe. He was received with distinction by the court, and with
affectionate consideration by the queen. Ferdinand remained a stranger to the expedition.
He applied his signature to the stipulations,
but caused it to be distinctly set down that the
whole affair was undertaken by the Queen of
Castile at her own risk and peril, thus excluding
himself forever from lot or parcel in this transcendent enterprise."
Such is Mr. Goodrich's account of this most
important transaction, drawn from the best
authorities. He goes on to give a detailed
account of his first voyage, and of the brilliant
triumph which he enjoyed on his return, "the
princely honors he received in Uis progress to
Barcelona, whither the court had gone ; and
his reception by the king and queen, in which
Ferdinand and Isabella rose as he approached,
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raised him as he knelt to kiss their hands,
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and ordered liim to be seated in their presence, ' '
an honor of vast import iu that age of the
world.

dence 01 the court, where Isabella, forgetting
the calumnies of which he had been the object,
and the accusations his enemies had heaped
upon him, loaded him with favors and kind-

In his narrative of Columbus's second voyage, which lasted from the 25 th of September,
1493, to the 20th of April, 149(;, Mr. Goodrich
is careful to notice that the queen wrote to
Columbus during his absence, when his enemies
were attempting to destroy his character and
procure his disgrace ; and that on his return
•'he was summoned to Burgos, then the resi-

It was during his absence on the third voyaee,
commenced May 30th, 149S, that Columbus
ness."
discovered South America; and was superseded
by Bobadilla, with extraordinary marks of indignity. Iu the following passages from Mr.
Goodrich's work, Isabella again appears as liis
friend and supporter — her nobleness of mind
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forming a striking contrast with the meanness
and duplicity of her husband.
"We have not space," says Mr. Goodrich,
" to detail the manoeuvres and macliinations hy
which the mind of Ferdinand was prejudiced
towards Columbus, and in consequence of
which, Francesco Bobadilla was sent by him,
in July, 1500, to investigate the charges brought
against the admiral.
Arrogant in his newly acquired honors, BoKa-
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dilla took the part of the malcontents (at Ilisp.aniola, where Columbus then was governor),
and, placing Columbus in chains, sent him
back to Spain. He arrived in Spain on the
20th of November, after the most rapid passage
yet made across the ocean. The general burst
of indignation at the shocking spectacle of
Columbus in fetters compelled Ferrlinand to
disclaim all knowledge of the transaction. Isabella accorded him a private audience, in which
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proving its spherical form.
He departed from
Cadiz on the 8th of May, 1502.

she shed tears at the siiffer'wjs and indignities he
had undergone. The king kept liim waiting
nine mouths, wasting liis time in fruitless applications for redress, and finally appointed
Nicholas Ovaindo Governor of Hispauiola in his
place.
Columbus had now advanced in years, and
his suflferiugs and labors had dimmed his eyesight and bowed his frame ; but his mind was
yet active, and his enthusiasm in the cause
of discovery irrepressible. He had convinced
himself, and now sought to convince the queen,
that to the westward of the regions he had
visited the land converged, leaving a narrow
space through which he hoped to pass, and
proceed to the Indies beyond. This convergence of the land did in reality exist, but the
strait of water he expected to find was and is
a strait of land — The Isthmus of Panama.
However, the queen aj^proved of the plan, and
gave him four ships, equipped and victualled
for two years. Columbus had conceived the
immense idea of passing through the strait,
and returning by Asia and the Cape of Good
Hope, thus circumnavigating the globe, and
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his chariicter and did justice to his merit."

OR, THE NEWMANS'
CLOVERNOOK.
BY

CHAPTER

On Columbus's return from this voyage, in
the autumn of 1504, he heard with dismay oi
the illness, and tlieu of the death of his patroness Isabella. Sickness now detained him at
Seville till the spring of 1505, when he arrived,
exhausted and paralytic, before the king. Here
he underwent another courtly denial of redress.
His royal patroness was no longer alive to
support his claim. He was without protection
and without hope. He was compelled to borrow money with which to pay for a shabby
room at a miserable inn. He lingered for a
year in poverty and neglect, and died at hast
in Valladolid, on the 20th of JLay, 1506. ThL'
revolting ingratitude of Ferdinand thus caused
the death, in rags, in destitution, and in infirmity, of the greatest man that has ever served
the cause of progress or labored in the paths of
science. This catastrophe shows that it was
Isabella alone who sustained the noble discoverer in his career, there being apparently
not another person in Spain who understood

MARY

I.

"Dear suz!" said Mrs. Deborah Littlefield,
wiping her hands with a crash towel, and turning from the long cooking-table whereon a row
of flaky pies stood prepared for the open-mouthed
glowing oven she had just cleared preparatory
to the baking. There were also loaves of white
yeast bi'ead, golden sponge cake, rivers of tart
pastry prepared for tiny beds of quince or
gooseberry, dainty custards, and a host of other
edibles — and now, of all Mrs. Littlefield's forenoon's bakings the pies alone awaited their
transfer to the oven. "Dear suz I" and a tired
expression came over the plump matron's perspiring face, as she turned from the sink where
she had washed her hands and went back to
busy herself with bearing the pies from table
to oven, apparently with a feeling of relief that
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of things!" glancing over the cooking-table.
" It takes a heap of work to get ready for these
city people. I 'm half a mind you 'd better sent
Cousin Jane back word that you 're goin' tn
take a tower off somewlu?re yourself this summer." And settling down in a low flag-bottomed chair by the open door where a cool breeze
fanned his brown sweaty forehead, the farmer
removed his old straw hat, adding— " Purty
hot day, mother <the farmer always addressed
his wife thus) ; the sun beats down powerful in
the clover lot."
"Mercy sakes, Jacob! You wouldn't have
me do that, when Cousin Jane Newman hasn't
ever been to see me since I was married I"
ejaculated Mrs. Littlefield, with a flush on her

her morning's task was nearly completed.
"Tired, eh, mother?" said a loud, hearty
voice, as bluif-faced farmer Littlefield, in shirt
sleeves and overalls, set his heavy boots over

pleasant, motherly face. " Besides that, everybody knows Deborah Littlefield is always at
home, never flying here and there, like these
gay city people. Why, Jacob, just think ! I
hav'n't seen Jane Newman since twelve year
ago, the last summer we lived on the old place

the threshold. "Why, anybody 'd think you
are going to victual a regiment, by the looks

at the Corners !"
"Wall,
whose

fault

was 't, mother?

not
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.iiir'n, I 'U be bound !" bluutly exclaimed the
>hrend farmer, with a sly smile. "As you
-ay, you ain't in the habit of goin' about much :
but 'taiu't so fur from Boston up here into old
Arostook, but what she could a got here if
-he 'd a wanted to see you so bad as she writes
lur now in this letter that tells you she is coming to-night."
" Why, Jacob, what 's come over you ? Did
not Jane write that her poor health ami family
luties had kept her from visitiu' her relations
.13 much as she 'd a liked to f"
"Oh, phew!" — and the prolonged whistle
which issued from the farmer's puckered lips
told how much of this he credited. " ' Family
cares?'" — and he laughed good-naturedly.
•' Seems to me this don't tally with all the
stories we 've heard about her goin' off to Saratogy, and all the great beaches, flourishing
away at a great rate. It must take a purty
well woman to lead that kind of life, mother !"
"Well, Jacob, I don't know," replied Mrs.
Littlefield, putting up the lid of the great brick
oven. " Maybe she went on Jenny's account ;
they say she's quite a handsome girl, and a
great belle, and youiig folks like gayety, you
know. And then I 've heard that Gorham is a
dreadful learned young gentleman, and has
been off to Europe to finish his education or
something ,tt some great college or other. I 'm
afraid the young folks '11 find it rather dull up
here to Clorernook."
"
said
any
but

Wall, they needn't come, then," practically
Mr. Littlefield. " Don't want to disparage
body, much less your relations, mother;
seems to me that, so long as Jane Xewmau

didn't trouble herself about you before we got
to be forehanded, and Jacob Littlefield aimed
enough by his own hands to buy up one of the
best farms in the county" — And it was with
pardonable pride that the farmer glanced from
the kitchen-door out upon broad clover lots,
coru-fields, and fertile meadows. " So long as
they let you alone then, they might a forgot you
a little longer. To my mind, it alters was a
little queer; but I've found out in all these
sixty year I 've lived, that it 's human natur'
the world over — that prosperity .allers brings a
body plenty of friends, and when a body gets
up in the world, they '11 be purty sure to find
enough to inquire, dreadful purlite after their
health, and come and visit 'em thick as the
bumble-bees swarmin' round the clover heads
out yonder. Hey, Dolly, what do i/ou think of
it all ? Mother feels bad enough to cry, as I
live !" facetiously asked the farmer, turning to
a blooming, dimpled girl of seventeen, with
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cheeks as pink as the June roses iu the bouquet
she held as she entered the kitchen to fill a vase
with water, " 'bout all these fine city folks that
mother 's looking for by sundown?"
" J.icob Littlefield, have done with your nonsense!" said the matron, with a pretended
frown on a face which, somehow, could not be
forced from its habit of smiling. " Vour father
has come in from the field to rest a spell, Dolly,
and you know the old saying about ' mischief
and ' idle h.ands, ' I suppose ?" she added, turning to her daughter.
"Why, papa, you ought to be ashamed!"
pouted Dolly, pursing up her tempting cherry
lips. " What 's he been saying, mother ?"
"Oh, I was only telling your mother about
the selfishness of the human family in general,
and of some folks iu partickeler I" said the farmer, smiling; "and theu sort o' wondering
whether our fine city relations wouldn't, mayhap, come under this head, hey, daughter ?"
" Oh, papa, that 's just like you to talk so ;
but I know you don't mean it all the time !"
eagerly said Dolly. " If you could hear the
letter Cousin Jenny wrote me, the ilearest letter I
about how much enjoyment she anticipated in
her visit to Clovernook this summer — oh, I
know 1 shall like her very much !"
" And as for this young city sprig, Gorham
I believe his name is, I suppose he '11 cut out
somebodi/ I know of right away?" said the farmer slyly ; at which mention of "somebody,"
Dolly only blushed and pouted the more. " But
there ! I '11 give in, mother feels bad enough ;
s'pose I 'm a suspicious old heathen, after all.
Don't fret, mother. Nobody 'U give these city
folks a warmer welcome than Jacob Littlefield.
Come, Dolly, fix a pitcher o' sweeteneil water
for the men, and 1 '11 go back to the field ! It 's
purty hot work hoeiu' on the south caut o' the
hill this forenoon."
Dolly obeyed ; and, as the farmer left the
kitchen, Mrs. Littlefield, clearing her cookingtable, said : —
"It's your father's w.iy, Dolly, to t.alk so;
he don't mean the half he says, and it 's true
enough that nobody gives a freer welcome to
company than Jacob Littlefield. For my part,
if 1 believed Cousin Jane Newman was a selfish
woman, I shouldn't want to see her here ; but
if she 's anything as she used to be before she
was married to John Newman, and he riz from
a clerk to a rich city merchant, I don't value
workin' harder than I 've done to-day all the
time she stays here, for the sake of seeing her
at Clovernook."
"There, mother, that puts me in mind how
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nicely I found out father!" exclaimed Dolly,
witli a smile. " He 's so good and sly, and
meant it for a surprise, I suppose. Melinda
Pike called to me from the road this morning,
as I sat at the chamber window arranging the
flowers for the Vases. ' Wall, Miss Dolly,' says
she, in her drawling voice, 'guess ye 're goin'
to hev a lot of city folks to stop at the farm a
spell — relations be they ?' ' Why, how did you
know anything about it, Melinda ?' I asked.
'Lor, wa'n't Cap'n Littlelield over to our 'us to
see if I couldn't come over to help your mother
a spell ? Jest tell her I 'm in a desprit hurry
now, goin' down to the village ; but I '11 be
over airly in the mornin', sure. Expectin' 'em
to-night, the cap'n said.' Now, mother, isn't
that just like papa? — for of course we shall need
somebody to help with the work."
" Yes, Dolly, your father is very kind," said
Mrs. Littlelield, bustling about to lay the dinuer-table with renewed activity at the thought
of the willing, helpful, strong-armed Melinda,
whose stout frame could bear the burden of the
work which would come with the contemplated
addition to the family at Clovernook. " Melinda
has been with me so much at odd times that

spongy yeast bread, rich yellow cheese, and
balls of butter which in the moulding might
have been likened to the golden fruit of the
Hesperides, only that thrifty, homespun Mrs.
Littlefield, I fear me, was not posted in the
classic fables of ancient mythology ; when, as
I was saying, the sunset had come, the hired
man, Seth Warner, brought up to the farmhouse door the stout double wagon, well laden
with Mrs. Jane Newman, her son Gorham,
and daughter Jenny, accompanied by various
trunks ; and the city relations were received
with the warm, hospitable, country welcome.
In the twilight greetings, or in the flickering
light of the tall candles, as, after the visitors had
divested themselves of travelling gear (Jenny
and her mother of linen wraps, and Gorham of
a loose duster, from which his slight, waspish
form emerging gracefully reminded one of a

slender fly escaping from an ample spider's
web), they seated themselves at a supper to
which I am forced to confess they did more
than "fashionable" justice — Mrs. Deborah
Littlefield was too engaged, "on hospitable
thoughts intent, "to notice the change which
lapse of years had wrought in her city cousin ;
but next morning, when the lady came down
she knows my ways, and suits me better 'n
to a late breakfast, in a gay wrapper whose
any help your father ever hired. But blow the
warming tints failed to impart a rosy hue to
horn, daughter ; dinner '11 be on the table by
the sallow, faded complexion, then, despite the
the time they get in from the field."
helping, artistic aid of dentists, and coiffures,
the keen eye of the fresh, blooming country
matron,
who had been hours astir in the inCHAPTER
II.
vigorating country air, failed not to observe that
The afternoon sunset shadows falling softly
time, and perhaps most, her city life of late
athwart the two tall poplars in front of the
hours and fashionable dissipation, aided by a
fretful disposition, had done much to make her
substantial farm-house at Clovernook brought
Cousin Jane at forty a nervous, querulous,
the expected party. Jacob Littlefleld's great
faded woman.
double wagon, driven by his hired man, Seth
Warner, had been sent to the railway station,
"You don't look any too strong, Cousin
four miles distant, to meet the afternoon city
Jane," said Mrs. Littlefield, sitting down to
train ; and at sunset, when long shadows fell
shell a bucket of early peas at the sitting-room
across the highway from the pine forest on
window, while Dolly entertained her cousins in
the distant hill ; when the golden buttercups
the parlor, and Miranda Pike, freckled, redin the fields had closed their yellow eyes and
headed, but honest-hearted "Mirandy," cleared
the clover heads drooped heavily ; when the j up the kitchen or anon busied herself in the
farm-liouse doors were standing ajar, with the
dairy ; " haven' t got as much color iu your cheeks
soft June breezes sweeping through the best
as when you was a girl here in the country."
"0 dear, no! I was a regular little rustic
parlor, where Dolly's pictures hung on the
then. I never expect to be well or strong
wall and Dolly's piano stood open, through
the spare chamber, stirring the white bed
again," said the lady, querulously.
counterpanes and window-curtains, and rifling
"But there! a good many years have gone
sweet odors from the crowded vj^es on the
by since that time," said Deborah Litttlefield,
high mantels, then down in the sitting-room to
soothingly, "and we mustn't expect Time not
lift the corners of the damask cover on the long
to lay his finger on us. Let me see — twentytea-table set out with substantial luxuries —
two years, isn't it, now, since you was married ?
golden tea-cakes, transparent jellies, slices of
for your Gorham is nearly twenty-one, you say.
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and Jenny seventeen, just my Diilly's age. It
seems but a sUurt time tu lui>k back to, tiiuiigli,
since you fii-st went down to Boston to work at
the milliner's trade, Jane."
"Yes, indeed," said tbe l.idy, toying nervously with her wrapper tassels, a little Hush
mounting to her cheek at this allusion to earlier
days, when she had ociupied an humbler position than now in the social scale ; but luckily
none of her fashionable friends were there to
hear, and she recovered her equanimity. " Yes,
indeed, a great many years ; but la ! don't
speak of those days now, it makes me nervous.
But you really think I don't look strong. Cousin Deborah .'" slie asked, returning to her
complaiuts with the air of one at home ou that
theme.
" Oh, I suppose it 's accounted for by the way
you live," replied Mrs. Liltlefield. " One can't
get fresh country air there in a crowded city,
nor our plain country fare, neither; there's
nothing like lliat to keep us strong and healthy,
I think, Jane. But you stop up here at Clovernook this summer, and I '11 warrant your
husband '11 hardly know you when he comes
after you."
"Dear me ! I don't know about that, Deborah!" she replied, in a sorrowful tone. "I
often tell Mr. Newman I never shall be well
again. Oh, you don't know what I 've suffered
for ten years past, Cousin Deborah."
" Indeed ! Y'ou used to be a healthy girl,
Jane. What was the beginning of it?" sympathizingly inrjuired her kind listener.
" Well, it was about the time Mr. Newman
purchased our house on Tremout Street. I
think I might have taken cold in the first
place. It was in winter when we went into it,
and the furnace didn't work well, and we had
to put grates in the parlors. I got sick and
low-spirited, and for a year or two was constantly under Doctor Beaman's hands. Why,
I was forced to send Gorham and Jenny away
to school ; I couldn't endure the noise of a
child in the house."
The hypochondriac quite forgot to date her
fancied ailments from the period when her
husband, acquiring sudden wealth by some
fortunate shipments of the firm into which he
had lately been admitted partner, thus licensed
his naturally querulous wife's desire for the
gratification of all her morbid fancies.
" It was about that time you went to Saratoga, wasn't it, Cousin Jane ?" queried Mrs.
Littlefield, who from time to time had heard
of the movements of her fashionable invalid
cousin.
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" Y'es. Doctor Beanian said uiy system
wanted tone. I drank the Congress waters, and
brought home I don't know how many dozen
bottles. They were of incalculable benefit for
a time ; then somehow they seemed to lose
efficacy. I suppose the disease had taken a
new form. The doctor told Mr. Newman it was
frequently the case with a person of my organization. Isuffered everything with the dyspepsia afterwards."
"Did you ever try chamomile tea, Jane?
That 's excellent for a weak stomach ; and clear
drink of dandelion and yellow-dock. I '11 brew
you some while you 're here ; it 's better 'n all
the bitters and patent medicines in the world."
" Oh, Doctor Beamau ordered pepsin for the
dyspepsia, and porter to strengthen me. He
said the stomach had lost action, tone. And
then I often took a Kochelle powder, or drank
soda-water with my food."
"And so you got rid of the dyspepsy ? I
don't know anything about that, Cousiu Jane,
from experience ; but it must be terrible never
to enjoy a meal of victuals, and have everything one eats feel like lead in your stomach,
as I 've heard say it does."
. " 0 yes, it 's a frightful complaint ! No one
knows who hasn't experienced it," sighed the
lady, with the air of a martyr.
" It reminds me of what poor old Aunt Hannah used to say — you remember, Jane ?" said
Mrs. Liltlefield. *' She often said, in her queer
way, ' We ask the Lord for our daily bread, and
then forgit to thank him for the good appetite
we cat it with ?' There 's truth in that, Cousiu
"Yes, I suppose so," faintly answered the
lady.
Jane." "But, as I was relating" — returning to
the catalogue of her fancied ills with renewed
energy — "the dyspepsia left me, and then I
was attacked with the most violent neuralgia
in my head. I cannot describe to you my
sufferings. For nights and nights I never slept
unless under the influence of morphine, powders, or some kind of narcotic. 0 dear, I can't
tell you!" And Mrs. Newman's eyes closed
weariedly as she leaned her head, ornamented
with its glossy false braid, against the stuffed
and tidied rocking-chair kind Deborah Littlefield had drawn up near the cool open window,
where the scent of clover and woodbine came
in on the air.
"Now, about them sleeping-potions, Jane,"
said the cheery- voiced matron, dropping a handful of shelled peas into the bright tin pan at
her side, " in my opinion, they're hurtful to the
nerves, and I should be pretty careful about tak-
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ing 'em, no matter if the fust doctor in the country ordered 'em. Nothing so good for a nervous
headache as Talerian tea ; it 's soothing to the
nerves ; or poppy-leaves, they 're excellent !
and a bag of hops under your pillow is the best
thing in the world to quiet anybody off to sleep.

I ' ve been a great deal better since then ; that 's
over a year ago. But, as I often tell Mr. Newman, Inever shall be a well woman" — and she
fanned herself with an air of martyr-like resignation. "But I don't see how you can live
here the year round, Deborah, in the country.
It must be dull in winter. I should have the

I '11 put you up some nice fresh hops to take
home with you, Jane ; better 'n them that 's
laid for years, and lost all their strength in the

blues all the time," she added, a moment afterward.

'pothecary's. This neuralgy, it 's nothiu' more
nor less than what folks used to call the rheu-

"Oh, a, farmer's wife couldn't be happy anywhere else besides on her farm — at least I

matiz, old Doctor Bolus says ; but now they 've
got a new-fashioned name for it, as they have
for most everything now-a-days. How long did
it last, Jane ?"
"Oh, I suffered all one winter with it ; and
then in the spring my compl.iint took another
form, and went to my chest and hmgs. I think
if I hain't taken a tour to the Lakes that summer with a party of friends, that I should have

couldn't," said Mrs. Littlefield, cheerily. "You
and I nsed to be different about these things

gone into a decline ; that 's what saved me,
Doctor Beaman said."
" Maybe the east winds didn't agree with you
there in Boston ; they 're trying to some, and
many can't live near the sea," said the matron,
taking the last handful of unshelled peas from

oughtn't to say it, owns one of the best farms
in the county, set up our George when he got
married, two years ago, with a neat little place,
down to the Plains, and if Dolly should ever

her apron. " What did you do for your lungs ?
Hoarseness, I s'pose ? You ought to have taken
horehound tea every night — steeped it with a
little thorougbwort ; that 's the best thing for
a cold or cough."
" Oh, Doctor Beaman ordered old Bourbon
whiskey, and then I always ate oyster broth
or something nourishing. But he said I needed
a change, and the journey to the Lakes, I am confident, saved me. The excitement and change
of air was what I needed. And we stopped a
week at the Clifton House at the Falls, and saw
a great deal of life and gayety, and the first
people."
" But I wonder how yon stood it all, so sick?"
innocently asked unsophisticated Deborah Lit' tlefield.
" I 've heard say it 's enough to wear
down a strong woman, to dress for dinners and
parties as they do at such fashionable places."
*' Oh, it did me good — -the change, you see !
I convalesced rapidly. -4s Doctor Beaman told
my husband when he called to settle with him,
' some natures crave and need the stimulus of
excitement.' And from that time I saw my
mistake ; I had secluded myself too much.
And so when Gorham returned from Europe,
where he had spent a year — you know he was
too delicate and weakly to go througli college ;
when he came back, and Jenny left boardingschool, I opened the house to society. Jenny
• came out' (juite a belle, you see, Deborah ;

when we were young girls, Jane. If we hadn't
been, most likely I never should have married
Jacob, and you wouldn't have gone off down to
Boston, and got into that shop, and met your
husband, and so settled down. But we 've
neither of us reason to complain ; Jacob has
got to be forehanded now, and, if I say it, that

leave us, she 'Li have a fitting out that none of
us '11 be ashamed of; and, if all stories are
true, your husband, Jane, has been lucky
enough in his trading speculations to be called
a rich man down there in Boston. But there.
Cousin Jane" — gathering up her peas — "I've
talked you tired, I guess. I '11 send you in a
glass of my last year's currant wine, and then
you 'd better lay down on the lounge and rest
a spell before dinner.
JJirandy !"
This last expletive, addressed, not to her
guest, but to the "hired help," who had disappeared from the kitchen, which Jlrs. Littlefield entered, brought a response from the cellar
dairy, where "Mirandy" was engaged in skimming milk. " Yaas, J/is« Littlefield. Time to
put them peas on, ain't it ?"
CHAPTER

III.

While this conversation between their respective mothers was going on in the sittingroom, the two girls sat in the parlor : Dolly. ~
fresh and rosy in her neat morning dress of
blue gingham, and Jenny Newman, certainly
very stylish-looking with her dark braids
coiled round her small ears, from which hung
diamond pendants, her elegant wrapper of rose
pink cashmere, with white silk facings over a
tucked and embroidered )upe, and with dainty
French slippers, which elaborate negliijie, however suitable it might have been to a hotel
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parlor, or tlie fine drawing-room of her father's
stone front on Tremont Street, savored certainly
of bad t.tste there in plain, out of the way,
country Clovernook.
But the dashing Jenny had quite determined
to impress her little rustic cousin ; which she
proceeded to do in her own assured style,
lounging in the rocking-chair, or idly turning
over the leaves of the small stock of well-selected, though perhaps neither fashion.able or
operatic sheet music in the port-folio lying on
Dolly's old-fashioned English piano ; while Dolly, who had always been educated to consider
idleness a sin, busied herself with sewing on a
fine Sunday shirt for her father.
Young Mr. Gorhara Frederick Newman, meantime, in bis brilliant dressing-gown and slippers, sat by the window, lounging in another
rocking-chair, his feet resting on a stool Dolly's
fingers h.ad wrought in worsteds during the long
bright days of leisure at the farm-house — his
fingers supporting the ornamental bowl of a
twisted and carved German pipe, whose stem
was inserted between his faintly shaded lips,
whereon an incipient moustache was struggling
into growth. " Not that I really smoke, Cousin
Dollie-aw, for the deuced tobacco has a trick of
making a fellah cough-aw ; but you see, when
I was in Germany all the fellahs liad the meerschaums, and I v.alue it for its old associationsaw 1" At which "Cousin Dollie-aw," greatly
impressed by the fastidious city gentleman's
refined taste, shyly ventured to glance from her
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dow," then betaking himself to the pages of a
copy of Childe Harold he picked up from Dolly's
hooks on the table ; after this had pa.ssed, the
two girls fell into a continuous tide of chat
wherein Miss Jenny showed herself the vory
Lady Bountiful of superlatives and extravagant
hyperboles.
" You see. Cousin Dora, 1 christen you that,
for it 's far sweeter and more romantic than
Dollie, I think," she rattled on, after a h.alf
hour's expatiation on the gayeties and delights
of city life, during which she had confided to
her listener the story of her numerous conquests
the preceding winter. "It's decidedly funny
how ma and we came to be up here at Clovernook now instead of Naliant, where everybody
was going. But ma .set her foot down ; and
when one day the Farrars and Wentworths
called and urged us to m.ake up their party,
ma said — ' Oh no, indeed ! she couldn't tlihilof it ! She was bored to death with the seaside :
she must go to Clovernook and see her cousin.
Mrs. I.ittlefield, this summer, and it was so
f^jilenflid up there,' slie said— -' the most ele<jant
country residence, and your father was one of

other is a mourning piece for father's brother,
Richard, who was lost at sea." After this little
episode, and the young gentleman had suddenly
become absorbed in watching the struggles of
" an immense black insect-aw, striving to ex1 tricate itself from the imprisoning meshes of a

the wealthiest agriculturists in the St.ate I' Oh,
you 'd oucht to have heard her set it out !"
laughed Jenny. " Ma holds her head high
enough above some of the parvenus. Such
people as u-ill push into the first circles, Cousin
Dora." And the silly, haughty little beauty
pursed tip her lips quite as if " the blood of all
the C.Tsars" r.an in her slender veins.
Dolly laughed : a quiet, humorous little laugh,
jnst as her father, Jacob Littlefield, would, if
somebody, fashioned out of the same dust as
himself, had nndert.aken to convince him that
nature herself created these shallow, artificial
walls which it has been the aim of society,
since the days when our common forefathers
and foremothers all came over together in the
plain old Mayflower, to construct for the dividing and partitioning off of the great brotherhood
of man — and shrewdly observed: "Oh, well,
1 don't know as you or I ought to blame them.
Jenny ! ' Excelsior' is an excellent motto. I
think ; and if I were there. I should push with
the hardest of them !" Then she .asked : "And
how do you think our Clovernook looks by daylight ? Does it fulfil your mother's praises to
your friends in Boston ?"
"Oh, I think it's charming here," said
Jenny, with a pretty, patronizing air. "So
cool, so retired, so romantic ! I wish Nell Farrar or Kate Wentworth could have come tip

I spider's web in the woodbine outside the win-

here for a day or two.

sewing with a timid "yes" to her imposing
cousin's remark.
But to return to .Tenny, with whom, though
at first somewhat aliashed before her grand talk
of city life and splendid ball and concert, the
tide of girlish sympathy soon found its true
level, and Dolly found herself becoming quite
at home. After Mr. Gorham Frederick had exhausted the topic of liis German pipe, finished
his queries concerning "that queer affair of
dates and wrought letters in the black frameaw," and "that lachrymose female in the antiquated gown in the gilt frame over the m.antle-aw," at which Dolly fluslied up a little, and
curtly said: "That is my uiotlier's sampler,
worked when she was a school girl, and the

Nell 's cr.azy on fields.
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and woods, and, rivulets — always gets ' Newmown-liay' for perfumery."
"We'll have plenty of that by and by, in
haying time," laughed Dolly.
"0 yes — you mean the real," said Jenny.
"And we can rake, and do everything that's
rural ; I brought my hat on purpose. I suppose
you always rake hay, don't you, Dora?"
"Not always; that's the business of the
hired men," replied Dolly, with a smile. " But
we can do anything you please this summer.
I rather fancy you wouldn't do much in those
slipppis in the hay-field, Jenny, or that dress,
either."
"Oh, I've the neatest brown gingham — quite
primitive, I assure you, Dora. My dressmaker
got her best fit on that, I believe, and quite
spoiled the loveliest grenadine. We '11 go up
stairs by and by, and I '11 show you my things.
Papa 's very liberal in my pin-money. You
should see the most elegant ball-dress Kate
Wentworth had made up for the hop at Nahaut — the loveliest shade of blue tissue, with
seven flounces, and trimmed so sweetly with
ruches and satin ribbons. Kate 's engaged, did
I tell you ? to Russel Emmerson. He 's splendid I Waltzes and polks divinely, and wears
such a magnificent moustache ! AU the girls
are dying about it !"
" What ?— the moustache ?" demurely asked
Dolly. " Why don't iie shave it off? I shouldn't
think he 'd want to be guilty of homicide."
"Oh, you little goose I They envy Kate,
don't you see ? His father is ever so wealthy,
lives on Beacon Street, and Mrs. Emmerson
never goes down to Hovey's but the carriage is
ordered for her."
"And he, Rnssel Emmerson, is be smart and
worthy?" queried the common-sense little Yankee girl. And in that question sturdy Jacob
Littlefield spoke out as much as though he had
been there and uttered the words.
"'Smart?' I guess you'd think so if you
met him on Washington Street or saw him at
the Music Hall," replied Jenny, putting a wide
interpretation on the practical Dolly's words.
"'Worthy?' Why, of course — what do you
suppose ? They 're among the first people in
Boston. I was introduced to his sister, Estelle,
at one of Thalberg's matinges at Chickering's
rooms. Such elegant sables as she wore ! I
heard her father imported them for her at the
cost of two thousand. But, Cousin Dora, speaking 0 music, I wonder yon don't sing opera" —
taking up a song from the piano. " ' Sweet
Home ;' that 's pretty, of course, but as old as
the liills. I '11 send you some perfect gems when

I get home. Ellis Huntington — be 's a particular friend of mine, you see," she whispered,
confidentially — "brings me lots of the latest
"Father says he never gets tired of hearing
music."
'Sweet Home,'" said Dolly, good-humoredly :
"and as for Ned Rollins, lie always — " but.
with a charming blush of embarrassment, she
suddenly ceased. Ah, Dolly was betraying a
secret.
Jenny caught at her words with eager delight.
"Oh, I've got you now," she said, with a
woman's appreciation of ^lat this secret might
be. " Do tell me if you 're engaged, Dora, and
who is he ? and is be handsome ? I 'm dying
to know, actually ! When I was at school, all
the girls made a confidante of me, and ever so
many of them were engaged. Did he give you
that pretty ring?" And she grasped the little
dimpled hand, which Dolly snatched laughingly
away, and covered, blnshingly, with bersewing.
Had our little Dolly glanced up from beneath
those long lashes, she would have noted the
assured, rotmoisstier stare with which the young
exquisite was regarding her from his volume of
" Childe Harold" at the window.
"Ton me honnaw, Jenny," be drawled,
patronizingly, fixing his eyes on the girl's scarlet face, "our Cousin Dora is the decided personification of the character ' Charming Simplicity' you had at one of those tableaux last
Bnt, of a sudden, a little flash darted through
wintaw."
the now lifted lids, and with a shrewd mixture
of good-humor and sarcasm, the country maiden
conquered her momentary tell-tale embarrassment, and replied, promptly: "And perhaps
Mr. Gorham Newman might sit all his life for
the personification of the gentleman Jenny has
just been telling about, whose growth of moustache caused all the young ladies of his acquaintance to'die with envy!'" And then,
with this open "bit" at the scanty hirsute
appendage which the young gentleman daily endeavored tocoax into luxuriance, she snatched
up her work and ran laughingly from the room.
"That was too bad-aw, Cousin Dora, "protested the youth, when he sufficiently recovered
his equanimity to encounter the mischievous
girl again. "It is not lady-like to wound a
gentleman's feelings and ridicule — "
"His best moustache!" interrupted Dolly.
" Well, I repent, and take it all back, and
acknowledge that I did treat you rather shabbily," she added, with a frank smile of goodhumor.
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Well, days and weeks went by there, at
quiet, leafy, pleasant Cloveniook. Mrs. Newman gradaally grew to talk less of her ailments,
and her appetite daily did ample justice to the
generous fare which Miranda Pike concocted in
the kitchen under the direction of free-handed,
hospitable Mrs. Littlefield ; while the girls went
on long excursions in the surrounding forests
or romped in the great roomy bam (whoever
saw a city girl who didn't turn romp in the
country ?) much to the dimpled, cheerful Dolly's
pleasure, and the delight of the high-spirited
Jenny, who protested she found everything
"splendid," "charming!"
And our young gentleman, Mr. Gorham Frederick, in dressing-gown and slippers, somehow
began to find himself venturing beyond the
limits of the parlor and the companionship of
his German pipe, and the copy of Childe Harold ; and on a few occasions, at the hearty invitation ofthe f.xrmer, found himself visiting
the barn-yard filled with sleek-looking stock,
or the broad-fields green in com or golden with
billows of ripening grain ; and sometimes he
might have been seen, as vocalists say, reclining
very indolently under the orchard tree, his
broad-rimmed Panama on the grass beside him,
while he sketched bits of landscape openings
among the trees ; or, again, on some cloudy
morning, with the patent fishing apparatus he
had brought up from the city, and clad in a
fanciful rustic suit he had ordered at his tailor's
before "going into the country-aw," he wandered away to the sparkling trout streams in the
surrounding forests.
" Better dig for angle ironns, young sir. Our
Granite State shiners are kind o' shy of that
new-fangled city bait !" said farmer Littlefield
one day, as the young gentleman came forth to
recreate himself by the piscatory art wherein
good old Isaak Walton so much delighted.
"To my mind, a few squirming, wriggling
worms, dug out of that black airth there, 'd
fetch you a bigger string of fish than all the
bait in your shiny tin box."
But the city exquisite looked for a minute at
the black, damp soil, then at his own delicate
hands shaded by the deep velvet cuffs of his
stylish blouse, and though, as Mr. Littlefield
said, " plenty o' grub worms could be had for
the digging," a faint expression of disgust
settled on his features, and he turned away,
with his patent hook and line and painted flies,
for his day's angling.
" Darned if I 'd a dog bait, for him if he 'd
TOL. LXIII. — 33
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never 'd got a bite," said the hired man, Seth
AVamer, a tow-hcaded, broad-shouldered youth,
just turned twenty-one, who, besides possessing the reputation of "doing the stoniest day's
work of any man in town in haying or planting
time," was said also to be "sparking J//s« Littlefield's help, Mirandy Pike." "Darned if
I'd a done it," he said to " Mir.indy" herself,
standing in the great barn door, "for that
spindle-shanked city feller, with hands .as soft
as a baby's, and the pin-feathers on his upper
lip. Gosh ninety, Mirandy I you ou^lit ter
seen him when I driv 'em over from the depot
that fust day they come here. There ho stood
behind the pile of trunks, looking like a wisp
of straw a wind might blow away. And, by
jiminy! I'll bet twenty bushels of potaters
nest hoein' that if he 'd a tried to lifted one of
'em into the wagon, I should a heered every
bone in the spine of his back snap off like a
bunch of Fourth of July crackers. So I jest
told him I 'd take keer of the baggage, and
slung the trunks into the wagon, and helped in
the ladies, and the way the span of old grays
put us over the ground back to the farm wa'n't
slow. I expect this young feller thought I was
goin' to upset 'em on a pile of rocks or somethin'. He looked dredful sort of skeert like,
and asked ' if the colts were thoroughly broken.' Lord
'
bless you !' sez I, kindof snickerin',
' they ain't colts ; they 're ten year old this last
May, comin' 'leven. Broke ? Guess they be,
and gentle as kittens. Miss Dolly drives 'em
two in hand whenever she wants to go to the
village. ' That seemed to kind of pacify him ; but
I tell you, Mirandy, I believe he was jest as
afeared of the old grays as if they 'd been possessed, for he didn't seem easy till we 'd got up
to the farm. To tell the truth, they did show
their mettle, but then I 'd grained 'em up
purty high that morning, because I knew Miss
Dolly 'd kind of liked to show off a little, and
she sets her life by the horses. Won't she
manage that little sorrel nag Ned Rollins owns,
bimeby ? Creation ! jest put this city nimshy,
with his flowered mornin'-gown and slippers,
'long side of Ned ! There 's a smart, manly
feller, Mirandy ; a man worth having, and I
reckon Miss Dolly thinks so. Now, Ned '11 go
out and take his turn at swinging a scythe with
the smartest farmer in town, and then be as
great a gentleman as the parson or the schoolmaster in the parlor. And then what a genus he
is ! Jest see that new-fangled plough he 's been
and invented, that 's goin' to beat all the old
ones ; they say he 's goin' to get a patent out for
it. Say, Mirandy, don't you s'pose he and
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Dolly 's goin' to make a match of it, bimeby?"
" Mirandy" blushed and bridled as Seth took
a step nearer her side when he asked this question, his own face looking rather "sheepish,"
meantime.
" Mebbe and mebbe not," she replied, tossing
her head and moving from her bashful lover ;
"a body can't tell, these days, whether fellers
mean anything or not" — and, with this broad
hit at the dilatory Seth, whom all her various
feminine manceuvres had failed on previous
occasions to bring to a declaration, she added :
"Wall, I can't be loiterin' here all day, and
J\Iiss Littlefield waitin' for the eggs for custards ;" then gathered up her filled apron, leaving poor Seth to ponder at his leisure her trite
remark.
"Gosh ninety!" exclaimed Seth, an hour
after, to Mr. Littlefield, as Jenny came romping
across the meadow with hands full of wild
llowers. " How them city gals do caper round
when they git out on a farm ! Only yisterday
I see her over in the hill pastnr, chasin' the
calves. Anybody 'd think she never see a
spear of grass nor a live dumb critter afore.
Bat that 's the way with all on 'em ; last summer, when I lived up to Franconia on 'Squire
Corliss' farm, there was lots of city folks there,
some on 'em bound for the mountains, and
some on 'em boardin' there ; and such rigs as
they did run ! Ridin' round in hay-carts,
screechin' and gigglin' like Bedlam let loose !
The 'squire used to laugh, and said he could
tell a city gall soon as he put his eyes on 'em ;
they took to rompin' as naturally as bees to
clover heads."
"Jenny does seem to enjoy the old farm,"
replied Mr. Littlefield, with a smile. "The
two girls get along nicely together. But come,
Seth, ain't you invited to the picnic that 's
coming off over in the pines to-morrow ? I
tliought I saw you and Mirandy making the
bargain to go together ; or mabbe you were
making another kind of bargain, " smiled the
farmer.
Seth hung his head with a bashful air.
"Don't think much of these 'ere picnickers,
Jlr. Littlefield ; they '11 do for these city folks,
to go ofi' in the woods, and eat a lot of cakes,
and pies, and things, but I 'd rather lay out a
good day's mowing in the meadow yonder."
" Well, well," said the farmer, good-naturedly, "the young folks think they can enjoy it;
so get out the great hay-rack into the barn
floor ; Ned and Gorham have gone after a load
of evergreens, and the girls are oomin' out

after dinner to trim it.

The old cart looks sort

of party, rigged out with oak leaves and green."
(Conclusion next month.)

PEBBLE
BY
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E.

WORK.
fl. CUSTARD.

This is a simple, cheap, yet very beautiful
art, frequently attempted, but with such coarse
materials, and in such a rough manner, that it
has found no favor with persons of refined taste.
But with the right materials and tasteful arrangements itis worthy of a place in any drawing-room.
Manufacture from common pasteboard such
articles as may be desired, boxes, baskets,
card-racks, etc., taking care to have no more
joins in the articles, no more pieces than are
absolutely necessary to form them perfectly.
When cut and sewed neatly together, line the
inside with velvet or silk or satin of any color
desired, the wrong side when pieced being
turned next the pasteboard. Then cover the
sewed places in the pasteboard with gilt or silver paper put on smoothly with Spalding's prepared glue. And it would be well with this
glue to confine the linings of the articles in the
places where they are joined.
Select the smallest, most beautiful pebbles
which can be found — all white, if desired, or various colors mingled, according to taste. Spread
a coat of the glue upon one side of your pasteboard and put on the pebbles, letting the article
stay in a position which will keep them level
until perfectly dried on. They can be arranged
in diamond forms, or circles, or stars, or in any
other m.anner according to taste, and then filled
in promiscuously. Remember to keep the article in a level position till one side is perfectly
dry, or the pebbles will not adhere. If a light
weight can be placed on them, it will be better.
When the whole article is perfectly dry, take a
fine camel's hair brush, and go over the pebbles
neatly and carefully with one coat of white
varnish. This may be omitted, but it will render the work more permanent.
A New York paper has the following, of which
no doubt ladies who have friends in Oregon
will be glad to avail themselves.
"On the ocean beach of Oregon the surf is
continually casting up little rows of variegated
stones, prettily rounded by the action of the
sand and water, and exhibiting all the hues of
gems. They average the size of common beans
(this size would require a foundation of wood
instead of pasteboard), and are generally transparent, scintillating in the sunlight with the
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colors of the rub^, the sapphire, the amethyst,
aud the emerald. Sometimes a perfectly round
one is found of an amber color aud clear aa
glass."
With such pebbles as these, articles might be
made sufBciently beautiful to grace any exhibition, or ornament a palace.
THE

FASHIONS— POCKET-HANDKERCHIEFS.
Xesophox informs us that the Persians never
required jiocket-liandkerchiefs. This remark
gives us a more exalted idea of the climate of
Persia than a whole volume of poetical description would have done ; unclouded skies and
whispering zephyrs are all very well in their
way, but these glowing accounts may be given
of almost every country upon earth, Iceland included, ifyou watch for a favorable opportunity,
and catch it in its holiday array of smiles and
sunshine. In these cases you only describe a
summer between two winters, a fleeting hour of
sunny outdoor life, an airy woodland iicijliij^e,
shadowed by gloomy remembrances of flannels
and pocket-handkerchiefs, and by a threatening
vista of frost-bound miseries. But a country in
which no pocket-handkercbiefs are required,
must of necessity be a kind of terrestrial paradise, all summer and sunshine, free from all
ungenial blight and sudden changes of temperature, free from fog, and frost, and damp — an
Elysium of warmth and summer pleasures.
Xenopbon's desciiptian beats the poets hollow ;
they can only tell us about "the sapphire skies
of June," and "the bridal of the earth and
sky" — a bridal that is unfortunately quickly
followed by a divorce — and " Nature breaking
from her wintry trance, " and so on to the end
of the chapter. But Xenophon, without attempting any of these flights of imagination,
paints a sublimer picture of the climate of Persia by simply recording that one astounding
fact — that within its favored precincts pockethandkerchiefs are unknown I
In our own country, as we all know to our
cost, these articles are not only useful, but
highly necessary, and accordingly our shops
and warehouses teem with every variety of
them, from the moral and instructive pockethandkerchief of the national scholar, price two
cents, to the $25 handkerchief of the lady of
fashion, a mere mass of cobweViy lace, of no
use to anybody in particular, not even to the
owner. The above-mentioned moral pockethandkerchiefs, immortalized by Mr. Dickens
in the " Pickwick Papers," are strongly indica-

HAXDKERCHIEFS.
tive of the educational tendencies of the age,
which will not permit a small boy or girl to
sneeze without seizing the opportunity to draw
attention to sundry important facts in natural history, such as the exemplary industry
with which the busy bee improves each shining
hour, and the propriety of allowing dogs to
follow their n.atnral inclinations in the barking
and biting line, aud to " delight" in these little
ebullitions of canine playfulness.
Afterall, we can very well understand the use
of these pictured and lettered pocket-handkerchiefs, the surprising facts and highly imaginative illustrations that diversify their surfaces by
no means interfering with the object which the
original inventor of a pocket-hiindkerchief, whoever that public-spirited individual may have
been, must have had in view. But we are not
ashamed to confess that the lace-bordered appendage of the lady of fashion, to which we
have alluded, certainly does puzzle our reasoning powers a good deal. Do the owners of
these flimsy and unsubstantial articles ever
have colds 1 We suppose not ; nothing, probably, so vulgar and commonplace as catarrh
can under any circumstances find its way into
good society, and under this supposition we
begin to see our way a little, and to understand
why Fashion has seized upon and remodelled
an article really required by "the people ;" a
necessary to them, but a mere ornament and
luxury to the (lite. Three square inches of
transparent cambric, edged by a border of lace
about six inches in depth, constitutes this
adornment, and is really extremely pretty, although utterly devoid of use. And this leads
one to remark upon the tendency of nineteenthcentury dress in general, the redundancy of
ornament, and the unfitness for anything like
use, that characterizes our luxurious age.
Crinoline iu a ball-room, or on a street pavement, or in a carriage, may be pretty and
becoming enough ; but crinoline in a sick room
would rustle horribly, crinoline stirring a saucepan would probably set itself on fire, crinoline
nursing a baby would be incommodious to the
nursling — by no means a bed of roses, but more
like an ingenious instrument of torture. The
same observation will apjily to the large sleeves
still in fashion ; they are graceful, and generally becoming ; but they blot letters and throw
down glasses, sweeping off everything that
comes in their way, when the arm of the wearer
is stretched out to perform any useful office.
And thus it is with pocket-handkerchiefs ; Fash'
ion decrees that they shall be pretty and expensive, but of no use whatever.
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It was a happy night at Mrs. Jameson's, for
Harry was coming home; "my son Henry,"
as the fond mother called him, and the words
always brought a proud light to her eyes and a
sweet smile to her lips; "Brother Harry," as
Hetty styled him ; and on this night the little
coquette of fourteen had donned her softest,
finest white dress, and decked her brown curls
with flowers to welcome dear Harry. There
was a tempting little supper spread for the
traveller, and the mother's pale, sad face wore
unwonted smQes, while Hetty danced from the
parlor to the door like a wild thing, now opening the windows to peep out into the darkness
for the carriage, then flying into the kitchen
with a word of caution about the dainties waiting there, then adjusting a cup or plate, or
shielding more carefully from the flies the dish
of ripe red strawberries, and then ofl' again to
the parlor to caress her stately mother and receive a gentle chiding for her restlessness.
And never did fond hearts lavish their love
upon one more worthy of it than was this sou
and brother. For twelve years his young life
had been the hope and comfort of his widowed
mother. His school and college career had
been spent with studious and profitable steadiness, and closed with honor ; and then his mother sacrificed her own craving for his presence
to send him abroad with a friend who promised
to fill a father's place to the lad. Three years
had passed, and now, his education complete,
as far as possible in so young a man, with firm
principles of truth, justice, and honor, he was
coming home to commence his studies as a
lawyer under his mother's roof. It was on the
evening of his twenty-first birth-day that he
wrote to expect him, and the mother who had
sent away her boy with anxious prayers and
tearful blessings looked to welcome home a man,
with a proud, hopeful trust that the life so well
begun would be her solace for the sorrowing
grief she had bent to in submission when she
lay her loved husband away from her twelve
years before.
" Mother, dear, it is ten o'clock," said Hetty,
fi-etfully.
" Patience ; he will be here soon."
A quick, firm tread in the hall, the door
thrown suddenly open, and the mother's sentence ended with a joyous cry as she stepped
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forward to welcome her son. He began to give
a laughing greeting, but suddenly, with a quick
movement, he folded his mother in a long, close
embrace, and, bending down over her, two
large tears fell upon her upturned face. There
was no word spoken, but from the depths of
each heart mother and son silently vowed to be
all in all to each other.
Hetty, meanwhile, waited her turn, not very
patiently, it must be confessed. One Uttle foot
beat a tattoo on the carpet, and her light, graceful figure swayed up and down, backward and
forward, wliile her eyes were fixed upon her
brother with a longing love. Her impatience
broke the silence.
" Come, mother, it is not fair. Let Harry
speak to me. Crying, as I live, both of you 1
As if Harry was an article to mourn over."
" Come here, madcap," was the answer, in a
hearty, manly voice, and the child sprang into
the extended arms. "You witch! why don't
you grow ? Why, mother, she is as tiny as she
was three years ago."
"Superfine articles always come in small
packages. I suppose you think I am bound to
worship your six feet and — and — mother, look
— a moustache I"
" Why not, saucy one ?"
"That ever I should live to be kissed by a
moustache 1"
" Supper 's ready ! Barvent, Master Hany,"
said Susie, the cook, who was an old family
servant, and had insisted upon coming up herself to welcome the young master.
" Ah, Susie, how d'ye do ? Supper 'a ready,
is it ? It 's good, too, if you cooked it, and I
am savagely hungry. I was just thinking of
taking a bite out of Hetty's arms."
" You g'long, Marse Harry ; allers must have
your larf. Hi I how you 've growed ! tall as
Marse Jameson now. Laws me, it 's nigh on
to no time since you was a baby."
' ' He 's nothing but an overgrown baby, now, "
said Hetty, " kissing his ma and begging for
goodies for supper ; a cross baby, too, wants to
bite his sister."
" Come, my son," said Mrs. Jameson, taking
his arm, while Hetty insisted upon being carried
on the other one into the dining-room.
As the full light from the chandelier fell upon
the group, one saw the strong resemblance
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between the mother and son, and the no less
striking contrast which the little girl made to
the couple. Mrs. Jameson had a broad, white
forehead, large, dark-blue eyes, and black hair,
with rather large features, regular and well cut;
all this was duplicated in her 'son; in both
faces, too, was a calm expression — in the lady
softened and saddened by sorrow ; in the son
ennobled and deepened by studious habits and
a thoughtful nature. Yet, while the son's
eyes could fl.ash merriment, and he had always
a gay repartee for his sister, the mother's sadness deepened whenever these jests flew from
one to the other. In contrast to her tall, stately
mother and brother, Hetty was a tiny, slight
fairy, smaller than many children of ten summers. Her features were petite and pretty,
though thick, clustering ringlets of sunny brown
fell too low over her forehead for perfect beauty.
Her face wanted the calm repose of the others
around the board. Her large black eyes flashed
restlessly from one object to another, her color
Taried from the most vivid crimson to a faint
pink flnsh, and her little hands were in constant motion. Her gay, light langh seemed
scarcely to have died away when some other
mood would make her voice fretful and petulant, and every passing whim which moved
her seemed to stir the very depths of her light,
gay, changing nature. She was a beautiful,
wilful chilJ, and as such her brother regarded
and tre-ated her ; and her mother, though she
often sighed over her want of perseverance and
her restless moods, was very indulgent to the
witching, caressing little one.
A scene which occurred the morning after
Harry's return will serve to show the gifted,
careless child's nature better than any description. She was seated in her brother's lap,
pulling the heavy black moustache, laughing
at it, and then ridiculing his grimaces as she
twitched it most unmercifully. At last he prisoned her hands.
"Be quiet, Hetty."
" Can't ; never was quiet two seconds together in my life. Mother says I even talk in my
sleep."
" Well, be as qniet as yon can, then. What
have you been doing since I went away 1"
"All sorts of things."
" Music ? you were crazy to learn mnsic, mother wrote."
" 0 yes ; I got tired of that. Mother had a
teacher for me. I wish yon could have seen
him, H.al, a long, lank, starved Italian, brown
as a berry, with, whew ! such a moustache !
yours is a mere feeble attempt compared to it.
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Told me I could never master the piano-forte
unless I practised some .scrambling exercises he
gave me four hours a day. 1 wish you could
hear them I They would have driven me raving distracted in ten minutes, so I tore them
np. Wanted me to learn the names of the
notes, with a whole lot of humbug about sharp
flats, and chords, and scales, and I don't know
what else. I soon got tired of him. What 'si
the use of all that when I can play anything I
ever heard ? He said I did not know one note
from another. Who wants to know one note
from another when they all make music ? I '11
for you."
play
Harry
opened the piano and returned to his
seat, while his mother came beside him, and
stole her hand into his. Hetty struck a few
rich chords, and then was silent for a full minute, then, with a low, lingering touch, she
began a slow, plaintive movement, swelling
gradu.illy higher, then falling down, down to a
faint, dim sound, to rise ag.ain and fill the room
with harmony. There was no air, no settled
tune in the movement, yet there w.as no discord,
but a lingering, sad sweetness, which made the
tears rise to her brother's eyes.
"What is that, mother?" he whispered.
"One of her own fancies. She often plays
so for hours together."
Suddenly, in the middle of one of her saddest
strains, the child broke into a gay, lively air,
the burden of a hunting-song, and then she
began to sing, with a clear, sweet voice, a
dashing song of welcome to her brother ; and
from that, just as abruptly, her voice fell upon
the notes of a strain from one of Flotow's operas,
and she prolonged sad, sweet tones as if her '
young life was pouring forth a burden of heavy
grief in music. So for an hour she played or
sang as the mood seized her, tDl, with a harsh
crash that startled her hearers, she brought both
h.ands down in the middle of a plaintive nocturn, and sprang up, laughing at the start she
had given them.
"I'm tired, worn ont, exhausted with tlie
eflTorts of my transcendent genius," she cried,
and threw herself upon a sofa, where in five
minutes she was fast asleep.
" Does she go to school
"No; she wearied of it;
on such severe headaches
remove her. She reads

?" asked Harry.
indeed study brought
that I was forced to
with me every day,

and progresses r.apidly in conversational language, though she will not learn the grammar
of any. She speaks French and German, and
reads both, but really understands nothing of
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the rules of either. She dances most beautifully."
"Shei3 exquisitely graceful. How soundly
she sleeps I" he said, a few minutes later.
"Soon tired of any exertion. I wish she
had some of your steady perseverance, Harry."
"She is more talented than I am."
"More of a genius, perhaps, with the careless,
idle, fitful character of the race."
There is little to relate in the quiet life of the
trio for five years. With the same concentrated
attention he had given to all his studies, Harry
passed through the law school, and was admitted to the bar. The wealth he inherited from
his father's estate made him less anxious for
practice than most young professional men, yet
his earnest, manly character, his well-known
talents, and his high social position, gave him
early in life an honorable stand in his profession.
I cannot say that in these years his love for
his mother or her love for him deepened, for
it was from his babyhood the strongest passion
of his nature ; but the daily intercourse after
three years' absence only made each more
precious to the other. From his hardest day of
study, Harry would seek rest, not in gay saloons of pleasure or in lonely walks, but at his
mother's side, soothed by her low, sweet voice,
encouraged by her fond words, loving her each
hour more intensely, and drawing his own
heart and hers more closely together. And in
these years Hetty was becoming a belle. Brother Harry must leave his office, must quit his
mother's side to escort the little flirt from one
scene of gayety to another. He must carry in
the same pocket his weighty business memoranda and the saucy little reminders she put
there for flowers, jewels, or the hour at which
he must don his white kids and take her to the
opera. He loved her very dearly, and was
always ready to wait upon her, while she
praised and ridiculed him in the same breath,
and often ended her most ardent caress by
^ boxing his ears.
Feeling in many ways that his habits were
too sedentary for his health, Harry joined a
military company for the sake of the drill, and
rose to the rank of lieutenant, famous as the
best fencer, the best pistol shot, and the best
rider in the corps. Hetty professed to despise
play-day soldiers, yet in her heart felt proudly
that, should the occasion ever come, her brother
was brave and honorable, and what more need
a soldier ask for f
Five happy, peaceful years passed, and then
slowly the clouds gathered over Harry Jameson's life. He had been cheerful, and with the

earnest, manly character which was shown ou
his broad brow, he had been calmly happy ;
happy in his chosen profession, happy in his
social companionship with those around him,
happy in his power to do good, in his strong
religious trust,' above all in his mother's love,
her confidence and pride in him ; and through
that love came his first sorrow, and from that
sorrow the first heavy burden of his life.
Mrs. Jameson was taken ill, not dangerously
so, the physician said at first, but her son felt
his heart fail as he watched each day's change.
All his leisure time was passed in her room,
now reading to her, or, if she felt able, conversing. The pale face grew thinner, the soft
hand more transparent, and the mother looked
more eagerly for the hour when her son could
leave his professional duties to come to her
side. From the large chair to the bed became
each day a more weary journey, till Harry was
forced to lift her in his own strong arms to
carry her from one to the other, and then his
burden grew lighter day by day, till his mother's form was too weak, too slight to bear
even that journey, and she sank back on the
pillow sadly, smiling as she said — "Not to-day;
I must lie still to-day." And for many days
she lay there, tended by her son whenever he
could spare an hour in the day, carefully
watched by his loving eyes at night, wasting
away gradually. Hetty was kind and .attentive
at times, but could not be depended upon for
steady nursing, and a nurse was obtained, who
shared Harry's watch. Calmly, peacefully, a
fit ending to a well-spent life, the mother's
spirit passed to her Maker, her last sigh breathed
as she lay upon her son's broad breast, her last
smile for him, her last words, "Good-by, my
children ! One kiss, Harry !"
Men spoke wonderingly of the change in the
once cheerful, sociable Harry Jameson. They
looked for sadness after so heavy a sorrow, but
they found deeper traces than even sorrow
leaves upon his face. There was a gravity so
deep that it was almost sternness, a heavy
weight of care upon his brow, a look in his
dark eyes of terrible despair, that even his
great loss seemed too small to account for.
Tenderly loving still to his sister, he never met
her jest with jest, but would sigh when he
looked upon her fair face, as if his heart were
bursting with its weight of grief. Her sorrow
was very violent, too, but transient. A week
of illness which seriously alarmed her brother
followed the funeral, and then in a little time
her laugh rang out again and her song was
heard, though the sight of any relic of her mo-
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tlier or tbe sound of her name would bring on
violent, almost hysterical, fits of weeping.
One year after Mrs. Jameson's death there
was a call upon the brave sons of America to
rally round the flag which the Mexicans had
defied and insulted. The regular army was not
deemed sutUcieut for the emergency, and there
was a call made for volunteer service, which
was promptly responded to. Men from all
ranks, of all professions, sprang to arms, and
the land arose in her mighty strength to pour
into the enemy's country its wealth of brave
patriotism.
Henry's regiment was among the first who
sent in their offers of service, and trustingly
the men looked for deeds of valor from their
brave young officer. Judge of their utter surprise wheu Lieutenant Jameson sent in his
resignation. Henry Jameson a coward 1 He,
the idol of them all, their byword for soldiers'
valor. He gave no explanation. He was wealthy,
could leave his profession, unmarried, with
relatives who could come to his sister, in good
health, well drille<I, beloved and popular among
his companions. Cold bows, even sneers, met
him on the very day of his strange determination, yet he gave no excuse, offered no explanation, only wore a more troubled sadness in his
deep blue eyes and a heavier gloom on his
brow.
" Harry Jameson I" cried his sister, bursting
into his office, "it is not true what tbey tell
me!"
"Gently, Hetty."
" It is not true ? you have not resigned your
lieutenancy in the Guard?"
"It is true, Hetty."
"But why?"
"I judged it best."
" Best to desert your country's cause now,
when men are needed ? best to be branded a
coward by all honorable men ? best to stay
idly at home while all true men are in the field ?
best to plwj soldier for four years, and retreat
from the first show of danger ? Harry ! Harry I
it cannot be true. You a coward ! yon, whom I
have worshipped almost for courage and patriotism. You are mad !"
The hot blood crimsoned the young man's
brow as his sister poured forth her vehement
reproaches, but he did not speak.
"Harry, what is it? What strange freak
possesses you ? You are not afraid. Yet what
else stands in the way ? Young, unmarried,
free, healthy, strong, a man in every sense but
one. Manly in form, and, that I should say it
of you, a coward at heart.
I can never again

NOT,
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face a friend. The coward'* sister ; related to
the man who resigned his place as a soldier
when there came a chance to fight. Do you
know what they did at the armory to-day with
the uniform you returned ? They marked it
'Coward,' and hung it on the wall."
A low moan of extreme agony escaped the
young man.
" I heard this in a store ; my brother's name
cried out in a store as the coward of his regi"Hetty I Hetty, if you love me, stop 1"
" I did love you ; I loved the noble mati
ment."
whom I believed my brother was, but now — "
"Stopl"
" I will not stop. Go, now, it is not too late ;
try now to regain your lost honor."
" It is impossible !"
"Then" — and the girl drew her little figure
erect — "then you are no longer my brother.
Our mother would scorn and despise her son
could she see him to-day." And Hetty left the
office as abruptly as she had entered it.
A whole mouth passed. Ko words can tell
the agony of those four weeks to the young
lawyer. Friends whom he loved best passed
him by with averted faces ; his sister poured
reproaches upon him whenever they met ; old
men who had loved the talented youth now
bowed with a cold gravity which cut him to the
heart ; his lady friends hardly acknowledged
his bow, and his old servants even showed in
their manner their contempt for the coward.
Y'et he covered his agony with a cold gravity,
and if his cheek grew whiter and thinner, there
was no loving eye to note the change.
Societies fitting out companies or sewingcircles often received anonymously large sums
of money to aid them ; soldiers who left families heard of their wives and little ones finding
their wants relieved by an unknown friend ;
regiments had presents which they could not
trace, yet none suspected the grave, sad Harry
Jameson of doing quietly so much for his country. Many would have scorned the gift from
such a hand, but it was unsuspected. His
regiment left, and his whispered prjiyer and
blessing followed it as he watched it from his
curtained window, and hot tears for the first
time coursed down his cheeks as he saw how
one and another gave angry or contemptuous
looks towards his dwelling as they passed.
One month, and again the angel of death
visited Harry Jameson's household. The little
sister who had been hia mother's legacy of love
was thrown from her horse while riding on a
pleasure party, and killed instantly.
He laid

godet's lady's book and magazine.
her beside her parents, and returned to liis
lonely dwelling, discharged the servants, shut
np the house, and left the city. The colonel
of his old regiment received a letter signed
Henry Jameson, asking for admittance again
among liis comrades ; it was refused ; a unanimous vote of his old comrades rejected the
applicant. Yet, though he sighed as he folded
his answer, there was a light in the young
man's eyes not seen there since his mother's
death. An hour later he was enrolled as private No. 10 in another regiment accepted for
the war. Private Jameson soon proved that
he did not belong to the awkward squad. The
regiment was under marching orders, and many
a raw recruit was placed for active and efficient
drill under the young soldier. No. 10 excused
from parade to teach a lot of new fellows the
■way to stand, to walk, to march, to turn. Private Jameson requested to remain all night to
drill raw men in the mysteries of handling a
musket. The men fairly idolized him. No
harshness confused willing minds, no ridicule
shamed men who covered bravery with bashfulness. Gently, kindly, with patient care, he
guided thetn, and iu the incredibly short space
of two months private No. 10 was begged to
accept a lieutenancy iu the regiment. One
thought of the old suit hanging in the armory
thrilled through our hero as he donned his
uniform, and then a proud smile played over
his lips as he mentally dedicated his life to his
country. No voice rang out clearer in taking
the oath of allegiance than Harry Jameson's.
Men began to speak of his coolness and steady
judgment in questions of importance, of his
firm discipline, which made his company the
most orderly as well as the best drilled in the
regiment. Notices of the soldiers contained
many allusions to our brave fellow-citizen,
Harry Jameson. The Guard began to feel that
they might have made a mistake. Young
Jameson left with his regiment for the seat of
war, and on his arrival at his destination, tlie
Guard wrote, begging him to take his old place
amongst them. His answer was characteristic
of the man :—
" Not because you judged me too hastily and
too harshly do I refuse your request, but because
here is the acknowledged post of danger, the
most exposed spot on the arena of war, and
here, while God spares my life, will I remain."
There were from Camp
sallies made for
purposes of little moment perhaps to the general public, yet of danger to the participants ;
and the older officers learned that the coolest
bravery and most daring courage were found

with young Jameson's men, who would follow
their officers to the most imminent peril, sure
that wherever danger threatened he would first
face it, and his life would be the first endanThe picket guard of one stormy night will
gered.
recognize my hero in one anecdote. They were
at their posts just before dawn, weary and wet,
when their beloved young officer spoke to them.
" Men, attention. In that wood to your right
I suspect danger. There are movements there
that, secret as they are, I can still discern.
Stand firm, while I go forward."
A number of voices rose — "Let me go! I
shouldn't be missed like you.
I will go."
" You will all remain here ; I command it.
I never send a substitute into danger. If I fire,
advance ; if all is quiet, do not approach ; I
willThere
return."
was a breathless silence as the young
man advanced. He was soon lost in the darkness, and the men waited till a quick report
rang upon the air. Then, with a cry more like
tigers than human beings, they dashed forward.
One stumbled ; the rest were on into the wood,
too late to overtake the cavalry dashing back
to their own camp. The one man who stumbled alone of all was left. Stooping down, he
felt in the darkness the long black object over
which he fell. He put aside the heavy cloak,
he felt the face, yet warm, but, oh ! so fearfully
still. He was a strong, brave man, no child,
but he folded that form close to his heart, and,
while hot tears coursed down his face, he wailed
over it like a woman. So the returning soldiers
found him. They lifted the still form, whose
brave heart was quieted forever by the coward,
traitor ball, and not one dry eye was found as
they brought their sad burden before the colonel. The night surprise was averted, the camp
saved, the young soldier's life the sacrifice.
His old regiment sent a committee from their
officers to do honor to the brave dead, and he
was borne to his last resting-place, and buried
with military honors. Years later, those who
returned home took down from the wall with
regretful tears the uniform they had disgraced,
and placed it away, marked "Lieutenant Henry
Jameson, a brave man, who fell for his country
being opened, he was found to have
MayHis 6,will
1846."
left all his fortune, save some legacies to his
country, to be invested as his executors thought
most likely to be useful. To an old man, his
mother's friend, his own companion in his
European trip, his counsellor in his life, he left
the following letter :—

CANARIES.
Dear
: If I do not relnm alive, to you
I commit the task ol clearing from my memory
the stain wliich circamstaiicea liave cast upon
it. You will do this ; I ask it iu tbe name of
my mother, for so many years your friend, in
the name of the love I have borne you, for her
sake, and for your kind counsels to myself.
You know mnch of my life, my love for my
mother, uiy grief at her loss, yet even from you
liave we kept our sad secret ; my sister's death,
my own, unseal my lips. My father died insane. For years my mother shut up this knowledge in her heart, and his nearest friends did
not suspect his mental disease. Not until after
her marriage did my mother leam that madness
was hereditary in his family, and not until she
lay upon her death-bed did she confide to me
the knowledge of the fearful legacy her children inherited. Y'ou knew my sister as the
gay, gifted genius whom society idolized, and .is
the pet and plaything of her home ; yet even you
knew nothing of the terrible fits of depression
.which alternated with her gay hours, the fearful
scenes of passionate fury which showed too well
the sad legacy which tainted her young life.
Upon my knees beside my dying mother I recorded an oath never to leave my sister, never
to tell her the fearful secret which might hasten
the catastrophe we dre."ided, never to marry or
permit her to marry, and, under all circumslanees,
to watch over her nii/self, to let nothing but
death sever her life and mine. I have kept
my oath, you well know at what a cost ; even
the loss of your esteem and love was added to
the bitter cup I have drained to the dre^s.
Now I am free ; her death releases me, and I
go to win back my lost honor. Do not mourn
for me, should my death place this letter iu
your hands. I leave a lonely, sad life, haunted
by the fear that the legacy of terror may fall
upon me, uncheered by any hope of home happiness, cut off from the joy of love and all that
makes life sweet, for an eternity of love with
the mother I adore next my God. You will
execute my last will. I leave to my country
my fortune, my life, my dying blessing.
H£.VBT JaJI£S05.

CANARIES.
Is choosing a canary, recollect that the yellow or white-bodied birds are considered the
handsomest. The wings, tail, and head should
be yellowish dun. As relates to song, those
birds are the most valuable that have not only
their own notes, but some of those of the night^gale and the wood-Urk.
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Supposing you purchase a canary for its
EOng, do not be entrapped into buying a female
instead of a male. The females hardly sing at
all. As a general rule, you may know the
male bird by his being rather larger and higher
iu the shanks than the female. Besides all
this, the male canary is of a brighter color than
the female, especially round the eye.
A really well-trained male canary is not only
capable of imitating the notes of other birds,
but some have been known actually to pronounce words. Some years ago, talldng canaries
were exhibited in London.
Canaries have young four or five times a
year, and they lay from three to five eggs at a
time.
The birds should be paired about the middle
of April, and they should then be put into a
very large cage. In the cage you should have
two little boxes for the birds to build in ; and
remember to place in the cage some fine hay,
horse hair, cow's hair, and hog's bristles. All
this is to form the materials for the nest.
The hen sits about thirteen days, and during
this time young folks should leave her as quiet
as possible, lest she forsake her eggs. There
is great danger of lier doing so if they are often
looked at, or, still worse, touched.
When the birds are hatched, put beside the
feeding trough a little jar, containing some
hard-boiled egg, chopped very fine, and a small
piece of white bread, steeped in water, and afterwards squeezed nearly dry.
At the end of twelve days, the young birds
will be fledged. On the thirteenth or fourteenth, they usually begin to pick up food for
themselves. A paste, made of white bread,
bruised rape seed, and a little yolk of egg and
water, is excellent food for the young birds.
When they have attained size and strength,
they may be fed with the usual fare, which
should consist of canary seed, bruised hemp
seed, chickweed, lettuce, or water- cresses.
Never forget to furnish canaries with a daily
supply of fresh water for drinking and for
bathing.
Canaries must not be kept in bed-rooms,
neither do they thrive in cold apartments, as
they come originally from a very warm climate.
Keep them in a pure air of moderate temperature, and in the summer hang the cage near
the open window when the weather is fine, but
do not expose them too much to the rays of the
noonday sun. They should not be exposed to
extremes of heat or cold.
We had omitted to tell you that when the
young birds are about six weeks old, they
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should be put into separate cages, and that the
bottoms of these cages should be strewed either
with well-dried hay or fine moss. And now
one last word of advice : Mind the cage or
cages containing your canaries is put quite out
of the reach of puss. She only follows her instinct in catching and killing birds ; but it is
your paramount duty to put your pet-birds
quite out of her reach. The usual length of the
canary should be about five inches, of which
the tail may measure two and a quarter. The
bill should be about five lines in length, strong,
sharply-pointed, and inclining to white. The
feet, or shanks, as they are technically called,
should be eight lines long, and of flesh color.

THE

DREAM

OF THE PERSIAN
TROLOGER.
BY

P.

B.

AS-

P.

The god of day had rolled his fiery car o'er all the arch
of heaveu.
And now he vanished in that sea of fire
Which lights the western sky with floods, and waves,
and banks of purple, golden glory,
More matchless far than dyes of ancient Tyre.
Soon fainter, fainter grew those radiant glories in the
western heavens,
And twilight silent dropped her cnrtain gray ;
Then, one by one, the stars came out, till all the azure
canopy of evening
Glowed with eternal fires like gleams of day.
li^ow in the east arose the queen of night arrayed in
burnini; colors.
As though her fiery lord she 'd imitate ;
Then, as the blush her features fled, she shone in all
her majesty so silv'ry,
And led the glitt'riag hosts in regal state.
Amid the ruins of Persepolis the astrologer slow wandered,
And watched with sparkling eye the fall of night ;
He looked with joy ecstatic on the twinkling stars ; but
when the moon had risen,
And poured o'er all her floods of silver light,
Which gave enchantment to the scene, and made the
lofty, scalptur'd columns.
The crumbling battlements and massive walls ;
The poriicos and stairs magnificent, yet tott'ring with
the weight of ages ;
The mould'ring sphinxes and the marble halls ;
Seem with their endlessness of light and shade e'en like
ft fairy picture ;
He could no more keep still, but, night his theme,
"When I contemplate this," exclaimed with Persia's
greatest bard in accents fervent,
** 0 God ! am I awake or in a dream ?"
Kapt with the glorious scene, he wandered long in lofty
meditation ;
At lenirth he climbed the grandest flight of stairs ;
Then threw himself upon a mossy bed, and having
drawn his robe about him.
Was soon in that fair land where are no cares.
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He dreamed he stood within the audience chamber of the
kings of Persia ;
The light of untold gems around him shone.
While just before him, in the pride of boundless wealth,
of pomp, and matchless splendor,
Sat mighty Xerxes on his royal throne.
Prostrate he threw himself upon the floor in so august a
presence,
Then, rising, stood to wait the monarch's whim.
Who, clothed with proudest splendor, from his throne
descending, drew his arm all trembling
Within his own, and bade him go with him.
Through halls of dazzling beauty, and through gorgeous
chambers, on he led him,
Tet onwards till they reached a guarded door.
Which, when to it the king had 'plied a golden key,
wide swung and showed a passage
Whose walls were gay with pointed scenes of war.
Now at its termination hung a curtain from beyond
which floated
The softest strains of music rich and sweet ;
And when they 'd reached it, and a slave had
back, behold, a scene of splendor
Lay in its dazzling brightness at their feet!
Below them they beheld a flight of marble
purest whiteness.
And from its foot there stretched a chamber
So bright with gold and jewels that it seemed a
of the gods immortal —
The work of some celestial, god-like hand.

drawn it
stairs of
prand.
treasury

Ten thousand lighted golden lamps hung from the high
and glitt'ring ceiling,
Which shed with tenfold power their brilliant light
On hosts of mirrors, and on rows of crystal columns,
and on gorgeous hangings,
And countless flashing gems and iv'ry white.
Beneath the dome that rose above the centre of this
glitt'ring chamber.
Upon a gorgeous dais sat the queen,
Of beauty ravishing, and 'rayed in robes of dazzling
splendor, pearls and diamonds —
The crowning glory of the wondrous scene.
Around her ladies fair and noble maidens were, and
servants waiting
To do their royal mistress's least command,
Who, while reclining 'midst the drapery of her queenly
couch, broke forth in singing.
And touched a lute's soft strings with skilful hand.
Borne on the scented air, the music rolled along the
vaulted ceiling,
And sweetly fell upon the ravished ear.
Th' astrologer awoke — his gorgeous dream was o'er, and
looking startled 'round him
He saw the sun high in the heavens clear.

Recreation is a second creation, when weariness hath almost annihilated one's spirits. It
is the breathing of the soul, which otherwise
would be stifled with continual business.
He who can prevent a moment's anger may
suppress many days' sorrow. Speak of men's
virtues as if they were your own, and of their
vices as if you were liable to their punishment.
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Tqe June sunshine lay asleep in little patches
of gold all over the white kitchen floor iu Deacon Elwood'a cottage on this summer afternoon,
but not one ray of sunshine illumined the face
of Miss Kilty, the Deacon's pet niece, as she
stood leaning against the door-post, swinging
her sun-bonnet back and forth, now and then
darting such angry glances at an open letter in
the old man's hand. She made a very pretty
picture, standing there with the sunlight sifting
in through the vine-leaves around the old
stoop, falling upon lier tangled curls and the
pink muslin dress that waved so gracefully
about her iu the soft breeze.
"Well, Kitty, what do you think of it?"
asked Deacon Elwood, folding the letter and
laying it down upon his knee and looking over
to Kitty, whose little, short upper lip had an
extra cnrl iu it.
"What do I think ? I think it 's just as mean
as it can be to come now, just when I was going
to visit Lottie Grey. Kow I '11 have to stay at
home, I suppose, and entertain him ; but 1 '11
treat him so he won't stay three days ; you see
if I don't."
" That will be very lady-like, to say the least
of it, Kitty, to one you never have seen, and a
ooosin besides."
" I don't care what ha thinks of me. I am
sure he must be a natural born idiot to go
inviting himself down here for two whole
months. " How the brown eyes sparkled then !
" How do you know that I did not invite him,
Kitty ? The only son of my only sister, and
she dead, it 's only a shame that I have not
invited him here before. I wrote for him, my
dear, and I shall expect you to do as a lady
should. It is altogether probable that you will
feel differently upoa the subject after he has
been here a short time. Young ladies uow-adays are not so indifferent to handsome young
gentlemen, particularly those having so many
attractions as Augustus Lathrop, and a young
lawyer into the bargain." And Uncle Elwood
gave the slyest little wink at his wife, who had
.sat rocking and knitting during this time. That
was a very unfortunate wink, for Kitty Elwood
saw it by chance, aud it threw considerable
li;;lit upon the affair, aud she straightway
winked to herself that she knew all about it,
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and if thei/ victimized her, they would do better
than she thought they could.
That night, away down at the foot of the
greenest of meadows, where a little brook flowed
along, fringed by alder-bushes that almost met
on its opposite hanks, Kitty Elwood held a very
confidential meeting with one Frank Forester,
a gay young fellow, and Deacon Elwood's especial aversion.
For years the families of Elwood and Forester
had been at enmity about a piece of land that
had lain unused since the first quarrel, and
where now the scions of the respective houses
"met by chance, the usual way."
The first stars were in the sky when Kitty
Elwood tripped back under the orchard trees
to the house, and sat down on the steps by the
stoop as innocent as though she had not been
looking into a pair of black eyes and making
all kiutls of rash promises for the last hour.
"Well, Kitty," said Mrs. Elwood, the next
morning, after prayers, "since your cousin is
coming, we must make some preparations for
him. Perhaps you had better ask Lottie Grey
to come here, since you have been disappointed
in your visit there, and she can help entertain
Augustus, which
" No, 1 thank
most impudent
entertaining him
silly enough to

will relieve you somewhat."
you," answered she, with her
look; "I feel quite equal to
alone ; and then he might be
fall in love with Lottie, and,

considering she 's engaged, it would be rather
unpleasant."
"Well, just as you please, Kitty, only ynu
must be civil to him, or your uncle will be
offended."
"Oh, certainly." And Kitty Elwood wer.t
sorting over and arranging the roses that si o
had gathered before breakfast with a look of
such cool provokingness that her aunt felt
serious misgivings, but said nothing.
Two weeks went rapidly away, and everything had been made ready. The little cottage
was neat as hands could make it ; folds of soft
white muslin draped the parlor windows, looped
back with ribbons that Kitty's hands had knotted, the green-covered sofa was wheeled into an
angle with the wall, and every article of furniture had been newly arranged to give it the
most stylish look. Vases of flowers stood on
395
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the old-fashioned mkntles, some of Kitty's best
drawings were brought out, framed, and hung
up in the little low parlor, making it quite grand.
It was the last night ; on the morrow he was
to be there ; so when the last rays of the setting
sun were tinting the topmost trees of the woods
tliat skirted the green meadow, Kitty Elwood
parted the boughs of the alder bushes on the
banks of the little brook where she had been
so many times before.
"You are late at the trysting to-night, Kitty"— and Frank Forester clasped the little
hands in his. "I have waited an age, and
this the last night, too, for so many weeks, and
perhaps forever." There was a shade of reproach in the tones of his voice as he said it.
" Perhaps forever," mocked Kitty. "Now,
you go and get jealous, and that will spoil the
whole. Can you trust me, Frank Forester, or
not? tell me truly."
And Kitty Elwood's brown eyes looked so
trustingly at him at that moment that he said,
"Yes, darling, forever."
Two hours afterwards, in the soft light of the
young moon, Frank Forester and Kitty walked
slowly along under the shadows of the old
apple-trees in the orchard, talking very confidentially together. Now and then a silvery
laugh would startle the sleeping birds in their
nests as they passed along. At last the parting
came ; for one little moment Frank Forester's
arms were folded over, and Kitty Elwood lay
within ; there was a blending of short, clusteriug hair with the dark curls on Kitty's forehead,
a whispered somethhuj, and Kitty went swiftly
along the garden path alone. Frank Forester,
standing in the shadows, watched that little
airy figure flitting away, now in the shade, now
gleaming out in the bright moonlight, and
when at last she stood under the rose-covered
stoop, and turned back as though bidding him
"good-night" once more, he murmured in his
heart's inmost depths, " God bless you, sweet
Kitty."
The morning dawned, a June morning, fresh
with dew, vocal with bird songs, and heavy
with fragrance ; a morning such as no other
month brings us in all the glad summer. At
four o'clock that afternoon, Augustus Lathrop,
the city cousin, was expected ; the household
was accordingly astir early, and before noon
the last touch was given, and five long hours
yet before he was to come.
"Really, Kitty, you are quite presentable,
quite radiant," was Uncle Elwood's salutation,
as Kitty made her appearance upon the east
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stoop, where her uncle and aunt had been
sitting the whole afternoon, watching for the
first glimpse of the stage that was to bring their
"Quite a fairy, am I not?" laughed Kitty,
guest.
sitting down on the steps, notwithstanding her
white muslin.
" I 've been thinking, my dear," put in Mrs.
Elwood, eyeing Kitty's long curls, "that you
are quite old enough to do your hair up in a
comb ; it looks so childish hanging down over
your neck, and then it must be uncomfortable."
"Oh, very well, aunty, just as you like.
Please lend me a comb ; I haven't any, you
know." And Kitty gathered all those long,
shining tresses together, twisting them up into
a fantastic knot at the back of her head, from
which little curls would dangle down, do what
she could. " That looks like it, I suppose,
aunty ? Can you suggest any other improvements?" asked Kitty, after twisting at the
refractory hair for some twenty minutes.
" No, that will do ; only it will fall down the
first time you move. And there comes the
stage,
as I live."
Up the
long, dusty hill panted the tired
stage-horses on that warm afternoon, drawing
a heavy vehicle, loaded with passengers, among
whom, in the last gasp of dustiness, sat Augustus Lathrop, attorney-at-law.
"Two trunks and a satchel, as true as the
world ; he intends to stay the term of his natural life, I suppose," muttered Kitty to herself,
as she peeped through the blinds of the little
sitting-room, where she had run, losing her
comb at the third bound, and upon which
Uncle Elwood planted his huge foot as he came
up the steps. "Tall, good-looking, hair like
midnight, eyes like a sloe ; I '11 write to Lottie
Grey this very night."
"Your cousin Kitty — Augustus; you have
never met before, I believe."
Mr. Lathrop extended his hand to Cousin
Kitty, who very daintily touched it with the
tips of her fingers ; before she could withdraw
it, however, it lay half crushed in his broad
" I '11 pay you for that," thought Kitty, as he
palm.
passed on up to his room to make himself presentable at tea.
He came down soon, arrayed in white linen
as fresh and cool as possible, with his hair
brushed back from the whitest forehead ever
seen. He sat down at the table, and ate such
an infinite number of biscuits and dishes of
strawberries as to quite astonish Kitty, That
duty performed, the party adjourned to the cool
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piazza, and Aagnstns Latbrup shone the star of
the eveuiog.
"Ue is a sensible yoang man," said Uncle
EliTood when at last their guest had retired,
immediately after prayers.
" Yes, very, so well bred, so genteel," assented
Mrs. £lwood, doing np her kuitting-work very
scientifically.
" An exquisite coxcomb, a thorough-going,
self-satisfied humbug," thought little Kitty, as
she lighted her candle, and vrith the least perceptible toss of her head retired from the room.
The next day Cousin Angastns made a tour
of the farm ; inspected Aunt Elwood's small
dairy ; " did" the kitchen garden, and at last
went don-u on his knees at the strawberry bed,
and helped Kitty fill her pan, and then sat in
the shade by the kitchen door and helped his
aunt hall them, while Kitty made cream biscuits within.
Two days after was Sunday, when the oldfashioned carriage w-as brought out, and the
Elwoods rode to church. The distance was
very short, and on ordinary occasions they never
thought of riding, but Cousin Augustus must
not walk. Tliere were many dozen pairs of
bright eyes looking into Deacon Elwood's pew
that Sunday morning, and Mr. Lathrop's reverent air was the admiration of all beholders.
Bdtty Elwood was very demure, and only once
or twice did her eyes wander in the direction
of the Foresters' pew, and when they did, they
encountered such a piercing look from a pair
of black eyes, that set her heart beating like a
trip-hammer for half an hour after. Frank
Forester heard but little of that sermon, and
went home very miserable, notwithstanding a
beaming look which Kitty bestowed upon him,
on her way to the carriage after service.
The nest week, invitations poured in upon
Kitty and her cousin, and Mr. Lathrop grew
quite the Hon of the place. Picnics followed
parties, horseback excursions followed picnics,
and everywhere the young lawyer was sure to
be Kitty's cavalier. No one attempted to contest the prize with Kitty ; she had always been
conqueror in the field, and now she had a decided advantage.
Frank Forester declined all invitations, and
suddenly left home, just as the gayety was at
its zenith, unable to endure the sight of Kitty's
happiness, so report said, when it was so well
known that he had expected to win her himself. When this was told to Kitty, she tossed
her head, and went off leaning upon Cousin Augustus' arm in a manner quite plainly to be
Been that Frank Forester was nothing to her.
VOL. Lxin. — 34
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The days and weeks went gayly on. Such
long, beautiful rides, such delightful moonlight
rambles, such quiet restings, after the day's
pleasures, on the old vine-covered piazza, with
nothing but the stars looking down upon them !
Uncle Elwood quite winked himself into a
fever at the success of his scheme, and only
waited for an opportunity to jog Miss Kitty's
memory concerning his prediction. " Don't
speak of it to her, Henry ; she will fly off the
moment you do," argued Mrs. Elwood. "It
will be time enough after it 's all settled, and I
would not have her go back to thinking anything of old Forester's Frank again for the
whole world. Somebody was telling me the
other day that he had gone West. I 'm glad
of that ; he is safe away, and it is a consolation." With this happy thought uppermost
in her mind, Mrs. Elwood slept, while Kitty's
voice, accompanied by the low tinkling of her
guitar, came in at the open window, now and
then joined by a strain deeper and richer, and
upon this melody she floated out into the world
of dreams.
That night Mr. Lathrop wrote to a friend in
town
" I—have tamed the little termagant ; she is
as come-at-able as I could wish. A beauty, a
genius, a wit, and has got the dimes ; what
more can I ask ? Keep up your courage, Ned ;
there 's a good time coming. Tell Bailey I '11
take the span of grays, and you may keep
them in their paces till I come. I '11 be there
about the first of September, and my little
bride with me, if all goes right. Gds.
"P. S. Frank Forester, the 'old love,' has
gone West, in a fit of the sulks."
At the same time, Kitty Elwood wrote to her
friend Lottie : " He 's splendid, Lottie ; quite
a corsair in looks, and then such a soft, musical
voice, and it can whisper such sweet nothings
that it gives me the palpitation of the heart for
an hour afterwards. You need not be surprised,
Lottie, to hear any day that I 'm engaged."
After filling three sheets of perfumed notepaper and crossing it, after the manner of young
ladies' epistles of the present day, Kitty Elwood
laid her head upon her pillow and dreamed, not
of Frank Forester in his new Western home,
but of Cousin Augustus, attomey-at-Iaw.
Three weeks more of uninterrupted pleasure
flew by, bringing a soft, dreamy light into
Kitty Elwood's eyes, and a look of radiant happiness to Mr. Lathrop. The day had been intensely warm, so much so that going out was
impossible, so Kitty sat in the shady parlor all
that long summer afternoon, her cousin reading
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aloud one of those bewitching romances, all
about love and moonshine. The evening came
at length, cool and breezy, star-crowned and
beautiful, and Kitty Elwood walked slowly up
and down the garden, leaning upon Mr, Lathrop's arm.
"You are tired, Kitty; let us rest here."
So Augustus brushed the dust from the seat in
an old arbor with his perfumed handkerchief,
and Kitty sat down. " You seem sad to-night,
sweet cousiu." And Kitty's hand received a
timid pressure, and then another, and finally
was carried to Mr. Lathrop's lips in an ecstasy
of rapture.
Kitty sat very quiet during all these demonstrations, and when .at length he sank at her
feet, utterly regardless of his white pantaloons,
and poured out his love in a perfect cataract of
sweet sounds, Kitty Elwood was melted even
to tears.
" Give me but one token, dearest, that I may
know that you love me in return."
But vows were not needed to express her
great love, so Kitty sank into the outstretched
arms of Cousin Augustus, and spoke no word.
The next morning, when Mr. Lathrop had
seized the first opportunity of a private conversation with his uncle, and told him all, the
old man said: "With all my heart, my dear
nephew, and may she make you a good wife I
I hoped for this when I wrote for you to visit
us, for, as I hinted, things were getting rather
desperate in another quarter, and all remonstrances were in vain, for, to tell the truth,
Kitty 's an arrant little piece of wilfulness as
you will meet with in many a day. Slie was
bound to hate you, and is caught at last." And
Deacon Elwood went off in a fit of laughter that
was really dangerous.
From that time, there was such a rustling of
silks in Kitty Elwood's chamber, such a fluttering of white muslins, and folding and unfolding
of soft laces, such numberless packages and
boxes arriving by express at the little cottage,
that any one possessed of common sense must
liave seen what was to follow. Mr. Lathrop
absented himself for a sliort time, going to
town to make arrangements for his bride, and
sending b.ack such tender love -missives by
every mail that it was enough to melt the heart
of a stone. Kitty Elwood, fluttering in and out
among all that bridal paraphernalia, was as
restless as a bird on the wing.
"No wonder she is uneasy," gossiped the
seamstresses, as they turned over one beautiful
thing after another. " I know if I had treated
a young fellow as shamefully as she has Frank

Forester, I should never expect another happy
"She's anything but miserable, though;
just
hear her singing now ; that sounds as
hour."
though she was very wretched, doesn't it!"
"Laughter and song cover many an aching
heart. It 's my opinion that Kitty Elwood is a
She looked like it, certainly, with the laughvictim."
ter breaking through every dimple in that sunny
face, and love-light overflowing the glad sparkle
in her eyes as she stands reading a tiny little
letter, crossed, and recrossed, and crossed again.
It says: "My darling Kitty, only two weeks,
and then I shall be with you, shall call you
mine. The time seems long, but it will pass
quickly, and then no more partings." And
Kitty folds the precious document and lays it in
her bosom. Yes, Kitty is a victim, but she
goes gayly to the sacrifice.
It is the night before the wedding. The
September moonlight floods the old piazza and
makes the shadows where sit Kitty Elwood and
Mr. Lathrop only the denser by its brightness.
"And you never loved but once, you say,
dear Kitty?"
"Never, Augustus" — and the fair affianced
looked away into the moonlight beyond, with
truth mirrored in every feature of her face.
" I have had little preferences, perhaps, in my
lifetime," she went on; "but never but one /ove,
and that shall go with me down to my grave,
GodThehelping
me."
arm tightened
around her waist at this
assurance, and soon after Kitty Elwood went in
up to her little chamber, where she was to sleep
for the last time for many months and perhaps
forever. Her trunks were already packed and
locked, nothing but her travelling attire was
visible, and over all went the rich mellow light
of the harvest moon.
The morning dawned, Kitty Elwood's wedding-day, glorious with autumn sunshine, and
gorgeous with its richness. Over the varied
landscape, past little villages just awakening
to another day, through dark woods that the
morning sun rays have failed to penetrate, over
bridges, where the water underneath looks like
molten gold, rushing and flying like the wind,
goes the bride of an hour, with a smile of perfect happiness upon her sunny face, turned so
radiantly toward all this fresh wildwood beauty.
" You must be deaf, dumb and blind, Frank
Forester, to sit there so still, with this beautiful
panorama of sunshine and shadow before you,
and speak never a word."
"It is quite enough to see It reflected in your
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Eunshiuing face, little Kitty ; I enjoy that more
than the firet view" — aud the young husband
beut low over the little wife at his side, aud said
Bomething that sent the laugliter and bright
blushes dimpling all over her face, even down
to the tips of the white fingers, toying so daintily with the tiny glove.
On, on they went, those two, who had vowed
that morning to go together alt life's journey
side by side, loving and trusting, come what
might, even as they go now, at its beginning.
At Deacon Klwood's cottage there is a decided
sensation. Augustus Lathi-op gnashes his white
teeth in a paroxysm of rage, while his uncle
raves up and down the room perfectly speechless with a combination of feelings, now and
then turning aside to grind under his heel for
the twentieth time some very innocent little
scraps of pasteboard, whereon are engraved the
names of Kitty Elwood and Frank Forester.
But that performance does not seem to calm his
excited feelings in the least, so he snatches np
a little note and reads once more : " My dear
tmcle, forgive me, but you tried to play me a
trick, and I would not let you. If you had given
me my own way, and my own time to decide
my destiny, I might not have done this, but as
you were for dispatching the business, I have
helped you all I could. Give my love to Cousin Augustus, tell him the good time has come,
the dimes are going into another pocket. I
should like to ride after the span of grays, but
object to the driver, and, as a final warning, tell
him never to throw waste paper out of a window, or to believe a young lady means yes,
when she only throws herself into his arms and
makes believe cry. I am obliged for all your
kindness, my best uncle, and feel in my inmost
heart that you will forgive your Utile orphaned
Kitty, or else I should be very miserable ; but
as it is, I can't."
" Forgive her — nei-er. To dare to thwart me
thus, aud Frank Forester of all persons iu this
wide world ! never."
" What does she mean about span of grays,
etc. J" asked Mrs. Elwood, in afeeble voice, from
the depths of the lounge pillow, where she had
fainted away aud come to at her leisure ; the
gentlemen being too much occupied to attend
to her.
"Heaven only knows what she means; I
believe she has gone stark mad ; I have the
greatest mind to follow my lady, and take her
to an insane asylum ; then I guess she would
pay for this business."
" It 's too late, Henry, too late, now," sobbed
Mrs. Elwood; "let them go; I shall never re-

WIXXING.
cover this disgrace. A runaway match 1 Oh,
dear, rather than that, I would have given my
consent, and Frank is good enough, for all I
" Never mention his name again," thtindered
know." Elwood, striding toward the kitchen
Deacon
door. "Bridget, bring in the breakfast; we
won't starve ourselves because that gypsy has
" Augustus, sit here. I feel sorry for yon. In
this matter, but nothing can be done, as I see,"
said Uncle Elwood, sympathizingly.
gone."
"Nothing,"
sighed the disappointed bridegroom elect, sipping his coffee with a resigned
air. " It is deucedly unpleasant, though, going
back
But tothetown."
first stage carried him, nevertheless,
and some of the passengers were from the village, and were behind the scenes, and made it
manifest by sly hints, but he bore it like a
martyr to all appearances ; but many were the
muttered curses bestowed upon the bright head
of Kitty Elwood iu that lonely homeward journey ; and to this hour he remains unmarried,
an inveterate hater of all womankind, and
brown-eyed, demure-looking Kitties in particular.
Four years later, Kitty Forester wrote : "I'm
glad you can forgive me at last, dear uncle ;
you have held out a long time, and done bravely.
I like my home here ; it is beautiful, seeing the
sun go down over these great rolling prairies ;
still my heart turns lovingly toward home, and
all its old memories, and since you wish it, we
willAndcome."
so, at last, Frank Forester brought his
young wife home ; and to-day there is a path
worn hard through the green meadow where
they all go, but Kitty and her little Frank oftenest of all, over the alder-fringed brook, that a
rustic bridge spans, to the Foresters' homestead
beyond.
DitiOESCE Rewabded. — A divine benediction
is always invisibly breathed on painful and
lawful diligence. Thus, the servant employed
in making and blowing of the fire (though sent
away thence as soon as it bumeth clear) ofttimes getteth by his pains a more kindly and
continning heat than the master himself, who
sitteth down by the same ; and thus persons
industriously occupying themselves thrive better on a little of their own honest getting, than
lazy heirs on the large revenues left unto
them.
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It was a bright morning in early September.
Aunt Sophie stood upon the piazza of her tasteful home, a glad tear glistening in her eye as
her heart swelled with the love and pride of a
happy mother and the gratitude she owed to
the good All Father for her treasures. A
stranger would have noted the group upon the
steps as beautiful ; how much more did she,
who looked with a mother's memory, love, and
hope, rejoice in the bright play of soul and
intellect through the features of those she loved !
Presently, the carriage driving np, Carrie
and Henry hastened their good-bys. The boy's
embraces were soon completed, and he sat upon
the front seat, impatient to be away, before
the trunks were in their places ; Carrie lingered
longer, for now the thought of the exceeding
length of a three months' separation came over
her with new, unwelcome force, and impulse
prompted her to wish, as she clung to Emma,
that, after all her hopes and plans, she might
stay quietly at home. The older sister guessed
something of this feeling, and spoke cheerfully
of school pleasures, home letters, and the joy
of returning as Edward assisted Carrie to her
seat in the carriage. Tlien came mother's
good-by kisses and last words of counsel or
encouragement, and father's Ivilf careless handshaking, which made them feel large and conSequential, and the carriage rolled away.
You will find it pleasant, my reader, to fancy
their happiness as they rode, for surely you
may sympathize with one of the four. Henry's
proud joy was as cloudless as the blue vault
above him, for his father had promised for the
first time that he might drive the horses. Ay,
the enthusiasm, the effervescing joy of the./!rs(
time .' Can you be glad at the sight of it, when
your son or your grandson perhaps rejoices in
his tiny new boots, his first panties with pockets,
or his first drive ? If not, we pity you, though
you may claim far grander pleasures. Carrie
sat a few moinents pensively, then said, with a
little sigh which provoked her father's laughter:—
" I do wish Emma was going to school with
me."
She understood her mother's low reply :
" You will learn self-dependence better without
lier."
And soon her swift thoughts were busy
with what she would learn, and her face glowed
400
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with her enthusiastic resolves to outdo her
mother's expectations in her efi'orts for selfimprovement, while she was ready to enjoy,
with ever-renewed youthful delight, the scenes
through which they passed. And Uncle Charles
and Aunt Sophie, think you that their pleasure
was less than their children's as the scroll of
Nature's handiwork was unrolled before them ?
The changing view, so beautiful and so suggestive ofhuman happiness, in its neat villages,
orchards laden with fruit, fields ripe for the
harvest, its noble mountains, sun-bathed meadows, broad, bright river, murmuring brooklets,
and arching forests had for their hearts a still
higher beauty, in that they read from it of the
infinite love and goodness of their Almighty
Father. Their exclamations of delight were
not so frequent as were those of their children,
but Carrie was quite sure of their sympathy as
she looked for the appreciating smiles which
answered her enthusiastic words, or listened
with pleased attention to the conversation,
which taught her how each object was linked
with pleasant associations in their minds.
We should love to join them in their pleasure-taking, save that our purpose of finding an
earnest human interest in each visit of Aunt
Sophie's warns us to content ourselves with
knowing that she is gleaning rich treasures of
thought in looking with her appreciating eyes
upon that book of Nature which is so full of
likenesses and analogies suggestive of the highest truths.
During the afternoon of their third day's
ride, as Mr. Laselle and his daughter overtook
the carriage at the summit of a long, woodskirted hill, Henry begged his father to get in
on the back seat, and let Carrie sit with him
for a while.
" I don't see but I shall be obliged to, else
the girl's brush will crowd her mother out,"
replied Uncle Charles, roguishly, as he glanced
at his daughter's loaded hands.
" Oh, papa, I am only going to select the
prettiest," replied Carrie, dropping her leaves
and branches by the roadside.
"Mother has the prettiest already," said
Henry, looking back to the bright frost-painted
bough which Mrs. Laselle carried.
" So she has 1 Why, mother, where did you
find it ?"
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this time, I'hilip Crowell came to the village,
bringing testimonials of his personal worth to
second what Caroline already knew of his
claims to respect as the representative of one

" It lay just by that little bank covered with
Btrawl>erry leaves, where in beauty it was like
the first gray hair above a brow which has been
thonghtful for us, ' ' replied Aunt Sophie, looking
upon her husband.
"Thank yon, Sophie," said the good man,
expressively ; iidiling, as he resumed his hat,
assisted his wife to the carriage, and seated
himself by her side : " Come, Carry, hasten,
or we shall scarce have time to call at your

of the first families in Baltimore. Mr. Crowell 's
sadness, for he had lately buried a good father,
won Fannie's sympathy, while his lameness
claimed her pity. Her mother was well contented to let her daughter be her own natural
self, since she saw that thus she would b»
likely to win a husband who might place her
in a social position far above those who had
scorned her, and so, without a thought beyond
the present, Fannie read, sang, and conversed
with Mr. Crowell, while he allowed himself to
be completely fascinated by her beauty, grace,
gentleness, and intelligence. She was surprised
and grieved when he declared his love with an
eloquence and passion which assured her how
much he must suffer, since she had never
thought of loving him. She did not believe
she could ever love again, and therefore she
would never be so false to her womanhood as
to marry. She besought the young man to
conquer the love, which had never been intentionally encouraged, and be to her the same
dear friend he had been of late. This was impossible, for gradually her image had become
associated with all that was dearest to hiru.
He pressed his suit very earnestly, and was
assisted by Mrs. Maynard's influence. Very
likely he might have won the girl's affection,
since there was a broad foundation of congenial
tastes and sympathetic feeling, but he was
taken violently ill. His was an uncalculating
love, which delighted to dower its object with
all that he had to give ; so, when the physicians
pronounced his recovery hopeless, he begged
that Fannie might come to his hotel ; and, that
she might do so and bless his last days, he
proposed immediate marriage, offering to bequeath his large property to her, as his wife.
Caroline's worldliness was all awake. This
great wealth for her daughter within grasp,
she would not allow silly whims to thrust it
from her. In vain Fannie entreated that she

Uncle Maynard's, and reach the seminary tonight."
" Mr. Maynard lives in the next village, does
he not?" queried Aunt Sophie.
" Yes. His elegant mansion would be visible
from here were it not for that hill."
"Oh, I hope we shall find Aunt Caroline and
my cousins at home!" exclaimed Carrie, eagerly.
" It would matter less than she thinks, perh.aps, if our card-cases were at hand," said
Aunt Sophie, in a low tone. To which her
husband responded :—
" Yet I have seen you when yon anticipated
seeing Sister Caroline even more eagerly than
Carrie does now."
" Yes, and I always enjoy her visits at our
house, for she was a very dear friend before
her unfortnnate marriage."
"Her fortunate marriage, she would say,"
replied Uncle Charles, smiling.
" Of course, and the world says the same,
though it has transformed the affectionate,
conscientious girl into the hard, cold-hearted,
worldly woman."
" My wife rarely judges a friend so harshly,"
said Mr. Laselle.
" I find no pleasure in the judgment or in
my fears that her daughter Fannie may lead
the same kind of a frivolous, fashionable life."
" Ah, do you fear it ? You certainly like her
husband."
"Yes, but I do not yet like their union, for
she married him without loving him as she
ought."
" How came she to do so ?"
" Why, Fannie, who is really a very sweet
girl, loved, with all the ardor of her fresh nature, a young gentleman from Baltimore. He
returned her affection, and for a time they
knew the happiness of mutual love ; but his
family had other views for him, and, by dint
of treachery, persuasion, and threats, made him
give up the girl they knew only by report.
Fannie was grieved and heart-crushed, while
her mother, who should have tenderly led her
from the broken earth love to a higher and
more satisfying, was only iudij-naut.
About

might go to Mr. Crowell as a friend ; her mother forbade her seeing him at all, unless she
would marry him immediately, while she constantly repeated his urgent requests that she
would come to him. Fannie knew his love for
her by her own for Fred Odell, and she could
realize the precious comfort that it might be to
him to call her his own before death. She felt
that he would be very dear to her in that realiu
of light where ' they neither marry nor are given
in marriage, ' and at length was persuaded to

*
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gratify his wishes. She did not know that her
father and a lawyer preceded her to the sick
chamber to make out papers which would assure
to her a large inheritauce. She was almost as
pale as the sick man when he, apparently lying
upon his death-bed, held her hand in a close
clasp while the clergyman repeated the solemn
words which made them one, and added impressive remarks upon that higher, holier life
which seemed so real to the young couple
then."
"And," said Uncle Charles, "it was when
he was recovering from this illness that they
visited us last fall, was it not ? She seemed
very careful of his health, I remember."
" Yes ; and then Fannie was already learning
to love him with a true wifely love. It was a
pity misunderstandings sliould come between
them, but scarcely to be wondered at, when we
consider her mother's ambitious views for her."
"Were not Caroline's hopes accomplished in
the marriage ?"
" No, indeed ; she would have her daughter
triumph over the Odells ; she wished them to
see the beauty they had despised, and to know
that their scorn had lifted it far higher than
their kindness could have done. So when they
returned, after their visit with us, she hastened
their departure for Baltimore, bidding herdaughter spare no pains or expense in eclipsing the
proudest beauties of the city. She was so
Winded by her unwomanly wish for triumph
as to forget her usual tact, and Philip Crowell's
sensitive nature was soon wounded by the belief that Fannie had married him for his money.
From this belief rose reserve and coldness towards his young wife, who was thrown wholly
npon the counsels of her mother, in listening
to which she plunged into a heartless round of
gayety, which was at first almost as repugnant to
her tastes as to those of her husband. He soon
persuaded her to return from his native city,
where he was not only constantly called upon
to accompany her to places of amusement, but
frequently met Fred Odell, whose manly beauty
reminded him of his own misfortune, of which
he is but too much disposed to be morbidly
conscious. They came back to llr. Maynard's
a little time before your cousin Hester visited
us in the spring, and then Fannie was, by her
mother's wish, hurrying from one scene of
gayety to another, exciting the envy of the
thoughtless, while her husband remained sadly
in his room, little noticed and apparently uncared for save as the dispenser of that money
which he sometimes was inclined to wish had
been made his bride's, as he expected it would

be, by his death. I have heard nothing from
them since Hester's visit, except a brief answer to a long, earnest letter which I wrote to
Fannie, urging her to come to our home for a
time, and showing her her duties as a wife,
which should certainly give her more pleasure
in the doing than any mere gayety conid do.
She was not offended by my plain speaking,
but wrote that she had promised to go with her
mother and Louise to Saratoga, adding, frankly,
that she had become so accustomed to continual
excitement she feared she should not enjoy
our way of life as she once did. In her letter
to me there were such traces of a dissatisfaction
with herself and aspirations for something better than excitement that I should have felt
encouraged for her had not a much longer one,
which was inclosed to Emma, described their
gayeties with a zest which seemed to prove that
she was absorbed in them."
"Why," asked Uncle Charles, "if you feel
that your influence might benefit her, do you
not visit her, since she cannot find time to
come to us ? It is by your own acquiescence,
at least, that we merely call to-day."
" I know it ; but I do not think that I could
exert any influence mid the whirl of excitement which makes the life of Caroline. So long
as she looks back upon the true human feelings
of her youth as silly notions which she has
outgrown, I would sooner that they come to our
home, to see the pure happiness of simple,
unselfish pleasures. You would not carry water to a fastidious wine-drinker in the goblet
which has ministered to his educated taste,
though, when leading him out upon the hills,
you would expect to see him appreciate the
fresh, sweet draught from the gurgling spring.
I can no more talk of the joys of disinterested
care for the happiness of others in Caroline's
home than I could go to the perfume-laden
boudoir of your friend Wilhelmina Angelina
Johonnot to speak of the pure, exhilarating
air of our native hills."
After a few minutes' silence, Mr. Laselle said,
abruptly : " Well, mother, I '11 tell you what
we will do ; we will persuade Caroline herself
to return with us, and so come this way tomorrow. She was such a dear, good-hearted
girl twenty years ago the crust of worldliness
cannot be very deep." Then he added, in a
cheerful tone that showed that difficulties had
all vanished from his view: "Come, my boy,
shall I take the reins ? or are you equal to a
grand entry into this big village ?"
As our friends were sitting in the darkened
parlor into which th^y had been ushered, Fannie
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Crowell came eagerly to welcome them, with a
series of exclamatious of delight. Her mother
had been sick fur more than a fortnight, and had
repeatedly wished for Aunt Sophie's presence.
She would he so delighted to see her and Uncle
Charles, and Louise would be charmed to have
their young cousins to entertain. She thought
it was very fortunate they had come now, for
ennui never remained in her aunfs presence,
and she and her sister had found it almost insuf erable forthe past week, while she believed
that it was more than half that ailed her mother, now that her fever was gone. Fannie was
greatly disappointed in her rapidly formed
hopes when she found that they would only
remain for a brief time, since Carrie should be
at the neighbormg seminary that night, and
was about to run to her mother's chamber to
apprise her of the hasty call ; but Aunt Sophie
checked her, bidding her go quietly, and merely
tell her mother that she was there ; then, following her niece to the sick-room, she took the
fan from the hand of the nurse, and seated
herself as though it were just the place to
which she was accustomed.
" Don't talk yet ; fancy yourself back in
your girlhood's home, with me by your pillow,
ready to teaze you off to Lincoln woods," was
her greeting, as she quietly rose and opened a
window.
Mrs. Maynard soon felt the influence of the
pure air, and the old memories ; and as Aunt
Sophie noticed that she was really strong enough
to be benefited by cheerful conversation, she
asked Fannie to speak to her Uncle Charles.
He came, with a cheery, brotherly greeting,
and during the hour which the three conversed,
old time, youthful memories invigorated Mrs.
Maynard's heart. Then Aunt Sophie said,
decidedly —
" Now, Caroline, we must leave yon for tonight. You have talked long enough for this
time, and besides I wish to see your namesake in her new quarters at the seminary, and
the session will open to-morrow. We will
retnm to you in the morning at ten o'clock,
precisely. Do not expect us before. If you
cannot make yourself contentedly quiet, let one
of your girls read Miss Blanche's ' Trap to
Catch a Sunbeam' to you. Charles has a copy
in his pocket, and yon will find it a charming,
cheerful little story."
Without giving the invalid time to remonstrate, they went to the parlor, where the
young people had enjoyed the hour, and were
soon again upon their way.
The next morning, arriving at the appointed
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time, Mr. and Mrs. Laselle found their sister
very much better. Aunt Sophie gladly consented to gratify her by remaining with her for
a week or two ; so Uncle Charles proposed returning in the cars himself, and leaving the
horses for Mr. and Mrs. Crowell to return with
his wife. This was a pleasant arrangement for
all, though none more fully appreciated it than
I'hilip Crowell. Aunt Sophie's kindly heart
was grieved by the change which she observed
in the young man. His sad, lonely, aimless
life of the past year had altered the expression
of his face and the tone of his voice, though a
quick joy flashed through both as he greeted
Mr. and Mrs. Laselle.
Aunt Sophie spent the morning with the
invalid, but her husband, after a pleasant call
in the sick-room, and a formal one in the office
of his brother-in-law, strolled out upon the
lawn with Philip, where they seated themselves
beneath an elm and chatted the hours away.
The young man's morbid melancholy met no
encouragement and little sympathy from Uncle
Charles, but he felt that it was good for him to
listen to the worthy man's cheerful talk, and
thus look upon life through his eyes, for a little
time. He began to see, by the contrast, that
his own vision was darkened, though he did
not yet suspect how much it was obscured. In
truth, his constant introspection and self-examination, though entered upon from worthy
motives, had rendered him incapable of a fair
judgment of himself. He blamed himself for
everything, and thus his overburdened conscience had lost its elasticity, and he had begun
to look upon himself as one having no lot or
part in the joys of life. He did not wonder
that his wife had little love for him, lame and
unamiable as he knew himself, therefore he
discontinued his efforts to win her affection.
He felt that he had done her grievous wrong in
binding her to him, and he would do no less
than seek to gratify her every wish, and leave
her just as free from his presence as she chose
to he ; so of late he had stifled his words of
tenderness and lavished upon her rich presents.
The coming of Mr. and Mrs. Laselle brought to
him cheerful associations of the weeks following his marriage, and, as he remembered Fannie's thoughtful care for him then, sweet fancies
of what their life might have been, had she
loved him, as he then hoped she might, made
his heart beat with a new pitying tenderness
for her whose womanly nature must make her
long for a renewal of such love as had once
thrilled her heart.
After dinner, Mr. Crowell volunteered
to
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carry Mr. Laselle and Henry to the railway
station, and commenced a rt-quest to Fannie to
accompany them, but checked himself, saying —
"Excuse me, dear; I had forgotten it would
interfere with your nap."
Uncle Charles interposed that Sophie would
go, so Fannie was silent, and Henry gladly ran
to tell his mother that she was going to the
depot. Thus Aunt Sophie had a long lete-a-tete
with the young man upon their return ride.
A little distance from the depot was a pretty
little cottage. As they passed it, a hright-eyed,
happy-looking woman stood upon the veranda
tossing a laughing baby. Just then a gig drove
up and stopped, and the girlish matron tripped
to the gate, to hold the little one up for papa
to kiss.
"They make a pleasant picture," said Aunt
Sophie.
"Yes," replied her comp.anion ; "it is our
doctor ; he is a happy man."
" He ought to be, and for that matter so
ought you," responded Mrs. Laselle.
"Do you think I ought to be happy ?" questioned Philip, in a sad, beseeching, earnest tone,
and with a sudden glance of his expressi-ve
eyes, which revealed much of his sad inner life
to Aunt Sophie's quick feelings.
" You certainly ought ; but you will not succeed in this duty by dwelling upon it as a duty.
You need to have more interests out of yourself ;
for you have something to do in this world besides keeping habitual, unprofitable watch over
your feelings, and summoning each to the bar
of a morbidly sensitive conscience."
"But I have no motive for work, and little
interest in life, save in seeing a happiness which
I cannot increase. What better can I do than
to watch lest I do or think evil, since I am so
powerless for good?"
"And what makes yon powerless for good ?
Nothing, I assure you, but your own morbid
feelings. Stop, don't tell me of them ; you
will soon overcome them, and then you will feel
mortified that you have exposed them to me.
You are not the first who has lost interest in
life, and gained aweary, depressing feeling of
worthlessness by letting his mind prey idly
upon itself. You do not need to work for daily
bread, but you do need to work for happiness.
I do not mean that you must do manual labor,
but you must do something for a definite object.
You may study for desired improvement, and
call that work, if you please ; indeed, I can well
believe that such employment may suit your
tastes and insure your happiuess."
' ' Do you believe that I can be happy — set

apart as inferior to my fellow men, as I am, by
this lameness ?" said Philip, sadly.
" Have you never been happy since you were
lame ?" was the searching reply.
Memory was true, and she called a sweet
smile to the young man's lips as he answered :
" Yes, I remember the happiest summer of my
life was that when I was first assured I must
always be lame. It was when I was sixteen.
I had always been a healthy boy, full of life
and spirits, till the summer before I contracted
a fondness for lying in the water. No one
realized how constantly I was in the river till I
was ill in consequence. I shudder now at the
recollection of the months of sufi'ering which
followed. Many times during the fall and winter my life was despaired of; but I mended in
the spring, and when bright summer came I
was well, save this lameness. How little I
minded it then I Why, I can scarce remember
that I noticed it, save as entitling me to extra
consideration. I had suffered till freedom from
pain was itself happiness ; and I was so delighted tobe out of doors again. I had to study,
and that assiduously, for I had lost a long time,
but my tutor was all kindness when lessons
were finished. My dear good mother, too, loved
her lame boy almost to idolatry. Yes, I had
good parents then ; I ought to h.ave been happy, and I was. Ah, if I could only be the noble
man my mother hoped I would become !" and
the tears gathered in the young man's eyes.
There was a long silence, then Philip said :
"My mother died that fall."
" I can realize what your grief must have
been, but I know that her death did not take
all the happiness from your young life."
" Oh, no : I saw more sad hours after that —
hours when I longed unutterably for her loving tenderness ; but I was very much interested
in my studies, and looking forward to high
college honors at their close. I gained the
empty honors, but very soon afterward I lost
my honored father. Ah, he would have guided
me forward in life, with a wise and loving
" He left his memory with you, and your
hand!"still fresh to form new ties," said Mrs.
heart
Laselle gently.
"Oh, yes," and Philip's eye kindled. "It
was such a joy to learn to love my peerless
Fannie. I should find it a sufficient delight
now, but that I wronged her in binding her
bright life to my weary one, though I did not
realize the lot I was urging upon her acceptance.
I never saw myself clearly till I felt that her
husband should have no blemish."
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" Fannie never told you that she regrets her
marriage, did she f"
" No, ma'am ; she is too true a woman, and
knows too well the exceeding sacreduess of the
marriage relation. She tries to believe that
she loves me as she ought, but if she did she
would never content herself with the frivolous
pleasures which occupy her of late, for balls
and. parties are not her sphere, constantly as

she frequents them."
"How cime she within their magic circle?
Her taste must have changed, for more than
ouce she has remained at my home for months
without expressing a wish for a gayer life than
we led."
'< Philip sat a few moments in thought, then
.
said, sadly —
" I scarcely know. Perhaps I was to Hame.
Perhaps I urged her to go more than I ought,
thinking duty to me inclined her to stay. Her
mother's talk at one time made me believe that
Fannie married me for the money which should
^ be hers by my confidently predicted death.
Those were false, thoughtless words, but they
wakened me from my sweet dream of love, and
when I learned their falsity, I could not clasp
the dream again."
" Did you try ?" said Aunt Sophie, gently.
"Did you tell your wife of the unjust thoughts
(
you had cherished, and strive to strengthen
'
j

I
;
j
I

I

the tie between you by that of perfect confidence, or did you turn from injustice to liar, to
injustice to her husband, and henceforth blame
yourself for the reserve you should have banished ? Every thought of your nnwortfiiness
has been a traitor to her happiness, as well as
to yours. You are her husband, and you have
no right to waste your time in useless inquiries
as to whether either might have been better
mated. You mit^t make this union a happy
one now, and you have a right to claim her
assistance in the matter. Talk with her, then.
You will find her as ready to love you as you
can wish, unless I am greatly mistaken.
She
needs your love, too ; you wrong her when you
conceal it from her. She must change very
much before she will find any satisfying pleasure
in outshining others, but she may gradually
learn to seek happiness thus if she have no real
home joys. Seek her highest good, not only
for this brief life but for that which lies beyond,
and you shall find your reward, for thus shall
your advancement in the upward path keep
pace with hers. Let the first step in your
happier life be to confide in your wife; unitedly,
you will see clearly how you may insure a
constantly iucreasiug love."

visits.

"Thank you, I will do so," said Philip,
and the two were silent till they reached Mr.
At twilight, when Aunt Sophie came to the
Maynard's.
parlor, after seeing her sister quietly asleep,
she found Fannie awaiting her.
"I am very glad you have come down,"
said the niece, "for you will remember how
we used to love to sit at your feet at tliis hour."
As she drew forward her stool, Mrs. Laselle
said" —Where is your husband ? Will he not miss
"Oh no, he never misses me," Fannie replied, carelessly.
"You mean he never says he misses you, do
yonyou?"
not ? Philip Crowell is not one who expresses all his feelings."
" Well, here comes Louise ; I will go and see
where the gentleman is, though I never thought
of his being lonely."
Fannie found her husband standing by the
window of their room, looking out upon the
gathering darkness. Stepping softly behind
him, with a feeling of unwonted tenderness,
awakened by the thought that he might well
have missed her sometimes, she gave the first
notice of her presence by repeated kisses upon
his fair hand.
"My wife! I wasthinkingofyou," exclaimed
Philip, as he caught her in his arms, and sat
down with her in his easy chair.
An hour later the young couple entered the
parlor, with a new happiness illuminating their
faces.
"I have found him; have I been long?"
Fannie asked.
" JS'o, dear," replied Aunt Sophie; "but
you must be careful not to lose him again, lest
you should not find him so readily. Louise
and I have had a very pleasant conversation
upon something to do as essential to happiness. Ithink I shall bring her to my way of
thinking."
" A long time before you can to your way of
doinr/, I fancy," laughed Fannie.
"Ah, it looks well for you to laugh at me for
idleness, when Aunt Sophie does not," responded Louise.
" I know there is room for us both to improve," replied Fannie; "and Aunt Sophie
will tell us how, will you not ?"
Then the conversation became practical in
its relations to the every day conduct of the
talkers.
During the following days, Aunt Sophie was
glad to miss Fannie from her mother's room,
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since she saw tliat her niece was finding unusual happiness in the companionship of her
hnsband. Slie had a great deal of pleasant
conversation with Mrs. Maynard, which she
hoped might bring rich fruits of happiness,
first to those dependent upon the lady, and
then scarcely less to her who would now seek
their welfare. That Mr. Maynard should fail
of his allegiance to the shrine of mammon was
not to be expected, but there was too little real
sympathy between him and his wife to prevent
her seeking happiness in another channel than
the display of his wealth, without remark from
him.
Philip Crowell's whole nature was expanding
■beneath the sun of happiness. More than once
his involuntary expressions of pleasure showed
Fannie how deeply he had felt her tlioughtless
neglect, and made her resolve to be careful for
the future. Aunt Sophie, througli her lively
sympathy, rejoiced in the happiness of the
young couple, while her presence hindered not
the expression of their eager plans for the
future, during their pleasant journey to her
home. They now began to look forward to
making a home for themselves, and Mrs. LaseUa encouraged them in their eager anticipations.
Two or three years later. Aunt Sophie visited
at the happy home of Philip Crowell. The
young man presented a marked contrast to his
former self ; happiness and energy altered his
whole expression, and Mrs. Laselle felt instantly
that his was a life to rejoice in. Fannie was
happy as — I may as well say happy as herself,
for there need be none happier than was the
good and loving wife, with her first baby in
her arms. And the baby ! the sweet, little,
lively, Laughing, blue-eyed darling, with its
bright, chubby face, and wee, dimpled hands !
Ah, Aunt Sophie loved the baby dearly, as,
indeed, no one could have done otherwise had
she, like her, read and been gladdened by
Fannie 's cheerful, chatty letters.
Philip had been steadily developing his genius as an artist, and many a picture from his
easel already wakened loving thoughts of him
in the homes of his friends. He loved his art
enthusiastically, for it helped him to a keener
and more appreciating love of nature, and enlarged his capacity for happiness by inciting
him to store his fancy with such images of
beauty as may be joys to him forever. He
no longer walks in loneliness, by his heavy,
listless gait making still more marked the
lameness which he is so morbidly anxious to
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ignore. Indeed, he does not often think of the
lameness, now, for his mind is filled with pleasanter things, and his strong though graceful
cane helps him to walk with a quick step,
which he knows is eagerly listened for at home.
FEMININE

DECORATIONS IN DIFFERENT
COUNTRIES.

The ladies in Japan gild their teeth, and those
of the Indies paint tliem red. The blackest
teeth are considered the most beautiful in Guzerat ; while in Greenland the women color
their faces with blue and yellow. However
fresh the complexion of a Muscovite may be,
she would think herself very ugly if she were
not plastered with paint. The Chinese must
have their feet as diminutive as those of shegoats ; and to make them so, their youth is
passed in the torture of small wooden shoes.
In some countries, motliers break the noses
of their children ; and in otliers, they press the
head between two boards that it may become
square. The modern Persians have a strong
aversion to red hair. The Turkish women, on
the contrary, are warm admirers of it. The
Indian is thickly smeared with bear's fat ; and
the female Hottentot receives from the hand of
her lover warm intestines and reeking tripe,
with which to decorate herself.
In China small eyes are not admired. The
Turkish ladies dip a gold brush in the tincture
of a black drug, which they pass over their
eyebrows, to cause them to appear prominent,
and tfley tinge their nails with a rose color.
The female headdress is, in some countries,
singularly extravagant. Tlie Chinese fair one
carries on her head the figure of a bird : this
bird is composed of copper or gold, according
to the quality of the person ; the wings, which
are spread out, fall over the front of the headdress, and conceal the temples ; the tail is long
and open, and forms a beautiful tuft of feathers :the beak shades the top of the nose,
and the neck is fastened to the body by a
spring, that it may freely play, and undulate
at the slightest motion.
Bruce writes, as the climax of female decorations, his description of the favorite queen of
Senaar: "A ring of gold passed through her
under lip, and weighed it down till it almost
covered her chin, leaving her teeth bare, which
were very small and very fine ; the inside of
her lip was blackened with antimony ; her ears
reached down to her shoulders, and had the
appearance of wings ; there was a gold ring in
each of them, about five inches in diameter,
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and somewhat tliinuer than a man's little finger ;the weight of this had drawn down the
hole where her ear was pierced so much that
three fingers might easil/ pass above the ring.
Her neck was adorned with a gold necklace of
several rows, one above the other, to which
were hung rows of perforated sequins, and upon
her ankles were two rings of gold, larger than
those used for chaining felons." Another of
the wives, in addition to these, "had chains
coming from her ears to the outside of each
nostril, where they were fastened. A ring was
also put through the gristle of her nose, and it
hung down to the opening of her mouth ; having altogether something of the appearance of
a horse's bridle."
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These *9 a picture flitting^ before me.
With its lights and shadows to-day,
Of a scene ia a dim, old forest
Oa a hillside far away ;
TThere a band of happjr children
Are wakiag the echoes there,
With ihe eouDd of their gleeful voices
Boroe forth on the sommer air.
The light grows fainter and dinuuer
In the tender evening gloom.
And the hillside seems an altar
With the incense of perfome ;
The wood is a grand cathedral.
And the leaves are organ keys.
And the zephyrs are sweet masicians
That play through the waving trees.
There 's another picture that cometh,
'Tis [bat of a prairie home,
Where a maiden sits and gazes
At the sky's nnclouded dome^
8be dreams of the rosy future,
And sighs for the golden past.
And her thoughts go dreamily wandering
O'er a wilderness dim and vast.
She sits in the purple even,
Whea the stars break one by one
From the mantle that softly wraps them
From the gaze of the garish sun.
And her spirit holds communion
With the spirits that haunt the air;
Alas, must she wake from dreaming,
To know earth's want and caref
And there Is a third sweet vision
That most I love to see.
And ever in happier moments
It? beauty comes back to me:
'Tis that of a path that wiodeth
In and out through the forest shades
And nature in light and beauty
Com«8 forth as a bride arrayed.

Anon this green path leadeth
Where lovelie.'-t visions dbine,
Such scenes of immortal beauty
As I dare not wish were mine;
And I go on my winding pathway.
And I go not, dearest, alone ;
But the sunset light has faded,
And the beautiful visions flown.
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Ah, home let him speed—for the spoiler Campbell.
is nigh !
Gat huntsmen were riding by Evan's wild shore.
Shrill bugle-blasts sounded on mountain and moor ;
To his low covert bounded the light-footed hare,
And the startled roe fled from his green forest lair.
As down o'er the hills where the sweet heather shone,
With light plumage dancing,
And gay chargers prancing.
The train of Lord Konald swept merrily on.
The soft, silver bells of the falcon rung clear,
And the baying of hounds on the course of the deer
Woke tremulous echoes along the wild shore.
Where Evan's dark waters eternally roar ;
And still o'er'tbe hills through the beautiful morn.
With light plumage dancing,
And gay chargers prancing,
The train of Lord Ronald swept merrily on.
They galloped o'er mountain, and meadow, and fen—
By the mirroring tarn and the pine-covered glen ;
And bravely rode Konald— right bravely, I trow,
With a haughty young lip and a shadowless brow.
Till the merry elves danced in the cells of the morn,
And the greenwood was rlngiug
With mystical singing.
As it tbrilled to the sound of his shrill bugle horn.
The lone thrush bad fluttered away to her nest ;
The blushes of sunset were red in the west ;
The voice of the huntsman was hushed on the plain ;
The hawk it had fallen, the wild stag was slain.
When home to the hall and the red ingle-side.
Through the shadowy gloaming.
With chargers a-foaming,
The train of Lord Konald all merrily ride.
Oh high beat the heart of Lord Ronald, I ween.
When the turreied walls of his castle were seen.
For he thought of the eyes, and the dark-flowing hair.
And the smiling red lips that awaited him there.
She was watching to greet him — bis gentle lady&—
And so through the gloaming.
With charger a-foaming.
Lord Ronald rode proudly and right merriUe.
He entered his conrt-yard — no warder was there ;
There was blood on the pavement and blood on the stair ;
Through the tenantless chambers
the night-breezes
Hissighed—
halls were deserted, and gone was bis bride !
The black raven croaked on the storm-battered wall.
And the wind was replying.
Like dirge for the dying.
To the howl of the hound in the desolate hall I
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"What am /to do in the mean time?" inquired Mr. Mills, as his wife sketched her plans
for the summer.
She was an energetic lady, and "set in her
own way," as energetic ladies most generally
are. She had found that board was much
cheaper at a distance from town, particularly
off the line of the principal railways, and, considering this a grand stroke of economy, proposed that she should take her nurse and five
children to the delightful village of Cairo, on a
spur of the Catskills, and pass June, July, and
August there.
"We shall save at least seventy-five dollars by it, and no necessity of dressing as we
had to do at Amboy, where everybody knew
us," said Mrs. Mills, adding up a formidable
column of specifications as she talked. Her
husband had listened attentively to every feature of the proposed reform. His own name
did not appear in the schedule ; no wonder that
lie asked with some interest how he was to be
disposed of.
"Oh, that is easy enough," said Mrs. Mills ;
"just wait a moment. Yes, five from seven,
two ; eight from thirteen, five ; fifty-two more,"
she added, triumphantly, ' ' for there is the
difference between Ann's wages and board, and
the washing given out at country prices, added
to the difference between your fare to Cairo
once a week and going up and down in the
boat every day to Perth Amboy."
"So I am to come up only once a week?"
" I thought yon said you couldn't leave your
business often?"
" HoTv long does it take to go ?"
"You can go two ways, Mrs. Williams says ;
she was there last year and year before, and
only paid four dollars all round, at the best
hotel, too, but it 's raised this year to five.
Why, there are the ears, you know, if you
should be in a hurry, and you can cross at
Catskill and drive out in a couple of hours ; or
you can take the boat Saturday night, and land
at Catskill, driving out the next morning."
" Landing in the middle of the night and
<i riving out Sunday morning. Thank you, Ann ;
I'm not given to Sunday drives."
' ' Well, come out in the cars, then ; so much
tlie better."
" It 's the hottest, dustiest road in the coun408

try ; I always did hate the Hudson River Road
in the summer 1" — Mr. Mills spoke rather petulantly. "Why can't we go to Amboy, the
same as usual, and not have all this fuss?"
" Why, Albert 1 haven't I shown you that
we can save a hundred and twenty-seven dollars by it?" And his wife's face looked her
astonishment at any further inducement being
necessary.
" Yes, to spend on some nonsense or other in
the fall — carpets or curtains, or something one
could do very well without."
Mr. Mills was "burning," as children aay
when they hide the handkerchief ; he had hit
upon the object of his wife's prudential counsels at the first guess. Mrs. Mills had come to
the conclusion that she needed new secondstory carpets, and there was no use in getting
new for up stairs when she might transfer the
first to the second floor, and have a velvet
instead of a Brussels in the parlor, with very
little additional cost. Mr. Mills would be brought
to this view of the case with ditficulty ; he liked
the present pattern, and often spoke of it as he
contemplated his boots and their natural resting-place through wreaths of cigar-smoke ; but
if Mrs. Mills could say, " There 's the money,
now ; I 've saved every dollar of it for you this
summer," Mr. Mills would be had at advantage.
"I haven't heard how I'm to be disposed
of, meantime," said Mr. Mills, at this stage of
the calculation. "You talk about dismissing
" Why, there would be nothing for her to do
if she had no washing, don't you see ? And I
Ann?"
thought it would be so nice to have you take
your meals at a restaurant, and only sleep
home ; old I>inah could come in two or three
times a week, and see to things, and sweep off
the pavement, and clean the door-knobs ; it
would be a real charity to employ her, and
burglars always judge by pavements and doorknobs, Mrs. Williams says, whether the family
areMr.at Mills
home."was decidedly a domestic man ; he
had no turn for politics, nor military drills, nor
billiards ; he attended the Wednesday evening
lecture at his parish church, and consequently
was not in the theatre-going line. The prospect
of keeping house with old Dinah looked rather
forlorn in the distance ; but he was, nnfortu-
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naUsly, " the weaker vessel, " aud his objectious
were overborne.
Mrs. MilU commenced at once to make Tigor0113 preparations for "going to the country."
She had an excellent capacity for business, and
her outfit for herself and five children was
complete, even to rural toys, such as miniature
r.ikes and wheelbarrows for the boys ; and
"play suits," much after the style of Mrs.
Bloomer, for the little girls, stout walkingshoes, Shaker bonnets, Canada straw hats littered the chambers, truuks began to accumulate
in the upper hall, and nondescript pieces of baggage, such as a bathing-tub, sewing-chair, crib,
and bird-cage, securely enveloped, blockaded
the parlor door. Nor was this all ; Mrs. Mills
was a careful housekeeper as well as mother,
with an eye to furniture scratches, and dust,
and fading of carpets. To save the latter and
to prepare more conveniently for the fall houseoleaning, every one was removed, except in the
attics, where it was of no consequence. The
books and fancy articles were packed away in
closets and drawers, the pictures veiled by thick
mosquito netting, the chandeliers and furniture
slipped into robes de chnvihre of brown Holland.
One could scarcely picture a more completely
dismantled residence or a gloomier view than
that which saluted Mr. Mills on his return from
conveying his family to their summer quarters.
No little ones clambering down stairs backwards from the nursery, in their haste to meet
him, no cheerful confusion of school caps and
coats on the hat-rack, no noisy slamming of
doors, as the elder children came in from their
walks or play, no appetizing odor of dinner
coming on the table, no brisk habitual greeting
from the ever-punctual though sometimes overbearing Mrs. Mills. The door echoed the emptiness of the mansion as it swung to behind
him ; the closed shutters left him in almost
Egyptian darkness. He stumbled straight on,
and undid the fastening of the entrance from
the back of the house as the quickest way of
recovering daylight, and followed up the movement by throwing open the blinds of the extension-ro m. Itwas used as a household apartment, and book-cases lined one side. In the
dearth of any occupation, he tried one of the
glass doors ; Mrs. Mills had carefully removed
and secreted the key, burglars being always of
a literary turn of mind. Tlie bare floors and
shrouded furniture were not particularly inviting, and Mr. Mills carried a chair out to the
back piazza rather than face the portrait of his
wife, staring in a ghostly manner through the
drapery that covered it. He had dined ou his
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way up from his office, so he had not that
resource before him ; all his acquaintances were
out of town, and evening calls were out of the
question. He was glad to see it growing dark
as he betook himself to a cigar, with his feet
elevated to the top of the railing. It was a
breathless evening of the first "heated term,"
and the close area between the two rows of tall
brick houses did not favor the circulation of air,
had there been any in the neighborhooil. The
houses on each side were as empty as his own,
their inmates already consigned to country
lodgings. He found some amusement in watching the explorations of a cat on the roofs of the
opposite piazza, and passing companionship in
the cries of a child being hushed to sleep in the
nursery of the house directly in the rear of his
own. But the cat disappeared, the baby went
to sleep at last, and Mr. Mills was compelled to
resign the last fr.agment of his cigar, to which
he had clung fondly and lingeringly. It was quite
dark in the house when he returned to the
parlor, animated by a recollection of two columns
of the evening paper still unread. He had
ever shunned " Letters from our Fashionable
Watering-Places," by the immortal Jenkins,
as dull in the extreme, but went at them on
this occasion with zest, and finished the very
last sentence. He looked at his watch ; delightful discovery ! it was ten minutes of nine ;
he could go to bed, and after bed there wa3
breakfast and business to look forward to.
But his bed was not quite so comfortable the
second night ; it was not one of black Dinah's
days, and of course it had been untouched ;
he managed tolerably, however, by sleeping in
Mrs. Mills' vacant place, but the aspect of his
chamber was still less inviting than it had been
the evening before, from the disordered st.nte
of pillows and counterpane, aud the soiled
clothes of yesterday still bestrewing the carpetless floor ; nor was there any special improvement in Dinah's style of chamber-work ; she
did far more justice to the sidewalk department.
Mr. Mills uttered some complaints as to his
sitUi-ition when he paid his first visit to Cairo,
declaring that it was his intention never to be
separated from his family again, even if they
were all obliged to stay in town all summer.
In reply to this, Mrs. Mills called up little Joe,
and showed his father how much he had improved already ; and what might not be expecte.l
from such air and such bread and milk in three
months' time. There was Nena, too, always
a delicate child, and her father's particular pet
and plaything ; there was almost a color in her
sallow cheeks, and her mother declared that
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the tliin arms and neck were fast filling np.
She was persuaded tliat Nena would have died
if they had stayed in town, and would have
had chills if they had gone to Amhoy.
"In fact," said Mrs. Mills, " I have come to
the conclusion that there are chills everywhere
within forty miles of New York, and if we care
for the real good of our children, we must be
Belt-sacrificing. Doyou suppose it's any pleasure
for me to be so far away from ma, and Matilda,
and Aunt Jane?" — she did not say from him.
" But / liave always tried to do my duty to my
children."
Mr. Mills received the repacked carpet-bag,
■which contained his allowance of clean clothes
for the week, at her hands, and felt convicted
of the most unnatural and unparental selfishness. It was hard to hear the clamorous
"good-by, papa," from the little crowd, and
know he should not hear their blithe voices
for a week to come ; and then Willie might
fall into the creek, meantime, or Joe get his
hand cut oflF by the hay-cutting machine he
had been discovered experimenting with in the
stables of the hotel. Little Nena clung to him
and he to the child, but the wagon was at the
door, and he might miss the day boat, so he
Bat the cliild down and shut his ears to the
imploring "Pease, papa, don't do ; pease don't
do from Nena !"
" I hope you will find the house all safe,"
said Mrs. Mills, waiting on the piazza; "and
■don't on any account forget the bottle of hair
tonic, the biscuitina, the pearl barley, and the
Castile soap, when you come out on Saturday.
Oh, and some envelopes, and my old plaid
shawl on the third shelf of the hall pantry. Be
t^ure Dinah attends to the door knobs, won't
you, Albert f and here 's the key of the bookcase but
;
pray don't leave it in the lock."
"I hope I don't intrude," said Mrs. Mills,
stepping into No. 10 immediately after her
husband's departure. No. 10 was occupied by
Mrs. Williams, who had been the authority in
the matter of the Green County Hotel.
"0 la, no!" and Mrs. Williams pushed a
chair towards her fellow boarder, without disturbing herself to rise. "One doesn't feel up
to anything such a warm morning." And she
applied herself to a large palm-leaf fan, and the
gentle stimulant of a Boston rocking-chair.
Mrs. Mills had brought her "work" — a
quantity of colored wools, and some knittingpins — she was about to commence that useful,
in fact indispensable article, in Afghan.
"So Mr. Mills is off," remarked Mrs. Williams, languidly. "He'll get tired of coming

up every week after a little while. Mr. Williams has long ago. Didn't he groan over the
" Not so much over that as being left alone
intrip?"
the house. He 's such a home body ; he
actually says this is the last year we shall go
out of town. It does seem as if men never
thought of anybody but themselves ; what
would become of the children, poor dears 1"
" La, Mrs. Mills, men are all alike. I really
do believe men are the most selfish beings on
the face of the earth 1 No, mother can't take
you up, mother 's tired ; run away to nursy,
you everlasting little teaze, you!" And Mrs.
Williams shook her skirt clear from the grasp
of her second child, a fretful, teazing little one.
"When a wife is slaving herself to death over
housekeeping nine months in the year, it does
seem as if she ought to have a little peace,
doesn't it, Mrs. Mills ? but men never con" Yes, a mother never has any rest though,
insider."
town or out of it, that 's the worst of the
whole thing. Dear knows, I should like Mr.
Mills' chance for a while, nothing on earth to
do but amuse himself ; no cares, no worries.
But people never know when they 're well off,
or how much is done for them. Many a woman,
I say to Mr. Mills, situated like me, would insist on being taken to Saratoga or Long Branch ;
and I 'm willing to be jerked off np here in this
out of the way place to help Mr. Mills along,
such times as these are too, and this is all the
thanks I get for it."
"Wasn't he delighted to see the children so
improved ? I wish my poor little toads would
pick
half found
as fast."
Mrs.up Mills
it convenient not to answer
at that moment. She was turning a corner of
lier work, and thinking, "the only wonder was
that they lived at all, allowed to eat hot biscuit, and pickles, and rich gravies, and drink
tea and coffee as strong as she could bear it,
and like a syrup with sugar." To be sure, the
nurse fed them, but Mrs. Mills never trusted to
her nurse. Nena would have been in her
grave long ago if she had I
in life isn't our children,
what is ?" said Mrs. Mills,
ought to be satisfied with

" If the first duty
I 'd like to know
virtuously. " We
anything. I told

Mr. Mills so."
"You always are so self-sacrificing, Mrs.
Mills ; I declare it 's enough to do one good to
talk to you. You really must stay and lunch
with me to-day. What do you manage to order
forMrs.
lunchWilliams
?"
had managed very well her-
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S'tlf. Tliere was fresh milk braad, as wliite
and far sweeter tli.ui French rolls, gpuuge-cake
light as a puff, and a bowl of crimson strawberries, with a pitoher of yellow cream. She helped
her visitor lil>erall.v, and herself bountifully,
adding a fi'W of the very largest berries to the
pile, and clioosing the largest piece of spongecake in the disli.
" Uow do yon like ' A Mother's Trials,'
Mrs. Mills?" iii<|uired Mrs. Williams, as she
slowly "mashed' the contents of her plate, to
incorporate tlie sugar with the fruit more thorouii;hly. " I think it is such a sweet touching
book ; my, how I did cry over it I What in the
world do you want now, Marianne ? No, mother
hasn't got any to spare. Strawberries ain't
good for little girls, or cake either. I do wish,
Sritlffet, you would have a liltle more consideration for me and keep these children out of the
way ; they always rush the moment they see
my lunch coming up ; I never do have a meal
in peace"— and the aggrieved lady proceeded
very calmly, nevertheless, while the child was
borne aw.ay kicking .and screaming. "Did you
ever notice Mr. Johnson ? He always puts me
in mind of the husKand in that book."
• "I don't think he seems particularly devoted." Mrs. Mills thought the remark was
safe, when others stood ready to say so much
more.
" He used to be, though. La, I remember
the first year or so, he was always underfoot ;
we boarded together at Tarrytown that year ;
bnt after she took to going to Seaborn and
Clarendon Springs, and so far from home in
the summer, he just took his own way, and
amused himself as he could. That 's how it
began, I should like to see Mr. Williams condncting himself so ; dear me, he doesn't mind
in the least. He says it 's a perfect relief to
get rid of the children, and have a little quiet.
1 dare say Mr. Mills does, too."
A recollection of the parting between Nena
and her father would not allow Mrs. Mills to
assent to this remark, and it occurred to her
that it would not be p.articularly .agreeable to
have her now devoted husband .as indifferent,
not to say neglectful, as Mr. Johnson appeared
to be.
The interv.al between Innch and dinner was
so brief that it w.as a mir.acle how Mrs. Williams continued to have such an appetite for
lamb and green peas, cup custards, and rhubarb tarts, but she managed to make her way
through the bill of fare without sli«;hting any of
the rural delicacies which the host of the
Greene County Hotel had provided abundantly,

BEPENTAXCE.
and subsequently retired to fortify herself for
supper by a nap. Mre. Mills— who never found
time for napping in town — also indulged herself, and lay down in a wrapper, with a volume
of the touching novel under discussion in her
hand, just as Mr. Mills was landing on the hot,
orowiied wharf iu New York, and making his
way through ill smelling side streets to his
otlice, where he found that his absence from
'change th.at morning had cost him half of the
"saving" Mrs. Mills expected to accomplish.
She had suggested to him that this would he
a good opportunity to send for an individual
whose profession is more useful thau elegant,
and who undertakes for the snm of five dollars
to divest any given premises of all unwelcome
intruders. Mr. Mills called to see this functionary on his way up town, but found that his
order-book was crowded, and it would be a
week or more before their house could receive
attention. Meantime he had eaten nothing
since an early breakfast among the mountains,
.and now proceeded to a restaurant. He wondered, as he sat awaiting the lamb chop and
tomato sauce he had ordered, how he ever could
have enjoyed his bachelor life I The slatternly
look of the waiters, the sloi>s on the marble
tallies, the untidy castors and still more untidy
tablecloth, together with the mingled odors of
soup and steak, boiled and roast, from below,
took away his appetite. He thought longingly
of his own neat dinner-table, with its spotless
linen, its shining glass and silver, the trim
maid servant in her ample white apron, the
brown smoking joint that it was a pleasure to
carve. And then the loneliness — it was as bai'
as solitary confinement — the meal swallowed in
silence, and the return to an empty echoing
house.
It began to tell on his spirits after a month
of this life, and the dinners at the restaurant
on his digestion; besides, the Professor of Magic Powders had made his visit.ation, and the
air of his sleeping apartment particularly gave
token that it was not without success. Ventilation had not the slightest efiect, nor his wife's
cologne, that he sprinkled liberally ; there the
foul air remained until time should bear away
the hidden cause.
When the close, sultry days of the last of
July came on, Mr. Mills found himself unusnally languid, and disinclined to food or exertion
of any kind. Friends whom he met accidentally began to ask if he had been ill, and recommend seaside trips, and at last the latent
tendencies developed. He woke one morning,
and found himself unable to rise ; his limbs
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pained him severely, Ws head was confused
and dizzy. There was not a particle of food in
the house, the restoratives were all under lock
and key in the cellar ; it was not one of Dinah's
days. He managed to get a glass of water, and
placed it on a chair beside him, and then he
dozed off, thinking he should be better by and
by, and able to go to a physician. At noon he
roused with a burning heat and stifling thirst,
drank, and slept again ; so the day and night
passed. Towards morning he began to realize
that he must be very ill, and needed help ; he
thought of going to a window and calling for a
policeman, but it was such an effort to move,
and then his mind was clouded again. A great
horror of dying there all alone came over him,
as much alone and as helpless as if he had
l)een on a desert island, when he should have
been surrounded by every comfort which competency could bring. He saw himself chained
to that bed, and starving, perishing of thirst ;
he would have given all his summer gains for
a glass of ice-cold water. He longed for his
children, for Nena's soft, baby hand, always
ready to smooth dear papa's forehead ; astrange,
hard feeling towards his wife arose in the midst
of all the wild fancies that were almost ravings.
She had deserted him, she had stripped him of
all the comforts of life, she had taken his children from him ; and then he called for Nena, for
little Joe, for water ; and so the dull morning
broke.
Mrs. Mills had commenced the fifth row of
her Afghan, and had arrived at the most absorbing "situation" in " The Woman iu White."
She had just been saying to Mrs. Williams that
it was strange she had not heard from Mr. Mills
that week, and they must make the most of
August ; for when they had commenced on the
last month of the summer,' it always seemed to
fly. She was absorbed in the symptoms of
"Marion's" unfortunate illness, when she received a telegraph forwarded from Catskill,
and signed by an unknown physician.
" Mr. Mills dangerously ill of typhoid fever.
Lose no time."
Mrs. Williams had said, "no news was good
news ;" but it did not prove so iu this case.
Mrs. Mills and her forlorn little flock went
down in the night boat. All her extra baggage
was left behind, and her clothes in the wash.
"Dangerously ill." It had never occurred
to her before that her husband could die. He
had become so much a part of her prosperous
existence, such a matter of course appendage
to her comfort and well-being, that she had lost
all the tendernesses of those early days when

they were struggling along together, upholding
each other by mutual good cheer and loving
kindnesses. A memory of these days came
back upon her— of days before that time, when
she had been chosen from a toilsome life by
the clever, industrious, rising Mr. Mills, and
had felt so proud of his attentions. She laid it
all over in the sleepless hours of that long, endless night.
The morning was misty and chilly, with a
drizzling rain. For the first in all those years
she was obliged to go forward and attend to
everything herself ; and when, after many vexations and delays, they were seated in a dirty,
miserable vehicle, which had been put off upon
her in her helplessness, the slow circuitous
route was torture to her foreboding anxiety.
She almost expected to see the badge of loss
and loneliness already on the door, as she came
in sight of her own dwelling ; but no, only a
physician's gig, early as it was, and Dinah taking in some ice. She did not wait to see what
became of the children, but hurried up the
steps, and into that desolate-looking house ;
how desolate and forlorn she had not before
realized I At least she should see him before
he died ; but when she reached his bedside she
would scarcely have known him, he was so
altered by those three days of wasting sickness.
His luxuriant hair was shorn close to his head ;
his eyes were wild and meaningless ; his lips
cracked and blacked by fever.
Mr. Mills' last conscious thought was a bitter sense of loneliness and desertion. When
they once more framed themselves connectedly
and consciousness returned, the disordered,
uncomfortable bed was spread with smooth fair
linen sheets ; the pillow was cool and soft to
his touch ; the staring sunshine was tempered
to a pleasant light ; a ready hand held a refreshing draught to his lips, and his head was
raised tenderly that he might taste it. He had
called for his clinging, affectionate little Nena,
and the child's awed, wandering face was looking into his, and her little hands were wound
around his emaciated fingers. He could not
understand it.
" Almost
He thought that he had died in Bleep,
And was a hlessed ghost — "

And without knowing more he sank away into
a long refreshing sleep, the earnest of recovery.
His mind came to him fully with the waking,
and he knew whose was the gentle, ministering
hand that anticipated all his wants. His wife
was watching by his bedside, so changed, so
softened, almost humble in her deference to
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bim, and the old affection no longer hidden, or
encrusted by cares and prosperity, but welling
up with the unwonted words — " pri-cious husband, do you know me !" and a soft lingering
kiss, such as he had not had for years, upon
liis forehead. lie still thought he was going to
die ; for the weakness was like death ; but he
was content to go so, and almost dreaded convalescence lest the vision should vanish.
But it did not, nor its spirit either ; he left
his room once more, the master of his own
house, and that house restored to its wonted
Older and comfort, cooled by the fine September

BROAD
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air, and brightened by the laughter of his
children.
They have never been separated since. Mrs.
Mills declared, of her own accord, that what
w.is good enough for her husband, was good
enough for her and the children ; and they had
had their last summer's country boarding, it is
true ; for, though she does not know it yet, her
husband has purchased and furnished a cottage
within driving distance of the city, on the broad
beautiful Long Island Sound, and it is to be her
birthday surprise, when the time for disclosure
arrives.

DRAWING

LESSONS.

Fig. U3.

Fig. 115 13 a fisherman with his heavy hoat
bearing out to the ocean under a strong breeze.
A very pretty subject, and quite inspiring, be-

cause it reminds us very strongly of the sea.
shore and its pleasures. Fig. 116 is two boys
engaged in fishing.
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MY

CHILDHOOD'S
3T

My cbiMhrtod's tome! my childhood's home!
How beautifal thou art,
When thoughts of thee like wildwood flowers
Spring round my pensive heart !
The shaded woods, where madrigals
Were chanted by the bird,
As freshly bloom before mine eye^—
As vividly are heard.
Oh, mem'ries of my early youth !
Te cling around my soul
As pearls of morning brightly gem
The rose's leafy bowl ;
And though in busy care ye fade,
And leave its sorrow burn,
Again like vanished dews of mom
At evening ye return.
The little valley near the grove,
And crystal fountain there,
All spring to life when fancy pours
Her magic on the air ;

JAMES

HOME.— A SONG.
BISTIRB.

And back upon my saddened heart
Its early freshness comes,
As lilies wake to newer life,
Where'er the zephyr roams.
O recollection ! gift divine
To virtuous beings here,
Wherever thou hast died away
This heart shall soon be sere ;
For, like the breath of summer morn,
Bespangling flowers in dew,
Thy whisper cheers my drooping heart,
And gilds its sorrowed hue.
My childhood's home ! my childhood's home !
How beautiful thou art.
When thoughts of thee like wildwood flowers
Spring round my pensive heart ;
And now when memory speaks to me,
I seem to live once more
Those bright, those ne'er retnrning hours—
The happy hours of yore.

now

SHE MANAGED.
DT
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I CALt Alicine my "ngly belle." In point
of personal appearance it must be owned she
labors nnder a decided disadvantage. She has
but one personal cliarm — a lorelr complexion ;
her hair is flaxen and her eyes light gray ; her
form and features are only tolerable, and her
foot and hand decidedly large ; her face in
repose is cold and impassive, and her manner
repelling ; but when interested, the dimpling
smile that lights it up makes it for the moment
almost bewitching. She is not accomplished,
only moderately amiable, and has, in truth, no
prominent points. You think her peculiar, but
can never remark a peculiarity about her ; you
cannot for your life tell whether you love her
or not. At times you are provoked by her
titter indifference, and can think of a thousand
faults she has, and again you think that, whatever others may think, to yon she is the dearest little girl in the world. You always love
her under protest ; she is capricious as an
April day ; she is by no means popular, yet
some think her perfection ; she is the devoted
nurse of an invalid mother, and the most judiciously indulgent of sisters to her little brothers.
No inclemency of weather or place of amusement keeps her from the services of her church.
She is self-sacrificing without thinking of it,
and does her favors in a way that no one
else observes it. She is sincere to bluntness,
and often speaks her mind when it is decidedly none of her business. She won't entertain you unless she likes you ; though always
civil, she laughingly remarks "that she is too
selfish to converse with uncongenial persons;
that she chooses neither to bore them or herself."
And yet she is a "belle;" not, indeed, in
the ball-room sense of the word, but respecting
substantial offers. At a party you never see
her nnder the full blaze of the chandelier,
chattering with half a dozen fops ; she never
dances, and if you look, you will see her in
modest yet animated discourse with one of the
most eligible men in the room. Her success is
a mystery to all. She is never without some
special case on hand, some one who for a month
or two will be always seen with her in public,
rides with her, and brings her books and flowers ;then unnoted ceases his attentions, and
another follows the same routine.
And her

LILl.A
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female acquaintances say, sneeringly, yet with
secret envy, "What do yon think? Alicine
Elliott has another beau 1— Walter Ooodman,
now. Well, I do wonder what the men see iu
As her old bachelor uncle, we "keep secrets"'
together. It was only last evening, on the
her!" as I sat smoking my cigar, that she
balcony,
told me Harry Van Wert had done her the
"distinguisliedhonor" of offering himself. Now,
this same Harry is the most unimpressible and
withal unexceptionable young man I know,
considered a prize by all our country society.
I stared at her in surprise, then, slowly removing my cigar, I said :—
" I 'U give you that diamond ring you wanted,
Alicine, if you will only tell me how you
"A bargain," she cried, gayly ; "only yon
manage."
must keep my modus operandi a profotind se"Agreed."
" Well, then, I'll enlighten yon. Mypersonal
cret." as you well know, may be politely
charms,
styled moderate (no insinuations, if you please ;
I was called an angel only last night). As a
child, I was painfully conscious of the fact ;
the more so that my cousin, whom my parents
adopted, was
married now.
lovers ; I was
care or think

uncommonly beautiful — she is
Even as a child she had many
too engrossed in my books to
much of them. Yon know I

promised to be 'blue' in those days, wrote
rhymes, and had high literary aspirations ;
luckily common sense has driven all such nonsense out of me. I was never jealous — in fact,
never troubled my head with such matters —
until one evening I overheard a conversation
between a lady friend and yourself. You were
my oracle in those days, and your opinion was
my guide in everything. You were praising
May's lovely face and other attractions, and
speaking of the admiration which she already
excited. 'As for Aliuine,' yon said, 'she's an
odd little thing, ugly and literary, and only
agreeable to her intimate friends ; I doubt if she
ever has an admirer. ' The words impressed, bnt
did not offend me ; they only suggested a new
train of thought. My literary aspirations were
only th.at others might be proud of me, you
most of all. Your words showed me that my
415
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object was unattainable by such means ; that
you, like the rest of mankind, only valued a
■woman in proportion to the power she wielded
over your sex. I surveyed myself in the mirror, and found but little to encourage me ; your
words still sounded in my ears, ' I doubt if she
ever has an admirer,' and I said to myself,
K-c 'II see. From that moment I pursued the
idea with steady persistence through many
discouragements. There is no enumerating
tlie mental and physical experiments I made.
, I tried the languages ; perversely enough, I
know Latin and Greek thoroughly, and can
scarcely pronounce a correct French phrase. I
can paint passably, but have only an appreciative genius for music — in fact, never trust
myself to play ; my voice is too uncertain for
singing ; my strict ideas prohiWt dancing. In
short, after most earnest endeavors, I have
failed in every branch that can give pleasure
to any one beyond myself.
"I admire beauty passionately ; I believe I
would have painted my eyes, if I had thought
the color would adhere ; I gave them up in
despair. My complexion I had the good sense
to leave alone. My teeth were good, but even
the unlimited amount of rubbing I gave them
failed to make them white. As for my poor hair,
it suffered greatly with nightly curl-papers, but
it is straight as ever. Is'othiiig but the caressing I received at home preserved my expression ;the fondness of my relatives secured me
sufficient self-complacency to keep my face
amiable, and a chance compliment to my smile
made me animated. What untiring exertions
have I not made in my own behalf to no purpose!
" And now for my secret. A steady resolution to be admired did me little good, for my
character is one that is only drawn out by a
congenial person. General admiration I could
not hope to achieve ; I must devote myself to
special objects. And now, to enlighten you,
let me remove a little delusion your sex labors
under on the subject of making love. Maybe
you think you have some little share in it ;
possibly, but most of it is in your imagination.
I hold that any sensible girl can bring any man
she pleases to her feet, let her be as ugly or anything else she pleases, except silly ; and, with
a little tact, she can secure him. But there
are so many ways of acting that I can scarcely
explain to you ; every case requires a modification of the rules. A girl who has even a moderate share of beauty should be thankful, for
the great initiatory step, to attract him, is half
the battle.
If her appearance will do that for

her, a little tact will secure the rest ; but an
ugly girl has a double task, poor thing !
" But after all, there is even an advantage in
being ugly, tlfough you would scarcely think
it. You never affect the little airs and graces
to lure gentlemen on, which are so unmistakable
and defeat their own object. For instance, you
couldn't well ' make eyes' at any one, with
such a pair as / have. Nor would you coquettishly raise your dress to reveal ny foot. As
for showing off ni^ hand — wouldn't a person
be demented ?
" Imagine yourself at a party — gentlemen
weary of beauties and showy girls, early in the
evening. And now consider me as speaking of
'eligible men'; I wouldn't waste my breath
talking to dandies ; they have scarcely more
ideas than a suit of stuffed clothes."
"Just hold on one moment," I put in ; "who
promenaded half an hour at Mrs. Greyson's
with Eustace King ?"
" I did," she answered, coolly.
" He 's not a dandy, I suppose ?"
"Yes, I admit it ; but wasn't Lina Fortson,
the belle of the evening, determined to attract
him ? Hadn't he just returned from Paris, and
all were expectation as to whom he would pay
most attention ? Don't interrupt me, for I
want the ring."
" Reconcile your statements first."
" Well, incorrigible man, suppose I say that,
being fond of variety, I found in him a phase
of existence that I had never examined — dissected him as a curiosity."
" Proceed."
" Well, as I said, gentlemen tire of beauties
after the first few sentences. Seeing some
plain yet agreeable and animated girl, they are
introduced. They think that she has no designs on them — that, thank Heaven, here is
one that will not expect you to be always dosing her with flattery, or making love to her.
(I believe they think none but beauties have
any right to be either vain or silly, but that is
a mistake in our favor.) By a becoming indifference, with a gentle courtesy of manner,
you can commence conversation on commonplace topics. Some remarks, not too deep, or
peculiar ; some opening on a subject that, with
quick tact, you will find agreeable to them,
begins the impression. They are insensibly
interested, and sorry when some one relieves
them. You meet again ; a frank cordiality
without any exhibition of preference — a dignified gayety of manner, a quiet enjoyment of their
conversation, soon establish an easy friendship
between you. He never thinks of love, not he.
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Yet he notes your luauy virtues, your amiability, your u:>efuliiess in tlie home circle, and
begins to think that ugly girls make the best
wives, after all. You know the lines, uncle—
'Good nataro wtll tho conquest gain,
Tboutfh vtt and bcautj si^'h ia vaio. *
How interesting matters now become I Men
bare an ideal notion of fulling in love, by which
some captivating woman, graced with every
mental and personal charm, takes their hearts
by 9torm, and tUey surrender without hesitation. Being as they think fully steeled by this
truly ideal notion, they imprudently venture
near the attractions of their ordinary acquaintances without fear. No danger of their falling
in love with any one whom thei/ know. 0 no I
a flirtation is well enough, but when they wish
a wife they wish such and such qualifications.
It really makes me laugh at their expectations
when I think of what they have to offer in exchange.
" But to the point — for we have been going
from it half the time. A man must not be
startled into love ; they must unconsciously
pursue the eaSy way of liking, until they are
too far gone into loving to retreat. An unconscious artlessness, the slightest imaginable preference (acted, not expressed) joined with the
necessity your society has become ; and if you
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could only give a small flavor of jealousy, why
he wakes up to the fact that ' his time has
come,' and proposes.
" Altogether, it is a delicate affair to manage.
It takes great tact to do, and yet not overdo
the matter — to show just sufficient indifference,
with occasionally a shade of preference as it is
required — the point being to commit him and
not yourself. So that you can be totally unprepared for anything of the kind ; and get
cleverly out of it on the plea of high esteem,
etc., and yet excite no suspicion of being anything but a sincere, whole-souled woman, and
one whom he will always feel an attachment
for, though he regrets, etc."
"You little wretch!"
" No such thing. I am fond of society, determined to enjoy myself, and like to have
gentlemen friends."
" You make them such by an odd process."
" It don't hurt them ; they are either accustomed, or indifferent to it. Besides, I tell the
truth when I say I have never loved any of
them except — except — "
" Except whom ? Bless me, what is all this
confusion and hesitation about ? whisper it in
my ear ; except whom?"
"Except Harry, and I promised last night to
marry him."
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faint impression that it 's very improper indeed,
and I don't see what I did it for ; I don't usually
do it, do I ? "The first time in all these twentyone years we 've lived together, that I 've staid
out without letting you know ?" There 1 there
isn't one woman in a thousand can say that !
Allow me to congratulate you, Mrs. Rasher,
upon having a husband of which so much can
be said, and said truly, and well said. " Guess
I 'm a little set up ?" Is that the reason why
you wish to set me down ? Now you know you
always used to admire Flummery the most
when he was in my present situation ; it made
him so brilliant, you remarked. Now, why
CHAPTER
RASHER

XVII.

GOES TO THE BACES.

" Been out all ni'jht .'" Well, I s'pose I must
bave been, though I hav'u't any distinct recollection of not coming home. "Very improper
conduct for the father of a family !" Well, I
s'pose it is, highly improper, wife. I 've a

can't you regard me as brilliant ? I 'd be willing to do anything wicked for the sake of your
admiration, my dear, even to standing myself
up in a barrel of my own lard, and setting fire
to myself, which would be decidedly wick-ed of
me, and very brilliant.
" Pietty time to choose to go to acting up,
and breaking your heart staying out nights,
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just when you 're in the midst of so many
troubles ; no diamonds, no silver, and the carriage and horses going to-morrow." Wasn't
the carriage and horses mostly always going,
my dear ? and as for breaking your heart, the
least said the soonest mended ; only save the
pieces, and I '11 have a bottle of glue sent up
tliis very afternoon ; you '11 see how to apply
it by reading the label, there 's a brush goes
with each bottle.
"Drive you to distraction."' Drive, drive —
speaking of driving reminds me — but it wasn't
to distraction, it was out on the Bloomiugdale
road ; no, it wasn't either, it was on the racecourse, Mrs. Rasher ; and that 's what 's kept
me, and a racy time we had of it. I 'd tell you
all about it, if I hadn't this confounded headache.
I wish you 'd just look at my shoulder and
see if it 's sprained, or spavined, or anything ;
it hurts treraenduously. " How came my coat
torn?" Well, how did it? that's what I'd
like to know myself, my love ; you shouldn't
ask questions that you can't answer. Probably
it tore itself when I was thrown out of Bet-
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of me in a toast somewhere — I believe it was at
tlie Union last night, but you 're a little harsh
in your choice of words at times. A soft answer
turneth away wrath ; and though I 'm not
wrathy, I might become so.
" Dreadfully trying!" That's SO] I 'm always
trying — trying to make my dear Marier the
happiest, as she is the best, of women ; trying
to make money as fast as my wife and daughters spend it ; trying to make a gentleman of
myself, against the grain ; tiying out lard in
my oil factory — there, what 's the matter with
your nose, my dear ? Can't you bear a distant
allusion to that business which has made you a
shining light for the last year? Never mind,
we '11 be snuffed out soon enough. Mrs. Yellow Dock almost extinguished us, day before
yesterday. Don't you remember how gracefully she did it ? You couldn't blow anybody
out as neatly as that, I 'm bound. I 've seen
you try, a good many times, when you met
some of our B
street friends, but somehow
you never quite got the hang of it equal to
that.
' ' You 'd like me to give some account of myself,

tnan's gig, yesterday. It would be just like
the plaguy coats tailors make now-a-days — and
you see, the coat and the wearer were both in
the same condition, a little tight, my love.
" How did I come to be thrown out ?" Well,
now, upon my word, I 'd answer you candidly
if I knew just how it occurred; but it's as
much of a puzzle to me as. to you. We were
going pretty fast, and whether we ran against

and not keep turning the subject off." I 'd rather
leave it to the bookkeeper ; it 's his business
to attend to the accounts ; and if I add myself
up, what will it come to, when I lost my balance
yesterday in the fall I got from that unlucky

a stone or a stone ran against us, I can't precisely say, for there was no time for examining
into the true state of the case. If I was called
to testify in a court of justice, all I could swear
to was that an obstacle impeded us, or we impeded an obstacle, and before I had time to pick
myself up I was lying on the side of the road,
wondering how I came there. It was not until
you called my attention to the fact, that I was

the stage. I had four hundred and fifty dollars in my wallet, yesterday, when I met Betman ; I 'm certain of it, for I borrowed it of
Jones to pay a debt with. I must have been
robbed. That race-course is a confounded

aware my coat was torn. You 're a sharp woman, Mrs. Rasher, or you wouldn't have found
it out the moment you laid eyes on it, when
I 've had it on my back for twelve hours without being aware of it. As Betman says of the
fifteen thousand a year he pays for his new
store, " it 's a shocking rent !" it '11 be difficult
to make both ends meet, I 'm afraid, especially
as there seems to be a piece gone, and he didn't
attend to business very closely.
" Talk like a fool!" Speak gently to the
erring, Marier ; that 's a woman's mission.
You've a great m.any excellent virtues, wliich
do honor to your head and heart, as they said

" Lost what little sense I ever had !" Yes,
gig? dollars, too — all gone. I just managed to
and
borrow half a dime from a friend to lide up in

place for pickpockets ; I don't
police can't keep their eyes on
Don't cry, Marier, it was borrowed
me by the only friend I have who

see why the
the fellows.
money ; lent
would do me

such a favor now. If 1 never return it, I sha'n't
be any worse than the thief who stole it from
me ; and that 's some consolation. I know you
think I 'm the worst man in the world, but
here 's proof positive that there 's another one
just as bad.
"Mighty honest, a tceek ago, when you talked
of giving a party!" Glad to hear you talk so.
An honest man — an honest man, Mrs. Rasher,
"is the noblest work of God," says the poet,
and if I was honest a week ago, I must be so
still ; and consequently a nobleman ; and if
there 's anything in the world yon really and
heartily take a shine to, it 's a nobleman.
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Yon 've a perfect passion for titles .iiid lords,
•nd here you see one before you — a little soiled,
perhaps, from beini; out over night, and a trille
unsteady in the upper story — but the genuine
article always has. bad habits. Is there any>
thing derogatory to my honesty in the fact that
I borrow of one friend to pay another ? that 's
the present fashionable system of doing business ;one can keep ou one's legs a long time
by persistently pursuing such a course. Beg
pardon, Jlrs. Rjisher, the reason / can't keep
on my legs is, because they are a little weak
in the joints this morning — rheumatism, I presume— and the course I 've been pursuing has
been the r.ice-course. If you '11 stop looking
so cross, and treat me like a gentleman, make
me a nice, strong cup of green tea, to clear off
my headache, and mend my coat, I '11 promise
sot to do it again.
. " What are we coming to?" Wliy, what are
wef the judge's platform, I presume, if ice
keep on at this rate. Go it, Flora ! hurrah for
£thau ! neck and neck ! ha ! the little mare is
getting the best of it. 1 '11 bet a hundred to
eighty on Flora ; get out of my way, there.
Oh, Marier, was that youf Didn't mean to
push my own wife over, positively ; I thought
I was anywhere but in my own parlor. How
Incky that you sat down ou that sofa instead
of the carpet. I should have blamed myself
severely if any accident had happened. I wish
I could get that plaguy trotting-mateh out of
iny head ; you see it confuses me. Watching
the ring has kind of turned my head. They
ought to have a straight track, and then a fellow wouldn't become so bewildered. I 've been
dizzy ever since.
"Jjrun/:.' absolutely drunk !" Nevermore mistaken in your life. I can prove it in any way
you please. If you '11 have the carpet taken
up, I '11 walk a crack in the Hoor ; if you '11
help me turn round, I '11 count ten backwards ;
if you '11 just hand nie that little Parian statute
you think so much of, I 'U toss it up and catch
it three times without dropping it ; or I '11 sing
♦he whole of " Days of Absence" without missing a note, which is more than I could do yesterday, for I missed several notes to the tune
of about four hundred dollars. " Rather be
excusedf Well, you never was very fond of
hearing me sing, Marier, and I '11 excuse you
this time, seeing I 'ra a little horse. But I feel
hurt at that insinuation of yours, coming from
you, too, who ought to be better acquainted
with me. It 's bad enough to be thrown out of
a gig, and tear your best coat, lose your money,
and have a tremenduous head.iche, without
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having insult added to injury. / wouldn't
accuse you of such a thing, Marier.
*' Wonder if any one saw me coming in in that
Jixl" Well, yes, I guess they did, but I 'm
not certain. It 's my impression that Mi's.
Yellow Dock saw me. I got out of the stage
ou the wrong side of the way, you see, and
mistook our house for theirs — no, their house
for ours ; and when I rung the bell, and her
fellow in sun-flowers opened the door, she was
standing in the hall ready to go out, and says I,
"My dear Marier;" and says she, "Sir, upon
my word;" and says I, "Oh, don't; made a
little mistake in the house, I presume," and I
backed out so quick I was hardly certain I h.id
been there at all, for you see, my dear wife, it
troubled me to think how dreadfully you would
feel if you should hear that I had addressed
another woman as iny dear Marier. Don't fret
about it ; the lady will understand it was only
the wrong house ; such things frequently happen. You know the other morning, when I
went to market, I came home with a rousing
lobster, and went into the basement with it,
and ordered a pot to be put over, aud actually
had it boiling before either I or the girl discovered that we wasn't each other. My lobster
boiling in my neighbor's pot ! Wasn't that a
pretty kettle of fish ? I daren 't tell you at the
time, for fear you 'd be a little put out about
it. Jlistakes will occur iu the best regulated
families. I dare say Yellow Dock has made his
share of 'em ; if he h-asn't, that promising sonin-law of theirs will keep up the credit of the
house. Now, if Flummery had happened in
here, and said to you, "My dear Araminta,"
you 'd have thought it an excellent joke, you 'd
have laughed fit to kill ; but because it 's me,
you 're as cross as two sticks. It 's rather hard
to a man to live unappreciated by his own
family, as 1 do. At the club they think I 'm a
real good fellow. Come, Marier, cheer up and
say a kind word to your ever-indulgent husband. If you won't scold about the money,
I '11 take you to Barnum's to see the live whales.
'^ Don't want to see no whales." Why, my love,
they 're natural curiosities, and highly interesting. If they had 'em in the Academy of Music,
I guess you 'd want to see 'em bad enough ;
but they don't belong to the codfish aristocracy,
I s'pose.
" K'Ant on earth took me to the races?" A
horse, my dear, Betman's fast nag. You see,
I didn't intend going ; I 'd got started for the
warehouse to 'tend to a little business there,
and I was thinking how awful cross you was
growing of late days, and how happy we used
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to be, Marier ; and Betman came along in his
gig, and hailed me, " Hallo, Rasher," says he,
"you look as blue as indigo. Get in; I'm
going to see the trotting match," and of course
I accepted the invitation. I 'd nothing better
to do. You 'd sent me off in the morning feeling as if I 'd rather be alive than dead, and
when Betman spoke up so hearty, it wasn't a
bad thing for me ; it sort of revived my drooping spirits and restored my good opinion of
myself. You had told me I was a fool so often,
I Wiis beginning to wonder if I wasn't. Ah,
Marier, so you did order the tea, did you f
Thank you. I '11 be all right now in a little
while. "Better come up stairs." Well, perhaps Ihad. Can you carry the cup without
spilling the contents, do you think ? If you can,
just go ahead, and I '11 hold on to the banisters.
Look a here, wife, you haven't been having
this staircase altered, and we on the point of
giving up the house ! I don't like these newfangled stairs, at all ; they 're too steep, and
the carpenter hasn't got 'em even; the stupid
fellow has no eye, that 's plain to be seen.
Well, now, Marier, I guess it's you who are
exhilarated; you've dropped the cup, and
spilled the tea, on this pretty carpet, too ! /
did it ! I just leaned on you a little heavy,
because I was afraid of falling down. You
wouldn't have let me fall, would you? Say,
DOW, wife, if you had your choice between me
and a china cup, you wouldn't let your own
husband fall and break himself, would you?
I 've broke once, and I don't think it would do
for me to break twice ; there wouldn't be any
peace left in the family. Give me your hand a
minute. What 's the use of a wife, if you
can't lean on her in times of trouble? Here
we are, all right. Now, if you '11 ring for another cup of tea, I '11 be obliged to you.
Ah, Bridget, my dear, this suits me to a T.
Can you tell me why it 's like your own blessed
isle, or like your precious self? Because it's
green, decidedly green. But it 's sweet, too,
Bridget, and that 's another reason.
" Wish I wouldn't lower mi/self with the servants?" Good land I you don't suppose I've
gone down on the diimmy, do you, when you

tience!" Well, there's a good many doctors
no better off, so don't fret about it. That tea
has cleared my head off wonderfully ; it 's quite
bright again. I must try, now, if I cannot
recall what became of that missing money. I
shouldn't wonder if it was not stolen, after all.
I bought a basket of champagne before we left
the city, then we drove out, got there safe, had
a place inside the ring, and a good time generally. Lots of fun, great race ; bet a hundred
dollars to eighty twice with Betman, lost each
time ; that 's two hundred and twenty-four
dollars, counting champagne. I 'm inclined to
think, in my serious and reflective moments,
that Betman did not drink as much champagne
as he induced me to do. I rather guess that
by the time the match came off I saw double ;
he had the advantage there, and won the bets.
I 'm not much used to emptying bottles or
putting up stakes, you know, Marier, and I
couldn't stand it. But he's a good fellow,
Betman is, and it was very friendly of him to
take me out in his own gig. He 's rather fast
for a family man ; but he 's rich and it won't
hurt him. Bother me if I can remember where
the rest of the money went to. I 've a faint
impression that I invested a small sum in a
purchase ; but what I bought or how much I
paid for it I can't recollect for the life of me.
It was that confounded blow on my shoulder that
knocked it all out of my head, Marier. You see,
as we were driving home, pretty fast, for we were
both engaged to take supper at Delmonico's with
some of our set, as I told you before, we run
against something or something run against us,
and the nest thing we knew the nag was gone,
and we were standing in the road, rubbing our
bumps of recollection. Somebody was kind
enough to stop the nag, but the gig had only
one wheel, and, as that wouldn't answer our
purpose, we had to walk all the way to the

see me sitting here before your eyes ? I can't
be in one place twice, can I ?— I mean in two
places once. Which reminds me to inquire if
it is not curious that this tea can be here, in
this very house, and still be in china.

cars, and ride down to Delmonico's, where we
had a very select time. Belman's man took
the nag to the stables, and we "drove dull care
away," wife. You needn't look hurt; it was
all done in tip-top style. It 's an honor to any
gentleman to become elevated in the elaborate style which distinguished ns. Three dollars a bottle was the least, and all the auxiliaries. Ihated to ring you up so early in the
morning, so I just took a snooze at the hotel,
and a little champagne this morning to keep up
my spirits till the curtain-lecture was delivered,

■'Hope it will fetch me to!" Two what?
" To myself." I thought one of myself was
more than you could abide. " You meant briny
vie around."
Around where?
"Out of pa-

you know, my dear — ha ! ha I If a fellow can't
liave any comfort at home, he 's apt to take
it away from home. Who ever would have
dreamed that Timothy Rasher, as amiable as
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lie wa.s t-xcolleiit, as modest as lin was iliscri-ft.
woald bare b«eu canght liy Mis. Yellutr Dock
coming lionie so late in tlie morning ! Ynu
can't express yourself, can you, Marier t Words
are in.ideqnate, even with the aid of the offender ;your thoughts are too big for utterance.
Well, wife, I'll tell you what we'll do; we'll
compromise. If you won't say anything more
about my failing, I '11 quit my failings ; if you '11
mend my coat, I '11 mend my other habits ; if
you '11 quit curtain-lectures, I '11 quit kicking
holes through the bed-curtains ; if you '11 keep
meiu good spirits at home, I won't go to Bininger's to buy 'em ; if yon '11 be merciful to my
fianlts, I 'II never be false to you ; if yon '11
only smile on me, Marier, I'll never "smile"
away from home again. Those are my terms,
and I 'd advise you to agree to 'em. It wouldn't
be pleasant, as a usual thing, to have me try•ing my night-key at Mrs. Yellow Dock's door,
in the gray light of early mom, and a policeman kindly showing me over to my own house.
What's that, Peter? "A man at the door
with a horse, which he says is for Mr. Rasher."
Rasher— Rasher — a horse for me ? Bless me,
wife ! now 1 remember what it was I did with
■the rest of that money — I bought a horse. I
know we 've sold our horses and carriage, and
that Peter's going to-morrow. I didn't buy
this animal for show, nor for family use ; I
bought him as a speculation, Mrs. Rasher; I
purchased him in the hope of retrieving our
mined fortunes. He 's a celebrated racer ; the
person who sold him to me gave five thousand
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yon '11 only keep on langlvng, I 'II l>e willing to
have it at my expense. I 'm willing to own up
now that I 've l>een drunk, ridiculously, preposterously drunk. Oh, call it liy no milder name ;
tlint 's the only one that expresses it. 1 w.is
going to crow over my bargain, but I rather
think there '11 be crows enough over it before
the end of a week. That hoi-se was doubtless
turned out to die, and that cunning rascal
picked him up to make a victim out of some
drunken spectator at the races ; I supjiose he
chose me as the stupidest fool in the crowd,
which showed his shrewdness, I must acknowledge. Of course he '11 never have the impudence to appear with the note, but he 's got the
two hundred cash down, and is having a good
time to-day, no doubt.
"Serves me right!" Of course it does. I
don't deny it. Poor Peter! look out the window, wife. He stands there, holding the bridle,
looking as if he should sink into the pavement
with mortification. His particular pride is a
good horse ; and to be left standing on a respectable street before a respectable house with
that old hulk in tow, is enough to sink him.
The fellow 's gone off, and left him there, and
he dar'u't let go till I give orders ; and he
wouldn't insult the aristocratic animals in the
stable by introducing such company to them.
Just take another squint at my celebrated racehorse, Marier. Really, now, he isn't so bad.
If he had one or two sound legs, just to rest
the others, in standing on, and one eye that
would do him a little service in times of need —
say, to wink with, when he sees a fine old gentleman being made a fool of — and a few hairs
in his tail just for convenience in fly time, and

dollars for hira only two years ago, and he 's
still sound as he was then. He made twenty
thousand dollars out of him last year ; but this
season the times were so hard he was obliged to
part with him. I got him for a mere trifle, he
was thrown away, in fact ; two hundred down
yesterday, and my note for three hundred
more in thirty days. Betman was by when I
made the purchase, and congratulated me : he
said my fortune w.i8 made. The man was to
deliver him this morning, I recollect, now.
WTiat are yon grinning about, Peter? "Guess
this can't be the same boss." Why, isn't it a
splendid animal, almost the counterpart of
Ethan Allen ? " Can't see the boss for the
bones that are sticking out ov him." There
mast be a mistake, Peter ; I 'II come right down
and see about it. I shouldn't wonder, wife, if
I bought that creature a little too late in the
afternoon for my own benefit.

after seeing the curiosity, that he couldn't tell
how he come so. Omnibuses wouldn't account
for it. Neither would drays. Neither would
the presence of cudgels and the absence of oats.
Do yon see the curtains pulled gently back

So, Marier, yon 've been peeking through the
shutters, have yon f Well, I 'm glad yon 've
got strength of mind enough to laugh.
If

from Mrs. Yellow Dock's second-floor windows,
and a faint movement of the blinds ? >She is
doubtless reconnoitering my bargain.
She is
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an ounce or so of flesh on him, he wouldn't be
the trorst horse in the world. As it is, I think
he would bring the premium. I can only think
of one way to get my money back — to iudnce
Barnum to introduce him secretly, during the
shades of night, into some secluded corner of
his museum, and then placard him to the
public as the great, living, and only reliable
specimen of the " How Come Yon So?" I do
not think any one would grumble at paying his
quarter ; for every individual, however astute
or scientific, would be obliged to acknowledge,
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wondering if the unfortunate Mrs. Rasher,
whose husband lately failed in the pork line,
is going to descend from a carriage and two to
a phaeton and one. Wouldn't "salve lardum"
be an appropriate motto, mounted on a silver
crest, for that wonderful animal ? Poor quadruped Ineither you nor your master have succeeded in saving your bacon.
I must go down and relieve Peter of his
perplexities. It 's a pity to take from Mrs.
Yellow Dock the pleasure she is at present enjoying in contemplating her neighbor's affairs ;
but Peter's feelings are to be considered. I
will order him to gently release the detained
animal, who will probably wander along the
barren verges of curbstone until he secures the
kind attention of some guardian of the public
peace.
And now, Mrs. Rasher, I am convinced, however much I may have prospered in swine,
that horse-flesh is not in my line. I do not
think I shall attend the next race, not even if
Betman invites me. Still, I might be driven
to such a course ; a bad wife may drive a good
husband even to a race-course. I don't mean
to say that you are a bad wife, Marier, far from
it. Don't bridle up so. I still remember our
bridal day — the day that made me a rash man
and you a Rasher. If you wouldn't be so
severe on all a person's little follies, even their
bad puns — if you wouldn't fret to be the Queen
of Parvenoodum, when it 's morally certain
you were never bom to reign — if you '11 promise to bridle your tongue, I '11 promise not to
halter my neck ; otherwise, Marier, it's a solemn fact that you may wake up some morning
mourning to find yourself a disconsolate widow.
My business may not only be suspended but
my body also. Think what a terrible thing it
would be to drive me to suicide — to drive me
from the altar into the cruel halter ; that would
be a bit of noose for the morning papers,
wouldn't it? If you hadn't snubbed me, yesterday— if you hadn't made my breakfast uncomfortable, and snubbed me before my own
children, and followed me to the hall-door to
intimate your opinion that I was "a goose,"
and a "simpleton," I shouldn't have accepted
Betman's invitation, lost my money, bruised
my shoulder, took supper at Delmonico's,
called on Mrs. Yellow Dock at an unseasonable
liour in an unseasonable rig, had a bad headache, nor — bought that horse.
And now, if you 've been letting on keeping
me awake to-night to punish me for keeping
yon awake last night, why, pitch in when the
time comes.
You 're a smart woman, and you

may get the best of it. And now I 'm going to
take a little nap before dinner. If Mrs. Yellow
Dock isn't actually coming across the street in
calling rig I She 's coming to condole with
yon, my love. You women are so sympathetic !
Give her my love, and ask her if Flummery
has returned from the race yet. I didn 't think,
when I saw him yesterday, that he would find
his way back without difficulty. Tit for tat,
you know. Here comes her card. Good luck
to you, Marier.
HOW

AUNT

RUTH
BT

GOT RID OF A TROUBLESOME ACQUAINTANCE.
C.

T.

H.

Like almost every other body who has found
her or himself a reality upon the face of the
earth, we have had an aunt. She was, and is,
one of those dear, good little souls who are
constantly doing something to make themselves
remembered in kindness. The features of her
pleasant little face were always covered with
smiles ; indeed they seemed to have taken a life
lease of them, and were constantly to be seen
nestling in the comers of her mouth, or twinkling at you from her lively black eyes. Benevolence and good feeling have complete possession
of the capacious pocket which lined her dress,
and they were constantly dealing out tokens to
the little ones, who always hailed her advent
amongst them as the prelude to a subject of
"goodies." The really needy or the business
beggar was sure of something when they rapped
at her door, for she gave to them all, "lest a
deserving one might go away nnsuccored."
Every cat in the neighborhood knew her ; and
not one of them, strange or otherwise, but
would as soon think of running from a pan of
milk, as from her presence. If any of our readers should in their rambles meet with a neat,
tidy, black-eyed and red-cheeked little body,
dressed plainly but with a great amount of
taste, and looking out pleasantly from under
her little bonnet, let them take a good look at
her, for it is our Aunt Ruth. We have said she
was little, that she herself does not deny, but
has always on hand for any one who may call
her so, the old saying that " valuable articles
are oftenest found in the smallest packages, "
and we can testify that her case is no exception.
Aunt Ruth was not as old on her weddingday as she is now, and that occurred a good
many years ago ; how many, we are not going
to say — for she would not like it, and we have
no disposition to do anything that she dislikes.
We have a positive and distinct remembrance

AUNT

RUTH

AND HEB TROUBLESOME

of the time when Uncle Simon commenced liis
"regular attendance" at the domicil of our
grandfather, and always managed to get as far
as possible from Aunt Ruth, although it was apparent that he wished himself nearer, hut was
afraid to venture. Not that there was anything
forbidden about Aunt Ruth, at all, but to the
contrary ; for she always seemed possessed of
more kindness, if that were possible, whenever
he was about or was expected. He was a diffident, timid kind of a man ; never knowing
where to put his hands, which were always
performing journeys in uneasy stages from his
hair to his chin, and from thence to a miniature
wrestling match with each other, or occasionally drumming imaginary tunes upon the back
of his chair. His feet, too, when the hands
were comparatively at rest, would either be
following out the pattern in the carpet for a
limited distance, or performing "ground and
lofty tumbling feats" over each other through
the agency of his knees, alternately swinging
as if preparing to jump somewhere, or rocking
an imaginary cradle.
How or when he mustered courage enough
to "pop the question," we are unable to say,
but this we know : that he has been married to
Aunt Ruth, well, a certain number of years.
Previous to his being married, and some time
after, he had a very intimate friend, who was
constantly with him, except when he was "out
courting." They roomed together at their
boarding-house, and were such firm friends
that the wonder is, that Uncle Simon did not
take him along with him sometimes when he
was going around to grandfather's. John Hunter, that was his name, seemed out of sorts
about the time Uncle Simon was to be married ;
he acted as if he had a presentiment that some
disaster was about to befall him, and when he
officiated as groomsman at the ceremony, he
looked as if he thought he had met a rival in
Aunt Ruth, who was robbing him of the object
of his affections. After the marriage Uncle
Simon moved into a house which he had rented
and furnished, and Hunter became a regular
visitor, so much so, indeed, as to become troublesome toAunt Ruth, who, although she was
always willing to give a welcome to a friend
of Uncle Simon's, still wanted to have more
of the pleasure of uncle's company, without
the presence of his friend. In her endeavors
to do so, she hit upon the following plan. But
she can tell it better by far than we, so we will
give it in her own words, as we heard it in presence of a few of the family to whom she related it:—
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"Now, you won't tell Simon," said Aunt
Ruth, "nor joke him about it, if I tell you
something which happened a little while after
we were married, will you?"
Of course there was a general response in
the negative.
"Well, you see," she then continued, "about
the time we were married, Simon had a friend
named Hunter — yon remember him, Hannah ;
he stood up with us. They had boarded together, and Simon thought a great deal of him,
and brought him around to our house almost
every evening for a long time after we were
married. I was always civil and polite to him
at first, for I thought it would please Simon for
me to take notice of a friend of his that he
thought so much of; but then he come there
so often th.at I kinder got tired of it, and felt
put out, and no doubt showed it in my manners. You know how it is yourself, Jane ; you
want to have some evenings when you can sit
down and talk to your husband by himself,
without having any one to interfere with yon.
I didn't h.ave an evening to myself, hardly, but
what Hunter was there ; and, as I didn't want
him there so often, I wasn't as particular in my
manners towards him, which Simon noticed and
often spoke about. Simon was then just as he
is now, always talking about working to get
ahead, so that if he died before me he could
leave me something to get along with. One
evening when we happened to be alone he
said to me, ' Ruth, I don't think you treat
Hunter right ; you ought to be more civil to
him, and not slight him so ; he is a very fine
young man, and I don't like you to slight him.'
Now, I thought to myself, if I begin to be very
civil again to Hunter, he will be always at the
house, and I sha'n't have hardly an evening to
myself ; so I thought how I should fix it to get
rid of his coming so often, and to prevent Simon insisting on his company of an evening.
At last I hit upon a plan that I thought would
do ; and when Simon came home that evening,
he began talking about his business as usual,
and I screwed my face up and said to him, and
I could hardly keep from laughing all the
while : ' Oh, my dear, you needn't be so troubled about getting something to leave me ; I
have been looking at Hunter lately, and I think
he would make a first-rate husband, if you
should happen to die.' Now, I didn't think
anything of the kind, I only said it to tease
him a little ; but Hunter stopped off coming,
and Simon never said a word about my being
civil to him after that."
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FOR NOVEMBER.

FOR

Pig. 1. — Sash bow, for a plain silk ; material the same as the dress, edged with a fine
satin gimp of black ; the ends are prettily emFig. 1.

NOVEMBER.
Fig. 3. — Headdress for concerts, opera, or
party going. A caul or net for the hair, made
of pearl beads, and ornamented at the top by a
loop of larger beads, fastening droooing sprays
Kg. 3.

of wheat. A wreath of black silk or velvet
loops starts from each side the caul, and encircles the head ; pearl beads are wound through
the loops.
Fig. 4. — Headdress of braided ribbon, with a
net foundation underneath to keep it in place.
There is a spray of golden acorns and oak
Fig. 4.

broidered in single and clustered dots; the
clnsters may be in bugle beads, or a heavy
embroidery stitch in black silk.

Pig. 2. — Headdress of lace, ribbon, and flowers, for dinner or evening wear.

leaves in the centre, and to the left, quite low
down, a bouquet of crimson velvet convolvulus,
with leaves and tendrils, a few golden acorns
showing at one side.
Fig. 5. — Fanchon cap of delicate muslin,
lined with mauve-colored silk, trimmed with a
wrought needle-work edge. The front is caught
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sleeVKd dress by those who do not care to display the uncovernd arm. It is of thuUe, with
a reversed frill of blonde. It should be trimmed
with ribbon, matching or contrasting with the
dress.

FROM

MADAME DEMOREST'S
DE MODES.

MAGASIN

No. 47.S Broadway, New York.
The Matldlde Jacket. — This pretty jacket is
very much in vogue for matinee costume for
young married ladies, and also for demoiselles.
It consists of fine light blue or green cashmere,
bordered with black velvet, upon which are
embroidered scallops and dots in white silk.
Ou the front of the sleeve, the velvet extends

by rosettes of mauve velvet.
Strings and bow
of mauve-colored satin ribbon.
Fig. 6. — Habit-shirt and collar for morning
wear ; around the neck is a muslin puff through

which is drawn a colored ribbon, fastened by a
tiny bow.

np on the arm, forming the half of a pyramidal block. A side seam gives shape to the
front, and there are also seams in the back
which fit it to the waist, where the skirt is laid
in a hollow plait. This jacket is very pretty
in Solferiuo or Magenta cashmere, with a simple border of black velvet.
Fairy Dress. — This dress, made for a truly
fairy child, is of blue silk, of that exquisite tint
known as French blue.
The waist is cut in

Fig. 7.

a short-

points, two in front and two in the back, and
ou the hips, a scarf crosses the shoulder in
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plaits, fastened with buttons. Tlie sleeve is a
plain cap, with a second cap in points over it.
Waist, scarf, and sleeve, trimmed with a bias
quilling. Tassels ou the points. The skirt has

SONTAG,

four flounces, finished with a quilling to match
the waist. It is also pretty in any plain color,
trimmed with a contrast. For a Miss of twelve
yeai-s, would require thirteen yards of material.

OB, AYOOLLEN

JTalertaU.— Two ennces of donble Bflrlin wool, of any
dark color, and one ounce of white ditto. Knitting
needles, Ko. 10.
This very pretty and comfortable habit-shirt
is intended to be worn under a mantle or cloak ;
and as it gives great additional warmth, without making the figure at all clumsy, it has
many advantages over shawls and other wraps.
With the dark wool cast on Ave stitches, and
Jtnit, increasing one stitch at the end of every
mw, until eighty stitches are on the needles.
This is the back.
Then knit only half the

HABIT-SniRT.

stitches, the others being left on the needle
(which will be found much more convenient
than slipping them on a separate one). Still
increase one at the outer edge, in every alternate row, but decrease one at the inner edge,
in the intermediate rows, so that forty remain
on the needle, until you have done seventy
rows, when cast off loosely. Do the other half
the same. Then take up ou one needle the
stitches round the neck, and along these ca.st
off ends. Knit, with white wool, ten rows, increasing one at the end of every row.
Cast off

godey's ladt's book and magazine.
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loosely. Take up the stitches along the outer
edge, and do the same, increasing, and joining
to the inner border at the ends, and increasing
also at each side of the five original stitches,
t)iat it may set square. Cast off loosely, and
work small spots at intervals with the dark
wool.
The ends cross over the bosom.

KNITTED

OPEKA

HOOD.

for thirty rows ; then cast off two only at the
beginning of every row for fifty-four rows, when
cast off altogether.
The Cdrtain. — Cast on seventy stitches, and
knit eighteen rows, increasing one at the end of
every row.
Cast off loosely.
Sew this piece along the back, in the centre,
slightly holding the hood in, and sewing on the
ends as well as the length, as the border is
carried from the points, along the sides where
stitches were cast off, and along the outer edge
of the curtain, in one continuous piece. For
this purpose take up the stitches on the entire
length; and knit with the pearl wool (No. 7
needles) twelve rows of ordinary shell pattern ;
then two rows with black wool, to be followed
by a single plain row with white wool ; after
which, cast off loosely with the same.
Do another frill of ten shells, exactly the
same, to sew on above the curtain, so as to
cover it ; and make end and tassels, which you
run in along the back of the neck, to draw it
in. They are put along the seam below the
upper frill, which is a few rows above that seam.
A similar border is carried along the front,
from point to point, and laid back ; and the
second (under) frill is put on a cape, sewed
about six rows within the edge, so that it turns
over easily, the upper frill border just covering
this cape. It has seventy-two stitches cast on ;
and fourteen rows are knitted, with one stitcli
increase at the end of every row.
The second border just goes the length of the
head, and does not extend to the barbes.
No combination of colors is prettier for this
hood than ?nau!;e, with the gray, black, and
white borders.

KAHE

Materials. — Two onnces fonr-thread Berlin wool, of
any color that may be preferred ; one ounce gray-andwliite pearl wool, half an ounce black, and ditto white ;
ivory needles, No. 9 and No. 7.

Begin with the colored wool and No. 9 needles, casting on two hundred and fifty stitches.
Knit two plain rows, and, after that, cast off
four slitches at the beginning of every needle

FOB MASKING.

EUBBOIDEBT.
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PINCUSniON

This little article is esrtremely ornamental
when completed, and possesses tlie advantage
of being also useful. A little case, like a bookcoTer, is cat out in card-board ; a similarsliaped piece of velvet or silk, a little larger, is
also required, on which is worked the sprig
given in the illustration. This may be done in
white beads, or embroidered in colored silks, or
worked in gold thread. This is then stretched
over the card-board, brought over the edge, and
gummed down. A little square mattress cushion, covered m silk, is then gammed to one

AND

NEEDLE-BOOK.

side of the cover ; two or three cashmere leaves
are stitched to it at the top edge, and the other
half of the cover, which is loose, is lined and
brought over them. It is now in the form of a
book. A bow of ribbon is placed at the back,
and it is suspended by a chain of either gold or
white beads, to correspond with the sprig. A
fringe of the same beads is attached to the two
sides, and two tassels are added from where the
chain proceeds. This forms a pretty little article for a fancy fair sale, as it may be made very
showy ; it is also very easy to execute.
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GLASS

BEAD

Materials. — Three rows dark red beads, seven rows
middle red, sevea rows light red, seven rows dark bine,
eight rows light blue, one row yellow, twenty-one rows
white, one row black.
This mat must be commenced the same way
as No. 1, October number, at A, beginning with
but two beads and working alternately two and
one to the opposite side, afterwards with only
one needle at each side. The white beads on
tlie outer border of this one should be dead
white. These two mats will only require a very
simple fringe.

OTTOMAN, IN BERLIN WORK.
itateriaU. — Penelope border canvas, about 50 stitches
in width, and of a size which will allow the beads to
cover a stitch completely ; amber pound-beads of two
shades, rich green, and claret wool ; also the Mecklenburg thread No. 71.
The beads are chosen of shades which contrast somewhat strongly, the darkest being of a

MAT.— NO. 2.

decided orange, and the others straw-color. The
borders and stars are done in the dark shade ;
the outlines of the medallions in the other.
Fill in the medallions in green, and also the
inner part of the scroll ; the rest in claret in
cross-stitch.
The ottoman is to be made up in alternate
stripes of work and velvet, and trimmed with
rich cord and tassels.
Stripes of work and velvet being also much
used for Prie-dieu chairs, this pattern would be
very effective done in straw beading and wool.
It will not do to use Penelope canvas for this,
as the grounding is done in tapestry stitch, that
is, taken over two threads in height and one in
width. Select a canvas of which the straw will
cover two threads, and run a line on, across
the width of the canvas, in small neat stitches.
Work with the wool all the parts which form
the grounding, leaving the straw to represent
the beads.
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Each TOW of straw must be mn on, worked,
before proceeding to the next.
This design will be fonnd appropriate for
many purposes besides that for which we have
given it. Carriage-bags, foot-stools, and a variety of other articles, will look well done in it.

HANDSOiVrE PETTICOAT

The beads set on canvas-work being especially required to be sewed on ven/ stronrjiy, we
particularly recommend that the thread we
have indicated should be used for that ptirpose, to render the work perfectly secure.

TEIMMING, IN BEODERIE

MateriaU.~^Vme long-cloth, and embroidery cotton,
No. U.
All the open-work in this design is to be
simply sewed over, after being carefully traced
all round.
The stems are also to be sewed.

ANGLAISE.

The edge is done in graduated button-hole
stitch, considerably raised in the centre of each
scallop.
Being given of the full size, the pattern may
be traced from the engraving.
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MatfTxals. — One ounce scarlet or preen shaded 4-thread
wool ; one ounce white ditto ; a skeiu of black and pale
Gtraw-colored ditto ; a pair of cork soles ; crochet hook,
No. lo; a pair of knitting needles, same size ; and a mesh,
half-inch wide.

Begik by working the shaded wool for the
shoe. Nine ch, work in single crochet on it,
with three stitches in tlie centre one. Turn,
and work in single crochet, a stitch on every
stitch ; turn again and increase as before by
doing three in the centre stitch. The next
row is witliout increase. Continue to work
thus, increasing two stitches in every alternate
row, until you have done eight ribs. If the
child has a very high instep, it will be nccess;iry still further to increase the size in the last
tliree ribs, by doing two stitches, in lieu of one,
ill the last stitch of everi/ row. In working
ribbed crochet, a chain-stitch must also be
made at the end of each row, that the edge
may not be contracted.
Now do one side of the foot, by working as
far as the centre-stitch only, and then turning
back. About six ribs will suffice for the heel.
Work the other side in the same way, and
crochet up the heel.
FoK THE FuK. — With the white wool cast on
six stitches, and knit in common gaiter-stitch
as much as will go easHi/ round the top of the
shoe. Making the fur is then done by a process
exactly resembling raised Berlin work, only the
ground is knitting instead of canvas. Thread
B coarse rug-needle with a double strand of
wool, so that you will work with /our thick-

and

irAGAZTNE.

IN CEOCHET,
BBMINE

FCB.

nesses. Work on the rib of knitting in crossstitch, taking the wool over the mesh. Cut
e.iclx line before you withdraw tlie mesli. After
three lines of white only, do in the centre two
yellow stitclies, and in tlie next row two black
over them. When combed and cut, this makes
a very pretty, washable fur.
Bind the cork soles with ribbon, or strips of
thin leather, and sew on the shoe, also the fur
round the top.
These directions, applied to 8-thread Berlin
wool, with a coarser hook and a longer foundation-chain, will suffice for a lady's dressingslipper or over-shoe.
The number of ribs may, of course, be infoot.

creased, according to the size of the wearer's

BUTTERFLY

ROSETTE.

WORK
EMBROIDERED

SCARP IN COLORS.

{S« blueplat€ in front.)
3ftrleriaU.—jL Btrlp of black fllot, No. 2, forly-cigUt
Inches b^ nine, cut on theitquare ; a skein of ombre pink
and violet silk, a bkeln of plain cherry, tvo of emerald
tureen, and part of one vortialay.

This design is simply darned with the varions
silks on the filet, in the natural colors. The
omhre pink answers admirably for the carnation, and the violet for the anemone : the vertislay for the leaves of the former, and the
emerald green for those of the latter. To form
the border, the filet is folded along the sides
and ends, the depth of four squares, and the
design is then darned on it, the stitches heiug
taken, when necessary, through the double
material. The Greek border is done iu emer.ild
green, and the stars iu cherry. The fringe is
knotted on the lowest row of holes, thus : Cut
lengths of shaded violet and cherry, and of each
green nearly half a yard long ; take four strands
of violet, pass them through the comer liole of
the end, and tie iu a knot ; miss two holes,
and tie in the third four strands of green, then
cherry in the third from that, then the other
green. Begin again with the violet : now knot
four threads of violet with four green, the other
four violet with four cherry ; the rest of the
cherry to the next violet, and green with green.
Another row of knots will unite the same set of
strands as at first — that is, the eight ends of
violet together ; then green, then cherry, then
green again.
This makes a very handsome

SHOE
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fringe, and may be made richer by using six,
or eight, instead of fonr threads.
No engraving can really give an idea of the
beauty and novelty of this scarf, as the colors
cannot be represented in it.

FANCY

PURSE.

Made of two round pieces, worked the long
open stitch, and sewed together ; trimmed at

the bottom with a fringe of gold beads and
three tassels.
A gilt clasp fastens the purse.

ROSETTE.
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IN CROCHET.

We give this month two patterns for the
centres of either autimacassars, berceaunette

covers, or toilet mats. They are worked in
solid and chain crochet, and are extremely
durable, as well as pretty. The cotton used

■■9

for working them should be about' No. 10.
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They may be finished with either a fringe or a
lace. A border round them, of a light, open
description can be added, if they are intended
for drawing-room antimacassars ; but they are

more simple to execute if a square is worked of
the pattern, and finished with a fringe tied in
to every loop, a row of crochet being added all
round for the purpose.
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THE PREPARATION
OBKERAL

OF FOOD BT KEEPING.

the above time no meat improves
frozen, but in that case nearly the
which it has been in that state
the time calculated Independently

of it. There appeal- to be two kinds of decomposition iu
animal substances, which are quite distinct from each
other, and not always depending upon the state of the
atmosphere. In the one kind, the change begins in tho
parts in contact with the air, especially in those which
are the most moist. From these it gradually extends to

RBUARKB.

A GREAT many articles of food are the bett«r for keepiD^ a luQger or Kborter time, varyiug, according to their
nature, to the state of the weather, and to tho place
vbero they are kopt. Auioug the chief of these &re—

the deeper parts ; but so sluwly, that very often the surface is quite putrid, and greenioh-brown in color, whilo
tho parts round the bone are as sweet as ever, and
maintain their original red. This isatrue oxygenation,
and is the result of keeping healthy animal substances
lu a good and proper current of dry air. But in the
other kind of decomposition, either the whole mass

batcher's meat, vouison, g^ame, some kinds of poultry,
and a few kinds of fish. Evon some vegetables are tho
better for a few hours' keeping, after they are broutrht
in ttom the garden, such as young potatoes and Jerusalem artichokes ; but this is an exception to tho general
nile, which enforces the necessity of dressing vegetables
U soon as pouisible after they are gathered. On the
other hand, many fraita require keeping for some time.
Tho best mode, therefore, of keeping these several articles will here be given.

changes together, or the deep parts go first, and gra>
dually extend their intlueuce to the surface. This I-h
clearly not the result of a union with a fresh supply of
oxygen, because that gas would surely aifect the snr&co
moio than the iutedor; but it appears to be a new arrangement of the elements already existing in the substance, by which ammonia, and some others of the

ESSENTIALS FOR KRRPIXO.
Tho Larder Is the place set apart for keeping fresh
provisions in, and should be piHC*^Hl where it can have a
thorough draught, and whore it is (iheltercd from the

cliangeable organic compounds, are evolved. It generally, but not always occurs in hot and thundery weather, but always with the thermometer above liO degrees ;
there isalmost always a crackling feel given to the hand
iu pressing meat when in this state, depending upon tho
bubbles of gas confined within its meshes ; and tho
smell is of a peculiarly nauseons kind, accompanied
with a pungent impression upoa the mucous raeuibrauo
of the nose, which is not very agreeable. When meiit
is in this state, it is very unwholesome, and is even unfit
for pigs or dogs. It should, therefore, be buried deeply
beneath the surface, out uf all risk of affecting tho health
of the neighboring inhabitants.

ean. Bat in many cases, e^ipecially in towns, this cannot ho managed, and all that c:in be devoted to ttie purpose is a small box of wood with perforated-zinc sides,
and called a "safe." Tbis Is often placed in a small
room orcloset, perhaps adjoining the kitcheu ; and then
It is not snrprlslng that meat becomes putrid, in warm
weather, the d;iy after it comes from the butcher. When
there Is a back-yard, this safe may oAen be suspended
there with advantage during tho part of the dny when
the san is shaded off by the sarronnding buildings ; or
permanently, if it is entirely excluded. Dry heat is not
so iujurious as the moist, yet warm atmosphere, which
always prevails in underground kitifttens; and even a
mach higher temperature, if dry, will do less mischief
than one comparatively cool, but moist ; that is to say,
if the latter is above 60 or 70 degrees Fahrenheit, for below that point decomposition does not go on with any
degree of rapidity. It mast be remembered, that almost
all kinds of animal food intended for roasting require a
certain amoant of decomposition to make them tender,
the only exception being those which are, in the first
place, safflciently so when quite fresh, and, in the second,
are so prone to rapid decomposition, that they are not to
be kept withont great risk: each are veal and some
kinds of poultry, which in moderately cool weather will
not keep more than a few days, and in summer, are not
always to be depended on for twenty-four hours. For
this reason, in frosty weather, meat may be kept for an
indefinite time without altering its condition; and, in
long frosts, there is scarcely a possibility of getting it
into a state fit for the spit. Hence, it is always desirable
to maintain in the larder a temperature considerably
above the freezing point, and below 50, or at all events
60 degrees, with a good cnrrentof alrfreo from moisture.

MISCELLANEOUS

COOKING.

Rabbit Soup.— Begin this sonp six hoars before dinner. Cut up three large but young and tender rabbits,
or four small ones (scoring the backs), and dredge thei:i
with flour. Slice six mild onions, and season them with
half a grated nutmeg, or more, if you like it. Put some
fresh butter into a hot frying-pan (you may substitute
for the butter some cold roast-veal gravy that bas been
carefully cleared from the fat), place it over the fire, aud
when it boils, put iu the rabbits aud onions, and fry them
of a light brown. Then transfer the whole to a souppot ; season it with a very small teaspoonful of salt, a
teaspoonfui of whole pepper, a large teaspoonful of
sweet marjoram leaves stripped from the stalks, and
four or five blades of mace, adding three largo carrots
iu slices. Pour on, slowly, four quarts of hot water
from a kettle already boiling bard. Cover the soup-pot,
and let it simmer slowly, skimming it well, till themeat
of the rabbits is reduced to shreds and drops from the
bones, which will not be in less than five hours, if boiled
as gently as it ought. When <|uite done, strain the sonp
into a tureen. Have ready the grated yolks of six hard
boiled eggs, and stir them into the soup immediately
after it is strained, and while it is very hot. Add, also,
gome bread cut into dice or small squares, and fried
brown in fresh butter. Or substitute for the fried bread
buttered toast, with all the crust removed, and cut into

DIRFCTI0S3 FOR KEEPISO.
TThenever these couJiiions can be obtained, meat, the
produce of mature animals, maybe kept with advantage,
if it id constantly watched and protected from the files,
for a period of time varying, according to the weather,
from a few days to three weeks. It must also be kept
t?ry, by wiping the moist partsevery night and moinliig,
taking care to separate all the crevices and dry them to

very small bits or monthfuls.
Soup-Meat.— To make the soup very good, the meat
(of which there should bo a large proportion, rather
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more than a. pound to a qnart of water) must remain in
till it drops entirely from the bones and is boiled to rags.
But none of these fragments aod shreds should be found
in the tureen when the soup is sent to table ; they should
all be kept at the bottom of the pot, pressing down the
ladle hard upon them when you are dipping out the
soup. If any are seen in the soup after it is taken up,
let them be carefully removed with a spoon. To seud
the soup to table with bits of bone and shreds of meat in
it is a slovenly, disgusting, and vulgar practice, and
should be strictly forbidden, as some indifferent cooks
will do so to save themselves the trouble of removing it.
A mass of shreds left at the bottom of the tureen absoi'bs
so much of the liquid as to diminish the quantity of the
soup ; and if eaten, is very unwholesome, all the nourishment being boiled out of it.
Mutton, however, need not be boiled to pieces in the
soup, which will have sufficient strength if the meat is
left whole. A piece of loin of mutton that has been
cooked in soup is to many persons very palatable. It is
well worth sending to table.
Roasted Salmon. — Take a large piece of fine fresh
salmon, cut from the middle of the fish, well cleaned
and carefully scaled. Wipe it dry in a clean coarse
cloth ; then dredge it with flour, put it on the spit, and
place it before a clear, bright fire. Baste it with fresh
butter, and roast it well, seeing that it is thoroughly
done to the bone. Serve it up plain, garnishing the dish
with slices of lemon, as many persons like a little lemonjuice with salmon. This mode of cooking salmon will
be found excellent. A small one or a salmon-trout may
be roasted whole.
Baked Salmon. — A small salmon may be baked whole.
Stuff it with forcemeat made of bread-crumbs, chopped
oysters or minced lobster, butter, Cayenne, a little salt,
and powdered mace; all mixed well, and moistened
with beaten yolk of egg. Bend the salmon round, and
put the tail into the mouth, fastening it with a skewer.
Put it into a large, deep dish ; lay bits of butter on it
at small intervals, and set it into the oven. While
baking, look at it occasionally, and baste it with the
butter. When one side is well browned, turn it carefully in the dish, aud add more butter. Bake it till the
other side is well browned ; then transfer it to another
dish with the gravy that is about it, and send it to table.
If you bake salmon in slices, reserve the forcemeat for
the outside. Dip each slice first in beaten yolk of egg,
and then in the forcemeat till it is well coated. If in one
large piece, cover it in the same manner thickly with
the seasoning.
The usual sauce for baked salmon is melted butter,
flavored with the juice of a lemon and a glass of port
wine, stirred in just before the butter is taken from the
fire. Serve it up in a sauce-boat.
To Stew Ked Cabbage. — Having stripped off the outer
loaves and washed the cabbage, quarter it, remove all
the stalk, and cut the cabbage into shreds. Slice some
cold ham as thin as possible, and put it into a stewpan,
alternately with layers of shred cabbage, having first
laid some bits of fresh butter in the bottom of the pan.
Add about half a pint of boiling water. Cover the pan
closely, and let it stew steadily for three hours, till the
cabbage is very tender and the liquid all wasted, taking
care not to let it burn. If you find it so dry as to be in
danger of scorching, add a little more boiling water.
When done, press and drain it through a colander, and
serve it up with the cabbage heaped in the middle of the
dish, and the ham laid round.

It may be improved by adding, before it begins to stew,
a gill of red beet vinegar.
White cabbage maybe stewed as above; also cauliflower or broccoli, omitting the vinegar.
Onion Custard. — Peel aud slice some mild onions
(ten or twelve, in proportion to their size), and fry them
in fresh butter, draining tliem well when you take them
up ; then mince them as fine as possible. Beat four eggs
very light, and stir them gradually iuto a pint of milk,
in turn with the minced onions. Season the whole with
plenty of grated nutmeg, and stir it very hard ; then put
it into a deep white dish, aud bake it about a quarter of
an hour. Send it to table as a side dish to be eaten with
meat or poultry. It is a French preparation of onions,
and will be found very fine.
Fricaseed Sweetbreads. — Take half a dozen sweetbreads, clean them thoroughly, and lay them for an
hour or two in a pan of water, having first removed the
strings and gristle. Then put them into a stewpan with
as much rich milk or cream as will cover them well, and
a very little salt. Stew them slowly till tender throughout and thoroughly done, saving the liquid ; then take
them up, cover them, aud set them near the fire to keep
warm. Prepare a quarter of a pound of fresh butter,
divided into four pieces and rolled in flour. Put the
butter into the milk in which the sweetbreads were
boiled, and add a few sprigs of parsley cut small, five or
six blades of mace, half a nutmeg grated, and a very
little Cayenne pepper. Have ready the yolks of three
eggs, well beatea. Return the sweetbreads to the gravy,
let it just come to a boil, aud then stir in the beaten egg
imrriediately before you take the fricasee from the fire,
otherwise It will curdle. Serve it up in a deep dish with
a cover.
Chickens, cut up, may be fricaseed in this manner.
Chicken Gumbo. — Cut up a young fowl as if for a fricasee. Put into a stewpan a large tablespoonful of fresh
butter, mixed with a teaspoonful of flour and an onion
finely minced. Brown them over the fii-e, and then add
a quart of water and the pieces of chicken, with a large
quarter of a peck of ochras (first sliced thin and then
chopped), and a salt-spoon of salt. Cover the pan, and
let the whole stew together till the ochras are entirely
dissolved and the fowl thoroughly done. If it is a very
young chicken, do not put it in at first, as half an hour
will be sufiicient to cook it. Serve it up hot in a deep
dish.
A cold fowl may be used for this purpose.
Tou may add to the ochras an equal quantity of tomatoes cut small. If you use tomatoes, no water will be
necessary, as their juice will supply a sufficient liquid.
CAKES, CUSTARDS, ETC.
Scotch Short-Cake.— Take a pound of Zante currants,
and, after they are well picked and washed, dry them on
a large dish before the fire or on the top of a stove. Instead of currants, you may use sultana or seedless raisins
cut in half. When well dried, dredge the fruit profusely
with flour, to prevent its clodding while baking. Have
ready a teaspoonful of mixed spice, powdered mace,
nutmeg, and cinnamon. Sift two quarts of flour, and
spread it to dry at the fire. Cut up a pound of the best
fresh butter, put it into a clean saucepan, and melt it
over the fire, shaking it round, and taking care that it
does not burn. Put the flour into a large pan, and mix
with it a pound of powdered white sugar. Pour the
melted butter warm into the midst of the flour and sugar,

RECEIPTS,
and with ft large spooa or broad kuifo mix tbo whole
thoronghl^ into a Boft doa^'h or par-te, icUhoxU u^ing a
drop of tatter. Hext spriaklo In the fruit, a haudful at
a time, stirring hard b«tweoa each handful, aud fiui^h
with a heaped teaspoonful of spice, mixed in a Urga
glass of brandy.
8trew some Soar on jonr paste-board, lay the lomp of
doagh upon it, flour your handti, and knead it a white
on all sides. Then cut it in half, and roll out each Hheet
about an inch thick. With a jagging-iron cut It into
large squares, ovats, triangles, or any form you please,,
and prick the surface handsomely with a furk. Butter
some square pans, put in the cakes, and bake them
brown.
For carrants and ralslne, yon may enbstitate citron
cut into sltp4 and floured. This cake will be found very
fine, if the receipt is ejcactlt/ followed. In cold weather
It keeps well, aud, packed in a tin or wooden box, may
be sent many hundred miles for ThaokeglTiug Day,
Christmas, or New Tear's.
This cake will be greatly Improved by adding to the
other Ingredients the grated yellow rind of two lemons
and their Jaice. For the brandy yoa may substitute a
Vineglass of rose<water.
BicbWafflks.— Take a teacup and a half or a common
sized tumblerful and a half of rice that ha^ been well
boiled, and warm it in a pint of rich milk, stirring it
ttli smooth and thoroughly mixed. Then remove it
from the fire, and stir in a pint of cold milk and a small
teaspoonful of salt. Beat four eggs very light, and stir
them into the mixture, In turn with sufficient rice dour
to make a thick batter. Bake it in a waffle-iron. $end
them to table hot, butter them, and eat them with powdered sugar and cinnamon, prepared in & small bowl for
the purpose.
Eod Po.vE. — Three eggs, a quart, of Indian meal, a
large tablespoonful of fresh butter, a small teaspoonful
of salt, a half pint {or more) of milk. Beat the eggs
very light and mix them with the milk. Then stir in
gradually the Indian meal, adding the salt and butter.
It must not be a baiter, but a soft dough, just thick
enough to be stirred well with a spoon. If too thin,
add more Indian meal ; if too stiff, thin it with a little
more milk. Beat or stir it long and hard. Butter a tin
or iron pan, put the mixture into it, and set the pan
immediately into au oven, which must be moderately
hot at first and the heiit increased afterward. A Dutch
oven is be^t for this purpose. It should bake an hour
aud a half or two hours, in proportion to its thickness.
Send it to table hot and cut into slices. Eat it with butter or molasses.
BoHiKY Cakes.— A pint of small hominy or Carolina
grits, a pint of white Indian meal, sifted, a saltspoooful
of salt, three large tablespoonfuls of fresh butter, three
eggs or three tablespoonfuls of strong yeast, a quart of
milk. Having washed the small hominy and left it
Boaklng all night, boil it soft, drain it, aud, while hot,
mix it with the Indian meal, adding the salt and the
butter. Then mix it gradually with the milk, and set
It away to cool. Beat the eggs very light, and add them
gradually to the mixture. The whole should make a
thick batter. Then bake them on a griddle in the manner of buckwheat cakes, greasing or scraping the griddle
always before you put on a fresh cake. Trim off their
edges nicely, and send them to table hot. Eat them with
butter.
Or yon may bake them in muffin rings.
If you prefer luuking these cakes with yeast, you must
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begin them earlier, as they will require time to rise.
The ycaitt should be strong and fresh. If not Tery strong,
use four table^poonfuls instead of two. Cover the pan,
set it In a warm place, and do not begin to bake till it is
well risen aud the burface of the mixture is covered with
bubbles.
Fob Rich Ccptard.— Boil a pint of milk with lemonpeel and ciunauun, mix a pint of cream aud the yolks
of eight eggs, well beaten ; when tbo milk tastes of the
seasoning, strain it, and sweeten it enough for the whole ;
pour it into Iho cream, stirring it well ; then give tho
custard a simmer till of a proper thickness. Do not let
It boil ; stir the whole time one way.
Or: Boil a pint of cream with some mace, cinnamon,
and a little lemon-peel; strain it, and when cold, add
to it tho yolks of four aud the whites of two eggs, a
little orange-flour water, aud sugar to your taste. A
little nutmeg aud two spoonfuls of sweet wine may be
added, if approved.
Mix well, and bake in cups.
RiCK Custards.— Sweeten a pint of milk with loafsugar, boil it with a stick of cinnamon, stir in sifted
ground rice till quite thick. Take it off the flre, add the
whites of three eggs, well beaten • stir it again over the
flre for two or three minutes, then put it into cups that
have lain in cold water; do not wipe them. When
cold, turn them out. aud put them into the dish in which
they are to be served ; pour round them a custard made
of the yolks of the eggs and little more than half a
pint of milk. Vut on the top a little red currant jelly or
raspberry jam.
A pretty supper dish.
Orasoe Custard.- Boil very tender the rind of half a
Seville orange, beat it in a mortar to a paste, put to it a
spoonful of the best brdudy. the j uice of a Seville orange,
four ounces of lump-sugar, and the yolks of four egg-s.
Beat all together ten minutes, and pour in by degrees a
pint of boiling cream. Keep beating until the mixture
is cold ; then put into custard cups and set them in
a soup dish of boiling water ; let them stand until thick,
then put preserved orauge peel, in slices, upon the
custard.
Serve either hot or cold.
Or: Take the juice of twelve oranges, strain it, and
sweeten it well with pounded loaf-sugar, stir it over a
slow flre till the sugar is dissolved, taking off the scum
as it rises ; when nearly cold, add the yolks of twelvo
eggs well beaten aud a pint of cream ; stir it again over
the fire till it thickens. Serve it in a glass dish or in
custard cups.
Sweet Potato Puddino. — Beat to a cream one pound
of sugar and one pound of batter ; boil and pound fine
two pounds of potatoes ; beat the potato by degrees into
the butter and sugar; add five eggs beaten light, cue
wineglass of wine, one of brandy, and one of rose-water ;two teaspoonfuls of spice, and half a pint of cream.
Bake it in a crust. This will fill seven paddings.
Eve's Pcddino.— Take six large, fair, juicy apples;
pare, core, and chop them fine; six ounces of bread
crumbs, six ounces of carrants, six eggs, and three
ounces of sugar. Mix them well and boil in a mould or
closely covered pan for three hours ; serve with sweet
sauce.
THE

TOILET.

Hair Grea.=e.— Melt half a pound of lard and six
ounces of olive oil in a jar placed in hot water; when
nearly cool add about two drachms of essence of lemon,
oil of lavender, or any other perfume, aud then pour it
into glass bottles, ur earthen pots.
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A HionLT PKESEKVATiVE TooTn-FowDER. — Take of prepared chalk and washed sulphur, of each one ounce;
powdered myrrh and Armenian bole, of each two
drachnxs.
Mix.
A Good Wash

for the Hair, or Roitghness of the

Skin. — Take of Belmont glycerine one ounce, oil of rosemary half a drachm, proof spirits one ounce, honey half
an ounce, laveuder-water half a pint ; mix the oil of
rosemary with the honey and spirits, and add the lavender-water gradually, shaking them well up; then put
in the glycerine, and cork.
To Prevent the Hair Falling off. — Apply a little of
the following lotion to the roots of the hair two or three
times a week: Spirit of turpentine, trotter oil, of each
one ounce, with the addition of thirty drops of acetic
solution of cantharides.
Hungary Water. — To one pint of proof spirits of wine
put an ounce of oil of rosemary and two drachms of essence of ambergris ; shake the bottle well several times,
then let the cork remain out twenty-four hours. After a
mouth, during which time shake it daily, put the water
imo small bottles.
Honey Water. — Take a pint of proof spirit as above,
and three drachms of essence of ambergris ; shake them
well daily.
Lavender Water. — Take a pint of proof spirit as
above, essential oil of lavender one ounce, esseme of
ambergris two diacbms; put all into a quart bottle, and
shake it extremely well.
MISCELLANEOUS.
To Extract Ink Stains from the Covers of Cloth
Books. — Many of the preparations for removing ink
spots not only entirely remove the said stains, but the
color also. The following, however, will be found perfectly harmless: To half an ounce of oxalic acid put a
fluidounce of distilled water; when nearly dissolved,
add half an ounce of citric acid : this will be a saturated
solution, and will entirely remove ink without injuring
or discoloring the substance, whether silk, cotton, linen,
cloth, velvet, Sic.
To Take Grease oft of Colored Silk. — Take French
chalk, finely scraped, and put it on the grease spot, holding it near the fire, or over a warm iron reversed. This
will cause the grease tn melt, the French chalk will absorb it, and it may then be brushed or rubbed off.
How to Make Old Wrttino Leoible. — Take six or
leven braised galls, and put to them a pint of strong
vhite wine ; let it stand in the sun forty-eight hoars;
lip a brush into it, and wash the writing.
To Clean Silks. — Dresses cleaned by the following
Tiethod have not the appearance of being cleaned:
Quarter of a pound of honey, quarter of a pound of soft
Boap, two wineglasses of gin, three gills of boiling water.
Mix, and let stand until blood warm. Spi-ead the silk
on a clean table, with a cloth under it — there must be no
gathers. Dip a nail-brush into the mixture, and rub the
6ilk well, especially where there are stains, or the most
dirt or spots, and with a sponge wet the whole breadth,
generally, and rub gently. Then rinse the silk in cold
soft water : hang it up to drain, and iron it damp. The
quantity stated is for a plain dress.
To Gild Steel. — Immerse

the steel in a solution of

nitro-muriate of gold, which will leave a coat of gold
upon the steel, which must be immersed in water the
moment it is gilt. The adhesion and appearance of the
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gold are considerably improved by the use of the burnisher.
A FEW drops of any perfumed oil will secure libraries
from the consuming effects of mouldiness and damp.
Russian leather, which is perfuni<d with the tar of the
birch-tree, never moulds ; and merchants suffer large
bales of this article to lie in the London Docks in the
most careless manner, knowing

that it cannot sastain

any injury from the damp.
Cure for Damp Walls.— It is said (and in some cases
where it has been tried it has been found successful)
that if a damp wall is washed over on the outside with
sulphuric acid and water, in the proportion of one to
six, it will not, after such dressing, show any symptoms
of damp.
Liquid Glite. — The following recipe is given by a New
York paper for making the liquid glue now so popular
in America: In a wide-mouthed bottle dissolve eight
ounces of best glue in a half-pint of water, and heat It
till dissolved. Then add slowly, constantly stirring,
two and a half ounces of strong aquafortis (nitric acid).
Keep it well corked, and it will be ready for use. It is
a handy and valuable composition, aa it does not gelatinize, nor undergo putrefaction and fermentation, and
become offensive, and is always ready for use.
How TO Stop the Flow of Blood. — Housekeepers,
mechanics, and others, in handling knives, tools, and
other sharp instruments, very frequently receive severe
cuts, from which blood flows profusely, and oftentimes
endangers life itself. Blood may be made to cease to
flow as fuUows: Take the fine dust of tea and bind it
close to the wound ; at all times accessible and easily
obtained. After the blood has ceased to flow, laudanum
may be advantageously applied to the wound. Due regard to these instructions would save agitation of mind,
and running for the surgeon, who would, probably, make
no better prescription if he was present.
Wash Your Own Laces. — The difficulty of getting
laces washed right, especially out of a great city, is very
great. Every lady, therefore, should know how to wash
her own thread lace. If any fair lady is ignorant of
this art, we can teach her in a very few words. Let her
first rip off the lace, carefully pick out the loose bits of
thread, and boU the lace very smoothly and securely
round a clean black bottle previously covered with old
white linen, sewed tightly on. Tack each end of the
lace with a needle and thread to keep it smooth, and be
careful in wrapping not to crumble or fold in any of the
scollops or pearlings. After it is on the bottle, take
some of the best sweet oil, and with a clean sponge wet
the lace thoroughly to the inmost fold. Have ready, in
a wash kettle, a strong lather of clear water and white
Castile soap. Fill the bottle with cold water to prevent
its bursting; cork it well and stand the neck secured
well to the ears or handle of the kettle, to prevent its
knocking about or breaking while over the fire. Let it
boil in the suds for au hour or more, till the lace is clean
and white all through. Drain off the suds aud dry it in
the sun ; when dry remove the lace from the bottle, and
roll it round a wide ribbon-block, or lay it in long folds ;
place it within a sheet of smooth white paper, and press
it in a large book for a few days.
Gingfrbread. — Two

pounds of flour, one pound of

raw sugar, one pound of golden syrup, three-quarters of
a pound of batter, one-quarter of a pound of candied
peel, and one ounce of ground ginger. Warm the treacle, butter, aud sugar together.

liitDrs' Kalth.
THAXESGITINO

DAT: THE LAST THUBSDAT
IN NOVEMBER.

0)if praise the Lord, for he is good, and bis mercj
«Ddurelh forever.
P^alus.
Yes, amidst all the agitations that stir the miods of
men and cause the hearts of women to tremble in fear
and sorrow, among all the woea generated by hnman
passions and human sins, the mercy of the Lord is over
his children. It is the King of Heayen who gives us,
year by year, the kindly fruits of the earth, and prepares
our bread in due season. The past harvest has been a
time of rich blessings over nearly all Christendom ; from
the greater portions of Europe, throughout the length
and breadth of our own beloved land, come the glad
tidings of food enough and to spare.
This past year has also been distinguished by its freedom from pestilence and wasting sicknesses. Health
has be«n in all our borders — would that we could add,
peaa has reigned, and goijd-toUl been extended ! but we
must all acknowledge that the goodness of God has not
failed. Shall we not, then, lay aside our enmities and
strifes, and suspend our worldly cares, toils, and pnrauits on one dny in the year, devoting it to a public
Thanksgiving for all the good gifts God has bestowed on
na and on all the earth ?
Surely it is ground for no ordinary thankfulness to
know that even at a time like the present we have a
surplus of food to spare, should the poor of other lands
need a supply. Ought not this fact to teach us to extend
our sympathies beyond the limits of our own country,
and to do all that lies in our power to promote the reign
of "Peace on earth and good-will among men?"
All nations are members of one brotherhood, under the
fostering care of the one beneficent Father of humanity.
What could do more to arouse and preserve the fraternal
feelings which should exist, especially among the nations
of Christendom, than the establishment and universal
observance of one general Christian Festival of Thanksgiving, on the game day of the year, throughout those
nations? All sects and creeds who take the Bible as
their rnle of faith and morals could unite in such a
festival. The Jews, also, who find the direct command for a feast at the ingathering of harvest, would
gladly join in tliis Thanksgiving, and in every country
of Europe it would become, as we trust it will soon bo
la our own country, a universal holiday on the last
THrssDAT OF November.
The enjoyment of it wonld be heightened in every
land by the knowledge that in all other lands where the
Bible was the Book of faith, in all places throughout
the globe where Christians of any nation or creed could
meet together, this happy, hallowed festival was and
forever would be kept on the last Thursday r.f Novernber.
We can do no more at present than to ofifer this suggestion for the consideration of the friends of peace and
of religion in all countries, believing that it must commend itself to the sympnthiee of every one who will
give it doe attention : and that with judicions exertions
it may be carried into effect. There is something so
cheering and delightful in the idea of a pat of cmverSAL Thasksuivisg, &el apart among all the branches of

the Christian femily, when the etoms of ♦ar would be
hushed, and the strifes of fiictions, parties, and sects
forgotten for a time, and all hearts united in one sentiment of gratitude to the Divino Father of humanity,
that the mere proposal of the plan seems almost to
insure its fulfilment.
The way is already prepared ; for the last ten years or
more the idea of our American national Thanksgiving
has been gradually growing in favor and becoming au
observance in all our States and Territories. The last
Thursday in November has thus been known as the
American Festival Day, and for the last three years has
been observed by Americans in European cities and
wherever our countrymen could meet together. It has
been kept on board our fleets in the Mediterranean,
African, and Brazilian stations ; onr missionaries in
India, China, Africa have approved of this festival, and
last year it was observed by our countrymen in Japan.
Hon. Townsend Harris, American ambassador to that
empire, inclosed in a letter to us his proclamation setting
apart, in conformity with American custom, the last
Thursday in November as a day of public Thanksgiving
to Almighty God.
The following extract from a letter of an American
resident shows how it was observed: —
"ToKAHAMA, Japan, Dec. 5, 1S60.
Last Thursday, the 29th, was Thanksgiving, by proclamation ofthe American Minister at Jeddo and Gen.
Dorr, our consul here at Kanagawa.
The Rev. Mr. Brown, one of the American missionaries
of this place, preached a sermon at the residence of Gen.
Dorr. Nearly all the American residents here at Tokahama and Kanagawa were present. Hon. Townsend
Harris was down, and spent Thanksgiving with General
Thus, from our Western world to the Isles of the rising
sun,
this chord of sympathy in thankful gratitude to
Dorr."
the true God has been awakened, and the sentiment that
makes Christian brotherhood a source of joy and hope
has been strengthened. This feeling was strongly drawn
forth at the last year's festival in Berlin, now the centre
of German movements for nationality. The following
pleasant description of the dinner will show the good
infiuences it promoted as well as the happiness it conferred ;—
THANKSGIVING

DAT IN BERLIN.
Berlin, Kov. 29, 1860.

" In the most splendid street In this great city, ' Unter
der Linden,' is one of the loveliest little dining-halls I
ever saw. Its walls are adorned with the portraits of
Schiller, and Goethe, and Beethoven, and the other
masters of pen and of song. These worthies looked very
strange to-night, peeping out from the folds of innumerable 'stars and stripes,' which draped the walls on
every side. The sides of the room seemed to be a greenhouse of large, luxuriant plants, and the table itself was
groaning under its weight of flowers. A few minutes
after five o'clock P. M., Gov. Wright, our ambassador to
the Prussian Court, was seen to walk to the head of the
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table, and take his seat. In a moment the hnndred
guests, students in Berlin, travellers to and fiom our
native laud, American residents of other cities, called in
from their present homes to eat this patriotic dinner,
together with a few German friends, took seats at the
ample board. The band commenced ; we all expected,
from the preliminary flourishes, some unknown composition of Be#hoven; but what was our surprise and
delight to hear them soon fall gracefully into the grand
measures of Old Hundred I By instinct every voice
joined in the hymn —
'Praise God, from whom all blessings flow.'
Then a fervent prayer of praise and thanksgiving was
offered by Rev. Geo. C. Robinson, of Cincinnati, and in a
moment more every distinguishable sound was lost in
the clatter of busy knives and forks.
There was everything which we could have got at
grandmother's, except the pumpkin pies. The ladies
tried it; but here the Dutch cooks declared that forbearance ceased to be a virtue, and openly rebelled against
baking such " ausgezeig net nujeheur" (adverbs so transcendently superlative that they can't be described)
compounds in their ovens! But, as a remuneration,
Gov. Wright had generously imported at hts own expense an abundance of most delicious sweet potatoes,
and cranberries, and dried sweet corn direct from home !
How we did feast on these goodies ! And then we would
&ing a soug, and make the kelner bring us one more
plate of roast turkey, with just the least bit of sweet
potato, and some of that delicious cranberry sauce.
Ah, you hundred grandmothers, who prayed so fervently for your boys off here in a strange land, we had
everything to remind us of you to-night.

********

And now the Governor arose; all was silence. He
said, before he gave the first toast he wanted to make
this a^rue American Thanksgiving by remembering the
poor. The plate was passed, and seventy-five thalers
were collected, to be distributed by a city missionary,
recently eKtablished here through Gov. Wright's instrumentality in great measure, in imitation of similar institutions inNew York.
And then began the speeches, and the toasts, and
the stories. The enthusiasm soon kindled to such a
degree that a German friend, Prof. HoUendorf, of the
University, rose voluntarily and said he wished he had
his countiymen here now who never heard anything
about America except Bowie knives and steamboat explosions. At that, a student jumped to his feet and said
he loved all the institutions of our country, even such
peculiar institutions as steamboat explosions ; for who
would not rather be blown half way from New York to
Albany than never get there !"
If this i^fyvemher does not seem the time for rejoicing,
then consecrate the last Thursday in the month to beueTolence of action, by sending gifts to the poor, and doing
those deeds of kindness that will for one day make every
American home the place of gladness and every American heart hopeful and thankful. A day of fasting might
seem more becoming, if the festival had reference to the
condition of the country or the deeds of men ; but when
God is the Benefactor we praise, the Kuler we exalt,
have we not always cause of joy and gratitude-? It was
to human vision a gloomy time in Judea when the
prophet said unto the people: —
Go your way, eat the fat, and drink the sweet, and
send portions unto them for whom nothing is prepared,

for this day
for the joy
viii. 10.
Shall the
this year an
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is holy unto our Lord ; neitlier be ye sony,
of the Lord is your strength. — Nehemiah
2Sth of November (the last Thursday) be
American Thanksgiving Day ?

What British Women are Doing. — In these dark
days of American litei*ature it is a pleasure to find
that the ladies of England are gaining honors and rewards for their genius, thus elevating the Aoglo-Saxon
women wherever they may reside. The English reviewers all give high praise to " Silas Marner," the last
work of Miss Evans (or G. Elliot, as she styles herself),
placing it above any of her other works, and, indeed,
above any other novel of the day. One critic observes:
"Of 'Silas Marner' it is impossible to say which is
most admirable, the vivid painting of life itself or the
profound remarks on the progress of life. Nor is this
all ; the kindly humor which glows through every
j udgment is as conciliatory as the verdict is convincing,
and the more so as the author shows no foregone purpose in the construction of the fable, but leaves it to bear
itsThe
own book
fruit."
has had a large sale.
"The Cruise in the Claymore on the Coast of Syria,"
by Mrs. Harvey, has just beeu published in London.
The authoress presented to Queen Victoria, at the last
drawing-room, a magnificent copy of this work, bound
in carved cedar, from Lebanon.
" My Share of the World," is by Miss Frances Browne,
whose poetry has given her a high place among those
who struggle against great difliculties in the development of their genius. Miss Browne has been blind from
childhood, and dependent on her own talents for support. This last book, her first prose work, is warmly
praised. We hope it will be reprinted in our country.
Women in the Printino-Officr.— The London Review
says: " The Victoria Press, under the presidency of Bliss
Emily Faithful, is about to issue a volume called the
'Victoria Regia,' dedicated, by permission, to Her Majesty the Queen, and under her especial patronage, as a
perfect specimen of the success of the Victoria Press, and
also as a proof of the support afforded to them by the
names most distinguished in literature. The volume
will be edited by Miss Adelaide A. Procter, and will contain original contributii^ns from TeuByson, Thackeray,
Barry Cornwall, Kingsley, Fiederick Maurice, Dean
Milman, Anthony Trollope, tlie late Leigh Hunt, Miss
Muloch, Mrs. Clive, the authoress of 'Paul FerroU,' the
late Mrs. Jameson, Lady GeorgiuaFuUerton, Mrs. Grote,
the Hon. Mrs. Norton, and many others. We may take
the opportunity of giving an unqualified denial to the
statement made by some journals, that the Victoria
Printing Press in Great Coram Street is a failure as a
woman's printing-oflice. There are eighteen young
women employed at the Victoria Press, who are making
considerable progress as compositors, and there are only
three men employed in training and clicking for these
apprentices. In the press-room men only are employed,
as that branch of the business is unsuitable for women.
We hear that the Victoria Press is already self-supporting, and in every way fulfilling the desires of its promoter, Miss Emily Faithful. "—[A very appropriate name,
as her deeds prove.]
Women op the Last Centcrv.~Two works of much
interest have lately been published in London : " Auto-
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btut;raplijr and Corresp(*Qdi'iico of Mr». Dflanyt" End
** Autoblogrupby, L«tterii uud Litorary Reiualub vf Mrs.
Pionl."
The (ytristian Rgtnembranc*r makos somo excellent
remarkH ou the obamoters of tbcAe dltttiugulHliod ludlett.
While a cvrtuin paraUcl may bo drawn becwe^u tlio oxt^nal posittou of these two womon, the events of their
llren, the place Chey ouco he'd, the nutlceand admiration
they oDce excited, and Iho Inlelloctual etipcriority attributed to them, the mode In which they used the
advaDta^'es and met the ditliciiltlcs of their lot, couHtitate
as tttroug a ditTereuce as ciiu wt--ll be found. Thoir portratto M old women, which stand at the opening of their
Works, prefigure and define thig difference — though
thirty years' distance in date may possibly diminish its
Call aigbifit':ince. Mrs. Delany, in cotf and hood, comely
and Teueruble, model of a wi^e, pious, decorous, accjuiesceat old a^o: Mis. Piozzi, at neiiily the same time of
life, Id bat and plnmes aid false flaxen curls, to which
her chronicler tu candor bids us add, cheeks violently
rouged. Each face is the type of a character and a
oaioer : lu Mrs. Delany, of a harmony which is the characteristic ofher life, adapting her to every succesHiva
stage of existence, causing her to fit in with every change
and be always in keeping with the seasons of lifo as they
came and passed by, from the tearful April and glowing
May of her youth to the fall of Autumn and December
euows: in Mrs. Piozzi'a of exactly opposite characterietics— ofa total want of this harmony and of the resolute
hitch in her nature which dibturbed all proportious;
telling of a precocious womanhood, agitlieh middle life,
and a frivolous aud fautastic old age. The oue picture
represents thegiflof self-goverumeut, founded on a calm
aud modest self-reliance ; the other that total incapacity
for self-guidance, which so often is seen where vanity
holds possession iu the place of self-respect — the craving
for the approbation or admiration of others rather thaa
a wish (0 satisfy the individual judgmeat.
8EBD-PEABL9.

TorTH has its fascinating smile,
Its cheek of rose-bud ray ;
They churm th' admiring eyes awhile,
Then fade and fleet away ;
But Age. with heaven-taught wisdom crown'd.
That waits the Fathers will.
And walks in love with all &rojud,
Hath higher beauty still.
She will sing the savageness out of a bear.
YotTR gentleness shall fbrce
More than yonr force move us to gentleness.
Praising what's lost
Makes the rememhrance dear.
And ruder words will soon break In,
To swell the breach that words begin.
Tstra religion is the art of being and of doing good.
OtTR American Sculptress.— While giving all da(jttrved commendation to the talents aud industry of
British ladies^, we venture to say that, f-ir real genius,
not an example can be given of such marked power and
originality as our countrywoman has already stamp&d
on her beautiful creations.
A letter from Rome in the Londnn News says that MIbb
Harriet Hosmer, of whom America is Justly prond, has
completed her fine colossal statue of Col. Bcntou, to be

erected lu bronze at
cant by the Munich
soon be consigned.
bo nobly represented

St. Louis, whoa it shall have been
fouudiy, to which the mould will
He also vays that Miss Hummer will
ut the great exhibition iu Loiidou

next year by her statue of the "Captive Queen''—
Zenobla.
We intend to give a more extended notice of Miss Hosmer whou wo have time to prepare it.
Women's Mission to Women. — Next month will complete the year oinco we commenced our plea for the
Heathen Women of the East, entreating that American
Christian Women might bo sent to teach tbotte poor.
Ignorant
audnext
their
duties weas intend
God's
Word
has idolaters
instructed the
us.Bible,
In our
uuuiber
giving a sketch of the results thus far secured ; we will
only say, now, that we have much c;iuse for thankfulness and hope. A few names and subscriptions have
been sent uif for this month ; we trust tliat, now the summer wanderers have returned to their homes, we shall
receive many additions to our list of members. 0/w
dollar sent us constitutes a lady member of our Society,
and insures the record in the Lady's Book.
Mrs. Alice B. Haven, New York, $2 00.
Mrs. Horatio Hale, Clinton, Canada West, $1 00.
Mrs. Kev. James Carmlchael, Clinton, Canada West,
81 Mrs.
00. Lizzie Laura Woodbury,

Boston, Mass., $1 00.

Mi83 S. J. Hale's Boardikq and Day ScnooL foe
YoL'Nt* Ladies, lS2(j Rittenhouse Square, Philadelphia.
This school is designed to give a thorough and liberal
English education, to furnish the best facilities for acquiring the French language, aud the best iu.>tructiou
in music and the other accumpUs^hments. The moral
training and the health and physical development of
the scholars are carefully attended to.
Rt/erences: Mrs. Emma Willard, Troy, N. Y. ; Henry
Vethake, LL.D., Wm. B. Stevens, D. D., Wm. H. Ashhurst, Esq., Louis A. Godey, Esq., Philadelphia; Charles
Hodge, S>. D., Princeton, N. J.; and others.
To OrR Correspondents.— The following articles are
accepted : ** When thou art near'' — " Light in Darkness'*
— "Flown" — "The Locomotive" — "The Vision" — " A
Plea for Jealousy"— "A Story from my Blank Book" —
"The Falling Leaf (the other poem not wanted; the
writer can do better)—** The Old House on the Shore*' —
"The Ring'' (the other poem declined for want of room)
— "Mabel Moss" — "Cousin Bertha" — "Nixon"— "Me,
mory"— "Past"— "The Rose which our Darling Planted"— "The Lady's Book"— and "After the Storm."
The following are not wanted: "Life's Changes"—
"Dedicated To
"—"An Old Maid "— "Sonsrs" —
"Dora" — "Lily Dean" — "Old Memories" — "Summer'*
— " Our Willie"—" Twilight"—" Dark Night"—" Ode"
— "Lelia Courtenay's Destiny" — " Mi^chier' — " Leonora
eimingtou" — "Be Friends Forgot" — "Blanche" (wo
have no room at present) — "An Indian Legend" —
" Sonnet"—" The Oak"—" Sweet Hope Lincoln"—" The
Dying Child"— " Edgar Poe"— "Song of Beauty" —
"Trust in God, etc."— "*Tis not the Value of the Gift"
(we have no room)— "Glory"- "Thou art Going"-v.
"La Vivandiere" (would do for a newspaper)- "The
LoveTest"— " A Few Days "—" Darning"-" My Niece"
—and " The Art of Doing Nothing."
We have other manuscripts on cand that Tvill receive
attention next month.
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Means of Prevekttnq "Worms. — In addition to the
dieting and other hygienic measares recommended in a
former article, some of the preparations of iron will be
found very useful in bracing up the system, and thus
guarding against the reaccumulation of worms after
their expulsion. Indeed, iron is an excellent remedy
for feeble children, and its use will in many cases correct
that morbid condition of the stomach and bowels which
favors the generation of worms, and in this way entirely
obviate the necessity for resorting to more direct vermifuges. The best preparations of iron are anvil scales,
vinegar and rusty nails, and steel dust. Of the steel
dust as much as will lie on the point of a penknife may
be taken three times a day, before meals. The steel
dust is made by melting sulphur, or brimstone, on redhot steel and letting the globules fall into water. The
globules are then powdered in a mortar, and mixed
with an equal quantity of powdered ginger. This is
one of the very best of all the preparations of iron, and
is appropriate in many cases not connected with worms,
where a tonic is indicated. A half a teaspoonful of the
anvil scales may be taken in syrup at the same intervals
directed for the steel dust. The above preparations have
the advantage of being almost tasteless. The vinegar
and nails are prepared thus: Take as many rusty nails
as can be grasped in the hand, put these iuto a pint of
good vinegar, and give a teaspoonful or two three times
a day. The acid has a good effect in dissolving and
attenuating the tenacious mucus in which the worms
find a congenial tabitation. But the preparation is more
unpleasant to the taste than the steel dust and anvil
scales, and therefore not so readily administered to
children.
After what has been said, it is hardly necessary to
insist on the importance of diet, fresh air, bathing, and
strict attention to all the hygienic agents in feeble children who have been or are likely to be troubled with
worms. Suffice it, then, to say that the diet should consist of unbolted flour bread, corn bread, hominy, rice
stewed, and ripe fruits; avoiding sweetmeats, grease,
tea, and coffee. As to bathing and fresh air, wo need
only say that some form of bath should be used every
day, and that fresh air should be breathed every hour,
by day and by night.
Dakoers of Bare Arms. — A distinguished physician
who died some years since in Paris declaied :—
" I believe that during the twenty-six years I have
practised my profession in this city twenty thousand
children have been carried to the cemeteries, a sacrifice
to the absurd custom of exposing their arms naked.* I
have thought, if a mother were anxious to show the soft,
white skin of her baby, and would cut out a round hole
in the little thiug's dress, just over the heart, and then
carry it about for observation by the company, it would
do very little harm ; but to expose the baby's arms,
members so far removed from the heart, and with such
feeble circulation at best, is a most pernicious practice.
"Put the bulb of a thermometer to a baby'.s mouth;
the mercury rises to 99 degrees. Now, carry the same
bulb to its little hand : if the arms be bare and the eve* These and the following remarks arc equally true of
hare Uyn.
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ning cool, the mercury will sink to 40 degrees. Of
course all the blood which flows through these arms and
hands must fall from 20 to 40 degrees below the temperature of the heart. Need I say that when these cold currents of blood flow back into the chest the child's general
vitality must be more or less compromised? And need
I add that we ought not to be surprised at its frequentlyrecurring affections of the lungs, throat, and stomach?
I have seen more than one child with habitual congh
and hoarseness, or choking with mucus, entirely, permaneutly relieved by simply keeping its arms and
hands warm."
We have before warned oar readers against the "most
pernicious practice," the dire effects of which are so
forcibly presented in the above extract ; but so prevalent
is this evil, and such is the bending power of fashion,
that the subject cannot be too often or too strongly urged
upon the attention of mothers. The above remarks are
as applicable to every part of our country as to the city
of Paris, for from Paris we receive our fashions, and
with Paris we must suffer the dreadful consequences of
following the senseless requisitions of vanity and folly
in preference to the plain dictates of reason, physiology,
and common sense. Mothers can never expect health
for themselves and their children until they make the
laxDS of health their guide, instead of the decrees of
fashion; until they study physiology and hygiene more,
and French fashion-plates less.
Are Cradles Injurious ?— Some writers object strongly to cradles, on the ground that they promote sleep by
causing an undue flow of blood to the head, which is
likely to result in congestion, inflammation, and dropsy
of the brain ; but we think that the dangers of rocking
are much exaggerated. As Dr. Condie remarks, "there
are few infants to which this motion does not appear to
communicate a pleasing sensation, predisposing to quietude and sleep ; and we are convinced," he adds, "that
when gentle and not resorted to to induce a state of repose at improper periods, it can be productive of no
possible inconvenience or injury." In this opinion,
thus qualified, we fully coincide, so far as freedom from
danger or iujuryto health is concerned. But cradles
are certainly rather inconvenient, if a crying child is an
inconvenience. Dr. Condie admits that there is one
great "disadvantage" attending the use of a cradle,
"which is," in his own words, "that infants often become 80 habituated to its motion as to be with difficulty
made to sleep without it ; they require, in consequence,
an almost constant attendance, awaking the moment the
motion of the cradle is suspended, and continuing to cry
until rocked to sleep again, whereas infants accustomed
to sleep in a cot will remain comfortable and quiet for
hours even after they awake." Every mother who has
had much to do with cradles will readily admit the
truth of the above statement, and we think that she will
be as ready to grant that the state of things described is
attended with very great "inconvenience." Apart from
all considerations of health, a cot or bed should be preferred, then, to a cradle, if mothers would avoid that
greatest of all troubles of motherhood, a fretful, crying
child. We think mothers, in availing themselves of the
permission of Dr. Condie to consult their "taste and
convenience" in choosing between a cot and a cradle,
will not hesitate long between the two.
Action op Opirsi on Children.— Opium acts with
peculiar energy and uncertainty on infants. In one
case, forty drops of Dalby's Carminative destroyed an
iufant ; half a small teaspoonful of the syrup uf poppies
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proved Doarly fatal toacbild eight or too day 8 old. The
most duu^a-ioud (•yoiptomt havo ea^ued from twuoty
drops of i>aregoric, aud two drops of laadauuui have
been kaowu to kill au iofaut — " Xay, is oue Cijse," tmyd
pt. Back, '*&^i/iy£«{ir({pdeiitrojodauew-bornia£ioL'**
-CoIXMBC^ Go.
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Books bt Uail. — Now that the postage on printed
matter la so low, wa offer oar services to procure for
onr Bnbscriben or others any of the book^ that we notice,
laformatton teaching bookit will be cheerfully given by
lacli>«lntr a e^tainp to pay return posta^'e.
When ordering a book, please mention the name of the
publisher.
Prom Harprr & Brothers. Xew York, through J. B.
LiPPincoTT i Co.. Philadt-lphia :—
LIFE AXD ADVENTURES J.\ THE SOtTH PACIFIC.
By a Eoviug Printer. Oar "roving printer" having
been on a whaling voyage, has written a book, detailing
the incMents and accliient!* of this voyage, from the
preparatory fitting out and Bail from New Bedford,
Maas., op to the time of the final return to the same
place. Proceeding on their way to Cape Horn, they take
their first whale in the South Atlantic ; and here we
haveagraphio description of the whole process of whale
capture, from the cry of "There she blows!" from the
nan at the mast-head at first eight of the monster, to
the*'entting in," "trying out," "storing down," and
final "clearing up" of the ship and all bauds after the
whale is disposed of. This description will be particnlarly Interesting to many who have not probably heretofore had the slightest idea of the manner in which this
labor is conducted. Passing Cape Horn, they make their
way Into the South Pacific ; tonch at Joan Fernandex
and at Talcahuana, Chili ; and, during their cruise of
nearly five years, traverse the ocean from the American
to the Chinese coast, proceeding as high as the ^^th degree north latitude, and visiting many of the islands of
Oceauica. To descriptions of these latter, their inhabitants, productions, etc , the author devotes many pages
of his book, while the bets concerning them which he
gives BOggesl to the reader that there lies a broad field
for future civilization with its accompanying agriculture
and comm<-rce. There is no attempt whatever at stylo
or elegance in the writing of this book; it is a plain
narrative of events as they transpired, at times well
interlarded with sailor's slang; and we must confess
that some portions of it, intended to be particularly
humorous, such as accounts of tho Jokes played by the
crew against one another, although no doubt laughable
enough in action, seem somewhat stale in print, and are,
to our mind, the least interestiog of all. Price $1 2-5.
THE HOUSE ON THE MOOR. By the author of
"Margaret Maitland," "The Laird of Norlaw," etc.
Mrs. Oliphant, so well and so justly &mod for her accurate pictures of Scottish life, has in no wise tarnished
this reputation In the publication of the present work.
Lanworth Moor is on the borders of England and Scotland, and on the edge of this moor in a house, removed
ten miles ''from the humblest attempt at a town," the
• "Infant Therapeutics " Bv John B. B^'ck. S. S. k
William Wood, Now York. This little work should be
read by all mothers.
VOL. Lxm. — 38
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bora and heroine, a brother and sister, are intro>]uced.
They huvebeen brought up hero In the strictest seoliislon,
bhut out as much as pOM<iblo from all extoroal communication by their father, whose life U blighted and
whole nature changed by sumo terrible socrrl. The
effi-ct of Ibis secret is fi'lt upuu the sou, wlio growA up
at enmity with bis father, ponsessing no atTfctiuu for bis
sister, and discontented with the world, A relief to this
sombre picture Is given in tlie jktsuu of a kind old Eust
Indian uncle, Colnuel SutborUud, whoso gonial heart
and simplicity and honesty of purpoMe are in strange
contrast with most of the other characters. The book is
not without its lovo story, and the priucess is released
from the enchanted casilo where for so muiiy years she
has been imprisoned, by a knight well worthy of the
brido ho obtains.
Price $1 00.
A COURSE OF SIX LECTURES ON THE CHEMICAL
HISTORY OF A CANDLE ; to hchUh U mUk'i a lecture
on PUUinum. By Michael Faraday, D.C. L., F. R. S..
Fullerian Professor of Chemistiy, Royal Institution;
Foreign Associate of the Academy of Sciences. Edited
by William Crookes, F. 0. S. This series of lectures was
delivered before a juvenile auditory at the Royal Institution of Great Britain during the last Christmas holidays, and are in their language and plan especially
adapted for the comprehension of the young. Nevertheless, such is their character and such the importance
of tho scientific facts elucidated by them that tbey are
beneath the attention and perusal of no one who properly appreciates the science of •philo^uphy. The book
contains numerous illastrations of experiments made
with the aid of philosophical instruments upon caloric
and various gases.
LATIN ACCIDENCE AND PRIMARY LESSON BOOK,
Containing a Pull Exh&Uion of the Formff of Words, and
First Lessons in Reading. By George W. Collord, A. M.,
Professor of Latin and Greek in the Brooklyn Collegiate
and Polytechnic Institute. This work appears a superior one in its adaptation to the wants of beginners In
the Latiu language. Its method of learning seems simple and practicable, and the abundance and variety of
its matter unusually great. The book Is intended as an
introduction and accompaniment

to " M'Clintock's First

Book in Latin."
From D. Appleton & Co., New York, througb Samuel
Hazard, Jr., Philadelphia: —
FIRST LESSONS IN GREEK: The Bfffinner^s C<ym■panion Book to Hudley's Grammar. By James Morfis
Whiton, Rector of the Hopkins Grammar School, in
New Haven, Conn. In noticing this work, we can do no
better than to quote the author in his preface. He says :
" A book of Greek lessons must introduce the rapid
learner to the classic authors iu six montbs from bis
introduction to the alphabet, or it is rejected for some
more

speedy vehicle. The author has therefore presented a somewhat abbreviated series of exercises, although adequate to illustrate all the common forms of
the language, while, by notes copioot^ly illustrating
the grammar, he has soaght to render the pupil familiar
fr»m the beginning with that which should be his inseparable guide and oracle."
LEARNING TO SPELL, TO READ, TO WRITE, AND
TO COMPOSE, all at the SnmJt Time. By J. N. Jacobs,
A. M., Principal of the Kentucky Institution for the
Education of Deaf Mutes. The plan pursued In this
W'>rk is to familiarize the child with words in connection
with the objects tbey represent or the meaning tb^y
convey ; and thus, by a gradual increase of Bnbjecta and
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words, more rapid progress is made than by the usual
tedious form of elemeutary education. The rudiments
of grammar are also iutroduced before the close of the
volume in a simple and natural manner. The number
and variety of its illustrations will at once arrest the
eye and the attention of the little scholar.
From TicKNOR & Fields, Boston, through S. Hazard,
Jr.. Philadelphia: —
THE RECREATIONS OF A COUNTRY PARSON. Second series. A delightful, soothing, lulling volume, suggestive ofblue skies, shady lanes, and running brooks;
a compound of fact, sentiment and fancy, philosophy
and poetry, all charmingly blended together, until it is
like a model garden, where fruits, vegetables, and flowers are alike found, the useful and beautiful so arranged
and economized that they form a perfect whole. In
perusing this volume one experiences a delicious state
of mental dolce/ar nUnite. It is a book to rest one's self
with.
Price $1 25 per volume.
From Robert Carter & Brothers, New York: —
DISCOURSES ON THE CHRISTIAN REVELATION,
VIEWED IN CONNECTION WITH MODERN ASTRONOMY. To which areaiidni Discourses I lluMr at ive of
tlie Connection, between Thtology and General Science,
By Thomas Chalmers, D. D., and LL.D. The late Dr.
Chalmers is too well known as a writer, and these astrooomical discourses have too wide a celebrity to merit
^ulogium now. In reading these essays you feel that
yoa are holding communion with a great and a sound
mind ; one capable of comprehending, so far as the
finite can comprehend the infinite, the Creator and the
wonders of his creation.
DISCOURSES ON THE APPLICATION OF CHRISTIANITY TO THE COMMERCIAL AND ORDINARY
AFFAIRS OF LIFE. By Thomas Chalmers, D. D., aud
LL. D. This volume, though it may be considered humbler in its pretensions than the preceding, displays no
less power and genius, and is, we think, more practically useful and interesting. If the principles of strict
integrity, taught in this work, governed the mercantile
and daily life of America, our merchants would indeed
be princes, and oar homes the abode of order and comfort.
ON NATURAL THEOLOGY. By Thomas Chalmers,
D. D , LL. D., Professor of Theology in the University
of Edinburgh, aud Corresponding Member of the Royal
Institute of France. A work like this, in which so much
of thought and observation is condensed, will always
be valuable to the student of Theology. The arguments
of Chalmers are so convincing, his style so clear and
glowing, and his feelings so warm, earnest, and true,
that it seems impossible for the oldest sceptic to read his
writings and remain untouched. These works are indispensable in a complete family library.

^obeg's Jrm-Cjjair,
OcR November Plates. — A veritable Godey plate is
the one in this number — "The New Boy." Every one
of us, in his time, has been a " New Boy." The hopes,
the fears, the whims and vagaries that attend the first
entry into school have been well portrayed by our artist. The incidents in this design will meet with recog-nition from old and young.
The boy himself is a mild, innocent little fellow — a
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regular mamma's darling — and this is the first day of
his apprenticeship in the rough school of the world.
The elder boys of the school have already pounced upon
him, and are preparing to tease him secundum artt^ij
one turning into ridicule his neat attire, including the
carefully-plaited shirt-frill, especially provided for the
occasion by his fond mother; another preparing to give
him a friendly *' dig" in the ribs ; another, with a pen,
about to invest him with a pair of impromptu moustaches;whilst, to crown the whole, a capacious fool's
cap is about to be pulled oyer his head. All this the
youth bears patiently, yet bravely enough. Though
somewhat awed and very pale, he is self-possessed, and
he submits to the will of his tormentors as part of hia
destiny. In the closet off to the right, being the schoolmaster's private parlor, the widowed mother is seen
paying down the amount of her son's entrance fee and
first quarter's schooling ; whilst our young hero's little
sister looks with mingled curiosity and anxiety at the
process of initiation which he is undergoing. This little
episode is cleverly introduced, and greatly enhances the
interest of the picture. The plate contains eighteen
figures.
Another exquisite Fashion-plate, containing seven
figures. Here our subscribers have five more colored
fashions in one number than are furnished by any other
magazine ; aud, what is better, fashions of the day, not
fancy figures.
We ask attention to the cloak patterns published in
this number. The greatest variety ever given in one
publication.
" Bob Cherry." A game played by childen in cherry
time. Some pretty hard knocks are sometimes got by
trying to catch the cherries through the interstices of
the chair.
"We ask attention to our advertisement for 1862, published in this number. It is but a faint outline of what
we will do, but will give some general idea of what the
Lady's Book will be. In fact, it is hardly necessary for
us to publish any advertisement. Our subscribers and
the public know that we will publish the best lady's
book in the world: and they have known us so long
that they are willing to trust us, even without any
promises on our part. We are thankful, very thankful
for the patronage we have received for the last thirtyone years ; and we can only add that, having found that
fulfilling every promise made has been the best policy,
that plan we shall still continue to pursue.
What we Considfr a Compliment.— We have obtained
our immense list this year — and it is the largest in the
States— and all other years, without offering a single
premium, or, in other words, bribe of any kind. Those
who have taken the Book have taken it on its own
merits alone. We give a premium in every number, by
giving so much more than any other magazine. There
is scarcely a magazine now published that does not offer
what they call an " inducement" to subscribe, and many
subscribe for the "inducement," not the magazine. It
is our proud boast that we have offered no bribes of any
kind. We have adhered to our terms. We thank our
kind friends who have thus sustained the Book, and
assure them that it shall always be, as they have pronounced it,the best Lady's Book in the world.
AoBicuLTDHAL SOCIETY Premhtms.— We believe that
the Lady's Book is the only magazine offered as a premium by the various societies in the different States.
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Uakb cptock Ci.cbb. — Remember that tlie Lndy's Bouk
It the bent work for ladles pablished la this cotiiitry.
We

Wb indorse the following, and wo have always advocated the necessity of persons taking their own county

have more tbaa ont thousand private lett«r8 tl•^tifyiDK to
(his tkcl, aod the preu thruughont the country \» uoaui-

papers, even before subscribing to the Lady's Book. U
Ik a duty owing to the enterprising person who has devoted his means and time for your benefit. Every editor

moas iu Haytog that the Lady's Book in the bei^t magaxiDe
of lt« kind Id this or aoy other coaotry.
The differcDce in
!
I

the club price of the Lady*8 Book aod that of other magalines U only a few ceDt«, and for these few cents you get
nearly one-third more reading aod engravingH, besides
other more expeoKive embellitihmentti that a low-priced
magazine cannot afford to give.
Clubs mu^t be for the
Lady's Book alone, with one exception, and that in "Arthur's Home Magazine."
One or more of that work can
be Introdaced In a club In place of the Lady's Book, if
desired.
Any person, with a x^ry little trouble, can get np a club
Ibr the Book ; we have fre<iueDtIy been so informed by
ladles — the work Is so popular. It is but to call and get a
subscription. Clubs are always in time, as we are able to
supply numbers from the beginning of the year; yet we
like them sent in soon, to know how many we shall print.
Remember, that a work with l.'^O.OOO subscribers can give
five times as much as a work with only half that number,
and the embellishments can also be made of a very 6upe>
lior character.
Our terms are made plain and explicit, so that they may
be easily understood. We are often a^ked to throw in an
extra copy. In no instance can this be done, as oor terms
are so low to clubs tbat it cannot be afforded. A shopkeeper would look amazed, If a purchaser should ask him
to throw in an extra yard because she had purchased
twelve. And yet we are asked to add an extra copy because twelve have beeu ordered.
It cannot be done.

A BEArriFtTL little illustrated guide to the cultivation
of flowers and house plants, the care of bulbous roots,
etc. etc., called "The Parlor Gardener," has been lately
published by Messrs. J. E. Tilton & Co., Boston, in their
Tell-known elegant style. They will send it, post-paid,
on receipt of its price, 60 cents.
They are publishers of tbat valuable illustrated guide
to drawing and painting of all varieties, called "Art
Recreations,*' which they will also send, post-paid, on
receipt ol price, #1 50. They have ready a new price
list of artist's goods, which they will send free.
The Clinton Messenger and PalladUtm gets off a very
good notice of the Book in the following:—
*'*Whoo! whoo ! hallo, Postmaster — mail.' Inquick
time it is ushered into the office, and the flrst thing that
meets the eye when it is opened, is a package of Godey's
Lady's Book. 'Hurry up.* says one, and they begin to
flock in for their pretty magazine. And can any one
wonder tbat there should be such a tremendous rush
for this magazine, when the publishers take every pride
in making it one of the most entertaining in the country?
Take this, and if Uncle Sam is not at fault, you are sure
of it every month at just such a date."
Old Post-Opficb

Stamps. — Our subscribers are in-

can furnish you his paper and the Lady's Book together
at one dollar less than it would cost you to subscribe
separately.
Cop NTT Papers.— County papers are of much more use
thau most people Imagine, or are willing to allow. We
shall try to present some of their mo«t prominent features. And in doing this wo will mernly pay that a
county paper is uiseful, in the following points:—
First, they aid in directing the attention of the public
to matters in which every citizen of the county is either
directly or indirectly interested. This position wo shall
not attempt to argue, but consider it a sclf-ovideut fact.
Secondly, on subjocts of public Interest, in a variety
of ways, they contribute to the formation of public
opinion.
Thirdly, In the counties In which they are published,
they serve as efficient aids to give character and importance to those towns and counties by disseminating local
news.
Fourthly, they create and stimulate a taste for reading,
and disseminate in the course of one year an incalculable
amount of useful information, which it is not at all
likely would reach a great portion of their readers
through the medium of any other channeL They are
worth more in a county than all the light, trashy literature of the age.
Fifthly, in a family of children they are worth a quarter's schooling, for they foster a taste for reading. County
papers enjoy an advantage, in this resi^ect, over those
published at a distance. Many of their items attract the
children's attention, being of a local nature. The advertising columns to this class of readers are particularly
attractive.
Sixthly, the local information of county papers is often
the means of drawing new and valuable citizens to the
counties in which they are published, — Wetkly Patriot,
Shelbyville.
Indiana.
L. A. Godet: Dear Friend — I am

enabled tu say,

"Ho, for Gudey's Lady's Book!" another year. Inclosed, please find 412 for six subscribers another year
for the best magazine, in my opinion, on earth. I do
not hesitate to say yours is the best in the world. I
have six subscribers myself, and was instrumental in
getting five more for another club, for Mrs.
. I desire so valuable a book circulated as widely and extensively as possible. I wish it was in the possession of
every family in our country.
Mrs. B.
Emma, from Brooklyn.— Sorry we cannot oblige yoa,
but we do not publish enigma.-,. — Godey's Lady's B'jok.
Beg pardon, but you publish an enigma monthly — at
least it is an enigma to us to know how Godey can publish the l>est magaziue in the Union at so cheap a rate.

formed that the old post-office stamps are now of no use.
The poF;t-office has issued new stamps, and the old ones
are valueless.

To all his competitors is he not truly a ^otui-eh 7— Democrat, La Crosse, Wis.

"Hast thou ever loved, Henrietta?'* I sighed.
'*I should rather imagine I had," she replied. "Oh,
did n"t my gUnce-, my feelings betray, when you helped

Magazine, one year, ^4 50. Godey's Lady's Book and
Arthur's Magazine, one year, %3 50. All three of these
magazines, one year, for $6. No cheaper club thau this
can be offered.

CtrB Terms. — Godey's Lady's Book and Harpers

ue to pudding the third time to-day?"
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OUR MUSICAL COLUMN.

The opening feature of the musical season now upon
us is the revival of the monster concerts a la Jullien,
under circumstances "which promise to make them as
Buccessful as they were last April and May. The conductor, Herr Eugellce, was direct assietaut of Jullien,
who inaugurated the system of grand popular concerts
at a low scale of admission, and, in the direction of these
performances, he follows strictly the guide of the maestro
even to the animation which he imparted to his coat
tails. As we write, the rehearsals are proceeding with
vigor, and hy the time that the "last rose" shall be
nipped by the early frost, the monster orchestra will be
in full bloom. The company comprises about fifty performers, all resident musicians, and artists of the first
class. The principal performances will be in Philadelphia, but it is the intention of the company to vi.-it
Boston, New York, and other cities. In Herr Engelke's
T'pertoire are Classical Symphonies, overtures, operatic
selections, mammoth quadrilles, valses, etc., inchiding
all the favorite pieces formerly belonging to Jullien
himself, with Herr Engelke's own numerous and admirable compositions. Among the latter is a Grand War
Quadrille, arranged for these concerts, descriptive of our
National troubles. From the extraordinary care given
to this grand piece at the rehearsals we doubt not that
its production will be attended with splendid success.
Some of Herr Engelke's operatic selections, the arrangements from the Huguenots, U Trovatore, etc., are excellent, and will add largely to the enjoyments of these
concerts.
The lady correspondent who claims the poetry of a
piano-song recently published in the Book, as hers, is
informed that no wrong was done her, as the composer
only laid claim to the music. The word "Written" attached to a song refers to the words of the song, the
word " Composed" to the music. This isthe invariable
rule. Where a song is "Written and Composed" by one
person, then and then only does he lay claim to both
the poetry and the music.
New Slieet MuMc. — The Banner of the Sea is a new patriotic song, composed by Geo. W. Hewitt, to woids by
D B. Williamson. Published by Lee k Walker. Price
2.5 cents.
Our Good Ship Sails To-Night is a new popular patriotic song, by Stephen C. Massitt, sung by Madame Bishop.
Published by Firth, Pond, k Co., New York. Price 35
cents.
Also the five following ballads from our own pen :—
The Passing Bell, or Home Returning from the Wars.
" Home returning from the wars,
Came the soldier, honor-laden."
0 Lady, Touch those Chords Again. Price 25 cents.
Poor Ben the Piper. Pried 2.3 cents. This song has
■become very popular, several editions having been sold.
In order to increase its circulation at a distance, we offer
to our friends eight copies, free of postage, for $1. By a
little exertion in disposing of it amoug their musical
acquaintances our friends can thereby save sufficient to
get their other music free of cost.
The Minstrel's Return.
Price 2-5 cents.
The Grave of Old Grimes.
Price 25 cents.
Or the five songs will be sent for $1.
Musical correspondence and orders for music to be
addressed to Philadelphia, to
J, Starr Hoi.loway.
PoETRT. — We do not give any opinion about poetry.
If good we accept it — if not, we reject it.

Mi CHI (JAN.

L. A. Gouey: Dear Sir— It is with great pleasure I
again send you a club for your favorite magazine. All
to whom I sent last year are highly pleased with the
book ; some declare their intention of taking it as long
as printed. May you live long to gladden the hearts
and brighten the homes of your countrywomen ! I have
a few more subscribers who have not as yet paid in the
needful ; when they do, I will send their names.
Respectfully, Miss E. E. E.
We have often had to do this :—
Write LEOiBLr. — A merchant of this city recently
wrote a letter of importance to a gentleman of Ohio,
and in due course of mail received a letter, with his own
signature cut out and pasted on th^ back of the envelope,
in which the writer stated that he had received his communication, but did not know who was the writer nor a
word that was written in it, and that his only manner
of finding the author was to cut out the signature and
use it as the address, with the hope that the postmaster
might be able to do more by it than he had.
A Good Wife. — A good wife is Heaven's last, best gift
to man — an angel of mercy — minister of graces innumerable— his gem of many virtues — his casket of jewels —
her voice, his sweetest music — her smiles, his brightest
day — her kiss, the guardian of innocence — her arms, the
pale of his safety, the balm of his health, the balsam of
his life — her industry, his surest wealth — her economy,
his safest steward — her lips, his faithful counsellor — her
bosom, the softest pillow of his cares — and her prayers
the ablest advocates of Heaven's blessings on hirhead.
Washington. — A splendid line engraving, after Stuart's original picture, now at the Athenreum in Boston,
has jnst been issued by Henry A. Brown, 35 Winter
Street, Boston. This is the best production of the portrait of Gen. George Washington ever published. Hon.
Edward Everett says : " The engraving is executed in a
very masterly style, and seems to me most faithfully to
represent the noble original." Copies may be secured
of Mr. Brown. Only a limited number of impressions
are to be issued, so that every one will be perfect, and
the plate will not become common. Early application
will alone insure a desirable copy.
Carrtinq a Joke too Far. — A fellow stole a saw, and
on trial told the judge he only took it in a joke.
" How far did you carry it ?" asked the judge.
"Two miles," answered the prisoner.
"That's carrying the joke too far," remarked the
judge, and the prisoner was committed.
That sterling old paper, the PhUadeVphia North
Americon, says* —
"The Lady's Book never 'stales its infinite variety,'
and it may be said of it as was said of Cleopatra, that
instead of cloying * the appetite it feeds, it makes hungry where most it satisfies.'"
Literary Associations. — We now commence in time to
warn our subscribers against sending their money to any
association purporting to furnish the Lady's Book as part
of the inducement to subscribe, and promising them great
prizes in some future drawing of a lottery. We will not
be responsible in any way. We will also add that we have
no agents for whose acts we are responsible. We only send
the Lady's Book when the money is sent direct to us.
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Ax Articlr which all Ladies pcoht to Read. — A
lady in LutiJoD wus burnt to death by her cluthes
takintf flro, aad we extract the following from the report;—
"rnfortanately, she had on one of tho!te crinolines
made uf sleel hoops. Every means was tried (o cxlingaish the fire about and under the houps, with the Kofa
cushions and other things at hand. Her hu^iband also
knelt on and tried to compress and break them for the
purpose of putting the fire out, but all witliout avail,
and thej had to be cut off before it could be extinguished.
6he had been writiuj^' with a candle by her side, which
had burnt down iu the socket, and he believed that she
had tried to reach an envelope from the case, when the
light canurht her muslin sleeve. She died about five
o'clock the following day. Thomas Glasy^uw, the butler, confirmed his master's evidence, as also did Ellen
Fletcher, the nursemaid, who deposed to the ditliculty
In putting the fire out, owing to the 'houps.' Dr. Gull
deposed to seelug the deceased laJy in her bedroom.
She was conscious, although suffering greatly. She was
burnt very much on the left arm, also on the right arm
and about the head, face, and back. She was most extensively burnt about the legs. The deceased lady never
rallied, as the shock to her system was so great, and she
died A-om the effects of the injuries received. He wished
to say one word with respect to the getting up of these
light dresses. If the laundress in preparing these dresses
voold put a small portion of sulphate of s^lt or sulphate
of soda into the starch, it would render them peifertty
Incombustible, at a very small cost. He had seen the
experiment tried on two pieces of linen, one prepared
■with the sulphate and the other not. The one that was
prepared was held over a candle, and the flame had no
effect at all upon it, but directly the other was held over
it was consumed. Iu these days of art and science he
considered it was shameful that something of this sort
was not done to prevent these sad occurrences. Dr. Gull
eaid, 80 sudden was the combustion that the figures of
the muslin dress were left on the floor nnbnrnt. The
Coroner, in summing up, said the suggestion made by
the doctor was a valuable one, and he hoped it would be
noticed by the press. He hoped, too, these things would
be noticed by laundresses ; for if, in the present case,
something of the sulphate had been put into the starch,
the deceased lady's life might have been spared. If it
had not been for the crinoline, t'jo, her life might have
been saved. He thought that she was another victim of
the prevailing costume among ladies. The jury returned
a verdict 'that the deceased died from injuries received
by accidental burning.' '*
We clip the following from Dr. Mackenzie's article in
the Press, upon the restaurants of Paris: —
"The only Frenchman we ever knew with the slightest
Idea of making tea was that noted cook, the great Alexis
Soyer. Ho took aboat an ounce of tea, which he spread
over a large diniug-plate, and put into the oven for a
few minutes. When the tea was hot and crisp, with a
delicate fragrance elicited by the operation, he put it
into a large lea-pot. and nearly filled that with boiling
water, of the temperature which is sometimes called
serteching hi/t. The tea-pot was then allowed to rest for
five minntos on 'the hob,' with its spout looking out
into the room {it inhales fire-smoke if the handle facethe
spectator), and this was sufflcieut time for it to draw.
Never was better lea brewed, and any person can make

SOME

HINTS.

Is remitting, try to procure a draft, and don't fail to
indorse it.
Address L. A. Godey, Philadelphia, Fa. That Is snfllclent.
If a lady Is the writer, always prefix Mrs. or Mlsa to
her signature, that we may know how to address a
reply.
Town, County, and State, always In your letter.
If you miss a number of any magazine, always write
to the publishers of the magazine. If Artltnr's, address
T. S. Arthur & Co., Philadelphia; if HarjttT'' s, add^e^s
Messrs. Harper k Brothers, New York.
When a number of the Lady's Book is not received,
write at once for it ; don't wait nutil the end of the
When Inclosing money, do not trust to the sealing
matter
year. on aa envelope, but use a wafer in addition.
Mrs. Halo is not the Fashion Editress. Address " Fashion Editress, care L. A. Godey, Philadelphia."
When you send money for any other publication, we
pay it over to the publisher, and there our responsibility
ceases.
We can always supply back numbers.
Subscriptions may commence with any number of the
The postage on the Lady's Book, if paid three months
in advance at the office where it is received, is four and
ayear.
hnij ctrtita for three monthly numbers.
Let the names of the subscribers and your own signature be written so that they can be easily made out.
REVENns. — An earl marshal, being found fault with
by his sovereitjn, for some misarrangement of a coronation, said, " Please your majesty, I will try and do better
next time."
Woman a.^ a Ncrsr.— In the case of nursing the sick,
no man would venture to offer himself in competition,
or to invade the woman's province. And how much
does this province include ! All feel their need of health.
The nurse is always welcome to the sick. Few are sensible of their spiritual needs, especially in the time of
prosperity. Wliat an opportunity has the Christian
nurse! She is present when others would be intruders.
She stands "by the well of water." She can watch for
the moments when spiritual medicines are most fitly administered. And yet how utterly destitute are larye
masses of the population of such help at the times >.<f
need! Among the poor, generally, mothers of families
have no notion of doing what an educated woman with
some exp'*rience of nursing would do as a matter of
course. What a difference would it make, both in spiritual and temporal things, both in town and country, if
at times of sickness a woman were always present, with
a mind to understand mi>dical directions, and a heart to
use her opportunities for religious good !
What we CoxsmER almost Impebttxekt. — To send a
MS. to an editor stating that it is " the first attempt at
writing," and asking pay. Requesting its return, if Dot
accepted, and sending no stamps to pay return postage.
"Mrdear Kir, you have used my half of our case of
champagne."
"O yes; yon are my friend, and I always take your

it."

part."
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CHILDREN'S

DEPARTME^'T.

PINCDSHIONS.

These maybe made in almost every form and variety.
"We shall give a few specimens, and leave the rest to the
taste and ingenuity of our young friends. As crinolines
are now so popular, a veiy nice pincushion may he made
in imitation of a fashionable lady.
Fig. 1.

a man of dauntless courage and great powers of endurance.
This latter personage is called the Wo?/. The principal lady takes the part of the Sheplierdess. The others
stand behind her in a single file, and constitute the Flock.
The aim of the Wolf is to catch the innocent iamb who
may happen to be at the extremity of the flock. He, however, manifests his hostile intentions by the following
terrible announcement !
"I am the Wolf! the Wolf!
Come to eat you all op.**
The Shepherdess replies, *' I am the Shepherdess, and
will protect my lambs."
The Wolf retorts, "I'll have thelittle white one with
theThis
golden
hoofs concluded,
!"
dialogue
the Wolf attempts to make
an irruption in the line of the flock. But the Shepherdess, extending her arms, bars his passage. If he succeeds in breaking through, the lamb placed at the end
abandons her post before he can catch her, aud places
herself in front of the Shepherdess, where she incurs no
risk ; and so on with the others in succession, till the
Shepherdess finds herself the last of the row.
The game then finishes. The unlucky Wolf pays as
many furteits as he has allowed lambs to escape him.
If, on the contrary, he has contrived to seize one oi
them, he does not eat her, but has the privilege of saluting her, and compels her to pay a forfeit.
THE

Tftfi Lady Pincushion. — Purchase a small wooden
doll, break off the legs, and then cut out a piece of strong
white calico the shape of Fig. 2, and sew up the strips
and the two sides together very firmly. Afterwards cut
out a circle exactly the size of the bottom of this, and
Fig. 2.

RULE

OF CONTRARY.

The rules of this game are not intricate. All the players standing' up, take hold of the sides of a handkerchief.
The president of the game (taking hold with the rest)
makes mystic circles on the handkerchief with hie forefinger, exclaiming —
*' Here we go round by the rule of contrary ; when 1
say 'Hold fast,' let go ; when I say 'Let go,' hold fast."
He then says "Let go," or "Hold fast," as he may
seem inclined. When he says "Let go," those who do
not hold fast pays forfeits ; when he says " Hold fast,"
all who do not immediately let go are punished in like
manner.
It may be thought by those who have never
attempted the game, that few victims are to
be caught by so simple a contrivance. We
advise all harboring such opinions, to try it
at the earliest opportunity.
COME

OUT OF THAT.

This game is not complicated, being confined to the following dialogue: —
*' Come out of that !"
"What for?"
" Becatise you have such or such a thing,
andCare
I have
must not."
be taken not to name anything
Bew the two together; stuff it full of bran from the bole
in the top, put the doll in up to the waist, and fasten it
firmly round ; then dress her according to your taste,
and it will make both au. ornamental and useful article.
"We continue to give one or two little games for onr
young friends. They will be found very interesting for
passing away a long winter evening.
THE WOLF

AXD

THE LAMBS.

Is this game, all the ladies of a company may participate, but only one gentleman at a time — who bhoulJ be

you really possess yourself, or that has been
mentioned by a previous player; that is, uuless yoa
wish to pay a forfeit.
It is the custom of English magazines, when they put
in any thing additional, to charge extra. We have now
before us a magazine where the price of the January
number is doubled. Now we have gone to an extra expense of nearly $10,000 for double and extension fashionplates, and have not increased our price one cent. We
have also published, in addition to oar extension colored
fashions, other extension fashion-plates, and yet no extra charge.
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A DESIGN

FOR

A COUNTRT

S ARM-CHAIR,

RESIDEXCE,

WELL

ADAPTED

TO A SUBURBAN

LOCALITY.

Detiffned expressly /or Oodey's Lady's Book by Samubl Sloans ArchUect^ PMladdphia,

PEB3PECTIVE VIET.
Without belon^ng strictly to any of the numerous
foreign styles of architectare, it will be observed that
the elements of the two systems, variously termed the
Classical and the Rtmiantic, the Horizontal and the Per'
pendicular, etc., have, in some measure, been combined
Vithout dltscordant effect.

CHAJtEER FLOOR.

^.-^^
PBIKCTPAL FLOOR.
Plan of Principal Floor. — A entrance piazza ; B stair
hall; C drawini;-room, 20 by 20 feet; D library; E E
r-issages; F kitchen, 10 by 20 feet ; G dining-room, 14 by
13 feet; H pantry, 10 by 12 feet; I sitting-room, 16 by
IS feet ; J rear verandah ; K front piazza.
Piano/ Chambtr Fhxfr. — L hall, M M passages, Pbathr <om, 0 bed-room, Q R S N are chambers, with good
cltjMta.

A CRLEBRATED physician was called upon one day by
a person suffering from the rheumatism, who insisted
upon his doing something for him. The physician wrote
a prescription, and, as the patient went out of the room,
said to him, "I wish yon would 1ft me know if that
doe^ you any good, f>r I have nut slept quietly this
mouth for rheumatism."
Good Advtce from the BrnohnUfi Rfpublicon : —
"Ladies, why dun't yon all take Godey? Don't borrow
it, but subscribe for it, and at the end of one year, you
will acknowledge you have three times the worth of
your money.'*
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AGENCY.

ITo order attended to unless the cash accompanies it.
All persons requiring answers by mail must send a
post-office stamp ; and for all articles that are to be sent
by mail, stamps must be sent to pay return prtsia£,'e.
Be particular, when writing, to mention the town,
county, and State you reside in. Nothing can be made
out of post-marks.
Sirs. B. B.— Sent chenille, August 19th.
C. W. S. — Sent articles by express 21st.
F. J. S. — Address J. Starr HoUoway, care of L. A.
Godey, Pliiladelphia.
M. M. N. — We don't know one kind of eat from another ;we are not aii/tiit in pussyolotry.
P. T. — There are no
anywhere as large as
Mrs. L. M. C— Sent
Miss L. E. B.— Sent

fashion-plates published monthly
in Godey.
pattern 21st.
articles 23d.

Miss E. B.— Sent ring 26th.
Mrs. S. G. B.— Sent shawl 2Gth.
R. W. T. — The old post-officestamps are worth nothing.
We returned those you sent.
A. H. — The new three-cent stamp is not comparable to
the old one. We think it a failure.
S. L. — We have no opening in our establishment such
as you want.
Mrs. O.— Sent pattern 30th.
Mrs. L. J. — Sent pattern by express .lOth.
H. V. — The pattera referred to was in September
number,
C. H. T. — Apply at Madame
Kew York.

Demorest's, 473 Broadway,

Mrs. J. B. C. — Sent lead comb, September 4th.
L. A. 0. — It is cheaper to purchase hair nets. Address
our Fashion Editor.
Mrs. K. S.— Sent ring 10th.
L. B.— Sent ring 10th.
E. B.— Price 75 cents. Our Fashion Editor can furnish it.
Mrs. P. W. L. — To iron black lace cover it with tissue
paper. It gives it the appearance of new lace. When
"black lace becomes rusty, wash it in alcohol. Stretch it
out on a clean towel without ironing it, and it will look
like new.
Mrs.
Mrs.
Mrs.
Mrs.

E. M.— Sent edging 10th.
S. J. A.— Sent pattern 10th.
M. R. W.— Sent pattern 12th.
C. A. M.— Sent pattern 12th.

Mrs. E. F. — Sent comb by Kinsley's express 12th.
Mrs. E. F.— Sent articles 16th.
B. F. — We know of no remedy for freckles. Unless
the skin is removed, the freckles will remain. If you
value your good looks, don't use any of the advertised
nostrums.
E. P. J. — To purl is to knit a back row, having the
thread in front of the needle.

Cjjcmistrs for i\t f oiin§.
LESSON

XX.~{C<mtim(£d.)

445. The details, then, for the preparation of nitrogen
are as follows : Upon the surface of water float a little pan,
such as a pat6 pan, into which drop a piece of dry phosphorus. Then, having ignited the phosphorusby touching it with a hot wire, invert over it a closed receiver or
bell-glass.
Combustion will steadily proceed until all

and

IIAGAZINE,

the oxygen has been consumed. The remaining nitrogen
will be pervaded when first prepared with disseminated
phosphoric acid ; but this may be separated by transferring the gas several times from one bell-glass to another.
446. In this experiment we have accomplished the
separation of oxygen by means of burning phosphorus;
but phuspliorus, even without ignition, will, by long
contact, also effect the sepai-ation of oxygen — this is
what we succeeded in accomplishing in 41.0. Remark
how the original level of the water of that experiment
has risen, indicating the absorption of gas. We are now
in a position to see how perfectly we analyzed the expired air of the lungs in that experiment. ,
By chloride of calcium we absorbed all the water.
By potash solution all the carbonic acid.
By phosphorus all the oxygen.
Leaving the nitrogen.
Had we measured the number of cubical inches occupied
by the mixed oxygen and nitrogen gases, and then
measured the number of cubical inches after the absorbing action of phosphorus had been exercised, we should
have been in the position of arriving at a w^'ighed
result, inasmuch as the weight of both oxyirea and
nitrogen gases is perfectly well known. Oui- hundred
cubical inches of oxygen weigh thirty-four and fourtenth grains, and 100 cubical inches of nitroyi^u thirty
grains. We will demonstrate that it is nitrogen, by the
ordinary tests, 449.
447. The gas resulting from the operation 44.3 may be
considered as pure nitrogen ; although, in point of fact,
it is admixed with a minute amount of carbonic acid
gas: of which the atmosphere contains about one part
in a thousand. If nitrogen be required absolutely pure,
the carbonic acid may be separated by agitation with
lime-water, as we have already seen.
448. Before proceeding to investigate the qualities of
nitrogen, do not forg^et that, unconsciously perhaps you
have effected an analysis of the atmosphere ; from which
oxygen has been separated by means of lime-water, and
nitrogen has been left alone.
449. The experimental investigation of nitrogen need
not detain us long. Its qualities are all negative. It
does not burn, neither does it support combustion or
animal life; does not redden litmus — does not brown
turmeric — does not whiten lime-water ; has neither taf^te,
smell, nor color. The only gas with which the chemical novice could by any chance confound it is carbonic
acid; but the latter possesses an odor, 405, 371, 40S— 9,
whitens lime-water, and reddens litmus-paper.
450. Nitrogen is, perhaps, the strangest element with
which the chemist has to engage himself. Apparently
devoid of every chemical energy, as we have seen it to
be, nitrogen, in its compounds, acquires powers of high
intensity and opposite qualities. What substance more
strongly manifests the functions of an acid than nitric
acid (aquafortis), a combination of nitrogen with oxygen? What substance involves within itself stronger
alkaline properties than ammonia, a compound of nitrogen with hydrogen ? Then how different in qualities to
both these is cyanogen, or union of carbon with nitrogen,
the basis of hydrocyanic or prussic acid! This quality
of nitrogen to assume in its combination powers so energetic isvery wonderful, and is participated to the same
extent by no other body. This indication of the numerous compounds generated by the union of nitrogen with
other bodies affords us an opportunity for stating that
they cannot be generated by direct means. Thus, although nitric acid be a compound of nitrogen and oxygen,

CEXTRE-TABLK
It cannot, at K-nst practicaUy, bo rnado by direct mixture of the two; neither can ammonia bo generated
by the direct union of hydrogen vith nitrogen ; nor
cyanogen by direct combination of it with carbon. The
procc'.scs for generating these compouudij arc indirect,
a^ will be :»eeu hereafter ; and indeed the i>ame remark
applies to a very large uumb«-r of chemical bodies. Although nitrogen, when undiluted, is fatal to animals
which brentho it, yet this element enters very largely
into nearly every animal constituent except fat ; indeed
il may be cou»iderfd the element, pur t^ctlb:nce., of animated beings. Vegetables contain it either in small
(quantities, or not all.

Ctittrc-CaUe Gossip.
THE STAR OF INDIA.
Thi« is a new order, institnted by
her position a* "Great Begnm" or
which more than rivals the ancient
of the Garter, which her nobles have
The motto is admirably chosen, and
good for this mighty £astern nation,
to ber trust.

Queen Victoria, in
Empress of Inilia,
and hnmble Oi-der
delighted to wear.
has a prophecy of
if England is true

"heaves's light ofe guidb.'*
It is said that the insignia of the order is fashioned
vith true Oriental maguilicence, as well as Parisian
grace. The collar is of most exquisite desitrn and workmanship. It is composed of the Rose of England and
the Lotus of India, placed ftltcrnaiely at short spaces
apart, the intervals between each being filled up witli
gold branches of the Palm, the emblem of peace, tied
together at the crossings by their stalks by bands of pure
white. At each edge of the collar is a marginal line of
finely-worked gold, which holds the whole together.
In this design all is gathered from the floral emblazonry
of nature. The conventional rose of England, with its
centre of Lancastrian red, and its outer petals of the unsoiled snow of the Yorkist flower, the beautiful lotus,
held sacred by the land which it represents, united together by branches of palms, the emblem of peace, and
which Linnseus in his own day called "the princes of
vegetation" — all these are significant to the mind as
they are beautiful to the eye.
The "Star of India," which forms part of the insignia,
has five points, composed of costly diamonds, with a
radiation surrounding it of gold. From a bow of pale
bine ribbon, bordered with white, hangs a pendent
znedalllon of Her Majesty, encircled with diamonds, aud
eurmounted by another star of the same splendid gems,
A second medallion portrait of the Queen is borJered by
a rich and ele^rant framework of turqnoise and the precious metal. The cost of these installation-gifts is at the
ftile of a thonsand pounds for every knight.
This new Order of Knighthood is to comprise twentyfive members, to each of whom this splendid parapheroalia is to be sent from the hands of Queen Victoria, as
its royal f<iuvder. Such of the Indian princes who have
remained faithful and true to the Eoirlish alliance will
receive the investiture, and wear the "Star of India'*
and the glitterini,' portrait of its donor, among the
brightest of their iavishment of jewels, on all grand occasions ;while Her Majesty, considering the "Star of
India'* as the richest appenda^'e of her crown, will, we
fervently hope, receive it sanctified by the prayer of its
motto, *' Heaven's Light our Guide."
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GOSSIP.

tbo

"DRESS FOR OUT OF DOOR WORK."
At a farmers' club-meeting held at Ghent. N. T.,
ladies of the neighborhood participated in the meeting,
and one of them— Miss Powell— read a very sensible
original paper with the above title.
Uisg Powell alludes to the decline of healthy constitutions among American women, a well-known aud
much to be lamented fact ; aud, though we attribute it
as much to inherited delicacy, arising from the wear aud
tear of nerve and brain which every American parent
undergoes, doubtless it may be greatly obviated by out
of door exercise, as Miss Powell suggests. Wo have
ouly to look to ourselves to see that we are oftentimes
hindered in this by unsuitable clothing. Embroidered
skirts, open wrappers, aud dressing slippers are not
particularly suited to a morning walk or work in the
garden. The case is still worse in the afternoon; a
heavy ottoman velvet or a nice silk in winter, and the
delicate organdy and havKge robes of summer are not
improved by trailing along wet gravel walks or sloppy
pavements ; so we stay at home to take care of our *' good
clothes," instead of going out to take care of ourselves.
Every city woman should have a walking-dress, every
country lady a working-dress as well. The walkingdress should be of a stutF stout enough for all pedestrian
accidents, clearing the ground as to length, with a neat
dark petticoat, and kid or kid-dressed walking-boots ;
these strengthen and support the ankle, aud keep the
stocking free from dust ; in short, such a costume as a
thrifty Philadelphia housekeeper wears to market. The
slow, full-dress saunter in a dress that has to be carried
with both hands, is of little use ; it is the brisk, unimpeded walk that sets the blood coursing through the
veins and brings the flush of health to the cheek.
For out of door loork Miss Powell says: "I would
suggest that the waist should be cut so as to give entire
freedom to every muscle ; the skirt for a woman of ordinary height twenty-five or twenty-six inches in length,
with plain or Turkish trowsers of the same material.
Every woman acknowledges the beuefit of such a modification in dress, and in the actress, skater, aud gymnast
society respects and approves it. We commend it for all
industrial pursuits, for in-door and out of door work."
A design of a dress for working in the garden, not
nnlike the above, appeared some time ago in the Lady's
Book, the material to be of shepherd's plaid, or any
woollen and cotton stufis ; made with plenty of pockets,
and in every way convenieut and comfortable. As for
hoops, they are an impossibility, aud a trailing skirt
would soon prove its own torment to the wearer.
One of the gentlemen present suggested "that the
Empress Eugenie be memorialized to adopt a style of
dress which should embody all the physiological benefits
aud advantages" desired, thinking that "whatever she
might adopt would soon become a popular and fashionable dress." We doubt whether the daiuty little lady
could be brought to forego the graceful and becoming,
which has very little part or lot in a really useful working garb. The lilies of the field are allowed to wear gay
clothing, for " they toil not, neither do they spin ;" but
we, of every-day, industrial life, must be Content with
more serviceable garments.
HOW

TO BE A FINISHED MUSICIAN.

It is certainly much to be regretted that young girls
who have neither taste nor talent for music should 1o«rso
many years of their lives, and their parents such lari.'e
amounts of money in becoming indilferent vocalists and
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pianists. We have always earnestly contended that unless a child has a good ear, a pliant voice, and some definite idea of time, it is folly to keep her at the piano merely
because young ladies who do not play the piano are marvels in these days of accomplishments. And those who
have these natural advantages set before themselves such
a low standard of attainment, and often none at all but to
learn their lessons from week to week. Take any country church, for instance, in a wealthy neighborhood, the
regular organist being called away, how many out of
tiie fifteen or twenty of the congregation who play are
able to go through the chants and hymns correctly,
rending them at sight? Or, allowing that they have
not acquired the organ touch, assemble them at a little
party, how many are prepared to accompany a vocalist
at sight, or play such quadrilles as the lady of the house
may have on hand for the amusement of the company?
Sunday evening at home, and one yawns over her
book, tired of reading ; another, who has been working
iu the Sunday-school, is stretched on a sofa, too tired to
talk; there is their father, whose "eyes trouble him,"
sittiug iu a shaded corner, meditating upon nothing at
all, for the mind is wearied with two sermons and possibly aprayer-meeting. How soothing, how helpful, how
elevating sacred music would be! not hymns exactly,
f'T they are not in the mood for singing; bat some of
Mozart's or Handel's inspired strains, suited to just sucb
a quiet home as this. But no, the expectant guest, who
has heard " Traviata" and *' Lucia" all the week, is told
that "sister does not play sacred music," "does not read
at sight," " these old-fashioned pianos are so horrid and
dilEcult." It is because "sister" hascoutented herself
with "The Lancers," and popular variations ; she has
had no real love of the art, and, above all, has lacked
that patient application and study without which even
the best natural musical talent becomes fruitless and
^worthless. Music is a study that calls for as much patience and perseverance as any of the sciences, and in
its highest range strengthens and develops the mind as
much as Latin or mathematics. But, above all, the
etudent must have unlimited patience. We have just
met with a favorite anecdote with which the once popular and successful teacher, Dorizo, was accustomed to
admonish his classes ; it is to the point :—
"Porpora, one of the most illustrious Italian composers, entertained a great feeling of friendship for a
young man, a pupil of his. He asked his youthful
at-quaintauce whether he thought he possessed courage
enough to follow constantly the road he, Porpora, traced
out for him, however wearisome it might appear. On
receiving an affirmative reply, Porpora wrote down upon
a piece of ruled paper the diatonic and chromatic scales,
both ascending and descending, skips of thirds, fourths,
fifths, etc., to teach him to master the intervals and
sustain the sound, besides shakes, groups, npjx^ffiaturi,
and other vocal exercises of various kinds. This one
sheet of paper furnished both master and pupilijccupation for a year ; the following year also was devoted to
it ; the pupil began to murmur, but the master reminded
him of his promise; the fourth year passed, the fifth
year followed, and still there was the same eternal sheet
of paper ; even during the sixth year it was not given
up, though lessons in articulation, pronunciation, and
d.:'clamation were added. At the end of the year, the
pupil, who thought he was only engaged on the elements of his art, was surprised at hearing his master
eay; 'There, my dear boy, you have nothing more to
learn : you are the first singer in Italy.' Porpora spoke
the truth, for the singer was CafferelU."

CLIPPINGS AT OUR CENTRE-TABLE.
1. This being the season when the amber-like product
of the "busy bee" makes its appearance iu market, we
clip first of all for our cosy little evening chat some
English directions on the way to manage honey. To
judge of the best honey, it should be of a bright, pale
color, thick, and a little aromatic. To obtain it from the
combs in its pure state, it must be left to run from them
without pressing. The color shows whether it is fine
or inferior. If wanted to preserve some in the comb,
choose the fairest and such as have not been broken;
wrap each comb in white paper, such as lines the blue
cover of loaf-sugar. Set it edgeways, as it stood in the
hive, and it may be preserved many months. The
combs meant to be drained must be cut in slices. Lay
them oa a hair-search, supported by a rack over the
jar in which the honey is to remain, for the less it is
stirred after draining, it keeps the better. Fill the jar to
the brim, as a little scum must be taken off when it has
settled. A bladder well wa^^hed in lukewarm water
ought to be laid over the double fold of white paper
with which it is covered.
2. Why small figured carpets, in ingrain and threeply, are considered economical.
The two webs of which the carpeting consists are
always much closer interwoven than in carpets where
large figures upon ample grounds are represented. Simple enough.
3. We dare say it would interest to know exactly
what people at court wear when they go into mourning ;
for instance, the Court of England last winter wore
mourning for the Dowager Queen of Sweden in this
fashion; the ladies were to wear black silk, fringed or
plain linen, white gloves, necklaces, and earrings, black
or white shoes, fans, and tippets. The gentlemen to
wear black, full-trimmed ; fringed or plain linen ; black
swords and buckles. The court to change the mourning
on Thursday, the 10th January — viz. : The ladies to wear
black silk or velvet, colored ribbons, fans, and tippets,
or plain white, or white and gold, or white and silver
stuffs, with black ribbons. The gentlemen to wear black
coats, and black or plain white, or white and gold, or
white and silver stuff waistcoats, full trimmed, colored
swords and buckles. And on Thursday, the 17th January, the court to go out of mourning. The whole arrangement tolast one month.
4. Jewelry is about to be cheaper than ever, we should
judge ; not only are gold and gems imitated, but onyx,
malachite, and other stones are thu.s "manufactured:"
Some valuable colored compositions for making jewelry
have been brought forward in England. One of these
compositions is made by taking one pound of shell-lac,
and melting it on a flat iron slab, then mixing it with
an equal quantity of the dust of ebnuy wood, and adding
three ounces of asphaltum, in powder, and three ounces
of ivory black or charcoal, also in powder. This composition forms jet-black articles of jewelry, or it may be
used for making boxes, etc. In making a composition
for articles of a chocolate tint, three ounces of brown asphaltum, and one ounce of rouge are mixed with the lac.
For light colored compositions, to imitate cameo-shell
articles, boxwood dust is mixed with the shell-lac in the
same manner as the ebony, and any coloring pigment
may be used that is preferred for the work in hand.
The whole of these ingredients are thoroughly incorporated together when a homogeneous compound ia
desired. If a streaked or a veined composition is required, itis produced by twisting or rolling two dlf-
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FAsmoxs.
fereul colored tiiaKseSf whereby imitations of malachite,
uayx, aod other stones may bo inuuufacturcd. Whea
the coinpositiou its warm and plai^tic, it is taken off the
Iron slitb, aud placed in warm die.s aud submitted to
pressure, la strike the different articl>*(> into form. To
give very ^'reat tenacity, and prevent brittlene^s, some
paper pulp is added.

Jfasljions.
NOTICE

TO

LADY

SUBSCRIBERS.

Hatiko had frequent applications for the purchase of
Jewelry, millinery, etc., by ladies living at a distance, the
Editress lif tfie Fashion DepartmeiU will hereafter execute
commissions for any who may desire it, with the charge of
a small percentage for the time and research reqaired.
Spring aud autumn bonnets, materials for dresses, jewelry,
envelops, hair-work, worsteds, children's wardrobes, mantillas, aud mantelets, will be chosen witli a view to economy, as well as taste ; and boxes or packages forwarded
by express to any part of the country. For the last,
distinct directions must be given.
Orders, acamipanied by checks for tfie proposed erpendUurCy to be ctddressed to the care of L. A. Godtnj, Esq.
No order wUl be attended to unless the money is first
received. Neither the Editor nor Publisher will 6e accounloMefoT losses that may occur in remitting.
Instructions to be as minute as is possible, accompanied
by a note of the height, complexion, and general style of
the person, on which rnuch depends in choice. Dress
(foods from Evans & Co.'s ; mourning goods from Besson
& Son; cloaks, mantillas, or talmas, from Brodie's, 51
Canal Street, New York ; bonnets from the most celebrated
establishments; jewelry from Wriggens & Warden, or
Caldwell's, Philadelphia.
VThen goods are ordered, the fashions that prevail here
govern the purchase; therefore, no articles will be taken
back. When the goods are sent, the transaction must be
considered final.
DESCRIPTION

OF STEEL FASHION*PLATE
NOVEMBER.

FOR

Fig. 1. — Walking-dress d la Imperatrice. Material,
rich brown poplin ; the skirt has a ruche of velvet ribbon, the same on the caps of the sleeves which are plain.
The body of the dress is ornamented with pati's of green
■moiri antique, gracefully shaped, graduated in size, and
surrounded by black velvet. This novel trimming is
continued down the skirt. Bonnet of green Lyons
velvet, with white plume.
Fig. 2. — The new pardessns, we have already given
one design of. furnished by Brodie. This varies in style,
but has the same marked plaits at the waist; square
yoke, which, with the fall sleeves, is ornamented by
black lace. Fall bonnet of Belgian straw, trimmed with
black plumes and damask roses, united by a ruche of
black lace.

woollen fabrics which have almost the glossiues.-* and
softness of silk. The figure is in silk, raised. Ii is cut
in the Gabrielle tttyle, aud trimmed with graduated
ruches of green and maroon velvet ribbon, the two
colors alternating.
A novelty of the season.
Fig. 5. — Reception-dress for a bride. Material, rich
mauve-colored silk, of the most delicate shade ; the skirt
is very full, and trimmed with a peudoloque ornament,
that is, a narroxv plain ribbon laid on in the shape of a
pendent to the long old-fashioned ear-rings of our mothers' time; this is headed by a handsome bow, with
flowing ends; sash of the same; corsage low, aud
trimmed arouud the neck by a plaitiug of the silk, " on
the double" — the plaits fastened only at the bottom;
tucker of thulle, drawn very full and close to the neck ;
sleeves in two large puffs, the upper of silk, the undt-r
of thulle. Headdress to correspond, of mauve ribboa
aud black lace.
Bfjy's drejts. — Algerine sack of the new shade snbUmo.
Material, poplin ; trimming, black braid and velvet ; the
turned-back cuffs and sash-tie at the side are new. Hat
of gray felt, pompon feather (see Chitchat), with two
plumes, in white and rose sublime.
Baby's dress. — Rich robe of cambric; the tablier or
front is of a richly wrought diamond pattern, separated
by longitudinal puffs of cambric ; sleeve and waist embroidered in the same pattern. Cap of embroidery or
lace, with bows of blue satin ribbon.
HEADDRESSES.
(Sue engravings, page 372.)
Fig. I. — Front of headdress Fig. 1, October number.
Fig. 2. — The coronet is composed of black velvet, with
three pearl or gold stars, a large one in the centre and a
smaller one on either side. Two long white ostrich
feathers, fastened in at the side of the coronet and crossing behind, complete thiscoiffure. It would he equally
pretty made in pink or blue velvet, with feathers of the
same color, the stars being made of pearl, studded with,
steel.

CHITCHAT

UPON NEW YORK AND PHILADELPHIA FASHIONS, FOR NOVEMBER.
HOME

AND

WALKING

DRESS.

The winter dress materials are fairly opened, and
make a brilliant display npon the counters of Stewart's,
Arnold's, Evans's, and other of our principal house-;.
There are fewer decided novelties than last year, but lie
bright shades of color are many of them new, which,
give-s variety.
Plain merinoes, cashmeres, and monsselines are quite
behind the times; all these fabrics being printed, ir
brocaded, in small gay figures. The solid colors are \{
course imported, as they always will he, and chosen 1 y
a few ; but they are not the style of the day. We fiud
American monsselines greatly improved ; they ran^'o
from eighteen to twenty-five cents a yard, and comp'^te
in style and color, though not in quality, with the

Fig. 3.— Carriage-dress of groseiUe reps silk ; the skirt
trimmed at the bottom with four narrow plaitings of
ribbon, the same color. Simple mantle of Lyons velvet,
corded with satin. The cape or pelerine is the novelty ;
it is divided into medallion leugths, each of which is
ornamented by a fine pattern of embroidery ; the pelerine is edged by a rich fall of black guipure. Graceful

French and German goods. We notice particularly ''a
line," or a set, as we ladies should say of these goods, a

drawn bonnol, prevailing shade tan d'or.
Fig 4.— Ilome-dress of one of those new

is called *'a set figure" having taken its place. Ev«n
the expensive reps In woollen and woollen and silk, that

silk and

graceful leaf, printed clearly on a black ground, in u'.l
the prevailing colors — bright purple, green, etc. Ame icau chintzes have also improved ; the ground^are usually plain brown, coffee-colored, etc., with a brigiit,
clear figure. Stripes in everything have gone by, what

I
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last year were all brocaded, are many of thom printed in
tliis* style; the ground a dark, rich, decidi-d color; the
fi-'ure greeu, purple, Magenta, rose sublime, or any of
tliese shades, toned with white and black.
The newest fabric is perhaps the fmdard de laines, a
cloth resembling alpaca, in glossiueps of texture, and all
wool ; on it are reproduced the favorite foulard designs,
chintz patterns, in very bright colors.
The variety of reps is infinite, from the cotton and
woollen mixture selling at tweaty-flve cents a yard, to
tlie richest finest silk and woollen, at a dollar eighty.
Cue of the best styles in reps is a diagonal cheque, the
cheque raised from the body of the stuff, and having the
effect of satin ; in the middle of each cheque or diamond
is a small bright figure, as for instance, a black ground
aud cheque, with a Magenta or rose sublime figure ; the
elfoct is quite as handsome as if the material were a
hoavy brocaded silk, and it will be found far more serviceable. These goods have in a great measure taken
the place of plaiu cashmeres and merinoes for street
dresses, and, iu fact, have superseded the showy silks
60 unsuitable for inclement weather.
The delicacy to which the art of printing has attained
is fully shown on the fine cashmeres, meriuoes, and
mousseiines of French manufacture. We have before us
a specimen of oue of the finest among Stewart's importatious; the ground is maroon, a green leaf in the brightest
of June tinting is carelessly thrown over the surface, contrasting with the same leaf reversed, showing its silver
l.ning, as in the American poplar, etc. A tiny autumn
li^af, in gray and Magenta, is added here and there to
brighten its effect, and this is all, a fiue artistic contrast
to the gaudy, nonde.script figures, stretching over the
whole ground, often the style of furniture chintz, which
were brought out a year or two since.
Plain poplins, in all colors, are about the only plain
goods that will be worn; a deep rich brown, maroon,
and a deep bright shade of mauve, are the favorite winter colors; also Azurliiie blue, and Polish green, and a
I ^ht shade of coffee-color, called by the French Havani.
Plaids iu poplin and woollen goods are used only for
c'.iildreu's dress. The usual variety of all-wool plaids,
v.-hich are manufactured with little variety from year to
year, are to be found.
Iu making up, the gored or Gabrielle style, as we have
bi'fore said, will be very popular for the materials we
h ive named. Ribbons and bright-colored flat gimps are
tlie most suitable trimmings for woollen goods; also
ruffles, " on the double," of silk the shade of the brighto-.t tint ia the dress ; ruches of silk, plaited through the
middle, and piuked on the edges will be also much worn,
and plain bands of silk singly, or ia alternation with
bands of the stuff. Velvet ribbon and bands of velvet
are very suitable for reps, and other costly, weighty
goods. Several new gimps have appeared, which will
be described more particularly in our next ; also winter
silks, furs, etc.
As every one is selecting winter wraps this month, we
h ive made our usual reconnoissance at Brodie's for the
benefit of our readers. First of all, there is a tendency
ill 8horte7i tJie Ungth of cloaks ; all the importations are
much shorter than the American taste will at present
admit ; for, as we are told at this favorite establishment,
it requires full six months to persuade the popular taste
to change materially, no matter what designs rule In
Paris. "We find, also, from Mr. Brodie that the cloaks
which have plaitiugs at the back are most in favor,
though there is so great a variety in shape that oue can
scarcely go amiss.
The materials are velvet and cluth,
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the latter of black brown, or gray chiefly. There are
several new styles of ornament, the most tasteful oakleaves, vine-leaves and grapes, etc., cut out or rather
stamped out in cloth, velvet, etc., and these are applied
as^rtit'^*. For instance, we may describe a velvet cloak
made something in the old Raglan shape, but reaching
to within nine inches of the hem of the dress, the sleeve
large and loose, falling open so as to show a richly
quilted lining in black satin. At the top of the sleeve
is a passementerie ornament, a wreath of vine-leaves
aud clusters encircling the arm like a cap, ajioit'e of the
same on each side of the front. This cloak has a novel
effL^ct, given by a thick cording of gfoZti-colored satin all
arouud and edging the sleeve.
A brown cloth cloak, with ornaments of knots and
bows, cut or stamped from cloth, fasteuiug the plaits
behind and appearing on the shoulders. A pUiiting of
cloth edges the front on each side.
dray wrap, very heavy tricot cloth, wide, loose sleeve
with lappets of cloth, bound with purple, aud fastened
by large buttons of gray with a bright purple centre. A
serpentine trimming, formed by a flat band of purple
silk, to match the edging of the cloak, extends from the
collar to the hem, with a button like those ou the sleeve
Id each turn.
Black and white cloth wrap in the bournous style,
edged by a box plaiting of broad velvet ribbon. The
pelerine, which is hollowed up on the shoulder, forms
a hood behind, caught by a broad bow of black velvet
ribbon. The hood and pelerine edged by box plaited
velvet ribbon.
Rich cloak, with wide gores of purple velvet let in,
alternating with full breadths of black Lyons velvet,
rounded at the bottom. The deep hanging sleeve has
also its broad gore of purple velvet; these gores are
richly embroidered in a leaf pattern ; the black velvet
breadths have a Grecian chain pattern in embroidery,
and are each edged by sharp plaitings of velvet ribbon,
set on the edge, as are the sleeves aud the hem of the
garment. A graceful bertha, in the fauchon shape, of
costly guipure, on the buck of the cloak.
Ample black velvet cloak, the hem apparently four
inches deep, headed by a line of white silk. The graceful pelerine is almost in a hood shape, coming close to
the throat in front and on the shoulders, deepening to
the waist line behind. The centre is a band of velvet,
edged by white silk, the upper aad lower portion rich
guipure
lace. wrap of Astrachan cloth (shaggy), with.
Dark brown
lappels turning back in front, dgilot (waistcoat fashion).
Shawl-shaped black cloth cloak, drooping pointed
sleeves, shawl-shaped pelerine. It is bound by two
rows of black satin piping, an inch apart, placed three
inches above the hem of the garment, sleeves, etc. ; a
rich ornament in braid, the Egyptian coil, on the back
of the sleeve and in each corner of the garment.
We learn from Mr. Myers, of Reynold's Bazaar, that
the ruling shape for children's felt hats will be a modification ofthe shell-shapes and turbans so universal this
summer. The shell-shape (the crown set down into the
brim) has a square, or rather flat crown instead of the
round one of the past season, which we think a great
improvement. Black, brown, and gray felts and beavers will bo trimmed with rich shades of velvet, such
as green, rose sublime. Magenta, etc. ; the pompon feather being used chiefly instead of plumes, though a
really good plume is always acceptable. The pompon
feather is also much used in bonnets. Winter bonnets
in our next.
Fashion.
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AISSA

CLOAK.

Gray cloth, checked ; bordered by a bias-piece of sill< braided in trefoils.
Tlie ends being raised form
three points for the sleeveA small piece in the back, turning towards the front.
4(i0

THE

EPERNON

CLOAK

one on each shouMer
Of li.bt-colored cloth, e-lged with silk. Three holh.w plaits start from the neck ;
Pieces braided .ind termin.ited by a tassel are laid on each plait. Th.s
ana one in the mi.Mle of the back.
cloak is raised on the arms, and drapes amply behind.
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AITOALUSIAN.

[From tlie establishment of G. Erodik, 51 Canal Street, New Tork
articles of costume.]

Drawn iy L. T, Voigt, from actual

This exceedingly graceful coml.ination bids fair to be widely adopted.
The sldrt is set upon a
yoke in tlie back, arranged in the broad middle, with two plaits upon either side of it ; this is
ornamented with a magnificent passementerie.
The sleeves are long and flowing, trimmed to
match the back, while the edge of the voke is similarly adorned.
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THE

PAKIS

SKIRT.

For the winter season we introdnce, as a gnbutilnle for the Balmnmls, black silk skirts, quilted with white, g"M
.■ol.ir. or crim«oii silk. This work is to be done by a marhiue, or otherwise it would be exceedingly expensive and
ledions. They can be wadded or not, as the person may desire, but when worn over hoops they are seldom wadded.
Any design can be put on them and they are far handsomer and more dixlutgv.' than the striped woollen skirt of
If a very rich skirt ia desired, na row bands of crimson velvet can be ttilohed on to form a pattora.
former seasons.
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BONNETS

FOE THE

SEASON.

{See description, Fashion De}iartmint.)

KAKE

INFAirrS

FOB

KASEIITG.

CHRISTENING

'^Ig/" ImmMi^
Jfe^^^^^

ROBE.

'^,

Made of fine Fii-nch uiusliii, and trimmsd with fluted rufflc-s and iusfiting.
Very broad white ribhon.

The sasli is of
405

NETTED

TIDY.

Miitfirials. — Cotton, No 6. A long netting needle and flat mesh, nearly an inch ivide. A large rag needle for
darning.
Begin with onp stitch and increase one stitch at the beginning of every row, until there are 100
loop'i. This is now the width Now to make it longer than it is wide, increase one stitch at the
beginning of each row, and decrease one at tlie end of each row, by omitting to net into it, till
there are 142 stitches on the long side.
This is now the length of the Tidy.
Tu Jinish. — Instead of increasins, take two stitclies Into one at the beginning of row, and still
decrease one at the end of row, till there is only one stitch left. Now let the netting be well
washed, starched, and pulled evenly ; then left to dry (or, it may be ironed).
To Darn the Pattern, for which reference tnust be made to the engraving, commence working
exactly in the centre of the Tidy.
It were well to darn in just the centres of all the patterns first,
and these centres are sixteen stitches apart.
The dots of darning are worked round each pattern
at equal distances.
466

EMBROIDERY.

I
CHEISTMAS

BASKET.

(See description, Work Department.)

EKBEOIDEEY

FOB A SKIET OE TOP OF FINCUSHIOK-.
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To be trimmed with black velvet and a worked ruffle.
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PUILADELPHIA,

V^'YIAT LADIES HAVE

DONE

Queen Elizabeth of England affonU anotlier
strikinp; example of wliat ladies have done for
maritime discovery. But lior patronage was
of a different character from that of Isabella.
The noble Queen of Castile acted from feeling,
the stately Queen of England from
far-sighted policy. Both laid the
foundations of the future gre.itiiess of their respective countries
by their patronage of maritime
discovery.
Elizabeth permitted her subjects to engage in depredations on
Spanish commerce without openly
declaring war. Francis Drake
engaged in tliis service, and was
the first Englishman who beheld
the P.acific Ocean. He instantly
formed a scheme for .attacking the
Spanish commerce on its waters,
and the Spanish forts on its shores.
On his return to Enghand, Sir
Christopher llatton, Vice Chamberlain Counsellor of the Queen,
presented him to Elizabeth ; to
whom Dr.ake imparted bis scheme
of ravaging the Sp.inish possessions in the South Sea. The
queen listened ; but whether she
gave him a commission, or merely
assured Uira of her favorable sentiments, isa disputed point. It is
alleged that she gave him a sword,
and pronounced these singular
words, " We do .account th.it he which striketh
at thee, Drake, striketh at us." He fitted out
nu expedition at his own expense, and with the
help of friends and partners in the enterprise,
consisting of five ships, and got to sea ou the
13tU of December, 1577.
VOL. LXIII. — 40
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But this expedition was of <i very dilTerent
character from th.it of the noble Columbus.
Historians characterize it as h.ilf piratical and
half national. At any r.ite it was altogether
warlike, and fully .answered Eliz.ibeth's pur-

8IR

FRAXCI3

DRAKB.

pose of annoying the h.iughty Spaniards. To
.show something of its character, the spirit of
the times, and the manner in which Eliz.ibeth
stimulated British maritime enterprise, by her
patronage of Drake, we quote from Mr. Goodrich the concluding paragraphs of his narrative
409
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of this expedition. It commences at a point
where Drake, having committed extensive
depredations on tlie Spanish commerce and
possessions on the Pacific, is about to leave
Acapulco, a port ou the southwest coast of
Mexico.
"Before leaving Acapulco, Drake put the
pilot, Nunc da Sylva, whom he had taken at the
Cape Verds, on board a sliip in the harbor, to
find his way back to Portugal as best he could.
He then sailed four thousand five hundred
miles in diJi'erent directions, till he found himself is a piercingly cold climate, where the meat
froze as soon as it was removed from the fire.
This was in latitude forty-eight north. So he
sailed back again ten degrees and anchored iu
an excellent harbor on the California coast.
This harbor is considered by numerous authorities as the present Bay of San Francisco. The
natives, who had been visited but once by Europeans, under the Portuguese Cabrillo, thirtyseven years before, had not learned to distrust
them, and readily entered into relations of commerce and amity with Drake's party. From
the Indians the latter obtained quantities of an
herb which they called tahak, and which was
undoubtedly tobacco. The Californians soon
came to regard the strangers as gods, and did
them religious honors. The king resigned to
Drake all title of the surrounding country, and
ofiered to become-liis subject. So he took possession of the crown and dignity of the said
territory in the name and for the use of her
M.ijesty the Queen. The Californians, we are
told, accompanied this act of surrender with a
song and dance of triumph, ' because they were
not only visited o! gods, but the great and chief
god was now become their god, their king and
patron, and themselves the only happy and
blessed people in all the world ;' Drake named
the country New Albion, in honor of Old Albion
or England. lie set up a monument of the
queen's 'right and title to the same, namely,
a plate nailed upon a fair great post, whereon
was engraved her Majesty's name, with the
d.ay and year of arrival.' After remaining five
weeks in the harbor, Drake weighed anchor,
"U the "3d of July, resolved to abandon any further attempt iu northern latitudes, .and to steer
for the Moluccas, after the example of Magellan.
On the 13th of October he discovered several
islands in latitude eight degrees north, and was
soon surrounded with canoes laden with cocoanuts and fruit. The canoes were hollowed out
of a single log, with wonderful art, and were as
smooth as polished horn, and decorated throughout with shells thickly set. The ears of the

natives hung down considerably from the weight
of the ornaments worn in them. Their nails
were long and sharp, and were evidently used
as a weapon. Their teeth were black as jet —
an effect obt.ained, by the use of the betel-root.
These people were friendly and commercially
inclined. Drake visited other groups, where
the principal occupation of tlie natives was
selling cinnamon to the Portuguese. At Ternate, one of the Moluccas, the king offered the
sovereignty to Drake, and sent him presents of
' imperfect and liquid sugar' — molasses, probably—'rice, poultry, cloves and meal which
they called sagu, or bread made of the tops of
cert,aiu trees, tasting in the mouth like sour
curds, but melting like sugar, whereof they
made certain cakes which may be kept the space
of ten years, and yet then good to be eaten.'
Drake stayed here six d.ays, laid in a large
stock of cloves, and sailed on the 9th of November. At a small island ne.ar Celebes, where
he set up his forge and caused the ship to be
carefully repaired, he and his men saw sights
which they have described in somewhat exaggerated terms: 'Tall trees without branches
except a tuft at the very top, in which swarms
of fiery worms, flying iu the air, made a show
as if every twig had been burning caudles ;
bats bigger than large liens — a very ugly poultry ; cray-fish, or land crabs, one of which was
enough for four men, and which dug huge caves
under the roots of trees, or, for want of better
refuge, would climb trees and hide in the folks
of the branches.' This spot was appropriately
named Crab Island.
On the 9tli of January, 1580, the ship ran
upon a rocky shoal and stuck fast. The crew
were first summoned to prayers, and then ordered to lighten the ship. Three tons of cloves
were thrown over, eight guns, and a quantity of
meal and pulse. One authority states distinctly
that no gold or silver was thrown into the water,
though it was the he.aviest part of the cargo ;
another authority asserts the contrary in the
following passage : ' Conceiving that the best
way to lighten the ship was to ease their consciences, they humbled themselves by fasting,
afterwards dining on Christ in the sacrament,
expecting no other than to sup with him in
heaven. Then they cast out of their ship six
great pieces of ordnance, threw overboard as
much wealth as would break the heart of a
miser to think of it, with much sugar and packs
of spices, making a caudle of the sea round
about.' The ship was at last freed, and started
again on her way. Her adventures from this
point offer no \eyj salient features ; she stopped
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at Java, the Cape of Good Hopu, and Sierra
Leone. In the latter place Drake saw troops of
elephants, and oysters fastened on to the twigs
of trees and hanging down into the water in
striu;:s.

TOli

MARITIME

DISCOVERY.

Drake arrived at Plymouth after a voyage of
two years and ten months. Like Magellan, he
found he Iiad lost a day in his reckoning. He
immediately repaired to conrt, where he was
graciously received ; liis treasure, however, be-

m'%!0Mii

QrEE^

ELIZAnRTH

ing placed in sequestration, to answer such
demands as might be made upon it.
Drake was denounced in many quarters as a
pirate ; while in others, collections of songs and
epigrams were made, celebrating hira and his
ship iu the highest terms.
The Spanish am-

KXIODTISO

DRAEB.

bassador, Bernardino fie Mendoza, who called
him the Master Thief of the Unknown World,
deraancled that he should be punished .icconling
to the laws of nations. Elizabeth firmly asserted her right of navigating the ocean iu all
parts, and denied that the Pope's grant of a

■±72
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monopoly in tlie Indies to the Spaniards and
Portuguese was of any binding effect upon her.
She yielded, however, so far as to restore to the
agent of several of the merchants whom Drake
had despoiled, large sums of money. Enough
remained, however, to make the expedition a
remunerating one for the captors. Tlie queen,
then, in a pompous and solemn ceremony, gave
to the entire affair an official and governmental
ratification. She ordered Drake's ship to be
drawn up in a little creek near Deptford, to be
there preserved as a monument of the most
memorable voyage the English had ever yet performed. She went on board of her, and partook
of a banquet there with the commander, who,
kneeling at her feet, rose up Sir Francis Drake.
The Westminster students inscribed a Latin
quatrain upon the mainmast, of which the following lines are a translation —
'Sir Drake, whom well the world's end knowfi, which
thou didst compass round,
And whom hoth poles of heaven gaw — which north
and south do bound,
The stars above will make thee known, if men here
silent were:
The snn himself cannot forget his fellow traveller.'
The ship remained at Deptford till she decayed and tell to pieces ; a chair was made from
one of her planks and presented to the University ofOxford, where it is still to be seen.
Such was the first voyage around the world
accomplished by an Englisliman. Drake's success awakened the spirit and genius of navigation in the English people, and may be said to
have contributed in no slight degree to the naval
supremacy they afterwards acquired. If, in
accordance with the manner of the times, he
was quite as much a pirate as a navigator, and
mingled plunder and piety, prayer and pillage,
in pretty equal proportions, and is to be judged
accordingly, he at least made a noble use of
the fortune he had acquired in aiding the queen
in her wars with Spain, and in encouraging tlie
construction of public works. He built, with
his own resources, au aqueduct twenty miles
iu length, with which to supply PlymouthTvith
water. He died at sea, while commanding an
expedition against the Spanish West India Islands. He wrote no account of his adventures
and discoveries. A volume published by Nuna
daSylva, his Portuguese pilot, whose statements
were confirmed by the officers, has served as
the basis of tlie various narratives in existence."
Thus far Mr. Goodrich's notice of Queen
Elizabeth's patronage of Drake ; which bore
fruit in a few years, when the maritime power
of England had so far increased as to offer effectual resistance to the famous "Invincible
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Armada" of Philip II. Mr. Goodrich's notice
of tills affair is so interesting that we quote it
entire as a closing extract.
"From what we have said of the piracies of
the English and of their encroachments upon
the domain of the Spanish, and of the ardent
desire of the latter to retain the monopoly of
the trade with the natives of America, and to
hold the exclusive right to rob and sl^y them
at their pleasure, the reader will be prepared
for the imposing but bombastic attempt made
by Spain against England in 1588. Philip II.
determined to put forth his strength, and his
fleet was named, before it sailed, 'The most
Fortunate and Invincible Armada.' It was
described in official accounts as consisting of
one hundred and thirty ships, manned by eight
thousand four hundred and fifty sailors, and
carrying nineteen thousand soldiers, two thousand galley slaves, and two thousand six hundred
pieces of brass. The vessels were named from
Romish saints, from the various appellations of
the Trinity, from animals and fabulous monsters, the Santa Catilina, the Great Griffin, and
the Holy Ghost being profanely intermixed. In
the fleet were one hundred and twenty-four
volunteers of noble family, and one hundred
and eighty almoners, Dominicans, Franciscans,
and Jesuits. Instruments of torturewere placed
on board in large quantities, for the purpose of
assisting in the great work of reconciling England to Romanism. The Spaniards and the
Pope had resolved that all who should defend
the queen and withstand the invasion should,
with all their families, be rooted out, and their
places, their honors, their titles, their houses,
and their lands be bestowed upon the conquerors.
Elizabeth and her counsellors heard these ominous denunciations undismayed, and adequate
preparations were made toreceive thecrusaders.
London alone furnished ten thousand men,
and held ten thousand men in reserve : the
whole laud-force amounted to sixty-five thousand. The fleet numbered one hundred and
eighty-one vessels — fifty more in number than
the Armada, but hardly half as powerful in
tonnage. Eighteen of these vessels were volunteers, and but one of the one hundred and
eighty-one was of the burden of eleven hundred
tons. The Lord High Admiral of England,
Charles, Lord Howard of Effingham, commanded
the fleet, with Drake, Haukins, and Frobisher
in command of the various divisions. A form
of prayer was published, and the clergy were
enjoined to read it on Wednesdays and Fridays
iu their parish churches.
In this, Elizabeth
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was compared to Dnljorah, preparing to couibat
tlie priile ami might of Sisera I'liilip. Tlio
country awaited the arrival of tlie Spauiards
ill ansietv', and yet witli confulence.
Tlie Armada sailed from tlie Tagus late in
Jlay, with tlio solemn blessing of the Church,
and patronized by every iiitlueutial saint in the
calendar. A storm drove it back with loss, and
it did not sail again till the 12th of July. It
was descried off I'lymoutU on tlie 20tU 'with
lofty turrets like castles, in front like a half
moon ; the wings thereof spreading out about
the length of seven miles, sailing very slowly,
though with full sails, the winds being as it
were weary with wafting them, and the ocean
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few could tell what course to t.-ike.' Some were
wrecked on the coast of Flanders ; some gained
the ocean ; while the remainder were attacked
and terribly handlc<l by Drake. The discomfited Spaniards resolved to return to Spain by
a northern circuit around England and Scotland.
The English pursued, but the exhausted state
of their powder mag.azine prevented another
engagement. The luckless Armada never returned to Spain. A terrific storm drove the
vessels upon the Irish coast .and upon the inhospitable rocks of the Orkneys. Thirty of
them were stranded near Connaught ; two h.id
been cast away upon the shores of Norway. In
all, eighty-one ships were lost, and but fiftythree returned home. Out of thirty thousaml
soldiers embarked, fourteen thousand were
missing. Philip received the calamity as a dispensation ofProvidence, and ordered thanks to
be given to God that the dis.aster was no gre.ater.
A day of thanksgiving was proclaimed in

groaning under their weight.' The English
sullered them to pass riymoutli, that they
might attack them iu the rear. They commenced the light the next day, with only forty
ships. The Spauiards, during this preliminary
action, found their ships ' very useful to defeud, but not to offend, and better fitted to stand

England, inasmuch as 'the boar had put back
that had sought to lay her vineyard waste.'
Some time afterwards, the queen repaired in

than to move.' Drake, with his usual luck,
captured a galleon in which he found fifty-five
tliousand ducats in gold. This sura was divided
among his crew. Skirmishing and detached
fights continued for several days, the Spanish
ships being found, from their height and thickness, inaccessible by boarding or ball.
Tliey were compared to
castles pitched into the
sea. The Lord Admiral
w.as consequently instructed to convert eight of his
leiist efiicient iuto fireships. The order arrived
as the enemy's fleet anchored off Calais, and
thirty hours afterwards
the eight ships selected
were discharged of all that
was worth removal ami
filled with combustibles.
Tlieir guns were heavily
loaded, and their sides
smeared with rosin and
wild fire. At midnight
they were sent, with wind
and tide, into the heart
of the invincible Armada.
PROCESSION
A terrible p.mic seized the
affrighted crews : remembering the fire-ships
which had been used but lately in the Scheldt,

MARITIME

pnblio procession to St. Paul's. The streets
were hung with bine cloth ; the royal chariot
was a throne with four pillars and a canopy
overhead, drawn by white horses. Elizabeth
knelt at the altar and audibly acknowledged
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TEFEAT

OF THE

ARMADA.

they shouted, in agony, ' The fire of Antwerp !
The fire of Antweii) !' Some cut their cables,
others slipped their hawsers, and all put to sea,

the Almighty as her deliverer from the rnge of
the enemy. The people were exhorted to render thanks to the Most High, whose elements
— fire, .wind, and storm — had wrought more
destruction to the foe than the valor of their

' happiest they who could first be gone, though

navy or the strength of their wooden w.t'.l!."
k
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(Concluded from page 3S6.)
CHAPTER

V.

October came, with nut-brown and crimson
forests, sluggish mists veiling the river, and the
soft, dreamy Indian summer haze upon the air.
That had been a pleasant summer at Clovernook. There were rides for the invalid Mrs.
Newman, who latterly complained less of her
ailments than of old ; afternoon strolls in the
deep woods, under the glossy foliaged oaks or
graceful feathery branched hemlocks ; romps in
the great barn, fragrant with mows of newmown hay, or morning chats in tlie farm-house
for the two girls ; but with the advent of October the visitors began to talk of their return to
their city home.
Gorham had left Clovernook when the August
heats were over. " Aw, but it was so deuced
dull up there in New Hampshire," he confided
to his intimate friend, Bob Atherton, as the two
promenaded Washington Street one clear September morning, after his return to town, "by
Jove, a fellah couldn't stand it ! To be sure,
there was Cousin Dora, a confounded pretty
girl, with an eye bright enough to kindle tinder
in a susceptible fellah's heart-aw ; but you
know. Bob, when a fellah has travelled, and
seen all the beauties of the Old World, he is apt
to get a little llas^ on the subject of feminine
charms-aw. Liked me vastly, Cousin Dora
did! Haven't the least doubt, 'pon my wordaw, but I could have cut out a clever rustic
who is trying to look sweet in that quarter, if
I 'd entered the lists ; but-aw, to tell the truth.
Bob, the weather was deuced hot, and I was
too lazy-aw. Wanted Jenny to come back to
town with me-aw, but it was no go ! Suppose
the govenaw '11 go up and fetch 'em home next
month-aw. Deuce take me, Bob, if I 'd live
in the country-aw ! A fellah can enjoy it
awhile, laying off under the trees and fishing —
used to catch splendid trout up there, Bob ;
but when it comes to staying there into cool
weather, I 'm ofif-aw."
Gorham Frederick quite forgot to impart to
his friend farmer Littlefield's standing joke
about "catching fish with that new-fangled
city bait," and perhaps his self-complacency
might have been slightly disturbed had he
heard pretty Dolly, standing in the open front
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door, late tlie Sunday night after his departure,
in rather suspicions proximity to tall, handsome
Nijd Rollins, confess "that, for her part, she
was not sorry for Cousin Gorham's departure,"
which declaration Ned stoutly affected to disbelieve, affirming, with a roguish smile, that he
harbored jealousy against "that city sprig !"
But now October had come ; trunks were
packed, bundles of dried herbs, which Deborah
Littlefield held good as tonic, stringent, or
laxative "in sickness," jars of delicious preserves, balls of golden June butter, and a brace
of rich cheeses were added to the luggage
which accompanied their guests to Clovernook.
One Saturday night brought Mr. Newman from
the distant city, a pale, anxious-faced man,
with lines on his forehead that looked like the
balance-marks on his ledgers, and who seemed
to have left his thoughts behind him in his
counting-house ; and on the succeeding Monday
farmer Littlefield's ample wagon was reined up
at the farm-house door, and the farmer himself,
in his Sunday suit, stood ready to drive the
party over to the railway station in the village.
There were hearty, warm, and reiteiated
invitations from Deborah Littlefield for a visit
"next summer" to the farm, for which invitations both the merchant and his wife returned
thanks and similar biddings for a visit to Boston, while Jenny romantically protested she
should die without her dear Dora, and vowed
an interchange of letters every week till they
should meet again. " And Dora has promised
to visit me this winter, haven't you, darling
coz ? and you ivlll let her, won't you, dear,
good Mr. Littlefield ?" she asked, repeatedly.
" We '11 think on 't ! Don't like to promise,
'cause you see my little wood-squirrel might
get lost in your great Babel of a Boston,"
laughed the farmer, good-naturedly. " Howsomever, if she should ever take it into her
curly head to run away from home for a spell,
s'pose you '11 keep her straight, neighbor Newman ?"— turning to Jenny's father.
"Certainly, certainly," smiled the merehapt,
nervously pulling on his glove. " Let her come
to see us soon ; and I dare say slie 'd like
a peep at city novelties. Come down yourself, Mr. Littlefield, you and your wife, and
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we '11 ilo our bi'sl to repay your kiuduess aud
hospitalities this summer."
"Tliankee, thankee, sir; but 'tain't much
likely iiiiither 'n I '11 ever i;it so fur fjom home ;
the farm keeps us tied up here, you see ; but
mablie Polly '11 liave
trip down to Boston,
fixin's, a silk gown,
Rich, when somehoili/

a notion bimeby to take a
p'raps to buy some extra
or fancy buunit, or some
takes it into his head to

liurry up a certain occasion, you know !" And
he winked and nodded slyly, while pretty Dolly
blusheil and pouted saucily.
"That 's right," replied the merchant, moving from the door as he spoke, with the air of
a man impatient to get back at his business
again. " We shall expect to see you at Uoston
soon, Miss Dolly. Come, wife, come, daughter.
I 'm fearful we sha'n't reach the train in season, and I can't be left, for I promised to meet
a man on State Street this afternoon." And in
another minute the last good-byes were said,
and farmer Littlefield's wagon was bearing them
away, while Dolly and her mother stood in the
door, watching them till the last bend in the
white turnpike carried them out of sight.
" 0 dear, mother," said Dolly, in a dispirited
tone, as they returned to the sitting-room, "I
shall miss Jenny so I and, if 'tweren't for thinking how much I 've got to do this fall, I 'd sit
down and have a good cry. Mother, did you
hear what father said ?" she asked, after a
little pause, a deep blush creeping over her
fresh cheeks. "But he didn't know how <rue
'twas, for Ned asked me last night, mother — "
But here the blush deepened, aud Dolly could
not speak for embarrassment.
Mrs. Littlefield's eye read that pause, and
perhaps her fond mother-heart trembled at the
thought that her home-bird was about seeking
another nest ; but, concealing her emotion, she
asked cheerfully, while her housewifely hand
ranged the chairs in dne order against the wall :
" Well, Dolly, and when does Ned want to be
marrieil ?"
"Oh, mother! hast night he said his house
was ready and waiting, and as soon as you, and
father, aud I thought best," stammered Dolly,
brokenly. " He named Thanksgiving, but I
said that was too soon, and then he wanted
it — the wedding, you know, mother — to be
Christmas or New Year's. I don't know ; what
do you think, mother?" And Dolly went and
laid her head on her mother's shoulder.
Mrs. Littlefield's arm tightened about her
daughter, her only girl. For a moment the
thought rose in her mind, "Why does Ned
liollins come to take aw.ay our darling?" but
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in a moment more that passeil. Tliey would
not be widely parted; the home to which the
young farmer was to take her was but three
miles away ; where the girl's heart led her she
would not hold her selfishly back, so she fondly
stroked the curly he.id, aud sai<l with a quiet
smile : " Ned 's in a hurry, my chilit ; I gues^i
father '11 say you 'U have to put him olf till
somewhere towards spring. Let me see — the
20th of February is your birthday, Dolly, and
that 's soon enough. That shall be your weddimj-dui), daughter. There, don't cry, Dolly ;
you 'd be ashamed to have Ned come in and
see you now, wouldn't you ? Jest think what 'a
to be done, Dolly. We shall have to put the
quills
in the
hands
keep

ill right away, and 1 guess I'd better ask
neighbors two or three afternoons ; many
make light work, you know. 1 shall
Miraudy with me this winter. Aud I

guess, Dolly, you 'd better go down to liostou
for a week or two about New Year's, and get
your wedding things. Cousin Jane or her Jenny '11 go out shopping with you ; they invited
you so politely. I declare, how much better
Jane Newman looked when she went away
than when she come ! like another woman.
My herb teas aud diar drink done her a sight
of good. Come, Dolly, let 's go up into tho
linen press, aud look over the blankets aud
bedding." And, on housewifely calculations
intent,
away. motherly Deborah Littlefiekl bustled

"Gosh ninety, Mirandy! the kitchen's clear
agin, now them stuck up city folks have cleared
out," was the comment of blunt Seth Warner,
coming in and hanging up his old straw hat on
a peg, then sitting down to watch "Mirandy"
in the operation of getting a boiled dish for
dinner. " Feel mighty relieved, like, don't
ye,"Hum
Mirandy?"
! ask me no questions, and I 'II tell
yon no lies," answered "Mirandy," shortly,
tossing her head aud dropping the turnips into
the boiling pot. " But I can tell j-ou one thing
that 's true enough, Seth Warner," she added,
after a little silence. " Ned Rollins stayed
purty late last night, and I jest see Mifs Littlefield and Dolly up stairs in the linen press
overhauling things, and in nuj opinion things
is workin' there."
" 'Sho', now, you don't say, Mirandy !" replied the astonished Seth, opening wide his
eyes, and following Miranda in her journeyings
from the cooking-stove to the table. " When
do you suppose it'll be — theu'C(/(/i«', Mirandy?"
"Don't know, cau"ttell, " and Miranda jerked
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oat her words with unwonted asperity, ' ' couldn 't
purtend to say ; but I calkelate Ned Rollins
aiu't the feller that 's forever and a day after
tuakin' up his mind. It 's a word and a blow
with him ; ain't lik^ some folks" — another toss
of the head — " dilly-dallying round, and never
know nothin'. I s"pose I shall stay till it happens, forlpromised J//ssLittlefield, whenlcame,
to stay as long as she wanted me ; but in the
spring I 'm going over to keep house for Jabez
Hopkius ; he can't do a thing with them two
children of his, runniu' wild ever since poor
Mhs Hopkins died."
"No, you ain't! say you abi't goin' over to
keep Jabe Hopkins's house, Mirandy!" said
Seth, imploringly, getting up and laying his
hand on the girl's arm.
"Lord, what ails the critter?" said Miranda,
bridling and tossing off his hand. "What's
the reason I ain't a goin' over to keep house for
Mister Hopkius, I should like to know, Seth
Warner ?"
"Oh, nothin', nothin' in the world, Mirandy,
if you siy so !" replied poor Seth, sitting down
despairingly, and leaning his face on his hands.
" Nothin', as sure as I 'm 'live, if you say so ;
but I did kinder hope that p'r'aps — mebbe — you
know what I 've been a lookin' forrard to, Mirandy ! I swanny, I '11 go straight off and sell
my new house I 've bought this summer, now
there 's nobody to keep it for me ; I vow I 'U
do it, Mirandy 1"
Whether Seth's air of real sorrow at her
words, or his sudden resolve to dispose of the
neat little cottage he had bought with money
of his owu earnings, and mayhap over which
she had looked forward to preside as mistress,
caused Miranda Pike to waver in her avowed
intention to " keep house for Mister Hopkins,"
a spruce widower, certain it was that that determination must have been shaken ; for, going
up close to poor Seth, and laying her red hand
on his arm coaxingly, Miranda said in a soothing voice: "There, don't act so, Seth. How
in the world do you s'pose I knew you wanted
tne to wait for you ? And Mister Hopkins has
called over two or three times — "
"Jabe Hopkins go to thunder !" vociferated
Seth, grasping Miranda's hand tightly, and
springing from his chair. " I 'II shake him out
of his boots, if I catch him on the Clovernook
farm agin this winter. Say, Mirandy," he
added, subsiding into a calm, " gentle as a
baby," as Miranda afterwards told Miss Dolly,
in confidence, and looking up sheepishly, ' ' when
do you calkelate you can bo ready to keep
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house for me ? What say to settin' up airly in
spring? say about plantin' time ?"
And I suppose "Mirandy," looking flushed
and pleased as she added another contribution
of vegetables to the contents of the boiling pot,
fully coincided in Seth's idea — " about plantin'
time."

CHAPTER

VI.

It was the afternoon of a cold but bright
January day when Dolly Littlefield emerged
from the cars, after a five hours' journey, into
the crowded Boston and Maine Depot. The
clatter and din of the porters trundling their
hand-carts to and fro, the loud voice of the
baggage-master standing over piles of trunks
within his inclosure, and calling out the numbers of the checks, the deafening cries of the
hackmen, vociferating and gesticulating violently from behind their railing, and the swann
that thronged about her as she walked somewhat timidly along the depot, pulling at her
arm and almost snatching her travelling satchel
from her hand, all conspired to confuse the girl
who for the first time stood within the precincts
of a noisy city.
"Have a hack?"— "A hack?"— " A coach.
Miss?" rung in her ears; but she walked up
the depot slowly, looking around in every
direction among the pressing throng, a shade of
disappointment settling over her face.
"Take my hack? Where are you going?
Take you right there, Miss 1" urged one voluble
driver, who had followed the girl's steps.
" I was expecting my cousin to meet me
here," she replied, "but I don't see liini anywhere. Isuppose Gorham did not get vay
letter," she added, sotto voce.
"Better ride with me. Miss! This way! —
your check for your baggage ! one trunk, you
say, miss?" said the hackman, observing her
increased air of disappointment. And she followed him outside the depot, and entered one
of the line of carriages drawn up at the curbstone.
" Where shall I carry you ?" he asked again,
after putting up her trunk.
"To Mr. Newman's — John Newman's, No.
— , Tremont Street."
The driver jumped upon his box, and the
bells jingled merrily, for there was deep snow
lying trampled and soiled in the narrow city
streets. Emerging from Haymarket Square into
the foot of Hanover Street, everything wore
the aspect of novelty to the country girl who
looked for the first time on a great city ; and
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Dolly's keen, bright eyes took in much of life
during that ride, gazing alternately from either
vrimlon- of the coach apon the crowded sidewalks.
Such pay shops, with bright goods displayed
at doors and in windows ! such elegant silks and
brilliant cashmeres hanging in long fulds as
they neared the head of the street ! and Dolly
inly balanced the choice between "that striped"
or "that plaid" for her wedding-dress. Such
beautiful fancy articles she noted inside the
great plate glass panes — vases, lamp-screens,
china dolls for children I and then such splendid tea-services as shone and glittered through
the windows of the shops after they liad turned
round Court and came into Wasliington Street I
It all seemed like the creations of Aladdin's
lamp to the delighted gazer from the coach
window. And then what long, unbroken lines
of teams, dr.ays, coaches, some on wheels and
some on runners, at the corners of streets where
the driver was forced sometimes to rein up a
minute or so ! and such crowds of people —
gentlemen with he.avy whiskers and loose Raglans ladies
;
in tiny hats, rich furs, and cloaks ;
and children dressed out so handsomely in hats
with scarlet ribbons, all so stylish-looking that
little Dolly, in her plain beaver bonnet and
gray cloak, felt quite "conntryfied," little
recking that many a faded, rouged, velvet-clad
lady on yonder sidewalk would have gladly
exchanged her costly apparel for the sweet

de jilume. "
standing there
but just then
walk, and, by

I wonder if that is the editor
by the doorway ?" Dolly thought ;
he turned to walk up the sidethe badge on his cap and the star

on his breast, Dolly's editor resolved into a
policeman. Then they passed a tall church,
where the h.and3 of the clock in the tower
lK)inted to four, and the girl ventured to inquire
of a fellow-passenger if that was the Old South
Church ; and, on receiving an affirmative answer, straightway recalled what she had read
in her history in lier school-days, how the
British had once turned the church into a stable. (I wonder how many daily passing and
repassing the old edifice up and down Washington Street bethink them of this threshold over
which trampled the hoofs of British war-horses
in "the time that tried men's souls ?") Then,
farther up, passing larger and gayer shops,
while the crowds on the sidewalks grew denser,
and the gas jets began to light np the windows
anil streets in the e.arly winter's twilight, Dolly
noted rich silks, bright worsteds, splendid carpetings, gay millinery, and "the whirling lady"
in Partridge's window, round which a knot of
gazers were collected ; then she saw miracles
of tempting confectionery in Vinton's windows ;
and still above there were pictures — paintings
and engravings so beautiful that she would
scarce have known which to choose, could she
have had either bestowed upon her for the
asking. And presently the girl's eye noted a
large, elegant building on her right, with great
placards in blue letters on the vestibule door,
announcing, "Positively the last engagement
of the young tragedian, Edwin Booth, in the

country maiden's dimpled cheeks and air of
fresh health and loveliness. And then those
two gre.at open sleighs — omnibuses, Dolly knew
they were called— that they met, filled with
gay-looking people returning from an afternoon excursion out on "the Neck 1" and what
a stylish-looking man that was in the fur collar and cult (though a trifle bold, to stare so,
Dolly thought), who looked so earnestly in
at the coach window where she sat while passing by ! And what tall houses, so quaint-looking, some of them ! But the streets — Dolly
thought what a pity they had not been made
wider ; then suddenly she recollected the old
story that they were once "cow-paths in Puritan times.' which accounted for their narrowness an-i crookedness. Then she noticed a
sign with gilded letters hanging from a door,

pl.ay of Hamlet, this evening." "Oh, that is
a theatre ! How I should I' ie to see a real play !
I have read all of Shakspe.are's 1" mentally
ej.aculated Dolly. " I do hope Cousin Gorham
will take Jenny and me some night while I stay."
But a sndden pause of the hack to disembark
a passenger disturbed the thread of her thoughts,
then a dttour and a turn through another street,
and a short drive brought her into Tremont.

"The .American Union Newspaper Office ;" she
had often read the beautiful stories published
in that sheet ; and then she looked round for
the office of the farmer, for that found its way
to Clovernook every Saturday ; it was the paper
her father liked best, and her school friend,
Uattie Cleaves, wrote poems for it under a nom

"That 's the name on the door," replied Ihe
driver, good-humoredly, unstrapping hertrunk,
then running up the steps to ring the bell, wbUe
the girl followed him.
"Is Mrs. Newman in V was her question of
the shock-headed daughter of Erin who answered the bell-pull, "or Jenny?" she addeiL.

"Are you quite sure this is my cousin's —
John Newman's?" the girl asked, somewhat
timidly, looking up at the imposing stone front
with its high flight of steps as she stood on
the sidewalk.
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v^' Is it the mistliress ye 're wantin' ?" answered the girl, somewhat insolently, eyeing
tlie new-comer's plain and scarce fashionable
aflire, so dillerent from the plumes and flounces
of the fine ladies who daily rang the bell or left
their cards at the merchant's mansion. " Miss
Jenny is engaged, dressin' for the theater or
sofnethin'."
'.'Tell Mrs. Newman I wish to see her!"
said Dolly, drawing forth her purse to pay and
di.'charge the hackman.
'' Yer name, Miss, if ye plaze !" said the
Irish girl, still eyeing the trunk deposited in
the hall.
"Tell them Dolly Littlefield has come," she
replied, quietly, and with a look which quite
quenched the insolent air of the servant, who
ertdeutly regarded visitors with no favoring
eye.
'■' Jist take a sate in the dhining-room, while
1 carry yer name up. Miss," said the girl, more
respectfully, throwing open the door of a handsomely furnished, gas-lighted apartment opening into the carpeted hall, which Dolly thought
quite good enough for the best parlor, and
where she now seated herself, inly contrasting
the ill-bred Irish domestic who had just left
her with their own good-maunered though
country "Mirandy."
*' Sure, and it 's one of the country cousins
lias come, where the misthress went visitiu'
last summer," soliloquized Margaret O'Connor,
as she took her errand up to the dressing-room
where sat Jenny Newman and her mother ; and
presently she returned with a message for the
new-comer to follow her up stairs, where, if the
protestations of delight with which she was
greeted were sincere, Dolly certainly could not
complain of her reception.
6' Oh, Cousin Dora, why didn't you write, and
let us know you were coming?" queried Jenny,
tossing a silk dress she held to a sofa, and embracing the girl who entered the luxurious
chamber.
" I 'm delighted, charmed I"
" I did write to Gorham, asking him to meet
me at the depot, but I suppose he never received the letter. It was very lonesome when
I got here among strangers, but the coachman
was very kind," replied Dolly, innocently,
unnoticing the little cough of her cousiu as
slie assisted in removing Iier things, or the
eipbarrassed air of Mrs. Newman, who just then
lj;ft the room a moment. How could the simple country girl know that the elegant Gorham
Frederick, tossing her letter to the breakfasttable tliat morning, vowed "he wasn't going
down to the depot to gallant the little rustic-
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aw, for he 'd got an engagement with a fellah
at the reading-room, and the coachman might
bring her up-aw," or that Jenny and her mother had consequently resolved to betray no
knowledge of their apprisal of the visit ?
So Dolly gave her cloak and hat into Jenny's
hands, drew up a low chair to her cousin's side,
and innocently told her "that she was going to
be married next month, and had come to Boston to buy her wedding things."
"Oh, that is charming! delightful !"^an. I
Jenny clapped her little jewelled hands. "And
of course you will get fashionable things" — a
side glance at the beaver bonnet and plain,
cloak on the lounge ; " there are some splendid
silks opening at Hovey's !"
Dolly looked down at her plain merino, and
for a moment felt almost abashed at the contrast between it and the richly trimmed cashmere Jenny wore ; but her practical good sense
came to her aid, and she replied: " I sha'n't
get anything veri/ splendid, Jenny."
A little time passed in conversation, then
Mrs. Newman came in, and then, when Dolly
stood before the mirror brushing out her thick,
glossy hair, the tea-bell rang.
In the brilliant, gas-lighted dining-room, at
the tea-table garnished with its bright-colored
cover, snowy china, silver forks, and fuldeil
napkins, Dolly met Gorham Frederick, who,
divesting himself of Raglan and fur collar in
the hall, came lounging gracefully in.
"Aw, bless ma soul. Cousin Dora! did you
rain down from the Granite State-aw ?" he exclaimed, with an air of afi'ected surprise, extending the tips of three fingers. " 'Pon my
word, I 'm chawmed at seeing you, and rosy and
smiling as ever !"
" I felt a little sorry that my letter did not
reach you," said Dolly, when the greetings
were over. " I almost got lost in the crowd at
the depot, Cousin Gorham."
"Lettaw? Wondaw where it went ? Should
have been chawmed to escort ma fair cousiu up
to Tremont Street," unblushingly replied the
young gentleman (?), conveying a spoonful of
stewed oysters to his mouth.
"Oh, it was no matter; I found the place
nicely, and had a nice ride coming up," replied
Dolly, smilingl}'. " I have quite an idea of
Boston already, Gorham."
"And how will it compare with New Hampshire, ma fair coz, think you-aw ?" queried the
youth, in a drawling tone. •
" Oh, I 'm not prepared to say yet. Vi^e will
compare notes at some future time, if you
please," she returned, laughingly.
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Later, Mr. Newman c.ime in, looking tareworn, harassed, and with the lines in his forehead •,'rown deeiwr. But his greeting was real,
and Dolly felt that it had a heart in it, for
somehow, though vaguely as yet, the girl was
feeling that the city welcome lacked something
of the warm, whole-souled hospitality of the
country one. But the merchant swallowed his
tea hurriedly, ate but little, talked but little,
then hastened away down town again, and the
family went up stairs into the parlor.
Could she have heard the brief, whispered
consultation between Jenny and her brother
as they lingered behind a minute in the hall,
Dolly might no longer have doubted the insincerity of their welcome.
" How provoking, Gorham !" whispered Jenny. " Here 's Ellis Loring coming to take me
to the Boston to see Booth in Hamlet, and this
country cousin mnst happen here ! How I 'm
to get off is more 'n I can see ; but I 'm resolved
I won't take her along ! Just think of that
old-fashioned hat and that dowdy cloak of
liers ! Dora isn't homely or awkward, but she
lacks stiile, and I shouldn't want Helen Loring,
or the Wentworths, or the Farrars asking who
she was, and I have to introduce her as ' my
cousin.'
What shall I do, Gorham ?"
"Do, sis? Why, get off as 1 did abont the
lettaw— tell a little fib or something. Tell mother to say she 's too tired with her journey, or
something of that sort, and get her off out of
the parlor when Loring calls," said the young
gentleman, twirling his moustache.
"But it doesn't seem quite right," replied
Jenny, with some faint compunctions of conscience. I" declare, I felt so nervous about
that letter at the tea-table, Gorham ! How
could you deny it so?"
"Oh, I didn't exactly deny its reception, you
see-aw, Jen ; but if the little rustic chose to put
that construction on it, do-aw you suppose I
wa3 going to confess it ? But about going to see
Hamlet to-night, sis," he continued, "they
say Booth 's foine, deuced smart in that. You
see I'm engaged to go with a party of fellahs
I'm going to meet at Parker's, so it's quite
impossible that either you or I can devote ourselves to our rustic visitaw."
".But I can't forget how much they did to
make us enjoy our visit up at Clovernook last
summer, and really, Gorham, it isn't very polite to leave her," said Jenny, hesitatingly.
"O pshaw! that's different, sis; those sort
of things are expected when people go into
the bushes-aw ; but our country visitaw, I take
it, will not mind much the loss of seeing Ham-

let-aw. I '11 take her into the museum some
evening as an offset, and you can show her the
elephant-aw going out shopping, for I suppose
that's what she came 'to taown' for."
' ' Yes, Dora 's going to be married next month,
and came to buy her things."
"Aw, married? And to that rustic lovaw
saw up there last smnnier, I suppose? the
lah that invented the patent agricultural
plement-aw ? Well, I promised to meet

we
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boys early ; so I 'm off, Jen."
And so, without extending the invitation
to accompany her to witness the play, Jenny
coolly excused herself to Dolly on the plea of
"an engagement" when Ellis Loring called,
leaving her mother to cover the matter by
saying, as a matter of course, while they sat
in her dressing-chamber that evening: "I knew
you were too tired, toy dear, to think of such a
thing as going out, so we will make ourselves
comfortable at home to-night, Dora."
Dolly Littlefield could but rejily "Yes;"
though, as she w.is shown to her room by Irish
Margaret fnll two hours before the theatregoers returned, she could but think that the
truer politeness would have been to leave the
question of fatigue to her own judgment, as
well as the choice of seeing the play or not
to her own wish.

CHAPTER

VII.

It is not our intention to follow onr little
country maiden through the various incidents
of her two weeks' visit at the Kewmans', the
visit which might have been so pleasant, but
which, in reality, was far from that to her ; for,
with that quick intuition of human nature
which Dolly inherited from her shrewd father,
she saw that the people she had so loved and
devoted herself to the previous summer, the
people who had flattered, fawned, and rendered
themselves agreeable to the hospitable dwellers
of Clovernook, seen here in their own home,
were widely different in character from what
she had imagined them to be. Had Dolly been
over-sensitive or timid, like most girls, she
might have made herself very miserable at this
discovery ; but, possessing strong, practical good
sense, she very wisely determined to accomplish the object of her visit, outwardly taking
no note of the selfish conduct which a faint
show of politeness could not cover, all the
while intently studying their characters with
scorn, contempt, and a shadow of wounded
feeling deepening in her heart.

" 1 owe them
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no favors, " said the independent girl; "they
are indebted to father, mother, and myself for
a long summer's hospitality, and during my
brief visit I will test the truth of father's estimate of ' city folks' before they came to Clovernook." So Dolly very quietly concealed her
feelings, never intruded her company on Jenny
or her fashionable callers, but asked her assistance in her shopping ; accepted Gorham Frederick's loth invitation to visit "the museum,"
and set about enjoying herself as much as
possible, even while she fully understood the
feelings of her city relatives toward their
"country cousin."
Jenny was in a dilemma ; the share of good
sense which she naturally possessed bade her
banish the idea of uneasiness lest her fashionable friemls should recognize in the plainly
attired girl a country relative, but the foolish
pride which had been fostered by a weak, injudicious mother prevailed. Dolly, with a quick
eye, detected this ; and, one evening, being in
the parlor when Ellis Loring called, and overhearing .Jenny say, in a low tone, " only a country cousin, Mr. Loring," as the twain went to
the piano after the hurried introduction, she
quickly resolved, with the true spice of womanly mischief, to repay her when occasion
occurred.
This happened next day, when the two girls
were shopping. Looking at silks at Hovey's,
Dolly turned to observe Ellis Loring and his
haughty, elegantly attired sister lounging over
the same counter, and Jenny chatting with Miss
Loring. With a little nod to the handsome
gentleman, who coolly returned it, a mischievous idea entered Dolly's naughty brain.
"Cousin Jenny," she began, with the genuine nasal twang of a verdant specimen of npcouutrydom, " naow, which of these 'ere silks
would YOU advise me to git ? Mother said be
sure and git one 't I could turti bimeby, or
'twoiikbrt be thin and slazy, if I got it colored
some day."
Tlie elegant Hi'len Loring slightly raised her
eyebrows, and looked superciliously at the
speaker, to whom Jenny Newman had taken
good care not to present her ; Jenny colored
ci-imson and bit lier lips, staring in amazement
at her cousin, and "mortified to death" at
noting Miss Loring's air of disdain ; the clerk
was too well bred to smile as the purchaser
appealed to him for advice, adding: "I don't
know about gitting that overshot (brocade)
goods ; am afraid 'twon't be durable. P'r'aps
you 'd give nie a p.attern just to take up to Miss
Newman's, Cousin Jenny's mother, and see what

she thinks about it ? Ain't it something like
that gown you wore up to our house Last summer, Jenny
?" an appealing look toward her,
Jenny
turned
so imploring that Dolly would liave laughed
and relented but for the remembrance of the
preceding evening's insult. She remembered
how, last summer, she had taken special pains
that Ned Rollins, her own Ned, should walk,
drive, talk with, or entertain in a hundred ways
her visitor ; and then she thought of the return
meted out to her, to be spoken of as "only a
country cousin," and left to amuse herself the
livelong evening, while the pair sang, flirted,
or laughed, quite ignoring her presence. So
little Dolly Littlefield quite unheeded the supercilious stare of either Ellis Loring or his
haughty sister, quite unheeded crimson-faced
Jenny's air of mortification, and turned again
to the clerk, who replied blandly : —
"We don't give patterns, but I shall be
happy to cut you a dress. Miss. Or will you
look at some rich striped silks ? We have some
new and choice styles just opening."
" Wall, I guess I '11 look at the stri-ped ones,
and mebbe I shall find something that '11 answer for a standin'-up gown. 0 Lor ! I forgot
I hadn't oughter said that," she added, clapping her hand over her lips with a ludicrous
air of simplicity and tjaiicherie. This time the
clerk smiled. " Naow, how much do you ask
a yard for this 'ere piece of goods?" she inquired,
fingering a handsome blue silk with satin stripe.
" Purty good quality, but I s'pose it's too
"That's one dollar fifty. Miss, and a bargain at that. Newest style, just invoiced ; can't
dear."
get them at any other house in the city so
" 0 Lor ! that 's what you storekeepers alcheap."
ways say. Mother said I must beat j'ou down ;
said you always asked too high in the first
place. Naow, mister, what 's the lowest you '11
take a yard for a gown off of that piece ? and
mebbe we '11 make a trade." And the little
bargainer put on quite a business air.
"We have but one price, Miss; never take
less," imperturbably replied the clerk, proceeding to fold np the goods.
" 0 Lor, don't be in a hurry, naow. Ain't
mad, be ye ? Mebbe we '11 trade, for I kinder
like the goods. I 'd got sot on blue, though I
dunno but mother '11 think I 'm too extravagant.
Howsomever, I might as well be killed for an
old sheep as a lamb, an' I guess father 'II be on
my side, and like the gown. Jest measure me
off— lefnme see, si.xteen yards, I guess ; I 'm
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goin' to have a bint, and we bare to make
tlie skirt dreadful nride these da^'s, you know,
mister."
The cli'rk bit his lips and cast a strange
quizzical glance at the little maiden ; but her
cherry lips were puckered up demurely, and
a very staid expression veiled the spirit of miscliief in her blue eyes. The silk was duly
measured.
" Lemme see! sixteen and eight's twentyfour; that's it, good old Granite State money,
some of that father had paid him for the yoke
of steers. That 's right, mister, ain't it ?" —
counting out a roll of bills.
" Perfectly right, miss. Where shall I send
the bundle ?" bowed the clerk.
" 0 Lor ! jest as if I was too prond or lazy
to carry that home." And she grasped the
package.
" The silk is really very desirable, very
pretty," said the elegant Helen Loring, desiring to banish poor Jenny Newman's distrait and
mortified air.
" I hope it will wear well, and won't s/ml —
blue is bad to spot sometimes," complacently
replied Dolly, appropriating the remark. " But
then I can get it colored black, yon know. But
come, Jenny, if I 've got to git my bunuit this
forenoon, h.<idn't we better be going? Good
morning, mister." And, bowing to the clerk
behind the counter, and quite unheeding the
elegant Ellis Loring leaning on the counter,
Dolly hurried her cousin away.
"Dolly Littlefield, how could yon?" asked
Jenny, with much asperity, as they gained the
sidewalk ; " and before my friends, too 1"
"Jenny Xewman, how could yotif and last
night, before your friend^ too ! * Only a country
cousin !' " replied the girl, quietly, but with a
sudden flash in her eye which quite precluded
any further remark.
Jenny bit her lip. Dolly did not purchase
her bonnet that morning, and the two girU
walked home in silence.
That afternoon, as Jenny kepi a pouting reserve over a book in her chamber, and Dolly
sat in her own room arranging her purchases,
Irish Margaret answered a ring at the doorbell,
and presently broueht up the message, " A
gintleman in the parlor waitin' to see Miss
Littlefield," and N'ed Rollins, who had "come
to Boston on a little business," he said, met
his Dolly with a tender kiss and a loving pressure of the hand, which brought the tears of
happiness to her eyes. Midst so much heartlessness, to know that he, so good, so maoily,
so noble, was true I
VOL. LXIII.-

DoUy did not prolong her stay beyond the
next day, nor did she return to New Hampshire
alone, for that next day, when the cars slowly
pulTed their way fioni tlie depot in Haymarket
Square, Ned sat beside her, and that evening,
when they had reached the terminus of their
railway ride, she found Ned's sleigh and sorrel
colt awaiting them at the depot in Arostook.
Ned held the reins with one hand as they drove
homeward, while the other stout, protecting
arm encircled the plump form in the plain gray
cloak beside him. And when, pausing in the
white highway before the new frame house they
were passing, the house where he and Dolly
were soon to set up their "household gods"
and dwell in their own happy home, Ned asked
with a smile : —
"Well, Dolly, which do you like best, city
or country ?"
Then, with a little burst of laughter mixed
with indignation, the girl replied — " Oh, here
best, Ned ! I wouldn't live in Boston for anything in the world !" And afterwards she told
him all, how she "took down" Jenny Newman's
foolish pride by enacting the character of "the
countr3- cousin." What merry hursts of laughter— Ned's hearty, sonorous peals, and the girl's
gay, silvery ones — floated out on the clear,
frosty air of the winter's night as they dashed
along, the jingling sleigh-bells and the pulses
of their own happy hearts beating a sweet echo
chime !
"Blast 'em!" said farmer Littlefield, with
flashing eyes, and growing very red in the face,
when the straightforward Dolly again related
the story at home. "There ! jest as I told you,
mother — jest as I took 'em to be!"— shaking
his head at Deborah Littlefield, whose honest,
motherly face glowed with indignation and
injured feeling. "Don't care for us half as
much as the wind whistlin' round the corner of
the house out door, only for what they can git
out of us ! Blast 'em !" — this was the nearest
Jacob Littlefield ever came to "swearing" —
"they're a confounded selfish set, the whole
posse of 'em. Needn't try to cover it up,
daughter" — to Dolly, who had interrupted him
with the representation that "Mr. Newman
seemed very glad to see her, and treated her
very politely:" "needn't excuse it; a man
that can't rule his own house and bring up his
own children to know the common laws of good
manners, to s.ay nothin' of decency, ain't no
man at all ! I 've allers known Jane Newman
rules the roost. He makes the money and she
spends it, and she 's shown herself out the very
woman I allers took her to be, selfish and ill-
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mannered. But there, Dolly, there I I guess
'tain't no use workin' myself into a passion
about it. ' What 's bred and born in the bone
must come out of the flesh,' and I knew Jane
Kewman when she was a girl— Jane Sawyer —
Tain, self-conceited, though purty good-looking
then. Hey, Dolly, she even tried to cut out
your mother once ; didn't know that, did ye ?
But she found out 'twas a bard bargain, I reckon, so went off to Boston, to pick up a husband there" — and the farmer's merry eyes
twinkled roguishly as he met his wife's smiling
"There, there, Jacob!" " Howsomever," he
continued, "I can't say I 'm sorry these city folks
Lave shown themselves out, for we shall know
jest how to treat 'em now. Mebbe they '11
want to ' visit Cloveruook farm to see their dear
cousins' agin next summer ; but we '11 send 'em
word we don't L-eep boarders, hey, mother?"
But, reader mine, who have patiently fol-

AGTIKG

and it furthermore happened that "Miraudy"
Pike and Seth Warner linked together their
hands, hearts, andfortunes(muchtothedi?coicfiture of the widower, "Mister Jabez Hopkins")
the ensuing spring, "about plantin' time;"
while it also as duly came to pass that future
summers failed to bring the city relatives of
the Littlefields to pass the heated term either at
Mrs. Edward Rollins' new home or the old farm
at Cloveruook.
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Characters.
Mr. Fkederick Stanley, a yotinrj married num.
Mks. Kate Stanley, his u-ife.
Miss Gakkie Butler, Mrs. Stanley's sister,

Mb. CuAIiLES

lowed this narrative thus far, and are doubtless
as patiently waiting our coiiyi, what need to
prolong the story ? Of course there was in due
time a wedding at Clovemook farm, and sweet
Dolly Littlefield was made Dolly Rollins in the
"stri-ped silk," in which she also "appeared
out bride" at the village church the following
Sabbath ; aud, though Mrs. Newman and Jenny
sent a letter of congratulation, nobody replied;

HOLBBOOK.

REFINE.
Scene 1. — Mk. Stanley's /jor/or. Ctirtainrises,
discovering Kate and Cakrie arranijing some
Jloivers in a vase.
Carrie. But, my dear Kate, this may be entirely your fancy. It is only two months since
your wedding-day ; surely Mr. Stanley cannot
already be tired of his little country girl.
Kale. Not exactly tired of me, Carrie, but —
but — well, it must come out, he 's ashamed of
me. You see, Aunt Mary's taking you when
you was little, and giving you schooling and
all that makes a lady of you, and I am nothing
but a stupid country gal, that's just the long
and short of it. I can't learn manners all in a
hurry, and Fred 's fond of parties and all them
things, and he says I 'm gawky, and awkward,
and boisterous, and I don't know what all.
Carrie. But, sister, why do you not endeavor
to correct any such deficiencies ?
Knte. Hey?
Carrie. Try to improve, I mean.

FEOST

Kale. My stars, I do try; I'm all the time
a-trying.
Jupiter ! ain't it 'tarnal hot ?
Carrie. It is oppressively warm. What a
pretty country-seat this is, and so near the
city, too I
Kate. Plaguey near ! Fred is always lugging
out some feller or other to dinner or stay all
night, and I always get a blowing up for awkwardness after it. Fred 's turned what he c.ills
gentleman farmer; a heap he knows about
farming; he bought his pigs, cows, and chickens yesterday.
Carrie. We must visit them after dinner.
Kate. See here. Cad ; I don't kinder like to
ask you, but just s'posing while you 're here
you try to larn me manners. Oh, Carrie, I
can't bear to have Fred ashamed of me when I
loves the very ground he walks on. You '11
larn me to be a fine lady, won't you ?"
Carrie (eheerfuHi/). We will practice etiquette, if it is only to make you the same
light-hearted Katie you were before your marriage. Mr. Stanley has succeeded in making
you sad and constrained, if nothing else.
step.
Kale (^listeninr/). Hark! that 's my husband's
Enter Frederick.
Kate (embracinfi Jiim). Oh, Fred, dear, I'm
so glad you 've come.

ACTING
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Frederick. How veheiiieiit yon .ire, my love I
A little more gentleness would be more refined.
Do try to cultivate an easy repose !
Kate. I forgot I Here is my sister Carrie,
Fred, come to make a visit.
Ain't it nice ?
Frederick (bowitiQ to Carrie). You are most
welcome. Miss Butler. Although we have not
met before, Kate has often spoken to me of her
de.ir sister.
Carrie. And her letters to me, whilst I w.is
abro.id with my aunt, m.ide me fully prepared
to esteem my new brother.
Kate (aside). Oh, luiidy, how stiff, bowing
and scraping !
Frederick. Have you come direct from home.
Miss Butler ?
Kale, For patience sake, c.ill her Carrie ;
Miss Butler is horrid stiff.
Frederick: Kate, pray try to recollect my request to you to avoid the use of such exclamations as "patience sake" ; they are shockingly
vulgar. (To Came.) Have I your permission
to address you by your Christian name ?
Carrie. Oh, certainly ! Are we not brother
and sister ?
Frederick. Then, Carrie, since you

are so

kind, .illow me to cKiiui a brother's privilege.
(^Attemptji to kiss her.)
Carrie (stepjiiny back). Stay, st.ty ; I will consider the matter.
Kate. Oh land, Carrie I kiss Fred.
Frederick. My dear, I have requested you
very frequently not to abbreviate my Christian
name.
It is not refined.
Kate. You are forever snubbing me !
Frederick. Snubbing is an elegant word in a
lady's month. Ah, the pleasure of seeing
your sister made me quite forget to mention
that I have invited an intimate friend of mine,
Mr. Holbrook, to dine with us to-day. Now,
Kate, he is one of the most perfect gentlemen
of my acquaintance ; do, for my sake, receive
liim cordially, but gracefully. I must tell James
to put some wine on the ice.
(Exit Frederick).
Kate. You see, Carrie 1 Scold, scold, scold,
all the time ; and I hear nothing from Monday
morning till Saturday night, and all Sunday,
too, for that matter, but refine ! Refine here,
refine there ; I 'm sick of the word. Oh, dear,
what did Fred marry me for, if I am such a
case?
Carrie (warmli/). Because under some little
ignorance my sister lias the warmest, kindest
heart that ever throbbed. (Aside. ) I suppose
it will haixlly do to call her husband a conceited
puppy.
Aule. Carrie, just 'sposing you tell me now

how to behave when

ho brings this new city

fuller out here. 1 '11 do something awful for
certain. Must I shake hands ? Fred says I
always grab a hand like a pump-handle.
Carrie. It is not necessary to shake hands.
Courtesy in this way (courtesies), saying. Goodmorning, Mr. Holbrook !
Aa^c (courlestjinij awhrardli/) . So !
Carrie. No, you do it too abruptly, and too
low. Slowly, and do not bend so much. (Kate
tries a second courtesi/. )
Carrie. That is better. Then, Kate, don't
tell him as you did me that you are " 'mazing
gUid" to see him; say very glad, and do not
use any of the exclamations Mr. Stanley ol>jects to. Call your husband Mr. Stanley when
sjieaking of him, and —
Kate. Stop, stop! That's enough for one
day. Oh, land, it 's monstrous hard work to
refine !
t

Enter Frederick and Charles.
Frederick (speaking as he C07nes in). You are
quite right, wy dear fellow, quite right.
Carrie (aside to Kate). Now, sister, remember!
Frederick. Mrs. Stanley, allow me to mtioduce a most dear friend, Mr. Holbrook.
Kate (with a cold, stiff courtesi/ and ijravc face).
Good-morning, Mr. Holbrook !
Charles (hoicinr)). Good-morning, madam!
(Aside to Frederick.) I say, my boy, am 1 de
trap f
Frederick. Notatall, my dear fellow. (Aside.)
What does Kate mean ? (Aloud.) Miss Butler,
Mr. Holbrook. Charlie, let me introduce my
wife's sister.
(Charles and Carrie bote.)
Charles (takinij one of the Jlowers from table).
Is the lovely arrangement here, your taste.
Miss Butler?
Carrie. Flowers are one of my sister's passions. Here is a new specimen of p.ansy, quite
rare.
(Thet/ converse over the rase.)
Frederick (to Kate). Wliat do you mean by
receiving my friend in that m.inner ?
Kate. Manner ? I — I was trying to be polite,
to refine —
Frederick. Pshaw ! Y'ou were so stiff he
cied he was unwelcome — in the way.
Kate (running over to Charles). See here,
ter, I'm 'mazing — no — I mean very sorry
conceited — no — oh, what is the word Fred

fanmisyon
said

to use for conceited ? 1 know, I 'm very sorry
you imagined you was in the way. Bless my
heart ! No, I don't mean that — but I 'm 'mazing glad to see you. I am, indeed, 'cause you
are one of Fred's — no — Mr. Stanley's friends.
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Charles (boiring with grave surprise). Madam,
yon are most kiud.

AND

MAGAZINE.

MEANT.

Frederick (aside, petulant!:/'). I wish I had
lield my tongue.

Scene 2 same as Scene 1.
Curtain rises, discovering Kate, alone, reading.
Kale (reading),

Kate. Ain't them pretty flowers ? Oh, Fred,
one of them 'ere pigs you bought yesterday
died tliis morning. It was ruu over. Cricky,
how it squalled I
Frederick. After its decease ?

*'So we grew together.
Like a double cherry, seeming parted,
But yet a union in partition."
I wonder what that is, a union in partition. Oh

Kate. It hadn't no decease ; it was run over !
Frederick (taking Kate aside). My dear, had
you not better make some additions to your
dress before dinner ?

dear, it 's no use, I '11 never know nothing.
Fred has been gone a week, and he '11 be three
years in Europe. I meant to rejine while he

Kate. Why, this 'ere muslin is the very one
you used to like such a heap afore we was married ! You used to call me beauty when —
well, something about adorning, and you said

was gone and please him, but I can't. Carrie
told me to read ! What 's the use of reading
when you can't make head or tail of it? This
is the biggest book on the shelf (reads the title),

it meant — prettiest without fixings.
Frederick. But now, you have other dresses
more suitable.

" Shakspeare's Works," and it is orful stupid.
I 'm tremendously sleepy reading it, but I 've
got through a good deal. It seems to be a kind

'Kate (in a loud whisper). Look how that feller 's sparkin' our Cad.
Frederick. Hush, they'll hear you.
Kate. I say, mister I
C/tarles. Did you address me, madam ?

of mixed up. I reckon he didn't know much,
beginning all the lines with capitals when they
don't make verses. Verses always has a jingle
at the end of the lines.
I know that much.

Kate. Sittin' 's as cheap as standing. Take
a chair, and give Carrie one.
Charles (offering Kate a chair). Pardon my
negligence.

Carrie. It is all over ! Oh, are you there,
sister ?

Kale. I don't want it. Here, Carrie, you
take it ! Oh (to Ch(trles), what beauty studs !

Kate. Why, Carrie, what 's the matter? You
look dumpy I

Enter Cabeie, slotrli/ and sadly.

Where did you get 'em ?
Frederick (aside). Oh, this is fearful!
Charles. I am glad your taste agrees with
mine.

Carrie. Nothing ; I— I— nothing in particular. (Begins to cr:/.)

Kate. I wish dinner was ready ; I'm pretty
nigh starved. Oh, see here, Fred, the man

Kate. Wliy, Carrie. Don't cry, Carrie dear —
don't ! What 's the matter ?
Carrie (sitting down beside Kate). Oh, Kate,
I 'm such a dunce I

cheated you about them 'taters.
Frederick. I do not imagine, my love, that
Mr. Holbrook is interested in our domestic ar-

Kate. No, you ain't. There 's only one dunce
in our family, and that 's me. Where 's Mr.
Holbrook ? I thought he was with you.

rangements. (Aside to Kale, Jiercehj.) Will
you never cease mortifying me ?

Carrie (sadlj). He wiU never come here

Kate. I 'm sure I didn't mean any harm ;
don't get mad !
Carrie (to Charles). Have you seen Bulwer's
last novel ?
Charles.

" What

Kate. Why
rings. )

Kate. Never come here again. Carrie Butler,
again.
you and him 's fit !
Carrie, I— I— he, that is we — well, Kate, I '11
tell you.
He asked me to marry him.

Will he Do with It ?"

Kate, Good ! He 's a duck !
Cai-rie. I, just to plague him, pretended to

sell it, now he 's writ it ! (Bell

be indifferent, and — and —
Kate, You didn't say no ?

Kate. Dinner! I'm glad of it. Come along,
all of you. (Runs out. Charles offers his arm
to Carrie and follows.)
Frederick. Was ever a man so annoyed !
With Kate's kind heart and natural talents,
she would be perfect with a good address, but
her whole manner is so terribly counterfeited
it seems almost impossible to refine it. (Frit.)
[ Curtain falls.

Enter Charles, who stands unperceived hj the
others,
Carrie. Yes, I did ; all girls say no at first.
I

Kate. I didn't !
Carrie. I meant to say yes, afterwards ; but

ACTING

he went away so cold aud diguilied, lie '11 uever
come back.

ture upon boisterous manners. I— he 's coming— 1 must retire, aud meet him with easg
repose and reliuemeut.
(Exit at lejl of stage.)

Kiile. liut, Carrie, what on earth made you
say no, when you meant i/cs ;'
Carrie. Just to teaze him. To — to — Oli,
Kate, I love him so much, I was afraid to let
him see it.

Enter FiiEDERirK, at right of stage.
Fredrrick. Home

at last ! Where

is Kate ?

Ah, what a fool I was with my bouny Kate !

( Charles toiiclies Kate on the shoulder, unperceived bi/ Carrie, and motions her to be silent.)
Kate (to Carrie, nodding to Charles). Alid he
will never come hack f

After three years spent in cold, heartless, fashion.ible life abroad, I have learned to appreciate
her warm-hearted sincerity, aud even if sometimes she used expressions or gestures that
crated harshly upon my sense of propriety,

Carrie. He is so dignified, and he was offended because I hare encouraged him. Oh,
Katie, Katie, I am so sorry. (_Bends her head to
the table, tcecpinff.)
(Kate, rising, motions Charles to tahe her seat,
and leaves the mom.)

kindness, not continual fault-finding, was the
remedy. Where is Kate ? I long for one of
her hearty embraces.
Enter Kate, slowly, and with dignity.
Frederick (rushing up to her). Katie, darling!

Carrie (still sobbing). If he would only come
back I

Kate (coolly, waring him ojj'). You are very
vehement ! How are you ?
Frederick (amazed). Why, Kate!
.
Kate. Katherine ! Pray do not abbreviate

Charles. Carrie, darling !
Carrie (starting «/)). You here I Kate gone 1
Charles. 1 am here. Will you send me away
again ?
Carrie. No, no. I was wayward, foolish —

my Christian name.
Frederick. But —
Kate (sitting down). Pray be seated, Mr.
Stanley.
Did you have a pleasant voyage ?
Frederick. Thunderation !

I—
Enter Kate.
Cliarles (embracing Carrie). You
then !
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Kate. If I may presume to criticize, violent
exclamations annoy me exceedingly. Pray
take a chair.
Frederick. Is this the way you receive your

Carrie. All yours, if you will forgive me !
Kate. Well, Carrie, have you said i/es f
Carrie. I have, sister, said it, and —
Kate. Meant it 1
[ Curtain falls.

husband after three years' separation ?
Kate (carelessly). Oh, if you remember, you
wrote to me very frequently.
Frederick. Wrote! I do not understand all

REFINEMENT.

this.
Kate. I cannot see anything puzzling. Yon
have come home ; I am delighted ; yet there is
no necessity for any energetic display of our
feelings. Might I trouble you to hand me my
fan ? It is near you, on the table.
Frederick (handhig the fan). I think you are
quite cool enough now. (Sits down angrily, with
his back to Kate.)

A lapse of three years is supposed to take place
between Scenes 2 and 3.
Scene 3, same as Scenes 1 and 2.
Enter Kate, dressed with great elegance,
Kate. To-day I to-day ! Oh, I can scarcely
restrain my impatience ! After an absence of
three years, dear Fred will return to-day. I
long, yet almost fear to see him. Carrie assures
me tliat my weary time of study, and the course
of dancing lessons, with her instructions upon
points of etiquette, have improved rae, yet
Fred was so fastidious. Easy repose ! that was
one of the first requiremeuts in his catalogue.
Well, patience ! patience !
Frederick (behind the scenes). Where is she?
(Calls.) Kate! Katie, darling !
Kate (springing towards the door) . Tliere he is !

Kate. Your long visit to Europe does not
seem to have added to the refinement of your
manners, Mr. Stanley.
Frederick. Hang refinement !
Kate (aside). Amen ! (Aloud.) Your coat
sits very nicely across the shoulders.
Frederick (suddenly turning to face her). May
I ask, madam, for an explanation of your most
extraordinary conduct?
Kale. Extr.aonlinary ! I do not exactly understand you !
Frederick. What has happened in my long
absence to make vou cease to love me ?

Fred I my husband ! (Returning slowlg.) No!
running to meet him will earn me another lec-
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Kate (coolli/). Love is a very old-faf^hioned
word, Mr. Stanley. Married people in the present age entertain a high mutual esteem or
admiration for each other. But love — oh, love
is quite out of fashion.
Frederick (beginning to walk rapidli/ up and
down the stage). Confound fashion !
Kate. Indeed, Mr. Stanley, this constant use
of vulgar phrases is very trying to ray nerves.
Frederick. Nerves, too ! Oh, this is too much !
Kate. We regretted your absence at my sisters wedding. It was quite a hrilliant affair.
Frederick. Well, Mrs. Stanley, since my return calls forth no more warmth than this in
your reception, I will return to Europe hy the
next steamer.
Kate. Return to Europe !
Frederick. In the mean time, if you wish to
address me, I will be at the ■
hotel. Goodmorning.
( Going. )
Kate {springing up) . No, no ! Fred, dear
Fred !
Frederick. I little expected to find my warmhearted, impulsive little Kate turned into an
icicle.
Kate. Do — you — prefer — the — old — wife ?
Frederick. It is partly my fault, I admit. I
never dreamed that forms, etiquette, and study
could so change an ardent, loving nature. Oh
Kate ! Kate !
Kate {hesitating! I)). You were always advising
her to cultivate an easy repose, and air of relinement.
Frederick. But not at the expense of love and
ftjeling.
Kate {coming close to him). Then you woiild
welcome your little country girl if she returned?
Frederick {joyftdiy). Is she here ?
Kate. Here, here ! Oh, Fred, Fred darling,
I am glad to see you.
Frederick {embracing her) . That's my bonny
Kate!
Kate. You will overlook your little wife's
faults, Fred ?
Frederick. She has not one !
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BIt children are playing out in the snow,
That filtered last night the clouds below ;
I pause at my tasks to see the show
Of their own little pleasant device —
With the breakfast cloth, from before the grate,
Kre shaking the crumbs at the kitchen gate,
Which doves, looking out of their windows, wait.
'Neath pendants of glistening ice.
Loulie with her small and fearless feet,
A rural cottage has traced complete,
With lowly gahle— and garden seat
In the shrubbery plot before:
June and September have shaken hands.
And ever a fruited nectarine stands
Guarding a rose whose bloom expands
As a mitten tip glides o'er.
Bat Victor has pictured a castle bold,
With postern and corridors manifold,
A wide moat 'round and a drawbridge old,
And chafing steeds in the courts
Aud dugs that crouch and crave to be gone
Out of the gate and across the lawn,
Where deer-trails lead in the frosty dawn
To the loved and lordly sport.
Nor yet the red blood pitifnl flows ;
Down the pathway's curve the young lord goes,
To the cottage maiden "under the rose" —
So well dues he know life's part:
The frost and sunshine meet in his hair.
And gild him a crown a king might wear,
And his way is 'mid gems and diamonds rare,
To offer all for a heart.
Tlie masks are off with wooer and bride!
Two rosy children meet side by side,
One less her shyness and one his pride —
Fond brother and sister they.
His scarf's o'er
And, tiptoe, she
Then both smile
I 'm watching

her neck in circlets three.
kisses him warm aud free,
up at the window to see
their careless play.

WINTER.
BY

LI LLl AS.

The harvest moon has blest the golden fruit
Maturing in the sunbeams' waning heat,
The voice of autumn birds has long been mute,
Earth's autumn paintings faded at our feet.

Kate. Then — then — promise never to say refine to her again.
Frederick.
I promise ; for I call on these
ladies and gentlemen
to witness
that Mrs,
Frederick Stanley is a model of refinement !
[ Curtain falls.

The coid-winged winds
Of aged winter with
Foretold him with full
Bleak storms of sleet

Justifiable Anger. — Wise anger is like fire
from a flint ; there is great ado to get it out :
and wlien it does come, it is out again immediately.

But still my yearning heart goes out in thought,
And prays that life's chill winter be as pure,
Its snows provespotless robes with pearls iuwrouglit

have blown the herald burn
his ice-mailed train,
many a frosty morn.
and bitter frozen rain.

And he now from off his hoary locks,
His treasured gifts of crystal sheen pours down,
Till hills and valleys, trees and rugged rocks,
Wear shiningly a snow-embroidered crown.

Its garnered harvests heaven's own bhsa insure !

A CHRISTMAS
B Y
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y o K M A N .

Mr. Ccstis sat alone in his office ; it was just
at the turn of the day, when the shadows in
the coiners were softly trooping forth to turn
the twilight into darkness. There had lieen
nnusually painful cases in the court upon that
d.ay, and the lawyer's brow wore a look of
thoughtful sadness, and he leaned his head on
his hand with an air of weariness which was at
variance with his strongly marked features, and
the energy of his usual movements and words.
Rousing himself after an hour of thought, he
lighted his room, and then sat down to write ;
his first task was the following letter : —

"Yes, I am 'little Claire.' I returned from
Europe yesterday, and for the first time heard
of"^ — the blue eyes were filling fast — "of dear
Mrs. Barclay's troubles. I came here inst.antly
to ask you to tell me all, for the accounts I

My hear Madam : It grieves me, both as an
old friend and your professional adviser, to have
to tell you that our last hope failed to-d.iy.
You have assured me from the commencement
of the suit that you looked for no other issue,
and I most sincerely trust that the blow will be
lightened by the anticipation of the result of
our efforts. In any way that I can be of service to yon, allow me to assure you that it will
he my highest pleasure to be employed. Hoping
that you will call upon me for any advice or assistance that you may need now, I am
Yours very truly, A. Cdktis.
Mks. E. Barclay.

the"Then,
lady's."if I will not weary you, I will tell
you my story, and yoa shall then judge whether itis best to answer my questions. Seven
years ago, last Christmas eve, I was made an
orphan. My father was a drummer in the orchestra of one of our theatres ; ray mother
embroidered collars. One evening, Christmas
eve, there had been a pantomime at the theatre
in which my father was eng,aged, which required
music behind the scenes, and in passing from
the rear of the stage to the front, he fell into a
tr.ap, which was invisible in the dim light, and
was killed instantly ; they brought his body
home, and the shock, acting upon a frame
weakened by toil, poverty, and illness, was too
much for my mother ; she went from one swoon
to another, and died in my arms just as the
dawn of Christmas peeped into our little room.
I was then just fifteen years of age; for the
day which brought this weight of sorrow was
my birthday.

He had scarcely finished writing the direction
of this epistle, when a loud ring at the bell announced a visitor. He looked up to see at the
door a small, childlike figure, dressed in mourning, with a veil over the face.
"Mr. Curtis, I believe," said a very sweet
voice, and raising the veil the lady showed a
face to match the gentle .accents. She was very
slight and small, and her fair smooth hair,
large blue eyes, and small features gave a winning childish look to her face, with which a
close widow's cap and heavy black attire made
a touching contrast. Mr. Curtis rose instantly,
handed the lady a chair, and tlien waited to
hear her err,and.
"You are Mrs. Barclay's legal adviser, I
believe."
Mr. Curtis bowed assent.
'• I .am .Mrs. Hastings ; your uncle would
know me well, but since I left home, I Cud I
have lost .an old friend in his death."
" I have heard my uncle speak frequently of
Mrs. Barclay's friend, 'little Claire.' "

hear
" I varj'.
should" be — " Mr. Curtis paused.
"You are a lawyer," .said Mrs. Hastings,
smiling, "and I am making a blunder, I see,
in my request. Did Mrs. Barcliiy, or your uncle
ever tell you .anything about me ?"
"Only that you were a very dear friend of

" My parents' death threw me upon the world
utteily penniless, and I was very young, sir.
I am telling you all this to prove how much I
owe to Mrs. Barclay. My parents had been
poor from my birth, yet I was not wholly without education. My father h.ad a natural genius
for elocution, and h.ad trained my voice for
reading, while my mother taught me to sew,
and an old violinist, a friend of my father's, had
given me instruction in music. I could read,
play on the piano, sing and sew ; so, after I had
seen all my parents' property sold to p.ay their
funeral expenses, I started with a brave heart to
make my living. You may well shake your
he.ad. I had not one friend out of tlie theatre,
4b7
and there was no money to spare amongst them,
so I went, in niv childish hope of obtaining work,
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from door to door. I was very small, and some
snjiled pityingly, some contemptuously at the
idea of trusting the little wanderer with sewing.
A whole week passed, and I had not earned one
cent. Then I tried the stores ; there, too, I
failed.
" I was leaning one day against the counter
of a store where embroidery was sold, and whei'e
my timid petition for work had met its last rehuff; I was crying, for I was cold, hungry, and
hopeless. A kind hand was jjlaced on my
shoulder, and a low, sweet voice said —
" ' Youare in trouble, my child ; what about ?'
"I looked up. Such a kind loving face bent
over me, and such tender, pitying eyes looked
into mine, that I was warmed and cheered instantly.
" ' If you please, ' I said, ' I want some work. '
"'Work, child?'
"'Yes, ma'.am, embroidery; I can do it.
Mother taught me;' and then, encouraged by
her sweet face and interest, I told all my troubles. will
I
not weary you by any more details.
My questioner was Mrs. Barclay ; she took me
to her own house, and for four years she was
a second mother to me ; I was educated and
protected, while every wish of my heart was
gratified. I could talk for a week and not tell
half the love and kindness she poured out upon
the little orphan child, and it was not given as
if I were a dependant upon her bounty, a charity ward, but every gift was sweetened by loving
words and actions. I was told to call her Aunt
Lizzie, and she introduced me to her friends as
her child, making me her equal in station ; and
yet I had no real claim upon her ; it was her
own loving heart that found its return in what
alone I could give, my gratitude and affection.
"When I was nineteen years old I married,
and in parting from me, my dear benefactress
give new tokens of her loving care. I will not
dwell upon my married life, its grief is too recent.
We went, my husband and myself, to Paris,
and for two years travelled through Europe.
Ten months ago, Mr. Hastings died in Florence
of malarious fever. I was very ill for a long
time after I was widowed, but in the kind letters
I received from home, I had no hint of Mrs.
Barclay's troubles, and when she requested me
to change the address of her letters, she did not
say that she had been forced to leave her home,
the dear home where she had made my life so
happy. Not until yesterday, when I landed in
New York, did I receive the least intimation of
the change of my friend's prospects, and I came
here as soon as possible. I have just arrived
in the city, and I came to you as the person
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who could best give me the information which
I seek.
" My husband left me wealthy, and I am sole
mistress of my property ; my benefactress is, I
hear, poor. Now judge if I have a right to ask
for the statement of her trouble."
Mr. Curtis replied instantly. "You have
every right, and I will meet your confidence
with equal frankness ; but first you must allow
me to insist upon your having rest and refreshment. Nothing can be done before to-morrow,
and after tea I promise you all the information
which it is in my power to give you. Mrs.
Curtis is in the drawing-room. Will you allow
me to present you ?" and, rising, he offered his
arm to the lady.
Mrs. Curtis, a tall handsome lady, received
her husband's little guest with pleasure, one
sight of the childish face with its sad setting
enlisting all her womanly sympathies. The
name, however, added to the warmth of her
welcome.
" Jlrs. Hastings, I feel like an old friend, for
you were my sister's classmate in the Italian
class at Dr. Manara's. Do you not remember
Lottie Banks ?"
"And you are Sara. I shall have a thousand questions to ask, but first I must trouble
Mr. Curtis to speak to the hackman, and tell
him to call for me later in the evening."
" Where are your trunks ?"
"At the G
House."
"Mr. Curtis," said his lady, laughingly,
"do you, on pain of my displeasure, instantly
send for Mrs. H.astings' trunks. No words ; you
are our guest while you are in the citj'."
"I shall be a lifelong inmate, then," was
the reply; "for I intend to reside here in future. Iaccept your invitation with pleasure,
for I have to find a house. Mr. Curtis, when
you send for the trunks, will you please send
for my baby?"
" If there is so precious a package as that to
be delivered," said Mr. Curtis, " I will go myself for the baggage."
"Room 139, and you will find Meta, the
nurse,
there.
You speak German?"
"Yes."
" Because she is profoundly ignorant of English. My baby is German, born there sixteen
months ago, and I brought a nurse from Germany when we left there."
Mr. Curtis departed upon his mission, ami
Mrs. Hastings, having doffed bonnet and cloak,
was soon chatting with her hostess.
Tea over, the baby put to bed, and the lawyer disengaged, the sad story of Mrs. Barclay's
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troubles came up again. It was brief. A relative of her late husband's had made a claim
against the estate, and after a long lawsuit the
court h.ad given the case to the widow's opponent.
"She left the house immediately after the
claim was made," said Mr. Curtis, "and was
only persuaded, after a very long course of
urging, to resist the demand."
" Where is she now ?"
"In H
."
" But how does she live ? Was there nothing
left?"
" Nothing 1 From luxury, she was deprived
of all. She is now teaching French in a young
ladies' seminary. It will be a year in January
since she has been there."
Claire's tears were flowing fast ; but, after a
moment's pause, she said, brightly: "All the
events of my life, excepting the last" — and she
glanced at her black dress — " have happened
to me on Christmas. I was born on that day,
orphaned, married, all on Christmas day, and I
should like to associate a great pleasure more
with the time ; it is only one month. Will you
help me iu a plan for the next Christmas ?"
"I will," said both Mr. and Mrs. Curtis, and
Mrs. Hastings told them her project.
" No- letter from Claire ; this is the first
steamer she has missed ; I hope she is not sick
again." And an anxious cloud came over the
speaker's face. She was an elderly lady, whose
soft gray hair shaded a face where every gentle
feeling had left a trace ; the mild blue eyes,
the full mouth, the soft, creamy complexion,
all seemed to speak of the serene spirit within,
which gave its charm to the delicate features.
She was pacing slowly up and down in a long
room, where globes, books, and desks told of
little stndeuts ; in her hand she held an unopened letter, but it was not directed in the
pretty, ladylike hand for which she looked,
and she let it stay sealed in her haud as she
walked up and down. A fair childlike form
and face, with a wre.athing wealth of sunny
hair, was before her as she mused, now in the
coarse dress and thin bonnet in which it had
first come to her, then in the full white lace
and bridal wreath and veil in which it had last
greeted her. She tried to picture it in the sad
dress which now sorrow had made its own, and
she whispered softly : " Not yet, not next time ;
I will write as before until she is a little more
accustomed to her own grief. I cannot add to
my darling's care. Perhaps at Christmas, the
time when I met her first, I can write."
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It was getting dark, and the entrance of the
children and light reminded her of the letter.
Opening it, she read :—
My dear Maiiam : I find that your signature
is absolutely necessary to some papers which I
hold and which I cannot trust to the mail. Will
you come to the city on the 24th, when I will
meet you and be ready for the signature ? Mrs.
Curtis begs that you will be her guest during
your stay in town.
Yours, very respectfully,

A. Curtis.

" He is imperative," thought the lady; "but
I will go. Any relief from this treadmill existence will do me good."
It was Christmas eve ; a still, starry evening
had succeeded a clear day, and as the cars
dashed into the depot at nine o'clock, Mrs.
Barclay was almost sorry her ride was over.
" I could not come earlier," she said, as Mr.
Curtis met her. " My holiday does not commence until to-morrow, and the principal is
ex.acting.
Now I have a week of ijuiet rest."
"And I trust of great happiness," said the
lawyer.
"I wonder what he means?" thought the
lady, as they drove away from the depot. " He
smiled very significantly. The suit is lost, that
is certain. Has he saved anything from the
wreck ? We are driving away from his part of
the city, and — and" — the carriage stopped.
"My old house I" said Mrs. Barclay.
" I will explain presently," said Mr. Curtis,
oflTering his arm.
Up the steps, into the wide hall, lighted and
warmed, and up the stairs to the bedroom.
Here Mrs. Curtis met the bewildered l.idy,
whose eyes filled as they rested upon the furniture and ornaments which were just as she
had left them.
"You will find all the rooms unchanged,"
said Mrs. Curtis, gently. "The man who took
it did not disturb anything, and it was purchased
as you left it. Will you come down, now ?"
The parlor was lighted, and in the adjoining
room a supper-table was spread for the traveller. Upon the mantelpiece hay a folded paper
directed to Mrs. Barclay. In it she read only
these words — "A Christmas gift from Claire's
"Claire!" she cried; and, in answer to the
call,
the little figure appeared in the door,
baby."
holding a baby in a festive dress of white.
There was a sobbing cry of "Claire, my darling!" and somehow the baby was transferred
to Mrs. Curtis, and Claire was folded in her
adopted mother's arms.
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Such a happy Christmas was not spent under
many roofs, and the earnest it gave of a life of
grateful care to repay that Claire had met iu
lier sorrow was not disappointed.

ASHES FEOJI THE PIPE OF AN OLD
SMOKER.
BY

J.

HAL.

ELLIOT.

With the calm blue smoke curling silently
up from my nut-brown meerschaum, lounging
carelessly before the glowing coals of my open
grate, contented and drowsy under the benign
influence of this aromatic Latakia, I am absolutely indifl'erent to all my surroundings. It is
a lazy, but enticingly delightful habit ; I sit
thus for hours at a time, holding quiet communion with my inmost thoughts, cogitating and
moralizing.
There is a winter hurricane out of doors, and
the merry wind is piping shrill roundelays in
» the chimney, whistling cheerily through the
keyhole, and dying away anon iu low moans
that come quivering in from the starlit night
almost with a visible shudder. It has been
blowing boisterously all day, this same wind,
and little fleeces of ragged cloud have fretted
the cold gray blue of the winter sky, as the
fickle squalls fret a summer sea.
"It's au ill wind that blows nobody any
good," they say ; and I'm inclined to believe it
equally true that it must be an unusually <;ood
wind that blows nobody any barm. Take, for
instance, (A/s jolly, whistling wind, that rushes
harmlessly through the city streets, whirling
along on its wings a cloud of sleety snow ; sitting here before my fire, I don't care for it ; I
defy it to touch me. But hark ! yonder, miles
away, where a long line of white foam marks
the dreary coast, do you liear the great waves
come booming against the black rocks with a
sullen roar ? Do you see the white-capped
waves, far out at sea, rocking up into the night
like tottering mountains ? This same jolly wind
is the driver that lashes them to such dangerous and unmanageable fury, and perhaps the
shrill whistle is not so charmingly poetical to
the little sailor boy out there among those
waves as it is to you and me, sitting by our own
home firesides. Poor little fellow ! it is his first
voyage, his first storm. Clinging to the mast,
drenched and shivering, with wild eyes he
watches the laboring vessel as she climbs up
to the summit of each gigantic wave, only to

fall creaking
gulf beneath.
well-thumbed
how his whole
over the wide

and helpless into the yawning
Poor little sailor boy ! with his
Bible pressed close to his heart,
fearful, trembling soul goes out
waste of water and land that

separates them in one agonized cry—" Home !
mother!" If you listen, you will hear that
cry, as I do now, on the next blast that sweeps
down the street.
Tall, dark, weather-stained buildings tlir.t
hang like giaut ghosts over the suburbs of our
large cities, are rocking and trembling in this
night wind, which is just courteous enough to
push open the shackly doors, and rush with a
plaintive, mocking cry up the rickety stairs
into dank, gloomy apartments where the fire is
long since gone out. A pile of musty straw
would be an unwelcome bed for you or me tonight, my friend ; a brother or sister of ouis
will freeze on such a couch to-night. The wind
is bitter cold, but the freed soul will go up on
its wings to a land we have seen in our dreams
sometimes, a radiant land, where no ruder
wind comes than the heavy bre,ath of fragrant
flowers and the aroma of ripe, luscious fruits.
And is that all ? Will no one hear the solemn
voice of the Recording Angel? — " Inasmuch as
ye did it not unto one of the least of these, ye
did it not uuto me."
"Alas for the rarity of Christian charity!"
Never so idly I lounge before my cheerful
fire, replenish my pipe, and, puffing out great
columns of smoke, shut my ears to the cry of
want and woe that comes on every fitful gust
of this winter wind ; and yet it may not have
been wholly in vain for me to sit here and moralize ;to-morrow some withered, wrinkled,
ragged, shaggy, sad-eyed old man will come
tottering into my office — one came to-day, and
went away unaided — and croon out a pietitiou
for money to buy bread. I shall shake my
head, point to the door, think of this siesta,
thrust my hand into my pocket, call him back,
and send the frosty-haired old fellow off with a
day.
quicker step than he has known for many a
If we are not philanthropic enough to leave
our own ruddy firelight to-night, aud go out
into the bitter cold on our errand of mercy, in
the dark old tenement-houses, let us at least
send up a silent, sincere petition to God for the
famishing, the homeless, the freezing, and those
" who go down to the sea in ships," remembering that He who had not "where to lay his
head," left this legacy behind him — "For the
poor ye have always with you."

A NEW
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TuE railway car was full of uninteresting
people ; doubtless all of them had souls moulded
liy the tragedies of human life ; their faces were
marred by suffering : but in travelling one likes
to be diverted l>y watching agreeable countenances, and imagining their histories. The
entrance of two ladies relieved the monotony;
when they were fairly settled and the train
was again in motion, some of the passengers
studied them attentively. One was a widow,
it was evident by the frill of her cap, by the
length of the veil, by the looseness of the
wedding-ring on the thin finger; those fingers
had learned to take care of themselves. Her
hair, brushed smoothly under the cap, had an
auburn tinge, her mouth was one you liked to
watch ; when she spoke, the lips shaped themselves prettily and curved expressively. They
admired the folding of the veil over the bonnet,
the neatness of lier gloves, even the manner in
which her shawl was pinned ; one judges character by trifles. She had with her a crimsonlined travelling-bag, not crowded, but full of
dainty luxuries ; when the clasp was unfastened, were visible a silver-topped cologne-bottle, abronze morocco dressing-case. One would
gladly have known that woman as a friend.
Her companion on the opposite seat was
young ; her face showed a fair and tranquil
past. She looked happy and ready to be
pleased ; her eyes were thoughtful, her cheeks
glowed with the excitement and vigor of youth.
She seemed to have travelled little, and was
attentive to all that p.assed, within and without.
Iler eyes had a peculiarly open look, caused by
the unusual width between the lids. She was
standing on the threshold, waiting with eager
interest the events of her womanhood. All
her ajjpointmeuts were handsome, from her
silk umbrella to the soft Scotch shawl by her
side. We iuvolnntarily lioped that these two
travellers h.ad through tickets like ourselves.
The young lady looked often out of the window, and seemed a little restless ; she did not
compose herself with the air of one who anticipates along journey, and far too soon, the train
slackening at a small station, she deliberately
gathered up all her property, and, bending
forward to s.ay a few hurried words to the other
lady, imprinted on her lips a quiet kiss. In a
few moments we saw her on the platform,
pointing out rather timidly her trunks; we
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caught a glimpse of a private carriage, evidently
waiting for her, and then returned to our dull
ride. Why (/i(/ she stop at that small place ?
The lady watched every movement until the
cars were fast separating them from her, when
she drew down her veil, and under its shelter a
treacherous handkerchief betrayed her tears.
A blue violet tr,anslbrmed into a velvet-petalled pansy, such was Virginia Ravenel in
the estimation of her goveniess. Mrs. Cimeron, finding the young girl five years before
in the indiscriminate training of a boardingschool, had discovered the pearl in the oystershell, and set herself to its polishing. The
Scotchwoman was a governess in a large school,
and Virginia had been her dearest ympil. An
undeveloped, motherless girl could not have
found a truer guide and friend. But in the
beauty of a statue, the sculptor is forgotten ;
symmetry does not suggest the long-used chisel.
Viiginia Ravenel stood on the platform looking wistfully after the retreating train. With
it her old life seemed to h.ave rushed away ;
now she must meet the new. The coachman
opened the carriage door. Only a mile away
lived the dre.aded strangers to whose care she
was consigned ; her large trunks were placed on
a baggage- wagon to follow her ; there was no
excuse for delay ; Virginia was home r.apidly
aw.iy to the residence of her guardian's mother.
By direction of her guardiiin, absent in Europe, the young girl, on leaving school, was
ordered to accept his mother's hospitality until
her future course could be determined. Virginia was nineteen, and not a common schoolgirl, therefore she rebelled with her whole
heart at this disposition of herself.
The carriage stopped before an old house
withdrawn from the village street by a lawn ;
she saw a row of pillars upholding the roof of
the portico, and in the doorway an old lady
waiting to welcome her. This was Virginia's
first impression of her hostess. At a glimpse
she saw the silvery hair which sheds a pleasant
radiance over the face, like moonlight ; the soft
l.ace about the throat, in which the head seems
to nestle lovingly, like a dove's in its snowy
plunuage. Of course she wore a black silk
dress and a small black shawl over her shoulders ;such a costume belongs to a woman of
her age as much as while to a bride. Virginia
met, moreover, a charitable eye and a mouth
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on which smiles lived ; she felt the pressure
of a soft, warm hand, and received a motherly
caress. After this welcome, Virginia soon felt
quite at home in her large, comfortable room.
At the tea-table were three ladies — the mother,
the young girl in the freshness and beauty of
her youth, heightened by a tasteful dress, and
the guardian's sister, of whom Virginia could
make nothing less than an old maid, her particular aversion. The tea-table was faultless in
its arrangements, and Virginia, used to the
plebeian cups and plates of a boarding-school,
enjoyed fully the delicate china and bright silver on the tray. By the delicious light of a
wood-lire the furniture of the room was revealed.
Virgiuia, from her sofa, admired especially a
stand of green-house plants set iu the deep
window between the lace curtains ; a cluster of
rose-colored geraniums she resolved to paint
forthwith. Then her eye was arrested by a
Gothic bookcase, dark as ebony, filled with
books in luxurious bindings, but evidently
much used. Some one lived here fond of books
and flowers. Was it the mother or her daughter ? Au admirable bust of Shakspeare, over
which the firelight flickered, stood on a carved
pedestal, and a graceful group of statuary
adorned the mantel. Who had so much taste ?
Virginia had not decided when she fell asleep.
When morning came, she took a deliberate
ante-breakfast survey of the house and grounds,
and was more puzzled than ever.
Virgiuia, reared iu a city boarding-school,
had seen few flowers ; occasionally she went to
a green-house with )ier governess for a bouquet ;
of country flowers she had no conception. She
saw them everywhere ; the garden was full of
June roses and early annuals, arranged with
prodigal munificence. Within, every room was
flower-perfumed. In the dim, still drawingroom, into which she peeped, were pure Parian
vases filled with lilies of the valley. In one
vase were two of the rich green leaves and a
multitude of slender stalks covered with fragrant bells. The large lower hall was adorned
with roses ; vases of varied patterns and styles
contained them, ranging from the darkest crimson to the most spotless white. In the centre
was a pyramid of roses, their shades artfully
blended ; in a slender ground-glass vase was a
single moss-rosebud ; before one picture a cluster of blush-roses, before another a cream-colored spray ; the hall was, in fact, a gallery of
pictures, and each one seemed a shrine for its
favorite rose. One portrait was especially honored ;around it hung a wreath of dainty rosebuds, graduated from purplish crimson at the

base, through fainter shades of pink and fleshcolor, to a virgin white at the summit. In an
exquisite vase on the floor beneath, a lavish
group of choice tea-roses made the whole place
fragrant.
Who had stolen the early dew still lingering
on the flowers, and arranged the floral ofleriug ?
In the breakfast-room the mystery was solved ;
for, silting stern and silent behind the cofleeurn, was the maiden sister, whose dress gave
evidence of dew and garden-work. The old
lady sat peaceful and passive in her usual chair.
You would not have supposed that the stilTred
fingers pouring the coffee could have been playing with roses and filling flower-baskets in the
early dawn. There were flowers in the breakfast-room, trailing morning-glories filled a
spreading vase on the table, the inimitable
blue down not yet dimmed ; one vine was
trained by the window, and its blue eyes looked
in cheerily.
Virginia was in ecstasies. Before breakfast
was ended she determined that in her own
house she would have exclusive lilies in the
drawing-room, popular roses to greet one in the
hall, and bright, emblematic morning-glories
to make c6ffee relish better. Alas ! it is not
always June.
Miss Rachel allowed the enthusiastic j'oung
girl to follow her, after breakfast, while she
finished the decoration of a few rooms.
"What is your favorite flower?" she a.sked,
abruptly, as if it was a settled thing in every
one's mind.
" My favorite ?" said Virginia. " Why, I like
them
all."
"Nonsense,
child, you ought to love one best;
we all do ; mother does, Paul does, every one
of sense should."
They were passing through the hall. " Who
is that?" inquired Virginia, looking at the
flower-wreathed portrait.
"Why, that is Paul, my brother," said Miss
Rachel, rather indignantly. "Who else could
Virginia meekly answered that she had never
it be ?"
seen her guardian, and ran into the garden.
Miss Rachel gathered honeysuckles for her
mother's room, and with magic skill adapted
them to a hanging basket for her window.
" Mother loves these best ; she likes honey at
the heart, she says." Virginia ran about, gay
as a humming-bird, unable to decide what her
flower should be, until the dew was dried, and
then she had merely time to tie a few geranium
leaves with mignonette for herself.
Miss Rachel, divested of garden gloves and
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dress, in a clean chinti wrapper, snperinteuded
Virginia's unpacking. Happily her trunks were
in perfect order ; the first was devoted to misoellaueous articles, and might quite fairly be
called an index to Virginia's chaiact«r and
pursuits : iu the upper tray was nicely folded a
cloth riding-habit, with whip aud gauntlets by
the side. Miss Rachel hung it in the wardrobe,
with hints about the dangers of riding. The
second tray held one of those inviting Turkish
writing-cases, fitted up with stores of creamlaid paper, bright pens, vermilion was, and
many little conveniences, all showing that its
owner held the pen of a ready writer ; Hiss Rachel approved aud placed it on a little table.
Next appeared a caba of equal beauty and
durability, and its polished thimble, spools of
Coates' best, and sharp scissors, equal to cutting
silk, attested that Virginia, before Hawthorne
tuade it fashionable, had learned to sew with
womanly dexterity. Then came a paint-box,
each cake wrapped in cotton-wool, the sable
brushes in nice order, the palette perfectly
clean ; Miss Rachel looked less pleased, and
laid them in a drawer dilficult to open. With
equal favor she regarded a sketch-book and
pile of drawing-paper with wliich the provident
artist had supplied herself. From tlie depths
of the trunk arose a jaunty riding-hat and stout
walking-boots, suitable for country ro.ads. a
garden-hat and gloves, and a pile of music,
whose melody lingered in the ends of Virginia's
fingers ; this was carried to the music-room
below, while the pretty garden-hat rejuvenated
the antlers in the hall. A few books, loved
and prized, some stores of paper, ink, and sewing materials not procurable in country shops
removed, and the trunk was ready to fill a
niche iu the well regulated garret. Before the
day was over, the house grew very familiar
with all Virginia's possessions, to say nothing of
her light step and ringing laugh.
At the end of the npper hall a large organ
attracted the visitor ; she longed to touch the
keys in the twilight, and, trying it, was discovered by Miss Rachel, who said, sharply : —
"No one touches that but Paul: 1 keep it
locked."
"Does he play?" Virginia asked, superfluously.
"Yes, he does everything, and like no one
else."
Of course, long before, Virginia had found
out who was Mi.ss Rachel's idol, and in a few
days she regarded this unknown Paul as a
grand centre around which his mother, sister,
the flowers, books, and music revolved as satelvoL. LXin. — J2
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lites. Involuntarily a feeling of dislike arose
in her mind, particularly when she saw the
grand organ unused and the imprisoned books
debarred from her touch. Many privileges just
within her re.ich were withlield by Miss Rachel's
edict. Through all the pleasant midsummer
days, the pet horse stamped in vain iu the
stable ; without Paul's permission, he should
not be used ; the riding-habit hung idle on its
peg. Virginia found herself ere long in the
situation of poor Tantalus, to so many things
were att.-iched the "touch not, handle not;"
even the flowers were jealously guarded.
Virginia learned to supply her own room
with flowers from the fields and woods ; for
them she was indebted to no one. She would
not touch one of Paul's flowers ; these were far
prettier, she tried to think. Shut out from the
library and garden, Virginia lived a nomadic
life in the neighboring groves and pastures,
singing, talking to herself, botanizing, sketching, and sometimes sleeping on the fragrant
turf. There came dull days of pitiless rain,
when Virginia sought refuge in the old lady's
homelike room, and mended all her clothes,
hearing, meanwhile, a biography of Paul which
would have filled many volumes.
In her secret heart sprang up many doubts
about this traveller's goodness ; and, when his
mother ended her narration with the hope that
he would soon return, how ardently she wished
that he would be detained at least through the
winter ! Nevertheless, she did often stop before
the portrait in the hall, fascinated by the eyes
which she protested were the most disagreeable
she had ever seen, and found herself wondering
how old he really was, and when he would
come home.
Flushed with delight, Virginia entered the
parlor one evening, her hands full of waterlilies, which she declared were best loved by
her of all the flowers that grew. Miss Rachel
started and took off her glasses. " No, you
cannot have them for your flowers. I did not
know they were open yet. It is Paul's flower.
How did you get them? in his little boat?"
Virginia was ready to cry with vexation ; they
would not let her go off on a distant lake for
her flowers without claiming them for that
hateful Paul. If iu Europe he contrived to
spoil all her pleasure at home, what would he
do when he returned? She threw down the
flowers, and ran to her room ; Miss Rachel
coolly took them, and placed them, in an antique
pitcher with exquisite grace, before her brother's picture. When Virginia was summoned
to tea, she had the pleasure of seeing them
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there, and accordingly made an ugly face at
the unconscious portrait. She consoled herself
by playiug all the evening in the distant musicroom, instead of reading the papers to the ladies,
which they liked extremely, as she always
picked out the most entertaining bits, and read
them with rare distinctness and expression.
One thing puzzled Virginia more than she
would have cared to own. She heard daily of
Paul's accomplishments, of his taste, of his
genius, his kindness, his wisdom ; but never a
word escaped his mother or sister of his loving or
being loved. Over this mystery she frequently
pondered, until by degrees Paul became to her a
hero whose life bad been embittered by a terrible disappointment.
Mrs. Stuart, a married sister, was spending
the summer in ber country house, with her
little children. Virginia was at first quite
charmed by her pretty face and pleasing manners ;they drove and walked together, the
young lady became the patron saint of the
nursery, they "got on" nicely until the distant
Paul became the bane of their conversation.
Virginia was doomed to hear his praises sung
by a different tongue in another key. While
his mother dwelt on his disposition and moral
perfections, and Miss Eachel constantly reminded you of his culture and intellectual
abilities, the other sister spoke of him as an
Apollo of grace and beauty. On such wise as
this she soon became a thorn in Virginia's side :
"How odd that your name happened to be
Virginia!" she would say. "But you must
not get up any romance about it. All the girls
around here have been dying to captivate Paul
for years ; but none of them are good enough
for him."
How the crimson rushed to the young girl's
face ! how she did long to humble this fastidious Paul, and make his heart ache !
Miss Kachel and her mother were spending
the day with a friend, a rare occurrence, and
Virginia was alone ; she heard a rattling of
keys, and, looking into the ball, saw Mrs.
Stuart fitting one in a door never opened.
"Would you like to see Paul's room?" she
called out. " Rachel is away, and I want to
see if he has anything new."
Virginia had her share of curiosity, although
she pretended that, especially in regard to that
room, not a particle dwelt in her, so, rather
reluctantly, she followed Mrs. Stuart into the
elegant apartment. "How selfish he is," she
thought, "to appropriate this nice room and
furniture, and then keep it locked up !" Mrs.
Stuart could not induce her to acknowledge the
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beauty of anything ; for every perfection she
could point out a corresponding fault. Finally
they went into the library, and then Virginia's
indignation knew no bounds, that this beautiful
room was deemed unworthy for other than the
scholarly presence of Paul. She was forced to
admire the ingenious writing-table designed by
himself, the well chosen hooks, the narrow
stained windows, the few good pictures. Why
should it always be darkened and empty, when
she was fully able to appreciate the harmony
and taste everywhere visible ? His mother preferred her knitting and quiet gossip, his sister
cared for housekeeping and order; she was the
very one to creep into one of the easy-chairs and
grow familiar with books of which she already
knew something. But Mrs. Stuart, not allowing her to take down a volume, turned towards
the door, and locked all the treasures within,
out of her reach, informing her that the drawera were filled with curiosities and valuable
engravings. Passing by the portrait ever looking at her from its niche, Virginia called it
inwardly a very Nero, who delighted to watch
the death of all innocent pleasures. She was
destined to experience another trial. From the
hall window she saw the saddle-horse led out
for exercise, and thought of the pretty habit in
the wardrobe, the hat never taken from its box.
Still Virginia could not be unhappy ; she threw
herself on her own resources, and was the
sunlight of the house, even in the eyes of her
guardian's mother and sister. These annoyances shadowed her path at intervals. With
her outdoor life she was perfectly content, and
lavished her warmest love on birds and wild
flowers.
Now the trees threw away their red and
yellow leaves, and the days grew very short.
Miss Rachel was reading a letter which made her
cheeks redden like Virginia's, fresh from a frolic
in the wind. The same news gave unutterable
joy to two of the party, ill-concealed discomfort
to the third, for Paul, that dear, that dreaded
being, was coming home. What made Virginia
pause before her mirror longer than usual that
night, querying how she would strike astrauger ?
What made her hasten with her autumn sewing and try on her last winter's dresses to see
which was most becoming ? Miss Rachel commenced a vigorous putting of the house iu
order, and Virginia thought more of herself,
less of her woods and outdoor amusements.
The day was lovely, with a fascinating haziness in the atmosphere inducing a subtle languor, adreamy mood ; Virginia yielded to it,
and, arrayed in a half-worn dress and gipsy
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hat, devoted herself to the enjovment of one
more ramble in the grove bordering the lawn.
At last she spied a seat high np in the branches
of a hnge tree, accessible by a ladder which
>he coaxed the gardener to bring. This she
reached with scratched hands and torn dress,
and soon in her brown seat became engrossed
with a story- book found in the drawing-room
and a pocketful of apples gathered on the way.
We all know the pleasures of fruit and a good
story ; imagine them in a tree on a warm, entrancing day. When Virginia at length looked
up, she saw, carved on a branch at her side, the
name of Paul. Vexed at this discovery, she
uttered a contemptuous exclamation ; and,
drawing from her pocket a dull penknife, began
to inscribe underneath, in larger characters, the
word nryiMKi. as if to assert her superior right
to the tree. Most intent was she on her occupation ;she had reached the last i, and had
broken off the point of the blade in making
the dot, when she heard some one ascending
her ladder, and, looking up, with perfect consternation, beheld at the topmost round the
familiar, yet strange, the ugly, yet undeniably
handsome face of the veritable Paul ! Nor was
her confusion lessened when she felt that his
eyes were resting on thj freshly-cut letters in
his own favorite branch and tree. " Allow me
to make the a," he said, gravely; "I have a
better knife." So she sat with a deeper color
than ever flushed her face before, while he, with
a few sharp strokes, completed the pretentious
Virginia.
The descent by a ladder from a tree is by no
means a graceful proceeding. Virginia felt
very unlike a heroine, very unlike the dignified
ward advancing to meet her guardian, which
scene she had often depicted in her fancy, when
she gave him her cold scratched hand that he
might help her down. Rushing into the hall
precipitately, to gain her room as soon as possible, she encountered Miss Rachel, dressed in
a grand silk and new headdress, with beautiful
lace about her neck and wrists. Virginia was
filled with fresh confusion, in her shabby calico
and forlorn hat. Turning around to apologize
humbly, she saw her guardian's amused look,
.and darted, without a word, up the staircase.
Of what use would it be now to array herself
in the crimson frock ? Nevertheless, when the
tea-bell rang, Virginia was quite presentable ;
nothing but the rich color reminded one of
the tree-nymph ; and very demurely she went
through the introduction : " Miss Ravenel —
my brother, Mr. McAlpine."
in the evening Paul sat close by his mother's
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chair, and gave an outline of his Wiinderings,
a description of the voyage ; Miss Rachel asked
many questions, and made many comments ;
Virginia heard everything in silence, and was
apparently overlooked as she quietly bent over
her sewing near the shaded lamp. Occasionally
she thought how miserable it is to stay in a
family where you have no claim I or how much
he talks of himself! Once in a while she was
really diverted, and laughed with the rest. Of
every other object in the room the traveller
seemed very mindful ; he examined the plants
on the flower-stand, and played all the evening
with a geranium-leaf; he spoke of the minutest
changes in the room, and smiled at the locked
bookcase. " My books will be glad to see me,
I think ; no one else seems to care for them."
Virginia involuntarily looked up, appropriating
this accusation, and gave her guardian one of
the glances she had frequently bestowed on the
portrait in his absence. Then followed personal
inquiries about friends ; there were many bits
of news to tell. Virginia was not interested ;
she folded her work, placed her thimble in its
ivory box, the scissors in their sheath.
Her guardian said, in a half questioning, half
commanding tone: "Tou will stay; I was
about to read a Psalm."
He rose as he spoke, placed a Psalter on a
carved reading-stand, and read in a melodious
way a few verses ; they Seemed few, because
the tone was musical and the meaning well
rendered.
When Virginia heard the door of the longclosed room unlocked, a very small hour of the
night had struck, yet all that time she had
been thinking of the returned traveller, and if
she ever could like him. By each plate at the
breakfast-table was a tiny bouquet, fresh from
the conservatory ; and in passing through fhe
hall Virginia had seen two horses, saddled, at
the door; her heart beat quicker when she
noticed that one was prepared for a lady.
"You are not afraid of a cold ride, I trust,
Miss Ravenel ?" .isked the horses' owner. And
Virginia's eyes danced with joy, in spite of
Miss Rachel's remonstrances about the frosty
morning and gay steed. Qiiickly equipped in
the pretty riding-habit and jaunty hat, Virginia
fearlessly jumped on the saddle, and took her
first ride on the coveted horse. The exhilaration of the ride did not leave her during the
day ; even when she heard them unpacking
Paul's boxes in the mother's room, she was
quite satisfied to be amusing herself. Very
soon she was called to see the pretty souvenirs,
and was allowed, at Paul's suggestion, to take
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the wrappings from some bronzes, and arrange
the engravings in portfolios. Mrs. McAlpine
held in her lap a pile of glossy satin, which
she stroked fondly, and begged Virginia to
admire, telling Iier that she should save it to
wear at Paul's weddiug. Virginia wondered if
the bride was already chosen. She glanced a
little curiously at her guardian, and met a
roguish smile, too indefinite to be interpreted.
Amongst the beautiful and costly gems of art
that strewed the floor, Virginia perhaps paused
to examine most frequently a pair of mosaic
bracelets, set elaborately in Etruscan gold, and
representing many scenes in Italy— in fact,'
being a miniature picture-gallery of Rome.
However, she only stopped to look at them
wlien her guardian was busy elsewhere ; for
worlds she would not have seemed to envy one
trifle brought over the water. Miss Rachel
employed her in dusting knickknacks and
filling baskets with refuse paper and straw ;
she had long ago found out that Virginia could
be trusted. Paul had evidently planned the
disposition of all the bijoux, and after dinner
hung the new pictures, while Virginia was
permitted to hold the brass knobs, aud make
suggestions about the light. Several times her
choice governed the arrangement, although Paul
had the air of a connoisseur. Before sunset,
this avalanche of pretty things had melted
away into the house ; only one trunk of less
valued relics remained to be stored away.
Miss Rachel carried many presents to her own
room ; the library was a little crowded ; Mrs.
McAlpine rejoiced over her laces and shawls ;
the servants exulted in their remembrances ;
Virginia saw the gardener working in a new
Scotch cap ; she stood by the window looking
at the dry leaves, and pretended she was very
glM to be forgotten. The door of the library
was now wide open ; nothing would tempt her
to enter ; she heard the rustling of a newspaper,
and caught a glimpse of a bright fire in the
grate. Paul was again at home in his old
places. Tlirough the dining-room door she
saw Miss Rachel, with keys in her hand, taking
out sweetmeats for tea, busy and pleased. She
seemed out of place as she walked up and down
the long hall, wondering what she was made
for, and if she should ever have a home to make
happy. Music was always her resource in the
twilight ; she had played an hour old snatches
of songs, sad airs full of pathos, and then tinkling melodies like the dripping of a brook
through the ravine ; she suited her varied
moods as thoughts rose and died within her ;
she played idly, and yet revealed her character.
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The tea-bell drew her from the piano and a
dark figure from the sofa in the adjoining
drawing-room ; it preceded her through the
hall. She felt that kind of indignation that
takes possession of one when a stranger is
found peeping into a letter or listening at the
door.
Paul had letters to write ; why need he bring
his portefolio into the parlor, and usurp the
table while she, having no reasonable excuse
to offer, was obliged to read aloud the evening
papers, being assured that nothing disturbed
the penman ? Of course she imagined that he
heard every word ; what she read sounded silly
or dull ; in rather an unamiable mood she entered her room, and going to the dressing-table
to brush out her long hair found thereon a
morocco casket containing on its satin lining
those beautiful bracelets, in memory of the
land wliere her father had died.
Virginia pushed them away contemptuously,
then sat down and cried ; she did not like presents given from duty, it was not necessary to
include her in his charities, and these bracelets
she certainly liked least ; if he must give anything, why should he select these ornaments ?
The difSculty of thanking the giver then occupied all her thoughts ; should she write a note,
or stammer forth her gratitude ? At all events,
she would wait until she saw him alone ; she
would never wear them, on that she was resolvedjewels
;
were worthless unless given by
one you loved. In Paul's presence, Virginia
seemed shy and silent, perliaps his perfect
breeding and self-possessiou made her so ; she
certainly was apt to say the wrong thing, and
blushed miserably at her frequent mistakes.
Day by day her ignorance appeared to her more
palpable ; she asked ridiculous questions, and
was snapped up by Miss Rachel when she did
attempt to talk. If she could only bring herself to enter the library, and ask permission to
borrow books, how hard she would study to find
out something of the subjects about which they
talked ; for Miss Rachel was clever and understood her brother readily.
Winter settled down on the house ; within it
was warm and bright. What wonders this
new member of the household wrought ! Every
room seemed to recognize his presence, it pervaded and bettered the entire household. This
strong, manly son and brother, how he helped
on the snowy, dull days !
Soon after his return, Mr. McAlpine became '
very busy, and continued so, finding time, however, to bestow on the household a thousand
little attentions.
With the greatest deference
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he waited on liis mother, and filled Miss Rachel's
lift; with constant pleasures. She must have
forgotten that she was growing old and plain
when he was devoting himself to her. Virginia
had quick powers of perception ; she observed
carefully, and her knowledge often made her
s.id. Mr. McAlpine treated his ward with
P'^rfect politeness, n.iy, even with a gallantry
habitual to him ; but Virginia confessed that
they did not understand each other, and withdrew into herself.
In the depth of winter the house was decorated for a party ; the handsome rooms gave the
impression of summer, owing to their wannth
and flower fragrance. Mrs. McAlpine wore
her thickest silk, her softest illusion lace, and
looked very stately by the drawing-room fire.
Miss Rachel rustled in a steel-gray silk, with a
lace barbe on her hair, and made an admirable
hostess. Virginia came down last ; the three
were already stationed in their place?, and she
completed the group. They reminded you of
the seasons as they stood there ; the mother in
her beautiful age, the sister in her autumnal
gravity, the brother in his full manhood, the
young girl in the loveliness of her springtime.
She was dressed in white ; the texture fell in
soft, creamy folds ; she had camellias in her
hair sent for from a neighboring town, not
begged from Paul's conservatory. On her bare
arms glittered the bracelets set in Etruscan
gold. Mrs. McAlpine noticed the crfpe dress.
Miss Rachel the bought flowers, while Paul saw
most distinctly the jewel-clasped arms.
In the course of the evening, Virginia found
herself drawn by the surging of the crowd into
the library; the air was fresher there. Almost
before she was aware, she was facing one of the
bookcases reading the titles of the unknown
volumes.
" Have yon read them all ?" asked a familiar
voice. Virginia turned, and saw her guardian
evidently in earnest. " You shun my library, "
he said; "are you afraid of knowledge or of me ?
We are not dangerous." He gave her one of
his most fascinating smiles and passed on.
The party over, Virginia was sleepless. Yes,
she was afraid ; he was dangerous, and hearing
the fast beating other heart, feeling the agony
which the thought of the separation caused,
she resolved to leave the old house, the pictures, the library, the flowers, the mother,
Miss Rachel, her guardian ; to leave them all,
and in a new life forget the old. It was the
only thing to do. In the morning Virginia
knocked at the library door, and asked her
guardian abruptly, '• if she might go away."
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" Where f" he asked, in astonishment.
" I wish to go back to school, to Mrs. Cameron," she said.
" Are yon not happy here ? do we not take
good care of you ?" He looked at her with a
most penetrating glance.
"Y'es," she said, with drooping eyes, "but I
prefer
to gofather
away.asked
''
" Y'our
me as a dying favor to
take care of you," he said ; "I hoped to keep
you here. Am / so disagreeable that you cannot stay?" she answered as before, "I would
"Yes,"
rather go away." Raising her eyes she saw
him calm as ever, writing carelessly on a strip
of paper before him.
"Then it is your deliberate choice," he
urged; "you prefer Mrs. Cameron's guardianship to mine."
Women
must sometimes conceal, with lightning speed, their true thoughts ; Virginia completely deceived her guardian when she still
" She has been a good friend ; I am safe with
said —
her; let me go at once."
A few days sufiiced for the taking away from
the house all reminders of youth and maidenhood. The stag's horns lost the garden hat,
the little work-table missed the small gold
thimble, the trunks were again packed, and
Virginia went forth with only one new possession, an oppressive burden at the heart. Mrs.
Cameron received her pupil in a little cottage,
her home during the holidays. There they
read and talked together, there Virginia grew
outwardly happy, and neveroncedid Mrs. Cameron look aright into the depths of her companion's eyes.
Miss Rachel found the bracelets tossed with
some rubbish in a bureau drawer, and asked
Paul if they did not belong to him. As he took
them, Virginia had her wish, she did make his
heart ache.
March came, dreary and desolate. There
were three people in the world conscious of a
want ; it could only be supplied by spring.
A beggar stood in the rain before Mrs. (Jameron's door ; he asked admittance, and when it
was granted, a great gift. Thus it happened
that spring came earlier than usual that year,
that the old house was again full of sunshine,
that the old lady had her wedding-gown ready
for Paul's wedding-day, that the bracelets found
their way back to Virginia's arms.
Miss Rachel proved most unselfish, and resigned her brother willingly. Mrs. Stuart declared that she had always known how it would
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SnPN Affectation. — There is nothing more
beautiful in the young than simplicity of character. Itis honest, frank, and attractive. How
different is affectation ! The simple-minded are
always natural. They are, at the same time,
original. The affected are never natural. And
as for originality, if they ever had it, they have
crushed it out and buried it from sight, utterly.
Be yourself, then, young friend. To attempt
to be anybody else is worse than folly. It is an
impossibility to attain it. It is contemptible
to try. But suppose you could succeed in imitating the greatest mau that ever figured in
history, would that make you any the greater ?
By no means. You would always suffer in comparison with the imitated one, and be thought
of only as the shadow of a substance — the echo
of a real sound — the counterfeit of a pure coin.
Dr. Johnston aptly compared the heartless imitator^for such is he who affects the character
of another — to the Empress of Russia, when
slie did the freakish thing of erecting a palace
of ice. It was splendid and conspicuous while
it lasted. But the suu soon melted it, and
caused its attractions to dissolve into common
water, while the humblest stone cottages other
subjects stood firm and unmarred. Let the fabric
of your character, though never so humble, be
at least real. Avoid affecting the character of
another, however great. Build up your own.
Be what God intended you to be — yourself, and
not somebody else. Shun affectation.
Keep the Bkain Fallow in Childhood. —
When we are considering the health of children,
it is imperative not to omit the importance of
keeping the brain fallow, as it were, for several of
the first years of their existence. The mischief
perpetrated by a contrary course, in the shape
of bad health, peevish temper, and developed
vanity, is incurable. Some infant prodigy,
which is a standard of mischief throughout its
neighborhood, misleads them. But parents
may be assured that this early work is not, by
any means, all gain even in the way of work.
I suspect it is a loss ; and that children who
begin their education late, as it would be called,
will rapidly overtake those who have been in
harness long before them. And what advantage
can it be that a child knows more at sis years
old than its compeers, especially if this is to be
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gained by a sacrifice of health, which may never
be regained 1 There may be some excuse for
this early book-work in the case of those children who are to live by manual labor. It is
worth while perhaps to run the risk of some
physical injury to them, having only their early
years in which we can teach them book-knowledge. The chance of mischief, too, will be
less, being more like to be counteracted by
their after life. But for a child who is to be at
book-work for the first twenty-one years of its
life, what folly it is to exhaust in the least its
mental energy, which, after all, is its surest implement !
Making Evert Day Happy. — When you rise
in the morning, form a resolution to make the
day a happy one to a fellow- creature. It is
easily done, a left-off garment to tlie man who
needs it ; a kind word to the sorrowful ; an
encouraging expression to the striving, light as
the air, will do it, at least for twenty-four hours,
and if you are young, depend upon it, it will
till you are old ; and if you are old, rest assured
it will send you gently and happily down the
stream of human time to eternity. By the most
simple arithmetic, look at the result ; you send
one person, only one, happily through the day
— that is, three hundred and sixty-five in the
course of the year, and supposing you only live
forty years after you commenced that course of
medicine, you have made 4500 human beings
happy, at all events for a time.
Now, worthy reader, is not this simple ? It
is too short for a sermon, too homely for ethics,
and too easily accomplished for you to say, '• I
would if I could."
A Stkanger's Hand strikes thy child. Thou
inquirest the cause of this, and learnest that
thy child deserved the punishment, and thou
knowest that the teacher, or whoever it may
be, is, on the whole, a well-intentioned and benevolent man ; and yet, as it is thy own child
which is chastised, thy heart is greatly disturbed, and turns involuntarily against the
chastiser. Why so ? Because it is an unquestionable fact, that no one can have the love for
thy own flesh and blood which thou hast.
Take heed, however, to thyself; reflect whether thine own hand, which chastises thy child,
is not that of a stranger ; whether thou dost
not often punish in anger, produced by a totally different cause, the disobedience or negligence of thy child, with a severity which he
has by no means deserved.
Take heed that thy own hand does not become that of a stranger to him.
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stop at the Brevoort House, or the Fifth Avenue,
"Mks. Maxwell will he down presently,"
the Saint Nicholas, even, where it would be a
said the careless-looking waiter, in his white
apron, and the brush, his professional badge of
pleasure to go, "but this dreadful, forlorn,
office, tucked under his arm.
miser.able, dingy little Ashley House 1" — and
Miss Helen looked around her in high disdain,
The young la<ly he addressed scarcely beand wondered what kept her aunt so long, and
stowed a glance upon him while he was speaking. IJer face and figure, both, were expressive
reflected on the mortification of being recognized
by some possible acquaintance, calling at such
of utter disgust at her surroundings ; she occuan unfashionable place.
pied as little of the hair-cloth sofa as could possibly support lier, and her dress was drawn up
"Well, Helen, how are you, dear? I am
above her miraculously fitting French boot,
sorry to have kept you waiting, but I had to
as if she feared the contact of its flounces with
finish copying a letter for your uncle."
the Brussels carpet. It was quite as clean as
Miss Sturgis advanced, with considerable
the velvet on the drawing-room of her own
animation, to meet the speaker, a very wellhome, and the parlors were light and cheerful,
dressed, fine-looking woman of thirty-five. To
tell the truth, she did look a little out of place
though small for the present palatial style of
hotels, and gniltless of the steamboat fashion ' in these quiet old-fashioned parlors, with her
of upholstery. In its day, the Ashley House
rich lace and sweeping drapery ; it was not
had been a first-class hotel, second only to its ! often the mirrors had so brilliant a reminiscence
lordly neighbor the Astor ; but of late years the
of their old grandeur to reflect upon. It was
tide of fashion has stranded over that once
not a limited income, evidently, that brought
favorite mansion, in its retreat up town, and its
her to this stopping-place.
sounding corridors echo chiefly the hum of
"We were <leliijhted to hear you had come,
political cabals, or the firm free tread of those
Aunt Margaret ! I Jieiu down the moment we
got your note I How is Uncle Maxwell ? how
who are more familiar with the quarter-deck
than the saloons.
are the boys ? is Annie with you ? or dear little
The -Ashley, having no such popularity to susMadge ? and — you won't mind, will you — why
in the world did you stop way down here, partain it, had degenerated into a stopping-place
for business men, m.aking their spring and fall
ticularly now that we have gone up to Murray
purchases, and anxious to lose as little time
Mrs. Maxwell watched the shadow of disdain
as possible. It was in the centre of the great
wholesale trade. Look from any window you
creep
HiUf" over the fair face before her with an
chose, the pavement was piled with boxes and
amused smile. ".4sk your uncle; here he
comes! Archie, Helen is as distressed as I
the street choked with drays. It was the encounter with these actualities of life that had
told you she would be."
"Yes, it's too bad"— and Helen adopted a
helped to ruttle the temper of Mrs. Maxwell's
visitor. The carriage had been stopped by a
pretty petulant manner with her uncle — "to
blockade, at least ten minutes ; she had been
drag Aunt Margaret out of the world so. Please
helped through the rush on the side-walk by a
change your mind and come up in our neighvulgar policeman, and had torn that lovely robe
borhood. You 've no idea how lovely ' the
dress on a packing-box.
Fifth Avenue' is ! Ah do !"
Now if her Uncle Maxwell had been a buyer
"Couldn't oblige you, could we, Madge?
and seller of Merrimac prints and Allendale
anything else" — and Uncle Maxwell bestowed a
flannels, there would have been some excuse
loving smile on his wife, and a provokingly
for his peculiar fancy for stopping in this dingy
mysterious one on her niece. " Couldn't be
little Ashley house, miles away from everyone
induced, could we ?"
they visited ; and in fact Helen Sturgis scarcely
"Well, I don't see what the attractions .are I
liked to say to her friends that Aunt Maxwell
and only think how it sounds ! I should think
was in town, when she had to give her address
j-ou would hate to ask your friends to call on
at this out of the way place.
If she would only
vdu here."
And then she blushed with vexa499
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tion, and tlie uniuteiitioual rudeness of lier last
sentence.
"I feel for yoii, Helen, indeed I do! Perhaps you don't think sol I know just how
trying it will be when your devoted friend,
Dolly llandeville, asks you where your aunt is
Ftaying, to hare to say in Maiden Lane 1 Horrible ! Or to encounter that elegant and fascinating brother of hers on his way to Wall
Street, just as you turn the corner 1 How he
will lift up his aristocratic eyebrows I Never
mind, Nell ; if they show any disposition to cut
you, remind them that their father liad a retail
boot and shoe store, and has taken my measure
himself many a time, two doors below here."
" Goodness, uncle, you don't say so !" — and
Helen's astonishment displaced all other emotions. "Why, they are the most exclusive
people in our sqnare ; Mr. Mandeville has done
no business for years."
"That's because he attended to it himself,
when he was in trade ; made excellent shoes,"
added Uncle Maxwell, with a recoUeotive shake
of the head. "As good shoes as old Williams
did trowsers. I had my first real roundabout
from him."
" Not the Jennings Williams family ?"
" Just so."
" Well, I neverwould have believed it ; why
they declined to visit the Lawlers and the
Hubbards last winter. I only wish I had known
it!" And it was plain the Lawlers and Hubbards should know it by the very next opportunity. "If there 's anything I hate, it is to
see people setting themselves up." And Miss
Helen shook out her flounces with the air of
one who has some settled claims, and can afford
to bid others be humble.
" That was when our grocery store was on
the corner of John Street and Nassau ; many a
pound of sugar 1 've done up for Jack Williams
to carry home, helping myself liberally."
" Uncle Archie !" — and Helen's f.ace began to
bum — " you are the worst teaze !"
" Does it teaze you ? I 'm sorry."
" Don't, -Archie," interposed Aunt Margaret.
" Because you know it isn't so ; you know
grandpa was a shipping merchant," said Helen,
Vehemently.
" So he was, in your day ; and so was Mandeville aleather-dealer, and Williams an importer but
;
' great oaks, ' you know — I have a
remarkably good memory."
" There, Helen, he shall not teaze you any
longer. Go and attend to your letters, Archie ;
Helen will spend the morning with me. You
ha^e the carriage with you 1 can't you send it

home and stay ? I cannot very well go up
town before afternoon."
"Oh, you ask too much, Madge — Miss Sturgis taking lunch at the Ashley House ; why tlie
Williams family won't visit her next, if they
get wind of such unheard-of proceedings !"
"I shall stay, just for that — now, then."
And Miss Sturgis began to unbutton her gloves,
holding them up after the manner of nearsighted people, not that she was near-sighted,
but it was a popular way with the young ladies
of the Vancouver Institute. "And I'll find
out what brings you here before I leave, see,
now. You can send Henry home, and tell
him to come for us at three. Mamma expects
you to dine ; you will go, won't you. Aunt
" Dine at three ! Horrible ! What has ocMargaret?"
curred to peril the gentility of the Sturgis manso?" not say dine at three ; do send him
"I siondid
off I I don't see how you live with such a horrible teaze ! Does he always kiss you goodby ?" asked Helen, as she followed her aunt to
the opposite side of the house, where bright,
cheerful apartments awaited them. " It 's not
so bad here, after all, is it ? only the noise
and confusion, and being so very far down
"And so unfashionable ; say it oirt, Helen.
town."
But
it 's the dearest old spot in the world to
me — and this room, the very sight of it makes
me Shutting
happy !"out the noise of the street, .as the
heavy curtains and closed windows did on th.at
wintry day, it was as cheerful a transient home
as a traveller could have found in all Gotham.
Evidently the state apartment of the house in
its best days, and now, though the hangings
were a little faded, everything was nicely kept,
and the heavy furniture liad its own old-fashioned elegance. The lounge and easy-chairs
were drawn towards the hearth, where a ruddy
fire glowed, reflecting its light from a burnished
grate, and Helen presently found herself very
comfortable basking before the blaze, and admiring her feet as they rested on the bright rim
surrounding it. One hand lay idly on tlie arm
of the lounging-chair, and with the other she
held up an old-fashioned Indian screen that had
been discovered behind one of the tall China
jars upon the mantelpiece. It was evidently
not at all distressing to have nothing to do for
the next two hours ; it appeared to be an employment she was entirely at home in. But
her aunt had not had the privilege of an education in the Vancouver Institute, where "elegant
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idleness" is taught as an accomplishment.
Traveller as she was, her little green morocco
work-l>ox stood nyou the table beside her
writing-desk ; and, as she fitted a shining gold
thimble to her finger, she took up a cambric
handkerchief, half hemmed, before she settled
herself on a corner of the opposite lounge.
" Mow, isn't this cosy, Nell ? Quite as pleas.ant as your Fifth Avenue could be," she said,
lightly.
"Oh, nice enough — better than I expected;
but when one is travelling and has plenty of
money, one might as well have the best."
" Exactly what brought us here the first
time I ever saw the Ashley House. The Aster
was full, for it was the height of the travelling
season, and this was next best ; in fact, many
preferred it then, it was so well kept. It was
uiy first real journey ; I never had been beyond
Albany before in all my life, and I was as old
as you."
'• Why, Annt Margaret !" — for, from the time
Sliss Sturgis could remember, the family had
always travelled in the summer, and she had
j ust returned from a six months' European tour,
to say nothing of two winters in Havana.
"Oh, that was in an unsophisticated age,
when we read books of travel, and were satisfied to see with other people's eyes. Why, we
were considered as very extravagant, ' stuck up
people' at Otsego for going that year to Boston
and the White Mountains, though it was not a
fashionable route then. I had had a famous
trip ; I was very romantic, very susceptible,
and, seeing more gentlemen in those two weeks
tlian I should have done in five years at home,
I had imagined myself in love twice at least,
and looked upon every new acquaintance, if he
was at all young or agreeable, as a possible
lover. It was exhaustingly hot weather when
we left Boston. The cars were crowded ; as for
the boat, people were piled all over the floor.
It was impossible to sleep, so, after a bad night
and a day of sight-seeing, you can imagine me
pretty well wearied out. Still, nothing could
have kept me in bed that evening ; two of our
late fellow-travellers stopping at the Astor,
were coming ovtr, and the hotel was thronged.
I conld not possibly miss such an opportunity
for display. Tired as I was, and with a headache creeping on, I dressed my hair as carefully
as if for a ball, sixteen long curls on each side
— I had not turned it up yet — and put on my
handsomest dress, a blue French muslin, and
appeared with the rest at the te.a-table. After
tea, our visitors came ; not particularly brilliant
young men, but very complimentary — oh, very !
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The lights were excruciating to my poor head,
so was the hum of conversation in the parlors ;
but I bore it like a martyr until nine o'clock
and after, when it began to be intolerable.
Just then Cousin Lewis came in, and said to
his wife, with whom I was travelling : ' Who
do you think has just come in, in the train
from Philadelphia ?— our old friend Archie Max"What — uncle?" — and Helen start ^dupfrom
her languid attitude.
well!'"
you had known him so
"Yes, before I was
speak of it, yon know

"Why, I did not know
long before you were — "
married. I don't often
; but here, just in this

house, I have a kind of ' Ancient Mariner' feeling ;it is a pleasure to talk it over."
" But you were not engaged then ?"
" Oh, wo are not introduced yet, you know.
Lewis said he had asked him to join us in the
parlor after he had made his toilet, and presently he came in. Of course I was all curiosity. He conld not have been such an old friend,
for he had only left college a year, and that
was where Lewis had known him, when he was
tutor, while he studied law. You cannot recollect him very distinctly at that age. Well, I
saw a tall, slender young man, with rather
heavy whiskers, and fashionably dressed. I
thought him particularly elegant in manner,
and poor Abbot and Callender, who had been
quite high in my good graces, dropped instantly.
Not that he would ever notice such a chit as I
was ; he only bowed in acknowledgment of the
introduction to me, and, taking a chair close to
Cousin Anne, began to talk of mutual acquaintances at New Haven. I had a good opportunity, sitting on the other side of him, to study
his face. His white, even teeth, his regular
profile, his mellow, happy laugh, much what
it is now, I admired exceedingly. I gave very
absent replies to my visitors, for, apart from
their lack of conversational capabilities, my
head seemed bursting with pain, and I began
to think I should certainly drop from the chair
if I could not get to my own room. But there
was the curious crowd in the parlor, groups
much like our own scattered all about, staring
at and criticizing each other in the absence of
any more intellectual occupation ; and between
me and the door Mr. Maxwell's long limbs
stretched out carelessly. At last I could bear
it no longer, not even with the dim, distant
hope of sharing his attentions presently. I
rose hurriedly to my feet, and made one step
forward : alas ! I did just what I tried to avoid ;
in the blind dizziness of pain, stumbled over
his feet, and was caught in his arms, out-
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stretched instinctively to save me from tlie fall.
I gave one imploring, deprecating glance upward, and met such a look of mingled amusement and kindness as llr. Maxwell quietly set
me on my feet again, apologized for his monopoly of the floor, and hoped I had not been
hart. It seemed to me that a general titter ran
around the room, and that he was scarcely able
to keep from laughter himself at my awkward
predicament. I should have been greatly
obliged if the floor had kindly opened and conducted me to the bar underneath."
" Don't believe her," called out a voice from
the adjoining chamber.
" Why, Uncle Archie, is that yon V
" You abominable eavesdropper" — and his
wife started up to meet him. " What business
had yon to come back so soon f"
" Oh, you gave me the wrong letter, with
your usual accuracy. I posted down to Brown
Brothers, with an account intended for the
Metropolitan Bank. She wanted to bring me
back, Helen, and have the pleasure of seeing
me once more. You hare no idea how wearing
her attentions are. I have to submit to it,
though !" and with a rueful face he kissed her
with a very well executed appearance of heartiness.
" She 's just as designing now as she was
tlie night she pretended to stumble over my
feet. Well, there ; take another if you will
have it," added Mr. Maxwell, showing no disposition to release his wife. " The fact is,
Helen, we 're never quite made up that five
years ! Come, I must be off; give me the
other letter, quick — "
" And order lunch as yon go out, to pay for
eavesdropping." Mrs. Jlaxwell took up her
work again, but her eyes followed her husband
to the door.
"Wliat loves they are still I dear me" —
fhought Helen — "liowlong does that kind of
thing last ? John and Fanny have nothing of
that going on, and they've been married only
two years."
" Uncle 's fond enough of you, now, at all
events ; isn't he, Aunt Margaret?" she added,
aloud, as her aunt's half amused, half questioning look met hers.
"Yes, I think he is, judging from appearances."
" But that five years, as he said, how did
you ever happen to lose it ? Didn't you fancy
him then ?"
Mrs. Maxwell's eyes grew almost misty with
tenderness. " I suppose I have loved him ever
since.
I went to bed that night to think of
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him at all events, and with his face forever
impressed on my memory. Sleep cured my
fatigue, and I came down in my white morning-dress tobreakfast, expecting to meet our
party in the parlor ; but it was earlier than I
supposed ; there were one or two strangers, and
Mr. Maxwell standing by a window. I did not
think he would know me ; but he came forward
immediately, and inquired whether I liad been
lamed by his awkwardness, kindly taking the
awkwardness all to himself, and was so agreeable tliat I forgot the unpleasant part, and only
remembered — well, I will tell t/ou, Helen, that
his kind, strong arms had been around me,
though but for a moment.
" He went with us to breakfast, and to ride
afterwards ; we saw him constantly for tlie
next three days, and you know how fast an acquaintance progresses in travelling. The night
before we left, we all went to the old Park Theatre to see the Viennese children — little wreath
dancers — it was before your day, and he walked
home with me. We talked about it being the
last evening ; and he said he should miss us —
well, miss me — and the hotel would be dreadfully dull. That his brother's family were out
of town, and he was supposed to be reading
law, and it would be a year and a half before
he could be admitted to the bar ; and his
father's property could not be divided until his
youngest sister came of age ; talked quite confidentially, and as if we had known each other
always. Then about our going away again —
and that I should probably forget I had ever
seen him in a month's time. We were just in
the blaze of light at the Museum, when he said
that, and I looked up, straight up into his face
reproachfully ; for I was feeling as if I should
never be able to live without seeing or hearing
from him ; possibly you know what kind of a
look I met without describing it."
" I can guess," and Helen thought of a certain evening at Long Branch the summer before,
when she had not cared to dance, but had
walked the piazza in the moonlight, and the
loveliest organdie dress ; and had met several
such looks. The very recollection made her
heart dance ; but then, she had flirted afterwards
with Lieutenant Bradshaw, and they had quarrelled. Heigh-ho !
"What a long sigh!" said Mrs. Maxwell,
gathering something of Helen's story, from the
light that came over her face, and the shadow
and sigh that followed it.
" Your face looks almost as forlorn as mine
did when the parting came, for your uncle had
not only been confidential, but had almost said
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' I love you ;' and even Lewis and Anne saw it,
I am sure ; for they allowed us to walk down
to the boat together and rallied me about my
dulness all day. It was not a very sentimental
parting, for we were late, and I was hurried ou
board without the promise to write to me, which
I felt sure to the last minute he intended to
make ; and I saw him last standing on tho
wharf watching tho boat, amid a crowd of drays
and produce, and porters, in a burning hot sun.

match, and I had the silly idea of showing your
uncle that he had not made me miserable, after
all ; and so it went on, and I had had a grand
wedding, and became Mrs. Flint before I fairly

Heigh-ho!"
" You are sighing now. Aunt Margaret."
" Am I ?" and Mrs. Maxwell started from the
commencement of a reverie. " I was thinking
of that winter. I was really unhappy ; I did
not hear a word from your nntfle, after all ;
Aune thouglit it so strange, and asked Lewis if
lie was sure Maxwell was a high-minded man,
and he defended him warmly. You have no
idea how miserable it is to be shut up in a
country town, with little society, and very few
interests, waiting and watching the post, from
day to day, wondering and wearying over it ;
and at last I began to give up all hope, and
accuse him of trilling, and myself of folly ; and
my face burned sitting all alone, when I remembered how I had allowed him to take my
hand, when I met his eyes that night, and hold
it all tho rest of the way to the hotel, and how

Tennyson's Poems that he had given me, and
never sang the songs that I had sung to him —
and Judge Flint was very kind, and I had tlio
children to think of after a wliile ; then he

he had said — well, you can guess again."
And Helen could guess pretty near the truth,
for she had experienced more than once how
much could be said without coming to the
point.
" ' I love you — will you be my wife ?' "
"Oh, dear Aunt Margaret, men are all such
horrid flirts ! but I never should have guessed
uncle was ! How can you love him so well,
now?"
"It's not very hard," said Mrs. Maxwell,
quietly, folding up the finished handkeichief,
and t.iking another with the edge just turned.
" And how can you bear to sit sewing away
like any seamstress f Why don't you have a
sewing-machine ?— we do. Lou and I never
think of setting a stitch."
"I h.ave one, too ; your uncle brought home
one the last time he was east ; but no one has
ever hemmed his handkerchiefs but myself,
since I h.id a right to do it, or ever will."
" Y'es, but you haven't told me — "
"I don't like to think about that part of my
life very much. I grew more and more lowspirited and self-accusing, and then Judge Flint
had that famous lawsuit with Lewis, and he
was very courteous, and dignified, and attentive to me ; and every one said what a good

realized what I was doing."
"And didn't you see uncle, or hear from him
all this time ?"
" Not a word ; and after I became a wife I
thought it was right to put aw.ay even tlie
recollection of him. I gave aw.ay tho copy of

died, suddenly, and it was found he had speculated, and all his property was gone. At
twenty-three, Helen, I was a widow, with two
children, entirely dependent upon my own
exertions."
"Dreadful!" Helen had about as much
idea of earning a dollar as she had of wanting
bread. "Ah, you poor child, you! what did
"All manner of things — sewed, taught,
you do?"along for two years, determined not
dragged
to be separated from my children, nor be dependent on my friends. But it was no use :
the horrid pain I had put off from day to day —
the agony of parting with my children had to
come. I can't talk of it, now," and Mrs. Maxwell's lips quivered, and her eyes dilated with
starting tears. "To feel those little clinging
arms around me, to hear that soft, lisping little
voice : ' Come home to-night, mamma, and
bring Robbie present' — and see the manly efforts ofthe oldest not to cry, not to ra.ake mamma
feel badly, and know that death and sickness
might rob me of them before I should ever see
them again, or that they would forget me and
cling to strangers. Oh, Helen, it stifles me
yet ! They were to be with Anne and Lewis,
that was some comfort ; I don't think I could
Lave brought myself to it otherwise ; and I
came to New Y'ork with one of our neighbors,
a merchant, to advertise for a situation South
or West as governess.
"We came here. Mr. firant's business
brought him to the Ashley House, and the
very name thrilled me with old recollections ;
how much more the room, the well-remembered
furniture. The house was crowded ; I had a
bit of a room way up against the roof. We
arrived in a terrible October storm. I never
remember one like it. I was drenched going
from the boat to the carriage, and almost blown
off tho side-walk getting into the house. My
room being so near the roof, I heard it in full
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force, and looking down into the street it was
almost deserted, the awnings were torn off —
shutters flapped drearily in the wind— the windows rattlfd. Oh, how desolate it was ! Such
a contrast to my last stay here. Then I was so
young, so full of health and hope, surrounded
by friends ; now, in the care of a nominal acquaintance, broken in health, wearied out in
mind and body, desolate and racked with the
pain of that parting. AH night I lay there
listening to the storm, stretching out my arms
to shelter my children, and turning on an empty
pillow with great hot gushes of tears at the
silence ; thinking, too, of the past, and how
different it might all have been.

ries. I' had advertised (or a situation as Mrs.
F. Was I a widow ? was I willing to go to
Chicago ? I seemed young — excuse me — for

"When morning came, I dreaded to face it,
to set about the business of my journey, to
make my first solitary step in life. I felt as if
I could shut my eyes to the light forever ;
tempted to turn at once and fly back to my
children, trying to familiarize myself with the
long year at least that lay between me and the
sight of their dear little faces. I had no sympathy to expect from Mr. Grant. He had come
on business, and but half finished his hurried
breakfast when he stretched out his hand for
the advertisement he was to insert in a daily
paper for me, and was gone, leaving me to the
loneliness of an unoccupied stormy day.
"The week dragged by. I had had several
applications, but none that I felt I ought to
accept in j ustice to myself or my children. The
more advantageous offers were to go too far
from them, and some required too much — sewing and personal supervision out of school
hours. It was pretty hard to find one's time
and powers so keenly bargained for ; I was
questioned as closely as a chambermaid looking
for a situation."

" He was so thoughtful as not to attempt to
soothe me, though I felt that he was moved,
for his voice was tremulous when he spoke
again. It almost made me start, it was so like
one I had heard on that very spot before, but I
knew it was fancy, connecting it with the

" Poor Aunt Margaret!" said Helen, thinking
with a little self-reproach of the heavy-eyed
Jliss Ferris who taught her little sisters, and
that perhaps she might have a story, too.
"I was almost disheartened"- — and here the
work dropped unconsciously from Mrs. Maswell's white hands. " Mr. Grant was to go the
next day, and the little money I had was melting away. 1 felt almost desperate, and said to
myself, I would take the nest situation, let it
be what it might. Just between daylight and
dark that last evening, a gentleman from the
West called. The room was vacant, save the
figure that rose to meet me, and it was so dusky
that I could not see the face distinctly, but the
gentleman was very kind in his manner, made
me be seated, apologized for asking questions,
but said it was necessary to make a few inqui-

"His kind and considerate manner, so difmy position.'
ferent from anything I had experienced through
the week, and a strange echo in his voice of one
that had once spoken far more kindly to me,
made me tell bim my story briefly. I was not
so young, twenty-five, a widow two years, and
I was working for my children ; and then I felt
my fortitude and endurance leave me suddenly,
with the thought of those wondering little faces
watching in vain for me, and 1 sobbed out the
last.

" 'I am truly sorry for you, madam,' — and
place.
then, before I could speak or think, the tremi>lousness deepened to entreaty, and I knew in
an instant who it was that said, ' Oh, Margaret,
your tears are choking me ! We did not dream
of all this when we parted. I thought you loved
I tried to be cold, resentful, but 1 could not.
me" then.'
I was too unhappy to refuse any comfort, and I
could not put away his ; for all that week the
spell of the old time had been upon me, and I
had turned a hundred times, thinking I must
see him among all these strange faces.
" ' Perhaps you thought hardly of me,' he
went on, hurriedly ; ' but I only meant to prove
myself, and to work hard to be able to be nearer
offering you a home when I did speak. I wrote
you twenty letters that winter and destroyed
them, all but one ; I have one witness to speak
for me. I started once to go to you, but I
thought you understood me, and were waiting
for me, and when the time came, I heard you
bad given yourself away.'
"I could not say one word; all that weary
winter rose up — and to think that he had really
cared for me.
" ' I come to offer you a situation from my
partner,' he said, presently; 'but if you did
care for me, Margaret, I can make you think of
me again. Be my little governess ; I need one
sadly ; I have wandered out of all good ways
since that great disappointment ; you ought to
guide me back again.' "
"."ind what did you say," asked Helen,
eagerly, feeling as if she was in the second
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volaiue of a sensation novel. "'Why, it's as
gooJ as a real love-story."
" tHi, you know 1 had promised myself to
take the next situation, let it be what it would,"
said Mrs. Maxwell, gaylv, gathering up her
work ; " and so my poor deserted children got
their mother b.ick again, and a father too."
" Did it really happen in the parlor we were
in just now?"
,
" Really ; on that very dear old hair-cloth
sofa your uncle kissed me for the first time in
his life. If there is ever a sale of furniture
here, we mean to h.iTe it bought in."
" So that 's what brings you here. But how
did uncle know it was you ?"
" Why, it seems, after he became a banker in
Chicago, he used to come here and stop for the
sake of old times, and he had arrived the day
before, one of his errands being to look for a
governess, ami some one h.id told him of me."
" Well, I don't know but I 'd come here, too,
in spite of Maiden Lane," said Uclen, quite
heartily. "I don't know but I 'd go to Long
Branch every summer, if— "
" If what ?" asked her aunt, wondering if
Helen had a heart after all.
"Oh, nothing!" Bnt Helen was thinking
if some fortunate accident should ever bring
about an explanation between herself and Fred
Graham.
" And you see some people do condescend to
come and see us here," said her aunt, holding
out a card brought in just at that moment.
Helen could scarcely believe her eyes as she
read — " Mks. AccrsxE Belmoxt."
" I suppose you don't feel so badly about it
now" — and Mrs. Maxwell stood up before the
dressing-glass to assure herself of the rectitude
of her collar. " Come, go with me, and have a
look at the old sofa."

prettiest shaped grains of coffee and place them
as your fancy may dictate. A running vine or
imitations of flowers are very neat. Fill up
every interstice withthe rice, glueing both coffee
and rice plentifully, and pressing each grain
firmly to make it adhere. When one side of
the fr.ime is completed, proceed to do another
until the frame is finished. Lay it away until
perfectly dry, then take a small camel's-hair
brush and varnish the whole with white copal
or mastic varnish, and you will have an East
India frame.
THE
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Vert delicate and neat picture- frames for
Grecian oil or other light paintings can be made
of rice and coffee. Take strips of white pasteboard ;cut them of any size you wish to fit the
painting. Spread over one side of the frame a
coat of glue (Spalding's prepared), and arrange
the rice so as to form an om.amental edge both
outer and inner. Place the grains one over the
other in imitation of shell-work, dropping the
glue so as to cause each grain to adhere, and
arranging them in any manner which may
please your taste. From each edge proceed to
the centre, when take the lightest colored and
VOL. LSIII. — 13
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Thf fire burns low within the polished grate,
A mellow glow did'uses through the room,
Theduy is dying on his couch of state,
And crimson banners stream o'er flags of gloom !
The last d.iy of the year is going hence
Into the cycles of eternity —
Unto its life hath come deliverance —
Its feet press downward to the mystic sea.
Shadows creep on ; the wind falls to ft moan,
>':iture in muteness mourns the pending,' tlotith ;
The wild old forest, earth's grand undertone,
In reverent silence holds its mighty breath.
The joys and sorrows of the year are done —
Its hopes and promises have taken flight ;
The feverish race is o'er — the goal is won —
The peril past ! 'Tis the Last Day, at night.
Be still, my sonl I strain every listening power!
The last sand trembles ! earth is lapsed in stills ;
With slow precision flees tb' eleventh hour —
A cold, dead quiet heaven's broad arches fills !
The clock's dai k finger upward points — 'tis come !
Twelve strokes ring out upon the waiting car ;
The pale young moon breaks from her eastern home.
To bring her offering to the new born year [
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Labor below and rest on high,
9ere a yoke and there a crown.
Smiles one day, bnt now a fruwu ;
These ever beckon to the sky ;
Loudly they call on every one.
On every one beneath the sun.
Life, with its tolls, its sighs, its pains.
Its forms bowed by labor long.
Its busy, whirling, anxious throng:
An earnest these of lasting gains.
If the Holy One be feared.
The right in everything revered.
Toil. Pain, and Tears are spirits three.
Whispering of the better land —
The pleasures pure at God's right baud.
Where all are children, all are free :
Though sharp the voice, yet kindly hear
When the "sistered tbreo" ar« near!

AUNTIE'S

MEEEY
BYT.

"No Christmas presents this year; every
dollar must be saved for that unfortunate debt
to Mr. T
."
" We are not expecting any presents, mother," said Nelly; "we know it would be
wrong to spend money for self-gratification,
when debt presses so heavily upon us."
The financial reverses of IS — had swept like
a simoom over C
, and the only son of Uncle
Ellis, who had hitherto been in successful business, had become deeply involved, and, still
worse, had also involved his father. The pretty
cottage in which he lived with his beloved
Nellie and their little ones was secured to him
for a year ; beyond that all was darkness in the
future. Uncle Ellis believed there was deep
meaning in the command, "Owe no man anything, but to love one another ;" and he determined, by rigid economy, as soon as possible
to pay his portion of his sou's debts.
The custom of giving expensive Christmas
presents was almost universal in C
; and,
though Uncle Ellis and his children had not
yielded to this custom as far as useless gifts
were concerned, Christmas had hitherto been
the time for the exchange of useful articles.
The neat dressing-gown, slippers, silk dress for
auntie, pretty winter dresses for the children,
or similar presents, were sure to gladden the
heart on Christmas morning.
"No Christmas presents this year!" It
sounded sadly, and auntie sat thinking what
could be done. There were others besides children and grandchildren who had always received Christmas gifts ; Biddy must have one,
and faithful Jake, who had been with Uncle
Ellis fifteen years, must have one, too, and his
wife and children, who lived in a cozy house
at the foot of the garden, and were like members of the family, were just as sure of a present from auntie as they were that Christmas
wonld come at all. Then there were nieces,
nephews, and other loved ones — what can be
done ? Now that they all know there can be no
expensive presents, the simple gifts of olden
time may be acceptable.
Auntie hurried down town, and bought bristol-board, gold-paper, bright-colored sewingsilks, emery, white wax, colored worsteds, and
bits of merino ; the old patterns that forty years
since gave variety to fairs were brought into
requisition.
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There were emery-bags, and little wax fishes
with golden scales and fins ; there were needlebooks of bristol-board, cut in points, and wound
with bright-colored silks, and between the leaves
of these little books dimes were curiously fastened ;there were merino pincushions, wrought
with colored worsted ; and baskets of bristolboard, cut like oak-leaves, bound with goldpaper, and pleasant verses written between the
veins of the leaves. When Christmas eve came,
there were twenty -seven little packages in
readiness for distribution, the whole amount of
the cost being two dollars and eighty-five cents !
The servants received useful gifts on Christmas morning ; the rest were reserved for the
evening of Christmas day, when the representatives of five families were to have a sociaJ
gathering.
A group of relatives had collected at Uncle
Ellis's to see what could be done by way of
keeping Christmas, for Karl was on a visit from
the West, and we wanted to make it pleasant
for him.
" You must all come and spend the evening
with us," said auntie ; " but we can only have
a very simple supper. Stop a little ; I must
see if Biddy will cheerfully give up an expected
Biddy was called, and the case stated. "And
sure
I '11 stay at home. Haven't I been here
visit."
five years, and had every Christmas to meself
yet ? And I can cook the splendid turkey that
Dr. C
sent for a Christmas dinner, and I '11
get Norah to spend the evening with me, and
we '11 have everything put to rights before bed" It is too bad for auntie to have the care of
ustime."
all," said Ella, " when she is so feeble ; suppose we make a kind of donation party of it."
The suggestion was received by acclamation.
" I will send a well-filled cake-basket," said
one ; " and I grapes and apples— and I candies
— and I and I oranges, nuts, almonds, and
" And I," said Uncle Ellis, "will get as many
raisins."
first-rate Baltimore oysters as you can eat."
"And auntie must cook them," said Kate,
"for there is no oyster soup like hers."
"And that is all that she shall do," said
Frankie, " for we will set the table, see to the
cofiee, and do everything ourselves."
The extension-table, drawn to its full extent
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auntie's
in the back parlor, covered with a clean
cloth, and ornamented with flowers and
greens, looked bright and cheery, and
was room for all the guests. Uncle Ellis

MEBRY
tableeverthere
asked

a blessing, and then there was a moment's
silence, for all were looking at auntie. Close
by the oyster-tureen was an elegant silver sonpladle. On one side w.a3 engraven "H. D. Ellis;"
on the other, "For Auntie, from Karl and Ella."
There were tears in auntie's eyes, and she
could only give the loved donors a look of aflTectianate gratitude.
The soap-plates were not grouped by the
tnreen, but one turned down for each guest.
On taking them up, auntie's simple presents
appeared, esuiting as much apparent pleasure
and eliciting as many notes of admiration as
the most expensive jewelry could have done.
Never was there a more cheerful supper, or
one more heartily enjoyed. When the meal
was finished, the little ones were directed to
amuse themselves in their own way. The
whole house was thoroughly warmed and
lighted, and every room opened. They bonnded
away in merry glee, with Uncle Frank as leader
in all their sports and frolics. The other members of the party enjoyed such convers.ition as
springs from intelligent, cultivated minds and
warm hearts.
The piano was opened, and, after many modern pieces and songs, auntie was urged to play
some old tunes. " Please play the first march
you ever learned." "The Bugle March" was
pl.iyed, followed by "Auld Lang Syne" and
"Adeste Fideles," with variations. Then we
sang hymns, in which all joined.
At length the little ones came into the parlor, thoronghly tired. It was strange, for the
old family clock that had for seventy years
been a perfect timepiece pointed only to nine.
On looking at watches, it was found to be half
past ten ; there was much winking and laughing among the children, but no one would tell
who persuaded the old clock to stop precisely
at nine.
•

" Now we mnst hurry, and get home as soon
as possible."
"Before separating, let us unite in prayer."
We knelt while Uncle Ellis offered a fervent,
heartfelt prayer. When we rose from our
knees, there were a few moments of hushed
silence, for all felt the presence of the Saviour,
whose advent h.ad this day been celebrated.
After cloaks, overcoats, hoods, and furs were
on. there was a reassembling in the parlor for
last words.
" What a delightful evening !"

CHRISTMAS.
" I never enjoyed myself so well before !"
" Do let us meet in this way every year."
There was a general kissing of Uncle Ellis and
auntie, a cheerful "good-night," and then the
merry sleigh-bells sounding in different directions told us that the loved ones were going to
their several homes. The evening had passed
delightfully ; not a single cloud to mar its
brightness.
And now
"The parent pair their secret homage pay,
AdJ proffer up to Heaven the warm request
That He who stills tlie raven's
And decks the lily fair in flowery
Would, in the way his wisdom
For them and for their little ones

clamorous nest.
pride,
sees the best,
provide.

Bat chiefly in their hearts with grace divine preside."
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Brav me in the morning, mother;
Oh ! let me have the light
Of one bright day on my grave, mother,
Ere I am alone with night ;
Alone in the night of the grave, mother —
'Tis a thought of terrible fear !
And you will be here alone, mother.
And stars will be shining here :
Then bury me in the morning, mother,
And let me have the light
Of one bright day on my grave, mother,
Ere I am alone with night.
Ton tell of the Saviour's love, mother —
I feel it in my heart ;
But oh ! from this beautiful world, mother,
'Tis hard for the young to part ;
Forever to part, when here, mother,
The soul is fain to stay,
For the grave is deep and dark, mother,
And Heaven seems far away:
Then bury me in the morning, mother,
And let me have the light
Of one bright day on my grave, mother.
Ere 1 am alone with night.
Never unclasp my hand, mother.
Till it falls away from thine —
Let me hold the pledpe of thy love, mother.
Till I feel the Love Divine:
The Love Divine — Oh : look, mother,
Above !— its beams I see.
And there an angel's face, mother.
Is smiling down on me.
Tot bury me in the morning, mother.
When sunbeams flood the sky —
For Death is the gate of Life, mother.
And leads to Light on high.
• The above poeiD, written by our editress, was published in the Lady's Book. October, ]8.>.1. page 3.iS We
have lately seen the first and second stau/as r.-printed
as the production of that eminent statesman, Hon.
Stephen A. Douglas. This mistake has l-ecn widely
circulated in the newspapers: it seems, therefore, but
justice to the distinguishe 1 dead, who needs no borrowed
ornament tif genius, a.s well as to the living authores..,
to make this correction and give Mrs. Hale's poem as U
was printed io our pages eight years ago.
L. A. (SoDET, Editor.
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parlors are just the right size, and the wallpaper beautiful. "Your affection for the old
home gilds over slight defects." It isn't the
kind of gilding I admire ; I 'm free to confess I
prefer the genuine article, such as we had on
all those lovely cornices and panels. You '11 be
telling me this furniture is prettier than our
satin French sets, I presume. However, it 's
good enough for all the accessories we '11 ever
have for it. Folks that have no friends do not

CHAPTER
A MOVING

need fine furniture. "You thought I had
several hundred of the most devoted ctanip."
So I did until you acted up in the foolish way
you did, first failing, and then paying your
debts and coming down in our style. It would
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You seem to he strangely happy, Timothy.
You 've been whistling and singing all day long,
and bustling around as if you 'd rather have
moving-day come than the pleasantest holiday.
For my part, I 'm too tired to speak. I don't
see anything amusing in moving out of our
mansion on Fifth Avenue back into this dreary,
old-fashioned house ; leaving our appropriate
speer, and retiring to this dismal street. We '11
never see a friend's face here. People are not
going to trouble to turn out of the usual way
to come down here, and have their coachmen
turning up their noses before the door while
they are trying dreadfully hard to be polite to
me, inquiring how I like the neighborhood,
etc. When we moved on to the avenue, it was
a different thing asking how we liked the
neighborhood. I don't feel as if I wished them
ever to inquire after my health, for I don't
expect to be well in this tumble-down, dirty
old house, with the damp in the basement, and
the ceilings so low that there isn't chance for a
breath of pure air. It 's all well enough for an
absurd little man like you, only five feet two,
in your boots, to declare that the ceilings are
high enough. They are not as high as those
we 've been accustomed to by at least three
feet. " Thought these were the ones we 'd been
arcustomed to!" Dear, dear! I'd certainly
think you were cross-eyed, you see everything
so perversely, if I hadn't the evidence of my
own eyes to the contrary. Y'ou stick to it that
there isn't any damp in the dining-room, that
the street is highly genteel and quiet, that the
508

have made no visible difference, if it hadn't
been for your notions about honesty. I could
have had just as many carriages on my calling
list this moment, if you 'd have cheated your
creditors and kept up appearances. Other people do it, and why shouldn't we? "Thought
I 'd promised you not to find any more fault on
that subject." Well, I did try to reconcile myself;but now that I 'm actually back here, and
everything so real,. I feel terriljly, and I can't
help it. " Suppose my friend Fitz will be in to
console me." No, you don't suppose anything
of the kind ! Y'ou know she hasn't been near
me for a month, the deceitful, selfish, ungrateful, hypocritical, slanderous creature ! I despise
her from the bottom of my heart! "That's
right ; give her Fitz !" So I would, if I had a
good chance ; I 'd tell her to her face what I
thought of her ; I 'd ask her if she 'd got done
with the wear of' the shawl, and set of laces,
and other trifles I 'd loaned her I To be sure I
gave them to her out and out : but I 'd pretend
I wanted them back. I don't suppose she 'd
blush if I did ask Iier ; Fitz never blushes.
I 've heard of something she did that 's so
auful mean you wouldn't credit it if you were
to hear it ; yon wouldn't believe her capable of
it. What do yon think, Rasher ! she found out
by some means, as she always contrives to about
everybody, who you 'd sold our silver to ; and
she hurried down to their store, for fear it would
be melted up before she got there, and actually,
poor as she is, purchased a set of teaspoons, for
the sake of the coat-of-arms and the motto.
She told the merchant she was a very particular friend of the family, and wished theia as a
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sacred memento ; and, now she '3 got 'em, she
uses Viu every time she lias company, to laugh
over in her sly way, and tell 'em she 's tried to
save a small piece of the bacon. It seems
Flummery translated your hog-Latin to her,
and she thought it a goml joke, lie and she 'II
have nice times, won't they, ridiculing us ! If
we 'd have kept ovir money, they 'd have stuck
to us like a small boy to a piece of molassescandy, and as long as tliey kept by us we 'd
have been all right. It's your fault; it's
as plain as the nose on your face that it 's
your fault. If you hadn't given things up that
didn't belong to you, we wouldn't lie here this
day, moving into this old shell, with only two
servants to do everything. Vliy am I like the
balcony fence ? I am not like it in any respect,
and I '11 defy you to prove your assertion.
** Because I 'm always a rttiling round the honse..^^
I hud hoped, Timothy, that amid my accumulation of other trials, I should be spared any
more of your wretched folly. A man of your
age, with grown-up girls, and a ruined man at
that, ought to give up such a trilling and preposterous habit. "You've always been ariicm'
ever since you were a married man?" Well,
this is a pretty time to tell me of it ; very generous and feeling of you, on moving day, and
on an occasion like the present. I think it is /
who should rue it, Timothy Rasher! "I do
present a moving spectacle." Now, Rasher, if
you go to making fun of me, I shall burst right
out a crying. I 'm too tired and womed to
stanil it. If you had the heart of a husband
and father, it would l.)e utterly impossible for
you to go singing, and whistling, and punning
about on this miserable occasion. There 's
Cerintha up stairs in her room, crying as if her
heart would break, poor girl I She says the
mean little closets won't hold half her dresses,
anil that if they icouM, it would make no difference, as she shall never have an opportunity of
displaying them properly ; she don't expect to
go out anymore; expects to live like a nun.
" If she never uears 'cm out, she 'II never want
any new ones!" And that's all you care
about it. You 've got us back liere, and are
going to shut us up like a prisoner in the Castile, and you don't feel any more remorse than
as if you were shutting up a parcel of pigs in
a pen. " Don't see why we sheuldu't live as
snug as bees in the winter?" Of course you
don't see it ; you 're blind to everything but
your own low tastes and habits. You haven't
a spark of ambition abont you. " Speaking of
bees, why do they always find a ready market
for their honey ?" I scorn to attempt to guess.
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RASHER.
" Because they cell it as fast as
ture it." Humph! you haven't
have you, my darling, with that
you conld have said as much for

they manufachurt yourself,
effort f I wish
your pork, and

we wouldn't have been in this
now that you 're really out of the
advise you to do as other men of
do ; take up with a nice, genteel
that will secure to your family the

jiickle. lint
business, I 'd
respectabili'y
employment
position tliey

have a right to expect. I 've always heard
tell that some of the most influential of our
acquaintance which we made in our new circle
did business on 'Wall Street. I don't know
just what kind. The only objection I have to it
is that it seems to be some kind of a market,
and I 've a horror of markets. You 've always
been in the fish line or the pork trade, and I 'd
like something entirely new. But it 's too late
for you to study law or the ministry, and yon
haven't the head for it, notlier, and as for
politics, the man that 's so scrupulous as to
give up the last dollar, as it were, to his creditors would never succeed in them — never I •So
if other people think bulls and bears are more
aristocratic than pigs and beef, it isn't for ua
to quarrel with 'era about it ; they 're fashionable folks, and they know best. If we imitate
them, we '11 be sure to be somewhere near
right ; and if you wish to restore me to good
spirits, and see me happy ont-e more, you '11 try
and set up a little stock in Wall Street. Dear,
dear! I don't see where they keep all them
wild animals. I shall be mortal 'fraid to come
and see you when you get your office full of
such creatures. I 've been through that street
several times, and I never could see where they
keep 'em. It looks all nice and quiet, and I
never even heard 'em roar: and there 's plenty
of gold and bank bills in the windows, which
shows how much money tliey make ; and I
suppose the bulls and bears are all kept in
cages in the rear, aren't they ? If I should
come to pay you a visit, and you should lock
me up in your private office, as yon did once, I
hope there wouldn't be any bears in it ; I prefer pigs, of the two.
What 's that, Felicia ? The men can't get the
mirrors into the parlors, at all? Oh, dear!
what shall I do I I did hope to at least have
the comfort of those mirrors. The books and
pictures I felt willing to see go, but those lovely
mirrors I couldn't bear to part with. Kvery
time I stood before them they seemed almost a
part of myself: such elegant plate-glass and
such exquisite frames. What are we to do,
Rasher ? the ceiling is too low by more than a
foot. " Told me so !" Well, supposing you did
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tell me so ; that doesn't mend matters now that
the.y 're here and can't be stood np. " You 'd
suggest to have the ceilings raised 1" I would
if I could, mighty quick, Timothy Rasher ; but
the men can't be kept waiting while you're
making sport of me ; say, what can we do with
'em ? " Ask them to reflect upon it and decide
the question." Ah me ! I suppose I shall hare
to send 'em back to the maker, and order a pair
of smaller ones in place of them. It 's one disappointment after another, until I 'm completely
broken down.
What did yon say, Bridget ? " The basket 's
fell down the ary steps, and broke the chany
all to bits." Which basket was it, Bridget? —
the one with that breakfast-set in that I packed
myself — the Solferino and gold band with the
pictures in the centre ? Oh, dear ! Flummery
told me himself that that set was a perfect shade
over, as they say in France. What 's that,
husband ? ' ' Severed porcelain is all tlie style,
and it's severed now, if it never was before."
It T smv.r, you simpleton, and not severed ; if I
couldn't speak French, I wouldn't try to. Well,
that 's gime with the rest. I suppose we may
eat off plain white before the year 's over, if
we keep on as we 've begun. Do I remember
the half dozen blue flowered plates and cups
and saucers that we begun with ? Ko ! most
decidedly, I don't ! I 'm not troubled with a
memory as vulgar as yours. I believe if we 'd
begun with tin cups and a wooden bowl you 'd
recollect it, and refer to it just when you hadn't
oughter. "There 's no making a wliis—" Rasher ! I beg of yon, don't finish. I 'd rather set a
boy to firing off crackers on the Fourth of July,
than to get you quoting your favorite sayings.
That night at Mrs. Nelson's little sociable, when
we got to playing "Proverbs," I trembled in my
shoes, for I knew beforehand exactly what was
coming. It wasn't difficult for the company to
guess 1/our proverbs, they knew 'em by heart
already. I don't think all the good examples
you have enjoyed for the past year have made
you one grain more of a gentleman than you
was before. You never were intended for society, while I was made for it ; and that 's the
difference. It 's my only consolation now, that
i/ou are back where you belong, whatever becomes of me. As for our poor children, Felicia
is too much like you to feel our affliction as she
ought; but Cerintha is so cut down, I don't
think she '11 ever recover her spirits again.
The dear girl was made for an atmosphere of
refinement ; she should breathe nothing but
Lukin's Extr.acts, and dwell in a world of silks
and redowas.
Now, what are you starting up,

and putting your arm behind you, and tearing,
around j ust as you always do when you 're njad,
for? "Can't bear to bear such nonsense!"
"Cerintha would be as sensible as any other
girl, if she 'd been brought up right !" " Ruin
my children with my own silly ideas !" I guess
I 'd stop there, my dear, at least for to-day.
"You'd be willing to become as poor as Jobs
turkey, if it would give the girls a chance to
learn a little of real life." "Rather see 'em
washing dishes, witli check aprons before 'em,
than sailing around in lace and satin, turning
up their pretty noses at better folks than tliemselves!" That 's ymi all over. Rasher ! If you
really think so, peihaps you 'd better bind 'em
out to learn trades, at once. "You think hotiie
should be the place for daughters to acquire all
useful and necessary knowledge, and mothers
should be their teachers." Really, said with
quite an air I I guess you 've been to some of
Aunt Rasher's weekly meetings, lately. You
and Aunt Rasher ought to have had the bringing up of our girls. I presume I know a
mother's duty, and I believe I 've done it for
my children. I 've done everything to secure
to them a position in which they would be liable
to make brilliant women and to find suitable
husbands. They are accomplished, pretty, and
would have been rich, if their father hadn't up
and failed just at the most critical period of
their prospects. Ifyou'veseen any girls that
could dress more tastefully, or behave with
more propriety, I don't know where it could
have been. Tliey 're charmingly ignorant of
everything coarse and common ; thei/ 'II never
be twitted by their husbands of knowing anything useful ; they 're as helpless and delicate
as need be ; they '11 make splendid wives for
men of money. To be sure, Felicia has not so
much natural love for refinement as her sister,
but 1 've done my best to eradicate her taste for
common things. And now to be complained of
for doing my best — don't sit so close to me, if
you please ! You want to make up now, after
getting mad and flying around here, setting my
nerves all in a quiver. "Do I remember how
we came to meet ?" Well, what if I do ! " If
I hadn't been a sewing-girl, and you hadn't
wanted some shirts made, and been recommended— " STOP.
I won't hear it — I won't !
What, in the name of all that 's ugly, is that
coming into the house now? If it isn't that
identical old sofa that I sold olf when we left
here for our mansion on the Avenue! "You
hunted it up, bought it as a relic, and have had
it stowed away in your warehouse all the time ;
and thought it would look pleasant to see it
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restored to the old home." A sweet little piece
of soiitiment iiiamau like you, Rasher! really,
just about what cue might expect I I shall
iciok for the blue-edged dishes next, and perliapa €or a piece of rag from the shirts you say
I made for yon. I wouldn't try the sentimental
dodge, my dear ; it isn't becoming to you.
You 're ridiculous enough when you 're funny,
but when you come to try the touching, you 're
absurd. A dumpy little pig in tears couldn't
be more so. \A'hat 'a that? "A man niiglit
as well have a cast-iron wife." I 'm glad you
are coming to a realizing sense of it. /'ce long
been aware that we were not congenial spirits,
Mr. Rasher; and every day confirms me more
in my belief. If it were not for our daughters,
I should hardly have been able to conceal my
uuhappiuess from the eyes of a prying world.
Ko, no, there 's nothing congenial between us!
It 's not because I 'm insensible to tender impressions that I can't abide your sentiments.
It 's the way you have of expressing 'em. If
you 'd approach me as you ought to, you
wouldn't find me invulgerable ; but instead of
that it 's always in some way to shock my taste.
I guess if you 'd try bouquets of hot-house
flowers, sets of jewelry, a new carpet, or some
of those delicate w-ays such as makes some men
I know so charming, you wouldn't have reason
to find fault with your reception ; but when
i/o:i get a twinge of the romantic, the first thing
you do, is to hunt up some outlandish old
thing or another, that I hate the sight of, and
present it to me as hallowed by old associations.
If there 's anything I hate it 's old associations I
And you 're as full of 'em as an egg is full of
meat. I presume the next present I receive
from yon will be a paper of needles and spool
of thread, to remind me of the days when we
first met— you may even carry the matter so
far as to beg me to sit down and spend my
evenings making shirts, for the sake of reminding you of old times. Good land ! I '11 never
forget that globe of gold-fishes you went and
put in the conservatory last summer, to remind
me of the fishmongery on A
street.
I
broke the glass on purpose, the very first day,
though you thought it was an accident. After
that, I shouldn't h.ive been surprised at anything, not if you 'd had a little gold pig with
diamond eyes m.ade to hold matches on the
front parlor m.antletry-shelf. No, Timothy, it
is plain enough, we ought never to have been
tied together ; and I never realized it more
than I do this day— moving back into this old
place. It 's the right spot for you ; but I feel
that me and the girls will waste our sweetness
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on the desert air, as Flummery says. I 'm
wretched, perfectly wretched I I )iavi-n"t the
heart to say a word or to stir a hand. If the
roof should fall in, I wouldn't rise out of this
chair. And you, instead of sympathizing, go
about whistling and singing, as if you hadn't
been the means of it all.
I don't care, Felicia, what you do with it ;
do what you're a mind with anytliing and
everything. Your pa and you can manage as
you like. For my part, I "m going up stairs to
try and comfort poor Cerintha. Me ami her
are the only ones who have any feelings.
"Think it's j-our duty to try and cheer up
your papa." Indeed, poor papa! Ae 's greatly
to be pitied, isn't he? Well, cheer him up, if
it 's to your taste ; and attend to the draymen
and see to the servants; I'm going to shut
myself up till dinner's ready. I've stood as
much as I 'm able for one day. Don't mind
your mother, or consult her feelings, Felicia ;
cheer np your father I that's right! For my
part, I despise a man who can't jirovide properly for his family. He 's no business with a
wife and children. It's a man's business to
keep his family well. If he won't do it, he
ought to be despised. The only good trait
your father ever had was making money ;'and
if he 's got over that, he 's lost my respect and
everybody else's. "Don't scold, today!"
Scold ! don't be impertinent, Felicia. I shall
speak my mind whenever I feel compelled. If
I wasn't too tired, I should have something to
say, now ; but I 'm too completely dragged out
to talk. I hope you '11 have a decent spot for
me to set down in, when I come back. But
don't let it be on that horrible old sofa — I '11
give that up to you and your pa.
(A u-cck later.) I wish your father would
come home, girls. I feel uneasy about him.
It 's two days, now, since he 's been near the
house. I don't doubt he 's off on a spree ; he 's
been drunk twice since we came into this house.
Oh,
dear,
as if weso hadn't
trouble
enough
witl'out his
behaving
! I never
thought
Timothy
Rasher would get to be a dissipated m.an.
" Wouldn't, if he wasn't made so miserable at
home." I 've put np with a good deal of your
sauce lately, Felicia, and I don't want any
.more of it. If he expects I 'm going to be just
as cheerful and pleasant as if I had everything
to make me so, he 's mistaken. I 'm mad at
him for failing, and I 'ra mad at him for paying
his creditors and robbing his family, and I 'm
mad at liim for coming back here and " beginning life over," as he calls it — and I mean lie
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shall feel the full weight of mj displeasure. Because I'm discontented with his conduct, he 'II
make that an excuse for behaving still worse —
staying, out nights and spending what little
monoy he has, instead of giving it to his family.
He 'U not break me down by any such process.
As long as I have a tongue, I shall speak my mind
with it. I sha'n'tsparehim nor his faults. Ihave
Dot forgotten that horse-race yet, nor some of his
later proceedings. " What 's that ? "You 're
afraid he 's in trouble of some kind." In liquor,
I guess ! " Looked very strange when he went
out ? Told you he was tired of living, to be
eternally scolded?" And you allowed him to
speak so of your own mother, I suppose. If
the girl ain't actually bursting out a-crying !
What's the matter, Felicia? "Afraid papa
has killed himself!" What 's put that horrible
idee into your head? Killed himself! fiddlestick !he never had the courage to kill a mosquito. Ishould as soon tliink of a squirrel
committing suicide as your father. Hal ha!
it 's ridiculous ! I wish you hadn't spoke of it.
I was always nervous, and it makes me feel
chilly and trembly, though of course the very
idea is ridiculous. Light that other burner,
Ceiintha ; the room seems dismal. I never
shall get used to these dark little parlors.
I wish somebody would run in to spend the
evening, if it was no one but that tedious Mrs.
Clarke, that your pa thinks so much of. It 's
getting more and more lonesome, and we
hav'n't even a man-servant about the house.
I don't believe I should be as cross as I have
heen lately, if your pa would come home now.
I 'd rather hear him tell one of his poorest anecdotes than to set here, waiting and listening,
jumping half off my chair every time I think I
hear the door-bell ring.
Good gracious, who 's that coming up the
steps ? They make plenty of noise. What if
it should be a parcel of police bringing Rasher
home dead drunk ? I just expect some such
disgrace. Is Bridget going to the door? How
they thump on it ! Go, Felicia, and see what
it is ; there 's Bridget opening the door. /
couldn't stir oiit of this chair to save my life.
Good heavens ! who was that screamed ? who
was it, Cerintha ? what do you cling to me so
for? what's the matter? what are those men
doing? what are they saying? "Found him*
in his private office at the warehouse — quite
dead — stone cold — had evidently been hanging
many hours — no hopes — committed suicide!"
Timothy ! Timothy Rasher ! you 've done it
at last.
(Faints.)
Did you say he left a letter for me ? Can you
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read it to me, Felicia ? I shall never have the
courage in the world. I dare not even look at
the face, and I should never be able to get
through with the letter. If I didn't think, in
the midst of this awful affliction, and the papers
full of it, and everything so dreadfui, that
perhaps there was a will or something of the
kind in the letter, I wouldn't have it opened.
He was always so thoughtful and considerate
for his family he may have made some provision that we do not know of. Hand me my
smelling-salts, and read it, if you feel able, my
child.
Mt dear wife : I 've come to the conclusion
that, since my business is suspended, I might
as well suspend myself. I 'm driven to this
extremity by the assurance that you will be
glad to get me out of the way. I 'm
suitable provider, and I leave you free to
better one. I did hope to jind in our old
some consolation for the trials of the past

not a
find a
home
year ;

that yon would reconcile yourself to circumstances, and be contented, if not happy. I was
glad to get hack to it ; I sliould have felt at
home in the old place, if you had allowed me
to do so. I sha'n't reproach you, Marier, for
what you 've said and done ; let bygones be
bygones. I shall never come home again to
be riling your temper. I tried, faithfully and
honestly, to save my bacon, enutf at least to
grease your path of life, so that you might go
along smoothly ; but I 've failed. I wanted to
begin over, but, because I couldn't begin where
I left off, you wouldn't let me. Other wives
have behaved differently. When my friend
Clark, the shoe and leather merchant, pegged
out, his wife had sole enough not to blame him ;
she stuck to him to the last, and is helping
him to repair his fortunes. So with Betsy
Browne, when the smash came in the crockery
firm ; she told her husband to never mind
breaking up; to "save the pieces." That she
didn't care for the "whole set" of false friends
as much as .she did for one cup of domestic
bliss; others might lay him on the shelf: she
wasn't going to ; and the consequences are
he 's as bright as ever, merry as a lark, says
misfortune can't dish him. I saw him yesterday, and it made me blue. If you had encurridged me, I should have made an effort to' get
out of this mess. What can't be cured could he
endured, even the barr'ls that have spiled on
my hands. Uncle Rasher had promised to give
me a fresh start, and I should have been as
happy as a pig in clover, if you hadn't been so
cross to me as to make me feel that I was no-
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thing but a cross to yon, and t!iat the sooner I
was X-terminated the better you 'd be pleased.
Good-by, Marier. You '11 never be puii-ished
Willi any more of my puns ; I shall never flourish my red bandanner in your presence again.
I '11 never make light of this rash deed by
referring to a Rasher. To my poor children I
have nothing to leave but my love. Felicia is
provided for, for I know that my clerk is a
good man, and wants to marry her. You and
Ceriutha must make matches to suit yourselves ;they '11 go off brilliantly, I have no
doubt, only don't let them smell too strong
of brimstone. Give the old sofa to Felicia, to
begin her housekeeping with. You say you
don't like old associations, so I won't leave you
the cord with whioh I shall hang myself; it
wouldn't a-cord with your taste, and a certain
old association might hang about it.
Farewell, Marier. You couldn't make a
whistle out of a pig's tail, and you ain't to
blame that you didn't make a gentleman of
me. It 's my fault, I know, that, instead of
being a roast of beef, I was only a Rasher of
bacon. I won't stand in your way any longer,
riease have my coat-of-arms on the coffin-plate,
and let that end it in your memory. Pon't go
into bla^k for me, Marier, but be sure and
" Salve Lardum."
T. Rasuer.
THE
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ET
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VICTORY.
DAYTON,

" Mabt, dear, will you go up to my room and
bring down the china pitcher that stands on the
table, near the window?" said Mrs. James to
her little daughter, that was busy at play with
hi!r large, new doll.
" 0 yes, mamma ; I am glad I can do something to help yon." And the child cheerfully
laid aside her playthings, and started with a
light, happy heart to do her mother's bidding ;
but unfortunately, while returning, and only
half way down stairs, her foot slipped, and she
was precipitated to the bottom.
On hearing the noise, her mother ran into the
hall, and seeing the fragments of her beautiful
new pitcher scattered on the floor, exclaimed,
very impatiently—
" Oh, dear ! what a careless girl you are,
Mary ! TVhat does make you so clumsy ?
Just see what you 've done ; you 've broken to
atoms my nice pitcher I bought only a week
ago." Then, without inquiring whether the
child was injured by the fall, added in a harsh
tone : " Now pick up every piece and carry
them away.
Come, work spry."
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Jvist at this moment Mi's. Worth, a sister-inlaw of Mrs. James, came into the hall, and
learning the nature of the accident, imjuired in
a very atVectionate manner —
" l>id you hurt yourself much, darling ? Let
me gather up the fragments."
" No, sister, Hiddy can do that ; but I wanted
to teach Mary to be more careful."
Aunt Julia took the hand of the little girl,
who stood trembling, while the large scalding
tears chased each other down her cheeks, and
carried her to her own room near by, and tried
to soothe her troubled mind, and ascertain
more about her injui-y. She soon found the
little child was suffering from several severe
bruises ; but the harsh words of her mother had
added a deeper pang. By the kind attentions,
and gentle, affectionate words and manner of
Mrs. Worth, her sufferings were in a measure
alleviated ; but it was long after her usual
hour of retiring before she could obtain any
quiet rest that night. Several times she would
start up from an unquiet slumber, and exclaim
in an agonizing tone : " Oh, ma, don't ! don't
talk so, you hurt me. Oh, you do hurt me so ! I
did not mean to break it." Then again would
rouse up, grasp the hand of her aunt, and say,
imploringly: "0 my good aunty, don't leave
Mary!" This was heart-rending to Mrs. James,
who was constantly in the room, but could do
nothing to quiet her darling child ; and bitter,
indeed, was the reflection to her that her own
injustice and unkind treatment had occasioned
so much mental suffering to her child, that had
always endured any physical pain like a martyr.
Great was the joy of all when at length she
sank into a quiet slumber, and especially so to
the mother. And it is but justice to her to
remark that usually she was a kind and devoted parent, and loved her children dearly,
but when excited would occasionally use language which in her moments of reflection often
caused her sorrow of heart. She had never
learned to govern her temper. That conquest,
which of all others is the most sublime and
ennobling, she had never gained. Two or
three hours had elapsed, and Mary continued
to sleep quietly, and Mrs. JameS incjuired —
" Had you not better retire, sister, and try
and get some rest 1 I think Mary will sleep
well"0 now."
no ; I dare not leave her a moment. If
she should wake, I must be close by ; so much
will depend on keeping her qiiiet." So saying,
the skilful nurse applied another wet cloth to
the temples of the sleeping child. "Oh how
grateful I am for your unthing care I I can
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never repay you for your kindness. I am sure
tliiS will be a lesson to me as long as I live.
Yes, Julia, I will govern myself in future, and
not give way to my excitable disposition. I
have^one source of trial I am sure you never
had, and I often wish I could possess your
equanimity, for I sometimes speak harshly to
my children, for which I ever feel rebuked.
0 how gladly would I recall what I said to
Mary this afternoon, if it were in my power I
But I did not think at the time that she would
lay it to heart as she did. I am sure Ellen or
Kate would not have minded it near as much,
if I had said the same to neither of them."
" You must be aware that Mary's disposition
is entirely different from that of tlie other
girls ; with her remarkably sensitive nature,
which renders her susceptible of intense mental suffering, and then, so affectionate as she is,
one word of censure, if she is not blameworthy,
from one she loves, must cut like a blade of
steel. Whenever I meet with children of her
temperament, my sympathies are always enlisted for them, and I tremble to think of what
they must endure, as parents and teachers
usually exercise so little discrimination in regard to the different dispositions of those under
their care. They should make this their study,
for the discipline which might be proper and
even necessary for one child would be entirely
wrong for another possessing a different temperament. You will pardon me, sister, if I
speak plainly on this subject. I always find
that when a mother unites gentleness with
firmness, she can, with ant/ child, much more
effectually correct a foible and maintain parental
authority by mild, persuasive measures than
by harsh censure. I make it a rule never to
correct one of my children when I am excited,
for I must own that I am naturally passionate,
although you may have judged me differently.
But I have long endeavored to control myself,
and not give way to my hasty temper, and if I
have succeeded in any measure in this selfconquest, it is owing to Divine aid."
Mrs. James, who was in a state of mind to
receive admonition, replied: "Oh that I might
be able to overcome my besetting sin I for I
realize wherein I have erred;" then, going to
the couch of her daughter, and gazing fondly
upon her beautiful features, added, with emotion ;"Better to have broken all my new and
expensive china-ware than to break the spirit
of such a lovely and loving child!" Then,
turning to her friend: "Most cordially do I
thank you for your kind and profitable sug-

gestions and timely counsel, and will try to
practise accordingly."
The next morning the little invalid awoke,
much invigorated by quiet rest, and before
many hours was able to walk about the room,
although her countenance still looked pale and
sad ; but, thanks to tlie judicious management
and singular tact of her aunt, who was still her
constant companion, her mind was diverted as
much as possible from her recent troubles, and
occupied with something pleasant and cheerful.
One week later, and Mary, having nearly
recovered her usual health, was permitted to
accompany Mrs. Worth to her delightful home,
a few miles distant.
It was not long after the occurrence just related before the family of Mrs. James observed
quite a change in her deportment, and which
became more and more apparent. Not only
had she resolved on an amendment, but had
carried her resolutions into practice, trusting
in Him wlio has said, " My grace is sufficient for
thee." But this conquest was not accomplished
at once or without many severe struggles;
having to wage war, not only with her natural
disposition, but with the tyrannical power conJirmed habit. At length the lovely virtues patience and forbearance flourished in perennial
beauty. Now that mother no longer casts a dark
shadow athwart the path of some loved one,
but her entire household shares in the genial
rays which pervade her own soul, casting a
cheerful, inspiring influence on all around.
Verily, " Better is he that ruleth his spirit than
he that taketh a city."
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BY
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The mornini,' star ofF.aitli may rise,
And antedato a blissful day ;
But Pre Hope gilds onr evening skies,
Fate sweeps the auspices away !
Tet, far above earth's sinful rill,
A voice comes greeting — " Peace, be still !"
False friends may mar affection's cheer,
And envy wi'i'k our overtlirow ;
And, base deception ! Pity's tear
May tend to fill our cup of woe ;
Tet, 'neath tlie heart's pulsatint,' thrill,
A still voice whispers — " Peace, bj still !"
BlisfortnBe's spell and Sorrow's wail
Wny ever in life's path intrude;
And mortal's lot must e'er entail
The stings of base ingratitude!
Despite of all, from Zion's Hill
Comes the blest prompter — "Peace, be still !
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Fig. 1. — As appropj-iate to our exquisite
fashion-plate for the iiiontli, ive give a decided
novelty — coiffure for a bridesmaid. Hair banded

and

magazine.

DECEMBER.
becoming more and more universal since breakfast-caps are now made extremely piqiumtc and
Pig. 3.

becoming).

Material spotted thnlle, trimmed

with roses and rose de cAi'ne ribbon.
Fig. 4. — Another style of breakfast-cap,
closely, a handsome ivory or silver comb, a
bandeau composed of a ruclie of double crajse,
with bouquets of pansies, and a short illusion
veil, arranged as a cSehe pcigiii, and flowing
gracefully down over the neck.
Fig. 2. — Headdress for a bridesmaid at a receDtion or wedding party ; a wreath of ribbon

of

Fig. 4.

Fig. 2.

dotted bltick lace, over white ; trimmed with a
quilling and rows of violet ribbon.

V/'i'^,

loop-, blue, pink, or rose sublime, with black
laci) between, terminated l.iy a flat bow, with
floating ends.
Fig. 3. — Breakfast-cap for a bride (a fashion

Fig. 5. — Neck-tie, from a trousseau, intended
for a dress, & la Gabrielle.
It is of Solferino .
silk, with a neat pattern in braid or chaiustitch of black, and trimmed with black lace.
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Fig. 6.

Fig. 7.

Figs. 6 and 7. — -A muslin set, from .■> trousseau,
intended for an informal moruing reception,
worked in brilliant colors, a decided novelty.

Fig. 8. — F.incy chemisette and sleeves, for a
child to wear with a low-necked dress.
Fig. 8.

Fig. 9. — The eider-down jacket of velvet,
trimmed with quilted silk, is a most comfortable

Fig. 10 is termed the Rifle Corps jacket, and
Fig. 10.

Fig. 9.

artirI-» of ladies' dress for clianeeable weather,
■iii'l i-.an I'e made of any material.
VuL.

LXlil. — 44

fits tightly to the figure, hnt allows ample
space for a full anrl pretty lace sleeve.
Fig. 11. — The Cleopatra is a very pretty
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Fig. 11.

PURSE.

style ; its exquisite fit, proportions, and design
are unsurpassable.

Knit in blue worsted and gold thread, with
small gold tassels to finish it at the edge. A
very pretty purse.

PATCHWORK.

M-OUK

HEl'AUTMENT.

BABY'S

Jlf<i/eriaJ«.— Knitting cotton, No. 20.
Cast on 26, 29, 26.
Kuit 40 rows ; 2 plain and 2 purl — the odd
stitcli being for the seam, whicli i.s made by
knitting (irst round plain, and next purling ; so
that there will be :;0 purled stitches. Then
commence tlie pattern. Purl 2 ; thread in front ;
knit 2 together, knit one.
Second row plain, except the 2 purled. Third
row : Purl 2 ; kuit one ; thread in front ; knit
2 together.

51i)

SOCK.

This is all the pattern — of which ten patterns
go for the leg: the se.am stitch for the centre
of the heel. The heel is plain knitting, retaining 8 patterns in front ; 12 takings-in form the
instep, after the heel is closed in the usual
way. Ten patterns in front for foot. Six plain,
turn beyond, and then close the toe, as is usual,
by taking-iu on each side the needle, with
three rows between, until 12 stitches remain ;
then close by casting olT in the usual way.
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EMBROIDERY
A CUKISTMAS

Fig. 1.

We give a case intended to contain dififerent sizes of embroidery
cotton. Fig. 1 represents the case shut, and of the proper size.
Fig. 2 is tlie case opened. It is made of ribbon, and embroidered
on each edge with silk or chenille, as represented in our engraving.

COIFFURE

COTTON.

PKESENT.

COMPOSED OF PIECES OF BIAS SILK CUT OUT
AND BOX-PLAITED.

Fig. 2.

WORK

"^ij>>"

PEPAP.TMEXT.
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BASKET.

(See engraving, page 467.)

The pretty, and at the same time inexpensive,
little basliet wliich we give in our illustration,
is particularly appropriate at this time, when
so many frieudly entertainments are exchanged,
and the young and happy meet together. Where
the refreshments consist of cold viands and
confectionery, these baskets are exceedingly
ornamental. They are very quickly made, only
requiring a strip of thin card-board, a little silver
paper — pure white is the prettiest — and a few
skeins of orange wool. The paper Is cut into
strips of about three inches wide. It is then
cut finely, as If for curling, to the depth of two
inches. The method for crimping deserves
especial attention for its extreme simplicity
and efficiency, and the very pretty effect produced. A great many strips of the cut paper
may be all laid together, and folded round and
round at the part which is left plain in the
cutting. The part which is cut is then crushed
and ci«mpled altogether in the hand into a
kind of ball ; a little light dexterity alone being
required to produce the desired effect. It is
then unrolled and the strips separated, when
they will be found very prettily crimped. The
strip of card-board cut to the size the basket is
required to be, is then stitched together at the
two ends, and the crimped paper is gummed on
it in rows. The card-board must be entirely
covered ; therefore it requires the rows to be
very close to each other. A row of paper roses
is then made of the three sizes given in the
diagram ; six of these, that is, two of each
size, form the rose with a little yellow wool for
the centre, and are placed close together round
the top of the basket and on the handle. We
recommend these ornamental little articles,
knowing that they are really worthy of being
adopted in the numerous and elegant entertainments which will be given during the present
Season.
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This little article may be formed of velvet or
satin, and ornamented with beads ; or it may
be made of a small piece of handsome figured
ribbou. Two pieces of card-board uiu-t be cut
out the shape, and covered with either of the
above-mentioned materials.
The two must be

NAJIE FOR MAEKIXG.

neatly sevim together all round the edges, taking
care that they are exactly the same size. The
small circle in the centre is in black velvet,
fastened down witii a row of beads round it.
The pins are stuck in all round the edge, and
form a little border.

WORK
PRAYER-BOOK

DEPAUTMEXT.

MARKER, TFIE CROSS MADE
PERFORATED PAPER.

SCITABLB

FOR
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3d. — Make one, pnrl the row.
4t/i. — Kuit plain row.
5M. — Purl plain row.
6lh. — M.ike one, knit row.
"llh. — Make one, purl row.
Sth. — Knit plain row.
9<A. — Purl plain row.
10/A. — Make one, kuit row.
ilth. — Make one, purl row.
12^/1. — Knit row.
V.'jtii. — Purl row.
14M. — Make one, knit row.
in/A. — Make one, purl row.
You must now knit aud pnrl
alternately ten (seven stitches
will lie sufficient, if you make the
flower double) rows without increase, aud then begin to decrease
one in the nest knitted and purled
rows; knit and purl one row
plain ; decrease one in the next
two rows ; kuit two plain, and
thus continue till you have but
three stitches left, gather these
with a rug needle and fasten the
wool.
The next most important pait
of this flower is the Nectarius,
which looks like a little yellow
cup, edged with scarlet.
The petals first made, must
have a wire sewn neatly round
them, and like all white flowers,
will look better if washed and
slightly blued before the wire is
put on.
FOB SECTABrcS.

Cast on six stitches in very pale
yellow wool, split.
1st row. — Knit plain.
2rf.— Purl.

KNITTED

ARTIFICIAL FLOWERS.
NABCI8SUS.

OsB or two flowers only will be needed to
form a branch, neither bads nor leaves being
required.
Six petals and three stamens for each flower.
Cast on one stitch in white .^plit Berlin wooL
2ti row. Make one, and knit rest of row.

3d. — Make one, knit one, repeat through the row.
4th. — Purl one row.
5M. — Knit one row.
Gth. — Purl one row.
7lh. — Make one, knit two, repeat through the
row.
8th. — Purl one row.
Sth. — Knit one row.
lOlh. — Purl one row.
Take scarlet wool (or scarlet China silk),
knit one row, and cast off very loosely. Sew
up the open side. Make a little tuft of pale
green, or yellow wool, to fill the bottom of the
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SHOE ROSETTE.

little cup. and pi eserre its shape; place at thitop of the.-ie, three stamens, each formed by
a knot of yellow wool, fixed on a bit of wire.
Then take green wool. Cast on six stitches ;
knit a piece about half an inch long, increasing irregularly about six stitches before
you reach the top. Sew this piece under
the flower, closing the open side.
The stem should be made of a piece of
thin whalebone, about a quarter of an inch
in width, which is better covered first with
a strip of green tissue paper, and then with
green wool as usual ; the flowers must lie
fixed to the top of this, according to their
natural appearance.

• BASQUINE

COAT

FOE

A LITTLE

GIEL.

To be made of cloth, and trimmed with a ruffle of fluted cloth pinked on
the edge.

WORK
GLENUAKUY

DEPARTMENT.

CAP IN CROCHET.

For the crown, make a chain "f
140 stitc'lies, and repeat the pattern oil it as often as it will permit. These stitclies form the
extreme width of the crown. A
piece of fourteen inches long must
lie made, which should require
about seven repetitious of the pattern.
There now remains to be workeil
the piece between the band and
the crown, and this is done by

SfateriaU. — Green crochet silk, preen satin, black sarsnet,
cord and tassels, and some stout material for linin^^
For the baud, make a chain of 3S0 stitches ; do
one row of so.
1st row. — * 6 dc, 13ch, miss 13 * ; repeat to the
end.
%1.—* 2 dc, 4 ch, mi3S 4, 3 dc, 9 ch, miss 9, 1
dc * ; repeat to the end.
3d.—* 1 dc, 2 cli, miss 2, 3 dc, 3 ch, miss 3, 3
dc, 6 ch, miss 6, 2 dc * ; repeat to the end.
4(A. — 1 dc, 5 ch, miss 5, * 3 dc over 3 ch of the
previous round, 7 ch, miss 7, 3 dc, 6 ch, miss 6 *;
repeat to the end.
5th.— 1 dc, 2 ch, miss 2, * 3 dc, 3 ch, miss 3 dc of last row,
3 dc, 3 ch, miss 3, 3 dc, 4 ch, miss 4 * ; repeat to the end.
6tk.—l dc, 5 ch, miss 5, * 3 dc, 5 ch, miss 5, 3 dc, 8 ch,
miss 8 * ; repeat to the end.
7M. — 7 dc coming on the 5 ch and a do at each side, and 11
ch before the next dc. This is the last row of the baud.

EMBROIDERY.

m.ikiug a cliain of 1'20 slitdies,
and doing one pattern ; and tliree
rows of the next on this, increasing tliree stitches at each end of
every row. Tlien work each edge
separately, doing first three patterns, then two, then one only ;
not decreasing all at once, but
leaving a few stitches at the i'line r
edge of every row.
To make up the cap, cut out
the shape first in paper ; then in
fine tick, or any similar material.
Cover this with black on one side,
and with green satin on the other.
The satin should be rather darker
in color than tlie crochet, which
is to be tacked over it. The corners of the oblong piece done for
the crown must then be cut ofi;
and all sewed firmly and neatly
together. A piece of enamelled
leather usually lines tlie band,
and a cord and tassels finish the
cap at the back of the head.
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PETTICOAT

StrSPENDEE.

This suspender is attached to a band wliicU
is fastened round the waist, and supported by
shoulder straps. It is made of some strong
material, lined with muslin, and bound with
muslin or tape.
It can be worn to fasten iu

CIGAK-CASE

front, or on the back. The arrangement of the
buttons is marked on the pattern. This suspender has been tried and fouud to answer
very well.

IN APPLICATION.

Itfnffrials. — Brown Russia leather, a little green and
scarlet ditto; a small quantity of white, black, aud
scarlet silk braid, and two yards of gold ditto.
The ordinary Russia leather forms the pround
of this cigar-case. The black part of the engraving represents the green leather ; the inner
pai-t, engraved in horizontal lines, is scarlet
leather. Both the green and scarlet are very
tliin, and are cut out in the forms .seen in the
engraving. The edges of the different leathers
are sewed together closely, through a piecn of
linen which lines the entire case.
The engrav-

ing is two-thirds the size of the original. The
gold braid is marked in the engraving by a
narrow double line. It will be seen that it
covers the joins of the different leathers, and
also forms a knot in the centre. The outer
line of braiding is scarlet ; that on the green is
white, and on the scarlet leather is black.
This sort of cigar-case is made up & ressort, as
the French term it ; that is, with a gilt frame,
in the same way as the portemonnaies usually
are done.

RECEIPTS.

|lcttipts, t^'t.
CHRISTMAS

RECEIPTS.

Aa nsnal nt thin soaMon, we give n number nfvaln&ble
receipts of puddiu^'d, pioi>, cakes, tart.'*, etc., thai will l)d
of (freat u^e to our Indy friends duriii;; the tiolidayii.
Sume of them we have published before, but, as we have
mnuf new subscribers every year, wo republish them
fur their beue&t.
Ricn Pt,rM PcDPixo. — Stone carefully one ponud of the
best raisiuH, wkhIi and pick one pound of currants, chop
very umall one pound of fre.sh beel' Kuet, blanch and chop
siDull or pouud two ouucett of sweet altnouds and one ounce
uf bitter oud6; mix the whole well together, with oue pound
of sifted Sour, and the same weight of crumb of bread
soaked In milk, then squeezed dry and stirred with a spoon
antil reductHi to a raash, before it is mixed with the flour.
Cut ia small piecen two ounces each uf pre.served cllroo,
oran^'e, and leiuon-poel, aud add a quarter of an ounce of
mixad !ipic>e ; quarter of a pound of moift sugar should be
put into a ba-iu, with eight eggs, and welt beaten together
with a three-pronged fork ; Rtir this with the pudding, and
make it of a proper consistence with milk. Remember
that it must uot be made too tbiu, or the fruit will sink to
the bottom, but be made to the coosii^teuce of good thick
butter. Two wineglassfuls of brandy should be poured
over the fruit and spice, mixed together In a ba-siu, and
allowed to stand three or four houi's before the pudding ia
made, stirring them occasioually. It must bi? tied in a
cloth, and w:tl take five hour^ of constant boiling. When
doue, turn it out on a dish, sift loaf-sugar over the top, and
serve it with wine-sauce in a boat, und some poured round
the pudding.
The pudding will be of considerable Pize, but half the
quantity of materials, used in the same proportion, will be
eqailly good.
Boiled Ph'm Pcdplvo.— The crumbs of a small loaf,
half a pound e;ich of sugar, currants, raisins, and beefsuet shred, two ounces of candied peel, three drops of
essence of lemon, three eggs a little nntineg, a tablespnonfol of flour. Butter the mould, and boil them five hour?.
Serve with brandy-sauce.
To MaK'^' ax Enomsh Plcm PcDDixn.— Seven ounces
ralsius, seod^d and a little chopped ; seven ounces currants, well washed and picked; oup and a half ounce
cition ; three ounces beef suet, chopped very fine ; threeqaarters of a nutmeg, grated ; one-quaiter of a tea.'«]>oonful of cinnamon ; five eggs well beaten up; four lablespoonfals of sugar; five tablespoonfnls of wheat flour;
half a lemon-peel, grated ; one glass of brandy and oue
glass of JIadeira ; a little milk. to mix, sufflcieut to make
rather a thick batter. The whole must bo well mixed.
The above mixture to be put into a well buttered basin.
Tie a pudding cloth over, and pin the four corners over
the top. Pat into boiling water, and to be kept boiling
Tlthout ceasing for five hours. We have tried this
receipt, and kuow it to be excellent.
LiTTLK Pll'M Cakes to kkkp i-onq. — Dry one pound of
flonr, Hnd mix with six ounces of finely-pounded sug-ar;
beat six ounces of batter to a crewm. and add to three eggs
well beatfn. half a pound of cnrrant-* washed aud nicely
dried, and the flour and su-.'ar ; beat all for some time,
then dredge flour on tiu platc<«. and drop the batter on
Ihem the ''ize of a walnut. If properly mixed, it will be
a stiff pa^te.
Bake in a brisk oven.
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A Ricn CiTRisTUAa PcDDLVfi. — OnA pound of nJ»:n4
stoned, one {Htund of cnrntnt", half a pound of bcef-jtuet,
quarter of a pound of sui^ar, two Kpoixil'uls of flour, throe
o^as a cup of sweetmi^tts, aud a \viueg<aju uf brandy.
Mix well, and 4*oil la a mould eight boars.
A cHiOD Christmas Pinui.va.— Oue pound of flour, two
pounils of snot, one pound of currants, oue pound of plum^,
eight eggs, two ounces of candie<l peel, almond<4and mixed
epice according to taste.
Boil gently for seven hours.
CoTTAOB Christmas PfpDixrt. — Aponnd and a quarter
of flour, fourteen ounces of suet, a pound and a quarter
of stonod raisins, four ounces of currants, five of sugar,
a quarter pouud of potatoes smoothly mashed, half
a nutmeg, a quarter tcaspoonful of ginger, the same of
salt, aud of cloves in powder; mix these Ingredients
thoroughly, add four wcll-boaten eggs with a quarter
pint of milk, tie the pudding in a weil-flonred cloth, and
boil it for four hours.
Flour, one pouud and a quarter ; suet, fourteen ounces ;
raisins, stoned, twenty ounces; currants, four ounces;
sugar, five ounces; potatoes, quarter of a pound; half
ft nutmeg ; ginger, salt, cloves, quarter of a teaspoonful
each ; eggs, four ; milk, half a pint: four hours.
PrMPKis Pie. — Take out the seeds, and pare the pumpkin or squash ; but in taking out the seeds do not scrape
the inside of the pumpkin ; the part nearest the seed in
the sweetest ; then stew the pumpkiu, and strain it
through a sieve or colander. To a quart of milk for a
family pie three eggs are suflicient. Stir in the stewed
pumpkin with your milk and beaten-up eggs till it is
as thick as you can stir round rapidly aud easily. If
the pie is w.mled richer, make it thinner, and add sweet
cream or another egg or two ; but even one egg to a
quart of milk makes "very decent pies." Sweeten with
molasses or sugar; add two teaspoonfuls of salt, two
tablespoonfuls of sifted cinnamon, and ono of ptiwdered
gioL'er; but allspice may be used, or any other spice
that may be preferred. The peel of a lemon grated in
gives it a plea.«aut tinvor. The more e^g, says an American authority, the better the pie. Some put one egg to
ft gill of milk. Bake about an hour in deep i>lates or
shallow dishes, without an upper crust, in a hot oven.
PcMPKix Pl'DIUNo. — Take one pint of pumpkin that has
been slewed soft and pressed through a colander ; melt ia
half a pint of warm milk quarter of a ponud of butter and
the same quantity of sugar, stirring them well together;
one pint of rich cream will be better than milk aud butter ;
beat eight eggs very light, and add them gradually to the
other ingredients alternately with the pumpkin ; then stir
in a wineglass of rose-water and two glasses of wine mixed
together, a large teasjtoont'ul of powder<?d mace aud cinnamou mixed, and a grated nutmeg. Having stirred the
whole very hard, put it into a buttered dish, and bake it
three-quarters of an hour.
CocoAXUT Pie. — Cut off the brown part of the cocoanut,
grate the white part, and mix it with milk, and set it ou
the fire, and let it boil slowly eight or ten minutes. To
a pound of the grated cocoanut allow a quart of milk,
eight eggs, four tablespoonfuls of sifted white sugar, a
glnss of wine, a small cracker pouuded fine, two spoonfuls of melted butter, and half a nutmeg. The eggs aud
sugar shonid be beaten together to a froth, then the wine
stirred in. Put them into the milk and cocoanut, whicli
should be first allowed to get quite ct>ol, add the cracker
and iiUtmeg, turn the whole iulo deep pie-plates, with
a lining aud rim of puff paste. Bake them as soon as
turned into the plates.
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Cranberry Tart. — To every pint of cranberries allow a teaspoonful of lemon-juice, and three ounces of
yood moist sugar. First pour all the j nice of your cranberries into a basin ; then well wash the cranberries in
a pan, with plenty of water, pick out all the bad ones,
and put the cranberries into a dish ; add to them the
sugar and lemoa-jnice, ponr the juice out of the basin
gently to them, so as to leave behind the dirt and sediment which will settle at the bottom ; mix all together,
and let it lie while you are making your pie, thus: line
the bottom of your dish with puff-paste not quite a
quarter of an inch thick, pat your cranberries upon it,
without any juice, and cover with the same paste not
quite half an inch thick; close the edges as usual, ice
it, and bake it from three-quarters of an hour to an hour,
according to size. Simmer the juice a few minutes,
which serve up with your tart in a email sauce tureen.
A pint of cranberries makes a pretty sized tart.
CrsTARD Tart.— Line a deep plate with puff-paste,
have ready six or eight middling-sized apples, pared
and the cores taken out. They should be mellow and
pleasant. Put into each apple any kind of preserve yoa
have, or a bit of sugar, flavored. Now fill the dish with
rich custard, and bake it about half an hour. Make in
the same manner without crust ; it is then called custard pudding.
Lemon Cake. — Beat six eggs, the yolks and whites separately, till in a solid froth ; add to the yolks the grated rind
of a fine lemon and six ounces of sugar dried aud sifted ;
beat this a quarter of an hour ; shake in with the left baud
six ounces of dried flour ; then add the whites of the eggs
and the juice of the lemon; when the>e are well beaten
in, put it immediately into tins, and bake it about an hour
iu a moderately hot oven.
Ladv Cake. — Beat to a stiff froth the whites of eight
eggs, then add, one spoonful at a time, one pound of
powdered loaf-sugar ; beat to a cream quarter of pound
of good butter, and add to it one teacupful of sweet milk
with one teaspoonful of saleratus dissolved in it. Stir
the eggs in the milk and butter, and sift in enough flour
to make a batter as thick as pound-cake. Blanch and
pound finely quarter of pound of sweet almonds, and
add them to the mixture ; flavor with essence of lemon
or orange-water ; beat the whole together till very light,
then bake it in a tin pan lined with buttered paper. It
will require half an hour to bake in a quick oven. "When
nearly cold, ice it on the under side, and when the icing
becomes almost firm, mark it in small squares.
Delicatk Cake. — Beat to a cream seven ounces of sweet
butter, beat to a stiff froth the whites of eight eggs, and
mix gradually with it one pound of fine white sugar,
j-tir iu the eggs one pound of flour, together with the
butter, half a nutmeg grated, and some essence of lemon
or bitter almonds, or rose-water. Bake in a pan lined
with buttered paper. Almonds, blanched and pounded,
may be substituted for the butter.
Frdit Cake. — Take one pound of butter and one pound
of sugar, aud beat them together with the yolks of eight
eggs; beat the whites separately; mix with these one
and a half pound of flour, one teacupful of cream, one
wineglassful of brandy and one of wine, one nutmeg,
one teaspoonful of mace, one teaspoonful of clove*;, two
tt-aspoonfuls of cinnamon, one salt-spoonful of salt,
tliree-quarters of a pound of raisins, stoned, three-quart'Ts I'f a pound of currant:?, half a pound of citron; mix
with ilie flour two tea^poonfuls of yeast powder.
Family PouMvCAKe.— Beat to a cream half a pound of

butter, add one pound of dried flour, half a pound of
powdered loaf-sugar, half a pound of dried curraul-;, or
caraway-seeds, four well-beaten eggs, and half a pink
of milk.
Beat well together, and bake with care.
Washington Cake. — Beat together one and a half
pound of sugar and three-quarters of pound of butter;
add four eggs well beaten, half pint of sour milk, and
one teaspoonful of saleratus, dissolved in a little hot
water. Stir in gradually one aud three-quarter pound
of flour, one wineglassful of wine or braudy, and one
nutmeg, grated.
Beat all well together.
This will make two round cakes. It should be baked
in a quick oven, and will take from fifteen to thirty
minutes, according to the thickness of the cakes.
Ccp Ginqerbread. — Mix together six cups of flour,
one cup of butter, one cnp of sugar, one cup of molasses,
one cup of milk, four eggs well beaten, one nutmeg,
grated, three tablespouufuls of ginger, some grated
orange-peel, one dessert-spooufal of pearlash. Bake It
quickly.
Ginger PorND-CAKE. — Two cups of butter, two ot
sugar, two of molasses, two tablespoonfuls of powdered
ginger, two of dissolved saleratus, one of pounded cinnamon, one nutmeg grated fine, one teaspoonful of essence of lemon, six eggs, six cups of flour. The butter
and sugar must be beaten to a cream ; the whites and
the yolks of the eggs beaten separately. Add together
all the ingredients, and beat for a few minutes.
Hard Gingerbread. — Rub half a pound of butter into
one pound of flour, then rub in half a pound of sugar,
two tablespoonfuls of ginger, and one tablespoonful of
rose-water; work it well, roll out, and bake in flat pans
iu a moderate oveu. It will take about half au hour to
bake.
This gingerbread can he kept some time.
Lkmon Gingrubkkad. — Grate the rinds of two or three
lemons, and add the juice to a g^lass of brandy ; then mix
the grated lemon in one pound of flour, make a hole in the
flour, pour in half a pound of treacle, half a pound of butter
melted, the lemon-juice, and brandy, and mix all up together with half an ounce of ground ginger aud quarter of
an ounce of Cayenne pepper.
Imperial Gingerbread. — Rub six ounces of butter into
three-quarters of a pound of flour; then mix six ounces of
treacle with a pint of cream carefully, lest it should turn
the cream ; mix in a quarter of a pound of double-reflned
sugar, half an ounce of powdered ginger, aud one ounce
of caraway-seeds; stir the whole well together into a
paste, cut it into shapes, and stick cut candied orange or
lemon-peel on the top.
Common Cruller.^ or Twi.^^t Cakes. — Mix well together half a pint of sour milk, or buttermilk, two teacupfuls of sugar, one teacupful of butter, aud three eggs
well beaten; add to this a teaspoonful of saleratus
dissolved in hot water, a teaspoonful of f-alt, half a
nutmeg, grated, and a teaspoonful of powdered cinnamon ; sift in flour enough to make a smooth dough, roll
it out not quite a quarter of an inch thick, cut in small
oblong pieces, divide one end in three or four parts like
fingers, and twist or plait them over each other. Fry
them iu boiling lard.
These cakes may be cut in strips, and the ends joiued
to make a ring, or in any other shape.
Richer Crullers.— Beat to a cream a quarter of a
pound of fresh butter, and mix with it the same quantity
of ponuded and sifted loaf-sugar, and four well-beaten
eggs; add flour till thick enough to roll out; cut the
paste into oblong pieces about four or five inches in
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leosth, with a pasic*cutter divide tho centre into three
or four strips, wot tlic edges aud pliiit one bar over the
«*<ii«r, rio as to meet in the centre, throw tlieiu into boillukT lard or cUritied »uot, when fried of ti light brown,
drain them before the fire am) starve them in a nujikiu,
with or without grated loaf-sugar Htrewcd over thorn.
Soft CRCLLKR5. — Sid three-quarterii of a pound of flonr,
Mid powder half a p4>uuJ of loaf-sugar; lieat a pint of
water in a roundboitoniod tutucepau, and when quite
warm, mix tho flitwer with it gradually ; set half a pound
vf fre«h butter over tho fire in a small ves.sel ; luid when it
bogiud to melt, »tir it gradually into the fluur iiiul water;
Uioo add by degrees the powdored sug;ir and hiiif a grated
Dtttmeg. Take the saucepan otf the Are, aud bent the coutcaU'i witli a Wi>oJeu spaddle or t>p;ituta, till iht-y are thoroughly mixed; then beat six eggs very light, and stir
thein gradually into tho mixture. Beat the whole very
hard, till it becomes a thick batter. Flour a i>asteboard
very well, and lay out the batter upon it in rings (the heal
way is to pa^a it through a screw funnel). Have ready, on
the fire, a pot of boiling lard of the very bo-nt quality ; put
in Iho crullers, removing them from the board by carofully
takiug them up, one at a time, on a bruad-bUuied kuife.
Boil but few at a time. They must be of a fine brown.
Lift thi*m out un a perforated »^kimmer, drainiug the lard
fr>>m them b:ick into the pot ; lay them on a large dish,
uid sift powdered white sugar over them.
HiNCBHKAT. — Six pounds of currants, three pounds of
raisinii t>toned, three pounds of apples chopped fiuo, four
{Kjuuds of suet, two pounds of sugar, two pounds of beef,
the peel aud juico of two lemims, a pint of sweet wine, a
quarter of a piut of brandy, half an ounce of mixed spice.
Press the whole into a deep pan when well mixed.
Another to* ty. Two pouuds of raisins, three pounds of
currants, three pounds of beef-suet, two pounds of moist
sugar, two ounces of citron, one ounce of orange-peel, one
small nutmeg, one pottle of apples chopped fine, the rind
of two lemous and juice of one, half a pint of bmndy ; mix
well together. This should be made a little time before
wanted for use.
MiN'CK Pies. — Take a pound of beef, free fmm skin and
strings, and chop it very fine; then two pounds of suet,
which likewi.se pick and chop ; then add three pounds of
curnmls nicely cleaned and perfectly dry, one pound and
a h.ilf of apples, the peel and j nice of a lemon, half a pint of
swe.'t wine, half a nutmeg, and a few cloves and mace, with
pim-nitti in fine powder; have citron, orange, and leraonpet'l ready, and put some in e.irh *»f the pies when made.
Sked Cakk. — Beat one pound of butter to a cream, adding gradually a quarter of a pound of sifted sugar, beating
both together; have rea.dy the yolks of eighteen eggs, and
the whites of ten, beaten separately ; mix in the whites
first, and then the yolks, and beat the whole for ten
minutes; add two grated nutmegs, one pound and a half
of fliinr, and mix thorn very gradually with the other ingredients when
;
the oven is ready, be^t in three ounces of
picked caraway-seeds.
CHRISTMAS

AND

NEW

YEAR'S

DINNERS.

Boiled turkey with oyster sauce, roast goose with apple
sauce, roasted ham, chicken-pie, stewed beets, cole-slaw,
turnips, saUify, winter-squash ; mince pie, plum pudding, lemon custards, cranberry pie.
Roa.st turkey with cranberry sauce, boiled fowls with
celery sauce, boiled bam, goose pie, turnips, salsify, coleslaw, winter squash, beet.-* ; mince pudding boiled, lemon
pudding baked, pumpkin pudding.
VOL. LXIII.
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Mock turtle soup, roast turkey with cranberry sauce,
boiled turkey with celery sauce, roaslod" hum, smoked
tongue, chicken curry, oyster pie, beets, cole-slaw, wiutersquatth, salsify, fried celery ; plum pudding, miJice pie,
calfs-foot Jelly, blauo-mauge.
THE

PREPARATION
MKKtTIONS

OF FOOD
FOR

BY KEEPING.

KRUPINU

Whek frozen moat, poultry, or fish arc to be dressed,
they should bo gradually thawed through their whole
substance, either by placing them in a warm kitchen for
some hours, or by immersing them in lukewarm water,
aud keeping it at that tomiierature by the addition of
more warm water as the frozen meat cools it. Meat and
poultry are better warmod in air, because tho water takes
out a certain portion of their juices; but fish will be
more easily thawed in water, aud witlioul loss of llavor
or substance.
Before dressing meat and poultry which have been
hung for any length of time, they should be washed
with a little strong salt and water; aud if any parts of
tho former are much decomposed, which may be known
by their high scent, a little strong distilled vinegar
should bo rubbed iuto them, and then, after remaining
on the surface for a few minutes, it may be washed ofi"
with salt and water. Game may be treated iu the >?ame
way, but even without this precaution it is astonishing
how the act of roasting restores the condition of this
kind of food. Many people who cat their gamo with a
relish, considering it exactly "kept to a day," would
turn from it with disgust if they saw it when preparing
for the spit ; and therefore the young cook must be careful how she rejects any of these delicate kinds of fare as
*' too far gone," unless sho has the authority of some one
competent to judge.
The cook should watch most carefully all the meat and
game under her care, and iaform her mistress as soon as
she sees the slightest sign by which she may consider it is
approaching the proper termination of keeping Butchers' meat shows its state by the smell, by the touch, and
by the look. The slightest taint iu warm weather is
enough to put the cook on her guard, and especially if
the meat begins to feel tender on pressure ; if it is turning green on the surface, also, she must consider it as a
very sure sign, and especially if, at the same time, the
stifi'ness of the joint is giving way or bending. Thus a
little practice, with attention to these signs, will soon
render her expert, and she may always at first be careful
to err on the safe side. In deciding upon the time to
keep game, some people hang the feathered kinds up by
their tails, and consider they are fit to dress as soon as
they drop, and leave their tails behind them. For those
who like game " rather high" this is not a bad test in
the cool weather of autumn, but in the early part of the
season the feathers adhere too long to give this rule any
value, or rather it may be said that if adhered to it will
cauee the spoiling of many brace of grouse and partridges, which will seldom bear much keeping until after
the middle of October.
Fish will sometimes be the better for a day's keeping,
or, in cool weather, even two days will not injure its
flavor. It should, however, always be kept in a cool
place ; aud it may generally be hung np with advantage,
rather than to deposit it on the floor, as is generally
done. If, however, it is of a kind which would be injured by becoming dry — as, for instance, turbot — the
latter place is the best; but codfish and haddock ae
better suspended.

Ice will always keep fish for an in-
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definite time, if such is desired ; but when it is of a kind
■which is the better for keeping, the ice will suspend the
jood effects of that operation, and should not, therefore,
be had recourse to longer than necessary.
When meat, poultry, or game is evidently in a state
which will not allow it to be kept until the time when
it will be wanted, it may be parboiled or half roasted,
which will postpone its *' going" for at least two or even
three days. It must be boiled or roasted for nearly half
the proper time in the first process, and in the second it
will generally take about three-quarters of that ordered
for it in the usual way.
Apples and pears should be stored in a dry room, not
exposed to any draught of air, by which they are dried
too much, and becume shrivelled on the surface. They
sliould also be kept in the dark, if it is desired to post^
pone the time of their becoming ripe. They should be
arranged on wooden shelves in such a way that each
apple is distinct from its neighbors, contact with each
other being very apt to cause decay. Every week, at
least, they should be looked over carefully, and the rotten fruit picked out. Some people keep them in straw
or sand, hut neither of these modes is equal to the plan
described above.
Potatoes and Jerusalem artichokes are kept either stored
in a dark and dry cellar, heaped up in a corner, or stored
in casks, or out of doors in heaps or "buries," covered
over with earth, and sometimes thatched. A shallow
ti'ench is first made in a situation free from wet — that is
to say, well drained ; in this the potatoes are heaped up
in a pyramidal form at as high an angle as they will
sustain without falling. The earth removed from the
trench is next laid over them, and beaten down with a
spade so as to form a smooth, sloping surface on all sides,
which in some soils is a suQicieut protection, but in loose
sands will demand the addition of ordinary thatch.
MISCELLANEOUS.
Information for Housekeepers. — A quart of flour
weighs just one pound, a quart of corn meal one pound
and two ounces, a quart of butter one pound one ounce,
a quart of loaf sugar one pound, a quart of white sugar,
powdered, one pound one ounce, a quart of best brown
sugar one pound two ounces, ten eggs weigh one pound,
this depends we think somewhat on the size; sixteen
large tablespoonfula make a half-pint, eight make a gill,
four half a gill, &c.
French Fprniture Polish.— One pint of boiled linseed
oil, one pint of mastic varnish, one half-pint of alcohol,
three ounces of gum shell-lac and one stick of red sealing-wax. Dissolve the shell-lac in the alcohol by heat,
and the sealing-wax in the oil ; then mix all together.
Apply to the furniture with a piece of soft flannel, and
rub it smartly till dry.
Blue Dresses.— The beautiful ultramarine blue print
(cotton) is fixed by an ingenious process, that may be
thus briefly described. The blue is mixed with white
of egg, which, in its raw state, is perfectly soluble in
water ; it is then put into the steam-chest in the usual
way, when the white of egg is, so to speak, boiled, and
being then insoluble in water, the color is fixed. The
most beautiful goods, exhibiting the greatest variety of
design and colors, are obtained by this process of printing with steam colors.
SuBSTiTUTEg FOR SoAP. — As an article of domestic
economy, /uZZer's earth might be employed in the cleanBing and scouring of anything loooilen, being an excellent

substitute for soap, of which great quantities are consumed, that might be saved in house cleaning. The
sawdust of fir and pine trees contains a very large
proportion of resinous and saponaceous matter ; so that
it has been usually employed by the country people of
Norway and Sweden instead of soap in washing coai-ee
linen.
White Cement for Crockery, Glass, &c. — Take four
pounds of white glue, one and a half pounds of dry
white lead, half a pound of isinglass, one gallon of soft
water, one quart of alcohol, and half a pint of white
varnish. Dissolve the glue and isinglass in the wat«by gentle heat if preferred, stir in the lead, put the alcohol in the varnish, and mix the whole together. This
is useful for wood-work, and will firmly unite painted
surfaces.
Draughts. — It is of the utmost importance to observe,
in going into a strange bed, that no current or draught
of air play upon any p;irt of it, as this will be no less
injurious than damp. Both together will, in all likelihood, insure to the traveller either a bad cold, or an
attack of rheumatism or gout. In carriage-travelling,
also, particular care should be taken that no current of
wind pass upon you from the window, whilst the feet
ought to be kept dry and warm, and the ears protected.
To Make

Court-Plaster. — Procure a small frame-

that of an old sixpenny slate will suffice— strain tightly
over it, in every direction, a piece of black silk. Prepare
a size, by dissolving thirty grains, by weight, of the
best small-shred isinglass, in six drachms by measure,
of common gin. Set this on the hob in a teacup, covered
over, to acquire heat. When the isinglass is quite dissolved, add gradually thirty drops of Friar's balsam
(compound tinctureof benzoin), occasionally stirring the
fluid or size on every addition, with a strip of glass, or
the small end of an ivory spoon. Then take a broad, flat
camel-hair pencil, such as is used for the first wash of
the sky in water-color drawings, and cover the silk with
a coating of the fluid ; then let it dry in a warm room.
Repeat the coating as often as the silk shall become dry,
and till the surface appears quite glossy. If the size
should be found insufficient to finish the process, more
must be prepared ; eight to twelve applications of the
fluid according to the texture of the silk, will be required. Should the size become too thick, a few drops
more gin may be added.
How TO Prepare Mutton Hams. — Take one-quarter of
a pound of saltpetre to half a pound of raw brown
sugar ; make them very hot and rub into legs of mutton
over night. Next morning salt them with common salt.
Let the mutton lie about a week, move it over and rub
in fresh salt, and let it remain another week in pickle.
Then hang it up to dry. When dry, keep it in canvas
bags to prevent it being fly-eaten. N. B. — Do not let the
mutton lie in the wet brine, but place something under
to raise them from the dripping that will fall from them.
Yeast for Family Use —One who always has good
bread, gives the following recipe for making yeast:
Into two quarts of water, put eight good-sized potatoes,
and a handful of hops tied up in a bag ; boil until the
potatoes are well done ; mash them through a sieve ; add
seven tablespoonfuls of flour; pour over this the water
in which the potatoes and hops were boiled, scalding
hot. Add half a cnp of sugar ; tablespoonful of ginger
— stir well together, and when nearly cold put in a cnpful of yeast. After it is done working, add a teaspoonful
of salt, and bottle up for use.
It will keep three months.

Vi tors' Salih.
8IXTT-THREB

VOLUMES.

Industry—
To medUate, to plan, resolve, perform,
Which In itself is good— as surely brings
Reward of good.— Pollock.
Yes, with this December

number

we complete the

sirty-third volume of the Lady's Book. We have subscribers who bogan with the beginning ; wo have thousands who have been with us a quarter of a century or
over, and tens of thousands of the daughters and grandchildren of onr old and dear friends on our list of subscribers. These are the Guard of Honor for the Lady's
Book pledging that it must and shall be sustained.
Thus, we have our " Reward of Good."
Have we done Good ?

and modes of industry, which shall not only set plainly
forth, but make attractive the way ot greatness for their
sex. Tltere is /or women but one wvi?/ i>/ emitiena* —
ihtU of go^Hinese. This important truth the editors of
this Lady's Book have steadfastly held and taught in
all its volumes.
We need not say what we are planning for the New
Year's new volume. Our friends have full coufldento
that we shall do all wo can to meet their "Great Expectations." May wo not, on our part, securely trust
that our old and tried friends will, In these times that
try tho hearts of women as well as the souls of men,
sustain our periodical kindly and nobly as they have
ever done? We do trust and believe this, intending to
deserve their favor, and thus win

our "Reward

of

The most powerful agents of Nature are the most
peaceful in their influences. Light, Air, Dew — how
softly these beneficent ministers of growth, health, and
joy move on their way ; how geally, yet irresistibly they
nourish, expand, and beautify the world of matter and
physical life.
Is it not in a like gentle yet positive manner that tho
world of humanity is moved by Faith, Hope, Love, as
these are manifested in the sweet influences of right
culture, of usefulness, goodness and happiness? Faith,
that includes truth aud piety, Flope, that incites to
cheerfulness and activity, Love, that fosters obedience
to rightful authority and faithfulness in all duty, the^e
are the purest and surest sources of individual improvement, of household happiness, of national greatness,
and of Christian virtues. Aud these graces of character,
these principles of conduct we have endeavored faithfully to embody and make lovable in the pages of the
Lady's Book.

"Women

know

The way to rear up children (to be just),
They know a simple, merry, tender knack
Of lying sashes, fittiug baby shoes.
And ^stringing pretty words that make no sense,
And kissing full sense into empty words ;
Which things are corals to cut life upon.
Although f>uch trifles ; children learn by such
Love's holy earnest in a pretty play,
And get not over-early solemnized,
But seeing, as in a rose-bush, Love's Divine,
Which burns and hurts not — not a single bloom,
Become aware and uuafraid of Love.
Sucb good do mothers."
So wrote Mrs. Browning ; she was right ; it is woman's
office, a high and holy office to be Dew, Air, and Light
to the infant buds of humanity; to be the "angel in
the boose ;" to be the '* help meet for man" in all his
right purposes, in all his noblest aspirations after tho
good.
The minds of women should be kept under right
influences, because they rule over and mould the germs
of being, thought, aud character of both sexes: Women
need an especial organ of literature, morala^ manners,

Good."

ABOUT

MARRIAGE.

[From the "Silent Woman."]
"Great news, Hen." {short for Henrietta), said Lord
Morland, placing her in a chair. "So you have made
a conquest, and are to he married at Christmas?" 0
" Whom am I to marry, uncle ?" asked Hen., looking
very dismaL
** I am sorry your heart does not inform you— but Mr.
Harris (he was a clergyman) is the fortunate man."
Hen. burst into tears. "It's a shame," she cried —
" so poor as he is ; I don't like him at all ! Such a little
short man, too !— I hate poor people."
"Ho may be very rich by and by (when his brother
dies), and ho is a very good kind of man ; the poor are
of him.'*
very
"Thefondpoor
may be, but I am not," sobbed Hen. " It's
hard if I am to be put about in this way. And suppose
his brother marries and leaves off drinking, where shall
I be then ? As poor as a church mouse all the days of
my life. Mamma

said that his wife must look into every-

thing and give out the stores. I won't! My father was
a Lord the same as Louise's, and If she is to be bo grand
with her diamonds and carriages, so will I. Now I
wish, Uncle Ned, you would speak to mamma to speak
to Mr. Harris, and let there be an end of it altogether:
he is so short."
"So am I, and so are you," T«turned her nude; "if
that's a sin, we are in a very bad way, both of un."
"Besides being so horribly poor,*' repealed Hen.
" Ay, that's a crime, 1 grant you," said Lord Moiiand.
" Everybody is ready to heave a stone at a poor man ;
you do quite right to shy your little pebble among tho
rest. Only, Hen., who do you think will have you, if
you refuse this little fellow?"
" I had rather be au old maid ; that I had, forever and
ever!" cried Hen.
" Shake hands. Hen.," said her nnclo, gravely ; " you
are a shining character; I shall have your portrait done
In fresco, and hung up, if possible, in Westminster
Abbey ! If you can look cuch an alternative as that in
the face, I can say no more ; you may set us all at
defiance."
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ELIZABETH

BARRETT

BROWNING.

Amoso the many great names in science, literatnre,
and art whose loss the living world bus lately deplored
with sorrow we must now phice that of one greatly
beloved as well as distinguished — Mrs. Browning. We
women have a peculiar pleasure in recognizing her as
the first poet of the pre:-ent time, and acknowledging
that she has not left her equal among the now known
writers of poetry. We call ber^oe^, not 2Joei ess, because
we wish to number among tbe stars of which she was
the queen, not only women, but men. This is no disparagement to Tennyson, who is often perfect in the
style he affects and in tbe subject he chooses. But how
inferior are the prettinesses, the si.ce.et liues, tbe media;val janglerie of the "Idyls of tbe King" to the vigor,
the deep thought, tbe real fire and feeling of "Aurora
Leigh !"*
Much has been said of Mrs. Browning's classical learning ;her Greek is a never-failing boast among some of
her admirers. Greek is desirable, no doubt ; but, after
all, it is tbe accomplishment of a scbool-boy; much
rarer and more worthy of boast is her originality, her
versatility, and her truth. Her superiority above all
those pretences and borrowed ornaments with which
Tiiere scholars sometimes veil their want of creative
faculty is very remarkable when her masterly knowledge of ancient lore is taken into consideration.
Mrs. Browning's private life is not as well known as
her poems ; but these have shown us her heart as well
as mind, and made us know and love herself. She was
born in London, in 1S09. Her poetic genius showed
itself in childhood ; she "lisped in numbers," and before
she was seventeen her first work, " An Essay on Mind,"
written, in the heroic measure of Pope, was published.
This was succeeded by the " Prometheus Bound," translated from ..Eschylus. In her matnrer days she spoke
very slightingly of these early poems ; yet tbey had tbe
stamp uf real merit, and were recognized as the work of
a snperior mind. But, as tbey were only clever imitations, therefore the true poet, the author herself, did not
value tbera when her creativegenius had been developed
in its power. Miss Mitford, who was tenderly attached
to [he young poetess, gives a charming picture of her iu
the "Recollections of a Literary Life." She describes
her, then Miss Barrett, as so lovely in character and
manners that it needed not genius to make her more
attractive to all who knew her. Tet she was very
lovely in person, graceful and affectionate as a child in
her intercourse with those sho loved ; her great learning
never appearing to embarrass the genial and cheerful
nature of the young girl, till after tbe great domestic
affliction clouded her sunny heart. Her favorite brother
and two companions were drowned almost under her
eye. Her health, never vigorous, from that time gave
way, and for several years she was confined to a darkened room and her bed. Her literature was a great
consolation. She wrote many of her most beautiful
poems during this long confinement. Among these,
"Lady Geraldine's Courtship" is said to have drawn
Mr. Browning to her sido, and thus began the friendship
that ended in love and marriage. This took place in
1S46. Soon afterwards tbey went to Italy, and there she
has since that time generally resided,
Mrs. Browning, generous and enthusiastic in her feelings, took a warm interest in tbe Italian struggle for
* When we have room, we mean to give a synop<:is of
this roraarkable poem, with such extracts a** will show
its puwer, truth, and high purpose. — Editress.

independence. The noble and soul-stirring poems she
has given tbe world under these inspirations are too
well known to need more than an allusion. They ^viU
be read with emotion and admiration while hearts live
and throb for patriotism and liberty
Mrs, Browning died on the morning of June 29th, 1861,
aged fifty-two ; died, as we may say the bad lived, with
Bong upon her lips. One of her latest, though uot her
last poems, we will give, as we think it, on the whole,
the most beautiful of her short pieces, because it embodies the truest, loveliest, holiest traits of womanly
nature. We love women that are womanly. Genius,
talents, learning, power, wealth ; these women may
possess, and use as nobly and patriotically as men for
public good ; but tbe feminine nature should never
attempt to show off the hardihood of man in stifling or
disowning the natural sorrows that the crushed affections of the heart bring to all women who are womanly.
Even the patriotism of Mrs. Browning was not proof
against the grief of the childless mother. This poem
will touch many a mother's heart in our own land :—
MOTHER

AND

POET.

(TURIN, AFTER HEWS FROM GAETA, 1S61.)
Dead ! one of them shot by the sea in the east.
And one of them shot in the west by the sea.
Dead ! both Jiiy buys!
When you sit at tbe feast.
And are wanting a great song for Italy free,
Let none look at ine!
Tet I was a poetess only last year.
And good at my art for a woman, men said;
But this woman, this, who is agonized here,
The east si-a and west sea rhyme on in her head
Forever instead.
What art can a woman
What art )> she good
With tbe milk-teeth uf
Ah, buys, liow you

be good at ? Oh, vain !
at, but hurting her bieast
babes, and a smile at the pain?
hurt!
You were strong as you

pressed.And /proud by that test.
What art 's for a woman ? To hold on her knees
Both darlings ! to feel all their arms round her throat
Cling, stiangle a little!
To sew by degree.s.
Arid broidcr tbe long-clothes and neat little coat,
To dream and to dote.
To teach them . . It stings there, /made them, indeed.
doubt.
Speak plain the word "country."
/taught them, bo
That country 's a thing men should die for at need,
/prated of liberty, rights, and about
Tbe tyrant turned out.
And when their eyes fla^-bed . . Ob, ray beautiful eyes !
1 exulted ! nay, let them go forth at the wheels
Of the guns, and denied not.
But then tbe surprise
When one sits quite alone ! Then one weeps, then one
kneels!
—God ! how the house feels !
At first happy news came, in gay letters moiled
With my kisses, of camp-life, and glory, and bow
They both loved me, and soon, coming home to be
spoiled.
In return would fan off every fly from my brow
With their green laurel-bough.
There
Turin.
free!"
And was
snme triumph
one cameat out
from "Ancona
the cheers was
in tbe
street,
With a face pale as stone, to say something to me.
—My Guido was dead ! I fell down at his feet,
While they cheered in the street.
I bore it : friends soothed me : my grief looked sublime
i\^ the ransom of Italy.
On*- boy remained
To be leant on and walked with, recalling tbe time
When
tbe first giew immortal,
while both of us
strained
To the height he had gained.
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Aod letters t^till came — sborter, tiHtliler, more stroDg,
Writ now but iQ one band.
" I Wft" nut to faint
One loved itie for two . . woald bo with me ere long,
And 'Viva Italia' Aif died for, our ttaint.
Who forbids oar complniul."
My Xanni wonld add, ** he was pafp, and aware
■
V)f a presouco that turns otf the bulU . . wa^ imprest ;
;t wa^ (jnido himself, who knew what I cuuld bear,
And how 'twas impossible, quite dispossessed,
To live on for the rest.'*
Oq which, without pause, np the telegraph line
Swept smoothly the next uews from Gaeta ; ifhot.
TtU his iiu4he}\
Ah, ah!— "his," "their" mother; not
"mine."
Mo voice says " my mother" again to me.
What !
You think Ouido forgot .'
Are sonls straight so happy that, dizzy with heaven.
They drop earth's atfectious, conceive nut of woe?
I think not.
Themselves were too lately forgiven
Through that love and sorrow which reconciles so
The above and below.
Both boys dead ! but that 's out of nature.
We all
Have been patriots, yet each house must always keep
one.
'Twere imbecile hewing out roads to a wall.
And, when If Italy
's made,
what end is it done,
we have
not aforson?
Ah, ah, ah ! when Gaeta 's taken, what then ?
When the fair wicked quecu sits no more at her sport,
Of the flre-balls of death crashing suuls out of men?
When your guns of Cavalli, with fiual retort,
Have cut the game short ;
When Venice and Rome keep their new jubilee,
When your flag takes all heaven for its wliiie, green,
and red.
When you have your country from mountain to sea.
When

Kiug(And
Victor
ha.^ my
Italy's
crown on his head
I have
dead),

What

then?
Do not mock me.
Ah, ring your bells
low,
Aod barn your lights faintly ! ily country is there,
Above the star pricked by the last peak of .-now.
My Italy 's there — with uiy brave civic pair,
To disfranchise despair.

Forgive me.
Some women bear children in strength,
And bite back the cry of their pain in self-scorn.
But the birth-piings of nations will wring us at length
Into wail such as this ! and we sit on forlorn
When the man-child is born.
Dead ! one of them shot by the sea iu the west,
And one nf them shot iu the ea^t by the sra !
Both— both my boys!
If, iu keeping the feast,
You want a great song for your Italy free.
Let none look at mo !
BURNT

This occurred but few days before the terrible scene
whon our own countrywoman, the lovely and beloved
wife of our noblest poet was thus sacrificed. Mrs.
Longfellow was making seals, to amuse her littlu
daughters, when her muslin sleeve was accidentally
touched to the lighted taper ; her husband's etlurts,
although he perilled his own life to save her, were all
in vain : */*<; tens hurmd tu dfatft !
Soon afterwards, as though to make the impression of
Buch fearful eveuls indelible on the public heart, tho
terrible catastrophe at the Continental Theatre of this
city occurred. We need not hero give the particulars of
this awful tragedy, our readers must all know the sad
story ; that in a dressing-room, filled with young girls,
preparing for stage display, a gauze frock was accidentally set on fire, that the dresses of a dozen or moi'e
were soon in flames, and nine of these gay young beings
were tlius ''burnt to deut/i hy thtir clothes takiny fire!''^
What shall be done to prevent these scenes of horror ?
Is there any way, in the present fashions of ladies'
clothing, to make muslin and other light materials of
dress uninflammable? British chemists tell us there are
sure means of doing this, that it is only mcessary to
put a little soda or ammuHict into the starch, used in
preparing muslin dresses, and those will not take fire
so as to blaze, even if held over a caudle.
Before muslin dresses are made up, the material
should be dipped in a weak solution of alum-water,
and dried quickly ; this will not destroy the starch
Btilfening, but will make the dresses safe.
For articles not intended to be ironed, »tdphiile of
ammonia deserves the preference.
If there is a demand for these salts, as they are termed,
the enterprising chemists of our country will soon have
the supply ready with all needful directions. But our
women, the first ladies in eveiy city, village, and town
of our land, should be in earnest to introduce this safety
fashion of preparing dresses. Unless mothers will
take this care npon themselves, they cannot now escape
remorse and censure should their little daughters be
'^t>urnt to death by Oteir clothes taking Jire I" Inquire
of every chemist and every druggist for this prepared
soda and ammonia till you find it; then instruct the
laundress in the manner of its use and see that it is used.
This is woman's

work.

Learned men have been em-

ployed to ascertain the mode of preparing the " salts ;'*
women
covery. are responsible for the appllcatiou of the dis-

TO DEATH.

SccB is the melancholy record that meets us almost
every week from some part of our country. "Burned
to death by her clothes taking fire." Thus begins the
obitaary of lovely women, who miserably perish in
their pleasant homes, and of young girls who met this
awfal fate while arraying themselves for their gayest
diversions. Three of these sad catastrophes have
lately occurred, so closely iu succession that it will
bo passing strange if the public mind is not aroused to
the work of taking precautions to guard against such
dreadful destruction of precious lives.
The first victim was an English lady, wife of Dr.
Broadhurst; while writing a note, Ihe sleeve of her
light muslin dress came in contact with a lighted candle
at her side ; she sprang up suddenly, and was instantly
enveloped in flames that the exertions of her husband
and servants could not extinguish, till she icuahurned to
death!

Little Gihls.— We are glad to see that popular
writers are turning their attention to children. Here
is a very sensible paragraph about romping : —
"Never punish a girl for being a romp, but thank
Heaven who has given her health to do so. It is better
than a distorted spine or hectic cheek. Little girU
ought to be great romps — better than paying doctors*
bills for them. Where is the gymnasium that should
be attached to every school? That coming, too, like
other improvements."
An English writer has some very good and true remarks—:
"The pleasures of children are very real, although to
grown-up people they may seem simple. Among the
most noticeable of those pleasures are such petty
amusements as sliding down a grnss slope, spoiling
dresses by gathering blackberries, taking out the inside
of a doll, and burying a dead bird with a full funeral
service.
These are the pursuits, half naughty, hall
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good, 'wliich strike home to the fihres of a childish
lieart, and which are ruthlessly forbidden by the subhtitutinn of unmeauinjf fiuery, old talk and domestic
discussions. It is pleasant, as Horace remarked, to be
silly on a proper occasion ; and the.se follies of childhood
are as sweet as anything can be to the natural infant."
"Women's Mission. — "We have not been able to arrange
the papers on this interesting subject, but hope tu do so
next month.
We have a few names to record.
Mrs. J. E. P. Stevens, Philadelphia, $25.
Mrs, Oliver Ellsworth, Boston, Mass., $1.
Mrs. Angenette Car well, Boston, Mass., $1.
Miss C. W. Callender, Bo.ston, Mass., $1.
Miss Mary A. Hoyt, Princeton, N. J., $1.
Messrs. Perry, Davis &c Son, Providence, R. I., $50.

Miss S. J. Hale's Boabdino and Day School for
T-H7N0 Ladies, 1826 Rittenhouse Square, Philadelphia.
This school is designed to give a thorough and liberal
English education, to furnish the best facilities for acquiring the French language, and the best instruction
in music and the other accomplishments. The moral
training and the health and physical development of
the scholars are carefully attended to.
References : Mrs. Emma Willard, Troy, N. Y. ; Henry
Vethake, LL.D., Wm. B. Steven.s, B.D.,Wm. H. Ashhurst, Esq., Louis A. Godey, Esq., Philadelphia; Charles
Hodge, D. D., Princeton, N. J. ; and others.

To Oun Correspondents.— The following articles are
accepted: "Summer Hours'' — "Our Sentimental Journey"—"Susie"— "The Marriage of the First Born" —
"The Soldier's Bible'*-" Love's
Revenge" — "To C.
C
"—"The Dying Wife, etc."— "Step by Step"— "A
Bachelor's Thoughts about Matrimony" — and "Three
Old Letters."
The following are not wanted : " Experience a Jewel"
^"Losses and Crosses" — "Woman" — "Elegy" — "November's Day" — "Christmas Stories" — "Lines to a
Friend" (the writer must not be discouraged ; perseverance is the key of improvement and success) — "Oh, I
should like to roam"— " My Parrot" — "Cheerfulness
from Sunlight" — "Obsoli»te" — "Sea Musimrs" — "To a
Dying Child"— "The Coquette"— " Stray Thoughts"—
—"A Fancy"— "Myself — "The War"— " Christmas
<^ames" — and "Ophelia."
Will the authoress of "Nellie Burnett" send us her
address in full?
We wish our correspondents would never forget to
give toxim, county, and State in the address.
Writers who wish answers ,to letters, or to have rejected articles returned, must be particular to inclose to
lis the necessary stamps.
And now we have our pleasant duty of thanking, as
we do with a warm Christmas greeting, the multitude
of kind friends, who have proffered their aid during the
past year. We hope to be able to find room, in our next
volume, for many of the interesting articles on hand ;
and we liope, too, that the great improvement, which
lias been apparent in most of the M8S. sent to our Table
for the last few months, will continue and increase.
Then we shall be proud of the writers for the Lady's
Book.

AND

MAGAZINE.

Dtaltlj gepiu'tnuiit.
BY

JNO.

STAINBACK

WILSON,

M.D.

Medical Education of Woman— Social Relations,
Duties, etc. — Women, by virtue of their natural and social relations, have more to do with health and disease
than all the doctors in the world ; they are our nurses in
sickness ; they are the mothers and trainers of children ;
and hence they can do more to remove the diseases that
afiiict the human family than all the world besides.
How important then that they should possess that
medical and hygienic knowledge which will enable thera
to live right themselves, and to teach others the way of
health !
As a medium of communicating and diffusing this kind
of knowledge, woman enjoys greatly superior advantages over the opposite sex. By her free and unrestrained
intercourse with her own sex; by her winning graces
and sweet persuasive powers ; one woman can do more
in this way than a whole army of men doctors, with the
natural and social disadvantages under which they
labor. But then, forsooth, modesty becomes a woman,
and home is her own peculiar province, and her only
proper sphere of action. Suppose that all this be granted,
is the assumption true that tliere is anything^ in the study
and practice of medicine calculated to render a woman
less refined and modest? So fiir is this from being true,
that the study of medicine as a science has a most elevating influence on the mind and a refining influence on
the heart ; and the practice of medicine as an art affords
the best field for the cultivation of all the tender and
benevolent propensities of our nature — all that is gentle,
lovely, and of good report. If coarseness, and want of
modesty and refinement have characterized any of the
votaries of medicine, either male or female, it has not
been hecause of the pursuit, but in spUn of it. The
coarseness, in these cases, is either inherent and ineradicable, or the education is too deficient to neutralize and
overcome it.
And what shall we say about home duties? the theme
on which the enemies of the medical education of woman,
and her professed friends delight so much to dwell.
What are the home duties of woman ? What are those
peculiar, most congenial, and only domestic employments, about which we hear so much ? Do home duties
consist only in sweeping houses, dusting furniture,
darning stockings, cooking, knitting, and the performance or supervision of all the details of household
economy ?
Are not the ment.al, moral, and physical education of
children, the nursing of the sick, and the administration
of remedies parts, and very important parts of the
domestic duties of woman ? Are not these the most important, the most overshadowing of all her home duties?
Why all this parade, then, nhant home duties F The
education of children, and the nursing of the sick are as
much home duties as any, and by far tlie most important.
But then some may say: "This is all true enough, but
the proper sphere of each w^man is in her 07ni home,
and thi.** should he the centre and circnmfereucp of all
her doings." To this we reply that many women are
incapacitated by nature and by circumstances for th-e
discharge of the duties devolving upon them ; and such
as these should have the counsels and assistance of their
more fortunate sisters. In short all women should hf
educated as far as possible in medical matters ; hut as all

LITERARY
cwnnot ohtAin the ne€e-«.aiiry medical knowtedgc, it is
highly di?-«irableHud prupor thai some who enjoy greater
«dvuutag<-!« should tmvo ti ihorougli medical ediiCHttoD,
M) that thoy cud as.sl^t aud iQ^lrnct others in the most
important nf uU HoHBdti/t>#— (he trainiog of childroD
«nd the care of the sick. And " what," It may be asked,
"shall a witmnn do with htr own homo in the mi>aii
Uuie/ WliHi will l»e douo about the minor duties of
j(oih1 housewifery?" Tbisdifflcalty may readily bo met
iu two ways: by a tile of celibacy ; or by the ompluylueiit of a housekeeper. A woman, with mind aud
lieart full of the great work of a physician, might even
forego the pleasures of conjugal love, and dill find
ample scope for the exercise of those affections which
would, iu all probability, bring more true pleasure than
the happiest matrimonial alliance. But a married woman engaged in the noble work of dispensing health to
her suff.-rlDg sisters, and enjoying the emoluments oi a
lucrative practice, could well afford to commit the minor
duties of household economy to a hired honsekeeper.
So a woman may marry and practice medicine too ; she
may carry blessings to the homes of others, and still her
own home may not be neglected; she may enjoy the
»>weets of connubial bliss, and, at the same time, she may
partake of those purer, higher, holier pleasures which
j'pring from the exorcise of the benevoleut and unselfish
propensities of oar nature.
COLCUBDS, Ga.

fittrarg lloticrs.
Books bt Mail. — Now that the postage on printed
matter is so low, we offer our services to procure for
our subscribers or others any of the books that we notice.
Information touching books will be cheerfully given by
inclosing a stamp to pay return postage.
When ordering a book, please mention the name of the
publisher.
From T. B. Petrrson & Brothers, Philadelphia: —
THE GIPSY'S PnopHESY. A Tale of Real Life. By
Mrs, Emma D. E. X. Southworth. author of "Retribution," "Lost Heiress," "Lady of the Isle," "Curse of
Qiftoo," etc. etc. This novel, which has appeared iu
an English periodical, is now for the first time offered to
the American public from the house of the Messrs. Petersou. The opening scene of the story is at the English
village of Epsom, at the time of the Derby races; but
with the second chapter the place of action is transferred
to a romantic and mountainous district in Wales. The
tlitime of the novel is the devotion of a wife to her husband, through good and evil report, and this is illustrated
with the power of a strong and gifted nature, yet with
all the delicacy of a woman. The closing chapter, which
describe-? the death of the individual who has been the
agent of the misfortunes of the heroiop and others, in the
tragic forco of its descriptions, approaches the terrible.
Mrs. Southworth is a powerful as well as a prolific writer ; and. while she has added largely to the light literature of our country, her works are of a character that
do not only herself but her country credit, and place
hflT at the head of her class of romance writers. Posses ing a most vivid and unbounded imagination, which
sometimes — though seldomer now than in her earlier
works — leads her to the borders of extravagance, she
gains a hold upon the rea-ler's mind and
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attention in a way tlint few others succood in doing*
Price $il on, paper; $1 25, cloth.
THE HOHKOUS OF PAIUS: or, The Flovoer qf the
Riubuurg. A Sequel to the "Mohicans of Paris.'* By
Alexander Dumas, author of "The Count of Monte Criuto," "The Iron Mask," "Man with Five Wives," "The
Corsicau Brothers," etc. etc. Translated from the author's advanced sheets expressly for the present edition.
Price 50 cents.
From HArvPER & Bkothkr.s, Xew York, through J. B.
LiPPi.vcuTT & Co., Philadelphia: —
THE SILVER CORD. A Npvd. By Shirley Brooks.
This book is of the same cla^s of romances among the
authors of which Wilkie Collins stands pre-eminently
first. It is a book of nearly three hundred closely
printed, double-column pages, in which there is enough
mystery, villauy, and tragedy to satisfy the most inveterate uovel-reailer of the ago. The most promineot
character, Erue.st Adair, reminds one strongly of Count
FoBCo in Collins' "Woman in White," possessing the
same characteristics of coolness, courage, and daring, a
cold-blooded, calculating villain, without a touch of
passion or heart to excuse his wickedness. Mrs. Berry
is represented as an embodiment of all that is detestabh)
in a woman, though it strikes ns, if she had been of tbo
other sex, she would have distinguished herself as a ■
criminal lawyer, so expert is she iu unravelling mysteries and putting this and that toijethcr, Mr. Hawksley,
a play-wriler, and Mrs. Hawksley, his wife, are the two
most agreeable characters in the book ; while a theatrical
manager is occasionally introduced with a not unpleaaiug elfect. The author of the book himself displays considerable dramatic talent, aud seems tolerably familiar
"behind tlio scenes.'' The novel, if properly dramatized, would appear to advantage upon the stage. Tho
reader will gain a better id^a from this bonk of the system of espionage conducted in Franco by the spcrct
Iioiice — an espiouage so close and uuremilting, that not
tlie most trivial circumstances of the most common individual's life aro lost sight of— than from any other
work that has fallen in our way. The book is not without faults, though most of them are of a kind that aro
more properly noticed by the extended reviewer than
by us. In the latter half of the book, though tho interest
of tho reader slackens not one whit, it is so taxed and
strained, and we might almost say imposed upon, by
chapter after chapter which make no advance iu tho
story, and are introduced for the secondary object of illustrating individual character, that, by tho time the
end is reached, the reader is so wearied, he closes the
book with a feeling of relief, as though ho had accomplishedapaiufultask. Pi ice 7j cents, paper; $1 2jcloth.
CONTEJfPORART

HISTORY.

Wo

have

received

several numbers of a work entitled "The Union Forever,
The Southern Rebellion, and t)ie War for tlie Union, A
History of the Rise and Progress of the Rebellion, and
consecutive Narrative of Events and Incidents, from tho
first stage.^of the Treason against the Republic, down to
the close of the conflict, together with important docuNew

ments, extracts from remarkable speeches, etc. etc."
York. James D. Torrey, Publisher. This is a

neatly printed work, which makes its appearance in
weekly numbers, tho price of each being 10 cents. It
abounds in references to public documents, which iu
many instances are given in full, and freely commented

absorbs his
upon.
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godey's lady's book and magazine.

John's ^rm-Cljair.
Godey's Illpstrations for December: —
Steel plate of "Winter;" a youn^,' gentleman very
much to be envied, with two such pretty girls to give
liiin a slide.
A very pretty plate is "Winter," both in
li/ures aad landscape.
Bridal Robes. Our fair readers have presented to them
ia our fashion-plate for this month an agreeable variety
of brides' dresses from which they may choose an elejfant and fashionable bridal attire. We know that to
some it will be necessary, as our lady subscribers are
much sought after. At a very great expense and trouble
we have obtained early copies of these spleudid dresses.
In presenting this plate we do it in the full consciousness that nothing equal to it has ever been published in
Paris or London. Six figures in one plaie, forming a
pretty picture ; not a mere fashion-plate, but as much a
subject engraving as any published in the Book.
"The Robin's Friendly Visit." A very seasonable
plate, and an original design.
And where shall Robin his breakfast get.
If not at your kind door?
So throw him out some crumbs, I pray—
You will have all the more.
"The Christmas Tree." A happy group is gathered
around our Christmas tree. Happy hearts and happy
faces. How beautiful are those Cliristmas gatherings 1
How many homes are made happy on that day I Sons
and daughters, who have left the paternal roof to follow
their vocation iu busy town or crowded city, now revisit
the scene of their childhood, where gathering round the
fire as in days gone by, they recall pleasant memories
of the past, sinjr old songs well-nigh forgotten, while
the familiar sports, the forfeits, riddles, the country
dance, hlindmau'.s-buff, or hunt the slipper, which delighted their youthlul years, are once more welcomed
and enjoyed with a renewal of youthful feeling. Aged
parents fancy themselves young again, as they witness
the liappiness of their children, at times down to the
third goueration, aud few there are who do not find the
quieter pleasuresof our time as good for heart and mind,
its our forefathers did their noisy revellings — perhaps
better.

«

A "Christmas Basket," and a "Christening Robe"
will also be found, with hosts of other pretty things in
our illustrations for this month. Cloaks are also given,
which, with those in the November number, give an
.agreeable variety to choose from.
A Meret Christmas to our Subscribers! — We cordially wish our readers a raerry Christmas. May ail
the genial and blessed influences of the season be showered Copiously upon them! We have done our best to
make the Lady's Book worthy of their regard, and we
trust they will give us credit for success. We make no
especial promises for nest year, but our subscribers
know us, and know that wo have the means and the disposition to keep the Lady's Book where it always has
been, at the head of American magazines.
Current Money. — We ask our subscnbers to send us
as good money as they can get. Last year the discount
on notes of the Western money we received averaged
f.om ten to fifteen per cent.

Make dp your Ci-UBa. — Remember that the Lady's Book
ia the best work for ladies published in this country. Wo
have more than one thousand private letters testifying to
this fact, and the press throughout the country is unanimous iu saying that the Lady's Book is the best magazine
of its kind in this or any other country. The difi'erence ia
the club price of the Lady's Book and that of other magazines is only a few cents, and for these few cents you get
nearly one-third more reading and engravings, besides
other more expensive embellishments that a low-priced
magazine cannot afford to give. Clubs must be for the
Lady's Book alone, with one exception, and that is "Arthur's Home Magazine." One or more of that work can
be introduced in a club in place of the Lady's Book, if
desired.
Any person, with a very little trouble, can get up a club
for the Book ; we have frequently been so informed by
ladies — the work is so popular. It is but to call and get a
subscription. Clubs are always in time, as we are Hble to
supply numbers from the beginning of the year: yet we
like them sent in soon, to know how many we shall print.
Remember, that a work with 1.50,000 subscribers can give
five times as much as a work with only half tliat number,
and the embellishments can also be made of a very superior character.
Oar terms are made plain and explicit, so that they may
be easily understood. We are often asked to throw in an
extra copy. In no instance can this be done, as our terms
are so low to clubs that it cannot be afforded. A shopkeeper would look amazed, if a purchaser should ask him
to throw in an extra yard because she had purchased
twelve. And yet we are asked to add au extra copy because twelve have been ordered.
It cannot be done.
Dr. R. Shei.ton Mackenzie, of the Philadelphia Pres*,
" Tliere
is no mistake about the fact that Godey's
says
:—
Lady's Book is decidedly a great institution. Go where
you may, it is to be found. Lately, when in the country,
at a farm-house, we found upwards of sixty volumes of
Godey, neatly lialf-bound, and evidently much read.
The fair proprietor told us that she had commencetl
taking the Lady's Book at the age of fifteen, aud now,
a not very old grandmother, continues to subscribe for
We thank the Doctor. How often have we been told
that mothers take the Lady's Book for their children
whose mothers took it for them.
That article about Musk in our June number has been
copied extensively by the press, mos6 approvingly.
They agree
it." with ns that no person should be permitted
to off'eud others by its use. We could gave many reasons
why Indies should not u^e it ; but it is a delicate matter
for a Lady's Book to handle.
Monroe

County Agricultural

Fair is the first that

has honored us this season with a large list of subscriptions to Godey's Lady's Book as premiums. They have
also ordered many copies of Mrs. Hale's Cook Book. An
excellent selection for premiums. We believe that Godey's is the only magazine that is used as a premium
for
at fairs. The addition of Mrs. Hale's
Cookdepositors
Book is judicious.
Old Post-Office Stamps. — Our subscribers are informed that the old post-office stamps are now of no use.
The post-office has issued new stamps, and the old ones
are valueless.
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It is on record that iho
**sb8oluie nothiug" gave
la coDtroTeri<ilon of tho fact
It ever applied to music?

ARM-CUAIK.

COLUMN.

philoaophor'a theory of tho
rij^e to cndlesH ctii>putations
; but then, oh skeptics, vras
In this musical metropolis

of Philadelphia, for iusiaace. could mu^^ical nothiiigDes8 pohftibly bo more absolute f Sythia.s, who huted
music and interdicted it in his royal presence, would
have found a paradise herp at any time within the last
flix months, and the general innocence upon musical
subjects is increasing so prodigiously that at the ei;d of
the war we shall all have to go back to our A, B, abs, in
the science.
Cheerful !
The two or threo promised musical enterprises which
we have recently announced in this most veraciouii
eolumn, like all other hope-inspiring facts or fancies of
similar nature, appear as yet to be "down in the valley." Even tho Jullieu promenade cimcerts, see last
month's coluroo, are not at this writing any nearer
public consummation than tliey wei e a month ago.
At tho Academy of Music jn-tr^tuiif/itatiim is tho word !
Alas, and are we come to this! Tho tricks and high
presto of a conjuror as a substitute for opera. And in a
tomple consecrated to music ! Tho prize-ring and the
caraus were more classical allies, even though the
vizard be M. Uermann.
We hear rumors of a German Opera during the winter, with our well known fellow-citizenes«, Madam Jo-

THE LADY'S BOOK.
A rnorsA.vn homes throughout the laod —
Tho stately house, tho humble nook,
In city fuil. in country lont> —
Is gladdeu'd by the Lady's Book.
Within the mansions of the rich.
Where none a sacrifico might brook,
Upnn a marble table lit-s,
'Mid costlier things, tho Lady's Book.
And in some humble attic-room,
There 'II often be some cory nook
Bosido tho little working stauil.
Where choicely lies the Lady's Book.
The liidy, delicate and pale,
Within her warm and curtained nook.
With other nice and pb^asaiit things
Is pleased to see the Lady's Book.
And in tho distant hamlet rudn.
The stage is watch'd with yearning look ;
It brings the mail ! and so. perchance,
Xew copies of the Lady's Book.
Down the river, 'cross the plain.
Through ontheits forest,
Wending
lonely o'er
way.the brook,
Bearing on the Lady's Book.
Over mountains, up the valleys.
Rounding many a dreary nook,
Through heat and cold, through shine and stocm,
Goes regular the Lady's Book.
Far amid the western wilds,
In some lone se'iuestered nook.
The woman in her cabin smilpn
A welcome to tho Lady s Book.

haansen, for the Prima Donna. "Well, hurry it ap ! we
have recollections of a golden German season at the
Academy shortly after its inauguration, and though

Out in many a country village,
Oil seaboard or ioland nook,
Fraught with pleasure, sure of welcome.

p-.etzels abounded up stairs, we never heard that they
interfered with the music on the stage. So let it bo
this season.
But this is only in pro>:pect.

Monthly goes the Lady's Book.
There's many a dwelling in the laud.
Whoso inmates much privation brook.

So for the present our solo recourse is to Sanford's.
When we cannot get genuine opera, who shall gainsay the

But their dull life 's enlivened by
The presence of tho Ladys Book.

burle-s^ne? Besides, Sanford's is a purely Philadelphia
institution. 3Ioreovcr, it is raetropi>litau ; and as highly
charged with fun and music as the reunions of Mr.
Etonewitz are innocent of either. Bnt the ethiopiques
at Sanford's are now doubled. Not that they have
taken to themselves partners in domestic lies; but the
famous Buckleys have been united to the troupe, thus
making the strongest and the best company of the kind
in existence. Tho burlesque operas of Lucretia Borgia,
Cinderella, and II Trovatore are inimitable. Donizetti,
Roesini, and Verdi never dreamed of such an interpretation of their music as is given by these happy fellows,
in whose performances the mixture of the sublime with
the ridiculous is perfectly felicitous. Sanford is a public
benefactor.
May his shadow never be less!
Jfew sheet music is as scarce as other musical items
this month. The Banner of the Sea, to which we briefly
alluded in onr last, we find to be a spirited and a pleasant soog and chorns, worthy a large circulation. Two
editions are pablish<>d, one with plain title at 25 cents,
the other with brilliant colored lithograph at 50 cents,
Mr. D. Brainan Williamson is the author, and Geo. W.
Hewitt th«^ composer. We can send on receipt of price;
or it may be ordered with any music named in recent
nnmbers of this column.
Address
J. Starr Hollow at.
Let it be distinctly understood that we have no agents
ft*r whose acts we are responsible, and we are only accountable to those who remit dirt»ctly to us. We have no agents
that solicit subscriber'*. Moupy must be sent to the publisher, L.A. Godey, Philadelphia.

In yon farm-house behold her there—
The farmer's wife, with beaming look !
Her son has just arrived from town,
And brought her home the Lady's Book.
SheWould
says her
own andstrange,
children's
awkward,
and dress
homely look,
If she could not, in time of need.
Go and consult the Lady's Book.
Is it a pie she wants to make?
Or anything whe has to cook ?
She always can find out the way
By glancing in the Lady's Book.
So she. amid her many cares.
With cheerful and contented look.
In home retired from city far.
Appreciates the Lady's Book.
Sometimes, the " work done up" at night,
Fire warm within the chimney nook,
She sits down in the candle-light
To finish up the Lady's Book.
When she has read it through, she lays
U safe away— with pleased look.
And hopes one day to have a chanco
To get it bound— her Lady's Book.

E. C. T.

A Test. — As a test, we exhibited all the magazines in
the country, the other day, before an intelligent teacher
In the Pablic Schools of Zauesville, and promised her
the choice of them. " Well, Uncle," said she, '* I prefrr
Godey's Lady's Book." Dr. Andrews, of the Sfnridin
InUlligenwr, tried the same experiment once, with the
same resnlt, and ever since has been dispo.sed to acquiesce In the young lady's decision.— /ftrnW, Cardington.
OiTR Literary matter this month is well selected, and
appropriate to the month.
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Lettek from an editor: —

SOME
Nbw

HINTS.

York.

Mb. L. a. Godet: Dear Sir— Will you please be kind
enoTigli to seud us a copy of the Lady's Book for March,
1S61 ? It has failed to reach us, and we are anxious to
preserve the entire volume for binding — hence this r&quest. All the numbers, as far as published, are "just
as good as new," aud as soon as the volume is completed,
vre shall have "Godey" bound— as evtrybudi/ ought to —
and placed in our library. We are, and presume the
world is, deeply indebted to you for publishing a magauue of such iutrinBic worth, the possession of which
will prove a vnlaable acquisition to any and every library. The fact that, notwithstanding the extreme hard
times, "Godey"is constantly increasing in circulation
— at least in our town — is pretty good evidence of its
popularity, as a standai'd publication, with the great
mass of intelligent readers ; and if you did not exchange
with us, we should have the Lady's Book if it cost three
times its present price — in fact, "we" could scarcely
"keep house" without it. In strict confidence (! ), friend
Godey— though a bachelor of the "old school" order,
aaid hence less prepared to properly appreciate all we
find in your magazine — we esteem the best of monthlies,
«nd a lady friend now standing at our elbow indorses
ftU we have written, and says that the double-extension
fanthion-plates are alone worth more than all the other
fa-shion-prints combined ! Wo bid you, and your glorious
oaterprise, God speed.
Hastily, though truly, yours,
W. W. W.
Kissing. — A gentleman wr<ite:—
" Men scorn to kiss among themselves,
And scarce would kiss a brother :
But women want a kiss so bad,
They kiss aud kiss each other."
Whereupon, a lady pencilled this reply, and left it for
ihi fool's instruction: —
" Men scorn to kiss among themselves.
And it 's well that they refrain ;
Tlie bitter dose would vex them so,
They would never kiss again."
From "Holbrook's U. S. Mail and Post-Office Assistant:"—
Losses bt Mail. — By one of the regulations of the P.
O Department, Section 207, it is required that before an
investigation is ordered, as to a reported loss by mail,
ssrtisfactory evidence shall be furnished, not only of the
depositing of the letter in a post-ofBce, but that the alleged contents were absolutely inclosed. Experience
shows that attempts are frequently made to make the
post-office a scapegoat for failures of this kind, when the
guilt lies in quite another direction.
To those who have occasion to make remittances by
mail, our advice is to get drafts or checks whenever convenient. Whencash must be sent, employ a reliable disinterested witness to see the money inclosed and the letter
deposited. But avoid calling the attention of either the
postmaster or any of his clerks to the fact. Not that
this would increase the risk trenerally, but in some ca^es
it might, and in but few would they be lessened. The
leas publicity in respect to money letters, the better.
Arthur's Home Maoazine. — We recommend this
magazine to the attention of families as the best $2 magazine now published. We club it with the Lady's Book,
only asking $3 ."jO for both publications, or it can be
introduced in any of our clubs in place of a copy of the
Lady's Book.

and magazine.

See advertisement in this number.

In remitting, try to procure a draft, and don't fail io
indorse it.
Address L. A. Godey, Philadelphia, Pa. That is aufflclent.
If a lady is the writer, always prefix Mrs. or Miss lo
her signatnrft, that we may know how to address a
reply.
Town, County, and State, always in your letter.
If you raisB a number of any magazine, always wrifce
to the publishers of the magazine. If Arthur's., address
T. S. Arthur A Co., Philadelphia; if Harper's, address
Messrs. Harper & Brothers, New York,
When a number of the Lady's Book is not received,
write at once for it; don't wait until the end of the
When inclosing money, do not trust to the sealing
matter on an envelope, but use a wafer in addition.
year.
Mrs. Hale is not the Fashion Editress. Address "Fashion Editress, care L. A. Godey, Philadelphia."
When you send money for any other publication, we
pay it over to the publisher, aud there our responsibility
ceases.
We can always supply back numbers.
Subscriptions may commence with any number of th«
The postage on the Lady's Book, if paid three months
in advance at the office where it is received, is four and
year.
a h* 1 1/ cents for three monthly numbers.
Let the names of the subscribai-s and your own signature be written so that they can be easily made out.
"An IIonest Man." — This title we court more than
any other: and the Sandy Hill HernUl bestows it upon
us,
and gives other good reasons why he likes the Lady's
Book.
"We

like this magazine, first, because it is an old acquaintance, sure to drop in every month, and always
with some new attractions. Second, because its godfather is on honest man, who always performs more
than he promises ; aud third, because it is a pure, chaste,
interesting, and useful periodical."
A BEAUTiFiTL little illustrated guide to the cultivation
of flowers and house plants, the care of bulbous roots,
etc. etc., called "The Parlor Gardener," has been lately
published by Messrs. J. E. Tilton & Co., Boston, in their
well-known elegant style. They will send it, post-paid,
on receipt of its price, 60 cents.
They are publishers of that valuable illustrated guide
to drawing and painting of all varieties, called "Apt
Recreations," which they will also send, post-paid, on
receipt of price, $1 50. They have ready a new price
list of artist's goods, which they will send free.
Literary Associations. — We now commence in time lo
warn our subscribers against sending their money to any
association purporting to furnish the Lady's Book as part
of the inducement to subscribe, and promising them great
prizes in porae future drawing of a lottery. We will not
be re>ipnnsibte in any way. We will also add that we have
no agents for whose acts we are responsible. We only send
the Lady's Book when the money is sent direct to us.
With a club of $16.
The ladies of our town have tried other magazines, but
with few exceptions among my acquaintances, which
are not small, they all agree that Godey's is the only
real Lady's Book of the day.
H., Ohio.
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Dkar Sr^T: Although it is rathor prematitro, or, aa
WaUor would say, "alilllo in advance of tho oxpross
mail," I am goiog to toll you of our proposed ChriittrDa.s
doings, in ordor that you may bavo somo hints iu case
you purpose to mako yours a "merry" day.
To mako you ondorNtADd thiugs clearly, I must tell
you that Krandmother Moore is going to^iveagrand
fHuiily party. All the childroD, grandchildren, auutK,
ci>uiiiu8, from far and near, are to bo invited to spend llio
day. and a pretty sizeable party we shall make. You
may remember that we had a similar gathering last
year, though I have novor given you a derailed account
of it. This year the same programme will ho carried
eut, with of course a Utile variation in the gifts, mottoes,
and tableiiux, a* wo shall substitute "Chri.stmas for the
Rich and Poor." with the effect of contrast,
Wicholas' Visit" and ''Krlss Kringle's Call."
ing over my last year's journal, I flud a detailed
of our proceedings last year, and that you may
ttie particulars, I have copied them for you.
To begin at the beginning, wo had arranged

for *'St,
In lookaccount
have all
that all

the gifts, from grandpa's snuff-box to Eddie's drum,
wore to be sent to grandmother's, there to be distributed.
A week beforehand, grandma sent for Oracle and me,
and gave us carte hlnndu for the evening's entertainments, only stipulating that we kept the secrete from all
Imt Aunt Harriet's imm-'diale family. Wo accordingly
moved all our tablea^ix arrangements from home, and
fltt*^ up grandma's back parlor as I have described ours
in my first letter;* behind the back curtain we made
some further arrangements, of which I will tell you in
their proper place. We decked the front parlor with
evergreens, hollyberries, and everlastings, and over the
folding doors which separate the rooms we made in
green and crimson (berries) the words,
"a

URRRV

CnRISTMAS."

The company, nearly forty in all, assembled to dine
at ftfur, and darkness came on before th-^y left the table.
Leaving them to chat over the nuts and wine, our party
of performers stole away from the dining-room rather
earlier than the others, to arrange our costumes, scenery,
and other little matters. There was somo little impatience amongst the younger ones, but grandmolht^r contrived to keep them all up stairs until, at seven o'clock,
wo gave the signal for tliem to asRomblo in the front
parlor. Here we had arranged the seats in rows, facing
the back parlor, and as soon as all were comfortably
soated, we lowered the gas till the room was almost
wholly dark. We had, fortunately, plenty of room, for
grandma's rooms are very large.
All being now ready, Aunt Bessie began to play a slow
dream w.altz, the piano being entirely concealed from
Uie audience. Then the curtain rose very slowly, to
disclose the moving tableau of
A Visit from Saint Kichnla9.
The scene was arranged for a bedroom. In the centre
of the background was a large square of black cambric,
to represent the open fireplace, and in front of this hnng
two stockings. In the centre of foreground was a trundle bed, with Minnie and Eddie fast asleep, and on a
Mofa to the loft U^^rry, in a dressing-gown, slippers, and
lounging-cap, lay half awake. Morris, concealed, read
the poetry —
* Sea Godey's Lady's Book for Jnne, 1860.

AKM-CHAIR,
" TwaH the night before ChriRtmas, and all through the
houso
Xot a creature was stirring, not even a mouse," etc.,
Ui tlio Hue
" When

out on the lawn there arose such a clatter

I sprang from my couch to see what was the matter.*'
Ilere Harry sprang up and looked out (/'■/? sid'), and,
while Morris read tho description of Kriss Kringle on
the roof, ho kept up a raiiotng accompaniment of jingling sleigh-bollx and tramping reindeer till tho linos
«
'* As I drew in my head, and was turning around,
Down the chimney St. Nicholas caniu with a bound,"
when Gracie darted from behind tho black cainbric patch.
She had insisted upon having the part, and «he lookixl
Irresistibly droll. Her tiny figure was padded until slw>
was almost as broad as she was long. She wore a greatcoat of crimson, trimmed with fur, which fell from her
shoulders to iier feet ; a long white beard, a white wig,
and a tall fur cap altered her beyond recitgnition, and b1k>
carried a short pipe in her month. Cpon her back wa^ a
large basket of ti-yH, with which she filled the htocking^,
giving all the by-play of the verses, while Blorris read
them. Thou, laying her finger aside of her nose, sh«
vani-shed behind tlio black cambric ngain. A whistle,
jingle of s!eigh-hcll.% and then she cried: "Happy
Christmas to all, and to all a good-night." And the
curtain fell upon our first picture.
The second was
Kriss KHnglii's Call.
The scene was a parlor, where Aunt Harriet, Uncle
Walter, Minnie, Eddie, little Charley Moore, .lulia Ila>tings, and some other of the children cousins were
grouped, reading, playing, or sewing ; a quiet honwcirclo. Hattio wrote this little scene out, so I give it iu
her words:—
Aunt Harriet. To-morrow is Christmas, and we ronst
be ready for Kriss Kringle.
Minnie. I wish I could see the dear old soul ; I would
ask him to bring a new tippet in his pack ; mine is too
small for me.
UncU Walter. In Germany the old gentleman makes
it a practice to call on Christmas Eve upon the parents
of all good children, to inquire what the little ones
prefer for presents.
Julia. I wish it were the fashion here. I have often
wanted to see our good friend of Christmas, through
curiosity, for I must say that ho has not yet required
me to jog his memory. He is very good at guessing, for
he always brings me just what I wished for most.
A word of explanation here. Grandma Moore has an
Irish girl, who was raised in some unknown region, for
nntil last year she never heard of St. Nicholas. With
a true suspicion of her powers of blundering, Hurry
pressed her into service, trusting to her own powers to
speak any words or none, as the mood took her. Ifcr
nane is Molly, and her part was an impromptu. To
proceed with our play.
Aunt Horrid. I could echo your wish, Julia ; I have
often thought that I should like to see the good genius
of little folks, and have a quiet chat with him. {A violent ringing id tlie hill.)
UncU Walter. Who can that be, at this hour?
{Enter Molly, her red hnir grenaed till it slwne Wee ft
mirror, Iter clean dress and tidy apron as smooth as
luznds could make tfiem.)
Molly. Sure, sir, there's a gentU-man at the door, askiu'
fur yourself.

r»-io
Uncle Walter. Who
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W<dter.

Julia, from where do we export most flour?

Molly. It's myself don't know the laste bit in life.
Sure I told him it was busy with amusin' the childer ye
^Te^e ; but he says he's in a hurry, and must come in.
I: 's a quare-lookiug chap he is altogether, with a hairy
coat, and a thing on his back like a clothes-basket, aud
a tall hat ; myself never saw the likes of him, sir.
Uncle- Walter. And he gave no name?
Molly Is it name, sir? Never the whisper of a n:\me,

Julia. From Aunt Hettie's garden, sir ; she dun't have
anything in it but flowers.
WaUer. Julia, here is one chestnut for you; be very
careful not to make yourself sick with it.

otily took his pipe outeu bis mouth. It's the beauiifule.->t white beard he's got, sir. And sez he, " Is Mr. — "
Och! there 's himself entirely.
{Enter Walter, in full Kriss Kringle co/ftume, tcUh
olum on his beard and fur to represent icicles.)
A capital imitation, by the way, Susy. Melt a little,
Bprinkle it hot on the article, and it cools in the must

Elsie, if you will tell me one thing, I'll forgive you.
Elsie {coming out).
I '11 try.
Walter. Who struck Billy Patterson?
Elsie. The man that hit him, sir.
WaUer. Elsie, put your baud in my pack. (Elsie

beautiful crystals.'
WaUer. You will excuse my haste, sir. I was in
Germany some five minutes ago —
Molly
Did ever anybody hear the like of that for a lie?
Walter. And, hearing your children express a wish
to see me —
Molly. Och, hear 'em all the way to Germany.
WalttT. I came over for a shoit call.
Aunt Harriet. You are most heartily welcome.
Pray,
t.-Lke a seat near the fire.
J Walter. Thank you ; heat does not agree with me,
Molly. Then he ain't the old boy, after all.
This upset the gravity of the performers, and Uncle
^V'aUe^ said, " Molly, you may retire."
Molly. Tes, sir. Oh, it 's a curious old fellow ye are,
mister.
Uncle WaUer. M-dly, you may go dowu stairs.
Molly. In the cellar, sir?
Uncl-e Walter. No ; in the kitchen.
Molly. Sure it 's on the same floor, and no further
d iwn. Good-by, mister. Did you stop in Ireland on
y >Tir way over, sir?
WaUer. No; I had not time.
Molly. That 's throe for you, and the only thing like
it ye 've said the night. Och, is it from Germany in five
in' antes ye are? and d'ye think we're the naterals to
I Mieve your stories?
WaUer. If I 'd known there was such a pretty girl
a * you at the end of the road, I 'd have come in half the
t'rae.
MoUy. Ton M better stop in Ireland on your way
}»ack ; they '11 tuche ye better blarney nor the likes of
tliat.
{Exit Molly.)
The children had all gathered round Krisfe Kringle,
and now he said —
WaUer. I must lose no time. Will you allow me,
madam, to examine these children, and see if they have
li-arned anything since last year?
Aunt Harriet. Certainly you may.
WaUer. Minnie, you cannot spell very well, I hear.
Now, spell me transatlantic telegraph, backwards.
Ifinnie. Yes, sir. H-u-m-b-u-g, humbug.
Walter. Excellent ! put your hand in my pack.
(Minnie draws out a. hig red appU, and retires to eat it. )
Walter. Charley, who was the most successful king
who ever reigned in France?
Charley. Napoleon Second, for he never had a chance
to reign, and so could not fail.
Walter. St. Patrick! what ahull! Charley, my friend,
ask your mother to hang you up by the heels one hour
every morning, to give your brains a chance to run into
your head.
Cliarl^. Yes, sir.

Julia. I '11 try nut, sir.
WaUer. Where 's Elsie Clarke ?
Elsie {under the table). Here.
W(dter. Elsie was a bad girl to-day. and so she hides.

dratos out a long rod.)
{Therlock strik-^fi twilvf.)
Wtdter. Dear me, how time flies! I ought to be half
way to Holland before this. Stand clear, children.
Good-evening, madam
row.

and papa ; I '11 call again to-mor-

Here the curtain fell, and we sent all the performers
front, while Walter, Harvey, Grade, and I piepared for
the grand tableau of the evening.
Aunt Bessie, who is a fine pianist, played Ade.ste Fiddles (by request), and the curtain was slowly drawn up.
The frame was gone, and the brown curtain bad likewise vanished. In the centre of the room stood a Christmas tree, which reached from the floor to the ceiling,
and branched out on each side, almost touching tbe
walls. High up among the branches was our Gracie,
in white floating dress, loose curls, and a long wand,
the Christ-child of the evening. All the gifts were upon
the tree, and much of our week's work was explained
in the little labels which fluttered from each one. Every
gift had an appropriate line or verse attached to it. It
would take me too long to tell you all of them, but I
can give you a few specimens. Of course we took liberties with the quoted lines to suit the gift and occasion.
Grade's wand had a hook on the end,
enough to reach every part of the tree.
been sufficiently admired, the distribution
Walter stood under the tree, and received

and was long
After all had
of gifts began.
the ai tides as

Grade unhooked them, then read aloud the verse attached, and passed them to Harvey or me, and we distributed them in the proper order.
Tbe first unhooked was a large wax doll, dressed like
an infant.
Walter read —
" This is a little thing, not very, very high ;
If it can't dance nor sing, it will nevei-, never cry.
It has a little mouth, but no bread nor milk goes in.
Yet close by nnderueath is a little round chin ;
It has ten fingers, too. and just as many toes,
Two eyes of bright blue, and one little nose.
It was dressed with great care, and some expense, too,
For a merry Christmas gift from grandma to Sue."
Susy took her gift, and Grade unhooked next a dressing-gown of dark blue silk.
Walter read—
"Papa, from Gertrude.
Rich, but not gaudy,
For the apparel oft proclaims the nmu,"
and passed the gown to Uncle Godfrey Clarke.
Next in
order was a wooden sword for Eddie.
The lines were
"Take now your sword.
Tou have a breast
That ni>w shall win as high a crest
As ever waved along the line
Of all the sovereign sires of thine."
Eddie took the weapon, saying. ''Eddie fight 'em."
The
next gift was a large wooden horse for little Dick Clarke.
The lines were
*' I see the curl of your waving lash.
And tho glance i>f your kuuwing eye.
And I know you think yon ae cutting a dash
A)3 youi steed goes thundeiing by."
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The next was a packapo dono up \a browu paper and
beiited, din>cted to Uuclo Walter. Ho opened it hastily,
and found » ^'old snuff-box from biM fathur ; but tho
suuff 6fw up, and ho sneezed four times before ho had
time to read thi* Hn^—
*' Tho over carious are not over wi«o. "
Next in order camo a most exiiuisito bouquet from Harry
Bated to Grade herself, with Miss Landou'^ Hue—
" Flowers are all tho Jewels I can give thee,"
which Harry bad himself fastened to the golden holder
which contained tho blossoms.
Tho next was a box of
bonbons for Hattio ; tho line —
•'Sweets to tho sweet."
Grace next handed down a handsomely bound memorandum-book for Witlio Clarke, from his father ; and the
line upon tho label was
** A book *B a book, although there's nothing in *t.*'
Kext was an exquisite miniature of Cousiu Emily Hastings, a present tograndma from Undo George Hastings;
the line was Rowe's —
" Is she not more than painting can express?'*
Next was a Mother Goose for little Arthur Mooro, with
the lines —
" For, noble youth, there is nothing so groat
As Icaruiug is."
I could write for a day, dear Susy, and not tell you
half the presents or their labels. Mary presented Undo
George with a pair of knitted slippers, with tho liuo^
"So our svuh {soUs) are knit together."
Walter's present to Harvey was a gold pen, with the
lines—
** Beneath the rule of men entirely ffreat.
The peu is mightier than the sword.
Bohold
The anh enchanter's wand, itself a noihiug ;
But, taking soici^ry from the master iuxnd^
To paralyze the Caisars, and to strike
The loud earth brtathless."
Harvey bowed beneath the weight of the compliment
(?) paid him.
One of the little ouee received a flfe and
drum, with the liue —
" Mut<ic hath charms to soothe the savage brt^ast."
I wish I could recall more, but I did not write thera
down at the time, and so have forgotten them. Many,
indeed, drew their only wit from their application to
some incident or peculiarity known only in our own
circle. Thos one of my cousin's gift to his betrothed
was a superb basket of flowers, and marked
"Flowers are love's truest language;"
and while she blushed she saw him receive her gifl, an
embroidered cigar-case, well filled, labelled —
**Yoa tell me of your heart's bright flame,
I think you speak in joke ;
Apply
fire 'twill
to this,
You'llthe'find
endmyin gift,
smoke."
I think, dear Sasy, that Shakspearo, Milton, & Co.
would howl with anguish could Ihey know some of the
twists their lines received In adapting them to our
purposes.
The last gift I must mention, and end this
intolerably long letter.
All were ofl" the tree but an
embroidered smoking-cap, which Grace's fingers had
wrought for Harry Bates.
It had occupied a proud
position all the evening, the very top of the tree, and it
remained there until every other gift was gone from the
branches; then down It came, and Harvey road the
motto —
"This cap's the climax."
Our party was such a decidod success last year that
we will repeat it, with the variations I have mentioned,
on the coming Christmas. If it gives you one suggestion
for your own evening's entertainment, my letter will
not have been written in vain.
Lovingly, Ella.
VOL. LXIII. — 4tJ

THE

NIGHT

AFTER

CHRISTMAS.

Tns following Is an amusing parody upon Clement
Moore's uuc<iuullcd " Night tc/ore Christmas:" —
Twas tho uight after Christmas, when all through the
house
Every soul was abed, and as still as a mouso ;
The stockings, so lately St. NiclKdus's euro,
WiMo emptied of all that wus eatable there.
Tlie Darlings had duly been lucked in thi'ir beds —
With very full stomachs, and pains in their huuds.
I was dozing away in my new cotton cap.
And Nancy was rather fur gone in a nap.
When out in the nnrs'ry arose such a clatter,
II sprang
from my
sleep,
crying
— "inWhat
tiew to each
bedside
— still
half
a dozeis —tho matter?"
Tore
and threw
the clothes
While open
the the
lightcurtains,
of the taper
served oti"
clearly
to show;
The piteous plight of those objects below ;
For what to the fond father's eyes should appear
But the little pule face of each sick little dear?
Fnr each pet that had crammed itself full as a tick,
I knew iu a moment now felt like Old Nick.
Their pulses were rapid, their breathings the same,
What their stomachs rejected I Ml mention by name —
N"W Turkey, now Stuffing, Plum Pudding, of course,
And Custards, and Crullers, aud Cranberry sauce;
Before outraged nature, all went to the wall.
Yes — LoUypops, Flapdoddle. Dinner, and all ;
Like pellets which urchins from popguns let fly,
Went figs, nuts and raisins, jam. jelly and pie,
Till each error of diet was brougM to my view.
To the shame of Mamma and Sauta Claus, too.
I turned from the sight, to my bedroom stepped back,
Aud br(.nii.'I)t «>ut a phial marked "Pnlv. IiK-cac,"
When my Nuucy exclaimed — fur their sutferiugs shocked
•'Don't you think you had better, love, run for tho Do«her
n —— and was scarcely back under my roof.
I ra
p clatter of old Jalap's hoof.
the shar
Whenght I heyard at
I hardly had turned myself round,
sa th
I mi
When the Doctor came into the room with a bound.
d
vere with mud from his head to his foot,
s
He wa
tur?"co
And the suit he had on was his very worst suit;
ly had time to put that on his back.
He had harded
like a Falstaff half fuddled with sack.
And he look
!
Had the Doctor got
eyes, ? how they twinkled
Hismerry
Sherry,
His cheeks looked like Port and his breath amelt of
Ho hadn't been shaved for a fortnight or so,
And the beard on his chin wasn't white as the snow.
But inspecting their tongues in despite of their teeth,
Aud drawing his watch from his waistcoat beneath,
He felt of each pulse, saying — " Each little belly
Must get rid" — here ho laughed — "of the rest of that
I gazed on each chubby, plump, sick little elf.
And groaned when he said so, in spite of myself;
But a wink of his eye when he physicked our Fred
Soon gave me to know I had nothing to dread.
jelly."
way
He didn't prescribe, but went straight
to work
Aud dosed all the rest, gave his trousers a jerk,
ns
g
io
in
ng
e
ct
And, addi
dire
whil blow
his nose,
He buttoned his coat ; from his chair he arose.
Then jumped in his gig, gave old Jalap a whistle,
And Jalap dashed off asd,if pricked by a thistle ;
But the Doctor exclaime
ere he drove out of sight,
w—
"They'll be well by to-morro
good -night, Jones,
good-night!"
Tom McColltster, we believe it was, said he got married 80 he'd "have some one to take Godey home to.'"
Sensible fellow, as thousands of ladies will bear testimony.— Gazdte, Hillsboro.
We don't know Tom McCollister, but we pronounce
him a very sensible mau.
"WocLD you not love to gaze on Niagara forever?"
said a romantic young girl to her less romantic companion. "Oh, no," said ho; " I shouldn't like to have
a cataract always in my eye."
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STORT.

Is tlie anooxed design we present an arrangement
peculiarly well adapted for either farm or suburbaa
residence. The design of the exterior is chaste, partaking perhaps more of the pointed style than any other ;
well suited for a quiet rural retreat in the country,

with bath-room and wardrobes.
The rooms in the attic
are also well finished and lighted from gables in roof

where the surrouuding.-* will give a pleasing effect to
the composition.

patronage, and when the money is received, go down in
the scale of excellency ; but his motto is continually

rpou the ^fir-tt /lour wo have parlor A, library B. dining-room C.hall I>, kitchen E, wilhout-kitchen F; also
main and private stairs leading to the second story,
where there are four well-arranged chambers G U I K,

"onward," and each number i.i an improvement on the
preceding one. We thought years ago that Godey had

GoDET is not one of that kind who publish, a daahing
number at the beginning of the year, in order to draw

reached the top round of the ladder, but he is yot ascending.— Gazette, Guthrie C<.'ntre.

CENTRE-TABLE
We ask a patient reading of tlio following lotter: —
Pa.
Mr. L. a. Qodkt : Please send mo the Slay number of
this year'fl Lady's Buolc ; I loaned it, and of course it
was never returned. >'ow wbon I wish at the close of
the year to g*H my book bound, I have to bend for a new
one !<« it not moHt provoking ? Just as yuu h&j, I cannot, for the life of me, prevail on any of my many bor*
rowers to subscribe and get the book as I do. They say,
*' I declare I would like to take it, but I have so many
things to gel I ciiuuot afford it just now ; I -sliall after a
while — by the way, Kate, has your last uumber come
yet? I do want lo see it a few moments. I shall take
good care of it. and return it soon." So off it goes, and
in a few days my nice, cleau book comes homo dog-eared,
soiled, and torn, looking, for all the world, like a beggar
who has seen better days, and feeU ashamed of his prosent mean appearance.
Jnst think how ladies — especially young ladies — spend
six times the price of the. magazine in little foolish gewgaws to decorate their persons, which never raise thera
the least particle in the estimation of cither husbands, or,
what is of still more importance to young ladies, lovers,
whom, of course, they aim to please — the fV-:ar crtatures ;
and why not do so by decorating the mind as well as the
person, or rather in prefeience to the person? This the
Lady'a Book teaches them ; it is entirely their own book ;
they learn all about housekeeping, sewing, nursing,
dressing, entertaining, and last, but not least, how to
cffik a nice meal, which invariably pleases the gentlemen quite as much as any other of the many accomplishments they can acquire; at least, here, in the country,
where we have no cvUtred servants to dance attendance
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GOSSIP.

J. T. B.— Sent hair jewelry 3d.
L. II. M. — Moles cannot be removed by any application.
H. O. M. — The pattern was published In the November
number of IStiO.
W. H. C— Sent package by Adams's express 3d.
Mrs. 3(. SIcC — Sent bonnet by Adams's express 4th.
Miss H.— Sent pattern for Marino jacket 5th.
Wax Flowers. — We answered a lady's letter upon this
subject some time since, but have had no reply.
Mrs. O. A. B. — Sent pattern for Marine jacket 5th.
0. R. S. — Dressmakers use cold, strong black tea to
sponge silk on the right side, and iron it on the wrong.
Mrs. It. S. — Sent pattern for Marine jacket Sth.
Mrs. P. W. — We have full braiding patterns for boys'
jackets which we can send for 50 cents.
E. B. E.— If the hair be soft and very fine, clean it
with a brush dipped slightly in spirits of hartshorn, or
melt a little white soap, cut in .small pieces, in spirits of
wine, by means of heat, in the proportion of half a
pound of soap lo three-quarters of a pint of spirits of
wine and two ounces of potash. Carefully stir while
melting. Let it settle; when cold, pour off the liquor
clear, adding a little perfume.

This will prove a cleans-

ing hair-wash.
H. v.— We have been told that spirit of wine is the
most Innocent material for cleaning gold embroidery.
Mrs. A. C. S. — A pattern for a chair cover would cost
$1 ; the worsteds, canvass, etc., about $5. We will be
happy to attend to any order for you.
Elfelda. — So ; They are ordered to address direct from
Paris.

on us in the kitchen or dining-room; we find we can
please them by making nice things. Then we learn
how to do all kinds of fancy work, which pleases ourselves, whilst so employed, and after the work is done
(provided the same is well done).
I shall renew my subscription .'ihortly ; indeed, I would
not think of doing without it, and do not see why I did
not take it long ago. I like it much better than any
other magazine I have been taking.

As this subject is never uninteresting to a group of
ladies, young or old, we give, in connection with our
beautiful plate, a description of a tnntsseari prepared by

ii J better -h&U says, "Ton must have a great deal to
say in that note," and I fear you will think so too.
Yours, truly, K. G.

a fashionable dressmaker. The bride's toilet naturally
comes first.
The veil, which is made of rich Brussels lace, is very

PHILADELPHIA

AGENCY.

No order attended to unless the cash accompanies it.
All persons requiring answers by mail must send a
post-office stamp ; and for all articles that are to be sent
by mail, stamps mu.-^t be sent to pay return postage.
Be particular, when writing, to mention the town,
c^mnty, and State you reside in. Nothing can be made
out of post-marks.
K. D,— Sent ring. September 2.5th.
Mrs. M. A. C. — The newest and most fashionable style
of jacket is the Marine. We will send you the pattern
for 50 cents.
Miss E. B.— Sent ring 2.'ith.
Mrs. S. McN'.— Sent pattern 30ih.
J. H. O. — Sent pattern for Marine jacket .10th.
Miss G. W, — The prettiest present you can work for
your mother (particularly as she is an invalid), is a
** Bed Pocket." It is something entirely new ; it is to
bebraided, and has a pocket for handkerchief and watch,
and is to hang on the side of the bed.
Patterns 50cent:i.
Miss C. C. — Sent articles, October 3d.
Mrs. J. D. — Sent hair jeweby by Adams's express 3d.

Ccntrt-Cablc iojsip.
BRIDAL

FINERY.

long behind, the border is exces.'Jively handsome, and
the corners are rounded ; with this a wreath of orangeblossoms is worn. The dress, of white silk, is trimmed
with white crepe and Brussels lace; the body is low,
and cut square, with a little laco pelerine buttoned in
front. A small bouquet of orange-blossoms is to be
placed in front of the body, where the pelerine commences. The waist is round, with a very broad ribbon
sash. The sleeve is composed of a short puffing of silk,
and below that a very large crf^^e sleeve, with a turnedback cuff in Brussels lace. The bottom of the skirt j.s
trimmed with two rows of crepe ruches, and one deep
flounce.
As will be seen from our chat, bridesmaids also have
adopted the veil. This veil, which falls behind, is made
of tulle, and is surmounted by a wreath of red and white
roses. The dress is of white tulle, with a rose-colored
fcilk slip underneath. The body is made low. and
trimmed with a pointed bertha behind and before,
wliich is composed of two tulle ruches, in which are
placed, at regular distances, bows of rose-colored ribbon. The sleeve is very full, and descends just below
the elbow, and is caught up a little in front in the bfnd
of the arm.
The bottom of the two skirts is trimmed
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with tulle ruches, mixed with bows of rose-colored
ribbon; and in putting these on the skirt they are first
of all run on to a piece of double tulle, and the bows
fastened in. When this trimming is ci>mpleted, it
merely requires running on once, and by doing it in
this manner the dress is less bandied than if the bows
and ruches were all sewn on the tulle skirt.
Among the dresses we note a violet silk, very simple
but at the same time stylish. The skirt is plain, the
CMrsage open in front with lapels ; these are trimmed
with a crossway piece of black silk and edged with
narrow black lace with a violet silk button at the
extremity of each lapel. The sleeves have a deep
turned back cuff brought to a point ; the cap or epaulette
is also pointed ; both are trimmed to correspond with
the lapels; crossways, bands of black silk edged with
lace and violet buttons. The sash is very broad,
trimmed in the same style — black silk and narrow black
lace.
A plain dress for home wear, made of the new poil de
dicvtre (a worsted and silk material very soft), of gray
and lilac. The body high, closed puffed sleeves, with
pointed epaulette corded with lilac, and a deep pointed
wristband corded with the same.
A rich silk, with a white ground brocaded in black,
for this mixture is as fashionable as ever. The trimming
of the skirt is one of the most decided novelties of the
season, a flounce ten inches in depth behind and before,
h\xi Tniich deeiier on eWier sidennA consequent!}/ coming
vp to a point. The edge of this flounce trimmed with a
bright lilac ribbon, run on in the Greek pattern; the
flounce is headed by a lilac silk ruching.
A plain black silk, without which no wardrobe is
now conipletcT is trimmed at the bottom with three
gathered flounces, and above these 3. very largo ruche
in pinked silk, then three flounces, and again another
ruche put on ia large points. The body was made with
a band, and to button in front, whilst the sleeves were
trimmed to correspond with the skirt ; namely, with
ruches and frills, only of course narrower.
INVISIBLE

HAIR-NETS.

As there are still many ladies who valne the comfort
and convenience of the hair-net, and who are desirous
of retaining it as long as fashion permits, we are very
bappy to comply with the wish of a subscriber, and give
instructions for making the newest that has appeared,
which is one that bears the name of the " Invisible HairNet." As its title implies, this net is scarcely distinguishable when worn upon the hair, as it matches it in
color, and is also remarkably fine and clear, the meshes
being open. The silk used is much finer than the finest
netting silk, and is strong, being a sort of raw silk.
Commence by making twenty loops on a mesh onethird of an inch wide, and net as many rows, thus
forming a perfect square, then gather up a little portion
of the centre of this square, tie it round and attach it to
the string of the netting stirrup, and then continue to
net all round the edge of the square until the desired
size has been reached. This size must be regulated
accoi'ding to the convenience of the proposed weq-rer,
and this must depend upon the quantity of hair which
it is intended to confine. When completed, an elastic
must be passed through the last row of loops ; the net
must be moistened with a little weak gum- water,
stretched over a dinner-plate, and left to dry. These
invi'^ible hair-nets are the best that have been introduced, and are, in fact, the only kind now worn.

NEW

JEWELRY.

The articles in wear for so long a time have been added
to this fall — notwithstanding the pressure of the times, and
the economical resolves of most families. Among them
we note the rich combs of coral, ivory, silver, and gold,
intended for evening wear, in full dress. To accommodate
the new styles of wearing the hair, some of these have a
hinged back, that is, the back of the comb opens to allow
the heavy puff of hair to pass through, and closes into shape
again. Jewelled pendants, to be attached to the headdress, isalso another novelty ; these are in various designs,
as, for instance, a burnished butterfly, quivering on its
perch, a fine spiral wire: there are leaves, crosses, etc.,
all very striking in their effect, when velvet forms the
background.
The gold collar is really what the name indicates, a
circlet of gold for the neck, to be worn as a collar.. There
are several shapes, one of the prettiest modelled from the
narrow bits of linen, with slightly parted and pointed
ends, which have been so universal this last season.
Imagine a series of flat links fn this shape, fastened by an
amethyst, set in gold, with a pear-shaped amethyst pendant. Others are ornamented with pearls, and the most
costly with diamonds.
For fastening muslin habit-shirts and chemisettes, the
spiral stud will be found very useful, as it requires the
merest point of an opening, such as you might introduce
an ordinary pin through ; it is also more secure than the
ordinary fastening.
The richest fans are ornamented with rich lace, Talenciennes and even point, set on in waves, on a silk foundation of any bright or delicate tint. The frames are richly
carved, of ebony or pearl, sometimes inlaid with silver or

gold.

CLIPPINGS

AT OUR

CENTRE-TABLE.

1. The Victoria Theatre, in London, has its own associations, but the Prussians have named a superb building
in compliment to the mother-in-law of the heir apparent,
the past year. It was opened with the performance of
Rossini's "Barbiere.'* The Victoria Theatre is one of the
most elegant ornaments of the Prussian capital (Berlin).
The fitting-up of the interior is remarkable at once for
taste and splendor. The fronts of the several tiers of boxes
are white, with rich ornamentation in gold. The ceiling
is divided into compartments, in each of which is an appropriate picture, painted on a ground of pale pink. The
linings of the boxes are of cerise-colored velvet. A perfect
view of the stage is commanded from every part of the
s<tlle. There are three tiers of boxes, supported on slender
gilt pillars.
2. The gardeners of both the Chinese and Japanese nations are particularly successful in dwarjing plants. They
are paid to produce fruit trees, which are models of beauty
and fruitfulness, and which do not exceed a foot in height.
Such a result is only produced after years of patient labor,
care, and watchfulness. It is said by a distinguished
traveller and botanist, that he saw at Jeddo a pine tree,
full grown, whose branches only occupied a space of tivo
square incites. On the other hand, he was shown a pine
of the same species, whose branches were artificially extended over a circumference of 136 feet. The manner in
which plants are dwarfed is said to be as follows: The
smallest seeds of the smallest plants are selected as the
foundation ; in this respect their action is conformable to the
principles which are known to govern the vegetable kingdom in regard to habits of growth.
As soon as the plants
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make their appnarADce, tbey are covered with honey or
dissolved fcu^nr ; the gurdeners then introduce into tho
little bux which protuct^ the planttt, a ne^t of iintM, whoHO
e^gB HOOQ hatch and produce an active colony, greedy
ofHweets, and iocessanlly ruuulng over the plants, which
are kept covered with tho
halr pencils. The constuat
ftre always ruuaiug over
op a peculiar excitement,

bulutum by means of camei'saction of the-se insects, which
every part of the plant, keeps
which ends by producing the

stale of "ptgmitude" «o much adiuired by Japanese uad
Chiaese amateum.
3. Moulded glass casks are made in Belgium. T!iey are
covered with an open wickcr-wurk, are Raid to be (stronger
than those of wood, and are furnished with grouud-gla^js
stoppers and tups. The quantity of liquor remaining in
them is always viaible.

Jfasljions,
NOTICE

TO

LADT

SOBSCRIBERS.

Hatinq had frequent applications for the purchase of
jewelry, millinery, etc., by ladies living at a distance, the
Editress qf the Fashion Dtpartment will hereafter execute
commissions for any who may de.sire it, with the charge of
a small percentage for the time and research required.
Spring and autumn bonnets, materials for dresses, jewelry,
envelops, hair-work, worsted.**, children's wardrobes, mantillas, and mantelets, will be chosen with a view to economy, as well as taste ; and boxes or packages forwarded
by express to any part of the country. For the last,
distinct directions mast be given.
Orders, accompanied by checks for the proposed expenditure, tobe addressed to the care of L. A. Godfjj, Esq.
Ko order will be attfndtd to uhIkss the numtn/ is Jirst
received. Neither the Editor nnr Publi.\fter will be accountable/or losses Vud may occur in remitting.
Instroclion* to be as minute as is possible, accompanied
by a note of the height, complexion, and general style of
the person, on which much depends in choice. Dress
goods from Evans k Co.'s ; mourning goods from Besson
& Sod ; cloaks, mantilla«, or talmas, from Brodie's, o\
Canal Street, New York ; bonnets from the most celebrated
establishment.s; jewelry from Wriggens & Warden, or
Caldwell's, Philadelphia,
When goods are ordered, the fashions that prevail here
govern the purchase; therefore, no articles will be taken
back. When the goods are sent, the transaction must be
considered finaL
DESCRIPTION

OF STEEL FASHION-PLATE
DECEMBER.

OcB gronp of brides is the first
believe, ever published in this
magazine. The variety of bridal
the simplest and the most elegant
alike. We iuvite attention to its

sleeves and body are of white silk ; tho corsage high, as
is invariably the. ctise with French bridal costumcH, since
the idea of modesty and delicacy which belongs to the
bride seems to require It. The corsage has a poiutid
berthi o( laco in the same pattern as tho border of tho
robo, but narrower ; a double row of tho same upon tho
long flowing sleeves, which are caught up by a knot of
white satin ribbon. Sash of white satin ribbon, with
silver fringe. Tho hair is turned lightly back from tho
face, and dressed low, concealing the ear ; wroaih of
orange-buds, arranged as adiadom ; a narrow cordon of
bnds connects the diadem with tho cache p/eiytu, which
droops behind. Veil, arranged quite back oa the head,
of Brussels point, to correspond in every way with the
robe.
Fig. 2. — In admirable contrast to this costly dress and
veil, which could not be imported under a thousand, or
fifteen hundred dollars (according to the fineueiss of the
lace), wo have one of almost nun-like simplicity, a white
silk with perfectly plain corsage buttoned with ornamental pearl buttons, and a rich satin waist ribbon.
Mousquetaire sleeves, the cutfs turned with a simple
ruching of tho material; thuUo uudersleevos, with a
frill of lace at the wrist ; plain illusion veil, with silk
cord at the top of the lower hem.
blossoms, mounted in clusters.

position of each figure — the admirable grouping — the
effective background with delicate hangings, and appropriate floral decorations — and the artistic glimpse of tho
waiting friends, skilfully thrown in to add to the naturalness of the scene. Tet, apart from the picture presented, each figure is a correct costume.
Fiff. 1. — Extremely rich lace robe, over white silk
is a combination of the Brussels and point Ducliess,
graceful design having a border of medallions, and
same pattern is repeated at the height of the knee.

; it
the
the
The

Wreath of orange-

Fig. 3.— Dress of embroidered French muslin, with six
fiouDces of embroidery running up to the left of the skirt,
headed by a handsome flounce of lace. Flowing sleeves
with flounces ; square berths, to correspond ; a spray of
blossoms set carelessly iu the left corner. Sash of broad
thick ribbon. Sprays of blossoms confine the veil, which.
comes low on the forehead at each side.
Fiy. A is given for the peculiarly novel arrangement
of the veil ; it is placed so as to shade the face entirely,
falling in front across the upper line of the corsage.
Fig. 5. — A la Imperatrict, or gored in front ; the trimming, which is a broad ruching of the material (white
silk), is placed en bi-etelte on the shoulders, narrowing
at the waist lino, and sweeping ofifgracefully to tho hem
of the skirt. A row of daisy buttons in white blonde
down tho front; sleeves trimmed with the ruchiug; a
single spray of blossoms crosses the forehead, and connects beneath the roll of hair with a similar spray behind.
Fig. 6. — Muslin dress, in eight flounces edged by needle-work sleeves
;
headed by two flounces to correisi)oud ;
full wreath of leaves and orange-blossoms encircling the
head.
BONNETS

FOR

THE

SEASON.

{See engravings, page 464.)

FOR

plate of the kind, we
or any other fashion
costumes is such that
taste may be gratified
minutest details — tho

'

Piff_ 1. — Bonnet composed of rose sublime velvet, with
white uncut velvet crown.
It is trimmed with roses
and a black lace barbe.
Fig. 2. — Azurline blue velvet bonnet, trimmed with
white applique' lace and a long white feather.
Pig^ 3. — Opera bonnet, composed of Garibaldi-colored
velvet and white appliqui lace, with a rich bird plume
on one side.
Fiff^ 4, — This bonnet is composed of a white crape
front and raspberry-colored silk crown, and trimmed
with black and white lace.
CHITCHAT

UPON NEW YORK AND PHILADELPHIA FASHIONS, FOR DECEMBER.

We would call attention to the distinguishing points of
bridal costume given in this number. First, that in the true

»
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Parisian bridal costume, the sleeves are long;, thongh flowing, and the corsage high ; this would not be thought of by
our American Inides, but it expresses the true modesty of
the sentiment which, from time immemorial, has made a
veil indispensable. Again, it will be seen that no person is
confined to any eiugle style or material; a bridal dress
that would be becoming to a tall and slender figure, would
look absurd on a dumpy person; a fabric suitable to the
fortunes and probable gayeties of a person in fashionable
ciiy life, would be out of place in the quiet parlor of a
country home. As to wreaths — though the diadem style
is the prominent one, the coronal, the cordon, the simple
wreath, or bouquets, may be worn as best suits the face.
A bride of all persons should never sacrifice becomingness
to the fashion of the moment. For biidesmaids, we have
given some hints in our "Novelties," the present month,
to which we refer our readers.
And now to redeem our promise of pointing out styles
for the making up of winter fabrics, presuming that there
is no specially new one imported since our last, save some
rich black silks that at first glance would resemble those
of the past season too much to be really new. There is
this difference: the bouquets aud medallions in raised or
brocaded figures on the black ground are in single colors,
instead of the variety of last year. As, for instance, in a
shamrock pattern last year, the three lines were, one in
green, one in gold, and one in purple ; now, all the figure is
in green, or gold, or purple. The medallion wreaths, and
wreath-like diagonal cheques or diamonds, are perhaps the
very newest styles. Plain silks and poplins are, however,
the general favorites.
We have before said that the gored dresses, known ae
Gabrielle aud Jinperatrice, will be much worn. Many
define the seams with a thick cord, or piping in the same,
or a contrasted color; others, by flat velvet ribbons, or
ruches of velvet plaits ; others, again, by double silk ruches
pinked at the edges, like those worn on the bonnets the
past fall. Again, the velvet or ruching is placed enhrdelle
on the shoulders, and sweeps down en tahlitr on the skirt,
as in Fig. 5 of our plate. Plain black Lyons velvet of the
best quality is freely used, but, instead uf numerous narrow
rows, one broad band is worn on the skirt, set its own
distance above the hem, and frequently rising en tnhlier
or en tunic to the skirt. The widest velvet ribbons are a
little over fight inches — six and four inch ribbons are less
expensive, and therefore the more frequently adopted. It
may be had for 75 cents the yard — the widest is $1 20. At
first glance this appears too expensive to be popular; but
these broad bands on the Bkirt require only the exact
measurement, no doubling for plaits or ruching, and are
no more expensive than flouncings of the same. We give
an instance of its application. Plain rich bruwa silk, skirt
full and long, surrounded by a band of five inch velvet,
passing from left to right, it meets itself to the extreme
right, and is carried upward in a curve of graduated width
for a few inches, where it is caught by a large black velvet
oak leaf. The sleeves are full, with flat plaits at the top,
confined by an oak Ifaf in velvet ; the bottom has a plain
band of three inch velvet. There is no other trimming but
a sash of five inch velvet tied in a bow at the left, the ends
having a flat application of a velvet oak leaf to correspond.
Again, a Gabrielle dress, the seams and front trimmed
with a four inch velvet ribbon put on in this way, tliree
square or box plaits of the ribl)on, a plain piece of equal
width, with a button in the ceutre, three plaits, and plain
space, etc., from the shoulder to the hem of the dress. The
new dai«;y buttons are of chenille and blonde, or a medallion of open crochet, something in the shape of a child's
pewter toy watch with handle surrounded by guipure lace.

These are much used for the fronts of dresses, for looping
lace, plaits, etc.
Flounces are used only on plain silks and evening dresses,
and these are usually set on in groups, in waves, or points,
or diagonally, with puffs between. We have seen a very
striking style, in brown Havnnc silk, five or six flounces,
of five inches in width, each flounce trimmed by a black
satin cord at the edge of the hem ; the sleeves were made
in the same way ; on each side of the front breadth, and
on the forearm of the sleeve, a band of plain silk, edged
on each bide with hem and cord, is placed over the flounces,
from the waist to the hem, and from the shoulder to the
edge of the sleeve. On the skirt it is eight inches wide,
on the sleeves five; at moderate distances apart on this
plain space, bows of rich ribbon, with ends, are placed.
The effect is very good. Madame Demorest makes up
several of these styles; we might mention several other
well known names among New York and Philadelphia
modistes.
The large velvet leaves, of which we have spoken, are
ftmong the most prominent decorations of the season. In
Genin's riding-hats for ladies, which the Central Park has
created a demand for, and which are among his very happiest creations, we notice them, amid bows of rich ribbon,
or pompotis and agriettes of scarlet and black. We instance one with a rich beaver crown, and a brim turned
up, somewhat in the "old Continental style," the point in
front drooping most becomingly; this is of felt, bound or
faced with a broad band of velvet. Large lotus leaves in
black velvet fall on each side of a scarlet and black pompon, and a black plume curls backward. At the side of
the face are bows of black and scarlet velvet. Again, a
double rolling brim, of silk, and felt crown, with Magenta
decorations. This double brim, patented by Mr. Genin, is
extensively used in his children's hats, as are also the lotus
leaves, in their native green, fantastic scarlet. Magenta,
etc., with pompous of every shade mixed with black.
In ladies' bonnets we have already given such excellent
illustrations (front pages November number) that descripti'tns are scarcely needed. We find, from the winter openings of Mrs. Scofield, Madame Harris, and others, that the
shape continues after the extreme French model, vei-y
wide, high brims, small, drooping, "pinched-up" crowns;
capes long, and pointed at the back, feathers playing an
important part in the decorations; particularly the long,
handsome ostrich feather, displaced of late years by clusters of shorter plumes ; feather tips are largely introduced
inside the brim, sufficient space being now allowed for their
disposal. Steel-edged velvet leaves, steel-powdered clusters of grapes or berries are much worn ; and the brown
duller feathers of the pheasant, aud all other game birds
and barnyard fowls even, mounted in plumes, agrettes,
or pompons; we do not think the peacock tips will meet
with general favor, as some one clearly says, " they are
too suggestive of dust and fly-brushes."
We are glad to notice amid the huge bunches of flowers,
worn on top of the brim inside and out, some plainer
styles, which are to our fancy far more elegant ; a plain
black velvet of the best description, the only ornament
three tips of ostrich feathers on the front of the brim, placed
flat upon it ; one in the centre, one each side. Black velvet, plain crown, tlie front of the brim decorated by a fanshaped oruament of leaf-green velvet, in rows of box plaits
an inch or so in width ; the same ornament is repeated in
a graduated size on the middle of the cape.
For dress bonnets, Genin's furs, boys' and babies' hats
from Reynolds, boots, slippers, fans, embroidery, and
Brodie's decided winter styles, in cloaks, see next
number.
Fashion.
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Arthur's Home Magazine for 1862.
EDITED

BY T. S. AU'IUUR

x\NI) YlIUilNIA

F. TOWNSEKD.

Devoted (o Social Literature, Art, Morals, Ilealtli, and Domestic Happiness.
In announciiif; the Prosi>pctu3 of the iiinelefuth and tirftitieth volnines of the Home Ma^'a/ine. for
1S62, tlie publisliers have little to say beyond an assurance that the work will continue in all respects to maintain the hijjh ground assumed in the beginning.
Onr purpose has been to give a magazine that would unite the attractions of choice and elegant
literature uith hiijh moral aims, and teach useful lessons to men, women and ehildrcn, in all degrees
of life : a mag.izine that a husband might bring home to his wife, a brother to his sisters, a father
to his children, and feel absolutely cerliiin that, in doing so, he placed in their hands only what
could do them good. Still more entinentli^ tvill this J't-atitre of excelltnce, interest and tis'/iilness in the
readiuij matter of the Home Magazine ie regarded in the/uture volumes. Our work is for homes ; and
we seek to make homes happier.
All the departments, heretofore made prominent in the work, will be sustained by the best
talent at command. The Literary Department ; the Health .ind Mothers' Departments ; the Toilet.
Work Table and Housekeeping Departments ; the Children's Department, etc. etc., will all
present, mouth after month, their pages of attractive and useful re.iding.
ELEGANT

ENGRAVINGS

Will appear in every numb.'r, including choice pictures, groups and characters, prevailing fashions,
and a great variety of needle-work patterns.
This part of our work will be very attractive.
Besides the usual variety of short stories, sketches, and more solid articles from the pens of our
large corps of accomplished writers, two new serials ivill be gifen in 1862.
One entitled
BATTLE-FIELDS OF OTTB FATHERS.
A Tale of the Eevolution.
I!Y VlRlilMA F. TOWXSEND.
And the other,
WHAT
CAME
AFTERWARDS.
BY T. S. ARTHUR.
To all who make up clubs for the Home

ELEGANT

M.agazine, will be sent one or more of the following

PREMIUMS.

Our premiams for 1862 are, beyond all question, the most beautiful and desirable yet offered
by .iny .Mag-azine. They are large sized I'liotographs (15 by 10 inches), executed in the highest
style of the art, of magnificent English and French Engravings, four in number, as follows: —
1. HERRING'S "GLIMPSE OF AN ENGLISH HOMESTEAD."
2. THE SOLDIER IN LOVE.
3. DOUBTS.
4. HEAVENLY
CONSOLATION.
The prices of the engravings from which these splendid Photographs have been made, are, for
the first and third, $10 each; for the second and fourth, $5 each. We give these prices, in order
that the true excellence and value of the premiums may be understood. Herring's " Glimpse of
an English Ilomestead" is one of the celebrated pictures of the day; while the other three engravings are the favorites of connoisseurs everywhere.
Besides these, the two premium engravings offered last year, "Seventy-Six," and "He Knew
the Scriptures from his Youth," are still open for seleetion.

YEARLY

TERMS,

IN ADVANCE.

1 copy Home Magazine (and one of the premium plates),
$2 00
2 copies (and one of the premium plates to getter-up of Club),
3 00
3 "
(and one of the premium plates to getter-up of Club),
4 W
4 "
(.and one of the premium plates to getter-up of Club),
,5 OO
8
"
(and .an extra copy of Magazine, and one premium plate togetter-np of Club), 10 Ot>
12
"
(and an extra copy of Magazine, and two premium plates to getter-up of Club),
15 00
17
"
(and an extracopy of Magazine, and two premiumplates togetter-np of Club),
20 00
t^" It will be seen that each single subscriber who pays $2 is entitled to one of the premium
plates.
All subscribers to the Home Magazine who desire the premium plates can have them for
fifty cents each.
^^ In ordering premiums, three red stamps must be sent, in every case, to pay the cost
of mailing each pretiiiuni.
^^ It is not required that .all the subscribers to a club be at the snme Post-office.
^^ Specimen numbers sent to all who wish to subscribe, or male »/• <7<i6«.
CLUBBING.
Home Magazine and Godey's Lady's Book, one year. ^3 50.
Home Magazine and Harper's Magazine, one year, $3 50.
Home Magazine and S.aturd.ay Evening Post, $3 00.
■'"'^" TTie January number will be rendi/. ns a njjerimcn, hi/ the first nf December.

Address

T. S. ARTHTJE

& CO.. 323 Walnut Street, Philadelphia.

The Weekly North American
TTnitecl States Grazette.
AND

ONE

DOLLAR

PER

ANNUM!

Tnis is the largsst weekly paper of the same price, and contains more matter than any other
now pulilished. It embraces every variety of miscellaneous reading, literary, artistic, commercial,
political, and general ; both original and selected from the pens of the most celebrated European
and American writers. It devotes special attention to subjects connected with manufactures and
agriculture ; and furnishes reliable statements of the markets, money, trade, etc., etc., and is
particularly full and accurate in regard to breadstufls and produce.
During the continuance of the war, it will present the most reliable accounts of all movements,
both by sea and land, and furnish pictorial representations of the principal achievements of our
gallant army and navy, and portraits of our most distinguished commanders.

PUBLISHED

EVERY
TERMS.

SINGLE COPY,
One year,
$100
EIGHT COPIES,
"INVARIABLY
7 00

WEDNESDAY.

I TWEUH^ COPIES,
|IN TWENTYADVANCE.FIVE COPIES,

One year, ^IVl W
"
20 00

THE

llortl] American hiA SliuteiJ States (ia^cttc.
This old established daily paper still maintains the

EXCELLENCE

OF ITS COMMERCIAL

DEPARTMENTS,

for which it has been so long celebrated, thus affording to farmers and tradesmen in all parts of
the country the earliest and most reliable advices of the fluctuations in the

MARKETS,

PRICES CURRENT,

and all the events of the trading world. To country gentlemen and capitalists its FINANCIAL
ADVICES are invaluable, conveying as they do accurate aceonnts of every variety of investment.
American commerce has no more faithful reflex than the North American and United States
Gazette.
At the same time it maintains a

LITERARY

AND

MISCELLANEOUS

VARIETY

in its reading columns, always agreeable, refined, and instructive.
CRITICISMS
ON LITERATURE,
MUSIC,
AND
ART,
generally by some of the most competent critics of the day ; interesting CORRESPONDENCE
London, Paris, Washington, Harrisburg, and other places.
.A.3SriD
FXJX.Ii
A.I3VICES
and a E-A^HL-y
CONSTANT SUCCESSION OF SOUND AND
on current affairs, local, national, and international ;

FHOI^
READABLE

from

EXJIIOFE,
EDITORIALS,

Foreign Gossip, Elaborate and Costly Telegraph News,
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